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TOLERANCELdI Missing in Action!
In Puerto Rico
Would it shock you to know that the
archbishop of San Jose ordered all parish
priests to preach sermons on June 1
against the Costa Rican newspaper La
Naci6n merely because it carried full-page
paid "advertisements sponsored by the Baptist mission, setting forth that church's
concepts of the Scriptures? The Roman
Ca tholic editor replied to the archbishop
that he believed Costa Rica's constitutional
guarantee of freedom of worship and expression was justification for publishing
the advertisement. Apparently the archbishop, who together wi tJ:l his staff wi tbdrew their subscriptions, failed to agree.
That such conditions exist in much of the
world today will no doubt amaze many.
In_ Colombia
it proposed solution to Colombiats bitter
religious strife, which strife has already
caused the murder of 25 non-Catholics,
was recently published in Time . Its report
of the· solution" proposed by Colombian
Catholic Jose Maria Chaves, who teaches
at Queens College, New York, said: HProtestants should agree to a missionary quota,
stop publicizing persecution unless new
attacks occur, limit preaching to churches,
avoid attacking Catholic dognms and
priests. The Roman Catholic Church and
the pro-Catholic government should agree
to denoWlce and punish anti-Protestant
JANUARY 8 J 1953

assaults t guarantee freedom of worship."
Just how great is such a proposal of liberty! What if Christ had agreed to it? A
missionary quota: He could have sent outt
say, just ~ of the 70 evangellsts t kept
the others home in order to maintain peace
with the scribes and Pharisees.-Luke 10.
Stop publicizing persecution: Paul could
have eliminated 2 Corinthians 11:24·27
about his beatings, and mention of the
stoning of Stephen could have been left
out of the Bible.
Limit preaching to the churches: Christ
could not have converted the apostles
Peter, Andrew, James and John at the
seashore, given the seot,non on the mount,
preached by the sea to a great crowd,
nor could the apostles have taught in the
market places' and publicly and from house
to house.-Matthew 4: 18-22; chapters 5 to
7; Mark 4:1; Acts 17:17; 20:20.
Avoid attacking dogmas and priests:
By agree-iog to such a propOsal Jesus could
not have called religious Jeaders hypocrites,
blind guides, whited." sepulchres, beautiful
outwardly but filthy inside. and could not
have pointed to the danger of follo~
such leaders.-Matthew 23.
But Colombia is Catholic. Catholics pra..
test. So was Palestine Jewish in JeiUs~ day,
but he did not shut his mouth t ' tell his
disciples to be quiet, thank the Jews for
the privilege of breathing Jewish air, nor
did his followers refrain from writing

3

about their persecutions. It is only after
non-Catholics woUld agree to such reshictiona that it is suggested they be given
're1igious freedom' and· that the "Church"
denoWlce the murder of non-Catholics
(which it has not done).
If Catholics were subjected to such conditions jn non-Catholic lands the cry of
"intolerance" would shake the world, yet
this is the proposed "tolerance" for or
against which Time said "Colombia's CathoHe hierarchy wuuld probably cast the
decisive vote". It is also the solution the
apostles rejpded when they said simply:
"We ought to obey God rather than mpn."
_Acts !'i:29.

pennisston

to open a new church or to

reopen an old one. For example, there is
a new church building in Badajoz. Thcre
is no legal reason why Pf'nnission should
not be given to hold services in it, The
granting of su('h Pf'rmi~ioTl is a matter
of administrative discretion for the local
officer, and he won't grant it. There are
many similar cases."
Yet the London Catholic HPiII.1d, AugUSt 8, carried the headline, "Persecution
In Spain? 'Absurd.''' Perhaps it is. the
Catholic llera/d that is absurd, for just
s!!Ven days later Spain's flut.'lpoken and
controversial Cardinal Segura declared:
"It calls('s one rpa] pain 10 set> the toler-

ance shown toward non-G'a.tholic: sec:ts
In Spain-And the Pope's riew
A similar situation exists in Spain. The
August 27 Christian Cr.nt'U11I discussed intolerance there. "In February of this year
ReV. Carlos MoUnos, past.or of the Spanish
Refonned (i.e., Episcopal) Church in Se·
ville, suffered consideI'Hble bodily injury

from an attack by goons belonging to
CathoItc Action who had been stimulated
by local Catholic authorities. At the
same tUne his chIJrch was looted and vandalized."
Anothcr instance: "An agent of the
Brltlsh Bible Society in Madrid, tired of
waiting for the sJow importation of single
copies of the New Testament, had some
printed and bound in the city. Government
authorities discovered what was going on,
entered the bindery, and confiscated and
destroyed about 2,000 copies. That was on
May 29, 1952...• Publication of anything
by Protestants is unlawful."
Another prob1em: "One dUHculty that
is encountered is that of getting official

among us." He beJieves that "Spanisb
Catholics arc not bound by Article 6 of
thE" Spanish bill of rights". What does
that article grant'! That "no one will be
mo]pstt'fl for his religious beliefs nor in the
private cxercise of his cult". That is merely
a pr{)mi:-;e that you can think and assemble,
while most people today believe "Uberty"
indudt!s Ule right to use the mouth too.
Yet Segura rejects even this limited lIber~
ty. He say~ the 1851 concordat "categorically rejects tolerance of cults 1n Spain",
and W1til he gets word from the pope he
will consider Ca.tholics not even undF'r thf'
obligation to grant the right of priVate
worship to others.
Hllat is the Vatican's position? It mtJ.intains a distinct and incriminating silence.
The Christian Century thinks Segura is
thro\l,.'ing a legal tE'ChniC'ality at Ule pope
to get an official Vatican statement on
tolerance toward non-C..atJlOlic~. It commented: "If he can make the pope commit
himself, he's a better man than we think
he is."

Why is it you ao ROt b6'lieufi me1 He tlmt i& jram
GOO list/ms to thsl MlfhIoB oJ Goa. Thai ill wh.lI .1I01t
do ,,"ot listen, ~11W1R you aTe not /TVm GfJd.
--John !!:46,47, N81Il World Trans.

AWAKE'!

The

Has
d
His Day
AS the ape become the "forgotten
man" of evolution? Once the proud
simian was led from the zoo to a pedestal
and exalted by Darwinians as the ancestor
of man. Charles Darwin even went so far

H

once as to compare monkey and man,
with the man coming out second best.
The point at hand was the tendency of
an American Ateles monkey to forever
shun brandy after once having beC'n made
drunk on it, thus proving itself, Darwin
quipped, "wiser than many men."· But
rather than worrying over whether this
makes monkey the descendant of man instead of vice versa, we are bound by fairness to note that evolutionists now generally pass by the ape while tracing man's
lineage.
Lecomte du Nouy says plainly: "It can

be stated that no actually living form is
the direct ancestor of another. Man does
not descend from the monkeys. Amongst
the fossils, many so-called 'intermediary'
forms are perhaps nothing but unsuccessful attempts at adaptation, freaks, either
contemp,?rary, anterior, or posterior to the
true intermediary forms."t A brief look
at the leading nominees for link between
man and the animal primates is enough
to tell us why Du NoUy speaks thus so
disparagingly of them.

Before the Pan-African Congress on
Pre-History held at Nairobi in South
Africa in January, 1947, one of the later
"links" was hailed by Professors Le Gros
Clark and Graham Weddell, both of Oxford, with typical evolutionistic confidence,
as the answer to the question, 'Did man
come from a monkey?' Said Professor
Clark: "The answer is 'No, there was an
ancestor that was both man and monkey,
a middle creature with the characteristics
of both'." Referring to some of the bones
composing the South African family of
claimed links, Professor Clark said: "Here
we have man in the making." RefelTing to
the long-sought "middJeman" between man
and something else, Professor Weddell
said: "This seems to be that creature."·
The three divisions of these South African "links" are Au.,tralopithecus, PleBianthropus and Paranthropus, Their. parts
consist of teeth, fragments of skull and
jawbone and pieces of wrist, arm and thigh,
etc. However, a substantial part of the
bones are so obviously human that as
Dr. Robert Broom, another proponent for
these links and a fanatic evolutionist, con~
fessed of one of his finds: "This jaw has
sO many characteristics that if it had been
found in any other country, every anato• Quotatlons from British papers Evening Newt!
and Dally ,Mail, Jan. 22 and 23, 1947. In pamphlet,
··Mol"1l About Those ML,..lng Links," by D. Dewar.

• The Lhlscsnt 01 Man and Sslsetio" in RelatioN. to

Sn. C. Darwin, pp. 396,397, In edition combined with
The Origin 01 Spec1S8. Cert & Klopfer, Modern Library,
New York.
tRuman .oe.tiny, p, 94.
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·mist would have declared it to' be buman.'"
But of course Its locality ehanges all thaft
changes it from human to something else.
To what else neither Dr. Broom nor anyone else can be SW'et so a long name is
supplied and a new ·'lInkU is born! Would
"every anatomist" scrap all he !mew of
anatomy, bUnd his eyes and qua.~h hLs
Intellect to go along with Dr. Broom?
Perhaps. if all were such piou.~ devotees
of evolution as he. But Dr.. P. Kenneth
Oakley of the Geologic-al DepartInent of
the British Museum dcclnres: ··'fhese 80called Australopithpcine~ . . . are more
recent than the oldest fossil remains of
t
true
man/
Thi~ i~ ~nough to quench any
•
flame in his afterthought that, I~i t is never...
theleRS possible t.hat they represent a late
surviving remnant of the stock from which
In Henne other part of Africa man

The dlffteulty was 'pointed

Up

years ago

by the renowned PtnfPJRlr Virchow while
addressing the Twentieth Congress of the
C~rnlan Anthropological Association: "In
vain have [DarwiJUsm's] adherents sought
for cormecting Ii.rtk£ which should connect

man with the monkey. Not a single one
has been found. This so·called proanthro ..
pus which is supposed to represent this
connecting link has not appeared. No true
scientist claims to have seen him. j,. The
equally famed Professor Dranco of Berlin
University's Palaeontologieal InstItute dec1ared: ~IPalaeonto]ogy tells us nothinJ;t on
the subject--it lmows no ancestors of
man.~J

The rcsuJt of these critical reverses was

into
Q gloom os deep as that brought upon
~vuluUonist.s. by the failure of the ape to
tevolved. t J' Ifl
supply a cl~ar line of descendants to Homo
sapiens.t Ab-eady in his clay Haeckel
. Man's Ance8tors ·'Unknown'-. ~'Extinct·?
struggled with difficulty to answer the
Why do luodern evolutionists so carc- chClI1~nges for proof of man's ape descent.
,ully' preface their remarks ~'l th stRtP.- He artfully built up the now..familiar argu..
menL'i tha.t shy away from the ape? They lflt!nl. that the exact type of ape from which
are most sensitive on this point and are man came is no longer in business. But
almost SlUe to ho\ovl 'prejudjce~ or ~igno with supreme confidence he said: 'lIt is
rance' if accused of advocati ng that man ,certain that man has descended from SQme
sprang from the ape . .\Ve nrc helped to extinct mammal; and we should just as
tUlderstand possible reasons for this tintidi- certainly class this in the order of apes
ty when the long. Wlsucc.cssful struggJe if we had it before- us. Tt is equal1y cpr...
with would... be '~llnks" is n~eanf!d. Scraps
tain that this primitive ape descended in
of such former favorites os uJava man'\
turn from an unknown lemur, and this
~iPiltdown man/' HPeking nlan~t and
I.·Neandet thai man" have been successfully
* Quoted ~D God or QQrilla... by A. W. MeCa.nn, 1922,
pp. 17. 18.
exposed as eIther fraudulent combinations
t IlJitl., p. 54.
t It ls welJ h~ to uwntlon that evolu tio.nArY
of hwnan and animal remains or so like
schoo I wh 1ch 11 nk.o ttLlOt' B 1Ul~lIjitry wI til Ule IemuroJ d
modern man that, as Sir Arthur Keith taralen. the modtl-m NP'['E'5{>11 tatl VE' of wh I ~h l-~ A
fU.(T), ratlike Uttle animal wlth monstrow§ eyes And
said of uGalley Hill man'·, supposedly the ~an:. 1rm g an k I~ bones and A. hoOppln;a: ' W t. says
E. A. lloown: ~·Particuls.rly because To.rs:lus sits erect.
earliest known inhabitant of/England: uHc feeds
it&eU with U.s h.nt!s. has a Short snout, rrontally
dl rcct.cd eyes and a brain In S(Jm~ l"'e1P9Cts waH d@is so modem in build that \ve might meet veIOl)eQ.
lngenjoua anatoml.sts have made n the hem
[\ t a sort. of _men tl.ne J ust-So ~()ry ot prlma t ~ ~ol uhim on the streets of London today and lIon
_ . . . A tiiUghl dl lJlcu 1ty may indeed Qbtrude
itself when one rongldpT'S t'Prt.aln I;.ppI'!'IR.UzR.tions of
I»L'"'S him by unnoted."ithL~. OUI r a. tU ke a~ trix.. \V ~ .oup t wi th such, a
ped j gTPf:I' In h AVP. th9. g'8.i t and pedal extremltl e. or B.
., n~lIo8trn.te.:t LOlldo~ N qu;.e ~ J ... ne 7. 194'7.
t A ttcWtt.t

6

T~~EII8 0'

M aft ~ b)" Sl r Art h!.l r Kpi th .

to plungf! t hp anee;lry of mudeJn

nlCill

kanproo. and e:res llke teaeu})i$r mlll.ltonel or
-.Apea~ M6ft. au Morou 193'7. I»)). til ~.

toW(!r8,·~

1
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·from··an extinct marsupial"· A ''primitive
apett, "lDlknown lemur" and .an '-extinct
marsupial J'. At least we have Haecker's
word for it that this is all "certainU !
Having a strong desire. to trace mants
ancestry by way of "Piltdown manu, H . G.
Wells appealed to Sir Ray I.ankester for
authority to base such a conclusion on the
Piltdown fragments and publish it in his
Outline Of History .. But Lankester chilled
that idea with this succinct reply: uI think
we are stumped and baffled! The most

prudent way is to keep the jaw and thecranium apart in all a r gum en t about
them.,tt
The •'Neanderthal menu have been
tossed mercilessly about. In 1911 Sir
Arthur Keith testified it was certain that
Uthe Neanderthal type represents the stock
from which all modern races have arisen".t But just four years later he complete-ly reversed himself, declaring the Neander..
thaI races had completely died out.€! In a
pamphlet explaining exhibits in the American Museum'of Natural History, Professor
Osborn referred to the Neanderthal race
as the immediate predecessor of modem
man;- but in his book, Men of the Old
Ston..e Age (pp. 233.234), he asserts: "We
cannot assert that there has never been
an infusion of Neanderthaloid blood in the
groups belonging to species Homo sapiens
(modem man) but what seems to be quite
certain is that any such infusion can have
been only accidental, for there is no recent
type which can be considered even as a
modified direct descendant of the Neanderthals. u (!) Commenting on Osborn's
conflicting positions, A. W. McCann offers
this justifiable sarcasm: uWas there ever
such contradictiont-'the Neanderthal race
.. The EvoI1ttio1t. oJ Mea"" by Ernst Haecke1. 1906.
pp. 204, ro5.
t Quoted In God &r GorUJa" p. 42t AftC~"t TYP6lJ of Mc:m .. Keith. 1911.
It T~ A.'ntiquitJl 01 MCI1I, .Keith. 1915.
"'gAmer. Mus. of Nat!. Hh;t .. GuJde Leaflet No. 52,
p.

,
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is the jmmediate predecessor of modern
man, yet no modenl man can be considered
even as a modified direct descendant of
the Neanderthals.' The oak is the immedi . .
ate predecessor of the acorn, yet there is
no acorn which can be considered even
as a modified direct descendant of the
oak . u •
So Manll Wags of Saying "Ape"
What do evolutionists really mean when
they say man did not descend froln an ape?
Of course he did not. But if they agree
to this what do they mean by saying:

"There was an ancestor that was both
man and monkeYI a middle creature with
the characteristics of both." And by simply
making the simian ancestor a '·primitive
ape", an unknO\Vl'1 qnantity, do they make
it any Jess an ape? I t is certain that
our acquaintance with the specifte crea·
ture, whatever he was, could have but
Ii ttle effect upon his anatomy! ~
It is certain that Hooton clearly and
honestly makes no paleontological bones
about the ~atter when he says: •'The
ancestors of man and of the gorillat chimpanzee, and orang-utan probably started,
'from scratch' as generalized ap68. JJt
rItalics added] And again: UIn the sue..
ceeding Oligocene periodt the ancestors of
the Old World monkeys and the common
ape ancestors of the present anthropoid
apes and man were already :flourishing
in the Old World . ui
Mr.. Hooton points thus unmistakably
to the ape.
In the December, 1951, issue of Sere",",
tifi.c American, the article J "The Scars Of
Human Evolution," by Wilton M~ Krogman, catches the eye. Opening his article
in the customary evolutionary way, with
a slam at the Bible J Mr. Krogman busies
himself with ,a criticism of the human body
• God or Gorill4.. McCann. 1>1>. 62. 63.
t AJl'63. Me" OM Moro1'Ul. Hoot.on. 1937. pp. 24. 25.
t Up from the Ape .. Hooton. Rev. ed .• 1947. p. 53.
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structure, in the midst of which he says:
~'We

have inherited odr 'basie patents'
trom a long line of vertebrate (backboned) ancestors: from fish to amphibian
to reptile to mammal and finally from
monkey to ape to anthropoid to Homo
4

.'

•

sapienH.'~

~tFrom

monkey to ape to anthropoid to
Homo 1UJ.piBn.., (modern manJ/'-Mo.y we
quote you on that, Mr . Krogman?
Describing the reactions of pa.tients
l.mdcr ins\1lin shock therapy) thP January.
1952, Science Digest notes a stage of
fJ'ftM1P refl,ex and foot rettex of \vhich it
says: H In ternlS of evolution they are
thought to represent deftn it.p 'thro\vbacks'
to the simian t or ape. level of development.
In short, the patlpn t I~ now Ii ving in that
very ancient age before Homo sapiens
ftrst appeared."·
HTo the simittn, or ape~ level of develop.
ment. It please no t.e!
It is qufte clear that evolutionists prefer
to plN.d fgnorRnl.~ and talk in riddles and
have no prying questioru;. TIle ape \vas
too confining. looked too ridiculous on
man's family tree for even a child to
stomach. So t.hey sought to ditch him. But
the simian Usilent partner" does not ditch
easily. EIther man springs from lower
animals or evolution is a lie. And talk or
"mjddle creatures" ~ not one of ",,·hich has
ever been established, dOes not sweeten
this hitter pill. William Howells talks of
imagining 'la kind of changeling; not it
real animal but a creature who became
successively all the anImals ma.n has ever·
been and after naming the general stages
from marine life upward concludes: ~':Man~
therefore, is a modified fish. "t
He may as well be a fish-or a reptile
Jt

;

J

'.. 1ft

the flrttcle. "Ii18ft to MafI-ln an HrJur~" by
John A, Dla·k c. ThouSh the writer hi a FeUow In thlP
A.m~rl oan A.socia lion lor the Ad Vii. nl,."eWt:H t 01 5; 1ence .
thls artid.e J8 tar tram dflt.flrvt ng !lelen t l11(' d.atu!l_ At
h ••t It d0e8 nothing "or the . ~tLd vancemen t of ad ence' t.
t MMk'ftd 80 l"G-r.. 1944, pp, 17, lB. by \\'m. Howells,
ru •• rdl ...~B.b~j Amf!r1~an Museum of NaU. Hlstami _to prot of -.uthE'OpololY. U 0511'. 0 t Wiseon.si n.

8

'or a bird or an ape.. This is J'not a real
animal'" Hnyuray-It is all In fun!
Said Sir Arthur Keith: '~Between the
lowest known

of mankind and the
highest kind of anthropoid lies a wide
intermmiatp zone which we bridge at the
present time- by hypothetical missing
links.•,.. [Itali~ added] The hopelessness
of such positions is shown up by Austin
Clark an evolutionist: ~~Each species is
always separate from every other species.)'
He details the luany vast gaps in supposed·
ly ~~evolutionary Jines') and concludes: HIf
we are willing to accept the facts at their
face value, \vhich would seem to be the
only thing to dOt \\~e must believe that
there never were such Intennl?djat~s, or In
other words that these major ,groups from
the first bore the same- rPlaUon to PHeh
other that they do at the present day. ,I
And finally: Hln the Hght of all t.hp ~vi
dence availab1e at the present time there
is no Justlft~atlon In assuming t hH t such l1
thing as 8 'missing Unit' ever existed, or
Indeed could pver havp p.xJs'~I."t
In short the uncharitable truth seems
to say that the ape made fine evlcWnee
for evolution as Jon~ as the public could
not differentiate between sclenee and fairy
tales. But when this condition changed,
the ape had to be stowoo away and his
alleged relationship \vith man soft~pcdn]cd
by mysterious unknown ~ ~middlpmenJ+.
Now true science ca.n snatch the ape back
from oblivion to draft him in the war
aIlainst evolution.
The ape has had his day. Th~ evolutioni.gtc, brought the nighttime over legitimate
scientific research that followed. Now
comes the inescapable morning-after and
the time for setting things straight, for
putting the ape back in the trces J man
back on his teet and evolution in its grave.
10lil1

p

p

'*

N~u; ~r1eB RelatUfg

to the Antiquit!J 01 MtUt.

KeIth. 19301 p, 22.
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THE MYSTERIOUS

W. VINTHER of Mid·
Continent Airlines on January 20,
1951, was ordered by the control tower at
the Sioux City airport to investigate a
"very.. bright light" above the field. Ac·
cording to Life magazine for April 7, 1952,
Captain Vinther "took off in his [X>3 with
his copilot, James F. Bachmeier, and fol·
lowed the light. All at onc£' the light dived
at the DC·3 almost head on; it passed
silently and at great spe~d about 200 feet
above its nos~. Both pilots wrenched their
heads back tQ see where it had gone, only
to discover that the thing had somehow
reversed direction in a split second and
was now flying parallel to the airliner,
about 200 feet away, heading in the same
direction. It was a clear moonlight night
and both men got a good look at the object.
It was as big or bigger than a B-29, had
a cigar-shaped fuselage and a glider-type
wing, set well forward, without sweepback
and without engine nacelles or jet pods.
There was no exhaust glow. The white
light appeared to be recessed in the bottom
of the plane. After a few seconds the
object lost altitude, passed under the DC-3
and disappeared. A civilian employee of
Air Intelligence was a passenger on the
flight, saw the object and confinns the
description by the pilots".
Now what was it that these three men
saw? All three men are responsible persons
and trained observers. Could this have
been an optical illusion? Hallucination?
Mirage? Reflection? Is it reasonable to
conclude that three different trained ob-
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servers woUld have simultaneously the
identi<;al illuSion or hallucination? It would
hardly seem possible.
Dr. Craig Hunter of Berkeley Springs,
West Virginia, t~hnical director for a
Washington medical instrument ~upply
firm, stated: "I realized my eyes were
not playing tricks on me as I, watched
[the saucer]." He went on to describe
the object as being "about 50 to 150 feet
in diameter and was about 25 to 30 feet
thick at the center. It was traillng a
streamer about 200 feet long and 10 inches
in width . . . . I do a little private flying,
and I have never seen anything like the
thing I saw last night. It definit~ly was
not an airplane". What did he see? balloon?
meteor? a bird? Again, hardly possible.
On- a bright sunny day one of United
States' top astronomers was driving from
Clovis to Clines Corners, New Mexico.
"His wife and his teen-aged daughters
were also in the car.... The whole western
half of the sky was a 'confused cloud sea'.
All at once, as the car headed toward these
clouds, 'all four of us almost simultaneously
became aware of a curious bright object
almost motionless' among the clouds." The
astronomer with his family watched it for
"about two and a half minutes", then it
disappeared behind a cloud bank. "This'
remarkably sudden ascent thoroughly convinced me," said the astronomer, "that
we were dealing with an absolutely novel
airborne device."
A photographer driving through Albuquerque, New Mexico, just before sunup
9

on February 18, 1952. saw two bright

ftrebaUs ott as meteors. Said he: j,! have

never seen a natural meteor with the
eharacteristics of the yellow-green fireballs. Meteors blow up with a loud exThose things were SOtmd1ess.· They were plosion. These disintegrate with complete
not jets or vapor trails. Pve seen hundreds absence of ROund. Sightings here and in
of jets and vapor trails."-Li/e, April 7, Scandinavia lead me to believe that fire·
balls and the so-called saucers may be gUid1952.
ed missiles-some possibly ours, some possibly Russian. In any case, they are Earth·
Plau.ible Thl!Orin to NORSf!(UIe
What are the people seeing in the skies? born. It is possible that the yellow-green
Flying dlsklike objects have been sighted fireball is not the missile itself but tile
in almost every section of the earth: remaining part of a missile in the final
Australia, Malaya, South Africa, Hong phase of self-destruction. It does not exKoni, Korea, Japan, Europe and England. plOlje-it simply evaporates in a flash of
eomnlander Robert B. McLaughlin, U.S.N., light. "-People Today, September 10, 1952.
wrote: "Close questioning of the observers,
Now the question that presents itself
prior to the oftlclal t'ePOIt that wenl to is: What are the people seeing? Are- thpy
'Project Saucer' at Wright·Patterson Field visitors from another planet? A secret
In Dayton, Ohio, produced. an almost weapon owned by RU'isla or the.> tTnitro
unanimous judgment thnt the object was States? Did sensitive radar instruments
discus-shaped and that it WIIS II flat white pick up droplets of watpr or n'!nPl:lt'(J
color. IDgh-powercd blnoculars showed no lights? Is it possible that thc one to two
exhaust trail, no stream or light or other thousand slghtlngs by more than fivp
evidence of II propulsion system. And no hundred people, among whom nre topsound. What was It? 1 am convinced that notch sclenti!'its, astrunompn;, physiei.-;ts,
it was a Flying Saucer and, further, that pilots, military personnel and men promthese disks are spact> shlps from another inent In public life, misinterpret ordinary
planet, operatcd by animate, inteUlgent objects, such as airplanes, balloons, birds,
beings."-TTUfl, March 1950.
stars or meteors for flying disks? TIle
Dr. Walther Riedel, once chief designer feelings of Air Teehnicallntelligence Comand research director at the Gennan rock- mand were stated bluntly by an intelligence
et center in PeenemUnde, now engaged on colonel: "These reports came from sincere
secret work for the United States, told people. They are not crazy; they are not
Life reporter; "I am completely convinced crackpots. They are seeing something; WE'
that they have an out-of-world bas,is." have In find oUt what."
Dr. Maurice A. Biot, one of the leading
Gordon Dean, chairman of the Atomic
aerodynamicists in the U. S. and a prom- Energy Commission, definitely erased
inent mathematical physicist, ooid: "The them as being products of United States
least improbable explanation is that these research. Said Dean: "There's nothing in
things are artificial and controlled. . . . our shop that could account for these
My opinion for some time has been that things, and there's nothlng going on that
they have an extraterrestrial origin." I know of that could explain them."
01". Lincoln LaPaz, head of the Institute
In an cffort to clear the air of flying
of Meteorics at the University of New SIIUCe.>rs and take the heat off the Air
Mexico, spiked the attempts to pass the Force Intelligence Section, Major General

Ugbts in the sky. "Tbey wet"e boverIng
above Tijeras Canyon. .•. It was probably
the most astonishing thing I've ever seen.
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M. Ramey, direetor -of operations,
did his best to explain away the 1Iying
saUcer: "Some people see things that aren't
there t ft said General Ramey. "Some people
describe things they haven't seen......
There are some reports of incredible things
from credible people." After six years of
studYt he was '·reasonabJy well tt convinced
that there is no such thing as a utlying

sauceru . As for the thousand or more
sightings, General Samford, director of
iqtelligence, declared that many things
such as ice formations, missiles. meteors,
birds, at)d honest misinterpretations of
natural phenomena account for all but
twenty per cent of the sightings. Time
magazine, AUgUSt 11, 1952, stated that the
air force, in an effort to explain the unexplained, '~plans to distribute 200 special
cameras to competent observers and has
ordered some powerful new telescopes that
will scan the sky continuously from horizon to horizon. H
So far '·not one •saucer' has been reported as the result of astronomical observations" ~ wrote Dr. C. C. Wylie, professor of astronomy, University of Iowa.
"Looking over all the stories in magazines
and newspapers reporting flying saucers.
this lack of astronomical data is impres. .
sive. In spite of the fact that astronomical
telescopes and cameras are working in all
parts of the country every clear night
that thousands of meteors have been observed by radar, and that astronomers are
regularly interviewing persons who have
seen spectacular meteors, not one 'saucer'
has been reported in astronomical work.
"The fact that each saucer has been reported from only one point suggests that
most have been spots of retlected light.
Sunlight reflected from bright surface produces, at the critical angle, a bright, silvery, round or .oval spot. with no sign
t

of the airplane, or bird, responsible. . . .
The fact that each saucer has been ob-JANUARY 8, 1953

served from ooly one point means that
the heights and speedS are mere guesses.
Without at least one pointing from a different location, the height is Wlknown. It
was pointed out years ago that- the ques~
tion of the reality of the saucers could
be quickly answered by having each story
investigated promptly, as meteor reports
are now being investigated in parts of
the country. Fact could be separated from
fiction and fancy in this way, as it cannot
be for these old reports. The sensational
features of most stories would be quickly
eliminated, and shOUld a real object be
found t its path, height, and speed could
be easiJy calculated!' Science N ewB Letter for June 14 t 1952.
The almost unanimous opinions of 200
scientists from 12 countries gathered for
the Thini International Astronautical Congress were that flying saucers are perhaps
nothing ,but optical or atmospheric illusions. Dr. Otto Struve, professor and head

of the astronomy department at the University of California at Berkeley, said
there was no evidence to support the idea
that the phenomena described as fly1t1g
saucers are of extraterrestrial origin. He
pointed out that the earth is the only planet capable of supporting intelligent forll1S
of life within our solar system.. Thus be
debunked the space-ship theory.
One thing certain, top scientists and
military authorities are not lacking in
theories. The mysterious saucer may prove
to be caused by phenomena of nature or,
optics; 'or the proposed theory by Dr.
Menzel that saucers are aerial mirages
created by light reflections; or electrical
discharges in the upper atmosphere; un·
usual meteorites, or a new position of the
earth in the universe, as some claim.
Whatever the case may be, the fact remains it has not been determined ac·
cura.tely what the people are seeing.
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-The Ant-eating Echidna
t

about the

S.67~

of

~ ~parro\.\o'>s.

t

',

~

However. darkness is its best protection.
If attacked the little ant-eating porcupine
will roll into 3 still ball. and any ani rna 1 rha T
dares touch him finds his black-tipped spine!;
most unpleasant. The Austra lian ~·ild dog.
the dingo. has Ip.amed
this lesson. Now when
It spots an echidna aU
rolled uP. l~ simply sits
close by and. pa tiently
waits until the spiny ball
Wlrolls. Then with fury
tb@ wild dog will pounce
on it and tear it to pieces.

12

ple~

Us bodYt lnfUcUng mona} punishment,

Oftpn thp. littlp. p('hil1nA ...an hP. .lWp.n hauling It!=;

victim around tor dayst sUII :c;tu("k tn

iT-~ ~ptny

sides,

'W

Tnwam t hp pnd of thp Australl an \vlnter
the echidna will lay an egg or twn, ann p1 a.('P.
them in her pouch. Here the egg ig nestlet1
coziJy unti 1 the wannth of hC?r body hatches;;
it. The young are quaint little- objects,
hlind naked and spraw]y. They resemble
lit tl~ rubber toys t ha t one mi~ht 4?-xpert 10
t

round un aJ}

sides like those of ~ rurtle~ ('O\.-t:'I~ 'W\'Hll (i
leather ahel1 like t hORf;3 of ~ reptile; hCltch~ti.
her yOWlg In a pouch. and l'H rr!p~ them 8 roun1l
like Q. kangaroo.
fw;' The f!(lhidna Uves In the saud~ 01 Austra]la. New UulnPR Anrt TaSmltn~Cl. He ~leep5 at
clay and .cans th~ sflnrty plains anti. rlXky
steeps at night in ~{'a rc'h of food. His ~lu l·
tonoUB appetite hurries him Hlong. snlmn~
hither nnd yon tor termi teSt tJppt If" J!rubs.
worms soft-bodied Insects and ant~: \Vtrh his
powerful claws that are known Uto dig thpir
way out at a concrete· floored enclosure
hf?'
tears up decayed trees and stumps for hjs
prey. At the Brst sign ot danger the echidna
will dig intu the earth f and in but a moment
hp. will be (.:urnpletely submerged. He win
stt~k his quill:> In to the ~~lIs of the co rth,
and ~rnoval of th~ little bea~t i~ a)mo~t
:impo~s 1b 1p-

another enemy. but
not nearly as fierce,

the snake. Not giving
too much thought
a bout the q tlills the snak~ w 111 s tlike. wrappin~ itsel! aroWld the echidna's prkkly budy,
As the snake dra~rs t.lghter the );;narp spjne~

:AKE a hot..water bag, tOVP.T it with spinetii
attach a long needle to the mourn of
the bag and you have a sUght rE'SPmhlance
of one of th~ strangest mammals in (axlstpn.-.e
-the echidna~ The platypus and the echidna
are the only two known manun~ls tha t lay
eggs. They are known as monotremes. Like
the platypus, the echidna Is the patchwork
of many cl'ea tures. I t possesses q uiUs like
thp. true pore u"llJ e ot Europe and America.
but It II. not even tllstantly related to the
porcuptnp tamlly. It h~uj the long hollow snout
of an AntPa rpr~ the lone slkky tongue or a
chameleon~ 1AY~ Pggs lIke a h~n. which are

T

The echidna has

kIoun('C, A ftel' sc,,'C'rnl weeks the- I:>pincs commence 10 shuw through HE rubbC"l'y skin.
The mothpr ("0 rri~s them off to (l shc1tered
,~

spot, often under a bush~ and t hcr~ t hC'y nrc
)f'-ft W takf' c-a re of 1hem~{L1 V('S .
~

The few t h B. t il n~ in ("Up11Vity nrc found
to be \ -Cr}' shy, untrll(:table-, hiding in the
earth and furf'ver seeking to ~s(.:aJ*-. Du1
alter a shvrt interval th~:v HheL"ame entirely
reeonr.:H~ tu hun Ian sudet y anti the slnall
amount or r~stralnl to which lbey art' ~uu
jfl('tP(t Thpy \\Toulc1 follow their

uwn~r

ttuuU I

thE" garripn nt flanenlng theIr bodies and
spre-actlng nlll thpir llmhl; to the greaTest ex·
tent, lie oasking tn th(ll !'illn ('lo~p tn where
[the o",,'ner J might be sl'a1pd- "Thpy A]~O
appa rently a pprecia ted being carried slUl1 g
across thelr owner's arm after the manner
of Do I~p dog. . . , Llberated amidst their
normnl surroundings, they would walk lelsure·
))1 from one ant-hill to another, tearing down
the side of it with their powerful front claws,
and appropriating its living contents Mth the
greatest reUsh. It was ulJ~el'veU, huwever
in this connection that rh~ prhidna paid at·
ten tion entirE']Y to the succulent white larvaeand pupal phases of the
insects wit.h whlch 'the
inner chambers of the
an t-hills are customarlly
crowded, and that aduJ t.
ants l as they abounded
t

1

t

in the tracts near at
hand or e] sew here were
altugether' ne£"lected."
t

- A nim,u.ls oj the Wurld.
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cnemlcalS
. through a spinnerette,
where it is forced out
through tiny holes in
long, shimmering
strands that instantly
are run through chern. .
ical baths to solidify
them. By using the
filaments individually,
by gathering them into
tows, or hanks, and by crimping, cutting,
brushing or combing them in different
waYSt different fibers are created. From
them are produced materials that are fuzzy, like wool, sheer as silk. compact as
cotton or linen. This revolution in synthetics proclaims a new day for the textile
industry. Dr. Roger A
of the University of Illinois chemistry department,
stated: "Just as the automobile replaced
the wagori, synthetic fibers will replace the
natural fibers within ten to twenty years."
Of tlaSlc

S

CIENCE is fast becom . .
ing the nation's No. 1
tailor. Out of its chemical
laboratories and test tubes
flow yarns that look and
feel like silk, cotton and \\'00), but
are synthetic fibers made of mineral and
vegetable matter. "The fwoolen~ suit you
wear tomorro\v may be made of corn,
spruce trees or peanuts," wrote Michael
Day. "Your wife's fluffy 'cashmere' sweater already may have as its basic ingredient
the same stuff that's used to make anti~
freeze for your car. Milk, brine, crude
oil, oxygen, nitrogen t natural gas, glass
chicke~ feathers all are basic rna teria~
for an assortment of new man-made textile fibers, each one chemically tailored to
contain special properties.
'·Out of o~r modern brew pots are coming woolly blankets and clothes that won't
shrink, satinlike overcoat linings as warn.
as wool, laboratory aprons that acid won't
touch, cottonlike skirts that will hold a
hundred pleats after being soaked in a
jug of water for a month. There are fabrics for curtains that won't wrinkle stretch
or shrink. There are sunproof. mothproof,
waterproof, fire-resistant and mildewproof
fabrics. There's a fluorescent satin that
glows in dark or daylight. There's even
an incredible cloth tha t looks, feels and
acts like cotton except for one thing.
Drop it in a bowl of tap \vater and it
disappears.
"Nearly all of these new materials are
1

made by extruding one of a nwnber
JANUARY 8 J 1953
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Synthetics Not Second-Best
The synthetic tailors carefully emphasize that the synthetic fabrics are not wool
"substitutes". They have their own separate and peculiar properties. These men
stress that the importance of the synthetic
fabric lies not only in what the yarn is
doing now but in its intrinsic qualities and
what it can do for the people tomorrow.
For example: Look at this light topcoat.
It would be difficult to imagine one warln
.in it on a cold day. Yet the coat is warmamazingly so. The secret, its lining. On
one side it is smooth and shiny, like the
lining in your coat. But on the other. side
it is glazed Tiny metallic particles have
been sprayed and baked into it.. These
mirrorlike particles reflect escaping heat
that the body creates. This new metaUic
fabric our scientific tailors called Milium.
13

Our
are natural heaters producing an equivalent of approximately 100
watts of heat per hour. About 85 per omt
'o f this heat is lost in cold weather by radiation. The ingenious reflector lining will
retain most of. this heat Hence comfort
In a light coat on a cold day. Miliwn can
be applied on many fabrics "With the same
results whether fashioned in clothing. bed
t

covering, auto tops. or drapes.
Now here is something else from the
chemical brew pot that might suit your
fanC)'. Take this suit, press it once and
then throw it into the washinK machine.
After a good soaldng and scrubbing hang
it up to dry. The suit returns to its original
shape, unshrunken, wrinkles gone with the
J

ame sharp crease which you pressed
into it a few mome-nt~ ago and it is as
good as new.. ~onishing? Take the same
suit., Jam it Into a small suitcHS€, after
a day or 80 remove itt hang it up and
the wrlnkl£ls disappear, the original knifelike crease remains and the suit is as good
u ever. The umagic material is made
from polyacrylonl trile, which is a plastic
fm1flled by the polymerization of acrylonit...
rUeJ its chief ingredient4 However, it travels under the name of OrIon.
Orion contaiN chiefly carbon, hydrogen
and ni~gen; and these are taken from
raw materials such as coal petrolewn, natW'8l gas, limestone, water and air. The
fiber Is ~ufactured like rayon and nylon,
by forcing through fine holes a liquid
which hardens into fibers when it emerges.
OrIon has silklike quaHtles but can also
~ made info a woollike fal?ric. HoweveT t
un11ke wool~ rayon or cotton, it alslrbs
very little or no moisture; it is highly
acid-resistant; moths and any ollier carpet
insect refl1Se to touch it. Michael Day,
In his artlc1e '~There's a New World in
~Jesnt states that in Hall-weather tests
,
sponsored by DuPont engineers,. the new
fiber lost less than a q uarler of its strength,
t

l

'

t
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after ('OIItml sarnples of nylOn, silk, wool
and rayon bad fallen to shreds". CUrtains
mBde of orion are said in be resistant to
SUD, Sbloket beat and. acid; and they do not
shrink when washed.. Also they are known
to hold their original shape after washing.
which nicely does away with the curtain
stretcher. Men and women~s clothing can
be worn in the rain ",ithout fear of losing
the tailored crease. Bathing suits dry almost before \\'alking up the beach from
the water. This is because orIon, when \ve~,
absorbs less than three per cent of its
weight in water. Rayon absorbs from 50
to 125 per cent.
Wrote L. S. Go]dsborough for Reader's
rny~tttJ May ]950: ~4Tn t.e~1 the new tex . .
tile's resistance to exposure and sWllight,
srunples of orIon, silk. linell, nylon colton
J

and viscose rayon were set up outdoors.
A year and a half later the orIon still
retained 77 per cent of its tensile strength;
all the other fibers had failed. OrIon
shirts have stood up under over 100 home
la unde-rings; or Ion filters used in chinmeys
of industrial plants tested over a period.
of years have outlasted "any other known
materia} 17 to l't. Said DuPontts Dr. J. B.
Quig: "OrIon continuous-filament yarn is
the most silklike synthetic fi her, while
orion staple is the most woollike synthetic
fiber of whIch we have knowledge. Its
resistance to exposure is so good that we
feel it is the best fiber we know of-natural
or mWl-madc for outdoor Use4"
U

More Synthetic Yarn

Another synt.heticfabric tl1at has worked
its way from the chemical laboratories
to the deparbnent stDre is Da~ron. It is
derived from petroleum or coal and natural gas. Ethylene glyCOl used in dacron
has many chemicals used in an ti fr eeze
Dacron is kno'Wn chiefly for its durability;
to hold its shape despite perspiration~ rain
4

or hot weather. Sour notes about dacron
AW.AJrIDJ

are that it.. has a tendency to glaze tmder new synthetic fiber, Vicara, which is sort
an iron at normal p~ temperatures; as down and siJky to touch. Its basic init tends to pucker in the seams; and sparks gredient is zein, a protein in com. Vieara
from cigars or cigarettes will melt a hole can be blended with worsteds and wool
in dacron before they can be brushed off, lmits, adds sheen to gabardine, absorptlvewhereas it would only singe a woolen gar- ness to ny1on, contributes warmth to rayment; also suit prices are too high.·
on, and support to the drape and shapeThe fluffy blanket, llghter and warmer holding qualites in suits. Its wealmess: it
than wool and as soft as mashed. potatoes cannot stand alone. It is claimed to be the
is made of another synthetic fiber called nearest thing to wool man has made.
Protein is also extracted from the
DyneL It comes from acrylic-vinyl, and.
according to Union Carbide, it is the only monkeynut and, through the gadget lmown
organic fiber that will not support fire as the "spinnerette", Ardi! is produced.
in fine textiles. Dynel is used in the dra· This test-tube yam has a creamy texture,
peries and bedspreads of the "fireproof"
it can be dyed any color, and it is abso-liner "United States;', While it is noncom· lutely creaseless. It will be ideal for lovebustible yet it can be ironed only at very ly Jight, soft..to-the-touch evening · wear.
low heat, otherwise it will shrink and stiff- Moths refuse to come near it.
en. High heat will set a crease in it and
Ramie is the toughest member of the
neither water nor wrinkling will remove it. vegetable fiber family. It is several times
According to Popular Mechanic8 for June stronger than cotton. Ramie never feels
1951, Hdynel men in the home office of wet, no matter how long it is immersed
the company will show you some startling in water. Because of its resistance to damp..
exhibits. .There's a pleated woollike dyne) ness it is bound to find itself in crib mat..
skirt hanging in a container of water. 41 tresses, baby blankets, baby diapers, etc.
think ifs been there two months-or is it
A good many housewives may not know
three . . . l' says the man. Every pleat it but they might be wearing the solids
is as knife-sharp as the day it went in. that settle to the bottom in a bottle of
In a container of pure Clorox there were sour milk. The name of this cow-derived
placed two pieces of dynel and wool. Now textile is Aralac. Aralac is the first animal
,
there's just dynel. The wool is a hazy fuzz member of the synthetic textile family
on the bottom of the jug, where it fell to make its debut. As such, it is like sheep's
after being dissolved by the chemical."
wool, elastic, soft and warm. It has successfully been used as a blending fiber
Looking into Corn and Nut,
in suits, coats and dresses.
The textile experts got their heads toIn view of the great advances in synthetgether and figured if woo~ is a product of ic textiles oue wonders if the sheep are
the protein from grass eaten by sheep, not bowing out as the horse did to the
and silk is the protein of mulberry leaves tractor and as the silkworm to nylon.
eaten by silkworms, why not cut out the Will wool be able to hold its own against
intermediate stage, and · produce fiber the onward march of synthetics" Everystraight from protein? The experiment thing is being done to keep the woolen
paid off. Modern farmers look at their com industry alive, but in the event that it
fields and think of well-dressed people must bow the bend will not be great, J:>e..
instead of fat hogs. Our scientific tailor- cause &ileep have not only wool tu offer
shop has made . com a father of another but meat as well.
f
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ANCING

D universal.

among

all peoples, in aU ages.. To
the '~primitive J, man dancing
was a sacred duty, a saertftcial act,
a gift, a propitiation. To modem man
dancing is almost strictly (~onfinerl 10
pleasure and pa.stime. Neve rthc less t dancing has always hHd thp sarnf~ ~f(L~t re ..
gartUess of the day' and age: the urge
to be Ught, to h~ rrfltJ t.o float through
space, to swing and sway \vith rhythmiC
motlon to forgpt n"~a Ii ty and everyday
'Hfe t and let imnginn !ion, fancy and vision
have tree- reign. It ",'HS t.he rhytlullic means
of interpreting the joys and sorrO\\~St the
drama ti c es.",pn ees () r life i tse !f ,
The whole Jdea and object of modern
dancing nhseures LIte very serious aspect
it once held among the peoples of antiquity
and among Asiatics of today. Dancing
.from historical times has ahvays been subordinated to religious uses primarily.
Dancing \vas mostly imitative. Th£l
rhytlunic beat of the feet might represent
the running of the deer; the fto\\'in g
motions of the hands the g\\:"ay of branches
or grain; a savage leapJ the kangaroo; 0]-'
the graceful waving of the anns, the flight
of birds. ~Thile men \\~ere at \\rar~ wompn
danced imitating acts of warfare. Hence,
the names of such dances as war danee
kangaroo dance, dog dancc t bear dance, etc.
The dance interpretPd some event in HIe.
The women of the Upper Rejang danced
at a time when a child was tu be born,. to
facilitate delivery. At the birth of a son
9

t

I

9
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the Kayans of
Sarawak danced in
the streets, Ipsplng high
in the air~ a petition to their

is

goo

I.h.at. t.he rhlld would grow to

b~

to.ll and strong. At \vcddings women
joinffi hNnd~ ~nd dan(·M, Whl1f~ t.hp m~rI
played music, clopped their hands and
sang. nlf~ d.i:i.uee a 1 1hp. InaJThtg~ rit.. ~ug

gestcd fertility. DUring ne"r and full rnoon~
\\'omen performed l.h~ SiUl1P. dallcP out in
the fields to peti Hon the moon-god for a
frui tful year, SalH the priests of thf~ old
Italian god of vegetation, danced and
leaped. so that the cro·ps ,vould gro\v high.
The Arabs danced around camels destined
for sacrifice. These circle dances were an
act of consecration of some central object.
and its protection from evil influences.
The Kayans circled a sacrificial pig for
the same plHpose. The circle dance round
a tree or a flowering branch \vas a thank ..
ful gesture to the god of vegetation. Circle
dance-s \\'PTe also imitative of the planets
,
and stars in their orbHs. Natives thought
they assisted the stars in their courses
with their eirl:le diinc~s. The danc~ round
bonfires was for the sole purpose of scaring
the evil spiri ts that injure crops, beasts
and the ~()mmunity. There wp-re huri a I
dances to frighten evil spirits a\\ray from
the deceased, and dances on graves to prevent ·t.he ghost. from roaming" DH ncps
to honor and impersonate the dead
J
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+
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Wherever music and singing are mentioned in historical records, danCing is imAWAKRl

plied. because music and d;mcing were
always inseparably associated with primitive peoples. Never were the drums played
for pleasurable listening. The rhythmical
clapping of the hands, the striking roget1ier
of piece; of wood or the beat of the tomtom was no doubt the first "orchestra"
to which men danced.
In ancient Babylon musical instruments
were numerous and varied. They included
drums of a wide variety, trumpets. horns.
tambourines, guitars, lyres, zithers, pipes,
harps and cymbals. Religion and dancing
were closely united. During the re-entry
of Marduk into the temple of Esagila a
great procession of priests and choir was
formed. This celebration was known for
its rejoicing. W. Oesterley in his book The
Sacred Dance stated: "It can hardly be
doubted, judging from many analogies,
that some form of sacred dance formed a
Rtriking feature of the ritual, The dancestep may well have been of a sedate character, but, as we have seen, the steps and
performance of the sacred dance range
from an almost march-like, though rhythmical, tread to antks of the most diverse
character. It is important to remember
that in Assyrian the word for "to dance'
(rakddu) means also 'to rejoice.' Among
all the Semites the religious festivals were
special times of rejoicing. So that when
we read of processions during Babylonian
and Assyrian festivals it is justifiable to
assume that sacred
dances were performed as a recognized part of the
ritual. "

Greeks Dance to
Gods, Goddesses
The Greeks were
more pefined in
their dancing than
JANUARY 8, 1953

were the BabylOlUBJij;. 'l'ney specuwzea.
in dances that were dramatlca lly enacted
for the snJe purpose of pleasing their
gods and goddesses. Greek gnds, such
as Apollo, Dionysus, Pan and Ares, are
all described as dancers. Lucian wrote:
"I pass over the fact that you cannot find
a single ancient mystery in which there
is not dancing." Farnell declared that "the
dance and song were indispensable in
Greek religious service". Dr. Oesterley
stated that "there can be no doubt that
every type of dance among the Greeks
was in its origin connected with religion".
Representations on Greek pottery show
Greek dances to be imitative. The d8nce
was much the same as the dances of the
uncultured and the uncivilized before them;
It concerned itself primarily with the
movements of the stars, birds and animals,
with sorcery, sacrifices and other issues.
Before the goddess Artemis (the goddess
of harvest), the maidens would carry
basketIike receptacles on their heads. In
the dance of Arkteia young girls between the ages of five and ten danced In
actual bearskins in honor of the goddess,
and the dance was also a kind of "initi·
ation by which they were consecrated to
Artemis before arriving at puberty". Most
of these dances were of a lascivious character. A description of the dancing :Hoor
is given in the account from Iliad, "where
young men and comely damsels were dancing, that clasped
each other by the
wrist. . . . Now they
would dance with
cunning feet, lightly

. . . ; now they
would dance in long
lines, facing one another. And a great
company stood
around the beaute-
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oua dancing-place, rejoicing; and two tumblers, leading the dance. kept whirling
through the midst." But dancing, whether
civil ur religious, in Greece had degenerated to the point where Cicero stated:
"No man who is in a sober state and not
demented would dance either privately or
in decent company."

Dancing Roman.
The Romans imported much of their
religious ritual from GI"E'E'CE'. "In the
fourth century before our era," stated
Frazer, "the city of Rome WRS desolat.ed
by a great plague which raged for three
years, carryIng oft' some of the highest
dignitarics Md n great multitude of common folk. Th!' hi~torhm who records the
cnlnmity informs US that when a banquet
had been offered to the gods in vain, ...
it was resolved for the first time in Roman
hiRt.ory to institute dramatical perfonnances as an appropriate means of appeasing the wrath of celestial powers. Accordingly, actors were fetched from Etruria,
wbo danced certain simple and decorous
dances to the music of a flute. But even
this novel spectacle failed to amuse or
touch, to move to tears or laUghter, the

sullen gods. • . ."
The ecstatic dance thot figured prominently in G~ was Rdopted ann IXlI)ularized by the Romans. Frazer described
this dance as "harbarou.'l and cruel" and
"repugnant to the good Wste and humanity
of the Greeks". The Archigallu.o.; or high
priest played a prominent part in this
dance. On the third day of the feast of
Kybcle and Attis he drew blOOd from his
arms and presented it as an offering. Further describing this dance, Frazer writes:
"Stirred by the wild barbaric music of
elashing cymbals, rumbling drums, dron~
Ing horns, and screaming flutes, Ute inferior clergy whirled about in the dance
with waggling heads and streaming hair,

,8

tmw. rapt in a frenzy of exCitement, and

insensible to pain, they gashed their bodies
with potsherds or sla&hed them with knives
ih order to bespatter the altar and the
sacred tree with their flowing blood." This
gnJ.esome dance is still being performed.
in the uncivilized world

The Dance Among Egyptians
As with all peoplcs of ~ past, dancing
W&'l an impm1.ant religious {pature among
the Egyptians. According to Blackman,
processional dances "on the o('('Rsion of the
annual festival of Hathor, thnt goddess's
priestesses •.. paraded Ule ;;lreet~, and,
in company with the Ihwy-priests, stopped
at one house after another in order 10
bestow Hathor's blessing upon the inmates.
This they did by dancing and singing and
holding out to their audience . . . the
emblems of their goddess, the sistra and
mnit-necklaces". Herodotus carefUlly describes the dance in honor of Isis (second
century A.D.), in his writing The Golden
A88. Dr. Oesterley records the description
as follows: "Men and women embark together, great numbers of both sexes in
every barge; some of the women have
castanets which they play, and the men
play on the flute during the whole journey;
the rest of the men and women sing and
clap thpir hands togpther at the same
time. When in the course of their passage
Utey mme to ~y town, they Jay their
barge near to the land Qnd do as follows,
some of t.he wumen (10 as I have described
... somc dance, and others stand up and
pull up their clothes. Thi~ they do at evpey
to",n by the river-side." W. D. Hambly in
his book on Tribal Dancing s1.ated that
"female dancers of Egypt sometimes represented the wind by bending backward
in imitation of pliant reeds, until their
hand~ touched the ground, a movement",
said he, "not tmcommon among modern
gymnastic dancers of our own day."
AWAKE!

Dtuuea 01 OtIuIr Natiolu
The Charrua In Uruguay and the Guarani in BrazU consider some of their dances
too sacred to be exhibited or even mentioned to strangers. In many parts of
.Africa the religious matingodance has been
reduced to a dance of lust. 'The "hip and
belly dances" of the South Seas, New
Guinea, the Caroline Islands and sections
of Hawaii, according to Curt Sachs, have
"only the purpose of sexual stimulation.
But the original goal was magical: coitus
movements, like all other sex motives.
promote life and growth. The pelvic dance
of the Bafioti in Loango is Ancestor
worship, directed towards past and future

&enet ations It glDrHles the transDUSSlOJl
of existence to those who are yet to come.' ..
-World Hiotory ot the Dance.
The Dakota IndIans of North America
danced to the worship of the sun. The
Blackfoot Indians worship the Pleiades.
'The aborigiIJes of Australia also "sing and
dance to gain the favor of the Pleiades".

-The I11djan Tril>e8 of the United States,

by Schoolcraft.
So from the pages of the past, dancing
is seen to be deeply rooted in pagan an-.

tiquity both among the cultured and the
uncivilized. It was regarded as essential
seriousness and not a pastime for sensation and pleasure.

SINGAPORE
-

may have had in mind
the barriers that existed between the
East and West, when he wrote: "Eaat Is
east and west is west and ne'er the twain
shall meet." Politically speaking, these words
have never been truer than today when we
see added to the unsunnountable divisions
of the past the ever·wIdening Ideological
rift between the "eastern and western blocs".
However, the city of Singapore seems to
have defled the above-quoted principle at
least from a physical standpOint. Up and
down her streets walk peoples of different
races, nationalities and languages.
(l Around her to the east and we,st are poor
starving neighbors, but she flourishes as a
land of plenty. Her secret and her chann lie
in her strategic location.• When the gates
of the Suez canal opened, it tended to funnel
all shipping between east and west through
Singapore as a natural gateway, tl1us giving
it the distinctive title of "the crossroads of
the world". Here she stands as a gigantic
warehouse where ships flying the flags of all
seagoing nations of the world dock to deposit
certain goods and load up with other wares.
tr. To add to the glamour of Singapore are
many nearby rubber plantations and the discovery of tin ore. These ensure a prosperous
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futUre for the rapidly growing city. To keep
stride with events,
, Singapore's transportation
haa taken on a modern trend. The bullock
and horse carta as well as the ricksha have
become extinct. .
-- cr. Any city's Importance 1s measured, by Ita
-- strategic value In time of war. From a com·
~
merclal and Industrial viewpoint the Far
East, with its wealth of essential materials
~ such as rubber, tin and oil, which are 1ndiJ.
pensable to modern civilization, presents a
,,", rich prize to be sought by contending sides
In event of world conflict. A map wm show
what a vital spot Singapore and Malaya 0ccupy In the strategic picture of the world
-- today. They are situated in a key position
between East and West and serve as a link
....; in a chain of defenses from the continent
=
of Australia to America.
cr. The Communist bloc, realizing the 1m.
'" portance of Singapore's strategic position, is
slowly but surely reaching out with its tenta·
" c1es toward Singapore, through strife and
""
revolution in China, Burma, French Indo·
e'!
China and Malaya. The West is awake to
=
the fact that Singapore must be kept an
ally of the "free world". She is wooing' the
city's political sympathy not by revolutions
_ but by pouring out dollars to help build up
the underdeveloped areas. The struggle eonL} tinues.
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D
all generations. It is an instinctive mode

ANCING has always been a source of
enjoyment to both old and young in

ful movements performed for the sake
of the pleasure which the exercise
affords to the dancer or to the spectator; (3) carefully trained movements which are meant by the dancer
vividly to-represent the actions and
passions of other people. In the highest sense it seems to be for prosegesture what song is for the instinctive exclamations of feeling." None
of these characteristics mentioned
above, such as emotion, spontaneous
activity, graceful movements, joy and
exultation, belong to anyone group or
generation, no more than singing, or clapping of the hands or thighs, which are
closely associated with dancing, can be
said to be of pagan, Hebraic or Christian
origin. These expressions are not human
inventions or creations, but are natural
and provide a safety valve or an outlet
for pent~up energy and emotions.

of expression, "the mother of arts." In
rhythmic patterns the body creates vivid
representations of a world seen and imagined, and as stated by Sachs, while
"music and poetry exist in time; painting
and architecture in space . . . . the dance
lives at once in time and space. The creator History of Modern Dancing
and the thing cr~ted, th~ artist and the
While it is true that pleasurable dancwork are still one and the same thing". ing has overlapped religious dancing all
Every dance, like hats and clothing, songs through the classic period in European
and dietary fashions, reflects the tastes, history, degenerating "into the excesses
outlook and "even sometimes philosophic and comic obscenities of the phallic projudgments of the dancer".
cessions, traces of which remain in the
.Because dancing has always been closely Thracian folk play of today", still, this
associated with tribal dances, pagan rites cannot be said of all dances, especially
and rituals; also dedicated to pagan gods our modern dances.
and a part of phallic worship and other
The mfnuet was a gay and lively French
degenerate practices, and to some extent dance, but on being brought to court it
still is, it gives rise to the question whether soon lost its sportive character and beit is proper for Christians to dance. If so, came grave and dignified. MinuetS that
what dances are proper and what dances are now danced on the stage have imported
improper?
into them "steps and figures which do not
"The term 'dancing' in its widest sense," belong to the minuet at all, but are boraccording to EncyclopcEdia Britannica, rowed from all kinds of other dances".
Volume 7, "includes three things:-(l) The bolero is a comparatively modern
the spontaneous activity of the muscles danc~, having its birth in the days of
under the influence of some strong emo- King Charles III. Its origin is the ancient.
tion, such as social joy or religious exul- zarabanda, a wild and licentious dance,
tation; (2) definite combinations of grace- which is no longer heard of. Folk dances
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paralleled the development of the ballet.

square, the lOng 8IlQ me· ruWIU UtI.uv;:",
TIley were tenned folk dances to distin- are derived from the processional and the
guish them from those of the more CO$IllO- circular dances of the May Day festival.
politan groups. The dance reflects the times -Dance, by Margaret N. H'Ooubler.
the people Jived in. The movements of the
Some years ago the American Weekly'
dance are natural and instinctive, allowing quoted Arthur Murray as saying that
for abandonment and freedom of expres- the POPular steps the world was dancing
sion. In the dance almost anything goes, were borrowed from the pagan Indians.
emotion is given full play without any '''Th~ Navaho and Zuni Indian tribes of
premium on fannal technique, and their New Mexico were the first to invent 'truckappeal was that of directness, vigor, sim- in', 'the shag' and 'doin' the Susie Q',"
plicity, and vitality. Folk dances, as stated said Murray. He went on to say that
by Margaret H'Doubler, "give a convincing "centuries before modern dances combined
impression of being genuine and sound. these steps into the 'Big Apple' and 'peeled
They were meant to be shared and under- and stomped it to cider' on the dance
stood." Under the artful hands of many floor, the red men went to town with their
dance mechanics many folk dances have Dog, Eagle and Sun dances, and the steps
found their way into the ballroom. The are exactly the same". Further he showed
polka made its debut in 1835 at Prague. that La Conga, the craze of a few
Josef Neruda had seen a peasant girl years ago, was a perfect imitation of the
dancing and singing the polka, and had dog dance of the Tesuque and San nde~
noted down the tune and the steps. It was fonso pueblos of New Mexico. The Apache
introduced in Paris in 1840 and swept devil dance is the father of the big apple.
all Europe and England like a storm. "The steps of the shag and the rhythm
Americans take credit for the barn dance. of the beat are primarily Indian.. The
Farmers who wished to build a new barn red m(!n had no saxophones to Swing to
called on neighbors for help. After the but the fast two·step or fox-trot is a
bam was completed a barn dance was held drum beat which the Indians knew how
on the newly built bam floor. The dance to tomp out. The Susie Q ~d the Rhumba
is still popular, but not necessarily con- and the Charleston swing have their
fined to barn-room floors. No doubt the counterpart in the Indian Eagle dance."
most popular dance of the nineteenth cef\- Said Murray: "The modern steps naturally
tury WlrS the waltz. The style or the way have more variety than the Indian steps.
the dance is waltzed. today comes from This is because modern dancers dance for
Germany. But the Volte waltz was a French enjoyment and make up new steps when
creation, where it has been danced "for the they feel like it. When the music gets
past four hundred years". However, the hot they exaggerate their motions. But
waltz did not become popular in English the Indian doesn't danCe for enjoyment
ballrooms until sometime after 1816.
and his music remains the same. It's a
It was only after Puritan influence had very serious business w.ith him, a ceredied out in America that the waltz, the mony which he performs reverently."
square dance, and the English folk dances
were permitted to enter. Strangely enough, The Biblical Viewpoint
they have their origin in medieval festivals.
The fact that so many dances have beer
Folk dances are old ritual dances converted and are of a. lascivious cparacter, witt
for social purposes. Country dances, the amorous geswres and wanton dalliances
JANUARY 8, 1953
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casts ·doubts as to its appropriateness and

weze dancing for joy before Yahweh~ with
all boldness and with songs,---and with
lyres and with harps and 'With timbrels
and with stsn-tnns and with cymbals."
(2 Samuel 6:5. Rotherham) W. Oesterley
stated In his book t The Sacred Dance,
that "the entire body of those fornling
the procf'ssion t~ danced. 4But special attention is dm\Vl1 to David, and the words
u.."ied in refp-rence to hls mode of dancing
arc instructive; he not only dances in the
OrdillHry sens.e of the word (sl1haq), but
he 'rota.tes (ktJraT) with all his might'
(veniP 14), arid ~jnrnps~ (plJ.MZ" verse 16)"
and 'whlrls round' (hul); Wld in the parallel passagP. 1 Chron ielp~ 15: 29, hIs dancing

right in society and the family elrcle_ To
justify dancing as a pastime many have
turned to the Bible tor support. The Bible
-does not so much as give one hint of
disapproval, let alone prohibition against
dancing. But it may be of interest to note
that out of the number of \ovord~ in the
Hebrew Scriptures tha.t express the act
of daneing t there is only onp- possible
rcfermcc made to secular or civil dancing t
as distinct from reU~ious. McClintock and
Strong's (}yclapedia Of BwlWal, Theolog;'"
(:tU, lJnd ECl:les-iasNcal Literatu.re Inakes
this interesting observation regarding
pleasuI~ dancing in Israel;
"Those who perverted the exercise from is described as ~skipping' (raqad) or th~
like ~ it is the worn us~d in I~aiR h 13 ~ 21
8 sacred use to purposes of aml1Sement
were considered prof8I1e and infamous; of the 'hopping ot' satyrs, and also of
t
and henc~ Job Introduces It as a dIstin- 'galloping horses (Joel 2 :J) and ~jolt.ing'
guishing feature in the character of the chariots. (Nahum 3::.n . H So the nnture
ungOdly rtch~ that they encouragro a tastp of David·s dance t and perhaps that. of H II
for dancing in their families (Job 21: 11)/' Israel, ~'as a rotating dance, filJed with
jumpingt skipping and whirling movem~nt.
Furth£lr~ uJE'wish dance was Pf'rlnrrTled by
the sexes separately. There is no evidence
trom sHcrpd h t.~ory that thp divp~ion WitS Conduct in Dance
•
promiscuously enjoyed. except it might be
A1though the Israelites danced~ freely
at the erection of the deified calf, when .. exp~~ing thpmselves with all emotion
In imItation of the Egyptian festival of nnd joy, they were, however. coWlseled. in
Apis, all classes of the IIebrews internlin- t.he Mosaic law as to their condu~ in the
gled in the frantic revelry. In the sacred dancc. The pagan Baal worshipers cut
UIeir flesh whpn t.hey worked themse.lves
dances, although both sexes seem to have
into emotional frenzy and splatte~d their
frequently borne a part in the procession
blood on t.h~ir altars of sacrifice. The
or chorus, they remained in distinct and lsraelites were told not to copy them. uYe
separate companies (Psalm 68~25; Jere- shall noL n)akp any cut.tings in your flesh
miah 31: 13) ~ t, This cannot be said of pleas- for the dead, nor print any marks upon
ure or pastime dancing today.
you; I am the LoRD.'" (Levi tiCllS 19 ~ 28;
Deuteronomy 14:1; Jeremiah 16:6) The
IIJr6el's Processional Dance
limp dance of the Baal worshipers' began
Dances in Israel were aJ\\Tays in honor in a sober style but i~gradually increased
'to Jehovah God. It cannot be doubted that to an orgia..-qUc frenzy, as :Is clear from
the dancers did receive a great amount verse 11 Kings 18: 281. 'And they cried
of pleasure from dancing, yet the primary aloud, and cut themselves after their manpurpose was to give thanks and praise ner with knives and lancets, till the blood
to God" "David and a11 the house of Lvael gushed out upon them'''~ This' sort of
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thing was strictly prohibited by the Mosaic

law.

The Hebrew Scriptures are silent as to
Israel's dancing the "circle dance" that the
pagans danced in honor of the sun and
stars. No mention is made of their dancing
aroWld idols, other than the golden calf,
for which they were punished. Nor is there
any record of mourning or burial rite
dances. And war dances are unheard of
in Israel's history. This silence does not
speak for sanction of the dances, rather
prohibition.

Victory Dance8
While war dances were excluded, victory
dances were not. On "occasions of triumph,
any woman, whose nearness of kin to the
champion of the moment gave her a public
character among her own sex, seems to
have felt that it was her part to lead such
a d,emonstration of triumph or of welcome;
so Miriam (Exodus 15:20), and so Jephthah's daughter (Judges 11:34), and .!iimllarly . . . a chorus and dance of women
l~ by Deborah, as the song of the men
by Barak (comp. Judges 5:1 with Exodus
15:1,20)". The coming out of women to
dance "implies the object of meeting, attending upon, and conducting home. So
Jephthah's daughter met her father, the
women of all the cities' came to meet and
celebrate Saul and David, and their host,
but Miriam in the same way 'goes out'
before 'Jehovah' the 'man of war,' whose
preSence seems implied". Michal, Saul's
daughter, "in accordance with examples
of Miriam, etc., should have herself led
the female chOir, and so come out to meet
the ark and her lord. She stays with the
'household' (ver. 20), and 'comes out to
meet' him [David] with reproaches, perhaps feeling that his zeal was a rebuke to
her apathy. It was before 'the handmaids,'
i.e., in leading that choir which she should
have led, that he had 'uncovered' himself;
JANUARY 8, 196$

and unkingly exposure as She tnougnt It,
which the dance rendered necessary-the
wearing merely the ephod or linen tlUlic."
(McClintock and Strong's Cyclopedia)
David's dancing was not improper nor
indecent. It was one of joy and an expression of thanksgiving to Jehovah God for
victory and the ark.

Appealing Factor Lacking
Modem dancing does not have this appealing factor behind its steps. Their songs
are not praises to Jehovah, nor are dances
danced in honor to him. Immoral, unclean,
suggestive dancing cannot be said to find
support in God's Word, any more than
one can say that the fruits of such condUct receive his approval. (Galatians 5:1921) If the style of the dance must be
questioned as to whether it is right or
wrong, proper or improper, then it appears
advisable to take the safe course by holding to a clear conscience. (1 Peter 3:16)
As recently stated. in the Watchtower
magazine: "Sexually suggestive or passionate dancing to blaring jazz is not for
Christians, though proper dancing and
music cannot be condemned."
Since the Scriptures do allow for this
manner of expression and relaxation let
it be seasoned with moderation to the
praise of God. As to the proper time, place
and dance, let reason, intelligence and
God's Word be the determining factors.
The Christian Greek Scriptures prescribe
or tell of no religious dances to be performed in the congregational meeting
places, such as performed by the Shakers
in their religious gatherings, converting
the place into a dance hajJ. As to motive
and purpose of the dance let your conscience, tempered with an accurate knowledge of God's Word, decide that too. Let
three things influence your judgmentGod's Word, his spirit, and a good conscience.
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Come to New York-Let's Eat!
THE

fact that nearly_ eight million people
1 can ,!lit down to dinner dally and, through
an amazing hodgepodge of trnn.sportation and
dbtrlbution methods, each get a share, I.s a
part of the never-ending miracle of New York.
AU but one borough, the Bronx, are i50\aled
from the mainland by water, and must depend
on boats, tUllnels ami uriLi!:-es lur lilt' im>Jur·
tatlUIl of enurmuus quantities of food. The

two vehicular tunnels, Holland and LIncoln,
handle prlnplpally tni' tl'Uf'k tran!lportaTltm.
For Ih€' mOllT PllfT, what ('omes hy fall must
stop at the New Jersey water front, and dl'-

pend!> on New York's fanta$tic lleet of ever·
chugging tugboats to shove it pack and .fQrth.

C!.

AddlUonaUy, some l'lod trom. the west rea.t\"<en the elty by crossing the Hudson 150 miles
lo the IWlth and cuminii' duwn Its eastern ~ldf'
along the hNHltifll1 "water·l~el route", switch.
Ing oft' the passenger line and grinding into 0.
West Side Manhattan lreight yard. where laud
values are so hll;rh that building ~ky~('rflfIPr~
over the freoight cars was conSidered.

Cl After midnight hundreds OJ! truck:! from
the !South and W.;:lit tangk l.~l I.h.;: sn.ar\ of
the WR~hlngTon Stt'f'pT mRrkpT, npar the dark
and IIHent IlkYllcraperll of the financial district.
Transcontinental road giant:!, "mailer trucks
01 nearby ~<lrlll.;:rs, am] local ddlvecy vehJcles
jOl'kf'Y to rteHvpl" find pick up food; then get
it to New York'il myriad of grocers in time
for the day's trade. The builders of this aged
tw~bluck·wlde, hai!·mil.;:·lullil: area would be
amazed to see their ancient warehouses and
tenements, miles OJ! another day, comc alivc
nightly as a focal point for the modern trans·
portation 01 Iruit and lettuce from th€' \Vpst
Coast. citrus from Florida,
apple~ from upstatf' New
York. f'ggs finn protlu('f'
from the farms of thp
Midwest, melons from the
South, potatoes from
Maine and Idaho.

41. The largest part of the
food handled here comes
from New York. Califor·
nia is next; Florlda, third,
It hilS been estimated that

12 per cent of the national total Of fresh fruits
and vegetables arrives in Npw York. ~nd de·
spite tw{'Jve other markets, railroad and steam·
ship terminals and chain·store warehouses, the
old Washington Street stanll remains the larg·
t'!'ot and lll1.l"6t colorful.

Cl The city's daily five million quarts of nulk
comes hy !"loth truck and train, some of it on
huge fiatcar tanks that, once they reach New
York, can be slid directly oJ! the railroad car~
unlu lrailer tru(,ks lor nf'liVPTY.
III The quantities of food consumed nrc fan·
tastir. A short tlmc ago it Wall reported thal
\;\00 cM\I)"adl\. I)i ))'i'ri.~h-.:.\)\~'" ay~ I'D1\"1.Y.o"!"i'fo!-\\
dally. plus. roue:hly, 2F! trlnnlOAds ot canned
Ilnrl pa('kage<! f()£lds. Someone {'ven figured oul
that you could get 320,000 egg:! ill an avera)(e
eight·room house. lC yoU pl:n:ke!l thf' ('",liAr Ann
<lUlL' as wPIl. hilT, s~jn The statistlc!an, thaI
would kl'ep New Yorkers rati~fled only pnr
hour! The city comumes the equivalent 01 twu
dozen 1,OOO·pouw.l beef animals in Tpn mInutes.
anil TWo Rnrt a h;ll! carloads of fruit in "
half·hour!

tI. That n('arly eight

milli\!il people ('an hp

I.laily with nevpr a S{')'inllS hiteh in the
li)'lltem IS an astounding fact, taken for grunted
by New Yorkers, and rarely thought of by
.... isitors. This summer, huwever, vjsitOl'S to
New York will enjoy a rliffprpnt type of food.
When Jehovah's witnesses assemble in Yankee
Stadium, July 19·26, the spiritual food ltli..-;
world is doing without will be servPfl lip in
quantities that Will make even New York
City takp note. Joyous assemblers will partake
of spiritual delicacies far
in excess of anything
the city'S transportatioil
has ever provided in the
way of literal luod. Be
there. Join with them. The
nation's transport wlll1)ro.
vidp for your physical
nourishment, and the Lord
Jehovah will certainly pro·
vide a superabundaJU'p in
iii ~piritual way.
Ie.]

AWAKEJ

Praying the lordts PrayerScrlpture~

refer to the
LOg()8~ Jesus in his prchwnan state, as
the personification of wI~om. Luke, in his
account of the early childhood and also
the youth of Jesu~~ t.f~lIs Us that he ",'as
filled with wisdom and kept progressing
in wisdom. And thp apostle Paul tells us
that in Christ nrc concealed all the trea~..
ures of wlsdom.-Pruver~ 8:22-30: Luke
2;40. 52 ~ Colossians 2:3.
One or the way~ t.hat Jesus showed that
he was truly \visc was in the way h~ answered his enenlies; such as ,vhen the chief
priests and older men of influence tried
to engage hiln in a controversy by asking
him by what authority he preachPd Hnd
whPn (,hp. Pharisees and 1-Ierodians tried
to trap him on the matter of paying tribut.e tn Caesar. (Matthe\v 21 :23~27; 22: Is..
22t Now World Trans.) And this same
rlivine wisdom. this same keen understanding of God's eternal prtncip1es and of
human nature Jesus evinced in his instructions to his disciples: a striking example
oI which being the Lord's prayer, as recorded at Matthpw 6:9-13, New World

HE Hebrew

T

Tran8lation.
In striking (1ontrast will. the fallen human tendency to be absorbed with matters
of personal concern, Jesus first three petitions are lessons in unselfishness, in love
of righteousn~, for they deal with that
which is of the great~st concern in the
universe, namely the triwnph of righteousness, and which involves the great Creator,
his name, his kingdom and his sovereignty.
Also note that of the remaining four pe...
tltlons only the first deals with material
t
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things and thHt only regardin~ the nccessi ties for a day at a time, while t.he re~
matnlng thrP.e concern themselves with the
creature's spiritual welfare. How nlany
prayers .are so nice]y proportioned?
Regarding what is implicit in the v~
opening WOrdR} ~'Our Father," The Watch,.
tOtV6T (August 15~ 1951) has \veU observed = 'JThp Fatherhood here recognized
is not the on~ that is based on our mere
d~SN"nt from Adam, a descent \\~hich paJtans. hypocrites, antichrlsts and all other
humans have. It is based on becoming an
heir of everlasting life trom f3ot1 through
J PSl1~ Ch l-ist t s sacrifice. ., • . Calling him
'our' Father denote!!; we rR~ognize he is
thp. Father of a family Dlld that there are
other members jn the famjJy and that we
are sons of God along \\rith our older
Brother, Jesus Christ t.he beloved chief
son of God. This broadens out our prayer
to include lovingly our brother sons of God.
Certainly the kingdom of God for which we
are here taught to pray js not for our own
personal individual benefit alone, but is
for all the family. By this form of introduction we recognize God, too, as the original Life-giver~ the Fountain of life, not
alone the One from \vhom we received
existencra through the first mnn Adam,
• •
but also the One who bas mllDe prolllSJon
for us to be rescued from the death we
are no\,r dying because of Adam~s sin and
to be ushered into the new \vorld of righteousness \\ith its ever1asting life."
Note also the obligations implicit in its
petitions. Those who sinc.p.rely pray, "Let
your name be sanctifiedt,j will be most care·
ful to bring no reproach upon Godts name
J

•

'J5
-,

while pr~ for God to sanctify his name
by desbuying all those who bring ~cb.
upon it in his. 0\VJ1 due tlme~ FaDure to
sanctify God's name while praying for him
to do so \vould be hypocrisy.

Consider the third petition.. 41Let your
will come to pass l as in heaven, also on
earth~ U If we pray that prayer with understanding we will be praying not only with
the expectation that some day all on earth
will be doing God's will, but also, and in
fact chiefly, \vith the confidence that in
the near future \lith the d~trur.tinn of
all the wicked at Armageddon, Cod will
cause his wl1l to be donE! on parth.
Pertinent.
lo the prayer s next petition
,
is the confidence David expressed that God
does provide the material necessities for
his people. ~·I have been young t and now
am old~ yet have 1 not seen the righteous
forsaken, nor his seed begging brPad. ,~
(Psalm 37~25t Am. Stan. Ver.) Ilowever,
in Ipraying~ IIGlve us today our bread for
this daY1 h we may not expect God to provide it for us mlrarulouslYI as he did in
days of old. Why not? Not only is God·s
time for such miracles past, but even in
those days God miraculously provided
bread for his servants only when there was
no other way for them to obtain it; such
as for the Israelites in Ule wildel11eSS;
for Elijah during the famine of three and
a half years; and for the multitudes that
had corne out away from the cities to see
and hear JeslL~ preach.-Exodus 16~3, 4;
I

1

1 Kings 17 ~ 1-7; Matthew 14: 15-21.

Recognizing this principle, PaUl co un..
. seled the Christians at ThessaloniC8 not
that he who shall not pray shall not eat~
but; "If anyone does not want to work,
neither let hIm eat.' In keeping with Pau1's
Counsel is the admonition of the \lise
Preacher! HIn the morning sow your seed)
and till the evening give your hand no
rest; for you know not which shalJ prosper,
this or that) or· wheth~r both alike shall
1

1
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be goexLt' In passing let all Christian min..
isters note that although this instructi{Hl
can be appHed to literal farming, its chief
and primary application is to the sowing
and cUltivation of spiritual seed of the
Kingdomt-F£clesi astes 11; 6, A n A mer.
TTa~s.; Luke 8: 4-15; 1 Corinthians 9: 9, 10;
2 Thessalonians 3: lOt h ew World Trans.
Likewise by prayingt ~~And do not brin~
tt
Uq into temptation t the Christian not only
asks Cod to keep him from temptation
but he himself gops on n?cord to do his
best to avoid tcmptntion; not" to go out
of his \vay 1n pn1 er int.o t.p.mptH tions; not
to So running after them; not to plan,
schezne and lnedi tate how niee if wnuld he
to yield to temptation! No~ that prayer
obliga tes hinl to co-operate with Got1 and
not only by as far as possible avoiding situations where temptations are likely to
arise. but also by building up strength
through a study of God's Word so that he
will be able to discern good from evil
and \\~ill more and more have the love of
righteousness and hatred of wickedness
that Jesus and Job had.-Job 1:8; Psalm
45 ~7, Mof!a1t.
Particularly point.ed is t.hfol jusdce and
wisdom inherent in the pctition~ jjForgivc
us oW" debts, a~ we also have forgiven
our debtors/' Not a request for forgive ness uPon a promise that we will a]so forgive others, something which we may fcc]
inclined to do only when brought fa~e
to face \\-1 th our own deflections as when
in prayer; but a request for forgiveness
on the basis that we have dlready fargjven
otherB. In other words we must coine to
GOO \~lith clean hands t recognizing the
fact that only those \vho· have aJready
shown mercy to others deserve God's
mercy. Those who fail to forgive others
not only cannot expect forgiveness from
God, but are actually praying divine dis ..
pleasure upon themselves when they pray
that prayer.-2 Samuel 22: 26.
T

1

AWAKE!

N ig e~ria

to be given two hours later. You recognize them, don't you? They are.Jehovah's
OR a few moments let's forget the mad witnesses, well known throughout the
rush of modem machine-age living and towns and villages of Nigeria.
set out on a long journey to tropical West
It was less than thirty years ago that
Africa. Ah, here we are! in a typical native the Kingdom message was first heard in
village of the -large and populous British Nigeria. In 1923 the first Bible lectlU'e
colony called Nigeria, a countJ!Y as large by them was deUyered in Lagos, the capias Texas and New Mexico put together, tal city. In 1928 there were just seven of
having a population of between 20 and them preaching the good news, but ten
30 million.
years later these seven had int!reased to
Notice the houses in this village? Just 427. At the present there are upward of
humble mud dwellings grouped on either ten thousand active witnesses throughout
side of a winding dirt road, with tropical Nigeria. But back to our village and let
plants. and trees giving welcome shade. us see what is happening.
Many people can be seen around, some
By now the whole village is filled with
sleeping under trees, others sitting in discussions. Each witness has from two
groups talking and drinking palm wine; to twenty persons gathered around bim.
still others engaged in repairing bicycles Literature is being examined, questions
or weaving mats, while the women are are posed and objections raised. The debusy pounding corn or yam for the evening mand for Bible study aids in the form of
meal. Some of the men are wearing khaki Watch Tower publications is great, not
shorts with a shirt or singlet, others white only in English, but also in Yoruba, Tho
or colored native gowns; while the women and other native tongues.
are wearing a loose blouse called buoo
The time for the lecture has now come.
and a lapa consisting of several yards of
The man with the megaphone has been
cloth around the waist. Some may be heard '
up and down every road and pathway in
speaking in English, others in one of the
the village making announcements, and
more than forty native dialects or lanthe other witnesSf's have visited every
guages.
house and compound. The witnesses break
All at once we see a group of people
off their discussions and proceed to a large
entering the village at one end. _They are
open space in the middle' of the village
neatly dressed and carry small bags or
under a huge mango tree. A table is
cases. They look happy and one of them
is carrying a large metal horn or mega- brought out from a nearby house, and as
phone. The group breaks up and scatters dusk is fast approaching, a kerqsene gas
to various parts of the village, going from lamp is provided for the speaker. The
house to house, all except the one with witnesses form a neat semicircle before
the megaphone, who walks down the center the speaker and soon the villagers, some
of the road announcing a public lecture three to four hundred, are crowding be-

F
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hind. A brief announcement is made and
the lecture begins. Darkness has now fallen and all is quiet save for' the voice of
the speaker and occasional outbursts of
applause as, Bible in hand, the speaker
drives home his points to the evident
satisfaction of his listeners. The lecture
finished, the people crowd around the witnesses, pressing to have their questions
answered and asking for more information.
But what kind of people are these villagers? The peoples of Nigeria can be placed
in three general classes. First, the Moslems, mostly in the north and also among
the Yorubas in the west, of whom there
are probably more than ten million in the
country. The majority of these are illiter·
ate and show little interest in the Kingdom
message. Secondly, the pagans, mostly juju
or fetish worshipers, among whom are
found those that worship sticks, stones.
bones, snakes and all kinds of different
objects. Among these are G\lso found the
witch doctors and medicine men and in
some few remote areas those who still
practice ,cannibalism. And then there are
the so-called Christians, most of whom
came originally from the pagans and were
proselytized by the different religious missions established throughout the land, rep·
resenting almost all the chief sects of
Christendom.
Like their brothers in other lands, Jehovah's witnesses in Nigeria gather together
regularly for assemblies and conventions.
Remarkable results are often achieved by
means of such assemblies. For instance,
an assembly may be arranged in a village
where there are no witnesses at all, and
six months later there will be a congregatlon of some thirty ministers as a result of
that one assembly. Sometimes these assemblies draw great crowds, as was the case
at Onitsha last December, when 1,200 witnesses gathered for an assembly and more
than 8,000 came to hear the public lecture.
28

It is not unusual for persons of good
will to come forward at the' close of an
assembly and ask the witnesses to destroy
the idolS they formerly worshiped. An appointed place will be fixed and these dear
people come carrying armfuls of fetish
objects, "holy" pots, bones, images, magi·
cal charms, and the like, and dump them
all in a large heap'on the ground. Joyfully
the good-will persons join Jehovah's witnesses in smashing up these idolatrous ob·
jects and setting them on fire, or dumping
them in the river, while other witnesses
gather around singing songs of praise to
the true GOd, Jehovah. An of. which reminds one of Gideon breaking down the
idol in his father's house and the Ephesian
converts to Christianity in the time of
Paul burning their books on magical arts.
-Judges 6:25·27; Acts 19: 18-20.
Even the long·established custom of
polygamy does not stop these good-will
people from embracing and acting upon
the truth when they understand it. At one
assembly 52 persons were baptized, includ~
ing a chief who had formerly led the opp'osition against Jehovah's witnesses. Calling together all the prominent men of the
community he announced that from now
on he was one of Jehovah's witnesses.
Being a polygamist, he publicly freed two
of his wives, retaining a third as his real
and lawful wife, and sending a letter to
the minister in charge of the local congregation of Jehovah's witnesses advising him
that he had now ceased to be a polygamist
and was contonning to the Christian rule
regarding marriage. Asked by his colleagues how he would manage now with
only one wife, since he was a chief (who.
must always have at least three or foursometimes having as many as twenty-five),
he said that he had finished with the
"chief" bUsiness also. He could not serve
two masters.
AWAKE!

European

-....--\./

ATeHI

Gil-

THE

ORLD

domination.

nus

small area (three times the

gize of New York city) is a
traditional spoil between

France and Gcnnany~ and is
important because of 1ts tremendous coal and :steel production. Sincp World War II it
I"e("pjvP.rl autonomy. but 'With
economic a t t a c h rn e n t to
France. Gennan parties were
nQt allowed in the N ove-mber
30 e lecti ODS, but pro·Germans
born barded Sa~ rbrUcken with
Je-a Mpts,

'*

Tfua. Kor~1I Mlalp.m..tP.
The troops in 1'hp np}d were
lockp(J In their trenche!'i, each
WlB.ble to defeat the other+
TIle negotiators at Pnnmun·
jom ha.d not met for truce

talks sInce Septemtwr. Thp
Communists had a lrPRrly rejP(itftd Tndt(l PI':

U. N_

Pt-u1Ju~al

tor a t..'OullJl"oJuise U-u~e. Then
President-elec:t Eisen howe r
made his supersecret trip to
Koren to come face to lacewith th.e Far .l!..:aste-m gltua·
tion. He mpt flplrl rommander:;.
evalua ted the tel" ri:L iu and
troup::;. dull ~ot within earshot
of the tlgh ting I closet to an
active forcig1\ front than any
American pregjdent or president·elect in history. Hp surveyed thp por.;.~lbnl ties In KUlea
with a cumpl~lely fre5h eyet

and his appearance at the
front also served to remind the
people back home that the war
is not just a matter of Nlunctlt.abl~
ha rg~lnlngj
but that
20,000 Americans ha ve been
killed. 13,000 are missingenough men to popul3te a fairsized city. Time magazine commented (12/H) ~ 'IIke's trip itseJf wa s mad~ necessary be-~ause ot an evident lailure
of the U. N. policy to datet
and that it had not yet
achieved lithe high principled
objectives which took the U. N_
into Korea in the first place'"
New U. 84 THUll at Work
• .Even before his inauguration, Gen Eisenhowers ad·
4
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minIstration wa!) at·tuaUy functiunlng. With unprecedcn ted
speed he had selccted the men
he wan ted .for his ca binf"t
(President

Roo$,e-velt's. fI rst
cabinet was not annnunced until MRr('h 3l. Power wa~ ~hift·
ln~ from Washington to Eisenhower's headquarters in New

York. D~' the time of inauguration, January 20, the eount ry
\Vi11 have an oppr1lth1g Republican afi mln1~t. ra tlon; }.Iulicy

wtll be lah.l uuwn. programs
~t:t. Sunle of the new officials
were already going tl bout their
business. Names of :t:isen·

hower's gelections

wp~ a 1·
the new~:

ready coming infO
.J ohn Foster Dulles as lhe ne",T
secretary or state, Charles E,
'Vih;on as secretary of dcfense l

IIerbert Brownell, Jr.! as at·
tomey general, Arthur F..
Summerfield ~ s rhp. new pos t·
mas;t.p.r general, Ezra Tan Benson as .s~cretaty of agriculture t Martin P. Durkin as sec-retary of la bor, Harold E.
St.o. ssen as Mutua) S€t("u ri ty
directory !Sherman Adams as
assistant to the president and
Henry Cabut Lodge, Jr' as
head of the U. S. mission to
the U4 N. Generally these men
are intema tionally minded and
progressive in fore-ign alla1rs~
t

t

to con~
servatlve on home iS5ues.

and

middl~f-the-road

\Vbich Way,

s ••• ,

.. To France the Saar ca.n
mean equality \llith G~nnany;

to

Germany

it

('an

mean

~harged

the French

with "co Ion 1 a Ii sm" and a
"rei~]J of terror', and urged
Saarlanders to spoil their ballots in protest_ A CathoJl~
bishop caned it an p.lp-Mlon
that would ~pparate them trom
.Ot hp t; p r man ia. th.erland u •
Orhers IeltJw that if Germany
.;ul the power of the Saar,
European unity was out. The
result? Only 24 per cent ('sst
bl3.nk ballots. rJ11p problem
remainoo fRT from sol veU. but
~ (lpttTPntly
(h~
veople pretprretl EUl'!Jpeanizll tion to rejoining West Gcrrnnny.

Purse In

Pragu~

~ PTllgU~, CzechosloVlik~8,

re-

cently wi tnessed t hp lar2est
Communist purge trial since
the Moscow tda]s of 1937.
Elev·e n vi the fourteen acI:used. including fanner high
Communi sts RUdolph · Slansky
and Vladimir Clem~nt1sJ were
sentenced (11/27) to hang; th~
three othpfj;:j to Hfe in prison.
~1p.m~ntI5 had helped the Comm unibts t.o power an d Sinnsky
had buH t the Czech Communists into an organIzation
strong enough to make the
194~ ~jzurP. 01 power possible.
'ThP charges af{ain.st these
!onner officlals included ec0nomic sabotage and participating in a uworld-wide J@wish
conspiracy". For this Prague~s
officia.l Communist paper Eude
Pro·tlD S;I io: 'IThe accused men
are creatures who long ago
lost the right to be called
men." Many observers feared
the Jews might now become
the scapegoat for Communist
party failures.
l

COld F~a.r In KeoyB
,
.. IIWe Will :trPe K~nya IrvIn

:feat,' R~ sured Bri Ush Colon ial
secretary Oliver Lyttelton.
Y-= t fear remains. ~ IN a. tive'
snipers and knUe·wielders
prompted BritJsh troop-" to
round up evpry member ot lht!
l

t

Kikuyu t.rl~ In a 25G-sQuaremt l~ area, dl1 ve off their cattIel a.nd pu II down thci r huts.
Emergency powers allowed the
governor to take crops ~nd

Uvestock fram. w h ()1p vl1 la ges
for cr1m~ ("nmmltted in their
v.Mnfty. The oldest Leg-isla·
tlve Council member VI"anted
to ~~bang the Kikuyu In batches of 25 ll'l public t and slPnrl

witnesses of

the- ~xp~ut1ons
hack to th,p KIkUyu reserves

to

Rpr@ad

the joy ful new st I •
Such HlUtude t It wa.! feared I
ml.tt ht drive even more Kikuyu
na.tJvC8 1n to' the !\!au Mati, ann
convert the clash 1ntn 11 Black·
White strl1ggle. Some 1\1 a u
Man agents. it wa~ believed,
were Kremlin Inspired, and re·
ports from the Dclgill.n Conko
lndlc"ted Q similar society w~s
d~vcloping the re tQ .. kill 1hp
'W'hjte& and Chrl.litlansl'.

BedIo Batter Ba«hdad
• Iraqtg five Inillion people
are mO:5tJy poof uncducntC'1d
peasants, ruled by the big
j

1arid 0 wnc-rc, and having UUle-

voJce

In

thetr

gt)v(IImmpnt.

was leadin g and

tpen newspapers. He promised

Some Observers suspected that
the g\Jvernment really lostr
but it 'eemed that Pe-rE"Z Jimi·

lower taxes and reform of the
electoral law. The city was
calmcd but Ir.alfs problem re.mained.
t

lIex1co UIiU8 u.aJ Prnldent
The throng glittered with
hraid ·('rusted unifonns and
solemn full dress suits, The
man for \vhose InaugHra tjnn
they we-re as.c~pmhlPt1 (WI)
U'.1 ~
(l ~~5P.d
ccnSC1"Va tj"elyAdo1io RuiJ. Cortines had nDne
uf the 8amboyance trUditional
with Lntin-American presidents.. At 61 he js a sm all m~ n,
\vho workpo his wily up from
hoo"k:kpp.per in a tiuthing :;tore
tu dv 11 !Servant congre5Sm&n,
~overnor of Vera C("U~ minjg·
ter Qt t he interior and flnatly
prosiden t of Mexiro. Wnh h' ~
](no\J.:l~dg@ of sra11st1{"~ many
MPxtrans believe ht! knuws
theil' coun lry's problems.. W~ th
hb frugal Hving they th1nk he
is an example of honesty. At
h1S inaugura tion for a six.yea t
term as l\IO@"XiCO~S prf'sfdpn r he
prombwrt Ip.ss tolerance u1 to)"rupUon and a hIgher public
IlloraUty.
t

*

•

t

Venezuela'. ~tlo..
i:- Venezuelan pohH("s hBve
long hPPn dominated by i l...'S
:trlstocTa lie mUHary diQue,
·whu turn out the parties they
d is like. The eoun t rY s fi rst dircct and democratic election
was in 194.7~ but within a ypar

They heal" of enc rmol.l s hi 1
rlehcs, bu t get 1it tle ta ngi tHe
benefit from them. Kno\Wl
C()mmWlists ex p 10 i ted the
discontcn t. and oppo siti on
groups sta.ged street demon- the army fn~rl the govem~
5tr ation.s. A roaring mob was rnp.nt out or. omc~. Il })romisoo
whipped up out of the slums free ele(:tions t but harassed the
vi Baghdad (11/23). Carrying oppa,sition. jailed its leaders
banners protesting ~Iforg~ and censored its presS"~ Afore
than four yea rs 13 t~r the e1ec·
electians u and Uforelgn irn- tions "'ere finally held (11;30).
pertaliml u It looted 5tores, at~ Th~ mUltary jWlUi (ruling
tacked lht:! British embasay cuuncill w-as .sure of victory,
and the U. S. Inlonnation
but V\"hen the results began
coming in an opposition party
S~rvire. c h a 1" g e d the Ira.q
Tfmes bu1ldlng~ the po)iL~ sta- was definitely in the lead_ The
tion, 8 nd pr.a.ctlcally SI1ized t11e junta jmmedjately imposed a
ancient city of 400~OOO. The news black-out and when only
next day the rf!gent orden-d halt 01 the two million votes
the army chief of start to take were c-ounteQ it announced it
t

30

Go'.

over, lIe jailed extremist leaders. instiluted :martial law. dill..
solved all parties, arrPJltPd ~
Reds~ a nd suspended seven-

Marro~ p~yt@z

t hat

Jlmlnez. a lead-

Ing member u1 the junta, was

takinK

n~

dent.

over

as

preaiden t.

wnu en remafn tile presi-

The N ~w Cal'dl hals
~ The en r din a I s are the
prinee~ of the C h ure h ot
Rome. They s£oIIl"et npw pnpps,
anr1 nftpn hav~ other regpon·
sible JlOSH jon~~ ~lU It' l' in the
Vatica~l or over large sees
elsew here. Their num ber wa f.l
set at 70 by Pope Sixtus V
in 15m;) and the- rnaJori ty ~rP
t r;Hl i Tirrn .1.11y Hrt Han_ However.
when Pius XD ClJ..llJuiu teu 32
new cardinals in 194G (2~ have
died sinre then) the C"ent urIc-s·
old tr.adJtion waG broken .anD
It aly did not rule. Twenty- fout
np"r Allpnintmpn t~ werp announced (11/29). bl'jlll;{ill);{ the
Cullege of Cardinftl:s ba.ck up
to its full strength. The new
Ust included J. Frands McIn tyre~ archbishop of Los
Ang~les;
A]oysill~
STPpinRr,
i1r('hbf~hop 01 Zagreb, YUKU~lavia, W}IUJl1 TUo char~ed
with collaboration with the
nazis; Pnul-EmiI~ Leger, arch·
bishop of M 0 n t rea 1; and
eleven ItaI:ians~ bringlng thp
It~ It r.n

~hare

Up

to 27. The

new ca.rdin als wi.ll ~ I unnally
instalJed at a consistory to be
held at tne Va. tic-an in J lll'l ua.ry.
Alukan Air l11"1lAhp.~
® Six fataJ aC"(lidpnts within

four weeks have recently dri\.'·
en home th~ perils of lnilitary air travel in the. Alaskan
area. First n troop plane
crashed in AJaska (11/1) with
19 casual tie s~ a na vy pa t ro 1
bom~r

camp. Ilown in Washjngton ~tal~ (11!12L and
another Ala5kan plane killed
20 (11/15), Eight died in a
crash (11/17) at Billings l Monta.na~ and six days later a
rni1j tal'y transport crashed in
Alas.ka with 52 3 board. Then
37 more were killed (11128)
,,,hen a plane returning mill·
AWAKl?JI

tary personnel and their fami·
lies from Japan crashed near
Tacoma, Wasll1ngton. Safety
experts could find no pattern
in the series of accidents,
other than tempestuous winds,
low-lying clouds and thick
fogs that are common in the
area. A special commission
was established, however, to
try to eliminate dlfflc'ulties.
Inftatlon: Not Much Control
• Tighe Woods, U. S. price
stabilizer, resigned (11/Z4)

less th,an three months aft~r
he waS given the job. His
reason: "It seems that all I
have done is sign orders increasing prices." He recommended the controls law be
given a "strong overhauling
to get out special interest

amendments", and said, "It Is
apparently easy to translate
cost increases into price In-

creases, but not cost decreases
into price decreases." The
Joint Congressional Commit·
tee on Defense Production also
••
•

reported (,11/24) that because
of the delay in instituting controls after the Korean outbreak in 1950 consumers are
now paying "billions of additional dollars annually".
Record Wheat
~ The average U. S. wheat
yield for 1951 was about 16
bushels an acre; the average
British yield about 40. However, on a Norfolk farm, 90
miles north of London, three
brothers, John, George and
William Turrell, have produced. a fantastic 131.7 bushels
to the acre. The land on'wliich
the crop was raised was once
sea bottom and was pasture
from pre·Roman times to the
end of the last century, when
it became an apple orchard.
In 1937 th~ trees were cleared
01'1', and a year ago the land
was planted in wheat for the
first time. The tremendous
yield was attributed to the
amazingly fertile soil, good
weather, good fanning, and

••

... .

strong-stemmed wheat that
did not collapse under the
weight of oversized heads.
WhIch Way, World '1
~ The Korea,n war is stalemated. European unity Is
threatened. Communist officials face death for deviations.
Violence occurs in Baghdad,
increases in Tunisia and Kenya. Oppressive governments
rule. The world fears inflation, accidents, war and death.
These, however, are only surface difficulties. Revelation
12:12 describes the underlying
cause: "The devil is come
down unto you, having great
wrath." His anger increases,
and so do the world's difficulties, in fulfillment of Jesus'
prophecy at Matthew 24, because Satan knows his rule
is s60n to be completely destroy~ by the hand of God
Almighty. Despite world con·
ditions, this is a sure and con·
fldent outlook for sincere seek·
ers after God's Word.

•••

" ,

••

'2It.e.a, definitely! No matter how this might seem beyond human imagination now, we
~mustrememberwhatJesusconfidentlystated:

"Do not marvel at this, because the
hour is coming in which all those in the memorial tombs will hear
[my] voice and come out, those who did good things to a resurrection
of life, those who practiced vile things to a resurrection of judg·
ment." (John 5:28,29, NW) The small two·color tract pictured
at the lower right, -of pocket size, provides a six·page argument
in favor of the \resurrection. It punctures false religious notions
about immortality of the human soul, yet it is comforting and
encouraging to everyone, especially to those who fear death as
man's greatest enemy. Send for a supply today and always keep
a few on hand for ready use. The cost: 200 for 25c; 500 for 40c;
and 1,000 for 75c. Return coupon below with your remittance.
117 ADAMS ST.
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
Enclosed please find the sum of ............... .
Please send me 0 200 [or 25c; D 500 for 4Oc; D 1,000 for 75c of the tract entltled "Hope for the Dead".
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HROUGH public lectures! On the streets! From door to door! By means of Bible
studies in private homes! Read the 1953 Yearbook's amazing record of world~wide
preaching of good news by Jehovah's witnesses. Gain a bird's-eye view of how and
where this preaching is done. And where it meets with oPPosition! A master chart
provides a suffimary of the work done by Jehovah's witnesses . duringr the past year,
country by country. Also, the.. Yearbook contains a Scripture text with enlightening
comment for each day of 1953, helping you to start the day right. The cost of the 1953
Yearbook is 50c per copy, postpaid. Sent anywhere.

A handsomely illustrated calendar for 1953 is also available
on a contribution of 25«; -each, or 5 to one address for $1. A
yeartext tops off various scenes depicting how Jehovah's
witnesses join together in worship. Return coupon below.

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

o Enclosed find 50c for a copy ,of the
o Enclosed ftnd25c for one calendar. or 0

BROO KLYN 1, N. Y.
1953 Yearllook.
$1 for five calendarl
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"Now it is high time to awake:!.-Romans /3:11

..
BRAZIL SEES RED!
Iy "Awak.I" ....... pondeftl In ....11

leaving several dead and many mortally
wounded. At 5:00 p.m. they began gathering again, but the army took over city
control and patrolled the streets just as if
it were a captured town.
The funeral procession the next day WQS
uniqup In that an army tnlck jpd the
procession and anothcr followed, while the
side sll't>t>l:. Wf'1'f' llRtrnllPd by thE' locllI
police. Signs appeared inciting the people
to raid the lilrgf> Swift mPRt_paeklng
plants: "The people know where there
is meat. TIleY .shoulrl gu lind gel It."
In the railroad center of Santa Marla,
the boZchevists even went so far as to
arrest the local mayor and appoint another.
He was never instalJed in office, however,
because of military intervention. In Minas
Geraes. Red vandalism was practiced
against the state and federal tax-coIlection bureaus. During the recent visit of
United States secretary of state, Dean
Acheson, to Brazil, school students of the
Communist Youth movement timed his
aITivalln Rio with the releasing of a small
pig, to which was attached a tie of stars
and stripes and on whose sIdes were paint.
ed "Acheson". Only strong police action.
kept Commlmists from Impeding Acheson's reception.

HE trouble came to a head on Au~ust 11 when the price control ooanl
of Rio Grande do ~u1 raised the price of
meat in this land of meal plenty. ThE> city
of Rio Grande was already excited about
the high cost of living, and since the first
days of this month Communists had succeeded in leading: a strike to protest hving
easts. The board's decision was the tinder
spark that kindled the smoldering fuel.
Next morning, Indignant householdel"S
milled about the streets. Business houses
did not pvcn open their doors for fear of
what wns coming, in spite of the request
of Uu:! as."istant chief of state pollee, who
had arrived the day before with a strong
contingent 10 reinforce (he local police.
Skirmishes began here and there between
the populaTe.'! ami tJJf' soldiers. Sixteen
Communists were atTeSted, including an
army lieutenant and a lawyer.
At 10:00 a.m. the elimax came, when
more than 3,000 in a compact mass, deaf
to the pleas of civil and military authorities, packed'the area in front of the police
station and, in mob fashion, demanded the
liberation of the prisoners. Firemen turned
on the hose, police used tear gas all to
no avail. When they fired soJUe warning
shots in the air, the mob reacted and
shot back, wounding a doctor. The next Allticommuniat CrUIJade
Incidents like these, breaking forth in
moment, the police and soldiers fired right
into the erowd and started a general panic, far-flW}g corners of Brazil, haVE! lE!d to the

T
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formation of the Brazilian Anticommunist
Crusade and to a statement by its president, Vice-Admiral Pens Boto t director of
the merchant marine, on AUgUSt 1i, 1952.
{l8 follows: uThpre is a Conununist revolution ready to explode in Br82iJ.. A BoI·
shevist army exists within the country and
it is well trained to ellter into action at
any moment. It is the so-called ·National
Liberation Army', mostly made up of gUfir.
rUIns trained by foreigners who have en·
tered Br37.i1 in great numbers these last
few

with about one for every three plantaUonst
It is also considered the richest pollttcal
party in Brazil.
But recently, spUITed on by strong news~
paper editorials and at'Iny schisms, concrete action has been taken.. Severa1
months ago. in May, President Vargas
removed War Minister General Estluac
Leal. \\1ho had l)e.en favoring and pan1pering Communist leaders. and appointed in
his stead Genc-tal Cardoso, who immediately set out to purge the- anny of oml~iiil~
~

proved to be Commu-

yenrs~

notably in 1951 t
coming from Russian satel-

lite notions. In Minas (;eo.
rae9 alone the number is
conservatively estimated al
1&000, half of whom are
concentra ted in the rrtln·

nists. Ovpr t.hirty arlny
Reds were involved.

J

!fluu Minei-ro~

a strategic

urco.. like a wedge hPtween
Mal.u Grosso, Goias and Sao
Paulo," Seven hundred
thousand have already
jOlned thjg crusade ~jn~
it began five months ago~
GOVi?rnmen t officials had
fur a long time been slow
to act, even though it was pointed
out '\hat. the Communist party in Brazil
was tile largest and most infiuent ial of
the Western Hemisphere. Its strength
was manifest in the free elections of
1945 after Vargas was ousted, '1/h~n over
500,000 votes \lvere registered in favor
of the Communist candidatet Yedda Fiuza.
Again, ",-hen they gathered 2,500lJfX) sJgnatures for their "Peace't petit.ion~ In their
present outlawed condition since 1947 they
sti 11 control over 100 associations with
diJIerent objectives, ranging from the ban·
ning of atomic weapons to neighborhood
committees fighting high 1Jv1ng rost..~. They
now have 400 Wlions to organize Catlllers,
4

Rounding Up.

Red Leaders
Some of these were
high omcials~ such as
Major JUlio Sergio, who
\-\HiS identified by other
Communists as one of the
Red~" topmen. He is ranked as
just below Luiz CarJos Pre$tes~
px-sp.nator and active head of the
PCB (Partido (,.foJnunista do Brasil) ~
who has supposedly fled the country.
Major Jwio~s Job was to \vork for control
of the anned tOTCPS. A11 staunch Inelnbers
\\-'ouJd greet each other at secret meetings
under false nnmcs- ]'\.lajor Julio~s alias was
~J J ohnt'. Others arrested had alia.'ies like
uAbP.l'~t HWalter: "Joshua·' and one even
blasphemously nicJmamcd uJehovah". All
readilv confessed to their Communist activitles, but not. one could be made to sign
his confession, for fear of '4the partyu.
~foney printed by the Brazilian Reds was
fOWld. which th~y were using in their
campajgns to finance the organization.
Another leader, Joao Vito Raymondo~
who spent most of his life training youths
in the Italian fascist youth movement,
1

~
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was picked up 'In the streets by the Brazil.
ian police. He tried to incite the people
'agalnst the guards~ shoutJng, "I am a
soldier of peace! I am against the Americans who want to enslave our OOtDltry~
That's why I am being imprisoned!~i But
instead of provoking bystandfirs to off~r
resistance in his behalft .- it did just the
opposite: they aU hel~ to put h 1m Into
the police jeep that came for him.
Hindering :the many arrests of military
men was the government's own prosecutIng, attorney,

Cisneil"OS, who
belittled the statets evidence and rejected
documents that even the prisoners had
identified. Upon investigation, his O\\TI
Communist connections were revealed and
the prosecutor general
of courts-martial
•
announced that the cases had been taken
out of Cisneiros' hands.
BraziPs foreign ministry was red-faced
when Carlos Lacerda, editor of TrillUtm
da Imprensa} published facts and figures
on prominent Communists fow~ conSUls,
two charges d affai res, three home-office
functionaries. one code clerk. The govern ..
ment took prompt, though somewhat belated, action to remove these proved ConlAmador

I

munists.

Also conling in (or its share of the Red·
hWlt was the air force. Many were investigated and some imprisoned for Hmaking
adepts f and forgetting their military duty
because of the ·miracu1ous prom ises t of
commtmism". The chainnan of the investia:ation committee had to be substituted because it was discovered that his superior
official was also involved in CJrnmWlist
activity and he would not be able to properly hand1e the case.
So it appeared that \vherever a govern ..
mental stone was overturned, the "red
bugs~t of commllllism were to be seen scurrying for cover. But the general opinion
was that many more stones would have
to be ov~rturned before discovering all
,
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the crimson-tinged '4cornrades~) entrenched
in Brazilia n institutions..

Combating the

~SC(l.rler

Fever

The Anticommunist Cntsade has naturally been backed mostly by the Roman
Catholic Church, Uo'hich fears the Red
plague the worst. Protestant organizations
have also raised their voices so that ehurch
members will keep away from the scarletmeasled baby. But jn some places or RID

Grande do SuI where large Slavic populations pxlst It is fOlmd that congregations
arc politically di vidcd. The crusaders arc
p.~pPCia] ly worripd hP~ause- !i;ome of the
Bolshevist-inspired campaigns have really
l~n sue(~~"fu], likp 1hp cry rai~d in all
Brnzil, I'Thc petroleum is ours,~J and in
",'h it ~h lhry Sll(l'~,!~rI in swaying public
opinion aU over Brazil against the developJuent. of BrdZi r:\ oj) supplies by foreigners.
1"hough Brazil has, according- to estimates,
a sixth of the world's undeveloped 011 reserves, she produces a mere 85,000 barrels
a day. She consumes over lOOJ)OO hansels
dailYt \Ilhich means she has to import 270
million dollars~' worth of petroleum each
year. But by arousing the nationalist spirit
and backing this campaign~ they succeeded
in excluding foreign firlns.
Also, since the outlawing of the Partido
Omnunista.t Brazilian Reds have really
carried on a large-seale smear campaign
literally smearing pitch signs and whitct

paint slogans t.he- length of the cua..q and
the width of the land. Walls, sidewruks,
fences have been covered with commieinspired slogans: "Don't send your sons to

Korea!ff uDown \\,?jib the high cost Of living!" ·~Out with tlfe Yankee Imperialists! J ~
uHaii StaJin.. the ChaJnpion of Peace~tI etc.
In many places these mottoes are accom-_
panted by the party symbol of hammer and
sickle. By getting behind and backing up
liberal democratic leaders who are willing
to string along with them in order to get
5

the vote of the masses, the "hammer and
sickle" gang has been hard to root out.
Many so-called "Christians" have swallowed the party line when told that "Christ
was the first Communist worker" and that
"the apostles helped organize conununism".
So even though illegal, outlawed and
underground, they are stilI gaining dis-·
ciples, printing newspapers, backing unions, spreading propaganda leaflets and
building up strength, especially in the
three states of sao Paulo, Pernambuco
and Rio Grande do Sul, where 80 per cent
of Brazil's economy lies concentrated.
This has spurred governmental authorities
to combat such political gangrene with
greater vigor.
Anticonununists are rejoiCing to see a
rift among party members. Support of
Prestes has been split since last February
when one of the prominent Communist
leaders, Jose Maria Crispim, ex-federal
deputy, was thrown out of the party because of "capitulating to the enemy".
Crlspim had become very popular in Communist circles and it is believed that he
was "excommunicated" by Prestes' followers because of weaning support away from
the head man. They are calling Crispim
"Titoist", due to his wanting to break
away from Russia's direction and organize
his own nationalistic brand of communism.
Government agents are trying to catch
Russian spies who are operating constantly
and cleverly. They do not use any radio
stations or coded messages as the nazis
did in Brazil during the last war. Too
many of these were caught after powerful stations tuned in and traced down
their hide-outs. InsteaCI, they come into
the country temporarily as sailors, scientists, refugees, etc., and leave instructions
from the Kremlin in exchange for reports
and documents handed over by local spies.
Right now many military, marine and
aeronautical commies are awaiting trial,
6

while new developments break every day.
The latest news at the time of this writing
comes through Rio's daily, Oorreia da
Manhd of october 4, 1952·, showing fifteen
military men up for trial and their lawyers
attempting futilely to get them tried by a
ciV;il jury instead of a military court.
Didrio da NOite, October 7, 1952, reports
.the uncovering of a Soviet agent, EUgene
Moskovin, alias Eugene Lorier, who has
been in the employ of Brazilian secret service masquerading as a counter-spy against
Communists. And the newspaper 0 Globa
of the same date reveals the existence of
a secret, camouflaged airport of the Red
creed· on Calixto, a 400-acre island in the
middle of the Rio Grande river, which
runs between Minas and Sao Paulo, in the
Communist-infected area of Triiingulo Mineiro. It is believed to be the central headquarters of the party and federal authorities have already ordered. an army investigation of the place. More news will surely
follow as Brazil's Red-hunt gathers momentum.
But no hUman crusade can wipe out
political intrigue, ambitious party control,
and the basic causes of civil discontent
among Brazilians and others of earth's
inhabitants. Foolish, haughty men can pick
their fighting colors, be it the brown of
nazism, the black of fascism, the red of
"hammer-and-sickle"-ism, the green of
Brazilian integralism, yes, let them pick
out all the colors they want to from the
rainbow. They will all go down in defeat!
Why? It is because of the very colors of
the rainbow itself, which represents God's
covenant with man for the sanctity of
human life. (Genesis 9:6,12) For breaking this covenant all worldly organizations
will soon be wiped out. Jehovah's theocratic enterprise in Christ's hands is surely
the only world remedy, and at .Armageddon it will be the only one to come through
with flying colors, to Jehovah's glory!
A WAKE!

"We Doctors Don't Know Everything"
ECENTLY the following letter was
~eived by the A'lDllke! magazine.
44We have one daughter just a little over
f{lur years old. She
a very healthy and
active child, never having been sick with
any disease. On July 6, Sunday, just before
midnight t we had born to us another
. daught.er. I ~aw my wife and daughter
shortly therenfter and was told that they

R

Is

were doing nne.
uMonday afternoon my wif~ phoned telling tJUlt thp ductor had slated tilat if
the baby did not get a blood transfusion
immediately it. would die and that she had

refused to grant him permission. ( at once
got in touch wIth hinl and he told me that
the baby needed an immediate blOOd flush ..
ing. with every drop of blood drained out
and other blood put in. 1 explained my objection as one of Jehovah's witnesses and
asked him if there was not something else
that could be done. I Ie stated that we had
an Rh factor baby and that in such a case
the red blood cells are destroying themselves. So the only thing that could be
done would be a complete blood transfusion. He said the blood count was down
to three million.
I~Later that evening I saw him at his
office where I went into detail as to our
position. He said that the matter \vould
be on my conscience, and that if the baby
did not die it wou1d mI1Ter from yellow
jaundice and be abnoI'lnru mentally. I told
him that in view of CnJd's law I Vw'ould

accept that responsibility. Upon leavmg I
gave him a copy of an Atooke! magazine
dealing with the subject of blood transfu ..
•
Slon.
l'Tuesday my wife phoned that they
had nat returned the baby.. I called the
hospital and was told that the baby was
being kept in oxygen. I told them that
anything that might help was all right
JANUARY
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with me except blood transfusions. On
Wedn~y tJley required that I sign a
statement relieving them of all responsi.
hility because of Iny refusing to l~t them
give blood transfusions. During the week
the doctor told my \\rife about a set of

twins born three \veeks before~ delivered
by him. who were Rh factor babies and
that due to a complete change or blood
they were doing fine.
hBy Sunday~ July 13, the tioctorg said
that it was too late to ~ive a blood tranafusion as the baby was y~How with jaundice and its blood count ,\\-·as down to two
milUon. 'I11e speclaUst wp had tin then

suggested that we obtain Mother doctor,
since his main oon~rn WHS wit.h dellverinK
the baby.
44We had an ~pp41intment Witll this doc>
tor about six \vcclts lnter~ He checked our
baby thoroughly Hnrl told me that frankly

he ,vas amazed at the baby~s progress. By
this t.ime the t"'ins had died. He said
that it was too bad about them and then
HrJdp.d~ -You know, we doctors don't know
everything. He said that if he was to give
an unofficial djagnosis of our baby's con·
dition he ,,:auld say it is going to be exce11enL At present our baby is four months
old and is strong and healthy for her age;
more so. in fact, than was her sister.
~ tp. S, Enclosed arc the death notices
concerning thE:! twins. n The notices are
from the Reading, Pennsylvania, Times.
The one dated August 13, 1952~ under the
heading I18-Week-Old Twin Loses Rh
Fight" told of a '~double victory" scored
last June when two Rh factor twins were
given blood transfusiOns and stated that
the twin
still alive was in fair concUtlon.
•
The second noticet dated the very next
day. was entitled H8econd T\1;in Loses Rh
Fight" and told that the twins had never
been out of the hospital.
J
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HEN it comes to taU bulldJngl f New
York unquestionably leads the
world. Here seven dift'crcnt gDliaths point
farther heavenward than other buildi~:s in this. nation of skyscra.pers, and
lhe Enlpire Sta. te building surpasses its
nearest nun·Manhattan rival (Cleve land's
,'S2·story Terminal Tuwer~ by nfty storie!i ~
NP-W York has thlrty·one uJ the nationts
fifty·two hundlngs forty or mure stodes

are of solid, Windowless, Vermont marble.
~ Not far 1ront the U~ N. is the world's
seeond-taUest~ the T1-story Chrysler buildlng, near Grand Central staUon. The thirotallest (which is only 35 fect shorter tha.n
Paris t Eiffe) To\\'er) is nearly four miles
Hdownto\oVJl u in the flnandal district. J t
is the G7·story Cities Servke bundin~
(60 WHll Tower) which Ilas an over-all
hei.~ht 01 950 leel.
.

nigh.

~

Despite thls. it ts not thp height or an
indIvidual buJ lcttng that ts ~n 1m prPsfdve,
but the average height 0 f a It thfll hutlt1.
ings.. Even the slum!il and tpnpmPTlt
hOU$es are 6 ve to six storiel tal L
New housing projects ~oar far hIgh·
er. New' offtce buildinga average
twenty·tt"c stories. It Is true that

rial dlstrlPt

W

t

1:

theae are not gigantic, but they a~
ta 11 enough tha.t when t he eye be·
come5 accWlitomed to them e\'en. the
gp~clCl{.:ulilr one~ do not look out of pla~,
-W Walking through the streets 01 New York t~
not always like walking through a canyon,
with terrifying cUfta above. except where some
of the worldts tnJlcst buHding6 jut straight up
from alley-sized streets laid out by the thrifty
Dutch who ft.rst owned the c1 ty. Ali \·c with.
activity during bu:sines~ hours, this section is
almutit tutally deserted at night or on week
ends. Then the wandering tourist finds that
Thp. sheer walls o! towering buildings make
PH vp.mous. echoing canyun:;, intu whkh the
sun shInes only a few hours daily.
~ Such is not true ()ut~icie the financial dis .
trict, however, and in many s~tlons thp. old
(of which New York has a.n abundanr-P) 1s
being replaced with new glass..enclosed o~
buJldingB~ modern apartments, and towering
housing projects.
.
~ Most Wlusual in desIgn are the C. N. build·
jngs on Manhattan s F.ast Side. The new Secretariat building, a 39·story glass and mar-bJe
shaftl is the only tall structure in the U. N.'s
_ l7.arrP. area. Thirty·~econd In hei~ht in the
city, it is made spe-etacular by It.s ~xtreme
narrowness. Its broad 287·foot east and \\'est
fac.;ades are almost solid gla$S (six 8C~S of it)
and Jts nan"ow 72·100t north and 50Llth ends
1

Across lnto Brooklyn from the ftnan-

tng"'.
]~4

ar~

the Watrh Towp-rts h1Jlh1·

1O.~t()ry APT hpj hnmflo ~ t
Co]um hla Hptf!h ts hOU~H thp 1100.
Thp np.....~

mem ber headquarters' staff, as well as
Itudloi :tor ",'atchtowe-I" radJo station
WBBR t a beautIful Kingdom HalJ,
a hospHal, a library, adminh;tratlvP
offices, a 150·seat dining room and
ot h cr f n ci Iiti c s.
A lew blod{8 owny the 18rgc~

rw

modern nIne-story Dible printin~
p]ant~ in which th15 magazlne \\"as prlnted~
produces books and maga.zlnes In tremendous
quantiUes. Here enough books are produced
daily to mn14:c Q. stock taller thon the EmpiI'{"
State build[n~, Visitors will see the ninthnoor om("eS. elghth·noor ~ubsrrtptlon and
mailing de-partments and sevent.h·floor linotypf:'
and cotnpo.sition dcpartmcntg. On the sixth

floor they wIll sec :seven large rotary
the two llf:I"N(lSt of ulhi('h

~an

p(lrh

pres~e8,

Jlmt1u~ ;:t

thousand magazines in w,'o minutes. On
lower floors they wilL see the machine shop,
the bindery where printed pages are turned lnlo
books r the carpenter shop, the shipping depart.
ment from which Bible literature goes tQ 0.11
corners 01 the world l and finally the ~25·horse
pow@r Dies~] pnginp. th:it produee!': thp. electriC'

power to operate the entire plant.
~

Not the least of the blessings Jehovah's
MtnP.SSP.~ wi]l l'P.rr.ivp at thp 1953 t\.Torld as·
scmbly to be held in New York t July 19·26t
is the thril1 ot vlsHlng these buildings and
realizi.ng that aU that is done in them Is to the
further honor of Jehovah's nam~~ and that th~
purpose of thpse buildings is solely to provide
li t~l'a lure they can use in KIngdum pl"eKChlng.
AWAKIL'.r
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The blackest market of them all!

C

ASH registers are ringing up the lucra- thriving black marketeer in New York~
tive dollar sign all over the nation as before his capture, \\o'as able to" acquire
the business In black market ttbundles and seU ~y babies, all on the basis of Upay
of blessing" booms. No ordinary commodi- your "10ney-take your tot Still another
ty pHs.~ing under the counter is this~ but ring uncovered this year had worked dp a
a precious one indeed-babies! Shockin~? trade in New York and New England irossYe~ but. this profitable trade~ revolting
ing 5500,000 annually t'rom baby sales.
as it is, grows daiJy by leaps and bounds. In sharp contrast with this chain-store
Black markets in babies come t Iike their method are those individuals in the Wlcon1modlty in difT~l'(~nt sizps and forms: ethical business for themselves. One of
cash and carry. mD.il order, cut rate t free these free lancers~ a former social worker,
lance; ther~ arp. e\,'en ~ he mill inn-dol1Rr placed as many as GO babies in one twochain-store markets, all of them traffICk- month period. While we know of no ·~man
ing in tots~ some of \\'hurn a [1J ~ ~s[Jld tlf'fore order ca talo2'ue~' available for babies t there
\\'as one ambitious New York operator who
they are born!
Well organized generaJly, this grim trade delivered tots by plane to di$tant points
in tots is the cold- blooded, speedy place.. aftpr the adopting arrangements \vere com..
ment of children by unscrupulous doctors, pleted by mai)o Tot traffickers thus are a
lawyerS t midwives and hospi tal attendants motlpy hod~-podge of parasites capltaUzwith the motive of collecting a fee. 'l'he ing on chHdless couples~ cravings and unmore "efficient" baby brokers employ married mothprs' desperation. "
PI'ice la~s for the tots also vary_ Most
doctor-lawyer teams, even drawing into
their nefarious orbit nurses and social operators charge whatever the traffic will
bear. Babies all along tlle eastern seaboard
workers~ One successfUl operator, said to
be an ex-socio.l 'W'orlter l handled only Hhigh. were selling for S750 to $2,100. Eager
u
couples oftentimes pay fabulous fees;
gradet~ tots: "college babies bom to col·
lege girls and even boasting of professor S3 OOO to $5,000. And in New York city
(",,-here, like everyvv'here else, prices are
fathers.
Tot vender rings fluctuate in size and inflated) the" cost of some babies spiraled
scope of uperation ~ the stimulus for their to the dizzy height of $10,000. Not all
clandestine activity being the number of black marketeers charge these whopping
infants born out (If wedlock. Large ~itles prices; some baby mills are doing a rushing
like New York, Chicago and San Francisco business in the "cut-rate line, averaging
vrobably serve as the mecca for most un- aroWld $500 per sale~ An incredibly hid..
married mothers~ as it afford~ them the POUS style of frPe.lancing was disclosed in
opportunity to lose uidcntity'·. Thus 8 New York some time ago in the case of
l

••

I
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J
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a 21..year-old girl who had apparently gone me.tt The New York Daily Mirror of May
Into the morbid bnsiness of producing her

own children lot profit. When uncovered
by an investigator, the girl was found to
be having her second illegitimate child;
her iirst one sold for $1000r What manner
of creature is it that in its bestial and
burning desire for easy lucre will deliberately produce Itleogitlmate children for
sale on the black market?
The magnitude of black-market baby
operations is staggcringr It is said that In
just the one state or New Jersey alone
two out of every three adoptions al"'e handled by unapproved agencIes or individunls.
Three to five babies who need adnpt.ive
homes arP being born every day in New
York city, but only one or two of tJlem
wl11 be ph-l(~d throUgh an authorized agen·
cy; the other 60 per cent of the waif tots
are surrP.pUtlously shunted into the black
market, which is only too pager ~4 to tQke
CaI'@ of" them~ Spotli~hting the wide range
of tot tro.:Hic is the esUmstf' of the execu..

26, 1952, reports the following: 'I A number
of teeq-agers • • • allegedly sold their illegitimate babies to the [black market]
ring for $50 and lloee hospital care at a
secret baby fat.. n in Lynn~ Mass!tI
The demand for black-market babies is,
in a way. paradoxical; for some peop1f~,
though repelled by the thought of itt nrc
yet among the very group who~ in their
dire quest for a tot, will be drawn magnetically to bJack-msrket uservlcp.s~*. Ring~
flourish clearly ~en for the reason any
black market thrives = demand is greater
than supply. Opined one black marketeer:
Utl'here is such a d~mand for babIes. As
soon as a Jtirl is two minutes pregnantl
there are a d07pn pP-tlpl~ tryin~ to get the
baby~ 'J

Gone a~ the days ~\!hen the public had
to be "soldu on the id(!3. of adopting babies.
Vividly 11Iush~d Li ng this pain t is the account of a month-old baby found aban ...
doned In CHmrJen~ New Jersey~ Defor~ the
tJve director of the Child Welfare League mother could reclaim it, thE! state had
of America that in some st.ales question- ~eivPd In fOUL· days Lwo hWldred adoption
abl~ practices are found in 80 per cent of
requests. AmazingJy. in the past ten y~ars
the adoptions.
the public~s appetite for adoptions has
quadrupled. Legal child-placement services
The Octopus Incubator
How are the bulk of the babies obtained? can no longer COpe with the demand. About
a million couples in the year 1950 tried
Mainly from unwed mot11ers~ coJJege girls
social butterflies; even upper-strata girls to adapt. a baby ~ yet the btibies a vaiIable
were onJy a meager 75,000. According t.o
furnish a share. I. ike tile grasping tentacles
medical authorities one out of every eight
of an octopus, this gro~ue market sends
out its ~~feelers~' W~lOj through fast work, or nine married couples is sterile or unable
to
have
children
of
their
o~n; consequentinduce unmarried mothers to sign a rP.nunciation of th~ir unborn children. To ly t there are about 2,000,000 couple!it in
the child-bearing age and a large percentstimulate sales, baoy broke.rs pay commissions to other leeches for steering pregnant age of these would like- to adopt tl baby.
With this excpedingly great demand~ it
girls to them and occasionally even insert
ads in personal columns to this effect: is not at all str-ange that traffi<Hdng in tots
"Care provided for expectant mother in prospers. But. why cannot the authorized
return for privilege of adopting baby." baby bureaus cope with the situation? Con.
After the contact has been made, subtle sider these other facts: New York city
coercion is used: '~Maybe you'd better not has an average waiting period of 18 months
tell your family-just leave everything to after application is made for legal adopl

J
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liDn. In Louisiana it can be as long as
fo~ years. Many couples resent intrusion
on their private life, which is djfficult to
avoid in legal_ adoption. The investigatory
red tape and the length of waiting are
the bugooal"S of most couples. Ironically
enough~ the more effort the adoption experts make to protect the children, the
natW'al pa rents and the foster parents,
J

the greater arc the number of under..
COl.U1tel" . placemp.nts of

~hfldren

and the
more attractive become the short cuts of
b1ack·market bahy shnpping. With the Ie·
gal bureaus hobbled by the intricacies
of their o\vn perfectiunisrfl, legal adoption

is Slow, not always a certainty; hcncC t
there are countless couples "'hoI unles.c;
they patronize tl1c black market, may be
forced to settle far a pekinge~ or tp.l~
vision set-

What's Your Religion?
Religion strangely enough enters Ule
ItiMure- too. Irish authorities a while back
announced that American couples \\lishing
to Hdopt Irish children must bring them
up us Catholics. If wou1d-be parents then
were not of the ~·right re1igion t '. no baby!
Oddly~ even in the black market t religion
is ree()gni7.ed~ sometimes in a pathetically
droll manner. Note an interview with a
black marketeer conducted by a PM researcher in 1947. Explained LaWyer L
uThere are plenty of Cad10lic babies, but
Jewish babies are very scarce. When a
Catholic girl" comes to mp.~ I tell her to
4

;

come back a week before the· baby is born.
With a Jewish gil'I t I have to pay all her
prenatal expense to hang on to the baby.
. ·And besides, there is the dp.mand~ I have137 families on my list \vaiting to get
Je\vlsh babies." He added that he sometimes '·shipped surplus Catholic babies out
of town'~.
Qangerous business it iS t this buying
babies ~~blindn. Not only noes there lurk
JANUARY 22J 1953

the sinister danger of undetected mental
aterrations and physical disorders. but
there is ever the latent possibility of the
natural mother's pining to reclaim her
childtr One JItother who sold her child via
the backsta irs market admitted: Ult's really too bad that Dr. B
gave me this
1etter twitll name of adoptive parpnb;],
because jf at some future time I want to
see my baby t notlling on eartJl rnn stop

me.

H

Black MarketB Blotted Out
What will remedy the black market in
tots? Enacting nlore stringent legislation
to curb the rings will heJp~ but the black
market will hardly be legislated out of
existence Wlless the adoption bureaus are
prepared to take over. At present, they
are not. And what about fornication and
adultery? lIave these evils ever been legislatE'd out of existence? Never! Wicked
conditions \foretold for this day are now
UIK)n us ~ ·Know thls~ that in the last days
of Sotnnts old world critical times hard
to deal with \VBI be hf'I'E:'. For men will be
lovers of moJ1ey, with no loving-kindness.
having no natural atl~tlonJ without
self-control." (2 Timothy 3:1-3, NW) Soon
now~ the battle of Al1uageddon will blot
out this "present wicked system of things"
together with an uf it1ri vielom; hlack markets and usher in Jebovah's new world of
righteousness, the only remedy!
Never t never more win there be traffic
in tots then~ tor aU who survive into that
endless ne\v world will experience with
- heart..throbbiIlg gratitude the fulfillment of
Jehovah's promise; ·u Children are a hedtage of Jehovah; and the fruit of the womb
is his reward. As arrows in the hand of a .
mighty man J so are the ·children of youth ..
Happy is the man that hath his quiver
full of them. -" UThus shall the man be
blessed that feareth Jehovah .. "-Psa1m
127:3-5; 128=4~ AS.
11

Crime and Corruption
No Age Limit on Crime
C. Among the younger members of the salecracking profession is &year-old Jimmy Valentine, who was arrested with his I5-year-old
brother and two other boys 15 and 17, after
committing at least nine burglaries in Newark, New Jersey, in June and July. The boys
had previous trouble with the police, but
nothing like their burglary of the General
Ladder company, where they crawled through
a small side window, broke through two
doors, and the young cracksman fingered
open the safe to steal $500_ Jimmy boasted
he was able to open safes by "fooling" with
the combinations_ Overly wise in the ways of
the underworld, the- 8-year-old dlsposed of his
sneakers so he "COUldn't be tracked by his
footprints". Jimmy's obvious following of an
example shames this World. He did not learn
it an by experience!

Who Is to Blame?
fC. What e1fect does adUlt dishonesty have

011

youth? About 100 students from Stamford
and Greenwich, Connecticut, high schools said
the average student sees no reason why he
should not cheat in school as long as he sees
the same being done on a larger scale in
government. Last April 8 the youthfuJ forum
discussed frankly the prevalenee, eauses and
cures for cheating on school examlnations.
They believe that 80 per cent cheat olten,
10 per eent "1\5 often as they can", and 10 per
cent rarely or hardly eVer. (To include every'
body one student sald a nation-wide survey
had indicated just one per cent never cheated
at all,} Adults pass off the responsiblUty by
speaklng of "juvenile" delinquency. Youth
thtows the blame back. Neither accepts his
responsibility. Christian youth could shame
such elders, who should themselves set a
proper example ..

Red Graft
Cl Capitalism has no monopoly on graft and
corruption. The "people's democracies" of
communism are having their own troubJes.
The August 15 U. S. News & World Report
cited complajnts directly from the SOviet
newspapers Izvestia and Pravda to show
"what it's like to live and work in Soviet
Russia", It said, "Complaints of poor work·

12

manship, inefficlency, thievet'y appear in
Soviet newspapers day after day," revealing
u a Soviet Russia humming with graft, bungUng and skulduggery". Examples; ACCOrding
to Izvestia, when 337,000 .rubles' worth of
bad raincoats ll'om Comrade Shronkin's Be·
]oomut clothing factory were rejected by a
Moscow store, an inspector found "seams
crooked, armholes badly fitted, buttonholes
dirty. Also belts of discordant colors. Chalk
lines and numbers not removed. Eyelets not
in color. Stains, loose ends of thread and
many other defects".

cr.

It further reported that in Kharkov a
fluid-drive factory is in troUble, 'Partly be·
cause 01- bad management, and partly be·
cause of defective SUpplies. It said, "lzveatia's
analysis: Ignorant, irresponsible, un-co·opera.
tive managers." Comr~de Venzhega aroused
Pravda"s curiosity. He has held five top jobs
in five years, has "never even had an elemen·
tary education", has made bad mistakes on
every job, has often been fired but never
out of work. It reported that party officials
in Dneprodzerzhlnsk shielded those already
ronvicted 01 black marketing and embezzle·
ment, and said family favoritism was prac·
ticed by Comrade Ushurbakiyev, who "Is a
crook, and has been lor years". He illegally
sold farm produce, illegally used farm funds,
and, according to PraVda, his cousin, brother·
in-law, uncle and otber relatives likewise lined
their pockets with graft from the same con~·
tive farm.

Found-an Honest Man!
4L There is one place in the world, however
(if a report jn the San Francisco Examiner
is true), where there is no crime, no con·
tagious disease, 110 vice, not even a lock on
any door. Obviously it is not an ordinary
place, but is the tiny 7-square-mile island of
Corva in the Azores, one of the most remote
in the world. 'l'hat even an .Isolated locality
with only 600 inhabitants should not fear
dishonesty today makes news. It also reminds
Us that honesty, which Js commanded in
God's Word. is normal, just as normal as is
his eommand for the sun to rise daUy. It
is merely because his command has been
Violated for so long that that Which is abo
normal has been generally aecepted,

AWAKE!

UROPE was skeptical \\7hen they first.
saw it In fa.ct, they thought it was a
joke. Its paradnxlal complexities proved
puzzling to scientists. Clever fake t the
savant"\. "'ould s.cLy. It l"eSelnld~1 a rnanuuaI
that was equaJiy at home in \\~ater and on
the land, s(une lhing of a fi~h, fowl beast
and reptile all in one. Scientists were
Jnoved to can itO rn. ilharhynch~' paratio::p.
us, or bird-bill paradox. l~hen they sv.:i tched
to Ornithorhynchlls anahnus ~ Ylhich simply
means "creature with a biJ l like a duck".
Dut the bill is not its only oddity.
The duck-billed platypus, as it is ootter

E

I

known (Plat.ypus is frum Ule Greek rne-an·
ing ~~fiat footed I has a coat of fur. instead
U

)

of feaUu~rs; fOLU' \\leul.Jed feet instead of
two; on the hind legs of the maJe are poison
spurs that suggest the fangs of a snake;
the female Jays and hatches eggs and
suckles its YOWlg. Ordinary mammals
never lay eggs; ordinary birds and reptiJes
have no milk glands. In this respect the
platypus is out of the ordinary and in a
class by itself. It has both.
The National

GeographiC

stated that when a platypus skin

Mag~in£

\\'8S

sent

to the British Muspum from Australia

J

the home of the mammal, ~'one of its
naturalists fingered the rich fUr \vith the
broad bill unbelievingly, and \vas inspired
to suggest at first Ulat the
bill of a duck had actually
been grafted onto the skin
of a quadruped!U One can
appreciate why the naturalists first doubted the existence of such a manunal
JANUARY
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after jlL~t
creature.

a

brief description of the

A Little Bd of A'verything in

On~

Thi~

8lnazing animal is about twenty..
four inches long and built low to the
groWld. A thick molelike fur of blackishbro\J..1l covers its some\vha t depressed ovate .
OOdy. The platypus has a shortt beaverHkc
tail, but lnstead of being naked and scaly
as that of a beaver ~ its tail is covered with
long coarse bristlelike hairs that crls~
cross each other in all directions. The tn.11
is not used as the beaverts! HS a ma.~on 's
trov.el. it simply uses it as a steering onr.
Its feet are webbed ]Ike a dur.kJs , es.pe·
cially adapted for an amphibious life. It
uses the dog-paddle tcchnlquc when swimmi ngJ propelling i tse If chiefly with i is front
legs. The hind legs usually trail under the
flat tail. The male platypus defends the
home against attackers. Its weapon) carefully COHCt!aled, consists of a spur on each
hind leg~ resembling those of a fighting
cock. A tiny hollow inside each s.pur i~
cormected vlith 8 poison-secreting gland
on the rutimars back. When the platypus
strikes an attacker wJth its spur, the wound
is instantly filled with poison, precisely
Hke the wOWld inflicted by a snake.
1

A case is reported by the National 0ro-

where "a platypus
spurred a strong, healthy man. He was
graphic Magaftne

fishing one night and the platypus took the
bait. When the fisherman tried to take the
animal off the hook, the spurs wpre jabbed
into his arm from both sides. The arm
swelled to twice its nonnal si7..e; one side
of the man's body swelled and his temperature became very high. All the symptoms of snake venom were present and it
was about seven days before the man reo
covered". The platypus is the world's only
venomous furreci.creatur·e.
For a snout the platypus has a ducklike
biU, the texture of which is Uke that of
India rubber. The base of the billls supplemented with a membranous ferrulf'l ike
structure, which appears to scr\'c the
purpose of limiting the dlstanN' Ule
beak of the animal is thrust into the
mud while searching for food, and at Ille
same time it seemS to protect the animal's
eyes. Charles H. Holmes statf'd that "lhe
bill of the platypus, soft as n piece of kid,
is one of the most sensitivE' OI'gallS known,
since it is used. in lieu of eyes in hunting
food. When the platypu." dives, he draws
a flap of skin Over eyes and ears and seeks
his food with a right and left swinging
motion of the head as he goes through
the water.
"The vision of the platypus is so directed
that it sees little or nothing straight in
the front. It looks up at an angle, this
fact probably indicating that It has always
had to look upward to be on gUard against
enemies. The animal will swim right into
any..object in the water. In the rivers, it
cOllJ.es up to breathe every few minutes;
it does this silently, hardly disturbing the
water."
BuUds Nest for TlDO

Like humans, these strange mammals
group together during the winter months,
U

but they retire to their bw rows, where they
five in pairs together with their children.
Their home is a long burrow, from twenty
to a hundred feet long, dug into' the bank
of a POOL In order to Safeguard itself
against its enemies it equips its home not
with one but with two entrances, one above
and one below the water. This convenient
arrangement of front and back doors often
proves handy for a quick getaway.
At the extreme end is a round nest chiefly made up of couch grass stems, leaves,
reed flags or rootlets collected from the
river banks. The female platypus will seal
herself in the burrow for about three
weeks. HE're she lays two or three eggs
and hntches them. The mother does not
stK'klf' h!'r young in the manner normal
nmong mnmmals. She "possesses mammary gland,"" and when these are excited
by the young, milk exudes through the
skin to be lapped up by the baby duckbills as they seek nourishment". The milk
actually gathers on the fur and the young
suck the fur.
The newly hatched babies are less "than
an inch long". Holmes declared that thc
"early stages of keeping the platypus lUI'
extremely difficult, because its nervous
system is so highly organhed that speei.
mens have been known to die in the hands
of thE'ir captor when taken out of the
river. The difficulty is to induce the platypus to take food". The creature is extreme·
Iy shy and wary. At the Bronx Zoo, New
York, thE' platypus may bf' viewed by the
public for only an hour. "They can't stand
it any longer," said Johnny Blair. an
aquariwn man. Blair stated that a record·
ing of a description of the platypus which
is played at visiting time "can't be too
loud", because "that maltes them nervous,
too". The way a platypus shows its nerv·
ousness I'; by standing on its hind legs
and "patting its front feet against the side
of the pool",
AWAKE!

Appetite for Wornu

Little mannna1 but with a big stomach.
What an appetite! Those held in captivity
eat from one-half to th.ree-quarters of
their weight every day. Their diet consists
mainly of earthworms. but they do eat
crayfish, white grubs and shrimps. To feed
the two platypuses at the Bronx zoo requires 25 t OOO earthworms a month. The
zoo operates a wholesale earthworm farm
in the basement of its lion house especially
for this purpose~ The platypus does not
make a pig of itself. It ·is not a glutton;
it leaves surplus. "IIis food is al1 brought
up to the surface of the water In chepk
pouches where it is 'che\vedJ Vwlith the
water going in and out of his bill aU the
time.. Dirt is always fed with the wonns t
as It has been fOWld by scientIsts thH 10
there is always a quantity of dirt m the
stomach of any platypUS pxaminp{1. It
seems not to interfere with the digestion
of food."
Charles Holmes told us: uWhcn the supply of worms was diffieult t.o Inainlain as
the drier weather came on, substi tutes
were tried, Meat of all descrIptlons, llver~
sheep's brains, fish, large and small t were
offered, but the platypus would not touch
them. The liver and other meat were cut
in strips In resernule wornlS and mixed
with them? but the platypus tossed them
aside with his bill. He wouldn't touch
shellback snails; he wouldn't touch frogs~
two were put into the tank and left there,
but were not eaten. He would eat freshwater prawns. He wouldn t eat vegetable
matter, grass. or roots t but \\'ould swallow
beetle larvae found in the water. The platypus has no teeth and cannot eat anything
'With tough tissue. This explains why meats
are not eaten and also suggests that the
framework of frogs prevents the platypLJ..~
from eating them.." As a sample of the
appetite of the small animal, Wild Life
J

t

1
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the World Over reported that (JIl August 6
it conslI1ued "one-half poWld of angleworms, forty big white grubs and forty
shrimps. The food for that platypus cost
between four and five dollars per day' ~
Form of BiberlltltllJlI
I-Iolmes observed that the platypus enjoys a state of hibernation. He related the
following experience in the National Geographtc Magazine) AUgtlst 1939: ~'One day
the platypus did not come out of his box
at the usual time Rnd wa...~ COWld curled
up in 8 comer, apparently in a dying condition. Vt/hen hRndled and placed on the
J{tound. he simply rolled onto his back.
Then he was plfleed in the water and soon

bubbles of air floated to the surface, indicating that he

WitS

urownmi. ThereuPon°.

for no particular reason except that the
day was cold, the platypus was placed In
his box in front of a fire, and In a few
mInutes he wa.~ trying to get out. as lively
D.8 ever. About a week later the same thing
occun'Pll. He was not disturbed and he
remained for three days and three nights
beCore eoming out and going for his food
as usualt Another forbtight elapsed and
the SKllle thing happened again, the platy..
pus remaining dOrDlant from MOnday"evening Wltil Saturday aftemoon~ He came
out as bright as he could possibly: be~
indicating that his sleeping periods were
merely a form of hibemation.~'
The amazing little pJatypus~ pa.rt fowl,
part

reptilc~ even though
shy, love..~ to play and

mammal. part

very sensltive and

have its utwnJny" rubbed. When the fear
of man is removed from the animal realm
after Armageddon t \\7bo lmows what mar..
velous creations will come forth from their
hiding to delight the heart of man.
. "'0
"

Jehovah~

how manifold are thy works!
In \\,isdum hast thou made them all: the
earth is full of thy riches." -Psalm 104: 24,
Am. Stan. Veri
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The Book of

"WHEN the

fU!l1I1UOU. free d um ,n,',"u:l e. t h. r i_t,t to OPe" t1
"lieu... doetrj,,~~ tft .how Wt'! V one cannot 4IIIgrtllll
w,ttl .nother·. dO<itri "0", to ••• k tr'l.Ith - ip'u~", i.

light rest..
ed upon Ine I saw

"ot '-a ..... f!d

honelt crltlc.'.m. nur illt 1"411 nk
dlatiu __ l0n intotf); ... nt. It i. with thl. ....il!lw that
~.. f!xam in~ ".alml of dhtintll ~n.pi ration t nDW
I nelulli ng HThe ROlOk of M o.rrnon 9t ~ whieh wa.. "r.1
publ, • .,cf;t in laJO. M~m~en of t~o L •• tc"'_ da)o'
S-.tin*.. e"..,,,.~,, b~laoeve it. ac.count
t ... nalaUd
LH'Hie.. tn.pl r.tion from c.,lier- "mel"lcan "'eo.. d.
"av."~ng the ".,-,.lod from 000 S. C , to A. D. ~21.

two Personages.
whose brightness

by

w..

and glory defy all

descriptiun, standing above me in
the air. One of them spake unto me~ calllng me by name and said, pointing to the
other-Thi8 ir, My Beloved San. R~u,.
Him!" 'rhus said Jos~ph Sntith in Pearl
of G'I·eat Price t page 1M. ,.rf'hou (!an~t not
SOC my face: for thel~ sha.U no man see
met and live. tJ Thus said Jehovah CrixJ,
speaking to Moses at. Exodus 33: 204 •
How can this contradiCtion be reconciled? Why was Joseph Smith not blinded
as was Paul who got just a fi.eeting glimllse
of the glory of the true Christ? (Acts
9: 3·9) First Timothy 0: 16 says the rpsur·
rected Christ Is one '·whom no man hath
seen, nor can scc~' . John 1 =18 saYSt ~ ,No
man hath seen God at any time. u Did God
make an exception for Smith that he did
not make for Moses or Pault or did Smith
see an impostor? On the answpr hinges all
Monnontsm: fur it is based on Smithtg
inspiration; nnd the anS\ver itself hinges
on whether or not the inspiration is in
hannony with God~s Word, the Bible, as
over a million Latter..day Saints beUeve.
Since those saying HLonJ Lord u and
prophesying and doing mnJVelous \vorks
...

J

.. Mormons ("It.~ ~"'XOC1Us 33:11 to lll::ipron~ thJs tcxtt

but "ra~ to tace" In vers@ 11 tneA.m; "lntimately".
It d~s not contradict ,,'erse 20. All Israel dld not
actulfolly obBervc C6d t.Eo 'ac~. hl,l t 8. simUar ex I) re-s shm
tw ~cf re~ ra.1n~ 1t a ~ :De u(ero nom.), 5: L A..!IoU't(tr' In·
sta.nce il at Genesis. 32~30. where It was an anK~l wbo
ta lkM not God. h1rmselr, See TIu:: W(itdtt01t-"e1' Auglu;t 1,
1951, page "178.
J

t
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ormon
will be known by
their fruits and
teachings t let us

examine Joseph
Smith '8

inspire. ..

tion.Latter-day
S a i n t S b f:1 t t P J.
t

known as MOrIl1ons. accept two sources of
doctrin~4 One is present-day and ront i nuUilS revelation~ The other is the written
lVOrd, incJudjng- (1) T h.e Book 0/ MO""fU J'n..
(2) Doctl-ine Q)zd Oovenants; (3) Pearl 0/
Great Price ~ aU thre-e revea 1m princ:ipally
through Joseph Smith, and (4) the Bible.
But if the Bible contradIcts Mormon revelations they assume it must be mistranslated,

It. Hialorll
It Is claimed tJutL in 1823 heavenly visitations led Joseph Smith to a hill in Ne\v

York statp wh~rp. he found "hidden plates
of gold ",,·i th engravings thereon~' and
translatPd th~ln lhrough use of the veritable ~ lurim and thummim'~ of the Bible,
which he also found. The enJ?;raved plates
were in Hreformed Egyptian~' and werP
~portP.dly the record of an ancient Godfearing people who inhabited Amerlea. According to McClintock & Strong's Oyclopedial Volume 6,. page 621 l the MOJ"lnon
aut.hority" Orson Pratt described these records "engraved on plates \vhich had the
appearance of gold" t as £ollo",,'"s: uEach
plate was not far from SE'v@n by eight
inches in \\~idth and length~ being not quite
as thick as common tin_ They \ver~ filled
on both sides wj tb engravings in Egyptian
characters. 't
J

AWAKE!

The Pearl 01 Greal .Price., page 55, aaJn IS make provision for even a believer who
a Professor AnthOD ot New York
the might be a sbldent of languageS to examine
"characters were .'Egyptlan, ChaJdaic, the plates. All depends on this one man.
Assyrlac and Arabic" and askeeL unsucWhy should God-so object to his prophcessfully. to see the original Non-Mormon et's word's being proved true by 8 pubUc
authority cited on page 631 of the above- display of the plates? Why were they
mentioned Cyclupedia says,. however, that more sacred than ancient Bible manuthis consisted of •'all kinds of crooked scripts that may be examined by scholars,
characters, disposed in columns~ and evi- photographed, and displayed to prove their
dently prepared by some person who had existence and the accuracy of the translabefore him at the time a book contaJning tion? No matter what answer is IPven t
various alphabets. Greek and Hcbrc\v let~ non-Mormons are bound to view such seters, crosses and flourlshes Roman letters, cretive dealings wi th skp-pticism, doubting
inverted and placed sidc\\'ays. \\o'ere ar- that reliable plates would have been so
ranged and placed In l~rpendicular col- carefully hidden ~ even from beJieverSt
umns".
This is not an attack on the sincerIty
Eleven persons ore cited as having seen and Integrity of Mormons 88 individuals,
thf!' fJ lH (~. A Mut'Inoll prunphlet. Temple but is offered with the hope of inspiring
Square., pag~ 16, says: .11wo groups, one §orne to hnnpst1y check the reasons for
of three, and one of ei~h tt participated in the contradictions between their book and
this experience each in the broad Ught the Btblp~ They belIeve it is because the
of day. Both irouPS signed written testi- Bible has been corrupted. Yet Bible transmonials to the reality of the record and thp lation is upen to investigation. The Book
en&ravings thereon. These testimonials arc 0/ Mormon has never been, not even to
printed in each copy of the Book ot Mor- MOlmon..~!
mon." Of these eleven, three (Martin Harris,· Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer) Ita TNJII8lation
A furtiler difficulty which investigating
testified that an angel showed them the
plates; and eight (three SmIths, four MOl I nons will find is that 116 pages of the
Whitmers and Iliram Page~ said that they manu~ript ot The Book of MONnOn were
saw the plates from Smith's haTuls~ But stolen before the translation was finished,·
these are the only ones so privileged. The and instead of" retranslating these the
translation was so secretive that while ~·prophetJ' announced another "revelation"
translating Smith separated himself by a ordering him not to redo the missing part,
curtain from even his scribe. H(~ did not saying that the wicked bad altered it and
would show that the t~tO parts differ, and
t

J

j

• R-€!ogal"dlng MarUn
Herzoe- b,!"),I£!:J)cLoDtdta

thtlmonll the 5ebarr·
Be"m()~ KJW1,(;w<lye- (1910,

Harrbl"

or

VOl. 5, ooge 12J contalns I.hl~ lnt~restlng comment:
-'The Rev. Alonzo Clark: once pu t
the question to IIarris: cDld you see
the plQ tea with yo ur DS tu ral ~yes

.. see t ootno1.e.

DovtriM and CoVt:1IiJ.ft tl!ll... Sec. 10. va. 1,

Utall e-d.

J);Z-C'U~f,!:/Cll/(;tl\ftJ)C/J;:;-4'lUtJ. ~lc./l).

just" as you ,;:ge the penho]der In my
hB.hd l' HarrIs. l"{Ioplfp.d: ·\Vell. 1 did.
not ~ them Just as [ see Ihe pen·
hultlel', but I saw th~m wIth the eye
01 fal th. I ea w them .wi (lla.lnJy RJ
L ~ee an yth l n~ wha tever about me.

a1tho-ugh

•t

the

time

they WCf'e
coverod with a c)oth_' (Gl,Mtl.i"g.4t 1111
th.e WOII. PhlIaaelPhla 'l842)".
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thllS they would scoff at "God's wotk". been pervm1:ed.. Yet, "as far as it is transThus the accuracy of Smith's translation lated couectly" applies only to the Bible,
if; thrown into serious question. If it were not to PM Book of MaT1non. No rnatter
actually "inspired", then surely Goa could how distasteful to sincere Monnons, this
remember what had been given fonnerly. is a weak argument resorted to only when
and 11 the former had been altered, the Mannon doctrine contradicts God's Word.
skepti<:s coUld be exposed and put to rout
Onc strong objection Inquiring MOrmons
by the demand being made that they will discover is that thcir book closely
produce the stolen copies (somcthing follows (some say "borrows") many King
Smith would not do with the plates) so JU1/tes Version passages: portions of
attention could be ('aIled to changes, era- Isaiah, the sermon on the mount, and some
sures or different hand\\Titing wher~ver of Paul's writings. They might say this
these changes occul'l'ffi, thereby vindicat- shows that the same inspiration was ("eoIng Smith's work. If it were really "God's f'f'ivffi by compilers of both books, but the
work" it would not fail, and it is not logical argument collapsE'S when The Book of Marthat God's purposc to have this message lIwn includes the King James Version's
delivered could be so easily thwarted, nor errors in translnti1m, about whkh they
would the missing part of his Word be·so have so much to sny. Yet they attrlhutp
unimportant as Section 10 of Doctrute and these statempnts, which repeat "errors in
Oovtmants (Section 3, Rporganized edi- translation", to utterances elalmPd to hl;lw
tion) implies. Only if the "inspiration" been made mllrf' than a thousand years
were a hoax should this worry Smith.·
before anyone ever ImW a copy of the King
The Mormon "Artlclps of Faith" in the James VE>rslon Bible! An outstanding cxback 01 Pearl of Groot Price and on trE'f' ample is 3 Nephi 11:27,36, which mpies
cards says: "We bellevp the Bible to be the now proved false trinitarian text,
the word of God, as far as it is translated 1 John 5: 7, that occurs in no Gl'f'f'k mallUcorrectly; we also helieve the Book of script parlier than the fifteenth century!
Mormnn to be the word of God." C.ertllin In view of this it is easy to understand
errors do occur in Bible translations, but why the "Church Section" of the Mormon
not t.o the extent Mormonism claims. IJe8crot News (salt LakE' CitJl, Oct. 4,
Scholarship is Ioeating and correcting even 1952) firod a verbal broadside at thOse who
these. Copies 1,500 and more yf'ars old pointed to King Jarn£!i translaLors' errors.
arc available and show no appreciable It said they "cast doubt upon many paschange. Recent discovery of the Isaiah sages which are sacred to us". It said
scroll, 1,000 years older than any other unquestionably that the King James Vet"reliably dated Hebrew manuscript of aiott "most closely respmblf's the inspired
Isaiah, proved false the charge that it had translation of those passages as they appear in The Book Of Mnl'1fwn". But when
• Monnon ~r!tie l' 8. H. lO"tenllou"" lll<iM. flLb com·
sllch passages are proved to hav(! been
It\~t In hiS hook lWckll J!ou,.ta .... Saitot •• pat.. 27:
errors or uninspired additions made long
··And thus the .... crcd volume no'" actuaU". oomlJlellc"n
With the book nf Nephi. In.t,,~i1 of tlte Bo»k of
after the apostles' day, then the principle
Mormon as orl\j:!nally jnt~ndcd. In thl~ way was
is nlversoo and It i~ The Book of Mormon
lvd that narrotlve whlch had ~n 110 carefUlly prepared
by an Bndpnt JuaO-AInerLcan prophet ""d engnt.,er.
/hat resernlJle$ the King James Version,
UlUIer $UCh ,·"ry trYing ctrCUII\.Otan"""· • narrative
and is proved to havl:! copied these errors
which. <lOCordlng to J.,. .. ph. had ~n /lldden liP \" the
st~n" b(o" Itt

least twelve lnmdr"<i ye ...... nntll anally
revealed by tile "ngel 01 GOd for the .... l.... UOD QI the
h1lD>an famHy. and fo~ tile pr~U"" 01 which
JOI~pl1 bltd alreadY ~"lTh~d much pc~tl<>ll."
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• SH "~uhtly IJlscrel1lUng Gu<l·. Word". Til" Watcl,
Jul), 1. 19M!; al.o, "Isaiah !;p~aks Agaln .. ·

!"""".

Aornw'

JallUIIJY 22, 19:1O.

AWAKE!

from tt-many of which errors Joseph
Smith~ even in his day, could have known
,about Let this proof of forgery be 'disproved, or let a minion
out from
under its bondage!

come

The /lUjpiration

Monnons have considerable

evi.dence~

however} for their claim 111at the farm lad
Joseph Smith could not have had enough
knowledge to produce the book without
supernatural help. One critical authQrity
agrees t suggesting that Smith and those
who witnessed the plates as coming from
tlangels'· were tbu t the, vehicle of 'spirit
communication t, and when he ertt.~ it "."as
not intentional imposture or deliberate
fraud but that he H wasp after all, only
an extraordinary 'spirit medium· U who
may have had all the visions) dreams and
revelations he recoWlts. The truth may lie
between these two poSitions: that he had
these seances and also added much rna . .
terial which, copied more or Ipss directly
from the archaic language in \\~hich the
King James VersUm was translated away
4

D

•

back in 1611, sounded 'Biblical'.
But spIrit communication is not na"es·
sarily sponsored by God. Mediums arc lD'l"
der the control of the great adversary,
Satan. The Bible gives the prime example
of the witch of Endnr who cunjured up a
convincing but false spirit vision of Samuel,
which led Saul astray. The witch, operating
in defiance of ~'s law prohibiting such,
gave a false prediction, at 1 Samuel 28:6..
19~ for SaUl s son Ishbosheth survived him,
as 2 Samuel 2; 10 shows.. The Bible warns
against all 1,\rho have familiar spi.rits~ such
as mediums t diviners and the 1ike. (Leviticus 19~31; 20!6; Deuteronomy 18:10,11;
1 Samuel 28:3,9; 2 Kings 21:6; 23=24;
Isaiah 8: 19; 19: 3) It shows that Satan can
bring lying signs and \llonders. unrighteous
deception,. operation of error, and warns
7

of Devil-inspired doctrines for the last
days. (2 ThessalonIans
JANUARY 22J 1953

2~ 9-12;

1 Timothy

4: 1) Revelations aDeged to have COlne from

God must be carefully examined, for
"many faJse prophets are iOne out into
the world".-l John 4:1.·
Wesley Ziegler, identified as "holding
~ high priesthood in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints." I expresses his
own view that '1bose who suggest that
The Book Of M<mnOn Is fictlon do not
realize how much genius they attribute to
its author". But if that info M11 at ion in
fact came from a rebellious spirit crcaturef
it would bave had such genius, and would
ha ve been apt to try to pass the Bible ,
off as just a book for the Jews, and say
we need a further revelation today,. as it
does at 2 Nephl 29: 6~ 71 11: "Thou fool,
that shall say: A Bible.
have got a
Bible, and we nepd no more Blblet Have
ye obtained 8 Bible save it were by the
Jews?' Know ye not t.hat Ulere are more
nations thM one? Know yc not that I,
the Lord your C~~ have created all men t
and that I remember those who are upon
the isles of the sea • . . ? For I command
all men. both in the east and in the west t
and in the north, and in the south. and in
the islands of the sea, that they shall, write
the wonls which I speak unto them.·~
No, We did not know 'about all these
other \\Titings inspired by ·~the Lord your
Godn. Where are they? There are no Christian ones. Are these the false bibles inspired by the 'Igod of this world", whom
2 Corinthians 4 ~ 4 says is trying to blind
the minds of th~ unbelievers; books like the

we

Koran of Islam and other

~-inspired"

non-

• The' Scb.a1I'-Hf!roJ! E~clop~it) (Vol. ~ pngc.l 11,
12) s.a.ya, eoncemln g Smj t h •s: f ather ~ ~ 'occastona.llY be
~alned mODey by fort unH e U! [11 and aclling blestrln.p.
The pm ph eot 'I mo.thl!r was . ~ . a firm be11evet In
SUpeI'IUltut'AJ vlalOJUI • •ppant1ons and droam~ allo I ..

by faith. . ~ • These tacts are nut wtthout
mgnUICfti'lCE' tor the lJn4'Jerstandlng of Smlttfl ~1"fI0II..
all t y and aet1 vt ty. •. It also saylii MlU'tln HAJTiI~ ~ ·the
ftrst person to takG an actl ve In ter{t5t In the Golden
Blble;' WQ ·'zUwttYti t:I. dream~t and a ta.n(1tie and
dtrmed be h&d vtslt('tof'l thp. mOOh
1'11ts .tateme.nt
M1!'ti.

T

'.

SPi1 th tamU,...1!!I view of apparl tiolUl and
d~.Qmll 1.. w~u borne out by the bOOk: .JfJ88P'h Sm4tA,
t~ Prop/t€t, by hi. own mother, Luc-y Sttdth.

i{:lbout

the
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Christian works that the demons want
accepted as of equal weight with the Bible!
They are the ol'1ly other books that purport
to be the word of God, and if that is the

level of The Book of Mormon., then the
tnighty weight of evidence wells up that
the messenger was not from God, but wa~
a demon and an impostor!

THE BOOK OF MORMON AND
THE BIBLE

IJlHE Book of Mormon contains over 500
.l. tl
divided Into 15 "books". 1\'10
by the

vpn.e
after the two groups separalffl, so these
vary. We hav(,> used the Utah edition.
According to The Book of Mormon,
when the BJble "proceeded forth from the
mouth of a Jew it contalnPd the plainness
of the gospel p[ the Lord", but smce It has
"gone forth through the hands of the great
and abominable church" thet'(! are now
"many plain and precious things taken
away from the book". Also, "other books,
which came forth by the power of the
Lp.mb, from the Gentilcs Wlto them" would
"establish the truth of the first" .-1 Nephi
13: 24, 28. 39, 40.
Docs this imply God was so weak as to
be unable to protect the Word he had in·
spired? Discoverles ae ancient manuscripts
'within the next century provM he was
not, and proved false this Mormon "revela·
tion". If the "~at and abominable
church" had successfully perverted the
Bible. then that book woUld prove her
doctrines. It does not It glaringly con~
demns her practices, and that is why she
must resort to discouraging the peopltil
from reading it.
If the "other books", inclUding The Book
of Mormon~ "shall establish the truth of
the [Bible)." then they will not contradid
20

it. The Book 01 Mormon Clln be of valu(>
only If it is in harmony with previous reve·
latkm, because God is not guilty of con·

tradiding himself. Where does it stand In
this regard? It takes note of what is writt~n in the Dible, but the Bible doE'S nul
support what wa<; wl'ilten in The Book 01
Monnon. The Bible does not, as (hlP); The
Book Of Mormon, lake note of thcre being
other bE-lievers to whom Chctst preached
jn America, although Mormons do claim
Ihat Ezekiel 37:16,17; Revelation 14:6;
John 10:16; Rpveli1tion 7:9,10 and Psalm
85: 11 are indirect reference to this.
The Mormon Claim

The first of these says: "Moreover, thDU
son of man, take thee one stick, and write
Upon it, For Judah, and for the children
of Israel hjs companions: then take anoth·
er stick, and write upon it, For Joseph,
the $tick of Ephraim, and for all the house
of Isrnel his companions: and loin them
one to another into one stiC'k; and they
shall become one In thine hand." A Mormon explains: "The sticks, of course, were
scrolls or books. The stick of Judah is
the Book. of Judah, ohviously the Bible_"
But is it so obvious that the sticks ure
scrolls or books? If so, they were certainly
short ones! Did you wonder why. "For"
was capitalized before both "Judah" and
"Joseph"? TIle King James Version Bible
uses no Quotation marks, only capitalizaAWAKEI

tion where a quotation beginsJ' but modem
translators show more cle~]y what was
\Vrltten on each stick. An American Trtm8lation and others enclose ··Of Judah and
the children of Israel associated with h1m'~
and ~~Of Joseph and all the house of Israel
associated with himlr in quotation marks.
They are the words that were written on
the sticks, which were not boOks at all
Wielding a stick indicates having pc)\vcr,
authority, leadership. These stlr-ks were
emblems of the nationhood of Judah and
the tribes that had joined with it, and of
the nationhood of Ephraim WId associated
tribes which formed the kingdom of Israel.

Because of Ephraim IS unfaithfulness separate nationhood, as rep~ntp.d by the
~~stick'tt was joined with the stick of Judah
to become one, as the split ~n-tribe and
two-tribe national groups again united tol·
lo\V1ng the restorn t Ion fnJlu Babylonish
captivity in 537 B. C. The prophecy has
nothing to do with hooks or America.
but concerns the restoration.
The second text, Revelation 14 ~ 6, says:
HAnd I :saw another angel fly in the midst
of heaven, having the everlasting gospel
to preach unto them that d\veU on the
earth. and to every nation: and ki ndred
and tongue, and people." This. explain the
t

Mormons, is the angel Moroni, who pre ..
sumably told Smith \vhere the plates were
buried. But that does not fit the text either.

Moroni did not tell every nation about the
. plates, nor did he point to inspired writings
within other 1ands~ nor has even The Book
Of Mormon been provided Cor these people.

In well over 100 years it has been trans·
lated into only twenty-five languages-Saeleven Jess than the n1.JIn. ber of langUages
for each issue of the WutCht01L"eT magazinet Note that the text gives no hint that
this applies to any book; It makes no refer~nce to TICe Book of M orrnon~ Instead. it
deals with the preaching earth-wide of the
everlasting gospel, whIch was already reJANUARY 2tt 19:;3

corded in Jehovah God's Word. the Biblet
The third text, John 10:16, describes
the other sheep who are the "great mul·
titudc u of the fourth text, Revelation 7: 9 J
10. They were other sheep in contrast with
the 144,000 heavenly sheep discussed earlier in Revelation 7. Neither applies solely
to Americans.·
The final text, Psalm ~;11, must be
taken completely out of context and resorted to in desperation. '·Truth shall
spring out of the earth; and righteousness
shaH look down from heaven.'· Truth
springing out of earth, they say, is The
Rouk 0/ Mormon buried on .plates in the
earth. ActuaJly, this is in pOPtic IHJliUEl&'e
des£~ribing the Kingdom blessings to come.
If it is to be taken lIterally, then riiht ..

oousness and peace have sense organs, for
the preceding verse &ays they kissed. and
Ulere will be some bruised heads when
the '·skies pour down riKhteousness'~.
(Isaiah 45: 8) Ridiculous? Of course it Is~
but so is appUeation of Psalm 85: 11 to
The Book of Mormon.

lIenee, despite these claims to the contrary t The BOfJk () / MOTmQ7t is not refcn-cd
to in the Bible. Then does it establish its
own truth through teaching reliable doctrine? No, ns evidenced by its many contradl('tlon~ of lhe Bible.
Sault lfitake, New Jerusalem
An example is Alma 42=9: uThe soul
PDuld never die." The Bible says plainly:
"The soul that sinneth~ it. shall die/'
(Ezekiel 18: 20) "Which is true, the Bible
or 7th.e Book 01 Mormon' Th is is not just

a case of '!mistranslation", because other
texts sho\\o~ the soul can die, be killed or
destroye<t (Psalm 78: 50; Acts 3: 23; James
5! 20; Revelation 16: 3; Matthew 10:28)
The tradition that the soul cannot die Is
a demon-inspired pagan doctrine that ha~
• See
it
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been incorporated into modem-day Chris- sa le1 n as being a city must be in the figura..
tendom. Alma 42:9 puts The Book of MOf"- tive Janguage common to Revelation. NeW
man on the side of paganism. instead of Jerusalem is the righteous rule Abraham
on the side of the Bible.
sought even before natural Jeru.saiem was
The Book of Mormon tells of the death built, the city whose "builder and maker
of Christ at 1 Nephi 11: 32..34 r but o.gain Is Godn, (Hebrews 11=10) It is his ri~ht
erls when it "follows the King James Ver.. eollS kingdom for the whole earth~ ruled
sIon BJblets lL,\P- of the word uCross"t a by Ciod as was faithful Jerusalem of old~
mistranslation of the original Greek word Limiting this great, righteous~ earth.. wlde
stau-r6s which Ineant merely an upright New Jerusalem to a city of any me-astU'Cstake or pale, without a crossbar t or a mcnts in uthe western boundaries of the
pile such as in a fOW1dation~ Cross wOrship sta te oC !\.Iissouri ••• is a discredit to the
was another relic of paganism, having scope of Jehovah's new world government!
come down from the ancient demonworshiping ,h;gyptians.~ Appendix. Ra1l8011t; Lo,t Trib~8
If those contradictions seem scrioust
page 768; New World Tran8lat-i<m.
Mormons put considerable strP~ Ott ale then Jet sincere MDrmons mPrlj 141P W} 3
future construction of a city. New Jeru- Nephi 10. Verses 18 and 19 say: uSoon
salem. 3 Nephi :Jl! :l3, 24 says: UThey nlay after the aseenslon of Christ Lillo heaven
build a city. which shan be called the ~ ew he did truly manifest himself unto themJerusalClIl. And then shall thpy as."'iist my shOWing his body unto theIn, and ministerpeople that. they may be ga.thered in, who ing unto them~·' Christ appeared to his
are scattered upon all the tac~ or the land. disciples at various t imp.s dM'finf} the forty
days between his impo.lcment and his
. In illlto the New Jerusalem.J' Note: '~Thev
.,
msy build H indi~ates men wi]] do i t Now ascension to heaven. hut. 1UJt after that.
note what the Dible says ~ uAnd I John H he appeared later in his human body,
saw the holy city, n€ow .Tp.rusalem~ comin~ the human Ufp in f.hp flesh he gave ~ Ifor
down from God out of heaven, prepared the life of the worldll' would have been
as a bride adorned for her husband. t ' resumed. (John 6: 51) That is why Christ
did not appear in human body to Paul
-Revelation 21:2.·
Which is right, The Book (J/ Mormon, (Aets 9::-\-9) That is vlhy he said: "Yet
whi(1h says it will be done by men, or the a. 1ittle \\fhilc, and the world seeth me no
Bible, which says it comes dnwn from God? more.'~ (John 14:19) Christ was raised in
rt would be quite a job for men t because spirit, not in human bod,Y, because he had
Revelation 21: 16 says it Is 12,000 furlongs sacrifieed his human life~ and if 3 Nephi
long and equally wide and high. 1\velve 10 \\"ere true it would renounc~t retrael
·thousand furlongs is 1 t500 miles! This and repudiate the ransom ~-1 Peter 3: 18. -~
width is stBJ!gering; but imagine that
U Smith invented this it ","as \Vithout
heightf It amounts to 7 ..92 million feet, proper appreciation of the backgJuund of
. which~ if taken literally, allows for a fan- the ransom, But if the Monnon argumeni
tastic 660,,()()()..story building, 6,470 times is true that Smith was not eapable of comthe height of the' Empire State building! posing such a book~ that he must have
Hence, this desc:~ription of the N e\v J cru- had superhuman assistancP then that
spirit fOTce should have known these
... Ether 13: 3 tI IJeS aay, . The New J eru~.alem , _ .
~

\

j

J
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• hould c::omc down (jut of he-Rw.n," but \'erse 8 stHl
maintain. thAt lnstead or lts l.vm1nK down ()ut of

heaven.

m~n

ahal1 bu.1ld it up.
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t ~ Tfre Wa~C1r,lOuleY. JUly I, 1949.
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things, and was evilly, though subtly at~
tempting to deny the ransom! Second
2:1 warns: "But there were false prophets
also among the people, even as there shall
be false teachers among you, who privily
shall. bring in damnable heresies, even
denYlng the Lord that bought them, and
bring upon themselves swift destruction,"
When it comes to choosing between the
Bible and The Book of Mormon on this
matter, we choose to accept the Bible's
statements about Christ's having given up
his right to human life as the ransom,
We hope sincere Mormons win do likewise.
It is not a matter -with which to deal
lightly!
How do The Book of Mormon and the
Bible correspond regarding the "lost tribes
of the house of Israel"? The Mormon book
says that when Jesus visited America (the
instance above mentioned) he said: "I go
unto the Father, and also to show myself
unto the lost tribes of Israel, for they are
not lost unto the Father," (3 Nephi 17:4)
There has been an amazing confusion over
these "lost tribes", but what does the Bible
say? It says that Jesus commanded: "But
go rather to the lost sheep of the house
of Israel." (Matthew 10:6) Where? Some
other country? No; Jesus did not send
them out of Palestine to find these lost
ones. Paul said that John had preached'
"to all the people of Israel", (Acts 13:24)
Where? Right within Palestine. Before
Agrippa Paul said: "Now I stand and am
judged for the hope" of the promise made
of God unto our fathers: unto which
promise our twelve tribes, instantly serv
ing God day and night, hope to come."
(Acts 26: 6, 7) Ezra and Nehemiah show
that in 537 B. C, faithful representative
ones of all the twelve tribes returned to
Jerusalem in unity, and these made up the

Peter

M

,nation of Israel. Hence In Jesus' day the
Ulost tribes" were right in Palestine, Lost?
Many tribal members were: lost spiritUaIly,
but certainly the tribes were not lost geo
graphically.M

Facing Up to the ContradictiolUJ
One inspiration from God cannot contradict another. He established pure re.ligion, though it has been rejected by most
of the world. He has one pure truth not
different revelations for different p~ces,
and he does not need "other books" to
supplement the truth recorded in his one
Book, the Bible, and especially not when
those other books contradict what is writ
ten in his Word, He has not let that stand~
ard for pure worship be destroyed, though
many unsuccessful attempts have been
made to do'so, Not being able to destroy
it, the demons have put forth other "in·
spired" books to replace it. Millions have
accepted Mohammed and his visions have
believed and died in the faith of B~ddha
or Confucius, or other religions; many of
whom have had visions and revelations
gifts and miraculous powers which de:
ceived and kept the followers of these
religions from pure worship. The Book of
Mormon joins them when it contradicts
correctly translated Sacred Scripture on at
least the soul, the stake, the New Jeru~
salem, the return of Jesus and the ten
tribes of Israel's northern kingdom.
M

• See The Watch-tower, August 1, 1946, pages 228-230.
["The Holy ScrIptures Translated and COrrected by
the ,~plrlt of Revelation by .Joseph SmIth. .Jr., the
Seer Is published by the Rf!Qrganl2ed ChiU'Ch of
.Jes~ Christ of Latter-day SaInts, and Is quoted. but
not thoroughly accepted by the Utah group. Although
verse numbers may oCCBslonaIly ditter, aU Bible texts
cited In the two preceding articles are round In both
the ~tandard versions and this "corrected" Bible except
Exodus 33:20 • .Jobn 1:18 and 1 Timothy 6:16. Smith's
add1t1ons to these Imply that some could actually see
God. There Is no evidence that mbllcal originals
supported this view.]

To the Zaw and to the testimony: if they speak
not according to thi8 word, it is beCGU8e
there is no light in them.-Jsaiah 8:20.
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EMBERS of the Chureh or Jesus
Christ of Latter..oo.y Samts1 more
commonly known as Moml0ns accept their
religion in sincerity. believe it was divineJy
inspired, and have a background of persecution that prompts 8 natural added resentment toward any eli ti(~ism. It is not our
purpose to ridicule, question intelligence,
industriousnpss t sincerity, or works of
charity, aU of which they have In good
measure, but ntth~r to encourage an investigation of doctrine: not just a search
for supporting arguments~ but an actual
examination of evidence tQ dlscov~r what
really is trUE~.
A ·Mormon booklet, Temple SqfUl1"e,J says,
on pagfJ 24, iliat Josepb Smith and the
Latter-day Saints' p~pose ~41s the hringlng of mpn and women to a knowledge of
the eternal truth that Jesus is the Chl'ist~
the Redeemer and Savior of the world'''.
Obvlously~ to be properly discharged t that
nobJe aJm must be in harmony with PauYs
warning: ·'But though we} or an angel from
heliven, preach any other gospel unto you
than that which we have preached unto
YOU t let him be accurn«t." (Galatians
1:8) Mormons beUeve their doctrine is in
harmony with that \varning t that they
have no new doctrine, only a restaratiDn
of what has been lost since tbe apostles
declared this good news.
But they do have further doctrines.
They teach, for exanlple, that Adam existed in heaven before he came to earth,
arid that Eve was one of his heavenly
wives. Brigham Young said J in JQitrnaZ 01
Di8CCUTSe8 ( Vol. 1, page 50): •. \\'hen our

M
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father Adam came into the Garden of
Eden~ he cal11@ Into It with a ~lestial body~
and brotW:ht Eve~ one of his wlves~ with
him. ~~ Yet the B1ble- dops. not Hay thal man
lived In spirit forn! before he sinned and
that he l)e(!amp physi(~] obly as a result
of that sin, Os docs Mormonism. Genesis
1 and 2 do nut tell of two separate creations, the first in the spirit and the second
in t hp Oesht as Mornlonism claims, but
these arc- two accounts of the same creation. The first account deals \vith creation
in general; the second deals \l..'lth it morr
spet~incally concerning man, who was
croa ted from the dust of the earth but In
CrtJd's image, since he ,"vas superior to
ather forms of earthJy life, and ))ad a
J11easure of wisdom~ justice. love and
power, as did his heavenly Creator.
-Genesis 2;7; 1 ~Z7.
To support their doctrine that men J aU
men ~ existed in heaven before they came
to carthJ they refer to Jeremiah's being
knu\YIJ of God and ordained (or in modern
language~ appointed) before he was born.
Huv..·~ver~ this is not proof of pre-existence.
Rather it is an obvious reference to a
special instance of God's foreknowledge
and ability to foresee the future anrl to
specify tha t a certain

indjf..~idua1

would do

a certain \vork, and could be set asidp.~
ordained or appointed for it They refet'
to the disciples asklng Jesus if a man
born blind sinned before hirth, and say this
sho\\'S a different life before being born
on earth,. Jesus denied thisj so does Ro~
mans 9: 11. Doubtles..~ these disciples \vere
contaminated by the Pharisee and pagan
1
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teachings on transmigration of souls. it Satan's way rather than awaiting further
They also refer to God's asking Job where Instructions on thiS; from God. To say God
he was when earth's foundation was laid, administered comfort instead of des~c~
and imply that Job must, therefore, have tion to Adam plays directly into the hands
been somewhere at that time. Actually, of Satan's propaganda line that these rebGod was showing that Job was not there, els would not only continue to exist, but
that he was not in existence then, so had would benefit by disobedience.-Genesis
noDe of the knowledge Jehovah did. 3:4,5.
(Jeremiah 1:5; John 9:1·3; Job 38) There
Mormons believe that "the spirit of man
is no statement in the Bible that says not only never dies but it lives through
any man other than Christ Jesus was stages of eternal progression", that"con~
alive somewhere else before coming to demnation or 'damning' is but a retardaearth. This is an important doctrine of tion in progression", that man ;'may ulMormonism, but the apostles did not even timately become through progression· as
mention it in their writings. It is something intelligent and as omnipotent as God, Himbeyond what they preached, and should, self". (About MormonismJ page 10) They
therefore, be accursed.-Galatians 1:8.
argue strongly for this, but it,
is far
beyond what the Bible teaches. Ezekiel
Adam, Spirits. Heavenly Marriage
18:4 says the soul that sins will die.
Doctrine and Covenants, officially ac· Psalm 146:4 says that at death man's
cepted by the Mormons, acknowledges as a "thoughts perish". Psalm 6:5 says that in
superior a disobedient human, the one death there is no remembrance. Genesis
- the Bible, at 1 Timothy 2:14, shows was 2:17 shows complete death, not just rea deliberate simler, a rebel who "was not tarded progression, is the punishment for
deceived". Doctrine and Covenants (Sec. disobedience. Each of these texts is an
29, vs, 40) admits Adam "partook the outright lie if this Mormon doctrine is
forbidden fruit and transgressed the com~ true. The texts, however, are true.
mandment, wherein he became subject to
Mormons believe in celestial marri~,
the will of the devil, because he yielded
marria!?e
for all eternity saying Matthew
unto temptation". Yet the same book says
18:
18
shows
the apostles had "power to
Adam is Michael, and that God "hath apbind
in
heaven
whatsoever they bound on
pointed Michael your prince, and estabearth",
even
including
marriage. This is a
lished his feet, and set him upon high, and
broad
application,
however.
The text says
given unto him the keys of salvation under
nothing
about
l11arriage,
and
as Mormons
the counsel and direction of the Holy One" ,
apply it,they muSt explain away Paul's
-27:11; 78:16.
That is sheer blasphemy! Romans 6:16 clear~cut instructions at 1 Corinthians 7: 39
says you "are the servant of the one you that death abolishes the marriage bond.
obey. Adam obeyed Satan and for the first The apostles made no provision for anyone
time participated in wickedness, It is they had bound in "celestial marriage".
further blasphemy to say this was neces- All their writings fail to mention it. This
sary to accomplish God's purposes; that is a new doctrine, s0D:lething beyond what
God is so contradictory that man had to the apostles taught. Actually the Mormon
sin to straighten it out; that after the view is based on one of the "mistranslawoman's disobedien~ man had to violate Hons" they are skeptical of. Modern
one of God's laws to obey another, to do scholarship shows that instead of insignifi·

too;
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have been rEcorded in the Bible, and we
would have abundant examples of the
apostles' do~ it and instructing others
to do so~ We do not.
Another text they use is Hebrews 11:40:
Btlpt.i8m 107 tM Dead
'arhey without us shollld not be made per..
Mormons sincer~Iy believe in bapthuI1 fect: t Ho\vewr, t.hp. rest of the chapter
for the dead. "We are obligated to save shows that this applies specifically to the
our dead if we would ourselves be savefi t n faithfUl men of old who received no h~av
wrote Joseph F. Snrlth (not the Joseph enJy reward because of dying before
Smith who founded Monllonism). t Tfflll.ple Christ~s ransom. It ha."i nothing to do with
SquareI page R says: '~The question is ancestors in gcneral t but with this specIfic
asked t wha.t of those utho have diP.(j wjth .. gl'OUp of godly meat and it says nothing
oltt a knowledge oC the gospel? Can they in about baptism. Its use shows how faT'
justice be denied its blessIngs? The Lord in they havp. Lo look for support of this
His mercy has provided a way for these4 In practice. They do not succeed in findJng it~
the Temples of the Church Hving proxies N?r.Ru.~ tlle theory is not ta.ught in the
receive the ordinances of the gospel for Bibl~. \Ve invite sincere Mormon rparlers
those who hs. ve passed l"leyond." This has to f)p£:!1l their eyes to this fact. God's
even been called "the greatest responsibili- provision, as outlined In thp Bible, is that
ty In this world"'~ (Ti7ftP-N and Sea80M t.h~e who had no opportunity to hear
6~616) But where docs the Bible say that and obey the truth will T'P.(~eivp 1hat opour being baptized for t.hem is the provi- portunity in the resurrection of the just
sion God made? Searching for ScrIptural . and unjust" without thp n~~l of a vicarcvidence~ Mormons eit.e 1 Corinthians ious baptism.-Acts 24: 15.
15: 29: uFnse wbat shaH they do whlc-h are
baptized for the dp.ad t if the dead risc TIOO View8 on Pc,fygamy
not at all? why arc they then baptl7.ed
There are two large and several smaller
for the dead ?"
groups of Mormons. Our £iis(:ussion thus
There t they say. is proof~ But is it? far has dea.1t principally with the largest
Paul here spoke of those members of the group, having 1~111 ~314 members t with
body of Christ as bejng nbaptizcd for the headQuarters in Salt Lake City. Vtah.
deadtt ., that is to sny, baptized. to be dp.3fl l!2e Reorganl7£d l~at.t.er ,Day Sain!§, with
'ones with Christ. Hence the New World 12G t 453 members and headquarters in In..
Translation says, '"13apti z,ed for the purpose dependence, Missourilju noUcc~.Et oolygof being dead ones.'· Then in the resurrec- ~, celestial marriage, and certain other
tion of the dead they can live willi Christ doctrines of the Utah group. Both accept
.in the beavenly kingdom. (2 Timothy The Book of Marmon and many of Joseph
2:1],12) We can be sure that if the pri- Smithtg revel atiofiS t although they have
different versions of Doctrine and OOOe..
mary Christian work were baptism for
nants. (Our reference numbers, unless
•
the dead, Christ would have said "seek otherwise
noted~ are to the Utah edition .. )
u
after your dead , the command would
The matter of plural marriage (polyg..
cant men dictating to heaven, the original
thought was that the apostles' course
would· be the one that had. already been
taken by heaven. •
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amy) has been controversial for a long
time. t!te Reorganized gtpup clairrut Jos~pb
SmiUl diddlbt)t,each it. The Utah group
AWAKE.'

says he did, but that it has been ,!topped
and i§ now a dead issue. 'ThelD1opponen~
charge they "stilI hold tg a be"lel in tht""
divinity of the doctrine whUe renouncing
its practice", and, "It is not a dead issue,
nor can it be so long as their book of

Jesus' statement: 4IMy Father is greater
than I. "-John 14:28.Both accept the ,statement in their Doctrine and Covenant8 (Utah 58:21; R,e..
organized 58:5), "Let no man break the
laws of the land, for he that keepeth the

Doctrine and Covenant8 goes into all parts

of the world bearing an alleged revelation
which sets forth polygamy ... as the will
of heaven and
that

laws of God hath tIo need to break "the laws
of the land." Is this Mormon "revelation"
right, or is the Bible's principle correct
that when' men's laws and God's com~

Doc-

mands clash, "We ought to obey God
rather than men"?..L-Acts 5:29; 4:19,20.

the

trine and Covenants contains this revelatien, though the church has outlawed its Revelations About What. from Where?
present practice. The "revelation':, how·
New doctrines througb these new "t'eve.~
ever, remains in direct contradiction of lations" provide a further cfIfficulty. Conthe Scriptural principle of "one wife" for venient revelations "of God and not of
the Christian overseer. (1 Timothy 3:2, man" have gone so far as to tell one indi12; Titus 1:6) They cite the principle of vidual, Martin Harris, w impart his proppolygamy practiced in early times as proof erty to the pririting of The Book of MorGod instituted it, even saying
mon.. and "pay the debt thou hast ,conmanded Abraham to take HalUlt.
he? tracted with the printer". (Doctrine and
Nol Read Genesis 16:1-3 and see if God Oovenants~ Utah 19:34,35; Reorgani-zed
commanded it or if it was Sarai's idea!t 18:5) These "revelations" even ordered
They say God approved it,. God did not the building of a boardinghouse for Smith
condemn it because it had not been specifi- to live in.-Utah 124:23,56; Reorganized
cally forbidden until Christ's time, hut 107:9,18,
God did not command it at any time! It is
Perhaps one of the most embarrassing of
interesting to note- that not Hagar's son, such "revelations" commanded the buildwho did multiply considerably, but Sarah's ing of a temple in Nauvoo, minois. Accordson Isaac received Jehovah's·blessing to be ing to it God not only listed the names of
a forefather of His chosen people.
some who should buy shares in the temple,
and specified a $50 minimum, but said:
Tithes, Trinity, Caesar's Laws
"If you do not these things at the end
~th groups demand the tithe.. The
of the appointment, ye shall be rejected
apostles showed the law had been fulfilled as a church, with your dead, saith the
and was no longer binding, therefore abol- Lord your God."-Doctrine and Coveishing· the tithe commandmentS
nan~) Utah 124:31,32; Reorganized
Both churches teach the trinity, believ- 107:10, 11,
ing Ether 3:14 in The Book of Mormon,
Now, in line with this "revelation", the
which has Christ say: "I am the Father Reorganized group claims that the temple
and the Son," in direct contradiction of was not finished by the group that went
to Utah, so they say God rejected them.
• J)lf!ere-rlCeB That Persklt, pages 16,22.
Joseph F. Smith, former president of the
t The supposed "revelation" in the Utah Doctrine and
Co-venanta (132:34) gets this somewhat backward, when
Utah group, retorted that, while the buildIt says; "God commanded Abraham, and Sarah gave
Hagar to Abraham to wlte."
i See TIJe Watchtower, April 15, 1951, page 248.
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ing ''may not have been "finished c0mplete- lord. of eteUllty and creator of everlastly'" "the Lord, thank heaven, is not as ingness. I have come unto thee, 0 my lord
technical and peevish as men are, or woe Ra.' (Vol. 2, page 481)."
be unto Q]l of us... • However, it is not
Another ]\formon elder, George Rey_
that "the Lmu" is free and easy with
those who decide not to fonow his dIrec- nOlds, asked:I"What great diff'erE'nce is
tions, but that when unexpected difficulty there in the idPa"! and how did Joseph
prevents completely fulfilHng a "rPvela- Smith know that it represented God (call
tion", the "revelators" must either explain him by what typical name you like) if not
it away or accuse "the Lord" of not having by rcvclatlon"!:yI'he difference, however, is
meant it in the first place. It is the authen- not insignificant. If Smith's source of In·
ticity of such "commandment" that is. open spiration called Ra "God", then it brands
to question, not "the Lord's" standards of
itself pagan. Ra was a god of demonism,
obedience.
A major example of such "revelation" one of the paian gods defied by Jehovati
is Joseph Smith's trans.lation inlo English with the plagues against Egypt, an Egypof an Egyptian "lost book" supposedly tian SWl god; and sun worship was forbidwritten by Abraham IUld now included in den to God's servants.-Deuteronomy
Smith's Pear! of Great Price. An Analysis 4:15-19; 17:3-3; 2 Kings 23:11; Ezekiel
Of the Book of MlJrmon, page 2, makes this 8:15-17.
defense of Smith's translaThe dltTf"J"Pnce bt>twt'f'n Jehovah and
tlon: "FIgUre three on plate
Ra is the difference betwccn truth and
talsf"h<Xld, bt>twet'n trut! worship and
two consists of a man with
a dog's head l'iittlng on a
devil worship. No matter how disthrone, holding a staff in his
tastpful this may seem 1.0 sincel"e
hand, with a disc above his
Mormons, when their books and
head Joseph Smith said this
doctrines contradict the Bible,
was 'God sitting upon bis
it is not due to the few Biblithrone, clothed with power
CHI mistrnnslations which
and authority.' Those who
schOlarship is locating and
contradicted him said it was
correcting, but to Monnon
TN "'" 01 "" ··foAl.lI_ " - HoI '""
Horus-HR. But who was II An...... MI •• ..,.. $.1111 ..II "inspirations" subtly joining
,1111., • _ _ 10 lin ...
Horus-Ra? The Book of the dllMO! willi''til.
the host of other false reve_
... ,",",111' wltII •
.
_
01
'
l
l
IO,M
.
_
.h
_
"
Dead, accredited by all _ ........ of _I ...Ito:· _ )4.
lations coming from the one
Egyptologists, contains sevsource that seeks every poseral hymns of praise to Ra, among them sible means (even an appearance of Christhe following: ... 'Homage to thee, 0 thou tianity) to replace, discredit or abolish
lord of right and truth, the only one, the the all-sufficient standard for pure worship,
the Bible.

._.to

Should peuple change convictions when evidence warrants? Yes, . . . Most
people have strong convictions, but are either ashamed or unwilling to chlmge
them. They constantly look for proof that they are right, instead of looking for
evidence as to whether thl"Y all'! right or wrong.-"Let's Explore Your Mind."
New York Daily Mirror, May 23, 1952.
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ranean, one for the British.
one for the American tleet,
since both wanted the job; (2)
to consider the French war in
Indo-China the concern of all
Atlantic allies; (3) to spend
$240 million for military construction in 1953, about halt
what was requested; (4) to
meet again this spring, Perhaps then at least U. S. pOlicy
would be set by the neW administration.
Dutch Approve United )!:urope

*unionThewaspossibility
of European
overwhelmingly ap-

*is aToday
to many people war
distant, separated thing,

The World Wars-Right Now!

but it is hOrrlbly real to those
sudden death or
maimed bodies. One war iii in
Korea, where 800,000 U. N.
troops are locked in a stalemated battle with the Communists, where 3,600 captives
rioted (12/14) and tried to
break out of the Pongam Island prison camp, and where
more than 80 were killed and
120 Injured. The Soviet 'Called
this "mass murder" by "American hangmen". The lJ.S.
called It the "latest in a series
of ruthlessly executed [Com'
munist] plans to sacrifice human lives to create propaganda".
In Indo-China the French
are spending a billion dollars
a year, are losing a substantial part of their young officers, and have a total force
of 320,000, yet the situation
worsens,
In northern Pakistan severe
flghting has occurred wh~re
Pathan tribesmen are seekmg
to establish an independent
state. Afghanistan is supporting them; Pakistan is resistwho fear

ing.

The battIe against the HUks
in the Philippines, although
less In the news, continues just
the same. On Luzon 30 were
killed and 98 captured within
two weeks,
More than 100 died in French
Morocco (12/8), when NationJANUARY 22, 1953

alist-led riots verged on open
rebellion. Riflemen, armored
cars and light tanks kept the
demonstrators in Casablanca
hom spilling over into the
European quarters, but blood
flowed and tension contirlUed.
A $10,000 cache of munitions,
believed destined for a
planned revolt by supporters
of former Cuban President
Carlos Prio Socarras (unseated by a revolt last March),
was found and confiscated in
New York state (12/19), and
fanner officials presumably in-·
valved were jailed in Cuba. '
In Malaya Britain's bardhitting Sir Gerald Templer succeeded in forcing the Com·
munists into a retreat, but
this seasoned soldier was
quoted by Time (12/15) as
having appropriately said: "I
don't like this World. , _ .
Everybody's working too bard.
The whole world has gone
mad."
NATO'I!! Uneventful Meeting

., Before the NATO Council's
tenth meeting in Paris, .Lord
Ismay, secretary general of
NATO, had warned that there
would be "no spectacular decisions". The reasons: (1), uncertaInty about U. S. policy followIng change in adminIstrations, (2) distractions outside
Europe, (3) EUropean demands for cutbacks at home.
Decisions: (1) to have two
commanders in the Mediter·

proved by the lower house of
the Netherlands States.General (parliament) that voted to
allow the national govern·
ment to yield even legIslative,
adm1nistrative and j1.ldldal
powers to international organ·
izations, even putting them
above the Dutch constitution.
What did the people think?
A test of the voters in two
sman towns (12/17) showed
more than 90 per cent in favor
of a federated Europe. An omclal added: "Of course this is
testimony for an ideal and the
practical difficulties must still
be discussed"; but the Netherlands, which Is already bound
in close tariff agreements with
Belgium and. Luxembourg, in
the Schuman coal and steel
pool with other nations, in the
projected European army and
in the mutual defense guarantees of NATO, has now gone
farther than any other European government toward
agreeing to an actual Onited
States of Europe.
London Fog_in a Big Way!
~ London is famed for fogs,

but not like the one that
struck early in December!
Then it could well haVe done
without that one! When its
wool-thick blanket imprisoned
the Smoke from the city's myriads of chimneys, condItions
got·so bad that many Londoners stayed home from work.
Gangs of toughs raided stores
and omces. Ships, trains and
planes quit operating. ,Autos
20

left the street&.

An:lb'llJ·n~

and fire engil'1es felt the1r way
gingerly. When ~Id winds tin·
ally blew the fog and smoke
away (12;'9) the damage In·
cluded 240 dead from suffocation, an estimated $10 mil.
lion in buslneu lost and 5,000
tons ot loot and grime lett
throughout the city.

was an hour old the ease oj'
capt.aln KIdd had been cited as
pn:....went. The "proxy·plrate",
Sidney Paley, did not actually
participate in boarding the
Duteh shJp, but was convicted
(12;20) of conspiring in the
pimry and sentenced to three
years In prison.

million Teluglloflpealdng peo·

pIe, the locatlon of the capital,
legislature, etc., al't~ to be rel,:'
ommended by the end of Jan='l'.
RnIMa'. Tin

4'> ThP nf'W {IN'SI<lpnt, Pm:
Estenssoro, who came to
power through a revolt la~t
IH'MI Get. Ii I7Mideut
April, had promised a better
Spain l!ipornli Santa
'" The Israeli Knesset (parha.
standard of living for Bolivia's
mpnt)
sPiectll
the
nat1on's
presworkers;. To many this meant
Perhaps thf> Chrtstmas sea·
who
are
really
mure
natIonalization of tin, the cotln·
identlO,
son Is long gunt'. but it may
01
a
ftgurehead
than
In
many
try's greatest resource, be·
btl worth while to refte<:t on
the comments on Christmas other countries. With the cause the people believed the
customs madc ln a December denth of Israel's first presi· companies were bigger than
luue of Bcclellia, an olliclal dent, Dr. Chaim Welzmann
the state, that they wcre drain,
organ of Spanish Cathnll('\sm. {Urn, Dr. AlhPn J<:ln~,p!n ing away the na,tion's reo
sources, and that the tin
It 'warned' agaln~t the Incr~Wi was InvIted to accept the posi·
tion, but declined. Theil 68Inj" pupulu.i"lty ot Santa Clau~
Mrnn~ WPl"P living 1ivp~ nr 1u1(·
year-old
Itzhak
Den-Zv\
of
the
("the Impudent appearance of
ury el~ewhere ~hlle scornlnl!
'Father Christmas' In the Mnpa! party (Israel's largest)
their own country. Tin comWall selected (12/S) over Rabdreamland of our children")
pany officials were fantnsticalbI NUmc'k, ['lIn<lI<llllp of thp ly wealthy, their workers misand condemnM nnn-Clltholl['
rPUglous bioc. Born In the erably poor. '1' his recent
Chrilitmas cards, l:l~klnll simps
to leek the advice of eccle~las· Ukraine, Ben·Zvl came to Pal· nllll(lnAl1'lAtlrm WAS thp JtlMT
tical authorltle3 on everything estlne trom Russia In 1904, Important In LaUn America
connected with them. It spoke WIUl onCi' deported by the sillce Mexlcu &elzed her ull ill
of the "deviatlonist" practice Turks, headed the National 193B. The people are unitedly
due to "snobblshnpss" that Counc1l of PalMtlne Jew!: behind it; the eompanlc~
promJ:ltPri the exchanlil:e of frnm l~nl until lfi4R, helpecl fought back, and there W(!re In.
presents amung particularly' found the Mllpa! p<trty, and ternatlonal repercussions_
the upper claS$es on Christ· was elected to both the ftnlt_ Rolivlll hA!; AVPragPri A rPvolu·
mas, instead of on January 6, and second Knes9cts. As presl·
tlon every nine months lur 127
the Feast ot Epiphany (the day dent he will sign laWll, appoint years, and another might up·
dlplomats, receive foreign rep- set the nationalization, but,
when the pagan ''Wise men"
respntRU,,-P!'I, hur mu!;t !'PN'lve with the people behind him,
who betrayl"l1 .Tpsu.~ to Herod
the approval or cabinet minis- Paz Estenssoro may remain in
arE" supposed to have ulJereoJ
ters before signing official pa. office long-pr thRn prPVj(lllS 1"111·
presenLIIJ. Does a national
boundary cause a dil'lcrcncc pers, and cannot veto legl9la· ,~.
In doctrlnc? If right, why con· tlon.
demn It in Spain? rt wrong,
~ew WeapODI!
why not tell CatholiC'S so In Andhra-----New State for India
Thc keel was laid in Brooi,
~ The death of a fasting An·
other lands, such as Arnei"lca
lyn (12;17) for the most
where millionli of them cele- dhra leader prompted Prime powerful naval vessel ever
Mmister Nphru's governrnpnt [' n n s t rll (' t p d, the 60,OfIO.ton
brate Chr:lstmas?
to announce (12/19) its de- "Saratoga·', a 1,Q4IHoot air·
d~iun
to create a new state craft carrier that will have a
ririlCY TriBl Iu Tan&"ier
in
southern
India. The leader speed in excess of 30 knots.
... It ~as almost like a tech·
nleolor movie that got con- was Potti Srirarnulu. His fast It is to be completed latc in
tused with modern fact. The was in support of his demand 1955 at a total cost of $209.7
setting was the Barbary coast. for a separate homellind for million. U. S_ Naval Secretary
The SUbJect, piracy. The pirate, thP Telugu-spealdng popula· Kimball ['aIled it "a new mile·
a U. S. underwear manufac· tion. His death on the 58th day stone in naval al'chitectural
turer. The booty, 2,700 cases of the fast touched off violent progress", and called for otner
demonstrations ot such pro- carriers to utili z e atomic
of cigarettes (worth $100,000)
that had been hijacked from portions that the prime minis· power plants. He asked tor at
a Dutch ship on the high Medi· ter quickly yielde-d, hoping for least one new carrier a year,
terranean last October 4. Thf' "goo<iw111 and friendly c0tribunal that heard the case operation" of all l'UlwerneoJ. "until we have a total ot ten".
The state's actual boundary, It was also annowlCed (12;20)
WIUI the U. S. Comular Court
in Tangier, Before the trial whlch will include about 20 that the U, S. now has not only

'*

*
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atomic bombs, but also atomic
rockets and guided missiles
that can be used in combat
whenever desired.

*

Wont Crash
It was December 17,

1903,

that the Wright brothers made
their historic first flight. Three
days and forty·nine years lat·
er another long·to·be·remero·
bered flight occurred. A C·124
Globemaster transport, as big
as a flve·room house, took off
from Moses Lake, Washing·
ton, on a training :flight for
San Antonio, Texas, with more
than 100 hitchhiking service
men aboard. Within sight of
the runway it plunged to
earth and burst into flameS,
killing 86 of the total of 116
aboard-the worst death ton

in aviation history. Previous
record: 80 at Cardiff, Wales,
in 1950. This brought the tow l
kllled in military crashes
around the North Pacific rim
in six weeks to about 300.

SIp. of the Times '1
.. The New York Times reported that at a December
meeting of the American Den·
tal Association Dr•. Thomas
E. J. Shannahan reported a
marked increase in bruxismthe habit of unconsciomdy
gnashing and grinding the
teeth-under the stress of
modern living and world ten·
sions.
Graft-WIdely Accepted!

• Graft is neither a capltaUst
nor a Communist monopoly.
The U. S., Russia and Canada
have been involved in recent
scandals. The New York crime
commission uncovered such
plums as testimony (12/9) that
union officials got $70',000 graft
for unloading Russian furs in
New York after a false strike
threat. In Russia, Pravda apd
other Kremlin publlcations
described swindlers fieeci:ng
peasants, factory managers
padding production figures a:nd

the stealing of public property.

IZ1Jestia charged (12/18) that
more than 30 milliolJ. rullies
($7.5 million) in thefts and em·
bezzlements occurred in flsner·
ies and consumers' coopera·
tives in one Eastern territory,
and said the regional prosecutor even aided the criminals.
In Canada the House of Com·
mons heard (12/15) that In
the Petawawa military cSl11P
horses were listed on the pay·
roll as laborers, that many
rolls af linoleum, 18,000 bags
of cement . and even two
freight-car loads of pulpWood
had disappeared. Although
PrIme Minister St. Laurent
warned that this was not a
condemnation of the entire
anny, it further shows the
extent of graft and corruption
today---..conditions far ditter·
ent from those commanded by
God in his Word, and far dif·
ferent from the ones that wl.ll
soon prevail in his new world.
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The new Yearbook of Jehovah'8 Witne88e8 clearly reports how quickly God's Word
of truth is running through the earth. People of good will everywhere are placing
their hope in Jehovah's kingdom as the only remedy for critical world conditions.
Read how the good neWS is being preached in more than 100 countries, and of the
enthusiastic response of the people who love truth and life. What did Jehovah's
witnesses do world·wide last year? Read the 1953 Yearbook for all the details.
Only SOc per copy.
• Also available now Is the 1953 calendar. In beautiful color It sets forth a
ScrIpture theme for the year. with a vItal thought for each month. VarIous scenes
portray the activLty of Jehovah's witnesses. In preaching t.he good news world·wllle.
Calendars are 25c each. or five Or more to one address tor Wc eaCh. WrIte today.
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The Watchtower finds its way aD over the globe nnd is rend by
millions of people of many dltJerent faiths. From Japan to South Africa,

from Sweden to Australia-no matter where you go
you will Hnd people reading The Watch.toU'CT. Have
you read n copy yet?
• Why should The Watchtower interest you? Well, if
you love the truth you will delight in the Watchtower'8
"straight-as-an-arrow" presentation on every subject.
In these critical times people want the truth, and The
WatchtOtOOT never fails to deliver arrows of truth
from its full quiver. Issued twice a month, colorillustrated, it also has a section devoted to answering
questions from readers. If you want 11 magazine really based upon the
Bible, then send $1.00 for a year's subscription. Three booklets are sent
free with each new subscription for one year. Return the coupon below.
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Freedom from Drudgery, When?
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Porpoise Paradise
A mammal with a sense of humor
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THE MI5510N ur- "l-.t1.H; uUURNA1..
New'S lIotU'CU tha.t- are able to keep you 8.wake to the vital i!:suu
~f our ttmes must be unfettered by censorship and selfish interests.
"Awake'" has no fetters. It reco~es facts. face. facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by political ambitions or ob1i~,dion.; it Is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creed•. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
ml\intalns In~rity to truth.
'
"Awake'" WIles the re~lar news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the ea.rth. their uncensored, on·the·scenes
reports come to you throu~h these columns. This Journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, bUt is international Itia read in many nations, in many
l&n~~es. by persons of .all ~es. Through its pa~es many fields of

knowledge pass in review-~ove:mment. commerce, reli~ion, history,
~eo~raphy, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover.
~e is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake I" pledQes itself to righteous principles, to exposin\.1 hidden
foes and subtle aan\.1ers. to championinQ freedom for all, to comfortin\.1
mourners and strengtheninQ thoBe disbeartened by the failures of a
delinquent world, refiectinQ sure hope for the establishment of a riQht-.
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake I" Keep awake by readin~ "Awakel"
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"Now it is high time to awake::"'Romans 13:11

World Unity-Are We Dreaming?
EHOVAH'S witnesses are people who
believe world unity is possible and prac~
tical. This they demonstrated at a series
of district assemblies in the late summer
of last year by answering negatively the
question asked in the title of a widely
advertised public lecture: World UnityIs It Just a Dream?
In this are the 'witnesses dreamers or
realists?
That will depend upon where we look
for evidence. Neither in the past history
nor the present effort of human government is there a shred of comfort for believers in world unity. Ever since the confusion
languages and the. scattering of
the peoples at Babel political world unity
has nowhere existed outside of the dreams
or visionary promises of idealists. Every
type of government men lrnow today was
long ago conceived---democracy in ancient
Greece, totalitarian rule in Rome as well
as a host of her predecessors and successors, and united families or compacts of
nations like Babel and countless other
compound alliances. Seven mighty world
powers or empires bridged history from
ancient Egypt to the twentieth century,
where they joined hands with the international family idea in the League of
Nations and now the United Nations. In
all that time rivalry was running rampant
along with hate, nationalism, conquest and
blood-exacting wars. But as for peace,

J
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unity and international trust, these were
not produced; not in Egypt, Assyria, B8.bylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, not in Rome, no,
not even in the period of control by the
great English-speaking peoples bf America
and Britain, not in the League of Nations
disaster and nowhere yet in the seemingly
endless disputes of the United Nations.
Solomon's wisdom seemed never more
apropos than when applied to the successive attempts and failures of human
government: "There is nothing new under·
the sun. Men may say of something, 'Ab,
this is new!'-but it existed long ago before our time. The men of that old time
are now forgotten, as men to come shall
be forgotten by the folk who follow them."
So when human leaders dream dreams of
conquest and grandeur and. hold out vistas
of unity and security for all peoples, it is
well to remember their temporary stay
under the sun. It is appropriate to recall
bow little unifying their predecessors have
ever done; how much glory for themselves
they have heaped up, but how little security
they left their posterity.-Ecclesiastes
1:9-11, Moffatt.
Jehovah's witnesses, therefore, do not
look to frail, dying man to unite humanity
under a just, abiding government. They
look not to those who have created the
countless racial, religious, national, political, social and economic differences and
barriers among men. They look to the
3

Creator of man who originated the beginning of one human race; In the cells of
the first man, Adam, were the possibilities

for the many variations of the race seen
today. BUt neither this phySical variety
nor the spot on the planet where one resided was putposed by the Creator to be a
basis for division or disunity. God's Word
says succinctly: "He made out of dne man
every nation of men, to dwell upon the
entire surface of the ea.rth."-'Acts 17: 26,

New World Trans.
HWell then'" the analyst will want to
lmow, "where are the signs of God-given
lIDity on earth today?" The signs are
everywhere in all nations where the "good
news" of his kingdom as Christ fOretold
is being preached "for the purpose of
<Q witness" by hls followers, Jehovah's
modern.day witnesses. Jehovah's ancient
prophet Micah foresaw this too and recorded: "In the latter days it shall come
to pass, that the mountain ,of Jehovah's
house shall be established on the top of
the mountains, and it shall be exalted
above the hills; and peoples shall "flow
unto it. And many nations shan go and
s8.y. Come yet and let us go up to the
mountain of Jehovah, and to the house
of -the God of Jacob; and he will teach
us of his ways, and we will walk in his
paths."-Matthew 24: 14, New Warld
Trans.; Micah 4: 1,2, Am. Stan. Ver.
Notice how "Jehovah's house" is open
to all peoples and nations who wish to
come and learn of God's ways, then walk
in his paths. As for the much propagan-·
dized United Nations, Time magazine of
February 11 this year stated pointedly:
"From the beginning, the dreamers who
created the United Nations thought of it
as a place where all countries, good
and bad, could meet and settle their differences. It did not work out that way: each
of the two big blocs blackballed the applications of any nation on the other side."
4

As for results, then, who are the dreamers?
But along will come the critics with
their usual abuse, calling Jehovah's witnesses an insignificant minority of no account advocating an invisible kingdom of
no political force in this world of great accomplislunent and international government. But analyze this position. There
are sixty member. nations of the U. N.
But as of the printing last year of their
1952 Yearbook, Jehovah's witnesses were
active in more than 120 lands! When the
mere sixty U. N. nations or even just the
ten -nations of their "Security Council"
gather their representatives arotmd a
conference table their disputes and acrimonious remarks make headlines for days.
Yet international assemblies of Jehovah's
witnesses in any part of the world. are
invariably the cause for remark for the
and co-operation
flawless unity and
SO evident. This was typified by their
outstanding gathering of representatives
from some seventy nations that packed
out Yankee Stadium in New York city in
1950.
Once more we ask, Who are the dreamers?
And who will be the dreamers and who
the realistic possessors of everlasting life
in a new world when Jehovah's Execution~
er cuts the present - wicked system of
things to ribbons at Armageddon? They
will never be disappointed who look to
the God at heaven and earth. The matchless unity of the incomparable universe
•
or of just our, solar sYstem is no dream.
Jehovah God formed these wonders in the
palm of his hand. Surely world unity is
no problem to him. He will bestow it
upon his glOrious new world according to
his promise, just as now his spirit effects
a oneness of thought and action among
those who do not foolishly seek to mite
the world wtthout God.
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tested to a

repi

litative of the

Interior MInistry that the pollee action was illegal. inasmuch as the

Itplian constitution guarantee; religious liberty, ftudom of assembly
and freedom of thought. The rep-

resentative told him: 'Yes, you have
the right tn apply for pennission

to conduct thls or any other church.

URL."IG the latter IJ8,rt of 1952 a number of in{'idf'nts of t"f'ligioull intolerance took plncc In Italy. To counteract
the unfavorable impression that the report... of thf'IIP. inr:identll made in the United
States the ItnIian Jesuits Issued SOme typically Jesuitical propaganda. "Typically
Jesuitical" not only beeause it emalUltcd
trom Rome but also because It evaded the
is,'>lle and disguispd thf> facts.
R~gal'ding on~ of-these incidents of religious intolf'r&n('{' in Italy the New York
DaUy JIlirror of September 15, 1952, under
the heading "Roman Police Balk Church
Rally", had the following to say: "Police
backed by a riot jeep cracked dO.....T1 on the
Protestant Church of Christ in Catholic
Rome today and prevented its holding regwar SWlday services within siJ,:hl oC Vatican City. One American and an Italian
passer-by were hustled off to a police station and held for two hoW'S because they
attempted to take pictures of the proceeding.
"An informed Italian source said friction with the small Protestant church
arose from its evangelical activities in
converting Italians' ~ Catholi~ Italy. The
chtitth ha... made about 1,000 conversions
since the war. Cline R. Paden, of Brownfield, Texas, who heads the church, pro-
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But Wltil that authorization Is
granted we will not allow you to
hold services on these premi8eL'
Paden said that he had been trying
for throe years to p;et such recognition."
ThE.' New York Ti'llWB the very next day
reported thnt the Italian government had
ordered the Protestant Church of Chrlst
to clOlle all its 22 branches until It re-

ceived otHclal permlggion to operate, and
quoled Dr. Pappi, chief of (,llblnet fOr the
Home police. as snylng: "Naturally wme
time will elapse before the MinlAt!"')' of
Interior, which is competent In the matter,
can decide whether the cult which had developed arolUld the meeting place can hold
meetings in Italy" and that the matler of
obtaining pennission "is a very -involved
process--it might take yean".

Protest8 ond Jesuit.' Di.gui,e
Repre!\entations were made regarding
this matter to the United States state deparbnent, which made a protest to the
Italian government that "the temporary
closing of twenty_twoAmerican-sponsored
churchec; in Italy violated the spirit if
not thc letter of the 1949 treaty".-New
York Daily News, October 3, 1952.
That these protests were effective is
apparent from the New Haven CourierJourrwJ:8 report: "Church of Christ Ban
in Rome Off. catholic Italy lifted a police
ban against the Protestant Church of
Christ after American diplomatic intervention. The ltalian retreat came after

,

• storm of pro.d1; II> the United States.

weeks

particularly the Southwest, and two
of busy diplomatic activity in Rome and

Washington. The Italian government
agreed to let the group hold its services
untU it had acted on its application."
-October 4, 1952.
Some three weeks later, the New York
Times) October 27, told: "Italian Police
:Etenew Ban on Church Group." This action
took place in Alessandria, where the police
"forcibly prevented members of the congh%ation from attending services".
Endeavoring to minimize the situation
was the Time magazine. In its September
29, 1952, issue, after making slighting remarks regarding the activity and success
of the groups involved, it quoted the chair-man of Italy's Federal Council of Evangelical Churches, "We enjoy complete freedom of worship . . . . We feel that our
friends of the Churches of C!1rist are not
entirely right." True, it may tie as preacher Paden put it, "I guess we were more
aggressive than the others in the service
of God," yet the fact remains that not
only such small sects as Church of Christ,
Assemblies of God and the Pentecostal
had some or all of their churches closed,
but a Methodist church was closed in
Terni, as also were orie Baptist church
in Lentini and another at little Miglianico.
'Note now how the Jesuit publicatiort,
Oivilta Cattolica, as reported by the Chicago Sunday Tribune) October 12, disguises
the intolerance and evades the issue.
"Church 'Furor' in Italy Decried by Jesuit
Paper. Asserts Cults Failed to Abide by
Constitution. Vatican City. Oct. 11 (AP)
-Civilta Cattolica) the monthy Jesuit
publication bluntly criticized Protestant
groups in Italy for the furor' they raised
abroad in the last month in 'misunderstanding' of religious liberty in Italy.
U 'The closure of some temples of the
-Church of Christ by public security om·
6

cers in the lawful execution of their duties
has raised such a hue and cry in some
journalistic circles,' Civilta says, 'that the
agitation rea~hed even that great republic
across the ocean, provoked quasi-official
declarations, and, caused interventions by
ministers and ambassadors of the United
States.'
.. 'For our part,' the Jesuit publication
continues, 'we would even prefer to suppose the devil {to be] in good faith. All
the more [we would like to take in good
faith] men "of church with whom at Teast
we should like to feel we have more in
cornman than just being descendants of
Adam and believing in a better world.'
«Civilta says, however, its tnost charitable view must be that arguments advanced by or on behalf of the Protestant
grouJ?s 'result from ignorance, or involuntary error and not just plain bad faith.'
Civilta quotes a half -column of legal decisions to underscore points itJ the article.
Basically, these points are: 1. The,Italian
constitution, in article 8 on religious liberty, accepts the 192~ concordat between the
state and the Vatican. 2. ~The concordat
fixes legal means by which Protestant
cults can go about obtaining governmental
authorization to operate in Italy."

Tearing Off the Jesuit Disguise
Do the faets justify this patronizing
tone of the Jesuit Civilta Cattolica1 and
are they sincere when they boast that
they prefer to give the Protestant sects
the benefit of the doubt, even as they
would the Devil himself? Let us see.
In the first place note that an infonned.
Italian source was quoted as saying that
the Churches of Christ were experiencing
difficulty because of their evangelical activities, having gained some 1,000 converts
since 1949. Had 'they not J?een so active
would they have experienced this difficulty? The Converted Catholic, March
AWAKEI

1950. d<sorIbe<I the

activities of tbio very
group and told that tIley were worIdng
under an Qral agreement but had made
application for written authorization. Why
no au.thorization after waiting lhreeyea1'S?

a_tlon but you do not have the
right to exercise freedom of worship untU

you are given authorization which might

take years for you to obtain'? Wait for
years to exercise one's conscience in the
matter of worshiping one's God? \Vhat
kin!! of religious freedom is that?

What makes it so "ver; invOlved", as Dr.
Poppi of Rome claims'? Commenting on
the closing of several c}1urches of th1'!: Assemblies of God, a spokesman for them JeBuitieal Cont!ept 01
Freedom Inadequate
stated that he had been making application
without result for four years,
Just what is the Jesuit. and Roman
Besides, if the "securlty officers", police CathoJic concept of liberty and freedom
of Rome, were simply acting "in the law- of worship? According to the ByllalJUB 01
ful ex~tion of their duties", why clothe Error8 as found in the Encyclical Quanta
their actions in such secrecy? Why aITeSt Cura, of Pope Pjus IX, of December 8,
an American and an Italian passer-by who 1864, it is an error to hold that "every
attempted to take pictures and hold them man is free to embrace and profess the
for two hours at the poliee station? Such religion which, guided by the light of
tactics betray a guilt-complex to be found reason, he shall believe to be true".
Nor is that the view only of a pope Uvlng
in Communist countries. But should it presome ninety years ago. "Father" Francis J.
vail in democratic lands?
In endeavoring to justify the restriction Connell, in his Freedom of Wo,.,sMp, pubplaced on non-Catholic ministers the Civil- lished In 1944, stated: "No one has a
ta points out that the Italian government genuine fight, as far as God's law is 1!011"

must keep track of those authorized to
perform marriage ceremonies and there-fore must license them. But why deny a
minister and his congregation the right
to freedom of warsbip on that account?
hi some states of the United States, such
as New York, ministers a1sa must have
per.mits to perform marriage ceremonies,
but not for anything else. and such permits
are simple and quick1y obtainable.
Is not the rule of subjecting non·Catholic
religious groups to licC9sing provisions
merely a ~ to ~strict freedom of
worship so as to be able to deny it whenever it ~ms expedi~nt to do so, as in
these instances? The United States Supreme Court has repeatedly gone on record
that licensing is incompatible with liberty.
Here is proof. And it there not a tacit
admission of it in tlie remarks of the

spokesman for the Ministry of Interior
that 'you have the right to apply for
ll'BBllUARY, 8, 1958

cerned. to profess any religion except the
Catholic religion." "The God-given rlght
to exist . . . belongs only to the one
l Catholic] religion founded 'by Christ
Jesus." And further; "If some of our
fellow--citizeru; of other denominations faU
to see the reasonableness of the position
taken by those of us who are CathOlics,
and consequently denounce us as bigots or
fanatics, we are not allowed to compromise
on a singJe point in order to appease their
indignation... •
rn view of the foregoing it can be under~
stood why Cardinal Shuster of Milan, who
so closely collaborated. Witll Mussollni dur-

ing his long and bloody rule, "called. upon
the government to checlt the activities
of Protestant pastors and 'emissaries' who
try to lure Italians from their traditional

Roman Catholic faith." He lashed out
against "apostate priests and monks" who

,

• AIJl.&'iM'" Jl'Tootlom tJ1'd CGthOUc p _ . p. 3lI3.

try to create disunity among Italians and
claimed that the communists which the
Catholic Church had excommunicated
were ftocking to the Protestant. groups.
He also hinted that some Italians were
being lured away from the Catholic faith
by offers of material benefits.-New York
Time8) October 11, 1952.
The fact is that American non-Catholic
religious groups are not familiar with the
Jesuitical double-talk that has found its
way into the Italian constitution. Naively
they thmk that when Article 8, paragraph 1, of that docwnent states that all
religious confessions
equally, free in
the eyes of the law, it means just that. But
it does not, for otberparagraphs show tbat
,the provisions of the Lateran treaty are
,also a part of the constitution, and that
treaty provides that the Catholic religion
Is the state religion and that all other religions are subject to state regulation. And
so the Civilta Cattolica piously and patriotically opines in conclusion that when a
law is in force it must be respected by
all and that "our laws and our Constitution, like the laws of the whole world, not
only confer some rights but also impose
some duties upon all, both citizens and
foreigners", Could hypocrisy be more consummate?

are

The Christian Viewpoint
According to a contributor to the Civilta
CattoZica, "~ather" Messineo: "Today
tolerance is taking a larger place than
ever in Catholic concept, because 'this is a
democratic age and democracy streSSeJ'l the
rights'of individuals." (Time, December 4,

1950) That confesslon indicates how far
short ot Christian principles Catho!!c poliey comes, for Christian principles far excel those of democracy. "A slave of the
Lord does not need to fi~ht, but needs to
be tactful toward all," And again, "Love is
long-suffering and obliging. , .. :It bears
all things, believes all things, hopes all
things, endures all things."-l Corinthians
13:4,7; 2 Timothy ?:24, New World Trans.
Did Christ Jesus and his immediate
disciples ask or expect to receive preferred
treatment from the political rulers of their
day because they had the true religion?
Did they argue that such would best serve
the interests-of the Jewish polity or the
Roman empire? Instead of receiving preferred treatment they were singled out. for
persecution, but still the Christian congregation increased.~Acts 8:1-4.
Note Paul's words in this regard: "For
though we walk in the flesh, we do not
wage warfare according to what we are
in the flesh. For the weapons of our warfare are not fleshly, but powerful by
God for overturning strongly entrenched
things." And what are the armor and
weapons of Christians? The shield of faith,
the breastplate of righteousness, the hope
of salvation, the good ne~ of the I{ingdam, the truth and, above a11, "the sword
of the spirit, that is, God's word."
-2 Corinthians 10:3,4; Ephesians 6:1317, New World Trans.
True Christians having the proper spiritual armor will not resort to such fleshly
weapons as concordats with dictators, nor
police squads backed up with riot jeeps to
silence those who disagree with them.

IACSPBAAML
.. Paris, which already had the alphabetically designated military organi.
zatIons SHAPE and NATO, now gets a new one, IACSPBAAML--the International Administrative COlUlcil for the Supervision and Preventive BaUle
Against the African Migratory -Locust.
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"N EEDLESS
Blood Transfusions Held Cause of

Many Deaths." So
read a three-column
headline for a story in
the Miami, Florida,

MEET THE
NEW

medical services,
transfusions are
also given to patients with only
llcrald,
September ~~':''''----:7''''''',,sJight decreases
2,
1952. for
This
story
.oil
of red celis, prebriefly touched 011
swnably to speed
a report by a Dr.
IIp convalescence
Carl V. Moore,
or ill tile vague
M. D., St. Louis,
hope that a sense
Missouri, published
of fatigllP wj]] hf' relieved. Internes and
in thp Amprican
residents are asked. to transfuse blood for
MedIcal AssocIation Joul'nal of August 30, 1952, under its 'tonic' effed. There is no need to cite
thp hf'ading "Mpnjl'al Pl'Ohk>m Created by !';[IP('ifi(' ('nsf'!; ,Hi pxamples. Almost every
active practitioner call supply examples."
a National Blood Program".
In keeping with Dr. Moore's report is
Dr. Moore's report first shows the increase in just a few years of the numhf-r that of Dr. Timothy Talbot, Jr., of the
of pints of blood collected In the Unileu Memorial hospital in New York dty. on
States from three million per year to the same subject; 'The best available evifrom between six and sl'vpn million for dence indicates that blood is not a rapidly
1952. Also that whenever a blood bank b utilized form of protein. There is furtiler
established by a community or a hospital evidence that the artificial maintenance
the number of transfusiom: givpn in~reases, of a normal or near-normal level of
hemoglobin, accomplished by means of
often severalfold.
While granting that a 'slight increase blood transfusions, acts os a depressant
in blood tran'lfll.<;ion<; i<; to he expected on erythropoiesis. [That. is. blood transwhen more blood is made aVailaule, Dr. fUsions retard the body's production of
Moore points out that "in nwnerous in- red corpuscles.] Therefore, there is no
stances, however, in almost every hospital, rational ba<;i.<;; for the use of blood solely
patients are 'prepared' for operations by for nutritional ptU'poses, in the absence of
being given one or hvo transfusions, even a definite anemia.'-S'UTgery~ Gynecolog'J]
though their nutritional status is satis- &: Oh.~tf'tJ'ic.~> October 1951.
factory". "Similarly a transfusion is often
begun immediately prior to what promises Causes and Extent of Fatalities
According to Dr. Moore, "the reasons
to be an uncomplicated surgical procedure, even though the nutritional hemato- for transfusiOn deaths are many; they In·
logical status is good. Women after de- clude human error, severe hemolytic reaclivery are occasionally given transfusions tions because the patient has been prebefore their release from a hospital in viously ~nsitized to one of the rare blood
order to hasten the return of hemoglobin groups, circulatory oVf:'rload [too much
values to normal, even when only very blood transfused], contamination of blood.
mild degrees of anemia are present. On ond serum hepatitis. The factor of error

KILLER-
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is particularly dllIIeuIt 1:0 overcome completely_ A bloocl bank rerrigerator, not
equipped witb a constant recording tbermometer. may go off during the night due
1:0 power faUure. Power Is restored but
not until after the blood has become wann.
The blood is recooled and the hemolysis
[dissolution] that occurs when the red
cells are brought to a body temperature
may not be detected unless a sample is
centrifuged. Severe hemolytic reactions
may result. Not infrequently patients with
very similar names but with different
types of blood may be in the hospital at
the same time. I know of at least one
instance when incompatible blood was

given because an interne confused the
identity of the patient under these circwu¥
stances. ElTOI'S in labeling of bottles or
pllot tubes, in typing or cross-matching
[blood] .continue to occur. There seems
to be an irreducible minimum bwnan error

that the most constant vigilance is not
able to avoid."
Testifying along the same line Dr. Tal·

bot, Jr.. lists as the common causes of
hemolytic reactions in blood transfusions:

tbese are mtnlmurn figures, because Iu>opt.
taJs that compile such statistics U8UaIly
have one or more physicians who are
especleUy Interested In blood transfusion
and who, therefore, make it a point to
.carefully supervise blood transfusion techniques, ~ndicating, according to him, that
where records are not kept the number
of deaths is higher. As to how much higher
is anybody's gueSs, and their frequency
may have a bearing on the hospital's not
keeping such stattstics. It would therefore
seem that, based on Dr. Moore's own
findings, blood transfusion deaths in the
United States per year would more likely
be nearer 3,000 than 1,000. And since he
indicate£> a sharp rise in Iluantity of blood
collected with still more being used, we can
expect an increase in deaths at the rate
of 1,000 for each additional million transfusions.
Nor is that all. According to the foremost living authority on blood transfusion,
Dr. Wiener, many transfusion deaths are
blame'"' on something else, because the
symptoms are not recognized or because
the death does not occur until hours or
even days later. According to some writers

uM.ls1abeled blood samples, monologous
serum jaundice and Rh sensitization." Concerning the failure of the human element
he says: "Failure of the anesthetist or
doctor to read the labels on the bottles
carefully before giving blood to patients
is probably the most frequent cause of

Other Harm by Transfusions
The New England Jourm:tl of Medicine,
November 8, 1951, in an editorial entitled

hemolytic reactions."
As to the number of deaths, Dr. Moore
states, "If one accepts the mortality rate
of one death in 3,000 transfusions given
in this country per year, there must be
about 1,000 deaths." However, that figure
is far too conservative. The doctor himself
shows that records kept indicate a ratio
of one in a 1,000 to one in 3,000, which
of itself would argue an average of at
least one death for every 2,000 transfusions. Not only that, but he indicates that

"Abuse of Transfusion Therapy", among
other things stated, "Transfusion reactions vary from a fraction of 1 per cent
to as high as 10 per cent in some hospitals, cause considerable discomfort and
even complications in some patients." And
that "the administration of blood without
adequate clinical indications is as condemnable a practice as unnecessary surgery
or uncalled-for medication",
Dr. Moore, after commenting on the
nwnber of fataiities resulting from &erUID

10

deaths from blood transfusions approach
those of appendicitis or ether anesthesia.

,
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hepatitis virus, goes on to say: "other
factors that m~ke this complication very
serious are the long illness, the possibility of residual hepatic {liver] damage
and the probability of increasing the num·
ber of carriers of the serum hepatitis
virus."
Under the title "Syringe Hepatitis" the
scientific pUblication What's New, June
1951, gave a lengthy report on the risks of
jaundice infection due to blood transfu~
sions. It told of an undertaker's dying from
infection received from a corpse that had
been a victim of jaundice received from
blood transfusions. It also showed that as
little as 0.01 cubic centimeter (or 1/1640
of a cubic inch) of virus~infected serum
was sufficient to produce hepatitis in human volunteers. Also that the more the
blood is pooled the greater the incidence of
hepatitis among those receiving transfu~
sions. Thus, where just one person's blood
was used, hepatitis occurred in only 0.6 to
0.8 per cent of the cases; when blood from
small pools (5 to 10) was used, 1.5 per
cent got jaundice, and when large pools
of blood were used, as many as 4.5 to 12
per cent of those receiving blood were
stricken with jaundice. "In one of these
reports an incidence of 60 per cent was
reported in a series of patients receiv.ing
certain lots of commercially irradiated
plasma." That irradiation does not destroy
the hepatitis virus "is attested by four
independent reports of cases following the
uses of irradiated plasma which have appeared in the Journal of the American
Medical Association in recent months". It
follows, therefore,that the more blood
transfused at anyone time the greater the
likelihood of the patient's getting the jaundice virus.
Regarding the responsibility of the medical profession for the jaundice virus' being
spread by blood transfusions, the Louisville, Kentucky, Courier-Journal, under
FEBRUARY 8, 1953

the heading .'''ProfeflSOr Blames Doctors
in the Spread of Jaundice", reported that
Dr. Richard. R Capps of Chicago, minois,
blamed. the medical profession for helping
spread jaundice. Use of unsterile needles
may transfer the virus from one patient
to another, he pointed out, and the device
of keeping the needles in corks and alcohol
between patients is not sufficient to prevent contamination. Forty per cent of the
population get hepatitis sooner or later,
and since up to 10 per cent of the population may have it without being aware
of it blood donors must be carefully selected.

Harm to Blood Donors
Returning to Dr. Moore's report as it
appeared in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, there is yet another
aspect regarding the harm sustained from
blood transfusions, which he highlights,
and that is the loss of blood to the donor.
That Bowery bums often faint after selling a pint of their blood for $5 to some
commercial agency that is 'most careful
in the selection of its blood donors' (1)
has been noted in these columns before.
Dr. Moore, however, points out the harm
done particularly to women who give a
pint of blood. He points out that the need
of . iron by the body is very great, some
12 mg. must be absorbed daily. When
a woman gives a pint of blood per year
she must increase her iron absorption 3.4
mg. per day. If she gives three pints per
year she must almost double her intake
of iron, requiring 22.2 instead
12 mg.
daily.
This fact was noted during the war
when 12 per cent of the women who volunteered to give blood were rejected be-cause their hemoglobin level was below
the minimum health level. This percentage
of rejections was strikingly increased with

of
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repeat donors. showing that their blood
had not recovered from the transfusion
loss. To offset this the women were given

them severe toxic reactions would result.
It Is interesting to note that of the press
clippings at hand on Dr. Moore's report

100 capsules containing iron to be taken,
one the tirst day. two the second, and one
after each meal beginning with the third.

nothing is stated about this aspect of his
findings. Evidently the press was most

The women were warned to keep the -cap-

careful not to publish anything'that might
interfere with the efforts of the Red Cross

sules from falling into the hands of the
chUdren, because if taken as candy by

and like organizations to collect blood from
women.

- - - . -....<3'~~-'- - -

A Clerg)'Tllan's Exclusive Prerogative?
'W During the MIddle Ages the chief concern of the craftsmen who organized
exclusive guilds was to keep down competition. In some respects modern
cleraymen are of the same mental attitude. For instance, down in Raleigh, North

Carolina, a person h1Dlgry for an understanding of God's Word arranged to have
a Bible study in her home as conducted by one of 'Jehovah's witnesses. Noting
that what she was learnIng was so radically different from what she had been
taught by her "church", she arranged for her clergyman to call on her. When he
came she put many questions to him" which, however, he was unable to answer,
and so when he left her she was more confused than ever. A few hours after he
had gone the phone rang. It was the clergyman calling. "Aren't you a nurse?" he
queried. "Yes," was the reply. ''Well,'' he continued, "do I ever ask you to ·tell
me how to administer a hypodermic?" "No," she assured him. "Then, neither
should you inquire how I run my business!" he retorted, with which he hung up.
The outcome: another witness for Jehovah.

'We Professors Don't Know Anything'
€. For the most part the wise men of thIs world discard the Bible as primitive
folklore for which modern man has no use or need. However, occasionally
there Is a humble and honest man among them who will admit that the wisdom
of God's Word is superior to that of this system of things. (1 Corinthians 1:19-21.
New World Trans.) Such a one, a professor in one of the largest American universi·
ties, who was traveling as a tourist in the White Bay District of Newfoundland,
told a pioneer minister who was preaching the good news of the KIngdom in that
area: "1 know quite a bit about you people and I admire your simple faith in
the Bible. We professors at the university don't know anything-what we belleve
today we discard tomorrow. I wish you the best success in your work. May you
get many people to believe your message." This was said in' the hearipg of many
of·the village folk, who were heard to remarlt: "Well, Jehovah's witnesses are
somebody after all!"

Fragrant Flour
Violet-scented bread might be pleasing to the nostrils, but customers in the
Netherlands showed little appreciation for flowery fragrances. Their complaints
about the bread forced the closing of the mill that had ground the flour. The
scented food was not deliberate, however. Fumes from a nearby cosmetics factory
had produced the difflcu1ty, and 1Dltil the courts could properly settle the matter
the minister of agriculture ordered the cosmetics peol>le to close down. Bread
got priority.

~
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mala they set up their protest machinery

N A nation·wide series of government

raids on private
clubs
Itreme
Jeftist labor unions,
homes,

and ex·
E1 S~lvador
appeared, for the moment at least, to have
won her first round with communism;
ducking a brewing Comm1lllist blow aimed
at its impo~antsocial, educational and
governmental nerve centers, the govern·
ment landed a sudden, surprise blow of
her own last September on the unusually
gullible jaw of oI'g@lzed communism in
EI Salvador. Feinting, as if to carry out
a routine pttrge agafiist certain known,
chronic, lay·grumblers, Lieutenant Colo~
nel Oscar Osorio, the republic's president,
caught the Conummists napping and landed the one, qui~, solia punch, which had
a report like an atom bomb and was heard
all the way to Panama. It snapped five
countries out of a dead sleep, causing neu~
tral observers to wonder wbat might happen next.
Whefl the Communists caught on to
what had happened, their leaders and tw~
thousand suspects were in jail. There was
much
and scurry for a time among
those who knew they were marked or
who had heavy consciences as they headed
for Mexico and Guatemala. The top leaders
made it to Guatemala by seeking asylum
in the various embassies in the capital,
San Salvador. Among friends in Guate-

flunY
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and wasted., no time ~. grinding out a
flood of protests .8I!d threats, against EI
Salvador. There is no doubt that round
two is coming up, and both sides are con·
fident; at least, they are determined. Acting on that determination President Osorio promptly imposed a blanket order for
government siege suspending civil rights
for a period of thirty days, and, at the
end of that time, he renewed the siege
order, which would bring it to an end on
November 26, 1952.
Political noise in Latin America is old
stuff, and in this land of manana most
Salvadorans have developed a chronic
apathy toward anything as mild as a
revolution; armed coups are no more an
oddity to the man on the street than is
the great "Lighthouse of the Pacific", EI
Salvador's volcano lzalco, which amid deep
wheezing roars spews tire and incandes~
cent lava allover its ocean front.
Immediately after the government's
lightninglike action against the leftists,
the alerted newspapers ran spread after
spread of pictures shOWing confiscated
arms and Conununist propaganda report~
edJy lifted from arrested Reds. Page after
page and edition- after edition $hawed hundreds of homemade grenades, tear-gas
bombs, machine guns, rifies, side arms
and machetes framJng an impTessive ar~
ray of Marxist· books, portraits of Stalin
and mimeograped, copies of tracts and onesheet newspapers that had been clandestinely distributed throughout the repuolic openly advocating the great "change",
which allegedly had to come.

The Newspapers
Of course, EI Salvador's newspapers are
not by any means stupid on the point of
what is good for them, and as a result
of looking to their own welfare, they ran
a dazzling array of one.sided information.
13

John Public W08 not "" silent on the other
side of the matter, however; and many
people openly suggested that the government's action was a fraud to furnish a
legal excuse to curtail the civil rights.
But as events progressed the cry of "Fake!"
ran out of gas, and John Public began
to sober up. It all began to take on an
aspect of the real thing.
An early casualty was the newspaper
O~ni6n EstudiantilJ which claimed. to be
the voice of the university students, but
actually it had been controlled by a radical
minority and had long since ceased to
voice the whole student mind. The paper
had really become a tool of CommWlist
intelligence. Inl its later editions just before the sudden end Opini6n Estudiantil
was grinding out communistic and antiU. S. A. ideas in their purest fonn. Its
editorials ceased to voice a licit opinion,
and in the crudest manner, without respect pr regard for public intelligence, it
continually filled the streets with its time-

worn, raucous cry, "Injustice," "Dictatorship," etc. The paper for years had been
the thorn in the side of every govenunent
in power, and in the case of the Osorio
regime it ran its luck into the ground and

became the fly in the government soup.
In the few hours following the first of the
government action as federal investiga~
tions shifted into high gear Opini6n E8~
ttuliantil was one of the first to bite the
dust; and the government quite W1der~
standably delivered the coup de gr{j,ce with
unusually good pleasure.
Catholic Church Views the Fray
The Catholic Church, ever one to cry
"Wolfl" and never one to plug for the
underdog, held her comment until the
dust had settled enough for her to see
"bow went the battle". Then with all her
plump dignity she joined the cry "WoJf!"
But the wolf~r bear in this case-was
14

already aafely laid low, and her
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letter Issued by the archbishop seemed
trite, since everything was under control
with the danger eliminated. However, the
monsenor had bigger game afoot: he saw
the chance of a lifetime to give the Prot~
estants in EI Salvador a real "Dutch rub".
He spoke out against communism, yes; but
not being a man for details the monseftcr
scattered his shot and lmnped everything
in with communism that was non~Catholic,
especially naming the Masons and all
Protestant religious workers.
This he hoped would cause the poor
people in the pueblo8 to expel Protestant
missionary efforts in the small towns. The
people have become decidedly cooler to~
ward strangers as a result of this, but
some missionaries are finding that kind
treatment and friendly dea).ings with the
people are having the desired effects, and
the people are becoming more reachable
in spite of the church's unfair proclama~
tion. One of the non~CathoJlc groups came
up with their own answer to the charge
of communiSm, and they had their num~
bers busily distributing a handy Bible
tract printed in two colors setting forth
their true position on communism.
Progress in El Salvador
To date President Osorio's government
is far ahead of anything seen yet in EI
Salvador for improving the country. He
has had to weather the usual charges
common to all governments. Taxes have
soared, and priCes on foodstllffs apd rent
have likewise gone up as a good supply of
coffee-earned dollars have come into the
country. Operating on the balanced budget
system, EI Salvador has turned out a larg~
er budget W1der Osorio than any other
president dared to dream of before, and
certainly bigger than ever seen before
in the repUblic. Prosperity is the trend,
and tall buildings are mushrooming.
AWAKEI

New roads, city pavement projects and
sewage systems for the smaller pueblos
have come into reality under the present
regime. Freedoms for the people have been
more highly respected than they have been
for a long time in EI Salvador's history.
The government now has a huge hydroelectric project under wayan the Rio Lempa, which will furnish power for the heavy
industry so badly needed in the country.
This project is expected to require another
year for completion; it has already been
under construction for two years, and this
tremendous outlay of cement and steel
will be the largest of its kind in Central
America. Untold benefits are expected of
it, and already the government has approved the importation 0'1' shoe-making
machinery. Also, plans have been drawn
up to set up a powdered milk factory
and a fish cannery. Already private enterprise with government approval has built
an enonnous cement factory on the water
front at Acajutla, where their production is aimed at 25,000 pounds per day.
Housi:ng projects in the five largest cities
of the republic are gradually ridding the
cities of the mes6n; the meson is a social
blight, and it is the worst black eye the
country of EI Salvador could have. The
mes6n is an open court of cement where
sometimes twenty to fifty families live in
one small room each/ all using one smelly,
open toilet. The present government is
the first in EI Salvador's history to do
more than just talk about the problem,
and even though much is yet to be done,
progress is still progress.

A New Flag Is Born
Progress can by no means be limited to
El Salvador; all over the Central American isthmus there is a marked trend toward progress in all fonns. The Latins
seem to have caught on to the tempo of
the times, and even have come up with
FEBRUARY 8, 1953

the first promisingly progressive solution
to datE! for her age-old problem of Central
American unity. Just a year ago diplomatic delegates from the five Central
American countries met in San Salvador
to put together the necessary steps toward
forming the long-dreamed-of Central
American union.
After an unusually cordial series of discussions the smiling diplomats released a
new flag and a new name. The new flag
was born in the secluded blue room of the
National Palace in San Salvador, and,
sporting proudly the old Central American
coat of arms within a white circle on a
blue field, it represented what they were
to call the San Salvador Charter or Organizaci6n de 108 Estado8 CentroamericaMS. The new OEC had many immediate
benefits, and among the important questions discussed on the spot was the matter
of fair distribution of newsprint and the
possibility of buying up a large quantity
to be distributed throughout Central
America impartially.
This meeting meant a very important
milestone toward the "something real"
long hoped for in regard to all the talk
about a Central American union, which
had been revived on anp off for the past
three decades. This would bring free trade
among the five republics, and, of course,
there would be other countless blessings,
such as a news exchange system by establishing foreign news offices in each republic. Also provision was made for a gathering of the five ministers of exterior relations, a quick settlement board where dis-·
putes could be ironed out without gunfire
or regrettable diplomatic breaks. Such a
union of states would mean 'all exchange
of students and teachers in order to take
mutual advantage of the educational systems of the isthmus collectively instead of
each country depending upon its own system. And with the OEC in full operation
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it would make 'POssible free trd.ve1 among
the five countries without the need for
passports and visas. But mpst important
of all is the p~ition of establishing a
single monetary unit for all five countries.
Anyone even remotely interested in Cen·
tral America can fully appreciate at a
glance the deep·rooted blessing that would
come to the people of Central America
should the DEC be set up satisfactorily.
There are, however, many serious barriers
to be overcome, and the diplomats will
have to find the answers before any fur·
ther progress can be made toward getting
their ,plans off paper and into the realm
of reality.
While this article "is written under
government siege, still the streets are
lilled with people. Daily, long files of flag·
wavin~ .school children march through the
cities' parks and plazas keeping in step to
the rhythm of drums and bugles, There

Is the general atmosphere of ''business
as usual", but still everyone has that faint,
unmistakable, dark·gray shadow far back
in his eyes, which shows throught when
the light is just right or when a series of
rockets explodes suddenly in the distance.
Fanfare cannot hide the telltale uneasiness
of a worried people of worried leaders.
,
There is little comfort for John Public,
and that centuries-old longing for a right.
eous rule still haunts the peoples of the
world regardless of their language or their
color, and so maybe finally as the pressure
and peril that come with our times bring
added discontent and fear for the future,
also will come added hope and confidence
in the one and, only ruler capable of soon
bringing unity, peace and happiness to
the beleaguered peoples of all nations.
Of him Isaiah says: "With righteousness
shall he judge the poor, and decide with
equity for the meek of the earth."

CURRENT RELIGION
<Pm) to St. EmydiWi

if YOK Don't Like Quakes
'i;' Under that heading the official Catholic
newspaper of the archdiocese of Los Angeles
had this interesting information for Its quake·
stricken readers: "Those seeking protection
against earthquakes have a patron Saint.
He is St. Emydlus, sometimes spelled Emyg·
dius, and Itomorrow, August 9, is his Feast
Day. Back in 1857 possibly one of the big.
gest earthquakes in Ca1ifornia~there were
no recording instruments at that tlme~
staggered this area on January 9th. Bishop
Thaddeus Amat, C. M., then head of the
Diocese of Monterey and Los Angeles, petitioned Rome to have St, Emydius named as
a minor principal patron Saint of this Dio·
cese and as a protector against quakes. Little
is known about St. Emydius. He is pictured in
religious art as holding up the wall of a
church which Is about to collapse following
an earthquake. He was made Bishop of An·
cona in the third century and was martyred
with three companions under Diocletian_"
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1:1 So, without his approval, or without even
l being asked, a little-known man, long dead,
\ is relied upon to save trembling houses be·
~ cause in a painting he is shown holding up
) a wall It seems somewhat strange, does
,
it not, and particularly in vIew of Christ's
: instruction, that he was the intercessor for
~
proper prayers, not some wall·holder to come
, later?-John 14:14.
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Paris Churchgoers (and the f)pposire)
~ A religious survey conducted by Paris

priests, and reported In September, showed
how llttle Paris' Catholic popUlation thinks of
its church. Among 62,000 CathOlics questioned,
only 17 or 18 per cent appeared as churchgoers, and that is a poor showing for the
drawing power of the "universal church"
among its own people, whom it claims com·
prise 95 per cent of Parts' population, If this
cross' section Is reliable, tHen 82 or 83 per
cent of Parts' Catholic population Is Catholic
in name only.
AWAKEI

1~~

The versatile robot may sound
drudgery'. death knell

T

HE three basiC requirements fui'
man's contentment have not
come without varying df'gN'f'~ of irksome drudgelY. To provide and prepare sustenance, to afford and maintain shp]h>r, Rml to make and repair
clothing has all entailed a long grind
of drudging "[forts. The first industrial revolution, replacing the hwnan hand
(and uack) with poweroOperated machines, brought a great measure of relief
from this back-breaking toil, but drudgery's grim head cropped up in the fann of
mental tedium fpl' the assembly-lille worker; even some physical toll survived. The
second industrial revolution now getting
under way may see tireless alltnmfltons or
robots releasing us from drudging toil
faster than we dreamed possible. Automatic machinery mpan.,> r1nlfigrry's doom
is near.
Thinking in terms of automatic machinery can, without much effort. be am·
pllfied Into thoughts of high~sl significance: the automatic factory. A factory
that -runs itSf'lf! 'T'hil< can be the means to
emancipate wOl'k~{"s, farmers. housewives,
and just everyone from stultifying, monot·
onom: toil. Perhaps many have never
thuught of automatic factories in such significant terms, but the definition of this
newest production science, "automation,"
reveals its potential value to man. It is defined as I'the art of automatically handling
a product to and from a machine or assembly operation without physical effort".
The formulation of automatic control prinCiples is a very recent achievement.
Unquestionably, robot-run factories can
produce more and better goods at lowf'r
FEBRUARY S, 19:;3

prices; hence, the treml today is for what
engineers call "complete automatic control". Howpypr, even the term "complete
automation" is a J'elative onc. The socalled push-button factory is, of cou~P,
not f'Ompletely automatic. People still
htl ve to push the buttons. Although the
fully automatic factory is not Yf't with us.
many impressive examples and predictions
demonstrate its imminence, nnd that it is
not quite as fantastic as it ~Ilnds.

"Not a Pipe Dream"
Regarding automation, Science Digest
m~gazine in 1949 affinned: "This is not a
pipe dream." Buttressing that confident
statement are the words of Dr. J. W. McRay. vice-president of Bell Telephone Laboratories, who recently declared that there
is a "real basis" for pl'f'dicting automated
machinery. They open up the "prospect
of relief from human mental drudgery
just as the application of power in the
industrial revolution gave relief from physical drudgery". This happy time can readily be envisaged; already there are in existence robots with eyes more accurate in
many reSIXcts than the human eye (ra·
dar), robots whose noses (gas detectors)
smell more Wlcannily than the human
nose, robots whose hearing (microphonic)is more sensitive than the human ear, 1'0-
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bots wb""" ...,.. of bl\lCh (e1ectrlc micrometer) -is many times more acCUl'ate
for certain purposes than the human
touch, robOts whose fingers
vastly
more unerring and untiring than man's,

are

and robots that can calculate more quickly
than a human brain.
Robots ate marvelously versatile already,
On the fann he can candle eggs, open doors
for cows, milk them, count sheep..-and
do that last chore without its putting him
to sleep! RObots are efficient too. Just let
a sllp:Pery toothpaste tube with a leak ever
so tiny try to sneak past. a robot's piercing
eye, and it will be caught red-handed
every time! Robots are wizards at matching up false teeth., .Robots can wl1iz
through rue cards at a rate that makes
them lOOk like a blur to the human eye.
Red tomatoes can zip past a robot at a
speed that.would make you dizzy; ,yet the
reliable robot will throw out every single
one that is discolored. Let a pill b6ttle
flit past the fingers of a spry robot and
it will be, filled with 100 pills exactly,
whereas yOU might slip in 101 and, after
eight hours, need a pill yourself!
Robotized factories virtually exist in
many industries today: the chemical, tbe
bottling, the petroleum; and the atomic
industry is .almost completely automated!
As is to be expected automation
is easier
,
with some products than with others. Oil
and gasoline are easy; they can be moved
through the various processing steps by
means of pipelines. The whole chain of operations can be controlled fairly easily by
instruments with little help from human
operators. Oil refineries thus have been
able to come closer to complete automation than other types of factories. The McMurrey Refining Company's plant near
Tyler, Texas, is an outstanding example.
;Here is its description as given by Scientific American magazine (September
1952): "It is a bewildering kind of factory,
18

with metallic towers rising 20 stories )llgJt,

hundreds of mUes of pipe. and only an occasional modest building. A few lonely
men wander about the spectral monster
doing supervisory or maintenance tasks
here and there. The plant is almost
nOiseless, all but devoid of visible moving
parts. Despite its apparent inertness, however, the plant is throbbing with internal
heat and motion."
Products made up of individual unIts
such as automobiles present a different
problem. Automobiles cannot be poured
together; every bolt belongs in a specific
place, facing in a specific direction. Automatic control of such prOducts requires
specialized handling devices, complex Conveyor systems; conveyors that are mare
than just straight carrying devices: they
must be able to tum parts so they can
enter a machine lengthwise or broadside.
Some of Ford's plants have been altnost
completely robotized. Individual machines
are hooked together electrically. Parts are
unloaded from one machine, carried to
the next, and fed into it, all automatically.
According to Business Week magaZin~,
Ford',s production line producing cylinder
blocks at their Cleveland plant doubles
the output of any other in the industry
today. Not that Ford's machine'tools were
any better than anyone else's, but automation made the difference. Why? Because an automatic setup can feed and unload the machines twice as fast as a manual operation.

Relax.-Let the Robot Do It!
With automatic control of machinery
arranged in proper sequence- it is conceivable that factOries 'will process, assemble
and' finish any article of manufacture.
Raw materials wil1 be fed into one side
of the automatic factory by conveyor and
move through a series of machines, and
fully assembled and inspected radios, reAWAKRJ

frigerators, Iountain pens, books (bound. bored bwnan workers. Just think what a
and boxed), etc., will spew continuously bristling array of robots can do in an auto ..
from the other side, night and day. Ironl- mafic factory; benefict?nt robots~ willing
CallY7 devices to remove humdrum drudg- and able -to work wIthout rest, without
ery win be produced drud.gelessly~ Im- oomplaint.~, able to produce Incessantl)',
agine cooking drudgery vanishing with able to produce efficiently. They can do
gadgets to sizzle a 'steak medium-wen in monotonous repetitious chores 1ike scrubten seconds, well done In fifteen; household bing floors. sorting beans, working on an
t

drudgery vanishing with electronic dust
collectors that \vill suck in 99 per cent
of all dust In the whole hOlJ.Se; fCU"lll drudgery vanishing with nimble robots sowing.
weeding and harvp.sting.
On Octnber 12~ UJ52. the director of the
Soulh(;,l"n Association of &ipnce and Industry. H. "'1. Conway, d~clalw: {4It is not
uncommon to find new multimillion dollar
planls bl~ilJg operatpd by only a handful of men." With robots running autoula tic factories ord~ring row materials. inspecting
th~m, routing tlwm through the plant, I
blowing the faclury WhlStlt>, and paying
the help (if a.ny" what will be the status
of the factory worker? lIe wBI hnve n
fascinaling and responsible job, for f'vpn
in the most robotized plants there will be
human ~upervisors. But tedious adjustmenb on Iuach ines will be {Jl iminated. A
robot machine can sense when anyUling is
starting to go -wrong in its operation and,
all by itse1f1 make- thl? n~ssary adjustments to avoid an accidental ort'akdown;
and if it cannot mnke the adjustment it..
self, buzzers win buzz and red lights Hash
so that its human creator can rpmedy the
diffieul ty.
The wired-up metallic robot
has solmded
!
the death knell for drudgery. Apprehen~
sion exists in some circles, though, that
the growth of auwrnation will deprive us
J
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of all that gives zest and value to our
lives. Thi~ appears to be baseless. Quite
the contrary! Autonlation can injeet more
zest to man's life by liberating him from
routine tasks of mere
sLU·vival. Energetk
,"

robots can take over jobs that have long
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assemuly Hne, etc. The engineerjs' dream ,
complete automation, has not beP.n reached.
yet~ but its imminence portends the day
when dludge-ry will be as extinct as the
dodo bird.
H unlan Rrauu Obsolete?
"rlth robot brains virtll~ Uy running the
automatic factory, there arise inevitably
someo $64 qUf'stions: Will the human

braints thinking pow~r hPgin to wane? Is
there any d3.nJ,:';er that the "smartnp~~"
of thp r()hot hrain win give man a permanent inferiority pompJp-x? Could

El. robot~s

brnin ever run amuck r or eveon premedi.
tAtF-.R fiendish Fronkcnstelnlike rebe1l1on?
Electronic brains are nut true hrains.
For that. reason robots can have no creative or urlginal thol1ght~. A robot has no
imagination. It cannot change its mind. It
is just an extension of man·s faculties, a
puppet that Blust fonow its master's every
whim and wish; hence, they can only do
what man has designed and instructed
th4;!IIl to do. Man ran remain in full CODtrol. Just ~au.se a robot. takes over Q
humdrum job and does it Witll alacrity
does not mean its crcatorJs mind shou1d
become impoverish ed in quality. No~ automatons wIll just eliminate routine, Slimple
me-ntal duties \vhich irk and bore human
workers. In short, they \\'i11 wipe out mental drudgery, allowing mants mind the
upportwlity for expansion, to extensions
of other hwnan capabilities by [llOre profound creative thinking.

While one ot those robot brains that
you are worried about is fiddling "around
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with some problem requiring no more than
a few million multlpHcations and keeping
itself busy in routine chores, you can
enjoy a more zestful life: at home with
the famjJy tots or finding out what the
sphinx really looks like and what Tibetans
have for tea. Be satisfied, then, with the
organ yO'Q haw in your own cranium. Do
not be like the ntan who got green around
the gills with envy and challenged an overgrown boiler full of tubes and wires to a
chPAs duel. Unfortunately, the robot declined the challenge on the lame excuse
that it was overburdened with war work.

The Robot's Real Future
The automatic factory then has unboUnded possibilities for good-if all the
robots are not overburdened with war'
work! It is hardly conceivable at this time
when there are wars and rumors of wars
that automated factories will be used completely for the production of drudgeryremoval devices. More likely the more robust robots in the factory will be drafted.

for front-line duty or to produce shells,
bombs and bullets. While corrupt and selfish men today may not turn the robot
over for the complete bettennent of man's
life, the possibility for drudgery's death is
there! Unimagined possibilities of automation'are embraced by the penetrating statement of Sociologist Lewis Munford, who
envisions: HMen will be back once more
in an Eden1ike state. The ritual of leisure
will replace the ritual of work. Work itself
will become a kind of game."
Yes, work will become a kind of game
in ·the new world now so near! Jehovah's
kingdom by ChrIst will make the earth an
Edenic paradise. Was it not Jesus himself
who promised the evildoer: "Truly I tell
you today, You will I::le with me in Paradise"? (Luke 23:43, New World Trans.)
Of a certainty, there will be no place for
drudgery in a paradise! Concerning Noah,
who long ago foreshadowed Christ, it is
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written prophetically: '''Ibis same shaH
comfort: us concerning our work and toil
of our hands." (Genesis 5:29) The "toU"
mentioned here comes from a Hebrew
word that in addition to labor calTies the
thought of pain or sorrow; hence, by extension, drudgery. Christ Jesus, by crushing grievous drudgery, will comfort all
who live in the new world.
Every vestige of mental drudgery vanishes under Christ's kingdom rule long ago
pictured by the peaceful reign of King
Solomon. A preview of that exhilarating
time is contained at 1 Kings 4:20 (Am.
Stan. Ver.), which speaks prophetically of
the happy subjects of the King of the new
world: "Judah and Israel were many as
the sand which is by the sea in multitude.
eating and drinking and making merry."
What exuberance and gladness of heart
are here signified by the tenn "merry"!
And what triumphant joy will be reflected
from the smiling faces· of the subjects of
"The Everlasting Father", Christ Jesus,
as they live without drudgery and with
an eternity of time to enjoy it!
Man is not a robot. Christ the King
will certainly allow him to use his mind,
his imagination; in the transfonning of
this earth into an undreamed-of paradise
and in the facilitation of that work also.
Then who is there to say that automation
principles will not be used in that new
world? With a perfect mind, automation
intricacies will offer man no problem. In
a noncommercial world it can be used for
the benefit of all, and all the time, for
man (and robots) willieam war no more.
What limit is there to the robot's possibili·
ties, then? None, the only liIp.tt being
man's inventive ingenuity. Thus far that
seems limitless! Not to man. though, will
go the glory for ushering in a drudgeryfree world. But rather to Him who endowed man with wisdom, yes, to Jehovah.
the "God of all comfort".
A WAKE!

ERHAPS more "fish" storif'!'i have been
told about the porpoise than of almost
any other fish. Only, in Il. strict sense of
the term, a porpoise is not a fish but a
mammal. Tn.ic, it looki:> like a fish, JiW'~
only in watf'r like II fish, cats like une,
swims like one and f'Vf'n smells like one.
Nevertheless, It Is not a fish but a waterdwelling mnmmnl. The porpoise bl-lullg~
to the family of ~!llall-toothcd whales
found along the AtlanLic and P(lC'ifk ('oasts
of North America. Even though it eats,
drink·.;, ~'lt'l..'Jl<;, ron(,f'iv('s, bears its young
under water and nurs",,> them on milk thnt
L'I not too csscntinlly different from <"'Ow's
milk, yet it ran stay under water unly
a llttle longer limn a man. As a role, the
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porpoise comes up for a bn·ath of air
every ten to seventy seconds, even during
sleep.
Nalure Cashioni'd this "practical joker"
of the seas with a kl;'l;'11 sense of humor
and a built-in smile. For thousands of
years he has heen 8. friend of man. In fact,
so popular has he bf'f"n that "landlubbers
have borrowed his proper name fur princes, provinces, books, boats, thf' Hower delphinium, thf' Greek god named Apollo Delphinios and the Delphian orac1!'''. Their
popularily has not waned- Over a half
million tourists yearly tramp down to
MarineJand, Florida, to watch these aquatic show-ofl's. They are promised a good
show, because porpoises aTe hom comedians and their favorite pastime is to tease
and play.
FEBRUARY 8, 195.1

Playful and P(lwerful
For example: A pelican will setlle down
on the artificial pond ill Marineland, which
is actually a porpoise pa.radise. Imm~atE'
Iy the poor pelican Uet.'OUlE'S a target for
some pvrpoh.e.t('asing. A porpoise will
swim hPnf'ath the bird and givE' It the
surprise of Its life. With a not-tao-gentle
flip or tlw tip of its tail the porpoise will
toss the pelicnn high ill the flir. The'stnrtled. pvlh.:an willlf't out 8. frightening y ...lpl·
If it dare settle down on the pond again
the porpoise will l1"'pf'at the performance
until the pelican leaves in f'xasperntion.
U;;-ually the- mifK'hieVDus porpoisl;' win poke
its head out or thf' water and with its silly
buUt-in grin· have thl;' apJ?€'arance of being
elated over its mischief-making.
These playful puppies of the
sea love to play WiUl man too.
Take a stick, toss it away,
and a dog will bring it back
to you. So will a JXll-poi~,
only the porp()Jse will do
the dog one better. Instead of bringing it
back, the porpoise
will throw it back
to you. In the
Marineland tank

F
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a scooter..size tire inner' tube was tllrown bite hinl. In fact, it is unusually c8reful
into the water. A porpOise jumped for it
and caught it with ito beak and tossed

it back to its rightful owner. Once a notso-fresh mullet (a' porpoise tidbit) was
thrown to a porpoise from the feeding
dock. The porpoise caught it all right, but
threw it right back, hitting a woman guest
in the face with it.
This seagoing torpedo is not only playful but powerful. When full grown they
are from six to twelve teet in length and
weigh from two to four hundred pOWlds.
And were it not for Weir pleasant and
loving dispositions they would indeed
prove difficult to handle. With their beaklike snouts they are capable of' seizing
a 300-pound turtle and standing it right
on edge. When the turtle would right itself,
the porpoise, apparently with little or no
'effort, would give the t1.lrt)e another flip.
This sort of flipping continues until the
turtle develops an expression of quiet desperation.
Battles between tiger sharks and porpoises have been the center of much controversy. Cases have been reported where
groups of porpoises would battle against
various young tiger sharks, ramming their
tender gills with a rugged snout and slamming them with their tails until the sharks
were done for. Fishermen tell of instances
where porpoises displayed teamwork in the
hunt. Two would herd the shark into position. The third would hit the shark squarely behind the gills with a single deadly
blow, which was all that was needed. On
other occasions, the porpoises would take
turns "torpedoing" the shark, now and
then knocking its long, several-hundredpound body clear out of the water. Crocodiles are known to hide when porpoises
swim up rivers. Despite this display of
power, there is no record that a porpoise.
has ever attacked a man or even tried to
22

not to hurt man when l'IeCeiving food from
him. It will measure its jumps and control
the power behind the jabs of its beak.
Born, Not Hatched
A porpoise is born like a baby, and not
hatched from an egg as most fishes, The

calf at birth measures from thirty to
thirty-five inches, and is suckled by its
mother for about twelve months before
it learns to eat fish. The newborn b!lbies,
however, are capable of swimming right
along with their mothers at top speed.
Some authorities say that the very young
calf swims just a little ahead of its mother
and that it is pushed to the surface each
time she rises to breathe. A baby porpoise
died in the Marineland tank one night,
and the {allowing morning the mother was
found supporting its body at the surface.
While porpoises are not noted for the
defense of their young, cow porpoises do
keep their calves close to them just in case
a male shark might have an appetite for
some young porpoise steak. Often the Il1other will receive the aid of a female friend
and they will sandwich the youngster between them, shielding it from Irttacks of
their natural predatory enemies. Many
fishermen who hFlve shot or harpooned
young porpoises say they will not do it
again, because "they cry like a human
when they are dying". There is no reason
to murder the porpoise. They have no commercial value other than the attraction
for tourists. Then they are valuable only
while alive and not dead.

Sensitive Senses
The way a porpoise loves to be petted,
caressed and have its belly scratched shows
it to be very human. Even though it
spends most of its life under water holding
its breath. experiments have confirmed
that it is a simple matter to drown a porAWAKE!

poise, if anything, much easier than to
drown a man. Biologists state that the
moment it sucks in water through its
blowhole, and it will if it cannot get air,
a nervous reaction paralyzes its respiratory
system and the mammal fails to breathe
again. The longest it can stay under water
without coming up for air is about seven
minutes.
Some "rockingchair" zoologists contend
that the porpoise's eye is so constructed
that it can see but little in water and nothing above it. The truth is that the porpoise
has e,yce1Jent visjon above and below water.
Authorities state that it depends on its
vision for catching its favorite dish, the
mullet. Its fishing habits are rather unique.
In swift torpedo fashion the porpoise will
shoot below a school of mullets and with
its tail toss one out of the water high in
the air and be there to catch it with its
toothy jaws when it comes down.
However, there is every indication that
porpoises depend more on their keen sense
of hearing than they do on their eyesight,
especially when swimming in muddy water
and in schools where perfect military formation is required. Science News Letter
for September 20, 1952, stated: "Whales
and porpoises may have used sonar, location of objects by submarine sound echoes,
long before it was developed by man for
war use. Drs. W. N. Kellogg and Robert
Kohler of the Florida State University's
Oceanographic Institute, Tallahassee, report in Science (Sept. 5) that they have
tested the hearing of porpoises, and find

that the animals can hear sounds approximately 30,000 cycles per second beyond
the range of human ears. They may also
produce ultrasonic vibrations that allow
them to navigate at night and in murky
waters, as they are known to do, by bouncing ultrasonic echoes off obstructions.
In 1947 the porpoise was rated with a
high "L Q." by scientists. Regarding this
FEBRUARY 8, 1953

"intelligence test" John W. Dillin, director,
Public Relations, Marine Studios, stated
that at the conclusion of Drs. McBride's
and Hebb's study "they pointed out that
the porpoise, so far as certain aspects of
his behavior are concerned, appears to
fall somewhere in the range of development between the dog and the chimpanzee
-in other words, at a rather high level."

Lifesaver
Perhaps wherever there is talk concerning porpoises there will always be someone
8roWld to repeat or deny stories of how
they have saved men from drowning by
nudging them onto shore. Stories concerning this "Saint Bernard dog of the sea"
Can be found in a dozen variations in
classic Greek literature. In the November,
1949, issue of Natural History magazine
Dr. J. Kenneth Doutt, of the Carnegie
Museum of Pittsburgh, told of how a
woman was caught in an undertow while
swimming, when suddenly she was given
a tremendous boost and landed safely
On the beach. A witness infonned her that
a porpoise had shOVed her ashore. Greer
Williams wrote of another incident which
happened in 1943. Mr. Williams stated
that it was impossible to run down most
of these porpoise-to-the-rescue episodes.
According to Mr. Williams, "one authority
said he fOWld it difficult, nevertheless, to
believe that a porpoise would act to the
human advantage except by pure accident.
Emphasizing that kindness toward strangers is a fairly recent development even
in human evolution, this man places altruism well beyond the porpoise's remarkable intellectual development."--&lturday
Evening Post~ October 7,1950.
Who can deny the porpoise has a keen
sense of humor? Perhaps the fish of the
sea do not share mankind's enthusiasm
for porpoises, but we think him to be remarkable indeed!
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the movie lndustry unq\i!St1onably holds ~
most dellirable locations, and the smaller theaters, where great plays are produced have
been pushed ott Broadway.
CI. The world's great dramas. operas, musicals
and comedIes are presented in less than 40
major playhouses. Since the first pictures were
projected on 8, New York theater screen in
1896 the city's movie houses have grown to
a total of more than 600. The largest ones
on Times Square frequently do a double duty
by presenting outstanding variety shows on
stage, in addition to the regular movie,
E. There are many free shows in New York.
Tickets to radio broadcasts are often available
from the sponsor or at the office of the broad·
casting company. Some of these are put on in
converted theaters, others from RadIo City,
or in special studios elsewhere. Free concerts
are given throughout the summer in major
parks, and recreation of aU types is available.
t!. Only a major event will impress this city
that is accustomed to three hundred and fifty
thousand people passing one corner (34th
Street and Broadway) daily, But the city was
impressed before, and will be again. The Ohristian Oentury described Jehovah's witnesses'
convention In 1950 as "one Protestant gathering which may make even that blase metropoliS sit up and take notice". The Times quoted
a health inspector: "I'm fascinated, I've never
seen anything run as smoothly as this before."
The Post said: "Most New Yotkers who have
not visited the stadium during the convention
saw many delegates anyway, since numbers
of the latter stationed themselves at crowded
points throughout the city to pass out literature, usually The Watch~ower."
E. Paul, the apostle, said of himself and the
other apostles: "We have become a theatrical
spectacle to the world, both to angels and to
men." (1 Corinthians 4:9, New World Trans.)
The forthcoming assembly of Jehovah's witnesses at Yankee Stadium, -July 19-26, willHite·
wise be such a spectacle. Religious leaders will
wond,er how it Is possible. The angels will be
observing God's servants, Jehovah's witnesses
will rejoice over many blessings and much
added knowledge. The impression on New York
will not be made primarily by numbers, but by
the zeal, faithfulness and detennination to
press forward in service to God that are shown
by Jehovah's witnesses. It will Impress all who
observe it. By all means be there and join with
them In praiSing Jehovah's name.
y

HO bas not heard of Times Square, the
home of the "Great White Way", the
theatrical center of America that stretches
north from the intersection of 42nd Street and

W

Broadway

In

Manhattan?

Broadway-the
magic word that symbolizes the theater in

the United States; the world's most ama2ing

collection 'of monstrous electric signs compet·
ing for the eye.attention of ever-passing multitudes,

'

4I., By day Times Square has a certain drabness in its clutter of skyscrapers, orangejuice stands, souvenir shops and movie marquees. But dusk covers the drabness. Then
the lights come on, and TImes Square becomes
a swirl of people, buses and taxis; a place
where animated electric signs less than five
stories tall are dwarfed by their oversized
neighbors. Times ,square represen,ts the extremlt in contrasts. Within just a few blocks
can be found the Metropolitan Opera and
trained flea circuses; great plays and cheap
movies; flne restaurants and hot-dog hawkers.
cr. Times Square, amazingly enough, is not
square. Broadway, the rebel against Manhattan's well-laId-out street plan, meanders diag·
onally across several avenues, and whenever
it crosses one the triangle that is fonned is
somehow called a "square". Times Square is
named for the New York TimBS buIlding, which
occupies the small triangle between Broadway,
Seventh Avenue and 42nd Street_
t!. It has not always been the focal point of
America's theater. The flrst plays, beginning
December 6, 1732, were 'Idowntown" (which
in New York means south). The first profes'
sional theater was built in 1750, and fashion
gradually moved northward past '14th and 34th
Streets to Times Square at 42nd. The square's
carnival atmosphere' dates from the depres·
sion when side shows, penny arcades, contract bridge games and chess tournaments
took over vacated buildin&s. Now, however,

AWAKEI'

What Must We Do to Get Saved? but also in that he is the only One that
T WAS a bleak and chilly Saturday

I afternoon, late in autumn. Standing on

the streets in the business section of
Brooklyn, New York, were Jehovah's witnesses, offering the Watchtower and
Awake! magazines to passers-by. A stranger, of earnest and detennined mien, approached one of them and asked, "Brother,
are you saved?" The witness endeavored
to explain but was cUt short with, "Are
you saved? Yes or no!" Why did the witness endeavor to explain instead of answering, Yes?
While we do not find the question "Are
you sav~?" in the Bible, we do find a
converse form of it, namely. "What must
I dp to be saved?" That was the qu~tion
that a grateful jailer, some nineteen cen-

turies ago, put to two of his wards, the
Christian missionaries Paul and Silas.
(Acts 16:16-30) The answer to that question will keenly interest all lovers of righteousness; for all such desire to be saved
from the fm~rfection and sin they find'
in themselves; from disease, suffering and
death; from corrupt politics. oppressive
big business and from hypocritical and
false religion. And to be saved from the
domination of the wicked personage in
back of all that, Satan the Devil. (2 Corinthians 4: 4) Knowing what we must do to
be saved we shall be able to properly
answer the question, "Are you saved 1"
Who can tell us what we must do to
get saved? Jehovah God, of course,
through his Word. the Bible. He has the
answer, not only in that he has the true
and reliable information upon the question,
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can supply the~means to solve the sixthousand-year-old problem of rescuing
mankind from all the things that afflict us.
Right after Adam and Eve disobeyed,
God gave a promise that foretold the
triumph of righteousness and the salvation of his deserving human creatures.
(Genesis 3:15) And while he provided
for that salvation out of love, he did it
even more so to demonstrate his supremacy, to show that his purposes can never
fail. (Isaiah 55:11; Psalm 106:8; John
3:16) The events occurring in fulfillment
of Bible prophecy indicate that the realization of that Edenic promise is near at
hand.-Matthew 6:10; 24:3~51; Romans
16:20; 2 Peter 3:1-13.
And what does God's Word tell us we
must do to be saved? Missionaries that
Christendom sends to "pagan" lands tell
,their converts what Paul and Silas told
the jailer, 'Believe on the Lord Jesus and
you will be saved,' implying, however,
that that is all that is required. But is
that all? Not by any means!
Far from indicating that such was all
that was required, the account shows that
Paul and Silas instructed the jailer and
his. hO';1Sehold in God's Word·, that they
belIeved God, were baptized and rejoiced
greatly. (Acts 16:31-34) Jesus is important because we come to God through him,
but the all-important One is God. (John
14:6) He is the fountain of life; to him
belongs salvation; from him every good
gift proceeds, including that of his Son
(Psalms 3:8; 36:9, Am; Stan. Ver.; James
1:17, New World Trans.) That is why we
25

repeatedly read tbat anyone ealJin& upon
the name or Jehovan 'II'iII be saved.-Joel
2:af.'., Am. Stan. Ver.; Acts 2:21; Rotnans
10:13, New World Tra ...
Hearing and accepting the truth regarding Jehovah God and hls SOn ChrIst Jesus
will cause us to sincerely repent of" our
past sinful course, will cause us to do a
turnabout and fonow God's way of righteousness, and will cause us to make' an
open confession of tbat change by being
baptized.-Matthew 28:19,20; Acts 2:3742, New World Trans.
Having taken these steps can we state
that we are saved? Not at aU! Those steps
have only brought us into the way of
salvation. For one thing, to 'call upon
the name of Jehovah' means more than
merely calling upon him for help. It means
to continually confess him with our lips,
as Paul states: "With the mouth one
makes public declaration for salvation."
-'Romans 10:10, New World Trans.
Jesus set the proper example. When
Peter tried to dissuade him from proceeding tn the course God had marked out
for him, Jesus said:. "Get' behind me,
Satan! You are a stwnblingblock to me,
because you think, not God's thoughts,
but those of men." (Matthew 16:23, New
WorlH Trans.) Even the taunt, "If you are
a Son of God, come down off the torture
stake!" did not cause Jesus to turn back.
Though the Son of God, he was saved out
death only because he continued faithful
until the end.,....-Matthew 27:40; Hebrews

of

Jess J>eri8bed. Not the one putting on his
weapons may boast, -'Wt he that has ..,..
dured to the ftnllh Is the one that will be
saved."-l Kings 20:11, An-Amer. Tram.;

Matthew 24:12,13; Luke 9:62; 17:32,
New World Tram.

Among warning examples is that of the
nation of Israel. "About six hundred
thousand men on foot, besides the dependents" and a great crowd of non-Israelites
passed safely through the Red sea. (Exodus
12:37,38, An Amer. Trans.) Yet how many
of them reached the land of Canaan? Of
the adults, only Joshua, Caleb, Eleazar and
possibly some other Levites. (See The
Watchtower, December 15, 1943, page
382.) And' why did so few of them realize
salvation to the land of promise? Because
they indulged in such injurious things as
boisterous revelry, l'dolatry (greed), fornication, murmuring and complaining.
-1 Corinthians 10:1-10, New World Trans.
Pointing out the lesson for us Paul then
states: "Now these things went on befall4
lng t1tem as examples and they were written for a warning to 'Cis upon whom the
accomplished ends of the systems of things
have arrived. [Paul's day and our day]
Consequently, let him that thinks he has
a firm position bew,are that he does not
fall." Clearly Paul shows that we may
not take our salvation for granted; that
we must continue to resist temptation until
the very end.-l Corinthians 10:11,12,
New Wqrld Trans.

So, to be saved, not only must we take
5:7,8, New World Tram.
the first steps of receiving knowledge of
The same is true of us. We are not com4 and exercising faith in God Jehovah and
pleteJy saved now. We must be careful Christ Jesus, dedicating ourselves to God
not to turn back, not even to look back and being baptized in open acknowledgbut we must continue to con.
if we would be saved. "No man that has ment thereof,
•
put his hand to a plow and looks at the fess God with our lips, resist temptation
things .behlnd Is well fitted for the king- and endure faithfully until the end. That
dom' o~ God." Lot's wife was saved from is why, when Jehovah's witnesses are
the destruction that befell Sodom and asked "Are you saved?" they qualify their
Gomorrah, but,looking back, she neverthe- reply, "Thus far, yes!"
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A WAKB/

Japan
T WAS in the year 1927 that the Watch
Tower Society opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan. In 1933 the gqvernment seized
muc:h of the Society's property and tried
to curtail the work. With the beginning
of World War II in 1939 the government
confiscated all the Society's property
and arrest ed the branch manager and

I

others of the headquarters staff. From
1939 to 1945 throughout the isla nds of
Japan and in Korea Jehovah's witnesses

were pursued, apprehende'd and impris~
oned. Many suffer ed martyrdom as a r esult
of brutal treatment in prisons and con~

centration

camp~

When release came in

1945 the one previously directing the work
was no longer able to do so because of
age and mental and physical impairment
due to treatment received while incarcer~
ated.
Help was needed and so negotiations
wer e begun wit h the Allied High Commission to secure m ilitary permits for the
entry into J apan of Watch Tower mission·
aries, and the first one went to J apan at
the end of 1948. Since then, from a start
with. nothing, the work has steadily grown
until now there are a total of 311 active
ministers of Jehovah's witnesses in Japan.
The defeat of the Japanese militarists
in World War II burst 1\1e proud bubble
of the Shinto religion and provided a
marvelous opportunity for carrying the
message of Christianity t o the bewildered
idol·worshiping people. As Jeh ovah's wit·
nesses call from door to door t hey fi nd a
household shrln~ a.t almost evel'Y h ome
with its offering of flowers and food. In
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the streets, by the roadside, on the hills,
in department stores, temples and other
places are to be found shrines of every
kind. The demons are worshiped through
the likenesses of animals, of humans as well
as through variously shaped stones. People
constantly come to these shrines to pray
and to pay. In the homes prayer is usually
accompanied by some sound, either by
. the clapping of hands, cast anet clicking
or by the striking together of two pieces
of hard wood.
The great est obstacle to the work of
Jehovah's witnesses in J apan, h owever, is
not the r eligion but the extremely difficult
Japanese language. There is no alphabet
in Japanese, but about 70 vowel sounds,
and every word ends with a' vowel. Verbs
are divided into classes, each of which is
conjugated in a different manner, and the
same is true even of the adjectives. There
are 29 different ways of counting ; persons
a re counted by one set ' of numeratives,
animals by anothe!', birds by another, objects according to shape ·b y others, etc.
Reading in J apanese furnishes further
problems, as it m ay be written in four
different ways. Ther e are two ways of 'nTiting phonetically, while another uses Chinese characters, each representing an entire word. Also there is a ·more cJassical
form, which is artistically written with a
tude or brush. And since the Bible in Japa·,
nese is written in the very old classical
form, even many Japanese find it difficult
to underst and.
Then in speaking J apanese men use one
style of language, women another. And
there is one form to use when speaking
to superiors, another when addressing in-
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ferIors, a very formal polite form, and
stlll another. not qul'te SO polite, for equals
and for those with whoD'l one is on familiar
terms'. Altoget.h.er it is quite a language!
But through dIligent etrorts the missionaries are mastering it, some of them already giving public lectUres in Japanese.

To the extent that the missionati-es become conversant with the language they
find it easy to start home Bible studies,
for most of the Japanese speak little or
no English. Some missionaries are conducting over thirty Bible classes each
week, the average for the some 50 missionaries being in the twenties. From the

missionaries in Nagoya comes the following interesting report:
"Nagoya is an industrial city of one
million population. When we missionaries
arrived there in October 1950 the're was
no one who was interested in the work
of Jehovah's witnesses. So we began our
house.-to-house work with the few Japa-

nese words and sentences that \ve had
learned. In Japan, instead of knocking at
each door one just opens the outside sliding door and steps into the lobby. Then
you call out your greeting ~ko-ni-chi-wa'
('good day'). Usually the lady of the house

responds from the inside with a 'hai'
('yes') and hUlTiedly comes to the entrance, stoops down on her knees and graciously bows to you. Often she will bring a
cushion and aSk you to sit down, and then
you can explain the purpose of your visit
and present the Bible literature. Most of
the Japanese people are very polite.
"Mter only a month and a half of ac,tivity we arranged for our first public
meeting in the missionary home, which
is a typically Japanese house. To our
amazement the meeting was attended by
112 persons! It was an impressive sight
to look in on the audience and see all of
those folks sitting on the floor in traditional Japanese style.
28

"In Japanese homes the floors are covered with tatami (straw mats) and it is

necessary for one to remove his shoes when
he entefS. Because of sitting on the floor
just he.le and there and everywher~ it is
difficult to obtain an accurate attendance
record. W~ have solved this problem by
simply going out to the lobby and counting
the pairs of shoes.
"In February of 1951 we were able to
organize a congregation of JehOVah'S witnesses in Nagoya and the first month we
were very happy to have 25 Japanese
going forth in the work with us, and
their number has steadily increased month
by month. When we first appeared on the
streets with our publi~ations the people
were very much surprised to see foreigners
standing on the street offering magazines
and booklets.
"There are many advantages in engaging .in this feature of the work in Japan.
Oftentimes when going- from hOJ,JSe to
house we meet only the grandfather or
grandmother and usually they are Buddhist and not at all interested in Christianity. 'They speak for the whole family, as
age reigns supreme in the Orient, and
generally they refuse to let us speak with
any other members of the family. The
street magazine activity therefore gives
us an -opportunity to reach many that
we cannot reach by calling at the doors
as well as meeting many from nearby villages who come to Nagoya to do their
shopping."
The foregoing report from the missionaries in Nagoya is typical of the experiences the witnes.ses are having all over Japan. Many honest-hearted. persons of Japan can see the real sincerity of Jehovah's
witnesses and are accepting their Christian message of the Bible, turning from
their worship of the Shinto religion and
finding the only true God,' Jehovah the
Almighty.
AWAKE!

ferences between India and
PaJdst.an or to bring peace
between Arabs and Israelia_

. • . But the U. N. e1forb to
lead toward disarmament be['arne so futile that most of
mankind forgot-if It ever
kn~-that they were going
on. 'Ule end ot the year saw
its secretary general resigning in the hope that this
might ease the organization's
Internal tensions." Despite a~
peals for continued hope, the
inability of an.,1hpr of man's
organlmUons to actually
bring peace Uecumes increas·
Ingly more ohVlous.
The Year Just Past
.. 1952--what .did it bring?
Peace? GOOQ will? Content·
ment? Those were the things
prayed for at Christmas, 1951.
Did the U_ S.' develnpmE"nt of
the hydrogen bomb or Brit·
aln'lI A·bumb fulfill sUl;h
prayers? Did the bogg-edrlown Knrf'An trtl('P tlllkl'?
Did the U. No's failures, or the
t:um,llt!uns In Iran, lnd()-Chlna,
Tunisia, Morocco, Kenya? Vld
NATO anr'! ltl' shortcominlls?
Said Tim.!.' (115): "In 1952
the world badly wanted a
hero _ .. to rescue It from an
eniulfina- ocean of doubt.
There were heroes aplenty on
the bloody battlefields of 1!J52,
but their heroIsm served ooly
to give a sharper sting to the
frustration that already Jay
on the world. For 1952 was 3
year in which lhe wurhl was
officially at peace, but still
waged hloody wars it hopefully called 'small' and halfheartedly armed against the
danger of one it would have
to call 'big.''' Although the
u_ S. faced tiring taxe-s, permanent crisis, a war that was
never done and never wun,
it had more houses, fancier
cars, more rooney, ami new
hope through new drugs of
cunquerlng TB and polio.
Through the pltlless eye 01
TV It actually witnessed, tor
the first time, the more or less
appalling sight ot presidential campaign practlces. In
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Europe HaWs parl1amentary
('oalition hf'ld togf'thf'r agflinst
Europc's largest Communist
uppu~iliLm. Gt:nll~ny's Konrad
Adenauer fought to tIl' his
('mlntry tn thf' Wpst. Britain
tried to bestir its trade to reduce austerity. France's Premier Plllay tought tor nine
and a half months to give his
country its most stable economy sin.;e the war, then quit,
saying concerning the Natiunal Assembly: ''I'll never go
back to that b!o>lIr CA!,:P IIgain."
AgaIn on December 25
many natiun~ ami faiths
prayed for peace, good \\ill
anrl ('ontpntmpnt_ The reason
such did not come is not
th""l there is no God, but
that the prayers are not
in hannony with his Word.
He will solve the problems,
but in the manner his Word
long ago preQlcted, and during the year tens or thousands more fE'(>ognizpr'! thi!':
lind joined with his witnesses
to direct lht:lr steps toward
his kingdom, the only solu·
tion to torlay's problems!

*

Bad Year fo~ the U. N.
Another publication, The
ChriBtiax C61ItUTJ/. commented
pertinently (12/31): "It was
a bad year for the United
NatioIDl. Its pol1tlcal processes were reduced. very nearly
to futility by the split within
its ranks. It got nowhere in
Its etrorts to l:umpu~e the olif·

SpiN and th!' Atom
~ III 1~5 Dritish physicist
Allan Nunn May was apprehpnrted as an atom spy. and
through him British physlc-ist
Klaus Fuchs WIiS investigated.
FUchs confesse(] In 1950. Next
in line was American hlo·
chemist Harry GoM, who Rlso
implicated former U. S. army
sergeant Daviol Greenglll.ss.
Through him JuliUS and Ethel
Rosenhf're, ('hier recruiters
for thc spy ring, were seized
anol fuum] gUilty of violating
wartime espionage laws. The
rtifTp1"f"nc-p in the fear of Com·
munist subversion In Britain
and America was well il
lustra ted by recent develupments in two of these cases.
Dr. Nunn May, tried in Lon·
don in 1946 and stlll believing
he "acted rtghtly", was released (12/29) after serving
six years ann I'ight months
of his ten· year sentence. The
same week the Rosenbergs,
tried in 1951 and sente~ced
to npath, were denied clem·
ency by Federal Judge Irving
Kaufman (1;2), who said, "I

have seen notl11ng . • _ II}

cause me to change the sen·
tenee originally imposed." Thf!
difference is that Britain does
not fear CommUJlist subver·
sian and keeps domestic Communists out of only top secret jobs, while: the U. S. considers all CommUJllsts possible agents nf Russian con·
.splracy.
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Wlaat DkI·IJ..... Kep,

dreaded 'Wfnter ",ell undet
w~- more aad mure of the
tragic Koreau civilian popUla·
tion have bad to depend on
U. N. food rations. In some
places hungry Koreans line up
as early as 9 a.m. for one
bowl of rice soup at noontl.roe,
because tood condItions are
even worse this year than last.

• In poUtlCS the word "propaganda" Is often just a nice
tenn for dishonesty, for worldleaders are rarely bound by
the truth wliere their own in·
terests are 'concerned. A let·
ter frorn a New York Times
reporter asked Stalin four
carefully-worded questions,
and on Christmas morning
came the well-timed reply. Vicious New Weapon'l
Stalin said (1) the U. S. and • Hardly a week goes by,
the U. S. S. It. could live at without announcement of anpeace with each other, other development In the proc·
(2) sources of world conten· ess for the annihilation of
tion Ue In the aggressive "pol- man. Britain unvetled the
icy of the cold war" against world's first crescent-winged
the Soviet Union, (3) he holds aircraft (12/27), which is al'a favorable view' toward a ready ordered for quantity
possible meeting with Elsen·, production. Known as the Hp·
hower, and (4) he Is interested 80, its four jet engines reo
In ending the Korean war. portedly produce more power
The Christmas morning peace than 25 modern express loco·
hopes were short-lived, how· motives. Say the manufac·
ever, for the general reaction turers: "No other bomber flies
in the Western world was one as fast, as far and as high
of extreme· skepticism, since with as great a bomb load."
previous answers by Stalin The odd·shaped scimitar
have been "loaded" against wing permits the bomber to
the West. TM Natiofi suggest· fiy at nearly the speed of
ed (lj3): "Since Russia, like sound for long distances at
the rest of the world, has great heights, yet to have
nothing to gain by war, we good control at landing
can assume it wants peace------ speeds. Another development
on certain terms. Are these was the announced distribu·
terms and ours reconcIlable?" tion of a 4j;·ounce M14 anti·
To many the answer already personnel mine in Korea. Only
was "No".
2~ by H inches in size. It Is
inconspicuous in color, and is
W1Dter and War m Korea.
covered with plastic. to pre.. As the war in Korea fiuc- vent discovery by mine detec·
tuated between attacks and tors. It will not destroy a
lulls, the truce site was al· tank, but can easily blow oft a
most deserted. U. N. security soldier's foot or leg.
officers there wrote letters,
"Big Mouth" Blows Ita Top
pl~ cards and watched
mbvies. At the front the Chi- • E~ •Boquer6n (Big Mouth)
nese attacked at night when is a new volcano on tiny San
U. N. artillery, close air sup· Benedicto island off the coast
port and air observation of Mexico, 1,000 mUes south
would be at their weakest. The of San Diego, California.
U. N. ;pressed its advantage by When scientific adventurers
day. As the war dragged on recently set foot on the still·
Petping's People's Daily smoking cone they found a
(w~ose editorial policy sets
great hole in its side, 150 feet
the party line for the Com· above sea level, from which
munist press throughout orange-hot lava chunks (es·
China) told its readers (~!25) timated at 2,300 degrees Fahrthat the war would continue enheit) poured forth and tum·
and Chinese mobilization bled into the bOiling sea. The
would increase. With another adventurers, Adrian Richards
~O

and ~ Walker, cltmbed
the spectacular l,2!50-foot cone
and deec:ended 200 feet into the
crater juat two d~Y8 before
it ag"in blew its top, belch·
Ing forth black smoke from
almost the spot where they
had stood. As the steam rose
and cooled, it condensed and
fell as muddy rain. They es·
caped by boat, and back in
San Diego It was reported
that the lava samples they col·
lected were "acidic", or of the
continental type, rather than
oceanic. From this It was as.
sumed that EI Boquer6n Is
connected with the source that
has spewed lava out upon the
Mexican mainland.
Small Fll'oonwker-Big Bang!

• Perhaps a firecracker tossed
by a New Year's Eve celebrant touched off the horrible
fire and series of city'rocking
explosions in ValparaiSO, Chile
(l/l)-the city's worst disaster in nearly fifty years. The
blaze started in a lumber
yard, spread through seven
buildings and set off twenty
tons of blasting powder. Fire·
men were blown into the
flames, bodies were hurled in
all directions, hal! a hundred
were killed and 350 injured.
¥edlcal aid was flown In from
the capital to the victims of
the disaster. the worst to hit
Chi I e' s second·largest city
since a devastating 1906 earth·
quake. The government I set
aside three days for national
mourning, and provided finan·
cial ard for the stricken vic-

tim,.

Brutality, After Eight Yeai'll

• Although current world
conditions often make It seem
much longer, it was less than
eIght years' ago that World
War II ended. In France reo
cently all that war's brutality
was returned forcefully to
mind, when in Metz a military
court sentenced Drs. Otto
Bickenbach and Eugen Haagen to life imprisonment for
having used Nazi prisoners as
guinea pigs for experiments.
AWAKE!

PNoneH had been lnoculated wIth plal'Ue, typhus and
leprosy genns, blinded, gllllSed

and otherwl.6e deliberately Injlln!d. While the leaders of

the Na?;i camp have not yet
been locat",,!, Ihey were sen·
tenced in abBentia to death.
In anul/1Pf casp lR7 witne.ues
told their stories of Gestapo
tor1urt' dlambers. Said one
with bltterneEs; "It is hard
.. att.. r eight years, to remember these things and tu
these men still alive be-

.,,·e
lore

me," The

~ent

.. n('p or

these particular <'amp oHiclals: For 15, death; r"r :1,

hanl labor for life; tor another, 20 years at hllnl JaiJOr.
New WUPF In (lam ....

.. On.. of the outstandingproblems tadng th", new",,"
tlon of Israel i~ that of getting sutHe/ent walpr I" ntis.,
food for Its 2:fcotly Increased
population. Waler l,,,~ llf'gun

to accummulate behind one
of the nrst mit jill'

this

dlrt"ctlon,

I,n,jf"(·t~

Belt

In

Natura

a few miles north oJ'
Nazareth ... Galilee. A major
link in the projected AU-Israel

dam

Water Scheme Lo bring the
surplUll oJ' the north down to
the drought·stricken Nege!).
the dam is far from the great·
est In th{' world, but it Is the
largest thUg lar attempted m
Israel.
TIny N "... l\Ialdh'c Republic

<i> Faraway places, especially
iI they are un""ual. can hold
a special charm. The new republic ,,[ th", Maldive islands
is lar awny from almost any·
whtor"l'. Cumposed of 80.000
people on a cluster ot 2.000
lil(\ .. palm·fringed islands in
the vast Innlan OC't'lIn, thpy
have Leen hlled lor 836 years
by a Eultan. But on January 1
tllP ~ultanate was pcacl"lully
replaced by the Inhu.j ]'f"rub·
l!c, ..... hlch will continue under
the protection of ron>at Brit·
ain, but iB frec and lnuepend·
ent. The '\urrwn, \'"f'ilf'd and
closely ~llrdM two years
ago, now h,,\"<" ..qual voting

rIghts.- hold pn:anlnent govern·
ment p:>Sltlon8 and bave been

called the most ~dpated
of their sex in the East.

youthfal DcoIiDquency Growlil
.. Throughout many major
U. S. cities children are c<>m·
mlttlng more and WOrse
crimes than at any time Since
Wurld War Tl, 1111' Associated
Press reported (1/3). The In·
crease startP<i in 1948 IlJld
jumped ahead atter the Ko·
"-'an "utLreak. Of 61 cities,
the rate Of juvenile crlm~ hl<8
d ... ,.... a~ .. d in only four. Cl'l1ltl
criminals start earli~r. One
authority said the average
ase of offonders hllS dropped
thl'et' years. HouaebreakeFII
Who used to ~ 16 or 17 are
now often 13 to 15, sometlrnes
10 to 12. Th .. report blamed
th~ Increase in youthful crtme'
on "dl-'I!"'1"PII! paren1:!!", "dlvoree,"' "delinquent grflmtpar·
enls" who oIld not train the
pal"Cnts properly, and the un·
settllng f'fTf'{'t~ of two world
Wll.rs.

How Does it Add Up to You?

Men have been persecuted tu the extent of being roasted alive because they refused to be.lieve in the doctrine of the trimty. Upon what basis is thi~ doctrine taught? Why have e1J1)rts
been made to compel m .. n In l~lleve that God is really three persons? The tract pictured above,
at the left, of pocket size and in colors, forcefully p ....sf!nts the Bible viewpoint on the trtnity.
It glveij proof that bo?llef in " trinity goes baek to pagan origins long before Christ. Send
lor a small supply of this tract and \lEI' It to spread th .. truth. The cost: 200 :for 25<:; 590 tor
4Oc; and 1,000 for 75,'.
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entitled '"The ·ntnity-tr!., .... M)'~u,r~ 0< Par<an Myth?·,
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NTO homes of all kinds! In just about every country you have ever

heard of! Yes, the ministry of Jehovah's witnesses takes them across the
thresholds of millions of homes each year to talk to all kinds of people
about God's kingdom. Pueblo-type homes, adobe huts, thatched-roof
dwellings, bamboo cottages and the most modern houses all receive
regular visits from Jehovah's witnesses. The 1953 Yearbook tells of the
results of the world-wide preaching activity of the witnesses last year. A

text for each day of 1953, with explanatory comment, enhances the YearboOk/8 value

to you. For your copy send coupon below with 50c remJ.Wmce.

• The 1953 calendar is still available at 25c each, or five to one address for
$1.00. In attractive colors it depicts the educational activity of Jehovah's
witnesses. The 1953
yeartext tops off the
calendar, with a theme
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.......
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__ m.~SlON OF THIS JOURNAL
New< ........ that. On ol>J. to Me» you awake to the Vital Juueo

m..t he unfottend by cmoorohlp and oel&h
"Aw"'l" h.. "" fetton. It """"_ facto. I'acu f..,u, .. free to
publish &c&. It lJ not bound by political ambition. or ob~~olUl; It is
Unhampered by advertlserl: wEi.os8 toes mU5t not he tro
on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps tbJalf free that
it ma.y .peak freely to you. But it does not abuBe it. freedom. It
integrity to truth.
"Awaksl" UIO the re~u1ar news channels. but Is not ~ent on
them. It. own correspondenta: are on all continents, In 8(lgreJ of nations.
of our _

main"'"

From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on·the-scenes
reporb come to you ~ these columns. This Journal's viewpoint
l.s not narrow. bUt ill internationaL, It is read in many nations, in meLny
lan~~I. by peraons of all ~es. Thr~h Its p~es many fields of
knowled~e pass in review1overnment, commerce, reU~on. history,
~~aphy, 8cience, social conditions, natural 'Wonders-why. its cover~ is as broad as the earth. and as hi~h 88 the haa-vens.
"Awake I" ple~es itself to ri~hteoUB principles, to exposin~ hidden
foes and subtle dan~erll. to cha.mpionin~ freedom for all, to coffiforl:in~
moum.erll and stren~enin~ those disheartened by the failures of a.
delinquent world, reflecting sure hope for the establishment of a right.
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake I" Keep awake by rea.din~ "Awakel"
V~,-""",lI.lI~~U
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"Now it is high time to awake::"""Romans 13:11

Sex-Salesmanship's Overworked Helper
HEREVER a man looks these days,
he sees girls. Their sparkling eyes
blink out at him from his television set,
his calendar, his newspaper, and his maga·
zine. When he travels, a captivating
"cutie" looms up on virtually every billboard and poster, on buses, in subways,
to capture his eye. While it may be a
delightful distraction to many males, few
realize that the majority of the winking
girls are designed to distract him because
they want to sell him something. And
sell they will.
The girl-struck consumer who sees the
lovely picture is complacently satisfied;
he never looks behind the picture. He
should! If he did he would see the spinning
wheels of supersalesmanship overworking
its best stimulus, sex. He would discern
how ridiculously out of place some of the
scantily attired buxom beauties are when
they try to sell him spark plugs, automobile tires, beer, razor blades, tooth paste,
shaving cream, and the best hair tonic for
his dandruff. He would learn to read even
the travel folders uninfluenced by the bewitching thrall of the bathing beauties.
Alas, though, the male of the species is
held spellboLUld by this type of advertising. So big business keeps right on selling
him everything -under the sun through
the subtle influence of sex.
Rarely does any buyer realize that,
everywhere he looks, sex is selling. TV

W
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opened a new avenue for sales with sex.
The ten-billion-dollar automobile industry
relies heavily on its beguiling beauties to
instill the idea in a man that "this is the
car to please your wife". The South also
sells tobacco and cotton in their loveliest
and most popular of all packages. In
Florida enrapturing models are stilI fighting the good fight of the bathing suit;
in California they are walking the fashion
ramp for the West Coast women's wear
business. And every now and then a bewildering variety of industries come up
with a queen-even the cigar industry has
a queen-selling the pJ:oducts and pleasing
the producers at the same time. Everybody loves a queen. Supersalesmanship
knows this only too well!
A sandwichman may draw attention,
but a pretty girl in a bathing suit or a
barrel draws a crowd. So when business
psychologists explore the impulse to buy,
and sales researchers analyze complicated
graphs, they always come back to the sex
angle. If the model industry is a $100,OOO,OOO-a-year big business, the American
consumer has made it big. How much bigger it wiII yet grow remains to be seen.
Movie producers like to picture themselves as restrained and substantial citizens who shudder at the word "sex", but
when box office receipts need boosting, as
they do now since TV has jumped into the
fray for public attention, anything goes.
3

Moviedom's mastenninds have decJaeq
that their only chance fUr surviVllliles.m a
sex revival, so off go the wrapS and on
go the bathing suits. Hollywood, Of course,

has a polite or euphemistic term for sex:
"glamour." Declared Bill Orr, production
executive at Warner Brothers: I'Glamour
is what sold pictures in the past and built
a giant industry. We're just taking a leaf
out of the book." RKO producer Jerry
Wald agreed emphatically: "Sex is the
basic ingredient for movies. Nothing can
replace it." Naturally. the movie starlets
are tickled at the new tum of events.
Virginia Mayo told People TodtJy maga·
zine, issue of October 22, 1952: "I never
had a chance to show off my equipment
\Yhen I was working for Sam ~ldwyn.
At Warner Brothers I've been given an
opportunity." If Hollywood is going to re-

vive their sex tactics to sell more people
on motion pictures, one wonders how
much farther they can go.
Not to be eclipsed by the movies, many
theatrical' plays profusely splash sex into
their productions to drum up better box
office business. The conglomerate classes
of night clubs and restaurants that provide in-the-flesh girl shows do their best
to charm their clientele into regular attendance. Many of the "drive-in" refreshment establishments often employ attractive girls in snappy uniforms (in shorts
if the climate permits) to draw business
away from the "other fellow". It is al1
based on the idea that !':px appeal sells
best even if it is only an ice-cream soda.
Covers of the insignificant book matches
are often emblazoned with an amazing
array of pin-up girls-all the better to advertise a particular business. News digest
magazines, especially the pocket size,
spice up their news coverage with a bathing beauty picture about ,every half-dozen
pages. A "must" for these magazines is a
regular article on the latest Hollywood
4

"Queen". The big-business of little pocketbooks grew big because of its eye-catching
covers (usually a ravishing beauty who
has seemingly lost her clothes to a gangster) and its overworked accent on sex,
Not even the female of the species is
immune to selling with sex appeal. The
manly movie hero with the technicolor
tan is not ineffective in selling Mrs, Public
everything from soap to soup. "Look at
that perfume ad, and tell me what sense
it makes!" sOme may say. But it makes
sense when one realizes that selling's
greatest asset today is sex. Thus the perfume "Surrend~r" advises: "You wish she
would . . . and hope she won't! She'!,:
intimate, but Wlattainable . . . highly
charged, yet soothing. Definitely, a force.
Very definitely-the girl to 'Surrender'
to!" This charms both men and women.
How overworked the sex appeal aspect
has been in selling! No relief is in sight.
No trend to accentuate merits instead of
sex; only a promise by the movie magnate!':
to "revive" sex so they can survive the
TV pinch. ThiS trend in selling will continue, because we- are in the last days of
Satan's world. Selling with sex is just a
sideline feature of the moral breakdown.
That breakdown has already occurred to
take its place as part of the sure sign that
the end of -this present system of things
is near.
The new world of Jehovah's making will
bring complete relief from big business
and its overworked selling stimulant.
Christians today will not forget the words
of Jesus' beloved apostle John: "Everything in the world-the desire of the flesh
and the desire of the eyes and the showy
display of one's means of life--does not
originate wfth the Father, but originates
with the world. Furthermore. the world is
passing away and so is its desire" but he
that does the will of God r,emains forever."
-1 John 2:16, 17, New World Trans.
AWAKE!

genre systen,.. As one com·menlator put it: "It is certainly evident that in Kenya the knowledge of the
nature, strength and adherents of the Mau Mau
had fallen far behind the
fads."

M

URDER'
Threats nnd
coercion appliec1 to
police wltnesse!'l! TnfoImcrs beaten up and
killed, sometimes horribly hacked and dlsfigun>d and strun~ up as ti warning for
othel'!:!! Innoc{'nt fann laborers kldnapt'd
at night and taken off into the forest
anc'l forced to tuke the uath of a vicious
secret socil"ty! Farms raided and caUl!'
slashed and left dying! SUch Jwve been

the fearful results in Kenya of the activities of thp. !'Iecrct organization known

as Mau Mau.
Kenya, one of Britain's Colonips in East
A[l'ka, ha:l! been thrown into a statt' of
tension with the uprising in its territory
of Mau Muu. The members of this "sinis-

ter and obscene seeret SOciety", a~ Mr.
Oliver Lytlelton, British colonIal secretary, called it, come from the Kikuyu
trih!>, whieh number one firth of the colony's population. It is evident that they
have been active for some time, but either
due to lack of intelligence reports or because the activities of the society were
played down, the serious~C$S of the situation was not at first l'eali1:erl. Commentators likened the rise of the Mau Mau to
the situation in Malaya, where the bandit
movement developed to Considerable proporlion!!! before the government was rully
aware ot it, due to lack of a. sound intelJjFBBIWARY 2l!,

19~3

But by September, 1952,
the gR!1gsferlike ()'eCfvitier
of the Mnu Mau had forced
attention on the ~i"'ty, not only in Kenya,
but indeed throughout the world 811 the
public press hl!<ldlinKl some of the atrociti~ committed. In two months ending
SC~U!lllber tit. lenst 16 known murders
had been conunittPd, the vlctln'u; including both Europeans and Africnns. NonMau Mall mf'mbcrs of the Kikuyu tribe
and other Afrit:'tIU!, went about In fear, and
it was not easy to get· evideneQ pinning
uown the murderers. Polke witnesses
wen! corlSCantry threatened and Wale were
killed. One police ",-:itneF..~ had a prostitute
plantro on him by the Mau Mau to watch
his movl'lTIf'nts. pro-European Africans
appeared in s)JCcial danger, nnd there weN!
reports of some such be>ing shut up in
their grai;,.<; huts and burned to death.
Orgnnized attack!' were launched on
Rnropenn farmsteads, , .... ith the obvious ~n
tent of terrorizin~ the occupant'! and driving them out of the area. These attackS
usually resulted in the destruction of some
cattle the teITOrists slashing tne animals
with ixzJ'l(Jn.~ (the East African working
knife, shaped rather like a cutlass and
about twO and a half feet loni:) , and sometimes in the loss of human life. Where
poSSible the attll.ckers made off with wha:ever firearms they ('ould find, to eqUIp
thelUSE'lves for further raiding.
In the middle of October Mr. Oliver
Lyttclton gave details in the House. of
Comnwns in London of the mounting
5

wave of terror In

Since the out- government youog KIkuyu tribesmen
break of I a _ and the coming mto trekkod Into the Aberdare mountains.
Kenya.

being of the Mau Mau secret society there
had been 53 murders (including two
European women), seven suicides, 24 hutburnings and 12 cases of serious assault.
Charges against more than 100 persons
had been withdrawn, because witnesses
had disappeared or had been intimidated
into changing their stories. Fourteen Mricans known to have assisted in anti-Mau
Mau activities had been murdered. The
colonial secretary said that the Mau Mau
"encourages racial hatred and is violently
anti-Christian".
Measures to Quell the Mau Mau

To combat the Mau Mall, emergency
regulations were hurried through the

Kenya Legislature and troops were sent
in !tom Britain by plane. A warship was
assigned to stand off Mombas,a~ Military
forces patrolled through the streets of the
capital, Nairobi, which lies in the center
of the Kikuyu reserves, The governor of
the colony. Sir Evelyn Baring, ordered
a roundup of known Mau Mau members;
and in operation "Jock Scott" 101'
alleged terrorists were rounded up, including Jemo Kenyatta, president of the lOO,~
OOO-strong Kenya African union, who was
Suspected of backing up the terrorists. The
next day 80 more members of the secret
society were rounded up. A Special York
aircraft left London on October 25 with
a'large quantity of arms and ammunition
for the European civilian population of
Kenya. The cargo included pistols and
light machine gtUls. In the meantime, an
African chief had been killed, and a European woman, who was in her house alone
with her small daughter, shot and killed
an African who was trying to break in.
To get away from the trouble centers
and escape the punitive measures of the
6

northwest of Nairobi, and went into biding. Air spotting for groups of fugitives
was hampered by rain. The Kenya police
put a ban on the exit and entry of all
Kikuyus over the border of the Nyanza
province of Kenya. Describing the situation in the UpCOWltry areas, the LivingstoneMail of October 31 stated: "Last
night every European farmhouse and settler's home in the up-country areas resembled a miniature fortress. Many residences have been boarded up and the men
of the family are now taking guard duties
on a rota system round the clock. They
are manning strong-points, armed in some
cases with machine guns and sub·machine
guns."
From London came the announcement
that the colonial secretary would fly out
to Kenya to look over the situation, and
it was also decided to set up a royal com·
mission to look into the problems affecting the colony. Mr. Lyttelton's arrival in
Kenya on October 30 almost coincided
with one of the most brutal Mau Mau
murders to date. Members broke into a
European farmstead, killed two African
servants and then murdered the farmer
in his bath. Indeed, Mr. Lyttelton got to
Kenya at the height of, the terrorism and
when even stronger measures were being
put into effect by the government. Heavily armed reserves of police and troops
were rushed into all Kikuyu tribal reserves as an emergency measure to round
up all suspected Mau Mau adherents. On
October 31 more than 200 Africans were
rounded up in the Central and Rift Valley
provinces of Kenya. At the same time
another African, who had given evidence
against the Mau Mau, was found chopped
to pieces; elsewhere a dead dog was hung
on a tree-such treatment of a dog or
cat being a Mau Mau warning sign!
AWAKE!

tribesmen in the search for Mau Mau
colonial secretary interviewed representa· murderers. It was reported by a governl:ives of all groups, including headmen and ment spokesman that 4,000 head of cattle
chiefs of the Kikuyu. All sections of the and 5,000 sheep and goats had been roundpopulation, he said, including Africans, ed up and confiscated in three Kikuyu
were out of sympathy with the gangster locations with "shattering effect" on local
methods of Mau Mau. Mr. Lyttelton want· tribesmen. On Friday. November 14, Kened to find out not only the state of things ya's governor announced that 34 African
hut also what was back of the uprising. schools had been closed down because of
Though finding that there were many their subversive activities. By this time
problems. serious economic problems such Kenya's prisons were becoming overas land allocation, wages and education in crowded because of the large number of
respect of the African community, he Mau Mau convictions, and the authorities
maintained that 'the Mau Mau was not were facing the problem of segregating
the child of economic pressure. but a sinis· the Mau Mau members from the other
ter and obscene secret society and ruthless prisoners, since they were afraid that these
enemy of all law·abiding Africans'. He would be drawn into the organization.
added: "The Mau Mau is the Africans'
Faced with such frightening conditions,
worst enemy. It is an attempt to shake the governor said there would be a day
the very structure of the tribes. It out· of prayer in the colony on November 30.
rages tribal customs and defies tribal au· "I ask all Christians to be united in prayer
thority."
that day for the ending of the bad trouble
period through which we are passing, and
Inten8ified Efforts, with Religious "Help" for the good will among all men, and a
As he departed. the campaign against contented future," he said. Kikuyu tribes:.
this "enemy" mounted. On Monday, No· men resorted to more pagan assistance.
vember 3, the government announced that For the first time since 1921 Africans took
800 members of the Kikuyu tribe had the "thenge" oath to counter the evil
been arrested in one area and 100 de· effect of the secret society. "While a goat
tained in custody. In another district, se· was slowly beaten to death in a native
eurity forces screened 4,000 Africans and market place, several hundred Kikuyu
detained 87. A military operation was set communally cursed the Mau Mau. While
in motion with the help of African track· this was going on Mau Mau members in
ers to reconnoiter the situation in the the same district were elaborately killing
Aberdare mountains, where, it was two dogs in order to counter the effect of
thought. many terrorists were in hiding. the 'thenge' oath."--Central African Post,
Early in November it was found that November 14, 1952.
Kenyans hope that the strong measures
Mau Mau activity had spread to Tangan·
yika in the south by means of Kikuyu of the government will wipe out the Mau
immigrants, and a roundup of 138 suspects Mau. There was hope that with the aITest
was carried out by the Tanganyika police of the ringleaders (and it was thought that
on the northern frontier. Troops with ar· by now these might all be in custody) the
mored cars were used in the roundup. society would disintegrate. But the optiBack in Kenya a new tactic was used to mists suffered a severe blow when there
try to bring the terrorists to t~eir knees, was a further outbreak of Mau Mau
or at least get more co..operation from crimes over the week end of November 15
In a lightning tour of the country, the
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and 16. There was evidence of further
Kikuyu efforts to spread race hatred.
There is a not·sa-optimistic fear that even
if the present campaign af the govern·
ment succeeds, it will only result in the
Mau Mau's being driven underground to
appear in another form later on.
Why?
Why the uprising of this vicious society
in Kenya? Some observers, such a" Mr.
Roy Welensky, leader of the Elected Mem·
bers in the Northern Rhodesia Legislature,
suggest that there is some common force
behind the recent disturbances throughout
Africa: the terror in Kenya, race riots
in South Africa, the recent costly strike
in, the copper mines of Northern Rhodesia,
etc. They think that there are powers at
work trying to bring about a state of
anarchy in Africa, Despite the fact that
Mr. Lyttelton states that the rising of
Mau Mau is not becal.!se of economic can·
ditions, other commentators disagree.
Though perhaps not 'accounting for the
uprising of Mau Mau, it is nevertheless
a fact that envy of the Europeans' eco·
nomic prosperity, dissatisfaction over land
distribution and African wage policj' are
factors that Kikuyu leaders have p~yed
on. Some have thought that Mau Mau
started as a movement on the part of older
Africans to return to their former culture
with a11 its superstitions, a culture they
could see vanishing before the white
man's civilization.
The Northern News of Northern Rho·
desia, in its issue of November 15, report·
cd that there was evidence to show that
the aim of the Mau Mau was the establish·
ment of a Kikuyu republic. "Land was
to be taken from the whites and distrib·
uted to the blacks. Leadership w.as to be
in the hands of a small coterie of Kikuyu
intelligentsia. To assist in achieving the
objective the policy was to make the uto

most capital out of the economic griev·
ances of the Kikuyu and dangle bef<n'e
the eyes of the bewildered tribesmen that
the riches were there merely for the tak·
ing." The leaders played upon th-e -emotions of the Africans by teaching hatred
for the whites, and upon their superstitions by introducing the oath ceremo~ies.
What is evident in Africa is that more
and more Africans are becoming better
infonned about the world around them,
and this has made them ambitious to
attain the white man's way of life. This
has been accompanied by a rapid growth
of African nationalism, which has been
encouraged by I'ecent political develop.
ments in West Africa. The. detribaIizing
of the African has led to a dissolution of
the African way of lire in the path of
'advancing European civilization, creating
in many places a vacuum that has not
been filled by realistic policy. Radical e.le·
ments have stepped in in many cases and
made capital out of the situation, and possibly Mau Mau is one of the results,
What causes the most fear, however,
is the lack of an adequate remedy. If none
is found soon, a11 are agreed tbat conclitions in Africa are certain to deteriorate
even faster. We will not waste time here
discus:;;ing human remedies, fat' the best
of them \vould be unequal to the task.
For all peace·}oving peoples of all races in
Africa there is but one lasting remedy
-the setting UP' of a perfect administra·
tion under the kingdom of God. Bible
prophecy indicates that, time is at hand
when, in answer to proper prayer, God's
will shall be done in earth as it is in
heaven. Then no secret SOcieties will tel'·
rorize the cotmtryside. Gone will be the
need to barricade the doors And windows
of one's house. Then 'every man shall
sit under his vine and under his fig tree;
and none shall make them afraid' .-Mkah
4:4.
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"V,ICTOIRE rom·
plCte du

ffr7ufral

Ri,qp,nhoUJcr," "Eisenhower 1"'nJ'jJul'te," "EilW'fIhoulPl'triomphc."

Such wrI'C some Paris headlines on
Novf'mb,>r r.. 'l'hpy indicated the lively inH're!'t with whit'h EUI"lJpf'anq followed the
United StutC!'l pl'L,:;identlal {liectiulls. Thcl'!:'
IV.. !'!' two mRin I'CIlSOILQ why they wantro
to set' till' t'lediutls OVP1' l'I.nd dam> with,
und why they WNC so anxiuus abo'llt til('
I','sult, Thf'ir anxiC'ty wu;:: well cxpre~ed
by L(' MU'Ilde,lhl' infhlPntial Paris daily, m
it<; November '1. edition. Referring to thE'

rW'wly f'1f'ckd Pl'csidcnt, it st.'lted: "He wJ1l
prl'sililo' nul only ovpr th£> rtestiny of the
United States, Washingtun claims to eJrereise, and in fnet exercises the leadership
uf the entire frf'f' world, composed of at
least nve or six hundred million people.
Of these, only flhollt thirty million will be
choosing the direction which Atlantic
stmtegy i~ lu lake in thl" yt>ars ahead.
leading either to pence or to war."
Europe also wanted to see th~ eud of
the U. S. ekctions iJo:.>C<l.tlSl" of the diplomatic stalemate ·that they caused. Europeans
{oillld it hard to sfIal'e the ~·if'\\"s of Anne
O'Hare .:\lcCormick. who wrote under the
subheading "End of a Vacation" in thE'
New York Timex of Kovember 5. 1952:
"E'or several contentious but rather happy
months W~ hav!;' listenpd to no voices but
our own. We have argued on two sides
of the same question as if the DemO('ratic
and nepublican positions were the only
sides there are, br as if our aJlswer were
FEBRUARY 22, /91;.t

the final answer.
The-lY!" is a rerlhin relict in this self ahsorption. A preSidential calilpaign. is floout
th€' onp occasion left when we can fUloget
the wurld amI J..gain the old conviction
that {ill problelhs are soluble hP<'ause all
WP have to do is to IXlt them uut among
(JUn,!;'1 Vl'S. "
Unable to shal"e this joy, nritain's indt'ppndent Sundny Obscn:eT rl'lJIal"kNI in
ils l.'ditol'i<'ll f'nhtled "Curtuin Up": "L!t
us fOI" a mument dwell Oil t hp word 'await'.
For it has been the most marked rhRrRctl'rislir of the international situation for
the last five month" thllt it has bccn a
period of waltlng--af waiting for the
Ampri('.ans to return from their prolonged
electiuneering. It is at least awkward and
unsettling-, and It rna>' LI'COmp downright
dangerous, for the most Important of all
world Powers to withdraw periocUcally
from international activity for long spells,
lea .... ing the gravest International mattE'i"S
in anxiotl.<; suspense. Obviously, only the
Americans can solvf' the problem of how
to reconcile their political procPdures with
thf' urgency of their intprtlational l'E'spnnsibiliiles. But it is a real problem, and
Americans shuuld underst:md that it jf;
fplt most keenly by their sincer!;'!;l friend"."
-The Oh!lPJ1,er, November 9, 1952.

The Campaign /tself
l"rom the time of the statl:' primary cleetiom., t.hrough the Cl1icago party conventions and on to th(' great debacle, Europe
has watched with jnteref;t, or rather
amazement, the election methods used by
9

the big rich uncle across the water. The had resisted more successfully those COWl·
use of television was, of course, as much selors who encouraged the candidates to
of a revolution to Americans as it was to "listen to the advice of the old hands,
Europeans. But even the more usual fea·
tures. such as campaign trains, campaign
planes, motorcades and politicians in paper
hats, made Europeans' eyes open wide;
in fact the high jinks at the Chicago con·
ventions made them positively blink!
These elections have caused many people
on this side of the Atlantic to come to the
conclusion that Americans must be more
sentimental than was previously imagined.
Certain incidents in the campaign helped
to explain why the "cry crooners" are such
~ success. Trust the politicians to jump
on the band wagon! Much of the talk
seemed to be strong on sentiment and
weak on sense. Monsieur Guy Mollet, a
fonner deputy prime minister of France,
stated: "The American people have preferred sentimental appeal and emotional
arguments to the voice of reason." (Le
Figaro~ November 6, 1952) Le Monde, of
NO\"ember 6, remarked: "The American
people prefer the man of action, the leader,
to the intellectual." Even the pro~
Republican Time magazine stated, in its
November 10 issue: "The final victory
discloses an alarming fact, long suspected:
there is a wide and unhealthy gap between
the American intellectuals and the people."
The world listened closely to what each
candidate "said Europeans took much of
the campaign fervor with a pinch of the
proverbial salt, but they watched for
trends, and waited to see if America, the
tmdulputed military and economic leader
of the free world, was up to the mark
in moral leadership. It 1s, perhaps, for this
reason that European newspapers had so
much to say about the campaign.
It must be reported that the general
reaction was one of disappointment.
France's conservative Le Monde was under
the' ression that Governor Stevenson
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go all out, speak simply, take your listen·
ers for what they are: imbeciles, or at
any rate, children". In the same article,
Le Monde of November 4, 1952, comment·
ing on the concessions General Eisenhower
had had to make, stated: "The result is
very disappointing for thOse who still wish
to believe in democracy. A respected lead·
er, a great character with honest inten·
tions and a pure heart, has to beg for
votes, contradict himself and go back on
himself in order to become the chief magis·
trate. We still hope that once the test is
passed, 'Ike' will become his former self."
The right·wing, English·language Paris
newspaper, the Continental Daily Mail,
said in its November 6 editorial comment: "Many in Britain watched the
Eisenhower contest with misgiving. They
saw a great soldier apparently trying to
be all things to all men, including some
of the most reactionary and fanatical elements in American politics." Monsieur
Andre Siegfried, writing in the influential
Paris daily, Le F'igo:ro, on November 7,
stated: "The future will be what Eisenhower makes of it. If it is inspired by the
Eisenhower we knew here, with his understanding of Europe and his friendship
for France, then we haVe nothing to fear.
But if Taft, McCarthy or even MacArthur
make their presence felt, then we shall
have cause for anxiety. Eisenhower the
general, and Eisenhower the candidate
have shoWn two different faces. Let us
trust the face of the general."
Summing up Europe's reaction to the
campaign itself, it can be said that although somewhat diSaPPOinted at' all the
hilarity and the preference for sentiment
rather than thoughtful reasoning, yet it
is readily recognized that American democracy is preferable to the Communist
AWAKE/

brand. Undertbetitle

".some Lessons from

a Presidential campaign". Monsieur Siegtried stated in l£ FifJaro Of Qdober 29.
1952: "It seems in thls campaign that seeing is rep1a~ing heating. and nearly replacing thoughtful reflection. The scrccrl
makes minds lazy. • . . This shows to
what extl!nt in this campaign visual arguments and particularly ('motional arguments are predominant. It is les.<; a question of reasoning on th~ programs, than
of one's reaction wh!"n in front of a screen
or a demonstration of public p(lpularity.
This characteristic of being easily impressionable, although somewhat elementary
and childish, is without douht one of the
channing points in the Americall tempE-rament. HOWt'V('f, we feci some anxiety
when we fi?alize lhat thp fate of the world.
depends on propJe who are so emotiomtl,
and who~ emotions eun b<! reached by
the mosl perfff'ted I'qulpment in the
world. But, say what you wllJ, it is more
democratic, more authentically democratic than the f'\f'ctiom! in Poland."

European Fear8 and Doubts
In the same article, just quoted above,
this prominent French comment;!.tor described what seemed to Europeans to be
the basic t:'hoiCf' in the U. S. elections. He
said: ''If the R~publicans win, their victory will mean a conception ur gowrnlUf'l1t which revolves around business, the
businessman having priority over the politician, with a certain hankering after
a noninterventionist liberaHsm and an impossible iwlationism, beside which MacArthurism would be latently present. If
the Democrats stay in power, it will mean
the continuation of a regime where the
politician tends to dominate the business
man, alon~ the lines uf a Welfare State,
where the greatest possible number of
peoplc are subsidized or indemnified by

lhe state."
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There can be Uttle doubt, most DJropean countries WOUld have Preferred R
Democratic victory. They have \'V8l'In feelings for General Eisenhower himself, but
they are apprehensive aboUt the party he
represents. The Continental Daily MaO.
voicing these fcnrs on November 6, stated:
"Mingled hoPf' and doubt has been the
almost univt'rsal reaction to General
Eisenhower's electioll victory. Through,
out th(> world yesterday the question was
being askl'd: Will President Eisenhower
be the friendly, understanding, and stnteamanlilu> man whose work in Europe won
unqualiGt'd rn;pect and ndmlratlon---or
will Etsenhowel' in th(> v..'hlte House be
the voice of a political party and the
collaoorationist of isolationists like Senator Taft?"
There nrc two main reason" for this
appr(>hf'llsion. The first is based on economic feano; the seconft, on politica.l fears.
Since the end nf fhe second worJd war,
Europe has depended to R IRrge degree on
dollRr aid from the United States in order
to facilitate it~ economic recovery. It ill
stifi true that Euro{.l{' needs dOllars, but
now that it is getting back onto its fect
it would likE' to be able to earn dollaNl
by exporting goods to the United States.
At the moment there are tariff harriers
in thE" U. S. Customs, aimed at protecting
American indu,<;tries, which make it pract
tically impossible for Europe to export
many goods to the United State~. The
Truman adminL-rtration secmed to be willing to bend on Ulis matter, and to lower
some of these barriers.
I.e Figaru e.conomique et fitiancier J of,
November 7,1952, had this to say: "\Vhat
we should like, rather than gifts, is a
liberal cusloms p(llicy. Unfortunately, the
Republican party which has just come
to power is traditionally protectionist."
Richard Denman, of Britain's The .Economist, w1'Ote in the Oontinental Daily Mail
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of November 13, 1952: "The Republican
party Is by long tradition the party of
protection In the U. S. Arlmittedl~ it has
a Ijperal wing--and it is this wirig which
WDn General Eisenhower the victQry at
the Republican convention. . . . If the
economy ax which the new Republican
administration is certain to wield falls
with severity on foreign assistance, no
tears need be shed-provided the U. S.
allows the countries outside the dollar
world to live up to the motto which Britain and Europe have recently adopted in
tackling their dollar problems, 'Trade, not
aid.' "
SO ,much for Europe's economic fears.
Let us turn now to its political doubts and
-misgivings.
In its editorial on November 5, 1952, the
New York Times declared.: "Isolation is
gone, and the responsibilities of world
leadership are ours." Europe has no quarrel with the second part of this statement,
but it is not so sure about the first. One
ot Europe's most respected newspapers,
the Manchester Guardian, in its editorial
comment on November 6, 1952, stated: "It
bas to be admitted that to large sections
of Americans the semi-isolationism of

Taft and the crude anti--communism of

McCarthy are not as repugnant as they
are to the internationally minded and the
liberal in thought•... What the outside
world will watch with equal intensity is
how far Eisenhower proves _himself a political leader who is master in his own
house. Will he be free to carry out his
interna tional1sm as we knew it in hi..<;
European days or will he be dominated by
the Taft influences that are so strong in
his party councils?"
Europeans feel their future is tied in with
America's, so they are hoping for the best,
yet fearful for the worst. Some, however,
can still look up and smile, because they
know what the future holds for them.
They know that only God's kingdom,
which is neither capitalist, socialist nor
communist, but theocratic, can bring lasting peace to this earth. They look to no
human government for an unbiased judiciary, a just legislature and a wise executive. They look to a higher source for
these three great powers of goverrunent,
and join with Isaiah in saying: "For Jehovah is our judge, Jehovah is our lawgiver,
Jehovah is our king; he will save us."
-Isaiah 33:22, Am. Stan. Ver

A British View of United States Policy
C. The following is from a letter in the New York Times, June 22,

from Kingsley
Martin, editor of the British weekly, New State8man and Nation: "Part of the re·
quired orthodoxy seems to be to assume that the world is divided into two
blocs: the one good, the other evil, with Ameriaa and her allies on the side of
the angels and the rest of the world in the camp of the evil one. As a workIng
chart of the political world today this picture has, among other defects, the dis·
advantage of leaVing out that large part of mankind which does not and cannot
spiritually belong to either camp..•. I am told in Washington that it is just a part
of the American way of life for secretaries of the navy, serving generals and other
high officers of state, 'to shoot ott their mouths' as they please, and even to
advocate a policy of dictation which must lead to war. But Americans must not
be surprised if the British are rather touchy about such irresponsible utterances,
since the war that is so freely discUssed here and which in some circles even
seems to be taken for granted would mean the end of civilized life in our crowded
and exposed island. For the United States war would be a bad experience to li....e
through; for us it would be final. We cannot think in terms of winning this war;
we are only Interested In preventing it."
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Does the diyining rod locate water?

EW subjects have kept up a more extended and violent controversy, with
no apparent conclusion, than that of
whether or not underground sources of
water may be found by using a divining
rod. With the release of novelist Kemleth
Roberts' book Henry Gl'OSS and His DOWNing Rod, a spirited defense of water divining, the age-old controversy has blazed up
again. But what is water divining? Why
has its use persisted in the face of scientific progress? Is it a "gift" from God?
Do Christians find support for water divining in the Bible?
Water divining is known also as water
witching and dowsing. The divining rod
is thus known as witching stick, dowsing
rod, or dipping rod; and the practitioner
may be called a witch, diviner; or dowser.
The most common divining rod today
is a Y-shaped green twig cut from a hazel,
willow, or peach tree. Less common materials used for dowsing are barbed wire,
dock springs and bottles of "chemicals"
suspended on a string. The most common
manner of divining is to grasp the two
branches of the forked twig, one in each
hand, with the neck or bottom of the Y
pointing skyward. The twig is placed under tension so that the slightest contraction of the muscles in the forearm is sumcient to cause the twig to turn toward the
ground. When a diviner is looking for
underground water, he walks slowly in
one direction over the area holding the
divining rod directly in front of him. He
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watches the upturned rod intently, looking
for some sign. As the diviner approaches
the spot on the surface of the ground above
the water, the end of the twig is supposed
to turn downward and point directly at the
place above the water.
History of Divining Rods

The history of the divining rod is an
ancient one. Herodotus mentions its use
by the Persians, Scythians and Medes;
and Marco P'olo reports its use throughout the Odent. But dowsing in its modern
form, using the forked stick, seems to
have be(m born in Germany about the first
half of the sixteenth century. There is
mlfch German folklore on dh'ining rods,
among which is the following: "When it

has been placed on the altar and has had
Holy Mass read over it, the rod can be
used by a Protestant. When these ceremonies are completed, the forks are taken
in the hands and the words pronounced:
'Dowsing-rod, I conjure you in the names
of God the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost.' It will then indicate money and
water. The inhabitants of Klausthal, in
the Hanover Harz Mountains, believe that
a rod from a fir-tree will indicate the
presence of are." (Wate1'-Divining J by
Theodore Besterman, pages 188, 189) The
divining rod's cradle appears to have been
the mining districts of Germany, probably
the Harz mountains, of which district
Webster's Geogmphi9al Dictionary states:
"Long a stronghold of paganism."

The divining rod then ~ to England
when Gennan miners were 1m!lOrted. By
the end at the seventeenth century the
divIning rod had spread through Europe,
everywhere arousing controversy. Indeed,

the practice even became a subject of ecclesiastical controversy when Martin Luther proclaimed in 1518 that the use of
the rod violated the First Conunandment.
The Jesuit "Father" Gaspard Schott in
1659 denounced it as an instrument controlled by the Devil, but he later reversed
this opinion. Other religious authorities
gave it clerical approval. Thus amidst a
hot controversy did the divining rod spread

from Germany to England and thence to
the United States, where it is still going
strong, with most of the emphasiS on
water-finding.

msnt of competont geologists Is that it.is
Impossible that changes in electromagnetIc
fields caused by the specific presence of
underground water can be registered in
specific ways in the muscular contractions
of dowsers." (Scientific Monthly, September, 1952) "The noted French physiologist
and Nobel Prize winner Charles Richet
ruled out any possibility of "electricity"
or "water-magnetism" as the basis for
the divining rod's operation when he explained: "The movements of the stick are
due to the unconscious muscular contraction of the individual who holds the stick."
-Henry Gross and His Dowsing Rod,
Chapter 2.
There is therefore widespread scientific

agreement on the fact that the unknown
power in divining is not in the rod itself.
The very fact that rods are made out of
How Does It Work?
every kind of substance, natural and artiToday the burning question still is: on ficial, should in itself be sufficient to show
what principle does the divining rod work? that it cannot be the rod that is the unIn most cases even the diviner or water known power in successful dowsing. The
witch cannot tell what causes the twig operation of the rod depends upon a human
to turn in his hand. All they know is that, personality.
as they explain it, some unknown power
How do geologists regard the divining
pulls the divining rod where underground rod? For the most part, not as a successful
'Yater may be found. Can these hazy ex- means to find water! J. W. Gregory, in
planations be attributed entirely to this Water-divining, says: "The experts on wastatement of the Encyclopcedia Britan- ter supply connected with national geolognica, under heading "Divining-rod": "The ical surveys have often reported on divinbest dowsers have generally been more ing, and so far as I know they are unanor less illiterate men, engaged in some imously against it." A report by the United
humble vocation"? No, for educated divin- States Government (Water Supply Paper
ers are equally vague in their explanations, 416) in the booklet The Divining Rod~ a
although they do approach it from the History of Water Witching states: "To all
"scientific" angle. Say some: "The twig inquirers the United States Geological Suris allergic to water like a magnet is to vey therefore gives the advice not to exmeta!." Others offer a theory that the dip- pend any money for the services of any
ping of the stick has something to do with 'water witch' ... for locating underground
"electrical currents" that run from the water."
water through their bodies and into the
stick, causing it to dip.
Frequent Success
It is interesting to note the opinion of
Since the controversy centers around
scientists on these theories. "The judg- not only how the rod works but, also,
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does it work? some authorities have begun been cited to prove that Moses was the
to analyze the success of dowsing. One of first water witch. But was he? If Moses
them, a cpmmission tha.t issues licenses was the first water witch and his gift
for drilling wells, compiled full data on was passed on to others, then water
weUs drilled in New South Wales, Austral- Witches today shOuld be able to duplicate
ia, from 1918 to 1939. Out of 1,753 wells Moses' miracle of causing water to gush
divined, 257 turned out complete failures. forth out of a rock. No, Moses was not
Out of 1,675 wells not divined, 126 turned. a water witch nor was his rod a divining
out complete fa.ilures. From this report rod. His rod merely stood f.or the authority
it does not appear to make much difference Jehovah had given him to lead Israel, even
whether a well is dowsed or not; if any- as Aaron's rod that budded symbolized
thing, there would appear to be fewer com- that Jehova.h had given him priestlyauplete failures when wells are located by thority in Israel Jehovah God was the
methods other than dowsing, indicating One responsible for miraculously providthat common sense is a little more reliable. ing water for his chosen people.-Numbers
When a dowsed well is a success, many 20:12.
times it is widely advertised by newspapers
Most dow,sers tOday belieVe their "gift"
on the lookout for the sensational. The comes from God. If the "gift" comes from
geologist who surveys land for wells and Jehovah God, it is indeed strange that
who is successful wears no laurels in the atheists and pagans have success with dinewspapers as the successful dowser. For vining rods too! To enlighten us further
a geologist is supposed to be right. Hence, as to the source of the Wlknown power and
the played-up advertising of successfully of the "gift", we quote another statement
dowsed wells is a factor to be considered. by Nobel Prize Winner Charles Richet:
However, scientists contend with the ad- "Essentially, the phenomenon is quite the
vertised success of divining rods in this same as that of automatic writing, conmanner: "In a humid region the chances versations on a ouija board and other
for a moderately successful well are about analogous acts; that is to say, involuntary
nine out of ten, wherever the well is put and subconscious muscular movements,
down." (Geology for Engineers, Joseph M. able to organize themselves into a sort
Trefethen) Hence, the consensus of scien- of synthesis. This subconscious synthesis
tific opinion is well summed up by Scien- is at times so consistent that one might
tific Monthly, September, 1952: "It is diffi- well believe in the intervention of another
cult to avoid the conclusion that water personality." Unavoidably, we begin to nowitching is not an empirically reliable tice the very close resemblance of the
method for locating underground supplies divining rod to the demon-controlled ouija
board; the violence of the rod also resemof water."
bling effects produced by spirit mediwns.
Divining a Gift from God?
"Let us note the analogy of this phenomA significant factor in the persistence enon," continues Professor Richet, "with
of the divining rod is the common belief the violent movements of tilting tables.
that the "gift" of using it has been passed movement which has irresistible energy
down from the days of Moses, who "lifted when a powerful medium has his hands
up his hand, ahd with his rod he smote the over a table which he hardly touches....
rock twice: and the water came out abun- It would be interesting to make a methoddantly". (Numbers 20:11) This text has ical study of the possibility of dowsFEBRUARY 22, 1953
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ers also being medlumo able to move
Moreover, Roberts says in his b'Jok that
tables; and similarlyI' whether mediums Gross' rod ,.ru answer any ~on put to
able to move tables might not also be it, by the way the rod nods. Roberts condowsers. This would be a new questiOn, tinues: "Helll'y's rod, for example, wID anworthy of investigatlon,"'-Hemy Gross swer any question be chooses to ask it-....and His Dowsing Rod, Chapter 2.
Is there 'ijIlderground water on the planet
As an example of such violent power, Mars? How many bornpout are there in
let us note the occasion when Jesus ex- Rocky Pasture's Long Pond? Will it rain
pelled a demon from a man: "And the next Saturday? Will there be war with
unclean spirit, after throwing him into a Russia within the year? Will the Red Sox
convulsion and yelling at the top of its win the American League pennant?" These
voice, came on out of him," (Mark 1: 26, remarkable powers are beyond the power
New World Trans.) Compare that COD- of a green twig! Even the human brain
wlsive reaction with that experienced by does not possess power to predict future
a 4'gifted" oil and water diviner. Says events, tmless sp;rit creatures do the work.
Evelyn Penrose when divining for oil: The scientific definition of dowsing aligns
"'l'he"flrst indication I g~t o['ov is a violent it closely with demonism: "an abnormal
stab through the soles of my feet like a psychological condition in the diviner,
red-hot knife. When ,over' the oil itself, analogous to clairvoyancY."-Encyclopethe action of the rod is so violent that I dia Americana under "Divining Rod".
am turned and twisted about like a doll on
The predictive feature of the divining
the end of a string, and can hardly keep rod makes this Bible account most pertimy feet." Describing the "gift" her father nent: HAnd it happened that as we were
possessed, Evelyn Penrose continues: "Al- traveling to the place of prayer a certain
though he was very strong, I have seen servant girl with a spirit, a demon of divithe rod turn in his hands with such vio- nation, met us. She used to furnish her
lence' as to peel off the bark, but nothing masters with much gain by practicing the
he could do would stop its turning. I am art of prediction." (Acts 16: 16, New World
not strong enough to hold the rod so that Trans.) When the apostle Paul expelled
the bark is skinned off, so it skins the bark the demon from the girl, she lost her "gift"
oft' my hands instead!"-Henry Gross and of prediction!
HiB Dowsing Rod, Chapter 3.
From the foregoing the following facts
To continue investigating the resem- appear obviously clear: (1) The origin of
blance between divining rods and ouija the divining rod is pagan; (2) Moses was
boards, let us again tum to Kenneth Rob- not the first water witch; (3) the "gift"
erts' book about Henry Gross, the most
successful dowser in the country. Henry of dowsing does not come from Jehovah
Gross has been successful in "long dis- God;" (4) the divining rod in the hands of
tance" dowsing, for while in New England a "gifted" person can do more than locate
he dowsed over a map of Bermuda and water; (5) the tmknown power in divining
located water there. When using a closely resembles that of wicked spirits
pendulum-type divining rod, he can make mentioned in the Bible, and (6) the caUSe
it stop by talking to it. "He next discovered of the divlrvng rod's operation and its
that he could stop a pendulum in anyone variety of effects place it in the same
else's hand-not only by audibly ordering family with ouija boards and spirit meit to stop, but by silently willing it to stop." diums.
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PRINTING PATTERNS
ON CLOATH

HE art of printing patterns or de~
signs on cloth is almost as ancient
as'cloth itself. Its date and place of origin
are not known. It appears to have been
developed independently and at different
times by many countries, Perhaps the
first discovery was when someone learned
that certain leaves, when moistened and
pressed upon fabric, left stains of the
shape of the lea\i'es, and from that time
forward mankind has enlarged upon his
discoveries and has developed a printed
design of almost everything imaginable.
From the slow, tedious processes of the
past he has improved on his methods of
production to such an extent .that today
it is possible to watch printed cloth roll
through mammoth presses at the rate of
"300 yards per minute"! This rapid proc·
ess is comparatively simple, but it rep
quires skilled help, accurate adjustment
and careful control of the machjne itself.
This is attained through the roller print·
lng machines, through which more print~
ing is done than by all the other processes
combined.
In addition to this machine, there are
several other methods of printing textiles,
but these are decidedly slower, more an~
dent but are still being used to some ex~
tent. They are block, batik and screen
printing.
Block printing dates back to the time
when the Chinese used engraved wooden
blocks for letterpress printing some 2,000
years ago. However, historians express
doubt that Chinese used this method back
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there for printing designs' on clothing.
The most dfcorative and delicate work
of printing was that done by the people
of India. They painted designs on fabric
as early as 400 :So C. With brilliant colors
they covered their robes with exquisite
designs. Their dyeing was equally skillful.
They would first take the cloth and soak
it, after which they would beat and wash
it for many days to develop an extreme
softness to the material. A design. was
next punched with a needle on a paper
pattern. Thjs pattern was laid down on
the cloth and powdered charcoal lines on
the cloth were traced over with water.
proof paint, to make the design endure
through many dye·baths. Each sectjon not
to be dyed was carefully covered with
wax to make it resist the dye. After each
. dye·bath of different colors, the wax was
removed witb boiling water, the cloth
soaked and beaten, and other parts of the
d:sign were covered with wax in prepara.
hon for the next dye-bath. This same
method has also been used by the Javanese
for thousands of years, and is still prac.
ticed to some extent today. In fact, the
designs that appear on the Javanese gods
are the same designs modern Javanese
wear.
The pre·Christian era found the Egyp.
tians experts at block pdnting and "hand
17

printing". Reco C.pey, of the Royal Col·
lege of Art, South Kensington, wrote that
In Upper Egypt many fragments of linen
of the fifth century B. C. Period portrayed
''Biblical subjects, diaper and geometri~l
patterns, printed in some resistant medium from blocks which are remarkable

for their vigorous cutting". Pliny. stated
that the Egyptians employed a remarkable process for coloring their material.
He wrote: "After pressing the cloth,
which is white at first, they saturate it,
not with colors, but with mordants calculated to absorb color," The material
was then "plunged into a cauldron of boiling dye" and "removed the next moment
•
fully colored. It is a singular fact too,
that although the dye in the pan is of one
uniform color, the material when taken
out is of various colors, according to the

natures of the mordants that have been
respectively applied to it". The patterns
were finally pressed into form by the

block method.
No actual printing in Europe seems to
have been done before the eleventh cen·
tury A. D. Fragments of painted fabrics
were found in the Crimea, in Greek graves
of the fourth century B. C. These were
hand-painted and were of warriors, goddesses, and geometrical patterns, something like those on contemporary Greek
vases. Also, oriental prints were known
at an, early date in Europe, but there is
no record that Europeans did any printing
of their own. However, from about the
eleventh century fonvard European textile industry began to show itself. But it
was not until the eighteenth century before any real progress was made. It was
at this time that block printing was superseded by flat-press or copper-plate printing. Delicate patterns were being produced. However, there were many barriers
to overcome. Most of these vanished with
the invention of the roller printing ma-
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chine, which aclually revolutionized the
entire printing industry. That which was
a luxury became a common item in every
home, namely, printed clothes.
Modern Printing Methods
Block printing is both ancient and modern. It is slow and costly. It is used only
when special effects are desired. Also
small articles such as lunch cloths and
napkins. for which it is not economical
to operate a printing press, or prints that
are of short lengths or designs of temporary interest, are usually stamped on designed blocks. 'This operation is often
done by hand, but there are machines in
which the material meets the blocks as
it passes over a revolving drum and the
same effect is attained.
If more than one color is desired, the
whole fabric is printed with one color,
dried and then printed again with a second or other additional colors. To secure
exact register requires patience, also
skilled and careful operators. Block printing is especially suitable' for broad designs
where large masses of color which emphasize breadth of effect and large decorative motifs rather than fine details
and delicate shading are desired". In block
printing, bright and dark shades may be
stamped in the same design without danger of the dulling. that occurs with roller
printing. There is another advantage:
block printing can reach a purity, richness and transparency of color that can
rarely be attained by roller printing.
Roller printing is peculiar to this twentieth century in that it places emphasis
on production. Huge rolls of bleached
cloth are rolled up to the presses and in
a few minutes they are printed, dried
and rolled up or plaited in boxes. Later
the material is steamed, aged or other~
wise treated to fix color, depending on the
type of dye that was used.
AWAKE!

Most textiles are printed on one side
only and such goods have a decided right
and wrong side. In most print goods there
is no serious disadvantage in this. How~
ever, in materials such as for draperies it
is advantageous to have both sides alike.
This can be accomplished by the duplex
printing process. The forever-present pas!'>ibility is not having the material perfectly aligned. The slightest discrepancy can
spoil a whole roll.
Another type of printing that is extensively used commercially in the United
States for tablecloths, hangings, draperies.
bedspreads and similar materials, is that
known as screen printing. The advantages
over the roller-printing method -are that
a pUrity, richness and transparency of
color caD be reached that cannot be
reached in the other. It also has advantages over the wooden blocks, in that
screens are easier to handle and cheaper
to make. Recently, a new machine that
combines cloth laying with gumming and
prevents wrinkles has made its debut. It
can be adjusted for any material. Good
Housekeeping [or May, 1949, describes the
operations for screen printing and some
of its distinct advantages. It said:
"Although screen printing is an expensive hand operation, it produces exceptionally deep, clear colors. Moreover, it
permits the use of large, bold prints and
a greater design 'repeat' (length of a pattern before it is repeated) than is possible
with roller printing . . . . Screen printing
is especially desirable for knit fabrics;
machine printing is likely to stretch knit
fabrics out of shape. . . . Screen prints
usually have six or seven colors, though
there may be as many as fifteen different

colors. When the printing is completed,
the fabric is steamed, to set the color;
then it is dried. As the fabric is slightly
stiffened by this operation, it is rolled
into blankets and resteamed, to give it
FEBRUARY 22, 1958

softness and good draping qualities. Most
screen prints must be dry-cleaned. Al~
though some can be washed. The washability of a screen print depends en the
basic fabric, the type of dyestuff used
and the care with which it is applied. To
be safe, wash only items that are labeled
washable."
Photographic Printing

As could be expected, newer and more
ingenious methods for printing would be
developed to keep abreast of the demands
and the times. Chemists and photographic
scientists have discovered a means whereby photograph prints can be made on
pottery and glassware, including chinaware. Also photographic printing on text11es is now at the stage where it can be
done continuously. AE, far back as April,
1948, H OUS8 BeautifUl made mention of
this revolution in printing. There are actually two new processes for printing photos on textiles. "In one, the fabric is
sensitized (just as paper is) to light, then
contacted with the transparent fibn.
Light prints the design. In the other proc~
css, the print is made by selective destruction of the dye on the fabric. Prints
right now are made in shades of one
color only; multicolor is still in the future. Also, the process is slower than conventional fabric~printing, and it costs
more. But that problem is under attack,
too. On pottery and chinaware, the trick
is to sensitize the ware before it is glazed.
~ The design is printed on an appropriate
coating on the china, then the part is
glazed and fired. Heat develops the color,
sets it permanently."
Together with the development of new
machinery, printing styles and dyestuffs,
textile printing has advanced to where it
can produce almost any color effect, design and quantity at the dazzling speed
of many yards per minute.
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the widow of the city's
fonner Dutch governor, Petrus Stuyvesant, who sur·
rendered the city to the
English back in 1664.
Such Is the usual inforANY are the sights to be seen in New mation given to tourists about churches in the
York, and among these can certainly be city, but the amazing thing is that it totally
eluded the churches. The city has a $300- ignores any service to God. Through the be·
million supply of them, more than 2,700 struc· clouding of history, such service seems to have
tures, representing many different denomina- taken a secondary position. In an entirely dif·
tions. The observant visitor can learn much ferent group, however, are the Kingdom Halls
.about religion through the wealth that is where Jehovah's witnesses and persons of good
shown by these buildings, and through the will meet for study. These make no boast of
history, because the building is secondary; peo·
things for which particular ones are noted.
'i? Four of the largest represent four different pIe and the truth are first. In New York, as
denominations. The huge cathedral of St. John througho.ut the world, there is a continually
the Divine (Protestant Episcopal) is exceeded growing number of them. The 26 such congre·
in size by only St. Peter's in Rome. It is gations in New York when Jehovah's witnesses
located "just a few blocks from the north· last met in Yankee StadiuIIJ in 1950 have
east corner of Central Park, and can seat now increased by 50 per cent, to 39!
10,000_ St. Patrick's cathedral (Roman CathoOf great interest to the throngs of Jeho·
Uc) is fourteenth in size in the world and vah's witnesses who will arrive for the next
seats 4,500. It is located directly across from such assembly, July 19·26, wHl be the attrac·
Rockefeller Center, is one of the city's most tive Kingdom Hall located on the first floor
famous structures, and houses an amazing dis- of the Watch Tower's world headquarters,
play of wealth: Riverside church (Baptist) the ten·story Bethel home at 124 Columbia
overlooks the Hudson river from Riverside Heights in Brooklyn. From here public Bible
Drive at 122nd street. This towering $4·mlllion lectures are broadcast every Sunday evening
structure seats 2,500 and contains a 72-bell over Watchtower radio station WBBR. Other
carillon, the largest in the world. The remain· neat, attractive places of meeting spot the
ing member of this 'big four' is third in size. flve boroughs of New York, putting a King·
It is the .$a·million Jewish Temple Emanu·EI dom Hall in all sections of the city.
at Fifth avenue and 65th street.
Rather than priding themselves in history,
'i: Not only size, but age and history distin- these stand solely for sound doctrine. Rather
guish many others. The city's oldest is St. than drawing people through the coldness of
Paul's chapel on lower Broadway between the works of stone, they have hUman contact,
financial district and City Hall. Built in faith and zeal, and a real interest in helping
1754-6, it takes pride in the pew George Wash· people see the truth. Their public display is
Ington sat In. Nearby is ancient Trinity church,.· not through l1lan·made temples, but through
which faces down t.he narrow canyon of Wall living recommendations, preaching to all men.
street. Its major attraction is Its skyscraper·
, New Yorkers remember the assembly of
enclosed churchyard where Alexander Hamil· these Christians that packed out Yankee Sta·
ton, Robert Fulton and other
dium in 1950, and many of
men of history lie burled. Old
them likewise became Jeho·
slave galleries still remain in
vah's witnesses as a result of
All Saints EpIscopal church at
that assembly. Many more
Henry and Scammel streets,
will do so after observing the
on the Lower East Side. St.
efficiency, the zeal and God's
spirit manifest in the forth·
Mlirks·ln·the·Bouwerie at Sec·
ond avenue and 10th street
coming gathering of Jeho·
is another. old church that
vah's witnesses, again at Yan·
was originally constructed
kee Stadium, July 19-26. Plan
through provisions made by
now to be there.

New Yot'k's Ghut'ches
Far a Materialistic City, a Lot of Religion
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Windu MgfGolo99
Iy .....Dbl" corr.....IlId_ in India

ARIOUS books have been written on
the subject of Hindu ::nythoiogy.
The subject is so vast as to require vol·
urnes to deal with Lt adequately. The pur~
pose of thls article is not so much to delve
into the mult:farious :myths and legends
held sacred by mHlions of devout Hindus
in hdia as to flcquair.t people outside
0: India wit h some undeManding of
Hindu mythologies, and at the same time
to endeavor to show to sincere Hindus in
India a vie"''POint of the subje<.'t that th€'y,
perhaps, have newr before see::'!.
Jv.an is naturally curious to understand
the cause for the various phenomena of
life and the reasons for the workings of
naturE.'. Today science explains to us IT.any
eauses that were unknown to our forefathers. They, (Iuite naturally, imagined
all sorts of fantastic causes for the simplest happenings in nature and easily f('11
prey to the weirdest mythological idea.s.
'fake the simple fact of
rainfall. We today can understand how clouds are
fonnE'd by evaporation from
the oceans, carried by winds
acros.<; the land surfaces, and
there caused to condense as
rain by changes of tempera·
ture, mountair. ranges, etc.
But past generatiocs knew
ncthing of that scientific
process. It was a:most natural for them to believe that
;'ain came down from Harre
other world above ours, and
was controlled by some

V
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"gods" living up there out of sjght. In
times of drought or severe flooding it was
natural for uner.lightened man to want to
f,nd ways and means of propitiating thls
LalknO\\'n "god"; for surely were not
drough! and flood IT.anifcstations of his
anger? The- phenomena af thunder, lightning and the rainbow a11 added to man's
conviction that there ::nust be someone
more powerful than f:imself causing aU
these things.
Without any revelation from the true
God and Creator of the u..,iverse man
eould hardly be blamed for imagining such
mythological gods to exist, nor could he
be blamed for wanting to appease any
wrath l1:at these supposed deities appeared to have against man. But today
man knows what causes rain, stann.
drou!2:ht and flood; and surely he no longer
believes, docs he, such myths eli there being
a "rain god" who has to be appeased in
times of drought? )rot so.
In Ir.dia today there are mil.
lions of sincere Hindus who
genuinely believe such gods
exist. Every year one read;;
in the newspapers of devoted
HindlLs' undertaking special
fasts and offering special
prayers to appease the "rain
god" in tirr.e of drought or
flood.
There is a cause tar
these mythological conceptions; they are not just mere
childish fairy tales to be
laughed at as ~okes. They
are much :nor€' .deep-rooted
than that, anQ: the purpose
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behind them is far more sinister. Some
Hindus will be offended by our use of
the word u8intster" In COIUlection with
their sacred mythologies. We use the word
with all due respect for the honest and
devout Hindu who sincerely believes that
he understands some profound truths concealed in these mysteries. We invite the
Hindu truth seeker to ponder over a divinely revealed truth concerning the origin and purpose of all his ancient and
mystical traditions. A loving and kind
Creator has given man a revelation of
his will and purposes that enables the
honest searcher for truth and righteousness to find truth and escape from error.

Abnormal "Gods"
But let us first of all peep into some
of the basic beliefs of Hinduism and learn
something about its multitudinous gods
and' goddesses. One fundamental belief of
Hindu philosophy is the transmigration
of soul. ,Upon that belief is based a complex philosophy covering all aspects of
living organisms. Idols and pictures representing their gods and goddesses are
usually human in form, but never normal.
One of the commonest gods seen in carvings. and pictures is that of Ganpati, or
Ganesh, which is a 'representation of a
pot-bellied human body with an elephant's
head. He ridel; upon a rat. Some of these
gods have human bodies with several
arms. One takes the form of a monkey.
The point that we wish to emphasize here
is that they are always abnormal creatures, what we might call hybrids, To the
Western mind these images appear as hideous monstrosities, but to the devout Hindu they are sacred, and he sincerely believes there are profound truths hidden
away in these mystical forms that remain unrevealed to the Western mind.
They are esoterical.
Let us take as an exa~ple this god
Ganesh. How came he to have an ele-
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pliant', head? 'nle belief ia that the god
Shlva and his consort Parvat! had Ganesh
as their son. But it is said. that Shivs and
Parvati could not have Children by their
union. The legend says that the sons and
daughters of the gods are "mind-born"
and produced in some mysterious way unknown to man. It is actually said that
the gods, fearing that children produced
by Shiva and Parvati would be too terrible
to live with, requested Shiva not to beget
any children, and that Parvati, hearing
of this, was so enraged that she declared
the wives of other gods also must remain
barren.
Actually there are several stories as to
how Ganesh came to have an elephant's
bead. We will relate just one. Parvati
was bathing and had placed Ganesh outside her bathroom to stand guard against
any intruder. Shiva came along and tried
to get inside Parvati's bathroom, but Ganesh withstood him. Shiva, in his rage,
cut Ganesh's head off, Parvati, on corning
out of the bathroom and seeing Ganesh
with his head off, lamented so pitifully
that Shiva ordered someone to go into the
forest and catch the first living thing he
saw. It was an elephant. The elephant's
head was cut off' and placed upon Ganesh's
decapitated body and he came to life
_ again, but with an elephant's head.
The point we wish to stress is the fact
that here is a Hindu god (and one that is
worshiped all over India, and invoked before undertaking any important work, or
journey, for protection) which is in reality a monstrosity, neither animal nor man.
Can it possibly be that the true and living
God, the Creator of the universe, could
ever be pleased with his creature man for
using such a hybrid monstrosity to represent anything good? Surely not!, Here
it is that we appeal to "revealed religion"
for an answer. ·The Bible claims, and is
easily proved, to be a revelation from the
AWAKE!

true God as to his pW'POSe in neat.IDn.
To it we go in search fl>r truth as to the

origin and purpose ot aU these mytbologi·
cal I3torie5; and superstitions, and idols.
whiCh are regarded as sacred and wor·
shiPE'd by millions of Hindus.
In the book of Gt:!n(!Sis we read that
God createrl all natural species af life
"after their killd". (Gell€sis 1 :21) In oth(!rwords, each Idnd .is l1xed. There is "''al"iety
within thf' kind, but onl' kind cannot be
crossed wilh another and produce a fertile progeny.
To teach roM how God regarded any
attempt at mixin~ the species and thE'
indulgence of sexual ab~lSt>s lIe gave his
law in thf'Sf' words: '''{ou shall not lie
with a male a:; with a femnte: that ....:oulo.
he; loathsome. You shaU not lie with a
!mast, df'flling yourself with it; Mr shall
any woman go IIp to 8. vcnst, to lie down
for it: tho.t would bt2! at) unnatural crime.
... whoever practisE'S !lIlY of these loath·
some vit.-es, iw shall be outlawt.u."_lRvit·
jellS 18:22·29, Mu[Jatt.

Origin IJf Tltelle Mythologies
Now these words revt:!al a principle,
or rule uf action, wbich holds true
throughout God's Wliverse. The very Idea
of an elf'[lhant·hea.ded man is an abomination in the sight of God. According to
Hindu mythology aJmo..'>i: aJJ of their gods
and gdddesses induJged in frightful sexual
practices, ann the whole sy!;tem is filled
with stories of act~ of violence and war·
ftlre over sex. Such fables {'Qwd not pas.
sibly orig.inate from the true and living
Cod who gaw bis exPress law against
such evil prnctlces. If they did not origi.
nate from the true God, then they must
have orlgiooioo from a false god, for it is
certain that they are not just mere fairy
tales invflnted by man for entl2'rtainment.
Again we go to the Bible fOr :revealed
truth on the subject, Some centuries after
fi'/l8BClARY fB, 19!U

man's ete:atkm b:om the dust of the earth
we read ()f il sdleme inwnted by .iii onetime holy an~l who becarne a rebel. That
rebel was orig.in.aUy created by God as a
beautiful crc3.ture of heaven. but with a
mind free to fDllow his own will and free
to determine his 0\11J1 course of act.ion. fIe
covetM the position of rulership occupied
by Jehovah, the Creator and Univcmal
Sovereign. He bfogan his rebellion by in·
ducing the ftJ'St man lind woman to .believe that God was del::l:!iving them as to
their uHimate destiny. God had .o;airl they
would die 9J1d re-tum to the dust from
I,I-hkh they were crt!<lted jf they disobeyed
his lal\l. Thf' rebel said Goo was a liar.
He said: "No, you shall not die; God
koows that an tI~ day you {dt~yI
YOUI· I:!yes will be" opened and you will be
like I!ods, k.nvwing good ttnd e-..i1." (Gen..
f'Sil': :3: 4. 5, Moffatt) Hf'rf' is plainly Ii di·
vine revf'IAtion refuting- tlw theory thaiman has all immortal soul, ot· that dea.th
of the body in any WR:)' DlJOWS for the
wolving or trunsrnlwallll& of an immortal
soul to some other stute. The pe-nalty for
disobe(fienc~r is plainly shown to be death.
not lif(, in sorne other form.
Then, some centurif'!; after this lnitiar
step had ~11 taken by the rebel, who by
this time had ht>en gi\'en tw.., names: of
Serpent. Satan, rwvil and Dragon, we
read of anotl1cr sini'Ster trick he played
Upon humanity. And here is where we Ill'E!
shOwn the trw' origin and purpose of
Hindu mytholOgy and all other religiou!'!
mythologies. The Bible IT'VI"als how prior
to th~ Noarhian fiOC>d Borne ang~ls of
heaven joined Satan in his rebellion. They
saw the daughters of men on earth, that
they were attractive: attractive partic~
uiarly because of their power of bearing
children. This ability to reproduce their
own kinJj was somethJJJg new in God's
tmivcrse; angels did not have that power
among themselv('S, even though craated
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on a higher plane of life than man. So
these angels of heaven saw an opporttmity
to indulge in 8 new crime for gratification of an unnatural lust.
The record of the Bible reads: "The
angels noticed that the daughters of men
were beautiful, and they married anyone
of them that they chose [materializing,

or being incarnated for that purpose] ....
It was in these days that the Nephilim

giants arose on earth, as well as afterwards whenever angels had intercourse
with the daughters of men and had children born to them; these were the heroes
who were famous in the days of old."
(Genesis 6:1-5, Moffatt) That history goes
on to relate how these hybrid giants "filled
the earth with -violence", so much so that
God intervened and destroyed them and
all who were contaminated by them. Only
Noah and his family remained pure and

were saved from destruction, to start a
new world society.

But Satan the Devil was not idle. He
again began to infuse those old ideas into
the minds of men, and through his select~
ed agents he began to build up a system
of religion based upon these hybrid gods
and goddesses and their giant progeny.
Thence sprang all the mythologies that
permeated ancient Babylon, Egypt,
Greece, Rome; and they. live on today in
Hinduism and even in modern so-called
ChristianitY, with its trinity god, its
mother~and~child worship and all the pa~
gan traditions that have been infused into
apostate Christianity.
It is the truth that sets one free from
these religious traditions, said Jesus
Christ. (John 8:32) In due time, and
that quite. shortly now, Jehovah God will,
by his true Son, Jesus Christ, destroy
Satan and all his demon hordes, together
with all their visible organization on earth
by which the nations ar:e blinded to truth.

NEARER THAN THEY REALIZE
N HIS discussion "A Reporter in Search ';
of God" (Collier's, March 31, 1951), How·
ard Whitman quoted a New England me·
chanic as saying, "I know the perfect solu·
tion to the world's problems ...• Man ought
to abdicate and let God take over." A woman
in a San Francisco cable car had told the
same reporter, "Human beings have made
such a mess of this world, r wish God would
take It back and run it himself." A business·
man in Kutztown, Pennsylvania, had reo
marked, "Mankind has had its chance-and
muft'ed It." An Ohio farmer said, "Only God
can save the world now."
'i;' The Collier's article commented: "But
certainly man has found himself in a spot
before. He's been bogged down· so many
times. What's different abOut this time? The J
difference, as I found it, is that now-for
the first time-people feel really helpless. •
They've never felt really helpless before. \.
'fhey've always had some ace up their sleeve:
science, technology, mass production, medi· "

I
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psychiatry, education, government,
League~of Nations, United Nations. Do they
think any of these things can save them
now? 'No,' said one of the men I met. 'We
have exhausted the tangibles!'"
Man is, however, in an even worse spot
than he generally recognizes. This old world's
religions have not taught their members
that the BIble says God is going to take over
and run the world, and that in the changing
of gears from corruption to righteousness
a vast multitude will be ground into oblivion.
They have not taught their members that
Revelation 11:15 foretold that Christ would
take over the rule of earth; that Isaiah 32: 1
tells that this King rules in righteOUsness;
that Isaiah 9:6,7 actually applies to future
rulership of earth ~hen it says the rule of
the Prince of Peace shall be unending. They
have not shown their members that Revela·
tion 19;11·21 tells that Christ Jesus will ac·
tually destroy earth's kings who have rav·
aged it, along with all wickedness.
AWAKE!

W O
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Is Belief in Angels Essential?

"THO

j{

is C'oJIsirif'red l'Casonable to

believe In angels, this is not an essl'ntiai part of Christi<:m belief." According to the Chicago (Iliinoi!» Daily T1'1b'Uno.. September 17, 1952, that statement
was made by a spokesman for the Churrh
uf England informiltion bourd in discUS!;in~ the appropriatl'n~" of f'recting the
image of an angel on the 6'ra~e of a ninf'·
year_old gh-1.

What arc the facts? I~; ul'ih'f in the
l'xi"tpnrp of angels un essential part of
Christian lldief or is it merrly a roasonable SlJpposltJon that Christians can ae!'f'pt or reject as they Uke?
In lhe Hrst piacp If't Wi note that 'essential Christian belief' b. helif'f that coinrirjp!> with what Christ Jesus ~lie\'ed ano
taught. To claim to he Christian and to
di~aq:ree with Christ Jesus is to assume
tllf' role of a hypocrite. It furlher amount~
to ioIecusing Chri~t Jesus (If being either
a fool Of a knave; a fool for actually believing in nn)'.!;els when such do not f'xist,
or teaching that angels existed merely ror
the sake of ille efff'C"t, when he knew better; for the Christian Greek Scriptures
leavE' no doubt in our minds that to J6tlS
Chrisl angelo; really existed, were very
real.
Repeatedly Christ Jesus associated angels with heav~n, his hf'avenly glory and
his return, which clearly indicates that
these me.<;,.<;engers wcre not mere hmnan
creatures. "For thf' Son of man is destined to come in the glory of hi~ Father
with his angels, and then he will recomFBiBRUARY 1012, 1953

pense t'ach onf' according to his behavior."
Since all hunUIJ} creatures are to be judged
regarding their .behlwiol", jt fnllows that
the angf'lc; with him must be other than
humans. And in his illustration dealing
with the same event JpSi]S said: "The
han.'I'.~t is a consummation of a system
of things, and thl' reapers are angels.
The Son of man 'Will -;f'nd forth his angels,
and they will collect out from his kingdom all thing!'! that. cause stumbling: ann
persons who are doing lawlessness."
-Matthew 13:39,11: 16:27, ]IIew World
TrUJls.

FUrther, in dis{"l1s~ing the resurrection
with the sadducees, a Jewi~h fleet that
did not hPlir-ve in it, he said: "For in t.he
resurrection neither do they marry nor
are they given in marri<1gf', hut nrc as
angels in heaven." In Jesus' gre<1t proph·
eey he foretold that he would "send forth
his angels" whu \\.ould g<1ther togethel
his cho!'!{'n ones: and concerning the exael
time that thi~ present old wicked systerr
of things would·end he stated: "Nobod~
knowfI, neither the angels of the heaven:
nor the Son, but only the Father." He als(
foretold that when hI' arrived in his gloI'~
to separate men as a shepherd separatCj
sheep from the goats all the holy angeJ;
would be with him.-Matthew 22:30
24:31,36: 25:31,32. New World Trans,
v,'hen the mob came to the garden 0:
Gethsernane to take Jesus, and Peter trie:
to protect him by using his sword, curtin.!
off the ear of the servant of the higl
p~iest. Jesus said to him: "Do yuu thinl
that I cannot appt'-al t.o my Father to sup
ply me at this moment more t.han twelv,
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legioDa of angels?" Did Jesus not knOw
what he- was talklJlg- about? Or was
be saying that merel)1 to in1pr:ess his hearers? Which horn of the dilemma shall

we accept if we grant that belief in angels
is not essential to Christian faith? And
after Jesus' temptation ordeal in the wilderness, who ministered to him? Was it
not angeJ:;?-Matthew 4:11; 26:53, New
World Trans.
Regarding his Father's Scriptures, Jesus stated, "Your worO is truth." (John
17:17, New World Trans.) Throughout his
earthly ministry he continually appealed
to the authority of the Scriptures, and
at no time did he imply that what they
stated was not true, was not essential for
Christian faith. In paging through those
Hebrew Scriptures we find in book after
book reference to the "angel of Jehovah",
and invariably it appears from the context
that not a human but a heavenly messenger, one who had materialized for the
occasion" is referred to.
Thus when Gideon asked the heavenly
messenger for proof that God was indeed
with him, this angel performed a miracle
by causing a fire to come forth from a
rock and consume the offering that Gideon
had placed upon it. "Gideon saw that he
was the' angel of Jehovah; and Gideon
said, Alas, 0 Lord Jeh2vah! forasmuch
as I have seen the angel of Jehovah face
to face." And when Manoah, the fatherto-be of Samson, sa", the heavenly mes'senger, the "angel of Jehovah [ascend]
in the flame of the altar" then "Manoah
knew that he was the angel of Jehovah".
(Judges 6:18-22; 13:20,21, Am. Stan.
Ver.) Were Moses, Samuel, David, Isaiah,
Daniel and other servants of Jehovah mistaken, deceived or uttering falsehoods
when they reported the appearance of
these angelic messengers?-Exodus 3:2;
Psalm 34:7; Isaiah 37:36; Daniel 6:22;
7:9,10.
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ComIng

to the Mltlngs of the followers

of Christ Jesus in the Christian Greek
Scriptures we likewise find references to
heavenly messengers, angelic creatures,
from beginning to end. Matthew tells of
an angel appearing to Joseph in a dream
and of the angel Qf Jehovah descending
from heaven to roll away the stone from
Jesus' memorial tomb, and whose appearance was as the lightning. Luke tells us
of the visit pf the angel Gabriel, 'who
stands near before Jehovah,' to Zechariah,
father-to-be of John the Baptist, and of his
appearance six months later to the virgin
Mary. He also records the appearance of
the angel of Jehovah to the shepherds and
the appearance of the great host of angels
that sang at the time of the birth of Jesus.
-Matthew 1:20; 28:2-5; Luke 1:11-19;
26:38; 2:9-14, New World Trans.
Paul told the Galatians that even if an
angel from heaven taught something else
than what he taught that angel should
be accursed; also that Christians should
be able to judge matters between themselves since the~ were to judge angels.
(1 Corinthians 6:3; Galatians 1:8) Both
Peter and Jude tell of angels that sinned.
(2 Peter 2:4; 'Jude 6) Paul in his letter
to the Hebrews makes thirteen references
to angels, and in the book of Revelation
we find them referred to some seventy
times. In fact, from Genesis to Revelation
more than three hundred times the existence of angels is evidenced..
What kind of Christianity would that
be which denies all the foregoing evidence? True, angels do not appear to our
natural sight today, but, then, "we are
walking by faith, not by sight". (2 Corinthians 5:7, New World Trans.) To deny
the existence of angels is to make God's
Word a lie. True Christians will let God's
Word be true though it makes all men
liars. (Romans 3:4) Assuredly, belief in
angels is essential.
AWAKE!

Finland
INLAND iJoasts of many distitlctioll....
If is a land that has paid its ~-ar
d~bts> thf' land of Slbelius and PaavO
Nurmi, lhl:.' land of thousands of lakes, the
land of the 1952 OlympiC' games. Situated
in ahout the same iatituJI:.' as Alasku, it
Is about fOlir fifths us large as the state
of Cnlifornla (alld of :'Iimilar shape) and
hRS a populntlon of SOInt> four million

F

people.

The Finns art" II tough and determined
people. Their needing to hf' continually
on the lookout and the hard fight for
existence have· tf'nded to mnkc them a bit
stiff nnd at tim!;s E!ven uncornmunlcatlw
and dhdl'USUuJ. Many of them have be-.

CQml:.' weary of the war clouds and grt'atly
desire peac!l, which desire is being exploited by political parties. In recent
years, howf"ver, the Finnish people have
had brought to them II genuine peace messagf', which has resulted in greater trust
and more hope. It is the good newg about
God's kinguom and its blessings that the
Christinn witnesses of Jehovah are herald.
ing forth from one end of Finland to the
other. That thi!l message is reaching responsive ears and hearts can be seen from
the fact thnt the I1wnber of these proclaimers has incrcased from a fev.· hundred in 1930 to some 5,000 in 1952.
Our Finnish friends tell us that Fin_
land's Salmaa chain of lakes is the largest
Jake reglon .in the northland... Preaching
the good ~ws of God's kingdom among
tl'1C thousands of islands has its difficulties. In the w11lter Wle can ski bundreds
of miles to get to the farUtest hOUses, bUt
F1!IB&UARY fI, 1953

when summer comes the ice melts and
often the only way to reach the people is
hy boat. When the Watch Tower SOCiety
announcNl that during the summer of
1952 ministers of the good news were to
go out and preach in "isolated" territory,
that is, telTitory in which no witnesseto
reside and where no preaching is being
done, those Jjying in thl:! Salmaa area
planned to use a motorboat to visit the
islands. They lack<!d money 'With which
to buy a boat find had little knowledge
of how to build one, hut they hnd faith
and detf'nnination. Each l'Ompany of Jehovah's lVillJe....'if'S, l'L'gnroless of how !'imall
or p<>or, contributed to the extent It (.'Ould
in material, lobor and skills and, os a result, at the l'nd of two months of hard
work a roomy motorboat was r~ady for
service. By means of it the witnesses were
able to bring the good news of the Kingdom to many islands that ,had never hea.1'd
of the messa~e before. By means of loudspeakers on the boat, public talks were
given near the islands. The pwple of the
c-ommunity, noting th"" boat's spE!Ctal U'>P.,
have nkknamoo it "Noah'!> ark", I1ttle
appreciating how fitting that namE" really

,

.
IS.

Like Jehovah's witnesses in other lanWi,
the Finni!'lh ministers make good use of
every opportunity to preach the good news
of the Kingdom. Full-time minIsters are
~ialJy alert in this resped, as they
arc required to devote 100 hours a montb
to the preaching work in addition to pro.
viding for themselves. One of these fulltime "piont'E'r" ministers, while on a trip
to Korth Finland, had a long wait belwe&n
trains and looked for an opportunity to do
27

El;)me prea.ching. Seeing near the railroad
station an employment 'Office with about
fifty m.,en waiting, looking for jobs, he
offered them the Watch Tower publications. For his efforts he got little but
mocking. However, one of the men seemed
to be more sympathetic than the rest, for
he observed: "I don't suppose that they
want your books any more than tne em~
players want us."
That started a discussion during which
he had opportunity to answer many questions. Because the men Were predominantly ardent Communists, the subject of the
conversation soon changed and much idle
talk followed. This caused the man
who had first spoken up, a big, broadshouldered fellow, to rise and address the
men, saying, "Speak one at a time; then
everything will be clear; and let our visitor have the first chance to speak."
The pioneer minister spoke to them in a
serious and convincing manner. He
showed how futile had been their efforts
to improve their lot and how false religion
had served to oppress them. "Because
your methods of solving your problems
have proved weak," he went on to say,
",Why don't you at least study and try out
what we have found to be good?" In this
way he gained their attention and they
listened to his explanation of the Bible
hope.
After concluding rus remarks, although
having only ten minutes left in which to
catch his train, this minister found so
much interest among the erstwhile mockers that he was able to place twenty Bible
study books and other literature with the
men. As he hurried to the station four
interested laborers came to shake hands
and wave good-by.
During the year just ended, Jehovah's
witnesses in Finland, as in all other lands,
were calling to the prisoners in political,
religious and commercial bondage to "go
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forth". This call also reached some in literal prisons or jails. rl;!Sulting in their gaining spiritual freedom. For example: One
reckless, clever and embittered criminal,
seeing bow la.wless

th~s ~tem

of things

is, decided to follow its example. He was
serving a second sentence at Kakola, the
"Finnish Sing Sing" at Turku, when he
managed to escape in a guard's uniform.
He was caught blowing up a safe and
was returned there for the third time.
Again he escaped, and while hiding from
the police in an attic he came across the
Watch Tower publication, r<The Truth
Shan Make Yau Free".

Reading this book gave him an understanding of present conditions; he gave
himself up to the police and resolved to
change his course of life. In prison he
began to study the Bible diligently. When
Jehovah's witnesses were in Turku in
July, 1952, for their. district assembly, at
which more than 3,000 witnesses from
South and Central Finland assembled, two
of the conventioners went to the Kakola
prison to visit this prisoner. He had become a serious-minded, thinking attd well~
ma.nnered,

dependabJe

inmate,

who

preached to his fellow prisoners the truth
from the Bible, which sets men free. His
changed state had first aroused suspicion,
but after many tests the prison officials
became convinced that he was not trying
to deceive them and throw them off guard
but that he had truly renewed his mind
by transforming it in accordance with the
new world principles laid down in God's
Word. Once, outside of prison, he was in
bondage; now, though in a literal jail, he is
a free man.
Yes, Jehovah's witnesses preach in Finland as they do in all the rest of the
earth, tQ those in Jiteral prisons as well
as to those in spiritual bondage, to those
in cities and to those far removed from
modern conveniences.
AWAKE!

,\ N.·"

P;l''''~

*hadWashinJl:ton
bl~'n

WUs le~tlVe. It
tW"llt~-r()Ur years

~incc

the Hcpubllcans Inaugu·
ral"d a l'n'~1'1f'nl, and they
mtcndcd to make the most ot
It. 'rhl' t'ily wa~ lull to overflowing wlth cell'brunts tr<Jm
""n,~_~ Ihf' nation. A femnle
tad was the "Mamie Elh"llhuwer bairdo"; malea (01
JoWed the presldenl's nr .."k
in tradition by wearing Hom·'
i}urg hats and dllb ~',,"I~ 111'
~tead of more formal aUtre.
The 62·year-old 3.. 1h IU"e5ident
of the United States was
gworn In lhilly 111inllt,-.~ after
rresltlent Truman's term had
expl~d at m,,,,,, January 20_
Before an uSsl'mblrrt crowd
of 150,000, pitls mil1ion~ of
radio and TV listeners, h"
puhJidy laid down nine "nu1c~
of COnduct" tor hIs admini,·
Iration_ They included build;
Ing strength, r"jt'Cling allpeaBement, puttin!: the eoun,
try first, refraining (nom med·
dling in internal affairs 01
other nationh, inr'reasing pr()o
ductivity and trad€, rej€Ctlng
raCial and natiunal discrimination and backing the U. N.
Tile SDmoor Silk>

.. The fpstivities did not hide
the seriousness 01 the times.
Tl'llJUan's final message to
Congress (1/7) $howed II",
danger of the new hydrogen
bomb: "From now on man
mQVf!S Into a new era of dePBBRUARY Ill), 1953

,,(nldil'"

pow€r,

('''pab/p

,,{

('f"ating "~plnsion~ of a new
ot'{\er of magnItude, dwadlnf.
Ihf' lt1u~h!"(1U1ll douds 01 HIroshima and NagasakI." !I ,U1''''''lly warned Stalin: "You
da)m belIef in Lenin's I,roph·
I'l'), tlldt one stage In the de·
velopment ot Commllnid sod,-.ty would be war between
your world and "lin"<, nut Leonin was a pI"C-atomle man ..
(war] cannor n"W I... 11 'stB(!:"-

in the de,·elopmenl of an)'·
thing ~'Wt" rUin for your I"Cgimc and your homeland"
Washingtnn reportel"3, trying
to dcte-rtnme the actual pr"" .. r
of Ult" lM'mh. pointed out that
the- World War II bluekbLlstf'r
wpighed about 11 tons and
could de$tror a S'ln~r" ,-ity
hl()("k, while the H bomb test
equaled 9.5 lHllliu .. lon~ of
TNT (3,5 megatonsl and eQuid
prObably rall~p ,lead])" third·
degree burns near1y 10 m!le_~
from the lo-';nt of explosion,
The n(",\,- administration took
over at indeed a critical time
-a time of war In Korea,
Curnmunist expansion, fear at
horne, mounUng inflation, and
a $71l.6 billion budget that
amounts to 26 per IYnl uf the
national income, or SUS for
every man, woman and child,
in comparison ....ith only 569
per person as f{'(',,,,tl)' as 193[J,
Crlme KIld Security lD Brital.n

.. Since abolition ot Ilogging
as a il'gKI punishment IC$~

than five years-ago, there hu
been a definite clamor In
Britain for Its retum_ Behind
the movement is no less an
authority than Lord Chief
JUstice Goddard and a goodly
number of jUdges, magtstratps
and polk-e "ffi";al~_ The 524,506 indictable olfenses in England and \\'><1"8 in 1951 (populalion 43 millIOn) were an Inc·t('asl' tlf H:> per rent over
tn3:>. To try 10 stem lite tide
a nt'''' I,ill was introdUced In
parll"m('nt to allOW whipplnJl'
"ilh a hirch fod of males guUIy 01 crimes lrwulvlng penonal \"iolencc.
AnothE'r 51<>1'111 (lr protest In
thi- Dritish press cancero"li
nuclear ~d.,ntist Cecil Frank
Powell, whOm It Wai discoverect hilS !Jeen associated
publicly with a numbel" u1
Commullist-lin,. caUSCI:!, The
Foreign omce excused: "Ther!'
i$ a nnrm;;1 checking ~t1ne
, _ . It broke down." Lo",lon's
Doily RXln''''~~ exploded: "The
F'of{'lgn Office sialp8 that
SIl'l's havf' been taken to put
mnj!{'n; right, but Is not thil
jll'..d"ply
what the l<'ol'elgn
omce salct after Ma'>!..!''!n and
RUrgess dlsll.ppeared?" They
too had knowl",,1!,!!' valuable
10 Ihf' Communi~ts. If therE'
is no fl'ar of w~r, then why
ilrm~ [lut if there is, th ... 11
why freely lms,", out a.tomic
.~f"("re'", to the {'nemy~
ilf'''' Pur..re In Ru"tda?
~ Anti·Semltism appeared on
fllP rilW. In [>raf:/l(! JeIJ'8 IVe'IP

openly denOlUIl"f'd at the trial
of Rudolph Slansky In Nu\'ember_ Thf' president -Of the
HUngarian Jl'Wlsh community
was arrl'slf'(j in January. In
nussia Jcwe ha~'e bel'n ex·
Cluded from important government posts, and Jewish
eultun.l organizations have
been shut down. In MMCOW
the Kremlin charged nine
''terrorist JeWish dodOes" had
plannl'd to kill leading Communists by harmful treatmf'nt and improper c!1agnOSIS (1/12) _ More arrests
wt>re to follow; charges of
"fifth column" activity were
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..,.ntU>p. The

_IT _

not show·
Uti more -vigilance" In pudlng ap1net such plou. Wheth-

mine,

tlow1ng

muflel, lil'tiht

plot had been dimWl!red; to
ovetthl"ow his new ~.

tunlce and other robes 01
rank. IDs bAnd wu lducd by ment. lie arrested many poll·
the old cardinalI, Ilnd then Udan., ann)' oMcers and Com·
tite new ones bowt'd oWr the munist., insttt'Jted t.'e1fBomltlp,
er the <!barge.l!l were true,
gold
C!"08S on hIs slipper and closed a number of newspa·
whether they were part of
the ftght for Buccesaol"Ship also kl5F.Ied tt.e hand. After· pers and magazines, banned
to Stalin. whether the Jews ward they J'f'eel.ved their politIcal parties for three
were scapegoats for polltlca. famed 1"('(1 hats (1/15). Tt.e yearl'l, "elzed their funds, IIJ\d
fallures, or whether a co::nbi· new eat"dlnllis from Spain, took absol"..lte paWN for n
France a.nd Portugal received year. ::t was hoped by all
nation of a:l three, it appeared
that a Jewish purge was un· theirs separately in their own that r.e conid really L-nprove
states from thf'ir politl(~al eonditions in ~gypt and not
der way.
rulers. How differe::tt from merely institute anothC'r dic·
NMlI Aplnl'
tile original Peter who told a
tatorship.
• SiillS of Nazi revival prove convert who attE:'mpted to bow
concJUfJIvely that all 6.5 milbfofo::-c him: "Rise; I myself Kann~ 8tlll Defy ftunna
]Jon former male llaz1s have arr. also a man," and from • As the wars In Indo·eh.na
not been "<iemocrati:red". Brit- Jesus' ~mplc \'ome, follow an::i Malaya con:inue, B'.lrma,
I.JJ cccupation authorities ar· me' to the apostlf's. ane from from which less :s heard, is
rested Sf!ven former nazi
stH! fighting the Karen rebels
the Christians WhO refusl'd
'otnc1als (1;:5) on the charge .~tate honer to receive Christ"s. who hold a section several
of planning' to seize power (Acts 10:26, ....~ e 'W W 0 T I (f hundred miles long m~ar the
by lr::fUtratmi poEtical par- "I'rans.; ;'l'iatthew 4~19·21) Two malaria.·ridden borner o! Thaities. A survey by the U. S. new cardinals :!~I}m Com!'rlu· land and <"ontral sections of
High Commissioner's omre nist l.1nds could not come: tt.e Il'l'awaddy Delta neal"
(1/17) showed "the large Cardir.al Stepinac is ~tU1 reo Rangoon. The Karens are a
majority of German peopJe strlcted in Yugoslavia beeause racial mir.ority that want
cannot be counted ('11 to of nis nazi collaboration, and their own government, but
res1st the efforts of any nazi , Cardinal Wyszynski apparent· ask for a greater an!a than
type group to return·· to ly feaJ"{'d ttat if he If'ft Po- Bt:nna is wil~ing to give. An
power", and that "only a mi- land he could not rE!tul'n
estimated 5,000 to 10,000 are
still in revolt, and t.hey ar('
nority" believe thcrt" Is more
IM_nUnr
Vote
in
Yugo~la\ia
evil than good in natiolllll !lO'
being strengthened by Chi·
ciallam, although only four • Marshal T1to was the only n('se l':atlonalh;ts 4not Comper cent would do a:J they candidate lor the prP~irlency. munists) Who rf'lreatcd from
o:ould to support it. Only 2S That was a foregone conclu· China in 19S0 and h~ve since
per CC!'nt thought a !onner nazi slor.. r-;either was it :1 sur· plflgu('(i the BUIT:l€se, Ii.v:ng
was absolutely wrong when prise thnt he won the election off the cO<lnlry and traffick.nr
be called the Allles "the real 568 to 1. What is surprising ,In opium and ("ontmDand.
war criminals". A major:ly Is that someone in parliament
thought Gemlans should feel east that dissenting vot!'. As In Korea: To Prtlv(~ta "ulld·up
no guilt over the persecution presldent instead of premiE'r, <i. The Korean front IJne wa~
of the Jews anel thought Ger· Tho promises "wide dl'rnocrat· HI a lull in mld·January. It
i(' reforms", but ~heH' Is no was not the first ;ull :n this
many had no responsiblllty to
make payments or restitution reason tl} thin:':: it 'vill allDw war, and previous ones had
{or this. German omcia Is pro- poUtlC'al oppos!ticn {,,. any bP.en used by the Communists
to buiid up their strength. As
challenge to his power.
~ 'vlgorously that the sur·
the 0. N. set about to sec that
vey ,was not C'(lmprehensive Bl'YPt'a ProblE"m
th:s did not hap[len again, lts
and painted a false plcturt>,
With
the
i'Xpll.SIOIl
of
mrplanes coneentratpc\ on ('ut·
but ]t spPaT'E'Jltly did indicate
that given time a1'1d the right Eg)l}t·S h1ng f"srouk, the new ting tile \'itaJ network oj nar·
drcUn1stances nazism could ruler Y.aj. Gen. Moha.mrr:ed row roads and rail lines that
Naguib wrought impOl'tant wind (Iov,,>fl from Mandl~rla
again come to power.
changes; Initiat(>(J land reo In the north. SinN> the bridges
JI.ed Hat. Oonfel'J'M.
torm, began a eJean'.lp or cor· (Over rivers and (jE"ep Kot('an
• The pope, fanned with rupt government, and moved gorges are the vital link in
oetrlch feathers, was borne toward a settlement of the this system, It was on these
aloft on his portable throne Suez and Sudan eontroversy that hundreds of U. N, planes
throUgh the bowing c::-owd. He> with Britain. Obviou!>ly there {'oncentrated their low·level
traJillfeITed to another can·
was opposition from those
attack~. In onl' week at least
opied throne amidst chure-h. who lost their 8peMai lavors,
two dozen were damaged or
:llgnItal1ea in scarlet and er· and Naguib (~harged (1/1E) a destroyed.
"Were att&eked for

'*"
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BIIU QlI.tkr Averted

.. The brakes on the Pennsylvania Railroad's ~ederal Express had failed (1/15). Sharp
incessant blasts on its horn
warned of impending disaster
as it rocked into Washington's Union Station, whizzed
past pillars and crashed at
50 miles an hour through
the' concrete barrier at the
end of the track. It mowed
down the station master's
offlce, and caved through the
main concourse fioor just before its momentum would
have carried it right l.J1to the
main waiting room. The con·
course had been cleared and
alert crewmen kept the pas·
sengers in their seats. Fortyone were injured, but, amazingly, none were killed.

'*

Other Disasters

What else happened in
January? Three days of rioting terrorized Karachi, the
capital of Pakistan (1/7·1;9);
41 policemen were injured,

seven rioters killed. The military was called out to put
down a serious revolt of the
civil police in MadraS, India
(1/8); 81 were arrested for
assaulting superior offtcers, 45
more on suspicion of organiz·
ing the revolt. An outbreak
of yellow fever took 41 lives
within three weeks in the
states of Slio Paulo and Parana, Brazil. In Bo-livia 18
men who were believed to
have participated in the Wi'
successful January 6 rebellion
were arrested (1/13). Thirty.
three seamen were saved and
eight lost when the SWedish
tanker Avant! broke in two
off Okinawa during a Pacific
gale (1/8), and 230 peasants
crowded on the overloaded
146·ton steamer Chang Kyong
Ho drowned when it fioun·
dered in mountainous seas off
the coast of Korea (1/9). A
three·day stann over north·
eastern U. S. caused thirty·six
deaths, mostly from highway
accidents or overexertion

(l/e-l/U), and much of the
same area was struck by a
severe fog that practically reduced New York transportation to a standstill and caused
several minor harbor accidents. In three Pittsburgh
prisons, riots broke out (1/18),
guards were held as hostages,
bonfires built within the pris'
ons and workhouses burned or
wrecked. Also, the U. N. Food
and Agriculture Organization
reported that Far Eastern
food prodUction is so far below requirements that "there
can be little room for com·
placency for several decades".
With thousands of years of
experience behind him man
still cannot end wars, prevent
riots, stop starvation or really protect himself from the
elements. Did you know that
the Bible promises God will
end demonic rule and do all
these things? Fantastic?
From man's viewpoint, yes;
from God's, not at all!
-Isaiah 65:25; 2 Peter 3:13.

Are You Too Busy?
oo, busy

to note the progress of events that may affect
. your destiny? Or do you lack interest in things that might
improve your lot immeasurably? The preaching of the good
news of God's kingdom is making rapid progress in the earth.
According to the Bible, when it is finished the end of this
world's system of things will be at hand. The 1953 Yearbook
of JeJwvahJ s Witnesses discloses what is being done in 127
lands to make known the Kingdom by house~to·house preaching. Read it
and rejoice in the response of peoples everywhere to the greatest oppor~
tunity of all time! Read it and discover your own opporttU1ity! Sent post~
paid, anywhere, for SOc.

T

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN I, N.Y.

Enclosed is 50c. Please send me one copy ot the 1953 Yoo"book 01 Jehovah's Witnesses.
Str~et and Number
Or Route and Box

Name ......,........ _
City ............................. " .. ,...........................

FEBRUARY 22, 1953

".,',., ...........................

.. __ .... _.. __ ..

Zone No .. "",. State.
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Do YOU Think?
Has the experience of nearly
6,000 years taught men how to
live together in peace? Has man's

terrifying

experience

with

the

atom bomb taught him never to
use it against humans again? How
much closer to everlasting life has
experience brought us? What can
we hope to gain from experIence

in future years?
~ book "This Me.ans Everlasting Life)} proves that more than experience is needed.
Experience bas not been the best teacher, nor even a good teacher! It was not
exper:ence that preserved men of God in ancient days, but right knowledge, diligently
and obediently applied in the manner Jehovah directed.

tL One drop of ''life's water" from God's Word,
properly understood and acted upon, is a teacher

worth more than a thousand gallons of human
experience. Says the greatest Teacher who ever
lived: "This means everlasting life, their taking
in knowledge of :you, the only true God." Accurate knowledge of the right kind, exercised
according t') the divine will, brings life. Experience alone can never do so. Read the 320-page book «This

Meall~

Everlasting Life"

and understand why godly knowledge brings life. Sent postpaid, anywhere, 50c.

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Enclosed is SOc for one copy of "This Means Euc1'lasting L1./6".
Street and Numb<;>r
Name ....................................... " .....................

' " ' P ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' , ............. ..

City ....." ................................ '............ " ................... "., ....... ,.................
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"Now it is high time to awake::""Romans 19:/1

Britain Joins the A.Bomb Powers
been completely successful. In recognition
EW events in world history have shak- of his services, Dr. Penney was knighted
en mankind more than the blasting of after his return to England.
The Monte Bellos are a lonely group
Hiroshima with an atomic bomb in 1945.
But since then some thirty more have of islands lying fifty miles off the West
been exploded, so that news of fresh ex- Australian coast just south of the 20th
plosions finds it hard to stay on the front parallel. Habitation is very sparse in that
page. In fact the only claim another blast part of the continent and the islands them·
could have would be either that it was of selves, covering an area of 90 square
a new type or that it admitted another miles. are without population.
After more than a year of secret plan·
newcomer to the select circle of atomsmashing nations. At the Monte Bello is- ning, including a clandestine trip to the
lands on October 3 last, Britain made her islands from Britain by Rear Admiral
debut on the atomic stage with the first Torlesse, official announcement was made
100 per cent dyed-in-the-wool British about the experiment. In July, 1952, ships
A-bomb. In the eyes of a world daily be- bearing men and equipment began to con·
coming less impressed with the roar of verge there. Aircraft brought in topthe aging lion, it raised Britain's prestige ranking scientists. All together more than
2,000 personnel were involved.
considerably.
Of course, no one seriously doubted that
Naturally the press was kept at arm's
British scientists could prepare and ex· length during all these preparations. But,
plode an atomic weapon. They have al· , where facts were missing deduction an'il
ways been right up front in research in speculation came to the rescue, as all kinds
nuclear physics. The leader of the experi- of lesser lights in the scientific world
ment, Dr. William Penney, is a scientist were invited to air their opinions of what
respected as well in America as he is in was going on, or likely to be going on,
Britain. In fact, more than once the Amer- at the Monte Bellos. One such drew attenicans have offered him many times his tion to the location of the Woomera rockpresent English salary to accept a post et range in relation to the islands and
with them. After the :first Bikini test the deduced that an atomic-headed rocket
United States government decorated him would be used. Another saw significance
"for his contributions to atomic bomb re- in the presence in Australia of a guided
search". So it was not a surprise when missile expert. Another noted sagely that
the world was told that the enterprise had Mr. Churchill always referred to the proj.y "Awakel" corr.,p0,"""1 In AWI,.U"
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ect as a tPSt, not of an atomiC bOmD, nally tney went into action they worked
but of an atomic weapon. More specula- so efficiently that news of the explosion
tion concerned the date of the explosion. reached Perth, a thousand miles away,
As August turned: into September and one minute and fjfteen seconds before the
then October loomed up the tension steadi- shock wave was felt at Mount Potter.
ly mounted. Perhaps it was greatest at
Apart from its scientific value to BritOnslow, nearest town and port to the is- ain, the experiment may also have imporlands. Here, at 2 a.m. on the day before tant political Significance. During the war
the blast, some characters woke the tense Britain and America shared their atomic
and excited populace by exploding several knowledge on a reciprocal basis. But after
sticks of gelignite in a 44-gallon dnun, the war this arrangement ended. The
rocl\.ing the town in more ways than one. United States Congress, by its Atomic
Next day, October 3, at about 8 a.m. Energy Act, forbade the sharing of furDr. Penney touched off the bomb. It had ther atomic information. After a most
been placed inside the 1,450-ton Plym at successful partnership this was a bitter
anchor in a lagoon. Afterward, according piU for the British. No one likes to be
to Mr. Churchill's report to the Commons told that he will not be given any more
on October 23, there was not a trace of secrets because he is not considered cathe vessel to be found. It had been "va- pable of keeping them. Smarting from the
pourized, except for some red hot frag- implied insult and starting from scratch,
ments which were scattered over the is- Britain set to work at Harwell to produce
lands and started fires in the dry vegeta- her own atomic stock pile. Whether or
tion". Mentioning that blood heat is not the success of the experiment, both
98.6 degrees F., he then said: "When the from a scientific as well as a security point
flash first burst through the hull of the of view, will eventually mean that the
Plym the temperature was nearly one mil- United States and Britain will work ,- tolion degrees. It was, ot course, tar higher gether again is, of course, a ma~ter for
at the point of explosion." Discussing the conjecture.
collection of data after the blast, he said:
But while the part that atomic bombs
"Very soon after the explosion two naval may play in the future of the world is
officers undertook the dangerous task of daj]y being kept before the eyes and ears
flying helicopters over the heavily can· of a jittery public, something of infinitely
taminated lagoon where the Plym had greater importance is being overlooked
lain. This was in order to take samples and ignored. Atom bombs or hydrogen
of the water so that its radio-activity bombs can make big holes and kill enough
could be ,measured." Later, men in pro~ people to fill them, but they cannot bantective clothing went in to examine the ish godlessness, selfishness, brutality, fear
effect and recover the records.
and want. And they cannot be used as
In August the press established an ob- building blocks of a new world. That is
servation post on Mount Potter, nearest why Christians are not impressed by the
spot on the Australian mainland and some displays of might on the part of any of
56 miles from the center of the island the nations. Soon they will all be gone;
group. The post office also set up a tele- swept away by Jehovah's mighty hand.
graph station nearby on the back of a Then, 'swords into plowshares, spears into
big truck. For over six weeks a round- pruninghooks' and 'atomic bombs into ...
the-clock vigil was maintained. When ft- "Let your kingdom come," 0 Jehovah!
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up into violence, un~
til by 1950 it reached such
a scale in Hydc-raba<i, Ma-

dras

GO RED?
"

.tAwo~ol"

(0 rrel po., d.-.t in ff'1 Pica

N A IIA nM~:l) world
watches lht.~ flVPr~videnin~ pool of red ~pjll OV(iof thp. border~ of t hI' I t S~ S. K. into eastern and
central Ew·u[J~ and into the lands of the
t 'ar Enst. Anxious t!yes of thr \\'M;tcln
d(l'mn(Tnri~~

pro~ress

and \\'nn·
der, uwhere flext ?'l H.esponsibJc leaden;
nnd multitudes of lhe eonlInOll proplc ot
pvpry \valk of life in IndLa are likt)'~\- i SP.
\~'t)[nl~l'iJl~~ for is not the sen of red right
now lapping at th(1 norlhpa~~tp-rn boundarip.~ of india? Inside its ~-aUx, is not the
n~d stain srre.ading'! Will India go n..-u?
The (~ongress party. \\'h ich dUIILlnates
the pl~~ent Indian government. took over
the reins of the administcafiofl from the
British regime Au~st 15 1947, after long
yu(;trs of struggle for independence. From
the very outset tlus ru:-wborn infant among
the nations of the world had to face for. .
luidable t;t~k~ and gigantiC! problems such
as few govl;rnrnf"nt.s, aged in administra-tive cxpcrience~ have ever had to cope
lvith~ Outstandjng are the cOWltry·~ gro\v . .
ing food requirPments.
Into this picture steps communism, \\"ith
some clever nlinds seizing the opportunity
and using communism a~ a stpppingstone
to grab some poUtjcal advantages and
power and to further
their 0\\0" end..c;. Fol .
•
lOwing the 1..l.'illal pattern the first step
was to stir up discontent, which in tum
\vntch its

1
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other

Pres>iden~Yi

parts of South India and in
all the large cities such as
Bombay and CAlcutta~ that
the central government
took ~trong measures to
ca1] a ha1 t. Thp. PreventiveDetention Act of 1950 etd-powp'red the pOlice to de ..
talll \\/ j t hout trial anyone
who was Huspected of plan...
n ing or causing violence.
The record of violpnce that had been
built up was indeed an ugly onp.. In n
paI11phlet rP1F.A~ed by the Commwlists in
Hyderabad l l:,,-1]~1 "Programme of Armed
struggle by the CUl unlunifit Party". it
~ta tt_u, f[ m<1nj!" other thin.a-s: ~ lln IndJ;t the
people are goinp,- t.o carryon a sttuggle
a gninst the N eh ru govcl·nm~nt bnsed on
t h(4~ m~thods. In Calcutta sludp.nt~ have
th rov.; J1 oon111 So in t he strc<!ts and in all
other parts of the country ~ecrct propara..
tions arp "l"lcing mode. The Curnmunist
pSl1y has nov.' deeid~ to wage wart It
ha~ al rea dy hPgtl n. J,
The \\·ar ,vas a very real one~ in Hyderabad at any rate. Up to thp. time of the
famu~ polic~ artion by the Indian Union
against Hyderabad, \vhieh wa~ cornplctc6
by Febluary, 1RSO, the Comruunisl£ had
murdered over 2,000 persons, attacked 22
police stations, m~nhand1ed 141 village
officia]~r seized 230 guns and 8 revolvers,
destroyed 20 CUSt01l7.fii posts and Rs 7~00D
\\IU rt h of paddy 8J1d sto lan cash and jeweIs
oyer a million ru~es in value. Since the
polit.~ action they have continued to mut-:
dpr, rob disrupt conmlrnJications by attacking government transport t cutting telegraph ~'ires~ ripPing up raih~ray tracks.
creating Canline conditions~ and at the
I

I

I
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same time abusing what they called "the
CongresS Nehru-Patel Fascist Regime".

Political Advantage Before
Starving People
On top of all this came 'the food crisis
of 1950, with famine threatening in widely
scattered areas throughout India. Names
like Bihar, Bengal, Hyderabad, Mysore
and Madras and particularly its Rayalaseema district flashed in the papers. With
the failure of the rains, wells dried up and
irrigation works ceased to function, resulting in crops' withering up in many parts,
while ftoods and earthquakes wrought
havoc in other parts. Disaster after disaster followed one another throughout
that fateful year till millions in the rural
areas were forced to live on the verge of
starvation. India's hungry eyes turned in
all directions, and especially toward America, for help in her hour of need.
The United States of America calmly
turned aver in its mInd how to take advantage of India's plight. Under Pandit
Nehru's leadership, the Indian government had sought to take a middle course
in the struggle between the Western and
Eastern blocs for world domination. Since
independence, Lady India bad been wooed
by her two great lovers of the West and
East but would have none of it. But now
the lady was in distress and she was to
tInd that the age of chivalry is indeed
past and that this hard old
world gives nothing for nothing
and only something for much
more. The American proposal
was, "You wed me and rll help
you out of your distress."
The general impression this
gave Lady India was indeed bad.
Many were indignant in the Delhi government, and this was refiected too by the common man
6

in the streets throughout the various cities
of India. There is no doubt about it, the
procrastination .of the United States Congress in this matter caused the atmtement
of good will in India toward America, It
won many new allies for the Indian Communists from the ranks of the', strong
nationalists and the many hotheaded antiimperialists. The United States of America's attitude was condemned as ungracious.
The other lover saw the chance to get a
lead over its rival. International communism, with good propaganda effect, gallantly stepped forward, with Red China
taking the lead, and offered 50,000 tons
of milo, and later negotiated the sending
of food grains up to a million tons by
July 1951.
Millions of common folk might tie dying; but bustling America in the midst
of plenty was not to be hustled. Peeping
into the minds of the United States Congress we hear Representative Cox saying:
"India has 190 million sacred cows and
God in heaven knows how many sacred
monkeys, and she ha!5 10 million sacred or
professional beggars, all of whom will
have first claim on any food we send."
Congress argued as to whether to make
an outright gift, part loan and part gift,
all loan, or what strategic materials such
as monazite sands suitable for atom bomb
development they could get in exchange.
Also, there was the vital question of what

Woit, there's no hurryl
Whot do I get out of this?
AWAKE!

n~e to give the legal act. Then at last
the great day arrived. On June 12, 1951,
Congress passed the measure to send two
million tons of food nicely labeled, "The
Indian Emergency Food. Act of 1951."
President Truman added his signature on
June 16. The Act was now valid. People
could now eat. Food ship after food ship
.-under this measure began to arrive in Indian ports, and it was rushed to needy
areas. As stocks were built up India began
to breathe more freely. The crisis was
weathered.
When the early moves to send food had
been made, both voluntary and by negotiation, the prime minister was genuinely
moved and thanked the United States societies and individuals for sending help.
He thanked Red China, "which in spite
of its own needs has already sent us several shiploads and which is going to send
us more." Britain came in for its share
by providing ships and diverting' a foodship bound for her own coasts. He called
for help, but warned: "Such help must
have no political strings attached to it."
American leaders, tardy in sending help,
smarted at the praise handed out to Red
China for what it had done, and thought
the praise was overdone.

Indian8 and the Election
What is the Indian farmer like? He is
a plain man, raw, superstitious, often it-,
literate and a hard worker. Yes, he and
his mate by his side toil together to get
all they can out of the soil in his little
patch of land. They work from dawn to
dusk. Their home may be made of mud
and thatched with straw, the beams of
bamboo, or it may be made frOm palms;
but whatever it is, it is home and they
love it. They love their children, but they
go on increasing their family with no
thought of tomorrow, how to feed and
clothe them. From day to day they work
MARCH 8, 1953

and live, and when disaster comes there
are tears, but dully and grimly they strug-.
gle on. Tomorrow they start again. He is
one of .millions like him in a land that
boasts nearly a sixth of the world's population, and at least 70 per cent of whom
are tillers of the soil.
He has changed; yes, a change has come
over him. Old traditions have begun to
pass away. The landowning farmer 'no
longer takes pride in looking after his
landless and less fortunate brothers. India
is free! It is the government's job now
to do that. Free India will do everything
for her' sons. Yes, there are wells that
could be dug, tanks cut out, canals made;
but all and sundry tend to look to the
government to do everything. True, 1;hey
neerl equipment for achieving many of the
necessary improvements, but they also
need to do things on their own, to get
together and mutually WOrk to safeguard
their own interests. Subtle propaganda
plays up his deSires for better times and
conditions without putting the wherewithal to hand to achieve these things.
So he becomes a dangerous discontent,
with angry resentment smoldering in his
bosom, for "everything is the government's fault", he is told.
With this background in minrl we can·
see how tense the position Wtis when the
general elections, first in this nation's history, were launched at the begjnnmg of
the year 1952. It was a colossal experiment. Dozens of parties seemed to mushroom into existence overnight, plus many
independent candidates. Now the time had
come to steer millions of illiterate persons
so as to vote, freely and with some understanding, on the party they desired to
guide their destinies and the polices they
favored nationally and internationally.
Signs were used to represent the various
parties.

7

The Communist party, still disapproved
by the government and with hundreds of
members iQ prison, entered the arena for
political power too. Some candidates campaigned from prison. Gradually the party
had changed its policy and had adopted
a honey-sweet attitude. In fact, if Communists had not been so repulsively violent there is no saying what hold they
might have attained. It was a grave blunder on their part to try to copy the melodramatic rise to power of Communists
in Russia and Red China. In these lands
such tactics were successful because the
ruling administration was in chaos politically and economically. But India had inherited a strong central government from
the departing British in a transfer that
was absolutely peaceful and with no derangement occurring, and therefore was
steady and balanced. Now, rather late in
the day, the Communists seemed to realize
their mistake and tried to alter their policy.
The Communist party might be only
approaching 50,000 members, but it knew
the -drt of mobilizing public opinion and
exerting its influence over a larger field
than its limited members would be deemed
possible of achieving. So while everyone
felt sure that the Congress party would
be returned to power, not everyone felt
so sure that it would be a walkover.
That an opposition would be formed in
the government was certain, but how big
and how large a share the Communist
party would have in it was cause for much
speculation. When at last all the hubbub
associated with elections in every democratic country was over, it was startling
to many Congress leaders to find the Communist party emerging as the biggest
single, opposition party in the new government.
In actual numbers the opposition is very
small in this first elected government. In
8

the House of the People it amounted to
only 27 seats for Communists and allIes
out of 497 seats, but it shook up the Congress party no end. That Pandit Nehru's
personal appeal was the biggest factor in
favor of Congress is evident. Some prominent Congress leaders were defeated at
the polls, which showed how the public
had lost faith in its leaders, but PandU.
Nehru being at the head carried an assurance that won the day.

Communism Issue Remains Critical
At this time Dhanalakshmi, a healthy,
pretty 17-year-old girl of Coorg, came into
the limelight, because it was reported that
she had lived without food and water for
six months and was still vigorous and well
and in every other way normal. This gave
an opportunist a brilliant brain-wave.
Suggesting that a medical examination of
this unusual girl might show that she
drew nourishment from the air, he proposed that Food Minister R. A. Kidwai
might "take personal interest in this matter as it could obviously lead to a solution
of India's problem of food versus population". Such a solution would be the death
knell of communism. They would probably
accuse her of being a capitalist. Anyway,
it is unlikely that ordinary m~ndane folk
will be able to Ipake much capital out of
this. The food problem remains and is
communism's best friend.
Therefore the question, "Will India go
Red?" smolders on. Arms have been and
are being surrendered
by Communists in
,
Hyderabad, where they have been assured
that no action will be taken against them.
The Preventive-Detention Act is still operating. As an opposition party in parliament Communists are proving rather ineffective.
If to please Red China, with whom India
tries to keep on good terms, she relaxes
measures against Communists within, it
AWAKE!

will further strengthen Communist hands,
with the danger that they may suddenly
swing back to Red violence. If repression
continl).es, then the eo:rpinWlistS will be
able to make good propaganda out of this
and bark "big bad wolf" at, the Nehru administration. There is an old saying "It is
easier to be critical than to be correct",
and conunWlism criticizes with glee, for
it has no responsibility to correct. In this
privileged position it can hit out right and
left, mostly left, and get away with it.
Anything could happen when there are
so many millions Wlhappy and ignorant.
Once in power they can always make criticism impossible, with no subsequent need
to correct.
The position is most complex, there is
no getting aw"'v from it. H"'" 1-0 P'Pt to

that glorious stage when food, clothing
and shelter in abundance are available to
all? Where to turn? To the East? To the
West? To self-help? Already, an increasing number of persons in this vast subcontinent have the answer with confidence
and assurance. They recommend none of
these steps, for another factor has entered
the world scene since that crucial year
1914. What is that? The theocratic government rooted in Jehovah God the Almighty. With unlimited power and resources at the disposal of that heavenly
administration, it will pour down endless
blessings on all humanity who are privileged to live Wlder it. Then "the meek
shalll eat and be satisfied". (Psalm 22:26)
Not propaganda this from the West or
East, but sure "good news" from above.

The

II
RIOTS

ECENT prison riots
have cost the United.
States taxpayer millions
of dollars in destroyed
and damaged property,
and countless hours of fear and trepidation. They have cost the convict dearly in deprivation of privileges, in loss
of sentence credits for good behavior, in
solitary confinement on restricted diet for
prescribed periods, and often a brutal
beating or a bullet through the head. Why,
then, does he revolt?
Experts on penal problems state that
the uprisings grow mainly from a desire
of the prisoner to improve his lot in prison and his chances for a normal life after
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The p"""enl
dition of
of the nation's'
prisons-o v e r~
crowding, brutal treatment, no work or
educational program, verminous cells.
mixing young first offenders with dope addicts, psychopaths, sexual degenerates, etc.
-leaves the convict in a state of despair,
believing that the world at large is not
interested in him as a human any more.
They have adopted the attitude, "out of
sight, out of mind."
"It is foolhardy to think prisons will
protect society," said Life for November 24, 1952. "The average time served
9

vestigations disclosed that men were beaten to a pulp. Convicts worked in the fields
twelve to fourteen hours per day, under
brutal flaying o'f,' supervisors, backed up
by the guns of other convicts elevated to
guard positions. Life describes some of
the brutalities that were practiced at
Angola:
"For any infraction of the rules the
'bat' was the favorite method of punishment. The prisoner was first spreadeagled on the ground, his arms and legs
held by other prisoners. Then the prison
officials went to work with the 'bat', a
leather~thonged whip so designed that 30
blows were usually enough to send the
victim to the pospital. There were other
forms of torture at Angola, such as the
sweat boxes, tin-roofed, 4' X 4' boxes set
out in the fields. The summer heat in
sweat boxes has never been officially
measured, but only 12 hours in one was
Idleness and Brutality
High on the list of grievances is the enough to give a man heat prostration.
complaint that prisons lack a constructive, Prisoners were also apparently handcuffed
stimulating and skill-building work pro- to Whipping posts and left there, after
gram. In the institution at Jackson, Michi- beatings, for two days to scorch in the
gan, some seventeen hundred men are as- SWl, starve and feed the mosquitoes. As
signed to the kitchen and dining room. a refinement, Angola officials also apThe State Prison at Trenton, New Jersey, propriated from the Fascists and Nazis
was found to be an "obsolete, overcrowded the technique of forcing a dose of Epsom
firetrap". where hundreds of men were salts into the mouth of a man stnmg to
locked up in "dark, medieval-type cells" the post. No wonder that 28 per cent of the
for twenty hours a day. If they wished deaths at Angola were 'unknown' or 'unto walk in the exercise yard after the listed' causes on the front-office record
guards' quitting time of 5 p.m. the inmates' books."
It was only after prisoners were cutting
\lad to pay overtime to their guards to
watch them. Noted penologist Austin H. their own heel tendons in order to escape
MacConnick, executive director of the Os- the brutality of the officers who "guarded"
bQrne Association, penal refonn society, them that the whole story of brutality
asserted: "Idleness is the biggest single leaked out. B\lt such conditions still exist
behind the walls of many of the nation's
factor in prison unrest."
Although prison officials deny that bru~ state prisons.
tality exists in the penitentiaries, still
the inmates insist that guards stoop to the Segregation and Paroles
most sadistic means of punishment. At
Near the top of the list of grievances
Angola state penitentiary, Louisiana, in- is the desire that mental patients, hardby all convicted felons is only about 2i
years. Even those sentenced for life serve
an average of 10 years or less. Experts
believe that almost no convicts are ever
reformed in the huge hoosegow prison,"
Life then pointed to one of the greatest
contributing causes for riots when it
stated that "the men who- hold the old~
fashioned 'pu t~them~a way~and-forget
them' belief happen to dominate the administration of all too many of the state
prison systems. The inevitable results are
reflected in the thousands of abuses, large
and small, that have led so many desperate convicts to riot". Men who operate
prisons say that the complaints that led
to last year's largest and most destructive
prison riots in the nation's history (some
sixteen major riots in a space of less than
four months) are typical of those in prisons from coast to coast.
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ened criminals and homosexuals be
screened and segregated. As it now stands
all prisoners are mingled together. Authorities agree that psychopaths and the
outright criminally insane ought to be in
state hospitals, but these are too overcrowded and understaffed to accept them.
Prisoners demand that guards should be
well trained, well paid and temperamentally suited to prison work. Low-grade custodians, many of them igh.orant and some
sadistic, often develop a distaste for convicts. Convicts complain that guards become more like convicts than the convicts
become like keepers.
When Supreme Court Justice Harry
Heher, chairman of Governor Driscoll's
special investigati"ng committee, asked R.
William Lagay, superintendent of Ranway
prison, whether some of the personnel had
been "unfaithful", Lagay replied: "Judge,
a man with a family who will take a
dangerous job inside a prison in the metropolitan area these days for $2,400 a year
is not too reliable. We advertised ten times
for guards and could not get them. We
don't dare question applicants too closely.
We have some men 65 years old, some
in poor physical condition, others not up
to standard mentally." When asked:
"What are the qualifications for guard?"
he answered: "The ability to walk, see
and hear." Judge Heher said: "We found
one guard in your prison who was formerly a patient in a state mental hospital
and who had been arrested for disorderly
conduct." Warden Carty admitted: "We
took everything we could get." Carty went
on to say that "of 177 men, 114 had left
or been replaced in 1951".
The decisions of parole boards to grant
or withhold freedom may create isolated
caseS of discontent. Prisoners want fair
hearings and want to be released when
they are entitled to be released. And there
are a host of other reasons for discontent:
MAROH 8, 1953

bad food will usually ignite a riot but not
be the prime cause for one; partial medical
and dental treatment might arouse enough
friction to set off a riot; "double menus,"
grafting guards, improper lighting, etc.,
are all directly or indirectly responsible
for riots.
Prisoners will bear some or all of these
abuse's, sometimes for years. But when the
sum total of their mistreatment becomes
too much even for convicts, tension
mounts, inmates become. restive and
moody, work slackens and prison atmosphere becomes highly charged. When this
happens even the slightest inflammatory
act can set off a riot. Once in revolt men
seem to go mad. Like packs of savage
beasts they rip and destroy everything
in sight. Furniture is demolished, buildings are burned, the library and recreation halls are ripped to shreds, the kitchen
and dining room are raided and wrecked,
windows are smashed, toilet bowls are
yanked loose from the walls and demolished, suspected convicts are brutally beaten, knifed or murdered, guards are seized
and are held at knife point as hostages,
cell blocks are barricaded sometimes twenty feet deep from the floor to ceilin~ with
fixtures and furniture torn from cells.
After the initial fury is spent, leaders
emerge to negotiate with prison officials.
The air remains tense and the slightest
fracture of rules by prison officials could
turn the place into another wave of fury,
resulting in the death of all hostages. No
one can say what an embittered mob
might do. "It is perverse," said Director
of Prisons Bennett, "but it is true that,
following such revolts, long-sought progress is made. It" is equally true that progress may be set back. . . . The gain is
usually in terms of buildings and guards.
while substantial losses occur in program,
attitudes and new approaches."
11

NEW YORK"S

PLACES OF ASSEMBLY

York's amazing !aCll1t1eS IOr PUDllC
gatherings start with small halls seating
a few hundred, and range upward to massive
Yankee Stadium, known the world around_
Famed Madison Square Garden accommodates
:trom 14,200 to about .18,000 people; Ebbets
Field in Brooklyn, 35,000; the Polo Grounds,
54,500; Yankee Stadium, 67,000_ And yet the
city bemoans the fact that many assemblies
cannot be accommodated, and that it loses an
estimated $130 mnlion income every year as
large conventions go elsewhere. To overcome
this, plans' are being laid :tor a $20-million
coliseum, but even this would house only 25,000
in its main section, only 7,000 more than
Madison Square Garden.
The Garden claims to be chief among all
of America's indoor arenas. From the outside
it has been described as a building of blank
brick and fire escapes, but within it is the
home of a most amazing collection of events.
Opened in 1925, It has housed political conven·
tions, rodeos, circuses, track meets, ice shows,
trade exhibitions, hockey games and ski
jumps. It once offered six different events the
same week, repeating several of them more
than once during the seven days. The events
included an ice show, basketball, a dog show,
boXing, a track meet and ice hockey. The
basketball game came in between two ice
shows, so the wood basketball floor was laid
right over the ice, which then did not l.1ave to
be refrozen for the next show. When the rodeo
arrives, pens, sties, troughs and mangers, complete with beds of straw, are constructed in
the basement. For both the rodeo and the
arumal horse show, 700 tons of dirt must be
moved in and spread over the main arena
floor.
But Madison Square Garden is not the only
place where crowds can gather. Next above
it in size Is Brooklyn's
:tamed Ebbets Field, the
home of the colorful Brook·
lyn Dodgers, long known
as baseball's eccentrics, but
who have tramped very
successfully through the
last few seas'ons. The larger Polo Grounds, located at
155th street and Eighth
EW
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avenue m upper Manhattan, is the home of the
New York Giants. Built in 1912, It has been
the scene of numerous world series games.
Just across the Harlem river from the Polo
Grounds is famed Yankee Stadium. Noted
particularly for baseball, it has also been a
center for football, world·championship boxing
bouts and mammoth religious gatherings. The
$3-million structure is an old friend to Jehovah's witnesses, who, at the 1950 ''Theocracy's
Increase Assembly", drew its greatest crowd
ever. On the first day 70,000 were in attendance
at the stadium, and 9,247 more heard the ses·
sions from the' trailer camp forty miles away.
During the next seven days the attendance
grew to where, on Sunday afternoon, 87,195
jammed into the stadium, 25,215 more listened
on the sidewalks outside and in the large tents
across the street, and 11,297 others listened at
the trailer camp, making a fantastic total of
123,707 persons attending one Bible lecture!
The New York police department reports
that the Yankee Stadium area can be emptied
of a crowd of 70,000 in about forty-five minutes,
including both patrons and vehicles. The
Eighth Avenue subway line whisks passengers
from stadium exits to Times Square (about
seven miles), making just four stops in between. The Sixth Avenue train, leaving from
the same subway station, gets to Rockefeller
Center with just one more. The Lexington
Avenue line passes the stadium on an elevated track, but goes undergrotmd immediately, to make only four stops before reaching
Grand Central station in midtown New York.
Extra trains during rush periods on these
convenient and rapid transportation lines make
Yankee StadIum an ideal location for the huge
crowds that will attend the 1953 assembly
of Jehovah's witnesses, July 19-26, and SPend
eight days In Christian assembly, enjoying the spirit
of fellowship that will exist
in the new world, absorbIng knowledge; and receiv·
ing the bountiful blessings
of a loving Creator. By all
means be there to enjoy
such blessings firsthand!
AWAKE!

While the spectacled or
common cobra seldom
reaches a length over six
feet, it is accountable for
more deaths in India than
any other species. Even the·
manner in which the cobra
glides along is enough to
make the most intrepid
soul want to sleep with one eye open.
It creeps along the ground holding
the first third of its body aloft, with
hood distended, on the alert for anything that may come in its way. It
strikes with a forward sweep of its
raised body accompanied by a sharp
hiss that can often be heard for seventyfive feet or more. When biting, the cobra's
jaw grasps the object tenaciously and then
begins a peculiar chewing motion: necessary because the fangs are relatively short
and a larger amount of poison can enter
the wound with the longer contact.
Being active at night, most cobras like
to gobble frogs, rats and mice. But since
rodents are naturally attracted to human
habitations, the cobra likes to slither its
way into a dark corner of a native hut,
or possibly the roof, and there take up
residence. How do the natives ef India
handle this problem? Sometimes they do
not! It depends on one's religion.
According to Buddhist mythology the
cobra once spread its hood over Buddha
when he was asleep, and he, in gratitude,
took the serpent under his protection, and
gave it the spectacle-mark so that it could
be recognized and avoided by birds of
prey. Thus the cobra is regarded in India
with superstitious reverence, as a divinity
with power to injure. Oftentimes, when
Mr. Cobra is found in native dwellings, he
is allowed to remain, and is even fed and
protected! "Should fear," says one authority, "and perhaps the death of some in-
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EW objects are likely to
excite more soul-chilling
terror than a large cobra
when, with its hood erect, hissing loudly
and its eyes glaring, it prepares to strike.
The manner in which this creeping terror
strikes, its rare ability to form a hood at
will, its often eerie markings, its unmatched boldness, and its exceptionally
deadly poison all make the cobra clan
stars of the reptile world. And in the
motion picture world, a hooded cobra can
usually outdo Hollywood's hooded hoodlums in sending bloodcurdling chills down
your spine!
What makes the cobra unique among
the deadly serpents of the world? Perhaps
the most intriguing feature is its uncanny
ability to extend the ribs immediately
behind its head to form a flaring 'hoodmuch as the ribs of an umbrella are raised
to spread the silk covering. When the hood
is down, the cobra looks much like any
other snake, but when the hood is up,
there is no mistake! Even the hood markings on some species lend a horrifying
touch. Spread when the cobra is nervous
or excited, the hood of the common cobra
is emblazoned with a black-and-white pattern that resembles a pair of eyes, or perhaps a pair of spectacles. Other cobras
have a design similar to a deatb's head.
Very appropriate, for the cobra clan are
the deadliest serpents in the world.
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"Not infrequently, When near the intruder, they display a bold habit of suddenly dropping from their rearing posture, darting forward, then flInging the
body again into the fighting position. This
is an action devoid of fear and may be
seen among aU cobras in a state of perfeet Vigor. It is commonly enacted by the
king cobra. Concerning this snake in a
wild state there are many stories relating
to hostility toward man-aggressiveness
carried to the point of actual attacks.
Judging from the habits of captive speciNo Snake-in-the-Gra88!
mens the writer is inclined to believe
King over all the cobras is, of course, the such statements."
king cobr.a, the world's largest poisonous
Whoever originated the idiom "snake~
snake and the most dangerous. While the in-the-grass" certainly did not get the idea
average length of the king cobra is twelve from the king cobra. When threatening
feet, they have been known to grow to to strike, he raises himself about five feet
nineteen feet. Unlike most' other clan and spreads his hood. A giant king cobra
members, "king" likes to work during the when rearing his head can look a sixday. He is very fearless and bold, refusing foot man straight in the eyes. No inferior~
to take a bluff, and if "king" feels like it, ity complex there! The business end of
he will pursue his prey with considerable a king cobra can deal out death to an ele~
speed. One king cobra has been clocked phant.
at forty miles per hour. So exceedingly
Life is not always a bed of roses for
swift is the king cobra that one has been the cobras. There is one little adversary
known to chase, overtake, and bite a pony that gives them trouble. It is the monon an open polo field in Calcutta, India. goose, a slender, weasellike animal that
In typical kingly demeanor', the king never tires of tackling a cobra. It eludes
cobra carries his head high and travels death by its dexterity in avoiding the co~
with his head' off the ground, but has to bra's bite. In a furious battle between a
drop it horizontally to make turns, so that king cobra and a mongoose, not infrea man, by dodging, may get away from quently both die. But more often than not,
it in the open. Ivan Sanderson, explorer, the mongoose gets in a crippling blow
tells of an English girl who kept this up without being bitten.
for an hour, finally escaping by jumping a
ditch, which held up the snake long A Spitting Cobra?
enough for her to run up a convenient
While the king cobra of southern Asia
ladder to the roof of a house. However, the claims the record of being the world's larg~
snake followed her up and she saved her- est poisonous snake, Africa has the dis~
self only by hitting its head off willi a tinction of having produced two kjnds of
bambo washpole as it appeared over the cobras with peculiar and alarming habits.
roof ,edge. These king cobra exploits sound They spit! Doubly dangerous these are:
fantastic. Yet Raymond Ditmars, in his they can bite in the nonnal manner, but
book Reptiles of the World, states:
they generally prefer to spit their venom.
mate bitten by accident prove stronger
than superstition, it may be caught, tfi!nder]y handled, and deported to some field,
where it is released and allowed to depart
in peace, not killed." It is impossible to
state accurately just how many people die
each year from the cobra bite; however,
With only a "low caste" Hindu now and
then killing a cobra and with most natives
going bare-legged, the average estimate
of 20,000 deaths annually in India does
not seem absurd.
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The black-necked cobra rea.l'5 and spits sounds of the pipe, rises up and main_
on slight provocation. Since it rears its tains its dMensive pose, tumin~ from side
head to a height of three feet from the to side fa dIytltm with the ltt(Jf'el1U!l1tS
ground, its attack is unexpected and over- of the channer's body, There is nothing
powering, When spitting, the venom is unusual or astonishing in all this; the
ejected in twin streams from the fangs. snakes are behaving in their normal manThey do this by a sudden convulsive mus- ner and thc man has no supernatural incular constriction of. the poison glands, fluence llDon them. If any "chaITIling" is
which forces the fluid down the hollow done at aU, it is upon the ignorant audi_
fangs and out through the hypodemliclike ence awed by the spectacular nature Of
holes on the front side of their extremities. the pprfonnance. Some Indian jugglers
Spitting cobras arE' world-famous for their remove the front fangs of the cobm. Some
marksmanship. A deliLerate attempt is do not! It depends upon thf' individual
always lllade to squirt the venom in thp opprator.
~'ktim '.f; .nJ'~". Thl'J' l'arf!ly miss Their tal'The pols{)/} of a piJ yjpeJ' attacks the
get. While not causing death, a direct hit lJlood, but cobm pOison is different. It
can temporarily blind a man and eatl.<;p attacks the nprv01i:; system, bringing
seve!'!' inf1f1mmation.
quick prostration, and Illost often death
Tn :-J ":00, a "spitter" will occa:;ionally through Paralysis of the breathing mu!\_
ejed veHOIll at a vi:;itor who has disturbed ell's. The only rf'mf'fly tor a bite Is large
him, and a double stream of poi~on will intravenous doses of antivenom made
nm down the glass. It is creepiHgly dis- from the blood serum of animal:; ren·
concerting to discover that the point of dered imnlllnp to their Poison by having
impact Upon the panc is pxat'tly in hne been given small doses OVer 8 long period
with one's eyes: Direct hit:; have been of time, Since :1 cobra bite is usually fatal
scored as far as from six to twelve feet; in a mattpr of minutes, the serum must
thus zoo keepers Wl'ar goggles when ap- be given immediately after 8 bite, to be
proaching their "spitt~n,;". The goggles effectivc,
need window-cleaning t'egUlarly.
Cobras are generally ('f)nRidered untamMembers of the ('ohra clan lay eggs, ablf' fmakes; yet one of the nation's fo~_
with the exception of IJn~ o( the spitting mm;t reptUe enthusiasts, Grace O. Wiley,
variety. Young cobras, Upon hatching, an> succeeded in taming thf'tn. However, one
a foot long and :m' fully capable of taklng day in 1948 she pennitled an interview~r
care of themselves. They possess poil,on to photograph her with a deadly COb1'8
and know how to use it. Like mamma that was just acquired and was not u:;ed
and papa ('ohra, they rise and spread their to being handled. As she attempted to
tiny hoods when annoyed.
coax it to spread its hood, it drew back
and bit h"r on a finger, She was rushed
CharmitJg Cobras
to a hospital, but the only antivenOIn
Everyone has hea.rd about the coorn serum available was fl1Jm l'lortlr Antel'lthat will perfonn its "i3waying dance" in can snak{>s, and useless for cobra bites.
front of the swaying fakir in India who About an hour later Gl:"ace Wiley dietl.
seats himself before Woven baskets Con- But her Qfforts were otnstanding in this
taining snakes and plays weird tunes on regard: she provPd that the wildest I)f
gourd Dipes. The aroused serpent, Il€r- poi~nous snakes could be tamed. H~r
plexed t,y the movements, but deaf to the favorite pet was a king tobra fifteen fe~t
MAROH 8, 195$
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long from the lung.... ~f Irtdla. "PoISOnou snakes are not vietous or mean." she

and the weaned child shall put his hand

on the a&mr's den. They shaD not hurt
contended, Hbut only afraid, panicky. nor destroy in all my holy mountain; for
terror-stricken, l1ke a frightened bird or the earth~ shall be fiIll of the knowledge
manunal at first. If handled with kindness. of Jehovah"? (Isaiah 11:8, 9, Am. 8tan.
even the poisonous cobra will' harm no Ver.) No, it is not incredible; for the One
one." She demonstratively proved this by
who cannot lie, Jehovah God, has promposing in pictures with her lethal charges.
So it seems that even the most ferocious
of snakes can be tamed now! Is it too incredible then to visualize the fulfillment
of this Bible prophecy: "And the sucking
child shall play on the hole of the asp,

A

ised: "And in that day will I make a
covenant for them with the beasts of the
field, and with the birds of the heavens,
and with the creeping things of the
ground."-Hosea 2:18, Am. Stan. Ver.

MOST LOGICAL SOLUTION

BRITISH and Foreign Bible Society
pamphlet, New Light from New Tram1a·
tioM, discusses the difficulties of Bible trans·
lation. One section points up the plight of
translators wishing to convey the divlnf
name to non·Christian readers. One transla·
tion, using the word Dios for "God", left the
Impression among Aztecs that God was the
sun, Mary the moon, and so to them the
birth and death of Jesus became nothing
more than of any cult hero. In Shilluk trans·
lators used the word "Imana" to convey the
thought of a supreme God, but in a neighboring tdngue the same word meant "spIrit",
and in another it actually meant "devil".
In the Singihe islands the legend concern·
ing Ruata was thought "a not unsuitable
background story to supply the name of the
God who was in Christ reconciling the world
to Himself", because RUata was a native god
who had been rebuffed by the first created
woman who obj~ted to his heaven's being
too near earth. Believe It or not, the trans·
iator actually used "Ruata" for God. If such
merging of paganism into God's Word revolts
you, then just note this paragr/l.ph quoted
in, entirety from page 23:
c:r. "Perhaps no other language better il·
lustrates the difficulty of finding the right
word for 'God' than the KJpsigis (East
Equatorial Africa) where the first' missionaries early discovered that the term popular-
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ly used, Asais, was really the name for the
Sun God. As there was good reason for
linking this name with Isis, the Sun God
of Egypt, it was not surprising that the trans·
lators decided against using it. After some
time the old men brought forward another
suggestion, JeptaleeZ, which was used by all
the first missionaries for hymns and preachlng, With greater knowledge and experience,
however, the discovery was made that in
KIp,dgis the word Jepta means 'girl: and
leel means 'white,' so that the phrase 'white
gIrl' as a synonym for God obviously had a
peculiar history. Such proved to be the case,
for, according to a Kipsigis legend, in ancient
days the Sun God, Asais, had brought drought
upon the land, and it was only through the
sacrifice of 'Jeptaleel,' a white girl, in the
waters of Lake Victoria, that the god could
be appeased and the curse removed. Such
a sobering discovery led the missionaries to
abandon that word and substitute 'Jehovah,'
which on account of its similarity to another
native word, Jehoba, meaning literally the
Great Ruler, proved to be admirably suited."
~,That is a logical solution, made amazing
only by the length of time it took intell1gent
men to decide to call God by his own name
and Hy the translators' persistent determina'
tion to tie the Creator's Word up with pagan
names of native demon gods,-Exodus 6:3;
Psalm 83:18.
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DDLY enough, the first distinguishable
telephone message was not heralded
by a ding or a buzz, nor did it contain, as
might be expected, the word "hello". In
fact, it was not even a carefully prepared,
noble phrase such as the first telegraphic
message: "What hath God wrought?" No,
the occasion for the telephone's first message was unarranged, unrehearsed.
Alexander Graham Bell and his assistant, Thomas Watson, were working one
evening on their harmonic telegraph when
Bell said: "Watson, I want to tell you
another idea I have, which I think will
surprise you." The. amazed Watson listened, his nervous system getting a galvanizing jolt when these words of Bell
were indelibly ingrained into his mind:
"If I could make a current of electricity
vary in intensity, precisely as the air varies
in density during the production of a
sound, I should be able to transmit speech
telegraphically.' ,
Watson and Bell went to work. They
set up a wire line with a receiver at one
('nd and a transmitter at the other. Sounds
and even single words were transmitted.
Then came the day of March 10, 1876.
The two men were working
by gaslight in the attic of a
Boston boardinghouse. By
now the crude Watson-Bell
transmitter was ready for
testing. It involved a small
cup of diluted acid to make
electricity vary as air density
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varies in sound-which had been Bell's
principle. Watson went to the other room
to listen. An accident occurred. As Bell
was filling this cup, he spilled some of
the acid over his clothes. Unaware that
he was leaning over this experimental
transmitter, Bell bellowed out a call for
first-aid to his assistant: "Mr. Watson,
please come here, I want you!" Bell forgot his acid·drenched clothes when Watson burst into the room effervescing: "Mr.
Bell, I heard every word you said--distinctly."
If Mr. Bell had realized, perhaps, that
he was about to emblazon a memorable
page in history, he would have been prepared with a more interesting and inspiring sentence. Why, it might even have been
introduced with the word "hello"!
Progress went on rapidly and on October 9, 1876, the new baby was taken outdoors for the first time. The test was on
a wire two miles long, from Boston to
Cambridge. Watson went to Cambri~e
and waited until Bell signaled; Watson
then connected the telephone and listened.
Not a munnur came through! Said
Watson at the time he was trying
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to connect with Bell: "The janitor had
been standing there looking at me as if he
tllought I was crazy-shouting into- the
end of a wire and expecting somebody in
Bosoon to hear me!" After rectifying what
he thought -was the trouble, Watson listened again. Plainly as one could wish
came Bell's "Ahoy! ahoy! ahoy!" Watson
"ahoyed" back, and the first longdistance telephone conversation began
with both parties "ahoying". Times have
ndt changed much. Most long-distance
conversations (and many local ones too)
still begin with one party "ahoying" the
other; only We use the more modern
"hello" today. Who initiated the changeover to "hello"? It is generally attributed
to Thomas Edison, one of his inventions
the telephone companies regard with no
small abhorrence today.

Startling Statistics

Soviet only aggregate 1,500,000, to compare with New York's 3,137,405. Telephone
user. in the United States can now call
90 foreign coWltries and territories, or all
but 4 per cent of the total telephones in
the world. Do mOst American homes have
telephones? About 64 per cent do. In
Evanston, Illinois, it skyrockets to 97 out
of every 100 households!
Do telephone companies employ more
women or men? In 1951. they employed
740,000, of which 60 per cent were girls.
In the early days of the telephone, how~
ever, men were used. as operators. Soon
found out was the fact that, for some
strange reason, men were not temperamentally fitted for the operator work.
The boy operators played pranks upon
each other, and upon customers too, and
frequently "talked baCk" to subscribers.
Shortly thereafter, only women operators
were employed, with a tp.arked improvement in the courtesy.
Surprisingly, the average subscriber today has little "living" contact with the
telephone company. In 72 per cent of the
American offices and homes where phones
are installed the soothing "ntunber please"
has been replaCed by the mechanical buzz
of the dial system. Besides this reminder
of the machine age, the only other "con~
tact" the average householder has with
the telephone company is usually the inescapable monthly bilJ.

Financial troubles developed for Bell
soon after his momentous experiment. At
one time he was so discouraged that he
offered the Western Union Telegraph Company an his telephone patents for the
"exorbitant" sum of $100,000. Western
Union turned him down, fortunately for
Bell. Two years later, it has been said,
the Western Union would have been only
too glad to pay $25,000,000 for the Bell
patents. Today, the giant of them all, the
$12,700,000,000 American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, the headquarters
organization for the Bell System, is greatNovel Benefits of Beirs Boon
er than the Pennsylvania Railroad and
Even long-distance dialing is now possithe United States Steel Corporation put
ble. Englewood, New Jersey, was the first
together!
Fittingly, tlle home of the telephone's to have it On November 10, 1951, individbirth has more of the ben~ringing devices ,ual and two-party line customers in that
than all the rest of the world combined: city could dial directly to any of 11,000,000
45,000,000, or 58 per cent of the world's telephones in cities as far away as San
total. One American city, New York, has Francisco. To dial long distance entails the
more telephones than any other country use of ten digits. But how does the mechain the world. All the Asiatic lands 'and the nism know it is· supposed to wait for the
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AWAKE!

entire ten digits to be dialed. when it usual~
ly goes into action after seven? The secret
is in the first three numbers. Wrong l'lum~
bers are our own fault The new equipment seizes and holds a line as soon as
you dial the first three digits. Then it
tests ten or more different paths between
you and your party, finds. the simplest
one, and puts you through. While it is
doing this, it is checking itself for error.
If it feels it is going to sin, lights flash,
bells ring, it pooches a card confessing to
the maintenance man the .root of the trouble, and puts your call through on the
next piece of equipment. All this in less
than a third of a second.
The first telephone message was an
emergency call. To this day the telephone
is quite appropriately the "first" in times
of emergency, A robbery, a fire, a flood,
a wreck, etc., all call for the telephone's
expeditious use, These bell-ringing contrivances are found on trains, airplanes, ships,
submarines, moving automobiles; men
under the sea in diving suits use them;
yes, whether you are moving or stationary,
the phone haunts you and you had better
answer" because the mechanical ring never
gets tired.
Want to know the weather or time?
Most cities in the United States have a
nwnber you can dial. But you probably
will not hear the voice of the "weatherman"; more likely it will be the lovely
voice of a girl. New Yorkers dial WEather
6·1212 when they want to know what Old
Sol is going to do tomorrow, and MEridian
7-1212 when their clock stops. In some
places in Switzerland, telephone benefits
are really novel. A young bride can pick
up her phone, dial a number and get suggestions for each meal, recipes and all.
You can even dial a number, wait a moment, and you will hear a perfect "A" tone
-and you can tune your violin!
MAROH 8, 1953

Troublesome Times
Telephone company employees have
their unhappy moments when felicit;y flies
the coop. Sometimes it is necessary to
eliminate a telephone exchange. This has
happened: A lady dialed MAple 0428. The
operator informed her: "MAple is obsolete
now." Taking it quite calmly she rep
marked: "Oh well, give me OBsolete
0428!" The telephone companies try to
co-operate. They will even try to co-operate
with certain firms that want special numbers. So when the Knights of Columbus
wanted their headquarters number to be
COlumbus 5-1492, they readily got it. A
certain liquor-store manager wanted the
number WH 4·7539. This seemed like a
reasonable request and he almost got his
number until it was discovered that
~ombjnation would spell out cryptically:
W-H-I-S-K·E-Y. He was turned down.
Te~ephone wires today, that is, 95 per
cent of them, are encased in cable that
can withstand ice, fallen trees, and just
about everything except unskilled nimrods
and vitamin-deficient squirrels. When telephone lines went up and invaded the tree·

top reakn of the squirrels, the acrobatic
animals quickly took a keen interest in
telephone cables. With great alacrity they
will nibble and gnaw at a cable until they
make a hole and proceed to tear the paper
insulation off the hundreds of wires inside.
There's a reason for their cable-craving
mania. Scientists claim the reason for their
insatiable craving for cables is that they
lack SOme vitamin or mineral. But whatever it is, the Bell people know it is not
salt. They hopefully distributed blocks of
it around heavy squirrel territory. The
squirrels ate that up and went back to
the cable diet again.

Telephone Tactics
Everywhere you go-drugstore, hotel,
railroad station, hallways, just anywhere
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(you never know where It u going to pop

up next) you meet that ever-present device, the coin-in-the-slot pay llhone. While
they comprise only 2 per cent of the United
Stat'es' total, yet they, avt!rage about 7 per
cent of the revenue. The present coin phone
was invented by WilIiam Gray;_ however,
before his type became the standard. other

inventors had ideas too. One iriventor's
idea was to have the coin unlock a sliding
door in front of the mouthpiece. Another
sure-fire method which still sends chills
down the spines of telephone company
officials was the pay phone that allowed
the user to enter the booth; then the door
suddenly locked behind him. The only way
he cou1d escape was by depositing a coin
in the lock!
And now we come to that anomaly of

anomaUes. the "two longs and a short"
and everybody rushes to listen in. It is the
only mechanical rnaI"'(el that can make
the toll of a bell surpass medieval ideas
of thP. "'clarion call of judgment", It is tbe
one invention that makes country living
more satisfactory: the party line!·By heeding every ding of the bell, it is possible
to keep in touch with birth and death, illness and recovery, and at the same time
pick up a trick or two in the preserving
of pears. It is: a country tradition that
when the telephone rings, receivers all
alOng the line are lifted stealthily with
such diminution of power that everyone
has a hard time hearing anything at all
Naturally, no one deliberately listens in
when there are two telephones in the apartment or house, for that privilege is one
of the acknowledged,· unwritten ones for
the country alone. Such listening in is
always completely by accident.
Then there are those telephone erratics.
The ring-and-run caller who never gives
the person called time to answer. The
tailspin talker who always pulls out of
20

a I(g~by" into another long-Winded t0pic; every time you jingle him you get the
busy signal. The helpless soul who never
can find a pencil or paper. The dtllydallieI
who tells you to "hold the line" a minute,
and is "days" getting back. The menta1
giant who never needs to keep a list of
telephone nlUlJ.bers and who is always being
told: "You have the wrong number." ThE
ambidextrous businessman who Swings and
sways, oscillating between two phones like
a fan. The malcontent who is never satisfled with just one phone in the house.
The eardrum blaster who slams down the
receiver on its cradle with a disconcerting
crash-before you say good-by. The jack·
pot-minded pay-phone user who, after his
call is completed, always feels to see if his
coin came back. By way of sympathy, we
mention the proud parent whose posses·
sions include, among other things, a soft
sofa, a telephone, and a teen-age daughter.
With 175,000,000 telephone calls a day
in the United States, there is a possibility
of 350,000,000 "hellos" a day. That is an
awful lot of "bellos". And that is the little
rascal, that is the pestilential wretch the
telephone companies have been ,waging
warfare against for many years now, that
"hello". The war is relentless, Barrage
after barrage of educational movies, lec~
tures, leaf}ets and brochures do not seem
to faze bim. Invincible he is. The telephone
company recommends answering v.:ith
your own name so that the caller knows
at once if he has gotten the right number
and partY. Yet what happens when the
average person prances over to answer
the b.Jl's toll? You guessed it, all other
words fly momentarily into oblivion;
"hello" alone survives the vocabulary
slaughter. "But who is Hello?" the telephone company officials ask brightly. Yes,
for whom does the bell toll? Not fot'
"hello", to be sure!
AWAKE!

"IT

IS ridiculous that people pay
such curious interest to a
thing that seems natural to me.
Many people have deformed arms
and legs but nobody disturbs their
privacy. Nature deformed me in another
way. I was treated, and yet people gape."
With those words Christine Jorgenson rebuked a "yellow" press that was exploiting her affliction for the sake of a morbid, thrill-hungry and sex-intoxicated public. From the way such papers splashed
the news on their front pages one would
think that the emergence of this World
War n veteran as a woman was something most unusual and unheard of before.
But was it? Not at all!
The fact is that the Daily Mirror (London) of May 15, 1938, told of one doctor's
assisting in the change of twenty-four
such cases. One of America's foremost
urologists (specialists in diseases of the
urinary tract and therefore the sex organs) , Dr. Hess, has aided some thirty
such unfortunate persons in the course of
years.
The idea of a man's changing into a
woman is one that the moronic mind delights to dwell upOn, but is that what actually takE'S place in sueh cases? No, it is not.
As well expressed by Science N ews Letter~
December 13, 1952: "For humans, there
is no such thing as actual sex reversal.
Cases of sex 'reversal', such as those recently reported from England and Denmark, are really cases of mistaken identity." Mistaken identity? Yes, for as the
Birmingham, Alabama, doctor, who perMARCH 8, 1953

fonned five such operations, stated
regarding such cases: "It is extremely difficult to tell." Why
should that be the case r To answer that question requires first of
all a brief lesson in physiolQgy or human
anatomy, and which, incidentally, once
again helps to emphasize that the psalmist
David did not exaggerate when he said to
Jehovah God: "I wiIl give thanks Wlto
thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully
made."-Psalm 139:14, Am. Stan. Vcr.

Sex Development
The observation has been well made
that no one is 100 per cent male or female.
All are bisexual to an extent. Some six
or seven basic factors differentiate the
sexes. Most basic. and vital are the sex
glands, known as·1he gonads. In the male
these (testes) furnish the life germ or
sperm; in the female these (ovaries) supply the ovum or egg. Closely related to
these are what might be termed internal
secondary sex organs, male (prostate) and
female (uterus Or womb and connecting
fallopian tubes).

And, of course, there are the external
sex organs (genitalia) that serye as accessories to the sex glands and by which
the products of the glands are brought
together for the propagation of the race.
We further have the hormones, secretions
of the sex and adrenal glands, which latter are superimposed upon the kidneys.
These hormones enter the blood stream
and cause the body to take on certain
sexual characteristics, such as the distri-
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bution of the hait', HRiSde.and,biAlE atruc-ture, pitch Of voice, etc. The brain also
varies In size according to sex, and the
kind of education, training and environment the individual receives a1so has a
vital bearing on determining the sex.
All humans begin life in the womb with
double sex. In the fifth week the sex
glands appear in the fetus and in another
week or two they take on the characteristic of either the male or the female. Due to
man's imperfect, dying condition, because
of'the transgression of his first parents,
we find that the propagation of the human
species is not always orderly. The sex
chromosomes, which carry the decision,
may become confused or mixed up and
cause a true hermaphrodite to be born;
that is, a person having one male and one
female gland instead of two of one kind,
and also having the external organs of
both sexes. Medical authorities I differ as
to whether there have been only twenty
or as many as forty actual cases recorded.
These are termed "hennaphrodites" be-cause of a Greek mythological character
who was .half man and half woman and
was named "Hermaphmditus", after Jts
parents Hermes and Aphrodite. Clearly
showing the importance of the mind in the
matter of sex is ,the statement of doctors
that hermaphrodites have emotions and
sex instincts according to the way they
were raised, either as male or female. The
laws of the land usually require that these
register as one sex and then live lives
consistent with their registration.
While true hennaphrodites are extremely rare, it is estimated that pseudohermaphrodites are as frequent as one in
a thousand, which would mean some 150,~
000 in the United States. They are termed
pseUdohennaphrodites because they are
not actually bisexual, not having both
male and female sex glands (gonads).
These have the glands of one sex, but
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nature confused their external sex organs,
usually deforming them in some way SO
as to cause them to be frequently mistakenly identified as being of the sex opposite to what they actually are. Concerning this situation an authority, Dr. Hinman, states: "Most children with intersexual genitalia [external sex organs] can
be converted into acceptable boys or acceptable girls by appropriate surgical
measures," 'present-day surgical technique allowing construction of external
genitalia suitable for the chosen sex.'
-Am. Med. Assn. Journal, June 2, 1951.
According to the Rocky Mountain Medical Journal (December, 1949), more than
one surgeon when operating on a man
for hernia found a full complement of
female organs within the man, which he
then removed, the patient having not the
slightest idea that he was partly female.

Hormonal and Mental Factors
The hormonal activity must also be corrected. When a change is made surgically
it usually is accompanied with the giving
of hundreds and even thousands of extra
"shots" or jnjections of hormones of the
sex to which the change was made. In
this way not only will the person's sex
' organs correspond
with his glands but also
,
hi:> secondary sex characteristics, tone of
voice, distribution of hair, etc., will correspond.
At times all the physical characteristics
may be normal, and then suddenly the
adrenals work overtime producing male
hormones, and a woman' finds herself becoming a man, growing a beard, her voice
lowering, etc. This may be caused by a
tumor on the adrenal glands, which situation can then be remedied by an operation. Whether caused by a tumor or not,
such hOrnional activity can also be retarded by cutting away part of the glands
or by feeding the patient cortisone.
AWAKE!

The most serious aspect in trying to
colTeCt such conditions is the mental and
emotional, and which emphasizes the
Scriptural truth that as a man thinks in
his heart so is he. If a child has been
raised as a girl, associated with girls and
thought herself a girl, upon reaching puberty it would be difficult for her to change
her personality and adjust her outlook to
the masculine pOint of view, even if the
X rays showed 'that she was more masculine than feminine, and operations could
make the required external changes.
That physical factors should not be the
sole deciding factor medical experience
is demonstrating more and more. A number who have been changed to women
committed suicide because of not being
able to now marry a woman. A thirteenyear-old girl, on the basis of physical
factors, was changed to a boy. But the
result was that at twenty-six years he
was "a socially maladjusted, sexually
frustrated individual with a record of a
number of petty encounters with the
police".
One of the more outstanding cases on
record concerns itself with a Danish artist who found himself becoming more and
more feminine; his feminine characteristics being discovered by chance when once
in sport he dressed liKe a woman. For
some years he played a dual role W1detected, but gradually it got so that when
he dressed like a man everybody who saw
him was certain that he was a woman
wearing a man's clothes. Specialists urged
him to make the change~over complete,
promising him that only minor operations
were required. These seemed to be successful, but when the doctors tried to transplant ovaries so that he (now "she")
could bear children, the shock to the system was too much. She died shortly thereafter from heart attack.-Man into Woman) Niels Hayen.
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A more happy instance recorded in medical history follows: m:I'he child [a 13year-old] had become incorrigible. Ostensibly a girl, she would sit out nights
with boys and play boys' games. She would
hang by the feet from trees showing
dainty underwear. In short, the child had
become a hardened tough at an early age.
Dr. R- [a specialist] recognized the fact
that he was dealing with an individual
more male than female." Hence he proceeded to reconstruct the deformed external sex organs, an investigation having
shown that he had male glands. "After
recovering from' hjs operation, the boy's
long hair was cut off and he was dressed
in boys' clothes. The boy was the happiest
kid in town. The mental and physical
improvement was so outstanding that his
parents could scarcely believe that such
a great change could occur."-Rocky
Mountain Medical Journal, December,
1949.
Seen in its proper light there is no such
thing as an actual change of sex by surgery, only an adjustment from an equivocal, ambiguous or confused sexual state to
a normal and clear state. Hennaphrodites
are exceedingly rare; pseudohermaphrodites can be helped by operations and hormonal treatment. But, above all, the mental and emotional factors must be considered for, ignoring them, more harm than
good may be done. In fact, four physicians
of the Duke University School of Medicine
argue that the surgical approach to the
problem is far more harmful than "the
simple expedient of accepting the sex certified on the birth certificate and requiring that the individual confono to it". And
certainly the phenomena of intersex should
be viewed, not with a morbid curiosity but
with the same compassion that we would
view a hunchback, as an unfortunate victim of a quirk of imperfect nature.
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COLOMBIAOS RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE

POKESMEN for the Roman Catholic
Church endeavor to justify or gloss over
religious intolerance in Colombia by represent·
ing it as the spontaneous 'outbursts of an
outraged primitive people which she herself
is unable to restrain. After reading the follow·
Ing report by Watch Tower missionaries the
reader will be able to detennine for himself
as to whether religious intolerance in Colom·
bia is native· or priest·inspired.
"Recently we made a few visits to the
seaport town of Puerto de Colombia, and we
decided that we would accept the Invitation
of a local businessman to put on a lecture
in his small store. We gave out invitation
slips that Monday and returned the following
Monday morning to advertise the talk for that
afternoon. At 2 p.m. I entered a tie'Jtda (small
grocery store) to invite a man whose ac·
quaintance I had previously made. A man
In a white suit rudely interrupted me, asking,
'Where is_ your permit to give that talk?'
I told him that I didn't know it was necessary
to have permission from anyone. He replied,
'Look, you'd better respect me; I am the
mayor of this town and you folks have not
asked me for a permit to give your talk.
"I answered that I knew Colombia had
certain rules regarding political gatherings,
but since this was religious and not political,
we did not believe it necessary to have a
license for such. With that the mayor flew
into a rage, said that I did not respect him,
took out his Whistle from his pocket and
called for the police. Four came running up
and roughly led me oft' to the local jail.
A little later on the mayor carne to see me
and asked what I was going to do. I told
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him that he should let me out and let us go
ahead with the lecture, that Colombia claims
to have freedom of religion. 'No,' he said,
'you as the leader of this group will have
to pay a fine of 25 pesos (3 pesos being equal
to one U. S. dollar) and sign a statement that
you will not return here to do your work.
I replied: 'I'm innocent of any crime; only
guilty persons pay fines. Therefore I refuse
to pay a fine or to sign any documents.'
"Then the mayor tried to induce the other
witnesses with me to pay a fine or sign a paper.
He could not. An hour later the mayor sent
the police to take me to his office. Upon my
arrival there he requested me to sign a writ·
ten statement, pay 25 pesos fine; if I did,
then all would go free. The document was a
prepared confession that I had been doing a
subversive work. I refused, of course; and my
companions refused. The mayor was fn a
sweat. What could he do? Finally a local
official and a lawyer convinced him that he
was In the wrong, that he should annul the
resolution and turn us loose. He did so.
"A short time later one of the local witnesses was approached by a priest and ihe
mayor. The priest asked, 'Well, what about
your lecture today?' The witness replied, 'We
could not give it because the mayor would not
let us.' The priest retorted, 'Look, it was not
the mayor but I that caused that. You must
remember that this is a Catholic town and
that Protestants or others may come here
I to eat or take a swim but, not to preach their
doctrines. As long as I am here you will
not give any public talks here.'
"We have continued to visit this town regu·
larly since then without further interference."

I
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WHAT IS WRONG?

A pertinent comment on a current reli·
gious practice was quoted by a New York
Lutheran church from The Canada Lutheran.
It asked: "What is wrong with bazaars and
sauerkraut suppers, rummage sales and quilt
rafiles, blngoes and what have you to make
money for the church? Just this. These money·
raising schemes are a slur upon the power
of the gospel to move men's hearts to gener·
~
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osity. They hnply that men will not respond
willingly to Christ and that the cause of His
Kingdom has no real appeal. You have to
cater to people's stomachs or their desire
for a good time or their gambling instincts.
This method of raising money cheapens the
church and encourages unworthy motives for
supporting the church's work. It makes our
Father's house a house of merchandise."
AWAKE.'

about limbo. Wa.'1 he sent to heaven tor
disobeying and eating of the forbidden
fruit? That would not make sense. Send
ANY religious persons ft'ei that they him to hel! merely for eating one piece of
N'rpive much comfort from the be- fruit, there to sufl'er indescribablf' agony
lief that upon death their loved ones be-, throughout eternity? That docs not make
(.'Ome angds in heaven. Such a one i~ ~n.'Ie either, docs It? Besides, had eternal
Mr. Reel'lf' of Chichester, Englnnd, who, torture been the penalty for di~bediencc,
when told by a lay offlclal of the Church then God, in jIDltice, should have so inof Eng'land Ulnt his nin~year-old daughtf'r formed Adam.
who had died was not nn angclln heaven,
Reasoning on the subjf>Ct leaves US only
complained that It suell wa:; Ule case one eondullion, that Adam, because of his
"then what the church has bN'n tf'Rching disobcdlencc at death, ceased to exlst;18nd
for a long time is !I lie". Mr. Reese also that is what the Bibh' tells US was the
stated: "My daughter used to attend Sun- judgment that God pronounced upon
day school and was keE'n on Scriptures. Adam: ''In the sweat of your brow you
I have two other children and I don't SI:!e shan earn your food, till you retum to
how I can send them to Sunday school the ground from which you were taken;
after this."-Chicago Daily Tribune, Sep- for dust you are, and you n"tum to dust."
tember 17, 1952.
(Genesis 3:19, Moffatt) Note that It is"
What dues till;! Bible teach on the l'Iuh- not just the body. God said, not 'your body
ject, and havE' thf' churches actually been will return to the dust', but, 'you, Adam,
teaching a 11e In this matter? When God win rerum to the dust.' Where was Adam
created man and placed him in the gamen before hc was created? Nonexistent, as
of Filf'n he said nothing about his going just 50 much dust. Where WR!I Adam after
to heaven at some future time. He simply he diM? Back to where he wQ&in the first
stated; "Be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth place, nonexistent, as just so much dust.
Rnd subdue it, mastering the fish in the
Jehovah tells llS that he created the
~a, the birds of the air, and evt"ry living
earth not to be a waste but to be inhabited.
creature t.hat crawls on earth." And: "You And since that is his purpose we may be
arc tree to eat from any tree in the park," certain that it will be realized in spite
God said, "but you must not eat from the of man's disobedience, for he assures US
tree that yields knowledge of good and that he accomplishes his pnrposes and
evil, for on the day you eat from that tree that be doP.s
, not change. (IsaIah 45:18;
you shall die."--Genesis 1:28; 2:16,17, Ezekiel 24:14; Malachi 3:6, Am; Stan.
Moffatt.
Ver.) Should man or devils successfully
Adam disobeyed, and so to what did God th......art God's purposes, that would indLsentence him? To a limbo? To hell? To cate that he was not the almighty One,
heaven? There is not a word in the Bible- the supreme One, the omniscient One.

Have the Churches 8een Teaching
a Lie?
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Could Gn<\ IIdlnIt that? No, Indl!lld; he
could. not. Therefore we must (!()Delude
that even though his original purpose regarding the earth and man may have been
temporarily interrupted. it must be realized In his due time.

That man's ('~stiny is not heaven but
earth is apparent from God's Word. From
Genesis to Malachi not a word do we read
about a heavenly hope being held out to
the faithful men of old or to the natural
descendants of Abraham. Rather, repeatedly they were given basis for the hope
of a resurrection, and, that back to this
very earth.-See Isaiah 26:19; Daniel
12:13.
When Lazarus died Martha did not try
to console herself with the thought that
she would see him in heaven when she
dietl. No, when Jesus assured her that
her brother would rise, she expressed her
hope in the resurrection, saying: "I know
he will rise in the resurrection on the last
day."-John 11:23-44. New World Trans.
The mildren of Israel looked. forward
in faith to the time when God would fulfill his .promises of earthly blessings. To
the time when nations would learn war
no more; when men would build houses
and Inhabit them, plant vineyards and eat
the fruit of them; when man would be at
peace, not only with his fellow man, but also with th~ lower animals; and when even
the lower animals would be at peace with
each other. Yes, to the time when Jehovah
would make earth, 'the place of his feet,
glorious.'-Isaiah 11:1-10; 60:13; 65:1725; 66:1, Am. Stan. Ver,
The hope for the dead of mankind in
general is not heaven at death nor after
purgatorial suffering, but life ~ on earth in
the resurrection, in God's due time. Said
Jesus regarding this hope: "Do not marvel
at this, because the hour is coming in
-which all those in the memorial tombs
will hear his [the Son of man's] voice
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and come out, thooe whO did good things
to a resurrection of life."-John :5:28,29,
New World'Trans,
But if the Hebrew Scriptures do not
speak of going to heaven, someone will
say, certainly the Christian Greek Scriptures do. True, a heavenly reward is held
out to the followers of Christ Jesus, but
note that their number is limited to a
"little flock", just 144,000, "who have
been purchased from the earth." (Luke
12:32; Revelation 7:1-8; 14:1,3, New
World Trans.) These must follow in the
footsteps of Jesus, confess him before men,
be faithful to God in spite of all that the
Devil can bring against them. They must
drink of the same cup that Jesus drank
and be baptized *ith the same baptism
that Jesus WItS baptized with. (Mark
10:35-40) Could an average nine-year-old
girl do all that?
Obviously such footstep followers are
what might be termed an exception to the
rule, being chosen to be part of the spiritual seed of Abraham, of which Christ
Jesus is the chief One and which is to
judge and bless mankind by bringing to it
the blessings foretold in the Hebrew Scriptures, above referred to. (Galatians 3:16,
29; 1 Corinthians 6:1-3; Revelation 20:5,
6) If !he destiny of mankind was heaven,
would the Scriptures speak of the spiritual
seed of Abraham as blessing aU the families of the earth?
Yes, the earth is to be filled with the
knowledge of the glory of Jehovah as the
waters cover the sea. (Habakkuk 2:14,
Am. Stan. VeT.) Jehovah's purpose as announced in the original mandate to the
human family, Be fruitful, fill the earth,
subdue it and exercise dominion over the
lower animals, will be realized. All of
which proves that the churches have been
teaching a lie when they state that the
destiny' of mankind is heaven, and that
little children go to heaven at death.
AWAKE!

Mexico
EXIco, the hom-shapcd country lying to the south of the United States,
has an area of some 7GO,0IX) NJuare miles
and 8 population of 25.5 mUUcn. ComparIn~ 'it with its nOl1hel11 neighbor, we find
it has One fourth th/> 1lN'8 and one sixth
the population of the United Slll.t~.
Thirty-eight per cent ,of the Mt>xi<'An<l.
are pure Indian." 4.1 Pf'T cent are of mixed
blood, part Indian a.nd part European, and
19 per cent are European, mO!'ltly Spani.'1h.
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SpRnii'lh Ii'! thp official language, nlthoUj,(h

Engl1sh, French and many other lan~
guages are also ht"ard thprP..
Mexico has undergone mBny changE'S

since Hernando Cortez, the Spanish oon.
queror, fil"lt St't foot on her soil on "holy
Thursday", April 21. 1519. He COWld in
control the warlike Aztecs, who had over-.
run the pN'viou!! Mayan and Toltcc civilizations. While lacking in imagination
themselves, the Aztecs absorbed the cu1ture of their predecessors, especially their
artlstlc taste in sculpture I,md in the manu.
facture of jewelry, There is preserved to
this day the great sundIal, by means of
whh:h they computed time accuratf'ly.
All of these tribes had a I'(!ligious system of government. in wltich the corrunon
poople were subjected to OPPl'essive slavery at the hands Of the priestly class and
the' emperors. Superstition and idolatry
reigned supreme and the pr.<lctice of offering human sacrifiCes by the priests was
common. Based on mythology and ttlola.
try, their religion included the worship of
~e stm. moon and stars, as well 8£ of th~
great dragon or snake.
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With the coming of the white conquerors, the Indians were conhontcd with
a nt'W typ!' of "culture", completely different from anything seen Oil their native
wi! before. Telling of thiR Spanish conqUel'It, the book Religion in tke Republic
of MeXico. pages 4 and 5. states: ''The
important fact that the cross or a nevJ reo.
Jigion and the sword of conquest appeared
simultaneously must not be overlooked in
seeking to undpt'Rt.and the spiritual problems of Mexico. This vision of a "word
dripped in blood and of II. cross lifted up
to bless thp military enterprise of the
Invaders, must have left a profound Impl'l!ssion on the mind of the conquered and
OppT'ffi.'led

mccs.

"For their own pn>SE'rvation the In·
dians thprefore adopted at least the out·
ward fonns of the religion of their con.
querors.... Hen~ arose It strange mixture of pagani!lm and Catholicism, the
~irlt of the ftrst with the fOnn8 of the
second, and Ulis for four centuries has
been th~ eAA('ntiai natuI'(! of the religiOUS
beJicfs and practices of the Mexican Indian. Spanish domination included a great
effort to Christianize [Catholicize} the In·
dian, but was content with Ii conversion
to mere forms, leaving him still lost In
the darkness of supen;tition and igno.
rance,"
Mter more than three centuries of
Catholic domination, Ule common people
of MexiL'O rebelled, with the result that
in 1857 the Reform Laws were passed,
completely separati.ng the church and ,the
state by drastic mC8S\ll"es. Since then the
government has tried to curtail religion's
efforts to in1.t!rfere in political metters.
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In recent years Catholic influence is being
felt more and mOre, because its activities
are being winked at by the politicians.
Due to the opposition of the church to
popular education for the past four centuries, great masses of the people are illiterate; until the begirming of this century 56 per cent could not read or write.
Only recently has the government taken
hold of the problem in earnest, building
schools as fast as possible and requiring
children to attend school until fifteen
years of age.
Jehovah's witnesses in Mexico have organized a cultural and philanthropic society. It has been recognized as such by
the government and has been given full
authorization to carry on its objective
of reaching the people by door-ta-door
witnessing and by establishing individual
home studies, using the publications of the
Watch Tower SOCiety. As a result an intensified campaign has been carried on in
all parts of the republic. In 1934 there
were only 126 active witnesses in the
entire country. By 1952 this number had
grown to 10,577. In the past few years
particular progress has been made in the
giving of public lectures: from 431 in 1950
to 4,005 in 1952.
To combat illiteracy among men of good
will more than three hundred groups were
organized, in which upward of 4,500 students are enrolled. The Mexican Department of EdUcation has provided thousands
of textbooks free for this purpose, and
officials visiting such schools have marveled at the results and that all of it was
being done freely.
Jehovah's witnesses are finding much
interest in Mexico. In one section of the
country, isolated as regards any witnesses
living there, a chUrch building was placed
at the disposal of the visiting ministers
of Jehovah for a public lecture. After the
lecture an invitation was extended for all
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to attend an assembly of Jehovah's WItnesses to be held in -a few days in a nearby town. A committee of four, including
the 10cal minister, came and sat in the
front row, their faces beaming with approval of everything they heard. They
confessed that they woul~ rather associate
with Jehovah's witnesses than with any
others, and before "the assembly was over
they were taking part in spreading the
good news from door to door.
While there have been many such experiences, Jehovah's witnesses in Mexico
have also had others that are not so pleasant. In one small town, about 100 miles
from Mexico City, a small group of goodwill persons were studying the Bible when
a mob attacked them and two of the men
were taken to jail. As their wives arrd
others brought food to them these were
also put in jail, including a girl of thirteen
years and a two-year-old child. A few days
later they were all transferred to another
jail, and on the way they were stoned and
so beaten that some of them were covered
with blood, The situation was brought to
the attentjon of state officials, who investigated and cleared them of the charge
of conspiring to kill the priest and burn
down the Catholic church, and so after
three months they were released. But nof
before mne of them had died in prison and
ten others had also contracted a severe illness due to the filthy condition of the jail,
one of whom died shortly after being released, As sick as they were, the nine
could not return to their homes because
of threats of mobbing. Truly pagan Indian
fanaticism coupled with a (onu of Christianity.
So Jehovah's witnesses in l)1:exico, as in
every other part of the earth, keep planting and watering in favorable and in
troublesome season, and Jehovah God
gives the increase.-l Corinthians 3:6;
2 Timothy 4:2, New World Trans.
AWAKE!

Elsenhowt>r'Takes Over

'*

President Eisenhower's
State of the Union message to
Congress (2/2) apparently set
a bold policy for the new administration_ He said there was
no longer any "sense or logic"
to protecting Red China with
the U. S. Seventh Fleet and
that this protection would be
withdrawn. He asked Congress
to declare that the U. S. recognizes no secret agreements
made in the past with foreign
governIl).ents-apparently referring to the Teheran, Yalta
and Potsdam conferences. He
said U. S. aid abroad should be
matched by unity of strength
in the countries aided, that
trade with other nations
should be increased, and that
the budget should be balanced
before any attempt is made to
reduce taxes. He waded right
into controversial issues, most
prominent of which seemed to
be the Seventh Fleet and Red
China. Aside from all the headlines, however, he said this
implled. "no aggressive intent
on our part", but that there
was no reason to defend a
country that was killing U _S.
soldiers. Time will test the reI·
atlve wisdom of his policies.
Wo:rst Flood-by Far:

*'

The worst flood in recent
history hit Britain, the Netherlands and Belgiwn in early
MARCH 8, 1953

February. Huge waves, driven
by an 85-mile·an-hour -gale,
swept down across the North
sea, washed large sections of
the coast, broke through dikes
and sea walis, and swept 40
miles into the Netherlands,
covering a sixth of the nation's
land area. The historic dikes
gave way in 60 to 80 places,
flooding out or threatening the
homes of a million people. Off
Northern Ireland (1/31) the
2,694-ton ferry, Princess Vic·
toria, sank in the gale, bringing death to 132 of the 176
aboard. Total known dead as
a result of the storm was more
than 1,600, with hundreds more
missing. It was the worst nat. ural ·disaster in Britain since
the plague of 1664 and 1665,
and the worst Dutch Hood in
400 years. The full resources
ot both countries were mobilized, and aid was rushed in
from many nations.
'Sell It to the Reds!'
In all the smuggling of history there probably has never
been anything to compare with
the size-and menace-of today's trade through the Iron
Curtain, Baid Life 0/26). It
told how a thousand tons of
copper, probably for radar
equipment on Russian warplanes, or a shipment of heavy
steel plate for destroyer decks
is purchased by Russians in
Vienna through Swiss banks
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and unscrupulous VV~rn
agents., and Is smuggle<f right
across Europe to the Russian
war machine. One expert estimated such trade to East
Gennany amounted to $225
million in 1951 and a third
more In 1952. The goods are
transshipped through free
ports where the papers and
destination are changed to
Iron Curtain countries, or
through loopholes in special
"in transit" customs arrangements such material travels
by train right across Germany
without officials' being able to
lay a hand on It. Said LAte:
"In smuggling with the avowed
enemy, no country has completely clean hands," neither
West Gennany, France, Holland, Belgium, England, Scandinavia, Spain, South America,
Africa, Canada, nor even the
U. S_ Western Europe has al·
ways traded with Eastern
Europe, and needs many things
that come trom Iron Curtain
countries, as well as markets
that will buy its goods. The
lJ. S. can say this is pure commercialism, but this is not
overly convincing when its own
tariffs prevent Western Europe
from flnding these outlets in
America. The workers in the
mills are staying busy, but
their goods may be used to
kill them in another war .
More Communl!!ts Selltenced
Since 1947 eighty-seven

'*

Communist party leaders have
been indicted on charges of
conspiracy to advocate the
overthrow of the U. S. government by force or· violence.
Forty-four have been convicted, two acquitted; others
are either fugitives, are await·
ing trial or have had their
trials deferred because of ill
he~lth. As soon as one group
of apparent leaders is impris·
oned another takes its place.
Thirteen were convicted 0/21)
after a nine-month trial and
seven days of deliberation by
the jury. Federal Judge Edward J. Dimock asked :If they
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preferred to go to Russia rath·
er than to 'Prison. This they
branded "intolerable", ''unpal·
atable," and said as American
citizens they intended to stay
here. "We feel," said one, "we
•• , have a political responsi.
bility here. We feel we would
be traitors to the American
people if we turned our backs
on them just to escape jail."
Their sentences: 1 to 3 years,
plus fines of $2,000 to $6,000.

threatened to call a strike in
1948 unless the district attorney stopped questioning union
officials about a dock murder.
He was a friend of former
Police CommiSsioner Grover
Whalen, New York mayors
Walker, O'Dwyer and Impellitteri, and New Jersey's notorious Mayor Hague. It was a
sordid mess that no one
seemed to know how to actual·
ly clean up.

New York Reaches 800
.. On February 2, 1653, Peter
Stuyvesant, the Dutch gover·
nor of the little community of
800, granted "to this growing
town of New Amsterdam and
~ts inhabitants a bench of jus·
tice [municipal administra·
tion], to be framed, as far as
possible and as the situation
of the country permits, after
the laudable customs of the
city of Amsterdam Which gave
her name to this first com·
menced town". Exactly 30b
years later this city is cele·
brating- a year-long annIver·
sary. Peter Stuyvesant has had
101 successors, and the city's
population now numbers eight
millIon; its present name is
New York.

U. S. Racial Report
WIth the world's tumultuous racial situation worsening,
it is good to note that 1952 saw
not one lynching in the U. S.
Despite a steady decrease from
the 231 lynchings in 1892, this
is the first year that had none.
However, the picture was not
all good, because with the decline of lynching other acts of
violence are, deplorably, on
the increase, and there were
68 bombings or attempted
bombings of property owned
by Negroes or other minorities
between 1949 and 1952.

Rats on tbe Water Front
.. The N. Y. Crime Commission's Investrgation exposed a
half cenJ:ury of water·front
crime. Eleven million words of
testimony ,from 2,200 witness·
es -left no doubt that thievery,
racketeering and gangsterism
were rampant; that shipping
companies condoned a longshoremen's union dominated
by thugs and ex-convicts; and
that city officials had not really attacked the situation. One
witness indicated a murder
was a small favor in return
for a water-front job. Another
described a gang war in the
1930's that took at least six
lives in two years, and said a
New Jersey police chief helped
protect him. Joseph Ryan, president of the longshoremen's
union (I.L.A,) admitted he
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British Restrictions Eased

+

Since the war's beginning
British motorists have gotten
only a low-grade government·
contrcHled petrol (gasoline)
dispensed by unenthusiastic
employees. The return of pre·
mium quality and brand names
(2/1) marked the revival of
compeution and an accom·
panying upswing in service.
For the past 12 years Britain
has eaten a nutritious but not
too popular brown bread- -the
"national" loaf. Such wartime
restrictions on bakers will end
in April, and controls on livestock feeds will also be removed. This shOUld mean more.
eggs, ham and bacon, though
probably at higher prices.
High taxes remain, and it was
reported (1123"1 that only 60
Britons had incomes of more
than £6,000 ($16,800) after they
paid their taxes last year. The
wealthy sixty who got to keep
$16,800 earned an average of
$462,000.

Behold the Bl'ave BuJUlgbteu!

.. The scandal rocked Spain
to her foundations. The "national fiesta", the bullfight, had
become not only a mere business enterprise, but a crooked
,one at that! Spain's brave
bullfigllters would fight only
animals whose defenses were
down-whose horns had been
blunted and filed so the bull
would be careful about goring
his tormentor with the sensl·
tive tip. The practice, which
began to develop before the
Spanish civil war (1936), has
now been officially protested
by bullfighter Antonio Bien·
venida. Those who defend the
practice say his Uvelihood does
not come from bullfighting
and that he is just trying to
make life harder for success·
ful young toreros, who now
will apparently have to give
the poor bull a better break.
Flu jn Mass Production

.. No one who had it wanted
it and those who got it certainly agreed there was too
much of it. The flu epidemic
struck half the people in Tokyo,
one out of ten in France and
250,000 in Germany, where
more than 50 died. It also hit
Mexico, Hawaii, and widely
scattered areas of the U. S.
Doctors almost everywhere
explained, however, that this
was a mild form of influenza
that comes and goes quIckly,
with relatively few deaths.
Mossadegh Again

.. Mohammed Mossadegh has
been able to come up with the
votes every time his power has
been challenged for nearly two
years in politically unstable
1ran_a most amazing accom·
plishment! Some thought part
of his strength lay in his alliance with Ayatollah Kashani,
powerful speaker of the Majll~
(lower house of parliamen'
but when a showdown car
with Kashani, Mossadel
again came out on top. T
circumstances? Mossadei
AWAKE.

wanted hJa emt"l'pmq passer-

exl:rAded 10r a year

becaua.:
the oil diapute WIth Bl'IUdn

has not been "settled. Kash81l1
said No. When MOMAdl!gh demanded, Kubanl backed. down
and the MalUs voted :19 to 1
with 6 abstentions (V19) to
extend the pow .. \"!!. Moasade2h
was at the peak ot his power,
and the 011 Iqsue remained
deadl.ock\>d.
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.Fantulle New l"Ilgbt Reco,d
A Brlilih Canberl"1I. twin.jet
homhPr zJpped a third of the
way oround the wor-Id, 8,608.5
miles from London, England.
lu Darwin, Au~tral!", in just
over 22 hours (l/2H), only 19
of which were spent In the air.
This wa~ mure Ihan 23 hU\u·M
tuter thRn thf' previou8 rec·
ord. and at an uveru/lC Jlyinj:l
speed 01 453 mUes an hour.
CUnUll"'$l1 .. <1 th.. ~f'w York
TimM.' "There Is no more dis·
tancc."

LeIC.,._.aa.
• Argeattaa,

'-

1epGl'ted 2'fm8
mppztne (2/2), bas a new
method of preveDtIn&" crltldam of the govermnent: 'l1l.e

pOlice seet10n ealled. ''PollUeal
Orde.r" bal a trained squad of
lip readers so that when a
cittten erltielzed a city bu6 or
said 1n a bar, "1 hear the Pn>sl.
doent has beMl nn a bat lor
nearly a week," he was hustled
011 to the pollee statiull with •
out HIt' arr-,.,;!illg ollkers hav·
ing ~en been wlth1n earshot.
y ........... ndlnc "'....

.. In Asia today there arc
approximately three million
armed men. By far the largOi'M
III"OUP~, or moT ...... are in Korea.
lndo-China and Mo,layo.. In
lndo-l:hlllo. Jale In January Ihe
war lipread to a nt'W lI",a nn
Ih.. Mnl plateau far to the
south of the I"C<X'nt lighting
nround northern Hallo!. In tht:
PhlUpp!m's Communillt Iluk·

..h"'p leaden: ukel (1131),
bQt did not get. a three-month
t:ruee to eons1der aovemment
.$Uueuder demandl. On BoTneQ !J@VeTIl1 lJundred ~errlJla

are still holdin~ out
ae-ninat the young Induneslan
republic. Elsewhere, il) the
Eallt Afrlean colony. of Kenya
authorities are tnking sterner
measures aga.lnst Mall Mall
terrorism, as furth .. r murders
are committed. In l!:th1oJ;l1o. the
bsa tribe invaded the DanaleH's territory. ani! when a
shnw<1oWll came over Pasture
and water rights wQ,rrlon
trom buth tribes Illel in hllnd·
1u·hllnd fiiMini and morc than
2nO were killed. Will It not be
Jlne When there are no nlOTl'"
of $uQh wars? It w!ll never be,
ynu say? Dh. but It will! True,
man hilS failed to bJ1ng peace,
but I'(>ad whal bstsh 2:4 Rays
wlll h"ppl'"n under God'1I kin,·
dam Mlle over earth, and take
confidence In that promise.
IIghl:l':IlII

HOW VALUABLE IS THE BIBLE?
'j""HE rapid advanL'" of modf'm science with Its much publicized

1

"wonden" nlight tend to obscu~ in th .. minds of some the surpass·
Ingly great value of the Holy Bible. It must not be forgotten, however,
that without the Bible man would never be able to understand why
two global wars have come upon this gOi'neratlon; iI.ttd why the greatett
famine. the worst pel>tlienee and the mO!lt con<:f'l\trated destruction by
earthquakes have hit us over the past Cuur o_de!l. Without the Bible
men would be unable to see Into the fUlure and maintain hope for
much better times, to 10llow these 'worst uC timOi'!I', Why not help your
Mends, neighbors and rehtives, yes, all with whum ynu ("orne in contact,
to appreciate the value 01 the Bible? The tw(>-COlur tr"rt pictured at
the right Is available to you at tile rate 01 200 Cor 25<:-; ;;00 faT 4Oc; and
1,000 tor 'Uie. Write today.
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YES, month after month, year after year, you can depend upon
the Watchtower magazine to bring good neWs into your home.
When other periodicals evidence grave misgivings because of worsening world conditions, you will find The Watchtower filled with
hope! Why? Because The Watchtower's vision is based upon the
sure promises of the sacred Scriptures, which, although predicting
a deterioration of world affairs, also look confidently beyond such
troubles and describe a coming new world of righteousness and
everlasting life!
• Good news concerning the harmony
unity in that new
cheers even the
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distressed beart. If: '18>."

the alarm, and point

o.~,-i7Ie

out the way of escape.
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• The WatoMower 15 published in 38 language&, cIrculated
around the world. lilustrated in several colors, 32 pages each
Issue. It 15 published twice a month and mailed direct to you.
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AWAKEl

THE RISE AND FALL
OF A CENTURY
Revolutionary changes of the past hundred years

_._._- ...

~
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A Fight for Freedom
Right to build and believe
courageously vindicated
--------~

-

Wrestling
Modern version, or perversion

The Sex Hormones
Among the greatest causes for wonderment

THIl MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
Newt fOUrCU that are able: to keep you awake to the Vital iItUu

ot our tImu mUlt he unfettend. by cenSorship and selfish interett..
"AwakeJ" hIlS no (etten. It ~lzu facts, faco facti, hi free to
publlsh facta:. It it not bound by political ambl.tlons,or o~:ans; it is
unhampered by advertiserw whon toes rntJi;t not be t
on; it is
unprejUdiced by traditionAl creed.. This jOunlal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse It. freedom. It
maintains inte~ty to truth.
"Awake I" UId the ~lar news channels, but is not dependent on
them. lu own correspondents are on all continenu, in spores of n&tions.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes
reporis come to you throu~h these columns. This joum.a.l's viewpoint
Is not narrow, bUt is international. It is read in many nations, in many
lan~~etI. by persons of all *11. Through its p~eB many fields of
knowl~ pass in review1ovemment. commerce, reli'l110n, history.
~e*aphy, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover~e,iB as broad as the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
"Awake I" ple~el!l itself to ri~teous principles. to exposin~ hidden
foes and subtle dan~ers. to championin\l freedom for all. to comfortin\i1
mourners and strengthening those diSheartened by the failures of a.
delinquent world. reflectin~ sure hope for the establishment of a. ri~ht.
eOUB New World.
'
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by reading "Awakel"
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"Now it is high time to awake:=-Romans 13:11

The Rise and Fall of a Century
"Bring forth the blind people that halle eyes! and the deaf that have ears. Let all HI" natione
be gathered tOl)ether, and let the people be assembled, who among them Can declare this,
and shew u& former thinlle? let tllem bring torth their witnesses, that they may be Justified:
or let them hear, and say, It is truth."-Isaiah 43: 8, 9.

MAN living in 1853 could not possibly
have foretold, without divine revelation, the extraordinary changes that have
taken place during the past century. Even
with the inspired Word of God to inform
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him of these revolutions,,' man's mind,
with all its imaginative qualities, was incapable of grasping the scope of the predicted events and the extent that their
influence would revolutionize the world.
For example: No one living in the nine·
teenth century who read the words of
Jesus recorded in the twenty·fourth chapter of Matthew regarding the rise of nation against nation, and kingdom against
kingdom, food shortages, earthquakes, in·
crease of lawlessness and hate, could pas·
sibly have envisioned the world catastro·
phes of 1914·1918 and 1939·1945, with
their mechanized warfare, airplanes, rock·
ets, guided missiles, atomic bombs; their
pulverized cities, bread lines and tragic
death toll, until after they actually oc·
curred. Even then the immensity of the
tragedy was beyond humancomprehension.
Scholars reading the inspired predictions in Luke, the twenty·tirst chapter,
about the "anguish of nations", "roaring
of the sea and its agitation," 'men beMAROH 22, 1953

coming faint out of fear and expectation
of the things coming upon the inhabited
earth,' could no more than speculate as
to the political and social upheavals fore·
told, but could not forestall or prevent
them. The same is true regarding- the
apostle's warning of a moral collapse:
"But know this, that in the last days
critical times hard to deal with will be
here. For men will be lovers of themselves,
lovers of money, self·assuming, haughty,
blasphemers, disobedient to parents, without gratitude, with no loving-kindness,
having no natural affection, not open to
any agreement, slanderers, without self·
control, fierce, without love of goodness,
betrayers, headstrong, puffed up with selfesteem, lovers of pleasures rather than
lovers of God, having a form of godly devotion but proving false to its power;' and
from these turn away."-2 Timothy 3:1.5,
New WOTld Trans:
None, not even the most astute, could
have desired a more graphic deseription
of the moral tragedy to come; yet without
fail al1 nations have succumbed in one way
or another to its corrupting influence. The
Bible warned of the dangers of prosperity,
the ensnaring influence of the love of
3

money, the corrupting power of bribes and
gifts. but modems have chosen to ignore
the Bible for their own "prophets". principles, and philosophers. They point to the
revolutionary strides in the fields of
science, industry, communication and
transportation, as justifying their switch
from Biblical principles. As a result, the
world of a century ago was unbelievably
different from the
world of today.

was a long journey for a day. Millionaires
were distinguished by their top hats and
tailored clothes, and the farmer felt out
of place in the big city. Nearly all of
these religious, social and scientific conceptions of a century ago-have been either shattered or modified.

The Revolution of a Century
Men are no longer self-content. Instead
of being self-employed, the. nations
have become' seas

A Century Ago
The men of 1853
lived a much more
self-satisfied life.
They were their
own masters, in the
sehse that they
were craftsmen who
owned their own
shops or businesses, men who started with
only a few hundred dollars to make shirts
or print books. The womenfolk cooked,
sewed, and knew how to rear a family.
Children took great pride in their parents.
The Bible was regarded as the Good Book;
its author, God. It was read, believed, and
its principles were cherished. Many rulers
were God-fearing men, who inquired of the
Bible, believed its commands and were
,rather fearful on the exploitation of their
fellow men. Morals were all-essential; human rights, God-given; God was supreme
and the Author of liberty; freedom of
conscience was founded on the principle
that man possessed a conscience and that
it was precious private property; freedom
of religion was based on a genuine desire
to worship God; freedom of speech presumed a general contempt for liars and
false witnesses. In the field of science,
Newton's laws were considered inviolate.
Light was from the sun or a candle. Atoms
were the smallest indivisible units of
which matter was composed. 'l\venty miles
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of employees. Many
women cannot cook,
fewer know how to
knit or sew, while
the majority shrink
at the thought of
rearing a large family. Family ties are
shattered by divorce. Children regard their parents as old
fogies. The Bible is considered nonsense;
God, a mythical superstition; morals, an
antiquated philosophy. Newton's concept
of a mechanistic universe, replaced by Einstein's theory of relativity. The atom is no
longer the smallest indivisible unit. Distance, practically annihilated. No place on
earth is farther than twenty-four hours
away. Communication literally travels on
the wings of light, and voice communication is possible between almost all cities
and towns everywhere in the world. Farms
have become mechanized, and the farmer
feels just as much at home in the city as on
the farm; and he can no longer be distinguished from the salesman or millionaire
art Broadway. He grows grain, fruit and
vegetables, but buys flour,in a sack, breakfast foods in cardboard boxes and vegetables in cans.

Revolutions in Government and Industry
Immense unforeseen revolutions have
swept governments. That is, unforeseen by
AWAKE!

those who chose to ignore God's Word.
The hereditary principle, which from early civilization had been supreme in governmentS outside the United States, no
longer holds dominance. Monarchies have
been transformed into republics. Both
Brazil and China had had emperors since
the beginning of history; yet in the space
of a few years these governments melted
away before the forces of "republicanism".
Bertrand Russell, world famous philosopher, recolUlts the revolutionary changes
in his lifetime: "What happened to monarchs happened also to aristocracies the
world over. The Russian aristocrats were
dispossessed by the Russian revolution.
The East Prussian Junkers, who had domi~
nated Prussian policy for a I'ong time, were
tamed by the nazis and suppressed by the
Russians. The aristocracies of Hungary,
Poland and Rumania have vanished behind the Iron Curtain. The British aristocracy has been graduaIly dispossessed by
means of death duties, which have ensured
that whenever a landed magnate dies, his
heir ceases to be a magnate. Modern dictators, unlike those of all former ages,
make no attempt to secure the succession
to their sons. Even in China,
where filial piety and family
solidarity had been the backbone of Confucian teaching
for 2,000 years, both are
melting away in the heat
of Communist propaganda.
Everywhere, the individual
is coming increaSingly to
feel himself a member of a
class rather than of a family."-LooTc, November 4,
1952.
Economic and social
changes have been
great and have all
solved the farnill' ch·cl~
ern machines and
MARCH 22, 1953

methods of agriculture require larger
farms, which are no longer worked by
single families. The same is true with the
revolutionary change from handicrafts to
factories. Individualism is lost to mass production and its uniformity. The develop·
ment of plastics, synthetic creations, improved motor fuels and pharmaceuticals
are all creating new industries that dwarf
into insignificance the wildest imagination
of the nineteenth century.
Among the most notable and surprising
changes has been the emancipation of
woman. Technological advancement has
contributed greatly toward lifting her burdens. However, her greatest triumph came
when, at the close of World War I, she
achieved legislative freedom in America
and Britain, with other nations quickly
fol1owing suit. Approximately one third
of all American women fourteen years old
or over are active members of the civilian
labor force. !n 1919 Congress yielded and
women were recognized in the administrative processes. Today there are eleven
women in Congress-ten representatives
and one senator. There are twenty-eight
women holding elective offices in the executive departments of twenty-two states, including the
secretary of state and the
state treasurer in Alabama.
There are 235 women members of ::itate legislatures. At
least 3,000 major appointive
jobs in state governments
are held by women; about
500 women hold more or less
responsible positions in the
federal government. There
are women doctors, lawyers,
bank presidents, forest rangers, wrestlers, boxers, traffic
cops, aviators, game hlUlters
and engineers. In many instances women have per-

formed'their assignments with skill aImust
equal to that ot men.
As for the compensatory virtues of this
revolution, Time for November 5, 1951,
reported: "American young women are,
in many ways, the generation's most serious problem: they are emotional D. P. s.
The granddaughters of the suffragettes,
the daughters of the cigarette-and-shortskirt crusaders, they were raised to believe in woman's emancipation and equality with man. Large numbers of them feel
that a home and children alone would
be a fate worse than death, and they invade the big cities in search of a career.
They ride crowded subways on which men,
enjoying equality, do not offer them seats.
They compete with men in industry and
the arts; and keep up with them, Martini
for Martini, at the cocktail parties. There
is every evidence that women have not
been made happy by their ascent to power.
They are dressed to kill in femininity.
The bosom is back; hair is 'longer again;
office telephones echo with more cooing
voices than St. Mark's Square at pigeonfeeding time. The career girl is not ready
to admit that all she wants is to get married; but she has generally retreated from
the brassy advance post of complete flatchested emancipation, to the position that
she would like, if possible, to have marriage and a career, both." Under such an
arrangement marriages are feeble, family
ties unstable and, when children are
around, hard to handle. Economic con_ditions have, in many cases, forced both
parents to seek employment, while the
state is slowly acquiring the position of
parenthood, a sad and sorry substitute.

The Moral Collapse
The so-called "state-father" of the twentieth century has scuttled the Bible with
its. moral principles, and has, instead, substituted a new set of commandments, in
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which the fnIits of the baser passions
-lying, thievery, cruelty, greed, bribery,
graft and influence peddling-have free
play. This revolution began when science
supposedly "confirmed the laws of survival
of the fittest, biological selection, historic
relativism, psychOlogical determinism. Religion became superstition and morals
wholly relative". This "new deal" is now
threatening the foundations of the democratic world. As to the extent of this corruption, U.S. News &; Wor?d Report for August 17, 1951, states: "Cheating, an effort
to get around rules, shows signs of becoming a national pastime, extending from
politics to colleges. . . . Politicians are
caught selling jobs. High officials accept
gifts and favors from people doing business with the government. 'Influence' is
peddled in Washington at steep prices.
Dominant idea seems to be that anything
goes if you can get away with it."
This saine moral collapse is evident in
the family circle. Most children reared
today have at best only a hazy concept
of morality. The dollar sign is god to them.
It has become their goal-not a hardearned dollar, but a "fast buck", the sort
of money that springs from an "angle".
Not many believe anything any more with
real conviction. They are tolerant of almost anything, shocked' by little. God is
all right, a comforting thought; theology,
a waste of time; and denominations, beside the point., Historian Viereck briefly
commented: "They believe they believe;
they do not necessarily believe. Not many
of today's young people' say they have
seen God, but they think everybody needs
to see God." All morals-reverence of God,
the purity of the family home, respect
for parents, the sense of shame, the fear
of conscience-have all but totally collapsed. Senator Taft of ,Ohio was reported
by the Readers Digest, November, 1950,
to have SaId: "Perhaps the people have

lost their sense of moral integrity because
their leaders have lost it, but I don't believe so. I think it is a feeling of hopeless
disgust rather than one of approval."
However, reactions of disgust are not
forthcoming or evident among the people.
Arkansas' Senator Fulbright commented
along this same line, saying: "Scandals
in our government are not a new phenomenon in history. What seems to be new
about these scandals is the moral blindness or callousness which allows those
in responsible positions to accept the practices which the facts reveal. It is bad
enough for us to have corruption in our
midst, but it is worse if it is to be condoned ... Too many people in our nation
do not believe anything with conviction.
They question the precepts of God or of
man, indiscriminately. The values of life
which were clear to the Pilgrims and the
Founding Fathers have become dim and
fuzzy in outline."-Life) April 9, 1951.
From all quarters it appears unanimous
that corruption is eating away the nation's
vitals. A condensation of Senator Tobey's
The Return to Morality) which appeared
in the January, 1952, issue of the Reader's
Digest) stated: "Washington seethes with
intrigue. Politics is played as if there
were no uncertainty in the nation. Getrich-quick parasites are at work. Corruption is revealed in the RFC. Sheriffs
grow wealthy on bribes. Internal-revenue
officials take graft to influence cases. Racketeers move in good middle-class society
as friends of politicians. The people elect
to high office men who have served prison
tenns, and weaklings controlled by corrupt advisers; they have not disapproved
men who pocket kickbacks and bribes,
and have sometimes re-elected such officials. Ideals of Christian Jiving, so essential to the traditions of our forefathers,
are laughed at as pious and hypocritical.
Even coneges, charged with molding the
MAROH 22. 1953

characters of our young men and women,
make a farce of amateur sports and corrupt the entire student body with the
cynical, immoral doctrine that one must
win at all costs.
"What we need, what we must have,
is a moral awakening that will restore to
us as individuals the high principles upon
which our country was founded. For the
things that are wrong with the COWltry
today are the stun total of all the things
wrong with us as individuals. . . . Most
great civilizations have fallen not through
external aggression but through domestic
corruption, . . . The good life for which
we all yearn is based upon those solid
foundation stones of honor and truth,
courage and decency, and faith in
Almighty God. Wake up, America!"
But the modern trend is not back to
God, but 'a steady drift in the opposite direction. This trend is reflected in the
words of Bishop Barnes of the Church
of England, who stated that it was about
time the church began teaching that "man
was not a special creation but has been
developed from an ape". In, an effort to
completely demolish what little faith remains in the Bible and in God, Bishop
Barnes stated that the raising of Lazarus
from the dead "cannot, in fact, be taken
literally". Jesus' turning water into wine?
"Regarded literally, the story is fantastic,"
said he. And as for the Gospels, Barnes
'declared that they "were circulated in
manuscript: editorial insertions and additions were easy". He, therefore, complete~
ly denies the power of God, the inspiration of the Bible, and also in this way
rejects the foundation of Christianity, Je~
sus Christ. (2 Peter 1:19-21) He concludes: "If we wish to win the confidence
of our young people we must tell them
the new-found truths of the origin of man
and of human civilization. . . . The time
has come for another religious refonna7

tion in which the cllIlms of Christian orthodoxy shall be changed by incorporating
the new scientific discoveries of the last
100 years." In the same way and for the

so far been applied chiefly in fathoming
the secrets of matter and motion, technology chiefly in winning wars and making profits, changing the environments
same purpose many others who parade and improving man's material condition.
before the world as "apostles of light" If the proper study of man is mankind,
"having a fomi of godly devotion but prov- science is still in a primitive state. It
ing false to its power" have switched from knows less about man, the most interestGod to science as their savior. But science ing and important object in the universe,
than it does about the atom."-New York
will not save them.
Dr. Waldemar Kaempffert, science edi- Time8) September 9, 1951.
tor of the New York Times for twentyBut the one who knows all about man
years, after having discussed the mechani- is God, who has so unerringly foretold
zation and electrification of life, the on- mankind's trends. The present moral deward sweep of standardization and the bacle is an outgrowth of mankind's recollective utilization of energy. and also jection of God and his Word, the Bible.
the moral shortage, wrote that such evan- The inspired Word states: "Just as they
gelists of science as H. G. Wells cried out did not approve of holding God in acduring the eighties and nineties: "Gi'O'e us curate knowledge, God gave them up to
more machines to 'do the back-breaking, a disapproved mental state, to do the
grimy work of the world, ran the fannula, things not fitting. . . . Although these
and there will be an end of misery and know full well the righteous decree of
poverty; give us more international means God, that those practicing such things
of masS communication, like radio and are deserving of death, they not only keep
motion pictures, and alien peoples will
on doing them but also approve those pracunderstand one another, with the result
that there will be no more wars; give tiCing them." (Romans 1:28-32, New
us more Iscience and more international World Trans.) This cancerous condition
scientific congresses, and nations will is likeneP by Jesus to a rotten tree fit
learn to sink their differences in the com- only to be destroyed. And that is the
mon cause of enlightening one another. judgment that awaits it at Armageddon.
While the old world is rapidly
None of these predictions has
disintegrating, a new world
been fulfilled. The world has never
dawns as mankind's only hoPe.
been so restless, so uncertain of
Then every century Will be
its' future, so terrified at what
marked with progress, every acmay happen if another world war
complishment a praise to its God
is fought with all the aid that
Jehovah.
science can lend.... Science has

Temperance Talks Make Them Thirsty
By Reuters, Paris, Sept. l1-Astonished city officials sent out for more cham·
pagne today after delegates to the Congress Against Alcoholism drank up five
cases at a civic reception. The officials had imported gallons of fruit juice for
the occasion. A member of the Congress maintained that the delegates had
consumed three glasses of fruit juice for every glass of champagne. "Anyway, we
believe in temperance, not abstinence," he snapped.
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amenities of the area; that such would
cause traffic congestion; that such would
disturb their religious services. Convinced
that such objections were without merit
or justification, the North Unit congregation of Jehovah's witnesses decided to contest them and proceeded to employ legal
counsel to present their case before the
building committee.

To Buy, to Build, to Believe
By "Awake!" carre'ponden! in Jamaica, B.W.I.

UILDING a small hall for religious
purposes does not usually arouse much
public interest. But when such a project becomes front-page news in all the
country's newspapers, necessitates legal
interpretation and possible revision of
building laws, and causes all the leading
Protestant religions, including the State
Church, to join forces in an endeavor to
block the building, then it becomes news
worthy of more than the usual interest.
Such were the circumstances surrounding
the building of the North Unit Kingdom
Hall in Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I.
In December, 1950, arrangements were
made for the building of two Kingdom
Halls in what is known as the Corporate
Area of Kingston and St. Andrew, Jamaica, B.W.I. After more than a year of
searching without success, a lot was obtained ncar the Anglican Parish church
in Half Way Tree. Plans were drawn up
and submitted to the city's building authority of elected councilors, along with
an application to build. Before expiration
of the thirty-day notice to build required
by law, a notice of objection was filed by
the Incorporated Lay Body of the Church
of England, protesting against such a
building on the following grounds: that
such would seriously interfere with the

B
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Religious Pressure, Prejudice
Prior to the hearing public enthusiasm
was whipped up by sensational headlines
and articles in the public press. At the
hearing, counsel for the objectors, after
a brief argument on the points of protest,
launched off into a tirade of prejudicial
spoutings, irrational irrelevancies, and
historical inaccuracies about Jehovah's
witnesses and the Watch 'rower Society,
to such an extent, in fact, that the chairman, councilor C. G. Walker, reminded
him of Gamaliel's words. These outbursts
showed the real reason for the objection
to the building, namely, religious prejudice and intolerance.
However, with simple logic and facts
counsel for Jehovah's witnesses washed
away these objections. He showed that
there wol:lld be no disturbance, because
Jehovah's witnesses worship in a quiet and
orderly way. If loud-speakers were used,
these could be turned down to a low volume' l Moreover, the services of both
churches are so arranged as to day and
time that they would not clash. As evidence of the good conduct of Jehovah's
witnesses, counsel offered to submit the
names of many persons living near the
five other Kingdom HaIls and meeting
places. These persons had signed a statement to the effect that such meetings
were quiet and no source of disturbance.
As for traffic congestion, parking space
had been provided.
As for the objection that the new church
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would interfere with the amenities of the
area, this soon Crumbled when the facts
were presented. Counsel for Jehovah's wit~
nesses clinched his argument by quoting
the words of the governor of the colony,
who, at a recent dediCation of a church,
said: "The Churches are to bring people
together and not drive them away or keep
them apart. Denominations should not be
fighting against each other; they should
be working together for the comnion
Church." Many persons had expressed
alann that religious organizations should
oppose Jehovah's witnesses for building a
Kingdom Hall. The building committee
showed themselves to be men of integrity
and principle. They granted the application.

Opposition to Decision
Now, would this decision be accepted
by the objectors or would they seek revenge? Their course became evident when
at a later meeting of the building committee a motion was introduced by the mayor
and passed. This motion called for the
plans to be recalled, as the document was
not signed by the city engineer and town
clerk, and the law required these officers
to do so. Thus the plans were recalled
and building operations were ordered to
stop, despite the fact that almost ninety
per cent of the building plans over many
years were signed similarly to those of
Jehovah's witnesses. Also, the opinion of
the council's trusted solicitor that the
signing of the plans had nothing to do
with the granting of the application was
ignored and the matter deferred-a glaring case of religious discrimination.
What was happening behind the scenes
was soon brought to light. The day following the passage of the aforementioned
resolution the press reported that protest
by the Jamaica Christian Council against
the granting of the application had been
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lodged with the CorpOration Council. 'This
protest was signed by religious clergymen
of eight different denominations, including
the bishop of the Church of England and
the heads of the Disciples of Christ, the
Church of God, and the Salvation Army.
'They asked for the right to appeal against
the' building committee's decision.
They were asking something for which
there was no permission mrule in the law.
No 'wonder one member of the building
committee, in debating the Christian council's letter in the full council, said: "It
seemed what was happening was a belated
attempt to override by methods unjudicial in the scope of the corporation a
decision made by the building committee."
It was further stated that "all the facts
were before the building committee and
they exercised their discretion fairly and
impartially and upon examination of the
advice of the Council's solicitor".
By this time prominent politicians had
obviously yielded to pressure and joined
in the fight against Jehovah's witnesses.
Soon after the letter recalling the plan
was received, counsel for Jehovah's witnesses demanded that the plans be
signed in accordance with law. Weeks
passed and a second letter was sent. Still
no reply. Jehovah's witnesses and persons
of good will deluged the mayor and the
building committee chainnan, C. G. Walk·
er, with hundreds of letters demanding
that something be done to speed up, the
matter and halt what was obviously a
religious act of discrimination against a
minority. Simultaneously, a third letter
was sent by legal counsel infonning the
council that if the plaits were not signed
by November 3D, 1952, mandamus pro~
ceedings would be taken out against them.
This brought action.
A resolution was passed by the building
committee demanding their counsel's opinion not later than the next fortnightly
AWAKE!

meeting. Counsel's opinion came before by their exemplary lives-being small
that time, so the chairman called an minorities-they have greatly redq.ced the
emergency meeting for Saturday, Novem- congregations and so the regular revenue
ber 29, to discuss it. This opinion sug- of these denominations. We find we have
gested the illegality of any rehearing and to run our churches on money raised by
the possible success of any mandamus pro- gambling (raffling), dances, rum-drinking,
ceedings. Acting with wisdom the com- etc. The very things that we condemn
mittee voted in favor of accepting the from the pulpit. For Heaven's sake, let

opinion and ordered the statutory officers

us even pretend to be a Christian coun-

to sign the plan.
This was good news to over a thousand
persons who assembled at the building site
on Sunday, November 30, to hear the public address "Legany Defending the Good
News" by the branch servant of the Watch
Tower Society. An exact comparison was
drawn between the religionists and opposers of building the teIIJple walls in Nehemiah's and Ezra's days and those of today. The perfect likeness pleased the audience and they were just as sure of victory
as was Nehemiah. When the branch servant read the announcement of final victory to those assembled, the thunderous
and warm applause reflected their joy. Jehovah God blesses those of integrity who
stand for freedom and pure worship.

try."
It is worthy of note that the chairman
and members of the building committee,
among them a religious clergyman who
voted in favor of the application in the
beginning, stood solidly and manfully behind their decision despite the pressure
on all sides from powerful religions, influential politicians and in some cases prejudiced press writers. Jamaica should feel
proud that within her there are stilI men
of integrity that will fight for freedom,
that her people might buy and build and
believe without religious pressure, prejudice or discrimination.
'Since this building issue, further evidence has come to light of efforts to stop
altogether the preaching work of Jehovah's witnesses on this island. Those heading this conspiracy should take to heart
the truth of Gamaliel's words: "And so,
regarding the present matters, I say to
yOU, Do not meddle with these men, but
let them alone; (because, if this scheme
and this work is from men, it will be overthrown; but if it is from God, you will
not be able to ov,erthrow them;) otherwise, you may perhaps be found fighters
actually against God."-Acts 5:38,39,
New World Trans.
Meanwhile, Jehovah's witnesses will
continue their work of Bible education and
will use the North Unit Kingdom Hall,
when completed, to that end. This hall
in itself will stand as a silent testimony
of freedom's fight against religious prejudice and discrimination in this land.

Public Reaction
This case aroused much public discussion and many people of all religions expressed sympathy with Jehovah's witnesses during the holdup, and rejoiced
over the success and final decision. One
Anglican lay reader expressed himself in
the press in this way: "I am an Anglican
-a licensed catechist of the Anglican
Church and 1 am disappointed that the
Lord Bishop has put his name to such a
document LThe Christian Council protest]. Had it been a Jewish synagogue,
there would have been no protest. . . .
The fact is, the large denominations are
deadly afraid of' these 'small misguided
organizations calling themselves churches'. By their zeal, and in many instances,
MARCH 2Z, 1953
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THE BUDDHIST BON DANCE
lIy "Awake!" cotr •• pondent In MClwaii
~ERE are many kinds of dances, but

J

\
ij

1

lew Westerners have heard of a dance ~
for the dead. Such 18 the Bon dance (prv-;,.

nounced bone), which the Buddhists celebrate ~\
at a certain season each year. Practicing for .~
these dances begins the latter part of June, ~
and they take place from the middle of July
until the last of August.
IJ

,l

the Bon dance is being held in the BuddhIst
churchyard. At this season the ~meteries
look much like the so·called Christian ceme.
teries do on Decoration Day, To show that
both are a mockery the amusing incident
is told of a Chtistian who ridiculed the
Orientals for putting food on their graves.
A wise Oriental replied that the Oriental
dead would eat the food just as quickly as
the Christian dead would smell the flowers!

.<

tt Tradition has it that this dance was origi·
nally danced by a young boy rejoicing over
his mother's ascension to heaven from hell,
where she was being tormented for the sins
she committed while on earth. Being a widow,
the mother found it difficult to provide a.d·
eguately for her son. She resorted to cheat·
ing and stealing. After the mother's death,
the lad dreamed that she had appeared to
him saying: "Save me, Mokuren, for I am
being tortured constantly because I stole
and cheated while I was on earth. But I did
all that for you because I loved you so
much 1 couldn't see you go without the things
your friends had. They are starving me.
I'm so very hungry, Mokuren!"
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Upon waking he went to the temple and ,i
began to pray to Buddha, hoping his prayers ~',
would be heard. Without fail he put a tray .J
full of food before the altar so that his .;-.
mother~s hunger could be satisfied. His prayers
were answered one night when his mother ~.
appeared in his dream again. This time she ,,~
told him how happy she was to be able :~
to rJse from heU and that she was now in ..
heavetlly paradJse. Mokunm upon hearing all,'
of this danced for joy. Thus is seen how the .'
Bon dance originated and it is believed that /1
the doors of hell open toward heaven at this \,
particular seasot'!.
,~
4I. An interesting complement to the Bon :~
dance is the practice of decorating the ~
graves of the dead for this occasion. Many ~~
flowers are used to decorate the graves and \,
in some instances foods are placed there too. .~
\
Gay Japanese lanterns are used and on the,.
night of the dances these are kept lighted. •
These lights are to guide the spirits of the ,~
dead lrom the graves to the place where ~:

!
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c. The dance is generally held in the temple
yard and has the air of a carnival. Like many
other old customs, thls too has been modified
somewhat with the modern touch. There are
booths for selling soda pop, hot dogs and
the popular shaved ice in several fruit flavors
----all an attraction to yeung and old alike.
In the center 01 the ground is a square,
raised platform with a pagoda·type roof.
Here it is that the singer of music is located
for the dancers, who are lined up in single
lilea several rows deep, and all move Slowly
and rhythmically in a large circle around
the stand. As the music dictates, they step
forward, backward and sidewise with arm
and head movements to match the slow, mo·
notonous cadence of the weU-known Oriental
music. To further assist in keeping the
cadence or rhythm for the dancers, a man
at the foot of the center stand strikes a
huge vertical drum with a large stick. This
drumming is supposed to represent the dead
am.werlng the singer' or caller from above,
and thus is emphasized all the more that
'this is a dance [or the dead.
(l

t:. Not having read the Holy Scriptures that
show that "the dead know not anything"
and "in that very day his thoughts perish",
these people carry on these practices in super·
stitious fear of the dead in a vain e1'1'0rt to
worship a higher power and bring favor to
themselves. How wonderful it will be when
the glorious new world of righteousness
promised by Jehovah God is in complete op·
eratlon, when human graves will have been
eliminated and everything that has breath
will be praising Jehovab.l

Nature's
Friendly Playboy
I

N THE overgrown reJa..
tive of the weasel family,

the oth-r, is where nne of
nature'l friendlit'st play·
boys can be found. His
frollcsome disposition is not restricted
to age, groups or se<t:"ulls. He instinctivply
possesses an Impasslonate desire for play.

Mr. Otter may be a grandfather in years,
but hE' is ju",1 a kid at IWllti. Yf't in hi.';

more serious muments he is the must
astute citizen of wcascldom. clever and
rf'~(JIlT(,f'f1l1.

r ,ikf' mankinrl hE' displays a
kl:!tlll stmse of furethought and ellgiueel'il1);

field. Because of this bad reputation the otter has been deprived of proper protection and
hunted down like an outlaw by sportsmen
and ext'e!>Sive trl:l,pping. At the peak of
their habitat conditions In the United
Sltates, experts say they roamed from Alaska to South Carolina and thf"ir population
was estimated around 600,000. Today,
probably no mol"(' than uboui 2,000 remain, in ju;,.t a few unsf>ttl,..oi l'f'gions.

No Trout Killer

Emil E. Liers, who has spent almost
skill in constructing his homes and play- thirty years studying and 1"!l.ising oUPNi,
grounds. som" of his chutes still in per- proved over and over again that ottClos
f!;!(,..'l w,:e "may pl't;!L'ede the building of the are not responsibll:'- for the wanton slo.ughRoman arenns". Some of his other meri· ter of trout. In the Sro>ptro>mber, 19;il, issue
tOriOilll qualities worth mentioning are:
of Natural HiBtCYf!l. Llers said: "Otters
he is immaculate in habit, an Emily Post have always ~n blamed for killing a lot
in manners, an impeccable dresser, a Uoo of fish; and we naturally started out with
for courage, invariably intelligent. and the belief that our animals would eat
what an engaging personality!
mainly fi.~h. nut when we fed them fish,
To know this playboy from otterdom we had many sick ot11"1~ and lost some.
is to Jove him. Unfortwl8tcJy, .not all shure Finally, after many unhappy experiences.
this view. For centuri'-'S the ottf'r ha.<\ had WE' fOllnd 10 our surprise that very few
enemies, the worst of which have ~n and otters l;a1l survivf' on a diet of fish. Doctors
are the ever-present commercial trapper and others doing research on diets, both
and the angler. The trapper among our ottcrs and elsewhere, have con·
is out for his hide, while firmed this fact. We found thnt the fathe angler is out for reo vorite and principal food
venge. Fishermen accuse of ottcrs is crayfish, which
the otter of depleting rivers fl:'E'rl extensively on young
and streams of lrout. They fishes. Thus, instead of
suy he. is of "those being destroyers of fish,
which appear to de· oUers achlally help
light in killing for· to protect them.
killing's sake". And \Vhen an otter oc·
that i~ M invasion of casionally takes a
the "sportsman's" fish. it is uSllally one
MAROH
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of the. sluggish kind that are rarely or
never used by people, and some of these
fish themselves devour young fish."
Mr. Liers goes on to state that "Karl F.
Lagler and Burton T. Ostenson, in a study
of the 'food eaten by otters taken during
trapping operations late in March and
early in April, showed that the animals
had eaten some game and panfishes, small
fish such as minnows, mud minnows, and
sticklebacks, frogs, salamanders, crayfish,
insects, and some miscellaneous vertebrate
material such as hawks and a goldeneye
duck that had probably been picked up
dead. SinGe this study was made under
late winter conditions, when crayfish and
frogs are very scarce, the proportion of
fish is probably far higher than the average for the year. Our own observations
show that, in addition to crayfish and
frogs, they eat snakes, turtles, mussels,
snails, insects, worms, and some fruit and
vegetable material such as roots, tender
shoots, pond weeds, and algae". From recent experiments with otters, it is quite
obvious that fishermen were destroying a
friend, not a foe.
In captivity the otter has shown himself to be very affectionate and easy to
tame. In just a short time he becomes
attached to man and follows him about
like a little puppy dog. Once they are
accustomed to their man-made homes
they seldom leave, even though they are
not restricted in any way. American Wild
Life reports a case where a Minnesota
trapper had trained twelve otters to perform tricks, follow a scent, retrieve pheasants and ducks with the speed of a prize
cocker spaniel.
Family Life in Wildwood
Life in the wildwood is considerably
different from man-made sanctuaries. A
subway system consisting of a burrow
from about twenty to thirty feet long-the
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last eight to ten feet sloping upward into
dry land-leads to his den. The end of
this tunnel is carefully arranged into a
parlor about four feet in diameter, the
floor of which is neatly covered with dried
grass and leaves. From the far end of
the parlor branches off another tunnel of
about five feet in length, which leads to
what is obviously the toilet. The bathroom is cleverly equipped with two entrances; rather, one is an emergency exit,
which extends for about ten feet, the end
of which is, ingeniously camouflaged by a
stump or a rock pile. Otters usually have
a winter and a swnmer home. Their winter mansions are built near swift-running
streams that seldom freeze over, even during sub-zero temperatures. These winter
dwellings are carefully outfitted with a
sun porch, where the otter family satisfy
their passion for an occasional snoozE'
in the sun.
Unlike most of his kingdom, the otter is
strictly a one-family man. That is, he
chooses his mate and stays with her
through the breeding period and until the
family is properly raised. During courtship, when the male is selecting his brideto-be, the female otter will, when in a
receptive mood, play "that old familiar
game of 'drop the handkerchief' to let
him know it, and a definitely 'perfumed'
handkerchief at that. She moves along the
trails, leaving small markers of twisted,
musk-scented grass in her wake".
After wedding bells 'she becomes the
perfect mother. Her two or three baby
otters are born blind and do not open
their eyes until twenty-five or thirty days
later. The mother will curl her body
around them and place her head over
the young ones, offering them warmth and
protection. "There have been instances,"
said Carl L. Biemiller, "when something
drastic happened to his mate, in which
the male otter took over the actual rais.
AWAKE!

ing of the family. In reverse, he has been
known to sacrifice his own life to enable

the female to complete her task."
It is not until the cubs are about a
hundred days old that they are taught to
swim. They become terror-stricken at the
thought of it. With their tiny webb-toed
feet they paddle frantically, but after a
few days of expert coaching they perform
like the champions they are. Often they
win try their swimming skill in swift 1'apids. George Heinhold tells of a time when
an otter appeared on an abutment above
a power dam gate and leaned over to
watch the whirling, roaring water below.
Heinhold declared that "the caldron evidently offered challenge to his skill at
rapids shooting, for, to my astonishment,
he dived off the twenty-five-foot height
and landed in the whirlpools below. Taking
the run like a daring north-woods canoeist, narrowly skimming past jutting
rocks, the otter rode the whole run. Then,
climbing up the bank, he returned again.
'That otter,' one of the spectators told
me, 'comes around almost every time they
open that gate. Sometimes he brings his
mate. Last fall he had his missus and tw
kids along!' "
Passion for Play

Otters are always doing something, and
it is always interesting. But they like nothing better than to play. They do not care
to play alone so much, but with their
family and neighbors they can convert
a wilderness into a Coney Island. When
the snow is deep the otter wi11 dive into
a snow drift and tunnel around in it.
Or he may take a few leaps and then slide
on his bel1y like any child would do sledding. And he would do it for the same
reason-sheer fun. For greater thrills
they will construct a slide down a steep
hill.' Some of these slides are about thirty
feet long and about twelve inches wide.
The bottom of the slide extends into a
MAROH 22, 1953

river or lake. An otter will wet himself,
climb the hill and, getting a nmning start,
leap into the air bending his forefeet under his breast, and land on his belly sliding down toward the river. Mter a few
trips a smooth icy slide is perfected. The
whole family will join the frolic and in
happy animal fashion chase each other
up and down the hill until hungry or
exhausted. In the spring or summer these
i.ce sYu:\es are converted into mud slIdes
and the same thrilling effect is enjoyed.
The late Ernest Thompson Seton said:
"Whether the otter slides from the top
of a mere snowdrift into the adjoining
hollow or down a muddy bank into a
stream, or best of all down a long icy hill
to plunge into deep, cool water below, it
is evidently done for sport, for the joy
... of flying through space without labor
and without violence and with the very
same exhilaration that such a thing
would give to mankind."
Otters lead a pleasant, peaceful life.
Dozens can live together without any serious fighting. When traveling they go in
pairs or sometimes six or more might
journey in a group. They roam in circuits
of about fifty q'liles. He leaves his offal
in definite spots, which, according to trap,pers, serve as a communication system to
keep each informed of the others' wandermgs.
At one tlme the European otter, vulgaris, was "an item of Continental diet,
and the Roman Catholic Church permitted its flesh to be eaten on fast days. Not
that this was any great favor for even the
most avid of protein seekers. Reports indicate that the otter's meat was dark,
rank and unappetizingly flavored by the
emanations of old fish".
So whether the otter lives in man-made
dwellings or nature's wilds he is' always
the dignified, well-behaved Dlayooy of na~
ture's wonderland.
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-To Strangle or
Be Strangled by TV?
HEN radio
made its de~
but, sports editors and promoters alike
bewailed the doom of sports. Radio would
be its ruination. Fans would stay at home
and listen to resonant voices describing
events rather than see them in person. At
least so they thought and lamented. Nothing was farther from the truth. Radio
became sports' greatest promoter. It
created new fans, kept old ones. It sang its
praises in kitchens, clubs and tea rpoms.
Woman's curiosity being what it is, she

The television fan
might remark:
"That was a :gice run, wasn't it? How
about getting me another drink?" The
motivating urge to be at the stadium is
not present as it was in the radio counterpart.
Sports promoters accuse television of being "world's champion wrecker of box
office attendance". And they give their
reasons: Television does away with traveling in crowded buses, trains or subways;
if driving a car, it eliminates the tediwn
came out from her pots and pans to see of inching through traffic and the nasty
what the dashing athletic heroes looked problem of finding a parking place. The TV
like in the flesh. Schoolboys nudged fathers fan's trip is across a soft carpet in a
to take them out to the parks. Sports were ~ozy living room, and his only exertion
back in business, thanks to radio.
is to twist the dial. Television eliminates
How about television? Is there a paral- so many things: pushing, crowding, hard
lei? The parallel is perfect, say television wooden benches or seats, the uncertainties
promoters. Athletic authorities are skep- of weather-come rain, come shine the
tical, perhaps divided or undecided. They living room is always comfortable. At one
argue, "Radio provokes curiosity, but tele- time, neither snow nor heat, nor hard
vision satisfies it." "Radio," say they, "has stadium concrete seats could keep the
made sport fans, but television will only average fan from being on hand to permake television fans." It is as simple as sonally root for his home team; but not
this: Over the radio a round full voice any more. Now, the slightest excuse can
describes in thrilling words a runner mean an empty stadium.
And another thing: Who is there to
plunging through the center of the line,
turning, tWisting, breaking away from say that the seat away up near the statacklers into the ,open, and with the speed dium's rim, from which point the ring or
field might appear about the size of a
of a deer cI'ill!sing the goal line for a touchhandkerchief, will riot be occupied by you?
down. The deafening roar of the crowd, But home television assures a bulI's-eye
the excitement of hearing and not seeing view or a ringside seat. There is no doubt
leaves the radio listener with the thought, that television has increased the number
"I wish 1 were there to see that!" On of fans by the millions in all sports, but
television he has already seen it. His cu- these fans are at home. Home rooters
riosity is satisfied. The reaction is casual. do not contribute to the box-office take,
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which, after all, is the promoter's bread ternatiomu League, N. W. ,Ayer & Son,
and butter. Television rights do not off· Atlantic Refining Co., Television Magaset the box-office loss, which is tite sour zine, Radio Manufacturing Association,
note being made or heard by sports pro- Sporting News, the United Press, sixtymoters.
four television stations, 192 colleges and
Anti-televisiOl1ists have still another universities, made a comprehensive but
complaint. They argue that "free reign thorough study of the effect television has
of radio and television threatens the de- on sports attendance. It was found that
struction of the minor-league baseball sys- among non-television owners, 46 per cent
tem, which trsins the Fellers 8.nd Oi went to see at least one football game a
Maggios of the future, as well as the season. Of those who were owners of a set
elimination of inter-collegiate football in three months or less, only 24 per cent went
many smaller schools". Their argUIflent is, to see a game. Among those who owned
Why should a baseball fan watch "Joe sets from four to eleven months, 41 per
Blow" of the minor league when he can cent of these went to at least one game,
witness Monte Irvin match wits with and one- to two-year owners were about
Allie Reynolds on his TV screen? Or what like nonowners; approximately 45 per cent
does he care about Rocky RiVer vs. Slip- saw a game. But among tbose who had
pery Bend when he can see an Army-Navy sets for more than two years, 54 per
game? In the words of the president of the cent of these saw one or more games a
International League, Frank Shaughnes- season.
Baseball followed a similar pattern.
sy: "If wholessle saturation broadcasts
are continued, it can only result in the About 45 per cent of those who owned
folding up of these leagues which are the a set for less than a year saw an average
-grass roots of baseball. The result will of 3.7 games. Some 58 per cent of those
be that baseball will soon cease to be the who had sets more than a year saw 5.9
national game and that the class of players games each season, whereas only 4.4
which the majors will be forced to use games were seen by the nonowners. The
will be far short of even present major- only sport that has suffered box-office
blues has been the minor league within
league standards."
television range of a major-league city.
At present, however, only three per cent
In Behalf of Television
On the other hand, pro-televisionists of the minor leagues are within such a
argue that there is no substitute for phys- range.
ical presence; that the decline at the box
Analyzing the nine baseball teams that
office has occurred despite, and not be- had maintained their regular televising of
cause of video; that statistics and other at least all home daytime garnes, it was
developments prove that television has not found that "they played to an increase of
only aided sports, but created neW fans, 234,169 people in the park in 1951 over
revived dying sports, and increased gate 1950. On the other hand, the seven that
receipts. They present the following facts: reduced, restricted, or eliminated televiJerry N. Jordan, University of Pennsyl- sion in 1951 suffered an aggregate loss of
vania graduate student, with the help and 1.4 million". As for football, over-all colco-operation of the National League As- lege game attendance was down six per
sociation of Professional Baseball Clubs, cent in 1951 from 1950. Colleges in telethe Major League Baseball Clubs, the In- vision areas reported a loss of only four
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per cent, while close in non-television
areas were down ten per cent. These figures indicate that in many cases televised
games do as well as or better than nontelevised games. In fact. there is some
indication that television has created new
fans and revived old sports.
Magic of Television

The Broadway Arena in Brooklyn, New
York, did not televise its boxing matches
during 1949' and its attendance was well
below normal. The Ridgewood Grove,
which has televised its bouts and still does,
is having one of its greatest seasons and
it is openly admitted that its· success is
due to television build-up. In Madison
Square Garden the attendance depends
upon the event. If the event is attractive,
so is the attendance. If the card is mediocre, the crowds are just so-so. One thing
the television industry has proved: "It
does not make the slightest dent in genuine and legitimate sell-outs." The World
Series games were televised and yet they
set attendance records. Notre Dame televised its games and it has played before
capacity crowds in succession all season.
Basketball is a huge success in the sports
arena as well as on home TV.
Before television brought the roller derby to light, it all but faded out of the
picture. But after a few television performances the derby became a success.
Thousands flocked to see the rough-andtumble, and a few spectators grew to capacity crowds 9f five and six thousand.
Television did it.
And there is wrestling, which all but
died the death until television came along.
Today it is one of the most popular sports
on the TV screen. Wrestling has reached
such a stage that it is back in Madison
Square Garden. Why'! Thank, or blame.
television. Prior to the TV era, wrestlers
of no reputation made only a scant living
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grunting and groaning. Now, beginners
in the worst territories make up to $200
a week. The better known in the better
spots will collect an attractive sum from
$3,000 to $5,000 a week, which admittedly
is not bad for an athletic burlesque. But
the succeeding article comes to grIps with
the wrestling subject.
Despite these facts, major-league baseball teams and sports promoters in general
are all chanting the same box-office blues:
"The gates ain't what they used to be."
Statistics seem to show ,otherwise. Perhaps the reason for their chorus is the
attractive pot of gold "Big Screen TV"
has opened up. The telecasters argue that
individual sponsors do not have the kind
of money to compete with what the theaters can pay for television rights. Consequently, more and more major events
and programs are going to disappear from
home television and be televised exclusively in theaters. This trend cannot be reversed until home television can compete
with theaters on a "pay-per-viewer" basis
"with subscription TV.
If this system is adopted, according to
Business Newsweek for· October 18, ~1952,
it will be available on a regional basis by
next fall; on a full national basis during
the season of 1954, it could mean that
"American colleges and universities may
be splitting up a pot that someday could
run as high as $50 million, just for playing football. That juicy plum would come
on top of what they would take in at the
gate". Perhaps this is what is behind the
wailing of the promoters. Why should they
be slim-picking when there is so much to
be had?
After a quick look at some of the lush
figures being tossed around as a result of
pay-as-you-see television, some are inclined to sound this warning: Free TV will
soon be history.

-MODI:RN VI:RSION,
OR PI:RVI:RSION
WTRESTLING has been
VV around a long time. The
early Greeks worked a few restraining rules and regulations
into the sport, although the
crushing of bones, throttling,
and gouging were still part of the stock
in trade.
When the art of wrestling reached the
TV age, circa A. D. 1945, brutality was
discarded for the more delicate refinements of dramatics, and the beast all but
disappeared. A genuine wrestling match
b€!came too dull for spectators, scientific
holds too scientific, wrestlers wrestled before empty arenas. To save the day, a
phony fa<;ade was substituted, combining
vaudeville, melodrama and amateur acting.
The ring became a center of violent spinning and twirling, acts yanked out of Barnum's circus or lifted right out of vaudeville. The loony counterfeit entered the
ring dolled up in gaudy robes, with long
bleached marcelled hair covered with a
hair net. Neon lights blink the featureattraction titles with names that appear
to be like something taken out of a dimestore comic book-Gorgeous George vs.
Nature Boy,_ the Hooded Phantom vs.
the Bat, Lord Carlton and Count Dracula
tonight! Despite the obvious fakery, the
new whirling-dervish routine has tossed
the modern version of the king of sports
right back into the money.
Here is a startling example of how the
new rendition attracts audiences. Television station WATV of Newark, New Jersey, televised the matcn between the
"mighty" Rocca and "Mr. America" (Gene
Stanlee). The same night at the same
MARCH 22, 1953

hour, a big boxing match _was televised
from New York city's Madison Square
Garden. The wrestling match had a "television rating of 26.2 as against 22.6 for
the boxing bout. Moreover, none of this
distracted from the gate in the wrestling
bout. In their four matches, Rocca and
Stanlee drew a gate of nearly
, $150,000".
The lush success story of this fourthrate burlesque is indisputably attributed
to two things-television and the female
of the species. One big eastern promoter
estimated the home wrestling fans to be
"90 per cent women". Milady who normally appears as gentle as a lamb becomes
a cyclone of emotion at the arena, crying
words of encouragement to her hero and
shaking her fist and with wild curses denouncing the villain.
Before Gorgeous George would enter
the ring, his valet would make an appearance in a morning coat, kelly-green
vest and tie, take a spray gun from a silver
tray and begin spraying the ring. He
would say, "George says he just can't
stand germs." Men jeer George with catcalls and wolf whistles. If a female would
heckle him, he would answer: "I told you
not to come down tonight, mother." With
his mincing ways, beautiful blonde curls
and eighty-eight fancy bathrobes, George
has managed to squeeze out a mere $77,000 and more each year.
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Nearly every "match" has its hero and
villain. The villain must always pull hair,
grind the hero against the ropes, and in
general carry on dishonorably. The hero,
on the other hand, must strut, be disH
dainful of low cunning, ignore warnings
from the referee, and from time to time
challenge the villain with words of contempt: "Come on and fight, you yellow
dog!" Or, "Now, I've got you, you 10wH
down rat!",
The Dracula Act is executed with every
bit of the sense of a twoHyear-old. As the
match seems hopelessly lost, Dracula becomes ferocious and, raging with all his
fierceness, retreats to a neutral corner. The
referee obligingly looks in another direction. The hero struts smiling and waving
to his fans. Dracula meanwhile pulls out
of his trunks a bottle clearly labeled
"chlorofonn" and a handkerchief. He pretends to pour the "chlorofonn" onto the
cloth, then tosses the bottle into the apron
of the mat. The crowd seeing this becomes
wild with emotion, trying to attract the
referee's attention. Dracula makes a sudden dramatic apelike charge from his
corner at the prancing hero. The hero
fights valiantly, but he is soon smothered
by the '''chloroformed'' handkerchief and
hits the mat unconscious. The crowd becomes hysterical with boos and defiance.
Dracula is proclaimed the winner-but
wait! The referee has found the handH
kerchief, smells it, Dracula is disqualified.
The referee turns toward the hero, who
rises from the mat. The arena goes wild
with cheers as he is hailed the winner!
This twentieth-century fake of the king
of sports is so great that reputable sports
writers refuse to refer to or mention it
in their writings. It is law in the State
of New York that every professional
match be listed as an exhibition, not a
contest. However, sponsors and promoters
alike know the public demands two things:
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a full show, plenty of entertainment. If
this is SllppIled there will be an attractive
gate, which, after all, is what counts as
far as they are concerned.
But how do the wrestler mighties, the
mat titans, of the past feel about this
desecration of their sport? For an expert's
opinion, a world champion in an era when
wrestlers were wrestlers and not acrobatic
charlatans, is this reply:
"There is no question but that the present 'rasslers' are competing with the carnival clowns, who tried to entertain the
public years ago with 'fmmy wrestling.'
The reaction to their efforts then was insignificant because in those days catchas-catch-can was a highly respected sport.
. . . Once that great warden of honor.
Frank Gotch, retired, the miserable fake'
wrestling began. Such was the start of
the brazen fakes. . . . In a short time
unprincipled men brought the 'Champion'
and all the wrestlers to their knees. The
slightest infringement of their orders on
how a show should be conducted was sufficient to ostracize the wrestler-by all the
offices in the country.
"And'how the public accepted it! The
age-old Roman proverb says: (Mundus vult
decipi-ergo decipatur'-the world wants
to be cheated, therefore it is cheated. Yet
the public not only seems to like it but
pays for this disgrace, this insult to common sense, If the public would refuse to
be cheated, the promoters would close
their offices and hundreds of lazy, fleshy
loons would be compelled to turn to useful work."
Champion Stanislaus Zbyszko, "old fox"
of wrestling, closed his letter to Sportswriter Arthur Daley by saying: "The wonderful sJilort of wrestling was highly respected then and surely it will survive
this period of degradation and deception."
-New York Time8~ December 22, 1952.
AWAKE!
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MONG the greatest causes for wonder

HORMONES

A ment that man finds as he notes how
M

other, and the accompanying problems, as
indicated by Jehovah's words to Eve. Not
that God put these hormones in man and
woman at the time of pronouncing sentence upon them, but rather that sex distinction, which would have brought so
much happiness to man and woman in
their perfect state, would now, because of
selfishness, lead to friction.

'fearfully and wonderfully he is made' is
that of sex distinction. And truly it is
cause for wonder how two creatures, such
as m'an and woman, 'can be so IIJ.uch alike
and yet so much unlike each other.
To the extent that man and woman
learn to understand and appreciate each
other, to that extent they can be mutually
happy. Before God created Eve he gave Hormones and Their Producers
Adam a lesson in appreciation along this
What are hormones? The term "horvery line; he let Adam become acquainted mone" comes from a root meaning "I
with all the animals in the garden and to arouse to activity" and is used to denote that each had its mate and that scribe the chemical substances that work
only he, Adam, was alone. After Adam in very minute amounts to regulate the
had thus noted bis need of a companion functions of the body. While the growth
G9d provided one for him, Eve. No won- and the thyroid hormones (which latter
der that Adam then exclaimed: "Tbis at regulate the rate at which the body burns
last is bone of my bone, and flesh of my up energy) stimulate all the cells of the
fiesh."-Genesis 2:7-23, An Amer. Trans. body, other hormones stimulate or arouse
Without a doubt so long as man and to activity only certain parts or orgaps
woman remained obedient to God this of the body and to perform certain things.
separation into male and female, this sex Usually each hormone has a certain job
distinction, made for beautiful harmony to perfonn.
and much happiness. However, when they
The hormones are primarily secreted
disobeyed, this very distinction meant by the ductless glands. Such glands are
disharmony, even as God. impUed. when termed dp.ct1ess to distinguish them trom
he told Eve: "Thy desire shall be to glands having ducts, such as the gastric
thy husband, and he shall rule over thee." glands, which pour their juices into the
-Genesis 3:16, Am. Stan. Ver.
stomach by means of ducts; the salivary
But, someone will glands, which pour their
ask, what does all the juices into the mouth
foregoing have to do by means of ducts; the
with sex hormones? sweat glands, which
Very much. How so? eliminate waste and exIn that sex hormones cess water and keep the
account for the mutual skin moist by means of
attraction that the ducts. ~ contrast with
PJDgetreronc
'Tes\osterone
sexes
have
for
each
these,
the
ductless
Crystals
Crystals
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glands Impart their products or secretions
directly Into,, the blood stream as It Bows
through such glands. These glands are a1.
,

so called "endocrine" glands because their
activity is one of "separating within".
Of the eight ductless glands found in the
human body-pituitary, pineal, thyroid,
parathyroids, thymus, adrenals, islands
of Langerhans and the gonads----only
the adrenals and the gonads concern themselves with the production of sex hormones. That the gonads, "generating" or
sex glands, furnish the life germ in the
male and the ovum or egg in the female
was known for a long time, but only comparatively recently was it discovered that
these glands also produced hormones that
accounted for secondary sex distinctions
and activity.
Effect of Sex Hormones

While all the glandular substances circulate in the bloo~ stream and all the
cells of the body are exposed to them, the
effect they have on the body is considerably influenced by heredity, environment
and other factors. Thus the activity of
the islands of Langerhans in producing insulin to help the body utilize sugar may
be retarded greatly because of worry and
nerve strain. This is particularly true in
the matter of the production of sex hormones, and so it is to a man's own advantage to keep his wife happy and contented.
Incidentally herein we see one of the great
differences between man and the lower
animals: the lower animals in their natural state are governed wholly by these
chemicals in their blood, whereas man is
able to control and direct them, because
of having mental faculties capable of taking other factors into consideration.
The male hormones go under the general name of "androgens", which term
means "man inducing"; the most powerful
22

of which is "testosterone". This honnone,
so named bacause of baing produced pri·
marily by the male gonads, the testes,
gives man such masculine mental and
physical qualities as aggl'essiveness, angular bone structure, broad shoulders,
hair on chest, male voice, tendency to
baldness, and, it is believed, skin color
and ability to tan. The male hormone also
accounts for man's sexual desire known
as libido, and thus also for his wanting
to rule over woman,
To appreciate what the male hormone
does for a man one needs only to compare
a normal man with one who was made a
eunuch in infancy. There was a time when
men were made eunuchs to act as keepers
of harems, as well as for other reasons
and concerning which the Encyclopredia
Britannica, Volume 8, pages 585,586 (1907
edition), states: "Even more vile, as being
practiced among a civilized European nation, has been the Italian practice of castratiflg boys to prevent the natural development of the voice, in order to train
them as adult soprano singers, such as
might till lately be heard in the Sistine
Chapel. Though such mutilation is a crime
punishable with severity, the supply of
'soprani' never failed s9 long as their musical powers were in demand in high quarters. Driven long ago from the Italian
stage by public opinion, they remained
the musical glory and the moral shame
of the papal choir till the acCession of the
present pope (Leo Xll), one of whose
first acts was to get rid of them."
The sex glands of women produce two
hormones, "estrogen" and "progesterone".
The term "estrogen" comes from "estrus",
which is defined as "a recurrent restricted
period of sexual receptivity of the female
mammalia, marked by intense sexual
urge". The estrogenic hormone accounts
for the physical qualities in a woman that
appeal to man, such as curves, full bos·
AWAKE!

om, long hair, tone of voice, etc., as mones have alsQ proved. to be a blessing
well as her emotional characteristics and to womankind during the difficult period
fem1n1ne outlook. So it might be said that known as menopause.
Use of male honnones has greatJy aided
estrogen, which makes a woman's 'desire
to be to her husband', also makes her to underdeveloped men and boys. Two Calibe desired by him. The term "proges- fornia physicians assembled fifty-six WIterone" comes from the same root as dersized and immature teen-agers and
"gestation", and because of the action of gave them synthetic hormones, In one
this hormone on the inner surface of tbe year the boys grew an average of almost
womb u womun is able to becomc a mother. four inches, gaint>rl eighteen pounds and
It is always preN'dffl hy and works to- Increased markedly in vigor and virility.
gethtlf with esll·og:en. ',"oman g:tlts htlr (Coronet, February 1951) Eunuchs have
physical desire from the male hormone tRkf>n on mRsculine characteristics and
have had their whoi!:' appearRIlCf> rh;mged
the same as does man.
The male hormone in woman? Yes, both by means or honnones.
mrm and woman· produce both thp mal!'
Se!\ hormont's givt'1L to mt'n and women
and female hormones, testosterone and es- ovel' scventy-five yC'Ul'S of uj.!"e have caused
trogen. Man, however, produces more aging nmo;;clf's to increa<;e in vitality,
ma]p than fpmRlp harmonp,,-, anrl womRn
caused the mind to bet."Ome more alf>rt
mOl"!:' female than male. It seems that
and the disposition to be more sociaL ~x
particularly the adrcnnls furnish the hor- hOmlOnf'R have aL<;o brought gratifying results when giwll to mental patipnt!';, and
mone~ of the oppositp sex. Thus when the
gonads or sex glands are no longer aLle there is evidence that they have helped
to serve for the produclnp; of ot'tspring, arthritis and cancer patients,
the adrenals keep on producing the horMany are tuminll: to synthetiC sex hormones of the opposite sex. This nftpn rP- monl?-S to Tf"juvenate their wasted vital
suits in an unbalance, and so we note el- powers. However, the injudicioUS use of
derly women becoming very aggressive such honnones is not without its dangers,
and men after thpy get <'Ilong in years he- inCt"f'Rl'IP of cancer of the sex organs being f
coming sentimental and fussy. The bal- noted where patients l1Rr'I heen treated
ance bctween the male and the female with sex hormones. Besides, as one auhOITllones indkatps the degree to which a thority expressed it: '·Sex hormones are
mall is ruasculine and a woman is femi.nine. lIut a panaeea for every kind of sex inThere are no 100 per cent masculine men adequacy. Thcy cannot divert thoughts of
or 100 per cent feminine women.
Lusiness and domestic worrie:;; into paths
of love and potency, nor can they whel
l'~gnthetic lIormnneJl
the appetite uf an unhappy aging man
The discovery of hormones some twenty for a nagglng, sloppy, shrewish wife."
ycars ago, and particularly how to make ~Dr. A. L. Wolbarst, in your Health,
::;ynth!'tic hormon!'::;, has greatly benefited
Spring, 1949.
m~mkind. For example, many women who
For real and also lasting rejuvenation
were unnblc to bear children, either be("aus!' of inability to conceive or because man will have to wait for the blessings
of nol b!:'ing able to carry a fetus until of ('..od's kingdom, as bestowed upon mantime of birth, have, with the· aid of hor- kind in the new world.~haiah 65:17-2.':;;
mones, become happy mothers. Sex hor- 2 Peter 3:13: Revelation ::!l:4,
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...A MOST friendly and helpful Convention

:t'\ and Visitors Bureau has set about to win

recognition for New York as the world's great·
est convention and exposition city. New York's
qualifications have drawn many gatherings
of all sizes, and in 1948 Vincent R. Impellitteri,
the city's present mayor, assured "the people
of the entire world that NIj!W York is a warm·
hearted, friendly city, ready and eager to extend the hand of fellowship to every traveler
who enters our gates". Bernard F. Gimbel,
president of the Convention and Visitors Bureau, called the city "the finest product in
the world" to be sold "with every resource

at our disposal".
The Convention and Visitors Bureau tries

to do just that. It maintaIns an excellent information service at 500 Park Avenue, where
tourists can get maps, folders, and answers
to all sorts of questions about the city. The
bureau represents a city that has every convenience for assemblies, including excellent
transportation facilities, enough space for a
vast number of visitors, and sufficient fame
to make it an interesting place to visit. There
were 366 conventions in the city in 1945, 626
in 1947, 710 in 1950, and more than 700 are
planned for the coming year.
The city Is Interested in these because of
the income they bring. It has been estimated
that the convention bureau's eftorts have
brought the city 3,000 conventions that probably spent three quarters of a bJlllon dollars!
In New York the tourist Industry ranks second
only to the ready-to-wear clothing industry as
an income-producer.
Whfm Jehovah's witnesses last met in New
York, in 1950, there were more than 120 other
conventions scheduled within a ninety-day
period. Six thousand gathered for one, 4,000
for another, 5,000 for a third, but none of
them anywhere nearly equaled the fantastic
number of Jehovah's witnesses who gathered
in New York for eight days of Christian fellow·

ship. A total of 123,7(Jt was actually
counted at one session!
Tens of thousands had converged on the
city from all directions and by all means of
transportation-qcean . lIners, special trains,
chartered planes, private cars, buses. Hundreds
came aboard the Ships Queen Mary and Queen
El1zabeth. Fifteen special trains and special
sections arrived in Pennsylvania Station and
twelve in Grand Central Station in one day.
The conventioners wUllong remember their
joy over attending a Gilead graduation, getting new equipment such as the excellent New
Warld Translation of the Greek Scriptures,
the new book "This Means Everlasting Life",
and other releases. They had 3,381 immersed,
saw the first of the new and improved Watchtower magazine, heard reports from missionartes from around the world, enjoyed sessions
In more than twenty different languages, and
heard stirring Bible lectures. One, entitled
"Can You Live Forever in Happiness on
Earth?" was of such great importance that
it was published in a booklet and circulated
around the world!
Again this summer New York's convention
facilities will be taxed July 19-26 as throngs
of Jehovah's witnesses joyfully return to the
stadium that holds such fond memories, return
n~t just to reminisce about past provisions, but
With firm confidence in outstanding blessings
to come. As they forsake not their assembling
together in Christian fellowship they will expand not only their knowledge of Scriptural
, truths but their understanding and warm appreciation of the size and efficiency of the
developing New World soCiety. But like thf'
awe-inspiring brilliance of a glorious sunrise,
which could never be adequately described
in words, the blessings of Such a Christian
gathering must actually be experienced to be
appreciated. All persons of gOod will are invited. Will you be there?
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Was Cboosing Judas

0

Mistake?

"EVEN
choice--Judas Iscaliot,

Chtist made a mistake in onl:'
In spite of
the wisdom and sagacity of Christ, He
pir.kNl a lTIiln who turned out to be a
lralLor." Thus the Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Journal, November 3, 19i)2, quoted from a
sermon givpn hy til(' "Rf"v." Pf'rry D.
Awry allhe Grand Avenue Congregational Church the day before, in which he
counseled Amf'ric'ans on how thf'Y should
vole.
Did Jesus Christ, in spite of his wisdom

lind sa~ac1ty, make a mistake In choosing
Judns to be one of the twelve apostles?
Whflt do the ScriptuI'{'S say? First of all
ll:'l us note that before ChriSt Jesus chose

the twelve, r "he went out into the mountain to pray, find he continUf'd the whole
night in pmyer to God. But when it be·
came duy he called his disciples to him
and r.hof*' from among thf'm tWf'lve, whom
he alsu named apostles." (Luke 6:12,13,
New World Trans.) If in spite of that
all-night prayer be made a mistake, then
eithE'r hE' did not pray aright or JE'ho\'ah
God was negligent in answering Jesus'
prayer. \\,hieh horn of the dilemma will
you accept, Mr. Avery?
Besides, do we not read that Christ Jesus saw through men? "Jesus was not
entrusting himself to them because of hls
knowing them all and because he was in
no need to have anyone bear witness about
man, for he himself knew what was in
mo.n." Repeatedly his religious opponentE
"ought to entrap him, bul he always saw
through their designs, was able to read
MAROH 'It'lt,
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their thoughts. When they tried to ensnare him on the tax issue he readily saw
through their craftiness' and hypocrisy
and plainly told them: "\Vhy do you put
me to the test, hypocrites?"-MaUhew
9:4; 22:18; Murk 12:15; Luke 11:53;
20:2.'3; John 2:24,2;:;, Np.w World TraM.
Yes, time and time again Christ ex·
posed the hypocrisy and murderous de·
signs of th" scrihH; and Phllrisees of his
day. (See Matthew l'hapter23; Luke 11 :45·
52: John 8:12-59.) Mask after mask he
tON' off their races. The apostle John
remarks illat Judas Iscariot was a thief,
und thererore also a hypocrite. (John
12:4,6) Are we to conclude that Jesus
was able to deteC'l the hyporri:o;y and mal·
ice ot the clergy and not the heart condi·
tion of one of his own companions? Was
Judas so c!evPT that he war;; able to deceive his Master? Unlhinkable!
Not only did Christ have such powers of
di:o;c'f'rnmf'nt hut he also had the gift of
prophecy ill> well ill> lhe fullest understand·
ing of God's Word. He was able to tore·
tell that peter' would deny him three
tim~ tilat he ","'Ould be betrayoo, that
his a~stles "\\'Ould tl.ee from him, that he
would be impaled on a stake nnd raised
from the dead. (Matthew 16:21; 26:31·35;
John 12:32) From his understanding of
his Father's Word he knew that, Just as
it had been the ('.ase with David, it would
be true of him, that "even my friend in
whom I trustcct, he who ate my bread,
has actro deceitfully against me".-Psalm
41:9, An Amer. Trans.; Jo1m 13:18.
Note what he said In his prayer regarding his apostles on the night of his be2[;

ing Judas but he also implied that Christ
had made another serious mistake, for
he went on to say: "It is not only our
business as Christians to keep the barnacles of greed, selfishness and dishonesty
off the ship of state, but also to have something to do with chartering the course."
Obviously if that is the business of
Christians then Christ made a s~rious mis~
take, for nowhere do we read that he interested himself in politics. He did not
WOl'ld Trans.
make it his bl,1siness to try to keep "the
Not that at the time that Jesus picked barnacles of greed, selfishness and dishis apostles he knew that Judas would honesty off the" Roman and Judaistic
become a traitor. No, not that. But rather ships of state, nor did he try to "have
that Jesus knew from the Scriptures that something to do with chartering the
one of the twelve would betray him and cowose". Christ Jesus did not try to imfrom the time that Judas initially went prove existing political, social and ecobad or evinced a wrong heart attitude nomic conditjons; he djd not try to reJesus detected it. And though knowing form that old system of things, but rethis fact, Jesus did not dismiss Judas fused to have anything to do with it. He
from his little band of apostles but let told Pilate plainly: "My kingdom is no
him COlltinue wlth them playing the role part of this world," and in a prayer to
of a hypocrite. Why? Because Jesus was his Father stated that his followers were
at all times willing to "let God be fotmd no part of the world even as he was no
true", and since God's Word had foretold part of it. (John 17:16; 18:36, New W01"ld
that one of his intimates would betray him Trans.) With his marvelous mental faculJesus did not interfere.-Romans 3:4, ties and his supernatural powers he could
easily have dominated the system of
New World Tran..<:;.
Had the picking of Judas !scarlot been things prevailing at that time. He rea mistake would not Jesus have been fused to let the people make him king.
bound to rectify the mistake as soon as -John 6:15.
he discovered it? Certainly he would have.
Did Christ make a mistake in thus reThe fact that he did not further proves fusing to mix in politics? No, he did not.
that Christ did not consider his choice He knew it was futile to put a new patch
of Judas as having been a mistake. Any on an old garment or to put new wine in
clergyman who would have us believe that old wineskins. He knew that system of
Christ made a mistake when he chose things was doomed. He knew that Jeho~
Judas Iscariot thereby merely reveals his vah God himself, and not the vote of the
unfamiliarity with God's Word and his people, would give him the kingship, in
His due time, and not just over Palestine
high opinion of himself.
but over the whole worJd.-PsaJm 2:6-9;
Ezekiel 21:27; Daniel 7:13-18; Matthew
Another Mistake?
In his lecture on how Christians should 24:2; Mark 2:21, 22; Luke 21:24.
vote not only did Mr. Avery explicitly say
Nor are Christians making a mistake
that Christ had made a mistake in choos- in following Christ's example. They know
trayal: "I have kept them, ~nd not one of
them is destroyed except the son of destruction, so that the scripture has been
fulfilled." Earlier that same evening he
had told them, "you men are clean, but
not all," because, "he knew, indeed, the
man betraying him." In fact, from John's
record it appears that at least a year before his death Jesus "initially" knew "who
was the one that would betray him".
-John 6:64, 70, 71; 13:10,11; 17:12, New
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that the modem ships of state are part
of an also doomed system of things and
so they heed God's warning to get out
of it and not have anything to do with

g't\c,ceU.9 S _
N DECEMBER 10, 1952, the Civil Aeronautics Administration dealt strictly and
with due scientific caution with the tlying
saucers that have skimmed across the radar
scopes in airport control towers. They tiptoed
with their theory across the tempestuous sea
of public opinion on this subje('t, hoping, of
course, to shatter, if possible, a great many
"illusionary" or "delusionary" saucers that
persons have been seeing with their own eyes.
The theory, which is not exactly new, is that
flying saucers are nothing but a refiection
trick. The explanation given by the C,A.A.,
about how the bouncing beam becomes the
saucy flying saucer, is as follows:

O

41. "Concerned with the possiple detrimental
effects on air traffic control, the C.A.A. Technical Development and Evaluation Center
made a study concentrating on the scores
of such targets sighted by the Washington
Air RQute Control Center radar. It also sur·
veyed experience of the C.A.A. tower radars
at Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Minneapolis and New York. Correlation of controllers' reports with Weather Bureau records
indicated that a temperature inversion almost
always existed when such targets appeared
on the radar.

41. "Apparently, the study says, rellections
were produced by isolated refracting areas
which traveled with the wind at or near the
temperature inversion levels. These areas,
possibly atmospheric eddies created by the
shearing action of dissimilar air strata, were
not of sufficient density to produce direct
returns, but could bend the radar beam down·
ward to give a ground return. Horizontal
movement of these areas would produce a
movement twice as great in the image being
received on the radar scope, and in a parallel
direction. This ties in with the fact that
MARCH fi?2, 1953
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as not to share its $lilt and fate

at Armageddon, the day of reckoning by
Jehovah God.-2 Corinthians 6:14~18;
James 4:4; Revelation 16:14,16; 18:4.
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when the speed of targets on the radar was
divided by two, their motions corresponded
closely to the reported Wind directions and
velocities at certain altitude levels. In 'nearly
all cases, the temperature inversion levels
were at or adjacent to these altitudes."

I• cr. Anthony Leviero rescued the above from
I• its governmental lingo and gave it this explanation: "A layer of cold air gets sandI• wiched between layers of hot air. Cold air
denser than the hot, and therefore breaks
I• isthrough
the hot layer-breaks up into odd
I• fragments. That's temperature inVersion.
I• These fragments are not visible to the naked
eye but are 'visualized' by radar. Radar sends
I• out a beam that bounces back from tangihle
I objects, showing their shapes on the radar

i•

scopes. Cold air is sUftlcientlY denSe to bounce

the beam to the ground. The beam bOlUlCes
I• back to the sky and is then strong enough
to reflect the fragmented cold areas, moving
I• with the Wind. On the radar screen these
I• fragments look like saucers.
I• cr. "Similarly ground lights are reflected by
cold air layers, giving them visible fonn.
I• As
these layers break and change shape
I• in the wind illusions are created." LeviEtrO
I• goes on to say that "while the C.AA. report
was concIusive in tracing the sallC('rs 'to
I• secondary
I"efiection$ of the radar beam by
I atmospheric conditions', the agency stated
that it would seek 'additional evidence' with
•
more versatile equipment".

i

I•
I•
I•
I•
I•
I

41. Meanwhile the saucers appear content to
remain silent, while SCientists create new
theories and resurrect old ones. So far, their
refl.ectlon refrain has turned out to re a
melody of boundng beams against much cold
and hot air.
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HOPE FOR BECHUANALANDERS
By "Aw(lke!" correspondent in South Africa

ECHUANALAND is a little country of
black-skinned people that never seem to
hurry. They live a life of "take it easy",
and they do just that--take things as they
come, It is a country of just a few mail]
roads, although there arc many paths or
byways leading off into the native reserves
where villages are scattered over the flat
countryside. All these paths, roads and nearby trees arc almost indistinguishabJe one
from another. Without a native-born guide
one would unavoidably get lost.
':I: The country is dry, the grass shrivekd
and gray, the trees arc stunted, and the
bushes scraggy. Dust rises with the least bit
of agitation. Nine inches of rain a year is
considered something of a record. The sun
seems always to shine and the clouds never
to rain. During the winter the days grow
cold. Children can be seen running around
naked except perhaps for a small G string attached to their bodies. When it gets ex·
tremely cold they run around with blankets
wrapped around them.
7i Their homes are mere huts, as they are
called. They consIst of just one drcular room.
The wall of the house is made of clay and
the roof is thatched with grass. The doors
always face the south. This is for protection
from the prevailing northerly winds. Their
huts have no windows. Occasionally one is
equipped with a window that is nothing but
a mere slit in the side of the wall. The stove
is of primitive nature, a ridged, square or
oblong depression in the floor in the center
the hut. In summertime the fire is usually
made outside in the yard. In the center of
the room is a good-sized pole to support
the apex of the roof. The root appears to be
of a floating type, completely independent
from the lower part of the structure. In
fact, it is.
''j..' In making the huts, menfolk first plant
a number of poles jn a circle, about three
or four feet apart, and one in the center, The
roof is supported by the poles. While the
men build the thatched roof, the women
build the wall of clay, in a circle, about four
inches smaller in radius than the circle of
the poles. In this way the roof does not
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even touch the walls, and therefore can shake
and sway freely in the breeze. Also, the space
between the roof and the top of the wall
provides ample ventilation, making windows
unnecessary. True, it is quite dark inside
the huts, but the people do vcry little read·
ing. The truth is, only a few can rcad.
'~.' The people of "Bechuanaland have had
very little food this past year. Ra.ins have
not come and many did not even bother to
sow their lands. During this winter they
have gone hungry, some have starved. Most
of the people are very thin, with faces drawn.
They have cattle-, each family generally has
a few, but if they killed the cattle for food
or sold them for a few shillings to buy food,
what would they have to plow their fields
with come next season? Truly, they are
really hard pressed.
.' They are ruled by chiefs, a system of government that iJl almost feudalistic in nature.
A chief can conscript labor to do his building,
plowing, etc. He does not pay for the work
that is done, nor does he so much as supply
food for the workers. If somCDne refuses
to work or is accused of being lazy, such
one forfeits one of his oxen or a portion of
his crops. Such is confiscated to supply food
for those who are working, This Is the justice that prevails.
't' The folk are humble, superstitio~s and
very religious. False religious missionaries,
disguised as apostles of light, take adVantage
of this humility and fleece these good people
at every opportunity. Charges are made for
every service. Baptism or "christening" of
a baby costs two shillings and sixpence, and
prices go up according to the age of the one
being baptized. Religious missionaries boast:
"Give us the child between the ages of flve
and nine, and he will be a member for life."
~. But these overlook one important fact.
Jehovah God is now releasing prisoners from
spiritual prisons by the preaching of the
good news of his kingdom. Upon hearing
this truth Bechuanaianders are coming forth
and are identifying themselves on the side
of the King Christ Jesus and his kingdom.
These humble folk long for the new world
and rejoice in its hope. It indeed is a most
welcome light in this dark world.
A WAKE!

ToudlY J'roblem over Korea

\., A parallel to the Korean
situation is unknown in modcm history_ In what is not
supposed to be a war, but· a
"police action", the U.N. is
fighting, not the Chinese government, but its "volunteers";
and the U. S., which has taken
the initiative, is only an
"agent" of the U.N., while
Russia, an alleged "neutral",
is the supplier for Communist
forces. The U. S. has suffered
128,000 casualties, has 1,483,000 veterans of the battle,
and President Eisenhower is
pledged "to bring the Korean
war to an early and honorable
end". He took bold action in
de'leutralizing Formosa, and
I he reperC'ussions in Europe
were vigorous, especially in
view of the prevailing Euro·
pean fear that U. S. policy
might drug the West into
another war, or at least away
from European defense. The
administration explained that
its Far Eastern policy would
be neither "timid" nor "reck·
less", but India's Prime Minister Nehru said (2/18) that
talk of a blockade of China
was "obviously not talk that
can lead to peace", and many
European alUes agreed.
Propaganda Three Ways
~ Julius and Ethel Rosenberg,
sentenced to death in the U. S.
for passing wartime atomic
bomb secrets to Russia, are
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the new Communist martyrs.
Communists said they were
convicted because they were
Jews. Leftists picketed the
White House. Italy's largest
Communist paper complained
that the pope had failed to
intervene on their behalf. In
politically explosive Italy the
Vatican paper hastily said he
had, and discussed it in what
Time magazine called "the
labyrinthine phrases of L'Os·
SfJTvatore (which are all but
unintelligible)". In the less
Communist U. S., however, the
story was different. The Vatican's apostolic delegate explained that he had merely
passed along the comment that
the pope had received meso
sages deploring the Rosen·
bergs' sentence-a fact that
Attorney General McGranery
had not considered important
enough to pass along to the
White House or Department
of State.
Liners Unchaperoned
~ New York's ten-day tugboat strike (settled 2/10) would
have been of llttle interest, except to the 3,500 tugboatmen
and their employers, had it
not been that their absence
forced some of the world's
greatest liners to wallow up
the Hudson river and make
highly ungraceful passes at
New York piers. The Cunard
Lines' colorful Caronia knifed
through 30 feet of ten-inch
concrete before it could be

stopped, reversed and finally
maneuvered into the slip. The
6,535-ton Extavia smashed a
100-foot section of its pier. The
Constitution took an hour and
15 minutes to dock, almost
smashing another pier. The
mammoth Queen Mary came
to rest around the end of its
pier and was pulled in by
hand. The America took 55
minutes to do the same. Even
the pickets cheered when the
Ile de France's beaming mas·
ter wheeled her into the slip
in just 19 minutes. In smaller
ports ships must often dock
without tugs, but in New
York's comparatively narrow
Hudson rivcr the winds, cur·
rents and tides make it a haz·
ardous prospect ..
Revolutionllry Unlfi(,-3tion
~

A long step toward European unity, which it is hoped
will raise the living standard
and provide mutual defense
against communism, came
February 10 at 2 a.m., when
1,200 tons of coke crossed from
Germany to France without
inspection. Formerly Europe's
heavy industry had been protected by a gigantic system
of custol;Ils arrangementS and
dual pricing that kept markets
narrow and prices high. Now
such restrictions will be abolished. Coal and steel companies will sell competitively
throughout the six nations of
the European Steel and Coal
Community. Under this famed
Schuman. plan a purchaser in
anyone' of the six countries
will be able to buy these com·
modities in an)! other as if
they were divided by no national frontiers. The revolu·
tionary program may raise
the living standards of 150
million people.
Draft Prompts Danish Mutiny
~ A mutiny in Denmark? Unheard of! The first insubordination equal to mutiny in
Danish history occurred (2/16)
when 80 army conscripts pro·
tested the extension of their
service from a year to eight·
een months. The lads can be
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sympathIzed with, but their
action would hardly solve the
problem. A sIx-foot-two major
general, Richard Allerup, overtook them some m:lles from
theIr barracks, barked "Attention!" and gave them a lec_
ture that made all but one
abandon their unarmed march
on the capital. Elsewhere soldiers held hunger and sit-down
st'l'lkes and protest meetings.
StaUn Wins Agaln
.. :Everyone knew who would
win the Soviet elections (2/22).
Pravda boasted they were
nothing like noncommunist
elections where a multiplicity
of candidates produces a clash
of opinion at the polls. In the
SOViet there is only one candidate for each office. Really
democratic, they say!
BussJa Adds to JS)'fLeI's Woes

+

Some authorities say the
current wave of Soviet ant[·
Semitism started as early as
1949, first with newspaper at·
tacks, then finally with the
present purges againu the
Jews. When Moscow broke off
relations with Israel over an
explosion that shook the Soviet Legation in Tel Aviv (2/9)
most Israelis were deeply disturbed, fearing for the 3.5 million Jews behind the Iron CurtaIn. Israel had arrested at
least 30 suspects, expressed
"deep regret and apologies"
and offered to pay compensation, but Moscow would not
listen. Western observers sug_
gested the SovIet action would
appeal to the new nazi elements in Germany, squash proZionist feelings within the
Soviet, and stir friendship in
the strategic Arab world that
re$ents Israel's conquest of
Palestine and seethes with
anti-British feeling.
Tribesmen ProteId Federation
The proposed combinjng of
the three countries of Nyasaland and Northern and Southern Rhodesia into a Central African federation has
prompted vigorous protest
from native tribes in Nyasa-

+
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land, who fear they will be
swallowed up by Southern
Rhodesia. HaVing little money
or power, they ,managed to
collect $5,000 to send five of
their chiefs to London to protest the federation to the,
queen, the ''great white mother". An all·white conference,
after first devising what it
considered
sufficient
safe·
guards to'protect the Africans,
approved the federation without native agreement. The
chiefs spent their money but
got only as far as Colonial
Secretary Oliver Lyttelton.
They said: "He frowned and
was angry before he heard us.
He lied when he said our people were so ignorant that they
did not undf!rstand fedaration.
He was rude. He "did not listen
to us. We were disappointed,
and we must go back to our
people and say that the man
who sits near the Queen had
no time for their chiefs."
Against the Mau Man
In Kenya savage Mau Mau
terrorists chanted bloodcurdling oaths, hacked, slashed,
burned and killed both whites
and other natives. Settlers
slept with pistols at their
side; a battalion of British
regulars tl(ied to crush the upriSing. The settlers plan to
evict all Kikuyu tribesmen
from a five-mUe-wide buffer
zone surrounding the Mau
Mau stronghold, patrol it day
and night, and thereby deprive
the terrorists of food, weapons
and recruits. In the mass
eviction thousands of Kikuyus
are being packed into boxcars, even stacked on the rQofs
with arms linked so they will
not fall off while being shipped
to already overcrowded re·
serves. Violence continues.

+

Sudan Question Solved ~
In theory, for the past half
century Br-itain and Egypt
have jointly ruled the AngloEgyptian Sudan. In practice,
Britain has run the country;
Egypt has objected. Finally,
last year Egypt denounced the
treaties and tried to absorb

'*'

the Sudan. Britain's countermove was to support the Sudan's demand for independence. Egypt's new leader, Gen.
Naguib, who Is one fourth
Sudanese, favored compro·
mise. This was reached (2/12)
when both Egypt and Britain
agreed to withdraw. A national parliament is to be elected
locally, and within three years
the Sudanese will detennine
by vota whether they want
fuil independence or some
form of asso.:;iation with Egypt
Or Britain. Naguib caUed this
o'a new page . . . in the relations between Egypt and the
United Kingdom", auguring
well for the settlement of
other problems.
Horror of Iranian Quake
The little village of Turud
(population 1,500) was located
Jar to the east of Teheran at
the edge of the Kavir desert
in the remote and Isolated foot·
hills of the Elburz mountains.
Suddenly (2/12) the ground
under it reeled and split, walls
fell away, and the crumbly
mUd-brick houses collapsed,
killing two thirds of the entire
population. Survivors had to
travel' 105 miles to report
the catastrophe. Relief crews
found little left but debris. Ob·
servers from a SUpply plane
said that from a height of 150
feet it appeared that not a
single how,e, wall or roof was
left intact; that it looked as
if every dwelling had been
smashed with a mighty sledge
hammer. Here in a tiny iso·

'*'

lated 1ranian vi11aee where

parched desert spreads both
ways to the horizon, half as
many lives were snuffed out as
by the floods that struck Britain, the Netherlands and Belgium a few weeks earlier, yet
much of the world never even
heard of the disaster.
Stili Another War!
~ If you are prone to think
today's world fairly peaceful,
just remember that in addition to the conditions in Ken·
ya, the wars In Korea, IndoChina, Burma, Malaya, the
AWAKE/

~t in Europe and elsewhere, a far less known
religioWl war progresseB in
western Java, one island of
thl' ~prawling Tndnnpsian rt"public. Here Darul Islam (the
Abod .. n! Tslam) hits thou.
sands of well-anned troops
that during 1952 killed 1,836
(averaging five a day), kid_
naped 4G1, tortured 1,201,
burned 6,934 hOWles, com_
mitted 14,075 robberies. Their
religious views are simple
---death tn unbelievers; their
politics uncompromising-they
demand Mos[em rule lor In_

dunesla. Om"

,"'a~un

nu sulu.

tion ha! been reached: the
governmcnt"s Moslem troops
have balked at tJ.ghtlng their
rellli:l"us iJf(.ther.< In Darul
Islam.

'*

Hungry Mob Brings Vlolonce
The three-year drought that
h"s hll har<.1 n"rlhpa.~tprn R,·a.
zll continues to WOl'8en with
no hope for this year, even it
rains "urn,,_ One news dlipatch
said that unless help i:-; ~ent

to Param1rlm, in one north_
eastern state, "evel""YbodY will
die of hunglCr." In the town
of ltapagt' 300 famished workers stumled a llltJre (2f1!j) with
sidties, bush knives and axes,
wrecking it, makinl" off witb
50,000 cruzeiI"Ol! (about $2,500)
worth of stock, and threaten.
ing the ll1e of an official. Fur·
ther trouble Is feared unless
some quick relief Is founll
Anybody See a FIre Truck?On the grounds of a Mos·
cow fl.re engine faclOT)', M. K.
Kurtnev shnply gut into a
shiny new red onc and drove
to the suburban IOwn of Ea·

'*

hllshkln. H .. n'

h~'

[",r\( ... 1 it ill

his back yard lor months with·
out any curious questions I'i
ther by his neighbors or the
fll~tnry'" Iliwdors. Finally h ..
Bold It to a collt'cUve tann
director for 22,640 ruble~
(~um .. tlli"g
Iik .. S!i.AI'illl.
Another man, Uavel I'avlik.
the fnctoI"}~s chlef bookkeeper,
also itole a fl.re engine and
llkewise sold it tu a {'()llecUve

(arm. The whole matter leaked

out through the Russian news·

paper PTavda" which wu
quite indignant over iUch care·
lessness.

Good NeW:II hom Cllh&da-!

.. No one Is con~erned about
taxes like the taxpayer, bUt
taxpayers In Callan.. haVE! a
happy prospect to rejoice over.
Will"~J,,·..>.. 1 r£>riurtions effec·
tlvc July 1 were announced
121191, includinl" an 11 per
cent cut In Income taxes, reo
mO\'al of the sales tax on the
materials used In publl>shlng,
elimination of liccnse lees on
television and rHrlln "1'1-" and
the nulsancc tax on checks. It
was IJr ..,lj,·l ... l that th .. budc-et
would stili shoW a small &Ur·
plus_ nurin!"! the past seven
years Canada's national debt
h~s t-n reduced by $2,284 mil·
llon. This prosperity is a pleas·
ant note, but Canada ~hnul,l
nul hp""nll' oVl'rrnnfldent over
It, but remember thst this old
world Is far from self·surnclent
and slill n .... ,ls thl' hl .. s~lne-s
of God's kingdom.

A RELIABLE HANDBOOK OF THE BIBLE
more than that. It establishes
the authenticity of the Bible
beyond question. Moreover, it
presents an analy."is of each
of the Bible's sixty-six. books.
Included arc eolored maps,
charts, illustrations and an index. Sent anywhere on a remit_
tance of only 50c. Write today.
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AVE you ever wished for
a handbook that would
clearly show how the Bible
came into being? And how it
has been preserved down
through t.he centurieo; of time?
The 3H4-page book "Bquipped
for Every Good Work" does
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"Now it is high time to awake::"-Romans 13:11
A Name Not to Be Ignored
F ANYONE listened alertly to the invocation, prayer, benediction, and speeches
at the inauguration of President Eisenhower, something strikingly peculiar

I

would have been observed: no one mentioned the name of Christ Jesus, "The
Prince of Peace"! (Isaiah 9:6) Strange
that this name was so conspicuously missing, especially when a predominating

theme was the desire for peace!
What, did not the clergymen, who ought
to be very familiar with the Bible, refer
to Christ by name? No, the Roman Catholic archbishop did not mention the name
Christ. Neither did the rabbi nor the presiding bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
church. Even President Eisenhower, who
asked, ''Would you permit me the privilege
of uttering a little private prayer of my
own?" completed it with no mention of
Christ. The utter absence of his name at
the inauguration ceremony is indeed significant!
Could it me~n that the numerous prayers
addressed to Almighty God at that impressive occasion will be ineffectual? Could it
mean that the many requests made to God
were not in harmony with His inspired
Word? And couId it mean that the champion gladiator in the fight for peace, the
United States, has chosen to ignore God's
means for bringing abiding peace to this
war-torn globe? Let us see.
That any prayer addressed to Almighty
God is ineffective when not channeled
APRIL 8, 1953

through Christ's naJI?e is made manifest
by the Master himself who declared:
"Whatever it is you ask in my name, I
will do this." (John 14:13, New World
Trans.) How vital that his name be in
prayer!
But it may be said that to keep peace
in Uncle Sam's hodgepodge religious family, and out of deference for the Jewish
clergy, no mention was made of Christ by
name. If this be true, then the Catholic
and Protestant clergy, as well as the president. worry more about offending man
than they do Christ Jesus. the "King of
kings", And if this be the case, then how
like Nicodemus have the clergy and politicians become! For fear of offending man,
Nicodemus came to see Christ by night.
For fear of offending man, the clergy and
politiCians do worse than. timid Nicodemus: they completely avoided the name of
Christ at· the inauguration prayers. They
even eclipsed that height of glaring unscripturalness by eliminating Christ entirely in their future plans for peace.
From the tenor of the inaugural speech,
and the dazzling display of military might,
including an atomic cannon, can one possibly perceive that Uncle Sam is looking
to the real, alive, living Christ Jesus for
peace? If the answer is n6-and really
it is the obvious answer-then the clergy
and politicians are praying for and seeking
peace in a manner not in harmony with
God's purposes.
3

Jehovah God has purposed to bring
peace to the beleaguered earth by means
of his kingdom in the hands of Christ
Jesus. Can Christ's name be ignored, then,
in man's quest for peace? No! not when
"God exalted him to a superior position
and kindly gave him the name that is
'above every other name, so that in the
name of Jesus every knee should bend of
those in heaven and those on earth and
those under the ground, and every tongue
should openly confess that Jesus Christ
is Lord to the glory of God the Father".
(Philippians 2:9-11, New World Trans.)
Even powerful spirit creatures in heaven
cannot ignore the name of God's chosen
King. But puny man on earth, at the inauguration of one of his rulers, chooses
to relegate Christ's name to the realm of
the forgotten.
Yet, look! Christ reigns as King since
A. D. 1914. At that momentous date Jehovah God inaugurated him as King of
the new world. He rules in heaven while
his enemies and opposers on the earth are
still a going concern. "Rule thou in the
midst of thine enemies." (Psalm 110:2) Is
it strange that the nations look not to this
reigning King fOl" peace? No, for Christ
gave a parable foretelling his rejection by
the majority:
"A certain man of noble birth traveled
to a distant land to secure kingly power
for himself and to return. But his citizens
hated him and sent out a body of ambassadors after him, to say: 'We do not want
this man to become king over us.''' (Luke
19:12, 14, New World Tran8.) Christ has
already returned from the "distant land"
in the sense that he haS been invisibly in~
augurated as King. Yet the world through
its rulers says in effect: "We do not want
this man to become king over us." Note
a salient statement in President Eisenhower's inaugural address:
"Respecting the United Nations as the
4

living sign of aU people's hope for peace,
we shall strive to make it not merely an
eloquent'symbol but an effective force."
(New York Times, January 21, 1953) The
U. N. a symbol of hope for peace? Now it
must be more: the "effective force"! The
U. N.
thus
acclaimed as a force more
•
effective for bringing peaCe than God's
"Prince of Peace". Prayed one of the clergymen at the inauguration: "May he
[Eisenhower] be the bringer of good tidings and the architect of a new hope for
'Our country and for mankind." Man is
also set alongside the U. N. as a "new
hope" for the peoples. Manoutshines Christ
Jesus. But trusting in the best men today
is trusting in a shadow!-Psalm 39:5, 6,
Am. Stan. Ver., margin.
Jehovah, through his prophet Isaiah,
says concerning Christ the King: "Look!
my servant whom I chose, my beloved,
whom my soul approved! I will put my
spirit upon him, and he will make clear
to the nations what judgment is. Indeed,
in his name nations will hope." (Matthew
12:18, 21, New World Tran8'.) Yes, Jehovah has provided a hope through whom
will come a new world, enduring peace,
everlasting life. Today the good news of
that kingdom by Christ is being proclaimed to all men of good will toward the
Most High. People of all nations desiring
peace and life must now accept Christ
as their hope for a new world.
Because this world continues to ignore
the "Prince of Peace" as man's only hope,
Jehovah will cause Christ to fulfill the last
part of the parable relating to his receiving kingship: "These enemies of mine that
did not want me to become king over them
bring here and slaughter them before me."
-Luke 19:Zl, New World Trans.
With the earth swept clean of opposers,
Christ's name' will be "above every other
name". Jehovah's kingdom by Christ will
clothe the earth with peace and happiness.
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AWAKE!
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ECENTLY the liberties I of all cana ..
dIans wen t on tr ial I,Jefol'e the Su..
preme Corut of canada. On the one side
were Jehovah'~ witnesses, fighting for the
Uberty of minurities to preach and express.
their opinions, and on the other side \\,as
t.he Roman Catholic
Church.
seekin~ as a
.
,
majority to use polit.ical influence to stifte
!be BJble preachjng thai she .finds embar..
rassing. 11'hc way the Supreme Court of
Canada dpcinpfo;; this case, tel uted Saumur
V Oity o{ Queb~c and Attorney Gew:rml of
Qtwbco) will dctennlne to Ylhat extent lht\
freedoms or Canadi8n~ a.re protected by
the ir Consti tut ion4
This issue of the right of Jehovah's
witnesses to preach without Catholic ccn ..
sorsltlp goes back thirty years. For thtj t
10ng period Quebec authnriti~ have been
trying to stop the activity of Jehovah's
wit.np...;;~~. Sometimes it was pretended
that the printed Bihlp. sermons that they
distributed ,vern seditious and at oth~r
timer.! they were prosecuted for c:Ustrlbut ..
iog Bible liter;ttllre without first obtaining
a permit from the local censor.
The charge that the publications of Je ..
hovah's \vitnesses are seditiou~ ""a~ proved
wholly false in a decision
handed down hy the Supreme
Court of Canada in 1950 in
the case of Boucher v. The
King. That decision proved
that whut Jehovah"~ witness..
es were say1ng was ]awIuJThis being the case the next
problem that- arose was:
How can such opinions be
lawfully publicized or pre4

,

gented to the public? What
re&tri.ctiQns can be put on
'.APB.IL·B~
J9~S
,

dissemination of i~as whether oral or in
printed fann?
A Quebec by]aw~ which specifically alms
at Jehovah's witnl?SSes, provides: "It is
forbidden to dlstribute in the streets of
QtIP-hec any book. pamphlet. booklet. circular tract \\"hat.ever without having previously obtained fur so doing the written
permission of the Chief of Pollee.'·
~Iany ,fU ~ts of Jehovah~s witnesses
were made unllel~ this bylaw; ~ in 194'1
proceedings were taken against the City of
QtIP~ to have this bylaw declared Wegat
The trial judge a Bowed t.hp defense to
up Protestant t Catholic and Jewish clergy..
men to testify os to their views of what
religious organi7,ations should believe and
dOt and then gav~ his dpciffion against
Jehovah's \\1tncsses. Appeal was then taken to thp, Quebec Court of Appealt where.
on a splil decision~ the majority held that
the censorship bylaw was valid. Appeal
wa.~ then taken to the Supreme Court of
Canada, where t.h~ i!\..lt.iue '\\"8.9 argued for
seven days, starting December 9,1952. '
J

can

Preachlng Without a License
The basic question befOl'1:! 1.he Supreme
Court of canada was the right to preach
without a license. The Supcem~ Court was obliged to
determine whether or not
the censorship legislation of
the City and Province of
Quebec is lawful under the
Canadian constitution. Quebec contended it ha.s power
to le8islate on re ligi nus 1i berty and destroy it if so de-'
sired. History, however t n ...
Cutes its claim ~ particularly
specific being the statute

passed in lS52

_ _Ie the overthrow of tho

ment of rellglous profession and worship
without discrimination or preference, so
as the same be not made an excuse for
acts of licentiousness, or a justification of
practices inconsistent with peace and safety of the province".
Fifteen years after this guarantee of
religious liberty was enacted, the modern
Dominion of Canada was established by
the British North America Act of 1867,
passed by the Parliament of Great Britain.
By this Act all laws in force in Canada
were to continue. This guarantee regarding religious, liberty is identical in effect
with the First Amendment to the United
'States Constitution and apparently has
been taken verbatim from the terms of
some of the state constitutions, the State
of New York in particular having precisely
the same guarantee. Although passed one
hundred years ago, this appeal of Jehovah's witnesses is the first time that any
effort has been made to use it in court.
Wbtle the counsel for the _attorney
general made a pretense of arguing the
valtdity of the bylaw, which was the issue
before the court, the attorney for ti1'e city
tried to make it a heresy trial by showing
how terrible it is for Jehovah's witnesses
to be free -to teach the Bible. But, brushing aside this attorney's attempt to justify
the use of clergymen as "expert" witnesses
before the trial judge, Justice Kellock
said: "On the question of religion, I doubt
if anybody can define what an expert is.
As far as I am concerned, I am not interested in this part of the argument. I can
come to my own conclusions without the
help of [Reverend] E1l8lls.... it is a bit
of impertinence for these gentlemen to
testify."
Rebuffed on this point, counsel for Quebec City tried to prove that Jehovah's

government by force. An _
horn the
Soclety'. publication "The Truth, 8Iw1l
Make Yau Free" proved that false.
That failing, the counsel for Quebec
City argued that the activities of Jehovah's witnesses were licentious because
they deliberately refused to get permits;
also that since Jehovah's witnesses put
God's- law ahead of man's law when there
was a conflict they were guilty of licentiousness. However, it was pointed out that
they .made no claims for boundless freedom and that their position was based upon Jesus' own words: "Render therefore
lillto Cresar the things which are Cresar's;
and unto God the things that are God's."
(Matthew 22:21) Laws are made for the
suppression of evildoers, not for the suppression of the conscience. Jehovah's witnesses render tq Caesar the things that
properly belong to him, but when he tries
to take things that belong to God they
stand firm. To argue that it- was licentiousness to put God's law above man's law
would be to stamp the Bible as a licentious
book.
It was further pointed out that this very
position was also taken by Catholics, Anglicans and Jews. To this observation Justice Rinfret countered: "Away with all of
them." Colillsel for Jehovah's witnesses
then replied: "A statute that is deSigned
for freedom of worship, then, from your
view would not protect the worship of any~
one. That would be to repeal rather than
to enforce the statute."
Justice Betr'and, a courageous French
Catholic judge in the Quebec Court of Appeal, clearly showed that the Bible teachings of Jehovah's witnesses do not in any
sense ,constitute acts of licentiousness
when, he defined what "acts of licentiousness" really means:
"I am of the opinion that this sentence
applies to acts criminal in themselves or

in- wblch (JUladJans were
guaranteed "the free exetc1se and enjoy~
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so contrary to the customs of a Christian
country that they may be made the object
of special regulations, provided at all times
they do not abridge freedom of worship.
I would cite as an example the Doukhobours' practice of parading nude in the
public streets which, in 1952, is plainly
contrary to the customs of a Christian
country."

Quebec Demands Censorship Powers
Censorship has not been practiced in
English law since 1694. An effort was
made by the counsel for the attorney
general of Quebec to show that the bylaw
that forbids distribution of literature in
the streets without a permit from the
chief of police had nothing to do with
censorship but was really designed to keep
the streets open for traffic. According to
him the bylaw did not stop the distribution of literature from house to house. The
attorney acting for the City of Quebec,
however, gave the show away when he
admitted that the bylaw is used to stop
distribution of literature in all parts of the
city, not' only the streets, and that it is
used for purposes of censorship.
The judges of the Supreme Court were
not blinded by the attorney general's argument that the legislation was related to
traffic and not to censorship. Their questioning forced the lawyers for the province
to admit the true and evil purpose of their
bylaw:
Justice Kellock addressed the counsel
for the attorney general: "Within the
framework of the bylaw, there is no doubt
in my mind at all that the chief of police
could act as a censor over anything, whatever kind of writing it might be."
And Justice Rand stated: "I might be
interested in a political campaign and I
might want to distribute a pamphlet stating my views .... He could say 'No'. Is
the fact of that power, that he can deAPRIL 8, 1953

prive me of such a right, is that relevant
to the nature of [the bylaw]?"
Counsel replied: "Nobody has the right
to distribute anything on the street. The
right to distribute is not a right, it is a
tolerance."
Justice Locke: "We follow from that
that if he considered. it from a view of
what would create unrest among the people
and llossi.ble. di.s.tu\'ba.n~oe., hoe. ~{}u1d Nfu~
the permission. He decides what is good
for the people?"
Counsel: "Somebody has to decide."
There is the answer of a police state.
In a free state the people are entitled to
decide such matters for themselves.
Justice Estey asked. the counsel for the
attorney general: "What is the mischief
that the bylaw is aimed at? Something
must be taking place in Quebec leading
them to pass the bylaw. There must be
some mischief."
Counsel: "Distributing of this literature."
Justice Rand: "That must be taken as
the evil. There is an absolute power to
prevent the distribution of anything
printed. The evil must reside in the distribution."
Th~ Province continued to contend that
the legislation was really aimed at street
traffic only, but finally, under much severe
quest1on'mg by the judges, "it admitted that
the true purpose was censorship. Exag~
gerating the possibJe evils of distribution
in an effort to build up a case against
freedom so as to have an excuse to destroy
it, the counsel for the province argued:
"The very fact of distributing pamphlets
and circulars in the streets is an annoyance."
Justice Rand replied: "Is that so, necessarily? We have them [Jehovah's witnesses] in the streets here and what they
do is hold it up for anybody who is will~
jng to take it. You can distribute without
7

canvassing. You can distribute impliedly:
Here is something to your tnterest-do
you want it?"
Counsel for the attorney general: "The
normal meaning of distribution is insistence thai necessarily has the element of
intrusion, almost of insult. The fact of
distributing insinuates his insistence to get
rid of what they are charged to distribute
and that is an annoyance, especially when
what is being distributed is offensive."
Justice Rand: "r am dealing simply with
the act of passing, of having a tract or
handbill passed from one person to another. I cannot agree for a moment that it
involves anything that is insulting. It
doesn't insult the passer-by at all. There is
nothing in the nature of distribution that
necessitates that. We have been distributing tracts for years and the country has

not suffered from it. It is one way to commWlicate very important ideas. After requirement of a license 'to print had been
done away with, people were free to distribute. That is the way people get their
ideas. The only place a man has (a right]
to be on this earth is on the public way
or on his own private property."
So determined were the Quebec officials
to destroy liberty of expression that they
went to the extreme of arguing that a
man, without a permit from the chief of
police, is not even entitled to speak to
another on the street, although they magnanimously a'mitted that he would be

entitled to stop an<~ looI!: in a shop win,

dow! The Idea that the citizens of the free
nation of Canada have a right to exchange
ideas without the approval of some state
official is abhorrent and shocking to Catholic authorities.
As a rule, when cases come before the
Supreme Court they affect primarily the
parties involved In the case herein discussed, however, the rights of all the Canadian people are involved; in fact, the nation itself is on trial. The liberty of every
reader and listener, of every preacher, politician, writer or editor is in issue.
Is Canada prepared to live up to her
democratic principles of freedom of worship, speech and press? or will pressure of
sectional interests and the clever sophistries of the Roman Catholic Hierarchy
and the equivocation of her laWyers turn
Canada into a police state? This momentous decision, which will affect all Canadian people as well as the future of Canada, now rests squarely in the lap of its
Supreme Court. It must answer for the
country.
Canada has always been known in the
assemblies of the world as a democracy
and she has joined in the guarantees of
liberty that are represented by the International Bill of Rights. Is she prepared
to live up to these principles? The verdict
of the Supreme Court in Saumur v. City
of Quebec and Attorney Genf'Tal of Quebec

wiJI answer that question

Many PrefeT to Swat Them
'i! Would it be p05lslble for an expert surgeon to perform an operation on a fly?
Yes, or even on a mosquito. Recently scientists at the Connecticut Agrtcu1tural
Experimental Station succeeded in transplanting wings, legs, eyes and other organs
from one mosquito to another l?y surgical operation. They used microscopically
fine glass instruments.-From "Here's Howe!" New York Journal American,
March 2, 1952.
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DEMOCRACY·S EMPTY CRADLE

EMOCRACY has been
called the "greatest adventure of modern civiliza-

D

tion", But, really, why
should there be any implication of strangeness or
danger in democracy? Was
it not a known, tried and
proved form of government
even before America's day?
And were not the early Greek city-states
the very cradle of democracy?
The Greeks were the first to use the
word "democracy" (Greek, de'mos, "people"; kra'tein, "to rule")' a rule by the
people. Many are the concepts, however,
relative to the cradle of democracy. Some

have a hazy notion that democracy was
cradled by the early tribal assemblies.
Others maintain Greece was democracy's
birthplace, .and still others vaguely be-

lieve RepubHcan Rome offered democracy.
Hence, it is enlightening to determine
exactly the nature of democracy's cradle.
Is the cradle of democracy filled by what
is called primitive society? Decidedly no!
There is nothing to indicate there ever
existed such an ideal as "primitive democ~,
racy". How could there be? In the early
local groups an exceptionally large number
of regulations and restrictions prevailed.
Also, there was a tendency toward the de~
velopment of a caste system. And there
was always that lurking danger, peculiar
to the early society, of the domination by
a forceful personality.
Advanced types of primitive society had
even less of an appearance of the alleged
democratic characteristics. Every phase
of life was governed by a veritable maze
of regulations that were enforced with
APRIL 8, 1953

stern rigidity and severity.
Freedom of the individual
was restricted by the gen~
eral prevalence of social
ranks and grades. Even the
extolled tribal assemblies
were mere formal gatherings to grant a prearranged
decision in the policies of
the leaders of the group
-a feature remarkably similar to the
American party convention. Thus the
vaunted tribal assemblies do not emerge
as the "original fountain springs of politicalliberty" .
Finally, an individual in primitive kinship society was not free to transfer his
membership from one group to another,
but had to remain forever in his own
group, as the individual had no standing
outside of his kinship group. Therefore,
primitive methods of governing cannot be
labeled democratic. Viewed externally,
they were a "closed. shop". Internally, they
were dominated by a mass of regulations
organized according to a hierarchy of social classes. Relative to this the Encyclopedia Americana says under"Democracy":
"Early political society is characterized
by as complete an absence of democracy
in theory as in practice."

Greece Rocks the Cradle
Ancient Greece had a, bewildering variety of governments running the gamut of
rule from tyranny to aristocracy and from
aristocracy to what has been called "pure
democracy". To gi\..e us a glimpse of Athenian democracy we quote from Democracy
in the Ancient World~ by T. R. Glover:
"It was a government of citizens met in
an assembly, where, without presidents,
9

ministers, ambassadors or representatives,
they themselves governed." It is obvious
that their democracy did not in any way
conespond with modern democracy. However, the next description by this very
same book does remind one of many fea~

tures in modern democracy: "We can see
quite plainly the ugly side of Democracy.
as Aristotle saw it and revealed it-hys~
teria, judicial murder, extravagance, legal
pUlage of the rich, contempt for the
foreigner."

True democracy was not prominent in
Grecian society. Even during democracy's
heyday in Athens, the most liberal of the
Greek city-states, it cannot be said that
democracy existed within the full meaning
of the tenn. What was Greek democracy.
this "government of citizens", then? It
was simply democracy for the minority.
It was equality and freedom for only a
privileged citizen class. Only within this
charmed circle did Greece come close to
a democratic control of group. activities:
OUtside the charmed circle were one half
to four fifths of the population who had
no voice in the making of the laws. Their
possession of democratic, political rights
was the ashes of emptiness. They were
slaves. Ironically, though they were the
"people", being the majority, yet they
were not "people" in Greek democracy.
Greek democracy then was a rule by the
"people" only with reference to the minority, the "master class", while, to the
whole population, democracy was aristocracy or oligarchy. In final appraisal of the
"democracy" of ancient Greece, let us note
the fonowing from the Encyclopredia Britannica: "The democracy of the Greek
city-state was in the strict sense no democracy at all." So thQ crib wherein pure
democracy was rupposedly born is a disenchanted cradle bearing the democratically disguised puppet of pure aristocracy.
Democracy's cradle is still empty.
10

R()JJIlJ-Nuraet'tI for DemocraclJ?
Perhaps democtacy's barren cradle was
filled by Republican Rome famous for its
senate. Alas, though, Rome bad the same
type of exclusiveness among its citizens as
Greece. The vast majority Of foreigners
and slaves had no voice in the political life
of the nation. Even with the "people" or
citizen body itself there was less so-called
democracy than in Athens. Swiftly the
government moved from the exclusive control of the autocratic senate into the empire.
Rome's only symptom of democracy
seen during imperial times was a slight reduction of slaves. This was offset by the
increase of plutocracy and the extinction
of the middle class because of heavy taxation. Consequently, the middle class, the
lower class, freemen and the sla,!es were
all assimilated into one "semi-free" class,
the so.-called "colonate".
In the late days of the Republic, Caesar
and Pompey organized a machine that was
more efficient and corrupt than New
York's Tammany Hall in 'the days of Boss
Tweed. The masses in Rome had votes,
but they lacked bread. They could, be
amused and distracted by shows and gladiatorial combats, and their cries stilled
by the corn dole. But Caesar and Pompey
saw to it that only those who voted as
they directed should receive the dole-how
similar to some "people's governments"
today! Thus passed Roman democracy;
that is, what traces of it we could detect,
leaving a more decided condition of inequality than the early tribal society.
Some contend that Christianity ushered
in the pure concept of democracy. But did
it? There is no record that Jesus ever
hopped on the rear of a chariot and campaigned for 'government by the people'.
Did Jesus even accept a popular draft
to run on a democratic ticket? The Bible
answers: "Jesus, realizing they were about
AWAKE!

to come and seize him to make him king,
withdrew again into the mountain all
alone." (John 6:15, New World Trans.)
No, Jesus did not revive any Athenian de~
mocracy, but taught the people about a
kingdom. He was the king elected not by
voting but by appointment from Jehovah
God.

Middle Ages to Modern Times
Rome ended with the absolute crushing
of any still-lingering democratic tendencies. And democracy during the Dark Ages
was as likely to appear as a canary chirping for its rights at a crow's convention. The concept of democracy during
the Middle Ages rarely appeared in any
discussion except in the writings of a few
medieval philosophers. The concept of the
"people", which appeared frequently in
the latter part of the medieval period, was
hardly a democratic notion. By the "people" was meant only the first three estates,
excluding the peasantry, and they were
the vast majority. Feudal society offered
little opportunity for the development of
democracy. Equality in the medieval town,
as in the classical city-state, meant the
equality of the favored few. The Encyclo~
pedia Americana thus states: "The feudal
age was in general even less democratic

in a political sense than the classi.;:al
city-states."
Often it is thought that the Magna Charta
might have slipped into democracy's empty cradle. Quickly disillusioning US the En-cyclopedia Americana continues: I<The
Magna Charta, as a harbinger of modern
democracy has withered before modern
historical research quite as much as the
Teutonic folk-moot. ... On the whole, how~
ever, democmcy or any strong prophecy
of democracy scarcely appeared during the
thousand years that followed the collapse
of "the Western Roman Empire."
The Reformation made what may be
termed a few contributions toward the
concept of democracy. But this did not
alter the barrenness of democracy's cradle.
All European states" with few exceptions,
remained undisturbed. "At the opening of
the 19th century democracy did not pre~
vail in any country in the world."-En·
cyclopedia Americana under "Democracy".
The irresistible conclusion is, therefore,
that the nineteenth century opened with
no democracy in the world, that there
never had been any democracy in the
world, and that what has been thought to
be democracy was in actuality concepts
that "approac»ed" the ideal of democracy.
Democracy's cradle has never been filled.

The Fairies Won
([, A fairy, according to Funk and Wagnall's dictionary, is "ordinarily of small
and graceful human ionn, but capable of assuming any shape, and of working
good or ill to mankind". The modem literary conception of fairIes as being helpful
is due principally to Shakespeare and Charles Perrault, father of the "Mother
Goose" stories. The Leprechaun is a type of fairy generally represented In
Irish folklore as a tricky old man. Leprechauns won a vIctory over the Limerlck
Mound of Ballynanty Beg when workmen refused to level it for an Irish
housing project. The News Chronicle said: "There are those (including council
workmen) who will not go within miles of the place. Men who were to have
demolished the mound with .bulldozers said they had seen Leprechauns making
shoes there at night. When other workers were called in from nearby Co. Clare
the house gables they built (it is said) Were mysteriously demolished overnight.
So it has been decided to leave alone the stronghold of the Little People." In
this age of assumed enlightenment the city manager officially said: "In order to
give our people houses we will have to give in to the fairles."
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The Wealt:h of Two Worlds
I\NE of the most famous streets in the world
V Is just 2,000 .teet long, less than half a
mile, only seven short blocks. It is named for
a wall Peter Stuyvesant built In 1652 at the
northern boundary of tiny New Amsterdam,
when this forerunner of New York city was

only II little more than a half mile square.
That fence line became the street on which the
national' government was once situated, the
place where George Washington was inaugurated presIdent of the United States, and the
street on which, in 1792, under a buttonwood

tree, sales of stocks and bonds began. Here,
on the -street named for Peter Stuyvesant's
tort1fl.cation, securities listed now total around
$200,000,000,000, with hundreds of millions of
transactions being made yearly. "Wall Street"
has become synonymous with the financial center of the United States.
~ It is now only a narrow canyon between
the towering buildings of lower Manhattan.
There is. a. chul'ch at one end; the water tront at
the other. The church, though old, I is probably
the richest in the city, the churchyard itself
being valued at $25 million. At the other end
the water front's boss has recently been indicted for violation of federal laws. In between are many of the greatest financial
institutions in America.
1': Wall Street was the nation's money capital
even before the Civil War, and in today's 60and 7(}story skyscrapers most of the major
banking houses of the nation maintain offices;
along with insurance companies, railroads,
steamship and mining Interests and hundreds
of large industrial corporations. The Stock
Exchange is actually four buildings, but to the
casual visitor the imposing, pillared facade
on Nassau street, just a few steps from Wall,
well befits the Temple of Finance. It has some
1,400 member brokers, some of whom have
paid more than half a mlllion dollars for the
privilege of buying and selling there. A gallery
permits visitors to watch the trading.

'i! Across the street from the Stock Exchange
is J. P. Morgan and Company, where it is
said one can see the pockmarks of the famous
Wall street explosion that occurred at noon
12

on September 6,
1920. Other historical events as·
sociated with the
area include the
Black Friday of
September 24,
1869, when Jay
Gould and Jim
Fiske attempted
to corner the
gold market; also the market
crashes of 1901,
1907 and 1929. In the last, twenty-flve million
people lost an estimated $50,000,000,000.

'iI In Brooklyn, directly across the East river
from Wall street are the Watchtower head·
quarters, devoted to a different kind of wealth,
a more enduring kind that no panics or crashes
can harm. These true ric'hes are the ones Jesus
spoke of when he told the rich young ruler
of the importance of laying up "treasure in
heaven". They are the ones the apostle was
talking about when he said that, though Jesus
was poor, he made many rich. (Luke 16:10-12;
Matthew 19:16-24; 2 Corinthians 6:10) Proverbs
10:22 shows that Jehovah's blessing makes one
rich, and such riches are durable, better than
flne gold and choice silver, because they lead
to everlasting life with righteousness, peace,
contentment, health, happiness and security
_the very things that this old world's wealth
will not buy! Not only does the new world's
wealth provide what the old cannot, but it is
'never taken at the expense of others, nor can
it be taken from anyone that has it and holds
diligently to it.
~ Jehovah's witnesses may be interested in
visiting Wall Street next summer to see wha1
it is like, but their primary concern will be
ten miles north at Yankee Stadium, where
abundant riches of knowledge and blessIngs of
truth will be enjoyed for eight days, July 19-26,
by tens of thousands of persons from far
corners of the earth, and by many receptive
New Yorkers, who wH1 be welcome at all
sessions of this assembly. Do not lust heal:
about it secondhand, but be there to gain its
rich blessings for yourself!
AWAKE!

"EXERCISE is not the
bunk." So wrote Dr.
Dorchester, one of world's
greatest living authorities
on proper exercise. He be·
lieves that exercise "may
well mean the difference
between robust health and
just existing". On .the other hand , another
authority, PeterJ. Steincrohn, M.D"states:
"As a physician, I am convinced that exer·
eise is unnecessary-and often hannful."
However, in his writings Dr. Steincrohn
is mainly' concerned with those of forty
years of age or over. Nevertheless, he is
quick to add that "I am not even vaguely
suggesting that it's time for all middleaged folks to just sit back and wait for
the final whistle. Moderate exercise is not
contraindicated in those who receive a
physical okay". Nonetheless, the burden
of Dr. Steincrohn's theory is: "The lazier
you tend to be, the better for you"; that
"life is not a sprint. The long race is to
the lazy-and the lean".
Many supporters of a similar "do nothing and live long" philosophy, paint to the
tortoise, which. according to them, ShlU1S
exercise and reaches a ripe old age of
two to three hundred years. Or they will
drag out the elephant's longevity in support of their theory, ignoring the fact that
both the tortoise and the elephant do exercise by traveling great distances, stretchAPRIL 8, 1953

ing, and in some cases engaging in mock
battles. These forget. that the animal lives
in natural surroundings, breathes fresh air
and is always careful about its' diet and
rest.
Some of these "do-nothingers" refer to
Dr. ,Raymond Pearl's experiments that
show that certain species of .flies that
buzz around the fastest die the soonest.
Others will call upon the lives of their
great-grandfathers fer' an example of
health: "lVly great-grandfather chewed,
smoked and drank hard liquor all his life,
and didn't so much as lift little finger to
exercise, yet he lived to a ripe old 99,
and was healthy and strong to the day he
died," A few lazy convert.'> will smile complacently as they hear the oft.repeated
pragmatic wisdom expressed by Chauncey
Depew, who lived to be 94 and right up to
the end of his journey was as spry as ever.
When once asked what exercises he took
to keep himself in shape, he replie4: "The
only exercise I have ever taken is to serve
as pallbearer for my friends who exercised."
Yet, there are cases of men and women
who have had healthy, energetic lives and
have attributed their longevity to exercise.
For example: The king of Sweden played
a very active game of tennis at the age.of
85. And there is the case of an 84-year-old
lady who has enjoyed herself by riding
horseback at least three times a week.
Also, a 75-year-old man with blood pressure over 250 loved to swim and
dive as a pastime. But these are
exceptions and not
the rule. There is
actually no proof,
according to authorities, "that a regular and individually
adapted program of
physical activity
shortens or length.
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development when given the
proper equipment and building material.
Value of Exercise
It is not orily unnatural but unwise for
The primary purpose of physical exer· a person to carry around large, bulky
cise is to equip the body with greater muscles for which he has no daily. use.
stre~ endurance and vitality to per- It is like using a truck to deliver a postage
form daily tasks, and to offer the ·mind an stamp.
opportunity for release of mental tensions.
Dr. Leonard A. Larson, chairman of
'1'hrough right living and proper activity graduate study and research in the Deone's health is improved, a resistance to partment of Physical Education (N. Y.
disease is created, and recuperative powers University), said that there is one cardinal
'are revitalized. Exercise speeds up circu- rule about exercising: "It has to fit the
lation, strengthens the heart, keeps the perSon exercising. You should match the
arteries flexible. Further, it builds co- physical training of each person to the
ordination, balance and control of the mus- work he is going to perform" as well as
cles, and thus it teaches the body to do to the individual. A manual worker needs
the correct thing in emergencies. There is less extracurricular physical activity than
a faster and a much better response be- the office clerk. Therefore, what may be
tween mind and body.
just the right amount of activity for one
If life were what God purposed it to be person may be entirely wrong for another.
one would be active enough without addi- Each person must gauge and decide for
tional exercise. But present-day living himself as to the amount of physical acbeing what it is-Iate houl'S, little rest, tivity necessary for total fitness.
no breakfast but only black coffee, a nerveBack in 1943 a group of doctors, physiwrecking race through early morning cal educators and health specialists lnet
traffic, artificial lighting, artificial heating, in conference to establish a national polifactory or office air contaminated with cy on "The Role of Exercise in Physical
fumes, standing all day on hard cement or Fitness", These experts counseled that
slumped over behind a desk, a dried-up "exercise should be graded according to
sandwich for lunch, a quick "snack" for age, capacity of the individual, and his
supper, and a constant hustle-bustle day state of training and fitness. In general,
after day after day-it is enough to cause exercise should be modified in the direceven the best equipped body to collapse tion of less strenuous activities after the
from abuse. As it is with everything that age of 40 years". (Science Digest) Novemhas a bearing on life, whether food, drink, ber 1950) To determine whether exercise
or what not, use is one thing, abuse is is proper for your age and condition is to
another.
be honest with yourself. To belp you reach
Man's development was brought about a decision, notice how you feel after the
by a variety of exercises, such as walking, exercise and a little rest. If you feel rerunning, swimming, climbing, farming, freshed, physically and mentally, it would
recreational games, etc. Beneficial modern appear that the exercise was right. But if
exereises approximate the nature of those
activities. They do not necessarily build you feel the next morning as if you had
muscles. In fact, only a very' few special- been in an accident, then, doubtless, the
ized exercises are for that purpose. In cer- exercise is the wrong ~ind. Perhaps if
tain vocations large and powerful muscles you went at it differently it would be the
are necessary, but nature looks after the proper kind, but again you must decide
ens the llfe span." Then, why exercise?
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that for yourself. Expert advice is, if dishes, doing the laundry, dusting, cleanphysical activity is to be helpful, it must be ing closets and papering' shelves, not to
regular and adapted to the individual It speak of cooking meals and taking care of
must be neither neglected nor overdone. children and a husband. Instead of perA few minutes each day devoted to a brisk forming an exercise of a strenuous charwalk (concentrate on breathing deeply), acter, such as bowling, swithming, etc.,
several "sit ups", a few "push ups", a she may want to go dancing to relax. Posbicycle ride, a swim or a horseback ride sibly her mental fatigue is actually lesscan mean all the difference in the world. ened thereby. The husband, on the other
To think several hours a day of exercise hand, may have had a busy day at the
are required to remain fit is nonsense. office. Without doubt his health would best
Dr. Dorchester comments: "Muscles are be served, not by a smokewclouded dance
absolutely the normal physicians of the hall, pool room or card party, but by a
body, and the only organs given us at game of golf, tennis, a swim or a walk.
Creation when no doctors existed, to do
Pioneer witnesses of Jehovah God, who
everything for us, and as natural mas- knock on doors, climb stairs, talk to countseurs, body adjusters, blood and energy less people, carry an armful of Bibles and
service distributors, even nerve energy Bible helps, find their ministerial careers
propagators, they have no equal in the hard work too. It is exercise. To release
whole of medical armaments against dis- growing tension, they vary their activity
ease. Ten minutes only, daily, using these by making back-calls, doing street-corner
muscles of ours in self-cultural self-treat- preaching, holding Bible studies or going
ment, will regain health to hundreds of from house to house. These find it relaxing
thousands of supposed chronics, and re- to attend meetings, relate experiences, and
tain health to those who value that pos- to meditate upon God's Word. Of course,
session."
having the spirit of God and the joy of
Jehovah makes for a healthy mind, which
Work Is Exercise Too
is a prime requisite for happy living.
There are other things that one must
take under conSideration also to determine Reducing Through Exercise
the need for exercise and the kind that
None should exercise for the purpose of
would contribute most toward a livelier reducing, because weight reduction, acsense of well-being. For example: A house- cording to Dr. Donald Laird, noted authorwife who trots to bargain -sales several ity on sleep, exercise and reducing, comes
days a week, and who then tries to sand- only from lowering your food intake. If
wich in a week end of tennis may be anything, strenuous exercise may be the
stretching things a little too far. Shopping cause of your putting on more weight by
for the average woman means miles of developing an inordinate appetite for more
tough walking every day through crowded food. A condensation from a chapter of
stores and streets. Many doctors say that the book You and Your Fears has this to
is plenty of exertion for any woman, if say regarding reducing via exercise: "Nevshe is past thirty-five. And pushing a vac- er attempt to take off weight by exercise.
uum cleaner is no mere humdrum chore. Probably you' will never try to do so if
It is exercise! It is work! A housewife with you realize that you can walk a mile on
a five-room apartment or house gets all the energy furnished by one caramel. You
the exercise she may need by washing can climb to the top of a skyscraper on a
APRIL 8, 1953
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few donghnuts with • half-<lozen peanuts
thrown in. You would have to walk about
five miles to work off a generous portion
of pie a la mode." When you reaUzp that
only about one tenth of the seeming weight
loss after a violent uwork out" is really
accounted for by the melting away of fat,
the thought of losing weight by exercise
fades rather quickly. The trouble with the
average person, said a prominent heart
specialist, is that he does !lot take care of
himself. He takes too few baths, eats too
much of the wrong foods and generally
overstuffs, passes up exercise and does not
bother to relax. Even for victims of hypertension (being chronically "keyed up")
experts advise exercise, not rest. At the
Mayo Clinic it was found that patients
suffering from chronic fatigue "were seldom relieved by rest and sleep. What they
needed was exercise. For the keyed-up city
man who is 'too worn-out' to exercise,
the answer is: Exercise".
A bit of sound advice appears in Science
News Letter for November 3,1951: "Exercise alone cannot keep you in good health,
but it can help do that. Some of the ways
exercise helps are explained by the Dlinois
State Medical Society as follows:

Competence

"A chief value of exercise is to sthnulate
the general chemistry and physiology of
the body through its effect on the circulation and on elimination. This stimulation keeps the action of the muscles
smooth and improves the co-ordination of
nerves and muscles. That is particularly
true in persons beyond 20 years of age.
In a man at rest about a gallon of blood
is circulated every minute. AC<fOrding to
one authority, approximately the entire
blood supply of the individual visits the
tissues once every minute under resting
conditions. With vigorous exercise these
visits may be eight or nine times as frequent. The blood, instead of traveling at
a rate of 55 feet a minute in the large
arteries, may move 450 feet a minute. The
greater rapidity of the blood flow must
therefore make possible a more rapid and
complete removal of waste from all parts
of the body, and naturally, increases the
amount of oxygen in certain parts of the
body depending on it. Exercise taken simply and regularly tends to keep the arteries
soft, warding off arteriosclerosis or other
old age conditions."
With nothing to lose and everything to
gain, it does appear wise to exercise.

of the CieTgy

'l1 The Church of England's clerical directory, Orockford, is a sort of 'Who's Who"
of the clergy. An anonymous preface Is traditionally critical and forthright, but thIs year
it prompted vigoroUS protest by strikingly condemning the incompetence of even the
"htgher" clergy. The charges that prompted the protest were to the point and deserve
careful reading:
'l1 "Some of the bishops are still, happily, learned men, though their learning Is seldom
very relevant to the present pressing need. But, at the risk of giving offense and with
no desire to do so, it must be written that far too many of them bring no intellectual
gifts or accompiishments to adorn the episcopal office, but derive their only personal
authority from it. Their infiuence is confined to the faithful. This would be less serious
if the deficiencies were made good by deans and residentiary canons, whose prefennents
are traditionally thol'le of learning and should airord opportunity of increasing and using
it. 'lJle truth is that there are feW indeed, whether bishops, deans or resIdentiary can.
ons, who either do or could make any effective defense of the faith with the weapons
of reason against the insidious, undennlning and powerful enemiel! of religious faith in
our time."
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HARKS are the "tigers" of the fish
S
realm. They even, re-

these "tigers" bring
forth their young alive,
as do mammals.
semble tigers: there
Notorious for their
are man-eating ones,
roving tendencies,
harmless ones, tame
sharks are tishland's
Marco Palos. Their Upones; they are lightAre all sharks
ning-fast, good swimping "periscope" anymurderous villains of the deep?
mers, furious when anwhere in the seven
noyed, and not Tom Thumbs in size. Like seas has built up an earth-wide fear, for
the tiger, sharks are biological engines in almost everyone's imagination sharks
behind teeth. They are able to send spine- are legendary raiders of the sea, tigerlike
tingling chHls down the back of sailor or viJ1ains whose prime purpose jn Jjfe js tD
landlubber.
crunch their formidable teeth into a sucThese tigers of the sea quietly herald
culent morsel of human tlesh~. True, with
their presence by raising their "periscope",
the dorsal fin ominously cutting water; few exceptions sharks are carnivorous,
a sight that chills the hearts of men the but, in actuality, only a very few of the
whole world over. And no wonder! Look 150 species are known to attack man.
at Mr. Shark's teeth. Some have several
rows of teeth in their mouth. The front A Picturesque Familg
row is vertical and rearward rows slant
One distinguished member of the salttoward the gullet. If a tooth is lost in water tiger tribe is the basking shark. Apmunching a tough steak, no time is wasted
propriately named, it will skim the surin buying store nippers; a new one just
,moves up to take its place. These soul- face of the water, seemingly just to bask
chilling fish 'Of the deep are harnessed in in the sun; sometimes a school of basking
a gristle and cartilage armor, this itself sharks will "sun bathe" together. This
incased not by scales, but by a tough hide tooth~bristling sea monster can reach the
studded with toothlike incredible length
formations called denti- of 45 feet. And
cles. Although a member yet it is perfectly
of the fish family, the harmless.
shark is unlike a fish;
Another wellthe great majority of named member of
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tile
family is the harnme1'llOad .-k.
This unique fish is much feared. unduly
so, because of ito frigh~ appearance,

which really is more of a cause for curiosity than for goose flesh sprouting out.
The hammerhead's Cheeks are extendeu
enormously. giving the head the shape of
a carpenter's wooden mailet; the two eyes
are in the ends or hammer~faces of the
mallet, twenty inches apart. Hammerheads
are denizens of tropical seas allover
the globe and they together with their
"carpenter-minded" brothers, the saw
sharks, are superbly picturesque. As with
all sharks their sense of smell is uncanny.
and whenever blood has been spilt far out
to sea, the hammerheads have been among
the first to get scent of it.
Even as the cat family's largest member
is the tiger, so the tigers of the sea boast
of being the largest living fish. Next to
the mammalian whales is the whale shark,
the most colossal fish deniz~n of the deep.
This member of the finny tribe may reach
the box..car length of sixty feet; some,
It is said, have even reached seventy feet.
Huge but harmless, whale sharks have no
enemies, understandably so: they have
3,000 teeth in each jaw!
The most famous member in the "Who's
Who?" of sharks is the thresher. He is
the fellow that makes whales wish they
had never left home. He ,knows the "Achilles heel" of the whale is its tongue, and,
therefore, against this he directs his
attack. It must be annoying to have a
fast-moving fearless fish make slaShing
attacks on one's tongue. At any rate, it
makes the whales very, very cross. The
thresher shark has a long tail and
possesses extraordinary maneuverability.
Probably that ,is why it can play havoc
with the mammoth mammal of the deep,
the whale. Invading schools of smaller fish,
the thresher uses its long tail to splash
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the surface of the water ... It swirls about
them m ever-decreasing circles. shepherding them Into an aqua-corral for slaughter.
This threshing aboUt seems to terrorize
the victims and keeps them crowded together~ which makes it delightfully convenient lor Mr. Thresher to gobble a juicy
and hearty meal. Ingenious, these sharks!
Tigers usually wear the laurels for distinctive beauty in the cat family. Logically, then, it is the tiger shark that appears
on the "harber's calendar" in sharkland.
One of the commonest and handsomest
sharks in the Indian ocean, the tiger shark
has a brownish-yellow ground color and
the whole fish is ornamented with black
or brown transverse bands or rounded
spots. Roving the high seas of the tropics,
too, this tiger of the sea may reach a
length of thirty feet, but twelve feet is the
more likely length. Tiger sharks are very
much feared and considered dangerous in
the West Indies; however, noted authorities claim no authentic record of their
attacking humans exists.
Torpedoes with Teeth

By now you may be wondering which
sharks attack man and create those universal goose pimples. The man-eating
shark is the culprit. Best known of these
deadly swimming torpedoes is the white'
shaFk: white below and brown on the
upper parts. Also classed as a man-eater
is the blue shark: slaty-blue on the upper,
and white on the lUlder parts. These are
the only tigers of the sea that reputedly
attack man, although any shark will put
up a crushing argument, if you start it!
Dr. William Beebe, however, maintains
that even the man-eaters will not willfully
injure a Person: gratifying to know just
in case you accidentally find yourself hobnobbing with one. A booklet published by
the U. S. Navy entitled "Shark- Sense" affinns this, saying:
AWAKE!

"There is very little danger from sharks.
People sutler more from shark fright than
shark bite. Don't believe anybody's shark
stories, even if he can show you the ocean
in which it happened. If the truth were
known, the shark probttbly is more frightened of you than YDU possibly can ve of
him." This seems to be true (at least under water), in view of the experiences of
Captain Cousteau as related in the October
1952 National Geographic Magazine. He
explains that aqualung divers at shallow
depths would constantly encounter sharks:
some ran away; some passed by, unconcerned; others prowled around, nosy, in~
quisiti\le, possibly considering tne diver to
be a sh'ange bubble-blowing fish with two
tails, wol'th investigating but not quite
safe to cbarge. Captain Cousteau believes
that divers are safer at great depth than
nearer tbe surface. Classes in Marine biology at the University of Miapli, which
include young women as well as men, report no casualties frqm these tiger torpedoes. Classes regularly descend in diving
helmets to the coral reefs off Florida
where lurk all manner of sharks. Not even
one coed has been lost so far; maybe because no one has ever heard of "womaneating" sharks.
Although they arc edible, few sharks
are valued as food. Once a group of people
were "treated" unknowingly to a hammerhead shark dinner, every~ne expressing
delight at the anonymous fish course, But
no one purposely orders hammerhGad fillets, . it seems; probably because the very
word "shark" is synonymous with hm:1"or.
Deliciously identical to the sword fish, it
is said, is the flavor of the Mako shark.
Undoubtedly, though, sardines will continue to outsell their gigantic cousins at
the corner grocery store for some time
to COme. Shark livers, incidentally, are·
rich in vitamins. A liver from a single
APRIL 8, 1953

shark. about a quarter of the shark by
Weight, ma,y yield 200 gallons of oil.
On the Brightel" Side

Though possessed of immense strength
and ferocity, the tiger of the cat family
ra:ely tlttacks a nIan unless provoked, and.
thIS seems to be true regarding most tigers
of the sea. Why condemn all speci(!S of
sharks f Even among the Homo sapiens
there are those who eat human flesh: cannibals. Worse than that, there are homicidal maniacs whose brain power seems
t~ be less than a shark's, for they kill to
klll, not for food. The shark at least eats
·what it kills.
The Creator's greatest handiwork in
teeth is reflected in the tigers of tne sea.
Certainly. undet Jehovah'S;. kingdom rule
the magnificent shark family will befriends of man as much as the bighly
praised tiger. (See H~a 2:18,) The tiger
can be tamed now. Oriental rulers have
trained tigers from tots and know it can be
<rone. What about the tige~ of the sea? One
authority says: "Neal' the Florida Keys
the sJUggish nurse sharks come into shallow water to mate. As their bellies scrape
?ottoms, t?eir dorsal fins protrude high
mto the all'. Boys will be boys, and the
lads of the Keys are no exception. Seizing
the flustered sharks by the pectoral fins
they mount them for a breath·taking ride
until they are dragged out into water too
deep fot safety." Besides this free sharkpower transportutiOll, tllel-e is the case
on record of a young boy who actually
tamed a shark so that he could seize it
?odiIy, drag it out of the water, hold it
III his anus, and scratch it while it would
bask in th.e sun!
In the- new world all fish will be friends
of man and children and aU will reflect
the majesty of its infinitely wise Creator.
"0 Jehovah, OUr Lord} how excellent 1$
thy name in all the earth!"-Psabn 8:9,
Am. Stan. Ver.
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The Pineapple
!!

pineapple plants. The scientific laboratories
have produced another "helper". To acquire
HAT is better than a glass of fresh
_
the
best results, the fruit must ripen uni·
pineapple juice? Another one. What salad is not improved by a slice of this luscious
form ly thr~bu,ghObut the, ,e'li~son"hThifiS is n,ow
,_
rna d e pOSSl e yean ro ng
e ower ng
fruit or a couple of drops of its juice? The
of the pineapple with acetylene gas. For exworld over mouths water at the thought of ~,
ample: Plants that have not flowered by
pineapple.
September are treated by dropping small
'i According to. one authority, "pineapple
comes from the tropics and belongs to a fam· j granules of ordinary calcium carbide into the
heart of the plant, where they give off acetyily of plants many of whose members inhabit
lene.
Another method is to dissolve the cartrees and rocks, their shallow roots surbide in water, then pour a solution into the
rounded by decaying bark and leaf mold.
plant heart. As a result the plant flowers in
While the pineapple is a ground dweller, it
six to eight weeks. Thus the farmer has the
has still the specialized root structures of its
tremendous advantage of being able to contree-dwelling relatives. Like them, it cannot
trol his crop_
stand p09r aeration, and it prefers a soil rich
in decaying plant matter. This helps to pro~ No account of the pineapple industry
vide the acid conditions, the mineral nutrients.
would be complete without mention of a canand the even temperature and moisture which
nery. Here the fruit is processed. The pine"the roots require."--Pi·ueapple Culture i.n
apple first passes through the "Ginaca" maQueensland.
chine_ There is a battery of these machines
each handling over seventy. five pines per
~ The pineapple is essentially a tropical
minute. The machine removes the skin, ends
fruit needing both warmth and moisture. But
and core of the fruit and sends the cylinder
it must be grown in frost-free areas. Even
of flesh to the trimming table where it is inthen a cold winter will take a heavy toll,
spected for blemishes, and any remaining par·
usually in the form of "black heart", a disease
ticles of skin are removed. The flesh then
that ruins the fruit. Farmers expecting a frost
passes through automatic slicers to the packminimize the possible damage by covering
ing table_ Meantime, the skins and cores are
their pines with a layer of grass. Even though
conveyed
to presses for the extraction of juice,
it loves the warm weather, it really does not
which is screened and centrifuged to remove
care for too much of that either. So, during
solids, sterillzed and canned. The remaining
the hot summer days, the farmers respect
crushed residue is dehydrated in a rotary to
the plants' wishes by covering their heads
become pineapple bran, an excellent livestock
with "hats" made of paper bags. It is an impressive sight to behold-a fruit with a paper
fodder_ It takes a pineapple about thirty-one
minutes to pass through the ~ntlre process.
bag for a hat!
~ Pineapple is not the only plant that faVors
~ So from the time it is planted in the earth,
warmth ami moisture-so do weeds. For cen·
identifies itself with its unique structure, and
turies the hoe was the only weapon used
gladdens the heart of many with its special
against this nuisance. However, since 1949
delicious flavor, it has provided work, nourishfarmers have been reinforced with a new
ment and a good field for agriculture and inweapon furnished by modern science, namely,
dustry, for the grocer and the housewife_ And
sodium pentachlorphenate. With It they have
the best time to serve pineapple is anytime.
waged chemical warfare on weedland. If
sprayed carefully this weedicide prevents the
It is one succulen,t fruit that has gained an
germination of weeds while not affecting the
honorable place in mankind's daily diet.
By "Awak_I" correspond.nl in AUltralia
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T WAS in June, 1752, when Benjamin turbances in the air. The
result is an explosiv
Franklin performed the hazardous
ex~
periment of flying a kite IDlO the clouds burst of sound that is
of a passing tbunderstonu. '1'0 the string known as thunder.
leading up to the kite he ~t'W.ched a brass
The current in a lig,ntnhlg fla'sh does not
door key. Holding his ttnuckles near to oscillate back and forth at a high rate
the key, stinging sparks were drawn off once believed, but it flows as a heavy surge
as the electric charge from the clouds and in one direction only. Lightning flashes
jumped the gap from the key to his body vary greatly in their intensity, in their
and into the ground. That experiment, length: and in their height above the earth.
together with others he made by using Therefore, the resulting thunder likewise
crude improvised instruments, caused him varies greatly in intensity and character..
to state to the scientifically inclined peo- The rumbling sound thunder sometimes
ple of his day, "Lightning is electricity." manifests is caused by reverberation and
The fact that lightning is electricity has echos resulting from reflections between
been confirmed time and again since Frank- cloud banks, or between cloud banks and
lin's memorable kite experiment. Under the earth, or from hills and valleys on the
critical conditions of temperature and hu- earth. Sound travels about 1,100 feet a
midity clouds can hold charges of static second. Knowing the speed of sound, one
electricity. When the static charge in- can easily calculate the distance to the
creases the electrical potential rises to the point of origin. Count slowly, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
point when the surrounding comparative- each five counted from the time of the
ly dry air, which acts as an insulator, flash until the thunder is heard represents
breaks down, permitting the charge on the one mile the sound traveled.
Why clouds become electrified only Wlcloud to escape as an electrical current to
another neighboring cloud or to the earth. der certain critical conditions has long
The electrical current so been a mooted question. Even today with
produced discharges the all the scientific aids at hand, not all the
cloud instantly. The intense questions can be answered. However, conflash of light resulting from tributing factors causing electrification are
the heat created by the known. Thunderstorms occur most fresurge of current is what is quently in summer and on hot days; in
called lightning. The in- the drier inland areas rather than the
stantaneous expansion of more moist. coastal areas. Insulation from
the heated air followed by neighboring clouds and from the earth
the sudden collapse' of the is a prime requisite. Condensation of waexpanded air to its normal ter vapor into droplets, and when these
state after the flash has are broken up by a strong vertical current
passed sets up violent dis- of air, results in electrification, it is be-
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lleved. The transformation of water droplets from the liquid state to a. solid frozen
state and the frictional impact of ice particles upon one a'nether definitely are contributing factors. Proof of this is found
in the fact that lightning always accompanies a hailstorm. It has not yet been
definitely learned just what role cosmic
radiations or radiations from the sun play
in the electrification process. Potentials as
high as 300,000 volts per meter are sometimes created in severe electrical storms.
Consistently, the world over, the bases
of electrified clouds carry negative charges
with respect to the earth; sometimes,
though, the top sides are positively charged.
Clouds can carry either negative or positive charges with respect to each other.
A thunderstorm with its negative charge
passing overhead will induce upon the
earth beneath it an equal and opposite
positive charge. One can visualize that as
the electrified clouds race along overhead
with the wind there also races along directly under it on the earth a positive
charge, which passes over buildings, trees,
up hills and down valleys, also over people
standing exposed in the open. If, the difference of potential between the clo.ud and
the earth is great enough, lightning will
jump from the cloud to the earth or from
the earth to the cloud at a point offering
the least resistance to the flash.

first, a negative leader streaks out from
the cloud toward the .earth, and, second.
a positive streamer of great inteJlsity leaps
up from the earth to effect a jtu1ction with
the cloud leader. The successive flashes of
a single stroke may all be over in less than
a tenth of a second.
Lightning indeed is quick! But the velocity of a lighhing flash is even more amazing. It has been found that the streamer
leaping up from the earth to meet its
mate leader in the sky at times has a velocity approaching half the velocity of light,
or a velocity of about 93,000 miles a second. At that rate a person could travel
nearly four times around the earth in a
second. In view of such rapidity. remember, if in an electrical storm you see the
flash, the lightning did not strike you;
and if you hear a clap of thtu1der, neither
did the lightning hit you. If it does hit
you and kill you, it will be too quick for
you to know it.
Lightning always follows the path 01
least resistance. Because of that natu·
ral law lightning sometimes plays queeI
pranks. In every case, whether freakisr
or not, lightning always obeys that natu·
ral law, however paradoxical the path i1
follows may appear. Because of natura
law lightning never follows a straight path
instead, it zigzags back and forth in it~
course. By analogy the reason can be seen
Why are the cracks in the ice on th{
How Quick 18 Lightning?
Using modern high-speed photography surface of a pond never straight? Wher
and cathode-ray OSCilloscopes, the speed of a pane of glass is shattered, why do th(
lightning can be accurately measured. cleavages always follow a zigzag course!
Some surprising facts about it have been Or, why are the channels rivers cut ou1
discovered. For instance, lightning does for themselves always crooked? In eacr
not always consist of only one single flash. case the path of least resistance was folMore often it consists of many, from per- lowed. Ionized particles in the atmospherE
haps two or three to as many as forty, can affect the path lightning takes in thE
all following each other in such rapid suc- same way as particles of matter can affec1
cession that the Whole stroke appears to the course of action taken by the mor(
the naked eye as one single flash. Usually common mundane things.
a stroke of lightning occurs in two stages:
The amount of power represented in ar
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average fiash of lightning Is prodigious.
The total amount of energy, though, is
amazingly small. How can this be possible?

do you ask? Assuming the thunderstorm
to be at a height of about 5,000 feet, the
electrical potential necessary to break
down the air gap fOf- the lightning to follow may be in the order of billions of volts.
The current in the lightning flash may be
anywhere from 5,000 to 200,000 amperes.
The energy dissipated in the flash may be

in the order of a million watt-seconds.
Translated into more common language.
that of the electric light bill, the total
energy is a small fraction of a kilowatthour, or a few cents' worth of electric
power. The rate, however, at which the
energy is dissipated is another matter.
When it is remembered that the time required is measured in millionths of a second, the rate of dissipation (or the power)
becomes enormous. The power in one
stroke may be equivalent to all the power
generated in the United States in a month.

Lightning Rods
In the United States lightning kills 400
people annually on an average, and ~,500
more suffer injuries. Your chance of being
killed by lightning is about one in 390,000.
In 1921 the U. S. Board of Fire Underwriters gave lightning the sixth place in
importance among the causes of fire. The
annual loss from lightning-induced fires
is estimated to be from twelve to fifteen million dollars. By far the greatest
loss occurs from buildings not protected
by properly installed lightning rods.
Structures having steel framework need
not have rod protection, since the framework itself, if well grounded, provides excellent protection.
Lightning rods must be properly installed and maintained over the years if
protection is desired permanently. Improperly installed rods are a hazard to life and
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property rather than a protection. There
are two prime requisites in orderto achieve
reliability. First, they must be continuous
throughout without breaks or corroded"
joints from the highest point of the building and in as direct a line as possible to
groWld, and, second, the groWld connection must be deep enough to connect with
permanently moist earth and should preferably consist of an area covered rather
than .just a point termination. The area
a lightning rod may be expected to protect
can be determined by visualizing a cone
around the rod and resting on the ground
and having a base diameter equal to four
times the height.

Self-Protection
What should one do if caught in a thunderstorm? If you -are in a modern building
having a steel framework you are relatively safe. In any other kind of building, re-member, keep away from any chimney or
open fireplace; especially so if there is a
column of heated air or smoke rising up
the chimney. The heated air rises high
above the building, thus . offering an excellent target for lightning to strike the
building and you. If in an auto, stay inside
and keep the doors closed. The metal all
about you will prevent lightning from
striking you directly; the only possible
harm that might come to you would be
from secondary effects should lightning
strike nearby. Occupants of an all-metal
plane in flight are protected in a similar
.
'
manner. Do not run to an Isolated
tree
for
shelter, particularly not to an oak tree;
in a grove of trees it is safer. Along an
embankment, in a cave, at the bottom
of a deep valley, or lying prone upon the
ground it is quite safe. Many a golfer has
been killed by lightning while swinging
high overhead his metal club. Fishermen,
too, invite death by lightning when casting
a metal pole while thunder clouds are over·
23

feITed to believe that such buildings somehow miraculously offered them protection.
When one becomes more familiar with
the nature of lightning and thunder, then
the fleeing to church buildings and the
ringing of their bells becomes: a most
foolish, yes, a hazardous practice. Instead,
the passing of a spectacular thunderstorm
during some warm summer evening becomes a magnificent theatrical display,
not to be feared but to be admired and respected as another manifestation of the
majesty of the great Creator's handiwork.

head. Keep away from all metal fences.
Centuries ago it was common practice
in many countries for frightened people to
flee to church buildings and rely upon
these buildings and the ringing of their
bells to protect them from harm. Inscriptions -found on some church bells indicate
that they were dedicated to "ward off lightning and malignant demons". Strangely
enough, even after many occasions when
chureh buildings with their tall steeples
were struck by lightning and the bell
ringers killed, yet the credulous people pre-

Shipwreck
Close to land-far :h'om safety
By '"Awokel" correspondent in Lebanon

T ABOUT 5 a.m. Monday mornIng, December 22, 1952, the French liner, Champollion, was nearing the port of Beirut, Lebanon. There were some 320 passengers and
crew ahoard ship. Some of these were Egyp·
tian and French pilgrims going to the "holy
land" for Christmas. Through the heavy mist
the ship inched its Way toward the harbor.
Mistaking an airport beacon light for the
port entrance light, which was actually some
four miles farther to the north, the captain
guided his ship to Sudden tragedy. A shock
was felt. All engines were commanded to be
rever-sed! But the command came too late.
A second and a third shock followed as the
vessel ran agroWld. Though shore was but a
few yards away, safety was a long way off.
4l. An angry sea and surf made the boat
unapproachable. Every effort to contact the
Ship with a cable failed. At noon the giant
hull gave way to the pounding sea and tons
af ail covered the surface of the raging waters.
Eyewitnesses stated that "our hope was kept
up by the sight of the people ashoI'e and by
the rescue attempts all day ... but after each
failure our hearts sank".
4L On Tuesday morning, after spending a
cold, wet night, many of the passengers became impatient and lost all hope of rescue
and urged the captain to let them bravethe sea and swim to shore, which appeared
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to be but a few feet away. The captain consented. About sixty passengers and crew
divr-d into the water and headed for shore.
Only forty·six surVived.
4l. It was not until Tuesday afternoon that
a small pilot boat fought its way through the
dangerous current!:; and came alongside the
crippled monster lying on its side. From the
tens of thousands gathered on the shore that
witnessed this drama .a loud sigh of relief
went up. A burst of applause and shouts of
"Az66rnf" "Azeemf" ("Great!" "Great!") could
be heard. This hazardous journey was executed successfully three times, taking the
last of the ship's survivors.
4l. About the same time a small power launch
have into view and began its round trips
from shore to boat, taking about twenty pas·
sengers to safety on each trip. On its ,third
trip, it was hoisted high Into the air by a
giant wave and the ,assengers were tossed
into the rolling surf. A surge of bystanders
(some 100 volunteer swimmers) r"shed to
'" to aid
the shoal and plunged into the sur!
lhe struggling victims. Only one of the nim··
teen was lost.
tI. Today, to look across the placid water
that separates the Champollion from the
shore it is unbelievable that suc:h a tragedy
did occur. These tragedies will not happen in
the new world, because its Master is the One
whom "even the winds and the sea obey"
~Matthew 8:24·27, New World Tranll.
AWAKE!

False Teaching Blasphemes God

s

ONE becomes acquainted with the
true God, Jehovah, he learns to love
him. He then feels as did the psalmist
when he exclaimed: "Oh that men would
praise Jehovah for his lovingkindness, and
for his wonderful works to the children of
men!" (Psalm 107:8, Am. Stan. Ver.) It
could not be otherwise, for his Word as
well as visible creation, animate and inanimate, all testify to his attributes, showing
bim to be not only the God almighty, most
high,' all-wise, and the fountain of life, but
also a God perfect in justice and love.
In striking contrast with this testimony
of God's two books, his written Book; the
Bible, and the "book of nature", are the
false teachings of men that fly in the face
of reason and blaspheme God. A case in
point recently appeared in the public press
in New York city. A little girl of ten years,
Dorothy Grudzinski by name, was hanging
up the family washing from a fourth-story
fire escape when she lost her balance, toppled over and fell to the ground fatally
injured.
Telling about the funeral service the
New York Daily Mirror, December 19,
1952, stated: "The world stood still for
45 minutes yesterday inside a Brooklyn
church while three priests chanted a Solemn Requiem for a ten-year-old girl who
was well known to her teachers and schoolmates as a saint. ,. The report. bearing the
heading, "Rites Held for Tragedy Victim,
Girl 'God Needed as Angel'," quoted the
Catholic priest as saying: "Our neighborhood has been shocked and stunned at this
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great tragedy. God wanted another angel
and He took Dorothy. Dorothy had been
picked by God to remain with her parents
just this length of time. Then he cal1ed her
to serve Him at this Christmas time."
First of all, note the inconsistency of
the position taken by the priest. Here we
are told that God wanted an angel and
that this child is now an angel in heaven.
If that were God's will and the girl realized
such a glorious destiny. without having to
spend any time in purgatory, why should
all be stunned and shocked at what God
did? That simply does not make sense.
Besides, is that the best that God can
do toward populating heaven? Cause little
girls to topple from fourth-story fire escapes, be fatally injured, suffer much pain
and die, shock and stun a neighborhood
and plunge her family into grief, just so
he can have another angel in heaven, when
he already has so many up there? Yes, at
Daniel 7: 10 we read that Daniel saw a
vision of Jehovah God seated on a throne
and "thousand thousands ministered unto
him, and ten thousand times ten thousand
stood before him".
Nor are we to think that those 101 million seen in Daniel's vision include all the
angelic hosts. At Revelation 9: 16 we are
told that just the angelic warriors that
followed Christ Jesus into battle were "two
myriads of myriads", or 200 million. (See
New World Translation, footnote.) With
such hosts in heaven. can we imagine God's
planning to let a little girl live on earth
for just ten years and then snuffing out
her life by an accident so as to have just
one more in that host? What nonsense!

Not only nonsense, but what blasphemyl
The prophet Nathan,' in calling to King
David's attention his great transgression,
drove home his point by means of an illustration wherein a rich man who had many
flocks took the only sheep of his nei~hbor
when he needed one to feed a guest.
(2 Samuel 12:1-9) David was properly incensed at such an expression of selfishness
and so got the full force of the rebuke
when it was pointed out that he ha~ done
the same thing. With all the great flocks
of heavenly creatures, can we imagine God
deliberately taking a lamb, a young child,
from its parents so as to get another
angel? If he needed more could he not
create more, even as he created angels in
the first place? God is love. He has a
heart.-James 5:11; 1 John 4:8.
The fact is that God has nothing to do
with accidents, such as this, that befall
mankind. Accidents are caused by carelessness, poor judgment, lack Qf foresight,
fatigue, 'human or machine failure,' but
not by Jehovah God, and certainly not just
to take little children to heaven. At the
present time he is not even bringing accidents to punish the wicked. Jesus clearly
showed that in commenting 'upon the Galileans whose blood Pilate had mixed with
their sacrifices and the eighteen upon
whom the tower in Siloam fell; 'they were
not proved worse sinners or debtors because these things befell them. '-Luke
13:1-4, New World Trans.
According to the Roman Catholic Weekly, Our Sunday Visitor, February 3, 1952,
Adam had been told that if he remained
faithful he and all his posterity would
eventually "be taken to heavenly Paradise,
where they would share all the glory of
God's own home"; and that the Devil ;mew
"that human beings were destined to fill
the places vacated by the rebel angels".
But where is there a single Scripture text
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to suppo~ such assertions? Search from
Genesis through Revelation and you will
not find one,' And are we to col).clude from
that, for every human creature that gains
heav.en there will be an ang~l doomed because of 'rebellion? According to Catholic
teaching that would involve billions!
Call to mind the time when all the male
children of two years old and younger
were slahl at King Herod's decree. Did God
prophetically tell those mothers not to
weep because he, needing more angels,
had taken these tots to heaven? No-God
was no more responsible for their death
than he was for the death of little Dorothy.
What was the comfort that God's
prophet brought those mothers back
there? "Refrain thy voice from weeping,
and thine eyes from tears; for thy work
shall be rewarded, saith Jehovah; and they
shall come again from the land of the enemy. And there is hope for thy latter end,
saith Jehova)1; and thy children shall
come again to their own border." (Jeremiah 31:16, 17, Am. Stan. Ver.; Matthew
2:17, 18) Yes, not to heaven at death do
such children go, but to the graves or
memory of God, to come again to where
they had been, to their own border. "Do
not marvel at this, because the hour is
coming in which all those in the, memorial
tombs will hear his voice and come but,
those who did good things to a resurrection
of life, those who practiced vile things to a
resurrection of judgment."-John 5:28,
29. New World Trans.
To tell mourning parents that God
wanted their child as an angel and therefore took it by means of an accident betrays a willingness to blaspheme the God
of love so as to flatter the vanity of creatures. Ostensibly done' to bring comfort,
such false teaching _does not bring true
comfort, but turns reasonable persons
away from God.
AWAKE!

by icy arctic blasts and in which will be
found giant and menacing, and yet beauFF the east coast of Canada lies the tiful, icebergs even in July.
, cold and rugged island of NewfoundThese humble and sincere folk learn
land. Its rocky and forbidding coast was from youth to face hardship, storms, shiPi
probably the first part of the Americas to wreck and death. Not being subjected tQ
be known to Europeans, but so uninviting the sophistication and cynicism of the
is much of its terrain that it is still largely twentieth century, the Newfoundlanders'
uninhabited. In the main, settlements are consider themselves an earnest, intenseconfined to rocky harhors along the coast, ly honorable and God-fearing people with
where humble fisherfolk manage to eke a strong faith in the Scriptures and
out a meager living from the sea, with in their Creator. These fine qualities, howoccasionally a little lumbering, farming ever, cannot be credited to any religious
and mining to help them out.
organization, for they have been neglected
OnlY in 1949 did Newfoundland become spiritually because of their poverty.
the tenth province of Canada. This union
Jehovah's witnesses have seen this need
has resulted in increased Canadian interest of the good people of Newfoundland. and
in the island and has brought in many new in recent years have !!lent every effort
companies that are interested in develop- toward helping them. educating and asing the many natural resources still large- sisting them toward a knowledge and aply untapped. NewfOlUldland is also bec~m preciation of the Bible. To this end an alert
ing well known to world travelers passmg missionary purchased a plane to travel
by air from America to Europe, since most about this rugged country of Newfoundflights from North America stop over at land and Labrador. When he lands his
Gander, "the crossroads of the world."
pontoon-equipped plane on a small harbor,
The island is triangular in shape, with practically the entire populace will come
each side being about three hundred miles down to the shore to welcome him. Taking
long. The whole area is 42,700 square miles. advantage of the audience he often delivers
The east coast of the mainland, known as a Bible talk, standing either on the ponLabrador. whose shore is ,lined with gran- toon or on the shore. Many requests are
ite cliffs towering as much as a mile high, received for additional visits and Bible
is also under the administration of the talks by this "flying preacher", as this
government of Newfoundland. Both New- missionary is generally known.
foundland and Labrador are covered with
If his visits are not long enough, this is
lakes and rivers and clothed with beautiful quickly drawn to his attention. On one
timber.
occasion he and his companion we're calIThe earliest memories of a Newfound- ing from house to house in an outlying
lander are of the sea. Not the calm and harbor preaching the good neWS of the
azure sea of the tropics but a sea whipped Kingdom. Shortly after his arrival one of

Newfoundland
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the local residents was seriously injured
and required immediate hospitalization.
The missionary agreed to make a mercy
flight to bring the man to the nearest
hospital. Thinking that the ministers were
both leaving a number quickly made their
way to the plane, complaining: "You can't
leave yet; you haven't come to see me
_I live in that white house." "Yes, and
I live in the red house-you haven't been
there either," said another, etc. They were
somewhat mollified when the "flying
preacher" explained that his companion
would remain behiild to continue his visits
to them.
Recently a man of Eskimo blood became
one of Jehovah's witnesses and is very
anxious to return to the Arctic to preach
to his own people. A fligbt into the far
north is now projected and it is hoped
that soon more sheep will be discovered,
even in the grim and frozen reaches of the
.Arctic.
The Watch Tower Society. ever awake to
the urgent need :lOr Biblical training in all
parts of the world, has for several years
had the boat Hope manned by sincere and
earnest ministers traveling to lonely harbors and settlements to bring the people
the comfort and hope of the kingdom of
God. Through storms, fog, virtually impassable seas, in danger from Arctic floes
and hidden shoals, these faithful ministers
have battled their way to bring a message
of real and everlasting life to the people.
Preaching from on board ship raises
problems not normally encountered by
missionaries in other parts of the world.
Let us for one day travel with the crew
of the Hope as they advertise and put on
a public lecture, 7: 30 p.m., at the little
village of Jersey Harbor.
Two missionaries disembark in the
morning at this village and spend the day
visiting the people, conducting Bible studies
2~

and inviting all to the lecture in the eve-ning. The skipper and one helper cruise
'along the shore to neighbOring settlements,
announcing through loud-speakers that a
talk will be given at a certain place. Several small villages are viSited, announcement is made to a small fishing fleet returning with its catch, a few isolated
homes are reached along the way, and
toward evening they run back through the
rolling Atlantic breakers to Jersey Harbor.
Then waiting for the time of the lecture
-will these people come? Long before the
time they begin to arrive. Motor launches
come in from some nearby villages. A
couple of dories are seen rowing laboriously across the bay; other people are seen
walking along the shore and down from
the town. The boats are tied at the wharf
and all listen attentively, seated on the
stages of the rocks, to the speaker on
board the Hope as he addresses them on
the subject "Why Is the' Bible Practical
for Our Day?"
Missionaries go ashore afterward to
visit among the people and many appreciative expressions are heard. Some eager- ,
ly obtain Bibles and Bible study aids, that
they may learn more about Jehovah's
kingdom of righteousness. The missiol!aries feel richly rewarded for the day's
efforts.
Thus Jehovah's witnesses in Newfound-

land overcome the various obstacles so as
to be able to bring the truth to men of
good will, and Jehovah's blessing upon
their efforts is manifest. And so also in
Newfoundland are fulfilled the words of
Jeremiah 16:16 (Am. Stan. Ver.): "Behold, I will send for many fishers, saith
Jehovah, and they shal] nsh them up; and
afterward I will send for many hunters,
and they shall hunt them from every mountain, and from every hill, and out of the
clefts of the rocks,"
AWAKE!

Stalin Dies, Malenkov In
~ His real name was Josef
V. DjugashvilL He had been a
student for the Russian Ortho·
dox priesthood, a Siberian exile, a revolutionist and the
leader of the greatest Russian
state that ever existed. No
other statesman of modem
times has led his nation for
a perIod longer than the 29
years J. V. Stalin ruled. Re·
vered as an omnipotent, living
god, he was called "our fa·
ther". Yet, after a severe illness of less than four days,
death struck {3/5l. The next
day 51.year.old Georgi Maxi·
milianovich Malenkov was
named the new Soviet leader.
What effect this will have on
the international situation is
not yet known.
Which Way Now?
~ In 1952, for nearly three
months the U.N. General Assembly tried to reach a com·
promise on the Korean truce.
It failed. So, when the Gen·
eral Assembly reconvened
(2/24), the Korean problem
still overshadowed all others.
In a crisp twelve·minute speech
(2/25)- the U. S. delegate said
the Soviet Union "is deter·
mined to carryon the war to
the last Chinese"; and that,
since it does not want peace,
"there is little point in reo
formulating at this session
the principles on which that
[truce] resolution was based."
"Failure to end the fighting
APRIL 8, 195.1

in Korea," he said, "is due to
the frankly announced desire
of the Communists to continue
the war."
Investigations Prompt Panic
~ Much recent U. S. political
hIstory was written by con·
gressional investigations. With
the change in administrations,
these did not slack ·off. Sena·
tor McCarthy, noted for polito
ically explosive investigations
of communism,
uncovered
some startling information in
his investigation into "subver·
sian and mismanagement" of
the Voke of America; but
public criticism surged over
his word's becoming law.
Whatever he did not like was
immediately stopped. When
he attacker} the use of even
those communistic statements
that could be turned against
the Kremlin, the state depart·
ment promptly banned them..
Said the New York Times:
"We do not intend to stand
by without protest while Senator McCarthy proceeds to
throw monkey wrenc:)les into
the federal government's entire information program, to
the ultimate benefit of the
Communist world."

year-old white girl, but had
"leered" at her from a distance of 60 feet. "The trial was
a subject for widespread Com·
munlst propaganda, which
claimed the U. S. has two kinds
of justice for two kinds of
color. The original sentence
was light, but the North Carolina supreme court threw out
the conviction entirely (2/25),
saying, "We cannot convict
him of a criminal offense for
what may have been in his
mind."
International Baby Racket
~ Why were so many very
young babies leaving Canada
by air? Immigration officials
wanted the answer. One family at the Toronto airport had
neither food nor a change of
diapers, and when inquisitive
officials put the "parents" on
the spot (2/26) they discovered
that baby smugglers had been
working for months across the
Canada·U. S. border. From 20
to 100 tots had been provided
10 babyless parents in the U. S.
Immigration officials on both
sides of the border were co·
operating "With the police In an
effort to crack the Interna·
tional baby·racket ring.
Massacre Splits France
~

Alsace is German In language, French in sympathies.
Hitler took It in ,1940 and
drafted 130,000 Alsatians into
his army. In February, 20
members of a German Elite
Guard division, two· thirds AI·
satians, were sentenced by a
military court at Bordeaux for
participating in a hOrrible
massacre of men, women and
. children in Oradour·sur·Glane,
June 10, 1944. Alsace, with its
.fierce pride, was provoked to
storm over its citizens' being
grouped with Germans under
a common war crimes charge.
The French chamber of depu·
A Racial Wrong Righted
ties passed a bill (2/18) that
~ Last Novemberanall·white
provided amnesty for aU Alsa·
jury took only 58 minutes to tians drafted into the German
convict a lanky 45·year·old forces, in effect, pardoning the
North Carolina Negro of as- thirteen conscripted Alsatians.
sault. He had not touched, Remembering the horror of
chased or spoken to the 17· 642 deaths, Oradour waS pro·
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yoked to stonn and angrily reo
turned the Legion of Honor
medal it had been awarded
after the brutal massacre.
BeIlJlOld Abduction in France

p<.~' Cb.lt of the population.
namely, "safeguards" against
Their tl.erce resistance finally court "intrigues" against him.
won out (2/24) when a leading He bas held power by threatmember of the Federal Execu- ening, appeals to the people
tive Councll disclosed that 1ur- and by Playing opposing palltther collectivization in Yugo- leal groups against each
slavia would be abandoned and other. The majority of the
emphasis laid on voluntary poverty-stricken people have
farm co-operatives through had little to say about their
which farmers could obtain . country's destiny, except as an
mechanization and dispose of occasional mob is whipped up
their crops.
by one demagogue or another.

.. Even the French National
~sembly censidered debating
(3/3) the kidnaping of two
Jewish SODS who had been left
in a' municlpal home when
their parents were killed in
1944. In 1948 the then S. and
A Royal Right to M1U'derf
7-year-old lads were baptized Israel versus Arab
Cathollcs. When a court re- .. A report concerning the .. Things are changing in
cently ordered them turned border between Israel and Jor- Pakistan. Munawarr Jehan
over to their relatives in Is- dan say~: ''Each day, with Begum, senIor wife of the
rael the Roman Catholic head brutal monotony, half a dozen exiled Nawab of Junagadh,
of the home refused to give people die there." Refugee was jailed! She was, however,
them up. They were smuggled Arabs raId across the border given two cells and allowed
through France and into to pluck a few oranges from her own linen, radio and elecSpain.' The pollee arrested groves that were formerly; tric fan, a maid, a male serv15 accomplices, including six theirs, or to Uberate some cat- ant and two nieces to accompriests and two mothers su- tle or irrigation pipe. Israelis pany her. "In Junagadh," she
perior, but lost the children's raid back, shooting up the said, "500 servants cleaned my
trail. The Assembly dId not Arabs. However, in January palace. r did what I liked with
debate when it was declared when Jordan refused to re- them. Today I am being arthat the government was pros- turn three Israeli soldier:s and rested for the murder of a 13ecuting those responsible and a civilian, two Israeli platoons year·old chattel. What impu·
was still searching for the lads. pounded the village of Falama dence!" The reason for her
with machine-gun fire and crime? Why, a· 13·year-old
'!'be Clhurch and Coeducation
peasant-born maid had
.. Religious issues were in- hand grenades for 90' minutes. usurped the royal privy. The
they clobbered the vilvolved (2/28) in ~ain's an· Later
scared child had been beaten,
nounced rnodernizauun of Its lage with mortar shells for shackled, tortured, red pepper
three hours, then sent warhigh school system_ The CathiOr£-ed into her rectum, and
olic Church will keep govern- planes over Jordan. Fearlng left by the Begum, who said:
ment inspectors out of its that the peace was .!\bout to "Let that daughter of a bitch
schools; the government will end, the U. S. expressed deep die." The Begum's lawyer
only confirm the church-ap- concern over these forays and pointed out that she had sufpointed inspectors. Formerly said it could conclude that fered grievously in mind and
boys and girls were segre- they were only a calculated Is- body in Karachi's jail, so she
gated in elementary schools, raeli policy. Israel, strongly was fined only 6,000 rupees
but the church, which does depending on outside support, ($1,830-a few days' income)
said nothing about the U. S.
not want them together in . note,
but promptly stopped the and sentenced to imprisonment
high schools either, also won
"until the court rises". The
its demands against coeduca- illegal flights.
court rose and she went home
tion.
Turbulence In Teheran
saying, "Allah Akbar/" ("God
Collective Fanns Falter
.. Iran's stormy politics is great"). Behind her the
.. Establlshing collective seethed again when the street crowd cursed.
tarms Is a basic Communist mobs of Teheran thought the
plan. Resistance by the peas- shah of Persia was preparing Two Reports from China
ants has been high. In Russia to abdicate and sided With .. The first: General1ssimo
it took half a decade of bitter him against Premier Moham- Chiang Kai-shek said in a
struggle, loss of farm capital med Mossadegh. Pajama·clad 7,OQO·word statement (2/28),
and even hUman lives to make Mossadegh fled a howling mob "the moment of our countercollectivIzation victorious; in (2/28), then fought stubbornly attack" against Red China "is
eastern EUrope the struggle to restore his political grip as drawing nearer and nearer",
still goes on. In Yugoslavia other street mobs took his and "feverish preparations are
71.8 per cent of the total out- side. He was promised a vote being made for counter-atput still comes from private of confidence in the Majlis tacking the mainland". Leaffanners, the highly individual· (parliament) but insisted that lets stating this were dropped
istlc peasants who compose 70 he wanted more than this,
over the mainland by
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Nationalist planes. Other
authorities, however, thought
the attack would await addi·
tional naval and air support.
The second: The Burmese
army began an all-out offen·
sive along a 35D-mlle front to
trap and crush the 10,000 to
20,000 Nationalist Chinese in·
vaders of Burma, whom they
say are armed with the latest
U. S. carbines, mortars and
machine guns. These Chinese,
driven from their land by the
Reds three 'years ago, recent·
ly whipped up their activities
against Burmese outpdsts, mil·
itary detachments and police
stations. Chiang's "forgotten
army" is running a raiding
servi~e in an allen land.

*gresses
In nine successive Con·
consideration has been
New States for U. S.?

given to statehood desires of
Hawaii or Alaska. The republicans generally favor Hawaii,

which has elected republican
delegates to cong~s since
1934. Democrats favor Alaska,
which has elected' democratic
delegates since 1932. President
Eisenhower requested action
on Hawaiian statehood, but
did not mention Alaska. Per·
haps Hawaii will now make it.
lt was also discovered that
150 years ago Congress somehow neglected formally ad·
mitting Ohio as a state, Feb·
ruary 23, when Ohio congress·
men urged early action on
this, Alaska's voteless dele·
gate quipped that Ohio should
"take its place in line".
Meall1-Watered DOWR!

*today's
Problems of all sizes face
world, but for ten days
housewives on Avenue del Bra·
sil in Tijuana, MexiCO, recent·
ly had a new one. When they
went to cook their meals they
found someone had tampered

with the gas company's service lines, and every time the
cooking gas was turned. on,
water came shooting out of
the stove.
What a. World!
The U.N.'s inability to get
nations to reason, the dirt of
political investigations and
their tmwise methods, the jus·
tification of war crimes, fail·
ure of political systems,
slaughter along nation'a! fron·
tiers, violence and brutality
all show up In even a brief
look at the world. What is
there to really look forward
to? Overconfidence and self·
security are misfounded. Fi·
nancial and political stability
are unsure. The only sure
thing, comes from God who
has, happily, promised to short·
ly end such injustice and
establish righteousness and
peace!

*
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Life In a New World
Did you ever dream that what was once the perfection
and glory of life in the garden of Eden might be reborn and
spread earth~wide? That is what the Bible predicts! The growing~
old process will cease, and men will return to the freshness of
youth. Even many of those now dead will be given opportunity
to live forever in this neW world. The pocket-size tract pictured
above, in color, devotes six pages to giving a brief Scriptural
presentation regarding this opportunity for life in a new world of God's building. It
is just what you need for spreading good riews among friends, relatives and even
strangers with whom you come in contact. In a world of pessimism this tract brings
hope. Ask for tract No.8, Life in a New World. Return coupon below with your
remittance.
WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Enclosed is the sum ol $ ........

Please send me 0 200 for 2Sc; 0 500 for 41k: 0 1,000 for 73c of the tract
Li/8 In a New World.
Street and Number

Route and Ho,,- ,

Name,

fir

City ~,

7.one No ......... State """ .. "...........
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F YOU are a lover of the Sacred Scriptures, you need
not be dismayed by the raging controversy over the
merits and failings of recent widely publicized Bible translations. Amid..;;t heated dispute regardi'ng the fidelity of
other translations, the NEW WORLD TRANSLATION
OF THE CHRISTIAN GREEK SCRIPTURES stands forth as a meritorious and scholarly work. It inspires faith in the Almighty God, whose name is JEHOVAH, and in
his marvelous purposes toward mankind. Translated by men not bound, harassed and
harnessed by centuries-old religious dogmas, it clearly and accurately conveys to you
what Christ and his disciples said or wrote. You will find the New World Translation
expressive and forceful reading. Consider this actual-size specimen of 2 Timothy 3.
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But know this, that in the last days'" critical
times hard to deal with will be here.· 2 For
men will be 10vergO of tl;lemselves, lovers of
.
h aughy,
t ' blasph emers, RO
money, seIf~assummg,
disobedient'" to parents, without gratitude, with
no 10ving~kindness,D a having no natural affec~
tion, not, open to any agreement," slanderers, 0
without self~control,o fierce, without love of
g oodness, 0+ (betrayers, headstrong , puffed up
with self ~esteem, lovers of pleasuresEll rather
than lovers of God,' ~ having a form of godly<'
devotion" but proving false to its power;' and
from these tum away.D 6 For from these arise
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The translation contains thousands of cross references and ehain references on outstand·
ing Bible subjects, doctrines, words, etc. Footnotes furnish a critical apparatus. Bound in green
leatherette and embossed with gold leaf, it is attractive in appearance. A remittance of only $1.50
will bring it to your home.
WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1. N.Y.

Enclosed is $1.50. Please send me one <:opy of the New World Translation 01 too Ohristlan (Preek Scriptures.
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AWAKE!

FREEDOM COMES,
AND FREEDOM GOES
There is a limit to what can be endured

.......

North Sea on Rampage
Moon, storm and sea combine to form freakish disaster

-- ."
Intelligence, the Guide to Marriage
An ounce of common sense overcomes a pound of difficulties
If• • _".

Does Democracy Exist Today?
Between theory and practice
there may be a difference
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THE MISSION Ol' THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able ·to keep you awake to the vU:MlIllUU
of our time!: must he unfettered by cmllorship and selfish int.lrest..,
"Awa.kel" hM no fetters. 1t .re~s facts. faCes fact.s, is free to
publish £a.c:ts. It is not bound by political ambitions or obIi~ationll; it is
unhampered by Mverl:tsers whose toes must not he trocfdllo on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may gpeak freely to you. But it does. not abuse itl freedom. It
maintAins int~l"ity

to truth.

"Awake'" wes the regulAr news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Ita own correspondents are on all continente, in scores of nations.
From the four corner. of the earth thefr uncensored,. on-the~8aenes
reports come to you throu~h these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow. bUt is internationa1. It is read in many natioos, in maoy
lan~~es. by plI!:rsons of all ~es. Throu~h its pa~es many fields of
knowl~ pass in review-~overnment. commerce, religion, history,
~aphy. science, social conditions. natural wonders-why, its cover..
~ is All broad AS the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
"AW"akel" pled~ ibelf to righteous principles, to expo8in~ hidden
(oes and subtle danl!!ers. to c~pionind medom (or all, to comfortin~
mourners and fltren~thenin~ those disneartened by the fallures of a
delinquent world, re£l.ectin~ sure hope for the estabfishment of a ri~ht
eO\l6 New World.
Get acquainted With "Awakel" Keep awake by readin~ "Awakel"
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"Now it is high time to awake. '!-Romans 13:11

Freedom

Come~,

and Freedom Goes

By "Awake!" corr,lpandent in Paklslern

T HAD to come. Some time it had to
come. There is a limit to what can be
endured, and when that limit is reached,
then something, somewhere, must give beneath the strain. For five long years now
the gap between the rulers and the ruled
has widened. A danger at any time, this.
But how much_ more so when that gap is
filled with an oppressive and corrupt executive, a ponce force concerned with its
own and not the people's welfare!
True, under the guidance of Mr. Mo-

I

hammed Ali Jinnah, a good start had been
made by Pakistan. Early he had established a legislative assembly with a dual
role to play: first, to frame a constitution
for the country, and, second, until that be,

they know they will never be retul"l1ed to
their seat. So long as a constitution is not
forthcoming, so long is their seat assured.
In this way has the land of promised freedom turned into one of further bondage.
Soon after the establishment of Pakistan the beloved "father" of the nation,
Mohanuned Ali Jinnah, died. In his shoes
as premier trod Liaquat-Alt.Iffian, also
well respected by most. His life ended tragically with his assassination in October,
1951. His death left the nation with few
at the helm who held the general respept
of the people.
After the assassination there has followed much frustration and sickening disappointnlent, with the result that noW in
many minds there exists a conflict of
whether longer to support the Moslem
government that many had died to establish, or whether to turn against it. Slowly

completed to operate as an interim government. But with the passage of time the
first became eclipsed by the second, SO
that Pakistan today is, seeming.ly. no and gl"aduall'Y man., h.av~ 'BWIlng iy()!'tL tine
nearer its constitution than it was then, view to the other. Conditions during 1952
for the assembly has settled down to a have worsened in a way that the poorest
permanent ruJing of the country. The peo- can understand: food shortages, desperate
ple, consequently, find themselves with no housing conditions,' general mismanagelegal powers either to change or to ad- ment and corruption; until today men and
monish the effete rule that has settled leaders of thought are loud in their exover them. Members of the Assembly are pressions of dissatisfaction and disappoint~
quite content to have things drift this way ment. Newspaper editorials frequently call
unendingly. Sardar Shaukat Hayat Khan, attention to the existing state of affairs.
M. L. A., himself assured the writer of this The man in the street has lost heart. Bearticle that the members of the Assembly fore passing on, shall we see some of the
fear an election for the conviction that reasons why?
APRIL !ele, '1953
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Causes lor Discontent
If for an ideal you had given

dent. Poor people are being harassed at
every~

thing you possess, property. land, loved
ones. health. yes, and risked your life in
the hope that your generation might see
a better state of affairs, would you like to
end up living in a vermin-infested shelter
thrown together with sackcloth and rusty
corrugated iron, have your children play
in !Streets that run with fetid sewage be~
cause those responsible lack either the
ability or the interest to have the sewers
repaired, see sickness and foul diseases on
every hand. perhaps be without employment, and then when you go to draw your
meager ration of grain or sugar be made
to return again and again, while you
know those with the money can go to the
next shOp and purchase all they want on
the black market? I say, would you like
to experience all of this and then see the
ones you know are responsible for your
distressing condition ride past in luxurious
cars, well fed and happy? Do you think
that your regard for well-mouthed slogans
such as "the brotherhood of Islam" would
long continue to blind your eyes?
Or would you like it if in desperation
you took a job pulling a cycle ricksha the
day long. or perhaps trundled a hawker's
handcart around the city, and then because in your simple village life you had
never learned anything about traffic signals you faUed to observe some sigRaI,
have the traffic cop come to you and administer an arbitrary beating? I am asking you, would you? Or do you think I
exaggerate? If so, then ask anyone who has
been in Karachi any length of time, or
read the following letter published in the
Karachi Evening Times, July 6, 1952:
"I was one of the horrified witnesses of
the pitiable incident near the Taj Mahal
Talkies on 1-7-51 when a police constable
batoned a ricksha-walla to unconsciousness. This is by no means a solitary inci4

every nook and corner. Is it for this that
we built Pakistan? Are we 'citizens of a
free and democratic state'? When will the
police realize that it is the servant of the
people?
"Yours etc.
"Horrified."
Or would you feel at all attached to a
police force you knew to be corrupt, that.
would let you get away with anything so
long as you paid their price? No man
worthy of the name could possibly live in
this city without soon feeling heartsick
out of compassion for the poor of the land.
One calls to mind 811 they bave gone
through, all they have sacrificed that they
might achieve this ideal of an Islamic
brotherhood. They struggled for freedom,
they obtained a worse bondage; they offered their lives for an ideal, and often
lost them to some vile, preventable disease;
they sacrificed all, obtained nothing. And
aU that because the ones in authority have
lost the ability to care. Is it any marvel
that feelings at times run high?

The Government Angle
Even so, the blame cannot always be
laid entirely at the door of the governing
body. True, it has failed to achieve its objective, but not always through faults of
its own. One has only to recall the circumstances prevailing when they took over
power, that. they inherited a task Himalayan in proportions, faced problems perhaps unequaled in any other land. The
country was SWitching OVer from war to
peacetime condWons; the land was rent
by civil war; the nation was being divided
into two separate states, involving problems of boundaries, sharing of national
assets, dividing of government personnel;
it had on its hands the largest refugee influx of all history; its national economy
was at a dangerously low ebb; its transport
AWAKE!

facilities were worn out in war service; it
had hardly a building to house the newly
fonned government departments. hardly a
pen to write with; members of the government and civil service were in the large
untrained and inexperienced in government affairs; they inherited nothing in experience or materials from predecessors
in office, for there were none. No, alJ things
considered, they did remarkably well.
Even su ttu>n' 1'.1'l"t' lIIany chinks in the
goveI'llIIlPfI( annor. Corruption rapidly set
ill. Puhlil' S('nllflals were frequent. :\,ot
tTl!'I"!'ly gross inefficiency. but often a Jack
of (lily HPIISP of responsibility settled upon
thf'HI. 'fhpsp things were too ovel't to be
hirl SI]l'('('ssfully from the shrewd eyes ot
the Pakistarti :\I!oslem. The gra~s oncc
green with hope began to withel' nnd die,
needing only a spark to set l'alustan's
jungle ablaze, That spark came.
It came In a form banTlII'.~S PIlIt1!gh in
Itself. The Karachi stwll'r1( lIm1y WflS rlissatisfied with It'll' ,WllllDI ft'ps i! must pay,
with the lack of hOI Ising provisions. with
the corrulll In'nl'l il'p (Ir sf'leding text\xtoks
by graft, lUll trlt'l"i1. To seek a J"emed), for
these thirr)2;S lIlPy ilITiln;,~,l~d an ordel'iy proI't:'ssiull 111 til!' houlie of th(' educational
lllini.~lpr·, Mr. Fazlur Rahman. Fol' some
r'f'ASOn not. dear the police were given 01'defli to prevent this procession's reaching
its objective. A clash became inevitable.

Three Hectic Days
It came in three successive waves. each
worse than the one befOI'C, January 7, 8, 9,
1953. The first day wns relatively quiet
With a moderate usc of tear gas the procession was dispersed, But now the ire
of the students was roused, their youth
challenged. So the next day they formed
themselves again into a procession and this
time reached the popular, well-to-do shopping center of the city, E}phinstone Street,
where they fmmd the police firmly enAPRIL 21:', 1953

trenched and determined that they should
not proceed The students, to the contrary,
were determined that they would. So this
time, instead of wiUtdrawing when attacked with tear gas, they ,,('..attered into
surrounding side streetI' and then reassembled.
But the ori,£;inal band of two thuusand
stud(>nts no\,· swelled to many timt's that
number, added to by thousands of a sympathetic public. I\o longer, nuw, wa,<; it a
petitioning student body; nuw it had become a ;;uppressed and [llaltl'PRted populace angrily demonstl'atinr, itl' disapproval
of the exIsting l\'giJlle in general and of
the pollcl'
in IWl"ti("ular. The tables were
,
no\\' turned.
l1~rriedly barricading the streets
around, nnd with brickbats or similar
missiJell for arms, wave after wave of InI uriatcd citizens attacked the polil'e '>tl'Onghold. These would retaliate "'-ith 1aOri (ba.ton I eharges and with teal" gas, unt.il the
str('('ts around filled or emptied as t.he insurgents alternately allcll:ked <'Inri retreated
like an advancing and )'('('('(Iing ocean tide,
The pollee were nuw outnmnhered a thousand to one. Brit:k:. ann ~tones rained on
them from frUlIt ann ["PM and adjacent
housetops. Alarmed (It this development of
events the mitlistrr of the interior appeared ill 1Jt'I-son and attempted to reason
with thlo' cmwd; they responded by buming hi" Ill'W Cadillac to cinders.
Befol'e we proceed any further with this
report, let me deny the official explanation
made for this outburst winely circulated
in the American press that this was Communist-inspired. It has become a Cliche
these days to credit Russia with eVery
papuJar expression of dissatisfaction. No"
communism does not grow and will not
gro\1." on :Moslem soil. At best it can be a
rank, exotic weffl. The Moslem is too intensely religious to fall an easy victim to
godless communism.

Another explanation, current among the
upper classes, is that the riot was purely
one of gundas (hoodlums). But even this
does not entirely fit the facts of the case.
It is true a large element of gundas took
advantage of the situation for its own
ends, but unless we are to credit seventy
per cent of the population with being gunda8 we cannot say it was entirely these.
From persoI\al observation it appeared
that 'all the uneducated or lesser educated
classes were supporting the uprising.
So back .to our story. The students, now
alarmed at the torreot they had released,
withdrew. But not SO the general public.
Even now, had there been a saner head
directing the police activities, further disaster. might have been averted. A concession to the students' insistence upon a procession might have changed things. But
the police now folJowed a minor mistake
with a major one. Wb.ether because of exhausted supplies of tear gas or whether to
make an impression eannot be said, but
now they resorted to actual firing; first
into the air, then into the crowd, killing
eight persons that day and wounding
many.
Now it was war, out and out. Only the
calling Qut of the military and imposing
a measure of martial law by the imposing
of the British-made Section 144, which forbids the assembling of five or more persons, saved that day. With anned troops
at every street intersection Karachi be~
came reminiscent of the old anti-British
civil-disobedience dayS. Gradually all mobs
were dispersed by nightfall, and that night
:Karachl slept in precarious peace.
That it was precarious was shown by
the trend of events early next day. Crowds
began to assemble on the main streets
leading from the residential section to the
business quarters. These now declared a
hartal, the closing of all business as an expreSSion of mourning and disapproval.
6

This was a trick the present l'tllers had
taUgtlt the peopJe themselves back in the

anti-British campaigns. Shop after shop
yielded to these demands; those refuSing
were burned. The regular morning stream
of vehicles bearing workers to the city
was intercepted and forced to discharge
their load. Any drivers attempting to get
throtlgh were taken out and beaten. As
these vehicles stopped and acC1.lIllulated
and discharged their passengers, 110t alone
did they add to the congestion. Worse,
they added tens of thousands to help swell
the mobs.
Scared by the previous day's turn of
events, the police this day at first were
cautiOUs. When stoned with brickbats they
responded by picking up the misSiles and
throwing them back at the crowd. It remained at this ludicrous schoolboy level
until, finally persuaded of the flltility of
this method, they again resorted to arms,
firing directly into the crowd.' Now
the flames crackled furiously. Maddened
crowds aSsembled all over the city and
destroyed everything that savored of the
pOlice or of the government. They tore up
traffic signs, smashed Shade shelters
erected for traffic police, and attempted
to !jurn police buildings.
Events took a new turn when one section broke into an arms shop, which example others foUowed. Men, ignorant men,
men who hardly knew one end of a gun
from the other, men and boys, noW rushed
arOU1)d brandishing arms. But without the
right ammunition guns are more cumbersome and less useful than a stick. And
what did these know of what ammumtjon
to usel So useless were their weapons that
when' a few men organized to take guns
away from any having them, they were
powerless to refuse. However, some, maybe with better knowledge, maybe better
luck, did succeed in fitting ammunition
to guns and pointed them at their enemy,
AWAKE!

are in authority, the people rejoice'. oM
promised by that wise prophet Sula.iman.
(See Koran, Sura 21. verse 79. and the
Bible, Proverbs (of Solomon) 29:2.) And
this sad turn of events within their na·
tion made many a PakJ!'.tani approach
these to hear graciOlL" words of comfort,
and take away with them heart-cheerln&"
infonnation in a ma~azine or booklet.
If nothing more, at least a little good
came out of these sad days. The police,
hefore _arrogant and corrupt, have been
humbled and now have some regard for
their proper relationship with the public.
Again, the shock has awakened the goy..
ernment from their apathy; Qtld the more
Bright Rays of Hope
sincere among them, men who fccl keenly
The next day, Saturday, the day that for the common people's welfare, such as
this article is being drafted, has passed al~ that Awakd subscriber the leader of the
most without incident. The streets look opposition, Sandar Sho.uknt Hayat Khan,
almost nonnal, but not quite. There is a M. L, A., have protested to the premler and
stronge quietness in the air. Little groups demanded redress for the injured. So now,
of mcn stand around exchanging experi~ just before mailing this report, the gov.
cnccs, discussing events. The city has the ernment has capitulated to the students by
calm of a mo.n rccovcring from a sick~ granting all of their demands,
ness, who asks nothing but to bc allowed
But the situation Is not truly remedied.
to sit in the sun and regain strength. By How can it be, so long as the causes reo
evening the warring crowds of yesterday main? Yet the situation Is not without
had turned into groups of sight-secrs, eager hope. not to those sons of Pakistan who
to see what had been done.
arc examining God's Word the Bible in
A constant stream through the main the light of present-day events. For there
shopping center, where had been the seat they find that what Pakistan has failed
ot the trouble, saw the familiar scene of to achieve, an Ideal government, God him~
Jehovah's wItnesses at street corners, hold- self will accomplish within this generation.
ing out their familIar Journals that tell Yes, and more than the highest ideal of
of a day coming when no longer will It be Islam, a government that gives its subjects
a case of 'when the wicked bear rule, the etema1 life on a. paradi!Oe earth, a real
people mourn', but of 'when the righteous theocratic government.
the police. One raw marksman got kicked
in the Cace by the rerolI and did more
harm to himseH than to the police. Another,
a mere lad, was knocked ott his feet by
the recoU and then shot by the policeman
he aimed at and removed to the hospital in
8 dangerous condition.
By early afternoon the military wen:>
again f'.allE"d out and posted at every stn>et
corner. 8E"C'tion 144 was again enforeM
and the crowd" batoned into compliance.
Curfew was announced for five o'clock
that evening, and the people began to
withdraw to their homes to avoid being
caught out after curfew.

Bible Knowledge

P<l]~

Off

'W The ColUlllbus (Ohio) Citizen recently sponoored a $13,250 "Biblevents" contest
in connection with a subllcI1ptlon promotion drtv!'. TIl!' tim l'ri7o!' or $2,_500 and a

1953 Chrysler went to William Davis of that city. :Mr. Davis' Bible knowledge as
one of Jehovah's witnesses paid of!' in a material way when he won the conti's\",
but all persons who have such knowleclge and continue in it will find that It also
l!'ads to a far more valuahlp prize, that 01 everlasting lile!-Jolm 17:3.
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NATURE'S "KONK"
By "Awakel" correapondent In the Bahamas

HONETICALLY it is correctly spelled
_ "k-o-n·k". However, "c-o-n-c-h" is the
proper way to spell the creature's name. The
giant conch is scientifically called Strombus
gigas. Which, of course, means little or nothIng to the average man. He might simply call
it a shellfish. Only the conch is a specific kind
of shellfish-one highly prized for its beautifully colored shell, popular as a souvenir, and
mighty delicious in a bowl of chowder.
'i;' The conch is found in the warm shallow
waters that surround the numerous islands of
the Bahamas. According to bIologists the arumal is turned inside out. In other words, the
shell is the skeleton carried on the outside.

P

The animal itself is the blobs of life inside
the shell or skeleton. So, scientifically speak·
ing, the animal lives within its skeleton.
~ This spiral shell is formed by the creature
inside, and it is painted with pigments used by
the conch from chemicals in its watery en·
vironment. Although momentarily soft, the
shell quickly hardens to become one of the
most time·resistant materials known to man.
Unlike the crab, which casts ot1' its shell and
then renews it, the conch is quite content with
its permanent -c~)Vering, which, by the way,
is its home and skeleton.
~ The pink conch is the only edible type.
They are lifted out of the water with a long
two-pronged hook, then piled into boats and
brought early eacil morning to the market
wharf. The white ·muscular meat is heatly reo
moved from the shell. Its tough, leathery hide
is cut away with a knife, and the conch is
ready to be sold to early shoppers on the
wharf. Peddlers buy a good supply and push
their carts up and down the city streets yell·
ing loudly "Conch man, Conch man". However,
most conchs are sold in the 6sh market. For
just a few cents a housewife can buy enough
conchs to satisfy a good·sized family with a
delicious salad of cubed conchs. This is often
blended together with diced celery or cucum·
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ber, green peppers and tomatoes, and tr:eated
generously with lime juice.
~ Dried conchs are sold in greater quantities
than the fresh, because of their lower cost.
The dried ~eat is prepared by first having the
meat bruised and softened, seml·shredded,
dipped in sea water for the purpose of curing
and hung in the sun to dry. Most of this sup·
ply is brought in from an island of the Abaca
group about sixty miles away.
'"ii Not only does the conch make a delicious
dish, but its shell is used to decorate with
unique beauty the garden and Bahamian
home. Its shells are converted into attractive
plant pots, beautiful book ends and pleasant
doorstops: Shells have served well as tiny
lamps, emitting light from their transparent
homes. Also, truckloads of shells have been
shipped to limekilns and burned to produce
an excellent quality of lime for building pur·
poses. They have also served for cutting into
cameos, and the scrap material is ground to
powder for manufacturing porcelain.
'i: The screw conch is so named because of its
screwlike construction and long spiraling
shape. In the olden days, schools on some of
the out islands used to assemble the children
by blowing this shell as a trumpet. In fact.
it is still being so used on some islands. They
produce a low, far·reaching monotone sound,
something like the weird sound of a foghorn.
tbe Orient these very same shells played a
very significant part in many of the religious
services.
'"ii The samba conch, which lives in its un·
sightly, thick, coarse shell, is the "outcast"
of the conch family. Its shell is not beautiful
and while its meat might be bait for fish it
is poison to any man who eats it.
'ii Through the years the lowly conch has
proved extremely useful, so much so that it
has become an integral part of Bahamian
life. It has been tish bait, human fOOd, orna·
ments, hats and dwellings; and even inspira·
tion for a song. Above all, it has spoken well
of an existence of a great Creator, whose
name alone is Jehovah.

In
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HERE are few things in me so :fun 01
possibilities for happiness or misery as
marriage. There mllst be some dangers
then in "falling in love". And how vital
that those treading a pathway fraught with
danger have a reliable guide! Unhappily,
the guide to marriage is too often a hazardous one: a quick hunch, a sudden impulse, or a myth. Some marry because
they get so deeply involved romantically
that marrying seems the only proper
thing to do. Still others, those who use
the "dream world" motion pictures as a
guide, believe any marriage will "come
out all right in the end" without much
conscious, deliberate effort on anybody's
part. Too frequently these methods result
in misery and heartache, sometimes divorce. Since marriage is not the end of
any road, but is the start of a long one,
a proper guide is necessary. Intelligence
is that guide.
People who marry with intelligence as
the gui.de can ~e what they are doing.
They do a little hard thinking abou6 so
serious a matter as marriage, choosing
their partners only after having carefully
weighed them up, being sure they bear
the "grade-A label". A little use of common sense can save many a person's life
from being dashed mercilessly upon the
jagged rocks of intolerable misery.
Intelligence as a guide enables one to
realize that success in marriage is more
than just finding the right person; it is
also a matter of being the right person.
So many people are concerned solely about
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finding the right person that it never occurs to them that, marriage being for two,
it is vitally important that they themselves
should be "right". Thus the intelligent person in trying to decide whether he is ready
for marriage would be wise to ask: "Am I
mature enough?" Maturity, rather than
calendar age, is the significant factor. For
purposes of marriage the average person
is mature physiologically by the age of
twenty. Mental maturity is also important.
Nonnally, a person must live twentY-Qne.
or twenty-two years before he has seen
enough of life through schooling and experience to take on the responsibilities
that go with marriage. But the question
that usually matters above an the rest is:
"Have I matured emotionally?"
There are thousands of people who are
always inqUiring anxiously about sex adjustment and other parts of the marriage
relationship, but very few appear to consider seriously this key question of personal emotional fitness for the responsibilities that marriage brings. They usually
think of marriage in terms of "a marriage"
as though it were something distinct from
the persons who marry. The very idea of
a YOW1g child marrying an adult would
strike us all as strangely ludicrous. And so,
indeed, it is! We can visualize the child,
and can call up in the mind's eye the
adult to whom he is mated. We cannot see
the invisible anatomy, the mental and emotional make-up of a person. If we could,
we should find the marriage of an emotional baby to an emotionally mature per-
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son equally absurd. Yet such marriages
occur by the hundreds every day.
This emotional maturity, what is it? An
example of the very lack of it may well
illustrate the answer. Tell a child that he
may play with all the toys in a room except one. You can depend upon it there
will be great interest in that one forbidden
toy as soon as you leave the child to himself. Young children often want· other
children's toys. The emotionally immature
remain very much in that same childish
condition. Briefly, emotional maturity is
a, state of mind that includes ability to get
along with people (they are not always
getting "on your nerves"), ability to find
satisfaction in work, ability to recognize
and solve problems that involve your relatIons with others, and finally, it incJudes
freedom from flightiness or instability.
A mature person ready for marriage,
then, is unselfish. The immature person always wants to have his own way. The mature person is self-confident, but not overconfident. He believes he will do the best
he can. The immature person is shy, feels
inferior and thinks others are alwl:\Ys talking about him. The mature person is consistent. One can never depend on an immature person. The mature person is selfcontrolled. He can plan for the future. The
immature person drifts with the current
like a jellyfish and acts on impulse. The mature person is co-operative. He can work
well with others; will lead when necessary
and follow when necessary. The immature
person is too bossy, or sometimes too subservient. Thus to use intelligence in such
a vital thing as marriage, one will examine
not only his proposed mate for this maturity, but himself as weB.
Marriage Myths Exploded
Many are the age-old myths and fallacies about marriage. Only when sharp intelligence is used can they be exploded.
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Chief among these myths is the romantic
theory that there is something mysterious
about marriage, that ~ach person has a
natural mate somewhere in the world, and
when this mate is found, the couple will
know intuitively that they belong to each
other. This one-and-only myth is Wlreasonable. If there were only one boy and one
girl meant for each other, the likelihood
that they would meet would be statistically
almost nil, and no one would be getting
married. This myth frustrates marriage
from the start. If, at any time, a marriage
partner falls short of the romanticized oneand-onlY, the other partner may consider
the marriage an error) a failure to secure
the storybook mate. And so hundreds of
thousands get divorced and go hunting
again for that mythical one-and..on!y. No,
maITiages today are not made in heaven.
The Creator gave man a prain; intelligence
must be the "trade-mark".
That essential quality for marriage,
common sense, is not nearly so common
as its name implies. If it were, the "love
at first sight" fallacy would not prevail.
This belief that one's tirst suddenJy oveI'-

whelming and irresistible attraction to a
person of the opposite sex is a sure sign
that one has found a natural life partner
is one of the most vicious, in that young
people easily fall victim to its amorously
catapulting power. Hurling intelligence out
of the maITiage picture with reckless and
blindfolded fury, this bewitching physical
attraction leaves its imbiber in a keyed-up
state of emotional intoxication. It is a
state of being drunk with the thrills and
excitement of a first or new romance.
While still under the dizzy spell of emotional intoxication, and before intelligence
can Jabodously cJimb back into the picture, a person may go ahead and marry
a dream product, a Prince Charming or
a Fairy Princess. Then the revelation: after
seeing only perfection in each, how painAWA·KEI

fully disconcerting it is to discover gJarlng
faults, and that both .are merely buman

afte, alL
At times, then, couples experience what
should be called "infatuation at ftrstsight",
which mayor may not later mature into
genuine love. While some marriages fail
because of an absence of love between the
parties at the outset, a tar greater number fail because the partners are blinded
by infatuation to incompatibilities that are
perfeotly plain to others. Why is love at
first sight so improbable? Beca~Sf' it is
based almost entirely on physical appeal.
Love is not a trap you fall into. It is a
state of affection or regard for, and companionship with, another that has developed from the fact thai you have similar
tastes, Ideals and yearnings. Such comradeship cannot L"ome as a N'!lU1t of one
meeting.
A period of prl;'paration is willingly given for most worth-while events. Marriage
beIng one of Ule grf'fltest events in a per-

son's life, lI. (Jt:'riod of preparation is essen·
tlal to give any marriage a chance. Marriages based all a brief acquaintance are
likely to run into t,rouble. If the attraction
Is a shallow glamour, it is s~ to wear off.
Statistics show that couples who have been
acquainted for five years before the wed~
ding have twice the chance for married
happiness that those acquainted less than
sbr months have. Thus while one cannot
through mere wnr power ffLIl in or out of
love with a given person, one can, however, by will power, hold a romantic feeling in check until intelligence give'! the
green-light Signal. When that time comes
it will be found that the love emotions
have not been dulled or impoverished because they were held under control earlier.
Should OpPOsites Marry?

What are some other factors in an intelligent marriage? An important one is to
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avoid the fallacy of making your personali~
ty over just to suit the tastes and likes of
another person. This puts a mask on your
real personallty. The result could be a mar·
riage like that of the girl who said: "Yes,
he married me. But I wonder whether it
was all worth while. Because now that
we're married we don't really enjoy the
same things. We'Ve got to start all over
and leam to give and take." How much
-better to be normal at all timp~"l instead
of putting on!
A fallacy closcly related to the ont" ;Just
mentioned is thc belief that opposite types
of people attract each other and that these
opposite murriaJ);es are more exciting and
transporting. Common sense should tell
OIle that like tends to mate with like. When
all traits arc considered, it is safer to
marry n person near one's own age, of
one's own race, and of similar interests,
ideals nnd beliefs. Is intelligence being
U3ed us a WJlde When, for Instance, an
Amcrican girl marries a man of foreign
nobiUty with lnteI'ests, rt>Jigious and otherwise, that are diametrically opposed to
hers? No, it takes a high level of intelligence for a high-level and successful mar~
rtage, and the same intelligence can be
used to hold in check the impulse to consider nothing else,
It is better, too, to be reasonably alike
in physical energy 'and mental ability,
other.\·ise one may become a drag upon
the other. The Wise couple contemplating
marriage will frankly discuss their present
state of health.. No need to be like the
woman who wrote the famous heart
mender, Dorothy Dix: "I am about to go
to the altar, but I'm terribly worried about
one thing: should 1 t.'Onfes.<; to my young
man that r have false teeth?" To this,
the colwnnist replied: "No, marry him and
kt'ep your mouth shut!"
Incredibly enough, there is a fallacy resulting in "mouths" remaining shut. This
11

is the belief that marriages based on a Slipping away, and deluding themselves
coITeSpondence GQurtship. are sound. On into thinking it's now or never, plunge
the contrary, they are among the most blindly into the. matrimonial grab bag and
risky. The two people "in love" may write almost invariably come up with a failure.
to each other daily with "sweethearts" Intelligence advises against undue speed in
on every page. But when they are con- marriage.
fronted with the flesh-and-blood person,
and are forced to speak without time to Christian Marriages
Christians today, above all, cannot risk
put their ideas into pretty language, they
feel as strange as if they had just met. an unintelligent marriage: God's written
Tpe couple may go ahead and marry, Word, the Bible, serves as the intelligent
brushing aside the strangeness, as, after and' trustworthy guide when it advises
all, "didn't their letters prove that they them to marry "only in the Lord". (1 Coknew each other well"? No, they only rinthians 7:39) A Christian married to an
unbeliever can result only in an unequal
knew each other's photographs!
yoke and will inevitably produce unequal
pulling and friction. Hence, this admoni"NOli) or Never" and Money Myths
A marriage with no foundations of rea- tion of the apostle Paul should be heeded
son is built on the sands of delusion. An by all Christians contemplating marriage:
example of a "sandy" marriage is the de- "Do not become unevenly yoked with unlusion that happiness will ensue only when believers .... what portion does a faithful
a person can marry into money. This be- person have with an unbeliever?"-;-2 Colief overlooks a plain fact that reason or rinthians 6:14, 15, New World Trans.
intelligence should have made obvious: the
In conclusion, it should be said that maramount of money a man or woman has riage counselors, even reliable ones in
does not affect his character or compan- spiritual fields, cannot adVise a person as
ionabHity. Indeed, one who has too much to the jndividual he should marry. They
money is often spoiled and cantankerous. can give information only as to desirable
Another dangerous fallacy derives its types and qualities. You, not they, will
stimulus from articles in popu1ar maga- be responsible for making marriage a suczines. Alarming girls with shortage-of- cess. If you are so unsure that you must
husband articles, they usually advise the ask someone whether or not you should
girls to marry quickly once they think marry a specific person, then it would be
wise to abstain from marriage until you
th~y have landed a man, and avoid, being
left. Thus, many girls agitated into be- are certain. By a.ll means, let inte1Jigence
lieving that their chances for marriage are be your guide!
Religious Gamblers Sued
(f, "Flint, Mich., January 7 (UPJ-Mrs. Irene Walhite has sued St. Nicholas Greek

Orthodox Church and bingo operator Robert Kerner for $4,000 she claims she lost
playing bingo at church over a two-year period. Her attorney, Sherman Bean, said
Mrs. WaIhHe's losses amounted to more than her earnings during the period. A
Michigan law permits recovery of gambling losses, he said." Does its being in a
church put it above the law, or sanctify it? Does the fact that a church gets the
"take" void the something·for·nothing urge that makes gambling wrong? Mrs.
Walhite's suit will show whether the courts think so.
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OT 'In all Britain's history have the
__ f'l('lnent~ taken such a grim toll. The
Low Countries claim the storm to be the

N

worst $tnce St. Elizabeth's JiOOll of 1121,

in which 100,000 people perished. And it
all beglln so unobtrusively.
On Thulltiay, January 29, a depression,
or low-pressure orca of air, \VUS reported
south (If lccland. Later it excited a little
attention when it was found to be moving cast at sixty miles per hour and intensifYing. Forcing the pace, behind it
came a huge expanse of high-pressure air
from the Atlantic. Friday night and Saturday lO:ale-force winds laShed Scotland

and the Low countries. Gusts of up to
125 rnlles per hour created a new Brith.h
Costa Head in the Orkneys.
record
ShiP;; were in trouble all around the
coast. No less than twenty-five sent out distress Signals. Some were driven ashore by
the gale: others were swallowed up by ille
boiling sea. But no tragedy was quite as
great as that which befell the Princess
VictoI'ia. This 2,694-ton, twin-screw car
ferry left Stranraer, Scutland, lor Lame.
nortbem Ireland, on Saturday llUJTI\\Il'?"
January 31. There were 172 aboard. The
trip was only 35 miles. All WE'l1t well until
the ship reach~ the Irish St"a. The screaming gale had converted the seas into roll-

at
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mg mountains of icy death. One mighty
wa ....e crashed down onto the stern of the
ship and smashed in the heavy car-loading
doors. Holts snapped like caITots. Doors
buckl~ like rordboard. Steel bars, as
thick us n man's wrist, bent as easily as
straws. 'l\vo hundred tons or water i1000eiI
into the ship with that first wave. Worse
still, the scas also damaged lhe ship's
steering gear so that, though she wa.~ only
six miles from and well Within sight of
the Scottish coast, she could 110t make
her way there. Absolulely helplAA<;, !'ihe
drifted at the mercy of lilt!' gall".
Fi.~t inkling of the imp(mding disaster
to reach shore was a rndio message (rom
the Princess Victoria at 9: 47 a.m. It
said: "Have to off Loch Ryan. Vessel not
lllldt>i" ('Olitrol. Urgent assistance of tug
required." An hour 1~1 er she sent an S.O.S.,
which was followed by other messages:
"Position critical," "Ship on her bE'am
f"nd," "We are preparing to abandon ship."
The final \"orr! came at 1: 36 p.m. "S.O.S.
Endeavoring to hold on, hut ship on beam
end. Can see Irish coast." But SOOI1 afterward the Princess VictorIa turned {urtk
and ~lid into her watery grave. Witb her
went 128 living souls for whom the pathetic appeals to "Save Our Souls" were all
in vain. Kat one woman or child survived.
It waS not long after the ship dlsappeaN?<! that the Briti~h destroyer Contest
arrived. said one of the crew: "We found
scores of rafts, all empty..• _ Nothing
l:i

could live in that sea." ~e Donaghadie of all kinds did most of the rescue work.
lifeboat rescued most of the survivoI1l. Hardest hit was Canvey island in the
There were only forty-four.
Thames estuary. Normally 16,000 live
All Britain wondered why help did not there. Ten thousand were evacuated on the
arrive sooner. British trapsport officials day following the catastrophe. More than
say that it was impossible to pin-point the fifty bodies have been found to date, but
ship, because she was drifting so iast and still several persons remain Wlaccounted
visibility was poor. As One member of a for. Some 270 bodies have been recovered
rescue ship's crew remarked: "We just so far in twenty-six different towns in
didn't know at the crucial time where England.
From all along the flooded coast came
exactly we should go."
heart-rending reports of families clinging
to rooftops all night in the howling gale,
Disaster on Land
But the storm was not satisfied. with while children died. of exposure in their
merely a victory over the Princess Vic- parents' arms; of parents stripping off their
toria. It veered southward to send a great own clothes to wrap around their youngwall of water down into the bottleneck sters, and perishing as a result; of the
of the English Channel between Holland father of a family being a sale survivor,
and the southeast of Eng1and. The tragedy his wife and three children having died
was that this coincided with abnormally before his eyes despite his efforts; of a
high tide that night, caused by the position 12-year-old boyan a housetop, his mother
and phase of the moon. It had been ex- dead beside him and his father drowned
pected that the tide that night would be in the house below; of a man who swam
twenty-one feet at London Bridge, the back to his house to his wife and children,
official measuring place. Of itself this tide only to be killed by falling debris as he
would not have caused the flooding, though entered; of the terrible screams that
at such heights the water comes perilous- pierced the night; and of people franticaJJy
ly close to topping the sea walls at many scanning lists of the rescued for news of
places. But the' gale added more than six their loved ones.
But amidst the sadness also came refeet to the height of the tide, and that was
disastrous. Thousands of people who went ports that warmed the heart. A baby, for
to bed shocked by the loss of 128 lives in example, floated to safety in a suitcase.
the Princess Victoria awoke in the early An Alsatian dog brought a pet rabbit to
hours of the morning to find flood waters safety, tenderly holding it in its mouth.
A plank floated by in one town with ten
threatenin~ their own Jives. l\tIany, not
awakened by the stealthy intruder, died cats sitting on it. An old man rowed to dry
ground on an upturned table, using a spade
right there in their beds.
The flood took posseSSion of some 400 for ,an oar. An old couple were rescued.
miles of Britain's coast line. In many places standing on the kitchen s~nk and with the
it was impossible to tell where the sea's water up to their necks. A chicken hut
original boundary had been. Some areas, re- floated half a mile while the thirty chickclaimed over the centuries, were now repos- ens 1aid eight eggs. The courage and ensessed by the sea, perhaps never to be given durance of the rescuers and the tirelessup again. Thirty thousand people were ness of those who ran the relief centers
evacuated from their homes. Four hun- were also warm bright spots in a picture
dred lost their lives. A fleet of small boats of gray misery.
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With the completion of the rescue work
other problems loomed up. One was the
rehabilitation of the survivors and another

the engineering problem of mak1ng the
walls safe ap,inst future onslaughts, Prime
Minister Churchill stated that the disaster
would be treated broadly as a national responsibility. Permanent repairs to the
walls breached by the water will take at
least n year. It is unlikely that the walls
will be made proof against such freakish
tide as of ,[o'ebruary 1, for the cost would
be hi~h, and the money Is thought to be
more essential for national defen,*,.
TrafJedll Strike, Low Countries

have perished, along with 100,000 chickens
and other poultry. Property damaged is
untolled and, at the time of writing, human
fives lost are nwnbered at 1,395.
Rescue and evacuating operations were
accomplished with all possible devices and
means. Thousands dazed from the suddenness of the disaster trudged along dikes
and roads not yet under water. Rescue
work was seriously hampered beC'lluse in
many cases roads were closed and telephone, radio and telegmph ('Ommunica~
tions were cut orr. Electrical power was
closed down and thert' WIlS no drinking
water to be found.
Planes and helicopters swarmed the
area, dropping supplies, giving Instructions
and locating isolated victims. Boats or
every sort, size and shape were rushed
from all purts of the country to the scene
of rescue. Thousands of Dutch, Fl'l2'nf'h and
Americnn troops did the bulk of HIe evacuation and rescue work. 'Soml:> 6!i,7H8 had
to be evacuated.

In the Neth!:'rlamls, as alonl/: the Eng-lish
coast, thousands Wt'I'", awakened from sleep
by the ominoll!< wailing of sirens and the
jangling of hells waming of an emergency.
HaT'dly ht'fol't' anything could be done,
thl;' lll'ovillf't' of Zeeland and the islands
of tht' province of South Holland were
eampletely isolated from the rest of the
world. Relentless pounding waves broke
through the dikes in hundreds of places, Death Showed No Favorilum
in parts sections of 50U yards wcre totally
Death was nonpartial; il displayed no
washed away. in some vilJagcs the water favoritism. A mayor of (I community was
rose 15 feet in a matter of minutes, taking drowned while warning inhabitants and
villagers completely by surprise. In but a trying to bring somt" to safety. A father,
few hours five hundred square miles of at the sound of the sirens, nlshed downcultivated land were flooded with salt wa- stairS to bring his child to safety, only to
ter. Rescue planes had difficulty determin- find that the child had already been washed
ing locations, because all was water or away. In one ('llse a baby was found in a
under woter. Building after building either blanket made fast to the ceiling, while the
collApsed or simply dissolved under the mother was fOillld on the floor below,
impact of water. In the harbors, tugs, drowned. A truck load of women, children
fishing and pleasure boats were tossed and elderly folk waved farcwell to the menhigh on dry land or dashed to smithereens. folk left behind to fight the waters. The
Bams, cottages and mansions. were tom truck disappeared into the churning wafrom their foundations and fioated with ters as the dike gave way. A boy, a lone
the sewage, waste oil and debris at the survivor of a large family, tells how their
mercy of the tide. Carcasses of dead cattle, float disintegl'ated, sending members at
horses, pigs, chickens and other animals his family one by one to a watery grave.
The look of despair written on faces of
were everywhere strewn about. Some 50,000 head of farm animals are estimated to those who had lost family. friends or prop15
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The clergy are always quick to blame
God for any disaster that might come
along, but slow to blame the Devil for
anything. While God does have absolute
control of the universe, at the same time
the BibJe does show that Satan also has
the power to bring about calamity upon
the people and does so. Although there is
Was God Re8ponsible?
nothing to indicate that Satan the Devil
Was God responsible for the week end was directly responsible for the freakish
of tragedy? Did, he send it as a punish- North Sea storm and the tragedy resulting
ment? Was it an "act of God"? Dr. W. E. therefrom, yet he dQes have the power to
Sangster, a well·known Methodist clergy· create and destroy, if he would so choose.
man, says, in an article" An Act of God?" (Consider Job, chapters one and two; also
in the Daily Express, February 3, 1953: Luke 8:23·25.) Revelation 12:12 shows
"God has set us in a hard school in this that he would bring great "woe" to the
world. His final aim is not to give us a inhabitants of the earth at this time. And
good time here' but to help us to grow a he does, so that people will do the very
soul. We grow a soul as we stand up thing that the above-quoted clergyman
bravely to the buffetings of life and face does, that is, blame Jehovah God for all
with courage the sorrows which (sooner the woes and bring reproach upon his
or later) come to us all . . . . He does not name.
God is not helping us "to grow a soul"
scrap the finn rules of his universe to
prevent a disaster, and when it comes it nor punishing mankind by means of
falls with impartiality on 'the just and storms of any kind. The divine principle
on the unjust'." In other words, he says is, as stated at Psalm 145:20: "The LoRD
that God is really responsible for tpe dis· preserveth all them that love him: but
aster, but it is for our good. He asserts all the wicked will he destroy." God dethat God arranged the forces of nature so stroys the Wicked, and does not preserve
that there would be disasters to help us them because they happen to be a few
feet higher up on dry land; and he is not
"grow a soul".
This is hardly consistent with the Crea· thwarted by a stann in his efforts to pretor's own Word, namely: "And God saw serve the righteous. He saved Noah and his
every thing that he had made, and, be· family when the earth was completely
hold, it was very goad." Nor does it agree, inundated with water. The day of his
with the fact that Moses declared: "His judgment against the wicked is the day of
work is perfect: for all his ways are judg· Annageddon, at which time none of the
ment: a God of truth and without iniq· wicked will escape. Through this stann
uity, just and right is he." Nor is it com· of Armageddorl Jehovah God has promised
patible with the testimony of James: that he will protect only the godly and
"Every good gift and every perfect present usher them into a new world of righteousis from above, for it comes down from ness over which his Son Christ Jesus will
the Father of the celestial lights, and with reign. This world will be free from dishim there is not a variation of the turning asters. For Armageddon survivors the
of the shadow."-Genesis 1:31; Deuteron~ pathetic S.O.S. signal will be changed to
amy 32:4; James 1:17, New World Trar1.''I. the glorious "Song Of Salvation".
erty was pathetic indeed. The many thou·
sands evacuated were moved inland to the
already overcrowded districts. -When the
water recedes these hope to go back to
what is left of their homes and property
and take up the great task of rehabilitating the stricken areas.
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_nA UTILE WHITE LIEn
DIAMOND
has a revolution on its hands,
one staged by that
gHmmering"liltie

A

white lie"_the
rhinestone. While

the diamond remains eminently mure d{>S'irablc, especlalJy If husbands l'an alTord
it, that perfectly wondel'CuI spuriolls
~tand-in, the I'hlnestone, is also in g()(l(]
taste even among the ut'St social drdps,
Including the "Diamond HOl'sesh~" at thf>
Metrupulitan Opera HULlSl' in Nl'W York
dty.
TIlt' t'lfloaJTassiug truth about this "lit·

lle whlle lie" is that il has bemmf' high
style. On upper Fifth AvenuE' a ff'W years
ago it was lIlost Ullwf'konll", hilt today it
<,njoys the indiscriminatory company of
pn'("ious gems and tlw honomhlf' attention
of some of thl' world's most distinguished
slllf'snwl1. 'rhis pflmpf'rf'r1 pf'bh]p I:;:; the same
n11mufachlrl'n pif'cP that can be found on

the f'mwrlf'd ('(lllnters in the basement of
Woolworth's five-and-ten-cent stores.
To fully appreciate the extent of this
revolution, all one need do is to look back
less than two decades ago, when the only
jewelry worn by the' average girl was a
modest little gold locket or -a plain gold
bar pin. Of course, there were those who
defied all rules of taste and pride and decorated themselves with brooches that
sparkled with glassy "diamonds". with
"fake" written all over them. Most of this
has been changed by the "rhinestone revo!ution". There arc actually only a few
women today who do not own a fistful of
costume jewelry. Most of them could, if
APRIL 22, 1953

they cared to (or dared to), rattle, jingle,
gleam or sparklf> like a pampered Oriental
princess. Much of this costume jewelry is
far from thf> dime-store category. It is expt'rtly d~igned. and as carefully made os
any ruby-and-platinum spray.
Another changE' wortb mentioning is the
"class" that dE'partmf>nt IItofes reserve fOf
lvstUllie je"-l'iry. A f~ years ago it was
ill'apl:'tI on tilE' top of a cQunter 8.8 "junk"
alld l'UstollJPrs wafl",d through the untidy
lilt's.'> to find what they desired. Nowadays
1hE' most prominent place on the main ftoor
is uSHally I~rved for costume jewelry.
With pt'rrf"('t arti.<;try, it is displayed on
squares of black or pale-rose velvet arranged in glass ca<;es under brilliant l1.e:hts.
Th~ sale5giris are often among the most
glamorous and intelligent in the store, and
are rrequently consulted by customers for
tastes and styles with the same confidence
and trust that a patient consults his family
doctor. Said a department store buyer,
"This [attractive girls, beautiful designs,
etc.J is what might be called 'suggestive
selling'. These girls know their jobs." "If a
customer buys a brooch, it is up to the
salesgirl to get her to take the earrings
and necklace that go with it." The ensemble might set madame back as mueh
as a new set of furniture or as little as a
pocket-size novel.
The appeal in costume jewelry is not the
price, but the piece itself. Many clerks
claim the more expensIve a piece is, .the
easier it is to sell. When madame desires
a set of costume jewelry, she "wants a
rather paradoxical item. She wants, in
short, an object in the historic ornamental
tradition developed by patient, expensive
17

handicraftsmanship, but she wants it at

had to be made to correspond with the
styles. Trend prognosticators had to sense
these changes. As soon as bare shoulders
and low necklines became popular in evening gowns, lovely gleaming strings of
"pearls" and gorgeous rhinestone necklaces, many of them priced at several hundred dollars, were ready. When hair Was
suddenly swept north of the ears, millions
of earrmgs added their charm. When
sleeves in daytime dresses receded to a
point between wrist and elbow, bracelets
and bands were on hand. These were precipitated trends that spelled a fortune. One
wrong guess could mean disaster.

the kind of price made possible by massproduction methods". Surprisingly enough,
she gets precisely that. This paradoxical
new jewelry is manufactured with "a combination of old hand skills and modern
machine techniques. The artist who designs
the jewelry may consult only his own
fancy, or he may also lean on other
men's-inc1uding a library of his firm's
past patterns. . . . His final sl;\.etch serves
as a guide for the making of a sample piece,
hand-sculptured by a true craftsman. Others then produce steel tools for stamping
such pieces out by the thousand, or molds
for casting with the same prodigality. In
stamping, the machine now,takes over, DesighS and Types
sluicing out identical pieces .... The ornaTo avoid disaster, the industry leans
ments are electroplated in quantity; they quite heavily on the precious jewelers for
are adorned with stones, and polished by style guidance, and since costume jewelers
serried rows of workers. In costume jew- are fairly well advanced the gleaning of
elry, in short, the traditions of Venice and ideas is sometimes in reverse, to a profitDearborn meet---even that remarkable able advantage. To fashion a design in
ersatz diamond, the rhinestone, is machine rubies, diamonds and platinum is not only
made, largely by mechanically ingenious tedious, but costly-involving weeks of
Czechoslovakians".
skilled craftsmanship and thousands of
dollars. The precious-jewelry manufacturBetween Success and Failure
ers must be very confident of their designs
·Famine and fortune are very narrowly before undertaking· such expense. There
separated in costume-jewelry business. is no reason to believe that a similar style
Success revolves about something that in costume jewelry should not sell. In fact,
might be termed a "woman's intuition", costume jewelers find these trends most
the "luck of the Irish", and the patience of profitable.
Job. In addition to understanding markets,
On the other hand, the costume-jewelry
processes and materials, there is that mys- industry produces patterns in mass, experiterious thing called "trends" that must be menting with thousands of designs. Losses
honored. Putting it rather mildly, a jeweler are admittedly great, but such are oversaid: "You have to see dress, hair and shadowed and absorbed by the few sucsentimental fashions so far in advance cesses. A brilliant strike has often raised
that you need a ouija board." Having to the eyebrow of the "high-Class" jeweler,
satisfy a novelty-hungry market with new who, too, has found such gleaning to blosideas and determine the "trends" is enough som into a "Cinderella" ending.
While there can still be found obnoxious
to keep the industry just this side of
gadgets among costume jewelry, the trend
St. Vitus's dance.
For example: When Victorian and Ed- is definitely toward excellent craftwork,
wardian styles were popular, new jewelry in a wide variety of schools from the Mexi-
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can Indian to the surrealist. Manufacturers
feel, with obvious reason, that imitation
accompanied by slipshod workmanship is
a gooo deal le~ than flattering. They are
constantly trying to sustain the notion that
inexpf'nsivf' jewelry can still be seductive
ann well made.
From the industry's vie\\'POint, there are
only two types of costume jewelry-the
stamped and the cast. Stamped styles predominate and are on the cheaper end of
the price range. Cast pieces with a taste
for subtle texture and design tal~e a little
longer to make. This style leans more toward the expensive. Even in the more
modern plants, a pair of dime-store earrings might require the attention of as
many as twenty-nine operators.
For example: A sketch is first made by
an artist. It is next examined in the hg-ht of
the trends and nccepted. The sketch is delivered to a highly sldlled craftsman who
creates (l perfect model of the sketch in
vulcanized rQbbcr or some other material.
The mold shapes the replica's piece in wax.
This is covered with ceramic material and
placed in an oven. The wax melts, leaving
cavitics into which a liquid silver is shot
by centrifugal castin~ machines. The rough
edgcs arc rcmoved, it is buffed and then
plated. Polishing is done usually by churning thc cheaper jewelry in a balTel of wa·
ter and tiny particles of steel. In both
stamped and cast jewelry, stones are set
with glue or, more soUdly, with the
pronged clasps famillar in high.cost jew.
elry practice. The basic method of manu·
facturing is the same from the highest.
priced lines to the dime-a-dozen items. The
difference in jewelry lies mainly "in UI{'
quality and intrIcacy of the design, the
grade of material used, the solidity of the
construction, and the care taken in finish·
Ing the product". Costume jewt'lry ('.an be
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carefully constructed or slapped together.
Miss Sabersky, of the Modern Museum,

at one time verbally attacked the general
product of the industry, stating that the
wholesale manufacturer cIWlg to "any.
thin):,: and everything". And that such an
attitude "brings in Its wake an irrt:'verence
toward individual craftsmanship, a lack of
appreciation of materials as such, and dis·
courages to a large degree liny creative
designing". She admits that "fOxcellent de·
Signs are sometimes to IJt' found among
mass-produced costume-jewelry"; however.
she credits such creCitiOlIS ,to individual
craftsmen or artists. whf) Are less restrict·
ed by commercial stamlanl....
But what are the apPI't>Ciab]e differences
bet\\'een this "little lip", the rhinestone,
and its aristocratic rl;'pu1 able brother, the
diamond? Perha{Js Ihl:' 1II0:-;t common an·
swer will be that tllP "liOle white lie" is
much too bright lu Ill" a diamond. The true
diamond Is suftt't', subtler, and less chilly.
However, act'unjing to Fortune magazine,
December, 1946, most gem experts confess
the differenct' 10 be very slight. In fact, ac·
cording to Ihe above authority, the experts
readily admit ll1at, short of close, "tcchnical examination or microscopic analysis,
the only way they can distinguish betwee~
the rhinl:'Stone and the diamond is 'by instinct.' They are extremely vague in discus,>il1g lhat instinct."
So, with this "almost perfect coWlterfpit" created by the ingenious skill of a
few chemists, mOWlted with the touch of
perfect artistry, made within reaclr by the
miracle of mass--production, madame can
glitter with charm, and be swept away
with the thrill tl"ue diamonds bring. That
is. almost. I3ecause, evcn though angels be
deceived of its Origin, madame knows the
rhinestone is still a "lie", even though it
may be "a little white one".
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The Olive. Tree oj Fame
By "Awak.I" corr •• pond.nl In Gr •• c.

ROBABLY there is no other tree on the
earth that has enjoyed throughout all profane and sacred history such a glory as the
olive. It grows to great dimensions when it is
planted in the right kind of soil. Its trunk has
been known to reach a diameter of upward of
seven feet. A single big tree may produce as
much as 1,320 pounds of fruit or upward of 264
pounds of oil. Its extra·hard wood and excellent 'grain and veins of wonderful design account for its demand in the art of cabinetmaking.
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at aoout 700 years. Yet it may be said that no ~
ol1ve tree has been known to die from old ~age. Its end CQmes from the ravages of weath- -__ er, man and pests. There are olive trees on the .;,;
Mount of Olives in Palestine that are believed ~
to have been flourishing at the time Jesus :.
walked and preached the kingdom of God ~
there. There is an olive tree in Athens, Greece, ~
in one of its main streets, that is known as the -"Plato" olive, hedged in as a monumental lli
tree, whose rich shade, according to historical !c
tradition, was frequented by Plato and his dis.:
ciples in his peripatetic philosophies in the ~
fourth and fifth centuries B.C_
~
~ The olive tree is world-famous for its oil. z
In almost all the symbollc ceremopies of the ~
Mosaic law covenant it was used. It stood as ~
a symbol of God's spirit and also of joy and •
gladness. The Greeks sprayed the Olympic ~
victor with wild olive leaves and branches. ::;:
Ollve branches were borne by the people in ~
the Panathenaean festival too. In later years ;:
the Romans crowned the conquerors at the '""
ovations with olive branches.
~
~

There is no reference in profane history
as to the beginning of the cultivation of the
olive tree by man. The most ancient pagan
reference to its cultivation credits the Athenians as cultivating the tree in the hills of
Attica. From Athens the tree was distributed ~
to many other territories having political or ';

:~.::::"~~:;~~::~ti::: ,:::~a';::~ ~~eth~h:~:~ =.~. .
in the southern shores of the Mediterranean ::
and their many other African colonies, and ~
from there to Spain. The Bible, however,
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shows that the cultivation of the olive was
already In existence in Syria and Phoenicla
away hack in the second millennium B.C.
T Grafting of the wild tree is the most an·
clent way of propagation of the cultivated
olive. The apostle Paul was familiar with
grafting, as he makes mention of it in his
epistle to the Romans. Seedlings in nUrseries

are used too. Cuttings, however, are the most
universally used method. Heavy pruning every
other year is necessary for good crops, but the
pruning is a work needing expertness and, if
done in young trees by the inexperienced, may
prove ruinous to the tree.
~ The oil is obtained by crushing the fruit

between big milling stones and then pressing
the mash within press cloths. Good·quality
fruit will yield over 35 per cent oil. The wild
variety produces good-quality oil but very little in quantity_ The average yearly produc·
tion of olive oU the world over, today, is set
at about 1,000,000 tons_ Of this amount about
40 per cent is. produced in Spain.
"i: For centuries olive oil constituted a substitute for the butter and fats of Northern
peoples. T{)gether with wheat and wine it constituted the basic diet that SUstained the
health and life of the world. Another use of
oil was as a cosmetic. Thc ancient Romans
used it so much as a cosmetic that in later
times they made the adage "wine within, oil
without". Still another and more important
use of the oil was for medicinal purposes, such
as for treatment of colds, colics, and for
salves, etc. There was practically no medical
formula in which olive oil was not recommended for internal or external uses either
alone or as an ingredient of a compound for
the treatment of all diseases of old. MassagE"
with {)UVe oil was the most common treatment
for colds and this practice has been preServed
up to this day in most rural sections of the
Mediterranean. Oil is known to be one of the
best tonics for man's exhausted nervous sys.
tem. It is far better than butter or other fat
substitutes. Finally, oil was used to symbolize
the soothing word of instruction from the
Holy Scriptures, as it restored the spiritually
sick ones to unity with the Christian congregation, which is in God's favor.

AWAKE!

Does Democracy Exist Today?
T IS well known that between the theory tercourse with the "other side of the
of democracy and its practice there may tracks" is tantamount to social suicide.
be an enormous dif'ferenct:'. Dependent upon Can democracy eXist with a social caste
whether this difference actually prevails system? Not when racial prejudice and
is the determination of whether democ- segregation have already undennined the
racy really exists. That democracy never democratic foundutfon:
existed prior to thl' rlillPteenth century was
"Seeond class" citizenship is the effect
clearly establish.'!J in the previous Awake! of racial prejudief', something not inherent
article. l1lP lhf'lwy existed, Perhaps, but in the theory of demOtTfl.q. In the United
was never put ill/o absolute practice. Is the States prior to the Civil War, democracy
Ideal, prbdim' j'Ullcf'ption of democracy in was as imposslbl~ as an echo without a
practice today?
VOice to start It. Slawry prevailed. WithSince equality if; one of the very flllHlil- out freedom and !;'!lllHlity for all citizens,
mentals of democracy, social equality d~ocracy loses virtually all its basis. But
shoul(1 PllSlIf'. Yet today in the United did the removal or t he slavery obstacle
Stoll'S Imrl other republics c1uss distinctions usher in a golden agt' for democracy? No,
,'xi,st 11111("h the same as under the pseudo- it only complicHtt"'i1 matters with the more
nf'l11oC'"racif'1i of primitive times. Into which difficult problt>1Jl of racial prejuQicc. Its
f'lflSS rio you fall? Well, "what side of the
solution is nul in sight. Yet the second
trflcks do you live on?" A barrel of money world war was fought to destroy Hitlcrism,
may he the only passport for crossing the the very eSSl:"nCf' of which was racial Intracks. Dut even with thc barrier of wealth tolerance; Hml ~till racial intolerance Is
broken down, the aspirant to high society rampant in df'mocracies. As long as these
may not be received cordinJiY. To be called unresolved inequities exist, socioJ democan upstart may be his fate 'if he was not racy is far· from realization.
born on the right sidc at the tracks.
If ecolll)mk democracy ever shUffled in,
Wf:'81th may give one access to the high- it was Shllffit>d off by the acutc depressions
of 1900, 1907, 1914, la20, and 1929. Now
1"1' hrackets of society, but it is only the
heginning. Prestige must be acquired. A e("f.mnmic democracy has taken to the gas
stiltedly pretentious manner of living must
bag and Hoats tantalizingly
out of the reach of the peobe pursued. To become acclimated to the
ple with no deflation in
rarefied atmosphere of the upper society
strata, one may have to go through the
sight. unquestionably, the
Mncyclopedia Anwricana
social mill and chart a daZZling course
phrased it correctly when
through.. the cocktail circuit. And after
having finally achieved both
it clearly stated, under
social and financial registers,
"Democracy": "No one can
seriously maintain that soalas, one finds many of his old
cial and economic democfriends have been left behind.
Now he must mingle only with
racy are yet fully achieved
the socially anointed ones! In_
when such extremes of so-
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cia! and economic position exist as are revealed, not in the morbid harangue of the
soap-box orator, but in the sober and reliable statistics gathered by every great
modem nation." Social and economic
democracy did not get to first base. They
struck out!

gress in the territories of the United States.
Judicial and political democracy had Utwo
strikes" called on them when the American
Bar Association Journal (November,!9S!)
warned: "Unless the judges of the present
generation reverse the recent trend, constitutions may become nothing but fading
parchments. "

'"Check8 and Balances"
Political democracy swings its bat for a
'l1ome run" with the trade-mark "checks
and balances between government departments". Under the constitutional system
the president cannot get out of control.
Congress can override a presidential veto.
The Senate can refuse to confirm a presidential appointment. All this is true, but
who "checks" on the Supreme Court? The
people, represented. by members of Congress, can be opposed by the Supreme
Court with its own opinion on constitutionality. Sharply phrased, the one nonelective
and nonremovable element in the government can reject the conclusions of constitutionality arrived at by the two elective
and removable branches. Hence, it is possible for the "people's" view of constitutionality to be rejected!
It is assumed, of course, that the judges
can be trusted' to act objectively and dispassionately on questions of constitutionality. Surprisingly, many criticisms have
come, some from the judges themselves,
that the court indulges in judicial legislation, that the fear of socialism unduly influences decisions. A "tortured construction of the Constitution" has also been a
prominent' criticism. Thus, it is difficult to
read some opinions of the Supreme Court
and avoid the conclusion that judges are
sometimes swayed by considerations other
than those of constitutional logic. For example: the Dred Scott Case when the Supreme Court came to the conclusion that
slavery could not be prohibited by Con-
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Madison once brought up the question of
obtaining checks upon the Supreme Court,
The matter was discussed for two days and
then dropped because that body held that
in their judgment there reany was no rem~
edy for abuse of jUdicial power! Moreover,
they hoped and seemed to expect that the
question would never arise, because of the
high caliber of the men who would be
picked for judges.
High caliber or not, the Supreme Court.
has abridged constitutional rights as evi~
denced by several decisions. In 1942 the
notorious Jones v. City of Opelika case was
decided in which it was deemed constitu.
tional for localities to license-tax itinerant
evangelists who disseminated their beliefs
through distribution of literature. In 1943
this case was reversed; however, from one
example it is obvious that it is not impossible for constitutional freedoms to be
taken away from the people. Strange indeed. for a "government of the people, by
the people, and for the people".

Voting, Guarantee of Democracy?
Political democracy completes its swing
for a "home run" with voting. Yet today
there is more voting than ever before in
human history, but it certainly is doubtful
whether the nations are any more democratic, except in manners, than they were.
Are the people allowed to vote for the candidate of their individual chOice? Not exactly. The voting must be limited generally
to the names on the baUot. How does a
name get on the ballot in the first place?
AWAKE!

To a large extent a politica1 candidate de- to rebuke the party leaders because they
pends purely upan the support of a party ronsidfor the party candidate unworthy and
organization. li:is choice rests, not with the are unwilling to vote for the cnndidate of
people, but with wirepullers, and thE' fIver- any party? Since it is well Imown that
age voler is thus confronted with thl:' task many an election would have been entirely
of voting [ut' suml'One of whom he may different had the stay-at-homes voted, it
personally know wry littlE', E'XCppt that, if is a striking misstatemcnt to say that the
dected, the candidate will votf' for meas- will of the majority of people is accomures embodying cE'rtain genf'ral principles plished invariably through voting. Again
as indicated in somE' vaguf' party program. there is a difference bctween theory and
Further, voting does not always effect practice.
the democratic ideal that the will of the
A political dl'viC{> to fnlstrate the will of
majority of the people is carried out in the IJl'Oplt' is gl'rrynumdf'ring. It is the appractice. Under the United States Consti- portiolling of I:"If'('tor1lJ districts in such
tution a majority vote In the elt:Ctor.d (.'01- R way as 10 p,ivf' thp politic.al party in powlege may elect a president who did not re- !;'!' all ullfair Ilrlvilntflgf' in electing its repceive a majority of the popular volt'S. TIlt' l"t'st'lltativt"S. GPrrymflndering is usually
electoral system In effect disfraIl~ilist'S Rt:L'oUl[Jlisllf'd hy so dividing electoral disvoters for the losing side In a statio' ami tricts as to mass the voll:'rs for opposing
creates a distortion. Hence, il was vussiblt' parties into a small number of dlslricts,
for three presidents, John Quincy Adams while the favored party's electorate Is
(1824), Rutherford B. Hayes (1876) and sprl'fld out in order to win by a light mo.Benjamin Harrison (1888) to lose in thl:"
JQI:ity in maIlY d&lrids. The most famous
popular vote but yet win t'it'dorally.
of great gerrymanders In the United States
For a democracy to preserve freedom, is the "Shoestring District" of MissIssIppi,
there could hardly bc compulsory voting.
formed to minimize the Ne,e;ro vote. It is
Yet if there is no compulsory voting, a
large portion of the population may re- about 300 miles long and 20 miles wide.
main away from thc polls. Many are de- Thus political manipulations make it imbarred from voting by tax qualification; possible to carry out democracy In practice.
Ewn with its "checks and balances" and
others are kept away by a change of residellC!;' shortly b!;'fore election or hy reason its voting, political democracy hM struck
of their employment (traveling), and many out. If it hit anything before striking out,
thousands of voting age are deprived of the it was only "fouls". The difference between
franchise as paupers, prisoners, or defi- demo('racy's theory and p~acticc is real.
cient in the educational tests required by That demucracy does nnt reaDy exist tooay
some states. In the South thousand" of is the only logical conclusion. All three
Negroes and many whites have been de- have struck out: social democracy, ec0prived of thcir votcs by laws enacted with nomic democracy, and political democracy.
that one object in view. Consider the poll
Corredion
tax; though small, yet the indigent family
In the November 8, 195:.J, issue of Av.;ake!
with many children can ill afford e\'en
IJi?ll-tax money, Sickness and bad weather til!;' statf"mf'nt was made that Thomas
keep others away. And more important, Paine \\'as an "avl)wf'd atheist". This was
may not many people refrain from voting an error. He was a d!;'\s1, not an atheist,
APT(IL i!i!, 19M
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With hotels, New York eclipses all

'"rilE

E1WYclopredia Britannica says "highly
efficient hotels are indispensable to the development of the- ever-growing tourist tramc",
By that measuring rod New York city is well

J

equipped, for its hotel facilities surpass those
of any other city on the globe. In its more than
400 hotels are as many rooms as there are
people in the entire state of Nevada, and 150,000
of them are rooms With bath. AU have telephones; some have television. Radios are cam-

mon, though some take a coin to operate. Meals
are available at any hour of the day or night,

and an excellent standard of sanitation is
maintained.
cr. New York hotels are accustomed to catering
to travelers from all parts of the world. In one
month the Taft had 1,200 foreign guests. With
so many tourists from other lands the, hotels
mus;t be well prepared for them. Some have
complete foreign departments, a number have
Latin-American sections, and visItors from
abroad may obtain interpreters for practically
any language.
cr. Among the more unusual hostelries is the
Barbazon, which keeps a watchful eye over its
700 guests. They are all women, principally
young gIrls in or just out of their teens. Young
men are absolutely forbidden from the liVing
area, and It has been called a "fortress against
the perilS of a wicked city".

Cl In the average hotel, of .which the city has
an abundance, two people can get a room at
from $6 to $10 a night, and sometimes, though
not generally, a double room may be found for
$4.5Q. Hote] prkes go up from this to a fantastic $30,000 a year in the plaza~ at Fifth
Avenue anrt Central Park, which has been
called an "indestructible and highly incredible
link with another age", a place for "comfort·
loving tycoons and dog-loving old ladies". Other
palatial premises are its close neighbors the
St. Regis, Savoy·Plaza, St. Moritz and Shl!rryNetherland, but since most visitors to New
York do not fall into this luxury class, a majority of the city's hotels are in the same com·
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paratively medium-price range that will be
found elsewhere.
ff. New York's hotel facilities will be taxed to
the limit wIren Jehovah's witnesses gather in
international assembly in Yankee Stadium,
JUly 19-26, but room will be found for all. How?
When Jehovah's witnesses converged on New
York in 1950 the hotels took 25,000 convention·
ers. A house-to-house search was then begun.
and for two and a half months volunteers
climbed stairs, rang doorbells and listed individual rooms that could be rented in private
hOmes and apartments. Sometimes these did
not have aU the convenience of a hotel, bu1
then rooms in a horne did not cost as much,
either. Most householders in New York were
called on twIce, some even three times. The re,
suJt? More than 35,000· accommodations were
obtained. These, plus the hotel rooms, plus
S()rpe 15,000 accommodations provided by the
ninety-acre trailer camp, provided for one of
the greatest conventions of aU time.

4£. More than 18,000 letters were received from
all parts of the globe. A hundred and thirty
Volunteers ha.ndled the clerica.l details, and 35
girls matched the requests with the accommo·
datlons that were availabl~, always considering price, location, arrangement of family
groups, the landlady's interests, etc.

ft Preparations for this summer's assembly
are already under way. On April 26 the houseto-house canvass for rooms will begin. Jeho·
,vah's witnesses around the world will learn
Where to write for their accommodations,
whether they desire them in the city's hotels or
in private homes. From aU parts of the world
they will come, and they will aU be cared for.
H is just another of the services designed to
make your attendance at this Christian assem·
bly more pleasant and more profitable, for you
will not have to occupy your valuable time in
New York searching for a place to stay. By advance planning you will be able to go right to
your accommodations, and, then get down to the
business of the assembly, having lull confidence
of a comfortable place to sleep after each day
at one of the most profitable gatherings ·Jeho·
vah's people will have ever had.

AWAKE!

The Folly of Earthly Wisdom
HAT hranr'h of human If'aming knmvn
_ as psychology conC'f'rns itSf'if with the
thought pro('f'S.s~ ann emotions of man
his "soul", or J!fi.IJ'r:hr. Those \.... ho Pt"Ofe~

T

to be authorities on psychology assure us
that "all human behavior has a cause" and
that it can be measured and described.
They would have us believe that all human
behavior has its origin in earthly, physical.

visible considerations, primarily those of a
sexual nature.
In their endeavors to make psycholo~y
a "science" they have developed the
"mechanistic" theory. While many psycholOgists do not hold to this theory. according to one modern authority, EstD.brODlts, the majority of them do hold to
:;oQ,lc school of "mechanistic" psychology.
What is this "mechanistic" psychology?
Brietly it is thc theory that since in science
certain conditions or causes always producc ccrtain rcsults or elfectR, the same
must ulso be true of man, of the human
body, of human behavior. And that since
there is no consciousness apart from the
body it is the body that determines the
behavior of- the creature. So it concludes
that since man is bound to act in a certain
way under certain conditions he does not
have a free will and, therefore, Is like the
planets, the vegetation on earth and, for
that matter, like the lower animals. Not
havlng a free will, man is therefore not
morally responsIble,for hIs actions; he deserves neIther commendation for doing
right nor censure for doing wrong.
Just a little reasoning along this line
should convince the "mechanistic" psy_
APRIJ., iliI, 1953

chologists that they themselves. in spite
of their "scientific" theories, do not act
upon them. Man's body may be anxious to
get home in a hurry, but when his eyes see
a policeman standing 'at the traffic light,
then. regardless of what the body may
want to do, his mind tells his hands to stop
his auto. Following the "mcchanlstic"
theory through to its logical extreme, or
enforcing thc consequences, would land all
psychOlOgists m mental institutions or In
prisons, ns }:;stabrooks well observes. And
yet that is the thcory that the majorlty
of phychQlogists subscribe to, all the facts
to the contrary notwithstanding, all because of their passion to make the study of '
human behavior an exact selence.
Pertinent along this line are the observations of Standen in his book Science 18 a
RacnAL' Cow. He points out that the human
heart and mind cannot be dealt with objectively, dissected and analyzed as one
would an inanimate machine or ehemlco.l
fonnula; that if we would help man we
must take a sulJjective, personal, sympathetic attitude toward him, not a detached,
objecth'e, impersonal one. Further, he
points out that psychology has much to
say about man's needs, wants and desires,
but very little about love, about goodness,
temperance and duty. Of course, if man
does not have a free will he could have no
responsibilities and hence no duties.
In view of this position taken by psy'chologists, is it any wonder that modern
behavior, both adult and juvenile, which
ha.. bt>t:>n largely molded by such theories
amI teaC'hings, is ever becoming more and
morf' delinquent? Never has th
~ j,,,,j
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so many psychologists, psychiatrists and
psychoanalysts; yet the claim is made that
many, many more ar~ needed. But, judging
by the results, the question is pertinent:
Do we need more or do we need none at all?
Man is not a mere automaton such as
the celestial bodies, neither is he a creature of instinct such as are the lower animals. God has given ruan the ability to
reason, he has given him a conscience that
can be trained, he has given him the ability
to choose right or wrong, life or death. In
other words, God made man a free moral
agent. That fact is inherent in the com-'
mand God gave Adam in the garden of
Eden, in the issue that Moses put up to the
Israelites on the plains of Moab, and which
is reiterated many times throughout the
SCr:iptures.-Genesis 2:17; Deuteronomy
30:19,20; Joshua 24:15; Ezekiel 33:11.
Actually the position taken by "mechanistic" psychology is the same as that taken by the Devil, who boasted that he could
get certain results from certain 'conditions.
For example, that he could cause Job to
curse Jehovah to his face if Satan were
just allowed to deprive Job of all his possessions, including even his health. But was
Satan's contention, was the contention of
the psychologists proved right by Job's
course? Absolutely not! Job proved that
even though Jehovah GQd should slay him,
he would keep on trusting-him.-Job, chapters 1 and 2; 13:15; 27:5.
And not only Job, but all the witnesses
of Jehovah, from Abel onward, have proved
"mechanistic" psychology wrong, have
proved the Devil a liar. Did Jehovah's witnesses in Gennany, from 1933 to 1945, because of Hitler's armed might, his ruthless
gestapo, his cruel concentration camps, follow the course their bodies indicated, seJfpreservation at all costs? And today, in
Iron Curtain countries, because of persecution even worse than that inflicted by the
nazi t'ln Jehovah's witnesses support the
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totalitarian state, do they sign false confessions, do they 'sign the Stockholm Peace
Appeal? No, they do not.
Further, in spite of the age-oJa customs
of wife selling and of polygamy in Africa,
when Africans devote themselves to Jehovah they no longer sell daughters as wives,
they no longer keep more than one mate in
spite of what their bodies may have been
used to. And in Central and South American countries, although the majority of
their neighbors' children may be born out
of wedlock because the parents are living
in a common-law arrangement, and they
themselves may have followed a like course,
yet when men of good will devote themselves to Jehovah they legalize their living
together and their children by means of a
lawful marriage ceremony.
Truly, the moral tone of the world, as
compared with that among true Christians, indicts the fony of modern psychology that discards God's Word for the wisdom of man. "They have rejected the word
of Jehovah; and what manner of wisdom
is in them?"-Jeremiah 8:9, Am. Stan. Ver.
However, in conclusion let it be said that
not all psychologists reject the wisdom of
God's Word. Note what Doctor James
Tucker Fisher says in his book A Few
Buttons Missing: the Case Book of a psychiatrist: "If you were to take the sum
total of all the authoritative articles ever
written by the most qualified of psychologists and psychiatrists on the subject of
mental hygiene-if you were to combine
them and refine them and cleave out the
excess verbiage-if you were to take the
whole of the meat and none of the parsley,
and if you were to have these unadulterated bits of pure scientific knowledge concisely expressed by the most capable of
living poets, you would have an awkward
and incomplete summation of the Sermon
on the Mount."
AWAKE!

Gilead's Twentieth Class Graduates
NE hundred and twelve specially instructors. Each of these made some comtrained ministers were made ready by ment and offered timely words of coWlsel
Gilead School to be sent as missionaries to to the class in general, which not only the
at least twenty-nine different countries. students appreciated, blft also the parents
For over five and a half months the school and friends that listened intently. Brother
had carefully prepared these for their work Henschel read twenty·eight of the fortyahead; now it was time for graduation. three telegrams and messages received
from nearby and faraway places, which
(Class picture on next page)
On Saturday, February 7, 1953, parents, messages emphasize the unbreakable bond
friends and relatives began pouring in from of affection among Jehovah's people. One
all parts of the United States and Canada. cable read: "May you love your assigfi.
The school c~pus became alive with peo- ment as much as we do ours."
ple greeting each other. There were scenes
A hush came over the audience as Brothof excitement and laughter, and a general er Knorr came forward to speak to the
spirit of happiness pervaded the atmos- class. He began: "You came from -many
phere. A stranger remarked: "There's countries; your averages at school were
something beautifully alive about this high, therefore a greater responsibility is
place." There was--a group of Jehovah's yours. What are you going "to do now?"
-Their duties soon became evident as he enpeople had come together.
For the evening .session over 1,749 larged upon his subject: "That Your Adsqueezed into the school's auditorium and vancement May Be Made Manifest." In
overflow halls. The weekly Watchtower closing he urged them to stay close to the
study began with a song and a prayer. A truth, to say the right things, to be truthmusical program followed in which the speakers, to be examples in faith, to always
foreign students dressed in costumes of make sure their hope is based on the Word
their land sang songs in their native of God. "The Society is glad it brought you
tongue. Thett came an unexpected surprise, to Gilead, because your advancement is
the school's president, N. H. Knorr, spoke clearly seen," he said. (1 Timothy 4:15,
about forty·five minutes about his recent New World Trans.) After concluding his
trip throughout Africa. The audience lis· encouraging discourse, he called each stutened with amazement as he told of , the dent up to the microphone, gave each his
faith and integrity of the African brothers. diploma, and told him where he was asWhen the day came to a close, all present signed. There were sighs of relief and tears
were so glad they had come. But there of joy, and the audience joined in with
rounds of applause.
was yet tomorrow.
Sunday afternoon the students expressed
At the break of dawn Sunday (6 a.m.),
some were seen reserving seats in the audi· appreciation for the school. All without extorium. The program was not to begin un· ception were anxious to get started in their
til nine. At that hour there were some new assignment.' As evening drew near,
2,256 present to witness the graduation Gilead's twentieth graduation came to a
exercises. The program began with song close. Hands were waving, and to take the
and prayer, after which Brother Knorr in· place of "good-by" was: "See you at
troduced the farm servant and each of the Yankee Stadium in July!"
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Twentieth Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
r,.....

n.,

.J(I~pph. G., Valjato, t{"
~prjng', S., l~p~s, D., {~onnor, ~I. Second row: Shel'\\~oHdn, "\1., Lu}cus . .T., J-'arYin, U., ::'\ag',~E>rt, J.\I., ~in)(H1. ':\1., nagui~on. L. Third
row: Nfi1es, V., Azevedo,
(,hulncharitta, T., I )t,L'lUTlny. B., Pan{l(tchuk, 1':. P., :St('I;.~;(·Il~·a, (i., Schwarz. E. :\1., ~lnit, 1\1., Jensen J.,
Ben ~1:a'yor,
Bennf-'tt, }OI., Bu(·kner. (. Fourth r&w: i\l)rahanl~()ll, J., \\'anI, Y .. Hartpv:\, I.. 1\fal1. :--: .. Lae}IlTIuth, L" LaC'hmutl1, T., Canete j N., Burnett, L., lCoI'tlt'n'n, ~1., l'untUpraYIlIdl, 8., l"'::ulp, _\., 'rhOn11l~(Jll, (~. Fifth row: I·~n.tdf'r, p" ~ett:>r. T·;,. \Ta~quez, S., ,Vhitson, N.,
\Vhitson, -V'., JohuHon, Y., Bal'(-'r, Y., BranuH{'r, C., Plllt'ift'r, C" Pt-"hworth, ~\I., Fajardo, F'" ,,'hitl', ?-.f. Sixth row: :\bltil:dnen, r<;., Geurdes, D.,
ThonlpRon, J" Pay(·k, ..\., Kitl~, J" ~r(l~~, ~., \\"elIt..'r', b., l~itzhejm('l', H., Hu~hy, IL, HolH'rt!'{, C'" YentllI'p, P .. LOE'fft'rt, D., ('hri:.;;tensen, J\-I.J
.stoyay. I{,.Seventh row: Pal"\"in, A., .\JaL';u'{'.!..!·, T., \\"all. J., ,-raJHh'n Hi:"rg', .\1., ('fol->(]pn, P.,. Urandi'l1t.('f'~, H., lh:' Yoe, I., Connor, A., \Yal~

Left to rif!.ht: Front row: f{o;:.;s,

\\·ood. J'

t

-Venture, E., Ff'l'gus(Jn. ~\.,

n.,

n.,

fJi 1.w,'c1, .T.. F'auvp},

ThoTHpson,

\\'"

1\1ih·~ . .1., r\lIal\~ln, C,' l\{artin~f'n, 1(. Eighth
row: HarteY<l, K., Itll~hy, 1"'::., \Y~(:-;hin~ton, A., King, D.,
P;t\"f-'Y, T..., j'ope, H., !\I()~s, :Vr., Uatcllalian, ('J" \-'-itpz. n., Bt:'nnf'tt, It., ~Lprwood. \\~., ,-'-andt'I1 Berg, J. Ninth
row: \\~f:'ltnE'r, H., AZl'v€'<lo, .J., \\Tinklt:,t', (_., \,'tl:-:(Ju, -T., Pt· \-'-(Ie, ~I., 1-':\ndaehuk, lli. A., Thon'l)~\Jn .. l I'> . . \hr<"tll:\I1\~iln, n., "-I~hf)mp~on, ,T. A.,
nlliel', .r., Hll1l1Vhl'f'~', P., ~111!1'.:\
:--;j h\\,\1·7,. t·: F
n"~\j'(1. fl.. Pulcifer', f( .. .\l<ttt..::T'l\'{' . . \

lace, B., Bopp, n., '-'-ite7., H ..

Davey,

::\1.,

CarHwell,

i'~"

~

WATCHING

other blasts are to follow
within two months, bringing
the U. S. nuclear explosions to
44. Four others are believed to
have tJeoen set olT, Ihree in
RUSSia, one by Hritaln.

*

ADotber Step Toward Union

~"n

Talk l'oIlO"'M hy For, ...

.. The ups and downs of eold

wllr temperature broueht contlllu ..d

,'""fusi""

in

Man'h.

Russian Premier Mah.>nkov
told the Supreme Soviet (3/15):
"There Is not one di~puted or
undecided question that can·
lIul \)10> 'i<~·I<l .. oI hy ,,,,,.,·.. rlll
means on the baSIS ot mUlLlal

und('ratandlng

ot

Interested

countries. This is our attitude
toward all states, among them
thp lTnH..n

::;tlllp~

or Ampr1f'R,"

This pleasant talk of pea,"!'
WlIS, however, punctuated with
hot acts of war. An American
.Id

Wl!.~

!lhnt (lown hy Cre,'hn·

slovak planes (3/10); the U. S.
denied It had violated "C~echo
slovak air space". Off Siberia
the Rw;sian~ l.Ipenet.l tire ull a
U. S. weather patrol plane
(3/14), which returned the fire.

Whether this was merely a
warnin/l: to keep clear of So·
viet borders was nut known.
Two Soviet MIG jets shot down
a Hritlsh bomber over Ger'
mnny (3/12) and Winston
Churchill prOte3ted that while
it may have "accidentally"
crossed part of the Soviet Se<"
tor, It was attacked over the
British zone and, "the lives of
5even British airmen were
carelessly taken for a navigational error." Soviet officials in
Ea!lt Germany sent an amaz·
ingly mild reply, expressing reo
gret at the lo~s of IIf!' and pro'
posing II eonference to avoid
"ml&understandilLe:~" and lur-
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th"l" lnc!d!'nls. In Lun,j"n lh,'
Suvict embassy said I::I/IS) the
I<remlin would take action to
~ecure the release of a number

.>/ Rrllish ";vill ... ns II'ilt hav ..
~n tn!erned In North Korell
for ne'arly thl'C<' years. Was
this soft talk deliberately punc'
tUdlPd with harsh at"tion? Wert'
thp RlIs~tans trying 10 ~p11t Ihp
Western alliance and IIlI reo
armament program? Or did
the Soviet'! nev.· leaden want
MHnp agl"t.'emenl, n~inl;!" a
breathing space to establish
themselves as men of stature?
Thc answcrs wcre known only
in Russia, but plagued the pol·

Itklans nl th .. worl<l.
World'8 39th Atom Hlut

-% Testing the ellect of atom
"",,,bing "n h.HU,f'l>, automo-

biles, trucks, tanks and 10rti·
flcations, the C. S. tOUched off
its 35th nuclcar cxplosion
(3/17) on Yucca Flat In Nevada. ThO' bla...t"s brilliance was
described as the "light of a
hundred suns" and "a light not
ot this world"; by thc time
the mu.shroom had reached an
altitudE' 01 40,000 feel, a 20mile-long radioactlve cloud
covered the entire area at a
height of about five miles. 'l\vo
miles from the actual hlast,
1,500 troops were safcly en·
trenehl'd. Cars Ihat han tJleir
windows closed sUft'erect the
",ust severe pressure damage.
Some as far as two miles away
had their tops ca .... ed in. !-line

Cf'nlrifugal
tun'eN
havf'
torn Europe since the fail ot
the Romnn Empire. What was
termed a "decisive step to·
ward ullit)~' was taken (3/10),
whpn hy a Vn\P of ~ to 0
Ihe Spet'lai Constitutional AI·
sembIy meeting at '8trnsbour&",
France. approved the draft of
11 dlal'leI" tu eI"l'llte /I. lImited
union between France, Ger·
many, Italy, Helglum, the
~cthcrlnnds and Luxcmbourg.
:Majur problems were not yet
S.. IIlPd. and many ohJt'C'lionN
will no doubt be rallll'd, but on
!vlay 12 Ihe six governments'
fon:>i.el1 mlnlslen will meet to
[ul"lll1'l" ~'msldl'r thp tpx1. Thill
"gn~at advt'ntuN" progresses
caulioully in the hope that
Europe wlll not again spilt,
Stili More 1k1ua:eM

'*'

Some odd escopes were
made in March ns Enst German refugees continued to
pour into West Berlin, and In
the economically de-slrable agl:'
bracket of :ro to 15 too. A
barefoot East Berlin baker
scooted acro~s the line in his
ntghtst1iTr :l~ thf> Pl'Ople's PoIlce were Knocking at his door.
A bus owner cranked up "spe·
cial trip" on his destination
sign anll made his da~h to free'
dom. A nonstop !'xpress 1rain
routed through the British sec·
tOI" made an unseheduled stop
(3/12), The engineer and fire·
man jumped from the cab and
called to the conductur: "Jour.
ney completed as planned,"
then headed for a refugee cen·
ter a few blocks away. A carnival ownt'r gul his family and
entire household and husiness
belongings, including a merry·
go-round, across the Une (3/17).
Most unusual were th!' sIx reI·
ugees who flcd to West Berlin
in a ~passenger excursion
steaItlcr. To make a ten.mlle
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trip they ..ned

a :xKHn1le

roundabout way to avoid 8UJIo
plclon, then at the West ~rlin
city line steamed tun speed
ahead to make it to safety
throUgh a hail of Communist
bullets. The weird parade of
defections continued as even
a Polish tighter pllot made a
succeflsful dash for Denmark
in a Russian jet (3/5) while
his comrades radioed back to
their base for instructions.
West Berlin alone expected
60,000 refugees in March.
'lltO ViJdts Britain

• Last time Manbal 1':Ito
took a big trlp he went to
Moscow in 1946. In 1953 his
big trip was to London. By
'vIsiting the queen and high
British omcials, he made his·
tbr,r. becOming the Zlrst yom·
munist head 01 state to visit
a Weatern democracy. His
lunch with the queen and royal
family and the extraordinary
sec1U':lty measures taken lor
hil protection were unprecedented. Several tragedies, hoW·
ever, marred" the visit. Three
British planes crashed while
giving him an air saiute and
two let planes participating in
a display at Duxford collided
(3/18), kllllng the two pilots.
On the political side, Tito,
who fears aUack lrom Russia
or Commun1st satellites, told
the British people the Yugoslavs should be regarded "as
their stanch allies". A British
communique explained there
was "tuI! agreement that, in
the event 01 aggression In Eu·
rope, the resulting conflict
could hardly remain local in
character". Ironically, at the
very time Ttto, the exponent
of totaUtarlan "socialism",
was visiting Prime Minister
ChUl'Chill, Britain's Houae 01
Commons voted 304 to 271 to
dtmatlonaJJze

the

1ron

and

steel iildQstry.
Steel's DenatlonaHratiOD

.. The average British voter
was apparently equally as in'
different to the Conservative's
lulfillment 01 their campaign
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pl'Idclae,·W deIlat10nallze steel

as they were when, dter yean

of agitation. the Laborltes 4nally natlonali2ed it In 1951.
The reasons: Altbough the
governm~nt had owned the in·
dustry, Its management and

directors had remained largeJy intact,. and <turing these two
years the industry showed a
proHt, as it had under private
ownership. Also, with dena·
tionalization iron and steel en·
terprise will not he entirely
free. A government board will
regulate investment, prices
and imports, and negotiations
with 10rmer owners will probably be prolonged.

*Stalin's thefuneral
way home from
Czechoslo-

Switch in CUlCh08lovakia

On

vakia's President Klement
Gottwald caught cold. 'This de.
veloped into pneumonia and
brought on his death (3/14).
The nation's new president
(appointed 3121) is Antonin
Zapotocky, a 68-year-old for.
mer stone cutter, trade union
leader and premier, who is ex·
pected to IntenSify a "tough"
industrial pollcy geared to
Soviet needs.
Quake .Jolts Turkey

• The earthquake that shook
Turkey's provinces of Canak·
kale and BaIikesir (3118) was
more murderous than first be·
lieved. First, Red Crescent
(Turkish Red Cross) officials
placed the toll at 500, but then
raised It to 800. More than
5,000 homes were utterly dev.
astated, and as minor tremors
continued, feaf 01 new quakes
deprived pathetic villagers of
protection' lrom the Winter's
cold. The sh~k was so severe
that it broke Istanbul Observa·
tory's seismograph.
Otani Dam lor Egypt

.. The land of the Sphinx may
soon get a new lace. If plans
of Egypt and We!Jt Gennany
bear fruit, the world's largest
irrigation and power dam wiJ1
be built to capture all the,
Nile's water during the flOOd i

~.

The West German
government has ......ok....
dnance half of the 1,000,000,.
000 Deutsche mark (approXi.
mately $240,000,000) coat. The
Umlle-Iong dam would not be
made of concrete, but 01 a wall
of stone 2,000 feet thick at
the base and more than 160
f~t wide at the top. Its 216,OOO,OOO,()()().gallon water; stor'
age capacity would more than
double that of the U. S.' Hoo·
vel' Dam and might solve
Egypt's water problem lor 200
years. While such news is
heart-cheering, remember that
GOO's kingdom alone can bring
complete ceUef from drought,
yes, and [rom earthquakes and
wars too. Th~n not just Egypt,
but the . entire earth will
get a new face-that 01 an
undreamed'of paradise!

*in Indo-China
In its seventh year, the war
involves
Longer than World War II!

800,000

men, has brought the French
sjde 137,000 casualties, and
giVes every sign 01 Widening.
In rice swamps and jungles,
through dry season and mono
soons, the battles and am·
bUShes continue. The anned
watch covers an area a tbird
as large as France, and the
fighting recently spread lrom
the north around Hanoi down
into the central section of
Vietnam. The big dltference between the Korean and Indo·
Chinese wars Is, however, that
the U.·S. uses the draft to
keep up its combat man power
in Korea, while France relies
entirely on prolesslonal sol:
dlers tor her fighting forte.
Others do the actual combat,
and French conscripts cannot
be sent out of France against
their will. However, the fight·
ing and killing and dying can·
tinue, with no sign of letup.
New ElectkJb8 .In Japan
.. In Japan Premier Shigeru

YOShida's opponents made political hay out 01 his calling
an opposition member a "1001",
Which to the extremely poUte
Japanese is a grave insult.

AWAKEI

Del;ptte his. apology, a vote of

CI:l'D"ure followed. then a vote

at 110 conftdence (3/14). Yoshida dissolved the Diet (parliament), called for a new
election, and to strengthen his
LIberal party, expellell 34 of
Its members. MeantIme his opponent, !ehiro Hatoyama,
planned a new con~~rvaUve
group called Japan Liberal
party (Nippon JiYlIt(»). Politi·
cal commentators took a
gloomy view of the fall 01
Japlln'~ first Independent gO\"
emment ~lnI'" tiLe War and
did not antIcipate that any une
party would wIn an absolutP
majority in the forthcoming
April Ueleetjons.
Mexleo SmlbM (nf\,.u,,,,,t1,,tI
.. Coeducation In MeXIco'" no.·
liollal ;schaal for teachers was
qUBsh('(l U\/121 when the edu·
cation m1nistl'r, .IllSi' Atlo:el
Ceniceros, refused to ~onsldcr
a petition for ita revival. !--tea·
son~ flU' the rejectiOn were
balled on The lllf"k of o.lisclpline,

dirtiness, and the acute problem of feeding and lodging
1.200 male students. HUt (OVen
be10re SeI\or Anll:ei squelched
the ('O('d",'ali,:m talk, the RoI.,an Catholie lay organization,
oflkers of the Union 01 Fa·
thers of the FamiLy. led the
tI/!hl H.gainst it, sayin):', "C[)ed.ueanon Is barharity."
S-In-J Radio Programs
<i> 'Mle inventor of FM radio,
Dr. F.rlwln H. Armstrong, an·
n()uneed (3/16) a n{'''' "y~t{'m
dcseribcd as "lrequ{'ncy mOIl·
ulatlon within frequency mod·
ulatiun". TIti~ new system
COuld makt> 11 IK,~~iUle for one
l"M radIO ~tat!on 10 I ["au~mit
simuitlllll'OWli;y tW(l or IhfW>
different programs on its £m~l{'
chann!'1. By flipping a ~witch
one could '·01" ... ivahly heilr
clo.sslco.l mUSIC, popular mll~h',
or a new~ program all {rom
lit!' ~alUe ~tation. r-.;o predic·
tlon W;t'< n""l.. '<l~ to how soon
the ~ystem COLllrl tw> pul ilHu
service, but it might ImpOOll{,

the financial Jot of today's few
struggling PM transmitters.
neart Halls, WOmaA LlveB
• For tiny mJmul"s the heart
of 3O-year·old Rose Gale of
Rayonne, New JE!rsey, stopped
beating <luring a severe operation (3/21)).' Imrnedill.tely Bur,
geom; massaged It, Injeded
drug$ and stimulated It elet',
Irir"ally. trying to restore Its
natural rhythm. TIley 5upplled
the blood mO?Chanll"IlUy, and
after 25 minutes gave up hnIJe
uf 5<1vin.£ her life, but can_
tlnlJPrl the treatment. After ~
minutes It "..SUllIed notmll.l
beating and later Mrll. Gale
wa.s reported in good condition.
!';.pn.lII ~"It('b

It, For 10V{,fS nr Sl",rt and fol·
lowers of the "grt!8T Ami>r!can
lL:alll(''', there wIll be no more
Bost"ll Braves. The not·too·
SU{'('('Ssflll 1!'lIlll moved to MIJ·
wBuk~e C:l/H!I
flo~(Un, for·
merly a tw[)-team town, kf!'PlfS
jl~

pIJwerful Ikd Sox.

God's Way Is Loye
A 3~Mpage booklet bearing: the above Utle' will bring you a great deal or
comfort hy giving you a view of the manner in which God deals with men. With
full support drawn from cathoUc translations of the Sacred Scriptures, it set.<;
forth f'vidence demonstrating the truthfulness of the declaration in 1 John 4:16
that "God js love", The booklet Gud'~ W(ly l,~ Lol'C makes pJain that all God's
dealings with humankind are prompted hy his great love. What will his lovl:' yet
move him to do for man? Read the booklet. Write today for a single CUllY of
God's Way Is Love, remitting five ('f>nt.s: or, better still, obtain a numbf'r of
copies and pass them out to your friends and neighbors. Use the coupon helow,
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YOU have such faith? Is yours the kind that is firm, sure and positive? FaUh
that can move mountains will certainly banish fear and instill confidence in the
future. This faith can be yours-but how'?

D

o

Cl. The semimonthly journal The Watchto'Wer opens the way for such faith to
be yours, Not by some magic formula, but by presenting abundant evidence to prove the

Holy Bible is God's provided foundation for genuine faith! The Watchtower magazine demonstrates that in the Bible is to be found the basis
for real optimism, confidence and hope. With aid from
Tke Watchtower you wiU easily find the key to faith that
can move mOlmtainlike obstacles standing in the way of
your gaining everlasting life. In opening up to your view
the wonders of God's }leW world now near at hand, it will
make plain how mankind can gain eternal benefits by exer~
cising faith, simple faith, even as the faith of children in
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"Now it is high time to

awake:~RomanIl13:11

The Death That Allures
'l1O BE revolting and to be alluring is the
-L paradox called death. This article is
concerned with the alluring feature of
death-suicide! It is this self-inflicted
murder that has skyrocketed to the
eleventh highest cause of death. Furthermore, a greater number of persons
in the United States are fatally allured by
suicide than the combined deaths from
measles. whooping cough, diphtheria and

intestinal infections.
Far-reaching is this gruesome, lurid
fascination. In Denmark suicides are numerous enough to account,for 23 per cent
of all deaths among men aged 25 to 34.
Why, Saigon, Indo-China, has a newspaper

that runs a daily feature entitled "Les
Suicides". And Greater Berlin has the unenviable distinction of leading' the world
in cases of suicidal despair: In 1950, 43
out of every 100,000 men and 33 out of
every 100,000 women toyed disastrously
with suicide. What grim fascination lurks
universalIy in self-slaughter?
For one thing, people who have committed heinous crimes perhaps feel that
suicide offers a refuge from the humiliation of punishment. However, the overwhelmingly large number of suicides today
are not by persons "gone wrong". Instead
we read of common people, bri11iant men,
lawyers, doctors, chemists and scientists,
all with no criminal record, who surrender
to suicide's attraction. Men of note are
not infrequently allured by suicide; movie
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stars and teen-agers come under its sinister spell. So the suicide fascination is not
confined to any specific class of people.
There, must be some vital significance,
then, in the flourishing universal appeal of
self-slaughter, for it 'is against nature for
man to want to die, Even cOndemned criminals cling preciously to every minute of
life. But the suicide victim seems to have
lost a stimulus for living; his left-behind
scribbled note may say "no use" 9r "only
way out", It would appear that suicide's
allurement is that it seemingly otrers a
refuge from despondency,
But what precipitates this despair? Many
facets throw light 011 why a person grasps
for a "poison" bottle~ Some are: chronic ill
health, poverty, a retired businessman
whose life of piddling and puttering is too
boring to endure, and being jilted in love.
Thus the fact that this is a world overflowing with adversity, evil, vice, corrupt~on, greed, war, disease and death is not
to be overlooked, The world's wretched
condition growing worse, despondent ones
change themselves into the world of nonexistence.
Modern education has not stemmed the
surging tide of self-murder. And why? The
Encyclopedia Americana tells us under the
heading "Suicide": "So far, therefore, as
education helps to promote materialism,
it promotes suicide." No doubt about it!
People today have such an inflaming lust
for worldly goods that, if it cannot be
3

gratified, they become glum and despondent. And some authorities have thought
that cheap comics, hair-raising radio and
TV thrillers, and "tough" movies have
had no imperceptible influence on suicide's
increase. Finally, the predominant factor
upon which suicide thrives is the pernicious belief that one has a free choice to do
what he likes with his own Ufe, to theutter exclusion of what God's will is for
man. So we have a society, today that is
furthering a basis for suicide by generally
allowing people inordinate freedom in divorce. The present generation's marital
breakdown and its do-what-you-feel-Iike
attitude in morals are potent factors.
Heart-rending are tlle vicious murdersuicide combinations in which the despondent person not only seeks to destroy himself but also to liquidate loved ones or even
complete strangers. Newspapers more and
more are reporting about people who run
amuck, lnurdering an enUre family before
they turn the weapon on themse]ves. A
good number of these murder-suicides must
be actuated by a desire to "pay back" or
"get even" with someone for a trivial or
imagined wrong.
A great majority of suicides occur in
the evening, usually after 5 p.m.-perhaps
after wearisome and fruitless hours of
tracking down want ads. At that time one's
mental alertness is at low ebb, the "blue"
feeling seems more intense than ever; and
suicide, more alluring. To succumo to its
fascination, how foolish! For no mood,
blue or rosy, can ever be regarded as absolutely permanent. In the morning, after
a refreshing sleep, one feels that he has a
new lease on life. Many are those who
flirted with suicide, but for some reason or
other were unable to consummate the act.
How often after
recuperating sleep do
they confess that they really wanted to
live after all. So, though one may feel as
.sad as a woodpecker in a petrified forest,

a
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he should remember that such a state of

dejection win pass away.
Certainly, the world overlooks, though,
the best and most potent antidote for the
suicidal impulse: It is the knowledge of
Jehovah's Word, the Bible, and its inspirjng promise of an everlasting new world
free from all the despondency-causing factors of this present evil system of things.
So then the supreme significance of
suicide's growth is that we are in the
"last days" of Satan's world. 'In the last
days critical Urnes hard to deal with will
be here. For men will be lovers of money,
having no natural affection, without selfcontrol, fierce, headstrong.' (2 Timothy

3:1-4, New World Trans.) Surely this
fiendish lack of self-control so manifest in
alJ phases of public and private life today
cannot be attributed entirely to man's imperfection. For it is Satan the Devil and
his demonic forces that are' goading the
nations and peoples on to vicious acts of
violence.-Revelation 12: 9, 12.
The demons in Jesus' day had power
to goad a whole herd of swine to selfdestruction. (Matthew 8: 30-32) Today the
"swine" are those people whose only concern in life is to eat, to drink, to sleep.
and to breed, and who wallow in the mire
of their do-what-you-feel-like inclinations.
Such ones are easily influenced by demons
to commit violent acts, murder and selfmurder.
How many people would never have
flirted with SUicide if they had only known
of Jehovah's new world Wherein glowing
health and happiness will be the possession
of all obedient ones! (Revelation 21: 4)
This is the message to stem the fjood of
suicides; this is the stimulus for living:
That a sick world will pass out of existence
at Armageddon; a new world will be
ushered in. Then people will smile radiantly, for never, never again will death by
suicide allure.
AWAKE!
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A STORY OF THE WORLD'S BIGGEST PORT
READS LIKE A DIME NOVEL

ANY readers will find it dif-

ficult to believe what is reM
ported herein. Being honest, they
think others are too. Yet, what
is to follow is not fiction, not a crimenovel plot, a television story, a second-rate
movie script, nor even a built-up press
scandal. This is the account of an investigation into the twilight deeds of fear and
bribery, tyranny and murder that grasp
the world's busiest and richest port, defying the law, controlling government and
destroying life. Its leaders are often in
trouble but rarely in jail; its organization is so powerful that Time magazine
said it was questionable that it would ever
end. It has become one of the nation's last
outlaw frontiers, where the fear of 'sudden
death seals the mouths of honest men,
where unsolved murders and "accidentaJ
deaths" are too numerous among those
who get out of line to be passed over
lightly, and where exploited longshoremen
rarely complain to the district attorney
for fear of being found unidentified in the
Hudson river. New York's Governor Dewey
recently caned water-front crime "the nut
that has defied every effort to crack it for
fifty years"; yet this crime affects you,
because it exacts a percentage from everything shipped through the world's greatest port, bought either by the U. S. or from
the U. S.
The rackets are aided by the unions,
condoned by the shipping companies and
practically ignored by the police. They
include payroll padding, loan sharking,
kickbacks on longshoremen's wages, traffic
in narcotics, "voluntary contributions,"
MAY 8, 1953

outright extortion and wholesale graft. It
totals a fantastic "take" on the part of
the bosses who control the water front's
separate areas. The January National Police Gazette quoted a New York F.B.I.
official as saying: "So long as a criminal
record is a passport to employment on the
piers, crime is going to be one of the
principal commodities handled through
this port.... This free recruitment of
criminals in the 'army of our adversary
raises the odds immeasurably against the
comparative handful of F.B.I. agents and
other enforcement officers available to
combat them."
The racket's cost? A yearly $350 million,
or approximately five per cent of th~ total
value of goods passing through the port.
At least $60 million in cargo is stolen
each year, and the loading racket adds an
unnecessary $15 million to $20 million
more to the year's shipping bilI. Other
rackets thrive. The New York crime commission's hearings of last December and
January publicized the shame of the sordid situation, but probably only scratched
the surface. It showed the water front to
be the realm of thugs and racketeers
where a payoff is as casual as a Christmas
card, wooe watchmen know better titan
to make arrests, where whole truckloads
of merchandise vanish and where being an
ex-convict is an excellent recommendation
for a job. Yet to the casual observer the
water front seems peaceful while sur-

rounding and dissecting the city and its
parts and lying at the feet of the world's
greatest buildings. The eye sees no sign
of the insidiousness of its rulers and the
ease of death to its enemies.
When the inquiry that heJpE'd expose all
this started, more than 1,000 dock workers
promptly struck in protest, not against
their employers, but against the inquiry
itself. They believed the waterfront beyond
the reach of the law, and indeed it long
had been!

1940, was reluctant to move into LocaJ

824, the so~called "pistol. local" of the international Longshoremen's union, because
he thought water-front crime was small
time. Rich pickings in loan sharking,
gambling, pilferage and the public loading
racket changed his mind. His area, the
apparently peaceful West Side section
where the world's greatest 'luxury liners
gently nose into their berths, was described as a principality of larceny, racketeering and murder.
On January 22 Frances (Buster) Smith,
DUJturbing Evidence Uncovered
now serving a term in prison, gave testi~
The disturbing evidence brought to light mony that reads ]ike a 25-cent murder
by this investigation should shock into sud~ mystery. In 1935, he decided, he said, to
den wakefulness complacent citizens who "take over" the ltalian Line's Pier 59.
think all is well and nearly everyone is The men who were then handling public
honest. Here are some examples:
loading "knew what would happen" if they
Steamship companies have been forced did not get out; so they left. Smith and
to pay up to $4,000 a year to "phantom" his pals collected the loading fees every
employees who did no work and never even Saturday, but when asked by the crime
showed up at the piers. The "patriotic" commission if they did any work for this
strike in 1950 against unloading Russian money he just looked pained. Later he got
furs was not patriotic at all, but an under~ shot up (one of a number of times this
world shakedown for $70,000 from the irn~ happened) and, he swore, he hid out in
porters, and when it was paid the furs Cliffside Park, New Jersey, under the prowere unloaded. Pickings on the piers were tection of police chief Frank Borrell (who
so good that three Jersey City detectives is still in office and claims he does not
were offered $85,000 to keep the water~ know Smith) untn Borrell tipped him off
front squad from bothering the racketeers that the F.B.I. was getting close, and adfor a year at the army's Claremont Ter~ vised him to get out of town.
minaI, and $75,000 a year as long as the
racket lasted. Others, too, got and gave , Officials Must Know!
Obviously the water-front rackets could
bribes. The president of the country's largest stevedoring (loading) firm, Frank W. not continue on such a grand scale without
Nolan. admitted that his company paid out' some sort of conniving with the officials.
nearly half a million dollars in "gratitudes" Several have been mentioned in connection
during the past five years. It went to ex- with the investigations. On December 16
ecutives of shipping companies to get their the commission heard testimony picturing
company's business, as well as to thugs, Jersey City's "refonn" mayor, John V.
union men and others whose good will Kenny, as a sponsor and partner of no~
was vital.
torious thugs and a vigorous protector of
Perhaps you doubt that the water front the rackets. It was charged that he supis worth such sums. So did Mickey Bowers, ported the local racketeers against ih~
former bank robber, who, about the year vaders when mobs fought for control of
6
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the army's Claremont Terminal On the
Jersey City docks. The mayor got on television and said his name was being blackened like that of "Archbishop Stepinac itt
Czechoslovakia". (If he meant Yugoslavia,
then there are many who think Stepinac
really did collaborate with the nazis.) Early in January he canceled the municipal
pier l~se of the John W. McGrath stevedore company in punishment for Mr.
McGrath's testimony that he paid graft
to the mayor's son-in-law. The mayor
thinks such nasty statements Wlder oath
are "unfair".
Underworld leaders have also been on
the most friendly terms with New York
mayors and politicians, and the extent of
official blindness to pier crime indicates
that these men must wield great power.
When a young hoodlum was sought for
looting a Cunard Line pier in Manhattan,
a strike was called until the line agreed
to drop charges. When ten tons of steel
was stolen from one pier, it was described
as "a most remarkable case of pilferage".
Longshoremen's union president Joseph P.
Ryan admitted at the crime hearings that
back in 1948 he had warned of a pier
strike because union officials were being
questioned about a murder that is still
unsolved. On January 28 pier watchmen
told of the futility of trying to stop thefts
of cargo. They told of beatings, death
threats and union pressure. One was
beaten by a midnight intruder against
whom he filed charges, but he finally withdrew them because "the waterfront clique
have such a connection with the courts",
and, as he said, "I was new on the waterfront at the time. If I knew at that time
what I know now I would not even bother
bringing the man to court."

The Union's Part
Union officials not only were involved in
these rackets, but had another one. The
MAY 8, 1953

hundreds of thousands of dollars some of
them collected in dues were seldom put
into the bank, rarely acco1.IDted for, and
sometimes not even recorded in a book.
Alex DiBrizzi, a Staten Island union leader,
"lost" his records when the crime com..
mission wanted to examine them. Although
he collected more than' $30,000 a year he
never had a bank account for it and had
so little left each month that it was kept
in the financial secretary's home 'in a
"sort of novelty jar". The financial secretary of Manhattan's notorious "pistolloca}"
admitted that it, too, never had a bank
account and that he mingled union moneys
with his own. Longshoremen's union president. Joseph P. Ryan admitted on January
30 that he had taken $271,097 out of his,
union in the last fi,:e years and that he too
mixed a "private fund" provided by steamship and stevedoring officials with his personal money. He thought there was nothing wrong with accepting money from the
employers as well as from the union, whose
interests he was supposed to be serving.
Why does the union put up with it?
The members have little to say, for some
of these locals have not had an election
for ten or fifteen years, and are now ruled
by men who took office without ever being
voted in, The attacks on such corruption
are not attacks on unionism, as at least
one official tried to imply, but are attacks
on corruption that victimizes everyone,
union member, steamship line, shipper and
you, the common citizen who foots the
bill for it all.

Wililt Be Tamed?
What did the investigation uncover
about the New York water front? That
the port of New York has more than an
abundant share of vicious criminals, cor~
rupt labor leaders, ineffective law enforce-ment and unscrupulous politicians, with
whom even steamship officials and the em-
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players themselves conspIre. Said the l~ew
York Times, February~: 'We are com~
pelled to conclude that there exists, in ef'feet, a sinister conspiracy in which many
evH forces are joined" that "has destroyed
lives and lowered the city's prestige" under
a onion that "has not lifted a finger for
thirty years to prevent honest, hardworking longshoremen from being reduced
to fear-ridden vassals of a semi-feudal
padrone system".
Yet the investigation did not find out
why federal and local officers whose job is
to prevent water-front crime have allowed
so many criminals to operate $0 freely,
nor why the Justice Department had not
taken an earlier interest in the water front,
when pilferage and smuggling cause huge
losses to the federaJ treasury. It is doubtful that the investigations will remove the
big-time racketeers or their political cronies who protect them. These outlaws are
well-entrenched, are just as vicious as the

"gun-totin" cattle rustlers in any Western
movie, and their "waterfrontier" is rich
enough that new men can always be bought
to protect them. Again the Time8 commented: "If these inquiries end merely in
the conviction of a few minor Offenders the
work that will have gone into them will
have been wasted... _The corrupt system
itself must be smashed, That will take
some doing."
Few observant persons believe it will be
permanently smashed, and many of them
are like the men in ancient Jerusalem who
were sighing and crying over the wicked
conditions in the land, and on whose foreheads the man with the writer's inkhorn
made indelible marks of truth. (Ezekiel 9)
Just so now, the message of God's ldngdom
as the sale hope for life and justice is being
impressed in the seat of intelligence of
many persons, who recognize it as the only
hope in this corrupt and dying old world.

Quebec Man Waits Years for Truth
«lOne of Jehovah's ministers was going from hom;e to house in a section o[
Quebec that had not previously been witnessed to. While doing so he met a middleaged man who claimed not to be interested in religion the way it was being
practiced today. The minister kept on talking and after a few minutes the man went
to another room and then came back with an old, worn book. Handing it to the
minister he said: "This is what I believe." EXamining it he found it to be the bDOk
Del-iverance, and so he explained to' the man that what he was bringing was the
same thing, being likewise published by the Watchtower Society. The man was
overjoyed. Said he: "For many years I've waited for YDU people to call on me."'
He then explaine(i how he had Dbtained the bDOk. His mother, whom he had not
seen for many years, had died qulte SDme time agO'. She had left this book to him
and he had received it through the mails. He read it over many times and ho~d
t hat some day someone would call on him, He requested that the minister Df
Jehovah bring him all the literature available as SODn as pDssible. Yes, also jn
Quebec, the Roman Catholic Hierarchy to the contrary notwithstanding, there are
persons whO' are eagerly waiting fDr Jehovah's ministers to call on them with the
comfDrting message eoncerning GDd's kingdom.
AWAKE!

ft"tlIhat 3.5
Pope elevates 24 prelates
to ..ank 01 cardinal

and upon the cardinal's
head, the scarlet biretta,
"a square cap with three
WOULD be diffiprojections radiating
cult to imagine any
fro:m a tassel above its
more radiant or splendid
crown." Incidentally,
spectacle than that which
scarlet, the color of car-the Vatican presented todinals, is termed. purple in
day." Thus the New York
Vatican parlance, fiO that
Times, January 13, 1953, inbeing made a cardinal is detroduced its description of
scribed as "receiving the purthe colorful assembly of the
ple". On a later day these carmany ecclesiastical and lay digni~
taMes held at the Apostolic Palace the day dinals received. the cardinal's "hat", a
before. The gathering was a prelude to a scarlet hat with small crown, wide brim
secret consistory or meeting of the pope and a cord and tassels of a certain design
and the College of Cardinals to "create hanging from it.
and publish", that is, appoint, 24 new
The appointment of the twenty-four
cardinals.
cardinals was not without certain disapAt the end of his short speech, giving pointments, for among the twenty-four
the reasons for his appointments, the pope there were eleven Italians, two French
read the list of the 24 to the 22 cardinals and two Spanish cardinals, but only one
assembled. only 22 of the 46 reigning American. As noted by Time, December 8,
cardinals having heeded the call to be pres- 1952, in view of the fact that the United
ent, and then asked their wishes in the States furnished the Vatican with one
matter. The cardinals, of course, con- third of its total foreign revenues, "the
U. S. ,~lergy hoped to get th~ or four
curred.
Two days later, on January 14, sixteen more." The most talked·about candidates,
of the new cardinals met at the Quirinal the archbishops of Boston, Philadelphia
Palace to receive the emblems of their and St. Louis, had all been passed by; the
only American on the list being Los Anoffice from the pope. Concerning this cere·
geles' Archbishop J. Francis A. McIntyre.
many the International News Service Disappointed also were the Catholics in the
stated: "Each Cardinal was escQrted into Philippines. Rather strangely, a cardinal
the presence of the Pope by a Master of was appointed for North Ireland, whi1e
the Papal Chamber. The Cardinal knelt that most Catholic of all Catholic lands,
three times, climbed two steps to the papal Southern Ireland or Eire, is without one.
throne and knelt and kissed the Pope's
Pope Sixtus V limited the cardinals to
right foot." The pope, assisted. by the pre· 70, and also indicated the number of the
fect of pontifical ceremonies and the keeper different kinds of cardinals. There were
of pontifical robes, placed upon the shaul· to be six "cardinal bishops". who preside
ders of the cardinal the mozettaJ a scarlet over the "suburbicarian sees" around Rome
elbow-length cape with ornamental hood; and serve as auxiliary bishops to the bishop
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of Rome. There were to be fourteen "car· stones are limited to the twelve apostles.
dmal deacons", who assist the pope at mass, -Ephesians 2:20; Revelation 21:14.
No question about Christ Jesus, the
serve in the Papal Curia, or court. as
members of the pope's cabinet, as it were, twelve apostles and the seventy evangeand among whose duties are the adminis· lists' laboring zealously and unselfishly to
~ration of Vatican Ci~y, oversight of the
advance the Christian congregation, but
Vatican Library, interpretation of canon where do we read that any of them were
law. distribution of aIms, care of hospitals, rewarded while on earth with titles, honor,
orphanages, etc. And there were to be fifty emoluments and a distinctive garb? And
"cardinal priests". who, while taking their as for calling each other "Your Eminence",
titles from churches in Rome, live in other Jesus on the contrary forbade all such
parts of Italy or in foreign lands. Four of titles, saying: "But you, do not you be
the fifty must be members of the four called 'My excellent one', for one is your
major "orders" of monks, namely, Bene- teacher, whereas all you are brothers."
dictine, Franciscan, Dominican and Car- -Matthew 23:8, New World Trans., foot~
note.
melite.
Repeatedly the question of greatness or
Where the Scriptural Precedent?
rank came up among Jesus' disciples and
What Scriptural precooent is there for each time Jesus gave them a lesson in hu·
the office of cardinal with all its privileges miIity. When he was asked, "Who really
and honors? In view of the fact that the is greatest in the kingdom of the heavens?"
Roman Catholic Church claim,s to be the he replied, after first taking a child and
true church founded by Christ Jesus, that setting it in their midst, "Truly I say to
question is most fitting. What do we find? you, unlesS you turn around and become
We find nothing about a cardinal's as young children you will by no means
office, ,either expressed or implied, in enter into the kingdom of the heavens."
God's Word. Nowhere do we read of a (Matthew 18:1-4, New World Trans.) See
body of men appointed by God's chief also Matthew 20: 20-28 regarding the time
servant on earth, which body counseled the the wife of Zebedee asked that her sons
one appointing them and then at his death John and James be given favored places
elected one of their number to serve as next to Jesus when be came into bJs kinghis sUccessor as do cardinals. The mere dom.
number of 70 does npt prove the point;
Men of old. because of the custom of
besides, the number of cardinals has been the times, bowed in respect to special
limited to'"70 only in the last fourth af the messengers and servants of Jehovah, but
papacy's existence. Moses appointed 70 el- do we ever read where a Christian knelt
ders, but not to act as his advisers, neither before another and kissed his foot? When
dId they elect Moses' succeSSor. Jesus sent Cornelius bowed before Peter and did
out 70 evangelists, but neither these nor obeisance did not Peter say: "Rise; r mythe twelve apostles served as cardinals. self am also a man"? And when John fell
Not even the effort of the eleven to ap- down before an angel to worship him, what
point one to take the place of Judas was did the angel say? "Be careful! Do not do
recognized by God; he chose his own re- that! All I am is a fellow slave of you and
placement, the apostle Paul. Nor is there of your brothers who have the work of
any record of successors. Christ Jesus is witn~ssing to Jesus. Worship God."-Acts
the chief cornerstone and other foundation 10:26; Revelation 19:10, New WoridTram.
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Jesus told Pilate that His kingdom was
no part of this world. (John 18:36) Then
.why should heads of worldly states "bat"
the cardinals as was done in the case of
cardinals living in Italy, France, Spain
and Portugal? And why have papal guards
in uniform and with swords to accompany
the papal messenger who notifies the cardinal of his appointment? Why all this
military show? What did Jesus have to say
about the literal sword?-See Matthew
26:52.
Nor can the robes the priests and high
priest wore under the Mosaic law arrangement be llsed as an example. All of it,
animal sacrifices, assemblies in Jerusalem
for the three annual feasts, sabbaths, rules
regarding what mayor may not be eaten,
was a shadow of better things to come and
was brought to an end with the sacrifice
of Christ. Had any of it been carried over
we would have information regarding it in
the Christian Greek Scriptures.-Colossians 2:16, 17; Hebrews 9:23-28; 10:1-4.
Popes, cardinals and bishops are spoken
of as reigning, but what did Paul have to
say to some who thought they were to
reign while yet in the flesh on earth? "You
men already have your fill, do you? You
are rich already, are you? You have begun
ruling as kings without us, have you? And
I wish indeed that you had begun ruling
as kings, that we also might rule with you
as kings. We are fools because of Christ,
but you are discreet in Christ; we are
weak, but you are strong; you are in good
repute, but we are in dishonor." If such
strong words, biting sarcasm and reproof
were merited by the Corinthians back
there, what would Paul have said to the
spectacle at Vatican City on January 12,
than which it would have been difficult to
imagine anything more radiant and splen-
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did?-l Corinthians 4:8, 1-0, New World

Trans .
No, neither in the Hebrew nor in the
Christian Greek Scriptures do we find the
slightest intimation of any office of cardinal. Then where did it originate? Professor Hislop, in The Two Babylons, ties the
office of cardinal to the worship of the
pagan deity Janus, who was termed "the
opener and the shutter". Testifying to this
role by the College of Cardinals, riote the
words of Pope Eugenius (1431): "As the
door of house turns upon its hinges, so
the See of the Universal Apostolic Church
rests and is supported by this institution."
And the Catholic Eru::yclopedia~ in discussing "The Consistory", states on page 338 of
volume 3: "A papal consistory is the assembly of the cardinals about the pope and
recalls the consistorium principis of the
Roman Empire." Yes, the College of Cardinals and everything pertaining to it, with
all its splendor and power, finds its antecedents, not in the Jewish nor in the Christian system of things, but only in the imperial pagan Roman system of things.
Is the term "cardinal" a flattering title?
Do cardinals accept glory from one
another? Are they considered lofty among
men? Then the following scriptures are in
point: "Let me not, I pray you, respect
any man's person; neither will 1; give fiattering titles unto any man. For I know not
to give flattering titles; else would my
Maker soon take me away." (Job 32:21,
22, Am. Stan. Ver.) "How can you believe,
when you are accepting glory from one
another and you are not seeking the glory
that is from the only God?" "You are those
who declare yourselves righteous before
men, but God knows your hearts; because '
what is lofty among men is a disgusting
thing in God's sight."-John 5:44; Luke

a

16:15, New World Tram~.
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New York-{;Uy of the World!
T IS not out of prejudice, but because so
many New Yorkers are from other lands,
that a common New York question Is: "What
Is your nationality?" It was away back in
1646 that It could be reported that only "men
of eighteen different languages" lived in "Manhate, and its environs". Today New York CODtains such vast foreign cities that it has more
Jews than Israel, more Italians than Venice,
more Irishmen than Dublin, To this city came
immigrants from all parts of the world. First
they settled into little national .communities
with others from their native land, but when
their children went to New York schools they
learned the particular brand of English that
is American, and blended right into the hodgepodge of nationalities that compose this country. This was not without dashes and difficulties. striles and prejudices. Tinges of national
prides and hatreds remain, but all have gone
far toward blending at least sixty nationalities
together Into the melting pot that is New York.
(l. Just off the Bowery and just north of City
Hall is Chinatown. Here opium dens and tong
wars are dim memories of a day long past.
Quiet people with beautiful Oriental faces go
steadily about their business despite the day·
long stream of sight·seers pouring through
their streets. Here are unusual
foods, almond·eyed taces, herbs
and dtied sea horses, and a
pleasant speech that sounds like
quiet Singing.
(l. Just to the north, stretching
along Mulberry street, is Little
Italy. lIere life is spirited. Plas·
ter saints are evJdent.. On saint
days there is street dancing un·
del' shimmering electric·lIghted
arches, and spaghetti and red
wine are in abundance. To the
east the Jews have congregated
around Delancey street, and on
Orchard street their stores have
overflowed right out onto the
sidewalks. Here one IT).ust push
his way between tables and
pushcarts where the most ani·
•
mated trade is carried on. China·
town, Little Italy and the Jewish section are served by the
ancient Third Avenue el-a 10·

I
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cent ride that is an experience in itself!
CI. The Polish section is around 7th street and
First aven1,le. Russians live near Second avenue,
south of 14th street. The Swedes live farther
north on the East Side: Czechoslovaks have a
little world of their own from 71st to 80th along
First and Second avenues. At 86th street, east
of Lexington avenue. is Yorkville, the German
quarter, where you may also find Austrians,
Hungarians and Slovaks. Spanish Harlem is
around 112th street, and it is shared with
Portuguese, Puerto Ricans and Negroes. Har·
lem was originally a Dutch settlement. Sinre
1900 it has become a Negro dIstrict, and now
boasts both great wealth and extreme poverty.
Here more than 300.000 people live in Ollf:'
three·square·mile area.
CJ There are also Turks, Armenians, Syl'l.ans,
Japanese, Greeks, French, Dutch, Eskimos ant.!
Polynesians. The major groups are spread
throughout the city, though some neighborhood
groups still remain. Ail have become Americanized, though in many instances their national
rivalries remain.
t!,. When New York's multitude from othE'r
lands swells again temporarily in mid·July, the
city wilI witness a real demonstration of how
aJI natiOnalities can come together without
turmoil, prejudiees, hatreds or
national animosities. Such cx·
emplary tmity of true Christianity amazes a world that ha>;
never known it. It transcends
all nationalism, just as Paul
said there would be "neitht'r
Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor
upcircumcision, foreigner, Scyth·
ian, slave, freeman", but in
"Christ all things in all". Others
will witness this, but none call
appreciate it like' those who
aclually come from far ('orners
of the world to a strange land
to experience the warmth of
Christian fellowship, the sample
of new world unity that will
prevail among men of 8.11 race"
and nationalities when Jcho·
vah's witnesses again meet in
Yankee Stadium, New York, July
"
19·26. Multitudes will be there.
Will you?
AWAKE!

-Pathfinder for Democracy?

rrx>

MAINTAIN that pure democracy with the theory of democracy. The will
1 prevails today would he to err. No of the majority is supposed to be folloWed.
nation is governed directly by the people. If all people could vote on national issues,

Even in theory it is deemed unworkable,
because of tremendously large 'POl)ulaUons.

Hence, there has been devised what is
called a republic. It is also known as representative democracy. Theoretically, it
means that the people actually govern
themselves indirectly by electing representatives who carry out the will of the
people, this being equivalent to democracy.
Representation is thus extolled as the pathfinder for democracy. Is it?
The determination of wbetberrepresentative government is equivalent to democracy and finds a way for democracy to
work is contingent on the answer to this
question: Is the net result of representa·
tive democracy as in practice today the
same as it would be if pure democracy
were in existence?
Many are the representatives who believe that the Congress of the United
States does not have to be a mere echo
of what "inquiring reporters" and poll- '
takers say the people think. They believe
it is just as possible to lead public opinion
as to follow it. They reason that if Congress
is to be nothing but a mirror, one is almost
tempted to conclude we could do without
it. Besides, they say, public opinion is not
infallible. Perhaps these are legitimate rea"ons for leading public opinion. But is the
"leader" of public opinion any more infallible than public opinion itself? For a
few representatives to lead public opinion
does not seem to be exactly in harmony
MAY 8. 19,',,,

financial aid to foreign governments, etc.,
free tram controlling \nf\uence, we wonder
how the ba110ts wou1d 1ine up with the
representative's "leadings"!
With the present representative system
it is conceivably possible for a minority
party in the country to obtain 'a majority
of representatives in Congress; or, at any
rate, for a substantial minority to obtain
an absurdly small representation. History
shows this has happened. "As a result of
the district system," writes Professor J.
R. Commons of Wisconsin in Proportional
Representation, "the national House of
Representatives is scarcely a representative body."

Guess Whom They Represent?
At all times it is assumed that the representatives represent the public. But do
they? Some represent themselves. Selfaggrandizement is popular. There is the
testimony about Congressman Ralph W.
Guinn, from New York, who got $250 to
$500 a month for writing a "column" for
the Committee for Constitutional Government, and who loaned his "frank" to that
organization, enabling it to mail some
2i million pieces of propaganda without
paying postage. The taxpayers, of course,
have to pay the cost of this mailing. Here
is an example of "self-representation" with
the pub~ic paying to maintain it!
Though he may not admit it even to
himself, the congressman's chief aim is,
13

of course, re.election. ConseqUently, many
representatives find it expedient to represent party bosses. Many a QOngressman advanced smoothly up the ladder from assistant county attorney to his present position only because he never failed to cooperate with his party bosses on matters
of patronage. "Patronage," says the Encyclopedia Americana, "is in fact a concealed form of bribery; the givipg of office
or contracts as rewards for party service
works insidious corruption of political morality. A large proportion of voters regard
offices as perquisites of the party, as gifts
bestowed upon the faithful, rather than
as positions of public trust, and, as Horace
Bushnell has strikingly observed, 'such a
system would corrupt a nation of ,angels.' "
The congressman then is fully aware
that he needs the party bosses' support
more than they need his supply of federal
patronage. Why, if there is a falling out
--an unthinkable occurrence for a congressman-he could cut off only one
source of their patronage; the bosses
would survive to put an end to his political
career in the next party primary, over
which they exercise a tight grip. Thus
party bosses become as much of an obstacle to modem democracy's functioning as
did the feudal lord to democratic tendencies in the medieval period
That the "representatives of the people" are not even free to exercise their
own will is the gist of Woodrow Wilson's
words spoken during one of his campaign
speeches in 1912; "The masters of government of the United States are the combined capitalists and manufacturers of the
United States .... The government of the
United States is a foster child of the special interests. It is not allowed to have a
will of his own." The picture painted here
by Mr. Wilson is not the idyllic picture of
representative democracy painted for children in their civics classes!
14

The "Unolfi.clal" Representaflves
It Is not a guarded fact that all large
corporations and firms have regular 'paid
representatlyes at', Washington, for legislation is likely to affect their interests.
Their purpose is to influence the votes of
legislators. They are called "lobbyists" and
their business is called "lobbying". Lobbying has been practiced tor so long that .t
is now about as formal a ceremony as the
tango. All the motions are known to the
prOfessional, and are endlessly repeated.
Lobbyists WOrk not only by turning the
heat on a congressman already elected, but
they strive to get the "right" congressman
elected. This makes it much easier to lobby.
A usual Washington lobby consists of a
professional agent and a staff of research
workers. The agent dreams up the strategy, and the research workers get up the
figures. Either may draft the bill they
want passed. Congressmen seldom prepare
their own bills. Of course, the more dangerous lobbies are not out in the open.
They prefer the half-light, or, better yet,
to work in the dark. The techniques are
•
most alluring: entertainment,
dinners,
cocktail parties, subtle flattery, etc. Since
the corruption law of 1911, the crude buying of votes has given way to more subtle
blandishments. After all, congressmen as
well as administrative officials are shy of
little black bags, mink coats, freezers, etc.
Industrial lobbies have been operating
ever since the Republic was founded. With
the Big Three-business, labor, agriculture-all organized in an impressive way,
the typical congressman has his troubles.
In a clash, whom will he support? Here
is the Honorable Clarence Cannon of Missouri, apparently reqUested by William
Green of the American Federation of
Labor to vote for the SUbsidy bill. Mr. Cannon searches his heart and, comes up
with this classic reaction: "I have always
followed Mr. Green on labor bills. But this
AWAKE!

is not Q' labor bill. This is a farm bill. On
this bill I follow the far:rn leaders." (New
York Herald Tribune~ November, 25, 1943)
Just when Mr. Cannon represents and
"follows" the will of Mr. American Public
is not revealed!
What really rouses a congressman into
decisive activity? Is it the result of carefully cogitating on the material presented
in debates from the floor? No, debates
rarely seem to faze him; more often they
bore him. You can prove this for yourself.
Take a look at them sometime when a debate is on. Usually only a few will be present. Of the few who are preSent, those
who are not reading the papers will probably be taking a nap! "What really stings
a congressman into activity," says Stuart
Chase in the book Democracy Under Pressure~ "is (1) mail from home, (2) testimony at committee hearings, (3) high
pressure from the agent." In regard to
the pressure applied by lobbyists Mr. Chase
says: "In Washington the heat often becomes fantastic."
Lobbyists make good use of slogans and
spend plenty of money_ The American
Federation of Labor marches to legislative
battle behind "The American Standard of
Living". Who would be low enough to attack that? The investors' lobby stirs up
sympathy with "widows and orphans",
while the American publishers can get
away with practically anything in the
name of "free speech and free press".
When a bill is to be killed, lobbyists label
it "controlled by politicians", "communistic," or "socialistic", and spend dollars as
if they were stage money. To fight national
health insurance the American Medical
Association zestfully tossed in $2,396,000.
To battle rent controls and housing that
defense workers can afford, the National
ASSOCiation of Real Estate Boards spent
$371,000. The lobbyist's interest and the
public interest are rarely in agreement.
MAY 8, 1953

If they evPr are, it is purely coincidental.
They did not plan it that way!
One congressman, Representative Clarence J. Brown, charged that the government is .the biggest lobbyist of them all.
The New York Times of April 12, 1952,
quoted him: "The United States Government itself is the largest and most pernicious lobby in Washington, or anywhere
else in the world for that matter.'~ Even
foreign interests are represented at Washington. President Truman, for instance.
had ordered an investigation of the "China
Lobby", which was accused of trying to
win congressional favor for Chiang Kaishek's Nationalists. Really, what hope have
the people in getting their will represented
when big business and government lobbies
have the money and power to put through
legislation any way they like it?
Lobbying is no kitchen sink whirlpool,
for it sucks into its grandiose orbit such
powerful organizations that it has been
called the 'third house of Congress'. It
comes as no surprise then to learn that
organized religion has some of the mc)st
persistent lobbies at Washington. Luke
Ebersole, author of Church Lobbying in
Washington, declared that lobbyists, "the
unofficial representatives of the people,"
may have as much to do with government
as official representatives. Comparing the
lobbying of the Catholic and Protestant
groups, Mr. Ebersole observes: "The lobbying of the Roman Catholics is not of
the hit-and-run type. They stay by year
after year."
What ...s the result of all this lobbying?
Perhaps Karl Schriftgiesser, in his book
The Lobbyists, began to hit the nail on the
head when he wrote: "The present system
of pressure politics has assumed extraordinary proportions in recent years and it
is now assumed to be not an evil but an
important and necessary ingredient of
democracy. This system is bound to ex-
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pand in the future. In its expansion it may
The theory of referendum is defeated in
well challenge the existence of representa- practice by the tendency of the people to
tive government as we have known it." vote blindly. One authority, after close
How obvious it is already that this "neces- examination of the initiative and referensary ingredient of democracy" has actual1y dum in California. concluded that "in most
transformed representation into a mere instances the old adage of politics that 'the
fraction of what it theoretically should be! side that spends the most, wins' has been
Into this bewildering picture of lobbies proven true". Thus, in California, the state
and party bosses the underworld boss has housing authority was overwhelmed 2,372,made his villainous appearance. The Ke- 000 votes to 1,042,000.
fauver Committee's official reports pubFinally, such states as New York and
lished in 1951 hit the general public with Connecticut, which do not have the "gOV~
a galvanizing bombshell. For the first time ernment by petition", nonetheless offer
it was realized by many citizens that their residents more enlightened statutes
gangster and criminal elements exert a than do Oregon and Missouri, where the
dangerously powerful influence on govern- initiative and referendum have been avaiI~
ment in the United States. Are the repre- able to voters for marly decades. Moreover,
sentatives immune to the disease of cor- there is no referendum for laws enacted
ruption?
by Congress. Representation has not been
invigorated
Representation-Back to Life?
The conclusion seems unavoidable then
Some contend that the introduction of
the referendum and the initiative invigor- that the results of representative democ~
ates representation. By referendum is racy do not add up to the sum total
meant the process of submitting a law al- of what democracy stands for: freedom.
ready passed by the lawmaking body to equality, and majority rule. No prospect
a direct vote of the citizens for approval or for better representation of the people's
rejection. The initiative gives the citizens will is in view, only the bleak prospect of
outside of the legislature the right to enact pressure groups expanding. So representav
a new law by vote~ By a recent year, Uves continue to feel the heat from foreign
twenty-two states had made provision for interest lobbies, United States Goverrunent
lobbies', big business bosses, labor bosses,
referendums.
The theory is that if the people have farm bosses, party bosses, religious bosse!;'
direct power to enact laws, selfish interests and underworld bosses. If he could dodge
wilI'be thwarted. Does it work in practice? all these "bosses", Mr. Congressman still
The theory of initiatives is defeated in has to represent himself-for re-election!
practice by the ease in saying "no". For No wonder it is popularly said: 'If democas the ballot has become longer, approach- racy was ever ushered in by the Libert.v
ing bed-sheet proportions, people show a Bell, it was soon ushered out by the
tendency to vote "no" on every measure. dumbbells!'
All of this means that representation is
Confronted with all the confusing titles
and strange words, with some resemblance no Moses to guide the governmental ad~
to 8 column in the telephone directory, venturers out of their wilderness struggle.
voters pursue a safe course. They votE' no magic beacon to illuminate the pathway
to democracy.
"no".
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NaturePs
Hypoderl11ics ,,~~
HE hypodermic
syringe is an inM
T
genious instrument of

the venom squeezed
out of the cheek
pouches runs down the
grooves into the incision. The poiSon is
not very powerful in its action, but it is
enough to paralyze small animals upon
which this species preys.
In cobras the hypodermic instruments
differ in that they appear in front of the
mouth instead of the rear. The cobra has
its tools encased, which makes them the
shape of a hollow tube. These stand out
like stationary hypodermic needles ready
at any mornent to inject jets of paralyzing
neurotoxin. All parts that go to make up
the man-made instrument are well represented in the snake: ,the hollow needlelike
tooth; the barrel in which the venom is
located; also muscles encircling the barrel
that squeeze the cylinder, forcing the veoM
am down the duct leading to the base of
each fang. These muscles perform the
same function that the plunger does in
the manMmade instrument. Man uses the
syringe to make injections into the bloodstream and nervous system. So do snakes.
Cobras and mambas carry a nerve poison,
while the viper's venom is a blood poison
that causes hemorrhage by expanding the
walls of the blood vessels, thus making
them porous. The poison is also capable of
dissolving the red corpuscles of the blood,
The only difference between the. two
needles (nature's and man's) is that nature's can seldom be improved upon.

recent discovery, especially adapted for
medical use. The French physician Dr.
Charles Gabriel Pranoz was the first to
describe it, in 1853. After receiving approval by Dr. Alexander Wood of EdinM
burgh, it was immediately introduced to
the medical profession. Despite universal
scientific acclamation of it as being first
in this field of development, the basic
principle of the hypodermic syringe was
known to the realm of nature for millenniums prior to the creation of man. This
principle is distinctly recognized in the
fangs of reptiles, in the beaks and stings of
insects. and in the stinging hairs of plants
and trees. NatureMborn instruments possess
all the essential parts of the man-made
hypodennic needle, and they function with
a fearful perfection that baffles even the
imagination of man.
. For example: Behind the lipless mouth
of reptiles are needle-sharp fangs that operM
ate \vith dreadful accuracy. In backMfanged
snakes the "needles'" are not hollowed, but
are poison-carrying troughs with exquisitely keen points. The fangs are attached
to the rear end of a bone on each side of
their upper jaw. In all other poisonous
snakes the fangs are situated at the front
of the mouth. The viper is distinguished in
that it has its treacherous deadly needles
attached to a short bone that is capable
of vertical movement. BackMfanged serpents have difficulty sinking their hypo- . Insect Hypodermic8
In almost all blood-sucking and sapdermic needles in the first instant of the
bite. They clamp their jaws and chew, and sucking cr~atures in the insect world are
work inward until the back needlelike to be found instruments that perfectly
fangs can be plunged into the victim, and correspond to our hypodennic needle
MAY 8, 1958
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(syringe). A mosquito's perfonnance 10ith

its long needlelike beak is a demonma~
tion of expert surgery. It settles down with
a lightness that is almost unperceivable.
Before making the actual ipcision it carefully feels over the skin with the tips of
its maxillary palpi (fuzzy feelers at the
tip of its labium) in order to find a nice
soft spot. The razor-sharp stylets in the
beak are brought into operation. The incision is made, Just a slight sting is felt
when the saliva is injected into the wound;
this promotes the free flowing of blood and
stops it from coagulating. Sucking muscles
begin to pump; a rhythmic pulsation of
the mosquito's body accompanies the upflowing of blood. Only a drop or two is
needed. Yet in a moment's time a mosquito with its precision instrument is capable of taking in up to 1.5 to 1.7 times
its original weight in blood.
Generally, it has been assumed that the
proboscis (tubular sucking organ) of the
mosquito remains rigid when penetrating
the tissue, acting like a hypodermic needle,
but Gordon and Lumsden reported some
interesting observations on the mechanism
of biting in Aedes aegypti. They found in
their experiments that the mosquito's
labral tip is extremely flexible and that
the mosquito can turn the organ first in
this way and then in that within the tissue
until a capillary is found and ruptured
or the cavity or passageway of a capillary
is penetrated directly and the blood is
pumped out. (The Natural History of Mosquitoes, by Bates) In this respect the
mosquito's hypodermic syringe is far superior to the man-made instrument.
In a bee or wasp is a very complex and
beautifully adapted organ that is generally
called the stinger. This instrument consists of a mechanism for penetrating the
skin to a depth of perhaps one tenth of
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an inch and of a system of glancls to ...
crete the venOM that is injected into the
wound In the honeybee, the hypOOermic
needle (sting proper) consists of two extremely sharp, highly polished, brown
spears or dans that appear as one. Their
concave inner surfaces make, between
them, a fine tube down which the venom is
forced to emerge at their tips. As the insect stings, these two darts are alternately
and very rapidly plunged in and out on
guide rails of a surrounding sheath. Each
dart is equipped with 9 or 10 recurved
hooks near its tip, which hold it finnly
until the next thrust carries the stinger
still deeper. Because of these hooks, the
honeybee can seldom remove its stinger,
and it, with most of its viscera, is torn
away when it makes its. escape. other
bees, wasps, hornets Rnd ants do not havt'
these hooks, consequently they can sting
repeatedly without injury to themselves.
Among the most interesting protective
structures that insects possess are the nettling hairs of many caterpillars. According
to C. L. Metcalf, a professor of entomology,
and a chief entomologist, W. P. Flint,
"these structures are similar to the poison'
hairs of the nettle plant." They point out
that "not all the hairs of the body are of
this type but only certain ones are hollOW
and connect at their baSe beneath the
cuticula with poison gland cells. When
these hairs penetrate the human skin the
poison is released at a broken point and
may create a serious skin eruption accompanied by intense itching and intestinal
disturbance". Best known of the "fuzzy
creeping caterpillar" hYPOdermics are the
brown-tail moth, the 10 moth, the saddleback caterpillar and the bUck moth.-Fundamentals of Insect Life, by Metcalf and
Flint.
Nature's hypodennic needles are not all
of the same style. For example: The mosA WAKEI

:Iuito has six stylets instead 01 fOur. as do
olood-sucking bugs. The housefly has but
two stylets, with the mandibles and max~
lilae entirely wanting. Certain species of
[leas have a combination of stylets that
are used for piercing and sucking. When
not in use, the louse carefully tucks the
hypodermic needle away in a stylet sac.
When the louse is ready to eat, the protractor muscles force the needles out of
the sac and proceed drilling, cutting or
biting, whatever the surface may require.
Its sucking apparatus is identical with that
of the'mosquito.

Tree and Plant Syringes
It is awe-inspiring to recognize these
basic principles of the hypodermic syringe
in the fangs of poisonous reptiles or the
stings and beaks of insects, but it becomes
utterly fantastic to see these same operative principles in the stinging hairs of
plants and trees. In a recent issue of Britain's Journal of Physiology, phYSiologists
N. Emmelin and W. Feld~rg of Cambridge
University explained just how mean a
stinging nettie can be. Each hair is de~
scribed by them as having a flexible bladder
at its base. The hair itself is hollow and
stiffened with silica. At. the tip is a tiny
bulb like a cork stuck on the end of a hypodennic needle. When the hair touches a
victim, the bulb breaks off, exposing a
point so exquisitely sha'rp that it slips right
through the skin. Pressure on the hair
shaft squeezes the bladder and injects
poison into the victim's tissues. The result
is a hot, burning sensation followed by a
terrible itch. Two poisons, each performing
a special function, were found to cause all
the trouble. Acetylcholine causes the sudden burning, and histamine, the persistent
itching. Jerry Laudermilk states, in his
article "The Plant with the Hypodermic
Needle", that "extenRive nettle stings someMAY 8, 1953

times reqUl1'e rnealC&J- attention. Usually,
however, an you need to do is to apply the
pulp of a smashed~up dock plant or any
plant with slightly acid juice".
In the March, 1949, issue of Natural
History, Dr. Tate, curator, Department
of Mammals, American Muse'urn of Natural
Hlstory, stated: "Mr. C. R. Brown, the
botanist, was stung on the middle jointof the second finger of his right hand by a
single hair of the giant stinging tree
Laportea gigas. He described his experi..
ence quite objectively. For a minute, he
said, he felt almost nothing. Thetl the
skin started to itch and burn. In two' minutes pains began in the joints of the finger
and at the wrist. In five minutes the pain
had extended up the arm; then it gradually
spread down the right side of the body to
the toes and up the right side of the head.
The pain increased for half an hour, after
which for two' hours there was such nurnbness that he could not hold a pencil in
his hand."
Not only man but also other animals are
affected by the stinging trees and plants.
Horses are known to have gone mad with
the pain and terror produced by the
"stinging demons" and had to be shot.
Others are reported to have swollen to
the point where they could not be worked,
but had to be treated and given rest for
several days. Dogs and cattle are known
to have become infuriated,. when badly
stung. The plants leave no room for doubt
that they are thoroughly acquainted with
the principles of the hypodermic syringe,
and without a moment's notice can administer thousands of injections with deadly
accuracy.
The dreaded hypodermics in nature
stand as a warning to man that these living
things want to be left alone-and quick!
If man trespasses, nature leaves her mark
-a reminder he does not soon forget.
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The Other Side of a Question
WAKE! endeavors to give its readers the ..

greatest possible amount of useful inforA
mation and that on a wide variety of subjects. It therefore occasionally publishes information on health, such as the harm that
may come from drinking caffeiue-containing
soft drinks such as the cola beverages. Since
it appears that this Is a controversial subject,
we herewith present the other side of the
question as given In the Bouth African Medical Journal, August 30, 1952, under the title:
"Soft Drinks: Their Alleged Dangers."
'i: Objections to cola drinks seem to be based
on their containing caffeine, phosphoric acid
and sugar. Although it would seem that the
('aifeine content of cola drinks would be such
as to Interfere with the sleep of children,
"the matter has been put to specific experl·
menta] tests and the results show quite clear·
ly that the amount of cafl'ejne jn populal'
brands of soft drinks has no such deleterious
effect."
'W While there are 40 mg. of caffeine in a
bottle of cola drink, there are 60·75 mg. jn a
cup of tea, 68·101 mg. in a cup of coffee and
58·78 mg. of caffeine in a bar of chocojate,
whkh chocolate bar (of average size) also
contains 439 mg. of theobromine, an element
\'losely 1'(>lated to caffeine. As for catreine's
causing stomach ulcers, experiments on ani·
mals have faUed to show any such effect un·
less caffeine was given in lethal doses.
'I: As for the phosphoric acid content in soft
drinks, there is not only no scientific evidence
to support the claim that the presence of this
acid in soft drinks disturbs the calcium
metabolism of the imbiber, but there is evi·
dence to indicate that it does not. The same
is true regarding the effect of this acid on the
acld·base equilibrium of the body. "Ingestion
of as much as 1 gm. of phosphOric acid per
day lor 21 days by children from 9 to If!
years of age hail no ailve:rse effects on general
health or mineral and acld·base balance."
'W As for the phosphoric acid in cola drinks
attacking the enamel of the teeth, experiments
have shown "that llaturallruit jukes, su('h as
lemon and grapefruit juice, attaeked the
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teeth farmore than phosphOriC a()id·containing
cold drinks did". Another experimenter reo
ports "many commonly consumed foodstuffs
such as pickle juice, orange juice and apple
juice attacked teeth in vitro at about the saine
rate as fKJPular brands at phosphoric acid·
containing cold drinks". Incidentally, in vitro
literally means "in glass" and refers to the
fact that the experiment was made on teeth
in a test tube and not in the mouth as part
of a living orgal1ism, in which case it would
have been termed "made in vivo".
1;' As for the sugar content of soft drinks
as causing caries or tooth decay, this medical
journal states: "To re('ognize that the etiology
of carles is unknown is to glimpse the ob·
vlous. Dental experts are in disagreement
about the mode of production of caries."
~ Regardless of the pros and cons of tht>
aoove question the fact remains that most
lthings consumed by the average ~rson in
modern lands have their injurious as well as
their beneficial properties, and If taken in
moderation it seems reasonable to conclude
that the body will be able to utilize that which
i.s beneficial and reject that which is injurious.
The Swedes have their coffee, the British
their tea, the Germans their beer, the French
their wine, and something might be saM
against each custom. Objection is made to the
use of sulphur dioxide in drying of fruits,
benzoate of soda in canning of foods, to the
pasteurization of milk, and so on.
'f Obviously, to the extent that one's mind: is
on such matters, to that extent it is not being
occupied with the truths concerning Jehovah
God and his purposes. Allergies and patho·
10gicaJ conditions may cause one man's meat
to be another's poison, but on the whole it
would seem that moderation and self·control
and common sense would suffice for tht'
average person. And that is the extent to
which the Scriptures ·deal with the subjeCl.
-See Proverbs 23:2, 21; LUke 10:8.
1': Yes, "the kingdom of God does not mean
eating and drinking, but means righteousness
and peace and joy with holy spirit."-Romanf':
14:17, New World

Tr(!'Il.~.
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Virgin of Charity
Visits Havana
By"Awakel"

correspondent in Cuba

VERYWHERE
the people were
talking. Something
unexpected had bapw
pened for which the
people could not
find a logical explanation. Those who knew
about the event asked of their neighbor:
"Did you hear about what happened on the
MaleeDn?" It did not matter what the answer was, for the one asked would get a
detailed explanation of what was considered last-minute news and which was
being announce~ repeatedly by the newsraster in the latest. bUlletins. Some announced the happening with bewilderment, others with the inborn desire to be
the first to tell the latest news.
Why, in an act filled with such religious
significance, should such a thing happen?
Is not the power to help, to heal and to save
attributed to an image? And is not that
the very reason why she was brought from
her sanctuary, to be worshiped and venerated by her followers in Havana as a
symbol of charity, mercy and life?
. Questions like these manifest to what
degree the religious feelings of the Cubans
had been affected. The occasion was the
celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of
independence from Spain, and los habaner08 were preparing to receive the patron
saint of Cuba, the Oaridad del Oobre. The
"real" image had been brought from her
sanctuary in the small village of Cobre in
the far province of Oriente to Havana by
a military plane that had been placed at
the disposition-of the Hierarchy. It was the
first time that the image had left her
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place on the altar to
visit the capital; and
the followers, particularly those who lived in
Havana, had an opportunity to see the object
of their worship. Also,
bringing the image out
on this particular occasion brought forth
the idea that the Cubans owed their independence to it, and this gave it a patriotic bent:

The Official Catholic Version
The worship of the image dates. back
several centuries. The book Historia de
Nuestra Senora de la Oaridad del Oohre,
Patrona de Cuba (History of Our Lady of

Charity of Cobre, Patron Saint of Cuba)
establishes the fact that "it is lamentable
that almost all reports of the appearances
of the Holy Virgin have been lost". But
in spite of such a confession, the inventive
ability of the Catholic Church does not inconvenience her in finding an explanation
for its origin.
According to legend, as mentioned in the
book, many years ago, about 1627, two
Indians, Rodrigo and Juan de Hoyos,
brothers, and a colored boy nine or ten
years of age named Juan Moreno, left the
small village of Hato de Varajagua near
Cobre to look for salt deposits in the Bay
of Nipe on the north coast. When they
arrived at a place called Cayo Frances, Or
La Vigia, they camped several days because of bad weather, Finally, when the
sea calmed they continued their journey,
starting early in the morning. Just as the
sun began to appear upon the horizon they
saw with astonishment a white, figure
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floating over the waves, which at first
they mistook for a sea gull, but which
upon closer scrutiny proved to be an image
-of the virgin with a baby boy in her left
arm and a golden cross in the right. They
were even more astonished when, upon
'taking it into the boat, they notic,ed that
it was dry, although it had been balanced
upon a small piece of wood in the midst
of the waves.
Rodrigo de Hoyos, according to the account, on rescuing the image from the
sea, read an inscription, which ~aid: "I am
the Virgin of Charity." Very elated about
their find, the two brothers and their
youthful companion eventually returned to
their starting plaCe, Hato de Varajagua.
When they arrived, they decided to carry
the Jmage to Cobre and place it on the
high altar in the church there.
Then strange, Wlexplainable things began to happen: the image, which was
closely guarded in the church, began miraculously to disappear and then appear
again. During one of these frequent disappearances, it appeared to a young girl.
The image, according to the girl, appeared
to her on a rock near a mine, shining
miraculously. The news spread like wildfire among the neighbors. The sudden appearance of the image to an innocent girl
had deep significance for them. In the
evenings they could see three columns of
fire rising from the place where the image
had appeared to the girl. This Sign continued to appear from time to time and
became the source of heated discussions;
but seeing that they could not arrive at
any definite conclusion, they decided to
build a temple to the virgin in the place
where she had appeared.

belief, upheld by a great number of Cubans,
which identifies the virgin with Ochun,
which, as explained by the editor of the
newspaper Tiempo en Cuba' (September 8',
1951), represents in African mythology
what Aphrodite represents in Greek mythology, "that which is sensuous, that
which appeals to sex, scandalous jubilation." In spite of the fact that the people
use the same image as the church and
build altars to the image just as the church,
they see in the image the sex god Ochun
and offer fruit to it. Naturally, the Catholic
Church does not approve of this identification with the sex god Ochun; nevertheless, the belief continues.
A visit to the ~nctuary of the image on
the hill "La Maboa", inaugurated May 8,
1928, will take one to the chapel of miracles, on whose walls hang every kind of
object imaginable, all offered to the virgin
as promises, and for which it is hoped
some benefit will be received. Beneath one
of the photographs of the article by Baeza
Flores, it is written that among the articles in the Chapel of Miracles are some
sergeant stripes carried there by General
Fulgencio Batista, president of Cuba, in
fulfillment of a promise made to the virgin.
But it is difficult to associate the virgin
with the quality of kindness attributed to
her .when, in the door and lining the stairs
leading to the altar, there are poor people
constantly imploring the public for a few
cents to buy bread. Why does not the
image do something to alleviate the sufferings of these humble souls who are fervent believers in it? Although her followers see these things before their eyes,
they do not appreciate that "charity shOUld
begin at home".

A Popular Version
Up to now the above-mentioned Catholic
version of the legend is officially recognized in Cuba. But there is also a popular

The Idol and the Tragedy
Now in regard to the parade of the
virgin that ended in tragedy, and that
caused so much speculation and comment.
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The idol was brought from her resting
place on the altar' in Cobre by military
plane to Havana. From the airport she
was carried in a fire truck to the city,
where she was to become the center of at·
traction and worship. Arriving in the city,
the small image of fifteen inches was car·
ned in a procession to her temporary resting place on the altar in "Old Havana".
It was on the way to the altar that the
unexpected happened.' People were lined
on both sides of the streets. Doors, win·
dows and balconies were filled. As the procession neared house number 667 on the
Malecon, the balcony suddenly gave way,
killing four persons: three women and
one man. Eleven more were injured. It
was a tragic and painful occurrence, as
evidenced by the pictures in the newspapers and magazines. Listen to the heartrending words of the lady from whose
balcony these unfortunate persons had
hoped to get a glimpse of the virgin:
"All of these people were my friends
and they were so thankful that they could
stand on my balcony and see the virgin
pass by the house~ They had prepared
flowers to drop on her as she passed, to
show their love and religious devotion."
But instead, pain and sorrow! Many were
the pathetic scenes enacted in the emergency hospital. It w~s truly a moving sight
to see the broken bodies of these unfortunates and to listen to cries and see the
tears of the relatives. The magazine Bohemia in its issue of May 25, 1952, together
with photographs of the victims, published the following:
"It was inevitable, product of popular
fervor and enthusiasm to see the passing
of the sacred image of charity." Beside the
photograph of one of the victims appeared
the following: "The young man, Luis
Llopiz Selva, landed with the allies in
Normandy and fought during the campaign in Germany without being touched
MAY 8, 1955

by a bullet but returned home to die 88
the result of a fallen balcony on Malec6n
number 667. Here appears the stricken
mother, crying while she hugs the dead
body of Luis."
These stricken family members and
friends' needed comfort and help at this
time of mourning, but did they receive it
from the Catholic Church? As an example
of the spiritual comfort they received, note
the following from the section "Mirador
Cat6lico" of the newspaper Informaci6n
of May 20, 1952: "One of the victims,
Mrs.
, had received her communion
that very morning: she was a good Christian. Her last pious gesture was to toss a
green bough to. the virgin when she passed
the house ... then came the tragedy and
she perished in the way_you all know. The
virgin wished to take her to heaven with
her! What a reward!" The other victims
were not even mentioned in the article.
However, a Jesuit priest, "Father" Fernando de Arango, had this to say: "Any
Cuban who does not love the virgin,
who does not feel a burning in his heart
when he is in the presence of Our Lady
of Charity, is not really a Cuban."
For forty hours the idol received the
homage and worship of thousands of people, among whom was the president of
the Republic, General Batista and his
family. Many masses were said before
the altar and many, many words were
spoken in honor of the idol. Among other
things, she was asked to bless CUba, to
prevent a third world war, and to favor
His Holiness, Pius XII. But in spite of all
this supposed power, when the time came
for her return to the province of Oriente.
she was not able to prevent her crown,
the very symbol of her power, from being
knocked off and broken.
To the sincere person who diligently
stUdies the Word of God, the Bible, there
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is only one God who can bring comfort shalt not bow down thyself unto them.,
and hope; he is the Almighty God, Jeho- nor serve them; for I Jehovah thy God
vah. He aJone can and will bring about am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of
the prayed-for conditions of peace, health
and happiness. If we follow his advice,

the fathers upon the children, upon the
third and upon the fourth generation of
we can enjoy all of these things. Sorne of them that hate me, and showing lovingthat advice we find written in Exodus kindness unto thousands of them that lOVe
20:3-6, Am ..Stan. Ver.: "Thou shalt have me and keep my commandments."
no other gods before me. Thou shalt not
The time has come, as Christ Jesus said,
make unto thee a graven image, nor any for the true worshipers to worship the
likeness of any thing that is in heaven Father in spirit and in truth, Without any
above; or that is in the earth beneath, or need of idols or images that have no power
that is in the water under the earth: thou to save.-John 4:23, 24.

Modern Pharisees Also Lovers of Riches
MONG the many iDustratlons that Jesus
gave was that concerning a certain stew·
ard or house manager who acted with practical wisdom. Knowing that he was to lose
his position, he arranged to ingratiate himself
w:ith bls master's creditors by reducing their
indebtedness to his master. Summing up the
illustration Jesus stated: "No house servant
can be a slave to two masters; for, either he
will hate the one and love the other, or he
will stick to the one and despise the other.
You cannot be slaves to God and to riches."
"C The Pharisees hearing this, sneered, for
they were money lovers. So Jesus said to
them: "You a.re those who declaft! yourselves
righteous before men, but God knows your
hearts; because what is lofty among men is a
disgusting thing in God's slght."-Luke 16:1·

A

15, New World Trans.
~

That the clergy of Christendom are the
modem counterpart of the money·loving
Pharisees is apparent from their emphasis
on collections, tithes, lees tor masses, wngo
games' and what not. An Incident revealing
such love of riches and disregard for the
people's need was published in the Greeklanguage newspaper National Herald, December 15,1952:
-1: "Thessalonica, December 13.-A dispatch
from Kavalla says that the metropolitan of
Elettheroupolis, against whom investigations
were dIrected by a .hIgh priest of the holy
synod, became the notorious person of a new
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sad episode. The prosecuting attorney of
KavaUa, Panayotopoulos, and the magistrate,
Mr. Konstas, whQ had gone to Eleftheroupolos
to force the metropolitan to distribute 46
packages of clothing to the needy ones, which
clothing was sent to him s1nce 1946,. were imprisoned by him in a room of his mansIon
for two hours. The two prisoners of the
metropolitan succeeded in informing the po·
liee, who hurried to free them. This, however
aroused the ire of the metropolitan.
~ "After peace l\ad been restored in the
mansion of the metropolitan, the two magistrates, together with the police, went down
into the basement of the Metropolitan, where
they found over 40 packages of clothing. The
metropolitan, justifying himself for the 6-year
delay in distributing the packages, contended
that he could not find the proper persons to
whom to distribute them. Already the mayor
of the city has appointed a committee that
will proceed to distribute the clothing to the
needy ones. The inhabitants are very disap·
pojnted on account of the unprecedentNl
apathy of the metropolitan, who for six years
held in the basement of the Metropolis morC'
than 40 packages of clothing."
~ Ca.n a. clergyman who shows himself sa
selfish as regards the material needs of the
people be trusted to provide for them unselIishly in a spiritual way? Truly in both respects the modern clergy are like the PharilIees of Jesus' day!
AWAKE!

'You Must Not Put God to the Test
ANY are Jehovah's promises to hit'!
servants aSBw"ing them of protection
and {JI'UI;!Jt!rity. !iuch a~. "No weapon that
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1s formed al:ainst thee shall (J1'OSpel"" "The
.angt!J of Jehovah cncnmpeth round alJout
them that fNlr him, nnd cicllvcrcth them."
"Belit've in Jehovah your Goo, ~ shall
ye be established; ix'lieve his prophpt<;,
so shall ye prosper."-lsaiah 54:17; Psalm
34:7; 2 Chronicles 20:20, Am. Stan. Vel'.
Why are protection and prosperity ('('I'.
lain for Jehovah's servants? Because their
interests al't! in.oopal'ably linked with Jehovah's purposes, and whalewr he PW'-

pnse.'l he always cnrries out. (2 Samuel
7:23; Isaiah 55:11, Am. Eltan. Var.) For
, example, it is Jehovah'.~ pUrpru!f' that "this
good new"S of the kingdom will be pI'(>8('hf'd

in all the inhabited earth tor the purpose
of a witne8s to all the nations". (Matthew
24:14, New World Trans.) Thel'1:lfore Jehovllh ~w to It that although his servant!>
lay as dead in the streets of Christendom
during the first wot'ld war, in 1919 they
were revived so that they could (,Brry on
the foretold preaching work.
Likewise during World Wllr II. Although
totalitarian rulers succeeded, in II measure
at least, in stopping the witness to God's
kingdom, and even though some of his
servants suffered martyrdom, in due time
('.ad saw to it that It was revived, his servants resuming the work with· renewed
vigor. And the same is true today. Although the totaJitarian monstrosity rears
Its ugly head in lands behind the Iron
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Curtain, as well as in othe!' pal"u; of the
earth, Rnl'! ~('N'eds in Imprlsonin~ many
of Jehovah's selVan!.'!. fmd even call6ing
the death of some, yet the work a.'!. a whole
continues to expand and inCfl'8Sl' in I'very
fe!;pect: more Jands aTe being reRchl'd
with the metlSage and it is being prot'lnlmoo In more languab.'"es, by more minist('~ ,md to mol'(' people.
Yes, true to his ~romi~, Jl:!hovah God
has givpn pl"Ollpcrlty to his people. But
whether or not WI' flhnrc in that prosperity will largely d!"pE'nd upon us. If we
make God's work our chi!"f CArP In lite
we will prosper, because God is prospering
his work.
Th!" rmmt' is tMJe regarding the prott!ction that Jehovah God ha~ promised. We
may not act indiscreetly and (>xpect Jehovah to protect us just because we are hi!!
servants. Not only must we make his work
our work, but we mu!;t use all possible
car(', being "cautious as serpenls".-Mat.
thew 10:16, NP.1lJ World TraM.
As brought to our aHention in The
Waochtoll:f':I", June 15, 1951, in thl:! article
''The Place of God'fl Word in Our Lives",
while God's angels do fllrni~h protection
for his servants, it would be a Sf'rious mistake to expect the unseen angels to be
constantly hovering at our side, directing
our every step so that we do not make any
mistakes or get into any accidents. No,
God does not provide Angels for the pUrpose of protecting us against our own
carelessness, rashness and foolhardiness.
We must not tempt God with what is unreasonable. When the Devil tried to use
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Jehovah's promise of protection to induce
Jesus to do something foolhardy, Jesus
replied: "It is written, 'You must -not put
Jehovah your God to the test.'" "-Psalm
91:11, 12; Matthew 4:5-7, New World

Trans.
And so with us today, who, although
also God's children, are not nearly so important as Jesus. In fact, it really amounts
to considering ourselves very important
when we act as though nothing could
happen to us because we are serving Jehovah. Since it is not for our own sake but
for the sake of God's cause and work that
we have protection, we dare not put God
to the test with irrational actions and
carelessness. We simply cannot expect God
to furnish us angels to keep us from harm
and accident in spite of what we mayor
may not do.-2 Samuel 7:23; Ezekiel
36:22.
Perhaps the way in which some of Jehovah's servants most frequently put God
to the test is in the matter of driving an
automobile. Going to a big convention often involves traveling long distances by car.
Some drive for long periods of time without getting proper rest and so doze at the
wheel. Why not start out a little earlier
so as to allow for rest along the way?
Why put God to the test?
Others show poor judgment in the pace
at which they travel. Late models of automobiles are capable of going speeds upward of 100 miles an hour, and so some
will tax the car to the limit because of
being in a hurry, or because they like the
sensation of speeding, or, in the spirit of
rivalry, to pass up other cars on the road.
All such amounts to putting God to the
test.
Such speeds place a terrific strain on an
auto, engine and tires. Besides, one never
knows what may unexpectedly show up in
front of one on the road. According to
authorities, an auto going 30 miles an hour
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requires 90 feet to stop, one going 100
miles an hour, 1,000 feet to stop; estimates
in feet being bl!.sed on one tenth of the
square of the miles per hour the car is
traveling. This fact should give fast drivers pause, for one never knows what the
other fellow will Or will not do.
Further, while safety devices are an aid
to safety, they cannot take the place of
caution. One may not take for granted
that the railroad crossing signal is dependable, that the other fellow will stop at the
red light. The same applies also to the
Pedestrian. He may not presume that he
is safe Simply because he has the green
light.
Nor are the highways the only, place
where one can put God to the test by acting carelessly or recklessly. In the United
States during 1952 the 38,000 highway
fatalities were but 40 per cent of the total
fatal aCCidents, 96,000. Total number injured were 9.7 million at a cost of 8.3
billion dollars.
Not that all accidents are avoidable, but
there is what is known as the "law of
averages". This law is so certain that the
insurance companies stake their business
upon it. So long as we exercise care that
law will work in our favor; but if we take
needless chances that law will catch up
with us and we shan be found sleeping un~
til the resurrection, for we cannot expect
the angels of Jehovah to weight that law
in our favor in spite of what we do.
Because his purposes are involved Jehovah promises his people protection and
prosperity. While such promises apply primarily to his people as a whole, to the
extent that our interests are those of his
work we can expect those promises to
apply to us. But those promises do not
give us the freedom to act in a careless,
negligent or reckless manner. We may not
put God to the test.
AWAKE!

Pakistan
'TO THE Chr'istian missionary each land
1 presents its own peculiar problems.
The problems he meets in Pakistan are
chiefly due to the fact that it is a Moslem
state, 86 per cent of its population accepting Mohammed as God's chief prophet.
They speak of their religion as Islam,
meaning "submission" to God.
Among the Islamic systems that greatly
handicap the preaching work is the segregation of women, known as purdah. Under
this system either women in their own

bomes are kept strictly to the women's
section of the house or else male visitors
are not anowed. When a Moslem woman
ventures abroad, which she rarely does in
Pakistan, she covers herself with a tentlike arrangement called a burkah in which
no part of her person is visible. A man
therefore cannot tell his own wife from
any other woman until she speaks.
Imagine the effect that this attitude has
upon the women witnesses of Jehovah who
go from house to house preaching. Frew
quently it is assumed that her reasons can
be none but the lowest and so it is neceS4
sary for women preaching in Moslem terw
ritory to always be accompanied by a man.
Among other difficulties missionaries
find is that the average Moslem will not
tolerate the slightest criticism of his re w
ligion, of the Koran or of Mohammed.
Not that Jehovah's witnesses deliberately stir up strlfe, but it is just impossible to expound the troths of the Bible
without at the same time refuting errors
contained in the Koran. So hardly a pubMAY R. 1953

lic lecture is given but some Moslem rew
mains to object to what has been said,
though the subject has been dealt with
ever so kindly and):actfully.
The fact is that the Moslem is sincere
about his religion to the point of fanaticism. One admires the sincerity but deplores the errors. Take the cases recently
reported in the Karachi newspapers as an
illUstration. On two occasions devout Mosw
lems sacrificed a beloved child to Allah,
taking Abraham's offering of his son, no,
not Isaac, but acct:lrding to the Koran Ishw
mael, the forefather of Mohammed, as
their example. (Islam contends that after
Abraham completed the sacrifice it was
miraculously changed into a ram instead
of the child) Imitating this, these two
Moslems each murdered his own child, anticipating a repetition of the miracle and
Allah's blessing upon them for their faith.
Other obstacles are extreme poverty
and illiteracy. When a man lives on the
borderline of starvation he is more GOncerned with his daily bread than with the
good news of the Kingdom. Similarly, when
90 per cent of the people cannot read or
write, the door to an advanced understanding of Jehovah's purposes does not open
very readily. Still there has been a steady
expansion and today there are some fifty
ministers making known the good news of
Jehovah's kingdom each month.
How does a Moslem become one of Jew
hovah's witnesses? Let us note the experiw
ence of one whom we shall call Ahmed.
Long before he first came in touch with
Jehovah's witnesses, he and his elder
brother would discuss religion, and, though
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ardent Moslems, they both were dissatisfied with much of what they saw in Islam.
WhUe distrusting both the mullahs of
Islam and the clergy, Ahmed, upon coming
in contact with a Watch Tower missionary,
soon saw this one was different and he
was willing to see what the missionary had
to teach. But what difficulties confronted,
both! Ahmed understood. no, English, the
missionary very little Urdu, the language
of Pakistan. So each determined to learn
the language of the other.
One day he asked his older brother,
with whom he had had discussions on religion, to help him with his English by
attending the meetings at the Kingdom
Hall of Jehovah's witnesses and acting as
an interpreter. At first he dismissed everything he beard as merely political propaganda, but later as a study was started
of the four articles published in The Watchtower on the Koran he was deeply impressed. Here he found them discussing the
very objections he had, taken up with his
mullahs long before, and they were reaching very sound conclusions. Although impressed, he did not dismiss the possibility
of its being a political movement, and to
make certain he decided to attend the
meetings at the Kingdom Hall regularly.
The more he attended the more he was
persuaded that these people had the truth;
and the more he was persuaded, the more
he attended.
So now it became a race between this
older brother, let's call him Khan, and
Ahmed, as to which would first get fully
into the truth. Came sickness, came financial distress almost to the point of starvation, came reproaches and threats from
neighbors, but Ahmed and Khan marched
steadily fonvard. One day a neighbor came
to Ahmed and said: "I was informed in a
dream that I must kill you, for you are
becoming an infidel." Ahmed replied: "If
you kill me, it will be murder and you will
~,

be hanged. And do not believe the m'Ullahs
that you will go to Paradise for iti for
God does not condone murder any more
than does the government. As for me, I
have found the truth and I am sticking
to it."
And stick to it he has, for at the last
assembly of Jehovah's witnesses in Karachi he symbolized his dedication to do
Jehovah's w}ll by being irrmersed. Khan
is arranging his affairs so that he can do
likewise. Other Moslems are also having
Bible studies with Jehovah's witne!>ses and
will one day doubtless follow Ahmed. In
fact, thousands of Moslems have been contacted by Jehovah's witnesses and many
of these have been greatly impressed.
Take the case of the Moslem businessman in the heart of the bazaar. He was
talking to a "Christian" salesman when a
Watch Tower missionary passed by. To
the "Christian" salesman he said: "There
goes a Christian:' The salesman replied,
"Well, I also am a Christian." "But you
are not like that man," said the Moslem.
"He has something that you and I do not
have." How truer That missionary has
the truth! But today that salesman who
thought he was a Christian also has the
truth and really is a Christian, for he is
now an active witness. (John 18:37) The
particular missionary referred to is known
in the bazaars as the "man of God", the
highest compliment a Moslem could give a
Christian.
While till now the work has been largely confined to the capital of Pakistan, Karachi' it is now spreading out to other
places, missionary homes being established
at Quetta and Lahore. Jesus commanded,
"Make disciples of people of all the nations," and in obedience to that command
Jehovah's witnesses are making disciples
of the people in Pakistan.-Matthew 28: 19,

New World Trans.
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Arab shepherds near the
Dead Sea cave where the
famed Isaiah scroll was discovered in 1947 (the oldest
reliably dated Hebrew Bible
manuscript) recently uncov-

ered 70 more ancient scrolls
believed to be 2,000 or more
years old. Described (4/1) as
"perhaps the most sensational

archaeological event of our
time" by G. Lankester Harding. Jordan's director of antiquities and director of the
Palestine Archaeological Museum, the find represented 19
Bible books. Among the books
represented are Genesis, Exodus, Deuteronomy, Leviticus,
Numbers, Joshua, Ruth, Samuel, Kings, Psalms. Ecclesiastes, Song af Songs, Isaiah, Jer('miah, Lamentations, Ezekiel.
Daniel and the Lesser Prophets. The manuscripts were
found several months aso in a
cave near the ruins of ancient
Khirbet Qumran. Mr. Harding
predicted the find would keep
scholars busy pondering its
translation and significance
"for the next generation, at
least".
u. S. Atomic U-Boat Near
• The era of atomic subma·
rine warfare came nearer
when the Atomic Energy Com·
missIon announced (3/31) that
the maIn element for an atomic engine had started to pro·
duce energy. Eventually, the
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reactor will produce heat that
can be translated into steam
to op~rate the turbine, Official
Navy sources could foresee
possibility of an atomic sub·
marine's zipping along' at the
high underwqter speed of 35
knots. A single "charge" of
uranium would propel it for
tens of thousands of miles.
Tests completed at New London, Connecticut, where 23
men emerged from a station·
ary submarine after 60 days,
proved it will be possible to
take long-range underwater
cruises in atomic subs. When
the Navy disclosed (3/30) that
a jet'propelled guided missile
had been developed, the U-boat
took on even further possibili.
ties. Already the submarine
Tunny has been equipped to
launch these miSSiles, which
resemble a swept-wing jet
fighter. So as the atomic and
jet era advances, the U·boat
does not lag behind.
New Moves In Korea Stalemate
• Premier and Foreign Min·
ister Chou En-Iai of Communist China offered a new
Korean armistice plan, first
broadcast by the Peiping radio
(3/30). He proposed the deadlock be resolved by turning
over to a neutral state the t
prisoners of war who refuse
to be returned to their own
forces. The new plan followed
by only two days acceptance
by Communist forces of Gen-

eral Clark's February 22 proposal that seriously sick and
wounded prisoners be exchanged immediately if they
desired repatriation. Following a Chinese Communist pro·
posal (4/2), liaison omcers of
both sides met in Panmunjom
April 6 to agree on details
of exchanging the sick and
wounded war prisoners and to
discuss the resumption of ar·
mistice negotiations, which
had been broken off since Oc·
tober.
Terror Stalks Kenya
• Has the terror campaign of
the Mau Mau developed into
a war? Oliver Lyttelton, the
colonial secretary, told the
House of Commons (3/31)
that the Kenya situation was
now "more like a war". He
explained that the terrorism
has developed from sporadic
murders into a co.ordll)ate'd
military operation. This was
well demonstrated by a Mau
Mau attack 13/26) on a village
of loyal Kikuyu in the uplands
area near Nairobi. For three
and a half moonlIght hours
Mau Mau gangs butchered
their fellow tribesmen, kilUng
mostly wom,en and children.
One report said 71 were killed,
51 m.lssing and 50 injured.
Another reported 300 dead.
One woman was made to
watch while her son's throat
was cut and the murderers
drank his blood. Then they
hurled the body at her facc
and slashed her. Some were so
mutilated that police could not
tell which bones belonged to
animals, which to men. All
that was left of one chief was
his feet. In another carefully
planned raid on a police sta·
tion at Naivasha, the Mau
Maus released 173 suspects
and made off with arms and
thousands of rounds of ammunition. Even the arresting of
such suspects gave an appearance more like a war than
sporadic murders. More than
6,000 tribesmen were arrested
(3/22, 3/25) in two of the big·
gest mass polic~ raids of the
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emergency. The terror that
stalked Kenya took on more
and more of the aspects of
guerrilla warfa.re.
HombsbeD til South Africa

+

When the Supreme Court of
Appeals in South Africa lnvalidated racial segregation unless equa.l facilities were offered to both whites and other
races in the union (3/23), it
tossed quite a bombshell in
the country. The decision applied' only to railroad facilities. But it could, if expanded
to other fields, reverse the
whole structure and theory of
South African society, which
is founded on entirely ditferent standards of living for
white and African races. Prime
Minister Daniel F. Malan
promIsed (3/24) legislation rejectlng the decision jf his Nationalist party was returned to
poWer. And Johannes G. Stry·
dam, possible successor to
Prime Minister Malan, declared, "there will be no place
In South Africa for whites"
who do not follow the Nationalist policy of segregation. The
new decision made the elec·
don campaign, scheduled to
close April 15, more violent.
United party papers reported
meetings being broken up by
Nationalist gangs, of fights
with eggs, tomatoes and
stones. Meanwhile, the big
African weekly, the Bantu
World, suggested that Africans should keep their dignity
and not act like the whites.
Bulprla. Overhauls Curtain
• The flight of refugees from
behind the Iron Curtain by
land, water and air has embarrassed Communist regimes.
To eltminate this eyesore on
their part. the blushing Reds
in Bulgaria have decided to
close up the leaks in the Iron
Curtain. In late March ,it was
learned that Bulgaria's new
law decrees death for any citi·
zen who tries to leave the
country without permission.
The death sentence is also
threatened for those now liv-
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ing outside the country who
refuse to return. Finally, to
make flIght from Bulgaria
most unenticing, the law de·
crees that lam1lies at those
who flee the country may be
placed in con()entration camps.
Other Soviet satellites may
now enact similar laws,
Britain's Queen MlLry
• Britain's Queen Mary, who
Jived through two world wars
and became one of the best
beloved of Britain's reignIng
family, died (3/24) at the age
of 85. Four thousand visitors
an hour passed through West·
minster Hall where she lay in
state, 120,000 Britons in all.
Her final resting place, ancient St. George's Chapel, the
traditional burial place of
British kings. A stone tomb
has been kept for her beside
that of her husband, George V.
Britain Rules Not the Waves
+ The tranquillity of the
House of Commons was shattered in late March when a
British naval officer confessed:
"Russia has today the second
largest navy in commission in
the world" On hearing that
Britain, for 200 years "ruler
of the waves", was now a
third-rate naval power, the
Daily Express said it was
"chilled and startled". There
was some consolation, though,
in the fact that Britain, together with the U. S., has large
mothball fleets. But Soviet
ships were already in commis-

sion. Most hajr-raising was
Russia's submarine strength,
set at 350, while German Admiral Doenitz had boasted
that he could have bottled up
the British Isles with 300.
A HoU!!e of Murder
The story of London's Notting Hill house of murder was
more lurid than many mystery novels. It first came to
light when a new tenant clean·
ing his apartment discovered
a hollow wall, pulled the paper
orr, and found the partly naked
body of a woman. Three more

+

bodies were taken from. crypts
in the walls, all women, all
strangled, and two skeletons
Were dug up in the garden.
Scotland Yard sent (Jut an
alarm for the arrest of John
Christie, a trucking clerk and
the apartment's former occupant. W):len captured (3/31)
he was charged with the murder of his wife, whose body
Was among the six victims.
The grim irony: Christie, as
the principal prosecution witness in a murder case three
years ago, helped send to the
gallows a 25-year-old truck
driver whose murdered wife
and baby had been likewise
Strangled and hidden in a
Warehouse behind the Notting
Hm house.
Famine Attacks China
~

Southwest China has been

hard hit by a famine a.ffecting

1,000.000 persons in 133 coun·
ties. Starvation and cold have
prompted many people to commit suicide. In Yunnan's Siangyun county 50,000 were short
of food. And, according to a
report in early March, 79,000
were starving in Chuhsien in
Szechwan province. The famine continues to spread.. What
great comfort it would be for
these suffering Chinese to
know that God's kingdom will
soon bring relief for all obedient mankind!
La.tln-American Troubles
• In Guatemala rebel forces
captured the city of Salama
(3/29), 100 miles from Guate·
mala City. But the rebellion
Was short-lived. Government
forces under a cover of fighter
planes drove the rebels from
the main square aftel" a fight
of about an hour. The origin
of the uprising was not immediately known. Peru and
Ecuador had troubles too. The
Peruvian ambassador to the

Dnited States accused Ecuador

(3/24) of sending a group of
soldiers into Peru to move the
boundary landmarks. But Ec·
uador's ambassador denied the
Qharges, saying their only intention was to "obServe and
AWAKE!

inspect" the boUndary land·

marko.
Tal'klah 8ub Dlll&lter

.. The Turkish submarJne
:Oumlupinar was cruising
through the Dardanelles (4/4)
when it colllded with the Swedish freighter Nabolan<l and
sank in 228 teet ot water_ A
buoy floated to the surface
from the modern, snorkelequipped submarine, and over
a connecting telephone the
trapped men had asked: "Reseue us. We have air to last
only a few hours." Eighty-one
died, only five survived. The
disaster was second only to
th~ death of 99 creWffil:.... on
the BritIsh submarIne Thetis
in 1939.
S-Way Train Wreck
~ About two miles from Conneaut, Ohio, a fantastically
frealdsh train wreck occurred
(3/27) when three New York
Central trains, each on ,a different track, wrecked, killing

t""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''"''"''''''U

22 and injuring 62. The cause?
A 35-foot steel pipe fell from
an eastbound treight, damaging a raU of the fO\l.r-tra.ck
main llne. Shortly a westbound
freight hit the damaged trac:k,
derailing 15 freight cars. Then
the Buffalo·to·Chicago express,
whizzing along at 80 miles an
hour, plowed into the sprawlIng fre1ght cars. And moments
later the St. Louis-to·New
York Southwestern Limited,
another passenger train
streaking along at 80, rammed
into the jumbled wreck. The
estimated odds against such
an acctdent: 1,000,000 to 1.

*'

these concepts of the ,uantum
theory. Admitting that it has
had brilliant successes in explaining many of th(: myster·
ies of the atom and the phenomena of radiation, which no
other theol'Y has su~eeded in,
explaining, he maintains that
the theory of discontinuity and,
uncertainty, of the duality of
particle and wave, and at a
universe not govemed by
cause and effect, is an incomplete theory, and that even,·
tually laws will be found show·
ing a continuous, non-dualistic
universe. governed by immu,
table laws, in which indivIdual
events are predictable. 'I can·
not believe,' he says, 'that God
plays dice with the cosmos!' "
But while most of the physi.
cists cast doubt about the orderliness of the universe, the
Bible does not. It clearly tells
us: "God is a God, not of disorder, but of peace."~l Corinthians 14:33, New World
Trans.

An Orderly UnLvel'Se?

Albert Einstein's new Uni·

~i~:e!~r~h;~~~r:b~~. n~~i!~:

tists generally hold to the quantum theory, that the universe
is nothing but chance and discontinuity. The N. Y. Times
(3/30/53) r-eports: "Dr. Einstein alone has stood in
majestic solitude aga.inst all
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o (YrHER people do your thinking for you? Do they make your decisions for you?

D

Is your educational scope limited by your religious creed? political beliefs? social
standing? financial considerations? Are you satisfied to permit the whims of men and
the uncertainties of fate to shape your future?

• Or do you stand within that circle of persons who make
every effort to keep well informed on a11 subjects of vitaJ
concern? If you are among the latter, you will want to
read the five booklets whose titles are given below. If
your intellectual freedom has been limited, now is the
time to make a break for the better and assert your
right to intelligently consider any and all infol:mation
that might have a bearing on your happiness and destiny.
Honest, God~fearing persons shOuld not fail to enjoy
reading these booklets. All five will be sent to you on
t'eceipt of your remittance of 10 cents. The titles are:

Hope
God's Way Is Love
Religion Reaps the Whirlwind
Evolution versus The New World
Can You Live Forever in Happiness on Earth?
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MERITING THE ttRED HAT"
When bloody intolerance and crafty deceit
masquerade as virtue

..........

Does Democracy Work?
A searching analysis of democracy's fundamentals
~.--

UTransfusion Held Jaundice Factor"
u. N. reveals risk in blood transfusions

.. _...

Proving God's Word True
How to approach a study of the Bible

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
NCWIJ lJOW'CU that ore ah1e: to keep you awake to the vital bauu

of our tlma must bs unfettered by ~ and ..1tish interutl.
"Awa.ker' hu no fetten. It ~ faclB, he. fa.cb. is free to
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unhampered by adverti8en whoSe toes must not be trodden on; it is:
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. Thu journal keeps Itself free tha.t
it may speak freely to you. But it dou not abwe It. freedom. It
mai.n~ inteWfty to truth.
"Awake'" uses the ~ news channe1a:. but is not dependent on
them. Its ov.rn correspondents are on all continenti, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncenllOred, on·the.scenes
reports come to you ~h these columns. This journal's Viewpoint
bUt b international. It is read hi many nationa, in many
1angu~ •• by penon. of all~. Th~h it. p~ many fields of
knov.-led~ pMS in. review-~vernment. COmmerce, reli~ion, history,
~~ra.phy. science., social conditions, natural wonders-why. its coveris as broad M the earth and AS hiQh as the heavens.
"Awake'" pled~ ibelf to riihteOWl principles, to exposin~ hidden
foes and subtle &.n~nI, to champtonin~ freedom for all, to comfortiri.~
mourners and stren~then.in~ those dillhea.rtened by the failures of a
delinquent world, rdlectirli sure hope for the establishment of a ri~ht~
COU8 New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake'" Keep awake by reaaini "AwakeJ"
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The ANZUS Pact
HEN the United Nations took shape
after World 'Var n it was hailt!d as
the nne and only way to peace. In strong
terms promjne-nt m~n emphasized the
worldts dependence on it. Dr. H. V. Rvatt..
wl!b'[l Pl't!sident of the General AssemblYt
saul: 'INuthiu~ can be a substitute for it.n

W

SJr Alexander CBrdo~an call~ it f1tlle only
wuy of snlvo.t1on". Charl~ E. Wih;on said
t.hfl t Hth~re i~ no other way". Cordell Hull
claimed that "the VPrj' ~urviv81 of our
civilization" depended on it.
Out the fact. is that whUf! men have been
painting the U.N. as the sole potentia)
savior of mankind they have. at the samE'
lim~~ vet!!l

working contrary to these sentiments and directly away f ..um world unity.
'Takpr for lnstnncc the Communist bloc.
On the one hAnrl thp nations comprising it
pay lip service- to the U.N. hy remaining
Inembers and participating in its businf!>~c;.
But at the same time they are we-Iding
t

lhtHIlSdves into a mighty juggernaut, in
direct conlratit with the role of the dove of
peace in which they would lJioWily cast
-themRe lves B. t the U.N.
But the Conununists are not alone in
this. Consider Cor a moment the organizations known as NATO (North Atlantic
Trffit.y Organizatlon) and ANZUS (Australia, New Zealand and Gnited States) t
both dev~loptK1 by the democracies. The
very existp.n~p of these miUtary organlzaMAY

f~,
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Hons outJ:;id~ tile rraJnework of the United
Nations---in face uirt:'ctly contrary to itprov~ that man either can nut or will not
make thfl Unitro NatIons work. Oth~l'wise,
why would the-Sf' bJreq be created? Indeed,
NapoJeon's remark might well be modcrnu~ to read~ '~Trust in the U.N'J but keep
yo~ A.,,'lZUS powder dry!" The report. in
the New York TiTTW8,. uf August 5, says as
muc-.h In these words: uIt 1~ no secret that
N~w 7,Plt lAnd nnd
~'\PZUS pact AS R

Australia ~.igned the
guarantee against a

resurgent Japan.H NfilW Zf'H1Bnd~s cxtcma1
atI'airs minister, CJifton Webb, said: HNcw
Zealand was very ~lad to be under thP. '
United States umb~11a in the Pacific."
On Au~st 4, 195~. the first ses.CJion ot
the Pacific CouncH was convened under the
A."lZUS pact. It was held a,t Kaneohe Ma ..
rin~ StRtion t scene of the Japanese attack
on Pearl HRrhor. Howcvcr~ whether th~
was any significance in t.he eholcc of meeting place was not disclosed. At the mect1n~
UU;~ three nations involved natumlly !;poke
out in Pl""'dlse of the whole idea. Dean Ache-

son, former United States secretary of
state, called the paM. a Hmutual defense
treatyH and said; HIt is one building block
in the total structure of peacc. ,~ R. G. Casey ~
Australia's external affairs minister, said
that Ar-!ZUS was Han attempt to fill a gap
in the world arran~ement for security!'.
tl~e "world arrAngement tor security" is.
I

of

COUrst'!.

the U.N. It is not difficult to see
~

the gaping holes in its fabric, even though tion" Australian and New Zealand, .......... .
both statesmen and clergymen would d~ attended. the ANZUS military cortferm:tce
tract our attention from them. But wheth.. at Honolulu. They are holders of commls.
er NATO and ANZUS or any other such sions from the British ~wn. Yet they
organization can successfully cover them are not perrrlitted to report back to the
. Crown what the Crown is entitled to know,
is Dlore than doubtful.
The seeds of GOnfiict were sown early in because another member of ANZUS, the
the life of young ANZUS. The diplomatic United States, would not like it. The abcorrespondent of the London Time8~ com. . surdity of the Setup becomes even more
menting briefly on the conference, said: apparent when the close co..0 peration and
"It is curious that no British observer is partnership ~etween Britain and Australia
'attending, and that there is no official com.. in matters of defense are considered. Britment in London on the meeting." From ish atomic experiments and guided missile
there other British newspapers took up the research are conducted in and with the
cudgels and severely criticized the govern. . assistance of Australia. British officers
ment for being left out of the, talks. By the command both the Australian Air Force
time of the ANZUS Defense Council in and the Australian Naval Squadron. Yet
Honolulu in September; the mounting con- Britain is to be kept in the dark on what
flict ov'er the absence of Britain from the Australia is doing at and through ANZUS.
first August conference had seized the head~ Here are the seeds of discord and conflict
linesl Out of a plan to secure peace had that have sprouted so early to choke the
come a major internal ~ontlict. The British tender yaung pJant.
suggested that Australia and New Zealand
How impotent is man against the fires
were scheming to cut the bonds of .u;Em- of pride t envy, jealousy and selfishness!
pire" and replace them with bonds of alle- He bUilds the U.N. for peace and then
giance to the United States. Australia and builds the very organizations that under . .
New Zealand denied this and pointed out mine it. He bands together with others for
that they had had to choose either the trisecurity only to find that he has offended
partite pact to ensure United States milj..
another
frjend
by
domg
so.
Truly
his
attary aid in the Pacific or nothing. They
had chosen the pact. What good would it tempts at peacemaking, his planning for
have done Britain if they had accepted the security, are object lessons on the futility
of all substitutes for Jehovah's kingdom
alternative?
Gilbert and Sullivan never conceived under the perfect Peacemaker, Christ
anything as farcical as this ANZUS situa- Jesus.
.ft.

,
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Fears Catholic Authority Undermined
~ Spain's noted Cardinal Segura, in a December 24 pa~toral letter,. urged Spanish
Catholic Action to check Protestant propaganda4 He said it was ulike little In-

fectious mosquitos carrying the gerln of a deathly plagueH ~ because it is uinsidlously
underJnining the authority 01 the pope and making Catholic prIests the object of
denigration and 8Iander~~ It even attempts~ he said~ Hto prove that the Catholic
Church is not the only way to salvation. Now J since the apostles never looked
at Peter the way Catholicism views the pope~ and since neither the pope nor the
Catholic Church is even once mentioned in the BIble, and since the priests do
things Christ~s early followers never did, it may be understOOd why the ane per cent
01 Spain's population tha t is not Ca tholic has Segura wor:ried~
H

4
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MERITING
THE

1

Clement vn made Odet di Coligny
("Aminal at the age of 12. Paul V (deceased
1621) CrMted Maurice of SaV()y cardinal
9.g(!..

when he was but 14 and Ferdinand of
Austria at the a~e of 10. Oement XlI

(deceaBed 1740) made Luigi de Borbone
archbishop of Toledo and a cardinal at the
age of 8. uThc list of such creationst
opin~ thi~ aut.hority. Umlght be much

r'I'

extended. t'.

HE "red hat" is
synonymous with
the cardjnal's omc~ jn

I

Lhe Roman Catholic Church. Its bein~ n~d
is "to remind the wearer thnt he was to be

at oU timcA rcndy to qh~ hl~ blood in· martyrdom for the faith". of.
In giving his rt!a:SOll~ Cor appointing eel'''
tain 21 prelates of the OdthoUc Hierarchy
to the offlce of cnrdinnl, Pope Plus XII
~tntoo thnt h1~ motiv(' wn~ not only to
hring the numbfor of r~rdina]s to it~ limit
of 70 but also to fittingly reward those
prelates who Uha ve merited, by laboring
80 :It:!alously, ably and prudently, OUI' full·
est approbatIon· and have contributed so
much to the udvD.nccmcnt of the Chrlstlan
rP.ligion" and 'whom, for outmnding merit
and virtue we judge worthy of such high
ofHce'.-New York 7 lmCS;r January 13
t

t

1953.
Sll~h mn~iderRtiom:;,

however, were not
always the only ones that dictated the
appointment of cardinnls. For example,
Pope Paul III (deceased 154~) created a
nephew a cardinal at the age of 14, a
grandson at the age of 15 and another

grandson at the age of 16, a cousin at the
age of 12 and another relative at the age
of 11.+
Pop~ L~o

X made Alfred of Portugal
~arrlinal at the age of 7, Vlith the $;tipUlR,tion. however1 that he was not to don the
cardinal'~ mhe~ until he was 14 years of
• EncYOlopwdw BlitaJlnwa, Vol.

ed.).
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But that was from two to four cen·
tunes a~o) someone may object, although
not with sound reasont since the pope is
the reputed vicar of Christ regardless of
In whnt century he may have happened
to live. Tru~, children ll~ no. 1ongcr appointe-d as eardinRl~J thp. .AVprAgp. ngr- of
cardinals. before the new appointments
were nUlde havinjiit been 71 years, and 46
ye-dni the age of th~ youn~est of the newly
I

~

~ages ~

' r

•

t

appointed cardinahi.
But there are worse thin~s than creating
chJldren caruinal~. Children may not be
nblc to dlstinguish themselves with outrutnding zeal merit and virtue, but neither
is it likely that they will distinguish themselves by bloody Intolerance and crafty de·
ceit. l\len appointed as cardinals guilty of
bloody intolerance and crdfty deceit, and
that in our day, you ask? If yOll do, thP.l1
calmly consider the I"a'Urd of ju~i two of
the :l4 pre la tes eo] eva ted t.o t.h P. r.ardinnl's
office, thal uf St~pinac of Yugoslavia and
:Mclntyre of Loo Angeles.
t

8tepinaifs 7'itle to the ~'Red H at'~
In an article entitled UStepinac's Red
Hat Is Blood-Red~j ~ The Christian Century
of January 14, 1953 tells of the cot

operation of Stepinac with the Ustachi
movement which collaborated with the na ..
7.i~ when they occupied Yugoslavia, and
whose program of mass murder resulted in
the death of 800,000 persons, Serb!:)~ Croats,
t

86 (l!J07

• Ibid .

antlfascists and Jews. It quotes a· letter
written by Dr, Privislav Grisogo, a Catholic member in the f011ner Yugoslav cabinet, to Stepinac in February, 1942: '~Our
Catholic Church has participated in these
crimes, worse than pagan, in two ways.
First, a large number of priests, friars
and organized Catholic youth activity participated in all these crimes; but more
terrible, Catholic priests became camp
tolerated the
commanders and ordered
horrible torture;;, murders and massacres
of a baptized people .... I write this to save
my soul and leave it to you [Archbishop
Stepinac] to find a way to save your soul."
While Catholic apologists point to a
communication of Stepinac to the Croatian
minister of justice protesting forced con..
versions, there is also other evidence. On
November 17, 1941, Stepinac called a con..
ference of bishops at Zagreb at which
sanction was given to. the forcible mass
conversion of Serbs. From his "Directive"
in his Bishopric NewsJ No.· 2, 1941, The
Ohristian Century further quotes; ~'"Our
work is legal because it is in accord with
official Vatican policy ... that the Eastern
Orthodox Church be converted to the
Catholic faith." In it the Serbs were given
one of three choices: ~'to accept the Catholic faith, to move out (of Croatia] or to be
cleansed with the metal broom [shot] ."
A prominent Franciscan monk, Filipov. .
ie, admitted that 40,000 were killed at the
Jasenovac concentration camp on his orders. Crusading priests reported with pride
to the archbishop the numbers they had
forcibly converted one 2,300, another
6,000, etc. The confiscated property of the
Orthodox Serbs~ their monasteries, real estate, gold and jewels, amounted to some
millions. No won'der that on May 8, 1941,
Stepinac was able to report the conversion
of 240,J)OO Serbs to the Roman Catholic
faith. Obviously for such outstanding zeal
U
Stepinac did mer.it the ~'ted hat of blood.
,

or
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Mcl1ftllre'. Title to the -Red Hat"
Now let us consider the kind of 'zeal,
merit and virtue' displayed by Archbishop

James Francis McIntyre of Los Angeles
that merited for him the "red hat"4> Life,
American picture magazine,. of February 9,
1953, gives a brief biographical sketch
of this prelate who began working on Wall
street as an office boy at the a~e of 13
and at 29 entered a seminary to become a
Catholic priest. Regarding his activities
as a seminarian, Life observes: "If MeIntyre was not the most brilliant student
in his class, he was perhaps the most consecrated member." But there were no
qualifications as to his abilities in money
matters. One of the partners of the
brokerage firm· for which he worked
stated: "I've never encountered a quicker
mind than Frank's."
His ability in money matters was so
keen that 'every now and againf after
someone paid a call on the archbishop of
Los Angeles,. the· visitor was asked, Did
his Excellency give you any tips on the
stock market?t A question, by the way,
asked in all sincerity. McIntyre is described as having "one of the shrewdest
·financia~ minds in the Catholic Hierarchy".
After he came to Los Angeles as archbishop he instituted the "most concentrated fund-raising and school-building
campaign ever undertaken anywhere"'. No
less than 83 'parochial schools were built
in less than five years, at a cost of some
15 million dollars.
As a citizen of Los Angeles McIntyre
maintains that since 50 per cent of Catho..
lie children attend public schools, "the
minimum religious requirement of such
schools should be acknowIedglnent of the
Divinity of Christ, and the sanction of the
Ten Commandments" . Yes,. although Cath·
olics comprise only 17 per cent of the
population of Los Angeles, and only
half of these send their children to
r

•

•
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public schools, yet children of parents who cal veQery and unscrupulous falsehoods.
are Jewish, Unitarian, Moslem, Christian
In the first place the bill was literally
Scientist, etc., or professing no religion, blitzed through the California legislature.
must be taug\)t the "Divinity of Christ". "Sprang in the Emergency Session where
Yes, 92 per cent of the children must be it had no business, the Bill was railroaded
taught the tenets that suit 8 per cent. through in 12 days less than the legal
As Life further observes, McIntyre's "faith 60. The date of hearings in the Assembly
and belief are unshakable; on matters of was set forward without notice. No hearmoral and divine law as defined by the ings whatever were held in the Senate,
Roman Catholic Church he will not com- although petitioned for by several Statepromise". Neither did Archbishop Stepi- wide organizations."
naco But as a "citizen of Los Angeles",
There was an elaborate advertising camwhere is the respect for the fundamental paign that utilized the radio, TV, the public
Constitutional principle ,of separation of press, a free newspaper, a movie trailer
church and state? And as a professed in all Fox theaters,and hillboards. In San
Christian, where is there adherence to the Diego alone a dozen billboards were used.
Golden Rule, "All things, therefore, that Opponents to the bill could not afford even
you want men to do to you, you also must one billboard. Where was all the money
likewise do to them" ?-Matthew 7: 12, coming from in support of the measure?
New World Trans.
The bill was described on the ballot as
providing 'tax exemption for nonprofit
,How McIntyre
schools of less than, collegiate grade,
Fooled California's Voters operated by religious, hospital or chariBut McIntyre furnished a far more glar- table institutions'. The deception is at once
ing demonstration of his culpability along apparent when we note that no hospitals
such lines in the methods he used to win operated schools of less than collegiate
a popular vote on a referendum known as grade and that all schools of charitable
Proposition 3, which removed taxes from institutions were already tax exempt.
nonprofit private schools, "in which the
A radio skit showed parents deplorCatholic Church has such a great interest," ing the crowded condition of Califorand succeeding in doing so even though
nia's schools and begged the people to pro"the referendum was unpopular among
vide relief by voting for Proposition 3.
many groups", to again quote Life. Since Nothing was said, however, of only paroMcIntyre is credited with the victory and chial schools' benefiting, leaving the imhe is one of the heads of the Catholic
pression that public schools were to beneChurch in California, his is the responsifit from a favorable vote.
bility for the type of 'Catholic morals and
A "League of Schools for Handicapped
divine law' so uncompromisingly used to
Children" was everywhere cited as the
secure the passage of this referendum,
spokesman for this advertising campaign,
In view of the fact that Life magazine
but a check revealed that not a single one
in its success story of Cardinal McIntyre of California's 58 schools for handicapped
failed to give the details, we are obliged children had given permission to use its
to go to The Converted Catholic, January name; in fact, none of them had as much
1953, to get them. It shows that victory as heard of such a league. Advertising by
was secured for Referendum 3 at the polls. this phony organization showed a crippled
only by the use of unlimited funds, politi- small child in braces with the words" 'YES'
MAY
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on 3 means help for me". A protest was
made by the Board Of Directors of the
California Society for Crippled Children
to the sponsors for Proposition 3 that they
were creating a false impression, causing
people to think that crippled children
would be helped by Proposition 3 when
such was not the case. Besides, such a false
impression would seriously interfere with
the success of the annual stamp sale in be·
half of crippled children, the schools' one
big source of revenue.
The executive secretary of the Crippled
Children's Society prepared a letter stating
the facts, which was_read over the radio
by Admiral Stanley; but the press refused
to publish a word enlightening the people
regarding the facts. The words "Catholic"
and "parochial" were studiously avoided
and the impression was given that Prot~
estant organizations were the prime
movers. As a final shot, three days before
the election a trailer was run in all Fox
movie theaters urging people to vote for
Proposition 3, which movie ad showed a
crippled child staggering across the floor
into his mother's arms. That final trick
swung the vote in favor of Proposition 3.
Yes, by a bare-faced lie that a vote for
Proposition 3 would help crippled children,
repeated over and over again on the radio,
TV, in the public press, on'billboards and
in movie houses, and by studiously avoid·
ing reference to Catholic schools, which
were the real beneficiaries, Archbishop
McIntyre and his publicity cJepartment succeeded in pulling the wool over the eyes
of California's voters. But not without the

co..operation of an ObseqUlOUS press and
tim~servlng politicians.
Within three weeks of this victory
Archbishop McIntyre received notification
of his being in line for receiving the red
hat. And why not? Had he not shown remarkable 'zeal, prudence and outstanding
merit'? Yes, if the archbishops of Boston,
Philadelphia. St. Louis and of the sixteen
other U. S. cities that boast archbishops
would be in line for the red hat, they had
better make haste in following the example
set by Archbishop McIntyre as regards intolerance, political venery, unscrupulously
false advertising and acumen in financial
matters.
Does the foregoing seem to some readers
to be needlessly sarcastic, harsh. prejudiced and uncaned for? Then note that
such is the only logical conclusion possible
in view of the remarks in Time, previously referred to, attributing disappointment
to Roman Catholics in the United States at
I\ot receiving more cardinals. And what
was the basis for their disappointment?
Was it because they felt that among their
archbishops there were so many prelates
who had 'zealously, ably and prudently
merited the pope's approbation, having
displayed such outstanding merit and virtue'? No, not that, nor would American
Catholics be inclined to claim such for
their archbishops. Then why? Because "of
their increasing importance in church af·
fairs'l e.g., U. S. contributions account for
one~third of the Vatican's foreign revenues, the U. S. clergy hoped to get three
or four more" cardinals! What merits the
"red hat"?

Your Ups have spoken Zies, and your tongue utters untruth. Their feet run
to evil, they make haste to shed innocent blood; their thoughts are
thought8 of mischief, wreck and ruin are in their paths. The way of
peace they know not, and no justice is in their tracks; their paths
have they made crooked.~Isaiah 59:3, 7, 8, An Amer. Trans.
A WAKE!

Does DelUocracy Work?
QUALITY, liberty and majority rule
are the principal characteristics of
democracy. It has often been said, however, that these three fundamentals cannot coexist. Can they? With the battle
cry "make the world safe for democracy"
still reverberating in one's mind, many
have cause for wondering if democracy can
exist at all. If democracy's existence is
contingent upon the safety of the world,
democracy can hardly be expe~ted to maintain its own vital characteristics. That
will be difficult, for never bas the world
been safe! The history of the nations, as
any schoolboy knows, is just a jumbo
scrapbook of one fight after another. Is
it reasonable, then, to assume that democracy can make the war-scared and warscarred world safe and still maintain equality, liberty and majority rule?
A book by Professor F. J. C. Hearnshaw,
Democracy at Gro8sroads~ says the following: "Not only has the world to he made
'safe foe democracy', democracy has to be
made safe for the world. At present it suffers from many faults."
Those words were penned in 1918!
Despite two world wars, and a
Korean war in addition, democl'acy is no more making itself
safe for the world nor making
the world safe for it than when
that book was written. Indeed,
the goal would seem to be farther away than ever! If all
gl'eat civilizations of the past
have been destroyed by war,
then war must be democracy's greatest enemy too.
It is, if for no other reason,
because it immediately sets
up a dictatorship over the
words and conduct of i'tj;
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citizens, and the common and Jegitimate
habits and Uberties of men and women'can
surlrlPnly be canceled and the accepted pre·
cepts of morality reversed at the call of
"national emerzency".
Most authorities agree that the democratic, constitutional state is essentially designed to function under peacefuJ, norma]

conditions, and is often unequal to the
exigencies of a great national crisis. Thus,
in a time of crisis a democratic government
must be temporarily altered to whatever
degree is requisite to overcome the peril.
Finally, it is conceivable that this strong
government may in some instances become
an outright dictatorship. Therefore, under
a democratic government in times of
emergency, liberty in various degrees is
inevitably doomed to follow the American
bison.

"Making" Democracy Work
One of the great blessings expected of
democracy was the abolition of
war. Democracy has fought two
wars to end wars. With the anticipated blessing not in sight, a more
modern slogan has been devised:
"Make democracy work." Democracy has not worked the way
it should according to its theory; nOW it must be "made" to
work. How? One of the present
methods was illuminated
when the then secretary of
the navy, Dan A. Kimball, an·
nounced that the keel of the
60,OOO-ton carrier Saratoga,
most powerful vessel ever
constructed, had been laid
for future service as "an·
other great weapon for
9

the arsenal of democracy". He declared
the ship is "the secqnd large carner which
the Congress has authorized to defend the
United States and the safety -of freedom• people everywhere".-New York
loving
Time8, December 17, 1952.
Here is a fine example of trying to make
democracy safe for the world, and the
world safe for democracy. But ma,king
democracy work in this manner has not
only piled up "weapons for the arsenal
of democracy", but has also piled up an
almost insurmountable national debt estimated to be at $260,222,000,000. No one
seems to worry about a bursting point. So
up it goes. Still the dove of peace is not in
sight. As with all governments building up
"arsenals", the dove of peace, if not shot
down en route, brings not only an olive
branch in her bill, but an olive branch and
the bill!
Suppose, if we could, that war did not
exist. Then could the three fundamentals
of democracy coexist? No, for if there is
majority rule in everything, there is no
liberty. Liberty consists in the· things left
to individual rule. Thus, majority rule and
liberty are not compatible; for forced
equality is just as great a restraint as
forced inequality. Even majority rule and
equality are not necessarily compatible;
for the majority, as has often happened,
may find it undesirable to have equality.
Hence, majority rule. equality and liberty
are mutually incompatible. The incompatibility is shown in the fact that proponents
of particular schemes may select the
characteristics that best favor their views
and get the support of well-meaning people, on the ground that any other action
is undemocratic.
To "make" incompatible fundamentals
work, one may be accentuated above the
others. General Eisenhower said: "The
fundamental principle of democracy is

10

equality." (New York Time8, October 22.
1947) To "make" equa1ity work two great
revolutions have been fought by democracies-the American and the French.
Yet today democracies still harbor racial
and nati6nal prejudice. Democracy's equality is artificial. If it were real, most of
communism's propaganda would go up in
smoke. But as Prime Minister Nehru of
India put it: "There is nothing which helps
spread communism among the two-thirds
of the people of the world who are colored
as much as your race and color prejudice
in the United States."-New York Times,
December 19. 1952.
It is well known that rulers from dictatorships to democracies delight in extolling nonexistent qualities as a means to
placate popular feeling. Thus, the Encyclopredia Britannica phrases it succinctly
(under "Democracy"): "The equality that
prevails in the modern democracy is in
some ways factitious, a concession to the
popular feeling on the part of the ruling,
i.e., the possessing classes." Apparently
equality is not being accentuated in practice by modern democracies.
Even if equality or liberty were accentuated, in practice both are destructive to
democracy. Both lead to the exploftation
of the weak by the strong. Both can lead
to anarchy. Again, even if equality were
real, it would not follow that liberty would
exist. In the very process of maintaining
this equality democracies become quite as
tyrannical as autocracies.
The idea of liberty. of course, is implicit
in any democracy. Yet as nations become
more civilized the definition of it grows
more ambiguous. An amazing variety of
jobs. today depend on "union" membership.
No membership, no employment, and already liberty begins to look as artificial as
a man with a black head and a red beard.
Economic liberty has not been achieVed.
AWAKE!

Above aU, man is still the slave of his own
passions, sins and imperfections.

Majority Rule. Univer8al Panacea?

of Sodom and Gornorrah were wrong.
Christ Jesus, when on the earth, taught the
people the truth concerning God's purposes. Yet the majority of people, both
then and right up to the present time,
put no faith in what he preached. At one
time the majority of the world believed
in slavery, America as well. Columbus
contended the world was round. Not only
the majority, but victually everyone said
he was wrong. And the classic example of
them all: the majority in Noah's day were
wrong. Precisely phrased, except for a
tiny minority, the first world was all
wrong! Has history, then, delineated majority rule as a criterion for rightness?
No, the trade-mark is wrongness.
Dangerously deceptive is vox populi,
vox Dei. The voice of the people is not
~he voice of God. It is not even the voice
of reason. It is the voice of unreliability.
Writers may continue to voluminously pile
up books declaring that democracy with
majority rule is the people's only hope for
a satisfactory government. Yet the fact
remains that equality, liberty and majority
rule are not even compatible; they cannot
coexist. Those who pin their hope on democracy are certain to come off bitterly
unsatisfied. Nor can anyone pin his hopes
on monarchy, socialism, or communism,
etc. They, too, have prov~d their inability
to satisfy, man's instinctive and intense
desire for a righteous government. De~
mocracy may be the best theory of government that man has yet devised, yet it
does not alter the fact that democracy has
never worked. It does not work. Trying to
"make" it work is trying to pin a medal
on a shadow. Then what government will
work?

If forced to really choose, probably most
people would take "majority rule" as the
central feature of democracy. The logical
basis for this is the notion that the larger
the number of people who have a given
belief, the greater is the probability for
that belief to be correct. In every way this
argument has serious defects.
First, it assumes that people form their
own opinions, whereas it is known that political opinions are mostly acquired.
Second, there is just as much possibility
for a mCl,jority to run wild and trample
upon individual rights as for a minority.
In fact, majority rule improperly run is
mobocracy. The ideas of a crowd become
stereotyped, standardized. Having made up
its mind, the crowd refuses to listen to
the expression of dissenting opinion. Objectors are thrown out, howled down,
thrust aside, trampled. Every crowd, if it
has the power, will resort to censorship
and will ruthlessly destroy those who resist. It wants freedom of speech only to
spread its own propaganda.
Third, in our own generation majority
support is not a sure sign of being right.
If, for example, absolutely honest elections
had been held in Germany, Japan, and the
United States just before World Wl)r II,
there is little doubt that Hitler and the
Japanese emperor would have won by
greater majorities in their countries than
Roosevelt did in the United States. Yet no
one would claim that Germany and Japan
were better examples of majority rule
than the United States!
Principally, majority rule cannot "make"
democracy work, because history shows Earth's New Government
the majority of people have almost always
Only one form of government wiII work.
been wrong since this world began. Except Who can provide it? Jehovah God provides
for Lot and his family, the whole cities the perfect and the best: theocracy! WebMAY 1M!, 1953
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ster's dictionary defines it: "Government
of a state by the immediate direction or
administration of God." The theocracy
(Greek, The6s, God; kratein, to rule) is a
government of which the chief ruler is
Jehovah God, who rules through the imM
mediate direction of his anointed King,
Christ Jesus. Hence, Christ Jesus never
taught 'government by the people'. He
knew that democracy was never ordained
for this earth by God, but rather, theocracy.
Monarchies, aristocracies, communistic,
socialistic and democratic forms of government have never really brought a desirable condition of righteousness, peace and
happiness. The theocracy will. Jehovah
says it will: "For thus saith the LoRD of
hosts; Yet once, it is a little while, and I
will shake the heavens, and the earth, and
the sea, and the dry land; and I will shake
all natioris, and the desire of all nations
shall come." (Haggai 2:6, 7) Those who
now stake their all on democracy for fulfilling their fondest desires would do well
to give heed to those words of the Most
High God. He cannot lie.-Titus 1:2.
What is said here about shaking ail nations is not said with a view to provoking
revolution, of course, for Jehovah God,
not man, establishes the theocratic rule on
this earth: "And in the days of those
kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed, norshall the sovereignty thereof be left to
another people; but it shall break in pieces
and consume all these kingdoms, and it
shall stand for ever."-Daniel 2:44, Am.
Stan. Ver.

No government will successfully resist
Jehovah's "King of kings", Christ Jesus,
as he rides his war mount to complete
triumph at Armageddon. Then the nations
with their jet planes and atomic weapdDs
will be as helpless as a mouse in the jaws
of a cat. In view of the imminence of this
battle, do not chime in with the politicians
and say: 'Well, let history be the judge
whether we were right or wrong.' History
has proved the majority wrong!
After ,Armageddon, and during the
thousandMyear reign C?f Christ Jesus, the
majority of the people will be right. The
minority will be wrong; but they will be
destroyed. ~(Revelation 20:7~9) And in the
endless ages to come there wi1l not be
different governments on ear1tl. at the
same time, each claiming to be the right
kind for the people. There will be only one
government, indivisible, earthMwide, only
one central authority, and it will be heavM
enly, divine. It will be a paternal government, because all that live will be children
of the King, their Father who gives everM
lasting life. All living humankind will be
united in one inseparable family relationship.
Never again will there be wars or revolutions. Never again will there be elections, politicians and lobbyists. Never again
will there be class distinctions, racial prejudice, or a pseudo .equality. No need for
'Checks and balances' either, for "Jehovah
is our judge, Jehovah is our lawgiver, Jehovah is our king". (Isaiah 33:22, Am.
Stan. Ver.) This is the government that
will work-THE THEOCRACY!

Three Religions in Politics
~ Westbrook Pegler on interfaith and religion's dabbling in politics: "I am sick of
the awkward triumvirate of rabbi, priest and minister constantly in the wings to
whip on stage singing 'God Bless America.' Religion has its place and 1 will thank
these parties to abandon this annoying insinuation. Our religions are neither slmilar nor reconcilable. This pushful, corny emphasis is not at aU necessary."_New
York Journal American, November 11, 1952.
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By "Awak.I" cO" •• pondent
In V.nuu.la

"SHE'
S
coming! She's
coming!" The shouts
burst from the throats of
the impatient, emotionally
tense throngs who line the
streets where she is to pass.
The people of Caracas, capital
of Venezuela, have turned out
in full number, dressed in their
finest, to see her and to render her tribute
and admiration. The buildings are adorned
with flowers; her own special little blueand-white flag flutters from every window; there, too, is the national flag displayed in her honor.
And who is this great lady who is soon
to pass by in her own specially built luxurious car, and will hear the "emotional
words of welcome" pronounced by the
archbishop at the cathedral where she is to
reside? If you are thinking that she must
be nothing short of a queen, il'len you are
right, for she has just been crowned "Queen
of Venezuela".
The people are pushing and straining to
get a glimpse of her, but there is no gracious'lady, smiling and bowing and waving
at the crowds, nor are the people surprised at this. They knew all the time that
the newly crowned Queen of Venezuela is
just a little paper picture about the size of
a silver dollar! It is oval in fonn and portrays the Virgin Mary holding the "Christ
child" on her lap. He holds the world
bound in a cross in his left hand, and with
his right he extends the papal blessing.
Of this little paper image the "Mariana"
Bishop Marti says: "It appears to be a
printing, like the printed paper images."
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And the newspaper El
Impulso adds: "We who
have examined the image
with detention and a magnifying glass, suppose that
its material is one of those
ancient and thin parchments,
and the image, printed, since
it has the characteristics of
those old printings with lines
and dots; nevertheless, it could
be that it was traced with pen, since it is
finely drawn ... like a photograph traced
with China ink."
What makes this so miraculous? Well,
according to the legend, it seems that this
little drawing came from heaven. No wonder, then, the news reporter seems so depressed as he goes on to relate: "It is to
be warned that the colors [of the image]
. . . are so dull that they can hardly be
distinguished any more. With sorrow, we
have observed that the part of the image
that corresponds to the head and body of
the child is frayed and almost perforated.
This partial deterioration is recent and has
been noted within the last few years." Although this knowledge causes sorrow, it
does not at all shake the faith of the credu·
lous that the image came straight from
heaven. Perhaps it should have been left
there 'where moth and rust do not consume'.-Matthew 6:20.

Whence a Paper Virgin?
Would you like to know just how this
little paper virgin got here and how she
became so popular as to have her own special plane, private "imperial" car, a custo·
dian or .holder of pure gold costing over
$300,000, and to command the presence of
the president and all high government offi13

clals, the archbishops of Chile, Panama,
Bolivia, and representatives of Cardinal
Spellman, all the bishops and archbishops
of Venezuela, plus a special delegate from
the pope himself for her official coronation?
The story goes that on a certain day in
1651 Mary appeared to the chief of an
Indian tribe called Cospes near th~ village
of Coromoto. According to the legend, she
was a woman of incomparable beauty with
a radiant and precious child in her anTIS.
(How Jesus happened to be a baby again
is not explained.) She tells the chief to go
find the white man who has settled nearby
to receive the water on his head and thus
go to heaven. This the Indian with his tribe
did, but later he became disgusted with his
new way of life under the white man and
longed for the forest again. He fled to his
jungle hut and there on September 8, 1652,
the same lady, bent on converting him, appeared again. The Indian tried to seize her
but she disappeared, leaving him paralyzed
with fear. When he finally opened his hand,
there was this little piece of paper with
the exact picture of the woman and child
he had just seen. Now, although Venezuelans worship and pray to many other "virgins", still "La Virgen de Coromoto"-the
paper virgin's official name-has come to
be recognized as the most miraculous. To
her go the greatest honors.

Commercializing the Virgin
The reason for so many special honors,
just now including her official coronation
by means of which· she takes the Venezuelan people "under her protection and help
officially", is attributed to the fact that
September 8, 1952, marked the 300th anniversary of her "appearance".
Even before the festivities began, the
church stated in the paper Ellmpulso that
already approximately $510,500 !;lad been
spent on preparatory arrangements, and
took the opportunity to publicly thank the
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national government for "collaborating
generously" with all the arrangements and
urged1all devout Catholics that, "in mese
moments more than ever, the monetary
collaboration of all Catholics is required."
The following letter, quoted in the Caracas newspaper Las mtima8 Noticias, shows
the reaction of some of the honesthearted
Venezuelans: "Considering the great sum
of money that has been spent on the relic
of the virgin of Coromoto, one can exclaim: How ironic! The image of the humble mother of the humble Jesus of Nazareth, wearing a royal crown of gold, whose
value passes a million bolivares! [a bolivar
equals 33 cents] . . . It seems the virgin
has more necessity of a sumptuous crown
than the swarms of shoeless children that
abound in the national territory have for
shoes . . . . What a painful contrast! So
much money crowning a virgin and very
near, below, in abominable mud huts so
much misery! ... The money and the precious jewels that the Venezuelan Catholic
Church will collect ... will reach without
doubt an extraordinary sum, a true riches."
Here we should like to describe a little
bit of some of the pomp and ceremony that
accompanied the "virgin" on her tour. First
of all begin the preparations of the people
to receive their queen, yes, "the queen of
heaven"! There is a frantic making and
paying of promises to the virgin. One
promises the virgin such and such a thing
in return for a certain favor. One might
prdmise to walk barefooted to the village
where she is staying to meet her. Another
promises to go on knees to the airport
when she arrives. Those who are sick or
have sick relatives buy little arms, l~gs,
heads, or bodies (depending on the ailment) made of gold or silver to offer in
return for a cure. It is not rare to find little
gold cows or pigs among these because
they, too, get sick sometimes, you know.
Or perhaps someone wants a new house or
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money to make payment on the old, so a
little gold house is offered. All these are
offered to the virgin as the people line up
to see and kiss her. The excited crowds
shove and push, Some fall; others faint and
get stepped on. But they all keep going
with a fanatical urge and desire to see her
and "receive the blessing of heaven in her
sweet look and implore her".
The majority, in their excitement and
confusion, do not even see the tiny image
in the magnificent golden holder adorned
with so many precious jewels, including
diamonds, emeralds, rubies, sapphires,
pearis, topazes, and crowned with a crown
many times her size containing over 312
pearls. They are rushed past by soldiers,
and after being dazzled by all the jewels,
more than likely they see only the colors
of their own clothes reflected in the goldbacked glass that encases and encircles the
tiny image in the exact center of the custodian. This causes many to think that it is
a miracle that everyone who sees the image
reports seeing it in a different color.

Virgin Devotees Celebrate
On the big day itself, the day of coronation, the ceremonies take place in Guanare,
the village nearest her appearance. The
virgin is transported to the Mariana congressional field in her car, which resembles
a huge float made of metal. She is preceded
by a musical band, the boy scouts, the
Venezuelan Catholic Youth Organization,
two floats of little children dressed like
angels and thousands of pilgrims from all
parts of Venezuela.
About 40,000 spectators gather to witness the ceremony. Arriving at the field,
she is carried on the shoulders of the
priests, bishops and archbishops "in solemn
procession to her throne". The cardinal
acting as the special delegate of the pope
then makes his dramatic entrance, escorted
by a pontifical guard made up of young
MAY 2f, 1953

boys with wliforms like those used by the
Swiss guard of the Vatican. After "an emotional discourse", the president, together
with the other two men that form the junta
or the head of the Venezuelan governrnent,
arrives accompanied by the members of
the executive cabinet, military and other
distinguished personalities. The cardinal
then blesses the crown of the virgin, offers
a special pontifical mass, and then places
the crown between the hands of the two
angels on the custodian, thus crowning the
"sacred image". At that the cannons give
her a 21~gun salute; and the crowds break
forth with "Long live the virgin", "Long
live the pope," "Long live the government," "Long live the people of Venezuela." As the final touch, the voice of their
most "Holy Father" is heard speaking in
Spanish directly to Venezuela by Radio
Vatican.
The 13th of September is scheduled for
her arrival in Barquisimeto. The announcement of her arrival begins with a noisy
display of fireworks at all the churches in
the city. All the groups of Catholic Action,
the chjldren from public and private
schools in their dress uniforms, and practically the entire city en masse is concentrated at the airport to welcome the Virgin
arriving in her plane with an escort of five
smaller planes.
At the congressional field are heard
many speeches extolling the virgin. One of
the guest speakers says in part: ".Mary is
the conception of God's most perfect work,
the most brilliant star of creation. Chosen
from before birth to be mother of the Godman ... the Sun of Justice, the mediatrix
of man, the remedy of the entire human
race."
Hearing this and many of the other
speeches, and knowing how the clergy
never discourage the many fantastic ideas
and legends that have developed concerning the virgin, we can now better under-
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stand why many of the humble. uneducated
people who have been drilled by the church
to believe that Mary was "always virgin
before and after Jesus' birth" sincerely be-lieve that Jesus was not born as other children, but through Mary's crown. One woman with whom we talked was very indignant and insulted when we tried to show
her anything to the contrary.
From the Biblieal Standpoint

Summing up the entire affair very nicely is thE:. following conclusion of a letter
that, surprisingly enough, was printed in
the Caracas newspaper of October 5. Says
the writer: "If, the resurrected Christ had
witnessed all that base idolatry, all that
Pomp and all that waste of money, luxury,
the arrogance and vanity, that have characterized the ceremonies of the coronation
of the Patroness of Venezuela, perhaps he
would have thrown the modern antiChristian priests out of the temple in the
same manner as -he did the merchants:
with whips!"

The ceremonies are all over now, and the
excitement has all died down. The image is
back home in her sanctuary in Guanare.
Six candlesticks have been placed in front
of her resting place, so that whenever it
is opened, to take her down for special occasions, the virgin "will never be discovered without at least six candlesticks being lighted". Perhaps that is very appropriate, since in the Bible the number six is
used symbqIically at Apocalypse 13:18
(Douay) to represent anything to do with
the Devil's visible organization.
It will be wonderful, will it not, when,
in the very near future, people will not be
placing their trust in graven images in
which there is no help, but every living
creature will be praising only the Most
High God, Jehovah, true Sovereign of the
universe? He says: "I am Jehovah, that is
my name; and my glory willI not give to
another, neither my praise unto graven
images." (Isaiah 42:8, Am. Stan. Ver.)
Gone will be the paper image of Coromoto,
and gone, too, will be all those who put
their hope and trust in paper virgins.

Church Memberahip, a Gro••ly Inflated Figure
'i,' You frequently hear how many people are metpbers of today's churches, and

how much church membership Is increasing. But these claims are often deceitful.
The Jewish figure includes all Jews in communities having congregations. Roman
Catholics refuse to drop members from their rolls: "Once a Catholic, always a
Catholic." Protestants frequently count members who have not been to church in
years or have long ago moved to another community and may now be counted
there. The Southern Baptists, who boast 7,373,498 members and the nation's largest
growth, recently started a campaign to find out what had happened to the quarter
of their members that they carutot find-nearly two million people. Enunanuel
Baptist Church in Alexandria, Louisiana, dropped 1,020 names from its membership roll of 3,000. Commented The Chri.'lt'ian Century: ''It might be a good idea if
other denominations were to follow the Southern Baptist example, or would at
least check their books to learn whether the need for drastic action Is as great."
So, do not be deluded by statistics that claim 58 per cent of the population are
churched people. Jehovah's witnesses, visiting in the homes of the people with God's
Word on Sunday mornings, lmow they are not
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Give Us This Day Our Daily Rice
8y "Awakel" correspondent in Thailand

ICE is the "bread" of the
East. In the scale of impor·
tance it is right at the top of the list.
The lives of a large percentage of the
population of Asia are centered around
rice; growing it is their occupation and it is
the main constituent of their every meal.
The rice plant, or paddy, as it is called, is
a cereal, and in appearance it closely resem·
bles other cereals such as wheat or oats.
When young it has a grasslike appearance
and then jointed stalks protrude, and these
will bear the ears of grain. It is a thirsty
plant and thrives best in swamps and flood·
ed fields, where it would be impossible to
grow oats or barley. Particularly suited to
the production of rice is Thailand, which
has plenty of flat lowland, heavy rains and
hot sun. This country produces sufficient
for its own needs and a surplus, to the extent of making it the largest exporter of
rice.
The Siamese farmer or peasant starts to
work his land soon after the annual rainy
season begins. By then the sun·baked sur·
face of the earth will have been softened
by the rains, perhaps transforming it into
a sea of mud, and enabling him to plow and
work it. His agricultural implements are
usually primitive. A water buffalo loves to
slowly trudge through the cool mud and
water where a tractor would be useless;
besides, if it is raining the buffalo likes it
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so much the nlore. Oxen also
are largely used.
Rice can be grown quite simply
by scattering it over the ground and
giving it no more attention, but there is
danger of the crop's being spoiled by too
little or too much water. Rice grown by
this simple method is called "field" rice,
and its success or failure depends largely
on the amount of rain that may chance to
fall. Often a crop may be ruined in its
early stages of growth and there has to be
aresowmg.
More successful is "garden" rice, which
is produced by the widely used method of
transplanting, by which the farmer assures
a sufficient supply of water, but not too
much, for the growing plant. He borders a
plot of ground with a mud wall a foot or
more high that serves as a dike to contain
water within the plot, or, if he wants to
drain off some, he can do so by making a
gap in the dike. Thus, by this method, instead of sowing the rice broadcast over the
field, a comparatively dry plot of ground is
used as a nursery for the seeds; then when
the seedlings have grown to about one foot
in height they are transplanted to the other plot. Everywhere in Siam can be seen the
familiar terraced landscape, whole fields
divided into small square plots; and, in the
transplanting season, there are the stooping figures of men and women wearing
large-brimmed hats
busily replanting
young rice plants in
neat rows. With a
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pointed stick or with their thumb they
make a hole in the ground, finnly place in
four or five YOWlg plants, then, working
backward, make another hole a few inches
away. and so on until a whole row is
completed.
What the paddy needs now is plenty of
rain, provided that the field does not get
flooded to the extent that the plants become totally submerged. But some kinds of
rice can do with any amount of water and
never drown. The heigtJ,t of the plant inM
creases with the rise of the flood level,
even at the rate of twelve inches in as
many hours, and it can grow to a height
of eight or nine feet. Then as the water
level subsides the top part of the plant will
bend over and float on the- surface, unharmed and still capable of ripening.
There is another kind of rice known as
"upland" rice that is grown in the mounM
tainous areas on the hillside. The ground
is not plowed but just cleared of any jungle
growth, small trees being cut down with
the stumps remaining in the ground. Then
holes are made with a stick and four or .
five seeds are dropped in and covered with
soil. There is only a meager amount of rice
produced by this method, because water
cannot be confined as in the flat lowland,
and the crop has to rely solely on direct
rainfall; but Sufficient rice is grown to feed
the people in such areas.
Providing rice with a good water supply
is the main factor in the cultivation of rice,
and in many areas artificial means for irriM

gation are used. Various systems convey
water from streams, canals, etc., and m'
Thailand many water-tank reservoirs are
now in operation. Although there is a
tendency to modernize rice farming, yet
chemical fertilizers are not normally used;
but at the time of transplanting the roots
are sometimes dipped in a bowl of manure
and water.
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Gathering in the Crop
The best-quaIlty rice takes about five or
six months from germination to maturity.
However, lighter rice ripens in less time,
which often enables the growing of more
than one crop in the year on a piece of
land. The harvest time is usually an accasien for united co-operation among neighbors as they go from farm to farm gathering in the crop. If the fields are heavily
flooded, then boats must be used and the
rice heads are cut off and dropped into
baskets in the boat, but usually this methM
od is not necessary, though often the reapM
ers must wade in water all day long. As
compared with, modern methods of grain
harvesting the rice worker's task is slow
and arduous. No combine harvester for
him, but instead just a sickle with which he
cuts enough for a bWldle and then binds it
with several stalks. The sheaves are laid on
some selected groWld or on top of the stubble to dry out in the sun. For carting away
the sheaves an oxcart or, in some places,
a sled is used. Or, again, individuals may
carry it away on foot, bearing on their
shoulders a pole from each end of which
the rice is suspended.
The grain must be separated from the
straw, and to do this the peasant or his wife
will shake and beat the paddy, and the
grains of rice will fall to the floor; or a
large comb mounted on a stand is used. By
drawing the rice heads through it the kernels are squeezed Out. But the traditional
method of threshing goes back to Bible
times, when grain was spread on a threshM
ing floor and trodden by oxen. Animals are
. being used to trample and tread out
stIll
the grain. As for the Biblical "winnowing
fan", one of those may be used but generally the grain is left to fall to the ground
and the chaff is blown away by the wind.
The rice is put in a storehouse made of
mud walls and a thatched roof and here it
is kept until used or sold. The straw is put
AWAKE!

to many uses: it 1~ .strewn all the soil, used
for manufacturing purposes and as food
for animals.

Milling
Before it is eaten the rice must have the
outer brown husk removed, just as with
other cereals. In other words, it must be
milled. The peasant will put a small amount
of rice into a hollowed-out block of wood
and pound it with a heavy stump that he
uses as a pestle. The grains slide over one
another and this abrasion gradually removes the hull covering the hard kernels.
In most districts some' enterprising individual will own an engine-driven milling
machine, and, for a small charge to his
neighbors, he will accomplish the same
work effortlessly and quickly.
But when the farmer with a large stock
sells his rice he sells it unmilled, and it
goes to a rice mill from where it will be
sold wholesale or exported. Transport to
the mill is in most cases by small boat, as
nearly all the mills in Thailand are situated on the bank of a river. The rice is
conveyed to the top of the mill and then it
descends by its own weight, being subjected to various operations in the process
of its journey downward. First, particles
of grit or soil are removed. The husk is
taken off by rotating disks. The fragments
of husk and broken rice are next separated. Broken rice and inferior small grains
are put to many uses, such as food for animals and poultry, flour, etc. As for the
husk, it is conveyed into an adjoining furnace house where it becomes fuel to drive
the mill's machinery, steam power still being used in Siamese mills and no coal being
produced in Thailand.
The whole rice has now had the outer
husk nipped off but not all the thin brown
skin known as bran. For it to become
white rice this cuticle must be scoured off,
which operation is done by a cone-shaped
MAY !l!, 1953

machine containing a revolving drum. The
inside of the cone casing is surfaced with
wire cloth and the drum with specially
prepared sheepskin. There is an adjustable
space between the two surfaces, and the
rice fruling into this space is swept round
and has the bran polished off it, which
latter is used for meal. The result of this
polishing is white rice in the form in which
it is eaten in the East. At this stage it is
not what is popularly known in the West
as "polished" rice, the process of highly
polishing rice being done only after it is
imported from the East.
The rice is finally graded and bagged. It
is classified according to the quality of the
grains, and the fewer broken grains it contains the higher the grade. From the mill
the rice is transported to its market,
whether a foreign market or a local one.
Having arrived at the consumer's home,
it will be ready for eating after being
washed. and boiled; that is the form in
which rice is eaten in the East, not being
made into' flour and then baked in the
manner that wheat is made into bread.
Rice is considered less rich in vitaminS
than wheat, but it is eaten with other foods
such as fish, meat and vegetables, and it is
upon this diet that the majority of Asia's
vast population subsists. Instead of being
boiled it may be eaten fried or made into
rice noodles. It is not made into a Western
"rice pudding" with milk and sugar, but it
is often eaten in sweetened form by being
made into various kinds of delicacies. Especially delicious is "sticky rice", a glutinous
variety of rice that, when cooked in a certain way, has to be eaten by pulling apart
with the fingers. Indeed, the ways in which
rice and its by-products are eaten, or
drunk, are innumerable.
Regardless of what may be said about
the deficiencies of rice, the Asiatic relishes
it; and as long as there is a bowl of rice
he will not starve.
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'VJHEN the Dutch first laid eyes UIXln
VV Manhattan they proclaimed it a land of
"goodly trees", but as years passed these re'eated before the advance of brick, mortar
1d pavement, and Manhattan became a city
stone, steel, concrete, noise and nerves.
children are raised on its curbstones, its
-ees have been relegated to small squares in
:s sidewalks, and its grass is foUnd only in
)al'ks. Fortunate it is that men with foresight
~aw to it that the city would be broken with
hundreds of spots where nature could break
t:brough; parks and playgrounds that now total
more than 14,000 acres. The most noted, of
course, is 84(}..acre Central Park right in the
center of Manhattan.
~ When first laid out, the park was on the
outf:;kirts of the city. Now it is lined with fabulous apartment buildings and the city's most
exclusive hotels. On a normal hot Sunday
200,000 persons may stroll along its 47 miles
of footpaths. It has 31 mIles of bridle paths,
expanses of green, lakes, playgrounds, a zoo,
and facilities for most sJ)orts. During the sum·
mer band concerts are offered three evenings
weekly, and in the winter its vast, irregular
terrain may be used for sledding or even some
skiing.
~ Second, both in the affections of New Yorkers
and as a toul':\st attraction, Is 7()().acre Bronx
Park, with its outstanding botanJcal garden and
the largest zoo in Ainerica. Here the visitor
Ill&Y get a sudden start at seeing lions lolling
in the sun on a neighboring hill, but on closer
examination he will see a hidden but very
serviceable moat that protects animals and
people from one another. The zoo has 2,500
animals of 1,000 kInds, including varieties on
display nowhere else in America.
'if New York has many other parks to
whIch the population can retreat from
city life. Some are small, only a fraction of an acre; others huge, like the
1,132-acre Van Cortlandt Park in the
Bronx, or the 526 acres of rolling
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meadows, picturesque bluffs and luxuriant plant lile in Brooklyn's famed
Prospect Park. From almost any part
of the city the New Yorker can find a
spot of green or a few benches under
pleasant trees, to -help him forget the
grind of the city just a few feet away,
Last year 141 million visits were made
to New York's parks and playgrounds.
For the younger generation there are
584 neighborhood playgrounds with wading
pools, swings, skating, and indoor and outdoor
games.
i: Despite their charm to rich and poor, resident and tourist alike, New York's parks are an
admission of a failure-a substitute for something missing. The child that has no yard in
which to play, the family crowded into a few
narrow rooms in a stack of crowded apartments, these people have such need for air and
space and greenery that at half a billion dollars
it Is cheap! It is good that it is provided, pa·
thetic that it is necessary. miserable in com·
parison with the garden originally planted for
man in Eden. Bible prophecies show that reo
moval of the effects of the Edenic rebellion is
near at hand, and Isaiah said that injustices
and inequalities would then end, that all earth
would become a paradise park. Under such new·
world conditions even the moats of the Bronx
zoo will not be needed to protect different
forms of life from each other.~Isaiah 11:6-9;
32:16-18; 2 Peter 3:13.
7, How you can survive to see the world become
such a park and help others to do likewise
will be the main theme of discussion at Yankee
Stadium July 19-26, when Jehovah's witnesses,
the people who are pointing to the Bible's
promises concerning that new world, convene
for eIght days of Christian assembly. Your
attendance may entail many difficulties and
much constant e!'fort, but it will certainly be
well worth your while.
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GIANT

of
ZI:::ALAND
CIENTISTS have a good lIlany theories
about the mon, the majority of which
>ltillll'flw' importnnt questions unanswered,
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such as: From whprt' did ~c mons come?
How did thesE' walking bird ... gf't to New

Zealand? What year did they beromp f'Xtinct? Digging dowlJ into the vast quanttUCil of skeletal remains in till;! swamplf1nn~ of Nf'W Zealund, cxca\'aton; have
learned much IIhout tht' giant-<;izc, flight.
less or ratite bird. lTnNlTthcd skclctorn;
show the bird to be anywhf'T'f' from the
si;!;e of a tW'key to almost th(>
sIze of a !;:iraffc. len and twelve
feet high.
'\Vht'n Jo;u:ph Hodgen amI
his son nob dug up the bones
that make up the six-foot leg of
DhlO'r'llis maxhnus, scientists
refused to believe that such
massive bones l'Uuld have been
grown by a bird, or tha 1 such
a large bird ever existed in a
land sn small as New Zealand.
At first they thought a mistake
had been made, that a "beef"
and not a bird bone had bef'n
delivered to the museum.
However, I;inee the first
find in 1837, up UJl1949,
~ome one hundred and
forty nf'flrly complete individual mM ~kf'letons
were discovered.
But their presence in
New Zealand presented
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ano1fler problem for the scientists. According to scientific theory, New Zealand has been an island for millions of
years. It has been cut off from the rest of
thf' world by sea, which was as difficult to
walk, swim or fly avE'!' in the past as it
i~ today. Eaeh year a few nyi~ birds come
to New Zealand from Siberia and the South
SPa i~lands under their own power, and
occasionally a strong Wf'~tcrly wind will
hlow In tlying birds from Australia. But
how did walking biro;l get to New Zealand?
The qu{'~tion has come in fOJ· considerable Ilu~ol"izill~, Roger Duff. director, Canterbury Mu.~um, mcntloJ'u; ~veral of the
mOrt! aCL't'pted scientific obSf'l'Vntlons in
hi.'1 pamphlf>t, MOOR and Mua-Hunter8. "It
is nol known," said h{', "wh{'th{'r they [the
moa~l Wf'l'e Iblccndant.8 of birds which
\Ul;t the power of flight or whether, like
the peng-uin, they never Jearned to fly; but
::;('\entls15 believe Ulat they have- been
flighfk>ss ever slrlL'e Uley arrived in New
Zealand. If fhat were so, they would havt>
to walk hrrr whilr there wert! still land·
bl·idges. They had relatives, the other
ili!;hUess 01' ratite birdA, 11>1 fnr apart as
Africa (Ole ostrich). Madag!lscar (the extinct Aepyornil;), New Guinell and Australia (the cassowary, emu, and extinct
Dromornis), and
South America
(the rhea).
"Noting that
all thesc points
are south or the
equator, some
scientists regard
tht'!1:ie continents
and islands as the
finger ends of a
former hand like
land m8JlS north
of the equator;
only those ratites
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wbich reached the finger ends survived
and developed. other scientists say that
long ago there was a vast extension of the
Antarctic Continent directly connecting
with South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and South America.
"Scientists also believe that moas were
much small~r birds when they first reached
New Zealand, and that they developed
their great size during the early part of
the Tertiary Era ... But up to now scarcely any fossil remains of moas from the
Tertiary Era have been found. Scientists·
can, however, show that some moa bones
go back almost to the last part of the
Tertiary Era; and from the evidence of
these bones it seems that moas did not
change in size or shape during the Quaternary Era. (As far back as his bones give
evidence, the kiwi seems to have been just.
as he still is.)"
These theories leave us exactly where
we began with the question.
Geologists by studying the land layers
have tried to determine when the heavyfooted bird lived. But today, after many
years of work by the combined researches
of experts in various divisions of natural
science, the only approximate dating of
the moas so far provided has been by arChaeological research into the accumulations of refuse of the earliest Moa hunters.
These, a~cording to Duff, establish ''that
Dinornis certainly, and Pachyornis and
Emeus probably, were extinct before this
migration [of the Moa-hunter immigrants
to the South Island], which call. hardly be
dated later than 1,000 A.I? From this it
would seem that the Pyramid Valley moa
bones have been in the swamp at least
2,000 years. How many thousand years
before that they began getting bogged is
still a question that we cannot answer".
He does say that the job of determining
the age of these mammoth birds is "like
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ju(!glng the <total money carried In spectators' pockets to a football match from the
pennies which slipped through the floor
grating under the grandstand".

Moa's Size and Shape
Pyramid Valley, where many of the
moas were entombed, has preserved a fairly accurate record of their structure and
habits. There are at least six or seven
varieties of flightless moas. These grazed
on the lush pasturelands as cattle. They
chewed grass, combined with recognizable
seeds and shrubs, such as the matai and
ngaio, which 'have been found packed
among the gizzard stones. The average
number of stones found in each gizzard has
been two hUndred and twenty, weighing
five and a half pounds. Their beaks and
enormous feet were fine defensive weapons. The smaller South American "relative" (the rhea) has been known to kick a
mule to death. The largest variety of moas
stood higher than any living animal except
the giraffe and the African elephant. Their
leg bones were more massive than those
of a draught horse and from the size of
its body it no doubt required as much grass
as an ox. The huge bird looked very much
like an oversized ostrich, had black, brown,
and yellow feathers, a small head, and a
long neck. Scientists have not yet been able
to decide whether the moa carried its
neck upright, like a crane, or low looped,
like a swan. Until this is finally determined,
the height of a fully grown adult bird Can
only be given within limits. Some species
grew twelve feet and weighed more than
a quarter of a ton. The larger bird laid a
nin~-inch egg. Other eggs have been found
seven inches long by five inches high. The
egg shell was relatively indestructible,
which accounts for finding more than ten
complete eggs.
For a people who did not understand the
art of making pottery, the tough shells
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were otten used a.s water bott.Ies. 6mletimeR the eggs were .specjalJy dJill,ed .Itt
one end and carried in a device like a
string bag. The most valuable grave gift
was the moa's egg drilled from only one
""d.
Smne students dmlbted whether Imlas
wel"t' alive when the old Manris were on tht>
j!;limd. Moo ~J~){S provided the nnswer.
Jim EylCS un\;arthed ten moa egg!! from
Wlllrnu grave!;, DuiT stated that "the MOIl
hlmter must have found them fresh be-.
eau~, thllugh onc egg in a thousand might
survive without bursting, it (:oulJ not
otherwise be expectNl rhnt ten ",vuld be
found intact in a sma!! af'flA"
Bones found othf'r thnn In the swamps,
ei\l}!:'!' in or beside the ({tOR hunter's ctunp.
flre atJlf)Jlg other accumulated rPfURf>, show
that they wet'!;! usw for making hl\ndlcs
for their horned !;;lUIlI:' adz, for awls, fi!lh_
hook~, nceklnccs, breasipiatl;!s and pend_
ants. A unique hit 01 eruttsmaru;hip is Iloted
ill the beads found fashioned (rom the
UJighbone.of the mOR. It is presumed Ulal
C\'ell tile "kill Qf the bird W8..<! l'IE'Wn t() make
warm clothing,
Sank in1r. Extinction
Sewl'al theories have hee-n put forward
by sc1entwLs 10 explain why moo hones in
quantity had been found in ~Mamps, Director DulT stated that "von Haast believed thE' rnnjortty of bones ha<:l been
washed in after the bodit'l'! to whiCh they
belonged had decQmposed; . , . Hutton decided lake flood waters had floated careasge!; of drowned hinls into a $lTI3ll eddy;
. , • Booth, in 1875, concluded either that
the birds found the swamp water a foot
warmer in the winter ;mow or that they
flien from dr'mkiny it; Hamllton. ~ . suggested that the swamp bOrdcred a natUh!1
causeway off which the birds might rumble when negotiating the Valley, Pyramid
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Valley Pl'Orided cleat' evidence tv support
the JaBt of these the<Jries".
The IPaul-size feet wen> !Itrong and fast
but 'Ui\'!re not good for bog-trotting, As the
boo\')' birds tried to walk across this swamp
death trap they began to sink. And a::l they
sank the birds. kicked and struggled to
fl't!li! themselves, but sticky blue pUg held
them the!'\? Excavators therefore found
many leg oones that Wf're, fixed d!<.:idJy,
one leg raised as though in A. last, dl;!llpairing kiCk, and willi the tOt's r.urvcd in a
last agony. SkeletolW were latmd in standing position just as thl;!y were trApped In
lhe bog,
Atlother less sch"ntlfic but widely held
theory that agrees with the Maori traditIon is that their earlif',<:.t nnC($tol'S burnt

thf' hrush Mel lIatural covf'Ting In which
NgB.I'IIJ'H, Tanlwha tlnd othf'r uneomfol'table c'N'l\nl~ l\lrk\.."I.\, An the 1'1101\1\ \bat
",ere not roa,~tf'd In the fil'eS ti1at oVf'rtook
thelll in the oPf'n e{)untry were suffocated
and drowned, in )'fIfI!;'<:,f'll in Ule SWaln:pll
where they took refuge from the fires, But
it ::;ccms h,uu to believe that the Maoris
WOUld thus de.;tl'uy their largf'flt. and most
valuable- gnme animal.
F.xcavators have found other bonet:i besides tfle moos' in these swamp a.reas oC
New :zeaJAnd A cloS{' relative of the wood
ben, \.bt> AptO'M'tla, was unco\'em, This
hen stood between 2 feet 6 inches and
3 feet high. A skt'}eton of a flightless goose
(Cnemiomis) and bones of rLurnerous
ducks of gjallt size wt"J'e' found. Tbel:;B birds
evidently died from natural causes and not
as 11 result of being dragged or bogged
down into the mire. Two perfect .'IkUlls of
HarpQflOrrlis, the rorest at all extinct NE!W
Zealand eagles, were unearthed,
There are ::ltill a number of flightless
bird<; jll existence today, tmd Oitecl 0bservations. of the behavior of th~se will
probably throw a great deal of light on
the di"'flOsitlon and life of the- moas.
~,
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Mueh Unneeessary Surgery"

" L.... OR the love of money is a root of all ,
1. . sorts of injurious things." (1 Timothy
6:10, New World Trans.) Those words of the

apostle Paul addressed to his young friend
TimothY some nineteen centuries ago find far
wider application today than when theY'were
first written. For today, to satisfy his love for

money, man has discovered and invented \
numberless injurious things.
A particularly modern injurious thing
caused by the love of money is needless surgery. In an interview with a reporter for
U. S, News &; World Report, February 20,
1953, Dr. Paul Hawley, Director of the Ameri·
can College of Surgeons, among other things,
said: "You would be shocked, I think~we are
~at the amount of unnecessary surgery that

1s perfonned."
"What do you mean by unnecessary sur·
gery?" he was asked.
"Surgery that could have been avoided."
"How can you tell?"
"When the pathologist in a hospital reports
norma.l tissue removed," etc. '
"Why do you suppose a doctor makes an un·
necessary operation?"
"Money."
"Just plain, dishonest money making?"
"Why, of course."
"Do you think there are doctors who would
do that just for the sake of money?"
"I don't [just} think it, I know it-and I
can pI.'Ove it! I can point out a community
where almost every case is on a fee-splitting
basis." (That is, where the family physician
recommends an operation and a surgeon and
then collects as much as half of the surgeon's
fee for his recommendation or referral, all
unknown to the patient. This is considered as
most unethical, because the physician is en·
couraged to recommend unnecessary operations because of the financial gain he receives
therefrom.)
When asked for proof Dr. Hawley pointed
out that the average number of normal ap·
pendixes removed is from 10 to 15 per cent
of the total operations, due to borderline cases
and beCause most doctors, when opening the
belly for some other reason, remove the ap- \
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pendix as a matter of course, However, with
some doctors the number of normal appendixes removed is as high as 60 to 70 per cent.
The same is true of Caesarean operations
in connection with childbirth. The normal rate
is from 3 to 4 per cent, but in some hospitals
it runs as high as 15 per cent. In a sligl;ltly
different category are the countless operations
for the removal of tonsils of years gone by,
which operations now are considered largely
unnecessary.
Dr. Hawley also pointed out that there were
200 California doctors who had "chiseled" on
health insurance. Knowing that their patients
were insured they charged $150 instead of
$100 for an operation, letting the patient pay
the extra $50 out of his own pocket.
"Ghost" surgery was another injurious thing
condemned by Dr. Hawley. By this. practice
the patient's doctor arranges for another to
perform the operation without the patient's
knowing anything about it, Such surgery
is usually performed by surgeons poorly
equipped or who happen to be hard pressed
for money. The hospitals are not without
blame in such cases, as "ghost" surgery
would not be possible without their co·
operating in a "conspiracy of silence".
To belong to such an association as the
American College of Surgeons a surgeon has
to take an oath not to engage in any unethical
practices such as unnecessary surgery, fee·
splitting and "ghost" surgery, However, it is
apparent that not all of them are living up
to their oath.
When asked: "Would you stress the point
that no doctor should recommend an opera·
tion for a patient that he would not recom·
mend for himself?" Dr. Hawley replied: "Absolutely! I have had as little surgery done on
me as possible." And Dr. Hawley is the direc·
tor of an association of some 18,000 foremost
American surgeons.
Truly, also in the field of surgery "the love
of money is a root of all sorts of Injurious
things", bringIng with it, as it does, unneces·
sary operations, fee·splitting and "ghost"
sur.'{ery.
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Proving God's Word True
COMMON expression heard today is

that the Bible contradicts itself; that
A
its

passages are confusing and unscientific.
In bewildered hopelessness, some say: "Oh,
the Bible is an old fiddle upon which you
can play any old tune." If that were true,
that would mean that the Bible's Author
was all mixed up; that he was divided
against himself; that his creations were
imperfect, disorganized and chaotic. A

glance at the universe above and a study
of nature prove such is not the case. There
is remarkable hannony and organization
in the universe and in both animate and inanimate creation upon earth. Only man
seems to be at odds with himself. An understanding of the Bible proves it to be a
harmonious Book, and its Author declares
himself to be what his creation proves him
to be, "not a God of confusion, but of
peace," (1 Corinthians 14:33, Am. Stan.
Ver.) Consequently, confusion lies with its
would-be interpreters, the religious leaders
of this so-called '·'Christendom", who disagree constantly among themselves.
Hence, to approach a study of the Bible
one m~st set aside the perplexing, mysterious religious errors of Christendom and
study according to what God himself has
to say in his own Word. To arrive at truth
religious prejudices must be dismissed.
The vast universe that we see is founded
upon truth, and therefore it moves on orderly and undisturbed despite the waywardness of men on earth. Its Creator is
the great God of truth. It is his truth that
we seek. What if men, religious and nonreligious, have discredited and belittled the
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Bible and have placed men's opinions and
tr'aditions above it? What if religious leaders have rejected the Bible's straight testimony? What if the highly esteemed clergy
of Christendom have been found false and
misleading? Do these shocking and disappointing facts change the Word of God
itself or its message of truth? Let our
reply be that of the Bible writer who
declared: "What ... if some did not express faith, will their lack of faith perhaps
make ·the faithfulness of God without effect? Never may that happen! But let God
be found true, though every man be found
a liar, even as it is written:' 'That you
might be vindicated in your words and
might win when you are being judged.' "
-Romans 3:3,4, New World Trans.
To prove God's Word true, we must let
God's Word have the say as to what is
the truth. It means we must accept his
Word, the Bible, as the truth. Our conclusions must stand the proof or the test of
reliability and truthfulness of that Word,
and not that Word be tested by our conclusions. This course the inspired writers and
faithful men of the Bible took and recommended. They advised: "To the law rather,
and to the testimony. And if they speak
not according to this word, they shall not
have the morning light."-Isaias 8:20,
Doooy.
The prophet Malachi pointed in this
same direction, saying: "Remember ye the
law of Moses my servant." (Malachi 4:4)
The writings of the prophet Moses make up
the first five books of the present-day
Bible; and thus the last of the old Hebrew
prophets declares himself in agreement
2:)

cepts of men.
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faithfully referred his
disciples to God's Word, thereby glorifying
God as true, thougn it prtlved the publicly
respected religious leaders liars.-Matthew
4:4, 7, 10; Luke 4:16-21; John 17:17,
New World Trans.
Jesus' case is an example for us. It
makes certain that men who follow the inWritten .word versus Tradition
terpretations of religionists and who put
None of the Bible writers, from Malachi humah traditions before the sacred written
back to Moses, make any mention of an Word will surely be led to confusion and
oral law or traditional law as existing will ridicule and scoff at the Bible and its
alongside the written Word. of God. No- J;lroclaimers. The apostle Paul knew' how
where do they declare that the oral tra- religious traditions blinded him to the
,ditions of religious men are on an equality truthfulness of God's Word; he also fore. with the recorded Word of God or that knew that men pretending to be Christian
the written Word is incomplete without clergymen would develop a system of relisuch oral traditions. Moses earnestly gious traditions and precepts and would
warned against adding such uninspired tra- thereby hide the truth from the memb~rs
ditions to the Word of God. (Deuteronomy of the religious organizations. So he wrote:
4:2) Isaiah stated that following precepts "Look out: perhaps there may be some
and traditi'ons of men led to hypocrisy. man that will carry you off as his prey
Jesus denounced the scribes and Pharisees through the philosophy and 'empty decepfor practicing tradition, because they made tion according to the tradition of men,
"void the commandment of God". "In vain according to the elementary things of the
do they worship me, teaching for doctrines world anQ. not according to Christ."-Coprecepts of men."-Isaiah 29:13, 14; Mat- lossians 2: 8, New World Trans.
thew 15:1-9, The Holy Bible (Catholic).
Paul stuck close to God's written Word
This is certain: Neither the Hebrew when he taught and preached. He also alprophets nor the inspired Christian writers lowed his hearers to check up on him
teach us to accept and rely upon the tra- with their copies of the Scriptures. In fact,
ditions and moral precepts of men. Hun- Paul's personal physician, Luke, prodreds of times those early Greek Bible nounced those persons noble who did so,
writers referred to God's written Word rather than denouncing them for reading
contained in the Hebrew Scriptures, but the Bible to test the truthfulness of an
not once do they mention those spurious apostle. (Acts 17:10, 11) Hence, when a
writings. Jesus in his ministry used the religious organization forbids its members
Bible. In declaring his mission on earth to read the Bible and requires its members
he quoted the Bible. He refused to resist to accept what its clergymen teach without
arrest and death, so that the Scriptures comparing their teachings with the Holy
might be fulfilled. At the close of his minis- Scriptures, such religious organization betry he declared the Bible to be "truth". lies its claim that it is apostolic.
The apostle Peter was of the same mind
After his death and resurrection he recommended it to his followers. But in no regarding the Holy Scriptures. He frecase did he appeal to the rabbinic schools quently quoted from the Hebrew ,inspired
of teaching with their traditions and pre- writings, but nowhere does he assume inwith the very first Bible writer, although
Moses preceded him by mo~ than a thousand years. All Bible writers in between
Moses and Malachi take the same position,
and in his record. Moses himself preserved
the inspired utterances of prophets of God
who p~ceded him.
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fallibility for himself, but always turns his
hearers or readers to the changeless Word
of God as their shining guide until the
day of the Kingdom's establishment.
Therefore, approaching a study of God's
Word without a prejudiced opinion or pre-

"TRANSFUSION

HELD .JAUNDICE FACTOR"

NDER the above heading the New
York Times, January 15. 1953, had
the following to say regarding a United
Nations report on use of contaminated
blood in transfusions:
"GENEVA, Jan. 14.-A serious and sometimes fatal form of infectious jaundice is
being s pre a d throughout the civilized
world by an excessive use of blood transfusions, plasma from blood banks and ordinary blood serum injections, the United
Nations World Health Organization reported today.
"In a summary of the present state of
medical knowledge of jaundice (hepatitis),
an expert committee of the health body
makes a series of recommendations designed to reduce the danger of the spread
of this still rather mysterious form of the
disease, which causes death at a rate of
one to two in each 1,000 cases. Although
some of these recommendations. al.1"ead)'
are being Jollowed in some countries, incautious use of supposedly up-to-date clinical techniques still is spreading the jaundice type at an alarming rate, the committee tinds.
" 'The committee is of the opinion that
the dangers of serum hepatitis are not appreciated by many sections of the medical
profession,' the report states.
" 'It also appears to the committee that
many nonessential transfusions of blood
and plasma are given. Therefore the com-

U
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conceived ideas, but with an attitude of
mind to learn, the creature of God will be
blessed with its knowledge and thrilled
with its hannony. If he orders his life according to it. his reward will be everlasting
Jife.-John 17:3.

mittee recommends that national health
authorities should call the attention of the
medical profession in their countries to the
dangers of transmitting hepatitis by the
transfusion of plasma and whole blood and
also by the use of certain blood derivatives,
and should also advise that plasma, particularly large-pool plasma, should not be
used unless the advantages likely to be,
gained by its transfusion outweigh the risk
of transmitting the disease.'
"Blood from one donor who has had
jaundice within six years (and possibly
much longer) can infect a whole bloodplasma pool containing contributions from
hundreds of donors. Every person receiving plasma from that pool will be infected
with jaundice although not all such persons, of course, will contract the disease
since many will be immune."
Regarding the situation in the United
States the Times went on to say: "Authorities OYl b\Dod said 'Yesterday that while the
World Health Organization's report was
'substantially correct,' there was no spread
of jaundice in the United States by the use
of blood transfusions, plasma from blood
banks and ordinary serum injections.
"All United States blood banks that
transport blood across state lines are licensed by the National Institute of Health,
a division of the United States Public
Health Service, which requires that no
person who has had a history of jaundice
be accepted for blood donations."
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This effort on the part of health author·
ittes in the United. States to make the report of the United. Nations Health Organization not applicable to their country must
be taken with a grain of salt. In the first
place, let it be noted that this ruling affects
only interstate traffic in blood. What about
intrastate traffic in blood? What about the
traffic 'in blood right within such big cities
as New York and Los Angeles? Cities in
which thousands of pints of blood are collected. annually from human derelicts on
"Skid Row" and other unfortunates who
are in need of $5 for one reason or another. Can we expect all these donors to
ten the truth as to whether or not they
had jaundice? They may even have it and
not know it, as the Virus may be present
for some time in one's body before he becomes aware of it. And what about the
commercial agencies? Why should they be
overly scrupulous? Who checks on them?
What provision is there to see to it that
they collect only uncontaminated blood?
For proof that the Awake.' magazine is
not prejudiced in this matter but that the
danger from contaminated blood is just as
real in the United States as in other lands,
note the following, which appeared in the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, December 16,
1952:
"JAUNDICE SPREAD IS LAID TO PLASMA

"A study of transmission of a f(}rm of
jaundice through mass blood plasma transfusions, which is causing growing concern
in medical circles, is being planned under
auspices of the American College of Surgeons, the Post-Dispatch was told today ....
"Preliminary work will be done by Dr.
John SCUdder, associate professor of surgery at Columbia University School of
Medicine, New York.... Dr. Scudder estimated that perhaps as many as 10 per cent
of all patients who receive plasma transfusions contract the disease.
"Most of those who get the ailment re-
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cover completely. For about 2 per cent of
those stricken, it is fatal. Chronic llver
disease develops in a few cases. Treatment
is complete rest and a rigid diet."
Emphasizing that a higher rate of infection occurs with plasma than with
whole blood because of the pooling of blood
in the manufacture of plasma, the doctor
further observed that there is no practical

way of detecting hepatitis carriers among
donors. Attempts are being made to lick
the problem along two lines. One is to find
a way to kill the virus. To date, ultraviolet
rays have proved unsatisfactory. The oth·
er is to eliminate the use of plasma, since
in its manufacture the blood of a number
of donors is pooled and just one jaundice
carrier is enough to contaminate the whole
pool regardless of how large it may be.
Concluding, the article quoted Dr. Scud-.
der as saying: "There is too much of a
tendency among physicians to think of
transfusions as a simple and completely
safe procedure."
An item bearing out the correctness of
the positions taken by the United· Nations
Health Organization and the American
College of Surgeons appeared in the Woonsocket Call, January 17, 1953. Under the
heading "Plasma Infection Death Claim
Gets Widow $20 Weekly Award", the arti·
cle told, among other things, that three
physicians testified "to the effect that
death was due to acute hepatitis (liver in·
flammation). caused by plasma adminis.
tered to the victim in a Providence hospital".
In view of the foregoing, who is correct,
the New York health authorities who assured the New York Times that there was
no spread of jaundice in the United States
due to blood transfusions, or the United
Nations Health Organization and the
American College of Surgeons who warned
about the dangers of the spread of jaundice
by transfusions?
AWAKE!
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On the Peace FJ:'ont

Political

observers

were

having difficulty keeping up

with the Russian peace offensive. Malenkov promised
"peaceful coexistence". Russia
agreed with the West on a
new U.N. secretary general.
Then, with what seemed like
breath-taking speed for Com·
munist negotiators, they
agreed to exchange at least
600 sick and wounded U.N.
prisoners for 5,800 Chinese and
North Korean prisoners. This
was 5 per cent of the an·

nounced total each side held.
Then U.N. and' Communist
leaders agreed (4/19) to resume full-scale negotiations

for a Korean armlstlce meet·
ing. The first concrete results
of the peace offensive took
form (4/20) when the prisoner
exchange actually began.
But U. 8,. SecTctalj! ot State
Dulles said President Eisenhower's speech (4116) initiated
the "true peace offensive". The
president had proposed a five·
point disarmament program
stating that the "first great
step" toward global peace must
be an honorable armistice in
Korea that would include "an
end to the direct and indirect
attacks upon the security of
Indo-China and Malaya". He
warned that the world is at
the crossroads. On. road, the
road of Soviet Russia, at worst
could lead to an atomic war
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and at best it could only lead
to a life of "perpetual fear and
tension"," The other road, the
road of the U, S. and the U.N.,
is the "highway of peace" and.
leads to ultimate disarmament,
Counting the cost of arma·
ment, Eisenhower said: "Every
gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket
fired signifies-In the flnal
sense-a theft from those who
hunger and are not fed, those
who are cold and are not
clothed." (New York Times,
4/11) The hope for immediate
peace he left at the door of the
Kremlin, saying: "I know of
only one question upon which
progress waits. It is this: What
is the Soviet Union ready to
-do?"
New Chapter In Indo-China War
Indo·China's seven·year war
between 450,000 French Union
troops and 350,000 VietII:!inh
forces has been fought mostly
in the state of Vietnam. A new
phase of the war began in
April when about 40,000 of
Ho Chi·minh's Communist
troops invaded the little king·
dom of Laos, a state linked
with Vietnam and Cambodia
in the Associated States of
Indo-China. Cambodia also en·
tered the ominous picture when
its king, Norodom Sihanouk,
declared (4/18) that if France
does not give his peOt;tte more
independence "within the next
few months", there will be
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grave danger. Of what? Of the
Cambodians' joining In the rebellion against France and be-coming part of the Communist·
led forces. Meantime, Laos
(population ahout 1,500,000)
has ordered general mobiliza·
tion of ita- man power to fight
alongside the French. Why
was Laos being invaded?
France's Premier Rene Mayer
thOught the aim was "to bring
within the reach of interna·
t'lonal t-ommunism 'ine coun·
tries of Thailand and Burma,
the first bastions on the road
to India". So the never·endlng
war turned open a full page
of its new chapter: expansion.
Rdula aud Anti-Zionism

• Few moves from the Krem·
lin have been so utterly un·
expected as the release of the
15 RUssian doctors charged
with plotting to kill Soviet of·
ficials. The admission that the
doctors were innocent could
presumably mean that thf!.
anti,Soviet plot attributed to
the Zionist movement, with
which the doctors were linked,
was also nonexistent. Izvestia,
official government newspaper,
stated (4/9) that former Dep·
uty Minister of State Security
Rumin had been arrested for
falsely accusing the Soviet
doctors. It also promised that
any found guilty of attempt·
ing to sow seeds of racial prej·
udlce in the Soviet Union
would be punished. Did that
mean that anti·Zionism had
cea1:'sed'! 'The president 01 the
American Jewish Committee
asserted (4/9) that the cessa·
tion of the anti·Jewish propa-ganda was only "tactical, not
fundamental, and an act of
temporary strategy". A week
later (4/16) the Soviet bloc
returned to its denunciation of
Zionism when a Soviet·bloc
speaker at the U.N. charged
that Zionism was a "tool of
American espionage".
Soviet-Run S{)y Ring Smasboo
• The presence in West Ger·

many of half a million Allied
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troops makes it fertile ground
for espionage. A flourishIng
crop of spies was harvested
(4!10l when the Bonn govern·
ment announced the capture
of 35 Russian-directed espio·
nage agents, the biggest spy
network uncovered: in the
Western world since 1945. In
operation since 1950, the spies
had gathered data on indus·
trial production and, as one
Communist directive that was
seized put it, "all the informa·
tion the enemy is trying to
hide." Dr. Hans Egidi of the
Ministry of the Interior declared: "The facts show that
West Germany cannot reo
nounce its watchfulness de·
spite these [Soviet] peace
proposals."
Harnessing the Atom for Peace

• A step to harness the atom
for constructive rather than
destructive purposes was taken
when the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission announced its pur·
pose to recommend to Con·
gress that Federal government
monopoly of the atom come to
an end. The program the
Atomic Energy Commission
has drawn up calls for it to
lease, loan or sell fissionable
materials to private concerns.
And the Commission would
authorize private concerns to
design, construct, and operate
reactors. Industrialists say it
will open up new vistas for
industry, making it possible to
use atomic power in under·
developed areas of the world.
But Bernard Baruch said he
expected its use "not only in
out·of·the·way places" but also
to mine the sea for water for
irrigation, drinking and criti·
cal minerals. The cost of producing atomic power is still
above that for other types;
hence experts regard the new
atomic program as a means
to supplement rather than as
a substitute for exIsting power.
According to Dr. Robert
Spence, deputy director at the
HarwelI atomic research estab·
li.shment (4/13), Britain has
gone even farther. Because of
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the shortage of coa I, it has
decided to give priority to civil
development of nuclear ener·
Jll(.

Malan Wins In South AfrIca
Dr. Daniel F. Malan's Na·
tionalist party won a decisive
victory (4115) in one of the
most critical elections in South
African history. It gained con·
trol for five more years. The
estimated vote: 626,000 for the
Nationalists and 758,000 for
the United and Labor parties
comhmed. But because the
United and Labor parties had
their voters too concentrated,
the Nationalists increased their
majority in parllament from
13 to 29 seats. Malap's party
pledge is apartheid--complete
racial segregation and uncom·
promiSing white supremacy.
Observers believe South Africa
may now draw steadily farther
away from the British Com·
monwealth and eventually cut
all ties with London.

'*'

A Central African Federation '!

+

The question was: Should
Northern and Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland ~ fed·
erated into a vast British Do·
mlmon in Central Africa?
Africans oppose federation for
fear of losing political rights;
advocates of federation say it
will promote economic and po.
litical progress. Southern Rho·
'desia voted "yes" to federation
(4/9). Of the 49,000 accredited
voters 429 were African and
535 of mixed blood. Voting
qualifications-possession of
assets worth $1,400 or an in·
come of not less than $700 a
year--debarred most Africans,
those most afl'ected by the
vote. The way is now clear for
the birth of a British Central
African Federation of about
7,000,000 "inhabitants.
for President?
A landslide convention vote
(705 to 49) gave Huk fighter
Ram6n Magsaysay the nomi·
nation as Nacionallsta candi·
date for the PhiIlppines' presi·
dency. Mr. Magsaysay, former·
M~y8&y

'*'

ly a member of President
Elpidio Quirino's Liberal Party
cabinet, broke with the presi.
dent and Is now in a Qitter po..
lltical fight against him. Tbe
Nacfonalista's campaign issue
concerns alleged graft and cor·
ruption in the Liberal adminis·
tration, and it promises to produce an outstanding political
struggle between now and tho
November elections.
Argentine Mob Riots
Meatless days, unemploy·
ment, black markets and a
steaming inflation: these are
Argentina's economic ills. Pres·
ident Per6n was to speak on
the problem. While addressing
a crowd of 100,000 in down·
town Buenos Aires, a bomb ex·
ploded. Six persons were killed.
about a hundred injured. After
a second bomb exploded Per6n
broke off his talk and attacked
his political opponenC!. The
crowd yelled "Club them!"
Per6n answered "Why don't
you?" The mob took over. That
night (4/15) a mob, without
hindrance from police, left the
headquarters buildings of Pe·
r6n's opponents in smoldering
ruins, wiping out a fine art
collection, an excellent library,
and one of South America's
best wine cellars. President
Per6n emerged with a stronger
grip on the nation. The economic ills still remained.

'*'

80,000,000 Face FamIne

+

The entire population of
Pakistan faces a fearful fam·
ine if 1,500,000 tons of wheat
are not obtained to fill its fast·
emptying granaries. Urgency
was' keynoted when Prime
Minister Nazimuddin an·
nounced (4/9) that the situa·
tion was so desperate that
"some people have been driven
to livIng on wild vegetation".
Black marketing had jumped
the price of wheat to as high
as 35 rupees (about $10.50) for
80 pounds. The wheat shortage
is attributed to the meager
rainfall, which, during late
1951, was only 1.7 inches for
the Punjab province, the
AWAKE!

"breadbasket" of Pakilltan.
The people of PaJdstan will be
g~d tq know that God's kIng_
dom Boon will bdng freedom
trom famine: "I will settle
them round my 0\Vll hill, bleu_
mg them with showers of rain
at the right season: the trees
of the field sha.ll bear fruit, thc
parin ~n~1I hMng forth crops,
and they sha111ivp \lnrlisturhf'rl
In tIle land-"~Ezf'ld .. l 34:2«,
27, MoDull tl'ans.
:l{exh'" U""'''''n Grdt
The people of Me.<til"o ha<1

-+

long Suspected corruption
in government under the Aleman regimc. Hut no one dug
up an over·all estimate or the
plunrlpr. Th"t Is, not until a
!',rr1np nf hlp>:;ro'., political gen·
erals rlf'm~n(\f'rl Ihp rnntl'r~·
lio" 01 the iIlld! gains 1'h ..
g~II"J""I~ """LlM,,1 SE'r",r Al,,_
man of ~wlmliit!1< th .. "olUL!ry
tOI'

canadian, SWiBs and
banks. The be'W adminidra.tlon under ~dent Cortines has Inaugurated a vigorous dean·up r.ampaign. Most
significant in th".. ('.Ilmpaign
was the gener-alll' pTPdictfon
that In the iuture not on1y th ..
governml'nt but iik;o Ull' ('lee.
tions would be hones;t.
U.8.,

tomets would take them

CUban

onIIy!

Mcman-Sp"nlah CJNU>lIP

., Mexico City's mayor has extpn<lf"l'l Ihp government'S deanu[' c"m['~jgn 10 the language.
All signs in puhlic must now
L>e in dictionary ~[>'lni!lh. not

In a h.. lfway garblE' ""tween
Spanish IlfItI English. So In....
cher/a chan~es 10 comedo,..
Barb('r shops and ~.... fret' shops
revert 10 polilquerias antI ~·o/ ..•
tcnaa or suffer the t'Onsl''lupn(,e8. Hut sometime! the
"1'.I'lrhl"" l~ nol a mixture. but

out of 7,000,000,000 Illl~"~ I~OO,.
1)(10,0001. One Qllnl'rai .ald that

on <lireet 1000n. Hen~
vO"mlou hawkmg "hot dOIlll"
a,... perplO"xf"l'l' thf'y would n~v·

1,OOO,OClO,OOO {nearly $500,000,_
I~)(I)
had been deposIted In

er dl"",am or hawkine """,""""
caUentes" ful' rO"ar Iheir Ml~·

("omp~

Y

Luudvn'. W01"'t Subway Wreck
.. To prevent one train from
crashing Into the rear of
another. London subway. are
equipped with an autQmati~
hl""k: syatem. It failed (4/8)
when two rush·hour tralllL
rounding ~n S..cllTVe wit"
l.200 comrnut .. n, aboard,
crashed In a mass of tlUlgled
Sll'e\ near the Stratfm'il sta·
Ilon, temporarily trapping hun.
dred.a, killIng 11, anu injuring
at l~ast 30, Bodies W"'I"t! hurle-d
through the root and out the
Windows, and In a nlllht·lull,li
~trug-gle l'{'S~UC workers ('\.It
IIWAY lit the pile 01 twisted
sl.... l In Ihf' gr1m s~nreh tor
victims 1'hp wrpck's cause?
A .even·pound honk dsna'ling
irom ,-",,,..ath the firM traln
had smnheo.J the automlltll'
sllVlal and broulj:ht on th ..
worst eatastI"Ollhl! In all the
eiI:hty yoor history 01 London's
under.::round system.

,~ssembly

Ordpr 1"53 World

nt·

Report

ANKEE Stadium, New York rity, WIU hi' the Site 01 the 19:;3 wUlltI assemhly

of Jehovah's witnesses, July 19 1026. TIll"'" years RgO IhfO witnesses climaxed

<In eight·day as~embly with Il tn'mendous crOIo\'t! 01 123,1)1):) 1"'1'>i(>l)S assE'mhled

at Ynnl,ce Stadium and In a trail"r <111<1 tent city .. rr()s~ thl' Hudson river In
N..w Jer"ey. 1'11;'. Yf'ar IInother huge troiler lind t{'nt city will be ""tabli~hf"l'l, and
larger assembly crowds are expected, with oielf'gat"A from many nations. Yuu
will w~nt to hRw~ a report 01 this ctInvenllon. Sometlrne ail('t the R~~pmbly II
96-page report will be publhhed. cornplE'te with a two..color caver and gen ... ruus
~prjnk.ling of pictures, giving many of the high lights and .... IRik You can be
sure 01 ,... ~"ivlng YUUt copy by plRdng your order now, ","'hl're pos.ible, all of
Jehovah's witnesses are ur,qed to order noW through th" local ctIngregatlon,
Howe'.-('1", individllals mRy plaN' thl'ir orders direct U they wish by using the
coupon below. The report "'ill btl ~ent at 25 cents ppr eopy. U your address should
change bf'twPf'n nnw and tktobcr 1, please be sure to .. elV!.(' Us of ynur new
a(ldreE5 to which to S<!nd thO' ass('mbly report.
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WANTED!
...... Not "Dead or Alive"-but all persons definitely interested in
living in a new world, Such persons are WANTED as subscribers
for Awake! Perhaps you are among the millions who have seen
this magazine and you wondered how you might obtain it regu·
larly. Well, all you have to do is fill out the coupon at the bottom of
this page and mail it with your remittance of $1.00 or SOc.
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REWARD

Your reward will be many enjoyable hours of profitable
reading. A wake! is fearless in presenting the truth, for U has no
advertiser's boycott hanging over its head as a possible reprisal.
Awake! is pledged to stand for righteous principles, expose hidden foes and subtle dangers, and champion freedom for all. It
reflects certain hope for the establishment of a new world.
Surely you want that! Examine this issue you now have in your
hand. Then stay awake by :reading Awake! regularly.
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"Now it is high time to

awake:~Romans

13:/1

The Memory of God
T THE dedi~ation of Mount Palomar stars that make up the Milky Way Galaxy
Observatory the official program's fi- --our home in space.
nal page was emblazoned with these
But that is not aU: there are other galwords: "When I consider thy heavens, the axies. How many? Well, as telescopes were
work of thy fingers, the moon and the improved, it was next discovered that our
stars, which thou hast ordained; what is Milky Way Galaxy is but one of "hundreds
man, that thou art mindful of him?" of millions of similar aggregations of
(Psalm 8:3, 4) Fitting words those! For, stars". (National Geographic Magazine,
truly, the telescopes of that observatory February, 1952) And how many stars to
were to enlighten the reverential man by each of these "hundreds of millions"
giving him a richer appreciation of the of galaxies? In answer, note a striking
psalmist's words, And with the enhancing sentence from the National Geographic
of that appreciation come facts, too, that Magazine, issue of September, 1950: "Each
cause man to marvel at the memory of one of these galaxies is an isolated. island
God.
in the Universe, containing hundreds of
But how do telescopes amplify this ap- millions of stars."
preciation of God's memory? Because the
Thus there exist, according to man's
inspired Word says concerning the Al- limited knQwled~e, "hundreds of miUion'i;"
mighty God: "He counteth the number of of galaxies, with most galaxies containing
the stars; he calleth them all by their "hundreds of millions of stars"! The agnames." (Psalm 147:4, Am. Stan. Ver.) gregate number of stars, if it were possiGod not only determines the number of ble to count them, would be a dazzJing figstars, but he gives each a name and re- ure indeed!
members it! Man, with the most powerful
Galaxies vary in size. Some are dwarfs
telescopes, has not been able to count the containing only a few million stars. Others
number of stars. But he has gained a are immeasurab1y expanslve. Jehovah also
clearer insight as to the incalculable myr- gave variety to the stars individually.
iads that do exist.
There are small yellow stars like our sun
Man has learned that our sun is just a that dot the universe. Space is densely
star like thousands of others' visible to populated with giant blue and red stars,
the naked eye at night. The Milky Way, some so mammoth in size that if centered
which to us is like a band of light across on our sun they would envelop the earth
the heavens, is real1y a gigantic aggre- in their tremendously enormous interiors!
gation of stars. Our sun, astronomers dis- Yet, whether dwarf star or gargantuan
covered, is only one of perhaps 200 billion star, Jehovah God, who hung them in
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space, "calleth them all by their names."
Consequently, such infinite wisdom could
only mean that Jehovah's memory is indescribably retentive and tenacious.
Is it tao incomprehensible that God's
memory is everlasting? No, already man
has created robot brains with an uncanny
memory. Nothing incomprehensible about
that! And man himself, with his imperfect brain, can suddenly recall an event
that lay dormant in his mind for years.
Then what must God's memory be like!
In view of God's omniscience and everlasting memory, will the wicked men who
turn this earth into a hotbed of misery,
corruption and war really escape detection
and punishment by God? They may think
so, but what a colossal mistake! "Is not
God high in heaven? Does he not look
down on the topmost star? And yet you
say, 'God never notices! Can he rule
through the darkness dense? He moves on
the high vault of heaven; he cannot see
us for the clouds that veil him.' Is that
the line you choose, the line that evil men
took long ago? They came to an untimely
end; when the floods undermined them,
good men rejoiced to see thejr fate. "--Job
22:12-19, Moffatt trans.
Today we hear that same view: "What
can the Almighty do to us?"-as though
God confines his sight and memory to the
vau.lts of the exalted regions and cares
nothing for the inhabitants of the earth!
Evil men in Noah's day took that view,
but they came to a disastrous end when
the flood engulfed them. Though Jehovah
looks "down on the topmost star", the
evil world today thinks he sees not, and if
he does see, he does not remember. For
such oblivious-of-God reasoning they will
come to a catastrophic end at Armageddon. And those' who love and serve God will
rejoice at the fate of the wicked ones.
God's memory, then, is powerfully
strong for those who love him. "And Je~

•

hovah hearkened, and heard, and a book
of remembrance w!is written before him,
for them that feared Jehovah, and that
thought upon his name." (Malachi 3:16,
Am. Stan. Ver.) Those that now use their
mind to think upon the name of the great
Creator of the starry heavens, Jehovah,
are thus assured of being remembered by
him. Jehovah never forgets his people:
"Can a woman forget her infant, forget
to pity her babe? Yet even were a mother
to forget, never will I forget you."-Isaiah
49: 15, Moffatt trans.
The fact that Jehovah cannot forget his
people illuminates the Bible doctrine of
the resurrection. It is not too deep for us
to fathom. Why, it is said that earth's
population that have died to date number
only little more than 20 billion; yet the
myriads of stars in the Milky Way Galaxy
alone number 200 billion, and Jehovah
"calleth them all by name". Clearly, when
Jesus said that "all those in the memorial
tombs will hear his voice and come out",
he knew what he was talking about!-John
5:,28,29, New World Trans.
Right now Jehovah's eyes see. "The
eyes of Jehovah run to and fro throughout
the whole earth, to show himself strong
in the behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward him." (2 Chronicles 16:9, Am.
Stan. Ver.) And what Jehovah sees he re~
members. At Armageddon Jehovah will
show himself strong in the beha1f of those
whose heart has been perfect toward him,
by allowing them to survive into a new
world of abiding righteousness. That new
world will mean not only everlasting life
and happiness for righteous man, but also
a perfect memory. Then man, with all
eternity ahead of him, will be able to
learn the things and stUdy the things he
has always wanted to, and remember them
also. To be found favorably in the memory
of God"that is real security!
AWAKE!

By "AwClhl" <orr •• pond."! In Canodo

URING one period of earth's cataclysmic past it appears that a very strange
class of creatures were the dominant order
of life. Due to certain common characteristics these animals have been classified by
paleontologists as Dinosauria, from the
Greek terms deino.~, meaning "terrible",
and Muros, meaning "lizard", The fossilized remains of these creatures have been
found in many different lands. However,
the most extensive "bone beds" from which
dinosaur remains have been taken and rearticulated for the museums of the world
are located on the North American continent. It is from these "bone beds" that
scientists have been able to learn much
concerning the history of life on earth
prior to man's entrance upon the scene.
One of the most important "bone beds"
is centered in the Red Deer River Valley
in Alberta, Canada, close to the city of
Drumheller. From this area alone some
sixty distinct species of the "terrible lizards" have been identified and over thirty
complete skeletons shipped to various museums and universities. Many specimens
of silicified fruit and fossilized plant fragments have been collected
from this same area, indicating the type of flora that co;
existed with these strange animals. The fossils are fotmd in
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rock formations 90 to 400 feet below the
normal land surface of the surrotmding
country. These formations have been exposed in the badland topography of the
Red Deer River Valley due to rapid erosion
by water in recent geological times.
In these formations a veritable "book of
nature" has been opened to the view of
modern man that accurately portrays the
life and habits of the dinosaurs. Some of
these animals lived entirely in water, others made the dry land their natural habitat, while still others took to the air. Some
weighed as much as 38 tons and were 80
feet long. Some were carnivorous, while
others were completely vegetarian, and
very likely tucked away a tasty meal of
around 1,000 pounds of plants every day.
One type of dinosaur had a head one third
the length of its body. Another type of
dinosaur had long spiny projections from
its backbone some two to three feet in
length, possibly to support a membranous
"sail". All lizards had one common characteristic, namely, small brain capacity-less
than one-half pound of brain for every ton
of body weight, as contrasting with man's
two pounds for every hundred pounds of
body weight. Although the story written
in the rocks concerning the dinosaurs
is fairly complete, we may be sure
that there are yet other missing
pages to be unearthed.
Meet Corythosaurus, the whole
ton and a half of him!
He belongs to the family
of plant eafers called
duck-billed dinosaurs.
This family is so called

because of a beak like that of a duck and
is most common in ,Canadian coUections.
However, Corythosaurus differs from the
ordinary run of the duckbills due to an extraordinary bony structure on the top of
his skull resembling an old Corinthian
helmet (hence the name). This animal attained a length of slightly under
, 29 feet
and stood 10 feet high at the hips. When
reaching for a tasty twig on some tree he
could raise his head 16 to 18 feet above
the ground. These creatures apparently
fed on vegetation that contained a great
deal of sand, because skeletons give indications of the rapid wearing down of their
teeth. Nevertheless, when this occurred
the animal was not forced to go on a liquid
diet, because his teeth were adapted to
rapid wear by being in continuous series,
always pushing to the surface of the jaws.
In fact, in this particular specimen were
found between 1,000 and 1,500 teeth arranged in such manner tha,t as one set
wore away and feU' out another was right
there to take its place. The jaws came together in a shearing motion, which would
strongly indicate thorough rending of the
food before swallowing. He was apparently
adapted to a semiaquatic life and could go
under water to feed and to escape from
carnivorous enemies. Skin impressions
found in the rocks show that his feet were
webbed and that he was a rather thinskinned animal covered with small tubercles. This specimen, dis<;overed near Sand
Creek OD the Red Deer Tiver by Dr. G. F.
Sternberg, is now on display in the Geology Museum of the University of Alberta.
Another interesting denizen of that longago world was called the horned dinosaur,
or, as a class, Ceratopsia. His name makes
it appear that he was rather a rough individual to get mixed up with, but it seems
that his armament was purely defensive.
This is the species whose head was one
third. of the body length. The massive,
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head was nearly all bone, having a great
bony shield extending from the top of his
big, parrotlike beak right back over his
shoulders and neck. In one type of Cetatops, this bony frill had spines projecting
from its outer edges. Near his nose he had
a small horn similar to that on our presentday rhinoceros, and over each eye he had
a massive horn that was directed forward.
These plant eaters sometimes reached a
length of 25 feet and stood 8 feet in height.
From the tremendous size of the head it is
concluded that his food supply was close
to the ground. The first dinosaur eggs
ever found belonged to this type.
Tyrannosauros rex scientists have
named "king of the tyrant dinosaurs". He
measured from 47 to 50 feet in over-all
length, and when standing on his hind
legs his head reached anywhere from 18
to.20 feet above the ground. Having a body
the size of the largest elephant known today he must have weighed at).ywhere from
8 to 10 tons. His front limbs were so
small as to be almost useless as an aid tD
locomotion, though they were armed with
cruel curved claws. His hind legs were
very powerful and no doubt enabled him
to move at a rapid rate over the ground
using his powerful tail as a balance, in the
kangaroo fashion. He was definitely carnivorous. His skull is four feet three inches
long, three feet four inches deep, and two
feet nine inches wide. His jaws were set
with curved double-edged teeth ranging
in size from three to six inches in length
and about one inch thick. His jaws were
his most powerful weapons.

Sea Monsters
Another type of the "lizard clan" that
apparently existed contemporaneously
with those already described made its
home E:!ntirE:!ly in the sea. It has been
named ichthyosaur, from the Greek word
ichthys, meaning "fish". The reason for
this is that the animal had all the appearAWAKE!

in-'

ances of a fish and yet its anatomical nent, but It Is
to note that at
struCtUre reveals the characteristic hea.rt. Solenlwfen, Germany, speclmPus have been
lungs, brain and bone structure of the rep- found in limestone showing distinctly the
tile. They had four paddles similar to the impressions of the wing membrane, having
fins of a fish and a flexible body with a been quite evidently buried before decomlarge fleshy dorsal fln on their back, and position took place.
a large two-lobed tail. 'The skull of this
It would be impossible to describe all
creature was elongated by two long jaws the various types of dinosaurs that have
that were studded with a large number of been discovered by paleontologists, for up
relatively small sharp teeth, no doubt de- to this time we know of at least 500 types,
signed for catching fish. Its young evident- ranging in size from very small creatures
ly were hatched from eggs retained in- to the gigantic brontosaurus, or "thunside the body of the female. A specimen in der lizard", measuring over eighty feet
the American Museum of Natural History, from the tip of its nose to the end of its
New York, contains the partial skeletons tail. This reptile often' weighed fifty or
of some baby ichthyosaurs within the body more tons and was the possessor of the
cavity. Specimens measuring up to thirty voracious appetite mentioned above. The
feet in length have been found. Skeletons stegosaurus, or "cover lizard", had a
of this order of reptiles have been found heavy coat of bony armor all over its body,
in many parts of the world and in large with peculiar vertical triangular plates in
numbers, indicating that it must have been alternate positions on each side of the
a dominant form of life in the seas of spine, and four sharp spikes on the end of
those anment days.
a tail that 'Could be used rather pointedly
A class of reptiles that should not be to remind any intruder to keep his dis-overlooked is called the pterosaur, from tance. An interesting feature of this repthe Greek pteron, meaning "wing". The tile was its two "brains", one in the head
.QUtstanding species in this class were the weighing approximately 2.5 ounces and
pterodactyls, which term literally means another in the sacral region of the spinal
"wing finger", because the wing of this column twenty times the size of the first
flying reptile was supported by an elon- and doubtless used to control all the creagated fourth finger. These creatures were ture's instinctive and reflex actions. The
lightly built with hollow bones like birds animal was not a quick thinker; its proand their wings were very similar to bats' tection was its heavy armor.
wings. The thin membrane forming the
Apparently these creatures lived when
wing extended from the elongated finger one climate prevailed all over the earth.
down to the flanks of the body and on In his book "The New Geology, George
down to the hind limbs. Some of them McReady Price, professor of geology, at
were quite small. They had teeth in their Union College, Nebraska, makes the fol·
jaws, indicating they were carnivorous. lowing interesting statement on page 652~
Some types had a long outrigger to which ~"There is but one climate known to the
was attached a sort of rudder. Although ancient fossil world, as revealed by the
some attained a wingspread of twenty feet plants and animals entombed in the rocks;
or more, the smaller ones had only two to and that climate was a mantle of springthree feet of wingspread. So far it appears like loveliness which seems to havJ prethat this order of reptile has not been vailed continuously over the whole globe;
found extensively on the American conti- Just how the world could have been thuS
JUNE 8, 1953
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warmed all over may be a matter of con-

The book T/w Day. of Creation by Wiley
jecture; that it was so warmed effectively Ley (Modern Age Books, New York)
and continuously is a matter of fac!;" Un- tells about the skeletons of the Iguanodon
der this climate these huge lizards likely found in
and says
lived to a ripe old age, and this is indicated their
by the following quotatioa from page 528
of the same authority: "Unlike man ann
Research Counthe higher vertebrates, reptiles and fishes
RE,pe,rt No. 34, On pages 66 and 67,
. . . continue to grow throughout life, so there is a description of the Pale beds of
that the size of turtle, a crocodile, or a the Belly River series of rocks in which
dinosaur tells something of the duration the dinosaur remains have been found in
of its life. fu~~ may attain an age the Red Deer River Valley, and after showof several un
years, why should not ing that these beds are nonmarine in their
a dinosaur grow to be much older?"
origin, it states: "At the close of the Belly
River time,

a

How They Perished
As to the manner in which this interesting order of creatures passed out of
existence, it is worth noting that evolutionists claim gradual changes took place
slowly and inexorably over millions of
years (basing their conclusions On the
theory of unifonnitarianism of Lyell),
whicft changes in climate and topograpby finally made it impossible for
the dinosaurs to live. Compare this sectarian ~eory with the findi~gs of men
w~~ mmds hav~ no~n bhnded by ~
relIgIon of evolutlOn/'One of the most mexplicable of events," says Professor L
referring to the dinosaurs, "is the dra\
Platic extinction of this mighty race."
cutting off of this giant dinosaur dynasty
was nearly if not quite
)VQcld o.yet, " says Dr.
-The New Geology, page 533.

Beche, first director of British
Geological Survey in his "Geological Researches", on page 265: "A very large proportion of them must have been entombed
uninjurecL and many alive, or if not alive,
at least before decomposition ensued." Professor Price concurs in this by sayingjp his
book The New Geology, page 657/'''The
great general fact is that we have a whole
fossil world on our handsJ'!Jri£d by moving
~at~; and this is the one prime and essential fact with which we have to deal in
.
.
'
.
Jnt~p~etmg the long past history of our
"The) GJ,0 e.
.
Regardless of the manner of their death,
the dinosaurs were a magnificent race of
creatures, created according to the good
purposes of Almighty God.

Attention, God Speaking!
4I. The long·accepted "divine right of kings" wanes, but the political idea that your
particular government, no matter how corrupt, is from God Almighty remains to
this very day. Witness this example from the Chaplain's column in the Dolphin,
publication of the United States Submarine Base at New London, Connecticut:
"By what authority do petty officers, chief petty officers, and officers demand your
'obedience? ... This authority comes to them In a long, long chain of command
that reaches back to God himself ... Knowing that all authority comes from the
Supreme Being makes your military obedience easier. Your superior is God's rep·
resentative, even if he doesn't know it nor believe it."
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can understand I
wUl teach pride if
my teaching breaks
every back in my
kmgdom."
Work was manda~
tory for all under
black king's rule.
issued a decree
work from 8 a.m.
until nightfall, with
and rest. He dele"u religion of
"st"e and
monarch was
to build the most pretentious church aver
a challenging citadel somewhere
on built in Haiti. His pride moved him to be
a mountaintop. This is your invitation to like the great kings of the whites even in
do just that: to explore the lofty citadel on regard to churches. In his insatiable desire
the island of Haiti, where, in the early for pride, he even instituted a nobility,
1800's, Henri Christophe erected an in~ among which were_ the unforgettable Count
triguing fortress, the pattern of which be~ of Limonade and the Duke of Marmelade.
Both titles were taken from names of imlongs to no era, to no country.
Henri Christophe was made president portant townships that had been named
of northern Haiti in 1807, and he built the long before by the facetious French.
country into a kingdom that, during its
The site chosen for the citadel was a
brief span of life, ranked, in the opinion of whole mountaintop; there was no room
Europe, with the most forceful of the new~ for anything else. No finer vantage point
world powers. Finding his powers re- from which to sweep surrounding country
stricted, Christophe proclaimed himself by artillery fire could be chosen by a general. As the construction of the citadel
king.
This black king of Haiti expended all progressed, ten thousand men were conhis efforts to rival the kings of the whites. tinuously employed, with old men, women
He governed the land with an iron hand. and children carrying sand and mortar to
His country was free, and to maintain help the workers complete a stronghold.
that freedom he decided to build an im- It is estimated that the citadel contains
pregnable fortress to shelter himself and nearly half a million tons of building mahis anny, should an invader ever attempt terial, every pound of which had to be
to conquer his realm. But perhaps the. carried up the precipitous side of the
sterling motive for the building of this mountain, more than two thousand feet
grandiose fortress might lie in these words above the plain.
of Christophe to an English admiral: "If
we could lay our hands on things we've Twenty Thousand Perish
made, monuments and towers and palaces,
Christophe strained every resource of
we might find our strength. While I live I his tiny kingdom and worked his subjects
shall try to build that pride we need, and without mercy. The king was a man of
build in terms white men as well as black huge size and gigantic physical strength.
JUNE 8, 1953
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Often -he would take trowel and mortar I must find some way to stimulate you. I
and work on the walls of the citadel him· think I can find away."
self. Always the king drove his workmen.
Saying this, the king ordered his exeTwenty thousand, it is said, died of hard- cutioners to select fifty of the one hunship and exhaustion, but the king sent his dred men and PUt them to death. The
overseers for fresh drafts of peasants' remaining fifty took the cannon to the top
and the work continued without pause.
of the mountain and placed it in position
Inside the citadel were an arsenal, store· well ahead of the scheduled time.
Once Christophe, standing OJ) the walls
house for supplies and barracks that could
accommodate ten thousand troops, as well of the citadel, looked through his telescope
as a small palace. The sides of the hill on and saw a Negro farmer more than a mile
which the fortress was built were smoothed away in a valley far below him, lying
away so that they could be' commanded sound asleep by the door of his mud-walled
in all directions by artillery fire. Batteries cottage. The king's lips drew back from his
of the heaviest cannon of Christophe's day teeth in a snarl of sudden, senseless rage,
were installed in casemates, or shellproof for he knew the man and had previously
vaults, that commanded all approaches. reprimanded him for idling during the
They are still in position today. The larg- stipulated hours for everyone In the kingest cannon is eleven feet si~ inches long, dom to work. Quickly the king called for
firing six-inch cannon balls, and is dated a captain of artillery. Together they went
into the gallery where the huge bronze
1786. It is made of bronze.
It seems difficult to believe that the.se cannons were ranged behind their little
huge guns could be dragged to the summit windows in the wall. The young captain
of the mountain by man power alone. took aim. Henri lit the fuse and the mornDoubtless legend and fact mingle in stories ing quiet was shattered by the resounding
about this, as well as in accounts of his roar of the explosion. But the man asleep
other exploits. A typical story of King in the sun did not hear. The hurtling canHenri explains how the cannons were non ball, superbly aimed, smashed him
raised Chrjstophe had assigned a hun- and his mud hut together.
dred men the task of transporting one of
these monster cannons up the zigzag road- Forward MarchI
The wall of the castle flanking the space
way in a working day. At noon, while inused as a drill ground is a continuation
specting the work, he noted that they had
of a sheer cliff. Here the vertical drop is
made little progress.
more than 200 feet. Legend says that
"Sire," said a leader of the group, "the Christophe, having heard of the iron• discitask you have given us is beyond our pline of the Prussian soJmers Df Frerlprkk
strength. We can't possibly move this the Great, resolved to drill regiments of
heavy cannon the distance you have re- Haitian soldiers that would outdo those
quired of us."
famous grenadiers. When he had trained
"That is too bad," replied the king. "I a regiment to his liking, he would form it
am very sorry. What I have to do grieves faCing this 200-foot drop and give the comme immensely, but the king's word is sa- mand "Forward march!" If they were
cred. I have said that you must take this properly disciplined, according to the
gun to the top of the mountain and I am . king's idea, the soldiers would march off
sure you can do so. If you do not think so, into space, file after file, until they re-
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ceived the command to halt from the royal
lips.
Should any soldiers fail to march off the
cliff at his command, Christophe had ways
of making them wish they had done so.
After all, perfectly trained troops were
part of the country's program for building
up its pride!

Pride Goes Before Destruction
But troublE' was brewing for the black
king. The country began to seethe with re~
volt. One of the king's most powerful
leaders was already conspiring against
him. In August of 1820 King Henri went
to the town of Limonade to attend mass.
Never before in anyone's memory had
Henri gone to mass. This was indeed
strange, but something stranger was yet
to happen. Suddenly, while attending mass,
the king suffere(l a paralytic stroke. The
king of Haiti was paralyzed from the
waist down! News of the serious illness of
the king spread like wildfire throughout
the North.
A revolt at Cap Henri took place and
rebels advanced on his royal palace. Chris~
tophe, with his indomitable courage, made
one last endeavor to overcome his malady,
He attempted to mount his horse in order
personally to take command of the still
loyal household troops, but fell on his face
in the mud and was carried back to his
palace, where, learning that the household
guards had joined the insurgents, he proceeded to retire to his private apartment.
The looting rebels were already in the
palace. A great crash of broken glass was
heard. "They are breaking even the mil'·
rors that have imaged me!" said the king
aloud. He clenched his right fist and raised
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his left hand, which held a pistol, to his
temple. A shot reverberated, followed by
sudden quiet. The king was dead. It is
said he put a golden bullet, molded long
ago, through his brain) believing that it
alone had power to cause his death.
The Citadel of Christophe is said to be
the most impressive structure ever executed by black hands in all the world and
has been declared one of the marvels of
the Western Hemisphere. Today it still
stands, larger and more massive than the
Tower of London, straddling a mountain
peak 3,000 feet above the sea. His citadel
is a fortress that even from the sea twenty
miles away looms in majestic silhouette
against the sky.
Tourists visiting Haiti today usually endeavor to see the, citadel. It is about eight
hours by car from Port~au-Prince. The
tourist rides up to the citadel-a sevenmile, two-hour trek-by pony. It is a tough
ride, but the view is spectacular.
King Christophe once boasted: "Haiti
will be great, strong, rich, proud--so proud
it will last forever! Then the blacks will
not forget the name of "Christophe." What
a pathetic case of swollen pride! His proudness was his ruin. His citadel was never
needed. It was never occuPied 'I'he'dreaded
French invasion did not materialize, and
its builder gained nothing from the money
and lives sacrificed except personal satisfaction for his abnormal egotism.
Christophe's citadel proved to be a colossal tombstone and a monument to the
destructiveness of pride. How unquestionably true are the words of the Bible:
"Pride goeth before destruction, and an
haughty spirit before a fall" !-Proverbs
16:18.
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Charlie Chaplin and the Amer.c.:n Legion
EWSPAPERS throughout the 'United
States have reported a growing en·
croachment on American freedom of expression, although many persons probably did not

N

realize it when they read the article. It was
in the form of reports on the American Le-

gion's attempts to ban Charles Chaplin's motion Picture "Limelight" from American au·
dlences. Apparently, the Legion's han succeeded only sporadically, yet the very fact
that some theaters did succumb to the Le·
gion's pressure is In effect plating a limitation
through coercion on the freedom of many

American citizens.
~

i

'li,' True, Mr. Chaplin has deClined to become
an American citizen. But should that in any
way affect the motion pictUre ''Limelight''?

j ::dll~e~~u~~u~~~m;heAm~~~~~:, i~t~~,e ~~~

t

t

f

tr

The LegIon's basis for opposing the picture la not that the film advocates any "ism", j
for,ft is not a political picture. Thus the attack seems to be against Mr. Chaplin him- \
Self. This is evidenced by a statement from
the national commander of the American
Legion. who stateq that in line with the Le·
gion's omcial point of view, the theaters in
question are "withdrawIng presentation of
this fUm pending the outcome of the investi·
gation by the Justice Department pertaining
to the granting of a certificate of re-entry to
the United States to Mr. Chaplln". Hence
the American Legion seems to have set up a
type of overzealous patriotism which stig·
matizes a person as being guilty until he is {
proved innocent!

i
f

tfi

adopted England or countries of coptinental
Europe as their second home and in some
cases become naturalized citizens? There
was no big ou~cry about that nor were
they maligned. Who is being un·American
then? The New York Times recently described
as "un·American" the attempts of the Ameri·
can Legion to prevent West Coast theaters
from showing "Limelight".
'i;' In Geneva Mr. Chaplin turned in his reo
entry permit, April 9, with the statement:
"I have been the object of lies and vicious
propaganda .... I have therefore gIven up my
residence in the United States." From London
he had said: "Hollywood has succumbed to
thought control and the illegal methods of
high.pressure groups, which means the end of
the American Motion·Picture Industry and its
world influence. I am afraid Hollywood is
going to need me long before I need Holly·
wood." More likely Mr. Chaplin meant that if
pressure groups continue their un·American
activity, certain freedoms enjoyed in America
may soon be in the museum of extinction with
the dodo birds!

What a Way to Ruin the Taxpayers!
~

u.s.

government waste has become standard news. U.S. News d: World Report,
January 23, dealt with another example of this waste~the slapdash spending of
tax dollars by the Economic Co·operation Administration. According to it, in April,
1951, a government economist was given just two days to prepare a program for
spending $15 million of ECA funds in the Philippines. Not knpwing what was
really needed, he whipped together a list that included items such as fertilizer
that would keep, rushed it off to WashIngton as a "flrm request" for aid, and fol·
lowed this up with a private note telling the Officials what he thought of such last·
minute methods. The request went through, and that is how the Philippines got
their $1S·million economic aid for 1951. The next year there was another rush job,
another complaint, and $35 million was allotted. Despite studies that were then
made in the Philippines to keep from wasting thIs money, a top man was "raked
over the coals" for not usIng up the entire $35 million. Requests for aid then prompt·
ly increased, estimated costs of projects rose; one was tripled. U.s. News said:
"Probably . . . aid is administered with as much, or more, efficiency and care in
Manila as it is anywhere in the world." But it showed that many Filipinos think
it is a miserable way to run a business.
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The Ancients Knew How To Dye

YEING is one of the most ancient of
technical arts. In the oldest and most
authentic account of mankind's history,
detailed description of colored garments
is given. Genesis chapter thirty-seven tells
of Jacob presenting his beloved son Joseph
with a "coat of many colours". The book
of Exodus describes the tabernacle "with
ten curtains of fine twined linen, and blue.
and purple, and scarlet". Also, garments
that were to be worn by Aaron were to
be made of "blue, and purple, and scarlet".
The breastplate, like the work of the
ephod, was "of gold, blue, and purple, and
scarlet, and fine twined linen".
In the book of Esther is given a brief
description of the array of colors of the
hangings in Shushan palace: "Where
were white, green, and blue, hangings,
fastened with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble:
the beds were of gold and silver, upon a
pavement of red, and blue, and white, and
black, marble." (Genesis 37:3, 23; Exodus 26:1, 31, 36; 39:1, 8; Esther 1:6) In
ancient Egyptian graves dyed fabrics have
been found. The Phoenicians were famed
for their skill in dyeing, and, "in particular, gorgeously colored materials and carpets were
made in the capital, Tyre,
which were transported as
highly desirable products of
commerce to all parts of the
ancient world."
The dyes used. in antiquity
were probably at the beginning exclusively organic in
nature, that is, derived from
animals or plants. Primitive
man discovered that certain

D
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stains that he liked lasted despite sun
and rain, and he began to use these to dye
his fabric. Berries, fruits, roots or plants
were boiled until a concentrated color of
juice was available. Various juices were
mixed together to obtain different cOlors,
and the addition of water was found to
deteNlline the shades. The pokeweed berry
made a deep reddish pW'ple. Cherries,
strawberries or red raspberries made various shades of red and pink, as do the
roots and stalks of sorrel, cardinal flower,
red oak and hemlock bark. A deep blue
was attained from boiled blueberries.
Husks from walnuts, when cooked, created
a dark brown, while those of horse chestnuts made a reddish brown. Osage orange
roots and bark, as well as willow leaVe!;
and marsh marigold were simmered dOWll
into a white or heavy yellow dye. From
plantain leaves and roots a green dye waf
derived
The dye was made by chopping thE
plants into fine pieces and then boilin~
them over a slow-burning fire for an how
or more, after which the dye was strained
In colonial times dyeing was done outdoors. A large iron kettle was used fa]
dark colors and a coppeJ
kettle was employed fOl
bright colors. Mordants, sub
stances to fix or set colors
were used in dyeing wool
Wool was left in a mordanl
solution overnight and ther
rinsed before dyeing. Thi!
process made the dye pene
trate the fibers. making cer
tain dyes set permanently
Often a weak solution of lye
made from hardwood ashes
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SUCb as those of an oak or 8 hickory,

was vessel at a moderate

tempe~ture, pr0.-

duced by means of steam, for about ten
days. From approximately 8,000 potulds of
juice the early dyers obtained in this way
The Purple Dye
The most renowned of all the coloring about 500 pounds of residue.
substances of history was, and still is to a
The scum was removed and the liquid
great extent, purple, which was suppos~ tested. If unsuccessful, the boiling was conto have been invented by the Phoenicians tinued until the necessary concentration of
in Tyre. It stood as the symbol of wealth the dye was obtained. The deeper the purand distinction. In early Rome only the ple the higher the price for the dye. The
senators had the distinguished privilege of deepest and darkest purple, which was
wearing a broad purple stripe around the made from the bulk of the juices of the
opening of their tunics. The knights of mussels without any other ingredients,
honor 'had a narrower stripe, and in the was developed in the necessary shade of
case of the higher state and city officials, darkness by performing the dyeing twice.
"the toga praetexta was edged with pur- Lighter hues were obtained by diluting
ple." Only the general who was victorious the dyeing bath with water or urine, as
in battle was allowed to enter the city well as by adding. red coloring substances,
arrayed in a robe colored entirely in pur- such as orchil, kermes, etc. In this way,
ple and interwoven with gold. During the colors ranging from violet to red were
reigns of Nero and Theodosius laws were created.
passed allowing only the so-called "holy
persons of the emperor" to carry entirely Red and Blue Dyes
purple robes, a right that was at a later
According to Pliny, the chief source
date transferred to the high dignitaries of of red was the kermes tree or its berRome's religious hierarchy and has sur- ries. Another red dye was anchusa,
vived somewhat to our day in the dress of which was manufactured from the root of
cardinals of the Roman Catholic Church. the bugloss. It is generally known among
For several millenniums the source of the dyers of today under the name alkanet,
purple dye, such as was used to dye the and is an excellent dye for garments and is
garments of the royalty, had been a closely used also as a red cosmetic. The ancients
guarded secret of the Phoenicians. It was developed a blue dye called the litmus,
not until quite recently that modern in- which, according to Theophrastus, was
vestigators were enabled from Pliny's de- far more beautiful than the purple, but it
scription to rediscover the shellfish that was not as lasting.
yielded the dye. Various species of mussels
The Stockholm Papyrus lists a whole
or shellfishes were used. They are classi- series of rules and suggestions for making
fied by Pliny under the generic name "pur- more lasting the rose color of the orchil
pura". Each of these creatures, the Pur- dye and also of the alkanet dyes. Among
pura lapillus, the genus Murex, yielded a the many suggestions, it recommends the
special kind of purple dye. The shells were use of sheep's hair, juice from the onion,
broken or mashed. The juice was extracted a juice extracted by boiling henbane (a
and after having l;Ieen treated with salt coarse, hairy viscid herb), and also juice
they were left to set, sometimes as long extracted from the leaves of the lemon
as a week. The salted mussels were then tree, etc.
The most important black color was
washed with water and cooked in a leaden

used to brighten the colors.
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probably that made from the bark of the
oak. Soot was another chief source for
making black. It was made very much in
the same way as it is today. Pitch, resin,
chips from the pine, beeswax, dried re.mains of the grape and other ·substances
were burned in chambers whose walls were
as smooth
possible, and in many cases
these walls were made of polished marble.
The soot that deposited itseH was scratched
off. Further, bone black was also in use,
and wood tar was sometimes resorted to,
as well as a black derived from India,
which is probably identical with today's
India ink.
The ancient dyers took great pride in
their work and reveled in speaking in extravagant terms of the beauty of ,their
dyes; they referred to them as "green of
the myrtle", "the color of the acorn," "the
blue of the heavens," and similar picturesque expressions. The Encyclopcedia Britannica states that "there is reason to
conclude that the most brilliantly tinted
garments of an Egyptian priest of Isis or
Osiris, or the mantle of a Roman emperor,
were poor and dull in hue compared with
those within reach of a domestic servant of
the present time". It is interesting, however, to find that the ancient Egyptian
architects were well aware of the durable
and immutable quality of their colors. Neuburger states that on one of the works of
Neh-Fermad, which dates back close to
the Flood, there is an inscription that gives
information about "the manner in which
the colors used by him were produced, and
it contains the words: 'Color decorations
for temples must be as eternal as the Gods
themselves.''' Neuburger further stated
that dyeing was applied either to the

as
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thread or, perhaps· less often, to the fin·
ished material. Dyeing was effected either
directly. by placing the materials in the.
dyeing solution, or by the method of socalled corrosive staining, which Pliny describes in detail as practiced among the
Egyptians.
Neuburger in his book The Technical
Arts and Sciences of the Ancient8 declared
that Pliny's description of dyes and thell.'
application can no doubt be regarded as
~enuine. Pliny declared that "in Egypt,
gannents are dyed according to a remark-·
able process. They are first cleaned, then
soaked, not in dye, but in various substances that absorb dye; these substances
do not at first show in the materials, but
when the materials have been dipped into
the dyeing tun, they can be removed after
being stirred about, completely dyed; and
the most wonderful thing about this is that
although the tun contains only one kind
of dye, the materials suddenly appear dyed
in ·various colors, according to the nature
of the dye-absorbing substances used; and
these colors are not only resistant to washing, but the materials so dyed actually
wear better".
Egyptian, Greek and Roman garments
were often of considerable size, so that it
required experience and skillful manipulation to treat them by milling, bleaching
and dyeing, if satisfactory results, and,
in particular, uniformity with regard to
thickness, color, etc., were to be obtained.
Despite their many handicaps the ancients
had firmly established the art of dyeing
in the field of technical sciences. And they
are still admired for their skill and technique and are referred to as men who
knew how to dye.
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INO-CN'"ESIA'S ARMY CRISIS
By t 'Awake I U cortlsp • .,cI.nf In I nclon ••"

HE troubled year of '1952 ended. in· Indonesia with an anny crisis that posed the
.most serious challenge to the new state since

T

•
•
•

the transfer of sovereignty from the Dutch

at the end of 1949. The crisis revolves around
the defense minister and top officerst·
~ Up until the present, Indonesiats anny hAs
been mainly a political army~ an 811l1Y of
patriotic :fighters devoted to the principles of
the revolution. Many of the units of the anny
were gueITllla bands during the time of the
military actions with the -Dutch, and at the
time of independence these bands were incor~
porated into the Teritara National Indonesia
(Indonesian National AmIY). The plan of the
defense minister was to cut the allny from
Its present number of 200,000 to lOO,OOO~ im~
prove the training, and m~ke it a regular
army. In this he was supported and opposed.
The Socialist party supported him; many in8uentlal politicians opposed him- Hence in

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

calling for the dissolution immediately and the

•

holding of a general election. Some of the
dmllonstrators forced their way into the parltament building" smashing the furniture and
leaving the place a wreck. The mob surged
on to the president's palace. Addressing the
angry crowd the president agreed to mept
with tb.e representatives that afternooh.
, Co Djakarta, the capital, was placed under
martial law~ and the arlny was called out to
restore order. Tanks, guns and bayonets ap.peared in strategic spots. A curfew was placed
on the city. All must be inside by S p.m. Ten _
sian relaxed. It was quite some time before
the general public could piece together what
had really happenedr Rumors continued about
an attempted CQUP d~etat. The Indonesian
Times for November 17 published the follow..
ing statement by Lt. Col. Warow: '4We of the
Seventh MIlitary Territory .•• after hearing

•
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state) ..... decided to take over the command
of the Seventh Military Territory · · · We

October two motions were introduced into
parllament: one calling for reorganization
of the defense ministry, and the other a
change in the 81Iny command. One of these
motions passed by a vote of 91-64, which
virtually meant the fall of the Wilopo cabinet4
C. But before the cabinet had time to act a
political demonstration was organized, calling
for th~ dIssolution of parliament. Some
20,000 .demonstrators converged on parliament house. The participants carried slogans

l

of an attempted coup by a number of high
omcers against the PresIdent and the PantJaslla (basic principles of the Indonesian

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
.•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

will

surrender this command after the is!'!ues
within the armed forces have been settled
by the Commander·fn-Chief, President Soekarno/~
,
fl It was five weeks before the government
made any statement on what had happened
and how it viewed the· events4 The echoes of
the govemlnent's statement w:ere drowned out
two days later by the announcement of InA
donesla's third military coup in six weeks~ On
November

26, parliament reconvened. In
chairman Sartono)s opening speech he re~
ferred to the method of settling the prob~
lem (prompted J no doubtJ by criticism of the
government's hesitant attitude to act):
fl ~jWe are Eas terners, t~ he said. '~0Ur state
is an Eastern state4 Our government is an
Eastern government. Our house is an Eastern
house. They all encompass an Eastern spirit,
an Eastern system of working, and an East~
em way of settling problems~ and Eastern
method which is difficult for Westerners to
understand, Often the Western method Is too
much used in seeking solutions to our prob·
lerns. If we all return to aJ'plying Eastern
ways of thinking, the solution to these diffi·
cuI ties to my way of thinking~will be eas·
ier.J'~Indone8ian Times J November 27~ 1952.
(l In December the government began to 1mplement its declaration. Colonels. lieutenant
colonels and chiefs of staff were being r~
lieved~ promoted and demoted. Some were
pleased others turned in resigna tions. Thfl'
situation now seems to have settled down and
the government is anxious to forget the whole
affair. An all-out offensive against the dis+
sident bands ravaging West Java was to be· .
gin on January IJ )jut the army crisis prevented this from going into etfect~ Tlie hands
of the Darul Islam, apparently confident that
strong action will not be taken at presen t,
began marauding the villages on a wider scale
than ever before.
J
CI. IndonesiaJs 4'headaches ' merely magnify
the nothlngness of men, their proposals, ef~
forts and solutlons~ and the universal need·
for the righteous rule of the kingdom of God
to govern our earth as it does the heavens.
t
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DYEING=~

AT H

~

YEING is generally con-

D

sidered an economy meas-

ure, mainly because commercial dyeing is a little too expensive; and, at the same time,
the fabric may be too good to
be thrown away. So the alternative is often well worth the trouble,
that is, to undertake the job of dyeing at
home. In the last few years the retail sales
of household dyes and tints, which usually
cost about twenty-five cents or less a package, have exceeded some $8,000,000 annually_
The reason for dyeing is that fabrics
usually outlast the dyes on them, with the
result that clothing and many household
articles look worn out before their time.
It is often possible to extend the life span
and usefulness of the material by dyeing
or redyeing it. A blouse or a pair of gloves
can be made to look new all over again
with a different shade of color. The rug
in the bathroom or the bedspread that is
faded or threadbare in spots can become
alive by a refreshing color change. Dyeing
can improve the life of the cloth. Recently
a chemist reported to the American Chemical •Society in Atlantic City that dyes
that both color fabrics and make them
water-repellent have been developed. The
double-duty dyes are reported to increase
the water repellency of wool "60 times
and cotton 12 times". These new dyes are
expected to make "clothes and other wool
and cotton articles more durable, since
they lubricate the fabric and keep moisture out".
Natural dyes are seldom used today.
Chemical dyes of recent years have proved
so popular that there is little demand for
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the old-time favorites, such as indigo
(blue), madder
(red), woad (blue),
logwood (purple)
and fustic (yellow).
But a good many
people interested in
embroidery and
weaving insist that
the materials be
dyed with natural
dyes, valuing the colors for their richness
and warmth. Whether natural dyes are
used or not, the vague instructions on the
dye package are often far too inadequate
to ensure satisfactory results. For a few
helpful hints the following is offered:
Remember when using the remarkable
new foamy rug dye, which cleans and
dyes rugs by a process very similar to that
of a rug shampoo, that it is intended only
for "old, faded wool rugs and carpets".
"Your results," said Emily Taylor, "will
be best if you use a dye shage that's darker
than the original. Use a brush and apply
the dye foam with a circular motion.' Vacuum the rug immediately, in one direction only, to keep the rug pile even, and
let it dry thoroughly." Before dyeing, give
the rugs or carpets a thorough going-over
with the vacuum. As a precaution, place
wrapping paper or newspaper under the
'rug or carpet to keep dye stains off the
floor. Miss Taylor stated that "one part
of the dye" should be mixed "to three
parts of very hot water, at least, 140 degrees Fahrenheit. An enamel or glass container may best be used for the dye bath.
Whip the dye bath into high foam. This
can easily be done with an eg~ beater.
Then dip the brush into the foam and work
the foam into the rug. The results will be
delightful.
There are a number of other points to
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bear in mind, especially when dyeing gar
ments of lighter shade or woolen fabrics.
Cloth can be dyed a deeper shade but not
a lighter shade than the original, unless
, the original color is first removed. This
proCess is called "stripping". It is best to
obtain a stripping compound sold under
the same trade name as the household dye.
To determine the amount of dye to buy
for a given job, folIo'Y the package instructions and then l;mY> an extra package
or two of the same shade. It may be possjble to arrange in advance with the store
to return any unused packages.
The usual combination of cost per package of dye, weight per package, does not
prove a reliable guide to cost comparisons
between brands. A heavier package does
not necessarily dye more cloth to the same
shade, since some dyes are more effective
than others. When buying, endeavor to
purchase a dye with fastness or permanence, though no dye is absolutely fast
under all conditions. It may be fast to
light or'to perspiration or to washing, but
not fast to all three.
M

Dyeing Prints and Woolens
Regarding prints, Good Housekeeping
for October, 1948, states that "prints can
be dyed without losing the original I!attern. Two or more light or bright shades,
such as light blue and white, or pink and
,green, will combine with the dye to form
two or more new colors----both background
and pattern of the print will change color.
When you dye print combining a dark
shade, such as brown, navy, or black, with
white or a light shade, the white or light
portion will take on the new color, the
dark shade will be largely unaffected by
the dye, and the original pattern will remain",
Woolens, on the other hand, are heavier
than the average cotton and rayon fabrics
and require more dye per yard. Stir the
18'

garment gently in the solution, because
with rough treatment it is likely to shrink.
Also before dyeing woolen fabric, measure
the cloth or article, or if this is too much
of a problem, draw an outline of the garment on a large sheet of paper. After dyeing stretch it to correct dry measurements
and, if necessary, pin it in place to keep
its size as it dries. Iron the freshIf' dyed
garment while still slightly damp; use a
pressing cloth. Check the measurements
as you iron, and continue to stretch the
garment to its proper size, otherwise it
will shrink drastically.
The key to a good job when dyeing ligfltweight woolen blankets is to avoid abrupt
temperature changes. Start the dye with
lukewarm water, and gradually raise the
temperature to simmering point until the
blanket reaches a proper color, and then
gradually lower the temperature. Quick
changes will cause shrinkage and destroy
the softness of the fabric. It is not advisable to dye woolen blankets in a washing
machine.
When dyeing slip covers to match draperies follow basic rules for mixing colors;
experiment with proportions until the color matches. Dyeing one color over another
is essentially the same as mixing two colors. The general rule is that light and medium colors will combine to give a third
color, while very dark colors will covel'
the original color. Blue over yellow will
give green; pink over blue will give orchid,
etc. So, unless the old color can be removed,
you cannot dye yellow draperies light
blue. On the other hand, navy blue or
black will completely cover a light color
like yellow. Gray is good for toning color
down, yellow and blue for bringing them
up. All colored fabrics appear to be darker
when wet. To determine the shade of the
fabric while still in the solution, it is necessary to take out a corner or a piece of
the fabric and iron it completely dry. This
AWAKR.I

will afford an accurate check. Not all dyes
will dye every type of material, but there
are all-purpose dyes that will work successfully on almost any fabrlc-Unen, rayon, nylon, cotton or wool When dyeing
different fabrics together remember that
some take up dye faster than others and
will be considerably darker when left in
the dye for the same period of time.-Better Homes and Gardens, October, 1947.
Dye with Waaher
Your washer, conventional or automatic, helps give an even dye job without hard
wor~ or a mess. Light and medium-dark
colors may be dyed in the washer with
little effort, but dark colors need the simmering temperatures of a stove·type dyeing. Water in the washing machine cannot
be made as hot as it can be made in a pot
on the stove; even if boiling water is used
to start with, it does not maintain its temperature but gets cooler in course of the
agitation. Furthermore, with an automatic
washer the washing cycle may be too
short. Dyeing may actually take as long
as an hour. Actually, what a washing rna·
chine can do is a good tinting job.
Tinting differs from dyeing in the temperature at which it is done and in the
length of time it takes. Tinting will not
produce deep colors; dyeing is required
where such colors are desired. Hot water
just as it comes from the faucet may be
used to tint and freshen glass curtains. For
tmiform color all curtains must go into
the dye at the same time. Otherwise, the
curtains will be uneven in shade, the first
will be too dark and the last too light.
Now a quick summary of the .most outstanding things to be remembered before
dyeing. Never dye articles that shrink
badly or are otherwise adversely affected
by hot water or by agitation when wet. Before dyeing the fabric should be cleaned
from all dirt. stains or grease spots. A
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dye should be chosen that will be dark

enough to cover the color of the fabric to
be dyed. A large vessel should be used so
that the garment will be able to move' easily in the solution. Never should the cloth
be permitted to settle on the bottom, or
fioat outside of the solution. An article
that is freshly dyed should never be run
through a wringer. When dyeing use a
porcelain enamel container, chiefly because it is the ea'siest to cl~an. Dissolve the
dye in hot water in a smaller vessel; strain
the dye solution if necessary. Then dilute
it in the large vessel with warm (not hot)
water. Wet the fabric first, then place it.
unfolded, in the dye bath. Heat the dye
bath slowly to simmering or boiling, according to directions, stirring constantly.
Keep it simmering or bojJjng until the material looks somewhat darker than the desired shade. If the fabric does not get dark
enough after a half hour in the bath, remove it from the bath, add and dissolve
more dye, and return the material to the
bath. Do not add dye while the fabric is
in the bath. It may streak or spot. After
removing from the dye, rinse cottons and
silks seVeral times in cold water; rinse
wool in warm water. Gently squeeze the
water out of the fabric. Never wring or
twist freshly dyed cloth. Finally. roll the
dyed article in a cloth.-Consum.er's Re1)ort, August, 1951.
Dyes can be used in washers without
staining the interiors. A chlorine bleach
wash can be used afterward if desired. To
protect the outside of your washer and the
inside of the lid from spillage or leakage of
dye solution, apply .two Or three coats of
wax. For a smooth dyeing use enough water to cover the article. For unusual colors

try combining several dyes. Dyeing one
color over another gives interesting results.
And so will the sight of seeing old things
become new add an exhilarating freshness to both wardrobe and home.
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ITH unflinch1ng
courage the thrillseeking hunter Inched his
way nearer and yet
nearer to the cornered
beast. Here was a mammoth, a formidable ani·

W
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THRILL

mal whose breathing he

could almost hear. But
the hunter, with nerves
like cast iron, felt no
trepidation; he was utter·
ly dauntless. Besides, this
was a sport in which
there could be no bungling. Did not hunter's
prestige call for a oneshot kill'! So the rifle was
deliberately and coolly raised, and an eager
forefinger squeezed the trigger, the crack of
the gun galvanizing the hunter with an ecstatic thrill. What transporting joy as the
high.powered bullet whizzed to its living target! A direct hit! The hunter had bagged a
butfalo. What courage! What a triumph! Yes,
and what a "sport"~for, while the hunter was
but a few feet from the buffalo, the animal
was tied up with rapt's, as helpless as a turtle
on its back!
'i~ Such is the "sport" that callous nimr.0ds
enjoyed in Arizona not long ago. Lite magazine reported (February 23, 1953) about
herd of 450 buffaloes that had to be reduced as
a conservation measure and to make room
for an artillery range. Lite said: "Permits
were issued to 250 sportsmen to carry out the
kill, each hunter paying $25 to shoot one
buffalo."
1: But ,were the hunters in dire need of food?
No! the $25 could purchase pork ('hops. It was
the thrill seekers, the nimrods who wanted
the prestige of having bagged a buffalo, that
zestfully paid the price, the price of an intox·
icating thrill. To God·fearing men such thrill
seekers are not only abominable and depraved, but are just as despicable ag Nimrod,
the ''mIghty hunter before [in opposition tol
Jehovah", (Genesis 10:9, Am. Stan. Ver.)

a
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Nimrod's idea of sport was warped; wanton
nimrods today are just as warped. Further,
note the manner in which the "sportsmen"
bagged their buffaloes: State game rangers
cut out the animals for the hunter, and in
some instances held the buffalo with ropes
so that it could hardly move; then the hunter
blasted away. Some trigger-happy nimrods
banged away five or six times before they enjoyed the elation of a "kill". And really,
knocking down moving metal ducks in a
Coney Island shooting gallery requires more
skill and is more "sport" than blasting tied·
up buffaloes!
I
And what was the first thing the trium·
phant hunters did after bagging their buffa·
loes? Life gives a clue: "Nearly every hUnt·
er had a cameraman along, usually some·
one from family, to record event." Gleefully,
the hunters posed beside the carcass of
their "kill", weapon in hand, radiating a
toothpaste·ad smile. How repugnant to God·
fearing men!
" Thus modern man in the quest for "sport"
continues to pay money to liquidate animals.
And in this case he killed two "buffaloes"
with one stone. He got the thrill of a kill, and
made room for an artillery range at the same
time. Now the buffaloes are gone and man
can practice his grisly art of war~all of
which spotlights man's utter disregard for
God's rainbow covenant concerning the
sanctity of llfe. (Genesis 9:4·6) How guilty
are most of earth's inhabitants in violating
the sacred covenant! But Armageddon will
make a speedy end of all "sportsmen" with
Nimrod's idea of a thrill.
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ia,ects Sou th of Lin.
11' "Awoltel" corr.spondenl in the Phlllpplnn

~~OH.

Visayan in those islands.
islands of -To our friend
my heart!" So from Manila,
runs a popular learning them
folk song on the would be parallel
islands south of to learning Dutch
Luzon in the Phil- or Spanish for the
ippine archipela- man inN e w
:0. That refrain well expresses the senti- York. But learning the dialects here
nents of the true Visayan as he strums will be by the rough way, without the benlis guitar in the moonlight. If we include eftt of efficient instructors or even the
he big island of Mindanao in the song, the help of a grammar book. Dialects? you
raveler can indeed agree that their natural may ask with some surprise. There are
leauty appeals to the heart and makes it actually a number of them. And how does
:well with thanksgiving to the Creator of One learn them? Listen patiently, friend.
III the islands and continents of the earth,
A Tricky Pronunciation
rehovah God.
When the traveler moves amOng the
Do not let typhoons and volcanic erupjons change your plans to visit these re- people for the first time and listens to
them speaking, the speech sounds they
~ions, dear stranger. We do have them
mce in a while, but so do other island make seem funny because they are confusing. Try to pick out a word or two as
~TOUpS in the Far East. If you come from
Vlanila you will find here an escape from you get accustomed to those sounds. When
the heat and the noise and the rush of the you try to pronounce the word, you disJig city. If you come from far away, why, cover you are not yet ready for the task.
.ve shall fill you up with our local drink, Let us say we are among the natives of
northern Capiz on Panay island. From the
~uba, and its sumsoman, broiled prawns,
town of Altavas through to Kalibo up to
~rabs, or deep-sea fish a la kinilaw. And we
have lots of fruit, papayas, mangoes, lan- Ibajay, they speak the Aklanon dialect.
lOnes, bananas, durian and young coconut, The word "Aklanon" is written· down by
to name a few. Our forests and jungles many a native as "Akeanon" in the Engboast of lauaan, nar1'a, mahogany, and lish alphabet. Did you notice the "e" in
they have uway, or rattan, whose slender the word? That is not a substitute letter
tips break the silhouette of our mountains. for "1". Rather, it indicates a tricky comOrchids? Yes, we have the waling waling. bination of two sounds, somewhat like "e"
But before you purchase a plane ticket and "1" expressed together. It occurs frefor a year-long vacation, please heed the quently in words like aeo, dueom (dark).
friendly warning of another Visayan song baeay (house), eukat (ransom).
that begins with:
Would you care to pronounce it? Arch
t'Ay, ay, Kalisud!" That, my friend, the back of the tongue close to the roof of
literally means, "Alas, alas, how hard!" the mouth. Stiffen the jaw a bit. With the
Now, how hard is what? Why, the dialects mouth slightly open, make it sound above
JUNE 8, 1953
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your throat while breathing through the
Let us travel down to !..eyte for a
mouth. Now do not gurgle or sound the glimpse, or, rather, an earful of another
"r", "y," or "WOO, please. Hard? No stran- dialect, the Waray-waray, spoken on the
ger can pass for a native until he pro- eastward side of the island. among a peonounces that sound with ease, though he ple with a reputation for supposedly exmaster the entire Aklan vocabulary. So if plosive tempers. If asked for something
at first you do not succeed, try again.
and they say uWaray'~~ meaning "None",
Since grammar books are conspicuous some believe the speaker is still in a pleasby their absence, keep listening as you ant mood, If you insist and he says uWara.'!I
n
observe the people in daily life. "Panaw gadi the general advice is "Take it easy".
eon!" yells the conductor, and watch the Do not get his temper up. Personally, I
bus lurch and go. Or see the 'child run after think that many of them are friendly peoits mother has voiced it. That should mean ple.
The main dialect throughout the Vi~
"Get going!" It does, in Aklanon. When
the boss says, "Kari ka di;~ and his em- sayas and in Mindanao at present is the
ployee walks toward him, gingerly or Cebuano, its origin being the island of
otherwise, you deduce that it means, Cebu. Learning this dialect is. a problem
"Come here." That is right, in the Ilonggo to the traveler who goes from town to
or Hiligaynon, which is spoken mainly in town, island to island. It is spoken with so
the city of Iloilo and on half of an adjoin- many different intonations and other pe~
ing island, Negros. And if somebody asks culiarities.
you questions, just say uTa_o" in Aklanon,
Then we offer you the Moro, Manobo,
"Ambo"f' in Ilonggo, ullam" in Kinaray-a. Mansaka, Mandaya, Ata, Dibabawon, Bagobo, in the interior of Mindanao and
They all mean "1 don't know".
along the southern coasts in Davao. If
somebody asks you, «Hinta to ngaddan
The Right Mood Essential
In learning Spanish, the instructor tells no?~' well, introduce yourself. He wants to
you to smile so you can express a word or know your name. «Andi ka po6n?" Please
sentence right. But act tense, excited or tell him where you come from. «Andi ka
angry when speaking Aklanon, That is tegdeyeg'l" Say where you are headed for.
not always the rule, but you will make HPamahaw?" Say yes, so he can prepare
progress if you do. That way you put just something to eat, maybe a chicken or a
wild pig. After you have eaten, say «Dagthe right amount of high pitch into your
hang salarnat." ("Thanks a lat.") To
voice, enabling you to finish a sentence which they reply, «Wa'y sapayan." ("Don't
with a rising inflection, which is exactly mention it.")
what is needed to speak the dialect as a
Now comes the unexpected hitch. It
native. How about the Hiligaynon? Well, won't catch our friend if he sticks to just
act happy even if you are mad, add a pinch one section of the country. But if he is
of singsong, a dash of high pitch, and you the tumbleweed type, the proverbial wanare doing fine. The Kinaray-a, another dering- Jew, it can give him a jolt. For
Panayan dialect, seems to cut up words example, he knows both the Cebuano and
and syllables, and the people seem to utter the Hiligaynon perfectly. 'But he shuffles
them carelessly. At least, that is what you from one locality to another. Let us say
will think when hearing it. "My goodness!" he spends a month in Cebu and moves to
you say. uAbaw!" they will say.
Iloilo the next month. His tongue and oth-
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er 'POwers of communication become so lish is taught in the schools from the prigrooved to Cebuano that when he changes marY grades up, English bOoks and other
his address, he still speaks it by force l1~rature circulate throughout the islands,
of habit. But the change of address re- the movies and radio programs are even
quires a different groove, diffe~nt intonation, and even a change in one's self. Since
it cannot be done in a week or two, for
the duration of his visit he will speak Hiligaynon with a Cebuano personality. Move
back and forth from one island to another and imagine the confusion if you
can. "Tinuod bitaw," a Cebuano will say.
In English: "It's true, really."
A Polyglot's Paradise
Are you a linguist? Here is your chance
in the province of Davao in Mindanao island. Practically all the dialects in the
Philippines are spoken here, in the city,
the towns, forests and abaca plantations.
To preach the gospel here effectively, the
missionary needs to speak Ilocano, Pampango, Tagalog, Bieol and the dialects discussed above, plus many more. And a surprise! The Chinese population speak Spanish. Now wait a minute. Do not try your
schoolbook Spanish on them. Their brand
of Spanish is termed Sabaqueno.
At this point our visitor might be getting downhearted as to the prospects of
his enjoying the vacation he planned. But
he shoots one final question, "Don't you
people speak English?" Don't we! We'll
say we do, but you'll say we don't after
listening to us. Probably you're right. Eng~

English.
A few paragraphs ago mention was
made of speaking Hiligaynon with a Cebuano flavor or accent. That also applies
to the English. It is spoken here in ever so
many accents, intonations, pitches and individual mannerisms. There is the TIocano
accent, the TagalQg accent, the Cebuano,
the Aklan, the Ilonggo. Do not get discouraged, friend. You can try the sign
language as a last resort. It is very simple.
Don't worry about the dialects. Just
worry about your weight. You will be
loaded down with our choicest fruits and
nuts before you leave. Just watch our sun~
sets with their brilliant colors or wonder
at the technicolor hues of our sand and
coral on the coasts. Or relax in the shade
of the banana trees while the breezes lull
you to sleep to the tune of the rustling
bamboos.
There are thousands now in the islands
south of Luzon who look forward to the
time when the inhabitants of earth will
again be of "one language and of one
speech" in a new world of righteousness.
(Genesis 11:1, Am. Stan. Ver.) Till that
blessed time, we tell our visiting friends,
«PailUb lang." In the language of your
funny papers, that means, "Grin and bear
it." Then our dialects will be no more.

Airplane Conquers Lut Great Ocean
'i;' The last great ocean is surrendering to regularly scheduled passenger airliners.

Fonnerly they conquered the NQrth and South Atlantic and the Pacifie, but due
to the vast distances to be spanned, few island stopping plaees and limited amount
of traffic, the Indian oeean successfully resisted this rapid advance of the world
network of airlines. It is now bowing to modern monarchs of thE! skies. The route
.from Sydney to Perth, Australia, then to the Cocos islands, Maur1tIu8 and 1inally
Johannesburg, South Africa, is more than a third the distance around the globe
at the equator! It includes the world's longest nonstop, scheduled, over·water flight.
the 2,677·mile stretch from the Cocos islands to Mauritius, and Is to be made every
other week by Australia's Qantas Empire Airways.
JUNE 8, 1953
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HOW TO GET AROUND IN NEW YORK

L

IKE all visitors, JenOVan"s wunesses wno

will gather for eight days of Christian as·
sembly at Yankee Stadium, July 19-26, should
follow the two primary rules on getting around
in New York: One, get a map. Two, ask questions. Note on the map that aU midtown Man·
hattan thoroughfares that are called avenues
rWl north and south; those called streets run
east and west. Broadway, which drifts diagonally northward across the city, is the only
noncon.(ormist. Fifth avenue divides between
east and west street numbers, and these are
Important because 200 E. 42nd street is a mile
from 200 W. 42nd street. With these few rules
and a mental picture of the main avenues and
cross streets (14th, 34th. 42nd, 59t11'l 125th) you
should have no trouble finding your way around
Manhattan. For the Bronx, Queens and Brook·
lyn, however, New Yorkers are in the habit
of giving (or expecting) specifiC' directions on
how to get to a particular address, as is the
case in most other cities.
For short distances you can use the bus lines
that interlace the city, or you can take. a taxi.
The taxi fare will mount rapidly in a city the
size of New York, however, and there are few
places that you cannot reach for a dime or two
by subway or bus. New York's subway is nei·
ther the newest, quietest nor cieanest in the
world, but it serves
its purpose of gen·
erally being the
fastest means be.
tween two points.
Here for a dime
admission (you put
it in a turnstile
when. you first go
underground) you
can go anywhere on the entire system. To get
to a particular address, first find out what sub·
way train to take and where to get off. If you
have no other way of determining this, the
man at the subway change booth can look up
the address in a little book and tell you
how to get there. If you have difficulty along
the way, ask the people around you. Asking is
an old New York custom. Others have to do it
too, so are usually glad to be of help to you.
(I, Throughout the subway. signs indicate where
the uptown (north), downtown (south), local

cr.

cr.
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ana express trains stop. It is always well to
check these signs because they do not err, but
you can very easily. On a map in each car you
can find the line you are on, and the name of
the station can be seen out the window each
time the -train stops. Sometimes your instructions may even say to use the back or front
stairway on leaving the subway, because they
maY lead to streets a block or more apart. Re·
member also that in crowds large groups may
get separated, so be sure you always know thl;'
address to which you are going and the name
of the station where you should get off.
~. The unwieldy names of the three subway
systems have long been shortened down to
convenient initials: IND, IRT, BMT. At Yankee
Stadium the IND is underground and the IRT
is elevated. The IND goes down the West side
of Manhattan (change at 125th to go to the
Watchtower headquarters near the High Street
stop in Brooklyn); the IRT goes down the
East side and then to Brooklyn.
( For autoists there is a fine (though some·
times inadequate) system of parkways. Extensive maps showing where you can enter and'
leave these express routes are available at fill·
ing stations all along the way into New York.
Generally, however, you will find traffic heavy
and parking a problem. Comparatively few
New Yorkers have
cars, and many who
do will take the sub·
way unless going
out of town.
With all these fa·
cilities at your dis·
posal, New York is
an easy place in
which to get
around. The various boroughs of this
island city are
served by twenty bridges, twenty tunnels and
more than a dozen ferries. Subways whisk pas,sengers to all sections of the city, then bus
routes take over if the subway is not within
walking distance of the passenger's destina·
tion. The system will be used to its fullest ad·
vantage by Jehovah's witnesses during their
July 19·26 assembly in New York's Yankee Sta·
dium. Will you be with them? You are invited.
A WAKJ1l'-'

Is the Bible Our Sole Guide?

were given them by Moses from Mount
Sinai, of which the former only was committed to writing, and the. other delivered
down to them from generation to generation by the tradition of the elders; and
therefore, holding them both to be of the
same authority, as having both of them
the same divine original, they think them.
selves to be bound as mucl1 by the latter
as the former, or rather much more; for
the written law is, they say, in many
places obscure, scanty, and defective, and
could be no perfect rule to them without
the oral law, which, containing according
to them a full, complete, and perfect interpretation of all that is included in the
other, supplies all the defects and solves
all the difficulties of it; and therefore they
observe the written law no otherwise than
according as it is explained and expounded
by their oral law. And hence it is a common saying among them, 'that the Covenant was made with them, not upon the
writ,ten law, but upon the oral law;' and
therefore they do in a manner lay aside
the former to make room for the latter,
and resolve their whole RELIGION into
their traditions, ... "-Dean Prideaux. in

ARTICULARLY Roman Catholics ob·
ject to the view that the Bible is the
only source of Christian truth. In a pamphlet of the Knights of Columbus, the Catholic Church boldly asserts that the Bible is
not sufficient and complete in itself; that
the New Testament (Greek Christian
Scriptures) is only "a synopsis of the
teachings of Christ". ,In a paragraph entitled, "Bible Not Full Truth," it declares:
"The New Testament writings were never
meant to be the sole and final authority
for Christ's' revealed truth. They were
never intended as the complete and only
source of certain knowledge of Christian
faith and duty."
A Catholic advertisement appearing in
the Post InteUigencerJ Seattle, Washington,
April 6, 1952, states: "We db not agree
with the modem theory that the Bible is
the one and only source of religious truth.
... There are certain truths taught and
exemplified by Christ which it does not
record ... which will be found in the life,
practice and teaching of Christ's Church
-traditions dating back to the days of
the Apostles and ante-dating the printing
The Connection at the History at the Old
of the Bible."
Thus the Catholic ChUrch has fol- and New Testament (1718).
lowed exactly the example of the Jewish
Does the Catholic Church agree that
clergymen who rejected Christ Jesus. The such a traditional oral law was committed
Jews to this day, practicing Judaism, lay to the Jewish religious elders or fathers?
claim to ':Vhat they now call their oral law: Does it accept such traditions of the Jew"For they own a two-fold law-the first, ish elders, which traditions have been rethe written law, which is recorded in the corded in the Jewish Talmud? Does the
holy scriptures; and the second, the oral Catholic Church accept them as of equal
law, which they have only by the tradition inspiration and authority as the Hebrew
of their elders. And both these, they say, Scriptures of the Bible? If the Catholic
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Church does so, then it accepts the religious traditions of the Jewish clergy who
rejected Jesus Christ and the apostle Peter
and all the other apostles of Christ. Despite all Jewish claims of a traditional law,
nowhere do the thirty-nine books 'of the
inspired Hebrew Scriptures make a bare
mention of such an oral, traditional law
or put it on an equality with God's written Word.
Why does the Catholic Church deny and
reject an oral law for the Jewish religion,
but at the same time argue for a traditionallaw and teaching for their church? As
the Scriptures are silent regarding a traditional oral law descending from Moses,
so, too, the twenty-seven books of the
Greek Scriptures written by the disciples
of Jesus Christ are silent and make no
mention or claim of a traditional oral
teaching and bOOy of truth as coming
from Christ and the holy spirit, to support
Catholic claims. Why such silence by
Christ's disciples if such an oral body of
truths existed and was necessary to the
explanation of the written Holy Bible?
Their unanimous silence denies that an
unwritten body of truths was handed down
by tradition from Christ Jesus to the RotnaJl Catholic religious system, and that
without this tradition the Bible is inadequate.
If tradition and God's written Word
were of the same Source, as the Catholic
Church claims, would they -disagree with
each other? Of course they would not. But
the fact that the Bible and oral traditions
disagree with each other proves one to be
of, God's adversary. Jesus said of the Bible: "Your word is truth." (John 17:17,
New World Trans.) He spoke out against
oral tradition, saying: "Why do you also
transgress the commandment of God for
your tradition? . . . you have made void
the commandment of God for your tradition.••. And in vain do they worship me,
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teaching doctrloes and commandments of
men." (Matthew 15:1-9, Douall) Jesus
warned his disciples against oral tradition
Paul tells of antichrist effects of oral traditions upon himself. Peter held to the inspired writings and not to any oral tradition. (Galatians 1:13, 14; Colossians 2:8;
2 Peter 3:15, 16) If Jesus and his disciples
warned against oral tradition, would it be
reasonable that he would Use such in connection with the church? Of course not,
Hence, instead of tramtion, we have theinspired Word of God, complete.

Bible Sole Guide
Complete? Yes. Oral traditions are admittedly additions to the written Word of
God, because traditions claim to interpret
the Word and hence must be added, Moses
warned against making such traditional
additions, saying: "Ye shall not add unto
the word which I command you, neither
shall ye diminish ought from it." Also
the apostle John was inspired to write a
similar warning: "I am bearing Witness
to everyone that hears the words of the
prophecy of this scroll: if anyone makes
an addition -to these things, God will add
to him the plagues that are written in this
scroll," "Add thou not unto his words, lest
he reprove thee, and thou be found a liar."
-Deuteronomy 4:2; Revelation 22:18,
New World Tran8.~· Proverbs 30:5, 6.
The written Word of God, therefore,
needs no addition of traditions that are
the private interpretations of men and of
religious organizations. The Bible is the
"lamp unto [our 1 feet, and a light unto
[our] path". (Psalm 119:105) It is allsufficient and complete as a guide, to direct
the Christian to everlasting life. Had oral
traditions been necessary, the apostle
would not have said that the inspired Bible
can "completely" equip one "for every
good work".-2 Timothy 3:16, 17, New
World Trans.
AWAKE!

Nicaragua
ICARAGUA is the largest and the sec~
ond-most populous Central American
republic. Unfortunately among its pe0ple the moral standards are no higher
than in most Catholic-controlled countries.
However, over a period of years, many of
these people studying with Jehovah's witnesses have cleaned up their lives; the
single ones living pure single lives and
those desiring a mate following the Sct:iptural rules of having just one and entering
into a properly legalized arrangement.
But this was not true of all who had associated themselves with Jehovah's witnesses; some failed to clean up. The witnesses, and especially the appointed servants in the congregations, were very lenient
with these, giv;ng them sufficjent time to
arrange their private lives in harmony with
the Bible. But some kept on making excuses and others just outrightly refused to
clean up. Knowing that Jehovah is a merciful and long-suffering God, but also realizing that he would not bless an unclean
organization, a deadline was set for September 1951. From then on one had to be
either Scripturally married or living a
clean single life to be considered one of Jehovah's witnesses. Showing the 'blessings
coming to those who brought their lives in
line with the Scriptural counsel given at
James 1:27, regarding keeping ourselves
without spot from the world, are the following experiences.
One such person had been studying the
Bible with Jehovah's witnesses and attempting to engage in the preaching of the
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good news for years. His difficulties at
home and other problems, along with the
knowledge that he was' living in fornication, weighed heavily on his mind to the
point where he was almost ready to quit.
His family life was a failure, but he held
on in order to support his three children.
Then he was helped to see how to remedy
the situation: that is, get married, legalize
his children and relieve his mind of the
thoughts that resulted from his trying to
serve Jehovah improperly. After several
weeks of arranging his affairs and saving
his money, he brought the proper officials
to his home, the legal papers were drawn
up and the marriage was registered. From
then on he was a different person. His
gloomy countenance changed to a bright,
happy smile, his zeal for the preaching
work rapidly increased and problems at
home began to straighten out as he took
over his rightful place as head of his
household and family. Today he is one of
the best ministers in the entire congregation. And why? Because he is clean and he
knows it!
A strong zealous minister was produced
in another case also. Here a sister was DVing with a man not in the truth. When
she could finally make him see the need of
marrying and the marriage was arranged,
her hOUTI; and the good results of her service to Jehovah increased wonderfully_
Another person in a small congregation
of Jehovah's witnesses was cut off the list
of ministers because he was living improperly. He, too, was complaining of family trouble: five children to feed, a woman
with whom he had lived for several years
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who would not accept 'the truth of the
Bible and a mother-m-Ia.w who insisted on
having images in his house. Did he become
offended when his improper service was
called to his attention? No. He made a
real effort to straighten out his affairs and
achieve a clean status before Jehovah. His
proposal of marriage and his changed attitude so moved his common-law wife that
she consented to marriage, and now she
shows as much zeal in the preaching work
as he does. The mother-in-law, unable to
tolerate clean worship, moved to another
town.
In still another village a lady who was a
storekeeper began to study with Jehovah's
witnesses. Realizing that the issue involved was clean worship she tried to get
her unwed mate to marry her. Unable to
convince him of the correctness of legal
marriage, she made him leave. Among her
children and relatives, eight persons have
taken part in the preaching work with the
rest of the congregation.
Of course, all this activity in favor of
clean worship does not go without opposition from Satan and his dupes. In a city
of some 16,000 the manager of the local
1ibrary, who was a prominent citizen as
well as a poet, proved to be a person of
good will. A home Bible study was started
with him and he found the Society's publications so infonnative and interesting
that he solicited a set for the library. This
single aCt of kindness toward the users of
the library caused the local clergy to unleash their wrath. A campaign was started
to get the books out of the library. Some
people offered Catholic books in the place
of the Watch Tower Society's, others offered to buy the books so that they could
be burned. Finally, the local priest made
a personal call on the man and demanded
that the books and a Bible be taken out
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of the library. The manager replied that a
library should have all kinds of books in
it and that the priest, instead of trying to
get the Watch Tower books out, should
bring a P1tholic Bible and a Catechism to
show his point of view. Well, after many
months the Society's books are still prominently displayed, the priest has not returned and the manager witnesses to many
of those who come to the library to read.
In another town one of Jehovah's witnesses, in calling back on a person with
whom a magazine had been placed, had
the opportunity to read various texts
from the Bible. The couple paid close attention to what was read and said. At the
close of the call the man asked how he
could get a Bible like the one the witness
had. The witness offered tb get him one,
but with a little larger print, and described the size of the Bible. The man of
the house turned to his wife
sa.id,
"Bring that book out of the room and find
out what it is." The witness put his own
Bible away and read out of theirs, the
same texts as before. They were amazed
and overjoyed to know that they already
had a Bible. They had owned it for years
but did not know what it was or how to
use it. A home Bible study was started,
and after only a few weeks the man expressed his desire to also be one of Jehovah's witnesses.
From all this evidence it is clear that
although some of the people in Nicaragua
have lost out on many wonderful blessings
due to their selfishness in refusing to clean
up, so that during the past year there was
a slight decrease in ,the number preaching
the good news of the Kingdom, many
others are coming in to take their places
as Jehovah's witnesses continue to push
the advance of clean, pure worship in Nicaragua, as do Jehovah's witnesses in other
parts of the earth.
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AWAKE!
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WATCHING

'*

The Communists on Ma.y Day

When the Communists cele·

brated May Day,

the West

wondered how the event would
harmonize with Moscow's flying the peace dove. Here is the
picture: Russia's parade, usual·
ly seven hours long, lasted less
than three hours. East Berlin
put on a spectacular parade
with an estimated 500,000
marching through the Soviet

sector. But there were almost
no banners attacking the West.
And, strangely, troops marched
virtually unarmed. In Peiping
.'}()O,OOO marched past Mao Tse-

tung. The parade lasted three
hours and featured huge pic.
tures of Communist leaders.
Of the thousands of speeches
made in Italy, the Communists'
by far exceeded the number
made by all the other parties
combined, but the day passed
quietly. Yugoslavia featured a
parade of military units sub·
stantially outfitted with U. S.
equipment. Western observers
in Belgrade were amazed at
the decrease in the number of
Communist slogans. In Austria
the striking feature was the
absence of anti·West slogans.
The high light of Czechoslovakia's celebration was Presi·
dent Zapotocky's speech. He
said the nation was prepared
to live in peace with its
neighbors. Japan, noted for a
violent May Day last year, had
a calm one, though there were
strong anti·American feelings.
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For five hOUf); 70,000 demon·
strators paraded through the
streets in Guatemala. Manila
had 300,000 paraders but no
disorder. In New York about
5,000 gathered in Union Square
where there was a platform
painting of President Eisen·
hower and Premier Malenkov
shaking hands. Conclusion:
Moscow's peace offensive lim·
ited the celebrations.
Peace; When There Is No Peaee

.. The relative mildness of
May Day may have fanned a
spark of hope for peace. But the
key pronouncement of May
Day, a speech in Moscow by
Marshal Hulganin, did not fan
such a spark. The Soviet de·
fense ministt>r said: ''We stand
for the maintaining and
strengthening of peace." He al·
so declared that in the absence
of any sign of a lessening arms
race or a dimInution of the net·
work of military bases near So·
viet frontiers, Russia must
strengthen her armed forces
and "insistently perfect its bat·
tle skill". Truce negotiations in
Korea continued to drag on.
The U. S. charged the Com·
munists had violated the agree·
ment on sick and wounded
prisoners of war by holding
back hundreds. Many liberated
U.N. prisoners agreed that the
Communists had killed hun·
dreds of captives and that
many others had died during
long marches north. As to the

repatriation of other war pris·
oners, the V.N. told- the Com·
munIsts (5/5) that antl-Com·
munist war prisoners could
hardly be shifted to a neutral
nation because it was "impractical" and because "many of
them would destfOY themselves
rather than submit to removal
from Korea". Thus, while
there was talk of peace, the
war drums rumbled in Korea,
Indo·China and Malaya. How
like the Bible's prophecy!
"Peace; when there is no
peace." (Jeremiah 6:14) How
badly the people need God's
kingdom by Christ Jesus, the
"Prince of Peace" !-Isaiah 9: 6.
The \\'IU" In Kenya

.. So violently warlike have
the Mau Maus become In strik·
ing down Kikuyu tribesmen
who display a tendency to sup.
port law and order that" they
are no longer afraid to besiege
strongholds. An example of
this was when a 200· to 300man Mau Mau army attacked
the Getumbiro stronghold
(5/4), wiping out the home
guard composed of their fel·
low Kikuyu tribesmen. In th~
fierce battle at least 19 guards·
men were killed. Though the
stronghold was surrounded by
a stout barbed·wire barricade,
the home guards had been is·
sued only five rounds of am·
munition each to prevent the
Mau Maus' seizing of large
ammunition stockpiles. The at·
tacking Mau Maus easily
gained the victory when this
small supply of ammunition
was exhausted. To help check
the Mau Maus the Kenya gov·
ernment has given security
forces orders to shoot an·y sus·
pect who may fail to halt when
challenged.
First Prize-$100,OOO

.. For two years V. S. intelli·
gence agents have tried to en·
tice Communist pilots to "sell"
a Soviet jet for a tidy sum oj
money. This oflier received in·
tensified advertising in April
when the U. S. Far East Com
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matfd openly announoed that
any Communist pilot who sur·
renders a SOOIiet jet will receive $50,000 and political
asylum. But the first pilot to
deliver a jet would get $100,.
000. Leaflets scattered over
North Korea even offered to
provide U.N. fighter escort for
any defecting Communist pilot. Why the oft'er? The U. S.
wants to make comparisons between Soviet jets and Ameri·
can aircraft of similar design.
There was also a secondary
purpose: To toss a delllOralizIng bombshell into the camp
of the Communist airmen.
Meantime U.N. officials were
looking for someone to claim
first prize.
WeB'&; Indlap Federation

.. More than 30 years ago the
first plans for a Caribbean
Federation were drawn up.
Progress has been tediously
slow and drawn out. The greatest progressive step was taken
(4/30) when Jamaica, Trinidad
and Tobago, Barbados and the
Windward and Leeward is·
lands signed a proposal for a
federal union. A new selfgoverning unit in the British
Commonwealth may be the
result. Plans call for a Federal
Senate of 19 members, a House
of Representatives with 45.
There would be a Council of
State consisting of a prime
minIster and 13 officials. The
British governor general would
be the chairman. Some difficulties toward further progress
have yet to be overcome: jealousies, racial differences, personal ambitions, etc. The legislatures of each of the administrative units must ratify
the draft constitution. The alluring feature of the federation is that it will provide an
opportunity for all the posses·
sions to some day achieve political independence.
Burma and the U.N_

.. Some 12,000 Nationalist
ChInese troops in Burma, remnants of the defeated divisions
that retreated from China in
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1950, have brought about a delicate international problem.
The Chinese forces refused to
leave and resisted all Burmese
army attempts to oust them.
This has embarrassed the U. S.
because of its aid to Nation·
alist China and also, because
Burma charged the guerrillas
were equipped with American
weapons. Burma was worried
that the presence of Nationalist Chinese forces might provoke Communist China. So
Burma came to the end of her
endurance and brought the
case before the U.N. The Bur·
mese delegate declared that
the Chinese troops had adver·
tised themselves as fierce antiCommunist fighters but actually had shown no desire to fight
the Chinese Communist. He also declared: "Aggression is ago
gression, irrespective of the
identity of the aggressor." The
U.N. General Assembly took
up Burma's case and in a resolution (4/23) declared that
the Nationalist Chinese troops
"must be disarmed and either
agree to internment or leave
the Union of Bunna".

*'

Malayan Red KlUed by His Own

Malaya's number two Red,
Ah Kuk, who once had a price
of $66,000 on his head, was
murdered (5/1) by his own
bodyguards. Ah Kuk }Vas secretary of the border committee
controlling the terrorists of
Malacca and North Johore.
His three bodyguards--two
men and one woman---chopped
off his head ,and delivered it
to authorities in an unusual
way. They stopped a train and
surrendered both themselves
and the head to a Malayan policeman on board.

*'

Jordan and Iraq InstaJI Kings

Two cousins, both 18 years
old, both British·educated, were
installed as kings of Jordan
and Iraq (5/2). King Hussein I
of Jordan became king when
his father was deposed in
1952 because of mental illness,
but a three-man regency car·
ried out royal duties until King

liusse1n became ot age. In
Amman 101 guns boomed. out
a salute to the king as muezzins In mosques prayed to
Allah. As the shy king drove
to parliament he was given a
colorful bodyguard of Cireas·
sian Lancers on white Arabian
horses. Three days of banqueting, firework spectacles and
parades followed. In Iraq
FRisal II became king when
his father died 15 years ago,
but he too could not sit on the
throne until he reached 18. In
Baghdad the banqueting and
festivities were equally impressive, lasting four days.

*'

Britain'!!! Comet Under Fire

Britain has zoomed years
ahead of the rest of the world
in jet transportation. Her Com·
et, the world's first jet airliner,
came under fire when the U. S.
rejected its British certificate
of airworthiness. British au·
thorities were flabbergasted,
for they said they had conducted careful tests and were
convinced of the Comet's airworthiness. Why the rejection?
Some put it down to jealousy.
Others said it was a sign of
technical incompetence. The
chairman of Britain's Air Reg·
istration Board, Lord Brabazon, said (4/24) that the U. S.
withheld the certificate "not
for the reason they distrust us,
but because they say they have
no experience on which to base
an assessment of our conclusions". However, the U. S:
Civil Aeronautics Authority
promised to send a team of
experts to London to examine
the Comet. Meantime British
sentiment was well expressed
by a cartoon appearIng in The
Daily Express. It depicted New
York port officials hurrying out
to meet the ocean liner Queen
Mary with the message: /'Not
allowed in New York harbor,
can't give a certificate of seaworthiness to the Queen Mary."

*'

Comet Cmsh KIlI8 48

While the discussion about
the Comet was under way was
a very inopportune time for

the disastrous craBh 01 one of

these jet airliners near Calcut·

ta, India (5/2). It was believed
the jet plane was forced oft
course by a vlolent storm, a
near hum cane. All aboard
were lost. Forty.two of the 43
victims were buried in a com·
man grave because only one
could he Jdentified.,
Brltaln's Sir Wln!lt(in
$ Fallowing World War II the
late King George, at the rec·
ommendation of Prime Minis·
tel' Attlee, offered to make Win·
ston Churchill a Knight of the
Garter-the highest order of
knighthood. Churchill declined
the honor allegedly saying:
"How can I accept the Order
of the Garter from my Sovereign when his people have
just given me the order of
the boot?" But under present
law the Crown can bestow the
Order of the Garter without
recommendation of the govern.
ment. Hence in April, 78·year·
old Prime Minister Winston

Churchill knelt bef-ote his 27·
yea..'-old queen. With a gold@
sword Elizabeth n touched his
right shoulder and then .his
left, and bade him: "Rise, Sir
Winston:' Sir Winston Is the
only commoner who is now a
Knight of the Garter.

*'

Mexican Mine Tragedy

A 4QO.year-old silver mine,
originally dug by the Spanish
conquerors ot Mexico, became
the tomb of more than twoscore miners (4/26) when a
cave-in trapped them 1,000 feet
below ground. The cave-in was
followed by a fire, and the
mine's lower leVels filled with
gas. The tragedy happened in
this silver and .:tine mine near
Angangueo on the roa.d to
Guadalajara just minutes before the miners were to finish
work for the week em!.
Rip Van Winkle
Volcano Awakes
~ According to Washington
Irving's story, Rip van Winkle's

uninterrupted $Ieep luted 20
years. So 4ld the 6leep 01
Mount Aso voleano, In 1933
Mount Aso, the world's most
SpaCious active volcano, blew
its top, showering 16,000 SQuare
mUes of Japan's island of
Kyushu with rocks and ashes.
Then it went to sleep. In 1953
(4/28) a party at 400 .b1gn
school students climbed up to
and inside the cone to view
tWs twenty-year-old sleeping
spectacle. Suddenly, Mount
Aso came to life. With a can·
nonlike roar it belched forth
tons of fiery hot rock nearly
1,000 feet in the air. Some
of the panic·stricken students
dashed madly outside the cone
for shelter. It was no place for
safety. Rocks rained down on
them. Five students perished,
60 were injured. What hap·
pened to those who remaineq
inside the cone? They were
unharmed as the tons of molten lava and ash shot upward
and outward.
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The Never..ending Battle for Your Mind
O YOU think you are an independent
thinker! Well, you may be right, and
you may be a hundred per cent wrong.
Powerful forces are battling incessantly
for the conquest of your mind, to checkmate reason, and to make pawns of the
brain cells that do your thinking, The ammunition fired at your mind is propaganda.
It may be true, it may be false; it may be
harmless, it may be dangerous.
But do those who entertain these ideas,
whether true or false, really make up their
own minds, or have they been made to
think what someone else wanted them to
think? Looking back through the corridors
of history, one can see a long trail of battle
casualties. Myriads became casualties in
Hitler's "master race" propaganda campaign. Hitler, adept at pumping secondhand
thinking into the minds of men, wrote in
Mein Kampf: "Through clever and constant application of propaganda, people can
be made to see paradise as hel1, and also
the other way round, to consider the most
wretched sort of life as paradise." Hitler
was a genius at treacherous propaganda, but Stalin out-propagandized Hitler.
Hence the mind of man is just as vulnerable as ever. That is why psychological
warfare is such a potent weapon today. It
is used by both the East and the West.
Surely, the pen is mightier than the sword.
Your mind is constantly under fire from
the propaganda of the printed page. Blitzkrieg attacks, prolonged assaults, am-
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bushes, and fifth-column tactics are employed. The newspaper, innocuous though
it may seem, has the power to benumb
reason and control thinking. News can easily be twisted. All newspapers have policies,
political or otherwise, and they have pet
averstons too. Hence, "coloring" the news
is widely practiced. "Color" becomes downright dazzling in editorials. So overwhelming is it that one authority on propaganda,
George Seldes, in his book The Facts Are,
devotes a chapter to the subject "How to
Read the Editorial Page". A laconic chapter it is: just the word "Don't"! Those who
read them, then, must be on the lookout for
slants that mayor may not be right.
But never think for a moment that
just because the morning newspaper has
kindled a fire or bedecks a garbage can
it has ended its career as a force in doing people's thinking. In truth, to a surprising extent, writers of magazine articles
and even books are dependent on the daily
paper. Every writer has somewhere in his
study a file of newspaper clippings dealing
with those subjects in which he specializes.
Out of that file comes a fair proportion of
the facts upon which his books or articles
are based. Finally, those books or articles
exert a tremendous influence on those who
read them. Thus, if original news is "colored", the distortion is passed on to you by
many means. You will be ambushed by
propaganda if you are not on the alert.

3

Books are excellent sources for enlightenment. But too many people think there
is something godlike about a person who

writes a book. Too many people give themselves up completely to an author, as if he
were infallible. In conversation, the1 wOuld
not swallow every word, but the printed
page holds them in awe. And propagandists
make the most of it. So while one should
give a sympathetic reading to an author,
yet do not believe it all until the thoughts
have been examined and approved. in the
light of reason and logic, for what one
reads is not necessarily so.
However, the printed page is only one of
hundreds of methods used to subdue your
faculty of thinking. From dawn till dark
our eyes and ears are bombarded by the
cbmmercial propagandists. Billboards urge
us to retain our coDlplexions, attend a
thrilling movie, and shun B 0 and halitosis
by gulping mammoth doses of chlorophyll.
But too often instead of getting chlorophylled, our mind gets chloroformed. For
even with nightfall the attack abates not.
It only gathers momentum when the neon
signs come to glittering life. Even the signs
that fonnerly went to sleep at night give
you a round-the-clock bombardment. A reflective coating on a sign works miracles:
headlights of automobiles light it up as if
it were made of a million cats' eyes. So
alluringly fascinating! Who is on guard?
It is of no use to shut our eyes, for when
we get home an even more insidious battle
for control of the mind takes place. You
are bombed from the air by radio and TV.
Children are the first casualties from these
"air raids". They now toddle off to kindergarten reciting beer commercials better
than they do Mother Goose rhymes.
As you prepare your defense in this
never..ending battle, remember that booby
traps are cluttered everywhere. Going out
to the movies? Notice how subtle propaganda is sometimes woven into the plot.
4

The unwary soul may pick up an innocentlooking cartoon, only to have it explode
the right viewpoint instead of the wrong.
If cartoons and newspapers existed in
Jesus' day as they do now, we wonder how
he would have been portrayed? As a red?
Most probably! And how many people
would swallow it? Most, prObably.
Propaganda from the pulpit and political platfonn can ambush you~ But the
Wall Street Journal tells of the new fifth
column: "The clever psychologists who
mastennind the efforts to sell you such
things as toothpaste, cigarettes, deodorants and beer are beginning to resort to
methods fonnerly tried only on disturbed
mental patients." The technique is to ferret
out people's hidden prejudices and yearnings. To probe the public mind, the experts
use psychiatric methods on human guinea
pigs. This psychiatric or mental science is
not entirely new. It was used in a comparatively crude way during the second world
war, by professors who prepared "black
propaganda" for use against the people
of enemy COtmtries. Now propagandists
may use it to fool their own people! And,
as the Wall Street paper reveals, this evil
science is now entering a new stage of development that is horrifying to contemplate. Will it transform the public mind
into a helpless pawn of the advertisers and
propagandists?
As long as Satan's evil world exists, the
battIe for control of your mind is neverending. But you can erect a mental bulwark. Constant vigilance is its foundation.
Then build up an invulnerable defense by
filling your mind with knowledge, the
truths from God's Word. "Wisdom is a
defence." (Ecclesiastes 7:12) Heed that
Word of God. and you will be on the winning side. Satan and his dupes will be
checked out in decisive defeat at Annaged·
don. And the battle for your mind will
end-in complete triwnph for you!
AWAKE!

MONG the many religious

stance becomes liquid, it increases in volume and even
foa-ms. The priest calls out
all miracolo e jatta!" arid disRoman Catholic. To support
plays the shrine to the people,
her position she lists, among
who crowd the altar rail to
other things, the power to perkiss it. Sometimes the miracle
form miracles. While most of
takes place within two minthese are said to have taken
utes, but sometimes it will
place in times past, the claim
is made that certain ones have continued take almost an hour.
Who was this St. Januarius? Honored
to our day. One of the better known of the
latter is the supposed liquefying of the as the patron saint of Naples, his name
blood of St. Januarius, which occurs in was Gennaro, and while myths and legends
connection with three annual feasts held abound as to the date and place of his
in Naples, Italy. It is claimed that these birth and his miraculous escapes, such· as
have taken place more or less regularly are recorded in the Bible regarding the
ever since the year A.D. 1389, or for three Hebrews and Daniel, the Catholic
Encyclopedia tells us that "regarding his
almost six centuries now.
The cathedral Capella del Tesoro, at history and life, we know next to nothing".
which these miracles take place, is on such He is believed to have suffered martyrdom
occasions packed. On the altar is exposed in the persecution under Diocletian around
a silver bust of Januarius, said to contain A.D. 305. It is said that he was beheaded
his skull. The priest shows the throng a and a poor woman gathered some of his
small shrine, resembling a carriage lantern blood and placed it in a glass vial.
made of glass and silver, inside of which
Eighteen times a year this miracle is
can be seen two vials, one of which con- said to happen:, daily for more than a
tains a hard red substance, supposed to be week beginning with the Saturday before
the congealed blood of Januarius. From the first Sunday in May; for eight days
time to time the priest turns it upside· beginning with September 19, the supposed
down to see whether any change is taking date of Januarius' martyrdom; and on
December 16. Rarely does the miracle fail
place in the dark-red substance.
All the while the people are praying, in the May and September expositions,
earnestly begging Januarius to cause the but in that of December 16 the "blood"
miracle to take place. That group of poor remains solid more often than not. It is
women so conspicuous because of being so also claimed that on several occasions the
demonstrative are known as the "aunts of relics of St. Januarius were responsible for
St. Januarius". Should the miracle be de- stopping eruptions of Mount Vesuvius,·
layed they become very noiSy and violent thereby saving many lives.
Concerning this miracle the Catholic
in their gestures and cries to Januarius
that a miracle take place. The red sub- Encyclopedia goes on to note: "Let it at
organizations claiming to
A
be the one true church is the
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once be said that the supposition of any
trick or·deliberate imposture is out of the
question." And two Catholic writers, Wetzer and Welte, in Kirchenlexikon (Church
Lexicon), state: "As a natural explanation
of this fact, established by numerous eyewitnesses, the most different hypotheses
have been set up. None of these, however,
has been sufficient to explain the matter,
and the only thing left is to admit that
God in a wonderful way really enlivens and
rewards the faith of the Neapolitan people."

The Testimony of Science
To date the Catholic Church has not
permitted scientists to make a chemical
anaIysis of the "blood". The Catholic Encyclopedia admits that "Professor Albani
claims to have reproduced all the phenomena with a compound made of powdered
chocolate and the serum of milk". And
also lamely confesses as. regards scientific
testimony: "Unfortunately, however, allegations have often been made as to the
favorable verdict expressed by scientific
men of note, which are not always verifiable. The supposed testimony of the great
chemist, Sir Humphrey Davy, who is declared to have expressed his belief in the
genuineness of the miracle is a case in
point."
Some rather enlightening circumstantial
evidence as to the genuineness of this
miracle 'is contained in Paganism in the
Raman Church. Therein the historian
Th. Trede tells that in 1799 when Naples
was occupied by Napoleon's soldiers the
French general and his staff together with
a large crowd were gathered to witness the
miracle of St. Januarius. When the blood remained hard, and the people became bitter
against the French, convinced that their
saint was hostile to the French, the general
sent a note to the priest in charge of the
ceremonies, which read: "If the blood
6

does not liquefy within ten minutes I
will order you to be shot!" Before the ten
minutes were up the frightened priest cried
out ((n miracolo e fattor' and, indeed, the
miracle had taken place!
Incidentally another historian records
that the Neapolitans were so displeased by
this that they disposed of St. Januarius as
their patron saint, feeling that he had become a friend of the French, and put
Antonius in his place. But when Antonius
failed to avert the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius, he was dismissed and the Neapolitans restored Januarius to his old position as the patron saint of Naples.
Throwing further light on the scientific
attitude toward the miracle of St. Januarius is the account that appeared in the
HibbeTt Jourool telling of the experience
of Frederic Newton Williams, L.S.A ..
L.R.C.R., a well-known fellow of the Linnean Society:
"When at Naples several years ago, I
visited the municipal hospital; and after
going around called at the hospital dispensary to have a talk with the American
pharmacist under whose superintendence
the department was. Whi1e there, a young
acolyte from the Cathedral of St. Januarius came in and asked the pharmacist for
the usual mixture for use at the feast which
was to take place the next day, the first
Saturday in M~. With a smile and a few
words of banter, the pharmacist prepared
a mixture of ox-bile and crystals of Glauber
salts (sulphate of soda), and, keeping the
written message, handed the mixture to
the messenger to take back to the Cathedral sacristy.
"After thus dismissing the acolyte, the
practical pharmacist simply remarked to
me that miracles took place nowadays, and
this one was prepared in a hospital pharmacy with very satisfactory results. The
next morning the pharmacist and myself
AWAKE!

sat in a cafe and watcned the solemn pro- be the blood of St. John the Baptist, of
cession of the liquefied blood from the St. Stephen the first martyr, •..-and others."
church of Santa Chiara on its way to the
Is it reasonable to conclude that the
cathedral. Thanks to my genial comp~nion, blood was gathered of John the Baptist at
the 'miracle' was quite successful. He also the time of his beheading, and of Stephen
explained that at the celebration which at the time he was stoned, and preset"Ved
takes place on December 16 in the cathedral down to this day? Yet on such premises
only, without the procession, the liquefac- are based the reputed liquefaction of their
tion is slower on account of the cooler blood. Is it reasonable to conclude that the
weather."
blood of St. Januarius was preserved
Further throwing light on the subject when nothing definite is known as to date
is the comment of John Douglas, who as of his death and- the manner in which he
bishop of Salisbury wrote the following in died? The Catholic Church boasts of gainThe Criterion: "I am informed ... that a ing converts as a result of the miracle of
composition of crocus martis and cochineal Januarius, but is it reasonable to hold that
will perfectly resemble congealed blood; God has to use such stunts to cause thinkand by dropping the smallest quantity of ing men to dedicate themselves to his
nitric acid among this composition, its dry cause? And why only St. Januarius and a
particles will be put in a ferment, till at handful of others? Why should only their
last an ebullition is excited, and the subblood be preserved, and why should only
stance becomes liquid." He then goes on to
show how the vial holding the blood is so it be so powerful? And why single out, of
constituted as to make this possible. Being all the cities in the world, Naples? And
in the shape of an .hour glass, the acid why .should the blood fail to liquefy so
could remain in the lower part while the often on the December 16 exposition?
Is there any evidence that Naples is more
congealed blood is In the upper. When
turned upside down by the priest during Christian than any other city? It should
the exposition, the acid would come in be, in view of all the miracles performed
contact with the "blood", thus causing it there for the past almost 600 years! The
fiction of the liquefying of the "Milk ,of
to liquefy.
Our Lady" and of the fat of Thomas
Aquinas is readily admitted. Why not ad.
Reason and Scripture
But regardless of the merits of the mit the fiction of the liquefying of blood?
scientific explanations above given, the,
The reputed miracle of St. Januarius
case for the miracle of St. Januarius is ex- and any other miracle, even if genuine.
tremely weak. Admitting this weakness is does not entitle the Catholic Church to the
none other than the Catholic Encyclopedia, claim to be the true body of Christ. The
which states on the subject: "Probably the true Christian congregation long ago put
most serious difficulty against the miracu- away such dependence upon miracles, they
lous character of the phenomenon is de- being only for establishing it at the beginrived from the circumstance that the same ning or in its "babyhood". It proves its
liquefaction takes place in the case of other title solely by its loving adherence to God's
relics, nearly all preserved in the neighbor- Word and the kind of fruits it produces.
hood of Naples, or of Neapolitan origin. -Luke 6:43. 44; 1 Corinthians 13:8-11;
These include relics which are affirmed to 1 Timothy 3: 15, New WarId Trans.
JUNE 22, 1953
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HERE are two schools of thought regarding the origin of man. One teaches
that he is a direct creation of Almighty
God, formed in perfection with intelligence
imparted to him at the time of his creation.
The other maintains that man gradually
ascended from a brutish state of lower animals to his present high and civilized condition. The first is taught by the Bible;
the second by evolutionists. For centuries
a ..,itter battle has raged between the two

T

schools of thought, but recent discoveries
by archaeologists confirm the Bible.
All evidence, whether traditional, technical, archaeological or Biblical, points to
the plains of Mesopotamia as the cradle
of civilization. No civilization, Eastern, In-

dian or Chinese, can compete with this land
inthe antiquity of its peoples. Here archaeologists have dug down to the virgin soil
and in their findings have dealt with the
earliest of mankind. "It was expected,"
wrote P. J. Wiseman, C.B.E., "that the
more ancient the period, the more primitive would excavators find it to be, until
traces of civilization ceased altogether and
aboriginal man appeared." However, "neither in Babylonia nor Egypt, the lands of
the oldest known habitations of man, has
this been the case." It was a shocking surprise, said Sir Leonard Woolley of the
British Museum, expert archaeologist, to
find the very opposite to what was anticipated, namely, "the high state of civilization existing in early times." Dr. Hall writes
in his History of the Near East: "When
,civilization appears it is already full
grown." Regarding the earliest Sumerian
settlements in southern Babylonia, Dr.
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L. W. King, in Sumer and Akkad, states:
"The race by which they were founded appears at that time to have already attained
to a high level of culture." Sir Leonard
Woolley wrote in The Sumerians, page 37:
"It is astonishing to find that at this early
period the Sumerians were acquainted with
and commonly employed not only the column, but the arch, the vault, and ... the
dome, architectural forms which were not
to find their way into the western world
for thousands of years."
But nowhere is there to be found evidence of a slow development of the human
mentality and the emergence of primitive
man from his so-called "brutish" state as
taught by evolutionists. The "stone age"
is found to be rich and gifted with the
art of SCUlpture. Extraordinary skill is revealed in their mechanical and chemical
treatment of metals. A well-developed written language appears. Culture is of high
degree. Nothing crude or brutish is found
in any of their arts or sciences. Comparisons with many of the works of today display, in fact, retrogression, instead of evolution. Stated Rimmer: "It is not too much
to say that the farther back we go into
Egyptian antiquity. the more perfect the
arts and culture in general seem to be."
The cumulative evidence contradicting
the gradual-development-of-c i viliza tion
A WAKE!

theory has grown to such substantial proportions that the theory cannot be maintained. P. J. Wiseman contends, in his New
Discoveries in Babylonia About Genesis,
that "soon after the Flood civilization had
reached a peak from which it was to recede. Instead of the infinitely slow development anticipated, it has become obvious that art, and we may say science,
suddenly burst upon the world". For example: Of the eighty pyramidal tombs in
Egypt, Cheops is the largest and most
important. What is most remarkable about
this pyramid is the way in which mathematics enters into its technical construction.
In the seventeenth century Sir Isaac
Newton studied this aspect, but it was not
till the nineteenth century that the majority ,of the underlying problems were
solved. Albert Neuburger, in his book The
Technical Arts and Science of the Ancients,
says: "The mathematica1 re1ationships
show what astounding knowledge of mathematics and astronomy the ancient Egyptians possessed, and how well they knew the
way to apply it to their most striking
monumental works." The four sides of the
pyramid accurately coincide with the four
cardinal points, and this fact has led some
to believe that they were intended to ascertain the dates of the equinoxes. According to Neuburger, the builders of the pyramid knew the "famous ratio :It = 3.14159
of the circumference of a circle to its di-,
ameter thousands of years ago; moreover,
they applied it in their mechanical arts;
it was ,not rediscovered in later times till
the Dutch mathematician Ludolf van Ceulen calculated it in the sixteenth century".
The science of modern astronomy teaches
that the solar year of our earth written in
decimal form is 365.242242 days. The architects of the pyramid knew the exact length
of the solar year, "even to the tenth part
of tlte second." It becomes obvious that the
.rUNE 22, 1953

men who planned the pyramid, who cut its
stones to fit with perfection, who organized the transportation of more than
85,000,000 cubit feet of masonry, were not
the peculiar bushy-hair apeUke men with
pigmy-size brains pictured by the evolutionists. Rather we see a fully developed
man of extraordinary ability, genius and
skill.
Further: Over 4,000 years ago the Babylonians had already t:Qnnu1a~d thAa fundamental laws of mathematics-laws "which
were not rediscovered by the Greeks until
fifteen hundred years later". Edward
Chiera, late professor of Assyriology of
the University of Chicago, wrote in his
book, They Wrote on (J/n,y, that so advanced were the Babylonians "that many
an Assyriologist gets lost in trying to analyze a list of figures, the interrelations of
which he will never be able to grasp unless
his mathematical knowledge is greater
than is generally the case .... For the complicated calculations which were the joy
of the Babylonian mathematicians, the sexagesimal system may even have been superior to the decimal. ... Actually, the
whole system was so effective that it has
imposed itself upon the world. Few people
realize that we still follow it in some cases.
We still divide the circle into 360 parts,
the hour into 60 minutes, and the minute
into 60 seconds".
Dr. Otto NeugeOa.u(!\, of: B\'own Uni..vew,i..ty, known the world over as an authority
on ancient mathematics, stated that Babylonians knew much about algebra, even
"actually experimented with special cases
of logarithms". On page 33 of his book,
The Exact Sciences in Antiquity~ he states:
"Returning to the Old-Babylonian period
we find many more witnesses of the numerical skill of the scribes of this period.
We find tables of squares and square roots,
of cubes and cube roots, of the sums of
squares and cubes needed for the numeri9

cal OOlutlon of special types of CUbic equations. of exponential functions, which were
used. for the computation of compound in~
terest." This authority is convil1ced that
the "Pythagorean" theorem, which is that
the swn of the squares of the lengths of
th'e sides of a right triangle equals the
square of the length of the hypotenuse, was

known more than a 1,000 years before
Pythagoras. It must be admitted when we
are faced with these facts that to be able
to calculate in this manner necessitates
a, well-developed, intelligent mind, which
would inunediately exclude monkeys, chim~
p~s, so-called ape-men and even the

Stone Age men of the evolution theory.
Astronomy and Writing
Babylonians are called the fathers of
astronomy. Every single phenomenon was
noted by them with such great care that
they were able to notice even the changes
caused by the precession of the equinoxes.

Eclipses of the sun, moon and stars were

ous museums of the world, and these
testify of a well-developed society among
the ancients.
Cities were planned. Towns were organized. These were governed by a legal
code. There were schools, libraries and hospitals. From well-thought-out" plans forts
were built with projecting towers.
Supplying large cities with sufficient water presents problems, which the ancients
overcame. King liezekiah is credited with
building a tunnel that still receives the
water of the Siloam spring. This tunnel,
according to Neuburger, "is 1,776 ft. long,
and has a curved shape approximately
like a capital S .... It must certainly be
regarded as a masterly achie,:ement of
technical scienCe at that time to have
started a tunnel of such length and of a
curvilinear shape from opposite ends and
to have directed the workmen in such a
way that the two sections exactly met. A
task of this kind would present certain
difficulties even in our day. Unfortuna,tely
we do not know how the problem of getting the right direction for the two parts
was solved." The evolution theory of a slow
progress of early man in the light of
these facts is a disproved assumption, and
the idea that an infinitely prolonged perioo
elapsed before Civilization appeared cannot stand.

so carefully' described that it is claimed
tbat part of the ancient chronology has
now been fixed "without fear of mistake
by just such occurrences". "It is an extraordinary fact," says Chiera, "that modem astronomers have not yet been able to
accumulate a series of astronomical observations as long as the Babylonian. For the
longest-known series of modern observations-that at Greenwich-Was begun only Mechanical and
in 1750. And the Babylonians had crude
Chemica/. WisdQJ1l of the Ancients
.As. for the technical trades and skill of
observations for many centuries before
their official series began."-They Wrote on the ancients, the mounds of Mesopotamia
and Egypt abound with evidence. For exClay, by Chiera.
Until recently it was generally believed ample: Vast quarries of Turra near Cairo
that writing was an "infant" among the prove that from an early date open workarts of mankind. Now the pendulum has ing had been given up in favor of shafts.
swung in the opposite direction, and the There are indications that bronze was
present tendency is to claim it among the first made in the valley of the Euphrates,
most ancient of arts. There are approxi- where it was known about 2000 B.C. The
mately a quarter of a million cuneifonn Bible speaks of Tubal-cain as "an instrucclay tablets distributed among the vari- tor of every artificer in brass and iron".
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(Genesis 4:22) This no doubt was more
than 8. thousand years before the Flood.
The expert workmanship in ancient Egyptian necklaces and rings tells of the m~
chanical and chemical methods that w{'re
inl.:"eniously used in treating metals, especlnlly precious metals. Guld leaf was as
thin 8.fI that made in the eighteenth century
of our era. &rthf>lnt found from measurements that such gold leavf>fl of the twelfth
and thirteenth dynasties (about 20001800 B.C.) "were only .om mm. thick
(about 4/100000 uf an inch). Silver, like
gold, was alsu hammt!l't-'u uul to lhin sheets
(.001 to .0025 mm.)". Gold wa:; US~ fOl"
filling tN'th. ('Rm!'nt wus also used. Wire
made from pre('iol1.~ mptA l~ Wfl.'l formed
into ornaments. Accordmg to Savill", it
was often USloU 10 fasten loose te-eth. Coprwr
wire and ca\)lt..~ W{-,l'e aln:auy in use.
The arts of both soiderin)!; and welding
wen.! known IJ",Cul'e til'-' time of Glaucus.
who lived aruund the year 700 B.c. \Velded
pieces that date back to the Yl'al' 1490 ac
Wf'rf' fmmrl Ilrnong the excavations at
Thebes. (Wilkin~n, II, page 258) l\euburger wrote that the "artllal prorc::;s of
soldering probably hardly differed at 1111
from lh~ lIlud...m method". Tin-plating was
effected by dilJj)ing ulJj~cts in I1\Oltel1 tin,
and was so sldllfully dun~ oy Ult' Gauls
that tin-plated articlcs could not be di!;tinguishf'rl from silvf'r oncs. To the many
accomplishments of thf' gold;;mith must be
added the chryselephantinf' wOI'k, that is.
overlaying statues with gold and i\'m-~'_
This is now a lpst art.
Thf' plane and the lathe are preserved
in their originlll fm-m from the ancients.
The lathe is mentioned by Pliny (VTI, 19S),
and a great number of findings testify to
tht' wurk performed on it. "It can only be
surmised," said KeulJurg~I" '-that its appearance was soml"thing likl" a grindstone,
and thal it was a bow-lathe which is probably rlerivf'rl from the ancient E~-ptians,
JUN};' ~~, n5~

It still survives in Europe' in the 'turn
bench' of the watch and clock m8.kf'~."
(See UlWful Arts and Handicrafts, by Leland and Ward, Vol. 2.) At a meeting of
the Imn and Steel Institute at Bil'lningham it was admitfffi that "In spite of modern scientific prDgrt'Ss thl' metal of the
l,600-year-old pillar at Delhi (Kntuh) wus
still supt'ri01" to anything we could producc today; it was freer from inclusions
even than Swedish charcoal iron".
Crop Rotatio1l l1nd Fermentation

Both the ll{'brew~ nnd th!! early EI{Yplians were acquainted with manures and
mvo.leru lllethods of crop rotation. Pliny
tells uf fidds USOo'd [01' pasture lands onf'
Yl'ar and cultivated the next; that Romans
took .~~ifll CllI"C in pluwing: UIIi!ir land,
mo~tly rro~~\\'ay~. and sometimes "plOWing thl' same rJl:'ld !'tf'vpn tlm('s·'. TerenUus
ValTo (l1{.i-:E7 B.C.) wrntp in hlfl Do re
n~1 icu: "When ploughing is \:wing rione for
the thinl Ihlle after sowing, little boom"!
arc attached lu the share, thus covering
up the 50\\11 seed in the rows and making
furrows in which the rain-water lOay run
off"

Fields of rye. barley and spelt w{'re harvcsted and the crop was turned over to th{'
hl"f>wf"ry indtmtry. According: tu Diodorus,
the E~yptilln god Osiris is suppos~ to
have introdu('ffi into Egypt about the year
200u ac. a beer made of malted rye,
which he states could almost vif' with wlnc
in plcasantlless of taste and power. ReN'nt
researche5 by HrolflY show where ancient
Babylonians also breweu beer from rye,
har!f';)-' find spelt. The original furm of beer
was from hrf'fld and is still "found nowadays in many parts of Russia as "0088".
Egypt flourished with vineyards. No
fewer than sLx kind~ of wine were known,
Aristotle reports that wines were dried
m skins, and th!'n taken out in lumps,
whkh were uissolved in water for drink11

used in this process. The way in which
was of sw~h delicious flavor that it was the straw was used remained a mystery
said to be impossible to desist from drink- for a long time. Recently it was found
that "the addition of organic substances,
ing them.
Oils and fats were Illade into a great and particularly of straw, to loam, which
variety of products. Ointments having was afterwards dried, caused the breaking
very different properties. made by mixing strength of the bricks so obtained to rise
oils and fats with perfumes of every kind, from 84 lbs. to the square inch to 269 lbs.
were common. Perfumes were in forms of to the square inch: hence the strength of
oils. solids or powders. At this early age the brick was increased by 244 per cent".
sticks of paint were made. Eyelids and the
During this same period of time. blue
eyebrows' were colored. The orange-red and white strips of glass were made. Their
cosmetic used to color the fingernail was unbelievable skill in this field is found
in their production of artificial eyes. These
prepared from the henna plant.
artificial eyes were made of al1 sorts of
substances, and were in some cases comRefrigeration and Ceramics
Among other things. the most important pounds. The iris and pupil consist of glass;
methods used today for preserving were the sclera (white skin of the eye) of a
'lisa practiced by the ancients, that is, cold metal alloy, ivory, pearl, feldspar marble or
storage, saltjng, drying and excluding the else entirely of glass. These were placed
air. The Jews evidently used snow to cool in mummies. as well as in statues. Whether
their drinks. (Proverbs 25:13) Ice-cellars artificial eyes were made for living creaare mentioned in an ancient Chinese col- tures is not definitely known, but Ebers
lection of lyrics, which dates back earlier considers it not improbable. Artificial
than the first millennium B.C. The process stones made of colored glass fluxes were
for making ice artificially was known to cleverly mixed with genuine stone jewelry.
the ancient Indians. The Egyptian women The hardness of these artificial stones
of the fifth century B.C. used the method equals that of the strass, or imitation diainvolving vaporization to make their homes mond of today, and it is speculated that
more comfortable in the summer heat. As these stones were made in-the same way.
to the quality of their refrigeration NeuIn the field of textiles, the ancient'>
burger writes: "Preserved fish from an- manufactured silks and dyes with unsurcient Egyptian times have ·remained un- passed skill. Moses wrote of the beautiful
impaired up to the present day.... In hangings of the tabernacle (Exodus 26).
some cases they still look nowadays as which were expertly designed, skillfully
if they had just come out of the water. made, and artistically magnificent. Herodo·
The skin is shiny and has color, and in the tus tells about the mail-shirt of Amasis:
eyes one. can still clearly discern the iris." "What excites our wonder in it, however,
-The Technical Arts and Sciences of the is every single thread; for the threads are
Ancients.
not coarse, and yet each one consists of
This same authority shows that their. 360 single threads, which can all be disrefrigeration was no less remarkable than tinguished." Asbestos threads were sometheir brick making. In the fifth chapter times added to ordinary threads "in order
of the book of Exodus, mention is made to obtain fireproof garments".
From almost any field of technical arts
of the making of bricks in Egypt by the
Jews, and it is stated that straw was and sciences one wishes to select, the accu-

ing purposes. The aroma from the wines
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mtilative evidence furnished by the science
of archaeology testifies that primitive man
was not only acquainted with these arts
but exploited most of them' to their utmost. Early man's astonishing abilities, his
astronomical. mathematical and physical
knowledge, prove him to be not only enlightened but highly intelligent and cultured. Neither the Bible nor Egyptian or

,
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RACTICALLY no housewife needs an
introduction to Mr. and Mrs. Cockroach. And why? Because these detestable
insects, once eminently tropical, now are
cosmopolitan, being found in virtually
every nook and cranny of the world. All
that many persons have to do is to switch
on their kitchen lights some night, and
they will be there. Alas though! By the
time a courageous housewife has grasped
her broom, grabbed her spray gun or applied shoe leather, the speedy night prowlers have made good their getaway by
scurrying into inaccessible crevices. Indeed,
the uncanny ability of the cockroach to
make these quick getaways only intensifies the housewife's creeping and icy disgust for these prowlers. And we do not
blame her. Even a stouthearted Spartan
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Babylonian excavatlons know anything of
brutish cavemen evolving into cMlized
peoples. These ancient stone and clay records testify to the authenticity of the
Bible account that "God created. man in
his own image, in the image of God created
he him; male and female created he them".
(Genesis 1:'27, Am. Stan. Ver.) This
truth will endure forever.

would be repeIIed by the beastly insects.
Obviously, then, cockroaches have become domesticated, in the sense that
they have accommodated themselves to
the environments of civilization. With
1,200 species known (there are
many wild ones), even the colder
parts of the world have their domesticated variety. Five common
species inhabit the United States.
However, the largest and fattest
cockroaches grow in the tropics,
although many an American housewife, particularly in the South,
may dispute this statement, the
Texas-sized roaches being already too big
for her!
Domestic cockroaches are finicky about
their appearance. Would you believe it?
They like to appear beautiful and clean,
and if watched, they will be seen constantly making efforts to beautify their person,
licking their legs and antennae in much
the same manner in which a cat washes
its paws.
There is something about the cockroach's habits and characteristics that intrigues the naturalists. Then, too, they rank
as one of the most ancient of all winged
insects. Its ancestry is traced back to the
coal age, there being 200 fossil species
known. So it is not strange that these d~
fiant night prowlers are often recom-
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mended as the most suit&.ble type for com~
mencing the scientific study of insects.

Cockroaches belong t6 a family in which
the legs are specially suited for running,
as any-one knows who has tried to step on
one. They have a short head, flat face and
are always looking slightly downward.
Most species are somberly colored in black
or brown. Surprisingly, there are varieties
that exhibit an elegance of fonn and beauty of coloration. The tropics have these
"glamorous" ones. Heightening the roach's
generally frightful appearance are its long
threadlike antennae or feelers which, together with its crackling appearance, are
horribly hideous enough to give housewives that creepy feeling.
EVf!TIJ-Night Life
Being rather inqUisitive insects, cockroaches like to know what is going on in
the pantry, cupboard, kitchen sink and
table, desk drawers, etc., and so at night
they carry on their reconnoitering. And
you probably know the cockroach leaves
his calling card: droppings and an odor
of which he is the sole proprietor. The
cockroach's BOis caused by glands in
the hind-body. In some, these glands are
very large and diffuse a strong "underann"
odQr. Perhaps the cockroach has not
learned about the latest marvel of civilization-cblorophyll!
Practically nothing gives the cockroach
indigestion; it is all-devouring. Of course,
they have their preferences. Such delicacies as these rate high: leather, ink, paint,
hair, sweetened matter, paper, clothing,
paste in book bindings, shoes, bones, dead
insects, and cereals. Really, their appetite
is voracious. There are recorded instances
of sleeping sailors on ships bound from the
tropiCS having fingernails gnawed by
roaches. It must be strangely disconcerting
to wake up in the morning manicured by
a cockroach!
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The common cockroach lays its eggs arranged in a horny case, opening at the top
and shaped like a purse, which she carries
about with her fOr some time, protruding

from the end of her abdomen. Finally,
Mrs. Cockroach deposits the egg capsule in
a crevice in the walls or below the floor.
Result: a new family. The Youngsters shed
their skin several times before it finally
hardens and gets dark like their elders'.
It is not long before children become grandparents, for the German cockroach is furlgrown in four and a half to s~ months;
the American cockroach, in one year. No
wonder mammoth sizes are frequently
seen!
Being a formidable enemy of the bedbug,
the cockroach does an excellent service in
reducing that bug's numbers. (Who would
ever think of importing cockroaches to exterminate bedbugs?) But the roach is still
detested. Perhaps this is because he is just
too filthy, offensive, foul, and abominable
himself, despite his futile self-washings.

Clean Homes Can Be Infested
It is commonly thought that cockroaches
live only in dirty surroundings and that
homes invaded by them must be inhabited
invariably by people careless in their cleaning habits. Such i.s not really the case, because these insects are all-devouring. They
do not have to eat scraps of human food
to live. But carelessness in cleaning does
make a home susceptible to a roach invasion. Yet a house can have that wellscrubbed look and still have the pesty
night prowlers. All that has to happen is
for one of the night-flying kind to enter
an open window and deposit an egg-case,
containing about 16 eggs, and perhaps by
the next morning tiny rOaches will be
scurrying for cover. Since they are so fond
of darkness, the first invasion may get by
unnoticed. Sometimes, though, a brandnew house becomes abundantly stocked
AWAKE!

with cockroaches just through a mass
night migration from an oversupplied,
nearby house.
Are Roaches Dangerous?
This is a question that has long been
debated. Suspicions that cockroaches are
disease carriers have always been prevalent, but nothing has been definitely,pinned
on them. Even now their case is not conclusive. However, Science News Letter,
issue of February 5, 1949, reported on the
tests at the University of Minnesota School
of Public Health which revealed that a
food-poisoning bacteria called Salmonellae
may be carried by the cockroach. These
tests proved that cockroaches are capable
of acquiring, harboring and spreading one
type of this dangerous bacteria. The most
frequent outcome of a salmonella infection
is common food poisoning, which may involve acute diarrhea, vomiting, and severe
abdominal pains.
Cooking will kill the salmonella genns,
but the ever-present possibility is that food
may be poisoned after cooking. So if the
cockroach carries the genn, then its eating
habits could be most dangerous. For these
insects love the kitchen table! Perhaps a
cake or pie has been left uncovered on it.
Mr. Cockroach, delighted to find such an
enticing meal and never knowing moderation, gorges himself so swinishly that, just
like the ancient Romans, he must regurgitate his food to make room for more. Here,
of course, is where the contamination of
the very food the roaches are eating is
possible. And then the obnoxious habit of
leaving their droppings on food and dishes
in the pantry is another source of possible
contamination.
Tests proved that germs could remain
alive on the insect for as long as 78 days.
And since it could contaminate food and
dishes merely by coming: in contact with
JUNE 22, 195.1

them, even when a· roach is dead the evil
it did may live on. It was also proved that
bacteria can remain- alive on glass dishes
for 34 days, on cornflakes for 62 days. Of
course, these tests only indicate that experimentally raised and infected cockroaches can act as carriers. Whether or
not cockroaches actually do this has yet
to be proved. But to ensure the health and
mental tranquillity of the family it might
be well to hang up the "Cockroaches Not
Welcome" sign on your door. But how?
Well, once established in a house, i,t is
impossible to starve them out or get rid
of them with soap powder. And only a
highly skilled person who likes being a
night owl can kill cockroaches with his
feet. Then it takes much practice because
of the scudding zigzag locomotion displayed by the roach in its quick getaways.
Hence, extermination by using shoe leather
is not only unreliable, but hard on the feet.
Besides, it gives one a creepy sensation to
squash a fat cockroach.
The best method of extennination is
poison. According to York Research Corporation, product testers for the American
Hotel Association, the most effective killer
of household insects is chlordane. This is
a brown syrupy liquid with a wet-wood
smell. This is the killer ingredient in many
brand-name insecticides. Chlordane should
be applied along crevices fonned by corners
and baseboard, along water pipes, under
refrigerators, etc. By using a mechanic's
oil can with a long spout bent at the tip,
it will be possible to squirt roach-klller into these hard-to-get-at places. Complete
cockroach eradication calls for absolute
cleanliness and absence of dampness. Finally, no food scraps should be left around
either in the kitchen garbage pail or on
the sink drainboard. Doing all this may
keep the cockroach from calling and thus
dispel the nightmares of many a housewife.
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THE cheapest or the most expensive sight·
1 seeing can be done in New York. Elaborate
guided tours may be taken, or for a few dimes

and a slIght investment in shoe leather you can
spend days being entertained and educated,

seeing and doing Interesting things. Condensing
this into a one-day hike, let us put on our most
comfortable walking shoes and start early

.--as early as we can-with map and magazine
in hand. First we will take the subway or bus
to South Ferry, the southernmost tip of the

island, here to choose one of three boat trips.
For about $2.50 we could take a slght.seeing
boat all the way around Manhattan, under
gr:eat bridges; past towering buildings and by

the piers where great liners dock, but this
three.hour trip, though interesting, would not
fit into our one-day schedule. A shorter trip is
the 70c boat ride to the Statue of Liberty,
where we can Climb into the lady's crown for
an excellent view of the harbor. But for only
ten cents we can take a round trip on the
Staten Island ferry, riding down across the
busiest harbor in the world, watching the
towers of the financial district drop behind
as we pass barges, lighters, tugs, a freighter
or two, and perhaps even a great ocean liner
heading for its mid-Manhattan berth.
(l Returning from our "voyage" we stretch
our legs northward, going a few blocks up
Broadway, past offices of most of· the steamship lines, to Wall street and the financial
district. We move down Wall a block and tInd
ourselves at Federal Hall museum, the House
of Morgan and the Stock Exchange. This -small
section of now-towering buildings on narrow.
alleyllke streets laid out by the early Dutch
composed the entire village of New Amsterdam
-the original city of New York. Wall street
marked its northern boundary!
([ Returning to Broadway we go north (right)
six more blocks to pass the famed Woolworth
building, once the world's tallest. In the triangular park that it faces is ancient City HalL It is
also at this park that the dilapidated old
ThIrd Avenue elevated ends. We follow under
this elevated line a few blocks to get to Chinatown and the Bowery. After lingering to windowshop on the narrow streets of Chinatown,
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we follow the el' on up the Bowery to Delancey
street, where we turn right four blocks to
Orchard to watch the animated sidewalk storekeepers of the Jewish section loudly ply theIr
trade. Going north (left) up Orchard we come
to Houston street (say it like "house", not
the Texas city), where in a small grassless
park middle-aged men bowl without tenpins,
rolling the balls to see who can get nearest
to the jack at the end of the rink_
(l The tiring walker can here take the JND
subway two stops to Washington Square and
meet us there, or can come along as we walk
left (west) on Houston beyond the elevated, on
across Broadway, and turn right (north) on
East Broadway to Washington Square. It is
here, under Washington Arch, that Fifth Avenue
takes root and grows northward. The square's
eight·acre area, once a potter's field, became
the center of the city's most aristocratic neighborhood, and later the habitat of almost every
important American writer and artist. In the
spring and fall walls of buildings around the
south and west sides are used by neighboring
Greenwich Village artists for their famed side·
walk exhibitions. The "village", with its hodge·
podge of crooked streets and some of its old
Bohemian atmosphere still remaining, is to the
square's west and north_
«l In Washington Square we board a Fifth
Avenue bus, making sure that it is one that
goes up the east side of Central park_ While
we rest aboard the bus we note that, like all
of New York, FIfth avenue is given to sudden
changes. There are a few blocks of elegant
hotels, then a wholesale district, then in quick
succession we pass the Empire State building
at 34th street, the library at 42d, Rockefeller
Center at 50th (which we will visit later), thf'
fashionable Fifth Avenue shops and Central
Park. Along the park we see a new aspect of
New York-the homes and apartments of the
extremely wealthy. We get off at the Metropolitan Museum of Art at 82d street, the finest and
largest in America. 'We are interested not only
in the 6,000 paintings, the medieval armor llnd
other unusual collections, but also in the Egyp.
tian wing to the right of the front door. Here
modes of burial and paintings on ancient Egyp.
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tian tombs show their pagan belief in immor·
tality, the etlort taken to make the, "soul"
comfortable Iri the future world, and in one
room
funerary papyrus shows the wicked
dead being burned in a caldron by a demon.
The Taw Cross is also evident.
4T. Directly across Central park is the American
Museum o! Natural History at 79th and Central
Park West. EIghty.two years of research and
$30 million worth of collections have been used
to transplant the visitor into wild sections of
the world to view animals in their native
habitat. For 95c we can attend a most inter·
esting program and become familiar with
stellar bodies in the domed hall of the adjoining
Hayden PlanetarIum. Both museums are free,
hut they close at 5 p.m.
4I. The midtown section can be toured at a dif·
ferent time, or the subway will take you from
the natural history museum back to thIs area.
If it is an especially clear day, you may wish
to go to the top of the Empire State building
to view the city. This will cost $1.20. A block
west. at 34th street and Broadway is Macy's,
the world's largest store. Eight blocks north
on Broadway Is Times Square at 42d street.
If you want to skip the Empire State building,
or If you are taking the entire trip in one day,
it might be well to start here. The brilliantly
lighted Great White Way Is, of course, best
at night. There Is nothing with which "to com·
pare its monstrous signs to see how big they
really are unless you count the windows by the
side of some of the larger ones and compare
their height wIth the number ,of stories in
various buildings in.your home town. Walking
rhrough the Times Square area up to 49th
~treet, we turn right (east) for one lo~',block
10 Rockefeller Center, where 15 buildingS"house
the consulates of 20 nations, the editorial de·
partments of dozens of magazines, and the
offices of 1,000 leading business firms. The
RCA building's elevators are the world's
fastest; the 6,2{}().seat Radio City Music Hall,
the world's largest indoor theater. A "behInd
the scenes" visit to NBC's broadcasting studios
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coats 75c, or a tour through the Center's
buildings and to the observation roof seventy
floors above the street costs $1.40. You may see
yourself free on a television screen at the RCA
exhibition hall on 49th street.
t( Two blocks farther east is tree-lined Park
avenue where we view the more luxurious mode
of New York living and the famed Waldorf·
Astoria hotel. Turning right (south) on Park
avenue we must go to the left or right around
Grand Central station, to get
insIde. The casual eye, however,
does not see the monstrous underground rail yard that makes this
the largest and most costiy ter·
minal in the world. It is so big
that 26 of its tracks are directly
under 48 others. Trains enter this
huge underground terminal by
burrowing through a four·track·
wide, two·and·a·half·mile tunnel
directly beneath the very treelined avenue we just walked down.
Thus, where thousands of tourists
first enter New York, we con·
clude our day's tour. If we made ""'it aU in one day, we did well.
t( There are many other things to see and do
in New York. Guided tours are conducted
through the U.N. building;;;; cost $1.00. The zoo
is in Bronx park. Hug~ airports may be seen,
historical spots visited. But by far the most
amazing coming event will be the assembling
of Jehovah's witnesses from the world over at
Yankee Stadium, July 19·26. That tens of thou·
sands of people should, at their own expense,
travel from all parts of the world to hear
Bible lectures, and. contribute their labors
toward operating a tremendous nonpaid con·
vention organization is astounding in itself;
'but when it is recognized that these men of
many nations, races and colors are all working
at unity while the representatives of these
nations squabble and bicker a few miles away
at the U.N., the unity of true Christianity
should impress even the most skeptical of
observers. When Jehovah's witnesses met in
Yankee Stadium in 1950, to the amazement of
officials, 123,7ff7 people actually did attend one
Bible lecture! This coming summer's great
multitude of true worshipers will unquestion·
abJy be the greatest sight to see in this city
of sight·seeing. You are invited to be with them.
Will you accept the invitation? Come any time
from July 19 to 26 inclusive.
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By "Awake'" co.... pond.nt In Ccmada

ROM the beginning
of human history

higher value and significance. Did not the

words have constituted the tools of

same Creator endow roan with the gift

thought and expression. In the original
language of the first pair in Eden, we can

of speech? Does he not declare himself:
"So shall my word be that goeth forth out

well imagine that the names given to the

of my mouth: it shall not return unto me

many varieties of animal creatures constituted word pictures of these creatures,
expressing in sotuld the general over-all
Impression of their appearance on the perfect mind of Adam. Even in imperfect
creatures this God·given ability to trans·
fer the impressions of the mind into vocal
sound can be observed. As an instance con·
sider the young child's first impression of
a locomotive so aptly expressed as a
"chOO-.choo".
Skill and versatility in the use of these
language tools are acquired only at the
cost of constant effort and practice over a
considerable period of time. There must
be positive consideration of the matter, for
we are living in times when the wom..out
patter of radio and press is dished up as a
ready·made language that calls for no
mental effort, no personal choice, but sim·
ply memorization, as in the case of the
catechism-trained parochial scholars. How
much thought do you give to the words
you employ from day to day? In the
realm of words do you often find yourself
using the wrong tool for the job, or a worn·
out tool for some project requiring the
utmost precision? Do you take sufficient
interest in your speaking jobs to be keenly
concerned about knowing and rightly using
the proper tools for the various aspects
of your speech actjvities?
To the man or woman who reverences
the great Creator, words take on a much

void"? (Isaiah 55:11) And did he not reveal his only-begotten Son under the bonored title "The Word"? How fitting, then,
that we should strive to cultivate the attitude expressed by the inspired servant of
Gad: "Let the words of my mouth, and
the meditation of my heart, be acceptable
in thy sight, 0 LoRn." -Psalm 19: 14.
Actually, words should become to the
sincere worshiper of God the vehicles of
kindness, truth and praise. By means of
them we commend God to OUr fellow men,
and through our proper use of them we are
commended by God. Of Jesus it was foretold hundreds of years before his first
presence: "Grace is poured into thy lips."
(Psalm 45:2) True to the prophecy, those
who heard his words on earth spontaneously testified: "Never has another man spoken like this." (John 7:46, New World
Trans.) Surely something for us to aspire
to! And the more so since today the real
and present danger to earth's multitudes is that they are, through lack of
knowledge, hastening on totvarddisaster8t
Armageddon.
Imperfect though human language has,
become, yet it can with the help of God's
invisible force or holy spirit be made to
convey knowledge to others. But today we
do not await a miraculous gift of expressian. Rather we work hard and strive to
be imitators of our great Commander,
Christ Jesus. Briefly, this will require our
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givlhg careful attention to such qualities
at language as tact, sim.Qlic1ty, accuracy,
fluency, earnestness and generosity.
Tact and Accuracy

Tactfulness means, among other things,
a suiting of the spoken wonJ to the occasion. Thus we avoid blundering, clwnsy
expressions that grate on the ear of the
listener and arouse in his mind a hostile
background that will be difficult to elim~
inate. When comforting a bereaved person
it simply would not be fitting to refer to
the "corpse" that was their dear one, when
the expression "remains" would afford a
kindlier approach to the topic. We are here
reminded that our spokpn words will fail,
of their purpose unless the listener can
partake of them and relish them, or at
least appreciate them as being something
beneficial to him. Probably you have tasted
saltless porridge, and have noted that the
immediate reaction was to reach for the
salt shaker. How wise therefore the ad~
monition to "let your utterance be always
with graciousness, seasoned with salt, so
as to know how you ought to give an an~
swer to each one".--Colossians 4:6, New
World Trans.

Accuracy of language is what will aid
people to quickly grasp the ideas we express. But if one lacks the words to pre~
cisely e~press an idea, then the idea can
never be projected clearly on the minds
of others. How often is it· heard, "I know
exactly what I mean but I can't quite find
the words to explain it"! Others, when
groping for words, use the inferior, vague
word for the precise word they know exists,
but which they have never learned.
PreCision, then, in language will help us
to vocally sound out the truth, untarnished
and pure. No room for evasiveness, double
talk and dishonesty. In view of the wealth
of vocabulary available and the fine shades
of difference in the meaning of words,
JUNE 2$, 1953

we do well to dev:elop a keen sense of
choice. Here is a field in which discrim1na~
tion will harm nobody, but rather will be
a ble..ing to the speaker and to the hearer.
It adds conviction to the speaker and inspires confidence on the part of the listener.
Fluency introduces the matter of how
we use the words we do use. Do we spit
them out curtly and sharply like the
staccato of rifle fire? How much better if
th~'Y flow e.ve.nly and <;;moothly, a'ilo a ~'Y,
wide river, carrying our audience irresistibly along to the rhythm of our vocal
music! A large vocabulary of usable words
will not always achieve fluency. We must
practice and train ourselves to express
with the voice the thoughts and ideas of
the mind, and then develop the facility
and the smoothness of the operation.
The Comprehensive Vocabulary
Generosity in the matter of words does
not justify verbiage, which might be likened to forcing our gifts of money on persons not really in need of our charity.
Neither will it countenance the niggardly,
grudging fewness of words, which usually
identifies the man who is not going to go
out of his way to "succor the weary with
a word". (Isaiah 50:4, An Amer. Trans.)
Instead of rationing words, the generous
soul will fully express the matter, shunning
slang and other short-cuts. He will realize
that fewness of words 1S proper-ln prayer
to Jehovah God, who knows our minds and
our needs before ever we ask, but a generous sowing of words of truth is what is
needed to produce a fruitful crop from the
imperfect soil of human minds.
So, then, to enrich our language with
words that will aid in developing these
above-mentioned qualities of speech is a
worth-while objective. It will certainly
mean the piling up of an ample stock of
usable words in our minds, and the first
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requisite to achieving-this is to be genuine-

ly interested in words.
When reading pay attention to the
strange words. Look them up in a reliable
dictionary. If it is a word that will serve
no particular purpose, do not spend much
time on it. But if it seems to be a colorful,
expressive word, one that is usable, write
it down in a notebook, with its pronunciation, its most common meaning, and a sentence in which it is used. Then from time
to time review these words and try to use
them in a letter or in conversation.
Another effective method of building up
a word stock or vocabulary is to give some
thought to the study of root words and
their derivatives, and to prefixes and suffixes. Seeing that exchange of words is
described in our language as "conversation", let US take that word as an example
of what we are considering here. Analysis
of this word readily breaks it up into three
parts corresponding to the introduction,
the body and the conclusion of any composition. The introduction in this case,
con~ is called a prefix, and is the Latin
term for "with" or "together". The body
of the word is from the Latin root verso,
meaning "I turn around", while the tion
ending indicates the part of speech to be
a noun. From this it will be seen that lit-

erally the word "conversation" means "a
turning around together" as of those who
dwell OJ:' have dealings with one another.
Hence the old King James Bible meaning
of the word, namely, "conduct; behavior."
Other prefixes that are very common, and
a knowledge of which would greatly assist
us in correctly determining the meanings
of strange words, are: trans-, ex-, para-,
de-, epi-, anti-, etc. A good dictionary will
give the basic meanings of these.
As we move about among the peoples
of this present system of things, we shall
often be obl~ged to hear all manner of
strange and jarring sounds, vulgarisms,
blasphemies, and obscenities. Do they affect us? Do we permit our tninds to harbor
them and give them unmerited attention?
Or, do we shed them as effectively as the
armor of righteousness deflects the deadly
aITOWS of the adversary? The answer is
to be found in the language we use, How
important that it is the right answer, for
the Word of Jehovah declares: "Not what
enters into his mouth defiles a man; but it
is what proceeds out of his mouth that
defiles a man." (Matthew 15:11, New
World Trans.) Treasure up in your mind
and heart good things, good words, and
you will send out speech that is indeed a
blessing to all who hear it.

Sex on the Newsstand
Newsstand "pornography is big business", and "lewd magazines" and "obscene"
books are on the increase, said a recent U. S. congressIonal committee report. It
attacked the prevalence of "cheesecake gIrlie magazines", "f1agrantly misnamed
'comics' ", and "salacious" and "obscene" pocket·sized books that "originally started
out as cheap reprints of standard works, but have largely degenerated into a
medium for the dissemination of artful appeals to sensuality, immorality, filth,
perversion and degeneracy". More than 1,000 magazines published in the U.S.,
said one witness, are nothing more than "pictorial prostitution". Said the committee: "The extent to which the profit motive has brushed aside all generally
accepted standards of decency ... has become a national disgrace." Yet even "good"
writihg is so bad that the committee could not really decide what was objectionable
and what was not, so the only solution seemed to be for the publishing industry
to dean out its own filthy house. Probable? Dh no! The profit motive is too strong
and too many readers are almost as bad as the writers who dream up the junk.
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The Tollgate Is Back
to Haunt You

T

o TAKE a Swuiay drive without
encountering a tollgate may soon
bE' a rare occurrence tor many

American motori!'lt~. For If the pres-ent expansion of new toll roads continues, about every time the family
automobile is taken out of the gR..
ral.'ll the drivl!l' may find himself lE't'ring
nt II. poker-face tollkt!t.'per whose alway!'!oun:.tretchcd hond can scoo~ up shiny coins
with dil«'OnN'rting spN!d. Perhap!> this may
.~trjke you as bping about as pleasant a£
a hole in the gas tank. Its f'ffect certainly
will! For the one-cent·peor-rnilf:' turnpike
mel:lJ'Ul the t.'Quivaltmt of an additional gas

tax of 15 ecoU! a gallon (assuming your
Ntl' travels 15 miles to a gallon). However,

ton rOll.d~ also mean many mil~ or
zestful, smooth sailing fOt' your car, you

compllrtion of the very first toll road in
thE' United Stutes between Alexandria, Virginia, and Little Rlv~r, 35 miles to the
northwest. Fittingly, the lender in turnpikes today, Pennsylvania, was also far
ahead in tUtnpike development in thllt bygone era. The PhUadeJphla-Lancast('r turnpike, completed in 1794, was the tlrSt toll
road in the United States surfaced with
broken ston{'.

~in('f'

may be quite exultant ahout the new
vogue. Happy or disgruntled, this much

is certain: the

toll~ate.

once a familiar
sight, is re-emergwg' tipeedily from a dusty
past to haunt you.
About 1346 l!XIgiand came up with the
ingeniQu8 idea of pay-as-you-go roads.
Rural areal:> between cities 1,I,"(!re too poor
to sUpPOrt free ones, ~ tolll'oads were considered D nccessity. Thosf' early loll roads
W{'rt" named "turnpikes", tor an unusually
apt reason: a man with 9. pike, a long
wooden shaft with a sharp-pointed metal
head, was stationed at a collection point.
Those who failt:!d to pay the toll Viere
turned back-with the pike if necessary!
By 1830 England had expanded her turnpike network to take in 20,000 miles. To the
common people. however, toll roads we~
as unwelcome as blueberry pic to a white
linen suit. nut the tUrTIpikf' idea found its
way over to America, "and 17R:i !IIlW the
JUNE
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The Turnpike Ikftue. to Die
Little known ill the fact that as late as
1900 there were 1,100 miles of turnpike
roaw. in the state of Pennsylvania alone.
But then sumething happened: railroad
competition became acute. FinalIy, lack of
busint'Rq drove the turnpikes from the
scene by 1920. Rut the Indomitable idea of
turnpikes refused to oit:'. In 1940 the turnpike sprang back like dandf'llons after a
spring !>hower. That year saw the opcnlni:
ot the fin;t section of the now famous
Pennsylvania turnpike, the first supertoll
highway. Since then the turnpike idea has
flourished so luxuriantly that iliere are
about 800 miles of toll roads in the United
Slates and over a thousand more miles in
the construction or approved stagt:'.
With over 52,000,000 {".ars, trucks and
buses z.ipping along highways, the turnpikes are doing a land-office business. Only
expansion is in sight. In tact, the New
Jersey tUrTI(Jike is doing business at a rate
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that it was not expected to reach until
well into 1968! To -keep its "business"
from-going too fast, however, its $l-a-mileplus~ost fine for every mile per hour over
60 is rigorously enforced not only by a
fleet of blue-and-white patrol. cars but by
a dozen powerful black sedans (capable of
doing 120) planted to swoop down on the
unsuspecting speeder.
Will this second heyday of the turnpikes eclipse the first one? It probably will.
In truth every new turnpike dwarfs its
predecessor. Planned to even surpass the
New Jersey turnpike in magnificence is
the 241-mile Ohio turnpike. Meanwhile, the
driver is enthralled by all these alluring
roads; consequently, opposition to them
has come from almost everyone except the
motorist himself!
But before discussing why there is any
opposition at all to these extraordinary
highways, it is well to mention the innumerable benefits of toll superroads. Primarily, they offer a fast, easy and quick
way of travel. Traffic lights are eliminated.
Bump.-free turnpikes bypass congested
cities, leapfrog valleys on mammoth
bridges, tunnel through mountains and allow you to whiz along at a mile-a-minute
clip. Advocates of the tollgate effervesce
that pay-as-you-go roads are better than
the suffer-as-you-wait kind.·

Why Opposition?
Some powerful reasons have been advanced for opposing the turnpikes. For
example, the Bureau of Public Roads of
the United States Department of Commerce has consistently opposed toll roads
because "they are unnecessarily expensive,
fail to break urban traffic bottlenecks, impose a form of double taxation since the
motorist pays for roads through highway
taxes, obstructs the nation's nontoll interstate highway system, and ducks the main
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issue of financing roads with increased
taxes".-Natkm/s Business.. May, 1951.
To analyze one of these principal objections is enlightening: that toll roads impose a form of double taxation on the
motorist. How is this possible? Because
the motorist pays for motor registration,
for state license plates, and also for state
gasoline taxes in varying degrees of stiffness, some states imposing taxes from seven to nine cents a gallon. On top of this
the motorist" pays a two-cent federal gasoline tax per gallon. All of these taxes are
in effect road tolls! Now when a motorist
streaks along on a t01l road he is paying,
in addition to the above-mentioned road
tolls, a 15~ to 22-cent tax on every gallon
of gas, depending on the amount of the
turnpike's toll. (Toll on the Pennsylvania
turnpike is 1>eent per mile, the New JerSey
turnpike, approximately 11 cents.) Thus
the motorist, not to consider his already
being taxed up to the hilt with income
taxes, personal property taxes, city auto
taxes, etc., winds up paying more for road
tolls than he does for gas to propel his car!
Actually, then, when turnpikes first appeared there was a more justifiable reRSfJn.
For a hundred years ago states did not
collect a fat tax on every gallon of oats,
and it was not necessary to buy a license
plate for the buckboard "Wagon. Today it
is different. How much out of the average
dollar spent for gasoline alone goes for
federal and state taxes? About 26 cents!
To alleviate the dire dearth of modern
highways states toy periodically with the
idea of increasing gasoline taxes. Generally, petroleum companies oppose this. But
even when gas taxes are increased, oftentimes the amount of new highway construction is barely perceptible. What happens to the revenue that flows into state
coffer.:s? An electrifying answer comes
from the Bureau of Public Roads, which
claims that states since 1924 have diverted
AWAKE!

more than $3.000,000,000 to nonhighway
uses! Moreover. Coronet magazine (An.
gUSt, 1952) declered that in 1950 states
diverted $217,038,000 to nanhigbway proj·
ecl8. This means that, out of every dollar
received from gasoline taxes, states spent
only 54 cents on direct highway work.
Other l'Rtimatcs place this fi~ at on1y
10 cents! (NatiDR'fI BUBinell8, May, 1%1)
No wonder tollgate!'lare sprouting up again!
Having fail~ to we adequate tran..qpor.
tatlon tax revenu~ for hi~hway projPrt.ll,
statpR jump on the toll-road band wagon,
bemoaning the sod shape of their high.
ways. They then opine thnt; the olLly solu_
tion is to fioat bond iSSUeR to construct 1011
hh:hways. So the driver is in rMJlty bcinL:"
sold down the river when he [lays a toll, U
fonn of double laxation. Many ar!:' the
other ohjectlons to toll roads, but by thi"
discussion of just one, It bt:!cOIllI!S downright apparent that the tollgate is not the
panacea for the skkiy flhapc at American
highways. Throne thing, Rftera toU highway has been paid for, is thE'1'f' posltlv()
assurance, or any assurance, that thE' tolI
wm he removed or- even reduc:ed'!
But the average driver, sanguinp and
buoyed up nt the prospect of rubbing tiN'!!
on a luxurious new highwaY, greets the
toll road with an exclamation of "bravo".
Only when he analyze.'! the toll in the light
oI all the other auto fJlXffi he is paying
d~ ht;! realize the toll way is not an InE'x·
pensive way. Indeed, surprise E"neounters
with tollgates, alter the mnrelty of st£'f'ring
in between a battery of colorful toll booths
has worn off, enD toss a monkey wrench
into one's mE'nt1l.1 eomposure and bud~et
plans. Already thE' average American fami·
ly eafhin~ under $4,0CI0 and that has a
medium-siored car is shelling (lut mDre for
auto and gas taxes than for incomE' taxf'S~
Will the motorist of the toll highway era
have to ransack the nursery mone-y box
every timE' hI' wants to stl"\c'am down a
JfmF! :22. 1953

blIlOOth hJgbway? Of course, one does not
have to take the toll road, but since it
USIl8l1y offers the most enticing route, who
can resist it?
A few states have demonstrated what
can be done \VIthout the taIlgate. For fnstance, Texa.'1 huilt the Gulf .Ifreeway
stretching 50 miles from Houston to Gal·
veston. Product of fedeml nnd stale fWlds,
it Is said to be the longest toll'free superhighwa.y built ill the Unitro States since
the- pnd ot World War n. ThE' chairman
of thp Texas Highway commission has
voiced thE' view that the slate should avoid
(olls on its highways and has declared that
Ule Gulf Itreeway would cuntlnue to pp
tree even if madE' a link In a toll highway
system. That there will bi> at leasl one
"f",(''' link in a proposed fonr_state toll
highway system Is heart-cheering~

Bridge tlnd Tunnel Toll
Dut tollgates are not confint'Cl. tn rands.
States and rommls6k>ml use the toJl method
to finance bridges and tunnels, which
slruct.ures the public hopefully expects will
become toli.free whE'n construction costs
havc been met. Yet whnt so frequently happl"n'!? When the structure is paid tor, the
toll is not lifted, rarely reduced. The Holland tunnE'i connecting New York and New
Jersey originally cost $18,400,000; its graSB
revenue now is o\,f'r 5180.000.000, but its
tollgal~ still collett the original toll of
50 cents. Of course, few are adverse to this
when revenue is used to finance ncw bridges
and tunncls, but how often toll money is
used fa\"" nonhighway projects! For some
time there has been a war a~ainst thE' toll
cullected on two bridges in New York,
the Crol:;S Bay and Marine Parkway bridges,
where construction cost has long hf'en met.
Each y~ar the structures earn a fabulous
sum. Of the 1952 gross income of $29,000,000, the pure profit was $20,000,000. And
whflt will happen to this tidy ~llm? Another

is not limited to the United States; !hI"
whole world is in the same sad shape and
tenilinal and a proposed coliseum esti- is torn by hatred and dishonesty. Tollgates
mated to cost $18,OOO,OOO! So the poor will not resolve this world's ills or its road
motorist finds that not only his gasoline problems. Only the kingdom of Almighty
tax money but also his toll money is somE."- God Jehovah will bring complete relief for
times diverted to nonhighway construc- beleaguered, victimized mankind. One cannot imagine tollgates in the new world,
tion.
This policy of forcing the motorist to the very foundation of which is righteousfinance everything from oyster propaga- ness. (2 Peter 3:13) The highway to evertion and mosquito control to coliseum lasting life in a new world is now open.
building is equivalent to charging a bus It is a free way and leads to Jehovah's free
rider a toll of 50 cents per ride because world.-Revelation 22:17.
a new airfield needs to be built! Naturally
So the next time you drive your car
the bus rider argues that he does not use down a turnpike and discern that disconth:e airfield, so why should he have to pay certing sign, "Stop, Pay Toll," you will unfor it. The motorist feels the same way; derstand it is only another sign of the dehe does not violently object to paying for terioration of this world's system of things.
something he uses, but to have to pay for And, incidentally, the next time you dig
projects that may be as foreign to him as deep into your pocket (or look empty·
the love life of a dinosaur is beyond reason! handedly at a fellow passenger) to pacify
And it would indeed be a cause for won- the relentlessly outstretched hand of a
dennent if, out of the millions of dollars tollkeeper, it may be consoling to know
in tolls collected annually, no greedy palms
that you probably know more about tollwere greased with the eye-soothing color
of greenbacks. Since political life has been gates than the tollkeeper himself--especialso replete with corruption, toll money Iy if you remember the first recorded inis a plum not to be overlooked by unscrupu- stance of a toll collection: on the great
lous, political, not-sa-little Jack Horners. Persian military road from Babylon to
But the problem of adequate roads and Syria about 2000 B.C. Now, 3,953 years
bridges without exploitation of the public later, the tollgate is back to haunt you!
bridge or tunnel? No! the profit is slated
to be used to finance tolls for an airline

Taxes on a Grand Scale

«LIt is an old American custom to complain about taxes, but few citizens realize
just what they do have to complain about! For example, the man who makes
$86.50 a week thinks $455 a year in direct taxes is bad, but under the surface he
pays $1,039 more. If his yearly income Is $7,500 he pays $869 on his tax form and
$1,932 in unseen taxes. Some prices are listed at a certain amount, plus tax, but
this is deceitful because only the final tax is listed. There are 200 different taxes
on every car, 475 on a new house, 116 on a man's suit. Taxes amount to 14c out of
a 26c galion of gas, $15 out of a $24 ton of coal. Why such taxes? Government
spending, of course! In the 144 years preceding 1933 the government spent $110,974
million. In just a twelfth that time, or the years from 1933-1945, it spent three
times as much, $355,930 million. Then, In just over half that time, during the seven
years Truman was president, it spent another three times th~ amount it had in
all history prior to 1933, or $347,376 million. The old American custom is being
practicocd as never before, and §,Overnment spending is on such a grand se-ale that
the new administration finds it difficult to do anything about it.
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Praying for Rulers Qnd Kings
s IT proper to pray for kings and rulers
of this world? For judges before whom
the Christian minister is brought to bear
witness? For oppressive, intolerant dictators in whose land the witness work suf·
fers? Before reaching any hasty conclusions, suppose we consult the Sacred Rec-

I

ord and see what it has to sayan this point.
It is true the Bible nowhere commands
us to pray for the conversion of the world.
Jesus very specifically stated: "I make request, not concerning the world, but concerning those you have given me [his
apostles], ... because they are no part of
the world just as I am no part of the
world." (John 17:9, 14, New World Trans.)
His prayers were for his apostles and disciples. On one occasion he said to Peter:
"Simon, Simon, look! Satan has demanded
to have you men to sift you as wheat. But
I have made supplication for you that your
faith may not give out; and you, when once
you have returned, give support to your
brothers." (Luke 22:31, 32, New World
Trans.) But we do not read of such prayers
in behalf of Pontius Pilate, the governor
of Judea, or of Herod the king.
The apostles and disciples of Christ fol·
lowed him very closely in this matter of
prayer. Their prayers were for their
brothers in Christ. As Paul wrote: "That
is also why we, from the day we heard
of it, have not ceased praying for you and
asking that you may be filled with the
accurate knowledge of his will in all wis·
dam and spiritual discernment, in order
JUNE
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to walk worthily of Jehovah to the end
of fully pleasing him as you go on bearing
fruit in every good work." (Colossians
1:9·12, New World Trans.) These prayers
were for the dedicated servant of God and
for the various reasons that Paul lists.
Then, are we to conclude from this that
it is wrong to pray for kings and rulers?
No. Paul states that "supplications,
prayers, intercessions, offerings of thanks,
be made concerning all kinds of men, con·
cerning kings and all those who are in high
station, in order that we may go on leading
a calm and quiet life with full godly devo·
tion and seriousness. This is right and ac·
ceptable in the sight of our Savior, God,
whose will is that all kinds of men should
be saved and come to an accurate knowledge of truth". (1 Timothy 2:1·4, New
World Trans.) These kings and others in
high station made reference to in the text
are none other than rulers of the worldly
nations and others highly placed in public
affairs. What kind of prayers would be
offered for them?
Jesus made plain that his followers
would "be haled before governors and
kings for my sake for the purpose of a
witness to them and the nations". (Mat·
thew 10:18, New World Trans.) When be·
fore these rulers the Christian would pray,
and often the entire congregation of God
would join in prayer. These prayers would
concern the official before whom the Chris·
tian was to appear. His prayers and the
prayers of the congregation of God might
be to the effect that the message be presented clearly and boldly and in under-
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cerning theSe rulers, if not a regular
prayer, were in the nature of supplication
or intercession, for they constituted a "wish
to God". Paul did not pray for their conversion and no conversion followed, but
their decision was favorable to Paul.
On other occasions the early Christians
prayed concerning rulers. (Acts 4:23-31)
They did this that the work of preaching
might prosper. Moreover, prayers that
Scriptural Examples
Prayers with regard to government of- concerned rulers might also be viewed as
flCials in that sense or with that purpose On their behalf, in the sense that if they
in view are Scripturally exemplified also. conformed to the petitions they would be
When Queen Esther appeared unbidden be- in a better position with God, a better
fore the Persian king Xerxes,. she placed administration wotild follow, resulting in
her life in jeopardy. Before making her good for all kinds of men.
appearance, both she and Mordecai fasted
Some in high stations have come into
for three days, and such fasting was always the truth, but we. do not pray for that.
accompanied by prayers and supplications, We pray for opportunity to preach to all
which means they would ask God to maJ{e of the Lord's other sheep, and if rulers are
the king view Esther with favor, for that among them we are glad. Nor do we pray
was the point on which her safety hinged. for the political schemes of the rulers, or
The intercessions were successful.-Esther for the world of which they are a part.
4:16; 5:2.
James warns us not to make friends with
Again, when Nehemiah had to present a the old world. (James 4:4) Our prayers
cause "involving Jehovah's worship before must not take on any political tone or
the Persian king he fasted and prayed. His color, because as Christians we are neutral
prayer was: "Let thy servant have success with regard to the affairs of this world.
at this time, .let him find favour in the
So our prayers will not be for the consight of this man!" The man was the king. version of this old world, or for the conIt is quite evident that Nehemiah prayed version of governmental bodies or individfor God to shape the king's decision, and ual officials; rather we will pray to God
God answered that prayer.-Nehemiah that ·if it pleases him to direct rulers and
1:4,11; 2:4, 5, 8, Moffatt.
judges to see clearly the issues relative to
And consider Paul's expression before ' his people, may he do so for the work's
King Agr'ippa, when a weighty question sake. We may pray concerning court
involving Paul's preaching was up for de- cases, bans, persecutions behind "iron curcision: "Agrippa said to Paul: 'In a short tains", and other instances where the
time you would persuade me to become preaching work is involved, and this prayer
a Christian.' At this Paul said: 'I could will also concern the officials involved in
wish to God that whether in a short time the case, and if .they react justly it will be
or in a long time not only you but also to their advantage. God will certainly acall those who hear me today would become complish his work and bless his people.
So it is in the interest of saving all kinds
men such as I also am, with the exception
of these bonds.''' (Acts 26:28-32, New of men that we pray concerning rulers
World Trans.) These words of Paul con- and others in high office.
standable form for the oft'icial or judge,
and that if it please God, will he make this
highly stationed one amenable to the message, unprejudiced, reasonable, so that he
will see the justice of the Christian's cause
and rule in his favor, allowing him freedom of action for preaching, and not curbing such activity by imprisoning him.
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these had Sf:>t. More importnnt, he lIl'Ii:ed
the enJargement of thl' Kingdom HAll.
But this appreciation is not the monoply
mITH of the- Belgian Congo in British
South Africa lies theo land of Northern of the Africans. A while back a fanner
Rhodesia. A little larger than the state of threalern!d tu beat some witnesses who
Texas and havinp: a population of 1,700,000 weI'C witnessing: and cOllductil1,l{ Bible
Africans and 32,000 Europeans, Northern studies on his fann and he phuned the
Rhod~ia has iJeen tht! cf;!nll'r of a great poliN> ooncerning their activity. He WBJi
denl of activity by Jehovah's wilnew!l:l told that hI' was an lmwlse mun, as he
during the PAflt ~vrn yC'nrs. In 1946 there was trying to get rid of thl' Ilf'i'rt Africans
were only 4,798 witnE'fISE'lI of .Tf'hoVRh, hut III the country. With good sen,e hI' p~r
in H152, 20,2l:i2 witnesses were engaged in milled them to continue and the results
telling others about God's kingdom. That were ~neficial. Hil:; sugl.>estlon to a neighkc Ollto! WiUll'SI; for about every l:G of the bor that the witnesses start Bi\)le sludies
populatiun.
on his fann was gladly accepted and acted
Yes, compared with other lands, the upon. PN'judiN' is breaking down!
And why should it not? Notl'! flome of
Pt:!rctmlage o[ UlQ&! actively interested in
the work of Jehovah's wllnl'~l:!$ln North. the superstitious practiCe-! that thl'lIe Afri_
ern Rhodesia Is very high. Five vnIalreS cans lt1ave behind when they become Jeho_
HI'(' almoflt e){{'\u!1h-ely made up of minis- vah's wiln~. In some places when a man
ters and persons of good will. ThE' head_ dies his brothers are nol allowed to wash
man of the village may be a regular witness for three months. In other plal"eS al death
or he may be the ove~ of the congre- thl' entire community sits up all night
~tlon of Jehuvah's witnesses. In such vil_ beating drums and mooning to drive away
lages are to be seen neat litUe Kingdom evil spirits. In yet another fln>a, if t,he
Halls, meeting places of Jehovah's wit- headman of the village dies, the villagers
will all move away, leaving their homes and
nesses, as the center of activity.
Jehovah's witnesses in Northern Rhode- gardens ror fl!ar the spirit of the dead
sia present no tax-eollcctlng problems for headman will come back to trouble them.
the government. Quite often the taxes are Another superstition requkes that cer_
collected and handed to the collf!Cting of_ tain medicine be placed on the upper lip
ficial without his asking. In the Solwezi of a newborn child so that thc top teeth
district the chief called at the Kingdom will come through first. Tf the lower tecth
come through tirst there is danger of the
Hall; htl lUittlned to the Bible study and
then asked how many had paid ilieir baby's becoming a crococIile!
Jehovah's wilnesses are also working
taxes. Without an exception all had. He
hard to combat illiteracy, which runs very
then called in thtl tax offenders and com_ high in Northern Rhodesia, To ihis end
pa.red them unfavorably with the wi~cs the Wat.ch Tower Society has provided
and urged them to follow the Jil"oex! example classes and more than 1,500 teachers are
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instructing others to read and write, some
of whom have themselves risen from the
ranks of the iIltterate to take their places
among the qualified instructors.
Yes, one can see that God's way is being
considered in Northern Rhodesia as never
before. More and more people are realizing
that God's way is the only way to peace
-and happiness now and in the future. This
fact was demonstrated by the conventions
of Jehovah's witnesses held there December 26 to 28, 1952. The occasion of the
conventions was the visit of the president
of the Watch Tower Society, N. H. Knorr,
who was calling to see how the work was
progressing in this far-off land.
In Northern Rhodesia one cannot hire
a Madison Square Garden or a Yankee
Stadium for a convention; such accommodations must be built to meet particular
needs. So a seating arena was built of bamboo benches seating over 18,000, set out
with dividing aisles, in- the form Qf a large
semicircle facing the speaker's platform.
The platform itself was constructed by
leveling off a large abandoned anthill and
erecting a grass-roofed shelter as protection from sun and rain. Anthills in this
part of Africa are often from ten to fifteen
feet high and from twenty to thirty feet
in diameter.
To house the brothers 17 thatched-roof
shelters were constructed, some of which
were 700 feet in length. By arranging for
a second "layer" in three of these it was
possible to accommodate 8,004 people at
the camp site. Needless to say, such a vast
construction project involved a great deal
of work and material. But all felt well rewarded when the assembly came around
The very sight of the assembly, situated
in such beautiful surroundings, was enough
to impress one. But the most vivid impression was made by the singing. Led by a
chorus of 1,010, the singing at this assembly was something that sent chills up the
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spine and even brought tears to one's eyes.
It was beautiful. No musical instruments
were in evidence. At the signal from the
conductor the throng raised their voices in
song and what seemed to be complicated
part-singing harmony was executed with
complete ease. The harmony was exquisite.
The assembly opened Friday, December
26, with almost 14,000 in attendance. On
that day 1,195 were baptized. By the time
the public meeting came around Sunday
afternoon, 20,000 people had packed out
the seating arena and overflowed into
some of the shelters or had located themselves on vantage points on nearby ant·
hills. Due to the kind assistance of a local
European, the sound system was well-nigh
perfect and the huge crowd heard every
word of the public lecture, "It Is Time to
Consider God's Way." Some 8,000 witnesses attended another assembly held in the
Northern Province.
The picture of the work in Northern
Rhodesia would not be complete, however,
without some reference to the opposition
experienced by Jehovah's witnesses in that
land. It varies from a violent diatribe
against the witnesses in the form of a
Cibemba booklet, published by the so-called
'White Fathers", blaming most of the
former disturbances of the country, from
personal illnesses to drought, on the witnesses of Jehovah, to the mission leaders'
sporadic inciting of their flocks to oppose
the work of Jehovah's witnesses with
physical violence. Warning of legal action
caused one such inciter to violence to
desist.
True to Jehovah's promise, none of the
weapons formed against his people are
prospering. (Isaiah 54: 17) On the contrary, the work of his servants is moving
forward in Northern Rhodesia as well as
in other parts of the earth and an everincreasing crowd of men of good will are
taking a stand for clean worship.
AWAKE!

*'

}<'riction on the Peace Front

While the peace drive was
on, friction suddenly developed
among the Ames, mostly between London and Washing_
ton. Sir Winston wanted highlevel talks between the leading
powers. President Eisenhower
wanted evidence of Soviet
good faith first. Then from
both sides of the Atlantic came
a barrage of recriminations.
While Clement Attlee and Senator McCarthy exchanged verbal blows, others tlied to patch
up Anglo-American relations.
Said Britain's Minister of State
Lloyd: "If we [Britain and the
U. S.l are forced apart, there
is no danger which may not
befall us." Said Senator Smith
of New Jersey: "I can imagine
nothing more pleasing to the
Kremlin than the present bat·
tle of words between Westminster and Washington."
Meanwhile the Korean truce
talks were at a critical stage.
The key conflict there remain_
ing was still over the prisoner_
of-war issue_

*'

Tlckllsb Suez Situation

Building the Suez Canal
zone, one of the largest and
best-equipped military bases in
the world, took the British 38
years and cost $1,500,000,000.
Egypt has demanded that Britain give it all up by uncondi_
tionally evacuating her 80,000
troops. Britain does not want
Jum,e 22, 1953

to turn the canal over to Egypt
until she first has assurance
for its safety and functioning
efficiency. After deadlocked negotiations between Britain and
Egypt were suspended (5/6),
General Naguib warned that
Egypt would gain its objective
in the impendIng "big battle".
Said Naguib (SIlO): "We have
wasbed our hands of talks.
. .. We will pay [for Independ.
ence] with the hot blood of
[ourJ sons." Said PrIme Minister ChurchUl: "If our tl'DOPS
in the Canal zone were to be
the object of ..• attack . . .
we shOuld have no choice but
to defend ourselves." To help
resolve the ticklish situation
U. S. Secretary of State Dulles
visited CaIro (5/13) to talk
with General Naguib. It was
declared (5/16) that Egypt
would not reopen negotiations
until Britain gave evidenCe
that she had abandoned "imperialistic motives", but that
"no drastic moves" would be
made until Dunes returned to
the U. S. and presented his
formula for solution of the
deadlock.
De Gaulle Exits frOm PolitiCS

+

General Charles De Gaulle
never felt at home in politics,
calling it a 'sterile game'. So
unproductive did the "game"
seem to De Gaulle that he an·
nounced (5/6) he was 1Iaking
his party, the Rally of the

French People. out 01 politics.
Henceforth it will put up no
candidates at electlons and
members will act "in their indIvidual capacity . . . in the
games, the poIsons and delights of the system". How.
ever, De GauUe said that his
party wlIl continue its mission
to unite the French people and
to "change tl1e bad regime",
the political system by which
squabbling selfish parties pro·
duce instability, disorder and
lethargy in public affairs. He
also spoke of the "confusion of
the rulers". But the best political leaders in the "sterile
v,.amHl of politks" have never
been able to deliVer the people
completely from "bad regimes". Thus there is today
"on the earth anguLsh of na·
tions, not knowing the: way
out". Yet JesUS said that when
you see this, "raise yourselves
erect and lift your heads up."
(Luke 21:25, 28, New World
Trans.)
WhY? Because it
means God's kingdom will
soon bring complete deliverance from bad regimes by
bringing in a government of
righteousness.~2 Peter 3:13.
Czech Amnesty tor Oatis
+ In April, 1951, William
Oatis, Associated Press corre.
spondent in Prague, was arrested by tbe Czechoslovak
government and later sentenced to ten years' Imprisonment because of, as the prosecution put it, "his insistence on
obtaining only aceurate, correct, verified information."
The U. S. considered his imprisonment a "gross injustice"
and imposed trade sanctions
against CzechOslovakia. After
two years in prison, Oatis was
pardoned by President Zapotocky (5115), the Czech radio
saying that the pardon was
granted because of a letter by
Oatis' wife to Czechoslovakia's
president. The U. S., pleased at
Oatis' release, announced it
would consider lifting commercial and diplomatic sanctions
against Czecboslovakia.
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Brlttab Jet Sets New Record

.. A world record brokel'l by
4,222 feet! This was the claim
made (5/8) for a Canberra Jet
bomber, which zoomed to the
record·shattering height of
63,668 fe!:!t. Powered by two
Bristol Olympus turbo-jet en·
gines, the Canberra jet broke
the previous record of 59,446
feet, set in 1948 by a Vampire
jet.
Improvement In Malaya
.. The British struggle.against
5,000 Communist guerrillas in
Malaya has been waged at a
high cost: $250,000,000. Still
the war continues, but with
some Improvement for the
British. A report released by
London's commissioner of po·
lice, who served in Malaya, dis·
closed that tin and rubber pro·
duction is now only little af·
fected by guerrilla maraud·
Inga. A crippling blow against
the Reds was the arrival of
helicopters, which are able to
supply jungle forts In a matter
of minutes. One fort that had
been four days' march on foot
from the edge of the jungle Is
now reached by helicopter in
ten minutes. Red terrorists,
fonnerly safe In the jungle,
are now harried even deep in
their wild haunts. The result
has been a decrease in Com·
munist numbers, which, for
the first time in years, dropped
below 5,000. Despite improve·
ment, the war continued with
more than 40,000 troops and
almost 75,000 police plus auxil·
iary forces still tied down in a
never·ending fight against the
now fewer than 5,000 Red ter·
rorists.
DevaluatIon in

Ind~Chlna

.. One of the moves made by
France (5/10) to reinforce its
war effort in Indo·China was
the devaluation of the Indo·
Chinese piaster. The fanner
value of the piaster was 17
francs (4.9 cents), but now it
is worth only 10 francs. Before
devaluation, speculators were
buying piasters on the black
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market for 8 francs and then
turning them in at the officIal
rate of 17 francs. This profit·
eering cost the French govern·
ment an estimated $250,000,000
annually. Now proflteering is
disappearing but inflation Is
appearing. Some stores have
raised their prices by 100 to 200
per cent. Hence observers be·
lieve deterioration in FrenchIndo-Chinese relations as a reo
sult of inflation will overweigh
any good effected by devalua·
tion .
Romulo Seeks Top Office
.. The Philippine political bat·
tIe between Ramon Magsaysay
and President Quirino prom·
ised to be exciting. But when
Brigadier General Carlos P.
Romulo resigned (5/14) as
Philippine Ambassador to the
U. S., to seek the nomination
for the Philippine presidency
on the Liberal Party ticket, the
pOlitical contest took on new
interest. For Romulo to win
the nomination he would have
to defeat President Quirino in
the convention, or else the
president would have to with·
draw voluntarily. "I am not
withdrawing. I am running for
re-election," said tl}.e president.
So General Romulo has two
battles on his hands: He must
overcome Quirino and after
that he must wIn the election
from Mr. Magsaysay.
South Africa's New Parties
+ In all the history of the
Union of South Africa there
has never been a break in the
white ruling bloc, in the sense
that it has unitedly opposed
extension of political rights to
nonwhites and advocated ra·
cial segregation. That is, there
was no break until May when
it was announced that two new
parties were being formed: The
Federal Union party, which
urges better conditions, and
the Liberal party, which asks
for full rights for Africans.
The Liberal party, set up by
Alan Paton, author of Cry the
Beloved Country, advocates
full citizenship rights for all

civilized people regardleS$ of
race, color or creed. Meantime,
Prime Minister Daniel Malan's
Nationalist party was delIght·
ed about the new turn of
events, as the Nationalists
hope that more whites will
now be driven into their ex·
treme rlght·wing camp.

ArgentIne Plotters Caught
Buenos Aires had been
shaken up with more than a
dozen bomb blasts, and Pe·
r6n's government had failed
to catch the terrorists. But in
May police arrested two
wealthy conservatives opposed
to Peron's regime. The men
had tried to blow up a govern·
ment Cadillac and were caught
red·handed. The captives soon
implicated other Buenos Aires
socialites, and police finally
rounded up about 225 impor·
tantArgentine citizens. The opposers to Per6n's regime had
ordered 1,000 identically cut
gray suits presumably to be
worn at some futUre uprising.
Peron's comment: "Other ter·
rorists can always rise. I will
combat them with all my
force .... My only deSire is to
die with my boots on!"

+

State Religion \D Colombia
.. Colombia's Conservative
government has proposed reo
forms to strengthen the posi·
tion of the Roman Catholic
Church. Deliberations starting
June 15 may amend the Con·
stitution to say: "The Catholic
Apostolate Roman religion is
the religion of Colombia and
the public authority protects
it." The government said:
"Other religions shall be toler·
ated only if they do not oppose
Christian morality, salutary
customs and public tranquil·
lity." The new additions will
grea tly enhance the power of
the Catholic Church, but so
wllI one deletion. This is a
proposed elimination of a sen·
tence In Article 53 of the pres·
ent Constitution, which says:
"The state guarantees llberty
of conscience."-New York
Times (5/10l.

A WAKE!

Quake Ian Central (JhIle
.. ChJle had an earthquake
(5/6) that was not satisfied in
playing havoc with just one
city. Striking the cities of Concepci6n, Los Angeles, Ancud,
Temuco, Talcahuano, and Chillan, the ugly earth tremors
took an aggregate toll of 9
lives and left 22 injured, be·
sides toppling many old buildings_ Chillan was almost completely wiped out by an earthquake in 1939.

'*

Murderous Tornadoes in U. S.

Those violently destructive
whIrlwinds moving forward as
a whirling funnel and called
tornadoes were responsible for
the savage killing of more
than 100 persons (5/11) in
Waco and San Angelo, Texas.
Buildings folded up like accordions. In Waco a brick 5-story
building housing one of the
city's largest furniture stores
collapsed into a worthless pile
of rubble. Total tornado dam·
age was estimated at close to
$30.000,000.

BoMeNumpers Set Record
.. When the U. S. ImmIgration
Service announced that a total
of \87,416 border.jumpers were
caught in April trying to enter
the U. S . .trom Mexico, it meant
a record-breaking two a min·
ute, day and night! Called
"wetbacks", because they usually swim or wade the Rio
Grande, the name ironically
did not seem to fit, because a
drought reduced much of the
river to a trickle. The drought,
impoverishing farmers in
northern areas of Mexico, and
rising unemployment have
helped send the deluge of wetbacks across the U. S. border
in hope of obtaining seasonal
farm work. Though technically
liable to a 2-year prison sentence, the wetbacks are usually just hauled back across
the border. This flood of Mexican job'seekers, which often
arouses bitter anti·American
feelings in Mexico, prompted
the New York Times (5/4) to
report drolly: "Officers of the

United States Immigration
Service admit candidly, if un·
Officially, that there" is nothing
to stup. the whole nation of
Mexico moving into the United
States if it wants to." SInce
1945 the numerical equivalent
of more than 10 per cent of
Mexico'! population has tried
to come in.

'*

Soviet Films Lack Love

A young woman student at
Moscow's Government Motion
Picture Institute charged (516)
that Soviet films underestimate the power of love. She
ridiculed the films that have
handsome heroes and ravish·
ing heroines saying: "If you
fulfill the norm by 100 per
cent, I shall love you." The
student told Soviet writers that
love has not disappeared from
Ufe, so "you can't replace the
theme of love with the theme
of "industrial production". May·
be the Soviet script writers
need a few lessons from Holly·
wood!

Report of Yankee Stadium World Assembly
ROM July 19 to 26, 1953, Jehovah's witnesses wiII assemble at Yankee Stadium, New York city, for an international convention. By automobile; train,
bus, boat and airplane the delegates will come from all parts of the world. Convention sessions will be held every day at Yankee Stadium, where an efficient
organization will be set up to care for the needs of the delegates and facilitate
smooth operation of such a huge gathering. This organization will include a
large cafeteria for serving meals. In nearby New Jersey a convention trailerand-tent camp will bel established, complete with running water, electricity,
store and sanitation system. You will want to read the 96-page assembly report,
with pictures, to be published sometime after the convention is held. Place
your order now through the local congregation of Jehovah's witnesses; or, if
you wish, you may send direct by returning the coupon below with the remittance of 25c per copy. If you change your address between now and October 1,
be sure to advise us.
.
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117 ADAMS ST.

WATCHTOWER
Please send me

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Enclosed is the sum of $ .
... copies of the 1953 Oonvention Report of Jenovan's liitnes8es.
(25c per copy)

Name .......................... .

street and Number
or Route and Box

City ...................................................................... .

Zone No ........ State ..
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YES, YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THE NEW WORLD SOCIETY
ASSEMBLY OF JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES AT YANKEE STADIUM, NEW YORK CITY,
JULY 19 THROUGH 26, 1953. ALL SESSIONS WILL BE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
THERE WILL BE NO ADMISSION CHARGE AND NO COLLECTIONS TAKEN DURING
ALL THE EIGHT DAYS.

The event: International Convention of Jehovah's Witnesses
Yankee Stadium, New York City
The place:
The date: July 19 through 26, 1953

The high spot of the convention will be a public address:

"After Armageddon-God's New World"
To be delivered by N. H. Knorr, president of the Watchtow~r Society,
at 4:00 p.m., Sunday, July 26. 1953. Admission to Yankee Stadium
for thi$ lecture will also be free.

C1. From

all pa.rts of the world, by air, IOblp, train and blgh\\'3y, delega.tes to this important

cODventlon wUl converge on New York to pa.rtlclpu.te in what wUl undoubtedly prove to
the greatest Christian assembly of modern times.

be

([, BeportJil wUl be made by cODventloners from fara.way places, such as South Africa. Italy.
Oenmmy, Australla,. Great Britain, India. and other land!;. Do you want to know what
Jehovah's witnesses are dolog in these countries'! Then come to yankee Stadium
July 19 to 26, 1963.
([, Following the conventlon the Watchtower Society'JiI beadquartel'fl at 124 Columbia
Heights and prlntlng plant at 117 AdamJil Street, Brooklyn, New York, wUl be open for your
inJilpectlon.

Remember: Yankee Stadium, July 19 to
32
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Quebec Judge Rebukes Catholic Kidnapers
"'J1HE
.1 ful

,of the Superior Court, who, with great
fairness and demonstrating a just sense of
outrage.. condemned the kidnapers to pay
damages, and delivered a severe reprimand
One of the most outrageous incidents re- for their disgraceful, criminal acts. The
counted in these pages was the kidnaping damages assessed were $600, which is a
at Joliette, Quebec, of two young women small amount judged by most standards;
ministers who were driven to Montreal and but in fairness to the judge it must be
abandoned by their abductors after an un- pointed out that damages in Quebec law
successful attempt to put the young ladies are very small and the amount awarded
ih prison. Legal proceedings were started is in keeping with the usual allowance in
against the kidnapers, which resulted in damage actions.
their being rowuUy denounced by a French
In rendering judgment Mr. Justice
Catholic judge for their cowardly and out- Demers reviewed the facts of the kidrageous attack upon Jehovah's witnesses. naping, pointing out that the two lady
At the time of the incident (see Awake! ministers were pushed into a taxi against
April 8, 1950) the Watch Tower Society their will and taken from Joliette to Monmade a careful investigation of the matter treal where an effort was made to lodge
and was able to identify some of the kid- them in prison. The taxi driver tried to
napers. Request was made to the attorney pretend that J;1e was only a poor man trygeneral of Quebec, Duplessis, to have the ing to earn a living and who had been
criminals prosecuted, but he never even hired to drive some people to Montreal.
acknowledged the registered letter that The judge quickly swept away this transwas sent. Accordingly, civil actions for parent falsehood, pointing out that "no
damages were started on behalf of the two one can, by pretending he is a taxi-driver,
ministers, Olive Lundell and Winnifred take part in a criminal offence and then
Parsons, as a means of bringing the crim- defend himself on the grolUld: 'I was only
inals to book. If the attorney general re- earning my living.' When a crime is comfuses to enforce the law, which he is duty mitted and one helps those who are in
bound to do, Jehovah's witnesses, as law- course of committing it, one is an accomabiding citizens, do their best to help main- plice and equally guilty.
"The court has been greatly. scandaltain order.
The cases against the kidnapers came up ized by the illegal and criminal conduct of
recently before Mr. Justice Andre Demers this group of individuals who deprived two
world has heard of the disgracepersecution of Christian ministers
of Jehovah's witnesses in the Roman
Catholic-controlled province of Quebec.
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defenceless young women of that which tiona! t<> them. Little did they think as
they hokl roost dear: the right of each in- they IU"l'088Iltly carried out the scheme of
the priest who organized this outrage that
dividual to personal liberty.
.IIt js regrettable that in this affair the they would be brought to book for their
organizer or organizers were not brought cowardly actions. The decision has also
before the courts to receive their just pun- served to vindicate the lawful Christian
ishment. The three defendants in the pres- work of Jehovah's witnesses and to demonent case are only pale nonentities. It is strate that honest Catholics, with a sense
perhaps important to remark that there of justice such as Mr. Justice Demers', are
cannot be found in the jurisprudence of disgusted with the actions of their comthis province any case the same as thn.. patriots who would stoop so low.
Through proceedings of this kina other
This land of America has always been a
land of liberty. OUr ancestors did not fear people have recognized what a beneficial
-to brave a perilous sea, rigorous winters effect the fight of Jehovah's witnesses is
and dangerous enemies to establish them- having on maintaining law and order as
selves here. It would be regrettable if after well as keeping open the door of Uberty
three, hundred years of freedom it would of speech, press and worship. The Edmonbe in danger of being destroyed by the ton Journal remarked under the heading
very sons of those pioneers who cleared "Intolerance Condemned": "This judgment
and settled our great country and who should do much to renew the safeguards
even spilled their blood to improve it.
of religious freedom and prevent renewal
''We are bound to remark to the de- 'of persecution against the witnesses Ol'
fendlPlts and to all who participated in this anyone else. Realization that the law procrf~inal offence and who were not parties
tects the rights of even the smallest and
to this case that they made themselves most unpopular sects and that interference
liable to criminal prosecutions of great with them may bring damages and perseriousness. It would be good for them to haps even a prison term should exercise
read section 297 of the Criminal Code a restraining influence on the intolerant
which provides imprisonment up to twenty- and the violent."
five years for kidnaping.
Jehovah's witnesses appreciate the right"The plaintiff has a right to damages eous decisions of liberty-loving men who
for insults and outrages which she has recognize the justice of their demands for
suffered, for the deprivation of her liberty _ freedom to preach the truth. Primarily,
and the assault of which she was the vic- however, they are grateful to Jehovah,
tim/' In addition to damages the court their God, who has given them his Word
also issued an injunction "enjoining the de- and who has promised them protection and
fendants from interfering with the free who, in fact, is protecting his faithful
exercise of the lawful activities of the name~people against the most powerful
plaintiff in the City of Joliette; the whole and unprincipled attacks. "I have put my
words in thy mouth, and I have covered
with costs".
While the damages were not much, by thee in the shadow of mine hand, that I
the time the criminals pay the court costs, may plant the heavens, and lay the fOUndathe damages and theit- own lawyers, the tions of the earth, and say unto Zion, Thou
whole affair will have proved quite educa- art my people."-Isaiah 51:16.
4
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The Growing Faa

While hypnotism in one
fonn or anoth~
er was practiced by the ancients, it was
not until the
latter part of
the eighteenth century that the Western
world became interested in. it due to theactivities of one Mesmer, a physician who,
expelled from Vienna because of his theories, practiced in Paris. He was very successful in treating diseases by making passes over the body, which, he claimed, caused
"animal magnetism" to pass from him to
the patient. His method came to be known
as mesmerism. In spite of his success, or
because of it, the board of the French Academy of Medicine, on which at the time
happened to sit the American Benjamin
Franklin, investigated him and denounced
him as a fraud.
Mesmerism did not die with Mesmer but
was developed by others. In the 1840's
Braid, an English physician, discarding the
theory of animal magnetism, named the
various effects that the mesmerists were
able to obtain at that time hypnotism,
from the Greek word hypn08~ meaning
"sleep". The use of hypnotism spread
throughout Europe, Nancy, France, becoming the fountainhead of hypnotic
therapy.

ptl°",tSM

YPNOTISM is becoming ever more
prevalent, especially in the United
States. It is being used more and more far
entertainment purposes by professional
stage artists and neighborhood amateurs;
it is being used more and more by psychiatrists and psychoanalysts in treating patients who have mental, emotional or conduct problems; more and more obstetricians and dentists are using it as an aneg..
thetic; and more and more educators are
using it to help backward students.
What is this hypnotic phenomenon? How
can its incredible things be accounted for?
Is there any danger or risk involved in being hypnotized? Is it a form of demonism
or associated with the magical arts? What
are the facts?
While hypnotic phenomena have from
earliest times been a tool of the practitioners of false religion, and particularly pagan
religion, having come down to us through
the ancient Egyptian and Chinese priests,
the Persian magi, the Indian yogis and
fakirs, and while it is often associated with
mental telepathy and with clairvoyance,
yet it does seem possible to draw a fine line
of distinction between hypnotism and
spiritism.
A thing can be demonic without being
a direct manifestation of evil spirits or demon power. For the most part it would
seem that the words of James 3:15 (New
World Trans.) could be app1ied to it: "This
is not the wisdom that comes down from
above, but is the earthly, animal, demonic."

H
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Natural Somnambulism
That hypnotic phenomena are not neces~
sarily in themselves a manifestation of
spiritism becomes apparent when we note
how similar its deepest phase (there being
four or five phases or stages) is to natural
somnambu1ism or sleepwalking and sleep
talking. Says the Encyclopedia Americana.
"The somnambu1ist has been known to
walk from one part of the house to another, to climb steep roofs or walk along
5

ridges, to solve intricate mathematical

problems, to write letters or work upon
pictures, to attempt murder or suicide,
etc." \Vhatever the cause, mental, emo-.
tional or physical, it is held to be related.
to hysteria and epilepsy.
Obviously we have another mind besides
the waking or conscious mind, for the sleep
walker remembers nothing. His ears deaf
to ordinary sounds, his eyes blind though
wide open, yet there is 'a direction of voluntary movements in most trying circum~
stances that is marvelous'.
While there is much doubt as to what
actually takes place, as well as many conflicting theories, it seems reasonable to
conclude that in hypnosis the conscious or
objective mind is caused to recede and the
subconscious, subjective or the "unconscious" mind (as one authority terms it) is
brought to the fore.

Inducing Artificial Somnambulism
Hypnotism has been defined as "a state
of exaggerated suggestibility induced by
artificial means". Various methods
used to induce this state. The stage artist
employs a number of tricks either to over~
whelm his subjects or throw them off
guard.
Those whose purpose in using hypnosis
is therapeutic scruple at such methods,
well Imowing the harm that may be done
by them. For them it is not a matter of
who has the stronger will but merely that
of the subject's being willing to co-operate
with the operator. Their key is complete
relaxation, which is brought abOut by
monotonous sleep talk sPQken in a low,
slow yet firm tone of voice. Gradually the
subject finds himself having a "faraway"
feeling, a sense of nwnbness in his limbs,
and a peculiar lethargy or spirit of laziness
comes over him. Another popular method
is that of asking the subject to fall back-

are
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ward. There are many other methQds, all
of which seem to be alike effective.-Hypnotism, Estabrooks.
.After about five minutes of sleep talk
the subject may find that when dared to
open his eyes he is unable to do so. Some
more such talk and he may find himself
unable to lift his hands or raise his feet;
still more such talk and he may be unable
to rise from his chair. The inability to go
contrary to the will of the operator is thus
gradually spread and tested from the little

muscles to the large ones. Told to rotate
his hands, he finds himself doing so and
unable to stop.
A subject who has not been able to assert himself, or has had no inclination to
do so (had he at any stage been able to
-resist he would have awakened and ended
the hypnotic trance), Usually can be
brought into the deep trance state, and
which state is marked by hallUCination
and amnesia. In this state he can be made
to do almost anything, depending upon the
skill of the operator, and of which he almost invariably remembers nothing.
His .five senses wilJ note wbat the Dper-

ator tells him tQ note and will ignore that
which he is told to ignore. Open a bottle
of arrunonia and tell him it has a lovely
odor and he will sniff at it with delight;
on the other hand, give him a bottle of the
rarest perfume and tell him it stinks and
he will turn from it in disgust. Tell him
that wine is kerosene and it will make him
sick to the stomach to drink it; tell him
water is champagne and he will actually
become drunk from drinking water. Tell
a music lover he is hearing a concert and
he will describe the music he hears; make
the most terrifying sounds and assure him
all is quiet and he will not hear a sound.
Tell a subject he feels nothing and he will
ignore a strong electrical charge; touch
him with l\ pencil and tell him it is a redhot poker and he will Scream with pain
AWAKE!

and may even show a red' mark or blister.
Yes, in trance not only the voluntary nerv..
ous system is subject to suggestion but
also the involuntary or sympathetic nervous system.
While a person in deep trance can be
made to hWlt pink elephants with a broom
or fish for w~ales, he cannot be made to
go against deep-seated convictions; that
is, not directly. A teetotaler will refuse to
drink whisky. A socialist told to prea.cl\ on
the merits of capitalism will preach on the
merits of socialism.
Another effect obtained by hypnosis is
catalepsy, a term used to describe a disease that causes a waxy rigidity of the
limbs so that they can be placed in various positions and so remain for a time. In
catalepsy a subject's body can be made so
rigid that his head can be placed on one
chair and his feet on another and his abdomen wi11 support the weight of a man.
How is this possible? In treating the
form of insanity knoWn as dementia
praecox, doctors have used a drug, metrazol, to induce conVUlsions, which are so
violent that in 25 per cent of the cases they
break some of the bones in the spinal
column. Obviously. if by metrazol the sympathetic nervous system can make the
muscles stronger than bones then it should
not seem impossible that hypnotism can
do the same, since the sympathetic nervous system is so responsive to ,hypno~c
suggestion.
Further, in deep trance illusions can be
foisted on the subject. Tell him he is a
dog and he will walk on all fours and bark;
tell him he is a politician and he will orate;
tell him he is a five-year-old and he will
not only act but also answer questions exactly as a fiv~-year-old would, a fact borne
out by intelligence tests.
When a person is deeply hypnotized he
is in touch or ra1,YlJ{)Tt only with the operator who brought him into that state. He
JULY 8, 1953

heeds no other. However. the operator can
transfer the ra'J1lHY1't to another peraon
merely by telling the subject that he will
do so. Whether or not the subject actuaJIy
does not hear others or merely ignores
them may be open to question, authorities
claiming that it is a matter ot choice. However, the press recently told of a young
woman about to bear a child, who when
put into the trance state heard only what
the QperatQr told h'Cl", \gnQrmg ent1l'ely the
words of the nurses as well as those of her
husband. It would hardly seem that tmder
such circumstances a woman
would ignore
,
the voice of her husband:

"Suggestibility"
While it is cfaimed that sex has nothing
to do with suggestibility, yet the facts
seem to indicate that girls and young women are more lik,ely to respond than boys
and yOWlg men. Neurotic, imaginative,
hysterical and introverted persons. as well
as sleepwalkers and sleep talkers are quite
suggestible. Stubborn or bullheaded persons usually are more difficult, and it is
practically impossible to hypnotize children under five, imbeciles and insane
persons.
Ninety per cent can be brought into the
first stage of trance, at least after a number of tries, but only 20 per cent, regardless of the skill of the operator or the
method used, can be brought into deep
trance. Why nobody seems to know. The
explanation is that this is because of certain personality traits that are unknown
and cannot be influenced. This would lend
added weight to the position that hypnotism is not necessarily a manifestation of
spiritism.
Mass hypnotism is also possible. Not just
the kind Hitler used, although such use of
orlltory is closely related to and involves
the principles of hYIluatism, hut a\s.o. the
hypnotizing of groups of persons into vari7

hypnOtiZed, happened to ... a good subject,
and hl. Imagtoatlon did the rest.
Doctors use such drugs as ethyl chloride,
nembutal or sodium amytal on patients
who seem to be especiallY difficult to hypnotize. It is necessary to use such drugs
only once; after that they readily go into
trance by the usuaJ methods.
milUon persons.
A skillful hypnotist can hypnotize many
Hypnotic pOwer, in spite of its popular
subjects while they are sound asleep and appeal, is not being used on radio and TV.
even waking persons who are opposed to Why not? Because it might be too success~
being hypnotized, although this requires a fuJ! How many accidents would be caused
disguised technique. By ostensibly taking by car drivers' falling asleep? How many
one's blood pressure the operator could fires by those smoking tobacco and falling
cause the reluctant one to relax and by asleep? And what about those who failed
subtly talking sleep without any reference to wake up? Or went into hysterics? Who
to hypnotism such a one could be brought would be on hand to wake these up or to
iriti> the trance state.
attend to them?
In view of the foregoing it must be apThe use of phonograph recordings for
inducing the hypnotic state has become parent to all, and it is admitted by authorquite popular. For such purpose often a ities on the subject, that in the hands of the
special recording is made for a certain sub- unskilled. or amateur, the careless or unject, although in one _instance the playing scrupulous, the power of hypnotism can
of a Swiss yodeling recording, which was represent a real menace. For further inrepresented as a hypnotic record to a formation we refer the reader to subsegroup. caused one of the listeners to go in~ quent articles on even more amazing
to hypnotic trance, He expected to be aspects of hypnotism.

ous stages of the trance. Thus America's
foremost -stage hypnotist, PolgaJ:, at the
Texas Woman's College in 1944, hypno-tized 153 persons out of an audience of 160,
an amazingly high average. He often hyp"notizes 200 persons at a time and Claims
that in some 20 years he has hypnotized a

he Most Feelthy Fifties

'~

Here, without need for further comment, :
we cite from the column "It Happened Last I
Night" by Earl WIlson in the September 25, !
1952, New York Post:
:
~ "Somebody's got to blow the whistle on the
!
breakdown of American decency. More bums ;
and'scwn are fouUng up life today than at :
any time since kmers and kidnapers were I
making with the bang·bang. l've been on the !
berserk Broadway beat for 10 torrid years, :
and on newspapers for 27 years. My eyes :
-and nose--are good. Never have I seen I
so many vice lice-so much tomcatting-such I
hoi::-cJ.es of fallen females, panderers, hopheads, I
phonies and abnormals as deface America ,
now" .• God help us, abnormality 15 becom· :
ing normal."
1
'i? Two more months slid by, but the subject ,

,

,

,

,

s

was not dead. He said on December 3: "My
Broadway column hi just having its 10th
birthday. It was born at the start of World
War II-a rIght bawdy era. But the Forties
were Epworth Leagueish beside the Feelthy
Fifties. . . . A Middle Westerner who agrees
with me that abnormality is getting to be
normal, even out there, says: 'It's no longer
quaint to be queer.' ..• 'Feelthy peectures'
are peddled by CadUlac on Broadway now.
... Of course, my own Beautiful Wife tells
me I'm daffy about the whole thing. 'There's
no more sin than ever-just more coJum:n1sts
and commentators screaming about it,' says
she. I disagree. Anyway, in an earlier decade,
these facts woUld have shocked people more.
... And the decade Is still young. I don't like
to think about the Slimy Sixties."
AWAKE!

This Is the New World Station

G

ENERALLY
thought to be

merely an enter~
tainment mediwn. radio can be
r:lUch more. It can exert a tre·
mendous influence on the lives of
its listeners, either for good or for
ill. It can shock Into action or 1u11
to sleep, stir hatred or build faIth,
flash a warning or bring a message of
peacc. In sho!1:, it is a great potential for
enlightenment if used in the right way.
With the advent of television, IT.any predicted the decease of radio within a short
time. It is now readily acknowledged by
those who have studied the matter that
radio is here to stay. There are 105 million radIo sets in American homes today
and the pubUc is bu)'\.ng mOI'e new radicn;

than ever before. Figures show that more
people listen to the radio now than before
TV hit the market.
Despi!.e its great potential. it must be
admitted that radio is not being used to its
full effectiveness as a beneficial medium.
In coWltries like Great Britain, where radio stations are government-owned ami.
operated, there is' no competition and as
a result advances in broadcasting tech.
niques are slow and there is little variety
in programs. On the other hand, in the
United States, where stations are operated
primarily by commercial concerns. who
sell tune to advertisers, there is over·
commercialization. One commercial an·
nouncement aHe!" another drives the lis·
tene:.- to mentally tune olf the commercial
or completely turn off the radio. It can
readi!}' be said that comme!"Cia1 jingles
greatly jangle the listeners' nerves.
More than that, commercial stations are
afraid to s~k out boldly on any ~b)ect
for fear of offending a potential advertiser.
JULY 8. 195'/
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Newspapers may
express their frank
vie\\'S on the eait(]rial page, but broadcasters, never.
When a controversial program is
carried (]ver a station, the announcer invariably makes a lYlncommittal announcement stating;
"These views do not neOOssar1ly
express the opinion of this station," After
all, their object for ~mg in business Is to
gain and retain sponsors. No sponsors, no
income. It is as simple as that. Usten critIcally to commercial broadcasts' and see
bow much talking is done but how little Js
said that is: truly beneficial.
The primary programs that attract Ilstf>flers are those that entertain. Top-quaIlty
oentertal.nment is not too plentIful As II
result much is broadcast that is meaningless, pointless, not overIy entertaining, but
very time-taking. Musical programs present an overdone sufficiency of jazzy or
hillbilly seiections with an emphasis on
songs glorifying passionate love. Music is
one of radio's most enjoyab:e features, but
much of it is not very listenable,
Many religious programs present the
emotional haranguing by sante overwrought clergyman whose progt'aIl\!l remind one of tlle crying of a rurrently popu·
lar American singe!". Human philosophy
and psychology are preached by the ream
of script, but simple Bib:e instruction Is
rare.

)• r

Station W RBR 18 Different

There is, however, cne station that does
not fit into the above desCription. That
station is "'BBR, Brooklyn, New York.
Being noncommercial, jt does not have to
cr\n~ in fea:r of spon~ors. Its objc<..'t is, not
to gain popular appeaJ, but to infonn those
9

of good will concemlng God's new world.
WBBR ssys something and does not apologize for it. The most-skilled comedian on a
commercial station cannot make today's
bad news good. However, WBBR brings to
its Usteners the heart-cheering message of
God'& new world, his kingdom which is
now SO near at hand. Such programs in..
still hope, faith and love in the hearts of
those who sigh and cry because of the turmoll in the world.
We are sure you will agree that it is
pleasant to have friends drop in to visit,
especially when they are good friends who
show true Christian love and friendship.
WBBR is a real friend to its many listeners because it is interested in them and
does them the greatest good by bringing
to them knowledge that will lead to everlasting life in the new world (John 17:3,
New World Trans.) Such good news is upbuDding to all members of the family. It is
no wonder tha.t WBBR is invited into so
many homes as a welcome guest.
Early in 1952 a poll was taken within the
listening range of WEBR and it was found
that 14 per cent of the 164,562 persons
contacted had listened to the Watchtower
programs. This means that, of the 15t million potential listeners in the area it serves,
2,170,000 persons have heard the station.
Of this number, many "hear, and say, It is
truth".-Isaiah 43:9.

room gathers reports of world events from
the wires of Intentational News Service
and presents them on the program "Watching the World". General public service
presentations, such as "Through Feminine
Eyes", "Farm and Food News" and "Safety
Items", bring listeners information on
homemaking, gardening, safety, etc.
Licensed as an educational station,
WBBR fulfills its purpose by presenting
IIUU1Y educational programs. These, however, are not a dry, tasteless presentation
in formal, stilted manner, but pleMingly
informal, interesting, practical, up to date,
and wide in SCOPe. Here is a schedule of
some of the featUre programs:
SUNDAY
6:30 am Thoughtl for the Day
7,00
Iteml from Here and There
S:OO
The Watchtower OrR''"
8:30
Aa We See It
g:oo
The Sunday Morning Forum
9:45
WaaR Watchtower Male Chorul
10:00
A Young Miniltor Speakl
10:40
Thlngl PeoPle Are Thinking About
4:00 pm Fnhionl in M ullc ,
4:30
"Around the World with Jehovah's Wit·
ne"es"
5:15
Theocracy'l Increne A"port
6:00
Dinner Coneert
6:30
The Sible "'ade Plain

WEEKDAYS
6:10 am "Your Word I, Truth"
6:30
Thoughts for the Day
7:00
At the areakfast Tlble (Mondly.Frldsy)
7:30
Watching the World-Newe
7:40
Your alble Quutionl Anlwerea
TUESOAY THROUQH FRIDAY
5:10 pm Know Your Bible
6:00
Dinner Concert
6:30
Know the Meaning
7:00
Home aible Study

Programs on WeBR
WEER programs appeal to many listeners. Fine recorded music, generally in the
light concert class, neither jazzy nor "long
Variety in material and style of presenhair", brings enjoyment to lovers of good tation rnakes the programs listenable and
music. The Watchtower Concert organ, lo- instructive. A Scripture text for each day
cated in the largest of the three studios, is read and discussed on "Thoughts for the
brings deljghtful music into the living Day". "The Sunday Morning Forum" is a
rooms of many. Also a favorite is the sing- round-table discussion of topics of current
ing of the WBBR Watchtower Male interest by persons representing the scienChorus, a group of 20 voices raised in tific, Catholic and other viewpoints. Youthsongs of praise to Jehovah. WBBR's ~ews- ful ministers from all parts of the United
10
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States are invited to be guESts on the pr0gram "A Young !lfinlster Speaks". Each

that they want answex'ed. Thus WBBR is
doing much good and Is aiding many on the

road to everlasting life.
The script from one WEHR program,
whose conversations "At the Breakfast "Things People Are Thinking Abou!," is
Table" have made theirs a favorite pro- mimeographed and distributed to minisgram with many. Seven o'clock in the eve- ters throughout the United States and othning means it is "Home Bible Study Time", er countries. At the present time it is being
when listeners are invited to drop in on a presented on approximately 90 radio stafamily group as they discuss God's Word. tions in various parts of the world.
The chaI'acter portrayals make the study
live as questions and arguments are raised Special Test Broadcast
On January 25, this year, WBBR broadand answered.
To give an adequate description of the cast a special test program for the purpose
programs is impossible. To appreciate of learning how far it could be heard. Conthem, they must be heard. If you ever have gregations of Jehovah's witnesses in eastthe opportunity to hear WBBR. be certain ern and central parts of the United States
to do so. Then you will know for yourself and Canada were informed in advance of
the broadcast from 4:15 to 6:00 8.m.
that there is no station like WBBR.
As an illustration of how listeners enjoy (E.S.T.), those hours being selected so that
hearing the New World station, here is other stations would generally be off the
part of a letter received from a New Jersey air and would not interfere with WEBR's
signal. Those hearing the broadcast were
listener:
,eWe would like to add our voice to the asked to notify WBBR. The results were
very gratifying. A total of 817 letters were
many thousands of those of your listeners
received. The Watchtower station had been
and express our congratulations to you
heard in 25 states 1n the United States and
for a fine, well-rounded.-out program. Its
throughout a large area of Canada. Many
variety and natural informality in the
expressed their delight at being abJe to
presentation of information makes it easy
hear the Kingdom message over their
to say, You have hit a new high in New
radios.
World broadCasting! Its variety keeps any
WEBR is a powerful voice for bringing
listener from tiring and its informality althe good news of the Kingdom into the
lows the mind to relax a.nd open itself to
homes of thousands. The New World stathe ideas presented."
tion is accomplishing its educational purA steady flow of mail is received. from pose, because, as a'result Qf its broaticasts,
listeners expressing their appreciation. A many have corne to a knowledge of God's
very large percentage of these request Bi.. Word, have dedicated their lives to do
hIe literature, which is offered free to lis- God's' wilI and now, together with WBBR,
teners, and manY send in Bible questions are raising their voices in praise to Jehovah.
weekday morning listeners enjoy hearing
Bob and Mary, a yaung married couple.

Are You ~oo Busy?
'if A magazine entitled ''Think'' carried this thought: "There is no busi·
ness, no avocation whatever, which will not permit a man who has the
inclination to give a little time every day to study.-Daniel Wyttenbach."
JULY 8, 1963
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Easy to Get To

W
rests approximately at the center

HY shouldn't It be? Its port Is
what made It a great city. It

ot a solid urbanized belt extending
from Washington, D.C., to Hartford, Connectietlt. It faces Western Europe across the world's
most-traveled shipping lane, It has the greatest
'frequency of sailIngs of any port in the world,
Is a terminal for twelve railroads, .forty bus
llnes, a bub lor the highway spokes of the East,
and a major world aviation center. And though
it is at the eastern edge of the country, one
out of every ten people In the United States
Uves within 50 miles of New York-as many
'}>E!Ople as live in all of Canada!

tI. Fint in this land of Fords and Chryslers are
the city's tunnels. bridges and highways. The
George WashIngton bridge cros!les the Hudson
from New Jersey with a 3,500-toot span, the
world's second-Ionges-t. The Lincoln tunnel en·
ters .the midtown area near Times Squlfre. To
the south the Holland twmel, a 9,277-foot tube
opened in 1927, is now used by 15 milUon cars a
year. Pointing toward the cUy from greater dis·
tances are Connecticut's Merritt parkway, the
New Jersey turnpike and the more·dlstant Pennsylvania turnpike. These whiz their riders great
distances without even so much as signal lights
or cross tramc, with so few obstacles to rapid
travel that their speed laws must he rigidly
enfo~ed.

([, The flnest of airports are located al"OUlld the
edges of the city. Newark on the southwest
and LaGuardia on the east have recently been
supplemented by the monstrous flve·mile-Iong,
two-and-a·ba1!-mlle-wide New York Internation·
al airport where, 15 miles from mid-Manhattan,
most overseas flights land. At peak capacity it
will handle 1,000 flights dally.

tI. Sus travel received an added impetus In 1950
when the new $24-million Port Authority bus
terminal, the world's largest, was opened a
block from Times Square in mid-Manhattan.
It is 800 feet long, 200 feet wide, and consists
of four levels plus a basement, a mezzanfne and
a three-acre roof parking lot. Buses enter directly from the Lincoln tunnel, totally ignor-
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Jng city tratllc. The terminal can
accommodate 2.500 such buses and
well OVE!r 100,000 travelers daily.
CI. Trains come into either Grand
Central station, Pennsylvania station or one of
several other stations of railroads that end on
the New Jersey side of the Hudson and ferry
their passengers across the rivet". Grand C£mtral
handles about550 trains a day, all of which must

enter the station through a long loul'·track·wlde
tunnel. No other great railroad station in the
world has so few approaching main tracks, and
during rush hours trains are only twenty seconds
apart! Pennsylvania station has more than five
:miles of tunnels. Two go under the Hudson,
four under the East river to connect wIth Long
Island. Its waiting room Is 150 feet high-th,
equIvalent of a 15.story building!
these facfUtles, plus direct express trains
and planes, often make this clty easier to get
to than others that may be nearer by. This
month these wlll be put to good use by Jehovah's witnesses converging on New York from
the United States, Canada, Latin America, Europe, Asia and Africa. Great transports will
land at New York International airport; monarchs of the sea wUl dock a mile from 'l'imes
Square; special trams will 1Iash down shl'ning
rails along the Hudson and Into the two·and-ahalf·mile tunnel under the glitter of Park
Avenue to Grand Central station, while others
roar through Hudson River tunnels into New
York. Great buses Will unload at the new tel':minal and the private Greyhound stations, and
autoists will come over turnpikes, elevated road·
ways, tunnels and great br:Idges. AlJ will have
one purpose in mind. They are comIng to New
York, not for its tourist attractions, but for the
eight days of July 19-26, when Yankee Stadium
w:Ill be a center of Bible edUcation and theocratic training, where the foundation will be
laid for future expansion of gospel-preaching.
They are not getting to New York without diffi·
culty, but theIr el'torts will be well rewarded.
Can you appreciate that fact? Only If you come
to such an assembly and experience it for yourself. You are invited.
(f AU

AWAKE!

HEN boys of ancient Rome flipped
coins, the exclamation was "heads or
ships". It has not changed very much in
almost two thousand years. Today it is
"heads or tails", But whichever side comes

W

the figure of its patron deity on its money.
Probably they ~rved as a kind of celest1ai
police guard against clipping and counterfeiting, for only the mos.t sacrilegious
rogue would think of harming them. In
up, one thing is certain: the history of course of time there was established becoins is a continuous picture gallery of tween coins and religion an association so
rulers and gods with pagan religion pre- intimate that, before the middle of the
dominantly influencing designs and in- fourth century B.C., it had come to be
scriptions.
looked on almost as a matter of course that
Who was the first man to be commemo- the types of coins should be religious in
rated on coins? Perhaps one of the earliest subject.-Evolution of Coins. bv GeoNe
of men to be honored in such a manner was MacDonald.
Nimrod, the first man to be made a god
after the Flood. The Greeks had a fabulous Greek Portraits on Coins
To picture a living man upon coins was
creature, which played an important part
in Greek mythology, called the centaur, a sacrilege to the Greek way of thinking.
half man, half horse. That imaginary crea~ Nonetheless, by 350 'B.C. there were altion, as is generally admitted, was intended ready signs of the near approach of a day
to commemorate the man who first taught when mortal men would be accorded seats
the art of horsemanship. On this point in Olympus, the chief abode of the gods,
Hislop's The Two Babylons states: "Who even in their lifetime. Indeed, some forty
so likely to get the credit of producing the years before this the Thasians had offered
horse as the great huntsman of Babel, who to make a god of the stout old Spartan
no doubt enlisted it in the toils of the king Agesilaus, only to be contemptuously
chase." Then Mr. Hislop reveals a startling told that, if they wanted him to consider
fact: "But that creation (the centaur) was the proposal, they had better bE.gin hy
not the offspring of Greek fancy. Here, as making gods of themselves.
in many other things, the Greeks have
Until the close of the fourth century
only borrowed from an earlier source. The B.C. portraits on coins were practically
centaur is found on coins struck in Baby- unknown. It had long been, though, a
lonia showing that the idea must have Grecian custom to offer sacrifice to deoriginally come from that quarter." Who parted heroes. The result was that by the
then would most likely time of Alexander the
be represented by this Great's accession, it
early Babylonian coin had become a wellbut Babylon's founder, established convention
Nimrod, the arrogant that a coin should have
"mighty hunter before on its obverse or front
the LoRD"?
side the head of a diIn ancient Greece vinity. After the death
each city-state placed of Alexander the Great,
JULY 8, 1953
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be became first a hero and then a god. and Brotus' own I'Ol'lnIit with bIB
The
hl8 portrait was placed on coins. He thus rev..... shows the cap of liberty, flanked
became the first historical personage whose by two daggers. As if to obviate all risk
portrait on coins can be recognized with of misunderstanding, uThe Ides of March"
is added beneath.
absolute certainty.
From the time of Augustus forWard, unThough Alexander the Great was not
ofticially deified during his lifetime, it is til the fall of the Roman empire, the norobvious that from the deification of a mal obverse type is the head or bust of the
monarch just dead to the deification of reigning emperor. Some rulers boasted of
his living successor is little more than a divinity; others did not particularly dwell
step. Ptolemy was among the earliest to be on the subject. HIstory says that Alexan•
hailed as a god. But it was not until the der the Great's acceptance of divine honors
next generation that the worship of the was only half serious. Some emperors even
reigning monarch was formally established talked facetiously about their divinity. On
as the state religion. Then it became the his deathbed, Emperor Vespasian pulled
custom for living monarchs to be deified, out a coin and remarked to his son Titus:
and gradually their portraits came to mark "I'm turning into a god, I take.it." "
the coinage of their reigns.
Camouflaging the Pagan Element

Roman Portraits

During the reign of Constantine the
Great, many SO-Called Christian symbols
were blended with the pagan and put on
coins. Thus A.D. 326, the year after the
Council of Nicaea, there was struck a piece
having the head of Constantine and the
reverse side bearing the standard of the
cross. Does this mean coins went Christian? No, for the cross itself is of pagan
origin! (See Awake! October 8,1951.) The

The coins of Rome at theIr very outset
were specifically religious in character.
The reverse side was occupied by a prow
of a ship, symbol of the vaunted sea power
of the Roman Republic. But the obverse
was reserved for th~ head of the divinity:
Janus, Jupiter, Hercules, Mercury, etc.
Hence, on the Roman playgrounds, boys
tossed "heads or ships". The strength of
the hold that pagan religion had gained New Funk and Wagnalls Encyolopedia
over coins was clearly manifested in 268 says under "Constantine I": "He retained
B.C., when silver coins began to be issued. the traditional pa~an title of Pontifex
The obverse of the earliest denarii bore Maximus, .•. and his coins still bear the
the head of Roma, while on the reverse, rid- figures and the ,names of the old gods."
ing as if to battle, were Castor and PolluX,
During the reign of Julian the Apostate,
the patron divinities of the knights. Roma
gradually lost her monopoly of the obverse the so-called Christian coins disappeared
and gave way to the heads of other gods. and paganism's undisguised head was emGreat Romans of the past occasionally a~ blazoned on coins in the form of Egyptian
peared, but not until the days of Julius deities. But Justinian II went back to strikCaesar was the head of a living Roman ing coins with a bust of Christ surrounded
placed upon coins struck within the city. by the words: "King of Kings." The bust
There is a very interesting denarius that of Christ is not found upon coins again unvividly brings home the inflated pride that til the day of the iconoclastic emperors
the murderers of Julius Caesar took in was over. These emperors reverted to the
their achievement. On the obverse is pagan cross for their "tails" side. How14
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ever, AD. 842 the bust of Christ was re- accompanied Louis IX and was horrified
sto:reu almost at once. Qnly now Christ is

given a dift'erent pose: "he Is shown placing the crown on the head of the emperor,"
thus conveying the illusion to everyone
that the emperor rules by divine right.
-Evolution of Coins.

By and by the virgin appeared on coins,
sometimes with hands outstretched in
prayer, sometimes with a "holy child"
seated upon her knee. The earliest coin on
which the virgin appears with the child
is a silver piece of John I (969-976), which
bears the descriptive title "Mother of God".
The reverse is entirely occupied by the
following inscription: "Mother of God,

most glorious, he who putteth his confidence in Thee never cometh to naught,"
This title, however, is not given by the
Bible to Mary, and in regard to the pagan
origin of such mother worship The Two
Babylons states: "The Babylonians, in
their popular religion, supremely worshipped a Goddess Mother and a Son, who
was represented in pictures and in images
as an infant or child in his mother's arms.
From Babylon, this worship of the Mother
and the Child spread to the ends of the
earth .... Under the name of the 'Mother
of the gods,' the goddess queen of Babylon
became an object of almost universal worship. 'The Mother of the gods,' says CIericus, 'was worshipped by the Persians, the
Syrians, and all the kings of Europe and
Asia, with the most profound religious
veneration.' "

Pagan Pattern Persists
Coins of France during the reigns of the
Carolingian kings frequently pictured a
temple, supposed somehow to symbolize
Christianity. During the Middle Ages, the
patron saint usually took the place of the
local divinity; however, the underlying
pagan principle was still there. And at the
time of the Sixth Crusade, a papal legate
JULY B, 1958

to find "Christians" of Acre and TripQIi
minting coins bearing the name of Mohammed and dated according to the Mohammedan era.
The coins, then, from Constantine on,
have they followed a Christian or a pagan
pattern? Explains the Encyclopredia Britannica (under "Numismatics"): "From
Constantine, the pagan element in the
coinage declined. Little of Christianity,
however, took its place." But apparently
the pagan element never declined.
Regarding the popular practice of placing portraits of reigning sovereigns on
coins, the book Evolution of Coinage explains: "It will be clear that this was, in its
essence, a legacy from the Hellenistic age,
through the medium of the Roman empire." When the very first coin act passed
the United States Senate, it provided that
the head of the president should appear on
all coins. Indeed, a number of pattern
pieces were struck, showing President
Washington in various types of dress from
that of a Roman emperor in toga and laurel
crown down to his own uniform and wig.
Congress later, however, concurred in
deciding that the likeness of a president
on the coins savored too much like pagan
Rome and other monarchies, and that an
emblem of liberty would be more suitable
for a republic. Hence, goddesses of liberty
in various forms appeared on United States
coins. However, in modern times the goddess of liberty has been gradually discarded and presidents have been appearing
on regular-issue coins. Thus Presidents
Lincoln, Jefferson, Roosevelt, and Washington appear on the one-, five-., ten-, and
twenty-five--cent pieces respectively. A few
years ago Lady Liberty was removed from
the fifty-cent piece and replaced with a
portrait of Benjamin Franklin; hence all
coins minted by the United States govem-
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ment today bear the likeness of some fae recordlng for posterity the fact lbat this
mous person. Uncle Sam has wound up was a ChrIstian nation. But Is It ChrIstian
with a pagan pattern that Congress orige today with its divided religions, its racial
inally decided against!
prejudice, Its immorality, its trust In H·
Can we say, then, that the pattern in bombS? George Washington made the legcoins has changed much since the days of endary cherry tree popular, but the plums
Babylonish coins conunemorating Nimrod, more conunon in politics now are jingling
since the days of Alexander the Great and coins! In view of this, p~rhaps the famous
Julius Caesar? In answer, note the words slogan could well be amended to read, "In
of one\ of the foremost authorities 'on the Tms God We Trust."
evolution of coins, George MacDonald, who
True Christians today do not put their
stated: "So therefore, as types are con- trust in the dollar, pound, franc, peso or
cerned, the coinage of. Greece had reached any other form of money. They know that
a stage of development beyond which the it can be valueless overnight. Such a day
world has scarcely advanced today." is close at hand. (James 5:1-3) Soon ArWhether it has "advanced" any, you be the mageddon's battle will wipe out this paganjudge!
ized world, along with all its false gods.
Coins have thus served well to perpetu- True Christians serving Jehovah, the God
ate and glorify the names of men, for after who made heaven and earth, will survive
portraits and even triumphal arches have into a new world of righteousness wherein
crumbled, coins are the only record that love will supplant the insatiable greed for
survives. Even the motto on United States glory and money, and wherein there never
coins "In God We Trust" was suggested will be a need to write another chapter on
by a clergyman with the sole purpose of the subject: "Coins Tell a Pagan Story."

Pagan Foundations. literallyl
When the Israelites moved into Canaan were they commanded to borrow
prestige from that land's demon religion? No! Listen: ''Destroy their altars, and
break their statues, and cut down their groves [sacred poles], and burn their graven
things. Neither shalt thou bring any thing of the Idol into thy house, lest thou
become an anathema, like it. Thou shalt detest it as dung: and shalt utterly abhor
it as uncleanness and filth, because it Is an anathema."_Deuteronomy 7:5, 26,
~

Douay.

'i

Has the so·called "ChrIstian religion" of today followed that instruction?·No!
When British professor Ernest A. Rudge of West Ham Municipal College discovered 130 strange stones markink an ancient cross·country trail, he noted that
many had been built into the foundations of old Saxon churches. Something mys·
tical was involved, for the stones were shunned after dark, and one legend said
that three times the builders of a church brought one down from a hill and the
Devil carried it back. FInally they bunt the church on the hUl and the stone stayed.
Said Time: "Inspired by these tales Dr. and Mrs. Rudge dug into church history.
They found that Pope Gregory the Great, in a letter to his missionaries in 601 A.D.,
told them not to destroy such stones when they found them in pagan Britain.
Instead, he said, they should build their churches upon them, so that the centers
of new Christianity might enjoy the prestige of a more ancient faith." Rather
than detesting them as dung, he wanted them wannly embraced, but the persist·
ence of the early pagan reverence for them is tangible evidence that God knew
more about maintaining pure worship than did Gregory!
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the sUl'face. "In this vertical range alone it is esti-

mated that every square
mile of salt water contains upward
of sixteen tons of planktonic skeletons. And there are irmumerable

EA

forms that have no shells."
The' growth of the plankton is
fierce in intensity and astronomically great in numbers. Vast areas
of ocean are covered witli a living
blanket of cells. Mile after mile
of water may appear red or brown or
green, the whole surface taking on the
color of the infinitesimal grains of pigment
contained in each of the plant or animal
cells. These are matched by other outbursts of microscopic plant life of the
plankton. In the sea, as on land, spring is
a time for the renewal of life. The surface

ECHNICALLY speaking, no water is
wholly free of living organiSms. A glass
of what might appear to be crystal-clear
sea water is actually alive with myriads of
microscopic and transparent living plant
and animal orgat'lisms. What is more, these
microscopic creatures are of rare and unsuspected beauty, "a beauty so totally dissimilar to that which distinguishes the waters become a vast nursery. The eggs
larger and more familiar residents of our and young of many of the bottom animals
planet that there is really no standard of rise to the surface of the sea. The averttge
egg production from each female creature
ccimparison. "
Furthermore, there is no known body in the plankton is probably about a million
of water where these living organisms do a year. Most of these are eaten before they
not occur. Huge quantities of microcrusta- ever grow up; this adds up to a tremendous
ceans have been found to exist on ocean food supply for such fishes as the mackerel
floors and an overabundance of algal crea- and herring. The little acorn barnacles that
tures were located in polar regions and in grow on rocky coasts may produce "as
pools of melting snow. Virtually all water, many as 20 tons of babies a year for each
tropical or temperate, cold or warm, is rich mile of shore", and the barnacle is but one
in plants and animals, most of which are of the many aniinals that live there. One
microscopic in size. To this teeming popu- cod spawns several million eggs annually,
lation Victor Hensen of Germany proposed which become part of the plankton.
a collective name-Plankton, which Is from
Plankton Discoveries
a Greek word, meaning "wandering".
Despite their quantity, scientists have
This massive population is made up of
minute jellyfish, miniature shrimp, snails found, too, that plankton hunting "could
and worms, which provide the pasturelands involve them in just as much difficulty,
for fish such as herring, sprat and mack- hard work, and disappointment as hunting
erel. So rich and plentiful are these pas- for bigger game". Professor H. B. Moore
tures that creatures like the Greenland of the University of Miami stated that unwhale, which often attains a length of fifty like birds or butterflies, whose parentage
feet, feed solely upon them. Their abun- is clear or can be easily traced, matters in
dance is just as great 600 feet down as at the sea are far less simple. "To begin

T
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with," said the professor, "most plankton
animals .•. are extremely dillicuJt to keep
alive in captJvity. Accustomed as they are
to the cushioning of the ocean waters, they
may conceivably bruise themselves fatally
when they b1.unP into the walls of an
aquarium. Or perhaps we do not yet )mow
the right food to give them, and they just
starve. Many of them .•. have mouths so
small that they could not swallow any~
thing bigger than a few thousandths of an
inch across. When you add to all this the
fact that many of the most exciting apimals come from deep, cold waters into
which daylight never penetrates, where
the pressures are tons to the square inch,
you will see why so many of them are
killed even before we can bring them to the
surface in our nets. To keep them alive in
the laboratory is a problem. It is under~
standable, then, why so few of the animals
found in the p1ankton have been watched
through their whole life cycle."
However, recent scientific discoveries
have turned up several unbelievable facts
about the plankton. For one thing they
nave found that planktonic globigerina
ooze covers an area "of nearly 50,000,000
square miles" of ocean bed! That perhaps
the loveliest of all protozoans are the
Radiolaria. Like living snowflakes their
most exquisite shapes are a constant
source of pleasure to the collector. Sea
urchins and starfish are among the most
colorful inhabitants of the sea. Urchins
are round like pumpkins but striped like
some watermelons. Scientists have found
that when a baby starfish decides to leave
home a stalk begins to grow out of the
back of the adult's body. On this a delicate
bud sprouts, and from it emerges a tiny
baby starfish. The tine stalk finally breaks
off and the baby, begins its downward
plunge to the bottom of the seas, while the
old body and 'arms swim away and in time
die.
18

The Phronlma has • few ingenious
angles of ber own. She takes over a cJii..
carded house of another plankton animal,
a tunicate. This house, or tunic, is a transparent barrel made, surprisingly, of cellulose. Professor Moore states that ..the
Phronima creeps into this ready~made
plastic barrel, and, by paddling water
through it with her legs, achieves very ef~
fective jet propulsion. At the same time
the barrel makes a splendid nursery for the
babies. They are as safe from attack as
human babies behind the glass windows of
a hospital ward; yet the streams of water
pumped in by the mother bring them a
steady supply of the minute food which
they need".
Another amazing discovery Professor
Moore and his colleagues made was that
when the eggs of the Salpidae hatched and
the young grew up they were "different
animals from their parents-so much so,
in fact, that they originally were described
as a different species. What is more, this
second generation does not lay eggs. In~
stead, it grows a long chain of buds,~ which
finally break off to grow up into the egg~
laying generation again. The situation is
about the same as if a greyhound had
puppies which turned out to be dachshunds, and these dachshunds grew extremely long tails which broke off and grew
into greyhounds. Absurd as it sounds, this
is what happens, and which are we to calJ
the parent of which?"-The National Get)..
graphic Magazine, July, 1952.

PhosphQrescent Plankton
Still another phenomenon that baffles
scientists. The one-celled animals known to
zoologists as the Dinoflagellates deserve
mention. It is due chiefly to their presence
that the sea becomes phosphorescent at
night and, where the animals are in great
number, assumes a deep tinge of brilliant
red during the day. These minute animals
AWA.K1l1/

no luger than a speck in diameter are
observed under the microscope as "selecting their food from the surrounding medium, revealing that they have their preferences, just as have higher animals whose
bodies are composed of billions of cells".
William Crowder irl his article on "Living
Jewels of the Sea" goes on to say that "the
color, the beauty, and the intensity of the
light emitted by so small a creature have
been subjects of considerable investigation,
but the secrets are still unrevealed. It has
been possible, of course, to isolate the
chemical compounds causing this light, yet
of their ultimate' nature practically nothing is known". The tiny ostracode crustacean Cypridena emits light so powerful
"that one ,part of its lwninous gland in
about two blllion parts of water will impart
a visible glow to this ·medium". If man
"possessed ,an organ giving the same proportionate volume and degree of illumination, he would be capable of lighting up
the business area of a city like Washington, D.C."-The National Geographic Magazine, September, 1927.

NoctUuca Live. Forever
Unique among the plankton and among
the world of living things, Noctiluca is the
only known ariimal that never dies, that is,
from so-called natural causes, such as old
age. Otherwise, it lives forever! Its coveted
secret of perpetual life lies in its method
of reproduction. Crowder explains this
marvel this way:
"At a certain stage in the lifl':! of the individual a division of its body takes place.
A constriction is first formed in the cell
wall around the middle of the sphere, this
constriction rapidly growing deeper and
finally sep~rating the animal into distinct
and equal parts. Each of these parts in turn
becomes a smaller but exact duplicate of
its single prototype. That is to say, what
was originally one adult mother cell has
JULY 8, 1953

resolved itself into twin daughters. When
the twins grow older they likewise divide,
and the cycle continues.... However, this
method of teproduction by fission, as it is
tenned, does not go on indefinitely without
variation; for in some succeeding genera·
tion two individuals will meet, a fusion of
their cell substance will occur, and the
pair will appear to coalesce into a single
unit, thus apparently reversing the process
of division. Sooner or later the fused cells
develop prominences 01' buds on the surface of the sphere. These ultimately become
detached and swim away as zoospores, or
young Noctilucas, who, when they grow
up, will again carry on reproduction by
division in the manner first described.",
Recently, plankton have won fame for
their remarkable stamina. A hollow transparent plastic wheel was filled with sea
water through a sealable window and
plankton were introduced. The wheel was
turned so that with all their swimming
the plankton always remained in the same
place. In these experiments the scientists
were the first to give up. Science Newa
Letter, commenting on this experiment.
said: "The scientists were exhausted but
the tiny plankton, which had been swim·
ming furiously all the time, were as fresh
as at the start.... Calanus, a little shrimplike animal not quite the size of a grain of
rice, can reach speeds of 100 yards an hour
and keep going at 50 yards an hour for an
hour at a time. Weight for weight, a man
would have to run at hundreds of miles
an hour to duplicate this performance."
The seas' are filled with praise to their
mighty Creator who is; worthy of it all.
"Oh the depth of God's riches and wisdom
and knowledge! How unsearchable his
judgments are and past· tracing out his
ways are! Because from him and by him
and for hUn are all things. To him be the
glory forever. Amen."-Romans 11: 33, 36,
New World Trans.
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ATTENDING A FUNERAL IN JAPAN
8Y "Awake'" corrupondent In Jap.,.

HE deceased lady had been 01 good will
toward Almighty God. Her daughter is
an actlve,wltru~ss of Jehovah. At the funeral
a you.ng Japanese minister in an understandable Way showed from the Bible why men die,
the COndition of and hope tor the dead. He
told h.ow Jehovah God would bring m~ny back
in a resurrection to live everlastingly on a
para<l,ise earth. This Was their hope; it is sure,
for God cannot lie. When the young minister
concluded, other members of the family reo
quested the customary Buddhist rite!;,
CI, A Buddhist priest, hIs face expressionless
and his head completely shaved, entered and,
in the presence of aU, his attendant helped
him put on his elaborate officiating garments.
Ceretnonlously he approached the altar, which
was decorated with offerings of food and fruit
as a gesture of friendship toward the soul.
On bended knee he lit the candles to furnish
light for the soul in the room. Then Slowly he
rose and rejoined his attendant priest in the
center of the room. The attendant, with the
clanging of bells, summoned the soul to approach. Then the priest began to read from
the Buddhist scriptures, the O-kyo, in chanting style and in words not understood by anyone in the room, for the O-kyo is written in
a dead language-the Pali dialect of the San·
skrit. Reading the O-kyo was in effect a peti·
tion to the Buddhist god to guide the soul to
its heavenly home.
tl WhJle the reading continued., the relatives,
one by one, in the order of nearest of kin,
went to the altar, rosary in hand, knelt, cere·
moniously took incense and put it into a fire
pot. Each did this twice, thus expressing hope
of everlasting Iffe for the soul in the unseen
world. Then, with hands clasping the rosary,
each repeated the words, "Namu amida
butsu," an invocation for the soul's happiness.
The rosary has 108 beads that stand for the
108 sinful desires of man. When clasping the
rosary they supposedly are crushing these
sinful desires, and thus the soul, void of these
selfiSh desires, is fit to make its journey safely
to heaven. His petition having been made for
the dead, the relative rises from the altar.
Before retiring to his seat he boWS to the fioor
before the priests to thank them for the part
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they had in glvlng the soul a gooo: send·o1f
on its journey tt) gokU1'aku, the Japanese

.:.
~

I "heaven".
i fL During all this time the deceased person
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has been housed in a simple wooden box. No
work of beauty, this wooden box. As is customary for rich and poor alike, it is rough and
unfinished and held together by a few nails.
At this time the nails were loosened, and the
lid removed. One by one, the relatives ap·
proached for one last look at the body. As a
parting ~lft to accompany the soul, should it
find the Journey lonely, they place a flower in
the box with the body. This is selected from
the ,,;reaths fianking both sides of the altar,
and IS usually a lily, whose fragrance it is
hoped will subdUE! the odor of cremation.
4, The lid is nailed back on the box, which is
then removed to the funeral car, a ponderous
vehicle with ornately carved, black super·
structure. At the crematory the box and the
deceased body will be burned. The next morn·
ing III near relative will visit the crematory
and, with a pair of chopsticks, will salvage
the neck bone from the charred remains. This
"Adam's apple" is supposed to indicate wheth·
er the person was good or bad. The relic is
kept for a period 01 time, vary:lng according
to the Buddhist sect, but usually thirty-five
to forty-nine days, during which time the soul
is said to be in the room or near vicinity.
Then the bone is removed to the temple and
kept in a special place under a new name, a
name for the soUl in its new home. Periodicany, on the annIVersary day of the dead, the
Buddhist priest will come to the home and
pray that the soul will successfully reach the
future world. Not to be forgotten is the money
consideration that will be given tq the priest
~?r his special prayers for the dead.
What a contrast these two ceremonies have
presented! The Buddhist ritual that no onE'
can understand, and the simple truths that
everyone could understand spoken by the
Japanese minister who read from the Bible.
These truths from the Bible rise above reli·
. glous formalisms "to bind up "the broken·
hearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives,
and the opening of the prison to them that
are bound; . . . to comfort all that mourn".
_Isaiah 61:1, 2.
AWAKE!

.y "A.llkel" wrrnporwMnl If! •• calf

RAZIL has more buried treasures than
any other country in the world. Whether they be the tremendous suppUes of gold,
sHYer, diamonds and other precious stones,
or the Wltapped deposits o~ coal, petroleum, manganese, uranium and tur.gstf'n,
she has more. Her surface has hardly been
scratched.
For over three centuries half of the gold
in the world came' from the Amazon. Spanish conquerors were principally attracted
to headwaters by Inca gold and Eldorado
legends. They found slaves powdering their
r.air with gold dust te lend it a golden
tone. Today BrazlJ produces more than
fou!" tons of gold each year. And in her
borders gold rushes still appear; some
50,000 garimpeiro8 (goJd-pan.'1ers) sift the
earth for the yellow dust. Recently Amapa
was besieged by thousands of gold-seeking
fortune hunters. The mad rush was set off
aftcr a prospector returned loaded with
yellow nuggets from the Jari River tributary of the Amazon. One collected 25,0Q0
dollars' worth.
The deepest gold m:ne in the worid,
"Morro Velho," is located in Minas Geraes.
The mine was opened in 1830, and it has
been worked down to a depth of over 2,700
me~ers ·0.6 miles). Six thousand men work
here and live in Nova Lima, the city built
t:p around thJs mine. They descend seven
shafts by elevator, the first drop being
400 meters. Over 800 tons of ore is brought
up daily and it yieJd-; about 300 kilos
(66!J lbs.) of gold a month. Another nearby mine, "Raposos," is connected byoverhead cable and sends over ore-loads day
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and night as men work in three shifts.
~ter these many years of mining, one
might think tbat the heavily worked mine
of Morro Velto wouJd be about depleted
of its treasure, but it is estimated that
there are at least one million toll$ 01' gold
still In reserve.
Amapa State, scene of the recent gold
rush, is also a setting for another treasure
hu.'1t. In 1945 are was discovered in these
black, humid lands containing an astonishing fifty-four per cent of manganese. More
astonishing was the news that it was all
on the surface. You can traveJ miles upon
mil~ Over beds of manganese actually exPOSl.'<i to view. Withot:t manganese no steel
can be produced. What a treasure house
fo'!" the steel industry! Ninety per cent of
a:l manganese is consumed by the industry.
Up till now Russia has bee."l the cnly COtmtry ~ble to supply all her own needs; now
Brazil has taken second place in the world
for manganese reserves.
She is well stocked with other minerals
too. Up the Amazon way are the largest
dE-posits of hlgh-quality Iron are that have
ever been discovered in any nation. in almost pure state, sufficient to s:Jpply all
other nations for centuries. For many
years China was tile principal supplier of
tungsten. Since Red occupation of China
Brazil has taken first place in tungsten.
New rich veins or uranium were found in
November, 1952, in :Minas Gentes, and, as
a result, plans have been presented for
South America's first atomic city to be
built i"l Minas near Sao Joao del Rey. Untouched stretches of buried coal in southern Brazil could well suppJy fuel and save
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prectousl1ln1ber, buttbey have not yet dug
into this black fortune. The Aniazon basin
is believed to be flqating on a sea of petro~
leUm as indicated by the discovery of enor..
mous depoSits to all sides of it, in Vene.zuela, Colombia, Equador, Peru and Bolivia.

liants~ But when you conSider that poliShed
diamonds of more than 100 carats are so
rare that all in the world may be counted
on one's fingers, and that there are not
more than about 400. diamonds around the
earth weighing over 30 carats, Brazil certainly has its share of honors for famous

Sparkling ,Treasure Galore
To the average treasure hunter, ores and
petroleum do not hold out great beauty, at
least not as much as would a mine of dia..
monds, sapphires or aquamarines. Brazil's
diamonds may not be of the size of "hen
eggs", but they are known to be the most
brilliant in the world. What is more, sheproduces them in fantastic quantities, The
Brazilian.cut "brilliant" is cushion-shaped
with eight additional facets for added lus~
ter, -making a total of sixty-six facets.
Since 1720 the diamond has been hunted,
dug out and polished so enthusiastically
that the annual production runs around
400,000 carats.
Some famous Brazilian diamohds in·
elude: The "Estrela do SuI" (Star of the
South), which was found in 1853. The cut
stone weighs 128.5 cat'ats and was bought
by an Indian rajah for four million francs,
It is now kept in the Treasury of Gaekwar
of Baroda, India. The "Braganca" diamond
(some believe it to be a colorless topaz)
was found about the middle of the eighteenth century and this diamond is the
size of a literal egg, weighing 1,730 carats
and preserved in its origjnal state by the
Portuguese crown. It is especially esteemed
for its unusual clarity and beauty. The
"Presidente Vargas" diamond found in
1938 weighs 726 carats and the "Darcy
Vargas" diamond, 460 carats. None of
these may compare with_ the largest dia~
mond in the world, the "Cullinam", which
weighed 3,106 carats· and was later cut
into nine large stones, including the larg~
est cut diamond, the "Star of Africa",
530.2 carats, and nearly 100 smaller bril-

gems.
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In fact, many Brazilian diamonds till
this day are passed off as of Oriental origin in order to get higher prices. Back in
1807, John Mawe, a diamond merchant,
stated in a commercial tract on diamonds
that Brazilian diamonds were flooding European markets and thus endangering their
monetary value. False rumors were spread
that Brazilian diamonds were much inferior to the South Africau variety. So after
this diamonds from Brazil began to appear
in other lands as of foreign origin. In
Brazil's colonial days the Portuguese government bitterly complained that "the
largest and finest Brazilian diamonds appearing in London _and Amsterdam markets had not come through the Administration's chests", The famous blue diamond
"Hope" of the British Crown, 45.5 carats
of exceptional brilliance, which appeared
in London in 1812, is believed to be of
Brazilian origin. And Brazil's treasure
house is far from exhausted of this precious gem. Willard Price, in his book The
Amazing Amazon, stated that recently two
new veins were discovered, one of them so

rich that an one has to do is bend down
and pick up the diamonds by hand. More
than 2,000 good-sized stones were gathered
this way in only one week's time.
And then there is the carbonado diamond, or black diamond, a crystal aggregate of very minute crystals of diamonds,
used for industrial purposes. Henry E,
Briggs, authority on gemmology, says, in
his Encyclopedia of Gem8~ that "the carbonado of Bahia is the hardest and toughest
known substance", Brazil is the most imAWAKEI

portaat producer'of these black diamonds,
with Japan and Britain as im principal
buyers. In 1895 the world's largest carro.
nado was found in Chapada Diamantina,
Bahia, weighing 3,167 kilos (6,967.41bs.)
and worth $300,000.
Diamond Rivals
More desirable than the diamond is the
quartz, essential in the construction of
precision instruments. Brazil furnishes
ninety·eight per cent of the crystals used
by the American industry. Quartz can be
purple, yellow or colorless, rivaling the
diamond in brilliance because of being so
lustrous and water-clear. Certain crystals
such as quartz or tounnaline have the
property (called piezoelectricity) of developing a charge of electricity when under
pressure or tension. Some quartz charges
have alternate expansion and contraction,
producing oscillations useful in radio equipment. Piezoelectric quartz 1s a strategic
mineral in all the world, and Brazil is its
only producer. Two thousand tons of it in
one year's exports brought in fifteen million dollars to commercial coffers. During the last war Brazil kept one hundred
United States oscillator plants supplied
while they prepared 250 million dollars'
worth of quartz. Brazil's stock is veritably
inexhaustible. And some of them come big
too. One quartz crystal weighing a mere
882 kilos (over 1,940 Ibs.) was fOWld in
Conquista, Bahia. Measuring over 1 meter
15 centimeters, it is now on exhibition at
the "Bolsa de Mercadorias".
The diamond's sparkle may refract light
in a variety of colors, but other gems of
only one color also have their personal
brilliance and unmatched beauty. There is
the abundant amethyst, a deep velvety
purple. Brazilian aquamarines are much in
demand, beautiful fine blue ones of very
large size. Then there is the "eat's eye", a
yellowish or gray-brown stone with a sharp,
JULY 8, 1963

line of white light that mOves
as the stone is turned about, resembling
the slit pUpil of the eyes of a cat. Clear,
yellow topaz gems and greenish-yellow
chrysoberyl stones are plentiful and sought
after. The Brazilian ruby is actually a red
topaz. naturally colored or artificially colored by heating. Sapphires are either
greenish topazes or light-blue tourmalines.
Recently a new gem was discovered in
Brazil, slightly greenish yellow~ and now
named Brazilianite. One of these weighing
19 carats is in the American Museum of
Natural History in New York.
The treasures in the Amazon area alone
are enough to make mankind rich, not to
speak of those in the rest of the world.
JesuS taught mankind of other riches
laid up "where neither moth nor rust consume, and where thieves do not break in
and steal". This enduring treasure, he said,
is the knowledge of the Almighty as con:tained in His Word, the Bible. Of these
riches Solomon, who was a type of Christ,
wrote: "Happy is the man that findeth
wisdom, and the man that getteth understanding. For the gaining of it is better
than the gaining of silver, and the profit
thereof than fine gold. She is more precious than rubies: and none of the things
thou canst desire are to be compared unto
her. Length of days is in her right hand;
in her left hand are riches and honor. Her
ways are ways of pleasantness, and aU her
paths are peace. She is a tree of life to
them that lay hold upon her: and happy is
every one that retaineth her."-Matthew
6:19-21, New World Trans.; Proverbs
3:13-18, Am. Stan. Ver.
The materially rich and poor alike can
receive of this treasure house. Not by digging downward for it, but by looking up.
ward, to the One Who has created both
spiritual and material riches in abWldance
for the everlasting entertainment and happiness of mankind.
w~-defined
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Our Confused

HE n'Ull1bel', kind and lack of un:I!onnity In
modern measurements of length, size and
quantity are maddening. The "Miscellany" col.
umn in Britain's Manchester Guardian Wee"Zy
recently showed that there are many measurements besldes just gallons ot water. l1U'ldlets
of wine, kilderkIns of beer. pecks of corn,
rehoboams of champagne, bolts of cloth, lasts
of wool and seams ,of glass. Celery, for Instance. is sold by "rolls" containing eight heads
if washed and twelve if dirty. There is the
bunch of carrots, flat of cucumbers, hand of
radishes, and sieve of apples or potatoes.
"which contains 56 lbs. in Northern markets
but only 52 Ibs. jn the South". Fish goes by the
trunk, quintal or "kU". In a standardization of
one frequently conflicting measure the British
Stalldards Institute produced a. "teaspoon" that
would hold the same amount of medicine every
tlme. The one they settled on holds 100 minims.
A minim, of course, equals one drop of any
llquid.
'i;' More or less "liquid" measurements haVe
aJso bee1I. applied to distance. Charles Lamb
determined his walking distances by ale and
beer measure, sayIng, "Now I have walked a
pint," or, "Now I have walked two pints." He
was neither alone nor original in this. however,
for the Guardian pointed out that one authority
on Turkestan wrote: "It is a land where dis·
tances are reckoned by the time it takes to
drink a :pot of Kokchai or eat a bowl of pilatr;
so that you may ask your way to the 10caJ
Soviet and be told, 'It is four pots of tea
away:" Similar measurements are used by the
Dutch canal travelers, who measure the dis·
tance by the number af pJpes they smoke. and
in Burma where the equivalent of a mUe is a
word meaning "to sit". It is used to indicate
the distance an ordinary man can walk with·
out taking a rest. In parts of modern Germany.
saJd the Gfwrdian, signposts may still be found
that -mention not distances but time, simply
stating that a place is five or ten minutes away.
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The average schoolboy will tell you that
even standard measurements a.re difficult
enough. and most people will agree with him.
m the United States everyone knows that 12
inches make a foot and three feet make a yard.
Many know that M yards make a rod, and
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same that 40 rods make a furlong and eight
furlongll <1,760 yards) make a mUe. Of coune.
to be really versed in measurements, one shoUld
know also that three miles make a league;
but once this has been learned, one finds that
In another field su.tveyors call 7.92 inches a link,
100 links a chain, and 80 chains a mile. Further
combinations of pints, quarts, pecks, bushels.
grains, ounces. pennyweights and drams all add
up to such confusion of weights and measures
that it is Indeed an unusual man who knows
them all.
~ Many of these measurements have evolved
from earlier haphazard forms of determining
distance. The mile comes from the Latin mille
pas8uu'/n, 1,000 paces. Since the Roman pace
was a double step, eacll pace was about five
feet in length. and in the United States a mUe
now equals 5,280 feet However, in Holland the
mile is about two thirds that distance, and in
Norway it is seven times the United States
length. The fathom is used in measuring the
depth of water. It comes from an Anglo·Saxon
word laetkm, meaning "embrace", and origi.
nally applied to the length of rope between the
two hands when the arms Were outstretched. It
is now six feet. The furlong (220 yards) origi·
nally meant "length of a furrow", and was sup·
posed to be the distance oxen could plow with·
out stopping to rest.
t,' M8.l:l's attempts at measurement vary in
accuracy from general references to a "heap"
or "pile" to that of a millionth ot an inch in
optical work. His measurements vary In size
from the angstrom unit, 254,000,500 to the Inch,
to a light·year, nearly 6.000,000.000,000 miles.
One at the few sdentj.flc attempts at solving this
muddle of measurement is that of the metric
system, which unifies the measurement of
length, area and volume in multiples of ten (a
kilometer is 1,000 meters, a centimeter 1/100
ot a meter). Yet as long as England and ArneI"
Ica refuse to change to this progressive system
that is accepted in much of the world, but hold
to rods, furlongs, acres, and have several kinds
ot ga.llons. three kinds of welght (a.voIrdupols,
troy and apothecaries') and other confused
quantities and lengths, there will be no solution
to the maddening muddle of modern measure·
ment.
A WAKE!

"How Are the Dead tp Be
Raised Up?"
HE non-Jewish and non-Christian world
of the apostle Paul's day did not believe in the resurrection of the dead. They
believed in the teaching of the inherent
immortality of the human soul. They understood such soul to be an· immaterial,
intelligent thing dwelling in the human
body and acting through it until death
overtook the body. and then leaving the
body to continue its conscious existence
elsewhere. The pagan believers in such immortality of the human soul reasoned that
if the soul did not die, how could there be
a resurrection of the dead and why was a
resurrection of the dead even necessary?
They did not believe the Bible, which says
that man is a living soul and does not possess an immortal soul. "And Jehovah God
formed man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into h\s nostrils the breath of life',
and man became a living soul." (Genesis
2:7, Am. Stan. Ver.) And if this soul (man)
disobeyed God or sinned, it would surely
die. "The soul that sinneth, it shall die."
(Genesis 2:17; Ezekiel 18:4, 20) Pagan be·
lievers did not believe these Bible texts.
They believed the soul to be immortal.
Hence it is that we read about Paul's
first visit to Athens and his talking to the
pagan Greeks there: "But certain ones of
both the Epicurean and the Stoic philoso~
phers took to conversing with him con~
troversially, and some would say: jWhat
is it this chatterer would like to tell?'
Others: 'He seems to be a publisher of for~
eign deities.' This was because he was de~
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claring the good news of Jesus and the
resurrection." (Acts 17:18, New World
Tram.) So it was not strange that Paul
should be met with unbelief or wonder
when he climaxed his speech to the Greek
council of the Areopagus by saying: "God
... has set a day in which he purposes to
judge the inhabited earth in righteousness
by a man whom he has appointed, and he
has furnished a guarantee to all men in
that he has resurrected him from the
dead." When the Grecian believers in human immortality of the soul heard Paul
mention the resurrection of the dead,
"some began to mack, white athcra. 'bam'.
'We will hear you about this even another
time.''' (Acts 17:19-32, New World Trans.)
This proves that the Bible teaching of a
resurrection and the theory of an immortal
human soul cannot be harmonized, because
the latter is of pagan origin and is false.
Throughout the Bible the doctrine of the
resurrectlon is taught. The prophet Job
wrote: "0 that thou wouldest hide me in
the grave, that' thou wouldest keep me
secret, until thy wrath be past, that thou
wouldest appoint me a set time, and re·
member me! If a man die, shall he live
again? all the days of my appointed time
will I wait, till my change come." (Job
14:13,14) Jesus, as recorded at John 5:2729, according to the New World Translation~ stated: "Do not marvel at this, because the hour is coming in which all those
in the memorial tombs will hear his voice
and come out, those who did good things
to a resurrection of life, those who practiced vile things to a resurreclkm at judg·
ment." At the mouth of these two witness-
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es is the truthfu]ness·l)f a resurrect1mt

e$-

tabllshed.-DeuteronomY 19: 15.
Much speculation has taken place as to
how the resurrection at the dead wllloccur. A very learned Presbyterian clergyman back in 1891 tried to explain that the
resurrection would consist in a regathering
and revivifying of all the bones and sinews
and all the flesh and skin, etc., that had

ever constituted human bodies, no matter
how they had been disposed of-by fire,
disintegrating in the grave, or otherwise.
Yes, no matter if parts had been taken aut,
destroyed, eaten or if they had rotted and
gone as fertilizer into various fruits, vegetables, grasses, etc., and thus been transformed over and over again and assimilated by other living matter or creatures. To
him, the resurrection would occupy only a
part of a 24-hour day, during which the
air would be black with hands, arms, feet,
fingers, bones, skin, sinews, etc., of the
billions who have lived and died, all these
seeking the other parts of their respective
bodies. After the bodies were thus fitted
together, the human sauls would come
from heaven and hell and be imprjsoned in
web resurrected bodies.
In this way the clergyman tried to explain what his religious creed calls "the
resurrection of the body". The Bible does,
indeed, speak much of the resurrection of
the dead, but speaks nowhere of the "resurrection of the body", meaning the identical
original body with which a person died,
bit for bit, atom for atom. Therefore the
Bible doctrine of a resurrection does not
call for any such fantastic scene as the religious clergymen described prior to the
time of the world's judgment. Today we
appreciate that the absolute basis of all
earthly matter is a particle of electrical
energy and that all particles of energy are
alike. We can see that one particle is as
good as another and that to re-create a
person it would not require Almigq.ty God,
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the Supreme ScIentist of the universe, to
use, th4;! identical partleIes that formed, the
person's body at the time he died. What
difference would it make, 8$ the elect.ronJc
building blocks of all matter are alike? The
creedal doctrine of the "resurrection of the
body", with its ghastly conception of the
resurrection day is not only unscientific
but unscriptural as well.
What makes a re-created human the
same individual character he was before?
It is not the same material out of which he
was constructed before, but it is the individual's personality with all the peculiar
traits, propensities, knowledge, memory
and mental .development that he bad in
his previous existence. That is what makes
you, what distinguishes you. The apostle
Paul shows there could be no "resurrection
of the body", despite what religionists
claim or teach. In answer to the question
"How are the dead to be raised up?" he
proves it is not the old body that has dis~
integrated to the dust of the earth that
comes back, but a new body re-created to
fit the life pattern of the individual.-l Co-rinthians 15:35-42, New World Trans.
Thus we see that a resurrection is made
sure by Jehovah God's provision through
Christ. It will not take place according to
any pagan Platonic theory of, the immortality of the human soul, nor through any
conception - of Pythagoreanism. These
teachings are based upon the false satanic
lie that the soul dies not. (Genesi.s 3:4)
Such teachings of pagan philosophers are
unproved imaginations that really offer no
hope or means of salvation.
The resurrection comes through the
power of an Almighty God, possessing
ability to retain in memory all who are in
the graves and having power to re-create
the souls that have died and for whom
Christ provides a ransom. This is not too
great a task for a God who has created
heaven and earth.
A W AKEI

Puerto Rico
HE "Rich Port" of the Caribbean sea
-that is what the builders of the SpanT
ish empire caned the capital city of the
small island they piously named San Juan
Bautista. And it was a rich port of a prosperous island for several centuries. After
a time, however, the island and its capital
city traded names, and now we know the
city as San Juan and the island as Puerto
Rico.
San Juan is still a rich port that has
grown to a city of nearly half a million
people. The island as a whole, though, is
not what one would call rich. The.re is
much poverty among the - people even
though the island has been under United
States control for about 55 years. On this
stretch of land 100 miles long and 35 miles
wide live about 2,200,000 people, or more
United States citizens than in the comhined states of Nevada, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Arizona and Vermont. If one
travels through the mountains at night the
countryside seems to mirror the starry
sky, as lights can be seen glowing in all directions from the little homes and thatched
huts scattered throughout the hills and valleys. In fact, it is a crowded island, the
third-most densely populated agricultural
country in the world, with over 600 people
to every square mile. Just think, if the
United States were all as densely populated
't
uld' h
I
as Puert 0 Rico, 1 wo
ave a popu ati
f
d third bm'
, on 0 one an a
lon.
In recent years the people of this beautiful·island have been given something new
to think and talk about. It is the good
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news that Jehovah's witnesses are bring..
ing to the people about the promised righteous government of Almighty God. The
Puerto Ricans have responded enthusiasticany to the message. In 1944, the Watch
Tower Society sent its first missionary representatives to the island. That year only
14 persons were having a part in the
preaching work. Four years later the number increased to 160; last year it leaped "to
590, and this year there are more than
680 of Jehovah's witnesses in Puerto Rico.
The great majority of the people in
Puerto Rico are nominal1y Catholic, but in
actuality only a comparatively small per. centage regularly att~nd th~ cafuedrals
and churches of the country. Many are
realizing that the fruits of four centuries
of domination by the Catholic church are
not those of truth and righteousness.
Last year a new missionary home was
established in San German by the Watch
Tower Society. The missionary group was
composed of just four young girls, but
they might as well have been an invading
army as far as the local priest was concerned. When he awakened to the fact that
these witnesses were calling on the people
in the town, he rushed into action. Driving
his jeep, he headed for the houses among
the hills where the girls had begun their
missionary work., Th~r:e he called froI?
house to house, mqUlrmg everywhere If
they had bo~ght any, of the books from the
American gIrls, and If so, they were told to
b
th
h'"
.
urn em, Actually t IS anxIOUS actiVIty
on the part of the priest did much to publicize the work. As a friendly policeman
said. to the miss.ionaries, "Th~ l'>ri~t ~
went around to visit the :people, never.
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Now he is everywhere, and it is just be~
cause you are here."
Telling of a leaflet the priest had pub-lished warning his "Dear brethren in Jesus
Christ" of the work being done by these
witnesses, one of the missionaries wrote:
"The day after the leaflets were circulated
we noticed everyone looking out. the doors
and windows to take a peek -at us. We
didn't know what was the matter until
one favorable storekeeper ran out after us
to 'give us one of the leaflets." One lady
who was visited by the priest and urged to
burn her copy of the book «Let God Be
True" told the priest that she was going to
keep it and read it despite what he said
because it explained the _Bible. When her
husband came home and heard what the
priest had done he was so angry that he
made it a point to read the book also. As
a result, when the missionaries returned
on their next visit, they found the whole
family so excited about it that they were
all talking- at once, trying to say how much
they enjoyed the book. A study was ar~
ranged. This family attended the next cir~
. cult assemb1y held by the witnesses. Now,
as they speak to their neighbors, they refer
to themselves as Jehovah's witnesses.
Puerto Ricans are interested in the subject of personal liberties and political freedom. They have learned much about the
true concepts of freedom and how to de~
fend jt as a result of the activities of Jeho~
yah's witnesses. In the town of Bayamon
near the capital of Puerto Rico, the mayor
flatly refused permission to the witnesses
for use of the public plaza for a lecture,
using the weak excuse that the new plants
and young trees might be damaged. How~
ever, the witnesses suspected he was more
concerned about the large Catholic church
also planted solidly in the center of the
plaza according to the custom in most
Latin-American countries. After a number of interviews with officials, the~it-
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nesses decided to go ahead with the lecM
ture on the Bible despite his refusal to
grant a pennlt. Although the mayor
angrily threatened inunediate arrest, the
chief of police showed quite a different
attitude when some of the publishers talked
to him. He said he had read of our court
battles for freedom, and added, with a
typical Latin gesture, that in his opinion
the mayor's view of such things extended
only to the end of his nose. So the talk
was given and some 400 people were pres
ent to enjoy it.
M

Women Freed
The position of most Puerto Rican women is not like that of women in the United
States. Many of them rarely leave the
neighborhood of their little home~ and
some may get to the center of town no
more than a half dozen times in a year. So
invitations to go to a Bible meeting or in
the witnessing work with Jehovah's witnesses frequently bring such replies _as:
"But my husband never allows me to go
out unless he goes with me"; "My husband
is so jealous I can't even go to the stare
alone"; "No, I couldn't possibly go, I have
to be here to serve my husband his food."
Nevertheless, many women are now
realizing that their obligations to God are
of first importance, and that their husbands are not completely helpless when
left alone for a few hours. One of the missionaries in the town of Caguas wrote
about some of the comments she heard
while going to a district assembly with a
group of eleven women who were all
packed into one station wagon. The trip
was only twenty miles. but it was quite an
event for most" of them. Their remarks
were to the effect, "I have never done tbjs
before. It feels 130 good to be able to get
away and meet people." Such new-found
freedom is a wonderful thing for them and
has served to greatly enrich their lives.
AWAKE!

result in the prisoners'
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WATCHING
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ORLD

On Top of the World!

<$> Fourteen years ago Edmond
P. Hillary, a New Zealand bee·
keeper, told his mother: "Some
day I will climb Everest," the
highest mountaIn in the world.
He did! Together with the
famed Sherpa guIde Tensing
Norkay he climbed to the top
of the 29,OO2'{oot Mt. Everest
on May 29, but the news did
not reach" the world untn runners trom the expedition's base
camp reached the radio post ~t
Namche Bazar. The success ot
the British expedition was attributed to the· good weather
and the excellent leadership of
Colonel H. C. J. Hunt. Ever
since the mountain and its
height were tirst recorded by
Sir George Everest, the fey
monster has excited man's
spirit of conquest, and ten ex·
pedltlons since 1922 tried to
reach the top of the world. But
they ended in failure and with
the death of many climbers.
One noteworthy expedition was
in 1924 when G. L. Mallory and
A. C. Irvine were seen almost
on the peak, but then a mist
closed in and they were lost to
sight, their fate unknown.
Since their day, however, the
height of Mt. Everest may
have changed, and it was
hoped that the successful British expedition would shed Ught
on the otten-disputed height of
this Himalayan giant.
JUL.YS, 1953

U. S. Atomic Cannon Boom"
<$> For the tlrst time in history
an atomic shell was fired from
a cannon (5/25), Set oft' by remote control, the huge 85-ton
280-mm. cannon fired across
the sands of Frenchman F'lat
In Nevada. After traveling
seven mUes in about 20 sec·
onds, the shell was detonated
by a time fuse. The atomic
shell, a projectile eleven inches
In diameter and weighIng
about half a ton, burst like the
sudden birth of a new sun close
to the desert floor. Soon the
blinding brilliance evolVed in·
to a rolling white-orange cloud
that rapidly rose to a height
of 20,000 to 30,000 feet. The
purpose of the blast was to test
the shell's possIbilities for battlefield use. It js interesting to
note that this comparatively
small sheJl possessed abOut
half the power of the huge
bomb that burst over Hiroshi·
rna in 1945, and which had to
be carried in a giant B·29,
South Korea Balks on Annl!lttoo
The U. N.'s revIsed proposal
for a Korean armlstt~ found
it hard going when South Korea refused its support. South
Korea's Major General Choi
boycotted the Panmunjom ses·
sions when the proposal was
presented to the Communists.
He said he thought that the
U. N. proposal was absolutely
unworkable and that it would

'*'

even·

tual returrJ. to communism. Act·
ing Premier Pyun Yun Tae

said (5/29) that if the V. N.
proposal Was accepted, South
Korea would withdraw her
forces from the U. N. Command and would block aU attempts oi the five custodial
nat!.ons to supel'Vise Kot'ean
prisoners not desiring repatria.
tion. Mr. Pyun declared: ·'We.
are ready to use Our armed
force and would even be will·
ing to shed blood fighting
troops of those nations." Presl·
dent Syngman Rhee, speaking
(5/30) at a naval academy,
also stated: "Peace here is up
to ourselves. Any international
discussion about this will be of
no validity at all." South Korea's resistance declined, how·
ever, when the U. N. showed it
did not intend to withdraw its
proposal.
'Mfght as Well Forget U. N!
~

U. N. delegates pay respect·
ful attention to the views of
the leader of the majority
party in the U. S. Senate.
Therefore imagine their sur,
prise (5/26) when Senator Taft
of Ohio, majority floor leader,
declared that if the truce ef·
forts failed the U. S. "might as
well forget the United Nations
as far as the Korean war Is
concerned". "This statement,"
he said, "is going to shock a
good many people Who still be·
lfeve in the .United Nations. I
believe in the United Nations
myself, but not as an effective
means to prevent aggressions."
(New York Time8, 5/27) Reper·
cussions came quickly. Presi·
dent Eisenhower said he did
not agree and that "if you are
going to go it alone one place,
you of course have to go it
alone everywhere". Republi.
cans as a whole shied away
from the controversy. Democrats for the most part were
silent. But one highly placed
democrat asserted: "The Ad·
ministration has no foreign
polIcy untfl and unless Taft
approves one." Presumably the
?,q

positlons alTaft an.d Eisen·
hower 'reflected strong opposIng currents of U. S. ·oplnlon.
I-Power Bermuda eJonferenoo
The Btg Four ,conference
wanted by Britain's Prime Min·
Ister Churchill turned into a
Big Three conference, The Big
Three meeting was proposed
by the U. S. to harmonize the
views of France, Britain and
the U. S. "so that the interests
of peace may be advanced".
The three governments accepting. the appointment in Ber·
muda was set for late June.
The Soviet government warned
(5124) that it did not like the
conference and that it would
likely heighten rather than
lessen International tensIon.
Clearly, Moscow, which want·
ed a meeting of the BIg Four,
was worried about the gatherIng of the Big Three.

+\

The Dulles' Mission
.. John Foster Dulles became
the first D. S. secretary of state
to make a journey to eleven
countries of the Middle East
and to Greece. Upon his return
Mr. Dulles declared (5/29) that
his mission had "laid a new
foundation of friendship". In a
formal statement he said that
typical conditions that create
"fear, bitterness and weakness" were: "The Suez base
dispute between Egypt and
Britain; the uneasy armistice
and economic warfare between
Israel and the Arab states; the
problem of Arab refugees; the
India-Pakistan d1 spu te over
Kashmir; the prevalence of
poverty_" He also stated that
the U. S. "is determined to find
a way toward a broader unity
[tn which] the nations of the
Near East and South Asia may
live together".

Second MIG Lands in DeDmark
.. The Danish island of Born·
holm became (5/20) the land·
ing field for the second Com·
munist MIG-15 jet tighter plane
when a 21-year-old Polish Air
Force flier made good his es·
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cape from his homeland. Com·

The Ken7a,'Battle ZoDlI

ing in at high speed, the pilot .. In an attempt" to' hem·1n
landed in a 6OI).yard drflLfteld ' and cheek the Mau Mau niove-

and came to a halt againlt a
cluster of trees. Upon emerging from the partly damaged
plane, he requested political
asylum, which the Danish government granted. The refugee
filer said: "1 planned to escape
as long ago as 1950, but I realized that my only chance of
escape would be if I joined the
Air Force." The 21·year-old
pilot claimed that he was a
friend of Lieutenant Jarecki,
who had fled his country in
March and who was the flrst
Communist fiier to place a
much·wanted IiHG.15 into
Western hands. In the mean·
time Lieutenant Jarecki had
visited the U. S., where he
heard that the House of Representatives Judiciary Commit·
tee had approved a blll (5/26)
to grant him political asylum.
One representative who advo·
cated granting the PoUsh flier
political asylum in the D_ S.
said that it would have a "tremendous psychological impact"
behind the Iron Curtain.
'

ment, the Kenya government
(5/29) sealed off central Kenya, Including all three Kikuyu
tribal reserves. Also sealed oft'
from the rest of the country
were the Meru and Embu districts to the east. Special permission is necessary to enter
or leave the sealed-oll area. In
ellect this area is a battle zone
and is no place for noncombat·
ants. Meantime, the Mau Maus
have continued to employ regular guerrilla tactics, the forested mountains furnishing them
with excellent hide-outs. Thus
there has come abopt a bush
warfare similar to that existing in Malaya. Mau Mau guer·
rillas have been getting their
food supplies by making cattle
raids on their fellow Kikuyu
tribesmen. In one raid, 400 head
of cattle were stolen and driven off to Mau Mau hide-outs.
However, a scorched-earth poliey is being carried out on
the edges of the forests to deprive the Mau Maus of food.
PhUlppine s-Party Politics

*

The Exodus from East Genmmy

During the last part of May
the West German government
had an all-time peak in the
number of refugees fleeing
from East Germany. During
just four days the datIy ref·
ugee influx doubled that of the
previous weeks. On one day
(5129) East Germans to the
number of 3,793 escaped to the
Western zonC'. Officials, were
somewhat puzzled as to the
sudden increase, but it was ap·
parent that most of the refu·
gees were driven by hunger.
One Western official said:
"Many of them flrst ask. for
.bread and then for registration
as political refugees." With the
refugee increase, the West Ber·
lin government also reported a
decrease in the number of
those who flee to West Berlin
but later change their minds
and go back to the Soviet zone.

.. For the first time in the
Liberal party's postwar history
it had to make a choice. Would
it renominate President Elpidio QuIrIno or nominate ex·
F:'oreign Secretary Carlos P_
Romulo? The answer came
(5/24) when the convention
unanimously endorsed Mr. Quirino's candidacy. Immediately
General Romulo broke from
the Liberal party, saying:
"Through devious machinations and gross applications of
pressure on delegates that
have nothing in common with
de mac r a tic processes, President Quirino has succeeded in
ha ving himself nominated."
Promptly Mr. Romulo launched
the new Democratic party
(5/26). It was believed that the
effect of the thIrd party may
- greatly improve the chances
for the election of Ramon Mag·
saysay, the Nac1onal1sta
party's candidate_
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New World Society Assembly
OF

Jehovah's Witnesses
JULY 19-26. 1953

YANKEE STADIUM
NEW YORK CITY
From all parts of the United

Convention sessions will be held

Stotes and Canado, and from

every afternoon and evening, and

more thon 90 other countries, all persons of good will ore
territories and islands of the sea, invited to aHend. No admission
charge' at any time; no
Jehovah's witnesses and
many of their friends will assemble at
collections token. We should like to have
.~
you as our guest every day. Just walk
Yankee Stadium, New York city, July 19
..... 1" '. into Yankee Stadium and take a seat
to 26. You ore cordially invited to visit
~wherever you wish. Be sure to come early.
the stadium during these eight days.
.~

,.

([, Are you interested in a new world, completely free from the worry, trouble and anxiety besetting the peoples of earth taday? Would you like to live in a world with no sickness, sorrow
or death? Then do not fail to hear

"AFTER ARMAGEDDON -GOD'S

NEW WORLD"

FREE PUBLIC ADDRESS BY

N.H. KNORR
PRESIOli:NT OF WATCHTOWER SOCIETY

YANKEE STADIUM

SUNDAY

•

JULY 26

•

4:00 P.M.

Residents of New York city and vicinity who are
unable to visit the stadium on Sunday may hear.
"After Armageddon-Gad's New World" by tuning to

~~ St<ctitJII
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HATRED-FRIEND OR FOE?
It depends on you
4 .....

Science Sows a Sinister Seed
Problem of peace between races to be solved by science?

Hypnotic Hangovers
Projecting the effect of hypnosis into the future

Butchery, a Colossal Roman Idol
Gladiators slaughtered in a lust for blood

JULY 22, 1953

SEMIMONTHLY

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
I

N8Wf sources that are able to keep you awake to the vtW fslUU
of our timeI must be unfettered by ccntorship and sel6.h interest..
"AwUeJ'· hu ftO fetf:uo:s. It ~es facts. facu fact.. Is free to
publish fadts. It is not bound by political ambitloru or obliOatlons; it is
unhampered by advertisers wfi.OBtl toes, moat not be trodden on; it {s
unprejUdiced by traditional creeds. This Journal keeps itself free tMt
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
mainta.irul inte~rity to truth.

"Awake I" uses the re~ula.r news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on.the-lICenes
reports come to you throu~h these columns. Thls Journal'1J ViewpOint
is not narrow, but is international. It is read in many nations, in man~
lan~ua~es, by per'SOns of all ~es. Throu~h its pa~e5 many fields of
knowled~ pass in review-government, commerce, rell»on, history,
~graphy. science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover~e is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake I" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden
f~s and subtle dangers, to championin~ freedom fot" all, to coffiforimQ
mournef'tl and strengthening those diSheartened by the failq,res of a
delinguent world, reHectin~ sure hope fot:' the establishment of a rj~ht~
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake I" Keep awake by reaOin~ "Awakel"
PUBt.ISHED S!!l]ll.IIdON7'HLY
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"Now it i8 high time to awalre.''-Roman8 19:11

Science Sows a Sinister Seed
CIENCE'S professed objective is the

S

welfare of mankind. Strange, then, that
one hromrl! 11 popular question, Does the
stellm roller of science that was to ftatten
out nlI our prohll'm:'! havE' a Frankf'n!ltf'in

In thf' rirlvpr's seat, since now science
thrMtE'N to flatten out mankind? True, in
a feeble way science has prolonJted man's
life, but at the same time it has made IivluI'( more difficult, if not halr-raising. In

Week, at which time a pronouncement was
made by sevcrnl prominent scientists. Here
is thc gist of their utt..-,rance, 1l.'I reported
In thl' Nf'w York Time.s of February 16,
1953: "Drotherhood Week was launched
here today with a warning from scientists
that they could not !>Olve public relations
prohlenu; involving goodwlll between variOUI> racial groups." That pronouncement

was indeed significant! For the scientists

World War I science was the ghoulish

nrc In

chemist glaring over a te!rt tuhP, and othf'r
people walkM 81'OUnct in gas masks. During
World War II selene!" was the white-robed
physicist at the cyclotron who, after enolmollS efforts, succeeded in making war
more fanta.l>tically fiendish.
"Now don't ge:t excited," say some, "fur
science is concerned with the knowledge of
the universe." Yes, but by listening to some
IJlology, chemistry and physics profes.'lorn,
one would never know It! Why, thl' vf'ry
book that enable.'! man to understand thE'
univE'rne, the Biblf', l~denCE' has repudiatE'd,
replacing it with empty evolution theories
and with diabolical instruments of mass
murder. Has science left mankind in the
lurch by taking away the Bible and handing back an atom bomb in return? Ii so,
science has sown a slni<rter seed. But is it
pl'epared to accf'pt the responsibHity for
what sprouts up?
The answer became obvious not long
ago during the event called BrotherhoOO.

!!pnmdble for the- way thf' world USN their
discoveries, that they do not really want
to search for death rays, but just the
knowledge of lhe universe. But they can·
not help It if the world twIsts their clli;coverles into Infernnl mnchlncs. It is all
the world'!! fault, and If the race!'l connot
gf't t.ogf'the-r in ~aN'ful relations, ......-ell,
the-y cannot help that! That is the world'g
problem' So they argue.
What are we to think ()f ::ruch a SCll!Dce?
It spends years to prodUCE' drugs to save a
life and then spends much more time and
the cream of its brain power on ways to
sntdf out that life! Still it will accept no
responsibility for any evil. It lays that at
the doorstep of the dictator and the selfish
industrialist. But it is always on hand when
it .Is tlme to pass out the prizes and to take
the credit for the good. Declared ,Presl·
dent Eisenbo\'!rer at hi!! inauguration: "Science seems ready to confer upon us, as Its
final gift, the power to erase human lite

JULY fe, 19r;3

P.tf~t

AAylng thBt they are not re-

,

~l

this p1aneL" If this Is science's ''1Inal
gift", it IS one that bumanity couId well do
without.
Now we are told that peace in the atmnic
era is ·up to the people. 'Ibis wllJ.. be quite
a disenchantment to those who have looked
to science as a CUJ'e-oall. In fact, scientists
themselves admit that the people expect
them to give a solution to almost any question. But whose fault is this? Science in its
quest for quick prestige has endeavored to
enchant the people with Its potency. ScI·
ence likes to make itself sound mysterious.

Its recondite explanations, its general ten·
dency to disdain explanation, have made
up-to-date science practically meaningless
to the average person, tn the usual sense
In which "meaning" Is understood. But the

very meaninglessness and inscrutability
has built up prestige for science; its mystery In the minds of the gullible pub1lc has
given It a potent virtue. A leading British
scientist, Herbert Dingle, put it this way:
"The criteria ~or distinguishing sense
from nonsense have to 8 large extent been
lost; our minds are ready to tolerate any
statement, no matter how ridiculous it obviously· is, if only it comes from a man of
repute and is accompanied by an array of
mathematical symbols.... If this state of
mind exists among men of science, what
will be the state of mind of a public taught
to measure the value of an idea in terms of
its incomprehensibility?"
But not only model'Jl science thrives on
incomprehensibility. So does modem art.
And very few people are as frank as the
elderly lady who became dissatisfied with
her pastor. In recounting his many failings
she said: "Six days a week he Is invisible
and on the seventh day he Is incomprehensible." But religion has generally thrived
on inscrutability. Doctrines not substantiated by the Bible are foisted on the people,
their very unintelligibility being proffered
as reason for aeceptingthem! Thus themys-

4

terlous, wUea&JidlbJe doctrines of heD-~
immortsIity at the soul and trinity c0ntinue to 1lourIsh. Could it be that the nob>
rious practice of a "Sunday reUgfon" quite
apart from the affairs of everyday life is
the offspring of this unintelligibility?
What a monstrous phenomenbn this
craze for the unintelligible! What hideous
mental degradation Is this when the unintelligible becomes a virtue? Who is responsible for this craze in religion, art. poetry
and science! This is the electrifying reason: Satan the I>evil and his demons are
misleading the peoples of the earth. Dark·
ness is the Devil's best friend. He uses It
to delude the people as to the truth of God's
kingdom by Christ Jesus. "The original
serpent, the one called Devil and Satan,
who Is misleading the entire inhabited
earth." (Revelation 12:9, New World
Trans.) No wonder science cannot solve
the problem of peace between races: it has
forgotten God and is now misled by Satan.
True science does not seek to belittle the
Bible. In fact, as Standen put it in his book
Scieftce 18 a Sacred Cow: "The first purpose of science Is to learn about God, and
to admire Him, through His handiwork.
If any usefulness comes in as it does In
large quantities why, so much the better.
If scientists looked upon their work in this
way, they would cease to worship science,
and they would be the better for it."
But modem science has become a slave
to science. Scientists work feverishly to
produce weapons a thousand times more
powerful than the Hiroshima A-bomb. No
matter what goverrunent they serve under,
they work at it with a vengeance. So when
modern science says that they will devIse
means to destroy races, but the problem
of preserving peace between races is the
world's, you Imow that science has sown
a sinister seed. At Armageddon this god.
less science will reap what it has sown~
destruction!
AWAKEI

Projecting the effect of hypnosis into the future

I

N A previous issue of this magazine we

suggestion can go, illustrating it thus: A
have observed the similarity of certain' subject in deep trance is told, 'Now listen

characteristics of sleepwalking and sleep
talking to those of the deep trance of hyp~
notism. We have seen that in the deep

carefully. After you wake up I will show
you a certain card and when I do you will
see a black dog coming through the door-

trance all the senses can be hallucinated so
that the hypnotized person, according to

way. He is a very friendly dog and so you
will pet him and give him a bone. He belongs to Professor So-and-so, and there-

the will of the one hypnotizing him. can be
made to seemingly perceive that which is
not and fail to perceive that which really
is. Further, that he can be deluded into
thinking he is someone else, or even a lower animal, and be made to act the part;
that in catalepsy his body can be made so
rigid that, suspended between two chairs,
it can support the weight of a man on the
abdomen; and that it is possible to hypnotize 200 persons or more at a time.
All the effects of hypnotism can be projected into the future, producing a hypnotic hangover, as it were. Such aftereffects may be the result of deliberate action on the part of the hypnotizer, that
being his purpose; on the other hand, it
may be due to carelessness or bungling,
resulting in effects not wanted by him. In
either case' these are termed "posthypnotic
suggestion". In deliberate use of posthyp-'
notic suggestion a person is given suggestions while hi the deep trance state, which
suggestions, however, are not carried out
until the person comes out of the trance
state and then only at a specified time or
at a given signal. And he will not know
why he performs such actions unless the
operator, the one putting him into the
trance state, wishes him to remember.
Estabrooks, a modern authority on hypnotism, shows to what extent posthypnotic
JULY
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fore, after you have fed the dog, you will
telephone the professor and ask him to
come and get his dog.' To make certain of
the posthypnotic effect, these instructions
are repeated and the subject is Questioned
to make sure that he fully understands
tl!em and then he is awakened. Five minutes later the hypnotist will place before
the one previously hypnotized a certain
card. At once the suggestion takes eft'ect
and the subject sees a phantom black dog
coming through the door; he pets him, gives
him an imaginary bone. He observes that
the professor ought to be informed about
his dog's being here and so telephones the
professor to come for his dog. The professor, knowing the hypnotic nature of the incident, plays his part by coming for the
imaginary dog. He engages the person acting out the posthytlnotic suggestion in con.
versation and lets
him believe that he
did Indeed come for
his dog, and finally

1953
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ft."" with hill imagInorycloc. Yeo, during

an this Ibne, due to posthypnotic sug.
geotlon, the Imaginary dog was !!very bit as
real to the subject as the ftesh-and-blood
professor!

Compulsion. Rationalization and Tjme
But suppose tllat the subject does not

want to carry out the posthypnotic suggestion. because, being very familiar with the

nature of hypnosis, he may detect that this
happens to be such a suggestion. Then
what? F...stabrooks tells of such an instance.
A profeR';ional man, detecting the origin
of a certain impulse, endeavored to oppose
it. But was he able to do so? No, he found
himself repeatcd1y wanting to do what had
been suggested to him. in the hypnotic
trance, although toe was resisting with

might and main. After a struggle of some
hours, during which he four.d himself un-

able to concentrate upon urgent and important work, he wen: to !,rreat lengths to
catTY out the suggestion. Only then did he
have peace within himself. Such is the
compulsive power of posthYP::lO:ic suggestions.
Indicating the e"te:1t to which a subject
will go to carry out a posthypnotic suggestion, Thomson, in t.~e November, 1947,
issue of Rural Health~ tells of the time he
gave a subject a suggestion to bring him
a certain book from a certain room at nir.e
o'clock, knowing that the door to the room
was locked. "Promptly at the appointed
time he dashed along the corridor, made a
tentative efIoit to open the door, then
JaWlched his body v~olently at one of the
lower panels, splintering it as he scrambled
through, In a second or two he had emerged,
arx1 with somewbat disheveled clothing,
and wIth face and hands scratched and
bleeding, he came rushing back toward me.
He handed me the book and resumed his
chair. For a few seconds he sat talking in
the usual manner, then he began to stare
6

mli>er'atupldly at hill <Iamaged banda IUId
asked: 'What happened. to me?' ..
Not on1y may posthypnotic suggestions
play havoc with one's will power and even
hi!!! instinct or se-If-preserya.tion, as seen in
the foregoing incIdents, but invariably the
subject will try to rationalize his actions.
An unusually morose person, as the resu1t
tlf a posthypnotic suggestion, put a lamp
shade upon his head, kneeled down and
said "Cuckoo" three times upon hearing
the cuckoo clock strike. Asked why he did
this he replied that he was simply making
a psychological experiment and offered an
apology.
In another instance, as a result of a posthypnotic suggestion, a subject took a certain book from a bookcase, turn~ to a
certain page and began reading a certain
paragraph. When asked wt:y he was readin~ this to the operator, or hypnotist. he
replied that he had been diSCUSSing the subject with his :professor that ::noming and
he wanted to get the operator's cpinion on
it. It a1l seemingly made sense except that
there was not a word of truth In it!
Posthypnotic suggestions have had their
fu:J eft'eet even after 25 days. 63 days, 172
days and 365 days, according to the reports of the School of Nancy. France,
world's fore!llOSt institution for the use of
hypnotism in the C"Jring of disease• .And
says F..stabrooks, "possibJy five years," And
again, "fairly strong after 20 years"; and
"we have some reason to believe that the
time can almost be indefinite".

Other Po!thgpnot_c Phenomena
By means of posthypnotic suggestion the
operator ('.-an ma.l{e it impossib:e for anyone aside from himself to hypnotize a certain person. Or. make it impossible for
him ever to be hypnotized again. Such a
person, after waking fror.1 the trance, will
be most unco-operative and even hostile to
any attempts to typnotize him. and, a.l-

W'h,.

thaugh TNrt aetuany IilMJwbijr
wiD. liP"
plauIible l'HSOnfI for his aWl sIun to b • Ig
~otiu!d.

On the othet' hand, posthypnotk ~

tion can be lUIed to ca\1Se' a pt!rson t() go
Into dl!Cp trance at a given ~Ii(tlal or ln~
dd4>nt.
oold of

'1'~mt: magazine, Dect!mber 1, 1952.,
8. prf"AA agpr,t who maneuvered a

stunt en rhJII V1!I'Y ba&k A madeJ,
by means of a pho!'l.ograph reN\rd!ng, W05
made ,us,-~ible to tranCE' upon hMU"lng a
)Ubll~Jty

certain !>imcel' singing a certain song. It
was thlm arramt.ed to have ooth the moc\f>l
nnd the sl'1l:er, who had made the recordtng, preflmt r.t a Lao:; Vevas, Nevada, night
dub. 7he ~Ingp.r Mn!l: th~ particuJar &OO1iI'
and, lure enough, upon i'lf!aring It the model
w~t into a deep hypnotic tra~~p. and had
to be taken to the hospital. After !'fm\fIln-

ina: there a da~ and a half without any !m~
provernent, the nypnotis<; rewmmen<:Rd
~a.ll1ni thc slOicr. He i:arne and sarlI!: hJS
.1Ong IJt h~" bOOBJdc. llnd she CMme out of
the tranCE!'. JnddP.t"ltally n a:ood f!lUllTIple of
how euy It is tn

~xpl()it

hypnotlsm (at"

l'Oltb;tp:tOtIc MJIIf*kIn .. wed by iii»
ton b tt ..UuJ: l*ti«ltII who 'IVIII1t to get
rid or bMl habits, such as sex pel"lH'ldtm!;,

t:obacoo. liquor, ownatin&. ftngemaU bitirlr, P.tc.: alsJ to combat such statel u
stuttering, shyness, l;itai:e fright, etc. By
te-Iling It suhjf'ct while in deep tranoe that
he will not MjOy doing thc thin~ he w-.nts
10 Rat rid €If, or thAI h" J.q no Iona:!!r IItIUct.~
ed witlJ his handicap, he will find hlm.sftt
having a sbvng aV!'I1I1on to th~ bad h4bit
or O\Iercomina his hlUldicap. All ~l., .howeVt'r, d~ UPOIl his actually wanting
to OW'rcMlC his I'-'ea.k.ne5li and upon lt1 not
~ing " ")'Tnptnm of somethinA: mI!!!.

In onl' Instance patentB UHd this methor the Wbaeco habU.
IIow(>V('r, h1" h"d DO incUnaUon to overcom~ it and 10 he kl!'J)t on smoking Ir. &plte
o( the fact that It now tumed hla stomach.
Arter some months he- again enJoyed h.ill
cill'lln!llts, bu1 not until It almnlrt rutned
Ids d1~tkm,
od ttl riff taclr flOn

A rdocNH'"'tiori

selfish ends, for ~ (lr1!'M agent got thc
teliullil he desired, much f~ ptlhlicity and
contrachl for his art!!.t.
However, In thl!!! use of pn<IthytKKlt1(' sug-

Dr. Om~, J1()f ACtually a doctor, although
f.amlliar witn ttw> tet'hniquc ot hypnom.,
IUJvocated B. form of AlIt0Sl1igcs:lon, in
which it wat> clalmll!!d that 8 pet'!tD2"I oould

gatiHon to brl:lS{ on the tran('p stllt~ it
!leCd not always be lSomethlnl!: 8Jj eiaOOrate
as a lovc wng. A person can 00 brouKht
Into trnncr mcrely by the vpt'rator's
"rNlt(""hing hi? no!W, and brought out o( it
m!'rely hy hill pulling on hi!! right car. And
the ):ersOh can go back find forth, in and
I.lut of tJ:~ trELnl"e. kl!!!eping up a nc}nnal ronversatiO!l, ur playil\~ a !'tame of cards with-

L-nprove hiIm.t>lf merely by ~peatlnr.
"F.vf!ry dRy and In every way 1':». g~tttng
hott"r AM bettr-r," ar.d actually btolleVlng
It. WhilE' h~ fIolTllPd this "au"to!iuAAeltion".
In hypnotism autosuggestion r~ers to thl
bringblR at a pom;on hy himselt hlw thl
tr.mce state. With autOP:UegMtlon one can
obtain all tbi! effects of Ngular hypnot!5?r..
To,) hypnotize o~lt onp would have to
give himselC the same klnd of monotonous

out nnyone·s knowiJ":iIf tr.t! dilTl;!i"\mCe except
the subjert and the ope:ator. How can it
be provffi that !luc.; Is iCJIuine? Beca.ulJe
the subject is insensible to pain whP.n in
de~p trancf', n pill prick. will Quickly demonstrate whether the subject is in or Out of
the- treJl('r an<t prove that the ~:.hypnotic
sugl{elo1.iolls are working.

sleep talk that an opera.tor WOttld, and
whAt th<- r-llmo iB 1"e8.c1led, and he !'-~rI
enc.s tM numbnms of funbs and bas that
"faraway" f~ljng aM. the spirit or luir.C'St or curious sensa.c.on of ~hargy, then
th<e suhjH:t ftAACM.s himself by telling himself Ula1 he has comPl~tlP' N)ntrol and then
7

ptvua!ds to give billlpif sngs tims Says
Life {November 10, 1941) OR the subject:
''The pecullar state of autohypnosis where-In the subject pm both send and receive
suggestions is hard to define. It is as though
the person had the ability to talk to him·
self even when solUld asleep."
One New York hypnotist is very enthu·
siastic about the use of autosuggestion as
an aid to people he is treating for bad
habits. By means of it they can give them·
selves treatments instead of having to
come to him each time they find their resistance getting low, or the posthypnotic
effect, intended to help them overcome
their vice, becoming weak. However, not
all authorities on the subject share in such
enthusiasm. Says one:
"This is a highly dangerous technique.
The subject is liable to set up a condition
of dissociation over which he cannot exer·
else proper control." And again, "There
is real danger here in connection with
8utosuggestion-a much ·greater menace
than can arise from straight hypnotism.
In the latter the situation is always In
skllled hands. Any bad effect can be rem·
edied on the spot Once and for all, but this
is not so with autosuggestion. The subject
is his own doctor, which has all the dangers
this would imply if he were allowed the run
of a drugstore to treat his ills without pre·
vlous training." He tells of his own expe.rience with a phantom bear that he could
call up at will by means of self·hypnotism.
which bear he could put through all kinds

But the bear kept appearing
_
1M' did not caD for him and finally
became very troublesome. It took a month
of JIetermined effort to dispel this phantom
bear fwm his consciousness.
Nor is that all. A very damaging con.
fession a.ppears in connection with the re·
port of cures via autosuggestion. The hypnotist's patients "are amazed, delighted
and grateful, but they seem secretly to be
ashamed of themselves, and they don't go
around recommending [the hypnotist] to
their friends". While the hypnotist holds
that this is due to the poor reputation
hypnosis enjoys In the United States, it far
more likely is due to the fact that to confess their getting such help is to admit lack
of determination and self-control to do
that which is wise and right without the
help of fantastic hypnotism. In either case
there is a complex that reflects upon the
merits.of the cure.
The Bible makes no provision for such
help. The truth and God's spirIt are all that
are needed to overcome vices and weaknesses. That is why the apostle Paul, after
listing many vices, goes On to state: "And
yet that is what some of you were. But you
have been washed clean, but you have been
sanctified, but you have been declared
righteous in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ and with the spirit of our God."
-John 17:17; 1 Corinthians 6:11, New

of _

World Trans.

More aspects of hypnotic phenomena will
appear in future issues of Awake!

M,th of the Stork
tr,Now forsaking many of its old nesting grounds, the stork of baby.bringing
tame was once )mown throughout all of Europe except the British Isles, Norway
and Finland. A source for the baby legend attached to this long·legged, roof.
nesting fowl was given by the November, 1952, Reader'1J Di!J68t, which said: ''The
original thought was that the stork who came to preside on the family roof em·
bodied the soul of some ancestor and took the liveliest interest in each anticIpated
descendant. So he it was, people came to think, who fetched, trom that well or
spring the village called 'the children's fountain,' not the expected baby's body
but its little soul."
AWAKE!

-MEMENTO
OFTHE PAST
... "Aw,**I" ..... _~ ...........it............ _

TN AN ellort to et!Cape the pressure and

1 demands of our "atomic age", many pe0ple try to live in thc! past. attempting to
tor&,l!t the trouhleR of our tim!! by thinking

only of the peace and triumph'!; of former
days. However, where others have failed

to make good their escape, a race of

pe0-

ple called the Mayas, centering arOWld the
IitUtt-known colony of Bl'ilhlh Honduras.
seem to havC! succeeded. Since the sixteenth century they have !ltood sUIl nnd

the rest of the world hM gone by.

Time bas not passed without taklna Its
toll or thl!'! once mighty nation. For some
unexplained r('ason the Mayan empire
~ away. With gentle C~ nature has
laid her green covering over the quanies
that once echoed with the soWld of stone
and wooden tools as the native workmen
wrested precious limestone blocks from the
helpful earth to build their thriving cities.
The cities decayed and melted back into
the earth from which they had risen; the
jungle Howed back over the tilled fields and
today palTOts screech and monkeys chatter
in temple ruins where an ancient people
worshiped. Their empire faded wIth lime
and their nwnbers in British Honduras
alone dw1ndled from 750,000 to a mere
10,000. But their habit!{ and customs of a
bygone age still live on in the dally lives
of this curious race.
Site:. of their former bustling villages
are easy to recognize, as they are high
earth mounds usually situated on hilltops,
probably for defense purposes. and it was
their custom on thc death of thc fami1y
head for the remaining family to bury the
JULY • .e, 195.1

dead man along with all his possessions In
his house by heaping earth over it Then on
top of the mound a completely new house
was built alon~ with new furniture and
utcnsHs. Though timC! hns destroyed this
ancient civilization, "mother earth" has
lovingly preserved a hlst:ory of her slmpll'
children within her IxIsom.
Would you like to learn more about
them? Then rome with me to the mountain
strongholds, where we can learn more of
their interestim;c customs and habIts. There
Is absolutely no need for fear; thelie are a
most sociable people who love peace and
wllllmrncdiatcly set you a.t case with their
sunny smile And good-natured disposition,
If a dragon Oy has recently flown into their
house or the cat has been seen washing itel
face, they will be expecting us, becaUllC
these supel'l:llilious Slj;l;I1S indicate that visitors are com1ng. In contrast with the deceit, scldshncss and hypocrisy of modern
civilization with its hot and cold wars, you
will be pll'8AAntly surprlged to find a pcoplc
who still hold in high ~t(>(>l11 the qualities
of honesty, trust and considl'ration tor
one's neighbor. The competitive, cutthroat

spirit of modern commerce has left this
happy }:M)ple untouched, so that even the
children's games are not (.'Ompetitive. For
occupation thcy are content to be small
com fanners, ral!rlng only sufflclent food
for the needs of their families, and obtaining a few extras such as cloth, soap and
trinkets. No need to secure your house or
granary in this land, for stronger than any
lock is their belief that a .ll;U8rdian spirit
strikes dead any thief. They are inherently
9

aetive. euergetic and hard-WUJIDnc. as em
a diet so low In protein that an Adlt!rIean
laborer could not even exist. Seventy~flve
to eighty.flve per cent of their food is carbohydrates, consisting mostll( of com, rice,
cassavas and other starchy foods.

Entering Mauan Settlement
This is their settlement. You notice that
girl with that long brightly colored dress
and the beautifully embroidered blouse to
match? No tickle fashion holds her in its
away; she dresses as did her mother and
Il'BDdmother before her. At another glance
we see that she is not a young girl but a
woman. We were misled by her stature;
these people are among the smallest in the
world. The women average only four feet
eight inches, while the men boast a full
five feet abe inch. Mayans lay great stress
on personal cleanliness. They bathe two
or three times a day. The women have
beautiful complex\on8--Bldn that remains
a soft, wann, copper brown. It would be
foolish to think that the modem beauty
saloon could improve the gay twinkle of
her jet-black eyes or the splendor of her
straight dark~brown hair as it plays in the
cool mountain breeze. These girls will live
through Ufe without knowing the horrors
of the dentist's chair. Their teeth are
strong and pearl-white. Instead of proudly
displaying their tiny offspring in a streamlined baby cBITiage, Mayan mothers will
simply straddle their baby across their left
thigh and support it with their left arm.
OVer there by that single-room thatched~
roof house is the husband of the young
mother we just met. He waves to us. He
has been up since daybreak. His day begins at five in the morning and he toils on
through the day until four in the after~
noon. His. Wife gets up at three o'clock to
give him this early start, and whUe the
males of the "streamlined age" have to
take time out to shave, not so our Mayan
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blend. T pAd has it that the ltfayan mothen of old burned their smW _
with
hot cloths to keep the hair trom~.
The lnIthfulness of thlli legend might be
quesU...ed. Ancient sculpture and painted
pottery show at least the upper-clau Mayans with beards. At the close of his day's
work, every May.an bathes. And woe' be
to the wife that does not haVe his bath
ready for him! For her neglect, according
to Mayan tradition, sh~ ~'i;R1'Ves a ~ating.
A1though the Mayan is no longer "lord"
of the land, he is master in his own house.
This is even more apparent now as the
family mealtime comes round. We are invited to sit at the table, which is a mat
spread on the ground in the shade of a
logwood tree. Only -his son sits down to
eat with us; the wife and daughter walt
on. They never eat until the man of the
house has finished. He is a hungry man,
having had nothing to eat since early
morning.
When he speaks to his wife he does not
speak in English or Spanish, but the ancient language of the Mayan people, which
he has preserved and prefers to use.
Among men of -the modern fast-moving
world he is considered unprogressiVe, conservatJve-hanging on to the ancient past,
to its ways, customs, habits and language.
The Mayan prefers it this way. That is why
you see him go barefooted when the rest
wear shoes.. ~me ~f h\s bl'~theTS in M-exl.co
and Guatemala have yielded to the crushing influence of the machine age, yet he
chooses the mule cart and the ,oil lamp in
place of the automobile and electricity.

Magan Marriage and Medicine
Some twenty-one years ago the couple
we are with were married.. They were
young, she sixteen and he twenty-one. In
this time they have had eight children; all
but three have died. Only thirty per cent
of the children ever reach the age of matuAWAKE!

the rest die from one cause or another. IJttIe boys run around In their
ublrthday suits lintl) they ' are about silt
or seven. The sister, however, is of a mo~
modest nature. Since babyhood she has
worn a gay dress caned a hU1pile.
city.;

l

.'

The child~s obedience is outstanding. Tht"
responsibility is placed on the shoulders of

the older children to look aftt!r their
YOWl.,;er brothers Hnd sisters. This obtdi-

ence to their parents continues throughout
11f~. This is well 1l1u..l;jtratoo In ttlcIr mar·
mge alT8ngement~. The Mayan couph~ a~
drawn together for their Ufe--Iong partn£'rship by the work of a professionaJ match ..

maker who consults only the Cathers of
the young pair. You mii:h t doubt t he success of this "loveless". '·courtshiplcss" marf

rlagB.

To the cont.rary, marriages are m~t

succes.,ful hreau8e of the child J s unqu~
tionlng obedience to the- father. As One
father stated: "She's a good girl. She will
love whom I teU her to. n And she cUd.
Mayan!! are extr~mely superstitious. tit
when sweepinS(, the broom crosses the foot
of a YOWlg boy or girl, they bellev~ one
w~l marry an old man or woman. Sweeping
at night will tnake one poor. If one wl!llhes
to get rid of a tjr~omeo guest) ~rEtly put
the broom upside down behind the door.
Germs or virus are never the cause for
sickness; but it it) due to a dwarf wh~
purpose is to go around spreading diseases
A.nd, if possible, start an epi!fe,mic, The
dwarf is appea~ed by placing gouM filled
with fnod in the doorway of the house for
each member of tile family. The dwarf is
then in a better mood and will leave thp.
family unhanned.
During the Hgolden erau of their civiU ..
zation,. the seventh century A.D., the Ma~
yes had many gods a god of corn, the ram
,god of fertility, n god nmncd uKu·'. whose
four sons held up the sky I anp many others. However it is believed that orh:inaUy
t

t
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were

n:ronothei&~

that is. they be..
lieved in only one Supreme Being. They
had two ma in classes of religious men: the
prophets or seers who were hlgb]y respect..
ed and ()ffm. mrrIM shoulder high by an
adoring public, and the priests who were
feared and hated. The latter sentiments
were not without reason.
These priests would select hum8l'J ucrithey

Hces from among the populace and then at
a grand ceremony at one of their temples
lay the victim Over a stone or wooden altar

and have two or four underpriests hold the
untoriuna.t~ victim scrurc. Amid the cries
nf th~ suffprpt" th~ ~xecutloncr \VOuld clIt
the heart and other organ~ from hi.e; wrlth·
ing body while the worshipers looked on.
nl\J~ did false religion keep its fearful hold
o\l~r a simple people. The hi~h priest was
wcU nnmcd "Ahnucanu • which means oUThe
Lord SP.rpP.net-n true follower of the Serpt'nt, Satan tht" Dp-vil. who Jems said was
a murderer from the beginning.-John
8:44; ReveJation 12:9.
No wonder that todsy thpy have lost all
trust and respect for religion. Although
"Christia.nity" has been preached to them
by the religions or Christendom, it is practiced exclusively by the wuman. and the
majority have only the vaKUeSt idea
what it is shont. Thpil' prurt hBA made them
fatalistic. Many of them wh~n old, though
not in, have been known to annOWlce that
the time has rome for them to die. They
l"elreat to their hammock and die, believ·
ing the paganl~tic teaching that their lrnmortal soul will climb the nine steps to
join the thirteen gods ot the upper world
or perhaps will jOin company with the nine

or

gods of the underworld.
But whatever tlJeir belief, tile good news
of God's kingdom is be-ing preached to
them. Under this kingdom the Mayans as
well as people of al1 natioml will ftnd their
only hoptl.
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New York to Have Water for All
QOR !IPt mllllon people New York \IRS •
1 'ant'sUe 1,3)0 m1l1Jon eallona of water dally
-the equivalent of 150 eallona • penon. Yet
amon&, lure cIties it clalma ill watel' 11 'Widely
and justly reganl~ 8.8 being the best In thf'
world". Whether or not the claim i. true, few
c1t1et would ignorE' an abundant supply or riYe'r
watu (even thoui'h It 1. st'\Y@'r contaminatM)
to buUd hu&,e aqueduct.8 to brine water from
nne mountain &tream. more than 100 mJle.
away.
4I. N~ York h .. done jllit that. For decadl!!. it
hal &one Into the Catakil) Mountains 10 get Its
water, and when It is IlUii'elled th&.t somethine
h:aierior rnla:ht be aeeepted. a ~at Il'•.lree of protelt ariRs. When, durlr.g the water ilhortaie o!
1949 and 1950, arraneement. were made to tap
the Hudlon many mll" north ot the city 101'
• m~ 100 million iaIlonl dally (Ielll than a
tenth ot the cUy'. requl:'f'menO I( was pointedly
explained that luch would be uud only In a
"dire emerie11C)'''.
([ The water that the city drinks, bathes in,
ftrht. ft~ and cleanl .treetl with ja Ont aC'Cumulated from spring_ and Joamlne brooki on
tree covered mountain-. then now. Into the
veat Alhokan, Rondout, and Schoharie reaer·
voln hiah In the catskm•. The.most dJ.~ant,
Sehoharie, is a northwud·llowing Itream that
gathl!'n water for thi. Ilea-level city from mOMt&!na approachln&' 4,000 feet. ThIs water Is then
c;Uvert~ by the t82·foot·h1gh Gilboa Dam Into
a tunnel that bores elehteen mile" aout..... ward
toward Ashokan Reservoir, the water's first
stop on its plunge toward the city. Here It com·
btnea with water that nows soutb from the
mountains. It Is aerated tbroueh about 1.600
nozzlel that liberate any oder·
producing gases, and It aealn surg·
es down th::-ough a grt'1lt aquedU<'t
that, at Storm. King Mountain, bur·
row. far ben~ath the Hudson to
finally reach New York.
4I. Construction ot these ups~ate
reservoirs began l'l1907. The first
Catakill water reached the city In
:915. Even though the Ashokan
Rpervolr alone <,ould 1nundat!!' aU
of Manhattan hiland to a depth of
30 1~t, mort> 1s n~ed and thE-
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city is deveJopJna vut new pro;Jeca to tap the
upper
of the DelawaN River on the
west side of the Cataldlla. A $42O-mill1on enat·
m~ering project includes a 25-mlle tunnel under
the mountaina that will connect a branch ot the
Delaware with other reseJ'Voln in the preaent
system.
CI AU IIOUrt'I!8, including the Croton and Kens:·
eo reaervolrs nearer the city, teed Into bala.nc.
ine and d1atrtbuttna reaervolra at the city's
edge. From thelle the water i. delivered throueh
thP Bronx, the length of Manhattan and aCral'
fnto Brooklyn through a huge 15·foot circular
tW1n~1 driven throueh IOlid rock 200 to 750 feet
below Itreet ieve-l. Alona lu 18·mUe lenath il
has 22 hUie rlatr shatts that l'onnect with
1M city's large main". Throueh one oj thE'
world's a-reateat water systems It h then ~(I
livered by aravlty now to all parts of the city
and Into every Individual apartment, Onally
i0lng under the harbor to reach the southern·
molt tip 01 Staten bland, more- than 159 bUIes
from Its source.
~ The problem of getting water to the upper
ftoora of tall buildings II 10JVed by having ea~h
pump Its own wattor Into atoraae tanka on theroot. Thl?8e are visible throuehout the city, and
lome are- extremely ornam~nta~. The pictur·
esque watchtower atop the Watchtower So·
l'I!!'ty's h!!'adquartel1l In Brooklyn SUlTOUndll
Iuch a ItorBae tank.

rea.c*
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loven more important than pure water for
t he city are the waters of truth from God'~
Word. They are plenU1ul in New York,thls week,
for Jehovah's witnesses are mectini in their
New World Society A~sembly a': Yankee Sta·
(lium. All persons of good will a.re welcome.
N"pw Yorkers In particular are now heine- In·
vlted,. bccaUH those from are-aterdlst~s are already here-. ComE',
AS Isaiah 55:1 says, to par1ake 01
waters of truth "without money
and Without prke". "Come," as
Revelation 22:J..7 says, and "take
the water of life freely". Reekers
of truth In this tarnished old Wtlrld
are spectftcaUy invited to Yankee
Sta<tium for the eight days, July
19·26. Be there. You will be amazed
at what you see and hear and at
the blesslnes yeu WIll receive!
AWAKEI

The procedure is to simply

•

finQ the stimulus that is most

-FRIEND
OR FOE?
It depends on you
ATRED is the opposite of love. Christ
underscored this definition when he
said: "No one can be a slave to two masters; for either he will hate the one and
love the 'other, or he will stick to the one
and despise the other." (Matthew 6 : 24,
New World Trans.) Hatred is one of the
greatest motivating forc;es within human
creatures. Unfortunately. selfish men with
axes to grind, whether political, religious
or conunercial, have recognized the power
of hatred and that in the ability to understand hatred, summon it up and direct it
against a particular object lies the power
to infiuence and control not only individuals but entire nations. If hatred is strong
enough and is given added drive by anger,
fear and other emotional responses without
giving thought to the righteousness of the
hatred, a strange phenomenon OCCUrS in
man as he "loses his mind", in a sense, and
deserts friendly tendencies, justice and
love. Hatred thus misdirected and improperly expressed can be seen in every stra-'
tum of this world's social structure-man
against man, group against group, class
against class, nation against nation, ideology against ideology, and, yes, even man
against God!

H

lJlobUizing Hatred

Hatred can be called to action by subtle
propaganda that directs public attention to
certain aspects of the course of events and
attaches special interpretations to them.
JULY f8, 1953

closely connected with the
strong responses of hatred and
then apply it with adeptness.
The hate-producing tools that
are most easily manipulated
are words-verbal insult, ridicule, slander and appeal to the
base instincts.
A popular type of verbal
hate-breeding stimuli is stories about things
resented and abhorred by those one Is trying to excite to hatred. Whether false or
true, they play on the emotions of those being influenced. In wartime it is the atrocity
story about the foul deeds conunitted by
the enemy, such as the brutal slaying of a
woman or the shelling of a defenseless vi1lage, that plays a vital role in conditioning
the minds of the people for war. In many
instances, however, hate-producing stories
are falsified or greatly exaggerated SO as
to strike at those things that.cause resentment and repulsion. A group or minority
may be wrongly labeled "Communist" and
false stories circulated about it. Though
the stories are not true, they nevertheless
cause resentment and hatred on the part
of those who have grown to hate communism. If prolonged verbal stimulation is
applied by the mind-mongers, this hatred
may give vent ·to overt acts ·of physical
aggression against the marked group.
A classic example of verbal stimulation
to hatred is the case of Christ Jesus, who
was convicted of sedition. While Christ
advocated no vio~nce and maintained a
politically neutral ppsition with respect to
earthly governments, 'his enemies exaggerated his stand of separateness toward
the world. Stories were noised about that
he was seditious, against the Roman government and the best interests of the Jewish people and all they held dear. These
stimuli mobilized hatred against Jesus.
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Hatred gave vent to overt .acts of verbal
and physical aggression. The hate-excited
mob cursed him, called for his blood and
finally killed him, to the inward satisfaction of his enemies.

The Anger Drive
Words repeated without reinforcement
soon lose their power to evoke hatred but
may be regenerated as effective stimuli by
association with other stimuli that are
more firmly joined with the anger responses. Anger-producing stimuli invariably lead to hatred. And one way to arouse
an individual's anger is to frustrate him.
Frustration, if it first provokes aggressive
responses far enough, is almost certain to
arouse anger. This appears to work in aggression with words as well as with acts.
If an individual is frustrated and responds
only by uttering aggressive words, he may
by this process work himself up into quite
a rage even though initially he experienced
very little anger. On the other hand, aggressive language sometimes serves to reduce rather than produce anger. The
"storm" blows out without effecting any
physical damage. Of course, the strength
of the aggressive tendencies depends a
great deal on the importance the individual
attaches to the behavior or goal that is
thwarted or temporarily denied. The hungrier a dog is the more he is likely to snarl
and bite if his bone is taken away.
But what if the one major stimUlUS
proves to be too weak to call forth the
anger response? Then the formula calls for
a repeat performance from time to time,
preceded, if possible, by a series of other
weak stimuli. When an individual is peppered with a series of minor annoyances or
prolonged delays of less important activities, the cumulative effect might be quite
as productive of hatred and anger as one
break in a major activity. Recall the con14

tinuousdripping of water that wore a hole
in the rock or the straw that broke the
camel's back.
Patriotism is another means by which
anger and eventually hatred can be evoked.
One of the problems of any government is
to win and hold the allegiance of its people.
One way this is accomplished is by emotionally conditioning the people and causing .them to associate with the symbols of
the state (such as a national emblem, a
constitution, monuments, etc.) protection
from outside enemies, assurances of internal security and the satisfaction of a great
many human desires and needs. This conditioning of love responses to national sym·
boIs is begun early in life. These symbols,
such as the flag, are constantly associated
with experiences in which the child's needs
are met and wants are satisfied. The child
soon acquires the power to summon the
kind of responses that produce drives. During Hitler's heyday part of his program
for education in patriotism was to teach
the children to repeat the phrase: "For
this we thank our Fuehrer," in connection
with all satisfying experiences. This conditioned the minds of the youths and caused
them to connect all pleasant things with
the Fuehrer.
It is easy to see how simple it would be
for selfish men to arouse hatred against
any person, group or nation by falsely representing them as against the national
symbols and as destroyers of the things for
which the symbols stand. Jehovah's witnesses are a case in point. Here is a group
of people who refuse to bow down to any
national symbol but who respect and defend the things that most of the symbols of
free nations are supposed to represent.
Those who hate Jehovah's witnesses and
who would have them out of the way misconstrue their stand, emotionally calling
attention to the witnesses' refusal to salute
AWAKE!

a fiag, without giving proper expJanatiou of
the withesses stand.. (ExodUs 20: 3.5) nus
is bound to arouse the anger re&}X)IlSeS of
thorre who have lxen taught to love their
national emblem. as an emblem and that
only tbo.qe who bow down to it and honor
it according to custom stand for the things
for which the symboJ stands. The imme.diate reaction is: "This group is against
my best interests. I should hate this ~up;
I Idlould fight itt n without intelligently
examinini both sides of the issue and determining whC)ther such fl!ar, anger and
hatred are jmrtifl~d or not. If th~ hateproducing stjmulus is repeated and rein ..
forced by other stimuli, hatred will burst
forth and quite possiblY overt acts of phys1l

ical vlol~n('"e mob actl(Jn.
Dtrectm(l Bate and Anger
People eRn bP. taught to hate almmt anything or anybody if they faU to think for
themseJves and to measw-e hate--making
stinluli wi Ul intelli~ence. Two p'ycholog.
icalp1'inciples invulved In dir~1j.ng hatred
arc gancralioot-ion nnd a18'plaacmen t. To ex·
p]aln generAliza.tlon: A ronall boy learns to
hate a,ll other boys with whom he has had
fights. He not1r.~ they aU have something
in comnlon-they live across the tracks.
It Is simple tor him to Jdcntlty this and
generalize "it. Henceforth each new boy
who lives across the trucks "is an added
stimulus to arouse responses producing
hatl'ed and hostility. Humans te-lld to
classify ()ther persons situations tirnt'S~
plaCl*it etc., ac(.'Ordlng to the tyPt!'S of re8ponses evoked. by them. The type of l'e~ponse to a new stimulus depends in part on
how it is Classified.
More L'Ommun is generalization by n81ne
or label. From e~rien~ and propaganda
a certain nam~ or label. such as HConunu..
niRtH , is sufficient C8.u...~ to produce anger
and hate reactions. Soon hate can be sum...
f
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IDCII1ed against. anyone who am "be labeled
or marked with the unpop1lat name.. Thill.
natural tendeney of people has been gletltly aWsed by ooosplrinA; men.
Generalization, or the classifying and
labeJing technique, does not always work.
A second pl'"Ol.oOOure may be employed that
makes use of displacement. This tendency
Is to ftnd a victim that can be ~'blamedn
,
ronvenient.lyand Mfely for various diSap"
pointments R S("ltppgMt. An explanation
of th is may be: All indivi dua.la tn our society, except very young chj]dren~ hav~
learned tllat it is much safer to be aggres~
sive agHln~t a so.called Hblamewortby"

person or unpovuJar ~roup than against
Ol1~ who mpopular and seemingly t1Jlamel~qf •. S()('lfity rP-WAnt!' t.hMe who punish or
cftUSE' to be punished pprsons who arc
ublameworthyJt. If in punishing the b1Rm!worthy, the punisher experiences anger,
lhen both the an~er and the aAAl ea1ve act
of pWlishing are
These acts and

rewa.raoo.

those thnt nrousc anger become connected
with !ol\l~h verhAI ~tlmul1 a.q ~~hc Is to blame"
and uhe dflServf?s hj~ pl1ni~hment'·. Then
by principles a.lready mentioned the words

acquire po\\.-er to provoke anger and ha.tred
and viuhml."t".
Often anger And hlltrP.rl find an outlet in
mob action. \Vh~ the- mob mind prevails,
individuals who are commonly ~ed
of a certain amount of reason~ morality and
juslii..--e, throw inhibitions and awareness of
right and wrong to Ule wind and transform themselves into thoughtl~ moral ..
irrffipOlL<tibles. Stimulated. by anger and
motivated by hatroo, the mob is conscience-Jess and nothing more than Q wild
angered beast that destroys without reason. Only after the appetite of hatred has
been satisfied does the Inob nlind break
up Into Individual in teUects which finally
gain composure. and in individual reftccdon some are filled with shame and seJf..
disgust.
t

I:)

Since it is p155ible for one to be inftu- This may sound sbange to those who rees]]
enced to hate Improperly, how good It Is to that "God is love" and that the baSis of
strive to keep a proper mental balance in wwsbip of Jehovah is love. But that love
all things, a COn eel sense of values. and Is a restricted a1fect!on for thinga rightexercise the flee moral agency with which eous or creatures desiring righteousness.
normal men have been endowed by the But notice what his Word says Jehovah
Creator! Do not surrender your mind to hates: among other things, "a lying tongue,
evil-working men and lose the dignity, duty and ... a false witness that uttereth lies,
and merit of a man-to think as he ought. and he that sowetb discord among brethren." (Proverbs 6:16-19, Am. Stan. Ver.)
4<Perfecf Hatred"
Confirming this the Scriptures state: "You
. There is, however, a ''perfect hatred", loved righteousness and hated lawlessness."
the hatred clearly defined in God's Word, (Hebrews 1:9, New World Trans.) The inthe Bible, that sets out the principles of tensity of our love for Jehovah and things
righteousness for Christians to fonow. This righteous creates a similar intensity of
proper hatred is not unintelligent nor ex- hatred for things evil and wrong. This perpressed by undue violence as is done in the fect hatred of lawlessness and evil, which
world. Such abominable practice is con- causes the Christian to shun such, and the
demned by God's Word. (Ephesians 4:31, love of righteousness will prove to be virtuNew World Trans.) Rather, it is based upon ous qualities and safeguards for Christians
God's example of hate. Yes, Jehovah God who maintain mental stability in these
is capable of hate. His Word says: "There days of the world's thoughtlessness. "Ye
are six things which Jebovah hateth; yea, that love Jehovah, hate evn."-Psalm
"
seven which are an abomination unto him." 97:10, Am. Stan. Vel".

'i1 The New York Times, April 2, 1953, reported the find by some Bedouin shepherds
of seventy Biblical scrolls, believed to be 2,000
or more yean old, in a cave on the shores of
the nead Sea, some twenty.five mUes east of
Jerusalem. Termed "perhaps the most sensa.
tional archaeological event of our Urnes", the
report observes that "for the next generation,
at least", these scrolls would keep Bible scholara all over the world busy pondering their
significance. Written on papyrus and leather
in Hebre\y, Aramaic and Greek, the scrolls
were manuscripts of Bible books, Biblical com·
mentaties and paraphrases, and some known
as well as previously unknown apocryphal
writings.
'i;' Some forty scrolls contained 18 Blble
boOks: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy, Joshua, Ruth, Samuel, Kings,

,
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:: Psalms, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Isaiah,
:: Jeremiah, Lamentatlons, Ezekiel, Daniel and
:: Lesser Prophets. In view of the fact that
Samuel and Kings comprise tWQ Bible books
:: In most versions, and the Lesser Prophets
~ twelve, it may be that the find wIll prove to
=
contain a total of thlrty·one Hebrew Scripture
~ books or eighty per cent of the entlre Hebrew
:: Scriptures, which consist of 39 books.
:: 'i"; In vi-.. w 0 f the "oquen
_I
t t es tl many t a th e
::
- Bible's accurate preservation given by thf'
::
- Dead Sea Scroll of Isaiah, found in 1947 under
::
_ simllar Circumstances, and Which, aside from
=
a few changes In spelling, was the same as
: : the Masoretic text {on which modern trans~ lations are based}. although antedating it by a
:: thousand years, there is every reason for
: : Bible lovers to look with eager confidence to
: : what a translation of these manuscripts will
:. reveal.

a:
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our teeth :1m-

AS an ingenlom

grinding Il}achine for the OOdy,

but alio Uldr natW'al U5H an'
impurtant ~n tha development

m.adE' up of some 10,000.000 infinltesimal pri;ans, "ca.ch beini:
fanned in tM flr!lt place by
cclla which had to ""Ol'k In

rliylhm to form tile enamel
of D. normaJ.lookln~ face, a
'I"nc Plitbway of decay," satd
hacki:round for a ",-'B.uliru:
Dr. Reidu, "11. between t:he8I!
;mIlt>: Importnnt In catini;. spt.'I:I.kinl!: and prism.". a llpace one onc-thoUlalIlffil of. 8
bl"f'l!.thing. A ht'!'IlthY):C1'9On bas thirty-two miUimeoter wide .•
pennanent teeth, sixtP.Pn 1n the upper jllw
Another recent discovery was that mlde
and sixteen in the Jow~. 'l"hl" mOl'(' and the hy Dr. William W. WalnwrlKht. head at Ute
harder the teeth al'1P UiE!CI, the l:lE'~r they departmwt of radiology at thr Unlveraity
aro. They are made of the hardeSt fonn of IlllnoLs Collt.'Ye of Dentistry. Ilis roxperlo~ tlssuc In the body and the only kind that
mf'.nts show the tooth to be porous, c:apablf'
rannol repair 1t.~lt. Years afLer death of abl!lorbin, INbstnnces. includini vitawbEon tM- rest nf thP anatomy has tuml'd mins, quickly and thorouu:hly, like a
to dust, the tN!-th still rl"ma!n Intnct. Yet spongl!'. These findingS lin of major 1m.
:.n the living body t"~ powerful struc· p!lrUl.nce to the dental profeM1on, becausv
!\i~ are virtually at tt.e .mercy of the
the e1Iitent to which thefieo tiny perforati0a8
,rocess oC ~y.
nrc seWed and what &eab: them has much
to
do with tOO incidence of tooth deoca)l.
are two major thfro~ A.!I to the
Tooth decay has bevn attributed to al·
CII.UIR! of dt;;Cil.y. ':be most \,1,1dety aCOf'ptoo
theory Is thut advllm:ed by Dr. W. D. Miller most I!'ve'ryth1ng;. Some attribute decay to
poor ~t, yf't thfO poorest-ted peuple have
~f Phllodclphlo.. Penm.ylvlluLa. who stated
that carbohydNlote foods (~rs, tital'ches) some of the bett teeoth. Cllvitics are 1II.'IU"Ce
proallet' an oMd in the mouth. This acid Ln ahxico and India in romptlriaon with
attaek5 tooth enamp1, slowly rlMtroyirJIi: jt- AmerIca. Anwrican priIIolwrs hl!'1d in GerThtl othel' theory is that hartena mnke man and Ja~ camp& Jim on • .eml·
lhlllr wily tr.J:ou.gh microscopic tooth fil>' .~tarvlL1ion diet, yet suJJer«l almolt no
sures, attack th., dentine under the enamtl. tooth decay. Sort foods bave been blamed
and In this WilY t'BLI!:ll' dt!cay. Hu"AA.'ver. with fer ik'<"ay. HowP.V£l'. Polynesiarw live al·
tile aid or powtrful ml~ nnd aLomic most aJtogtothff on aon, roods and have- u·
tracern tbe enamel structure has come in ccllent teeth. Imp-oper or DO care fur tevth
for a closer look. £r.'. ReidBr ~ W bas beun INMu"""'. Stili SIlmOars and EskLmos who oever saw a toothbrush or moutt.HarvruU and Drs. David Scott and RalJiI wtI.Sh haYe the bed teeth in the world.
Wycl::off of tht- National Instltute of IJm· Somp. have blamed heredity, others ci1matt'
tal Research ir.: Washlngt.on re"YH1ed the and sunshin~. Rut none or these charget
tooth to mntll'\n "9. frllDl1'!WOrk of QJ'KUDic hold up undeor p~t dental knowledge.
matter", and Ulat It is spongelikl!, pxked Dr. Ne'WIlann, It CoIllmhlA University re·
with :"ldgPR and vnJ1eys. Acwrdin.i to 9Ctl1'Chcr, stated tIl!!.t he findq 8. hlg hldder.
Dr. !Wjdar. the enamel of a sin~ tooth iq r..llvity inevcry CW'I-ent theoryAnli~,
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America has the big) est IItaDdardI of
Iivlnc In the wodd ODd the hlcI- per
capita lncome and her ''teeth are among
the .....th'. worst". The U. S. Congresslooal
Record states that ".bout 98 per cent of
all the people In the United States are
affected by dental decay". Americans pay
a1motIt a bDllon dollars annually in dentists'
bills, and another $100 million yearly 00
pates and powders to assure them a sparkling smile. Despite this care, American
dentists are treating almost 50 per cent
lnOre patients than they were a decade ago,
and flll 40 per cent more cavities. A recent dental survey shows that "American
youngsters alone have more than 300,000,·
000 unfilled cavltles In-thelr mouths; adults
have 285,000,000 more. Meanwhile tooth
decay is increasing six times as fast as
cavJtiel!I can be filled". And according to a
report made by Reader's Digest "It would
take our 84,000 dentists three years to
CoItch up with this backlog of alHicted
teeth". More than nine of every ten children, at the age of six, have one or more
decayed teeth. And by the tlme the average
American is thirty, he has only twelve
healthy unnUed teeth, instead of thirtytwo.

No Cure-All. in Si9ht
Hundreds of mlllions of doUars is spent
yearly to determine the cause of tooth decay. Thousands of laboratory researchers
at various institutions are probing the
problem, and yet science seems no closer
to solving: the disease than the ancient
Egyptians (circa 3000 B.C.) who advised
the use of cloves to relieve toothache and
p::mlt1ces to reduce sweUlng, or the GreekS
who were told by Aristot~e to wash their
teeth with a wet cloth after eating. So,
hang on to your toothbrush, because there
Is still no scientific "miracle" to replaCE' it.
In the words of Paul Green, "there is absolutely no dJvg, no treatment, no diet, no
IS

It that even remotely promises to
abolish tooth decay, and none proven ttl
be eft"ective In reducing decay among
adults." "If anything:' he says, '"as far as
the rate of tooth decay is concerned, we
have ret:rogressed--we are amlcted with
more caries per person today than were

equip'

our Mayflower ancestors."
"But what about the efficacy of fluorine
applications or sodium fluoride m~xed with
drinking water! What about 'ammoniated'
dentifrices, or penicillin dentifrices? What
about the seemingly wonderful results ob~
tained by the late Dr. Bernhard Gottlieb
of the University of Dalla.;; by coating teeth
with potassium ferrocyanide and zinc chloride? What about the use of aureomycin,
chlorophyll. urea, carbamide and Vitamin
K, as probable decay deterrents? ... Tests
with aU of the substan ces mentioned so
far are far too inadequate, have been con·
ducted among far too few subjects and for
too short a time to be even remotely con~
elusive. The very best results ob:alned so
far-with fluorine appl1cations and sodium
fluoride in drinking water-have been
about 40 per cent effectiVe in reducing de·
cay among children. Many of the substances, fluorine, penicillin, and potassium
fCITOCyanide. for instance, are actually
poisonous if taken in too ]arge doses, so
application must be done careful1)t· and by
dentist'!, nurses or physicians."-Prlgeant,
April. 1951.

Water and Rru.h
The best-knoW!'! preventive agent against
t.ooth decay L'1 still clean wat~r and the
toothbrush, As for the type of dentifrice to
tL<;C, Dr. H<"l.rry Lyons, dean of the School
of Dentistry at the Medical College of Vir·
ginia, Richmond, stated that a half-andhalf mixture of table sa:t and baking soda
was as good as any dimtlfrlce on the mar·
keto The most any dentifrice can do is clean
your teeth.
AWAKE}

(mainly SlJP1'9 and starebes) is tumed into
powelful acids that bite away at the enamel of the teeth. The acid attack contillW!9
unW saliva successfully COIDlterattaclcs and

E:xperimentI. dIrectE!d Jty Dr. Leonard S.
FosdIck, professor of chemistry at N0rth-

Western University Dental School, indicated
that "tooth decay can be reduced 50 to
60 percent by the simple process of brush~
lng or rinsing the teeth right aftBr eatiftg".
For two y~l'S 946 men and women atu~
dents of five colleges in the Midwest and
South took part in the test. As reported;
"A test group of 523 students brushed their
teeth with a neutral paste within ten minutes after eating; or, if brushim;:: was inconvenient, thl'!Y rinsed thew mouths thor·
oughly with water. Thf> other 42.1 flfudents
oontlnued thf"ir Tf"gular habit of brushing
their teeth night and morning. Examinations by X ray and visual means at the
end of the lli'sl )'l!ar showtm the lalwr
group develuped new cavities at a l'ate
which made an o.VCf/li:e of 2.2 co.eb. while
the test group had an average at only .8,
a reduct.lon of 63 per cent. At the f'fId of
the second year the test group had 53 per
cent fewer cavities than the control group."
-The Reader's Digest, July, 19"JO.
Brushing our Leeth before going to !Jed
and the first thlnli: after rising cleanses the
teeth nnd sweetens the breatll, but does
not necessarily do away with decay. For
the brushing of teeth to be effective it must
be done immediately after each meaJ, and
if brushing is inconvenient then the mouth
should be riru>ed with a glaBS of cwl water.
Water helps to neutralize the acids in the
mouth. After each meal particles at ferml'!ntable foods remain in our mouth. These
are attacked by bact~rla, the same rod~
shaped bact~rium that sours milk. Th~ food

rmden;

it Ineffective. In those 'Ising Uttle

or no artiflclal supr, God's remedy for
keeping the teeth s(rong and healthy suffices, but for those who indulge in large Quan~
tities of sweets, the naturaJ supply of saUve
is far too inadequate to counteract the aeldity created. Therefore, a glass of water will
help neutralize the acids and an early
brushln& after meals will clear away the
add-tanning toads. Brushinl: will also help
the gums, aN!" It a ripe apple Is nearby,
chew on it and it will do ahout as eood a
job of cleaning as can be done.
Dr. F. D. Miller, D.D.S., expert on nutri·
tion, stated; "OUr putrles, our candles, our
soft drinks and our whlteflour products in
general, are the means by which ftlllngl!l
and inlays, poreelaln work, gold bridges
and dentures find their way, year by year,
into Amerimn mouths. We dentists take
pride in all thE' delicate restoratives and replacement work of which American denwtry is capable, but 90 per cent of that
work wou1d be wmecessary if presumably
intelligent men, women and chUdren did
not acquire the destructive eating habits
which brM.k down throw bodies and, as a
result, their teeth."
If we find within oursE'lws an inability to
resist "swee11;;", tht:ll cultivating that same
OVE'llXlwt'ring urge for the toothbrush WHl
a glass of water after meals will perhaps
h(>lp counteract most of our tooth troubles.

Pas.sengers Get New ThriU
11 Ever have th.. urge tl;l rid .. In a railroad engineer's _ t and watc:-h t~ track
whiz under you? Itllly's ETR 300. described as "the most modern traJn in Europe",
daily provides thiB thl'ill tor passeugel'!i between Milan, Rome and Naplell. In
the radically constructed IOCQmotive. passengers get the tront seat, and (hI:! engineer
sits in an alrplane.pllot's,type uhin atop th.,.. tra.in. Among other luxuries In Its
seven ca.rs are rubber shock absorbers, a souvenir shop, ~ hostes~ that speak
four languagPS.
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front of automobllea bullt
-41 the shape of a horse's
'lead to deceive the animals
it passed, but bis luea did

§Ae
HORSELESS
CARRIAGE

not catcb on.

A classic tale of the early
automobile Is about a disMAN of sixty Is not
gruntled customer who
old. still be has witpulled onE! around DetroIt
nessEKl fantastic changes.
with a team of horses and
The year of his birth Amer·
a sign: ''This Is the only
way you can drive a Winton." The Winton
lea's first successful gasoline·prope:...t.ed hlotor
'Nas demonstrated In Springfield, Massa·
agency, not appreciating the humor, hitched
chusetts, by J. Frank Duryea. Sixty-eight r a wagon to one Of lts cars, put a work·weary
yean ago Karl Benz and Gottlieb Daimler
old jackass on the wagon, and followed the
horse-drawn car around with a sign ~pla1n·
were separately lathering the modem gas
bU&'gy in Germany. FUty·I«ne yeats ago
Ing: "This is the only animal unable to drive
~"rance. leading the world in speed, won
a Winton." The customer gave up before the
Winton people did.
this fleld's flrst laurels wIth an SO-mile road
"race between Paris and Rouen. Speeds ranged
A major difficUlty with early automobiles
from 6.1 to U.S mile. an hour, and 17 of
was, of course, the fact that they were often
idle when the owner did not want them to be.
the 21 starters finished the entire distance.
The winner: a wagon.wheeled Panhard·
When the United States War Department ad·
Levassor, the world's Orst car with a vertical
mitted in 1899 that it had purehased three autoengine under a hood in front. In the G15-mUe Of mobiles, it explained that each was "equipped
Pari.Vienna contest of 1902 one driver is re·- ::: so that a mule may be hitthed to it, should
it refUl:;@ to run". A different solution Was proported to have done about 40 miles at an
amazing 71 miles an hour!
vided (for $5,000) by the carter Twin·Engine.
If one motor on this car failed, the driver
However, motoring was most definitely in
could still get home on the other. Through all
Its infancy. The water-cooled engine had come
the tribulations of early automotive developin 1895, the steering wheel in 1900, the wind·
ment, and despite ridicule, gags and even a
shield in 1903. Also in 1903 H. Nelson Jackson,
song about motorists who had to get out and
a 31-year-old dOl;tor, wagered he could drive
across the U. S. in three months. One day he X get under to fix up their little machines, the
gas i?uggles did replace the horse.
used a block and tackle 17 times to pull his
In 1895 there Were four horseless carriages
car trom mUd. This first transcontinental trip
cost him $8,000, but was completed with more t in the United States; at th~ turn of the centhan 20 days to spare.
; tury, 8,000, and today, 54 mlllion. In 1917 the
The tlrst UnIted States automobile advertise- X average AmerJcBn traveled 450 mJJes by aJJ
forms of transportation. Now the average city
ment was in The Scientitfc American, July 30,
189& It featured the WInton motor carriage, 'I" motorist goes 8,570 miles a year; the average
to "dispense with a horse". And if that animal • fanner, 10,020. Early speed records were out·
could have actually died of fright, the early y," standing, but those of today are truly amaz·
motor car might have almost caused its ex- 'J ing! On July 20, 1951, 68·year·old Ab Jenkins
slashed 24 records at Bonneville Salt Flats In
tinction! Opposition to the horse-scaring con·
traptlons reached such a point that one com· 1.. Utah. He drove 100 miles at 190.6 mUes an
hour, and 200 kilometers at 191.54. Back on
munlty decreed that jf a horse refu~ to pass
an automobile, the operator must "take the ;, September 16, 1947, however, speedster John R.
Cobb was timed at 403.135 miles an hour, the
machine apart as rapidly as possible and can·
ceal the parts In the grass", .An enterprising ~( fastest any man has ever traveled on the
gentleman named Uriah Smith wanted the ~. ground!
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- A COLOSSAL
ROMAN IDOL
III 4

e.ue /t14 ,,-,II

It is noteworthy that the practice of
spilling human blood at funerals Is 01 demon origin. Jehovah God was not the pro-

gave the first gladiatorial show at the fu-

ponent of it. He outlawed it. God's clear-cut
command was: "Ye shall not make any
cuttings in your flesh for the dead."-Leviticus 19:28.
The essence of gladiatorial shows began
long before Rome's heyday. Down through
the hallways of history can be seen the
ancient pagan custom of sacrificing human
victims upon the tomb of the dead or of
shedding blood to propitiate a god. The
pagan priests of Baal who contended. with
Elijah, to gain the favor of their god and
induce him to work the desired miracle in
their behalf, "cried with a loud voice, and
proceeded to slash one another according
to their custom, with swords and with
lances until the blood gushed out upon
them." (1 Kings 18:28. An Amer. TraM.)
How humiliated the priests of "Baal must
have been when their sport turned out to
be a dism~l failure! Pagan reJigion should
have learned a lesson, but it did not. Rome
revived the pagan custom and improved
upon it. Transformed into a grandiose
spectacle, gladiatorial sports became the
national pastime.

neral of their father, and for a while gladiatorial fighting was confined exclusively to
funerals. But the gory seed fell upon fruitful ground. It soon grew QIld ripened into a
fiendish harvest of most destructive proportions. Rome's pagan religion supplied
the seed for a butchery that was to grow into a colossal religious idol, for gladiatorial
games were considered sacred to the god
Saturn.

Schooled in Butchery
Eventually, no Roman holiday was com.
plete without a gladiatorial show. As the
passion for the bloody games became more
inflamed, schools were established to train
the gladiators. The overseer of a gladiatorial school was called lanista~ an Etruscan
worsi meaning "butcher". The lani8ta soon
did a land-office business training men in

NATION and its people whose only

cry was for bread and blood-that was
A
ancient Rome. How abjectly dissolute must
its people have become! How utterly degraded was their sense of pleasure, that the
death agonies of wild animals were too
tame a spectacle to glut the Roman thirst
for excitement. For it was only when man
strove with man with all his strength and
skill that ,the transport of their sanguinary
enthusiasm was at its height. It was when
gladiators butchered one another until the
sand was wet and saturated with human
gore that the people'S eyes glittered with
bedazzled ecstasy.
How did all this thirst for butchery begin? Strikingly curious it is that gladiatorial games began, n6t as a form of amusement, but as a religious service at funerals.
Marcus and Decimus Brutus, in 264 B.C.,
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the art of. butchery. He would purchast! joining in the hideous butchery, there Were
gladiators (slaves, criminals, prisoners) ways of stimulatlng his interest: whips and
and train them, renting them out to those red-hot irons.
desiring to put on a show. Trainees underwent a terrible discipline to strengthen Winner Takes All
their bodies, to inure them to pain. Since
The gigantic amphitheaters like the Colthe\r lot was a hard one, special precau- osseum must have launched thousands of
tions were taken to prevent suicide: in the games. How the swords must have clashed,
school·of the gladiators discovered at Pom- the clink of steel sending a galvanizing
peii many of the 63 skeletons were found thrill through the spectators as they eagerin chains.
ly awaited a fatal stroke, the spurt of
blood!
If the vanquished was not killed in
The oath of the gladiator, preserved by
the
actual
combat, his fate was decided by
Petronius, is in these terms: "We swear,
after the dictation of Eumolpus, to Suffer the gladiatorial fans. An appeal for mercy
death by fire, bonds, stripes, and the sword. could be made by the vanquished by raisAs true gladiators we bind ourselves body ing his forefinger. If the fans thought the
defeated man had fought valiantly, they
aDd mind to our master's serviCe."
When the vast slaVe world of Rome, would wave their handkerchiefs as &. signal
wh.lch not only did all the work, but pro- that he should be spared. If he had shown
vided the amusements, was unable to sup- any sign of weakness, it was "thumbs
ply the pressing demand for gladiators, down" and the victor was obliged to bepersons who committed crimes of a minor come the· executioner of the people's will.
nature were condemned to the arena. Be- How guilty were the people for the blood
sides the regular gladiators, there were that stained the arenas!
It was a tremendously exciting event
Roman freedmen and knights who entered
the lists, probably for the pure love of when two veterans, each of whom had
fighting or to gratify the whim of a dis- often conquered and slain his opPOnent,
sipated emperor. Fighting in the arena be- were at last pitted against each other for
C8ll1.e such a craze that laws were enacted a decisive combat. The spectators would
to moderate the ardor of Roman knights go berserk when their "favorite" drove
and senators who sought to descend into home the telling stroke with his sword.
the arena where they delighted to exhibit Cries and cheers gushed from the throats
of royalty, purple-clad senators, knights,
a display of flamboyant courage.
Gladiatorial spectacles opened with great women of high rank, and from consecrated
pomp and solemnity. Spectators therefore maids, who, together with the populace,
began to assemble at early dawn, for each were enthralled by the "sport".
Blood had to flow. But it was soon licked
wished to secure a "box seat". They usually
gained admission by tickets that had num- up by the thirsty sand or concealed bebers on them corresponding with similar neath the sawdust sprinkled over it by a
signs on the arches through which they ready attendant.'The body of the defeated
entered. A sham battle with wooden swords lay in his gore until a sinister figure
was the prelude to the gory fray. Then at dressed as the mythical ferryman who
the sound of a trumpet, the gladiators, who takes the dead across the river Styx enwere now armed with the real weapons, tered the arena carrying a mallet. His
bepn the butchery in earnest. If any grisly task was to smash the forehead of
gladiator became hesitant or mulish about each victim, thus making it certain that
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no ~.corpBe" wuplaying poiIIIUIIl. Then the
carcass of the vanquished gladiator was
dragged hastily from the arena by an iron
hook and flung through the Door of Death
into a gory pit, his exlstence forgotten,
and his place sUpplied by another, and yet
another victim as the untiring work of
butchery went on-sheer sport to the
spectators.
A victorious gladiator enjoyed more
fame than any world champion prizefighter. He would receive thunders of ap~
piause from the audience. Artists woul4
emblazon his portrait on gems, vases and
lamps. Poets would extol him with verses.
Patrician ladies'vied for his favor. His gifts
were lavish: silver dishes filled with gold
pieces, jeweled helmets and costly presents~
But the best prize was the rudis, or wooden
sword, which symbolized freedom from future combat. This was given for merito~
rious service or to those who survived for
three years. With gladiatorial shows given
on every holiday, which in the reign of
Marcus Aurelius numbered no less than
135, probably few survived three years!
At times even the "normal" gladiatorial
duels failed to excite the blase spectators.
Hence, to pander to the people's morbid de~
sires novel methods of butchery were de~
vised. Gladiators fought blindfolded, swishing their swords furiously. Britons fought
in war chariots. Bands of gladiators fought
in death struggle until one had wiped out
the other. There was the counterpart of
the two-gunned Wild West fighter: the
sword~in-each-hand gladiator. A favorite
for some was battle between dwarfs and
women. A perennial favorite dish was a
battle between a fully armed swordsman
and an opponent who carried only a dagger, a three-pronged spear and a huge net.
The net man would try to hold his opponent off with the spear while he threw the
net to entangle him. If he missed the throw,
he gathered up his net and ran for his Ufe
JULY
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tmdl he

~ prepare

himself for: another

throw. How the specta.tDrs must hq.ve
roared when a WfUrlor armed to the teeth
was tnext:ricably entangled by the net!
Then it was easy for the net man to ftnlsh
him off with dagger or spear.

As a novel interlude between the gladiatorial combats, there were the exciting 0ccasions when an amphitheater's arena
would be b.trned into a miniature sea for
sham naval battles. In these stupendous
spectacles many heads were broken, water
turned red, and sailors drowned in the
churning sea.
'
Many Roman emperors were devoted to
the pastime of gladiatorial fighting. Claudius was. He would sit from morning until
night in his chair of state, spellbound by
the gory festival. Titus ordered a gladiatorial show that lasted 100 days. But Trajan
put on the most colossal spectacle of aU.
He celebrated one occasion with an exhibition. of 10,000 gladiators! During the 123
days of the gala occasion, most of them
fought to the death. Emperor Comrnodus
liked to descend into the arena and kill
both gladiators and wild beasts. It is recorded that he notched up 735 victories,
each time receiving an immense profit out
of the gladiatorial fund.
Political Significance

Gladiatorial games had more than a religious significance. Statesmen commended
them on the ground that they accustomed
the people to blood and prepared them to
face death valiantly in battle. It was ali
part of a soldier's training. (Every citizen
was regarded as a soldier.) But the effect
of such exhibitions upon the spectators
was unquestionably evil; for while they
even failed to supply the reckless courage for which they were designed, they
primarily destroyed morality, extinguished
sympathy for suffering, and made an idol
out of butchery.
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lind Indolence marked an
empire that could atford to i1ve up so much
time to demorallzIng, bloodthirsty sports!
What beastJy government sponsored such
gruesome games! What can we think of
a whole eountry of people whose inflamed

lust for blood sent them zestfully to spectacles of butchery: And what are we to
think of a nation whose top-ranking cit!·
zens-its knights, its women of high status,
its :iel1ators, its emperors-appeared in

of soldiers and civilians In the IlCIly name
of war, and Its fiendlsh death-<leallng _ _
ODS capable of reducir.g nations to nothingness In a single, short, succesaful attack?

Even some of thts world's SPOrts reveal
traces of the gladlator dsys: Its boxing, Its
bullfighting, etc. And what are we to think
of this world's immorality. its lovers of
pleasures rather than lovers 01 God, and
Its idolaters who worship at the shrine of
mammon? We must say, too, that this

arenas at the instigation or a vulgar and

world does not deserve to exist. But more

degrading thirst for popular applause?
These undisputed facts of history can only
provoke the thought that such a world
empire as Rome was not fit to exist.
If that is our thought, then what can
we :i8y about the world today whose wickedness is everyday-reading ir. the newspapers: its L'mumerable robberj~ and
rapes, its notorious corruption in POlttlcal
Ufe, its heart-sickening murders ill cold
blood, its Increasing juvenile delinquency.
its racial hatreds and prejudices, its violation of peace treaties, its colossal butchery

important, Jehovah God says the same!
God'a covenant with Noah forbidding the
wanton shedding of human blood is everlasting. (Genesis 9:1-6) Man has broken It
with impunity. broken It for enjoyment,
broken it for political reasons. But not for
long yet. Shortly. at Armageddon, this
world and aIL its nefarious and idolatrous
practices will be obliterated. A new world
will ~ ushered in of which cur only
thO'-lght can be that 1t deserves to ex1st forever. It will. It is Jehovah's new world of
righteousness!-2 Peter 3: 13.

ANCIENT WISDOM

'*

The dUl'erence in anCient man and modem Is not in his mental abUlty, as the
theory at evolution would Imply, but in the accumulation of previous knowledge
that Is now availablE.'. For example, an August 21, 1952, Reuters dispatch reported
from New DE-lhf, India: "A 3,OOO-year-old treatise on 'How to Build an Airplane' hal
been cUscovered by 1."'le directcr ot the International Academy of Sanskrit Research in Mysore, reports reachin& here said today, The work h attributed tQ
tl-.(. great Hindu Sail' Bharadwaj, belleved to have UVl.'d between 1,000 and 3,000 B.C.
It W81 contained in a manuscript copy severa) hundred years old, The treatlae, en·
titlt'd 'Vymanlka Snastra' lScleTtee of AeronautIcs). described In eight chapters,
{'omplet!." with diagrams, the producllon of three types of plane, Including planes
which 'cannot catch fire or be broken'. 'I'llI.' manuscript me>nt!ons 31 parts essential
to a plane and lists 16 metals consldere-d suitable lor plane manufa~ture. An avla·
tion expert who has SCE'n one manuscript said that in a section dealing witb plane
wings, :he curve needed to /iive the plane JUt had been correctly dflcribed:," Of
course, there is no record of such a craft's being successfully built, but the amazing
thing is that it wns conteD;J.plated 3,000 years ago, Early man did have the hlah
dl.'gree of intelligence that Genesis 4: 19-22 a.ttributes 10 Adam's descendants,
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first. Note carefully his words: "All those
in the memorilll tombs will hear his voice
~~IF A man die, shall he live again?" (Job and come out, [1] those who did good
14:14) That question has probably things to a resurrection of life, [2] those
been asked by millions of people, but not who practiced vile things to a resurrection
many turn to God's Word of truth for the of judgment." (John 5:28, 29, New Warld
answer. To say just "yes" or "no" would Trans.) This first group, having done good
not do, for the answer is dependent on things, are among those whom the apostle
whether in God's sight a person is suitable called "righteous".
for a resurrection or not. Two classes are
Included in this earthly class of "rightsuitable. Says the apostle: '1 have hope eous" ones are the faithful men before
toward God that there is going to be '8 Jesus' time such as Job, Moses, Abraham,
resurrection of both the righteous and the etc. Concerning these early servants of Jeunrighteous.' (Acts 24:15, New World hovah, the apostle wrote that they hoped
Tram.) The apostle does not say that all for a I'better resurrection". (Hebrews
the dead will have a resurrection. Only 1l:35) Their resurrection will be "better"
those classed as "righteous and the un· than those recOrded in, the Hebrew Scrip"
righteous" have that hope.
tures, For instance, Elisha resurrected the
First, who are the "righteous"? To an- Shunammite's son. (2 Kings 8:1) Yet the
swer this fully we must realize that there lad only grew old and died again. So those
are two types of resurrections: A heavenly worthy of the better resurrection will not
and an earthly one. Jesus was the first to be raised from the dead with the unavoidhave a resurrection in a spiritual body. able need to die again. Also, it is "better"
(Colossians 1:18) His faithful footstep fol· in that it is performed by Christ Jesus aild
lowers who become joint heirs with him in at the time Jehovah by Christ is reigning
his heavenly kingdom of necessity have a as King.
heavenly resurrection. It is called the "first
Now the Lord Jesus is gathering to his
resurrection". (Revelation 20:6) And it is fold a great flock of "other sheep" who are
described at 1 Corinthians 15: 42-54. Since not of that "little flock" who receive the
the number of this group is limited to only heavenly or "first" resurrection. By virtue
144,000, Jesus called them a "little flock". of their dedication to do Jehovah's will,
(Revelation 7:4; 14:1,3; Luke 12:32) This they place themselves in line to inherit
"little flock" participating in a heavenly everlasting life on earth in Jehovah's new
resurrection are among those embraced by world. (John 10:16; Matthew 25:34)
the term "righteous".
Hence, if any of these should die before
Also classed as "righteous" is a group Armageddon, having maintained integrity,
of people participating in an earthly resur- they are assured of a resurrection of life.
rection. When speaking of the earthly Thus it is manifest that those who come
resurrection, Jesus mentioned this group under the category "righteous" include the

Who Will Have a Resurrection?
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lU,OOO little !lock, ~ faithful mea of old,
and any of the Lord'. other sheep who may
~ before Armageddon.
But who are due tor a resurrectlon under the term "unrighteous"? It is those.
whom Jesus described as having "practiced
vile things". It is the in'eat mass of manIdnd who have died having had no faith in
God or knowledge of him and who did
wrong because of being conceived in sin.
It does not lnclude those who were deliberately wicked, and of whom the Scripture
says: "All the wicked will he. destroy."
(PAlm 145:20) For they wiil "sleep a perpetual sleep, and not wake, satth Jehovah",
-Jeremiah 51:39, Am. Stan. Vt1"
::'<lor does the term "unrlghteous" include
those who died or will dle because of being
executed by Jehovah God. For examp:e,
those who perished. at the Flood or with
Sodom and Gomorrah could never be
brought back to life again. Jehovah does

not make any mistakes. "Yes, Jehova.i
God, the Almighty, true and righteous are
your decisions." (Revelation 16:7, New
World Trans.) Moreover, His judgment

C8lUlot be reversed, "for 1, Jehovah, change
not," (Malachi 3:6, Am. Stan. Ver.) Those
slain by Jehovah at the impending battle
of Armageddon, then, could not be em
braced by the apostle's term "unright~
eous". Only those "in the memorial tombs",
Jesus said, could be restored to life. But
the slain at Armageddon will be "dung"

and ''unrighteous'' ones. The "righteous"
receive a resurrect10n of Ufe, but the '''Un~
right""",,". • r""""""tIon to judgment.
What Is the "jUdgment"! It does not mean
that the "unrighteous" come back only to
be adjudged guilty because of their wicked
past deeds. No, if that were the case there
wou:d be no need to resurrect them at all!
Tnstead. tree from the bfl.uence at Satan,
they are raised to Hfe On the paradise
earth, where they will have the opportu~
nity to prove themselves WDrthy of life by
their future deeds. "And th~y were judged
individually according to their deeds."
-Revelation 20:13, New World Trans.
At the end of the thousand~year reign
of Christ Satan wi1l be released from his
prison, tha~ God may test the integrity
of all rnankind. Those who do not pass the
test will be eternally destroyed along with
Satan. Those who pass the test will be justified. and given the right to everlasting
lifc on the earth. That is why it is not
until the thoUBB.nd years have passed. that
the resurrected. ones con:e to Hfe in the
fullest sense. "The rest of the dead did not
came to life u:1til the thousand years were
ended."-Revelation 20:1~5, New World
Trans.

Do not think that one can willfully spurn
with CO:1tempt God's loving provisions for
life today and then come back for another
chance during the resurrection of the "un~
righteous" ones! Rather, avail yourself now
upon the ground. (JeremJe.h 25:33i One of the opportunity of receiving life a~ one
who is "dung" could hardly be in the mem~ of the "righteous" ones by doing "good
ory of God.
things". Then you may never die but pass
The evi1doer who died. alongside Jesus through the war of Armageddon into Jeho-at Calvary is an example of the "unright~ yah's new world. What' an incomparable
eous" ones. During the millennial reign of privilege!-Zephaniah 2: 3.
Christ he wiU have a resurrection to the
So the resurrection doctrine is a means
paradise earth. "Truly r tell you today. You of grent comfort. It frees us from the
will be with me in Paradlse."-Luke 23:43, pagan teachir.g of immortality of the soul,
New World Trans.
for why have a resurrection if onc is imHowever, there is a difference between rr.ortal? And it gives us the joyful prospect
the earthly resurrectiOh of the "righteous" of once agaln: see:.ng loved ones now dead.
R
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Sweden
TOCKHOLM, the capital of Sweden, is
perhaps on~ of the most Americanized
cities in all Europe. Her modern architecture and her wardrobe remind one of
America. And, too, a good many of her
people pride themselves in being able to
speak English. However, unlike the United
States, Sweden's streets lack the "rush"
and her people are inclined to be slightly
reserved.
Their way of addressing one another is
rather fonnal. Strangers are always addressed with the second person plural pronoWl Ni. It is recognized as a rather cool
expression. In order to be courteous to a

S

stranger, a combination of name and
"title" is used. the title expressing the
man's occupation. For example, one might
say: "Do~ engineer Johnson believe in
the Bible?" "I think engineer Johnson will
be more than glad to accept this invitation

from me." And so on.
The more intimate expression Du is
used when formality is dropped. Because
of the bond of love and unity among Jehovah's witnesses, they use the term Du
when addressing one another for the first
time.

There is a happy exception to the rule,
that is, that foreigners are excused from its
application. This, together with a Swede's
natural interest in someone from a foreign
land, and especially if he comes from the
United States or canada, makes it a rather
simple task for the Gilead graduates, who
are serving here as missionaries, to get on
friendly terms with the people even at the_
first contact.
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Swedes are extremely shy people «lid
for that reason they seldom will enter a
strange home without some hesitancy.,
Since many of the congregational m.eettngj
of Jehovah's witnesses are held in homes,
because it is practically impossible to rent
places suitable for a Kingdom Hall, it has
become almost mandatory for the Swedish
brothers to overcome some of their shyness.
Even though most of the people are,re..
ligious, .a good majority of them are not
Bible readers. In fact, they think the Bible
to be old folklore and do not regard it seriously. The people have turned to ·sCience
and a few men as their hope. The few that
do accept the Bible have the fear of priests
and preachers instilled in them. Despite
this wall.of disbelief, fear and dread, the
"sheep" of God are being gathered into the
one fold.
Recently a publisher was doing street
work with the Watchtower and Awake!
magazines. An onlooker observing the publisher and the indifference of the people
remarked: "You're wasting YOUr time.
Nobody wants your magazines." Before he
hardly finished his last words, a nurse
stepped up and said, "I'll take both of
them." With the magazines was placed a
handbill. The nurse was at the public lecture. She enjoying what she had heard, a
Bible study was arranged in her home.
Today she is a Kingdom publisher. Together with her ninety-year-old mother, they
have found peace and joy in the truth.
False religious leaders call the message
of God's kingdom "this terrible heresy".
The more they seem to discourse against it,
the more it seems to boomerang. A religious periodical stated: ,"Jehovah's wit-

'1!1

neeses- may feel secure so long as we gather
In protest meetings m church buiJdb1gs.
But on the day when we go out into the
streets, not to protest against another religious grouP. but to win people for God.
then maybe Jehovah's witnesses would
start to feel concerned about their future."
The world is invited to go from door to
door. They will find what Jehovah's witnesses have found, namely, the pitiful. spiritual plight the world is in due to the,neglect ofits clergy.
Some among 'the- State Church priests
see their negligence and admit it. One parish priest remarked about a bedridden
Jehovah's witness: "There she lies in her
bed witnessing to her belief in a way that
is making me feel ashamed."
Recently Swedish citizens were granted
the right to leave the State Church without having to join another governmentrecognized religious body. Jehovah's witnesses were among the first to leave. Law
required that a visit be made to the parish
priest in connection with being released
from the State Chui'ch, which opened up a
way for a wonderful witness. Iil several
cases the priests took literature and even
attended studies. A case has been reported
where a priest became intensely interested
and a Bible study was arranged with him.
The Bible study aid ((Let God Be True"
was used. Now the priest expresses his appreciation for this study arrangement and'
for the regular visits made by the congregation servant.
A rather unusual experience occurred
while preaching in an isolated territory.
The local priest personally called on his
parishioners and advised them to attend
the public talk Jehovah's witnesses were
giving. His only objection was that he was
not informed in advance of the lecture. He
requested the witnesses to notify him
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whenever they arrived so he could adjust
his schedule thst it would notconl!ictwith
the publiC tallt. His desIre was ,to see-all the
townspeople out to hear Jehovah's witnesses. How unliKe most clergymen!
It is not an easy job to reach some of
these people in isolated sections of the
north country. For example: A circuit
servant and a pioneer brother working isolated territory first tmveled 90 miles by
train and bus; then continued their journey
inland by boat, rowing some of the way
and hiki'ng some of the way, which covered
an additional 90 miles. The rest of the
journey across rough COWltry terrain had
to be done on foot-seventy-five miles of
lifting, carrying and trudging with literature and food supplies that would last them
at least a week. Regardless of the inconveniences, the sheep are being found and
the good news is being preached.
Back home in Sweden's administrative
offices work gets done rather slowly. For
example: Back "in September of 1951, the
Watch Tower Society's president arranged
for expansion of its offices and printing
facilities. Plans and documents were drawn
up and filed with the authorities. It was not
until 17 months later, or 1953, that permission was granted. This, mind you, is
considered exceptionally quick service. The
pennit was returned with detailed information as to how many workmen of different professions might be used, and even decreed what their ages had to be under various circumstances. Regardless of the needless inconveniences, it is a pleasure to report that construction work on the new
Swedish branch of the Watch Tower Society has begun.
There are approximately 5;500 Jehovah's witnesses in Sweden at present, rej<?ic1ng with their brothers the world over
in this grand work of declaring the King
and the Kingdom.
AWAKE!

b u I l t _ ...., ..............
nam has e:i:ptb:led I'e8olutel)'
that she wants to take part b\
international deeisiona: atreet-

ing her own future.

On the Korean. Truce
.. Of all the annistice negotiaHans in history, none have ever

lasted as long as the Korean
truce talks .. They became
bogged down over the thorny
prisoner repatriation issue, the
Communists declaring they
would "eternally insist" on the
return ot all prisoners. The
U. N. was equally adamant,
saying that its insistence on
voluntary repatriation was "irrevocable". A crisis came when
the U. N. made its "noW or
never" offer, a proposal agree·
ing to turn prisoners over to
neutral custody. Communist
negotiators signed an agree·
ment on the prisoner repatria·
tion Issue (6/B) with minor
variations in the U.N. propos·
al. 'l'he signed agreement pro·
vided that prisoners unwilllng
to return to their homelands
will be handed over to a neu·
tral nation tor tour months.
Then seven agents for each
1,000 prisoners will try to per·
suade them to go home. It they
continue to refuse repatriation,
their disposal wlll be left up to
an international poUtfcal con·
ference, which will have the
power to set them free as
civIlian refugees.
U. N. Seat tor Red Obtna'l

• The prospect for Red Chi·
na's obtaining a seat in the
U. N. Security Council dark·
ened (6/3) when the U. S.
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Senate unanimously approved
a manifesto opposing the ad·
mission of Red China to the
U. N. The vote was 76 to O.
Senator McClellan stated that
if Communist Chirfh ever got a
seat in the U. N., "that will be
an infamous day in the history
ot the world." Later Henry
Cabot Lodge, Jr., U. S. representative at the U. N., hinted
(S/B) that the U. S. might use
the veto, saying, "We'd do
everything that was necessary"
to keep Red China out.
Iado-ChIna: a Three-Way Woe

,. The three Associated States
ot Indo-China-Laos, Cambo·
dia and Vietnam-have added
to France's mounting woes.
Laos was of grave concern be·
cause she was the target of the
short·lived Communist inva·
sion. Then Cambodia height.
ened France's woes by clamor·
ing for more independence,
otherwise she might join the
Reds. Now Vietnam, the state
that has been in a 7-year stale·
mated war with Communist
forces, has Joined In the cry for
independence. Premier Nguy·
en Van Tam demanded (617)
that Vietnam be gIven full
independence, sayIng that the
1946 constitution no longer
served its purpose and that the
treaties signed with France in
1949 were now insufficient and
fragile. He declared that Vietnam did not want to continue
being "the tenant of a house

Spread of Mao Maulsm
.. In spite of the many set·
backs handed out to the Mau
Mau, that terrorist organiza·
tion has been able to expand.
Not long ago it appeared that
the Mau Mal.. was bottled up
In the Aberdares Mountains.
'But recently the Mau Mau has
been giving its oath through·
out the Meru Reserve and the
Embu district and has now
created a state of emergency
on the west side of the Rift
Valley. Afrlcans of the Meru
and Embu distrIcts are related
to the Kikuyu tribe. With Mau
Mauism growing, the Kenya
Executive Council took positive
action (6/B) by banning the
Kenya Africa Union, one at the
most famous Atrican political
organizations. The government
believes this union has been
used as a cover by the Mau
MaUlS; theretore all member·
ship In it is unlawful and its
assets have been confiscated.
Previously, Jomo Kenyatta,
who had been president ot the
organization, was found guilty
of managing the Mau Mau and
sentenced to prison.
The IWln Elections

+ At Issue in Italy were 237
seats In the Senate and 599 In
the Chamber of Deputies.
When voting ended (SIB), the
closest race in Italian parlia.
mentary history was the result.
The Center Party's coaUtion
led by Premier Alclde de Gas·
perl's Christian Democrats won
50.2 per cent of the votes for
the Senate. This gave the Cen·
ter 125 seats, a slim margin of
control in the Senate. Electoral
law tor the Chamber assigns
380 out of the 590 seats to the
party that wins more tl,1an one
half of the popular vole. But
De GasperI's forces failed to
win an absolute majority of
the popular vote; thus they
won only 303 seats out of 'the
29

590'. However, til" Ifl.&lat

:mal"-

glD in the Chanlber of Deputies
now glvea them a sJ:tm. MajOrtt)' in 'both houses of Parliament. The CathoUc Church

gave Its support to the Center
Party coalition. Said the New
York Times (6n): "Almost all
the Bishops, from Clemente
cardinal Mlcara, the Pope's
Vicar for the diocese of Rome,
down have remInded Catholics_
that they would be guilty of 'a
grave sin' if they supported
any of the parties at either ex·
treme of the polltical spec-

trum."
Chaqee in East Germany

• Russia has_ made some
changes In East Germany that
tend to de-emphasize the mIli·
tary side of its occupation.
First, a civilian, Vladimir Sem·
enov, was appointed as the So·
viet High Commissioner in
Germany; thus the occupation
has been switched' from mili·
tary to civilian. Then the fa·
mous commander in chief of
occupation forces, General
VassUy Chulkov, was replaced
(6/5) by Andrei Grechko, a
little-known general. Chuikov
became famous for organizing
the-defenses of Stallngrad and
accepting the surrender of Ber·
lin. The changes in leadership
were believed by observers to
be a RUssian move toward a
four-power talk on German
unity.
Frankfurt Counts Cost of War
.. It took eight years for

Frankfurt, Germany, to count
the cost of the war Hitler
started. Here are the flnal fig·
ures for Frankfurt, a city with
a prewar population of 550,000:
14,701 men killed in action,
more than half on the Russian
front; 5,000 missing in action,
75 per cent being presllPled
dead. Half of Frallkfurt's
homes were demolish"' .... by AI·
lied bombs, and 5,559 civillans
died in the smoking rubble.
Frankfurt paid a high price for
war, but another German city,
Dresden naid a more ghastly
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C1vruen plic:e. In February,
19I5, AJliaf planes dropped.
bomh$ fur three nights. The
civillans kmed: 250.000! Count·
ing the cost of war accentuates
thE! need .for God's kingdom.
tht time when ''nation shall
not lift up sword against na·
tion, neither shall they learn
war any more".--Isalah 2:4,
Am. Stan. Ver.

A Disappearlng River

... The 2,200·mile·long Rio
Grande flows about half o.f its
course as the international
boundary between Mellirco and
the U. S. In early June this
river began to dry up, leaving
Mexican and Texas communi·
ties, which depend upon the
river for water, in a desperate
predicament. The water short·
age was mq,st critical at Lare·
do, Texas, a city of 51,000 in·
habitants, which maintains no
lake reservoir but draws its
water from the Rio Grande,
where the river completely
stopped flowing for the first
time in recorded history. The
cause of the record·breaklng
dry spell was believed to be an
insufficient run·off from snow
In the New Mexico---Colorado
Rockies and a three· year
drought over watersheds in
west Texas and Mexico. The.
situation was so serious that
the Mexican government pro·
hibited (6/5) all pumping for
Irrigation purposes between
Nuevo Laredo and Colombia.
Ironically, while the thirsty
Rio Grande was drying up and
disappearing, the rain-choked
Sabine River In southeast Tex·
as was overflowing its banks ill
its worst flood since 1884.
Jet Sets New Atlantic Record

• The era of jet propulsion
has brought In the era of
record-smashing feats. In May,
Canberra jet bombers broke
Atlantic records by averaging
492 miles per hour. Then on
June 6 a British Canberra jet
set a new unoffiCial speed rec·
ord by crossing the Atlantic
from England to Newfound·

Ian4, In 4 houts and 2ti minllte..
When Wily Poet made a aimitar trip by plane 22 years aio,
it took him 16 hours ana 1:1
mInutes.
TV: a PoUttcal Weapon!
... Before the advent oI 'IV, a
president of the U. S. could

reach his public through the
lecture platform, newspapers
or radio. 'IV opened new ave·
nues of approach that President Truman never fully ex·
plored. But President Eisen·
hower did (613) when, for the
flrst time in history, a presi·
dent of the U. S. discussed af·
fairs of state with Cabinet
members on a: TV program .
DUring the half·hoUT'program
the president and four Cabinet
members discussed peace, national security and taxes. The
program- had a vast audience
since it was carried by all four
major TV networks. Each net·
work will have a turn as pro·
ducer of the "show". Though
the panel discussion was b1lled
In advance as "infonnal" and
"spontaneous", it was carefully
rehearsed, Cabinet members
even having cue cards held out
of range of the cameras to aid
them in case of lapse of memo
ory. Press reaction was diverse: The New York Daily
New8 said it was "impressive
and Interesting". But one col·
umnlst wondered whether "the
American people like to see
their president acting as a sort
of master of ceremonies in a
piece of obviously rehearsed
showmanship". As to political
response: Republicans were
enthusiastic; Democrats, unen·
thusiastic. Some Democrats
confided to reporters that the
president had found a new and
effective political wea'pon.

Bm
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of Rights, Not Bombs

U. S. Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas declared
(6110) that the U. S. should go
to the world with the Bill of
Rights, not bombs. But is
America hersell in condition to
go to peoples with the Bill of
Rights? The answer did not
AWAKE/

appear ~ht, for Mr. Doualae
said tnat stnce the end Of
World War a there has been
a decline in respect for the BnI
of Rights in America itself!
'"Those in America who preach
and practlce intolerance," he
sald, "can never get recruits In
Asia for the cause of freedom."
Tornado DevastatloQ In U. S.
Death·dealing tornadoes,
which killed over 100 in May,
continueQ to whirl throughout
the U. S. in June. The hardest
hit were Michigan and Ohio,
where six savage tornadoes
killed at least 139 (6/8). It was
the tenth·costliest tornado in
U. S. history. For Flint, Michi·
gan, it was the worst weather
tragedy in Its history, 113 heing killed by the vIolent stonn.
Whole families were wiped out
in a rain of bricks and timber.
Cleveland, Ohio, where hail the
sIze of golf balls accompanied
the tornado, suffered eight
deaths. More than 1,000 per·

*

sons were injured out the mI"dwest disaster. Even an area of
tIMt U. S. where a ~ous torna·
do has not hit for 75 years"was
attacked by the murderous
whirlwind: New England had
its worst tornado since 1878
(619). The death-deallng tunnel cut a swath of devastation
through a 6O-mile area of
Worcester county, leaving 85
dead in its wake and homeless
estbm.ted at 8,000 to 10,000.
Property damage was enor·
mous. Homes collapsed into a
pile of kindling wood; auto·
mobiles, whisked off the ground
llke cardboard toys, were
smashed :flat as if run over by
a giant steam roller. When the
New England storm subsIded,
130 tornadoes had battered the
U. S. during 1953, in:flictfng
damage estimated at over
$200,000,000 and killing at least
453 people.
A Sign, a Boy and an Alligator
In Greynolds Park, north
of MIamI, FlorIda, there Is a

*

pond and

a. ''no

~.

sf...
""' l5-year.oId JIDIDIY
Stewart decided to Ito for- a

swIm.. Plunging ln, he lWattl
into the mIddle of the pond.
There he came face to face
with an open-mouthed. teeth·
bristling alligator. Though the
alllgator was not suppoted to
be residIng in this pond, neI·
ther was Jimmy supposed to be
swimming. Jimmy decided the
alligator could have the pond;
he would swim back. The alli·
gator pursued Jimmy. Said the
boy: "I kicked hIm in the belly
and he took a bite of my foot.
Before I reached water that I
could wade In to shore, he hit
me again, this time on the
ann, shoulder and chest. I side·
stepped him in water about
waist deep and made it up the
bank." Numerous gashes and a
fractured foot were a grim reminder to a 15-year·old boy
that It does not pay to Ignore
"no swimming" sIgns.

REPORT OF WORLD ASSEMBLY AT YANKEE STADIUM
The greatest Christian assembly of modem times is being held at Yankee Stadium,
New York city, July 19, to 26, where Jehovah's witnesses from all parts of the world
are gathered. The stadium is converted
into a huge congregational meeting place
for eight days. A complete convention organization, including cafeteria and a trailer
and tent city in New Jersey, is set up.
You will want to read this 96-page report,
to be published sometime after the conven-

tion is over. It will have a two-color cover
and be complete with many pictures of different aspects of the convention. Place your
order now through the local congregation
of Jehovah's witnesses; or, if you wish, send
direct for your copy of the report by returning the coupon below with remittance of
25 cents a copy. If you change your address
between now anq October 1, be sure to
advise us. Order copies for your friends
and others Interested in Christian worship.
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Please sendt me
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117 ADAMS ST.

copy (copies) of the 1953 ConventjQ" Report of Jehovah's WitnesBlM.
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EN of past centuries were told about it-o world
of perfecHon, without sorrow, sidmess, burden·
so.... toil and death. They put faith In It, prayed for It, looked forword to living in it. Have you
..... heard of this new world? Do you know when It will come? And that God himself promises
to clear the earth of all wickedness to make way for 111 B. lur. to hear the president of the
Watchtower Society discuss .hls ",bled on July 26, 1953. Nol. the tfrna and place. and make
It a point to attend and hear

M

"AFTER ARMAGEDDON
- GOD'S NEW WORLD"
Public Address by

N. H. KNORR
President, Watchtower Society

SUNDAY

JULY 26

4 P.M.

YANKEE STADIUM
New York City

This lectur. will climax an 8·day convention of Jehovah'. witnesles lJuly 19 to 26) from
more than 90 nation. and Island. of the sea. You are invited
all sessions of the erillr. convenHon at Yank.. StadIum. No admission charge at any time; no collecHon. token. Just walk ,i
in. ObHrq the spirit of a n.w-world society in action. You will n~v.r forget your- vlsitl

'0

I

If you cannot visit Yankee Stadium on Sunday.

July 26, hear this important speech by simuitaneous

Radio Broadcast:
32

WBBR

1330 on your dial

ORMOSA UNDER CHINESE RULE
What pr'lgrcss toward fre dom?

........
Effect of Hypnosis on Health
Can hypnotism really cure?

... _...
Salmon Cycle Baffles Science
The mystery: From ocean depths to home streams, how?

Early Christians, Why Persecuted?
They had to face death daily
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News IQU!"CeIJ that are able to keep you awake to the Vital iMues
of our times must be unfettered by cenSorship and setmh Interests.
"Aw4ker .bu no £etten. It ~nizell facU,. faces faci.J, t. free to
publith faots. It la not bound by political ambH:ions or ob~~tion.; it is
Unhampered by adverliArs W'hos8 toes mUllt not be tro n. on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional cruds. Thill journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it do.. not abuse its frudom. It
mainta.in6 inte~rity to truth.
"Awake: 1" WId the ~at' news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nationl.
From the ,four corners of the earth their uncensored,. on~the~Bcenea:
reports come to you t.ElL"ou~h thel'JIJ columna. This Journal's Wewpolnt
is not narrow, bUt is internaticmal. It is read in many nations, in man)"
1an~~e1I. by persons of all a~es. Throu~h its p~ many fields of
knowled~e pass in review-~()vernment. commerce, reli~ion. history,
~~raphy. science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover-~ is as broad as the earth and as hi~h l:I.8 the heavens.
"Awake I" 'Ple~es itself to ri~hteou!l principles, to exposin~ hidden
foes and subtle dan~ers, to championinQ freedom for all, to coffifort~
mourners and stren~thenin~ thOse disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent world. reRecti:ng sure hope for the estabfI.shment Q£ oS righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake I" Keep awake by readin~ "Awakel"
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"Now it is high time to
-_13;11

Your Ambition: Wholesome or Hollow?
o HAVE

an"ambition is desirahle. To ambition for self-fame was not the one
test that ambition is also desirablf'. GOd decdrcd man to posseH8. JehOVah himFor, Ind~d, ambition may be either ab- self stampl'd It "hollow" on the pages of
horn'nt or E\omlrnblc, hollow or whole- history by frustrating the etrorts ot the
some. In each cllse It ,,, a fervent desire aspiring builders.
Ambition for fame is idolizing oneself.
for personal advancement. Yf't If that clevaUng desire is excessive, then it may be It Is hollow and it can be tragiC. Many are
nothing mor~ than selfishness masquemd- t.h~ ''war heroes" who, after having reIng as a benefactor. Thel·efore an intelli- tumed to civilian life, feel furlorn and degent i1pprnl::;aI of one's ambitiun is enlight- . jecttNl becRllJJf! the fame (lSS()Ci&tBd with II
ening.
brilliant unifonn bedecked with sparkling
There are, hOWf'Vf'f, pr.r~ons In the world medals has suddenly vani!lhed.
without ambition, but they are ~tngnant.
Many people can ~nthusiasti('B.lIy choose
Life itself becomes monotonous for sueh a vocation after they have asked themones, and lhey resort to killing time. Tht'n flclv('5 the crucial question: How much
there arc persons who al·e born with silver pre-stige goes with it? Is not the ambltlon,
~poons In their mouths: hei!"!; to fortunes,
then, really fame and not the occupation
poss<,ssion.<l, titlefl and thrones. In a large itself?
measure their amhition is realized at birth
Popular magazine; have publi<\hed churls
-if mere enjoyment of !lli('h a luxurious !ihowing the relative amount of preatlge
state becomes the mainspring in their attached to each Drime profession. The
lives. Still others are born without penny minister came out on top. After graduator pound but with an exuberance of ambi- ing from 0. seminary school, be goes to
tion. Ambitions abound in the world, but work with the title "Father" or "Reverthere arc eertain favorites.
end" and has pN'fltige even before he gives
An unquestioned favorite is, of course, his first sermon. How unlike Christ Jesus
the ambition to make a "narne" for oneseil, who would not even accept the title "Good
an ambition popularized long ago by Nim- Teacher"! "Why do you call me good?
rod. And it was this tantalizing ambition Nobody is good, exeept one, God."-Luke
that shapt!d the plans for thE! building of lR:19, Now World TTams.
the tower of Babel. "They said, 'Come on,
Moreover, there nre many who become
l~t us make a name for oun;eivtlS by buildministers of popular religions because it is
ing a city and n tower whose top reachtlS an easy way of converting souls into cash.
to heaven.''' (Genesis 11:4, Moffatt) The And so the ambition for wealth and finan-

T
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cia] security has become popular too. The continue for ever, and their dwelling-places
very prevalence of this ambition is a sure to all generations; they call their lands
sign of the "last days", a time when there after their own names." (Psalm 49: 10, 11,
would be no such thing as financial secu- Am. Stan. Ver.) Men aspire to be rich, but
rity.-2 Timothy 3:1,2; James 5:1-3.
the ambition is hollow, as hol1ow as the
Ah, but some may not aspire to fame or heart of an echo. For what comfort is it
wealth. Much preferred is power! Thus for men to leave wealth to others, somethere is an abundance of Napoleons and times, to those for whom they never inHitlers in the world today. But power still tended it, and who rejoice at their death?
is the ambition of one whose aim is just to Men conquer lands and even give them
sit behind an impressive desk barking crisp their name. No profit is this, for a space
orders to respectful subordinates. In this six or seven feet long and three feet wide
quest for power, as in the ones for fame is still sufficient to hold the greatest conand wealth, one must often push down, 'queror in the old world!
No wonder wise King Solomon evaluated
beat down and choke out the other man.
In speaking of ambition King Esarhad- all man's endeavors as "vanity and a strivdon of ancient Assyria probably over- ing after wind" _ But there is one worthleaped his ambitiQns. In his annals he while, wholesome ambition: "The concluwrote: "I am powerful, 1 am all powerful. sion of the matter.-all having been heard:
I am a hero, I am gigantic, 1 am colossal." Fear God and keep his commands; for this
He even sounds hollow, as if he were a re- concerns all mankind." (Ecclesiastes 12: 13,
viewer appraising the latest gaudy Holly- An Amer. Trans.) This is the wholesome
ambition: to seek fame for JehOVah's
wood spectacle!
Man's paramount ambitions, are they name! It is an ambition open to all manhollow? The Bible answers: "Wise men kind. not to just a select few. Life in Jehodie; the fool and the brutish alike perish, vah's new world of righteOUsness will inand leave their wealth to others. Their in- deed be wholesome! Why be satisfied with
ward thought is, that their houses shaH anything hollow?

"Comfortable" Preaching
1?Retiring Professor Halford E. Luccock, who taught sermon preparation and
dellvery (Homiletics) at Yale Divinity School, gave, in April, a series of lectures
on today's comfortable preaching. He condemned the "Rocking Horse Sermon"
that "moves but does not go on, always charging but never advancing"; the "Con·
fectioner's Sermon" that is "like a wedding cake, a great, airy structure with candy
chateaux, gardens of angelica, true lovers' knots of sugar and hearts of purest
whipped cream"; and the "Jericho Sermon"; "Some preachers .. _ seem to have
implicit faith that if they march around the outside of a subject seven times, making
a loud noise, the walls will fall down. They rarely do." He warned against the
current view of religion as a "sort of glorified aspirin tablet", and said; "Some
preachers have discovered a new verb which seems to have superseded the old
ones [such as] agonize . .. follow . .. sacrifice. It is the lovely verb rem." He
suggested that this type of preacher must think the Biblical admonitions say:
"ll any man will come after me let him relax" and "Go ye into all the world
and keep down your blood pressure". Such sermons have no major issue. They
consider religion merely a drug for the mentally distressed or an aid fOf those in
trouble, and certainly they show a lack of appreciation for the life·and·death importance of sound Christian truth.
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fORMOSA
UNDER

(#IN£5E ~JJLE
Will it grant constitutional freedoms to Jehovah's witnesses?

THE Dutch called the island Formosa,
.L meaning "beautiful island". The natives call it Taiwan, meaning "abundance".
Lying across the Tropic of Cancer, it is
indeed a garden of exotic beauty, with
majestic mountains, fern-clad valleys, varicolored flowers. The two rice crops a year
are supplemented by an abundance of bananas, pineapples, papayas, melons and
less-known fruits. Over the years the people of Taiwan have indeed enjoyed an
abundarice, whether under Chinese or Japanese rule. They have basked in prosperity, well acquainted with freedom from
want, if not with the other freedoms.
Would they ever enjoy, in addition, freedom from fear of oppression by dictatorial
overlords?
With the close of World War II there
came changes. The aggressive Japanese
were 'driven back to their home islands
and the gov~mment of the Republic of
China took over Taiwan. The Taiwanese
people had no say in this, for it had been
decided for them by the "Big Four". They
hoped for a return of prosperity and
greater freedom on the island of abundance.
Soon the hordes of communism were
overrunning the Chinese mainland. Chiang
Kai-shek's government was forced to flee
to the last Chinese outpost, Taiwan. The
Communists prepared for a mass assault
on the island. But, then, in the latter part
of 1950, President Truman stepped in and
told the Communists they must come no
farther. And now "deneutralized" Taiwan
AUGUST 8, 1953

is an island fortress, guarded by American
guns, warships and planes. Its population
of 6,500,000 Taiwanese has been swollen
by the influx of some 1,000,000 Chinese
from the mainland, and these must support
a Chinese army of more than half a million.
The island of abundance faces a complexity of problems. Not the least is the
language problem. Although the seven
mountain tribes have broken off from such
pastimes as head-hunting, they are still
divided by their tribal languages, of which
there is no written form. Down on the rich
coastal plains, where the majority of the
people live, Taiwanese and Japanese are
spoken interchangeably. The newly, arrived Chinese, living mostly in the great
modern city of Taipei, speak Chinese and
some English. Speech may be a jumble
of several languages. It is not uncommon
to hear Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese,
English, all mixed into one sentence. No
wonder the government is pushing a vigorous campaign of teaching Chinese as the
national language! With it goes a campaign
to eliminate Japanese customs and influences. But one still hears the lilting Japanese folk songs floating on the evening
air.
What Progress Toward Freedom?
When the United States of America.took
Taiwan under her protective wing, it became necessary for the Chinese government to show herself fully worthy of this
patronage. With wartime conditions continuing, the task is a difficult one. However,

the government has worked hard to throw
over feudaJistic traditions, introduce democratic reforms and advanCe to a position of
respect alongside other nations of the West.
:rhe Chinese appear to have made sincere
efforts to better the lot of the people. This
is to their credit, and is also a tribute to
the energy with which the United States
has co-operated in the program of advancement.
Feudalism has been largely eliminated,
large estates having been divided up and
sold to new tenants on long-range easy
payments .. Exorbitant farm rents have been
reduced, the peasant being guaranteed approximately two thirds of his crop, over
and above the portion that must be paid
as rent. The Chinese government has vigorously prosecuted a "land-to-tiller" program for the return of the land to the
farmer who actually works it. Premier
Chen Cheng claims that when this program
is completed, the farmer will have to pay
as taxes and other expenses only ten per
cent of the main crops harvested.
An effort is also being made to raise the
living standards of the quarter-million
fisherfolk who toil off the shores of Taiwan. Opportunities for the education of
their children are now provided. also an
insurance policy (more practical than offering prayers and incense before the sea god
Machu), and the government is constructing new harbors and new boats. Other
classes of the people are also receiving
attention. Vocational guidance is being
provided in the schools. With Uncle Sam's
assistance, new industries and factories
are springing up.
The Taiwanese themselves would have
preferred self-rule to Chinese rule; but the
Chinese government is trying to reassure
them on this score by placing many native
Taiwanese in responsible positions. TaxeS
are still heavy, due to the need for supporting and equipping the large Chinese army
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as it prepares to lfigh~ its way back to the
mainland. If conditions have not yet returned to the heyday of Japanese prosperity, the Taiwanese may console themselves
in the knowledge that they are far better
off than they would be under Communist
rule, and that the present government appears to be making a sincere effort to amend
past mistakes and improve the lot of the
people.

One More Mistake to Be Remedied
There was one big mistake the Japanese made during their occupancy of Taiwan, and unfortunately the Chinese government has been tardy in remedY,ing it.
This mistake is the denial of freedom of
worship and assembly to the Christian
grbup known as Jehovah's witnesses.
This denial was to be expected under the
dictatorial Japanese regime, but why the
Chinese government should have continued
the oppression where the Japanese left off
,is hard to understand. The very fine principles enunciated in the new Chinese Constitution include the following, under Chapter II, "The R~ghts and Duties of the Peopie": "The people of the Republic of China
are equal according to the law, therE; being
no distinction as to sex, race, class or
party.... The individual's bodily freedom
will be protected .... Within twenty-four
hours of arrest, he must be brought before
court for trial.... The people have freedom
of speech, lecturing, writing and publishing
... freedom of religious belief ... freedom
of assembly and organization."
Jehovah's witnesses in Taiwan have been
denied these freedoms.
This continued suppression of sincere
Christians hardly squares up with the principles enunciated by President Chiang Kaishek in his Good Friday speech of 1953:
"As Christians we are the soldiers to protect truth, justice, democracy and freedom.
We should be able to distinguish between
AWAKE/

tered until the victim writhed with agony.
But torture would not make this faithful
Christian recant his belief in Jehovah the
Almighty God, and in Chrlst's kingdom
for the blessing of all mankind.
Integrity brings its rewards. One by one,
others of the Taiwanese people listened,
believed and took their stand for God's
kingdom, only to take their share of the
persecutions as well. The truth prospered
and increased. Soon the entire village
where the original minister lives had become solid Jehovah's witnesses. Other individuals, other entire villages accepted the
message of God's kingdom. The truth
spread from the valleys into the mountains.
Jehovah's Witne88e8 of Taiwan
Today there are more than 900 active
In the island of abundance, Jehovah's ministers.
witnesses are the same as Jehovah's witnesses all over the world. They love to Under Chinese Rule
study the Bible, they love to tell its wonAt last the regime of the persecuting Japderful message to others, and their faces anese crumbled and departed. How Jehoare aglow with the living hope of God's vah's witnesses of Taiwan rejoiced to see
kIngdom. They have been through perse- the arrival of the Chinese! More and more
cutions, plenty. They first heard the truth flocked to the organization of Jehovah's
from two Japanese pioneer witnesses who witnesses, confident that freedom of worpreached throughout the island back in ship would now be their lot. In 1948 alone,
1936, were later imprisoned by the Japa- 260 new believers received baptism. Gradnese, and died, faithful to the end, from uates of the Watchtower Bible School of
the harsh treatment in prison. But the Gilead arrived to aid them in their organiseed they planted in Taiwan has brought zation. Steps were taken to have the Watch
forth abundantly.
Tower Bible and Tract Society properly
At first the going was hard. Within three registered with the Taiwan Provincial
weeks of being baptized, the first Tai- Government. But until this year of 1953,
wanese witness was imprisoned by the such registration has not been granted.
Japanese. That was January, 1937. During Why?
the remainder of the Japanese control of
Persecution flared up again, but this
Taiwan, he seems to have spent more time
time
under the Chinese. Without any satisin prison than out of prison, but whether
factory
explanation being given, the two
"in" or "out" he kept preaching the ChrisGilead
missionaries
were deported. On
tian message for which he was being persecuted. The prison tortures were constant July 24, 1949, fifteen ministers, two of
and excruciating. Worst torture of all was them women, were arrested and they were
the electric glove, an iron glove that was held in concentration camps for periods
placed on the hand, and through which ranging from one week to fifteen months.
a series of electric shocks was adminis- Despite the clear statement of the Chinese

right and wrong, good and evil, and should
accept all hardships and ordeals.... We
must copy Jesus" revo~utionary spirit to
shoulder the responsibilities of reform of
society. We must be truthful and uncompromising in our struggle against the evils
in society. We must set ourselves as examples in the establishment of a society
in which each and every one of us can
enjoy freedom and equality. This is our
responsibility at the moment and also our
eternal sacred mission."
Why, then, has the Chinese government
of Taiwan been so slow to lift· the ban on
Jehovah's witnesses in that land?
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Constitution that a charge must be :made
within twenty-four hours of· a person's
al'lest, no charge was ever made against
these ChristiAns, nor have they been told
to this day the grounds for their arrest.
All fifteen of these Christian ministers,
including the women, were cruelly tortured
by beatings, the electric glove or by other
means in an endeavor to force a "confession". As true Christians, all held fast to
their faith.
We could cite details of these persecutions, but will not do so, as it is believed
the Chinese government is now making a
sincere attempt to eliminate such cruelties, and fully measure up to the stature
of a modern, enlightened state. Moreover,
during the period of convalescence of the
most severely injured ministers, other officials showed them great kindness, and
helped them on the road to complete recovery. Some of these officials even became
Jehovah's witnesses. Even so, they could
not completely mend the broken body that
the circuit minister of Jehovah's witnesses
carries with him today as he performs his
Christian duties in Taiwan. It is hoped
these bodily persecutions against Jehovah's
witnesses are only a hangover from fastdisappearing feudalistic days.
However, other persecutions have. continued down until the year 1953. These are
connected mainly with the denial of freedom of worship and freedom of assembly
to Jehovah's witnesses. Time and again
Jehovah's witnesses of Taiwan have applied for registration as a religion, and
for the right to build proper asserpbly
places for worship. Time and again their
applications have been shelved. All the
facts concerning Jehovah's witnesses,
their work, their purposes, their beliefs,
have been placed before the government.
No longer has the government any excuse for believing the false reports that
g

Jehovah's witnesses are CQDUllunistic, false
rumors that circ\tlated in Taiwan at the
same time that the New York Times of
June 30, 1950, was reporting the Communists' liquidation of 10,000 Jehovah's witnesses in Poland under the heading, "Poles
Arrest Jehovah's Witnesses as Spies Directed from Brooklyn." Jehovah's witnesses cannot be spies for Anlerica and for
the Communists at the same time, can
they? The fact is that Jehovah's witnesses
are not interested in any brand of politics.
In the 127 countries where they are now
working they are interested only in preaching the wonderful good news of God's kingdom of righteousness as man's real hope
for peace and happiness on earth. The
humble people of good will listen.
Is it because most of Jehovah's witnesses
in Taiwan are to be found among the
humbler tribespeople that the government
hesitates to grant recognition? If so, they
should remember that it was the common
people who heard Jesus gladly, and that
his first disciples were merely plain fishermen. If the humble people of Taiwan are
hindered in following in Jesus' footsteps,
the government is taking on itself a great
responsibility before Almighty God.
Taiwan now has a new governor. It is
sincerely hoped that he will review all the
facts concerning Jehovah's witnesses that
have been made available to his government, and that he will honor the constitutional guarantees of freedom of worship
and assembly by granting recognition to
Jehovah's witnesses. This indeed would be
a further indication of the sincerity of the
Chinese government, and A wake! looks
forward to reporting on this favorable
action in due course.
Taiwan, will you come out openly and
unequivocally on the side of freedom of
assembly and freedom of worship for the
Christian witnesses of Jehovah God?
AWAKE!

EARlY CHRISTIANS
7fI~P~?
UTSTANDING in
the annals of Roman history is the persecution of Christians.
They were hated and despised; they were
loathed and detested. Yet, paradoxically,
Rome was noted for its tolerance toward
most religious sects and cults. Why, then,
were Christians so hated, when even Jews
were often contemptuously tolerated? Were
the great majority gf Christians perpetually persecuted just because of the alleged
charge of Nero that they burned Rome?
To read one of the earliest pagan references to Christianity is enlightening. It
was written by Tacitus, who was born
during the reign of Emperor Nero and who
eventually distinguished himself as a great
historian. In his Annals (xv. 44) probably
published after A.D.. 115, and written
shortly before that date, he describes the
fire of Rome A.D. 64:
"But no human resource, no imperial
munificence, no propitiation of the gods,
banished the slanderous belief that the
fire had happened by order. To crush the
rumour therefore Nero provided as culprits, and punished with every form of
severity, persons who were hated for their
abominations and generally known as
Christians. This name had originated with
one Christus, who had been put to ,death
by the procurator Pontius Pilate in the
reign of Tiberi~. The pernicious superstition had been suppressed for a time; but
was breaking out again, not only in Judaea, where the trouble had started, but
even in the City. where everything foul
and shameful from any source collects and

O
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finds a following. Selfconfessed Christians
were arrested first;
then on their evidence
vast numbers were convicted, not on
charges arising from the fire, but for
hatred of mankind."l
Tacitus, being a pagan, naturally displays a glaring contempt for Christianity.
However, his account is noteworthy in that
the "vast numbers" he mentions were convicted, not under the trumped-up charge
of arson, but for "hatred of mankind". It
would have seemed singularly difficult to
initiate criminal proceedings on such a
charge, especially when Christians were
commanded by Christ to love their neighbor as themselves! What, then, was the
basis for the alleged "hatred of mankind"
complaint?

Antisocial Kill.Joys
Because Christians did not absorb themselves in the conventional social and religious pursuits of that age, they were believed. to be "haters of mankind". In fact,
history tells us that the conscientious
Christian could attend no public festival
and celebrate no holiday. Hardly any trade
could be found that was not in some way
connected with pagan religion. The popular view was that Christians were antisocial kill-joys. But perhaps the most effective agent of exasperation was the extteme forms taken by Christians against
the sexual laxity of the day."
Imagine not celebrating holidays! That
in itself was probably fuel enough to brand
the Christians "antisocial". But when the
Christians took potent action to keep
9

then1Selves clean from the boundless im..
morality of the day, that was the last
straw. That the Christians put the damper
on all pleasure must have ~en the idea
POSSMSed by every gla.diatorial fan. In~
deed, the prime pastimes of the day were
the butchery spectacles! While whole towns
would swarm to the bloodcurdling games,
what was the position of the Christian?
The writings of Athenagoras, an Athenian
and Christian (probably dated about A.D.
177), answer when he states that "Christians refuse to go to gladiatorial shows".l
For failing to support these games, how
the Christians must have been branded as
against all fun!
Imagine the Roman gladiatorial fans
talking up yesterday's big kills. An underdog upsets a veteran. At the markets, on
the streets, and in the baths, the news
would be discussed. Yet the Christians
could not have become enthusiastic about
the wicked spectacles; they' undoubtedly
spoke against them. How could they do
otherwise? Christians would not even fight
in Rome's imperial annies. If they gave
theIr lives for Caesar, what would they
have left to give to God?
So secular history tells us: "A careful
review of all the infonnation available goes
to show that, until the time of Marcus
Aurelius [ruled A.D. 270-275], no Christian became a soldier; and no soldier, after
becoming a Christian, remained in military service.'" Consequently, Christians
must have been called "unpatriotic" and
"cowardly" and other vicious names. So
hated were the Christians that the Jews at
Rome told the apostle: "As regards this
sect it is known to us that everywhere
it is spoken against."-Acts 28:22, New
World Trans.

What was the early Cbristian's attitude
toward Roman political life? "Their contempt for certain official appointments,
their unwUlingness to take part in the
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manifestations of the city's public life'"
also explain the charge 4'hatred of man·
kind". surely it is obvfous that the Christian had a way of life undeniably different
from his pagan neighbor in regard to
politics, religion and pleasures of the day.
Moreover, when the number of Christians increased in a community, the pagan
element experienced an economic Crisis.
Why? Because profitable temple revenue
and markets in offerings for pagan sacrifices would drop to aianningly low levels.
The Christian influence upon pagan commerciallife was, to say the.least, disquieting. The Ephesian silversmiths re!1lized
their economic crisis when, by the 11l0uth
of Demetrius, they declared that "the
danger exists not only that this occupation
of ours will come into disrepute but also
that the temple of the great goddess Artemis will be esteemed as nothing" .-Acts
19:27, New World Trans.
Once when the apostle Paul expeUed a
demon from a girl, a lucrative fortunetelling bllsiness went on the rocks. The girl,
no longer under demon control, lost her
predictive powers. And her exploiters and
masters, enraged because their easy in·
come had vanished like a bursted bubble,
dragged Paul and Silas before the civil
magistrates, complaining: "These men are
disturbing our city very much." (Acts
16:20, New World Trans.) Thus the
fortunetellers, the traffickers in prostitution, and even those who pursued the legitimate trade of image-carving could see
their business on the doorstep of bankruptcy when the number of Christians
increased.
Also deeply felt in a commwrlty would
be the disturbance of family life when a
member of a pagan family joined this
"accursed sect", But Christ had foretold
this very thing: "For from now op there
will be five in one house divided, three
~gainst two and two against three. They
AWAJ(1ilJ

will be divided" (Luke 12:52, 53, NWJ
World Trans.) It is DO ~er the D\flbs
turned with savage fury upon the Chris-

tians as "baten of mankbld" J for domestic
peace was disrupted.
The Charge of ~ Atheillm"
II Fi:r:u\1)y, the common cry raised again.~
them was that they were atheists. They
had no idols; they desp1&ed Ule gods of

ancient RoIne. tro be sure, Rome was
noted for a{.ij bewildering varipty of idols
and deities. Yet Qlristians wouJd not worship one of th~m: they could only de5Pl~
the gods of stone nnd m~la1. Christians
explained how prep~teroUs were the popular swrles of the gods. nidlcuUng the met·
a1 gods, T~rtuUian (A.D. .l60?-230) remarked: ~lAsk Ule spiders what they thlnk
of your gods, and thttk webs teJl you.
Today Ii god a tomorrow a pan; as domestic
necessity me-lt$ ana CIlSts tnt' m~t.al "\
Rubjccts of the Roman ~mpire wefP. cxpected t.o he loyal to the official state t-e ..
l

,,,

ligion.. which t:!8.rly came to mean primarily the worship of the emperor. To dt:ny his
divinity was unthinkable except to a
Chl'lstlan! So Christians w~re soon branded
as Hatheists but not the Jews. Why!
Because the- Christians Hwere fWldamen ..
tally distinct from thp-nl (thQ Jewtl T in
that tht'!y were universa1i~ts nnd f~U
bolUld to d~are openly and somewhat
8~sl.vcly that the gO<ls of the State
were no gods nt all, that men worshipped
them in ignOi"flnce. N~ Therefore Christians
were called not only Hhatcrs of mankind"
but Hathehrts'~ as well; a.nd though they
belIeved iri one God, Jehovah Most HJgh,
they Rtil1 were '·atheists"'.
l

',

Death for ClariatitBU

It is evident, then, that the vust majority
of early Christians suffered persecution
unot on charges arising from the ftre,..
However, Nero. that blOOdthirsty tyl"ant,
A UG (Iffi' 8$0 1963

repOrtedly did attempt to throw the odium
of the act. of which be himself wu be~o be accused, upon the ChriErtians.
A
by the imperial police. the Chr~
ti.ans thus eharged do uot seem to have appeared ~fore the tribunals at all. They
were massacred without trial and with all
the refinements of diabolical cruelty.
Nero·ga ve 8 gardc'n .Darty on the gttlun((q
of th~ Imperial palttre. For the pleuure of
his t:\Iet;b;. Christi8n5 were wraPPed in
~kins of wild beasts a.ncl tom to pie<::es by
devouring dogs. Oilier'S were smearod in
pitch~ that; when dayli~ht faded. they
mi~ht. like ftaming torchf;$. serve to diM..

pel lh~ darkness of nIght and lUutninate
tl'w- 00W'Se Q,f the chariot races. Presently
EmI\PT'Or Nero himself appe~n~M:I resplend·
ent in mftrvdous cc.»itume, driving his own
chariot through n lane of living~ bum1ni'
Christians am;d t.he thWl<wrous applauie
of hig guests and thp ~rlekt) of women
hurning to ashes, an of which .,upplied
sw~t music for his eat'S.
Ncro"s decree of deoath for the Christians
t

ge('med to have set a precedent that continue<t with ftuctuating inteonstt)', W1 the
yeat A.D. 31.~. During this time ·'R lct:al '

denWlciation W8~ suftictent to draw down
this threatened danger. and the true Christian wbQ would not apostatize or even
make 8 preteWit!' of apostat.izing, had to
face rontinunlly the prospect of martyrt

dom u •

j

From the Roman standpoint, Chrhrtinns
deserved to. be thrOWn to tbe lions in the
arena. "Christians to the lions" was the
popular demand of t.hp- ma~~es who
crowded the public shows and games in the
amphitheaters. Popular accusation was the
chief agent of conviction.
It is strange that~ with few exceptions.
the Roman JiWVernm~nt did not Pafticulay..
ly ~xert itsclf to hunt Christians out. On
this POint the famous regcript of Em11

peror Trajan is illuminating. He wrote to
the governor of Bithynia: "Do not go out
of your way to look for them. 1.; indeed
they should be brought before you, and
the crime is proved, they must be punished
[with death] ,"~ If the government considered Christians openly dangerous, then
it would have been the emperor's bounden
duty to search them out. But it was left
up to the people. Hence, the pagan populace was as responsible for ihitiating persecution of Christians as the government.
In spite of the popular feeling, many
Romans in high official positions became
Christians, This is evidenced by the deof Emperor Valerian: "Senators and
prominent men and Roman knights are
to lose their position and moreover, to be
stripped of their property; if they still
persist in being Christians after their
goods have been taken from them, they
are to be beheaded. But members of Caesar's household are to have their goods
confiscated and to be sent in chains 'by
appointment' to the estates of Caesar."4
Since the emperor's edict was so carefully worded, there must have been numerous
conversions of prominent citizens to Christianity. Caesar's own household was included in the law! How it must have upset
Caesar's peace of mind when some of his
household became Christians! In truth, it
happened, For the apostle wrote: "All th~
holy ones, butespecially those of the household of Caesar, send you their greetings."
(Philippians 4:22, New World Trans.) Yes,
even in the household of that diabolic

cree

wretch Nero there were Christians! Caesar's own bodyguards were not unacquainted with Christianity. "My prison
bonds have become public knowledge in
association with Christ among all the
praetorian guard and all the rest." (Philippians 1:13, New World Trans.) Paul, at
the hub of the Roman empire, could not
have been placed in circumstances better
calculated to spread Christianity!

The Real Reason
Briefly, what was the reason for Christian persecution? Christ Jesus gives us the
precise answer: "If the world hates you,
you know that it has hated me before it
hated you. If you were part of the world,
the world would be fond of what is its own.
Now because you are no part of the world,
.. ,on this account the world hates you."
-John 15:18, 19, New World Trans.
That is the: reason: Christians were "nO
part of the world". True Christians today
are "no part of the world" either, for they
know that Jehovah's new world is at hand.
It will be ushered in when Satan's old
world is ushered out at the impending 'war
of Armageddon. (Revelation 16:14,16)
Then the burden· of hatred and persecution
of true Christians will be lifted forever.
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Jehovah's Witnesses Do Not Hate Catholics
Writes one subscriber: "Yesterday I made a return visit upon a man who in·
quired. 'What do yOll think of the Catholics?' I asked him, 'What do you think
of them?' He replied: 'Well, I don't know, but I heard that Jehovah's witnesses
hated them.' Upon which I said: 'I'll tell you what we really think of them. We love
ti-em enough to go from house to house, hour after hour, day after day, year after
year in every country on earth, to tell them of God's kingdom and point them to
the way they might take to live forever in happiness, and that in spite of anything
they or anyone else may do to us because of doing so. Do you love them that much?' ..

~
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ALMON to the average per.,;Ur! is simpJy
fi Tf'ct-flt"f!hPrl fish; to n fisherman, a

S

mIlcd steelheads. They aloe a game fish
and greatly prized by fishermen. They
WE'i/i: I fill. much as sixty pounds, live from
fivE' to eight YAAr.;, rnnk fifth in protein
content and first in fat, nnd their fltlSh
varies from dark red to pUN" white. This
is reportt:dly the only Pacific salmon that
IqXlwns more than onloe, all others being
on~l'Ie fishes.
Salmon, likp nil fish, are covered with
slime. a mucus thftt not only nxiucet:l (riclion and enhances sjlet'd !Inri psse of action,

silver-sheened beauty of th(' deep; to a
sciettiist, an intriguing enigmA, An ('vcr,
fascinaling subject for study.
After many years of research, much
1'('maln~ to be known aooul Ule salmon:
wheN" and how It !lpc'nds Its life at Sl'a.
how far it roams, whAt guards It from
getting lost, what infallibh:> timing d'-YiC'e>
illl'ecis its compass course when iff! lifl':
cycle calls it to the spawning grounds, but ah;o serves as a protecting chemlcal
how It fights its way to upstream rendez. coot agairu;t ~a lice and other marauding
VOU!!, f!ometlme!l for hundreds of miles, marines. If for soIIJe reason this film is
through rapid and ave'!' waterfall, without rubbed off, injury sets in. A salmon's age
food. These still pose as problf'm'l that is determined by it.>! scales, which display
yearly rings the same as does a tree,
baflle the best of S(:'ientists.
Salmon are anadl'Omous, that is to say,
A study of th('!'W' !'luslvc £l.nsters reveals
they spend their life in the ocean but run the amazing fact th!lt salmon travel in
upI'lt'l'eBm to spawn In fresh water. Th(> l'ares and live in population~, each exhibit·
little salmon '!'f'main in the fresh water for ing du.tinclive characteristics, They canvarying periods of time, according to not be mixed and traded like cattle in
species and water tempe-rattiJ.'to, then start grading pens. They travel in populations
their long journey to the sea. OnCE' they numtlf'ring milliOns, and spling_spawned
enter the oeean their whereabouts is races will always return to become other
shrouded in an impenetrable mYf>tery un- spring-spa\\ned races; it is likewise with
til they '!'eturn to ~tart life's story all OWl'. those of the fall runs. What Ilmlrotc timeGenerally speaking there are only two keepers these submarine travelers are!
types of salmon. The Halma Imlar, of th~ Back to thei!: own home stream they go,
Atlantic, is a sin~le, distinct, red-Besht'd pn.qsing hundreds of wwrting channels unspecies, and it b; always sold fresh, never til tht'y reach the exact rivulet of their
canned. Its nearest relative in the Pacifie starting point. If, due to some accident a
i!l the E/almo gairdnori, which is really a race cannot reach its. destination, they die
trout and not a true salmon. These a~ without spawning. A rac(' is never fOWld
AUGUST B, 1958
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in the wrong watershed. The three main
spawning systems' along the British Colwnbia coast are the Fraser, Skeena and
Naas rivers. The Fraser watershed alone
covers an area of more than ninety thousand square miles.
Widespread research has been conducted
and waterways have been cleared with a
view to perpetuating the salmon industry.
Tagging has been done to establish where
the salmon go, how far they travel, and
to'tap the secrets of their life at sea. It
is generally considered that they follow the
feeding grounds, but until more is known
of the habits of other fish and marine
growth upon which salmon feed, the mystery will remain unsolved. Tagging, which
is done either by celluloid disk, or by the
complete removal of a certain tin each
year, and by rewards paid to fishermen
for reporting their catch, has not concIusively established their migrations. Auto,matic television diving bells are now available to the biologists for further research.
However, it is now known that fish can
travel up to twenty sustained miles a day,
and salmon have been caught in midocean,
s. thousand miles from shore. There was a
time when commercial fish hatcheries were
operated, but these have been discontinued,
presumably because it is found to be most
successful to develop the natural spawning
grounds where the salmon may be reared
in their own elements.
Why do salmon go to sea? So they may
have access to the rich food supply in
order to build up the required oil reServe
to make the long return spawning Mm,
for nature has furnished them with the
warning instinct that they must come
bome to die. Hence, in due season, each
in turn is gripped by the uneasy, inescapable urge for the one supreme event in
their lives, parenthood. This voiceless call
brings them streaming in countless millions
from the ocean depths, along the shores
14

and unerringly into their own water sys~
tern from where they came as youngsters,
now to return. as prime. virile salmon.

Running the Gauntlet
Predators of the sea respond to this
annual roU'ndup. Theirs, however, is not for
the lofty purpose of the salmon who are
by now rich in .oil and ripening spawn.
These come to rip, feast and gorge in
gluttonous assau1t upon the homebound
salmon. So we find seals, sea lions, gulls
and sharks closing in for the kill; and last,
but certainly not least, is the conunercial
fishennan, each one feverishly taking his
toll of this rich harvest of the sea" full
capacity being the only recognized limit.
As they congregate in the mouth of the
main rivers the schooling salmon mill
around for days before making the final
run. It is here tpey suffer their greatest
casualties, while accustoming themselves
to the drastic transition from ocean to
fresh-water temperatures and the increased oxygen of the mountain streams.
Finally they make the plunge, and onCe
in tbe rivers they automatically stop feeding: no living bacteria are found in their
digestive tracts. Here again theu. Designer
exhibited marvelous wisdom, for where
would millions of fighting, leaping, diving
fish find food in a river? On they go, hurdling barriers of swirling rapids, jagged
rocks and waterfalls, pausing in Quiet pools
bere and there long enough to rest, and
then fighting on again until their goal is
reached, or death overtakes them. Many are
trap~ by Indians who depend on them for
. winter food. Bears and eagles likewise join
in this wholesale thinning of their ranks.
Thus those that survive finally come to
their starting point in the far-flung hinterland reaches that comprise the spawning
grounds. Some have battered their way for
hUndreds of miles against incredible odds
to come to the resting place of their
AWAKE/

fathers. Lake Labarge in Yukon Teuitury
Is 1,800 mllcs from the sea, yet it is the
spawning ground fOr sockeye. Some travel
distances up to three thousand miles.
With the arduous joum(!f' over, domestic life begins as the female se1ects her
mate and spawning commences. First she
hollows out her nest, or redd as it is
called, which she dQe!; WiUI fin and snout
untIl each nest is over a foot in widili and
depth. Meantime her partner fights uff
enf!mie:;l ffilCh a:;l char, trout, etc., which
ever wait in readiness to devour the spawn.
Then she lays about 500 eggs in each rt'rld
until 4,000 to 5,000 eggs have been deposited, the male z,;preadillR: bis fertilizing
milt over them durin!: the same uperation.
Truly, as a maternal housekf'epE't' Mr!{.
Salmon is most industrious, but the priCE'
of sut.'Cel!lt:; is her liCe. By this time bruised
and beaten, their oil z,;upply depleted. the
protein trom their once strom, mUIlc1ell
gone, the male!'! havc devcloped bcaklike
[mouts. Some have t.remendou... razor·
humped backs, and with their erstwhile
silver-green beauty sadly deteriorated, they
appear dull, ragged and emaciated. The
sockeye male at this Iltage lurns a rusty
red. They barely muster strength for this
final climactic function, and as soon as thls
is perfonned they drift aimles.!uy and die,
thereafter sinking to the oottom where
their decaying carcasses become food for
the millions of baby fry soon to emerge
from their hidden nurseries. Thus, for a
time each year the race is .represented
only by the millions of eggs tucked away
in the loose gravel bed~ beneath a thousand OOWing streams. Salmon IitemlIy
give ail, that others may live.
Finally, in due course, the restless,
seething mass of spawn comes to life as
another race springs into surging existence
to make its own demands for livin!l; space.
But from the dawn of life, at> the little
fry wiggle thelr way t9 the surfaee, they
AUGUST 8, 1963

are in trouble. They have no baby-sittErs,
receive no parental assistance, and maintain life only at the cost of perpetual vigilance. MulUtudes of enemies appear immediately in the form of birds, crabs and
foraging fum; droughts expose them to
death in th{' sun, while freshets sweep them
prematurely into the sea. Actually II!SS
than five per cent of all spawn becollU!
adults, the balance falling victim to natural
hazards such al:!j windfalls, log jams, birds,
and other predators. The mUe fishes find
theml'lelveA in a most unfriendly world.

b'urvival Qr Annihilation
In addition to the alKlve hazards must
hf' ron.'ddercd the commercial <U!pirations
of men. The Intemational Pacific Salmon
Fisheries Commission hH5I urgently warned
that if present wasteful logging operations
continue, if mine and mill operators pollute the g1eanu:l with poisonous waste materials, if hydroelectl"ic projects keep on
damming the rivers, and if over-fishing is
allowed, then It will be only a mlltier of
time until thet't' i51 not one red-fleshed
fish left in the ocean.
In 1913 a tremf'ndous rock slide tumbled
into the 1<'raser River canynn, almost cutting the river off. This slide became the
~veyard of millions of sockeye that could
not force their way pagt the surging cur~
rent and jagged boulders to Uleir spawning
ground:'!. Hnwever, in 1911-16 at the cost
of a million dollnrn, the world's largest
fishways were built to overcome the barriers. Doubtless as a direct N"::rult of this
project the salmon industry has been able
to stage a comeback, and the 1952 run has
been pronounced very Ilut.--cessful.
During the summer Of 1951 a similar
Slide in the still almOllt impenetrable wiI·
d{'mess along the Babine River, a tributary
of the Skl?ena, almost cut this system off.
This slide, in compari...on with the one at
Fraser River canyon, i-"l reportedly far
15

more difficult, dangerous and expensive to
repair, but the timely action of the Federal
Department of Fisheries has, at least temporarily, restored the salmon run, and
thereby avoided a repetition of the previous disaster.
Meanwhile, the fishing fleets comprising
thousands of men and boats range the sea
and scour the depths to bring to the sur~
face the golden harvest that finally finds
its way via tin~can transition to the gro~
eery counter where the housewife has only
to say: "A can of Canadian salmon, please."

The Salmon Industry
The modern fishing industry is a thriv~
jng business that demands and utilizes
every known product of the manufacturing
world from shoestrings to diesel engines
and radar equipment. Present mo<wrn fish~
ing vessels are sea quee~s compared with
the laborious hand-rigged equipment of the
past. And modern processing plants are
models of cleanliness and efficiency in
which the fresh fish are machine~cleaned,
~cut and -packed. by one sweeping motion
that leaves almost nothing to be done by
hand. Not all salmon is canned, however,
because much is also smoked and salted,
and thousands of tons is put on the market
fresh or frozen, and rushed by refrigerator
car to become your delicious, sizzling
salmon-steak dinner.
Salmon are at their best when schooling
in the salty coastal waters just prior to
their spawning run. Thereafter they quick~
ly diminish in protein and fat to second~
and third~grade quality. For this reason
they are strictly graded and distinctly classified, and for the same reason the purchaser should carefully examine the label
for identification. All export salmon is rigidly
government-inspected.
VVithin recent years
Canada has experienced
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an unprecedented boom in business which
has driven her dollar value beyond the
reach of many ~ountties less favored. This
of necessity created an unfavorable trade
balance, yet iu spite of this the demand
for salmon has continued, and it is reported. that the 1951 ~rop brought the
British Columbia salmon industry sixty
million dollars.
Should anyone yet be inclined to disdainfully sniff at the thought of the lowly
salmon, then just recall his exceptional
performance and his nutritional value. As
a navigator he unfailingly reaches port
without chart, compass or barometer. As
a master mariner he was an expert when
scientists still "wore knee pants", and in
spite of their most modern research equipment his maneuvers still leave them baffled.
As a food he ranks high.
Who so marvelously supplied the salmon
with skill? Surely not evolution, for such
distinctive regularity is not bred from
blind chance. And so, to those who are
inclined to lightly brush aside as of no
consequence these questions the original
question posed to Job might be reiterated:
"VVhere were you when I laid the foundations of the earth? Declare, if you have
insight." (Job 38:4, An Amer. Trans.) And
again, as in Job's day, the wise ones are
silent. Consequently, it must be conceded
that, the one who minutely balanced the
'universe is also the one who streamlined
the salmon and packed him with the necessary equipment to carry on far beyond the
knowledge of man. It is by this same
Master Workman that the earth and its
human administrator abides forever.
Therefore, and despite the much-concerned
Fisheries Department of the federal government, it is most likely
that the salmon will survive to remain a source of
pleasure to earth's permanent inhabitants.
AWAKE!

".-,HE use of hypnosis as

.1

a therapeutic agent is
a most controversial sub-

ject. Some call for more
and more hypnotherapy. while others unequivo( Lily and categorically denounce it.
Let us examine the evidence and hear the
testimony on both sides.
That hypnotherapy has been used with
much effect cannot be denied. The New
York Times, November 28, 1949, told of
hypnosis piercing a nine-year mental blackout of Mrs. John N. Norton, a woman amnesiac, and helping her to recall her past.
As Emily Kobalanski she disappeared from
her home in 1940, but the farthest back
her memory went was to a f<:tinting spell
she had in 1942. She had thereafter started
out life anew, assumed a name and subsequently married. In endeavoring to pierce
her past she went to a physician who placed
her in a hypnotic state in which she was
able to identify herself. She was restored
to her family, who immediately recognized
her. Other like cures have been reported.
The New York Times, August 31, 1952,
reported a very unusual cure by hypnotherapy: that of a boy in England suffering
from a rather rare skin ailment known as
"fishskin disease", so named because the
skin becomes rough, dry and scaly. This
particular cure aroused much interest and
comment among British medical circles
last summer. But this need not seem improbable, for many skin ailments are
caused by nervous states which, in tum,
may be due to mental conditions.
More and more dentists are using hypnotism and the matter is being currently deAUGUST 8, 1953

bated by members of the
dental profession. Those
in favor of it point to its
advantages: the patient
is conscious and relaxed; it can be used
when there is allergy to usual anesthetics;
not only does it serve as an anesthesia or
analgesia but, when used, there is a minimum of bleeding and pain afterward. Those
opposed, however, point to the time consumed, as well as to the facts that it has
limited possibilities and is still in the experimental stag~.
Bernheim, Liebeault and others at Nancy, France, the world's capital of hypnotic
therapy, have made an impressive record
of cures, not only of cases involving mental and nervous states but also physical
conditions. For example: complete cure
of chronic lead poisoning; total cure of
rheumatic paralysis of forearm and right
hand; a cure of a tubercular condition.
Esdaile, an English surgeon practicing
in India in the 1840's, was one of the pioneers in using hypnotism as an anesthetic.
He employed it in more than 2,000 cases,
300 of which involved l{lajor operations.
He himself, however, referred to it as
mesmerism, the name by which hypnotism
was known before Braid, an English surgeon, named it hypnotism.
Then there is the use of hypnotism in
helping persons to overcome bad habits,
such as sex perversions, alcohol, tobacco,
etc., by means of posthypnotic suggestions
whereby the subject is told that he will no
longer enjoy doing such things, that, for
example, every time he would drink liquor
or smoke a cigarette he would get sick.
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Similar to this is the use of hypnosis to
cause adults and children to overcome shy·
~ lack of confidence, stage fright and
suchlike, aiding them in their work and
studies. And the New York Times, May 4,
1952, told of tests that demonstrated that
under hypnosis a person can learn three
to four times as quickly as in the normal
state and that five seconds can be stretched
out to seem like five minutes.

tings, who is a member of parliament as

well as a Fellow of the Royal College of
Surgeons, "cited these incidents as proof
of the damage, of stage or vaudeville hypnotism. The Commons committee is pre·
paring a bill to regulate stage hypnotism
in Britain and to make it an offense to
perform any act of hypnotism unless by'
special permit."
Highlighting the same danger, stage

hypnotism, a consultant writing in the
Harm Done by Stage Hypnotists

Journal of the American Medical Associa·
tion, June 25, 1949, stated: "Neurotic
symptoms can be created readily by direct
suggestion in the average adult. But -since
children are more suggestible than adults,
the potential harm is even greater."
While only the more sensational effects
are reported in the press, there are other
bad effects that may result from the activ·
ities of the stage hypnotist, such as a cer·
tain kind of posthypnotic suggestion. A
patient came to his doctor with the com·
plaint that wherever he went he saw a
big black dog following him. The doctor
was unable to help him until he discovered
that the man had been at a performance by
a hypnotist who had him running around
the stage, while in hypnotic trance, pursued by a phantom big black dog. While
he remembered nothing of this upon coming out of the trance, yet the dog kept
following him. The doctor at once put the

But there is another side to this story.
For every cure of amnesia by hypnos\S the
press reports, it also has a report of harm
done by some stage performer. Thus the
LaWl'ence, Massachusetts, Daily Eagle,
January 17, 1953, in front·page headlines
reported: "Exhibition of Hypnosis Creates
Hysteria at Ipswich High School. Scores
of Students in Sleeping Stupor as Result
of Show. Medical Aid Called to Revive
Youths Affected by Professional Demon·
stration."
The London News Chronicle, Decem·
ber 5, 1951, had the following to report on
this matter: "Hypnotized Girl II,I 4 Weeks.
Hypnotized at a public demonstration in
Alrdrie (Lanark) Town Hall 27 days ago,
14-year.ald Margaret Proctor was still in
hospital last night. . . . Two other girls,
hypnotized at the same time as Margaret,
were affected. Elizabeth Higgins, aged 16,
dropped off to sleep for short periods over patient in a trance to remove the posthyp·
several weeks when anyone sang 'Dream· notic suggestion. However, it took several
er's Holiday'. Her friend lsa Cox, aged 14, more seances before the phantom dog no
had recurring trances."
longer bothered him.
And the New York Times, June 18, 1952,
had still more serious. cases to report: Harm by Amateurs
Not only can the stage performer do
"A 12~year·old British girl still suffers
from the effects of being hypnotized three immeasurable harm, but so can the ama·
years ago, a House of Commons committee teur hypnotist who would cure people,
was told yesterday. Furthermore, said who dabbles in hypnotic therapy. Science
Dr. Somerville Hastings, a draftsman hyp- Digest, March 1953, under the heading
notized in 1950 falls asleep whenever some· "Beware of Quack Hypnotists", gave a
one whistles the tune, 'So Tired'." Dr. Has· number of warning examples. A hypnotist
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cured a housewife of her insomnia; later
she discovered the cause, a tumor on her
breast. It had spread unnoticed because
nature's warning signal had been silenced
by hypnosis.
A young trombonist developed a paralysis in his left arm. A hypnotist cured it
but later his leg became paralyzed. Again
he sought relief from the hypnotist and
obtained it only to later discover that his
voice lett him. Trying 'it once more, the
hypnotist cured his aphonia, but a month
later he was totally blind. ObViously the
symptom and not the cause was being
treated. Yes, the Creator intended pain,
insomnia and suchlike symptoms to be
danger signals that something is wrong.
Merely silencing the fire alarm does not
put out the fire.
This aspect is even more serious in cases
involving conduct aberrations. A specialist
may seemingly cure a patient's desire for
whiskey, but if he does not get at the
underlying cause the patient most likely
will turn to drugs, and hypnotic therapy
is unable to cure drug addiction, that is,
not in itself alone.

posthypnotic force, with unpleasantness to
the subject over a long period of time."
Estabrooks, of Colgate University, in his
Hypnotism, tells that in bringing a subject
from the lightest to the deepest stage he
brings him out of the trance each time
before proceeding to the next deeper stage.
"A much slower approach to be sure, but
one which gives the operator ample opportunity to size up his subject and to
adapt his attack to any peculiarities the
subject may have.... On Ottasion subjects
do curious things which can be very disconcerting to an operator." Most operators,
he observes, would consider him overcautious.
A subject may refuse to wake Up, or
upon waking may go into hysteria, or may
insist on going to sleep whenever the
operator glances in his direction. Even if
the subject awakens by himself, the operator shOUld tell him that he is wide awake
and feeling fine. "This very simple precaution may appear a little silly in many
cases but it is always well to be sure."
One of the strongest of warnings regarding the dangers associated with hypnotism voiced by those who make use of
Cannot Be Too Careful
it was that one given at the second annual
The amateur does not realize what a scientific meeting of the Society for Clinipowerful instrument he is dealing with, cal and Experimental HYpnosis, Septemwhile the stage hypnotist does not care, ber 29, 1951, by Dr. Harold Rosen of the
he being concerned only with his profits, Johns Hopkins University School of Mediwhich depend upon his prestige and which cine. After telling his listeners that many
he builds up by using ruthless and sensa- dangers were involved in the use of hypnotional methods to get dramatic results. sis, including that of precipitating suicide
R. H. Rhodes, one of New York's foremost of the patient, he, according to the New
authorities on the subject, in his book York Times~ September 30, 1951, further.
Hypnosis, Theory, Practice and Applica- observed:
tion, repeatedly emphasizes the importance
"The belief is rampant that treatment
of renonnalizi.ng the hypnotized subject. under hypnosis requires less knowledge
"Failure to do so may lead to a continu- and less ability on the part of the therapist
ing effect of the suggestion manifesting than does treatment on tlile conscious level.
itself at a subsequent and perhaps inoppor- This is a dangerous presumption. TreattWle time." And again, "If this precaution ment under hypnosis requires, preferably,
is neglected, the suggestion may acquire more training, greater therapeutic acumen
AUGUST 8, 1963
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and at least as keen a desire to be' helpful
in every way possible to the patient whose
emotional difficulties have caused him so
much trouble in his relationship with other
people. There are almost infinite possi~
bilities of actual danger to the patient,
and probably irreparable harm can be
done, unless the hypno~therapist is at least
as careful in the use of his hypnotic tech~
niques (!s the neurosurgeon must of neces~
sfty be when performing brain surgery."
Going even farther than Dr. Rosen are
Dr. M. Ralph Kaufman and Colonel Oscar
B. Markey, who employed hypnosis in
treating soldiers in the Okinawa campaign
during the last war. They consider its use
merely an emergency measure and "agree
with Freud that hypnOSis has little place in
the delicate field Cif psychoanalysis, and go
so far as to say that it is positively dan~
gerous".-Lifc, July 25, 1949.
And still stronger is the testimony of
Dr. Wm. S. Sadler, of the Chicago Institute
of Research and Diagnosis, who in his

tI. Statistics show crime is increasing .. Daily
you read abollt it, but these unusual items
may have passed your notice;
John Pira, called into a New York court on
the charge of stealing an automobIle, reo
proached its owner, saying; "Why, he has no
complalnt. 1 put II new top on his car and
four white-wall tires."
A conscientious burglar in Medicine Lodge,
Kansas, first sold the business places Insurance to cover their losses.
Thieves who stole a safe in St. Louis called
the owner and trIed unsuccessfully to wheedle
the combination out of him.
Another thief in Windsor, Ontario, broke
into a house Whlle the tamily was away on
vacation, called a secondhand dealer arid
sold the furniture to him on the spot.
The police in Singapore reported that since
the advent of home air.condltioning people
sleep more soundly, and there are more
burglaries.
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Theory and Practice in. Psychiatry, pages
960,961, states:
"Hypnotism is basjcally wrong, .AS 8
method of strengthening the intellect, edu~
cating the will, or unifying the personality,
in that it leads its victims to depend more
and more upon the operator." "Hypnotism
necessitates the surrender of the mind and
will in a peculiar way to the influence of
another personality. I regard these pro~
ceedings as in the highest degree subversive of individual strength and stamina of
character. The removal of disease symptoms by hypnosis is only transient, not in
any sense curative ... Hypnotism has been
enthusiastically tried and been found woefully wanting."
Truly the use of hypnotherapy is debatable when its advocates use such strong
terms as to the need of care, while its op·
ponents use such strong language in condemning it. 'But there are still other angles
to this subject of hypnotic phenomena.
These will be considered in the next installment of this series. Watch for it.

An explanation given by Allen Ellis for rob·
bing a New York woman newsdealer: "The
charge is true, all right, but I didn't know the
lady was bUnd."
Three brothers of Burges, Belgium, were
jaIled for launching a fake lottery. The day
for the drawing: April 31.
A youthful visitor from the country turned
in a fire alarm in Richmond, Indiana, then explained that city boys had told him that if
he pulled the lever in the red box a bird
would pop out and forecast the weather.
When a Columbus, Ohio, woman burned up
her husband's truck in a fit of anger, the
judge freed her, ruling that she had a legal
right to do it.
The difference between religious slogans and
Christian action was emphasized by the Syra·
cuse, New York, thief who took $298 from
Fehlman's auto repair shop and scrawled on
the cashier's window, "God is love."
AWAKE-!

Ush and French pirates. It alSo became
famous for its slave market.

a

Boiling
Pot:
By "Awake!" corr •• pondent

in Venezuela

N 1498 Christopher Columbus
first laid eyes on the
beautiful country of
Venezuela. Almost a
year later to the day
Alonso de Ojeda discovered Lake Maracaibo, or Lake Coquivacoa, as it was called by
the Indians. It was the custom of the Indians to build their villages on piles right
in the lake, even as they do today, and it is
popularly believed that the Spaniards, seeing this, called it Little Venice or Venezuela
-a name that became applied to the whole
country. A port was established on the
northwestern shore of this large inland
lake, which is to be found only after entering a gulf merging with the Caribbean Sea
and squeezing past some smaller islands into what is known today as Lake Maracaibo.
The name Maracaibo, at least according'
to one historian, is the product of several
bloody battles with the Indians, in one of
which the Indian chief Mara was killed. The
Indians were defeated and the Spaniards
kept repeating the news that uMara cay6"
(meaning "Mara fell"), and the name of
the place became known as Maracaibo. But
this did not end its turbulent and sanguinary history. Although the tiny village
grew with time into a good-sized settlement, it was sacked at Jeast four times during the seventeenth century by Dutch, Eng-

I
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Maracaibo "Mushrooms"
At least in its initial growth Maracaibo
could not be fittingly represented as "mushrooming". The city 'edged along at a snail's
pace or more on the order of a burrito
through the dust, this pace being in keeping with its surroundings. A broiling sun
bakes down upon the city, humidity runs
high, the natives are naturally lethargic,
with the siesta being one of their most
popular institutions. This city happens to
have the dubious honor, according. to its
newspapers, of having been the hottest
spot on the globe, one June day in 1941.
Others perhaps more fittingly describe it
as the world's frying pan where one seems
to sizzle.
But despite this natural inconvenience
the city grew, spreading its population over
the sun-baked cactus-covered fiats until,
almost as surprising as its continued existence, came the discovery of oil! From here
on Qut the city literally "mushroomed".
People flocked in from other lands. Their
lust for a taste of black gold made even
the blazing sun tolerable. The city took
on a new appearance-a cosmopolitan face
lift. New industries began cropping up and
the mule was being replaced with modern
machinery. The Indians of a century ago
would never have believed it if it had been
told them. Just recently whole new sections have sprung up having wide shady
streets and comfortable houses, modem
stores, hotels, hospitals, etc., reminding
one perhaps of a section in a Florida city.
Its citizens, and all Venezuelans, are proud
of the airport of Maracaibo, which is one
of the most beautiful and modem in all of
South America. It could really be said that
Maracaibo had no transition period to
speak of but jumped from the ".burro"
stage to the airplane stage practically over21

night. Despite these apparent advances,
many of the old customs and ways of life
are still very much a part of the people.

The docks are lined with small sailing
boats that daily ply the lake hauling their
varied cargo consisting of hwnans, or it
may be fruits and vegetables from nearVendors-Everywhere
by ports, or machinery for one of the hunThe city's inhabitants are known as dreds of oil derricks that dot the lake.
Maracaiberos or, more popularly, Mara- Here, too, one may see approaching an
cuchos. One of the things dear to the heart Indian woman with her roWld expressionof the Maracucho is his coffee. He loves less face brightly painted or streaked with
his coffee as the Englishman loves his tea. colors ranging from red, gl een, brown, blue
No matter how stifling hot the day may be, or yellow, Her dress is wide and billowy
the coffee vendor never lacks customers and covers all her body, and hangs from
all day long, The coffee is senved hot, This her shoulders to the ground and almost
is achievea by a special large portable pot trips her as she walks. She wears sandals
with a built-in section underneath for live that have a huge brightly colored wool
coals, which constantly heat the coffee, puff over the toes. And for a headdress
and it is served, usually black, in tiny she wears a gaily colored kerchief and
paper cups. With his large portable pot in earrings. This fair damsel might be a queen
one hand and cups in the other the vendor of one of the Indian tribes living around
roams through the narrow downtown Maracaibo. No water-front scene would be
streets, the shady plazas, the markets, complete without these Indian women, al·
the business sections and everywhere in though they may be seen in all parts of
search of customers. C<Cafe/' ucafe," the city. They belong to the Goajira tribe,
whether one is steaming hot or just indif- and since they have their own dialect they
ferent, he soon learns to drink cafe.
often cannot speak or understand Spanish.
But for those who prefer a more cool- The majority, and especial1y the women
ing drink, look for the cepillado cart. ,Goajiras, have steadfastly resisted change
This is the Maracucho version of the and still c1ing to their old cOstoms, manner
United States "Good Humor Man", He of dress and way of 1ife.
pushes his cart gaily decorated with bottles
of colored flavors through the streets, The Market
Outside two large buildings covering two
tinkling tiny bells or loudly calling slogans.
When a cepillado or shaved-ice drink full blocks (the market). are spread fruits
is ordered, ice is shaved from a block in- and vegetables, trinkets and necessities of
side the cart, dumped into a cup, and there all kinds. Their only protection from the
is a chance of its being packed with more sun is the long sheets of canvas that have
or less clean fingers, and your favorite been stretched over the sidewalks. People
flavor is poured over it. That's it-cepillado. mill aroWld touching everything in sight.
One of the first sights a tourist or trav- Others loudly bargain over a purchase.
eler sees when visiting Maracaibo by boat The streets are crowded with taxis (modis the crowded boisterous docks. Here on ern American-made cars) and dilapidated
display are fruits, vegetables, pots and buses nudging forward, anxiously trying
pans, assorted trinkets and the ever-present to get through al1 the confusion to Wlload
vendors who shout their bargains into the passengers.
Inside the large market buildings can be
passer-by's ears. At times the mixture of
found the meat section-a far cry from
odors is repelling.
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anything seen in the United States. Nearby this heiJidtt the air is cool and freSh, ana
are the various blocks of native cheese to the sky. as almost always, is gorgeously
add to the symphony of Odors. Across the decorated with cloud formations formed
aisle th~re are numerous fruit and ..."ege- by the upswtrep of hot -air currents.
tahle stall!:), and stall~ crammed with drled
Hel"e', too. among the crowded streets of
beans t rice, dJ·ioo fish lUltive sugar, P.tc. Maracaibo ~ be found Jehovah's witIn the midst or all this may 00 found a. ~ busy at work offering on tIle st~t
tiny restaUl'Ilnt ,"vith ~ountp.rs or p('rhaps romen;~ in market place.s ijt th~ dockS
tau l~s COVf"!l"tld with oilcloth or checked and from hou~ to house th~ good news
cotton where can be ord~red binck be<uls of Godls kingdom. In surprising numbers
with rie~ and fried mcat~ or tajadnA, strip~ ~rsons are learning of this lnarvf:l-lnus hope
of plnntain fried in QU, aucL to fxt. ~ure. of th(!' Kingdo11l and arp. communicat.ing the
coifpp..
saIne to others who \\'111 hear. The~ pcrAway from the markrt on une of thr. son~ know full w~ll thnt whil~ they arc
able to endH~ with some dts("OJJJfort the
city'~ hiehf'~t sections 1)eollR. Vista, can ~
seen a tnagnHh~cnL view of hoth the old high lempe-ratllre5 of the r.Umat~ today ~
city, which hRR chaltged HUJp \\Tlth the thllY will Le un~hle tu withsbtnd the fiery
cPntllrles, and thf' mod~.L'1l city, thp. tJu~y day of Arm.a~eddl)n. U1JJ~ss- thts,Y ~k rei..
u~e within the strong tuwer of JF.hovu.h's
cto('k~ and r~rry bOAt.~. To the non h H~
thf' t1nrl'ow n~k leaning out to th{' GuJ1 ur~anirution now.-.-7.pphnniah :3 :R; 2 Pe\~f Vene7.u...,ln and tlle Carlhh0an S~(i_ From
t~I' 3: 7.
J

t

t

1

Cffet'tnt1n

t} ....""nbt :may f5f. ("_It

Wo~4\

~ Th~ Gertrl/Ut Bundt!~!ag

f I()wcr hou~e uf p.."IrHamcntl i~ :1pparcntly mali,. up
vl very hravc men. Th(-y a re working un ;'t In w to redUl.:i.: thf" mass of. AllWd~ zona),
statt'- a.nd National SodB.l.ist laws on marria~e ancl th~ family thi:tl now ~xist In
(;crman.v, anJ th~ .new law has i\ very contro\~rsi"l pns.saa::~. Thp passo.gi? bit.llrt~

off calmly e11ough, sayln~ that marrLage partnf'f" must l:i~(trfo ail maHi:''z'a; about
tht!ir marMage and the family in mulu~ unt1f'rstn.nd'n~ and with conl§h]erfltion 01
till! wishes 01 th~ ot.h~t". it .ioe~ on to say that Whl!l~ thprf" is 3 dHTe~:nf'f" of Op~t1·
ion they mUtil try to come to an agrN"ment. b'Ut t lu~n ~ays 1 hal j{ thi~ is imposltjhJe
the man nlu~t make the decision, alter taking into consideration the oplnjon of the
wU~_ Th~.iJ gh'jng to the hu~be.nd the lasl word has mad~ tpmpers ffare. fiu!l.hahds.
whrp.s, trade Qniuf] learlers. p.oBth:al parhes and bishup~ ha\'c aU sired their yjew:tI.
Women say it make~ them subordinate, The bm'~ suppotten;; s~y men .are in "
better position to make dC:f:i!\lons. \VQmcn t'Ptort that Ule na~ic Law vi Weat
Germany says "men and women ha"' ~ equal rlghts". Supporters come back that
thE'l? :is obvlol.lsly vaTiaU(tn belw~n men and wum-en. ~spoclally in thf' ''natural
ba.trie1'£ ol natUl"{>". Such a law wou1d obvl()us.ly have dU1h.·ulty working- among
people who nt!lth~r acce~t nor care to folluw th1" <...~sda.n principJe 01 the man's
~ing th~ head (,):( the house and re~po.nsjMf> lor ta.mily rlp.ci:sions. (1 Cor. 11:3.
H()w~yer, the n~w law oversteps ~ven this prindlJlf:- It sa.ys that if thp- huaband ~
C'.annot discharge- his ohH~atiuH to pro,:ide an adt"quate livinlS, lh€" wife- must go
to work and hNp. and that if "'he is the ~uilty party in ~ divorce- and her husband
CiiUlllot suppon hUn!ii!U alone. sh~ m\J.sL takf" care of hhn. Jt appears a fairly sate
prediction that the Rund(":stag Is r-eaHy gOLng- ro h«l'e woman-trouble if they Vow
this bHl lntu 1rt \\. ~
AUGUST B~ lU~S
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CHILE'S RELIGIOUS BATTLE ROYAL
If "Iowabl"

~or",.poNl.m '" Chll.

STROLL through the park on a SWlday
afternoon can be very relaxing, depending, of course, on what happens while at the
park. In Santiago, Chile, the parks have vIr-

A

tually become "religious exhibition rings",
where both Protestants and Catholics launch
hair-raising. ear-splitting revivals, colorful
carnivals arid verbal "free-far-aUs"; all this
being without the aid of a referee, the protection 01 the poUce or the wise counsel of a
judge. In wild confusion religious proselytiz-

ing goes on at a mass production rate from
early afternoon until late at night.
La Nadon, a local newspaper, reported the
following as to what can be seen in one of
~

Santiago's larger parks, Quinta Nannal: "The
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Quaker,
Seventh·day Adventist, Catholic, Dissenter and
other groups begin to form at three o'clock
every SWlday, in spots previously agreed,
without anyone's invading the terrain of the
other. As for the rest, whoever feels himself
~Iessed by the holy spirit or by any other
spirit can pitch his tent under any tree and
p~ach the word of his god or gods, apostles
or saints as he likes. Often there appear soli·
tary figures, such as D. Demetrio 2nd Sante·
lices, originating from Colhueco, a village near
Chillllm, who in his youth was a belt·maker.
One morning he felt possessed by the truth
and went to shout it in the Quinta. Under a
grove of myrtle trees he was talking without
anyone's listening to him." It would be fairly
safe to assume that m~st of the speeches go
unheard, especially by the One in heaven.
~ Pentecostals form, perhaps, the largest
group In the park. They usually gather in
large or small circles and sing religious hymns
to the accompaniment of guitars and mandolins. After a few selections of music, a speaker
(male or female) wllI rise and, with all the
power the anatomy can muster, "the word of
the Lord" will go echoing through the park.
~ discourse is follOWed by more singing and

then a repeat of the same. The groups begin to
break up about seven o'clock at night.
~ Another popular group known as the
"Work and DUfusion of the catholic Faith"
gathers aroWld a fiag bearing a cross and
the initials A.C., which stand for Catholic
Action in Chile. This group also carries an
image of the Virgin of Carmen, which is
'. topped by the flags of Chile and the papacy.
These were organized in 1944, on the national
holiday of ,December 8, which Is In honor of
the "Immaculate Conception" and the Virgin
Mary. Unlike the Pentecostals, these use sound
equipment In the parks to propagandize.
'i,' In their midst are to be seen women and
girls dressed in bright·red dresses of a cheap
cotton material, which are trimmed with
equally bright·yellow stripes. These had just
made a pilgrimage to the southern shrine of
San Sebastian. As a vIsible sign of the manda,
or vow, they made to the "saint" in exchange
for a physical cure or other personal benefit,
they wear these gaudy dresses day after day
for a stipulated length of time. Other women
appear In dull dark·brown dresses as the sIgn
of their manda to the Virgin of Carmen, who
is the Chilean counterpart of the Virgin Mary
and the patron saint of the army. The pictures
of these two saints, San Sebastian and Car.
men, appear most often in the buses or in the
• homes of the people. The Catholic group
come together every Sunday afternoon at
about three o'clock for a session and regroup
again at seven o'clock"in front of the museum
and finally end the strenuous day with a procession that reaches to the chapel of the can.
vent of the Sisters of" Poor Christ.
~ After the people have returned to their
homes and all the excitement and emotion has
subsided, Jehovah's witnesses call on them
with a message from God's Word, the Bible,
and in a calm and intell1gent manner en.
lighten them on the truth at God's Ward.
These worship God as Jesus did and, as he did,
~ point the people to the kingdom of Almighty
~
God as their only hope. Many are responding.

Many will say to me in that day: "Master, Master, did; we not prophesy in your
name . •. ,,, And yet then I will Coo/esB to them: I never knew you at all.

-Matthew 7:22,23, New World Trans.
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But our priestly critics refuse thiS simple
Bible explanation and argue in behalf of
N A question and answer book, Radio Plato's pagan teaching. They say: "That
Replies in Defence of Religion~ by the breath of life was either a definite someRev. Dr. Rumble, M.S.C., and Rev. C. M. thing, or it was nothing. But you cannot
Carty, the following statement is made: tell me that nothing vitalized that body. It
"He [God] made man in His own image was a definite something, that something
and likeness. But our bodies are nothing was a c~ted human intelligent soul....
like God in appearance, and are mortal. A body, of flesh and bone, could never
Therefore the real image of God is in our become a living soul. Man was but named
soul, and it resembles God by immortality. after the superior element of his being."
Both Old and New Testaments insist upon
Very well, then. If the "breath of life"
the immortality of the soul." These priest
that God breathed into Adam's body of
ly critics of Jehovah's witnesses go on to
flesh and bone was itself the "human inw
say that "the account in Genesis of man's
telligent soul", then, instead of "breath of
fonnation prov~s it".
life". let us read "human intelligent soul"
So we turn to the Bible account of the at Genesis 2: 7 and see whether it makes
creation of man at Genesis 2:7, and ac sense: "And the Lord God formed· man of
cording to the Catholic Douay Version, the slime of the earth, and breathed int(J
it reads: "And the Lord God formed man his face l the human intelligent soul]; and
of the slime of the earth, and breathed man became a living soul." (Using the
into his face the breath of life; and man Catholic Douay Version) An honest person
became a living soul." This does not say will admit that Genesis 2:7, if read with
God breathed or put into Adam's lifeless the priestly perversion of it, does not make
form an "immortal soul". God breathed in- sense; it is not reasonable. God is reason·
to the man's form the "breath of life", able, because he is true. All the inspired
and· the result of combining the human Scriptures support the truth that "man bebody and the breath of life from God was came a living sou}".
that "man became a living soul"; "the
first man Adam was made into a living Soul Wears Boots!
soul." (1 Corinthians 15:45, Douay) Here
But our priestly critics rebel at this
we have in God's own words the simplest Bible truth and say: "Again, if man has
explanation of what a human soul actually not got a soul, then instead of being comis. It is not something invisible, like an posed of body and soul, he is a body. And
unseen vapor, but is the living human crea if that body is a soul, then a soul wears
ture himself, the live man with the five boots!" Exactly so. The living creature Is
senses of seeing, hearing, smelling, feeling the soul, and such a human soul can wear
boots. and also can wear pants and
and tasting.

Identifying the Human Soul

I

w

w

w
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Ct..d.t. The Bible says the soul can do many winged bird-after its kind. And God saw
things.

that it was good••.• And God said-Let
the land bring forth living soul after its

The inspired Hebrew Scriptures say that
the soul can eat flesh and blood; it can dry kind, tame-beast and creeping thing and
away; it can touch unclean things; it can wild-beast of the land after its kind. And
be torn as by a lion; it can go into a pit it was so." (Genesis 1:20-24, Rotherham's
or grave; it can be laid in irons; it can Emphasised translation) Consider also
abhor all manner of meat; it can be Genesis 1:27--30, Rotherham; Numbers
brought out of prison; it can suffer hunger 31:28; Apocalypse 16:3, Douay; Leviticus
through idleness; it can thirst and be re- 24: 17, 18 and Proverbs 12: 10, Rotherham.
freshed by cold water; it has blood that These Scriptures show that the lower anican be shed; it can shed tears; it can be mals are souls. And since that is true,
relieved with food. (Leviticus 17:12, 15: man's being in the likeness and image of
Numbers 11:6; 19:13-22; Psalms 7:2; 30:3; God is not because 'man has an immortal
105:18, margin; 107:18; 142:7; Proverbs soul', but is because man is endowed with
19:15; 25:25; Jeremiah 13:17; Hosea the godlike qualities of wisdom, justice,
9:4) God's Word speaks about the human love and power and was given dominion
soul this way because the soul is the human over the lower animals. Man as a soul
body with its brain and organs made alive is no more immortal than the beasts.
by the breath of life -that God breathed
However, squirming for a way out, our
into it. lt would be very enlightening to priestly critics say that the words Hspirit".
priest and Bible scholar alike to check each and "soul" mean the same thing. To quote
instance in which the word "soul" (He- them: "The word spirit acquired a transbrew, neph'esh) is used in the Bible, to see ferred sense, becoming a substitute for the
all that it can do.
word soul.... The soul, therefore, is the
lt is not Scripturally true, therefore, that living principle which makes the difference
the soul is the superior element of man's between a living man and a corpse, and
being and that "man was but named after spirit and soul in this sense mean the same
the superior element of his being". Man thing.... The soul is a spirit, and is called
is a human soul. Man is not a "soul in- the breath of God merely because caused
carnate", with a separable soul living in- or created by God in its spiritual or breathside his flesh. Nor is the soul the breath like nature." Our priestly critics should
of God or the breath of life. But when know that God's Word makes a plain disGod by an invisible process like breathing tinction between the words "spirit" t and
infused the breath of life into the human "soul". In Latin spiritus is not the same
form that he created in Eden, man became as anima; in Greek pneuma is not the same
or was made into a living soul. All of us as psyche'; in Hebrew ruahh is not the
are fleshly souls, just as the lower animals
same as neph'esh. When God. breathed into
are souls. The creation account reads:
man's face the breath of life, the man of
"And God said-Let the waters swarm
flesh and bones did not become a living
with an abundance of living soul, and birds
spirit, rather, he "became a living soul".
shall fly over the earth, over the face of
So after a study of the Scriptures one
th-e expanse of the heavens. And God
created the great sea-monsters, and every finds that the earthly soul turns out to be
living soul that moveth-with which the nothing more than a living, moving,
waters swarmed after their kind and every breathing creature.
2S
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Turkey

various other fatalist religious ministers
for guidance.

Here at the crossroads between the
F.Il:;h>m and the Western world, the good.
news of God'll established kingdom is
tivity peculiar to Western civilization. A being talked to fril"nds and neighbors by
tourIst is ImmedJately ,swept away with Jehovah's witnesses. To be sure, Obstaclilil
what he Rf'f!!I, the modern concept of life that eunrl"ont them are many. One of the
in an ancient city. F.'qlf'da11y Is this notke- greatest is the lanlO1llge barrier, there
able in the larger cities such 1t:'I Ankara, bPing!lO many different nationalities. And,
Izmlr and Istanbul. In Istanbul, fOnTIf'rly too, then" !In> the countless religious tradl·
called Constantinople, one is fascinated tions and prejudieM to contend with beto sec onelent and modem civilization side fure even reaching the pMple. But none of
by !lide. Rtrerunllncd autoffilJiJill!!> and these have proved ins,unnount.ablc. These
pagan traditions and CU!ltoms nrc min~hJd "Iron curtaUus" or superstitious tradltlon
together; Turkish mosquAA WIth their .!trP laId wide open by the truth and spirit
picturesque minarets stand Alongside of thf' Word of God. In order to present
twentieth ..(.'entury architecture. And heN', the messagf' of the KIngdom to Moslem
too, nrc pooled together the world's many nei,z;hbors, a grt'at (lpal of theocratic tact
language!!, the modem and the ancient. is required.
One of Jehovah's witneslt's WIUI lately
One can hf'ar Gre('K or Anncninn, French
or English, Italian and .a hfl.'l.t of other confined to a hospital to Wldergo a serioua
ianb'Ullges. It is this ever-changing fascina· operation. While at the hospital he spoke
tion of old and new that makes Turkey to the staff atld thf> patients about the good
the matchless gateway between East and news of the Kingdom. On hls leaving the
hospital they all expressen th('ir appreWeRt.
New Turkey, even though ~ally bent elation and gratitude for thf' good news
tllwal'lj. the modern, is still religiously in· he left behind. Many called him hDja,
clined toward the ancIent Her religious mf'aning "religious teacher", and invited
superstitions have been a ma:Jor factor or him to rome to their respective villages
contributing cause for the primitiveness, and preach there too.
A Turkitih physician, who ~ted him
poverty and misery that continue in many
(luring the time of his hospitaJizatlon, told
sections till this day. Despite !«eater edu·
the witne;s: "God, whom you believe in,
cation .alUf enlightenment, the country rehas restored you to health. Your operation
mains under the grip of Moslem religion. was one of the rare$t.." The doctor came
However, it is hemming more noticeable to the home of the witn~ at a later da.te
that the mosques at\! not as packed as they and asked if he coU.ld learn mON! about
formerJy were, and the peoplc are not re- the Bible. He obtained a Bible in the TUrk·
sortini" to the hojaa and muezzins and the ish language and also took with him some

T

HE once backward land of Moslem
Turkey bas materialized into a progre8Biw country of socia! and political ac-
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literature published by the Watchtower
Society. A few days later the doctor returned with his wife, who is' also a doctor,
and both expreSsed appreciation and great
joy about the marvelous purposes of Jehovah God. They were particularly interested in the growth of the theocratic organization, and how a great crowd of persons will survive this system of things
and inhabit the new earth.
Another of Jehovah's witnesses talked to
a Turkish professor at the university and
presented some Bible literature in French.
The" professor examined the literature
closely for some time and, upon seeing that
they were Christian publications, spoke in
an angry tone: "With such books you
try to change the faith of Moslems!" As
he said that his eyes' swept across the
booklet Evolution versus The New World,
and with that his expression changed.
"How much is it?" When told, he became
elated. He was a completely changed person. He freely gave his name and address,
and requested the witness to call on him at
the university.
There are really many persons of good
will in Turkey, who gladly receive the

i-.. . . ·. . . . -.. . . .·. . . . ·9
•

I•

i

,•
•

I

,•
•

I

,.'

•

What is the wholesome ambition: P. 4, l14.
.What is a "Jericho Sermon"? P. 4, US.
• Wh.ere it is not unusual to hear four lan_
guages mixed into one sentence?" P. 5, i,4.
How an electric glove recently fought
9hristianityl P. 7• 1[3.
• Who drove a chariot through a lane
of living, burning Christians whose pitchsmeared bodies served as torches to light his
wayl P. tt, U4.
How to tell the age of a salmon? P. 13. TI4.

•

I

•

(

• Why the housewife should check the grade
of salmon she buys? P. 16, 113.
• Why it is dangerous to be hypnotized by
stage performersl P. 18, 114.

•
'.

pI:eachers of good news into their homes
and ask to learn more about the greatest
message of all time. These people are extremely hospitable and kind. This is their
natural disposition, and they display this
friendship and kindness to those who call
on them with the message of the Kingdom.
When the witnesses leave the house the
householder will usually remark, "gulegule," which is a common expression,
meaning "may joy and happiness go your
way".
In the early centuries of gospelpreaching, Asia Minor was repeatedly traversed by Christ's apostles, and especially
by the apostle Paul. Christian congregations were then established in many cities,
including cities in this land of Turkey.
Now again, the words of the Kingdom are
being heard and Christian congregations
are being established. Pure worship is
growing in this land of mosques and minarets and no doubt part of the great New
World society will include a great crowd
of pure worshipers from the Moslem land
of Turkey. Those who have ears to hear
will hear. If they seek the truth they will
find it.

?J
• . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.. . . .,.
• How hypnotism can advance disease! P. 18.
TI7.
• Of the burglar that fint sold his victims
insurance to cover their losses? P. 20, U7.

I•

i

,.
•

• How the death of an Indian chief determined the name of one 01 Venezuela's cities?
P. 21, TI:z.

I

• What law-making body tried to give husbands the last word in quarrels with wives?
P. 23, U3.
• Why Methodists, Catholics, Pentecostals,
Adventists, Quakers and others assemble in
one Chilean park? P. 24. H2.

I

• That a soul wears boots? P. 25, U5.
• What is meant by "gule-gule"? P. 28, 1i2.

•

,

•
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I
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Unre!;lt in East BerUn

'*' For the 1Irst time since 1945,

martial law was declared In
East Berlin (6/17). Unrest
flared up the day before when,

in protest to an increase in
work quotas, hundreds of
workers marched down Unter
den Linden. The government
rescinded the increase, saying
it was a "mistake"; and the
workers dispersed. But the next
morning violence erupted. A
rioting crowd of 20,000 to 50,000
workers, peasants and boys
threatened to swamp police
and seize the East German

government. Demonstrators
ripped down the Soviet flag

from atop Brandenburg Gate,
where it had tl.own ever since
the capture 01 Berlin. The flag
of the Gennan Republic was
then hoisted. An entire Russian armored division was
rushed to East Berlin to crush
the rebellion. Soviet tanks lumbered up and down Berlin ave.
nues, and Russian soldiers flred
bursts from machine pistols to
warn demonstrators to clear
the streets. That evening Russian military courts took over.
A West German painter, Willi
Goettling, was sentenced to
death (6/18) and shot immediately. Thousands were arrested, RussJa charging through
Pravda that the riots were the
"adventure of foreign hirelings
in Berlin". Most observers were
AUGUST 8, 1968

convinced the riots were spontaneous. The U. S. commandant in Berlin, General Timber'
.man, interpreted the use of
Soviet troops to mean that
RUssia could not trust the People's Police to put down the
rioting. President Eisenhower
commented that the riots were
a significant expOsure of the
propaganda about "happiness"
behind the Iron Curtain.

'*

Czech WOl"ken Stage Protest

The city of PUSen in Czecho·
slovakia is famous for its brewing of Pilsner beer. On June 1
it became famous for some·
thing else: a startling demonstration against the Communist regime. Workers, infuri·
ated over the recent currency
reform, dragged Russian flags
in the dust. Pictures of Stalin
and the late President Gottwald were trampled underfoot.
Partly confirmed reports spoke
of destruction of machinery at
the Lenin (armament) Works,
of the Pilsen town hall being
pillaged and an American flag
being waved. After the demonstration was subdued, the Pilsen newspaper, Pravda, said
(6/5) that the antistate demonstration was deSigned "with
the intention of restoring capitalism and making Pilsen the
springboard for a counterrevolutionary putsch in Czechoslovakia".

l"\:ItI(lIlel'll'
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.. During the week that Russia was being jolted by a rebellion in East Berlin, the
U. N. was jolted by a rebel110n
in South Korea: President
Syngman Rhee, defying the
U. N., liberated thousands of
anticommunist North Korean
prisoners who were tt) play a
key part in the settlement of
the truce negotiations. Weeks
before the mafps liberation, Dr.
Rhee threatened to "fight on
alone" If the U. N. did not
work for Korean unification.
But the "Rhee rebelI1on" was
then viewed as of no great-consequence. So firmly dId the
U. N. believe that Dr. Rhee
would not try to torpedo the
truce, that 16,000 South Korean
guards at the prisoner of war
stockades were not replaced
with U. S. troops. The big jolt
came at 4 a.m. (6/18). South
Korean guards opened gates
and turned their backs; 25,000
North Koreans fled from U. N.
custody. Dr. Rhee took the reo
sponsibility: "I have ordered
on my own responsibility the
release of the anti-Communist
Korean war prisoners." President Eisenhower demanded
that the Rhee government recapture the prfi;oners. This demand did not impress Dr. Rhee.
The main U. N. worry was
over Communist reaction 'to
the prisoners' Bight. Surpris.
ingly, the Soviet press pub·
lished the news in a relatively
restrained manner, without edi·
torial comment. Nonetheless;
the New York Timell editorial.
ized: 'This goes beyond paradox into catastrophe."

'*

Atom Spy Case Closes

The U. S. civil courts had
never imposed the death pen_
alty for espionage until Jullus
and Ethel Rosenberg were sentenced on April ~5, 195L The
Rosen bergs had won three
stays of execution and then
won a fourth (6/17) when Justice Douglas of the Supreme
Court granted a stay. But it
wa!i a short-lived one, the Su29

preme Court upholding the Iegaltty of the death, sentence
(6/19) by a vote of 6·3. Seven
hours later the Rosenbergs
were led to the electric chair.
Though the couple could have
saved their lives at any mo·
ment by' telling what they
knew about atomic espionage,
they remained tight-lipped to
the end. The curtain had rung
down on a case of such mag·
nitude that it had no equal in
the history 01 espionage
against the U. S.
Book-bumfng Condemned
• A campaign to remove books
by Communist authors from
U. S. libraries overseas was on.
lt was regarded by some as a
species of book·burning. A few
actually had been burned.
There was no doubt as to how
President Eisenhower felt on
the book·burning issue when he
electrified -an audience of
10,000 at Dartmouth College:
"Don't join the book burners.
Don't think you are going to
coriceal faults by concealing
evidence that they ever exist.
ed. Don't be afraid to go in
your library and read every
book as long as any document
~s not ottend our own ideas
of decency. That should be the
only censorship_" (New York
Times, 6/15) These book·burn_
'tng remarks by Eisenhower
were appraised to be of such
great value by the president
of Princeton University, Dr.
Harold W. Dodds, that he suggested they would come to be
viewed as a great state paper.

quite impressive, there being
fighting ships from 16 other
nations present. As the queen's
yacht began the review, the
guns of 221 ships boomed out a
21-gun salute. Then as the
yacht passed, each ship------Brlt.
ish and foreign alike-played
the British ,national anthem,
and the sailors let out loud
cheers. The only battleshIp, the
Vanguard, was scheduled to be
the first with the cheers. Iron·
ically, because of a hard·blow·
ing wind that veered ships out
of their predetermined posi·
tions, the U. S. cruiser Baltimore was the first to cheer the
British queen_

*

Soviet Smiles for YugosJavla
The Soviet Union cast a
friendly glance toward Bel·
grade (6/14) when she requested the resumption of normal
diplomatic relations with Yugoslavia. Bel g r a d e not only
agreed to exchange ambassa·
dors, but also granted Moscow
permission to send 26 Soviet
warships, on their way to the
Black Sea area for repairs,
through the Yugoslav section
of the Danube River. These
will be the first naval craft to
go through Yugoslavia since
the break with Moscow in
1948. But Marshal Tito announced that he was not beihg
blinded by RussIan smiles, adding: "I personally can never
believe 100 per cent in the Soviet Union. I walt for them to
show their intentions in prac·
tice. I do not believe their
words."

*at Spithead, there were 59 Brit. *
Coronation Naval Review
In 1914, at a naval review

ish battleships, described as
the "greatest assemblage of
naval power ever witnessed in
the history of the world". In
June, at the Coronation Naval
Review, Queen Elizabeth II
saw only one representative of
the disappearing species of sea
giants, H. M. S. Vanguard. Britain's navy had indeed shrunk.
But the recent display was
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A Republic for Egypt
The land of the Nile, long
famous for its pharaohs, proconsuls, caliphs, sultans, pashas, kings and Cleopatra, now
has a president. A republic was
proclaimed (6/18), Major Gen·
eral Mohanuned Naguib becoming Egypt's first president
and premier. The proclamation
wiped out all royal titles and
meant that Ahmed Fuad II,
Farouk's infant son, is no lop-g·
er the nominal king of Egypt.

Army Coup fD (lolombla,

• For 100 years' the army in
Colombia had never embarked
on political adventures, remaining neutral even during
Intense political crises. But the
century·old tradition ended
(6/13) when the army struck.
General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla.
seized control of the government in a bloodless coup and
installed himself as president
to put an end to "unconstitutional activities" of the ousted
president, Dr. Laureano Gomez. The change in government occurred on the eve of a
national Constituent Assembly•
which was to have reformed
Colombia's constitution by giving Dr. Gomez unlimited pow·
er and the Catholic Church
greatly increased power.

*

World's Worst AIr Disaster
The Douglas Globemaster
CI24 is a four·engine transport plane used extensively by
the U. S. Air Force to ferry
army personnel from Korea to
Japan for a few days' rest. Two
of these planes have figured in
setting gruesome air crash records. One crashed (12/20/52)
near Moses Lake, Washington,
klllIng 87 and becoming the
worst air crash in aViation history. In exactiy two days short
of six months, another Globemaster crashed (6/18) breaking its own grim record by taking a toll of 129 llves. Shortly
after the take-off from Japan's
Tachlkawa airport, the pilot
reported an engine failure and
started back for the airport. It
never made it: the plane staggered and plununeted nose
down into a muddy farm, 3,000
gallons of gasoline bursting into fiames that incinerated the
dying in a ghastly funeral
pyre. All C-124 Globemasters
were grounded by the Air
Force after the crash.
A Week In Exile
• When a kIng Who wields
only limited power wants independence for his country, what
should he do? Cambodia's king,
AWAKEI

Norodom Slhanouk, thought he
had the answer (6/14): he voluntarily exiled himSeU in Thai·
land. He thus sought to drama·
tize his demand that France
grant Cambodia the Same degree of Independence that "In·
dia has with regard to Britain". But the king's move only
stalemated the Independence
campaign, for France refused
to negotiate with the exiled
king. So after a week, the ex·
iled king decided he could
press his independence de·
mands more effectively by reo
turning to Cambodia.
Chlneae Troops for Formosa?

+ In April the U. N. adopted a

resolution calling for all Nationalist Chinese troops in Bur·
ma to leave. A procedure for
their evacuation was finally
agreed upon by the U. S., Thailand, Nationalist China and
Burma (6122). The major forces in eastern Burma were
scheduled to travel to Thailand
from where they would be

transported to Fonnosa. Would
all the Nationalist Chinese
troops be wlillng to leave Burma? The U.N. believed that
the more diSCiplined unit\>
would obey the order.
Fandne Spreading In China

• In May Awake! reported on
a famine affecting 1,000,000
people in China. The famine
has nQw worsened, and observers at Hong Kong are now convinced that the blight is one of
immense magnitude, affecting
people exceeding 10,000,000 in
number. Five provinces-Anh·
wei, Kiangsu, Shantung, Shansi, and Honan--experienced
late frosts destroying 75 per
cent of aU crops, primarily
wheat. Shantung, severely attacked by insects, had a shortage of insecticide so that peasants had to catch insects by
hand. Other provinces-Szechwan, Kweichow, and Yunnanwere battered by wind, hail
and floods. The nrunber of people facing starvation is appall-

ing. It shOuld ,sober one to
realize that this is the time
when Jesus' prophecy concerning the end of Satan's world is
being fulfilled. ·But food shortages are just one feature of
the sIgn pointing to the fact
that God's kingdom is at hand.
-Matthew 24:3-7.
Bodyguard Slays Sneezing Red

• Law Fatt, a Malayan terror·
ist chief, had a peculiar afH1c·
tion: he would sneeze every
few minutes. This irked his
comrades, especially when they
were being pursued by security
forces. One day in June, Law
Fatt's sneezing ended-but so
did his life! The bodyguard of
Ha Yang, another Red terrorist chief, got tired of the sneez·
ing chief as well as his own.
While the two men were sleeping, the bodyguard whipped
out a machine gun and fired
bursts into his "comrades".
The bodyguard then gave him·
self up to security forces.

Report of Yankee Stadium World Assembly
HE tremendous New World Society Assembly of Jehovah's Witnesses
at Yankee Stadium is now history. News of it circled the world and,
what is more important, its influence will be.,felt by Christians all over the
globe. Were you able to attend? Do you know what an outstanding event
it was?
tI. If not, then you will surely want a copy of the 96·page report on the
assembly, complete with many pictures. It will set forth convention high
lights, and many details concerning Jehovah's witnesses and their organization. It may be obtained for only 25 cents a copy. Fill out and return the
coupon below at once. If your mailing address 'should change before October 1, please be sure to advise us.
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NEW WORLD SOCIETY
ASSEMBLY LECTURES

.. All the important lectures delivered at the New World Society Assembly of
Jehovah's Witnesses, Yankee Stadium. New York city. will be published in the

Watchtower magazine during the next six l;lIonths. This will provide an excellent opportunity for reflective study ~if the splendid talks given to vast

audiences at the stadium.

*

you missed attending the assembly. you will not want to miss reading these lectures in ~ Watchtower. Even if you dld attend one or more
sessions of the convention, but are not yet a Watchtower subscriber, noll/'
is the time for you to send in your subscription. Do not delay the matter,
lest you torget •
If

• Fill out and return the coupon below with your remittance of $1 for a
year's subscription of 24 issues; or 50 cents for a six-month subscription of 12 issues. ~ Watchtower will be mailed direct to your home every
two weeks. Act immediately so as not to miss any of these lectures delivered
at Yankee Stadium. They will bring you comfort and hope for a better world.
~~w~w~w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Can Hypnotism Serve Criminal Ends?
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"Scientists" and Scientists
Compare men's work with God's
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"Now it is high time to
-ROlllanl 13,11

"Scientists" and Scientists
o

MANY devout Hindus of India the
cow is a sacred animal. So sacred in
fact that it can do as it pleases, wander
where it will on the streets, and that even
its dung is considered sacred. Well, there
are many people throughout the world who
are just that superstitious as regards
science. To them science is a sacred cow.
Whatever is said in the name of science is
accepted unquestioningly regardless of the
few facts to support the theories or the
lack of logic in the deductions made. But
there are "scientists" and scientists.
Some scientists are proud that they
know so much. Others, humble that they
know so little. For example, at the diamond
jubilee convocation of the Case Institute
of Technology held at Cleveland, Ohio, on
April 10, 1953, some scientists boasted of
their ability to make "computation machines that could play a tolerably good
game of checkers, translate crudely from
one language to another and learn from experience as higher animals do".
One even spoke of machines reproducing
themselves. although upon closer examination it appeared that what they were inventing were machines capable of assembling parts that had been previously prepared; so that. far from reproducing
themselves in the way that man had produced them in the first place, these machines were merely assembling machines.
And as far as actually producing such fan-
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tasUc machines. it was admitted that all
that was had as yet was an "abstract
model". With great satisfaction these men
compared the works of man with the works
of God and boasted that man's supremacy over the machine was being rapidly
whittled away. Truly men who speak thus
are proud of their achievements.
But just how does a scientist, who is not
intoxicated with the success of his own
achievements, view the machine that God
made. man, as compared with the machines
that men make? A Dr. Norbert Wiener,
tenned "probably the world's most eminent authority on the theory of automatic
controls and of the automatic factory",
assures us that man's machines can never
rival in complexity. broad intelligence, and
in discrimination the most fabulous control
system of all, the human brain. Said he:
"We COUldn't even come close to duplicating the brain. It really is a superb instrument. Perhaps I could give you an
idea 9f how complex it is by sketching the
efforts you'd have to make to try to build
even something remotely like it.
"The machine would have to be about
the size of Rockefeller Center, and it would
take several lifetimes to wire it up. The
electrical power requirements would be
about equal to the power used to supply
the greater part of New York city. The
necessary cooling system would be so enormous that you'd probably have to divert
3

the Hudson to supply it. And in the end,
when you got the thing going, it would
operate on a very much lower level, except as a mathematical computer, than the
brain of anybody you'd meet on the street.
It hardly seems worth it, does it?"
Dr. Wiener not only makes such a comparison between the machines that man
makes with the one that God made, but
he also wisely points out the danger associated with man's machine-making. "What
we have to make clear is that we cannot
treat machines as gods and survive. If we
worship know-how for its own sake without taking into account its proper purpose
-the service of humanity-we are doing
something as stupid as to worship an idol,
an idol of our own manufacture. What we
must do is to use these remarkable new
devices to raise the dignity of labor, not
to cast it aside-to bring about shorter
working hours and create extra leisure,
not unemployment and chaos."-This
Week, January 25, 1953.
Similar testimony was given by Dr. M. V.
Wilkes, who directs the mathematical
operations of the University of Cambridge,
London. While telling of a machine that
has been "taught" a conditioned reflex
action on the basis of experience similar
to that of a trained dog, he pointed out that
actually the machine no more thinks than
does a locomotive engine when it approaches points that have been set automatically by the passage of a previous
train.-New York Times, April 30, 1953.
Yes, scientists who have a sober perspective of what they are able to do point out
that far from machines' whittling away
man's superiority over them, they merely
are serving to relieve man of much tedious
time-consuming labor, thus making it possible for man to spend his time and powers
in doing things that no machine could possibly do, creative work in the fine arts.
At least that is their theory.
4

Only a theory? Yes, for while scientists
ostensibly are working for the good of
mankind, what are the facts? Is it not true
that although the machines have lightened
man's burden, man has not produced
greater creative works? Do we have playwrights today that can compare with
Shakespeare? poets to COmpare with MUton? composers to compare with Bach and
Beethoven? painters to COmpare with Rembrandt? sculptors to COmpare with Michaelangelo? And is it not true that the
owners of the machines that science produces are not concerned with the welfare
of the workingman, necessitating his organizing unions, staging strikes and agitating for legislation so that he gets at least
a little of the benefit of these machines?
Obviously man is doing just what Dr.
Wiener warned that he must not do, placing all the emphasis on scientific knowhow and ignoring the use to which his
machines are being put, and therefore is
guilty of worshiping idols, the works of
his hands. Well did the prophet Isaiah describe the present situation: "Their land
also is full of silver and gold, neither is
there any end of their treasures; their
land is also full of horses, neither is there
any end of their chariots: their land also
is full of idols; they worship the work of
their own hands, that which their own
fingers have made."-Isaiah 2:7, 8.
By such folly modern man is not only
creating economic confuSion and chaos,
but worst of all, man, by worshiping such
idols, is handing his own Maker an insult.
Jehovah God, being the Supreme One, will
not always take that insult. He therefore
sounds the warning; "And the loftiness
of man shall be bowed down, and the
haughtiness of men shall be brought low;
and Jehovah alone shall be exalted in that
day." Therefore quit trusting in man. Of
what account is he, compared with Jehovah?-Isaiah 2:17, 22, Am. Stan. Ver.
AWAKE!

'" "Awakel" corre.pondenl in IrllI'h Guiana

NCE upon a time there was a man who
was very wea!thy. He had vast acreage
of growing timber; his men slaved in his
bauxite mines in order for shareholders in
another country to live comfortable lives.
Hundreds risked their lives in search of
gold and diamonds, that others might become wealthy. Thousands huddled in tiny
range-houses that flooded with the rains
in order that tens of thousands of tons of
sugar might be sold at low cost to the
'mother country'. Every year peasant
farmers fought a losing battle as crops
were lost through lack of drainage or from
disease. For years this situation had continued. The wealthy man had made ~any
promises to alleviate this condition. Here
and there concessions were made: extra
pay for the sugar workers. Why, old-age
pensioners could have $3.50 a month at
sixty~five years of age if they could establish evidence of need! Unable to afford
more teachers, hundreds of children get
only half-day schooling on a shift system.
Medical specialists leave for greener pastures while thousands suffer in need of
specialized treatment.
For generations the people had little
voice in affairs of government and, though
keeping law and order, little was done to
raise the living standard. And then it happened. No, there was no bloodshed, but
in a legal and peaceful manner the tables
were gently turned completely over. While
the rich man had been taking his ease
things had been happening and in one
epoch-making day the usually inaudible
voice of the workers changed the entire
face of the government.
But to begin at the beginning. "She is a
region in Guiana, all gold and bounty," said
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Falstaff to an audience familiar with the
legend of Eldorado. This was the attraction
to the numerous English adventurers of
the sixteenth century among whom was
Sir Walter Raleigh, and sUch was the beginning of Guiana's ties with England.
Trading posts were established with the
aboriginal Indians. The sugar industry was
developed and to sustain it slaves were
brought from Africa and people from India
were indentured, and thus has grown up
a population of rather less than half a
million people of African and Indian de~
scent, almost equally divided. There are
also some Chinese, Portuguese and about
fifteen thousand aboriginal Indians. A governor is appointed by Britain, as are men
to other ad!ninistrative posts. Profits from
the large industries go mainly to the British owners, while the people remain ill~
fed and poorly housed. Vast sources of
wealth in this "region of gold and bounty"
thus lie out of reach of the people; a region
greater in extent than Britain, Scotland
and Wales together. Thus in the hope for
a remedy the cry has gone up for "selfgovernment" or "federation with the
West Indies" and complete emancipation
from Britain.

The Waddington Commission
In answer to these cries for a change
the Waddington Commission was sent by
Britain in 1950 to make investigation and
to make a report for a change of constitu~
tion. Prior to this time the franchise was
exercised only by adults who satisfied
certain monetary qualifications, which resulted in a rather one-sided representation
and seldom in favor of the masses. At any
rate the commission seemed satisfied from
their inquiries of the numerous individuals
5

and _ _"" _
tes!l'ed before It. majority In the new government, but .. lien
Now WlIversa] adult suft'rage Is • reality, campaigning got under way it was a differand its vote for the first time on April 27, ent matter. A visit to a meeting of the
1953, turned the tables. And this despite P.P.P. saw literally thousands gathered,
the allegation of the Roman Catholic
Sword of the Spirit that many were too

ignorant or illiterate to exercise the vote.
They had suggested that bishops of the
leading churches be nominated to the State
Council, but this was quickly rejected.

The party system of government was
eventually accepted, and immediately nu-

merous parties were formed. Most of the
former rulers organized the National DemocrattcParty, N.D.P. However, the Peoples
Progressive Party,. P.P.P., had been Of·
~anized four years earlier although only
their leader, dapper, thirty-five-year...()ld
Dr. Cheddie Jagan, and affectionately
called "Cheddie", had actually been in the
previous government. In debates he was
often a lone dissenter. Being outspoken in

the worker's interests, he became very
popular among them. A great following
was soon evident as electioneering got under way. The race was on and in the field
contesting the twenty-four seats in the
House of Assembly were one hundred and
thirty candidates; among them lawyers,
doctors, farmers and six ministers of religion and Independents. Every night one
coUld lie in bed until past midnight listening to the blare of their loud-speakers
addressing street-corner crowds, while by
day loud-speakers toured the streets telling
of that night's meeting and for whom to
vote. House-to-house preaching was done
by doctors and lawyers alike; and very necessary, too, for those seeking re-election.
Many of them seemed at great pains to
give account of their stewardship to the
electorate.

The Fighl
Prior to the campaigning no one thought
a particular party would get a working
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while sometimes only one hundred were
at someone else's meeting. The P.P.P. had
long been branded. as "Communistic" and
"directed from Russia" but now the matter
was serious. "It is now a life and death
struggle against Communism," proclaimed
all the other candidates. All three dailies,
the Roman Catholic Church. and other
churches marshaled forces against communism, alias the P.P.P. They said, "Vote
for anyone, no matter whom, except a
P.P.P. candidate." One week prior to the
election a four-page supplement was included in every newspaper telling of the
awful conditions existing in Communist
countries and then showing the relatjanship to the P.P,P.'s policy. their methods,
their leaders' visits to Communist countries and with other Communists. Not one
word or letter could be read in the papers
in favor of the P,P.P. Every willing piece
of artillery was directed against it by the
wealthy sugar industry, the churches and
other influences. God's blessing was asked
in order that voters would be directed
aright.
So one may ask: What was the policy
of this so-called "Communist" P.P.P. so
much feared? Printed copi~ were easy to
obtain. The program includes: Strong and
militant trade unions though free and voluntary as in the United Kingdom, holidays
with pay for every worker, implementing
the findings of Royal Commissions now
long delayed, currency to return to former
rate of exchange, free trade, development
of local industries, limit exportation of
profits, tax those who can afford to pay.
drainage and reclamation of land, permanent all-weather roads, equal educational
opportunities, adequate medical services
and state lottery to raise funds for it, and
A WAKE!
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Federation with the
West IncUes is faVOrM as the shortest cut
to the g<;la] of national independence.
Had the genera] public not bren yearning for a "change" the propag81lda agnlnst
the P.P,P. might have been more effective.
cartoons and editorials all tilrew in their
weight. A slogan in bold print in the papers
for many wC!eks said, "You cannot be a
loyal GUianf'lle and be a Communist." To
this a spokesman l'E\plled, "You cannot be
a loyaJ Guj8MSe and be a ('..llJonJal Secre-

lary" (a dill: at foreign admlnl~tlon).
To the accusation that the "Communl<rt:s"
would pull do':"'n the factory chimneys it
WRR pointed out that the British-appointed
governor ~tlll holds thl'! pO\ver of \leto to
any bill. To reftltl": the stigma of "a godJess party" candidatE'l'l Iqudly displayed
their reli)l;ious aftiliations if they had any
and lffied as well as misused nUmf'MtlR
scrIptures in an attempt to have a godly
appearance. But that is an all:e-old metilod
of pollticianfl.
So confident of victory were the candidates that after n number or !>upporters
had spoken thf' candldntc himself would
be introduced together with his future
title, as for example, "Thf' Honorable
Ashton Chase, minister of laoor," amidflt
101Jd applau!Ie. Thclr policy was well aired
CIt meetings and everything took on the
trend of fl thorough and businesslike organization, which, if used to implement
their policies, can well bring a 10m;: overdue change to British Guiana. But the
question remains in many minds: Will the
change he for the best?
But what of the nll"thods of the other
camp, and particularly the main opposing
party, the N.D.P.? The character of the
candidate seemed to be a matter of primary ooncern, and RII one preacher said
when speaking in behalf of their leader:
AUGUST ", 19i1S

"If yatr do pot return hi1'lL" the toP of
the poD it wouJd be an inKraUt\llJe fot JUg
past services." Another typical and winf!OJJle pbriaa!; "1 know Mr.
and can
recommend him as an honeSt man." But
in neither case did it win the majQrity vote.

Plenty was said about lhe P.P.P. and its
dangers, and !IO much so that no one
seemed to know about anyone else's policy
or whether they had onf'. As the campaign
drew to a close the Christian Social CouncD, repretlentin)l; tile leading churches, requested that Swiday, the day before election, be devoted to prayer and meditation
in order that the will of God shoUld be expressed on Monday. This sugg~tion came
as the climax to thf'lr compalill oC warnim: against the inroads of godlcssnesa. A
few candidates heeded the suggestion, but
apparently most of them put more faith
in annthm- dny's oratory than in prayer
and mMitation.

The New, GoV':rnmf'nt
Un Monday night thl'! handwriting was
on the wall. Yes, a iand'l1ide victory for the
P.P.P. WQS certain as ballot box(!S were
opened and votes counted. All together
they gained 1'!1gh~n out of the total
twenty-four seats, with the N.D,P. supplying jillrt: two along wilh four Independents.
When it is remembered that in 1935 only
9,000 were allowed to vote, in 1947, 59,000,
but now 210,000 were on the eligible list,
it is very apparent that the working classes
did not let the opportunity slip. In some
constituencies the P.P.P. received 60-80
per cent of the votes and in victory s~
a clear majority, a result that staggered
ewn its own members.
Both the campaign and the eJection-d!lY
activities were orderly, and the pollce,
though out In numbers, had Uttle to do. As
to whether the will of God was done as
prayed tor depends on who is asked and
7

which god is Teferred to. It Is hardly like. prising the 24 elected members am_
ly that the losing party would agree that whom are 10 traae unionists along with
it was, and whether the alleged "godless the 3 ex-officio members, the colonial .secparty" claims his will was done or not has retary, financial secretary and attorney
not been emphasIzed. If the majority of general, and a speaker. The State Councilor
voters, many of them Catholic or Prot upper chamber consists of 6 persons nomiestant worshipel~, have chosen a godless nated by the governor, 2 from the majority
party in defiance of counsel to do other- and 1 from the minority party. Thus those
wise, then we ask, Why this lack of con- 9 members, respected personalities, will
fidence in the clerical element? Can there serve as a check and balance upon the
be something wrong with their spiritual lower house. The Executive Council is
training that they cannot discern what is made up of the afore-mentioned 3 ex-officio
members, 6 ministers and minister withgodly from what is ungodly?
SO British Guiana as a result of a new out portfolio, while the governor presides.
constitution now has a new government to As this article is being written the first
last for four years before there can be session of the new house is getting under
another general election. The majority way and it is reported that there 'is comparty have nominated six of their number mon accord between a broad-minded and
tor ministries of labor, communications, co-operative governor and the new party.
And what of public reaction'? Some are
agriculture, health, education and social
fearful, some are hateful, many are very
welfare. A notable feature is the youth of
optimistic, while a large number, still wonthose placed in these key positions, some dering if they have done right, say: "Well,
being yet in their twenties and in their we have nothing to lose anyway and we
thirties.
can always change again in another four
In an interview with the chairman of years." But the question still remains unthe P.P.P., 29-year-old congenial L. F. S. settled in most minds, "Is it communism?"
Burnham, brilliant lawyer and dynamic The new party is now on trial as a public
personality of the party, he told the writer servant and the ensuing years will answer
that the party had around 10,000 members. that question.
Asked whether they were Communists he
But two questions can be answered right
replied, "No, but we are not anticommu- now: (1) No human government can bring
nists, not witch-hunters. We do have mem- the desired peace, prosperity and progress,
bers of the extreme 'left' but we also have because Almighty God Jehovah has alrepresentatives of all classes including busi- ready appointed his own government
nessmen, Catholics and of all churches ex- through Christ Jesus as his great Execucept perhaps Jehovah's witnesses, who be- tive Officer to do that. (2) God has no part
lieve in a theocratic government. We re- in any political elections of this world, bespect the right of all men to follow the cause we are told, 'My kingdom is not from
religions of their choice." A leading news- this source' and 'you are no part of the
paper in its editorial recently emphatically world'. Until now all good intentions at
denied that the party was a Communist government in every land have proved
one, thus reversing its previous attitude. disappointing and none can be a model and
The new Legislature is bicameral in claim God's blessing.-Matthew 6:10; John
structure: the House of Assembly corn- 17:16; 18:36.
w
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Africans. Three years
after Germany had
been ground into the
dust, to the incredulous amazement of the
Nationalists themselves, the United
party's huge majority
melted away at the
first postwar election and the anti-British,
pro-German Nationalist party was placed
in power, albeit with a meager majority
of seven.
The election of the Nationalists to power
in 1948 was largely a gesture of defiance
by white South Africa to the rest of the
world. South Africa's racial policies had
been under heavy fire since the war ended.
In the postwar fervor for freedom South
Africa became the whipping-boy of the nations, an example of archaic racial dIscrimination, an oppressive anachronism in
a world hurtling headlong toward freedom
and ,fraternity. At the United Nations
South Africa endured a chorus of coodemnation.
Liberalism in South Africa was undoubtedly encouraged by this world interest. The nonwhite races in South Africa
were undoubtedly encouraged to consider
equality with white South Africans, a right
to which they were inherently entitled and
of which they were being unjustly deprived. For the sake of world opinion the
international1y minded United party was
not disposed to tell them bluntly that such
equality could not be theirs. The Nationalist party, in its fierce insularity, had no
such scruples. Its election slogan in 1948
was forthright and simple: In South Africa
the white man was dominant. He must remain so. It proposed a clear-cut policy of
total apartheid, separation, a sweeping extension of the laws and customs of segregation and the color bar, which have aI-

Africa
Collfit ... ,. Its Choice
By "Awakel" corre.pondenl in 5Guth Africa

HE Union of South Africa is numbered
among the nations of the West. Economically and strategically she is no mean
asset to her allies. Politically she is a problem. Her racial policies, a perfect theme
for Communist indignation, censure and
propaganda, are a constant source of embarrassment to her friends. For this reason the. nations of the West watched with
interest the South African general election
of April, 1953, and did little to conceal
their hope for the overthrow of the ruling
Nationalist party. with its unyielding policy of white domination in Africa, and for
the election of a government touched with
at least the tinge of liberalism. Hoping did
not help. The Nationalist party was returned to power with its parliamentary majority more than doubled.
The Nationalists' 1953 victory was an extension of their sensational victory 'in 1948.
For fifteen years prior to 1948 the United
party had ruled South Africa with a ponderous majority. It guided South Africa
into and through the second world war.
Under the leadership of hero-worshiped,
pro-British Field Marshal J. C. Smuts it
enjoyed unparalleled popularity in a country enjoying much of the profits of war
and comparatively little of its suffering.
During these war years the Nationalists
were in the political wilderness, hoping for
and expecting a Gennan victory and dreaming of the republic that was to be victorious
Gennany's gift to "national-minded" South
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ways been features of South African ]1tP.

and It promised much better things to

It won.
The following five years were politically
among the stormiest South Africa has en~
dured. By adroit moves the Nationalist
government increased its parUamentary
majority to thirteen. It went ahead to legislate in accordance with its election promises. Total apartheid, which had been the
main plank in its election platform, did not
appear, and it soon became clear that it
never would. But the segregation laws were
tightened and extended, in the face of bitter
opposition inside and outside parliament.
In 1953 it again faced its opponents at the
hustings and appealed to the voters for
a further term of office.
The 1953 election campaign was the
bitterest in South Africa's history. The
United party, with its election ally, the
tiny South African Labour party, worked
doggedly and determinedly for success. The
War Veterans' Torch Commando, a political pressure group dedicated to ousting the
Nationalist party from power, joined them
as the third member of the "United Front".
Together they worked grimly to round up
every vote that could be cast against the
Nationalist government.
The ,Nationalists had provided their op~
ponents with much political ammunition
during their five years in office. In the first
:flush of their success they had embarked
upon a program of "retribution", of paying
off old scores. Considered most likely, however, to bring about the government's defeat was the constitutional crisis provoked
in March, 1952, by the Nationalists' refusal to accept the ruling of the Supreme
Court that certain of their apartheid legislation Was unconstitutional.
The election appeal of the United Front
was two-edged. It stressed the foregoing
usins" of the government (and many
others that it had no difficulty in adding)
with all the indignation it could muster,

come. It must be admitted its promises
were lavish even for a general electiem. No
section of the electorate was omitted.
Said the Nationalists: "Tell us to whom
the United party has not promised something and we will grant him his heart's
desire immediately."
On the negative side the United party
did its best to convince the electorate that
the Nationalist accusation that the United
party was "liberal" with a "liberal" color
policy was false. (In South Africa the
term "liberal" carries almost the same
degree of opprobrium as does "Communist" in other countries.) It stated its color
policy clearly, anci, 10, there was little to
choose between it and the one offered by
the Nationalists. The difference Was a matter of tone. While the Nationalists denied
that there ever could be or would be equality between white and black in Africa, the
United Front was willing to agree that
centuries hence the black man might begin to aspire to such equality.
The Nationalists declared they stood
uDan the same political platform on which
they had stood in 1948. It was not quite
the same, however. Early in the campaign
the prime minister, Dr. D. F. Malan, openly abandoned total apartheid as a practical
policy. The Nationalists, he said, had never
really considered. total apartheid possible.
It had merely been a means of stressing
the vital need for the maintenance of
South Africa's traditional policy of segregation, which the United. Party government, under the influence of its "liberal
left wing", had allowed to fall into decay.
The Nationalists counseled distrust of the
United party's newly declared devotion to
segregation. The United party, it said,
was a sheep in wolf's clothing. Weakened
by its "liberals", it was without the unanimity necessary to pursue a strong, determined color policy. The Nationalist
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party, it c1ahned, was the only party with
the homogeneity and resolution to pursue
such a policy. upon this claim, and this
alone, the Nationalists requested the votes
of the electorate. The United party stigmatized this election policy stale and barren. But it paid dividends beyond the hopes
of the most optimistic Nationalist. The
final results of the voting gave the Nationalists an over-all majority of thirty
seats in the new parliament.
Why? is the question bewildered United.
Front supporters asked themselves and are
still asking. The answer is 'that the Nationalist party had an ally against which
reason, logic, promises and persuasion were
helpless. That ally was fear, the fear that
is always present in a white community
living among nonwhites and outnumbered
by them many times. Events in Africa during the past five years have served to
feed that fear tultil it has become the dominant theme of South African life.
The granting of political power to natives in West Africa by a British Socialist
government sent a shiver down white
South Africa's spine, and converted many
to the ranks of the anti-British. British
Spcialist policy in other parts of Africa
continued that conversion. When the Mau
Mau began their murderous uprisings in
Kenya, South African Nationalists and
others shrugged their shoulders and said,
"We told you so. What else could you expect from policies based on an unrealistic
sentimentality?" The Nationalist election
machine made full use of the Mau Mau.
The Mau Mau undoubtedly brought thousands of votes to the Nationalist party.
So did the South African native riots of
October-November, 1952. Port Elizabeth,
a fanner United Party stronghold and
scene of the first of the riots, returned a
Nationalist candidate to parliament for
the first time in its history.
As if this were not enough, the NationalAUGUST ell, 1953

ists "',,.. helped by an incident that, for
them, was a gift from their gods. A few
weeks before the election the Supreme
Court handed down a judgment giving nonEuropeans the right to use certain facUlties on the railways hitherto reserved. for
Europeans. The judgment was given on a
technicality that could easily be remedied
by amending legislation, but the Nationalists called to high heaven to witness that
the wicked Supreme Court was now
threatening the validity of all segregation
legislation. It was useless for the United
party to pbint out the reason and the
simple remedy. In its controversy with the
Supreme Court the Nationalists now
gained strong support. The constitutional
issue was now seen by many in another
light. If the people had to choose they
would sacrifice both court and constitution
rather than forego segregation and the
color bar.
The United Front finds some consolation
in the paradoxical fact that it can claim
a good 120,000 more votes than the victors.
However, if the number of colored votes
is deducted from the United Front's total,
it is found that white South Africa was
divided ahuost evenly at the polls. That
division was and is bitter, and the llnes
of division are many: color policy, language, national descent and old but still
aching wrongs, disputes and antipathies.
Yet there is hope for South Africans of
all colors. What fear and hate cannot do
love is doing. In South Africa, as in every
country of the world, love of Jehovah, and
of his Word and kingdom, is uniting men
of all nations and welding them into a
New World society, a nation for Jehovah's
name. To South Africans who have become
a part of that New World society the fears,
hatreds and divisions of the South African
political scene are foolish and futile. They
rejoice in their unity and freedom under
their great Leader, Christ Jesus.
11

Weiched In the Balance. and Found Doubtful
IU.OROPHYLL bas recently become the
stimulus .for selling everything from
tooth paste to dog lood. Some drugstores have
set up exclusIve chlorophyll displays from
which one can conveniently buy mouthwash,
sh8l11p008, gum, lozenges, toilet paper and
chlorophyll-impregnated baby pants. Why, a
chlorophyll clgarette is even supposed to take
away a smoker's "bad breath"! Finally, there
are chlorophyll pllls one can swallow to keep
from having strong body odor. Chlorophyll,
then, seems to be extolled as an all-round
deodorizer. Is it?
cr. An early pioneer in chlorop~n (Greek:
chlorol, green; and phyZlon, leaf), Dr. Benjamin Gruskin, stated in 1940 that chIarophylUn dressings promptly eliminated olJensive odors in pus-discharging wounds. Another
early researcher reported that a single tablet
taken in the morning reduced perspiration
odors throughout the day in 67 patients. But
more recent tests have indicated that chIaro·
phYll may not be the odor·destroyer it Is
claimed to be.
tI. Tooth paste manufacturers, notorious for
liking strange names such as "Iriurn" or "ammoniated", etc., eagerly jumped on the chlorophyll band wagon. Hence it was enlightenini when Dr. Saul Schluger, a,n assistant pro·
lessor at the ColumNa University Dental
School, said concerning chlorophyll dentifrices: "It's a wonderful thing. It has a lovely
green color. It deodori~s your mouth for a
few :mInutes. And it enriches the manufacturer
no end. Outside of that it has absolutely no
value."
«l Now as to the pllls. Dr. Sam Granick of
the Rockefeller Institute tor Medical Research
said that United States extractors of chloro·
phyll "do not have a leg to stand on" in
claiming that a plll taken by mouth can "de·
odorize". Earlier, Oonsumer Report8 (Octo·
ber, 1950) had said: "In short, reliable evidence Is lacking that chlorophyll has any deodorizing powers, whether used in surgical
dreasings, or kitchen deodorizers, or taken
internally."
C1. The BritiBh Medical JournaJ (March 7,
1953) reported on tests conducted by British
chemists who, in one test, used a chemical reaction instead of the 'human nose as an indicator. The result? Plain water absorbed as
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much of an intestinal gas as chlorophyll did.
In all the tests chlorophyll did not remove
s.meJ.lB except in one, and that was abandoned
after twenty-tour hours because the smell ot
the chlorophyll-treated onions was worse than
the odor that was overcome! In another test,
doctors gulped down more than twenty·five
times the number of chlorophyll pills usually
recommended. They found that the characteristic urinary odor caused by eating aspara·
gus was not removed. Nor was there any
effect on armpit perspiration. "It is evident,"
the British Medical Journal concluded, "that
the wave of credulity that has swept the
United States has not overwhelmed everyone
and, it is to be hoped that it will not over·
whelm too many in ·Britain."
(l Since the Atnerican Chlorophyll Division
maintains that commercial chlorophyll is non·
toxic "beyond the shadow of a doubt". and
that it is effective "when of the proper type
and when used in proper dosage", it is in·
teresting to note the observations of Dr. AI·
soph Corwin, head of the chemistry department in the Johns Hopkins University:
tI. "Chlorophyll derivative!> taken by mouth
to deodorize perspiration and other odors
probably do not get into the blood stream in
sufficient quantity to deodorize, and, if they
I'Hd, they would be 'extremely dangerous' In
making their user sensitive to light, Prof.
Corwin declared." (Science New8 Letter, De·
cember 20, 1952) Dr. Corwin also explained
that commercial chlorophyll is not the chloro·
phyll of nature but copper salts of a natural
substance that has been radi ':lllly cha.nged by
chemical means to meet the demands of a
large market. And copper taken in large
amounts is known to damage the liver.
4I. "Pure chlorophyll has never been produced
on a commercial scale. In any case, chloro·
phyll itself is insoluble in water and most oils,
and probably has none ot the deodorizing and
other remarkable properties credited to It.
If it did, horses, cattle and spinach eaters
would have sweet breaths."-Science Digest,
October, 1952.
Cl Thus after weighing chlorophyll claims in
the balances of recent scientific tests and
opinions, it appears doubtful that chlorophyll
is a miracle deodorizer.
AWAKE I
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Isban
Missionaries
Accu'" Them of Abetting African', Wont Daydr&CIms'

NE of the foremost United States weekly picture magazines, Life, featured a
report on Africa in its May 4, 1953, issue.
The greater part of its some two hundred
pages was devoted to giving a word and
picture story of what is going on in Africa
today, from Tangier in the north to Johannesburg in the south. Repeatedly it voiced
ominous warnings as to what could be expected if the present policies of the white
man in Africa were not altered.
In telling about the activities of missions
one of its wrUers stated: "Even the Christianity we have given them seems to be
superficial," and then made an unfavorable comment on what the Protestant missionaries were' accomplishing as compared
with the Catholic. Throughout its report
the phenomenal Christian missionary activity of Jehovah's witnesses was entirely,
overlooked.
Life} however, was not content with
merely ignoring the quickly expanding
missionary work of Jehovah's witnesses.
On its editorial page, in summing up what
it felt to be wrong and what should be done,
it did its best to smear the missionary
work of Jehovah's witnesses by observing;
"Of U. S. missions in Africa, not the least
influential are Jehovah's witnesses, whose
gospel, so far from encouraging 'civiliza~
tion', abets the African's worst daydreams."
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Answering that slur, Mr. M. G. HenscIlel t

a director of the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society, legal instrument of Jehovah's witnesses, addressed the followmg
letter to Life:
May 12, 1953
"Gentlemen:
"Your May 4 special issue of Life was
especially interesting to me because I recently returned from Mrica. As a director
of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract SoCiety, I visited Sierra Leone, Liberia, South
Africa, Nyasaland, Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, Kenya, Egypt, Ethiopia, and
Libya for the purpose of assisting the missionaries and branch representatives of the
Society and to attend conventions of Jeqovah's witnesses.
"Your editorial, 'Americans and Africa,
mentions the missionary work of Jehovah's
witnesses. Since I am in an excellent position to know the facts about the missions
and activities of Jehovah's witnesses, I cannot help wondering how the writer reached
his conclusions.
"The word civilization is placed in quotes.
Perhaps Life has a special definition for
this word. Are our missionaries 'far from
encouraging "civilization'" when they
teach Africans how to read and write?
Are they not bringing about a refinement
of the people by teaching them how to live
up to the high moral standards of the Bible? Is it not humanizing people when
Jehovah's witnesses show them how to
dwell together in peace and unity and how
to show love for their fellow man? Do we
discourage civilization among the Africans
by training them in Mrica to perform
Christian ministry, by bringing students to
America for education and through proper
Christian education making them the most
industrious, law-abiding people in Africa?
"By teaching Africans the gospel that
the kingdom of God is the hope of the
world--exactly what the Bible teaches13

are-Jehovah's witnesses labetting the Africans' worst daydreams'?
"Numerous examples to show how teaching and training by Jehovah's witnesses
are improving the standards of the Afri·
cans could be cited. If your writers would
have inquired in Ethiopia they would have
found the Watchtower Mission Schools
among the best in the country. If they had
spoken to the managers of the mines in
Northern Rhodesia's Copperbelt or in
Southern Rhodesia they would surely have
brought back reports showing Jehovah's
witnesses in their employ were among the
most trustworthy and industrious 'boys,'
A check-up would have revealed that none
of Jehovah's witnesses are ever involved
in the race riots of South Africa.
"Here is one example of what our missionaries in Africa are accomplishing. I
attended the National Assembly of Jehovah's witnesses held for the African witnesses in the bush near Kitwe, Northern
Rhodesia, December 25-28, 1952. It involved approximately 18,000 African delegates, from nearly every tribe in Northern
Rhodesia and a few from Tanganyika.
Government officials and other Europeans
there had never seen anything like it. They
did not think that any group of Africans as
large as that could demonstrate such high
standards of Christianity and advancement
and get along peacefully together.
"Preparations had begun months ahead,
readying the site for the assembly. An
American missionary directed the efforts
of the Africans. Advance requests from the
delegates showed that accommodations for
16,000 would have to be provided. Only
about 8,000 could be housed at the nearest
mine townships, so at the, assembly grounds
17 thatched-roofed shelters were constructed, each about 700 feet long. A pipeline
provided by the Nkana Mine supplied the
necessary water. Toilet facilities were set
up. In this way 8,004 people were accom-
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modatea there a city of no small size for
Central Africa.
"The sleeping shelters were like giant
spokes of a wheel, with the seating arena
as the hub. In the seating arena, a cleared
area, bamboo benches were erected to seat
about 18,000. These were set out in sections with dividing aisles.
"An unusual platform was built by cutting down a large abandoned ant hill and
constructing a shelter on it as a protection
for speakers and public address equipment
from the rain or'sun. Some buildings were
et:ected nearby to house the various assembly administration departments and offices.
"This vast construction project involved
the hauling of 30,000 bundles of grass,
3,500 large poles and, 16 truck loads of
bamboo poles. In addition to this, 60 truck
loads of logs were brought in to be used in
construction of seating. Besides, many supplies were carried on the head or bicycles
by both men and women. All of this was
done by Africans, natives trained by Jehovah's witnesses.
"The 18,000 Africans came from every
part of the country on foot, bicycles,
trucks, buses, and trains. There were no
less than 7,000 bicycles parked at the assembly grounds. The people traveled for a
week or more and they knew why they
came. Close attention was given to everything that was said during the convention.
The Africans took notes for use upon returning to their villages and congregations.
"Everything was orderly. Not one policeman was ever on duty at the assembly.
None was needed. Though men from many
tribes were present, not one fight or clash
occurred. There was no stealing. If lost
articles were found they were delivered to
the administration office to be restored to
the rightful owners. An usher force of
some 145 men directed the delegates and
about 100 camp guards were on the lookout for strangers who might think to come
AWAKE!

In and help themselves to the property of
the conventloners.
"The peak attendance was 20,000 for the
public lecture delivered by the president
of the Watch Tower Society. Mr. N. H.
Knorr. On the first day of the assembly
1,195 were baptized.
"Here are some photographs which I
took while others were speaking to the
convention in assembly. They show a welldressed, advanced group of Africans. These
are Jehovah's witnesses. They are an
earnest, sincere and convinced group of
Christian people whose hope is centered
solely in God's kingdom rule as man's hope.
They keep on praying for its coming just
as Christians throughout the world do.
"As in all other 126 lands where Jehovah's witnesses are now preaching, these
Africans of Northern Rhodesia are not
teaching nor participating in politics or
the many programs for self-rule. I am well
aware of the unrest in Africa, but I know
the rulers there have nothing to fear from
Jehovah's witnesses, for Jehovah's witnesses have nothing to do with the Mau
Mau or like violent groups. JehQvah's witnesses are devoted to God's service and are
trying to follow the example of Christ Jesus. I was there. I have been with them.
I know them.
"Jehovah's witnesses are helping the
Africans to become mature Christians.
Bibles and Bible study literature in many
African languages are produced by Jehovah's witnesses, who teach the Africans
how to read. Our missionaries are definit~
ly raising the standards of the African
wherever they are working. In nwnbers,
Jehovah's witnesses are increasing about
20 per cent annually in the 30 countries,
colonies and protectorates of Africa where
they are now found. Jehovah's witnesses
are in Africa to stay and the good they are
doing will be felt more and more as Africa
progresses toward civilization.
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"From July 19 to 26 inclUSive, Jehovah's
witnesses are going to meet in Yankee Stadium, New York, for their international
convention. Some Africans will attend. In
fact, people from 90 different lands will be
present. They meet for worship of God,
but they will demonstrate how people from
all nations and races can be united through
God's way of neighbor love.
"Many people have told me they were
shocked that Life would make such comments about the work of Jehovah's wit~
nesses. In fairness to all readers of Life.
I request that this information, JehOVah's
witnesses' side of the story, be published."
Sincerely yours,
M. G. Henschel, Director

"Life" Replies
In reply to the foregoing letter, Life
magazine, on June 5, 1953, wrote Mr. M. G.
Henschel as follows:
"Dear Mr. Henschel:
"Thank you for your letter to Life regarding our May 4 editorial 'Americans
and Africa.'
~< Life's comments center on the fact that
the continent of Africa is seething with
unrest and that what is needed is a common goal toward which the administrators
and the people of Africa may actively and
constructively strive. In your letter you
say, CAs in all other 126 lands where Jehovah's Witnesses are now preaching, these
Africans of Northern Rhodesia are not
teaching nor participating in politics or
the many programs for self-rule ... ' This
is precisely the point where we differ. Life
recognizes and lauds the educational pro. .
grams carried out by Jehovah's Witnesses.
But we feel that an educational program is
most effectiVe when directed toward encouraging in the citizen an attitude of responsibility and self-rule. We believe in the
teachings of Christ as Jehovah's Witnesses
do, but we urge the practical application

In

sideration to your remarks
appreciate your taking the time to outline
for us some of the const.ructive ;:wtivi.ties
of \Jehovah's Witnesses in Africa."
Sincerely yours,
Caroline H. Eckel
for the EditoI's
What Is Pmdical?
First of all let the feader note that
whereas Life in its editorial declares that
Jehovah's witnesses' preaching the gospel
of God's kingdom In this time of African
unrest "abets the African's worst day~
dreams", thel'f:by insinuating that what
Jehovah's witnesses teach arouses the
African to rebel against white rule, in its
letter to M.r, Henschel Dife states that it
"recognizes and lauds the educational programs carried on by .Tehovah's witnesses!'
10$11'1' 00/ t I"~' 'Ifu, 000 A If II,'1l\ IH ~ I;"t iliH $1'\ ch4 til" t\lMt 1'@ifl&1
1l$il1'1rr.IIXlY ~If J .1', ~ v"h' 01 1M Itcl "' MWW II! N ml"ti'1mrlt RhQ'lh*I~"
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are
dreams, how could they be said to be doing'
a laudabJe educational work?
01' is the mere fact that lAfe 'precisely
differs' with Jehovah's witnesses as to
whether or not C'hristians should engage
in politics justification for smearing their
activity as 'abetting the African's worst
daydreams'? Why won't 1.A/e, in faIrness
to their readers a.nd the accused witnesses,
publish both sides of the story'!
Dij'e urges the practieal applieation of
Christ's principles to all phases of Uving-,,*,
"which, by definition, include partieipation
in governmenL" But what is there prac·
t.ical about worldly politics? Is the lTHld·
slinging of political campaigns practical'?
Is the corruption found in, governments
practical'?
Does Life for one moment think that the
colonial rl,Jlers from Europe or the South
African regime urge missionarIes. to teach
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the African to want seJi-rule? How long
would missionaries whQ did so be allowed
to remain in Africa-? Does Life fully comprehend life in Africa!'
Life ma&,azine writers say about the
Africans: "The witch doctor still holds
power and prestige among them." "I do
not think that we have touched them mentally or that they can grasp our point of
view." "Even Albert Schweizer, after a
lifetime spent among the natives, says he
does not fully understand their minds.
Gentleness and generosity are interpreted
as fear. Our ideas of democracy are inconceivable to them." More such expressions could be quoted. If such do express
the true situation, then certainly Life by
its own report is estopped from urging
pallticipation in government on the pa11" of
the African in general. To do so would appear to be most impractical.
Life quotes Europeans like author Cleote
as saying: "What madness is this to think
that we can tame the African in an hour?"
Yet that is just what proper Bible teaching
by Jehovah's witnesses is doing. In the
space of just a few short years tens of thousands of Africans have made the principles
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of the Bible their own, rejected juju magic,
polygaruy, tribal strife. etc., and dwell in
peace the same as do Jehovah's Witnesses
in other parts of the world. Cities sucb. as
Johannesburg 'may be so dangerous that
no one in his right senses would walk about
the s~ts alone at night' but not because
of the presence of any Africans educated
by Jehovah's witnesses, for their conduct
is most exemplary, as Mr. Henschel's report has shown. Could anything therefore
be more practical than the educational
work of Jehovah's witnesses!'
Besides, Life claims to believe the Bible,
but can it point to one text urging Christians to take pa,rt in politics, or to bring
the gospel down to today's low level of
politics? Did Christ Jesus mix: in politics?
Did he commission his followers to try to
reform worldly governments? On the contrary, he said his kingdom was no part of
this world; that he and his followers were
not part of it and that he did not pray for
the world. {See John 17:9,16; 18:36.} He
said it was folly to put a new patch on an
old garment. Are not the principles of the
Bible a new piece of ' cloth that cannot be
used to patch up the old garments of world-
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ly poRtles? (Mark 2:21) And the apostle
Paul asks: "Is Christ divided 1" Can Christians engage in pobties without becoming
divided?-l Corinthians 1:13.
God's Word assures us that his kingdom
by Christ Jesus will brIng about justice
and equality, health and life, and will solve
all of mankind's problems. Then men will
love their neighbors as themselves. Since
God is the one to do this, is it not presumptuous folly and the height of impractiealness for men to endeavor to do it?
Professed Christians in all parts of the
world have been dabbling in politics since
the time of Constantine, but what is there
to show that they have improved matters?
Has the world ever been in a worse state

HE fox, often the animal that gets in
trouble in Aesop's fables, is really foxier
than most people realize. This is especially so
with the red fox. He is so clever in escaping
and eluding his enemies that he frequently
outwits hunters by following them! When acci·
dentally meeting a man, the fox pretends not
to see him but changes his course casually.
He does not increase his speed in the slightest
degree Wltll he is behind some tree or rock;
then he whizzes away.
€. To throw any pursuers off his scent a fox
may dash along a stone wall, run along the
wet stones of a shallow brook and even scoot
over a newly fertilized field. He likes to zigzag
to confuse hounds. The red fox is so clever
that he has been known to take a "horseback"
ride on a sheep just to break off his scent.
Cross a frozen stream without testing the ice's
covering for thickness? Not the fox! Why, a
favorite iri his bag of tricks is crossing over
deep water on thin ice just strong enough
to bear him. Then he will calmly sit down
on the other side and gleefully watch the heav·
ier hOWlds crash through into the icy water.
er. Uncannily adept at entering chicken coops,
the fox is a relentless poultry stealer. Usually
he is smart enough though not to visit the
same hen roost the second time. So the farmer
and the fox are inveterate enemies. But
strangely enough they benefit each other quite
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of tension and confusion tl1an now, after
sixteen centuries of such lnterm.eddllng?
Is there anything practical about that?
If others want to teach such politics
Jehovah's witnesses will not interfere. But
Jehovah's witnesses will not follow their
example. They will continue to put their
hope in God's kingdom, which is the pana~
cea of the ills of the Africans, Europeans,
Asiatics, and all men alike, and they will
keep on teaching this gospel in all the
earth. As they do this Jehovah's witnesses
will await God's due time to bring about a
righteous rule, in the practical new 'world
which will further prove them to have been
both Scriptural and practical.-Isaiah 2: 2~
4; 65:17-25.

unintentionally. The fox destroys numberless
mice and woodchucks, and the fanner in return supplies him with poultry. But perhaps
the fox gets the best of the "benefit deal":
The farmer builds bridges across streams that
the fox crosses oftener than the farmer, the
fox being as sensitive as a cat about getting
wet feet.
4I. Some foxes have been known for their
shrewdness in making fri€nds with the
fanner's dog. At first the dogs hardly know
what to make of the fox's advances, but the
fox is fairly confident of winning them over to
hiS' side. After that they may be seen play·
ing together day after day. U the fox makes
friends with dogs for the express purpose of
making it easier to raid chicken coops, the
fox is gifted with more shrewdness than he
is credited with.
When it comes to getting rid of :fleas, the fox
is as smart as a treeful of owls. The book
Am.ericaft Wild Life Illustrated says that,
graspIng a' stick in his mouth, the fox sub·
merges himself in a pool of water. As he slow·
ly sinks, the :fleas move upward to drier terri·
tory. Finally, only the wood remains out of the
water and the fleas desert the fox like a sink·
ing ship to take refuge on the stick-raft. Then
the fox releases the "raft", leaving the fleas
to their fate. Foxy-those foxes!
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( Are They Peddlers or Preachers? )
EHOVAH'S witnesses are known the

J

world over for their court cases in be-

half of freedom of speech, press and WOfship. They have done more to preserve
these rights than any other people. For
their dogged determination to hold U. these
rights, they have often b~ belittled, slandered, ridiculed and misrepresented. This
has not caused th~m to turn aside. Rather,
they have persevered, and prospered, and
preserved for mankind some of their most
cherished rights. Consider their recent
court victory in Luxembourg.
Over one hundred years ago the tiny
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg was overrun
with foreign peddlers. To safeguard its
citizens from dishonest sales Parliament
passed a law to regulate all peddling activity. This, law became effective January 1,
1850. The courts of Luxembourg held to
this law and to the principle that "this
law is to protect the local commerce
against the competition of house-to-house
peddlers". In 1923 the highest c'ourt held
that the law applied only to commercial
peddling, which had as its aim "to make
profit"; again, in July 1924, this same court
held that "to make profit" was the necessary element for one to be classified as
a peddler.
Before this same court, November 29,
1930, a minister of Jehovah's witnesses
stood trial. His preaching from house to
house, even as Jesus and his disciples
preached, was misconstrued as peddling.
Even though he was not selling, was not
engaged in any kind of commercial activity, and there were no profits involved, yet
the highest court ruled against this minister and condemned him as a peddler. This
inconsistent, prejudiced decision did not
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deter Jehovah's witnesses from preaching
from house to house. They went ahead with
their ministerial work, oot to defy a law,
but rather to obey "God as ruler rather
than meo".-Acts 5:29, New World Trans.
After World War IT many things in
Luxembourg c:hanged, but not the 1850
law nor Jehovah'S witnesses in their detennination to preach. In 1952 three missionaries, graduates of the Watchtower
Bible School of Gilead, were accused of
peddling. At the court trial in- the village
of Mersch, the state's witnesses (13 of
them) stated very plainly that the missionaries spoke to them about religion;
that they talked of God; that they
felt that the missionaries were religious
teachers who offered books to read, not
to sell, and that they did not ask a price
for these publications. A POliceman testified: "I was advised by telephone that the
Bibelforschers (Jehovah's witnesses] were
working in Burglinster. I visited several
houses. The people said that the Bibe!forschers had books, but didn't ask a price
for them. In one house a book was given
free." Only one witness testified otherwise.
After these favorable testimonies the
defense attorney told the court that there
was much more at stake than just peddling.
Peddling really was not the issue at alI, beca.use Jehovah's witnesses are not peddlers.
Rather religious freedom was at stake, be~
cause this is the way that Jehovah's witnesses worshiped and served God. And the
court had to shoulder the responsibility as
to whether this minority Was entitled to
religious freedom or pot.
The state's attorney presented his case.
He quoted the previous decision of the
higher court and asked for the conviction
of two of the three missionaries. The judge
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retired to consider the evidence and make
his decision. In about ten minutes he returned to the courtroom. His decision, four
pages of it, was made. He found two of the
missionaries guilty of -peddling. He based
his decision on the argument of the 'state
and on the court's policy. The missionaries
were each sentenced to $50 or twenty-five
days in prison. The case was immediately
appealed to a higher court.

Appeal to Higher Court
The upper court is the "Tribunal Correctionnel" of the district of Luxembourg. It
is composed of three judges. Here again,
Jehovah's witnesses presented their case.
One of the missionaries had the splendid
opportunity to explain to the court the
preaching work done by the witnesses. The
attorney for Jehovah's witnesses presented
the legal arguments and submitted to the
court decisions of the courts of other lands,
especially of Switzerland and of the Supreme Court of the United States. One of
these United States court decisions distinctly shows that "preaching from house
to house occupies the same high estate
under the constitution as do worship in
the churches and preaching in the pulpits.
That it has the same claim to protection
as the orthodox and conventional exercises
of religion and has the same claim as the
others to the guarantees of freedom of
speech and freedom of the press".
After the defense attorney had concluded his arguments, the representative
of the state attorney's office was to present
his case. Being a different attorney than
the one who appeared in the lower court,
he stated that after he reviewed the case
he fOlll'\d that the accused ones did not
violate the peddling law, and that their
activity did not coristitute a sale, offer
of sale, or soliciting of orders.
On March 26, 1953, at three o'clock the
court rendered its verdict. It reversed the
20

lower court's decision and acquitted all
three missionaries. The decision stated that
the missionaries of Jehovah's witnesses began discussions at the doors of the people
on religious subjects; tilat they tried to
encourage the people to take and read
literature that explains the religious conceptions that they had discussed; that they
neither tried. to sell books or booklets nor
made an offer of sale; that if individuals
desired to contribute, Jehovah's witnesses
•
did not regard that as a payment for the
literature, but as a contribution toward
their preaching activity.
Finally, the court held that the highest
court's policy since 1930 was outmoded,
and that the new policy does no longer
regard the activity of Jehovah's witnesses
in distributing Bible literature as sale,
offer for sale, or soliciting orders for literature. Thus the activity of the witnesses
does not come within the prohibition of the
peddling law of 1850.
With the handing down of this new decision, the "Tribunal Correctionnel" of the
district of Luxembourg corrected a wrong
(the lower court's decision) that actually
was an infringement upon the individual's
right to preach, teach, believe and worship
God as he pleased. It also paid high respect to the Luxembourg Constitution, and
it did not try to degrade religious preaching to the low level of peddling. The apostle
Paul said regarding the preaching of the
good news: "We are not peddlers of the
word of God as many men are, but as out
of sincerity, yes, as sent from God, under
God's view, in company with Christ, we
are speaking." And Paul was one who
preached from house to house.-2 Corin·
thians 2:17, New World Tra'll.8.~· Acts
20;20.
This was <1 victory not only for Jehovah's witnesses but for all lovers of freedom and truth.
AWAKE!

AAd Elnabrooka, In H _ _,
devotes an enth:e chapter to show~
ing the possibilities of hypnotism
in crime as well as In detectlng

crime, and another to showing the amazing things it could accompl1sh in time of

Serve
Criminal Ends?

H

YPNOTISM has been defined as a
heightened state of suggestibility
brought about by artificial means. In that
hypnotic state a sub~t wUl do almost
everything that the op@rator who brought

him into that state may suggest. Can a
subject while In that state be made to do

something tbnt he knows to be wrong?
The answer to that question is as much
disputed among those making use of hypnotism 8S Is the question of the therapeutic
value of hypnotism among psychologists,
psychiatrists and psychoanalysts.
Arguing against such 8 possibility an

authority on the subject, Dr>. M. H. Elickson, states: "Suggestions leading to antisocial acts or even mere Improprieties are
rejected," This view Is held by many who
want to popularize hypnotism and feel that
they must take this position so as to overcome the antipathy that Is felt by large
numbers toward hypnotism.
The majority of authorities on the subject, however, agree that hypnotism can
be used for criminal ends. Says Prof. Wesley R. Wells of Syracuse University: "This
investigation has been devoted to the problem whether a hypnotized subject; who is
noncriminal in character, cnn be made to
commit J'Cal crime. The anc,wer, on the
basis of actual experimental results, is
emphatically in the afHrmative,"-Los Angeles Examiner, March 18. 1941.
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war. However, h e minimizes the likelihood
of hypnotism's being used for criminal ends
because of the Possibility of Us use being
discovered.
CondUloning
In the first place let It be noted that
not every subject under hypnoals could be

influenced. to commit a criminal act. but
many subjects could. This could be determined by asking the subject to forge a
check on the basis of some subterfuge, 'I1le
one complying would llkely be amenable
to further suggestions or "conditioning",
Scie1ice News Letter, April 19, 1947,
gave a good example or conditioning. A
soldier in a t rance was told that his superior officer was a "dirty Jap" who had
a bayonet and it was a case of either his
strangling the Jap or being bayoneted by
him. The soldier literally flew at the officer
in a flying tackle. forced him against the
wall and began to strangle him. Guards had
to pull him away. The officer stated that
.the grip was "strong and dangerous".
A young woman in a trance was given a
revolver and told to shoot a certain person.
She refused. When the operator repeatedly
and strongly insi~'ted she pojnted the weapon to the ground and fired it. This falling,
the conditioning approach was then tried.
The operator insinuated that that person
had evil designs on a loved one and that
it was her right and duty to shoot him.
Then the suggestion took effect. She stiffened. pointed the revolver directly at the
back of that person and, without faltering
her aim, fired. Fortunately the revolver
had blank bulJets.-London NeWlJ Chronicle, March 12, 1950.
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Hypnotists usually are very careful to
remove all traces of such suggestions from
the subject's mind. But suppose an un·
scrupulous hypnotist wanted to develop a
criminal attitude in a subject. He would
not bother to wipe from the mind the sug~
gestion to steal or kill. In fact, even though
while under a trance a subject refuses to
do a certain act, upon coming out of the
trance state he may have acquired the im·
pulse. Thus Estabrooks tells of the total
abstainer who had been asked to drink
wl1iskey while in a trance and who had
refused. Seemingly that proved that hypnotism cannot be used to cause a person
to go against his scruples. But that person confessed that the next day he felt
an almost irresistible impulse every time
he passed a bar to enter it and get a
dril'lk of whiskey, without knowing why.
It was necessary to rehypnotize him and
remove this impulse or posthypnotic sug·
gestion.
Says Dr. Kritzer, in the Journal of the
National Medical Society: "What assurance is there that implanting evil sugges·
tions during a trance state may not germi.
nate and be carried out, when provoked
by a real or fancied grievance at some fu·
ture time?" Yes, the danger that conflicts
may be instilled in the mind· is very real.
A young woman may be given improper
suggestions while in a trance and be able
to resist them. But she may afterward
find herself in greater difficulty than ever
before as regards keeping from yielding
to improper advances.
Another serious danger in the use of
hypnotism as regards morals is that a per·
son may have certain impulses that he restrains in the conscious state but not in a
trance. One hypnotist, wishing to show the
power of hypnotic suggestion, "suggested
to Smith that, on awakening, he would go
over and insist on sitting on Brown's chair.
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Smith and Brown were relative strangers.
When he was awakened, Smith paused for
a moment, then got up and walked over to
Brown. 'Mind if I sit in your chair?' 'Yes,
I like· the chair myself.' Without a word
Smith reached down, took Brown by the
shoulder, and literally hurled him across
the room, muttering savagely that if
Brown so much as opened his mouth he'd
send him through the window as well. And
he meant just that. A few such experi·
ences," comments Estabrooks, "teach the
operator to 'take it easy'."
Of course, it is not likely that a vel1:
mild·tempered person would have acted
that way. There usually is a' basis in the
person's disposition. Such as when it was
"suggested to a certain subject in hypnotism that an individual who he particularly
disliked was standing in front of the door.
Without a moment's hesitation the subjed
strode. up to the door and drove his fist
through the panel". Here no violence was
directly suggested, merely the pointing out
of one the subject disliked was sufficient
to get such a ,reaction.
From these examples it can be seen that
a person may commit a crime in the trance
state because of certain tendencies in his
disposition. German scientists experiment·
ing on this subject of crime in hypnotism
are fairly agreed that it could be used in
sex offenses, the weakest part of most
persons' moral annament.

Operator Attitude
Two basic factors that give hypnotism its criminal possibilities are operatorattitude and the strong desire of the subject to co-operate. These factors are so vital
that it is impossible for scientists experimenting on hypnotism to come to the same
conclusions on basic matters, for it all
depends upon what they want to prove.
Scientist A sets out to prove that in a
trance a person can do much more work,
AWAKE.'

and he obtains proof therefor. Scientist B,
out to prove A wrong, finds his subjects
supporting his side of the argument
Says Dr. Liegois, of the famed Nancy
School, on this subject: "Every person
put into the somnambulistic state becomes
in the hands of the experimenter a pure
automaton, as much in a moral sense as
in a physical respect. It is not even enough
to compare him to the clay that the potter
molds as he will and fashions in a thousand forms; often, in fact, the somnambulist seems to carry out of his own accord
the wishes of the person who has put him
to sleep."
Another authority tells us that the subject is extremely anxious to co-operate,
doing so in a wonderful fashion and being
at times almost uncanny in his ability to
figure out what the operator wants, while
Quaekenbos, onetime president emeritus of
Columbia and the authority on hypnotism
of a previous generation, goes so far as to
observe: "I have often been startled by
having patients tell me days after hypnotization of feelings and incentives to actions of which I had said nothing, but
which I knew to be in the background of
my consciousness at the time of treatment."
With these facts in mind it is easy to
appreciate what The Oregonian, December 26, 1952, reported about the use of
hypnosis by the Russians under the heading, "Purge Tri~ls Recall Experiments
with Hypnotism." In the early 1920's a
number of such experiments were made.
In one case a young woman was put in the
hypnotic trance and then accused of beating a child with a stiCk. She vigorous1y denied the accusation. Coming out of the
trance she remembered nothing, but was
nervous and irritable. Through further
conditioning she admitted more and more
and finally not only fully admitted the
charge but invented the details of the cirAUGUST 22, 1.953

cwnstances, alI of which smmded very
creditable,
In times past Victims of Russian purges
would embarrass the judges by hurling defiance at them or denying everything, but
all that has been changed. Now they make
the most abject, fantastic and even impossible confessions. There seems to be
no evidence of third~egree methods; rather
the results seem to have been obtained
through "a minute subconscious reconstruction, under careful guidance and prodding, of a 'crime' that never occurred, or
at best is connected only distantly with
reality, to such a point that the crime becomes real to himself', They actually
change the personality of the individual.
Terrible as such devilish use of hypnosis
may be, Christians whose chief concern is
that of maintaining integrity need not feel
apprehensive. Why not? Because although
confessions have been forthcoming from
politicians, newspapermen, Protestant, and
Catholic clergymen, the Russians have
singularly failed in causing any of Jehovah's witnesses to confess to the crime
they tried to fasten on them.

Weighed and Found Wanting
We have seen that hypnosis can be induced by various ways: by impressing a
subject or throwing him off guard; by inducing relaxation via monotonous sleep
talk; by subterfuge and by drugs. That in
deep trance there is not only hallucination
of the senses, so that the subject imagines
he sees, hears, smells, tastes and feels
whatever the operator wants him to and.
is unable to perceive with his senses whatever the operator does not want him to
perceive, but also delusion so that he impersonates another per~n or even a lower
animal,
That by posthypnotie and autosuggestion
a subject can be made to perform a certain
deed at an exact moment, a day, a month,
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a year hence, which suggestion the subject world if only we will let sleeping dogs lie.
is powerless to resist, and which he ra- But science never was and neveI: can be
tionalizes regardless of how foolish it may concerned with the possible, even probable,
be.
mal-usage of its disc·overies. . . . So we
We have noted the "cures" wrought by maintain that we are quite justified in
hypnotherapy and the harm done by stage writing all we know about hypnotism."
hypnotists and amateurs; that even hypno- -Hypnoti8m~ Estabrooks, pages 31, 230,
therapists urge the greatest possible care 231.
as there ar~nfinite possibilities> But that is no excuse. Why put tools into
the patient, whi1e (ltber author,.i- the hands of men before they are mature
(ori<":.
c.9ndeImi~aJt~~ enough to use them properly? Such a
course is about as sensible as would be
have considered the moral as- the giving of machine guns to teen-aged
pects and have seen that hypnosis can be neighborhood gangs to use to settle their
used for criminal purposes particularly differences. In spite of all scientific progby means of "conditioning", depending up- ress man is less happy today than he
on the skill and morals of the operator and ever was. The proof is seen in the increasthe suggestibility of the subject, and that ing divorce rate, the rise in adult and
even though a suggestion to do wrong is juvenile delinquency, in the multiplication
resisted in the trance it can have post- of mental patients, in the ruins of bombedhypnotic effects setting up conflicts in a out cities, in the slavery behind the .Iron
person's mind. In fact, so real are the Curtain. Surely the wisdom of this world
dangers associated with hypnosis that is foolishness with God.-1 Corinthians
those who deal with it feel called upon to 1:20,21.
justify their course:
Yes, why not rather devote one's time
"Hypnotism may be a very dangerous and energies to bringing men to maturity,
thing in the hands of the unscrupulous, to helping them understand Jehovah God,
but so is the aeroplane, the rifle, the disease his purpose and requirements for them, so
germ. Science wishes to know the facts. that they can be happy and get along with
Once discovered, these truths are handed one another in peace, harmony and love?
over to the public. If that public uses the That is what Christ Jesus did and what
aeroplane to drop bombs, rather than to his true followers are doing today.-Matcarry passengers, the scientist is in no thew 7:12; 22:37-39; John 17:3, New
way to blame. So with hypnotism. The World Tran8.
psychologist seeks to unearth the truth.
For information as to how a person can
That is his problem. The use to which his
discoveries may be put is something dif- protect himself against the unscrupulous
ferent- again and something for which he use of hypnosis as well as a summary of
has no responsibility." And again, "These Scriptural reasons why a Christia.n should
truths should not be discussed in public. avoid having anything to do with it please
They are too dangerous, too mysterious, see "Your Word Is Truth" on page 25
in fact too anything in this broad wide of this issue.
Let .1Jour reasonableness become known to all men.
-Philippians 4:5, New World Trans.
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insanity, for we are told, "Inneed, 90 closely related is aJl functional insanity to thc
INCE the Word of God is a complete phenomena Of hypnotism and suggestibiliguide. the Christian does not need to ty tilat Ule picture seems over_simplified.'"
resort to the wil;dom of Ulis world as mani- So why be made iru,;ane even temporarlly,
fested In the science, art or therapy known though one may not know it at the time
as hypnosIs or hypnotism. (2 Timothy nor be able to recollcct that fact afterward?
.1: 16, 17) In fR('t, it would ~m bc>st, in
WI' linn thAt hypnotism in Its various
view of an the facts, thRt hE' hAVf> IItt1~ aspects has from pRrJiPIU times been used
or nothing to do with it.
by the professional practitioneT'!l of pagan
In the first place note that hypnosis is relbdons. by the priests of ancient Egypt,
fln unknown quantity. We nrc told thnt China. Romt!, and Greece, by the magis of
"nothing if> knm.vn Roout how It l'f'lievC!l ~rsia and the yogi;; and fakirs of India.
pain. In that respect science is as muC'h fit But not a word regarding it do we find
sea as Mesmer wasl',' And again, 'hypno- in Goo'::; Word, the Bible. Christians are
lilirn iii a psychological phenomenon but as \l.'amM that trill' worship hus nothing in
to what it actually Is lan be explainoo only common with falM" wo~hlp.-2 CorinIn descriptive terms, nny understanding thians 6:14-11:1.
heyond thRt. is pure'" s~1l1atlvc'.' And in
In modern times hypnotism comes to u!!
commenting on the latest work on thp mainly under the aer.cis of psychologists
.subject, Hypnosis in Modern Medicine, w{, and psychiatrists, wh~ philosophy in the
are lold regarding its editors, "For all that main nm!! In direct opposition to the printhey have learned about hypnosis and cipl('S enunf'ill.tPd In God's Word. For exwhen to usc it, Dr. Schneck and his collab- ample, we an> told: "nWB.~ long the custom
nrato1'!l fltill have very little Idea of what to contrast instinct and inte-lligenCl'!. Inthe hypnotic state ffally i.~. When that is stinct represented the baser side of mlm,
better understood, hypnosis wi1l havf' a wht!rew; intelligence was something on a
better chance of being more widely ac- much higher plane, the pure and noble
cepted. ".
side at man's nature. Actually, intelligence
Furthm-, we are warned that a bungling is the servant of instinct, of tile pleasure
hypnotist ('an no "irreparable harm" .. that prinriplf'. We use our Intelligence to gratithere are "almost infinite possihiliUf'S of fy our search for pleasure, be these pleasactual danger"" that hypnosis is "positive- ures low or idealistic.''' C'-ertainly sueh is
ly dangerous",'
not the wisdom that comes from God, but
The true wornhiper apprrelates that God selfish, worldly wisdom.-James 3:15, New
has given him, "not 8 spirit of C'Owardice, World TrUJI8.
Another fact regarding hypnosis that
but that of power and of love and of sounnness of mind." (2 Timothy 1:7, New World !lhould mnke a Christian reIuse to use it
Trans.) But hypnosis is really a form of is that at times the line of demarcation be-
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fiuence him. The Devil, his demons and his
telepathy and clairvoyance is so indistinct agents on earth are ever ready to sugas to be baffting. A striking example of gest, by way of temptation or pressures,
mixing mental telepathy and clairvoyance the taking of a selfish, a wrong course.
with hypnosis is Dr. Polgar, America's Eve, the angels that fell, and the nation of
foremost stage hypnotist. 6 Then there was Israel, with few exceptions, all proved sugThdaUe, an English surgeon, who in the gestible. The line of faithful witnesses from
1840's in India pioneered the use of mes- Abel to Christ Jesus and down to our day
merism as an anesthetic in surgery, per- steeled themselves against such sugges·
fanning some 2,000 operations with no tions.
Nor do the servants of Jehovah God
other anesthetic, 300 of which were major
operations. In describing his successes he need posthypnotic suggestions to overcome
tells how he mesmerized water so that any- bad habits or to ferret out complexes. They
one who drank it went into the mesmeric are able to overcome their bad habits with(hypnotic) trance. Can any modern scien- out resorting to "an instrument of fantastist explain or account for such phenom- tic power" and that requires "neither faith,
ena? Yet Esdaile is time and again credited nor hope, nor confidence" for satisfactory
with being a pioneer in hypnotherapy. results. The record of Christians for the
Would the fact that his book Mesmerism. past nineteen centuries proves that men
in India was republished by the Psychic have been able to make their minds over,
Research League of Chicago and London let go of their former vices, and "put on
throw any light on the phenomena of mes- the new personality which was created acmerism I;lnd hypnotism? And why are cording to God's will in true righteousness
ouija-board. users, crystal-ball gazers and and loving-kindness" without resortine: to
those able to do automatic writing espe- psychiatry or to hypnotherapy. (See Rocially good subjects for hypnosis?5
mans 12:1, 2; 1 Corinthians 6 . .)-11; EpheThe fact that persons under hypnosis sians 4:20-32, New World Trans.) Folcan be "conditioned" to do wrong, that lowing ~uch Scriptural advice has made
posthypnotic suggestions can set up con- Jehovah's servants the happiest, the bestflicts within a person should give further oriented people on the face of the earth,
pause. Also the fact that subjects startle They alone have taken an unequivocal
their operators by seemingly being able to stand when brought face to face with toread their minds, possessing an almost un- talitarian threats.
canny ability to know what is wanted of
The Christian has agreed to do Jehothem_s, 7 The fact that many universities vah's will. He may not surrender his will
forbid hypnotic experiments within their to another even temporarily. He wjJ] therewalls must give one pause. ~
fore studiously avoid having anything to
stin another objection can be raised on do with hypnosis.
the basis of the use of suggestibility in
REFER.8r-.:CES
hypnosis. The more suggestible a person
1. Dile. July 25. 1949.
is the more easily he is hypnotized. It 2. Medical Record, December 5. 1934.
seems also that the more often one is hyp- 3. Time magazine, March 30. 1953,
4. New York Times, Septf'mbcr 30. 19:iL
notized the more easily he is influenced by 5. Hypnotism, Estab:t'<Joks.
6. Collier's, June 25, 1949,
suggestions even when not in the hypnotic 7,
Rural Health, November 1947,
trance.1I A Christian must be ever alert not 8, Reader's Dig(!St, April 1936.
9. Journal of N6M'OlL8 and Me"tl,ll D,s(iI]ses, November
to let the wrong kind of suggestions in- 1931,
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South Africa
P-TO-DATE South Africa is not what
most people think it to be. There are
towering skyscrapers, spacious parks, modern streamlined transportation facilities,
modern houses, hotels, stations, theaters,
cars, and all the conveniences and luxuries
the "atomic civilization" has right at its
elbows. In fact, the city of Johannesburg
is often called the New York City of South
Africa. In busy Johannesburg there are
twenty-six different congregations of Jehovah's witnesses.
The African does not live with the white
people in the up-ta-date city areas, but in
"locations". Very often they are just singleroom hovels made of mud bricks, with odd
scraps of iron for roofs. Many of these
single rooms are inhabited by seven or
eight persons. In some areas, though, the
municipalities have done something for the
African and there we find some very nice
little brick buildings. It is among the Africans in these locations that Jehovah's witnesses do a good deal of their preaching
work and conduct many Bible studies.
Just recently in Johannesburg, Jehovah's witnesses held a national convention
in the Wembley Stadium, where upward
of 7,000 of Jehovah's witnesses gathered
together in united praise to their God Jehovah. There were more than fifteen different races and tribes represented, and
yet there was complete and absolute harmony during the full three days of assembly. Even the stadium officials, who have
seen many a gathering for different purposes, stated that they had never before
had the experience of seeing such a peace-

U
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able and well-behaved crowd as Jehovah's
witnesses. Pure worship makes the witnesses forget national and racial prejudices.
A Country of Contrast

True, South Africa is a country of diversity and contrast. There is the ultramodern city of Johannesburg, but there is
another view also-the bush country. Much
of the country is very flat, although between five and six thousand feet above
sea level. There are many farms, some obviously very productive while others seem
to be struggling for even recognition as
farms. These farms are owned and managed by white people but the farm labor
is quite often done by the African. The
men work for three or four months a year
for as little as $2.80 a month.
Stopping at a larger village, one soon
learns the customs of the people. Women
pound their grain in a mortar, a bowl-like
vessel. This grain or corn is the staple
diet of these people. These little villages.
are usually filled with small children, because almost every man has two to four
wives, depending on his wealth and standing in the community. The African buys
his wives with cattle; pays the father about
eleven cattle for each wife. This is lobola.
Not many of the Mricans here can
read English, but quite a few read Zulu.
Incidentally, these thoroughly enjoy the
Watchtower magazine in the Zulu language. One of the Africans relates the experience of how he became one of Jehovah's witnesses. It was while in the "big
city" that he first heard of Jehovah's witnesses. There he arranged for a Bible
study to be held with him. It was after
'lJ1

visited. the headman of a village in the
course of his preaching work. After telling
what his message was, the headman called
a meeting of all the inhabitants of the
village so tba t all could hear the good news.
Sixty-eight attended that talk. So impressed was the headman with the information given that he immediately offered
Difficulties Encountered
the witness two houses Or huts free, one for
There is a great difficulty in getting peo- him to live in and one to use as a hall for
ple to accept the Bible and the Kingdom meetings.
hope, because they are all so superstitious
Another experience occurred when one
and steeped in witchcraft. To them the of the European witnesses was preaching
witch doctor is a man with tremendous in a farming area just outside the city.
powers who, by his magic, can kill anyone One of the farmers asked him to come inwho displeases him. Others will not accept side and tell him about the work he was
Christianity because it means getting rid doing. This farmer took a complete set of
of their many wives and living with only books and explained why he wanted them.
one. The sincere are overcoming these He said that he had an African who had
many baITiers. Tbis is well iUustrated in worked for hjm for more than fifteen
the fact that during the month of January, years. When he first hired him the African
1953, there were over 10,500 witnesses in was a drunkard and unreliable, and it was
South Africa confonning themselves to the only because of his capability while sober
clean organization of Jehovah God. Con- tnat the fanner kept him. Four years ago
sidering that South Africa has a population there came a sudden change over the man.
of only about 11,000,000, it means that al- He stopped drinking and became the most
most one out of every thousand is one of reliable servant he had on the farm. His
Jehovah's witnesses.
reason was that he became one of JehoOne full-time African minister recently vah'$ witnesses.
only a few studies that he realized what
he was learning was the truth and that
the kingdom of God is mankind's only
hope. He began to ten others about what
he had learned. And now there are twenty
people in this area who share with him in
the work of preaching the good news.
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Flood Ravages Japan
In Japanese modem his lory

there has never been a flood
of such monstrous proportions
as that which devastated Japan's southern island of Kyu
shu the latter part of June.
About 1,000,000 were forced, by
swirling waters and landslides,
to flee their homes, and the
death toll was at least 622. The
flood disrupted communication
and power lines, the public
works damage being estimated
at 22,000,000,000 yen (about
$60,000,000). Entire viI I age s
were inundated, and in one case
the whole population of 488 was
said to have drowned. When an
asylum collapsed at Kumamoto, central Kyushu, 36 elderly
o

men and women were buried
alive. Police in the Fukuoka
prefecture reported 192,000
acres of valuable farm land
inundated. A driving typhoon
precipitated the flood disaster
by leaving river dikes in a battered condition just as drenching rainstorms began.

*

Drought Grips Southwest U. S.
The longest, most intense
dry spell on record has
scorched southwest U. S. In
June little rain feU and temperatures were in the 100's almost
daily. At Laredo, Texas, the Rio
Grande stopped flowing until
upstream irrigation was cur·
tailed. The burning drought
threatened to reduce the Texas
AUGUST 22, 1953

wheat crop to one lhird uf
normal, the cotton crop one
half. As the shortage of cattle
feed became acute, the animals
were dumped on the market,
causing prices to crash. Some
cows sold for as little as five
cents a pound. (The great depression's all-time low was
three cents.) The shortage of
water became critical in small
villages. Hamlin, Texas, out of
water for more than a year,
had to import water in railroad tank cars at a cost of 60
cents for 100 gallons. So severe
was the drought that gripped
southwest U. S. that President
Eisenhower granted $8,000,000
in emergency relief funds.
The Korean Air War
~ When June ended, the U. N.
had cause for rejoidng, at
least in one phase of the Kore·
an war. During June, Sabre jet
pilots set a new monthly rec·
ord by shooting down 74
Russian·built MIG·lS fighter
planes. The most remarkable
success occurred (6/30) when
the Sabre jets downed 15
MIG's. From January to June
the Sabre jets had set a phe.
nomenal kill ratio of more than
20 to 1. But the last 75 days
ending June 30 saw an even
more phenomenal kill ratio:
The Commander of the Fifth
Air Force announced that the
F-S6 Sabre jets had shot down
143 MIG-iS's and that in this

same period only one Sabre
jet had been lost in air-to-air
combat----a kill ratio of 143 to 1.
Historians may well debate
whether the U. N. achieved its
goal in waging the Korean
war, but they seemingly wJIl
have little doubt as to who won
the air phase.
Tenmon ill Cambodia
~ FOf months Norodom Si·
hanouk, king of Cambodia, has
demanded more independence
for his country. In June he
dramatized the demand byexil·
ing himself to Thailand, but
realizing that the French would
not negotiate with an exiled
king, he returned. Upon hIs return tension mounted. The king
authorized the Cambodian premier, Penn Nouth, to continue
negotiations with the French,
but he warned that if the talks
were not productive, there
would be action to secure more
independence by "other than
peaceful means." France then
ordered strong reinforcements
. to Pnompenh, the Cambodian
capital. To otfset this move,
King Norodom SIhanouk Of'
dered Cambodian Army unIts
moved into the capital (6/29)
to take over all official build·
ings. The same day they also
a c c use d French troops of
"provocation and unjustified intimidation" by their setting up
of defense lines around the
capital's airfield and by training long· range artillery on the
cIty itself. The CambodIan government said It would be forced
to take "similar measures" if
the French did not withdraw
such measures. Tension continued to mount.
Asylum for the Ca.ptain
~

The pride of Communist Po·
land is the liner Batory, a 17·
year-old ship that made a
name for itself and for its cap·
tain, Jan CwikUnsky. Captain
Cwiklinsky, who had been an
anti-Nazi during World War II,
served under the Red Polish
government with "outstanding
service." Under his command
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the Batory e1l'ected the escape
of Gerhart Eisler, a Gennanborn Communist leader who
ffed from the U. S. in 1949. It
was this "outstanding service"
that merited Captain CWlklinsky the Polish Gold Cross of
Merit In June this year the
Batory docked in England for
refitting. When the vessel
sailed for Poland, the captain
was not on board. He had
heard a rumor that the Polish
Communist regime planned to
arrest him as a Western spy
upon his return. The captain,
together with the ship's doctor,
had requested and received po.
utlcal asylum in Britain. As
the Batory sail~d without its
master for its Communist
homeland, Captain Cwiklinsky,
secure in England, sighed: "I
feel like a bird from a cage."

*

LODgest French cabinet Crisis

"A moral and social crisis,"
was the way President Vincent
Auriol summed up the dire need
for a French premier. Presi·
dent Auriol spoke aptly, for
France was experiencing its
longest Cabinet crisis in history. With the need for a
French premier at the impending Bennuda Big Three can·
ference, the need was doubly
urgent. Because of this strong
outside pressure France had to
resolve its crisis. It did (6/26)
when the National Assembly
approved Joseph Laniel of the
Independent party as premier.
The vote was 398 to 206. Only
the Communists and the So·
clalists voted against him. The
new premier, a 63·year-old linen manufacturer from Normandy, was perceptably aided
in his bid for premiership by
his wartime record as a leader
of the French resistance move·
ment.

*

Wheat Grant for PaJdstall

Famine·threatened Pakistan
heard heart-cheering news
(6/25) when President Eisenhower signed the Congressional authorization granting the
country up to 1,000,000 tons of
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wheat. Within a few hours
after the signing, the first shipment of 9,600 long tons of
grain began to be piped aboard
the Anchorage Victory at Baltimore. President Eisenhower
commended Congress for the
swift action in approving the
wheat grant, thus averting a
desperate famine that had
threatened 80,000,000 people in
Pakistan.
Tunisian Heir Assassinated

*

France had a friend in the
heir apparent to the throne of
Tunisia, Prince Azzedine Bey:
The pro-French Tunisian heir
was murdered (7/1) when an
assassin sneaked into the palace and fired two bullets at the
prince, one of which lodged in
his stomach. Quickly captured,
the attacker turned out to be a
33·year-old former convict who
said he had been paid to assassinate the prince. The prince's
death placed his brother, Sadok
Bey, in the position of heir presumptive to the TUnisian
throne, and it also placed a
new obsta'cle in the way of the
peace negotiations that the
French say have been in preparation for some time.

winding its way through east
Indo-China (6/23) when it approached a ravine at the Col
des Nuages (Pass of the
Clouds). It was literally a pass
of the clouds that day. for the
viaduct that spanned the gap
was not there. Sabotage had
been at work. Before brakes
could be applied, the two
locomotives hurtled 0:1'1' into
soul·chilling space, dragging
with them the 18 passenger
cars 50 feet to the bottom of
the ravine. The plUnge killed
at least 100, most of the victims being Indo-Chinese civil·
ians. The pass has been the sUe
of frequent attacks by the Com·
munist·led Vietminh forces.

*

How Many People In China?

., After the defeat of Chiang
Kai-shek's forces, over 20,000
Nationalist troops fled to Indo·
China. France decided to solve
the problem by interning the
troops, not by sending them to
Formosa, for this may have
offended the Communists. But
the picture changed when the
U. N., with the support of the
Communist bloc, called for the
repa tria tlon of Nationalist
troops from Burma. France
then agreed to repatriation,
and the Chinese Nationalist
government announced (7/2)
that the transfer of more than
20,000 troops to Formosa had
been completed.

No one knows just how
many people there are in Chi·
na-not even the Chinese gov·
ernmcnt. In 1742 the last official census was taken by Emperor Chien Lung. It showed
the population figure at 143,411,559. In 1952 the Shanghai
newspaper Ta Kung Pao pub·
lished the "People's Hand·
book," which estimated the
population at 486,000,000. Now
the Chinese Communist government wants precise popula·
tion figures for "economic and
cultural construction" and also
to provide data for the election
of the "People's Congress." The
population count began July 1
and is scheduled to end before
October 31. Census takers were
instructed to beware of "duplication or omission"; hence the
Census promises to be a reliable one and the first compre·
hensive modern census to be
taken in China. When all the
statistical returns are in, the
final figure may be 500,000,000
or more. But whatever the
figure, it seems certain that
China will come out the larg·
est country in the world in
population.

Train Plunge lims 100
An 18·car passenger train
with two locomotives was

Israeli Growers Dwnp Tomatoel>
., Destroying food to keep
prices up is something that is

20,000 Troops Moved to FonnOlOR

*
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occasionally done in the U. $.
But it is not conftned to the
U.8., 8S 8 report in the New
York Ttinea (7/2) states: ''Is.
raeli growers have destroyed
200 tons of tomatoes rather
than accept low prIces tor
them tram cannery operators.
Trucks dumped the vegetables
on the so-called French Carmel
near Haifa and left them to
rot in the sun_ Some Israelis
were disturbed at the growers'
action because this country
still depends on foreign philanthrepy and many kinds of food
are stIll scarce." It is hearten·
ing to know that all food destruction will soon end at Armageddon when God brings In
his'new world of righteousness.
Teachers Condemn

'*

Book Burning

Leading educators at the
91st annual convention of the
National Education Association

recently added their voice to
President Eisenhower's words
on book burning. The .,saoclatlon, which represents- nearly
all the public schoolteachers
in the U. S., adopted, through
its Commission on the Defense of Democracy Through
Education, this statement:
"The National Education Association believes that the Amer·
ican people, in order to maintain and advance the Ameri·
can democratic way of life,
must be tree to think and
write as they please and to
read books of their own choos·
ing. It condemns the efforts of
those who advocate book burnjngs, purges or other devices
which restrict f r e e d 0 m of
thought and which are, in effect, an expression of lack of
confidence In the integrity, loyalty and good judgment of the
American people."-New York
Time8, July 1, 1953.

U. S. IJI!Jbf; PlIes Up

• June 30 marked tbe end of
the flscal year of the U. 8. gov·
ernment, and the books were
closed with a deficit set at
$9,389,OOO,OOO-the highest def·
Icit in peacetime history. Many
budget experts went on to an·
ticipate the 1954 fiscal deficit
at $7,000,000,000. The legall1rnit is $275,000,000,000, and the
aggregate debt has now piled
up to $265,203,000,000. Officials
predicted that Congress would
have to face the reality of the
situation by raising the debt
limit to $285,000,000,000.
Calcutta: Free BIdes tor AU!

<$0 When the Britlsh-owned Cal·
cutta Tramways Ltd. raised
the streetcar fare, it so en·
raged riders that they took
over the line's streetcars (7/1)
and forced free rides tor all.
The police, amazed at such' a
thing as a streetcar-riders reo
volt, stood by helpless.

After Armageddon-Gn '1'R New World
ERE in 0 printed booklet of 32 pages is the _ }rable oddress by the president of
the Watchtower Society at Yankee Stadium, New York, July 26. The mammoth stodium overflowed with the lorgest crowd in its entire history; and many, many thousands
of people in the troiler and tent city in New Jersey heard by direct telephone wire.
Radio station WeBR flashed the hour-long speech over the air simultaneously so that
millions not at the stadium would have the opportunity of hearing this heart-cheering
Bible discourse.
If you are interested in news that is really good news, then send for a copy of this
booklet. Better still, write for seven copies, on a contribution of 25 cents, and let your
friends, neighbors and relatives enioy the best news people could possibly hear today.
"After Armageddon--God's New World" is a booklet you should not miss reading.
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G. Here is an entirely new translation of the first eight books

of the Hebrew Scriptures, Genesis to Ruth. In modern English,
•

it gives you a "new look" at the Bible. An extensive foreword,
more than 31,000 cross references, and footnotes that serve as
a critical apparatus, all add to the value of this translation.
Maps, drawings and a helpful appendix complete the volume.
It is bound in green leatherette and measures 7 5/16" x 5" x I".

Sent, postpaid, anywhere for $1.50 a copy.
(l

At the right is a sample

of the text, margin and footnotes, actual size. Superior
letters and signs in the text
denote cross references and
footnote references. Notice
the excellent readability of
the type face. Write today,
returning the coupon below.

WATCHTOWER
Please
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0Ge 8:21
7:29

\!lEe

-

Jer 17:9

Mt 15:19

,.

Re 11:18

0Ge8:6

{lGe 7:4
<IlEze 7:2
Am 8:2
IPe 4:7
2Pe 3:6

5 Consequently Jehovah saw that the bad-]
ness of man had become great in the earth and I
every inclination'" of the thoughts of his heart0 I
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"Salvation Through Biology"?
ONCERNING our time the prophet of
Jehovah, Isaiah, long ago wrote:
"Darkness shall cover the earth, and thick
darkness the peoples." (Isaiah 60: 2, An
Amer. Trans.) That prophecy also applies
to the modern scientists when they attempt to diagnose what is wrong with
mankind and endeavor to prescribe a remedy, without consulting God's Word.
Among the many remedies offered by
scientists for the improvement of man and
the solving of his problems is that of human genetics. And while many scientists
and doctors are devoting their time and
energies to this science and many books
and magazines are published on the subject in various languages, it must be admitted that to date comparatively little has
been accomplished. Highlighting this fact
was a speech made to a convention of
geneticists by Dr. E. T. Wentworth, president of the Medical Society of New York
State, in which he stated: "We must face
the fact that with respect to most major
afflictions-heart disease, cancer, muscular disorders, mental diseases and deficiencies-we are still very much in the dark,
both as to causes-genetic or otherwiseand as to treatment. The two are not unrelated. For there is every likelihood that
failure to understand the cause may largely explain failures in treatment."-American Journal of Human Genetic8, December 1952.
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Some scientists, however, have great
hopes for this rather new science if only
more attention were given to it. Thus
Professor E. A. Hooten, Harvard anthropologist, at a meeting of scientists in Cleveland, Ohio, after hearing other scientists
boast of their marvelous computation machines, held that modern man was outpacing himself, apd that he "would be better advised to breed some intelligence into
his own species than to congratulate himself on building synthetic intelligence into
machines of destruction". He pointed out
that the incidental benefits of atomic
search such as radioactive isotopes used in
medical diagnosis and treatment did not
weigh very heavily against the power of
atomic weapons to destroy mankind. While
admitting that very little was known about
human genetics, he nevertheless maintained that if one hundredth of the money
that was spent on atomic research had
been spent on the study of human heredity, a promising program for "salvation
through biology" could be approached.
-New York Times, April 11, 1953.
Conceivably, increased knowledge concerning genetics could help mankind. It is
known that heredity does play a part in
mental ailments, although authorities differ greatly as to the extent, some holding as
much as eighty per cent and others as little
as ten. And it is recognized that the a11important factor in longevity is heredity.

re-
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Even if much intelligence could be bred ignore God's counsel and instead follow the
into the human
would that bring wisdom of this world, whi~ states: "Know
about "salvation"? The Nazis tried to then thyself, presume not God to scan; the
breed a super race, and certainly as far as proper study of mankind is man."
human intelligence was concerned Nazi
If man's salvation "lay through biology,
Germany was not behind other lands. But then man would not have reached his presdid that make Germany an ideal country ent sorry state, for there was a time when
in which to live?
he was mentally, morally and physically
Russia and her satellites have many perfect. (Deutel'onomy 32:4) "God made
scientists. They have the atom bomb at mankind upright, but they have sought out
their disposal and many American jet many contrivances." (Ecclesiastes 7:29,
pilots claim that the Russian jet is supe- An Amer. Trans.) Man anowed selfishness
rior to their own planes. It takes intelli- to enter his heart and it is this same self·
gence to do that, and yet with so much ishness that has brought man to his presintelligence in both the East and the West ent impasse. What is needed is education
the cold war has not been s'olved nor has and training in lUlselfishness, in doing to
it caused the United Nations to be a suc- others what one would have done to himcess. Obviously, breeding more intelligence self. To get that spirit into his heart man
needs outside help, from God and his Word,
is not the answer.
Or consider the crime situation in such for Jehovah God is the perfect expression
an intelligent nation as the United States. of unselfishness.-Matthew 7:12; 1 John
Surely few countries have better schools 4:8.
and colleges, engage in more scientific reThat this is true wisdom and brings research, have more radio and TV stations sults, results not obtainable from mere sciand more newspapers and magazines than entific know-how or even human genetics,
does the United States. Yet in spite of all has been demonstrated by Christians who,
these advantages, that country leads the having dedicated themselves to Jehovah
world in crime and, in fighting it, spends God, are taking the Bible seriously and
$25,000,000,000 annually, or $165 for every making practical application of it in their
man, woman and child. In the last ten lives. They form a New World society that
years, among youths the crimes of bur- is free of the ignorance, the hatreds, the
glary, robbery with weapons and assault prejudices, the greed, the immorality and
have doubled, whereas in the last twenty- the hypocrisy that mark this old world.
five years the population of state and fed- By means of the understanding of the
eral prisons has multiplied seven times as
truth of God's Word they have renewed
fast as the population of the nation. These
facts were brought to the attention of the their minds and put on new personalities.
Middle Atlantic States Conference on Cor- -Romans 12:2; Colossians 3:5-10, New
rection by Judge C. E. Moylan, of the Su- World Trans.
And not only that, but in view of J ehopreme Bench of Baltimore, Maryland.
vah's past performances and present works
-New York Times, April 19, 1953.
Intelligence alone is not the remedy. An they have the utmost confidence in his
intelligent criminal is far more dangerous promises to give them eternal life, somethan a moron. Actually modern men, and thing that no geneticist would be so rash
especially the geneticists, are trying to pull as to promise.-John 8:51; 11:26, New
themselves up by their bootstraps. They World Trans.

race,
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'COltONATION Crazy," "Greatest
Show on Barth" and like pxpres.c;\ons
III Ule headlines of the British press M the
:reat day drew ollar. Tremendous prepara:1005 were under way for months before
'he Rctllnl coronatlon day of EIi;.-.abeth n.
[t was evident thflt this was G:oing: lo be
;omething exceptiontll in thc way of coro-

and bunting of ev~ry description drnpE'd the big stom;-and the
little stores too-nd t.hey vied with one
anothllr to put on the bPst and most origIlations. ~'rom the moment thAt the date inal show. There were Bags galore, flowers
was fin;t announced there began rolMAAI wcre profuse, and the open spaCE's ('reated
preparaliontl ill the metropolis, and indM'fl hy Hitler's bombs only served to give room
throughout every lown and hamlet in Brit· for the pre<'tion of more stwlds. It seen1ed
Illn. Thl::; was to be a momentous occasion that the "olet lady" was to be shown to
and tho::;p who did not wish to juin in Ole the world at hpr hffit.
Conscious of the caprices of the English
fun were iookpd on f1.f\ kl1l-:loys. For monUu;
workmen were engagrrl in erecting what climate, many of the decorations w(>re deseemed like permanent seating stands signf'd to resist the oru;IaU$(ht of wind and
along the processional route, which tw- rain, and jll!!t as wcll too, for when the
tokcncd something on a ~rand scale, cater- day arrived it provf'd to be one of the colding for the multitudes that were to come est and wettest days of the Aummer.
from OVeNlPflfl and all parts of the British
To OOIX" with the huge crowd!; additional
Commonw('alth, There wcrc carly signs police were draftPd from the cDWllry and
that the coronation of Elizabeth n was to some 6,000 wer(' billeted In Kensington
be conducted on an elaborate !!Calc unprcc- Garderu; and elsewhere. For days before
~dellted in the long history of thl:" British
the coronation the streets were packed
monarchy,
with sight-seen; and traffic congested thC
For some days before the coronation, po. r08d<; untll the police threatened to close
tentates from the far-flung colonies wllre the West End to thousand!; of private cars.
arriving and thousand~ of people of many Since then it is claimed that sight-seeing
tongues were in the streets. Rpfiecting on coach tours have carried upward of half a
this, a caltoonist in one of the London million people. The precoronatlon boost by
papers showed a small boy watching peo- the newspapers and radio brought the people of many lands pass by, and seeing a ple to town.
typical Engllsl1man with a brillf case, the
Everytbing had been done to create an
boy askt>d hi!! father, "What is Ulat, atmosphere of loyalty to the crown and to
Daddy?" The reply was, "An Englishman." muffle for the. time the disturbing sounds
SEPTlilMDJ!1R B, 19511
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of the g'uIls in Korea, the bkndits in Malaya, the Mau Mau in Kenya, and the restive natives in other parts of the colonial
territories. This was to be a spree; rising
prices, high taxation, rationing, economic and political crises were forgotten in
the desire to introduce a little color and
make this a time of rejoicing. True, there
were some dissenting voices: those who
thought it a waste of money at a time when
the country could little afford it; those who
thought it was being overdone; and the
Scottish faction who objected to the title
Elizabeth II on the ground that Elizabeth I
was not queen of Scotland. But all protests
were drowned in the spirit that had been
created by all the arts of propaganda.

Religion's Role
The role of the church in the proceedings provided a good opportunity for the
leaders to show the part they play in the
operation of church and state. Church dignitaries tried hard to stress the solemnit)'
of the occasion, and, although the doctrine
of the "divine right of kings" was officially
abandoned many years ago, they talked
much of the queen's divine appointment,
even describing her as "The Lord's Anointed". In alfthis the Church of England was
jOined by spokesmen of other religious
denominations, and although the queen
swears allegiance to the Protestant religion, the Catholic Cardinal Griffin requested mass to be said for her in all the Catholic churches on the day before her coronation. The people in general, however,
shOWed little sign of being moved by the
religious aspect of the occasion, but concentrated on the 'good time' it provided.
The specially erected seats along the
route ensured a good view for those who
could afford to pay, but the majority who
planned to see the procession knew that
they would have to take their chance sQmewhere along the route, and with fanatical
6

detennination the early comers began to
stake their claim to a place on the wet
pavement, there to remain for as long as
forty-eight hours before the cH.valcade
passed their way. Not just ones and twos
but thousands did this. The press reported
an old lady of 73 who started her vigil at
eight o'clock Sunday morning, remaining
there through Sunday and Monday nights
and on to THE day. She had been training
for months "toughening up" for her wait.
When it rained, she used to go into her garden and let the water pour down on her.
She had been training her voice too. "I've
been to football matches to get my lungs in
good fettle," she said
While the multitudes were taking up
their positions it became apparent that the
English weather was up to its tricks. There
was "a weather cocktail with nearly every
ingredient but snow". There was promise
of hail with, possibly, thunder. The dauntless spectators, however, donned their raincoats, huddled under their blankets, and
adopted a "we don't care if it snows" attitude.
Colorful Coronation

Coronation day, Tuesday, June 2, dawned
cold and gray, and those who were not go_
ing to the "show" were early disturbed by
the crowds making their way to the route.
The early morning news told of one million people's having been brought to the
West End before 5: 00 a.m. by London
Transport's special "rush hour" arrange·
ments. Thousands more came in by private
cars, which were not allowed into the area.
Loud-speakers were carefully hidden in
the trees on the route and from these
music-while-you-wait was provided from
5:30 a.m.
While crowds thronged the processional
route the vast majority heard the proceedings on the radio or viewed them on television. The success of the television proAWAKE!

gram is said to have put England'lS TV on
the map, but the ilily has not yet arrived
to transmit color, "-and this time," as
one reporter commented, "the colour had
really been put on in broad strokes," From
his position outside Westminster Abbey he
described "the rich scarlet tunics, and fat
creamy drums and silvery bayonets, and
brown horses . . . and medals enough to
-fill all the shops in Regent Street, and in
fact, so many hues ar:td so many glitters
that if we had had time for it we would
have felt sorry for the people who were
seeing all this glory as so much black and
white on a television screen."
For the peers of the realm this was their
chance to get out of their lounge suits and
really dress up. "They wore cloaks of scarlet and yards of shining gold braid, and
rainbow hats, and colours so improbable
that the spectrum itself has never even
heard. of some of them." "Honey, the
colour of!" said an American to his wife in
the crowd. "We'd never dare to wear
clothes like that on Broadway. Jmt take a
look at that guy in the crimson dressinggown." The crowds cheered "the brewers'
horses drawing the speaker's Coach", and
they cheered all the more happily because
those stolid anImals, unfamiliar with Abbeys, overshot the proper mark and had to
circle all the way back again. They cheered
"the inevitable dog" that crossed the road
against all regulations.
In Westminster Abbey, where England's
kings and queens have been cro'Mled for
centuries past, the traditional coronation
service was conducted, led by the ArchbiShop of Canterbury and supported by
many berobed church dignitaries. Much of
the ceremony is enshrouded in the mists
of antiquity and some is admittedly of
pagan origin.
The ceremony over, there began the twomile procession that thousands had stood
for hours in pouring rain to see, and what
SEPTEMBER 8, 1958

was tenned "history

passing In a golden
coach". One visitor from overseas said; "I

have marveled at the beautiful, fasCinating, scintillating, gorgeous, astounding,
display." This was surely the greatest
pageant in English history created by 12,000 home, Commonwealth and colonial
troops resplendent in their colorful unifonus; famous personages, overseas rulers,
and the queen and her husband in the ancient and ornate state coach gilded with
18-carat gold, and which held Queen Victoria on a coronation day long ago, drawn
by eight gray horses-the whole forming
a fairy-tale spectacle that had to be seen
to be believed.
There were incidents throughout the
long hours of waiting that enlivened the

crowds. A tremendous reception was given
by the cheering crowds to one hitherto
little-known visitor. To quote a press re.port: "She didn't mind the rain, this queen
from the South Seas. She didn't mind the
cold, this monarch from a sunnier land.
She loved the crowds, the crowds loved
her-Queen SalotE~ of Tonga. Hers was the
only landau with its hood down. She refused to put it up, but drove through the
deluge laughing, waving-and soaking.
Next to our Queen she was the hit of the
procession. "
With the return of the queen to the
Palace at 4: 30 p.m. there ended a sevenhour program that started about 9:30 a.m.
when the procession to the Abbey began.
But the day was not over, and the people
thronged the main streets of the West End
and congregated in a crowd estimated at
50,000 outside the palace chanting "We
want the queen". Several appearances on
the balcony were made to acknowledge the
cheering multitude. At 9;00 p.m. the Queen
broadcast a message over the radio.
The drizzling rain continued but thousands wended their way to the Thames
Embankment where a spectacular fire7

works display was given from the South
Bank site of the 1951 Festival of Britain.
In Hyde Park a giant bonfire was lit and
many others glowed from hills and prominences throughout the country.
Optimism for the Future
This was only the beginning of a gala
season with state banquets and official celebrations on a lavish scale alongside more
modest back-street parties organized by
the people themselves. There are those who
believe that this is the beginning of a new
Elizabethan age that will match the romantic and adventurous age of the first
Elizabeth. The long reign of Elizabeth
Tudor is, perhaps, the most outstanding
in British history, bringing to mind the
names of Drake, Raleigh, Shakespeare' and
others who contributed to the achievements of "Good Queen Bess's glorious
days". Four hundred years ago the prestige
of Britain was on the ascent, but the tide
has turned and she has been hit hard and
impoverished by the events of this generation, and as a WQrld power, in common
with other nations, is on the wane.
There are those who deplore any suggestion that the old country is "done for",

but the fact remains that we are at the
end of this old-world order, and all the
dressing up and finery will not stay the
march of time. The coronation has touched
off an attempt to use the young queen as a
rallying point for fresh endeavor to unite
the Commonwealth and Empire. It hac;;
been said: "The most important thing in
our national life is the monarchy. For it
binds us together, politically divided as wf!
may be, at the deeper level of human love."
But those who are looking for a new
Elizabethan era of prosperity are unfamiJ·
iar with the prophecies of Scripture can·
cerning our day. A coronation of Bible
mention has taken place, and Christ Jesus
has been enthroned as King of a kingdom
that will shortly bring to men of good will
the peace and happiness that a long succes·
sian of human monarchs has never been
able to secure. With eyes fixed on the true
"Lord's Anointed" and the new world of
righteousness over which he will reign,
those who hope to be his subjects can never
be dazzled by the pomp and pageantry that
has for so long provided the outward show
in this present system of things. All honor
to earth's rightful King.

Those Animals in the Language!
'if

It is intriguing how animals make up a part of our vocabulary. Foxy people
can ferret out all the wildcat schemes so they never have to go on wild goose
chases. Politicians like to pigeonhole requests that do not please them. When
people are extremely pigheaded and mul!sh we often think they must be playing
possum. Because the hoggish person always wants the lion's share, he usually
gets the horse laugh instead. Who has ever ;:leen a hawk-eyed or eagJe-eyed
marksman miSS the bull's·eye? A catty person is mean, but he may get cattier
during the dog days of July and August. It Is often said that some men are hen·
pecked by their wives; maybe it is because they act piggishly. A night owl likes
to stay up late, perhaps reading all night. No wonder his books may be dog·
eared! Did you ever see professional dancers do the fox trot? or a swimming
champion perform the swan dive? Until recent times the mink enjoyed a good
name, but because of notorious political corruption the "mink coat" lost its glamour.
So anyone buying "mink coats" to bribe officials may wind up with white elephants.
And today, Biblically speaking. people may be sheeplike or goatish.-Matthew
25:32.33.
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LAZONED on the heraldic arms of the

Canton of Vaud, Switzerland, are the
proud word.." "L;btYttd at patria" ("Liberty
and Fatherland"). Toda.y, when. the Uberties of the people are being weighed in the
balances almost everywhere, It behOOVM
this fair section of Switzerland to take care
lest its liberty be mertily limited to its inslgniD., and be not the liberty that Cree pe0ple flnjoy_thc l\tJ.:.rty that stems rrom
frf'edom of {'on~if'nN', ('xpre~~lon and reHgion. l{E>ct'ntly, in a very !;\Ihtle and unpretentiolls manner these frt'edoms undf'rwent a vicious and undemocratic assault.
And it has oc<en only uy a pe~tent determlnutlon and will that an unl)Upular minority, .Tehovah's witnesses, have secured
th('se right.~ by ('ourageously defending
their position in the high court!; or the
land. It is of benefit to briefly examine thl"
hi;;lory uf Ulese cases and witness how
freedom Is defended and wun.
Jehovah'fI witnesses preach in Swiu.,.rland as they do e1.W'where. They announce
the kingdom of God and th(' inooming new
world of righteousness as the only hoPE:' for
mankind. This they do by preaching from
door to dour or by offering literature on
the streets. Whenever people manifest interest at the door, a witness willleaw Bible literature explainlngBlble doctrine, etc.
These publications !Iff' never sold. If the
househOlder wishes to contribute taward
the expense of the publication received,
she is II'ee to du so. But never is the placement of literature dependent upon a payment. If the people desire the Jiteraturtl but
are- not Ahle to contribute, It Is left with
them fr{'e on the promi!le that they will
read It. Jehovah's witnesses are ministers.
SEPTllMBER R, 195.9

They are not engaged in any commercial
f'nterpI'isl!. Their Christian missionary
work is carried on at great cost to themselves in money and time. Their main objective is humanitarian, that L~, they want all
mankind to get an accurate knowledic of
the truth I:J8 eXplained in the Bible g() that
they may receive God's approval and live.
H would require a warped imagination
to interpret !iuch ministerial activity as
peddling, and thw; require such ministers
to ohtflin fl pcdd.Jcr's license. For years the
Canton of Vaud mnlntalned that such
preaching was not peddling; also the High
Cow'l of Appeal in a 1931 mUng sto.ted
that JehOVall'S witne!;ses could not 11c
eln.sscd as peddlen;. because theirs was not
a oommerclal enterprise but ministerial
work.
In 193:>, however, things ChRhged. The
Cantonal Law on Commercial Trading was
revised. A clause in the law read, in effect,
that profiling \\-'Quld include the oWer of
merchandiSt"', whf'reby the price, without
being demanded. wa.S' /pft to the dlscretkm
of tile buyer. Some have a.~~ert.ed that this
statute had been purposeJy so worded to
restrict the activity of Jehovah's witnesses.
But the official report in the Stenographic
Bulletin of the Great CoWlcil (the legislative body of the canton) contains no mention of this. In fa.ct. this report shows that
the revision of the law was requested by
Ule business people for their own protection amI for the protection of their customers. and had nothing to do with Jehovah's witnesses.
However, the office of the state attorney
ill Lausanne seemed to think differently.
He lhou&ht it could be applied against
Jehovah's wiulet>Ses, so trouble began. In
9

1948 the district court III Payeme sentenced a minister of Jehovah's witnesses
for violating this law. The case was ap·
pealed and sent to the cassation division of
the High Court. Here the lQwer court's de.
cision was upheld. By so deciding the High
Court degraded the dignified work of
preaching to that of peddling. With that a
struggle for freedom to teach and preach
began, which struggle extended over a period of almost five years.

A Battle lor Truth and Right
.As time went on it became obvious that
Jehovah's witnesses were determined to
contest the decision of the High Court.
They felt that that which God grants no
man has a right to limit or restrict; that
God's law is supreme; that the command
to preach God's kingdom 'stated in the Bible is imperative. and that the Swiss Constitution protects and guarantees the right
of the minister to preach, teach and worship God according to the dictates of his
conscience. Jehovah's witnesses maintained that the law (peddler's law) applied
only to commercial activity and did in no
way apply to them. With this firm conviction they continued even as before in their
preaching work. Numerous citizens of the
Canton of Vaud rallied to their side. These
citizens became indignant at the misapplication of this peddling law. But the only
way the issue could possibly be cleared up
was by one's not giving up in his freeness
of speech. This would enforce the consequences. It did. It was not long before the
issue was spotlighted in the courts of the
land.
The first case came before the district
court in Vevey on July 13,1949. Two ministers of Jehovah's witnesses were arrested
under this peddling law. The judge heard
the evidence and dismissed the case, stating- that the law could not be applied 10
ministers. The second case of a similar na-
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ture came up before the district court in
ChAteau d' Oex, where, upon hearing- the
evidence, the case was dismissed. Here
again in a well-rounded-out opinion the
judge stated that the peddling law could
be applied only to commercial activity;
that it could in no sense of the word be
applied to ministers who preach _from
house to house; that to apply this law to
preaching would amount to an extended
interpretation of the law. and would infringe upon the constitutionally guaranteed right of freedom of worship. This of
course is what Jehovah's witnesses contended all along. But what made this decision so outstanding was the fact that it
did not in any way conform to the decision of the High Court.
This same district court had a similar
case to consider on February 22,1950. The
state attorney was present at this trial. In
his speech before the court he accused
Jehovah's witnesses of pursuing subversive aims, which he endeavored to prove
by reading a letter that stated that Jehovah's witnesses obeyed God more than men.
Perhaps the state attorney was not aware
at the time that those were the words of
Peter and John, apostles of Jesus Christ.
(Acts 5:29) We wonder if he would have
accused Jesus and his apostles of being subversive for making a statement like that.
Nevertheless, the attorney's accusations
were easily refuted, and the court promptly returned a judgment of not guilty. This
time the state attorney appealed the decision of the High Court, which adhered to
its former decision and reversed the judg~
ment of the lower court.
The battle to preach and teach without
a license appeared dim and hopeless indeed! But Jehovah's witnesses pressed on.
They know that freedom is not won by
those who quit but by those who contend
for the faith. So it was inevitable that another case should come before the district
AWAKE!

court In LallMIlI1& Here again. to the surprise of all" the district court ruled an acquittal. It lmd th~ courage to ooll in question the decision of the High Court and

stamp it as unsatisfactory. Another acqulttal followed on March 28, 1952, on 8 similar
charge. At this trial a Protestant minister
app~nr<:!d as a witness. This clergyman accepted twa books at his door from the
minister of Jehovah'~ ~jtnc!sses, and had
given him a voluntary contributIon of
Fcs.4.-. This Protestant ministp'l" told the
coW't that the minister that called at hi~
door did not call un him to seU books, but

to discuss rcllglous

qu~tioll£

with him,

lind t.hAt. thm young mnn (one of J~hovahts
witnesses) had given the distinct impres-

sion of an evangelist f\nd not ft peddler. The
state attorney did not apJl('al this ca.qc
~ithel'.

I'M hrllfntl Pobrt.
.A,t thy point the fight seemed hopeless
for Jehovah's witneues. It waa not long

after the above case was decided that another case developed in the lower court.
Again the lower court would not honor the
lIigh Court dtrlslon. and dismissed the
case. The state attorney this time. encouraged by the previOUR victory in the
High Court, appealed again. The case was
transferred to the district court of Algie.

This court too dismissed the charge. BaCk
to the High Cow1 of Appeal went the case
for final Jurtgm~nt. For the fourth time In
five years th£l' roUM was fnced with dec1d·
ing the same iuue. Thi~ tJme the court was
t"Ompo'Otd of a neW set of jud~

who

dUll

down to Ow bottom of the question, and
on January 26~ 1953 unanimously decided
that thf! nctJvlty of Jehovah's witne_.es
t

In the dlstrict court at RoUe, the state cannot be vieWed os pcddlini:. With that
a ttorncy oguin verbally atlacklld Jehovah s the state attomp.yt~ appeal fell fiat. It was
W{tnp.~~eA a~ showing luck of rt!~vect ror
rejected
law, bE:'cauSP. thp.y would not abide by the
Now glanc-ing over the fi ve-year-old
t

High Court's decision hut continued to
preach. What this attorney did not take into
account was that many of these district
judges did nol abide by this law either.
t

Were they too showing a disrespect for
law and nmer? Or were they fighting for
the rights guarant~ by the Swiss Constitution? The court in the dp-cision of this
Cast! stated that if the acC1vwd ~hould be
obliged to take out a peddJer's licensE':, thpn
he would ~ considerably restricted in his
religious activity. TIlerefore, the court did
not honor the High Couret:; decision, altd
dismissed the casco The state aUorney
promptly appealed thp declslon, and now
for the thh-d time since the framing of this
peddling ordinance, the High Court Wal:>
faced with deciding whether it rouJd bP.
a.ppUm to ministers who preached from
house to house; and for the third time the
Hiih Court ruled that UU~ law could be so
applied and so reversed thp low~r court.
SEPIJ'RM BB~ RJ 1951t

leRaJ battle in

~half

of freedom

or wor~

ship, over eleven court C9SeA have been
fought in this canton alone since 1948.
Eight of these were decided in favor of
J e-hovah'~ witnesses.. The three that were
lost were lost to the same judges, who
would not alter their prejudiced opinions.
The triumph r..am.e when the High COurt
reversed lis decision in favor of Jehovab's
witn~.

It took five years. great expense, and
much sUffering and time to win back and
establish this right. The praise for thLq vIctory goes to Jehovah. The witnesses of
Jehovah in Switzerland can proper1y become sharers of the words of Paul t who
said: U All or you being sharers with me in
the undeserved kindnQSS both in my prison
bonds and in the defending and IQgaDy
establishing of the good n~ws."-Philip
pians 1 ;7t New World TmJt}~.
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Walk On Fire

By

"Awu.,"

co"npond.nt in Bvrma

-,., A1:SFORTUNE after misfortune so accentu1y 1 ates man's insecurity that he Is apprehensive of anything unusual. Being ignorant of
the truth, he has frequently felt that his mis·
fortunes were the result of some deity or some
ancestor who was offended and who must be
appeased. The same sharp sense of guilt that
IiIprnetimes drives men insane has also prompted many unnecessary religious ceremonies and
rituals, even cruel means of penance and appeasement. The Tamils of India suffer under
one such system. They being poor and greatly
beset, their suffering should certainly be
enough to "atone" for any supposed or real
sins, even if such suffering were necessary,
but It is not so in their minds. Take, for ex·
ample, the springtime feast they hold in hono:tr
of the goddess Mariamon in Kamayut and
Kambe in the suburbs of Rangoon, Burma.
Here common folk, not paid performers, who
haVe prayed for the aid of the deity and wish
to punish themselves for their sins, actually
pierce their bodies with spikes and walk on
fire.
(l For about a month they have fasted, living
on only milk and fruIt. The day of purification
now arriving, they go to a temple for washing
and to have the spikes hooked through their.
flesh. Some are actually pierced through from
cheek to cheek, or even have a spike through
their tongue which protrudes out of their
mouth. They walk in state to the special tern·
pIe where the feast is being held, and by about
10 a.m. they are trooping along from all di·
rections, some with a few spikes, some with
numerous little silver hooks stuck to the body
in deSigns, and others with other weird means
of self-punishment.
([ When exhaustion threatens to overcome
them the drums beat louder and support is
given by their companions. After the activities within the temple, the evening ceremony,
starting about 5 p.m., provides the climax. A
procession is staged, led by the image of the
goddess Manamon, which is brought around
to the empty space close to the temple, and
placed at a vantage point from where she can
·'see" her faithful fulfill their torturous vows.
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Cl. The climax approaches! The fire was lit sev·
eral hours ago in a pit about two feet deep, five
feet wide and twenty feet long, with a separate
compartment at the far end filled with water
so the runners can step into it last. The coals
are now spread out evenly. The heat is great
enough that if one is standing against the
breeze he does not wish to go very close, and
even those who are raking the live coals are
doused with bucket after bucket of cold water_
(L Now there is suppressed excitement. The
candidates line up fOr the final discharge of
their vows. A priest throws something on the
coals and apparently utters a prayer. The
candidates are ,becoming uncontrollable, jumping, hopping and twisting, as if prodded to
hurry on. Tourists have their cameras ready,
and~There they go! A sturdy-looking man
wearing a garland of marigolds takes the·
lead, making quickly one, two, three, four,
five, six long strides and, plunge! into the
water at the end. Hot on his heels comes a
young man carrying a four-year-old child on
his shoulders. The child clings tightly and
cries, as this man walks slower. A third just
bolts through. The next one barely reaches the
water pit and faints Into it. Attendants carry
him to first aid. The next man has a large
image of his deity supported over his head by
spikes to his body. He approaches proudly,
puts a· foot forward to feel the coals, hesitates,
then makes a start, but is soon out again.
What a catastrophe! A bad omen. The audio
ence is sure something unwanted will happen
now!
.: But others are pushing in. They are agitating to get through the little entrance, and the
ushers have a difficult task indeed making
them take their turn. The men go over the
('oals. The women who come later must walk
around them, but they seem to be In even
more of a frenzy than the men. No blisters
are evident on the walkers' legs. The use of
any protection is denied. They believe it comes
from a god, and it may well do so, a god of
false devIl worship, a demon. This false wor·
ship does not succeed, however, in allaying
the fear of guilt. Christ provIded the true ran·
sam for sin. Self-torture does not. RejOice that
such inhUman false worship will soon end!
AWAKE!
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AP, tap, tap! Tap,
tap, tap! One of
tature's carpenters
s hard at work. Suddenly come the
~rack of a rifle, the fiuttt!r of Cl!aUII;lrS
arthward. Picking up the lifele:;s CUlm of
dn .....ny woodpe('jccr, 11 Sfid-fnccd child
I,o;ks hi' father why hE" _"hot thl'l p~tty
~ird. Back comes the grownup's Rn·
,wer; "Do you think it's good for a treE'
o be punched ful] of holes?" The child had
hou\lht the woodpecktll' to bto! good; the
rrownup hud thought this peckin!; bird to
Ie had. Who W!l.~ right?
The woodpecker has an intensity of purIOSi! lhat hl <Ullllliing 10 behold. But when
\Ie examine some uf the trt~1;$ he has
'1orl,cd on nnd note deep holes, even tre~

ahout his o('('llpation. Clamped firmly to
the tret', he is drilling at one flpot trylnl,;
to dislodge something. Why, it If! a deeply
hidden grub known as a borer. As ~n aq
Ule twmelw j;trooves in which the borer
lives have beuu exposed, a long slender
tongue darts In and the grub is dlslodged
and df'V()lIrM. Thufl nature's teathel'ed carpE'nter i~ unique: it destroys insects and
lOnt'!yoomhprl with !l!TIal\ holc~, It l<; alarm- grubs hidden in t:ret'S that other birds could
ng. However, upon c1o.~('r inspection we not possibly kill!
ThtlSl' feathered carpenters do more than
wtiee that the woodpecker prefers to drill
lUt a nest in dead trees, or decayed, un. kill insects. They remove th~ dead, rotleaJUty Parts of living trees, Beinjl; a ratb- prodJelng wood and thus promote the
growth of healthy trccs. They rarely dis~r Intelligent bird, as birds ~o, the woodleCker bulld.q Its home the easy way and figure a healthy tree. So a gun aimed at
"hus does not mAkf' fI point of excavating these feathered friends of man Is really
:hE' hardest wood it can find. Hf'l'f' and aimed at our trees, for man has no etree·
:here a few nests arE' dug in living tr€'E':'l, tiw control Over deeply hiddE'n tree inJUt tree fatalities are few. So the big worry sects. To 00 sure, these hard-working carlbout woodpeckers is entirely unfounded. penters of the bird world render to man
But since woodpeckers can drill alit a a service:' that he could ill be spared. They
dellerve man's fullest protection and en·
~est in tWtl to three weeks, why are they
Incessantly hammering on the bark? Be- couragement.
Nature's carpentf't'S ('{lmprLqe a big tamcause this carpenter' work is their occupaily. More than four hundred speciefl of
tion! The chief occupntion of any bird is
woodpeckers are known. These birds arf'
the search for food, so let us watch one of
almost cosmopolitans, for they inhabit .g,ll
nature's carpenters at work. There is a wooded portions of the world except Madaredheaded wtlodpecker! U he dOE'S not see gascar and the Australian region. Wherus first and scurry over to the other siue ever they are thcy seem to manifest an
of the tree, we can find out something alert, almost human, interest In life. They
SliPTEMBER 8, 1%3
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appear to delight in producing sounds with
their bills. And they usually do not show
hysterical fear of man, although they are
wary.

The "Carpenter's" Equipment
Woodpeckers fly in a peculiar wavy, gal~
loping manner, but it is their highly spe~
cialized equipment for getting a living that
intrigues us most. One may well wonder
how this bird hammers all day with its
beak without the impact from the heavy
blows injuring the brain, the eyes, the ears,
or other delicate parts of the head. The an~
swer is that the wise Creator provided
them not only with a stout beak having a
chisel~shaped point but also with just the
right amount of compensation to absorb
the shock from the heavy blows. Another
amazing feature of a woodpecker is its
tongue. After drilling beneath the bark
and locating the hidden prey with astonishing accuracy, the woodpecker hurls its
harpoonlike tongue two inches or more
beyond the tip of the beak to reach the
most elusive of insects. Insects find it next
to impossible to escape, as the woodpeck~
er's tongue is not only barbed but also
coated with a sticky secretion that holds
them fast. More sune than a police raid
on a bank~robber's hideout is the knell of
doom to the insect whose seCllrity in a
bark-lined haven ends with the machinegunlike staccato of a hungry woodpecker
knocking at the door.
The way these feathered carpenters sit
parallel with a tree trunk, sometimes upside down if the exigencies of the moment
demand it, whets our interest. These birds
usually have four toes that are well adapt~
ed to clinging to the side of a tree, but the
tail also plays a vital part. It is composed
of stiff feathers ending in sharp spines that
can be pressed against the bark and so
serve as a prop to hold the bird in an upright position while striking hard blows
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with its beak. The beak, of course, is an allround carpenter's tool; it can gouge, split,
chip, pry and drilJ. Mer viewing these
fascinating birds with their specialized
equipment, one cannot help but echo the
words of Genesis 1: 31 concerning God's
handiwork that "it was very good".

Some Colorful Carpenters
Green woodpeckers display gorgeous
plumage and are among the most interesting of European birds. They love to play
havoc with ant hills, into which they dig
great holes with their powerful bills. In
the United States the woodpecker that is
seen in the open more often than any other
is the redheaded woodpecker. This colorful
bird has a red head and neck, whitish un.derpart, and bluish-black body. It prefers
the dead tops of forest trees, but if it lacks
these natural sites, it will build its home in
what man has offered as a substitute-tele~
phone poles. In drilling a nest, both male
and' female take turns. The "carpenter"
off duty is allowed "twenty minutes for refreshments", consisting of grubs, beetles
and perhaps a few cherries. Then it
promptly returns to work when "time is
up".
The second~largest woodpecker in North
America is the pileated woodpecker. With
its hammerlike bill, this robust "carpenter"
drills to the heart of the tree to invade
colonies of great carpenter ants. It is a
case of a bird carpenter eating an insect
carpenter. As many as 2,600 ants have
been found in the stomach of one pileated
woodpecker! Another intriguing bird is the
red-cockaded woodpecker, which has the
uncanny ability of choosing specific trees
for its nesting site. That is, it always digs
its nest in a living pine tree. But wise
lumbermen do not cut a tree that has a
nest of this bird in it. Why? Because if
they do they will have their labor for nothing: the tr~ has a dead heart! This "car~
AWAKE!

penter.. drills a small entrance hole directJy
in, usually slanting slightly upward until it
reaches the BOft dead wood; then the bird
drills straight down tor about a fooL It
makes an ideal nest. But how the HtUe
woodpecker knows in advance that the tree
has a dead heart has not yet been revealed.
The ivory-billed woodpecker has otten
been ealled the boss carpenter of the bird
world. Its "chise!" is absolutely de luxe;- it
is like a ~Iossy ivory da~~er nearly three
inches in length. The male of this lar~est

at North American woodpeckers

alw hal!
a flaming red Ctc!>.t at the back of the head,
which makes it one of the most animated
feathered objects in nature. It is sad that
this maj1;tlificent bird is now one of the
rarest of wuodpeckers. Virgin forests are
demanded by the Ivory·blll for sustenance;
the complete lumbering of such habitat
seems to doom the bird to ~o the way of
the dodo. Man, In the past, relentlessly shot
this extraordinary bird without particular
cause except curiosity and a 4eslre for the
feathers or beaks. ilut that this big, handsome bird is king of the feathered axmen
is verified by the book Bird.s of America.
Here is the story of a man who woundl!d an
ivory-bill and confined it in his hot(>1 room:
"Tn less than an hour I N'!tumed, and,
on opening the door, he set up a distressing
l1hout, which appcared to proceed from

grief that he had been dlscovered in his
attempts to escape. He had IJlOUJlted aloll&'
the aide of the window, ~Miy as hlgh as
the ceiling, a little below which he began to
break through. The bed was covered with
lari:c pieces of plaster, the lath was ex·
posed far at leru!t fifteen inches square, and
a hol(> larg(> (>nough to admit the fiBt,

opened to the w(>llther.boartb; so that, in
less than another hour he would certalnly
have succeeded III making his way
throUJ:h."
If woodpeckpNI do a lItUc mlschief now
and then by drilling where they should not
01" by eating cultivated fruit, it ia because
(."ommercial-minded man hu deprived
these birds of mu(."h of their natural habl·
tat and has ovcrlooked thl! importance of
preserving $lOme wild frult·bearing shrubs.
ko'ven the sapsu('klng woodpeckcrs- that
cause perceptible damag@ to living trees

haw their value.
Nature's feathered carpenters may not
paGess the stately dignity of the hcron,
the singing powers of the thnuh, or the
graceful Oighl of the swallow, but they do

have thc distinction of bejng hard workers
and substantial, Intcresting citizens of the'
bird world, r~deringu!! an invaluable servo
ice. What endless hours of f~lnBtton the
gaily colored bird creation will provlde_
man in Ule paradise earth of Jehovah'!!
new world!

PREVENTABLE CANCER DEATHS
Ci. Accurdlng lo the American Canc.:.r Society, 70.000 Clln ....... patlents lost their lives
unnecessarily last year. Officials 01 the society said 70,000 pathmls had I.oeen save-d
bLlt it could have been 140,000 If the CanCf'fS had been treated earlier. To illustrate
that there are many unnecessary deaths. the society gave figures for the prnent
and possible cure rates of ("anCO"r. "At prpSf'nt caneer of the female eeneratlve sites
is cured in 30% 01 the cases, could be cured in SO~,;; Canrel' 01 the lung now ("ured
in five per Cffit of ('a~f'~, <,,<mId hi' 50-:-;: brellllt cancer now cured In 35%, could
be cured in 70% 01 Ca!!@!!;canrerof,....,\wnnuwcuredin15%,couJdhl'MJredIn75'lt
of cases; ("an~pr of the mouth now cured in 4Q,,'\-, could be cured In 65% 01 calles;
skin cancer now cured in 85%, t.,ulu l>e cured In 95% nf rups."_Bcienc6 New~
LfJtter, Mlly 2, 1953.
SJj)PT~MBER
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THE hUman heart pUmps five to six quarts
1 of blood every minute. DUring an average
life span the heart pumps 200,000 tons of blood!
Weighing about ten ounces, the average per-

son's heart is llbout the size of his fist. In one
minute it beats about 72 times. When resting,
the heart pumps blood at 55 feet per minute;
when l"Ul1I1ing fast, the heart pumps blood at
450 feet per minute. To do this tremendous
work the heart uses up in one day enough
energy to raise a 15O-pound man the height of
the Empire State Building!
'I: The heart also plays a vital part in our
vocabulary. When one feels dejected, he is
said to be downhearted or sad hearted. An
employer wants people to work wholeheartedly, not halfheartedly. A kind, generous person
may be openhearted, freehearted, bighearted,

kindhearted,
wanrihearted,
goodhearted, or
A display of fear
may mean one is fainthearted, weakhearted,
pigeonhearted, or chickenhearted. Evil- men
are blackhearted; sincere men, singlehearted.
A courageous person may be stronghearted,
stouthearted, or lionhearted. We call the cruel,
unfeeling person coldhearted, hardhearted,
stonyhearted, ironhearted, fiinthearted, or
raarblehearted. The cheerf).llly gay person is
not heavyhearted but lighthearted.
'-"-' Thus the heart in its larger sense denotes
the seat of the emotions of love and hate,
desire, joy, sorrow, courage, loyalty and fear.
No wonder "Jehovah seeth not as man seeth;
for man looketh on the outward appearance,
but Jehovah looketh on the heart" ! - l Samuel
16:7, Am. Stan. Ver.

Cl With the high ,D. S. taxes on liquor, bootleggfng-"making lllegal whiskey on
which no tax Is paId-is booming. Traditionally this is a side occupation in moun·
taln valleys, but when the aroma of mash floated over a section of Brooklyn In
March, federal agents did some investigating. Their nos~s led them to. a two-story
water-front warehouse where they found a $50,000 still capable of producing 2,500
gallons of alcohol and fleecing the government of $52,000 in taxes each day. The
city's financially stricken Board of Transportation was in deep gloom, however, for
this raid merely added to its deficit. It owns the buUding and was being paid
$225 rent for It from a "good tenant" who had paid promptly.

THE WEATHER_ DISEASE &. PEOPLE

EATHER affects one mt'lw;ul,Y • .1U<;;: u""",
mental work is done in late winter,
early spring, and fall; the worst, in summer,
It is even said that more crimes are com·
mitted throughout the world in warm years
than in comparatively cool ones. People look
better to one another and to themselves on a
fair-weather day when the barometer Is rising.
't: Weather and climate affect most diseases.
Cancer has its highest death rate in temperate
latitudes, but the death rate declines sharply the closer one goes to the tropics. In the
authoritative book Clinical Tubercuwsis
Dr. A. M. Forster says that those suffering
from TB receive benefit from a stay In a clio
mate where the air is cold, and adds: "It is too
universal an observation to bear contradiction
that patients do better in a mountain climate
than they do at the equator."

W
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"c.......",y.or is a severe problem in the
stormy belts of the temperate zone; it Is virtually unknown in tropical regions. Leprosy
flourishes in the tropics, but in northern areas
of the world it makes no headway, Some doctors believe diabetes Is a by-product of a clio
mate that drives its people too hard. Malaria
thrives in tropical and subtropical parts of the
world. Climates with stimulating seasons impose a severe strain on the heart. The death
rate from appendicitis falls steadily as the
distance from the tropics increases. The cool,
stormy areas of the world, usually believed
to be the healthiest, actually have the highest
incidence of colds, pneumonia, and other respiratory infections. The worst months for
colds: January, February and March. Con·
clusion: Some diseases like it cold; others
like it warm.
~

H'I"' ......

AWAKE!

ease that especially eats away
the face, to~ad, arm pits
and buttocks, is caused by a
with
terribly virulent virus. But the
formidable virus succwnhed
,••ne,.' Science
when pen1clllln entered the
fight.
Penicillin did not for long
LMOST daily we- are re-minded that the- fight the battle alone. In 1944 streptomycin
_ atomic age, still a youngster, is beget- appear€d--wirming a 1952 Nobel prize for
ting fantastic weapons. Not as often are we Dr. Sehnan Wak!;.man-----to add its slugging
reminded that the "antibiotic age", also a blows against undulant fever, tuberculOBls
youngster, is oogtltting weaporu; l'qually and pnewnonm. Three years lllter chlorofantr:u;Uc. It began just twelve years a~o mycetln joinoo thp, attAck against the
with penlclllln, the first "wonder" weapon. above-mf'ntioned diseases plus anthrax,
Whoever thought whf'n t.hp word "penki\. PE'ritonitis, plague, typhoid fever and virus
lin" flrnt ftppeared that, in almost ('very pnewnonia. Progress came with such amazlanguage, it would be about as widely ing speed that 1948 bI"Ou~ht Ilureomyein
understood as "aspirin"? Yes, in a slngle into the front Hnes fighting all the foredecade pro~ress in mt!dkal ~ciell~'e has. b'Oing discnscs plus amebic dysentery,
changed the heaIUl of lhe world.
typhu."1 fever, Rocky Mountain spotted fePrior to 1935, an attack of pneumonia ver, trachoma, Q fever and urinary-tract
was a critical afl'air. Olle third of all pa- infections. Another all-round gladiator
tients failed to ISw'viw. There were no spe- joined the fight in 1950 when terramycin
cHIc medicines. Then through thc work of appeared, Uticl'ul against all tile aforeFleming, F1orcy, and Chaln, penicillin came mentioned diseases.
Up
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to the fore, and the df'Rdly sting from pneumonia was removed. Seldom, perhaps, is it
realized, especially among the YOWlger gen-

eration, that without penicillin, the tiuUonamides, and tillO! neWfo!r antibiotics, pneumonia would revert to the pitiless killer it
was in the past. But pcniclllin has also
been a boon to mankind in the war agnin.<;t
scarlet fever, boil!!, riiphth{'ria, syphilis,
meningitis, strtop throat, tonsillitis, and
wound infections. This "wonder" weapon
rains its hammerlike blows agairu!t disease
by both killing bacteria and !Slowing their
growth.
Another of pt'nici11in's dramatic triumphs has been found in Haiti, where the
dreadful disease called yaw.s is being eliminated. It has been estimated that almost
one third of Haiti's population of 4,000,000
bad this disease. Yaws, a contagious disBliJPTliI11IBliIR S, 1963

The Fight Against TR
The TB organism is D. shrewd Wld 1111cient foe of man. TB no longer is the
"Grt>at White Plague" that dwarfed all
other killers less than a century ago. St.ill
about 100,000,000 persons throughout the
world suffer frQDl TIl; about 3,000,000- to
5,000,000 die annually. The antibiotics deIivel'ffi !'lOme Cl'llShing hlows to the TB foe,
but it was not Wltil 1952 that the most
powerful weapon again!!t the TB organism
appeared. A research team at New York's
Seaview Hospital tried a new drug, a chemical called isoniazid, on 92 "hopeless" TB
patim1ts. Of this "hopeless" group, some
died, some are still improving and some
are now baek at home, living normal, useful lives. A Seaview specialist summed up
17

isoniazid this way: "It's just the best single nine. In 1930, German chemists syntheweapon man has found against TB-not sized atabrine, which was more effective
miraculous, but useful and even lifesaving. than quinine and
toxic. During World
Isoniazid was science's first Sundaypunch." War IT a synthetic substance related to
But strains of tubercle bacilli soon atabrine called chloroquine was found to
learned to live with isoniazid, and some be much more effective in suppressing
doctors worried that the new bacilli might some forms of malaria than atabrine. Doclead to more diflicult.to-cure varieties of tors finaIJy came up with primaquine,
TB. However, Dr. Gardner Middlebrook of which can destroy the "hiding" parasites
Denver's National Jewish Hospital recent- in tissues and reduce the relapse rate from
ly declared, after conducting tests, that the about 30 per cent to less than 1 per cent.
new bacilli proved to have lost the old viru- Regarding this drug, Science Digest, Nolence and they seemed to have lost the vember 1952, stated: "Moderate quantities
ability to gt'ow and reproduce in healthy will soon be available for civilian use."
tissue. He declared isoniazid "the most reThe hormone drugs, cortisone and ACTH,
markable chemotherapeutic agent yet dis- have recently held the spotlight for the
covered for an infectious disease of man". treatment of rheumatic fever and similar
Remarkable progress has been made by diseases. They were found to be valuable
medical science against syphilis. Prior to chietfy for the temporary relief of the
1943 a cure meant about two years of treat- symptoms.
ment with arsenical drugs combIned with
bismuth. Wjth penicillin the treatment was Other Accomplishments
Incredible feats of medical and surgical
reduced to about seven shots. This latest
weapon is a new penicillin distinguished skill are performed almost daily. In: much
by unprecedented staying power called bi- the manner that manufacturers have develciUin. People Today (issue of May 6, 1953) oped spare parts for autos, surgeons are
reported that a single shot of bicillin now able to replace many worn-out or debrought successful results in 95 per cent of stroyed parts of the body. In about one out
test patients. It also said "a single bicillin of 40,000 births a child is born without an
shot will protect an influenza patient esophagus. A surgeon at Children's Hosagainst complications like 'strep' throat pital in Los Angeles "built" an esophagus
and pneumonia, do the work of several in a three-day-old baby born without one.
•
penicillin shots". Though exaggerated, the He accomplished this by cutting out a sixwords of one top ear, nose and throat spe- inch segment of the. baby's large intestine
cialist are interesting: "One more anti- and transplanting it.
biotic and I'll be out of business."
In the field of heart surgery. amazing
progress has been made. A 13-year-old boy
The War on Malarw
had a hole in his heart about the size of a
About 300,000,000 cases of human ma- half dollar, which surgeons patched with
laria develop each year; of these about one pieces of the fibrous sac that encloses the
per cent are fatal. So devastating was this heart. "Deep·freeze" surgery has been sucdisease that in 1942-43 malarial casualties cessfully employed. This method puts the
among military personnel in the southwest human body in a state of virtual suspended
Pacific far exceeded the number of enemy- animation by lowering its ternperature 25
produ~ casualties on both sides! Since degrees or more. The patient loses con1638 malaria has been treated with qui- sciousness when the body temperature

less
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reaches between 88 and 84. At about 71
degrees the patient Is ready for surgery.
By this method blood from the main artery
to the heart can be shut off for as long as
fourteen minutes, making surgery on a
"quiet" heart possible. Seventy-five years
ago the -pl'imary aim of surgery was the
removal of diseased organs. Today the emphasis is on preserving the function as well
as the curing of disease.
An amazingly large number of adult persons have had a sewing job done on them,
after operations or the closing of wounds
after accidents. Many of the remarkable
operations today would not be possible if it
were not for the irnpfOved suture (sewing)
material and needle design. So skill in medical sewing rapidly improved. In sorne people the aorta-the main artery leading
from the heart-is constricted, hourglass
fashion, and there is a famine for blood.
This 1$ corrected wtum the surgeon ruts
out the constricted artery and replaces it
with a new part, a sewing job of the ,most
difficult kind.
Yet in spite of all the marvelous progress
that medical science has made, it seems
that man knows very little after all. Leading medical authorities unanimously agreed
in 1953 at the first Western Hemisphere
Conference of the World Medical Associa-

tion that "the advances of the past really
have demonstrated how little man truly
knows about his own personal life processes".-New York Times, April 26, 1953.
Doctors in this atomic age, with all its
powerful radioactive elements, its chemical
wonder drugs, its hormone drugs, its remarkable surgical skills and its potent antibiotics, still cannot do what the Great
Physician of 1900 years ago did. Christ
Jesus performed cures without surgery,
wonder drugs or pills. Eut even those pe
restored to health eventually died, either
of old age or of disease. So something more
vital than miraculous cures was needed.
That is why Christ Jesus went "preaching
the good news of the kingdom", besides
curing every kind of disease. (Matthew
9:35, New World Trans.) Christ knew that
what man needed above all was God's king~
dom. His primary work was preaching, not
physical healing. But the cures he per~
formed when on earth were ~ sample or
picture of what he will do for obedient
mankind in the new world. Why not rely,
then, upon the One who knows everythihg
about man's personal life processes, the
Creator, Jehovah God? For His kingdom
alone will bring in freedom forever from
disease and death.-Revelation 21:1-4.

High Value Placed on Bible
«l The American educator William Lyon Phelps once declared: "I thoroughly believe in a university education for men and women, but I believe a knowledge of
the Bible without a college course is more valuable than a college course without
the Bible."-Wake Up Your Mind, by Alex Osborn, page 57.

Catching 27 Fish with One Hook
«l Imagine the surprise of the fisherman who caught twenty·seven sharks on one
hook! Here is how it happened, as recorded in Chapter XII of the book Bailing
AUJne Around the World, by Joshua Slocum: "The shark was twelve feet six inches
in length and carried a progeny of twenty·six, not one of them less than two feet
in length. A. slit of a kni.fe let them out i.n a \'!an~ full (l{ wat~s, whl~h, cilange-D.
constantly, kept them alive one whole day."
8B1PTBMBER B, 1953
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Sketching Primitive Life in Mindanao
By "Awo:Ihl" corre5pOIla.nt in the Pflfltpptllel

THE

name "Mindanao" comes from the
1 Cebuano magin demao, nagin danaa, or

ming danao, meaning "the land that Was or
becomes 6ooded". Deep in the interior, among

its jungles and mOWltains, live several tribes,
the M~nooo, Mandaya, Bagobo, Dibabawon,
Ata and Mansaka. The tribal names vary but,
it appears, they are the same people. Their
dialects differ, but one gathers the impression
that they stemmed {rom one common tongue.
Living standards and customs vary slightly.
'W Their homes are crude copies of the nipa
huts found among the TagaIogs and Cebuanos.
Crude, yes, for they aN! just one-room houses,
where the whole family cooks, eats and sleeps.
For stairs in some homes there is one log or
branch that is stripped of bark and CUt with
big shallow notches for steps, and that is
planted firmly in the ground inclining up to
the dOor. A native ViSitor, if a well·dressed
woman, jingles her belt of metal trinkets Instead of ringing a doorbell. If a man, and invited upstairs, before climbing he drives his
spear upright, butt first, into the ground at
the foot of the stairs.
'il ClothIng, too, is primitive. When untouched
by coastal life, men wear dark sleeveless
jackets and tight·fltting pants that reach below the knees and are held secure around the
waist by a sash where the bolo, or talibong,
reposes. On formal occasions women wear
embroidered tight·fltting shirts, with sleeves
reaching down to the forearm, and the potadjong, or skirt, a striped red cloth wrapped
from the waist down, with a belt of trinkets
if the affair Is festive. Generally, since the
climate is warm and clothing is scarce, moth·
ers wear merely the patadjong, with the
breasts bare.
'il Their food? They like boiled or roasted
sweet potatoes, called camotes, whieh grow
plentifully In their clearings. Rice and corn
also form much of their diet, but preferably
camotes. For greens, there are the young
camote shoots, the abundant water plant
called tangkong or kangkong, also the edible
fern, and some other plants. Fruits are tHe
banana, papaya, coconut and durian.
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·'ilIi'or meat, they ~ise chickens an4 pigs, but
they also hunt the baboy-ihaZa", or Wild boar,
and the monkey. Guns are used it available.
U not, their spears and traps are effective too.
They mark the trails the wild boar frequents
and set their deadliest trap. the balatik, trIg: gerM by a vine or root laid across the trail.
~ When released by the accidental brushing of
the body or tripped by the foot the balatik
hurls a lance or pointed shaft clear through
the body and may even pin the dying victim
to the ground. It is said to have been used
against the Japanese during the last war. It is
so deadly they set it far from their clearings
and villages to avoid fatal accidents.
1;' Did you ever name your boy "Onion"?
NeVer! W'ell, they do. At the birth of a child
something unusual that happens produces a
name to tack onto the infant. If there hap·
pens to be a fight; it is called "Kumbati"; if
born on Friday. it is named "Biernes"; if
there is a storm, the name is "Bagyo"; if there
is a surplus of onions. the name Is "Sibuyas".
No family names.
'i? The worship of demons prevails, There is
the storm god, the crocodile god, the dog' god
or cat god. Carved figurines in wood, which
are dipped in chicken blood or pig blood, represent these different gods, and to Which they
offer food and drink. Dancing and revelry
follow, Pig blood is drunk fresh from the
wound, and is believed to Impart strength and
courage.
'ii They' worship the great Magbabaya, their
ward for creator or god. Literally, it means
"the one who wills". Who he is they do not
know. Incidentally, a householder once men·
tioned finding coral" and remains of deep-sea
life far inside their jungles. Their elders relate
how long ago a certain man named Ea·lak
survived a big flood by building a chest. When
the waters subsided. he landed on Mt. Kapa,
long in Davao, It is supposed he is the com·
mon ancestor of all these tribes.
'1,' How many of these people will break away
from their traditions to learn Bible truths we
~ do not know. But there are honest-hearted
ones among them who have dedicated their
lives to earth's Creator and are now teaching
their fellows the hope of all their tribes under
Jehovah's theocratic! kingdom.

:t
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Colombia's Luxury Item
~TORLD

W

conditions as they are,

crises nrc the rule rather than
he exception. BetON> nne can beoped with others are developing
nd suddenly coming to life. While
:roping around for a settlfo!mtmt of the
ive-year-old politically instig-ated violence
hat has stab:"b:ered the country with tens

r

thousands of dead, ('..olnmblfl ill now
ICC to fnce with fI Of'W and grave crisisdUEatirm. This may prove to be one of the
nn('rlying causes of her other headaches.
dthough in view for l;t;wral yean;, Ule
light of education has IunJ,:ro forward to
ike its place uioni,:sidc Colombln'!l most
I'i,:ellt problems.
On ewry hand t.he educational system Is
l'iLicizoo as Inadequate. Foreign tcchnlcnl
dviscrs termed It ns lA.cklng in "quality
nd quantity". The minister of education
'Of'. forcf'r1 to declare that a high percent·
gf' of high school students demonstrated
ery poor preparation. An t;rliturial termed
1e situation al; the "drama of education".
. commun diagnosis Is reached from an
nalysis of opiniOns of various writers.
'cachern are far too f('w to meet the edu·
1t10nal rlM'nands and many are incapable
f fulfilling their mission. Colombia QCCU_
ies last place among eighteen Latin·
merican countries as regard"! numhf'r of
'liehers. Schools are woefully low in num-

Statistics, cold though they may be, delet the i'litllation. Thl' Economic Develop..
lent Committee reported in May, 1951,
~at Illiteracy had increased 19 per cent
tithill the past ten year'l; and lb.at half the
hildren grow up without any schooling
rhatsoever. Four hWldred thousa.nd chilren in a country of eleven million inhabit_
lIIPTEMBliiR 8, 196:)

ants are without schools to attend.
Four out of ten Colombians arc unable to read or write, and the number Is growing since the educa·
tional system is not keeping pace
wilb. the increasing population, A typical
example Is the small elty of Pereira. When
school opened In 1953 four thousand chDdren were left mlt!dde due t.o a shortage of
teachers and schools. It was estimated that
at least ten more schools were needed. In
the capitaJ city of Bo~ota, 600,000 population, lb.l' lll'W yl'ar ;;tarled dhlmally for
lhoUSlillUs of parents. Thirty thousand chll·
dren had no schools to go to. The eye con·
finn... the fact.... On ewry hand one finds
*,hool-llge ('hildr('n working full·time in
the markets, in stores, as construction laborers, begging on the streets.
High PriCf!. Low Quality
I.e; not edu(,lItion compulsory in Colombia? Almost everyone would say no, but
the law says yes. It is supposed to be free
and compuL;;ory through the fifth grade,
which Wiually includes the age bracket
from seven to twelve. The Ministry of Education admits that many children are WI·
Ilbll' to go to school for ~onomic reasons,
lack of schools and the high cost of private
education. 'rheir estimate that 70 per cent
of the school·going children attend public
schools seems very high. Due to class distinction the middle and above-middle classes refuse to send their children to public
sc.hools and instead use thl' governmentapproved private schoolS.
Education in private institutions seems
to be a business venture. Requirements in
these schools otten include (1) a high en·
rollment fcc, (2) purchase of books and
.<:.upplie'l, (:l) onp to five different uniforms,
21

(4) a monthly fee of several dollars and try of education says that it has been a
(5) compulsory "contributions" for reli~ general rule to ~tend complete liberty to
gious purposes. Parents with three children non-Catholic students (Protestants, Jews,
in school can calculate on spending one etc.) and they are not required to practice
hundred pesos (forty dollars) a month for Catholicism. This is just another examtheir education. More and more people of ple of theory versus practice. Non-Catholics
average economic means are finding it im~ have rough going. Children have been beatpossible to send their offspring to school. en, expel1~d from school, and in general
As for the "quality" that is lacking, the discriminated against. The Education Decharge is made that training is superficial. partment in the state of- Boyaca. issued a
Although the average Colombian has a decree in 1950 requiring all teachers and
good memory and oftentimes learns rapid~ students in public and private schools to
ly, he is too content with mediocrity. Not attend mass on Sundays and holidays.
only is the high school graduate unpre.- Schools violating the decree would be shut
pared for a professional career, but he is down.
The Catholic Church has succeeded in
unequipped to face the realities of life. One
leading educator feels the most urgent need closing numerous rural and small-town
is the "feeling of responsibility". Another schools through intimidation and threatsees the pressing need for "honesty, intel~ ened violence. Despite her pressure in the
lectual modesty, the pleasure and value of cities against "atheistic" institutions, more
work"; all of which are so lacking and- and more parents are realizing that too
necessary in Latin America. It is admitted much emphasis is put on religion. Hence
that there is a cultured class that the cow1~ many Catholics enroll their children in the
try can be proud of, but at the same time "Colegio Americano" (American School)
the great mass of the people lack the most operated by the Presbyterian Church for
over sixty years in Colombia. Its curricu·
fundamental education.
lum is considered supexior to the average
Education, Catholic-controlled
in this country.
Colombia being Latin America's most
The minister of government, Luis Ignazealously Catholic country, it goes without cio Andrade, declares that the present
saying that the school system is dominated moral crisis of the nation is the fruit of
by religion. We do not bring the Catholic teaching without God. Is this an admission
Church into this consideration to cause re~ that the church has failed miserably? Has
ligious prejudice. She has thrust herself she not had a wide-open field of activity as
into the picture. Holding the educational regards education?
reins and determined to continue her control at all costs, she should feel a great deal Remedial Efforts
Attempting to diminish the importance
of the responsibility for the present crisis.
of the crisis, the government states that it
The Catholic religion is obligatory in all
is world-wide and not just in Colombia.
schools. in accord with programs estabSharp criticism and sustained protests
lished by the Hierarchy. Many institutions against the high cost and low quality of the
require students to attend mass, as the education have forced the government to
first law of the church obligates Catholics act. Declaring that education has become a
to "listen to the entire mass every Sunday "luxury item" for many, it has issued deand holiday".
crees to lower the cost. On February 9,
It is interesting to note that the minisw 1953, licenses were revoked and approval
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was withdrawn from four important schools population. Another eXcuse gWen is the
in Bogota, charged with violating the considerable expeoditw-es for preserving
pub]ic . - ,
d""""",
The minister of education also stood firm
Mr. 1.. CurrIe, United States technical
against the protests of Monseflor Felipe adviser, bluntly st8.ta:I that the govemment
Alvarez del Pino and prohibited him from was more concerned with public works
demanding compu.l.sory donations from than with the development of the capacities
students for the "spreadirut of the Catholic of the population, which would naturally
faith". Several other lichoolli operated by permit construction of such worb. The
l'cligioUll orders in the state of North San· "Currie Mission" submitted numerous
lander have floured the Inw and continuc tc> recommendatlon.'! con~rning education.
charge exccsslve sumi'! for N'gistration and Amnng it.'! gtlggE'Stion~ were the COn!rt:rucmonthly ff'f'S and have changed the five tion of thousands of schools, hiring of more
l'iiff('T('nt unifonns, obliging many fathers than ]0,000 more efficiently trained and
to take their children out of school. In Ule better-paid teachers, reorganization of
large coastal city of Barl'anquilla numer' technical training, and grtlaWr attention
OUl! schoolll were expC'Ctcd to be closed tor
to currlcuJums using modernized teachiml;
violations. A reprimand was given tf'arh- mf'thod.'!.
ers throughout thf' rotmtry wh('n thE' ministf'r nf ('du('ation protested against the
widespread practice of starting classes late,
cutting school hours and granting I~~
and hOliday!> on "(utile pretexts".
Willi a "oomethlng must be done-but"
attitude the government claims that ('('Gnomic rea.'!ons prevent fllrther expansion
of edUCAtional facilities. One remembers.
however, that just two years ago Colombia
upped its annual contribution to the Vati·
call from 82,000 pesos to 262,000, and wontij;1'S if Rome really neeqcd the money
worse than Colomhill.'~ growing illiterate

ThE' crisis is h('rf'. It hRS b(>('n recognized.

Some primary steps have been taken and
the people appreciate the government's decision to lower the COl:it of education. With
expeclatlon Colombian parents hope for
further, spccdlcr and nlltlon-w:lde reforms,
Whatever Is done \\--ill leave much undone. That remain'l for another government to settle, a perfect government that
God has entrusted to his own Son. The edu·
cational program that ne is to carry out
will leave nothing to be desired. New-world
in.<rtruction now at hand js truly worth
whilf'.

Lightning Flees New York
fI. Some tourists think New York's night life electrifYing, but few realize that the
dty i~ so super·charged that eighty pel" cent 01 its lightning travels up, not down.
Dr. Karl B. McEachron 01 the Cenentl Electric COmpany, Who has occn stUd.ylng
lightning ~in(' .. 1924, says that New Yo~k's Empire State Building is a "needlepoint"
('(lll&tor lor the nonnal earth charge. and that its l00d floor oilscrvation tower
accumul.!l.tes surh a hig ..l.....lri('al potO"ntial that lour times ollt of five its chargp
i~ greli.tH than that ot the heavl'ns. Hl'I'(! the bolts travel to, not from, the blue.
ThiS also keeps down thunder and explains why th", ritl' ha~ pl"nty nf cnlorful
lightning flashes, but comparatively lew thunderclaps. This Is jUEt another or the
oddities of New York.

Hands That Retazn Their Skill
By "Awab'" co ..... Pond.nt in Sweden

EFORE the dawn of industrialization' pe0ple were self-employed. That is, they made
things with their hands. Most of the equip.
ment that was used in the fields, in the barns,
around the house or In the kitchen was handmade. These arRcles were well designed, duro
ahle and at the same time practical. Many of
these products, including the knowledge of
how to make them, have long since perished.
fl. However, the country of Sweden has tried

B

to preserve some of her "hand skill" and to

this day maintains a handicraft that comes
under the heading "home-sloyd", which has

reference to homespun merchandise, woven or
knitted, as well as things carved out of wood.
It can also apply to basketmaking or hand

metalwork. These cleverly created handmade
pieces are the items that seem to catch the
eye, especial1y of tbe tourist, and jt is usually
these handmade pieces that he takes home
with him as souvenirs. Colorful scarves, a
bookmark or a rug made by master workmen
on a Swedish loom makes a beautiful gift.
C. Sweden has always been interested in the
skillful art of horne-sloyd, not only as it was
practiced in bygone days, but also for the
work that now is being produced by busy
hands at looms throughout tite country. True,
products have changed in some respects, but
the need is still there. Housewives still love to
cover their furniture and the husband does not
mind the early morning half as much if he
can make his way across the room on a warm
rug. Soft curtains continue to brighten up·the
house, and drapes add their distinctive touch
and lessen the draft around windows and
doors. Some fabrics have changed and the way
of doing things has either been simplifled or
improved upon, but the effect it has in the
home and on the indiVidual is still the same
as it was in grandmother's time. And for a
Swedish housewife to be able to .make these
articles by herself, or at least some of them,
is a life·long ambition fulfilled. Besides the

pleasure that she gets out of her work, she
has the satisfaction of knowing that she is
getting the best in quality,
tl. In the Swedish home the loom is a fascinat·
ing article. ChUdren are taught to appreciate
and skillfully operate one from early youth.
Boys and girls begin by helping to prepare
the rags, Some of them operate miniature
looms that stand on the table and are capable
of turning out different things for the doll·
house. Weaving Is taught in the schools (often
as an extra, VOluntary subject} and it is used
successfully as occupational therapy at mental
hospitals. The good influence the work seems
to have on the patient is partly because of the
great distraction it gives and partly because
of the weaver's happy feeling of being able to
(-'reate something. And one need not be an ar·
tist in the general sense of the word to be able
to turn out some beautiful things.
([ In almost every Swedish home call bl' fOllnd

large colorful rugs and runner carpets. To
make these rugs the rags are first woven into
runners and laid out like colorful ribbons side
by side over the floor. GOod effect is achieved
by sewing strips of runners together, care·
fully seeing to it that the clearer bands of
different colors harmonize. It takes a spe·
cially designed loom to weave these heavy
carpets, with two to four persons working at
each loom.
If. Other Indispensable articles, such as bed
linen, towels and tablecloths are often made
at home. Many a housewife has as many as
40 tablecloths, .80 sheets, 300 towels, etc., 11111
handmade. These industrious women turn out
beautiful material for upholstery, material for
dresses, sport clothes and suits. These checked
or striped home-sloyd products have at least
one disadvantage: they wrinkle easily.
tl. But even with all her talent and skill, the
machine age is making itself felt. It will be
a happy day when man will again turn to
work with his hands and have the privilege of
enjoying the fruits of his labors:. That happy
day will be under the kingdom of God.

The Need jar Peace

If. "Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies
-in the final sense-a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those who
are cold and are not clothed."-Dwight D. Eisenhower, president of the United
States.
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How Will Christ Return?
IIRIST Jesus was admittedly a li:ood
man. He would therefore 1I0t perpetrate
a fraud all his fullowers and claim to be that
which he was not. He also was II wist! and
great Teacher. Therefore WI' ('Annot imagine hill having npceived himself into believing that he was the direct Son of God when
he was not. Those who deny his divine Sollship are therl!Col't! faced with a dilemma: if

C

not the Son ot God, then Chr:lst was either
II sclt:-dccdvcd dupe or n ('harleton. Which
horn of thl'! rlilf'rnmR will th('y acct'pt? Bi·
hll' truth faces no such dilemma and is in
accord with the facts and reason.
When this Word or Log08 came to earth
and became the mnn

JC!lUS

he did not be-

come In('Brnatl' in a human body, part
spirit and part human. We are plainly told:
"So the Word became flesh and resided
among US."-He became flesh, did nolmerely clothe himself willi a human fleshly body
as angels temporarily had done. That Is
why the apostle Paul tell~ us: "God sent
forth hill Son, who was produN'd out of Ii
woman." He was the product of a human
mother the same as all of Adam's offspring; he differed from all others only in
that Jehovah God, his heavenlY Father,
furnished the life germ or substance. Had
he been both divine and human he would
not havtO' known physical fatigue; hfO would
not have become so "tired out from the
journey" that he needed to rest at a certain wel1.---John 1:14; 4:6; Galatians 4:4,
New World Trans.
However, while no meN' (le!lN'nrillnt of
Adam, although having a human mother.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1953

IVP mUllt not go to thp otbp_r extrPme and
think of him as hE-ing equal witb God. Hp
disclaimed all such equality, saying: "I
cannot do a single thing of my own initiative." "The Fatill;!r il; greater than I am."
Far from claiming to be God he Plainly
said that he could not be accused. of bIasph('my for hI" mrr('ly C'lnlml'ff to be' "God's
Son".-.lohn 5:,10; !O::~n: 14:2R, Nnw
World Trans.
Jehovah God had no bf'ginning. (PlIaim
90:2; Jeremiah 10:10) But Jesus did: He
il; "the Hn:;tborn of all creation", "the beginning of the creation by God," He was
not ambltlou!! to be' equnl with God but
humhlf'd himsplf; and now, although highlY
exalted he will neverthp]es:4 ('on tin u t'!
throughout eternity subject to his Fath~r.
.........1 Corinthians 15:28; philippians 2:5-9;
CU]UQ;iant:; 1:15; Revelation 3:14, New
World Tram!.
Repeatedly Jesus stated, both before and
aftM' his N'SUlTe('tion, that h~ would return; ang~ls bart' similar tl'Stimony at the
time of his ~nsion to h~ave-n, and his
follou'ers were keenly interested in his return.-Matthew 24:3; John 14;2,3; Acts
1:11; Revelation 22:20, New World Trana.
But how will he come? Visibly or InvisIhly'!' Before coming to earth Jesus had
been a gloriOUS spirit creature. (John 17:5)
He shed that glory and came down to earth
for certain special ptlllXJses; 'To bear witness to men concerning God's truth'; "to
give his soul [his human life] a ransom in
exchange for many"; nnd to 'learn obedienet' from thE' thingR he 1'lIlffercd'. (Matthew 20:28; John 18:37; Hf'hrewfl 5:7,8,
New World Trans.) Having accomplished

these purposes of God concerning him, he
has no further need of a human body. He
was put to death in the flesh but made
alive in the spirit. Upon his ascension to
heaven he was exalted far above the angels, and made the express image of his
Father. That explains\why a mere glimpse
of his glory blinded Saul (later Paul) on
his way to Damascus.-Acts 9:3-5; Hebrews 1:3, 4; 1 Peter 3:18, New World

Trans.
True, he appeared as a human after his
resurrection, but merely to prove to his
followers that he was no longer dead. For
this purpose he materialized a human body
just as angels had done in times past
(Judges 13:9-21) It could not have been
the same body. for now he was able to appear although the doors were locked. (John
20:19) Also, time and again he was not
recognized. Mary thought him to be the
gardener; the two on the way to Enunaus
thought him a stranger as also did his
apostles who had returned to the fishing
business. Each time he was recognized by
what he said or did, not by his appearan~e.
-See Luke 24:13-35; John 20:11-14;
21:4-14_
True, Revelation 1: 7 states. "Behold, he
cometh with clouds; and every eye shall
see him." But it would be a physical impossibility for all hwnans on earth to see a
literal body in the sky; besides, Jesus plainly stated, "Yet a little while, and the world
seeth me no more." (John 14:19) Obviously the only way in which the eyes of all
could see Jesus would be with their mind's
eye, by discerning his presence with the
eyes of their understanding. This seeing is
no more literal than was the blindness
Jesus spoke about.-Matthew 15: l~; Ephesians 1:18.
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But did not the angels state that Christ
would "come in like manner" in which he
ascended to heaven1 (Acts 1:11) True, but
note that they did not say that Christ
would come in the same form, in the same
body. The world did not see his gOing, he
left quietly and unobtrusively, only his
followers were aware of his -going. He will
return in this manner.
So we are not to think of Christ's second presence, his return, as being in a human form. Then how will he retum r In
what sense? Actually Christ will return
in the same sense that Jehovah God came
down to earth in times past. (Genesis 11:5;
Exodus 3:8) We are not for a moment to
think that the great Jehovah God would
actually leave his throne to literally come
down to earth. Since Christ Jesus is now
in the express image of his Father we
should not think it necessary for him to
leave his heavenly throne either to fulfill
his promise as to his return. Jehovah G9d
is spoken of as visiting the earth became
he turned his attention to the affairs of the
earth. For proof of this thought note that
in the King James and DfYu.ay versions we
read at Luke 1 :68 and Acts 15: 14 that God
"visited" his people and the nations, whereas in An American Tran,~lation and the
New World Translation we are told that
God "turned his attention" to his people
and the nations. And Msgr. Knox's version
states at Acts 15:14 that God "looked with
favour" upon the nations.
If Christ's return is not a physical return to the earth in a human body. then
how can we tell when he has arrived, when
he is present? This question we will answer
in the next of this series dealing with
Christ's return.

AWAKE!

Thailand

W

HEN Jesus told his discipil:!s thl:lY
would be his wilIl~es to the "most
distant PlI.ct of the earth", it Included the
land of the ''White Elephant", Stam. The
Siamese call their land MUllng Thai, whit"h
mf'll.n~ "ll1ml (')f thp free". They prefer their
country to be called Thailand, which Is the
term generally used today.
Thailand is a very fertile land lying between llurma and Indo-Cbina. It is one of
the few countries of Al;ia and Ule East
that pruduCt! mol'1:! food than Is.nccdcd for
their people. Rice is the mam product, but

fruits nnd

vcgctabl~

are

al~ grown

in

great abllnr'illnCt'. For the most part time
has stood stilL Water buffaloes sUU plow
the land. Rice is planted and reaped by

hand. Oxcarts are the v e hie I e s of the
twentil:llh L'tmtury. The people arc in no
hurry,
Thl:!Y 1'U;1l early in the morning, get their
wurk done and sleep in the middle of the
day when It get.'l hot. They have rice, a little meat, vpgetables and, of course, the in-

evitable hot peppers, and they are happy,
Their homes are made mostly of wood and
bamboo mats. The people glUleralIy wash
and bathe in Ii nearby river. 'Efforts arc
being made at the present time to improve
the country. Schools are being built, railways are being improved, and the people
are being encouraged to becom(> more industrious,
Need lor Truth Great
Howevf'r, the people's greatest need is
for truth, the kind of truth that will set
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them fn>e from their s.uperRtltlons and religion. They need to know the truth about
God's kingdom. In this land Jehovah's witnesses preach. There are five missionary
homes in the country of ThaillUld. The native people here are mostly Buddhists and
the Buddhist religion permeates almost
every pha<lf' of activity In the country.
Most of these pt'Ople do not bfolieve in a
Creator. 1'hey will say: "Ob, it's Just na.
ture." They believe all life is trouble, and
that till' beKt thing to strive for is nonexistence or nirvana. They teach that if
one dies he Is born again and goes through
another IIfp and thpn anoth('r and another,
and 80 on. H one leads a good life, perhaps
the next time he wUl be born to a higher
station, with more money and with more
leisUl'\!' time at his disposal. U one is a
wicked person now it may be that his next
IItc will be that of a dog, which Is. con.
s.idf>red very low. So it is better to be good.
They have absolutely no ambition or desire
for anything. The course they follow is one
of least re>istan~. Chril>tianity being It
working, actJve religion, therefore, holds
very little appeal to them.
There are at present 149 ministers proclaiming the good news about God's king·
dom here. The Thai people are very pa_
tient, always ready to listen ,(even if they
do not believe in what you are saying), so
usually they will invite you in right away,
sit down and let you talk as long as you
please. It is not difficult to start a Bible
study with them. Many have never seen a
Bible. To them It Christian is It person who
believes that Jesus Christ was and is God,
So, when a Bible study is startro, there is
a constant aru;wering of qUPSltions: "Who
27

was Adam 1" they will ask. ''Who was Moses?" "Isaiah?" " Where did they live ?" etc.
One man had asked these things and then
when he heard the name Abraham, he
lOOked up and smiled, a nd said: "Oh, I
know who he was. He was a president of
the United States." With great patience the
work proceeds. Watchtower Society missionaries report as follows:
"Sometimes it is very amusing to us to
have them ask these questions and hear
some of their replies" but they have become
more than amused listening to us trying to

speak the language. The language has fi ve
tones and many words seem to be alike except that one must say th em in a different tone. It is an art extremely difficult to
master, but we are making some progress.
We have toJd the peopJe more than once
that Jehovah God created the bicycle, in-

stead of saying Jehovah God created the
universe, just because our 'tonal accent'
was not just what it should have been, t he
two words being so similar in Thai.
"Recently our branch servant visited us.
We arranged for a public lecture to be held
in the local Siamese theater. To our joy
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more than 150 (not including children)
came to hear the lecture. Among those present were seven of the Thai pillars of the
so-called Christian Church. One man who
has been a nominal Christian for mOre than
twenty years was warned by the clergy not
to attend the public lectu re because we did
not believe in Jesus or in the Bible. Nevertheless, he did attend a nd was very much
surprised to hear the Bible qlloted and
learn that Jehovah's witnesses do believe
in J esus Christ. He is now having a Bible
study class in his home_
"Of course it is a great joy to us to see
these study the truth, and we are looking
forward to the time when they will join us
in the work. The other missionaries pay
those who 'preach' for them and d,istribute their 'hell-fire' tracts. However, these
know that if they become Jehovah's witnesses they will not get paid. But the sincere of heart are not bribed. They will

preach freely and voluntarily."
So, as in other parts of the earth, we see
the preaching work being carried on in
Thailand, the "land of the free". The truth
of God's Word is bringing a new freedom.

DO VOU KNOW?

• The ~(oof that man' s s:llvation Is not
through b io logyl P. '; ' 5.
• Why ~ome said
co ro nation was mo~t
Imporlant to th e British Comnlonwealth and
Empi re ? P. 8, 11 2.
• What iss u e WIS finaUy settl ed in faYor
of Jehovab's wi tnesses after fiye years Qf
legal battle? P. it, H2.
• Why common (1)11c in the suburbs Of
Rangoon, Burma, p ierce the ir bodies with
spikes and walk on fire? P. 12, I t.
• What human organ u ses eno ugh ene r gy
ill a ellY '~ time to niSI.' a ma n th e height
o f fhe Empire Stlte Buildingr P. 16, 11 .

ti

• What ....eather aiels menhl work ? P. 16, 15.
• HolV the beart c~n. be st ilt ed for 14 m i nut ~ ~
and reviv ed? P. !8, 1 6.

? ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.

• Ho w It was possible for (\ fi sh ermall to
catch Iw enty ·~ eve ll s harks o n one ho ok?
P. 19, 15.
• Whl.'rl! r tl/glol.l5 ~cltool$ «outed denllnd
for education 3.t a reasonable ~rice ? P. 23, 1t.
• Wh y the art 01 hand weaving has nol d.ied
OLlt In Sweden? P. 24, 14.
,
• Wbo was it Ihat said th e making of war·
ships and gu ns in the final sense is "a theft
from those who hunger and are nO I feel ,
those who are Cold and are no t clotbed"?
P. 24 , li8.
• Whethe r J e~ u s was ruurrecteel In the
same bod.v in wh ich ' be di eiH P. 25, '6.
• In wha t co untry can me rely changinK tht
lo ne of voice make " J ehova h Go el creat eel
t he universe" bCi;omc " Jehonh God created
the bicycle"? P. 28, n l .
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Miniflt2r, MolotOV that PresI·
dent EIsenhower's offer was
"a pmpsganilll maneuv.. r" a.nd
wa-"Insultlng conduct" towa.rd
East Germany. MoseQw next
"'ent La battle in the food wal"
by announcing (7121> that $57,·
000.000 worth of Russian lood·
stuffs was being loaned to East
Germany. The next dllY, Vlndi
mil' t:;, SCmycnov. Soviet Hii'h
Commlll8iOner In Germany, em·
ph/ltlrlllly wllrn..n tbe U. So "to
hllit all '1i~'Hhut!nn nf fnod,'"
Neverth .. l .. u,.toad distribution
\Jco..""'OO .. d 10 take Jllace in WIN,
Bel'lin, Uwugh m,t without
dlmcultLlIB. To up~t Ihe food
dl6tributlon program. counterO'd and m<)n~ t)Jan 13.500 ot\1f.'1'
telt food coupans began ap1I.:-.r. suldiel1j ~uer"lytJ <.I",atl,<)1'
pearln£". preswnnbly IS9ueil by
mutilatIon. At the time 01 the the CommunI9t~. Another Com·
tl'U<.'e slImIng. the Fltth All' munl!lt dntllgt'ffi In ~ fond
Force announ~ that it had Will' WAK th .. 1~8\1lng of hngu~
lost 971 planes, only 94 of newspapers in Weat B .. rlln tell.:
jug the unemployed and pen.
whlrh were loa! In all' combat.
"fhe U. N. tOf('(!~ had df'!ltroyf"d slonel'l! that th!!y, tou, would
!JH4 Communl~j planp~, of reoeivlI trell tood. The WftI
whkh ROO WPr .. MIG·t:; jpj Berlin !:'ovllrnment Immedl·
flehtf.'rs downed by F·86 Sabre ately dcnlC<:l this. thus averting:
jets. In spite vI the lru~..,., UIO! serious lncld<'!nta at handout
New Yurk Timn (7/28) repurt., ~tatlons. Omclal9 estimated
ed: "Thll top commandelll ot Ih~t 6S.uotJ per~on~ came from
both sldlls took the situation F-"~f r ...rm~ny In I'f'relvl'! fnod
eautlously, wanting the troops gUt. on t'a('h of 1hl'! first two
that no permanent peace had day,.
been achieved by the military
ceaSf'otlrf'." lIoW inf'ViI"bh.· th,,1 From No. Man to
m"n'~ tn":e talks and peacf.'
Enemy Al"ent
('onferenc~ lead only to simu·
1> Fnr 15 ypars Lavrl:'nH P.
lated pea~"@ and limit ..... dl.u· Beria was one of the mest 1m·
mamen!! 01 a l'I!rtainty, th~ \Jurt.",t per,>o1lS in the Soviet
nations can nevllr fulfill Isa· Union. During Wol"ld Wal' II
lah's prophecy that man shall hll was responsible for th" In.
not learn war an~' more. Only ternal secu.rJty 01 thll naUon.
the new world ushered in at After Stalln's death, HII11a
Armngcddon by Jehovah God emcrged as th<'! top Internal
can bring permanent peace. security omcilll. a leading mcm
total disarmament~
her ot the PolitbUro and the
second·ranklng figure tn the
The Food War
U. S. S. R. Jt wa.o; Rena Who
In tllese dayS of crilicallouU put M'alenkov's name In nomi·
shortag"'5. it ........ ms strange to nation fOI" the post of Premier.
hear 01 a food war-one COun· Suddenly, Mr. Bena a~"quiTl:!d
try trying to give tood away, sins.. PTrlvda announced his IIXanolher tning to prevent the pulsion trom the communist
~veqway. Yet such a war be·
party 17/10) as "an cnl'!my of
ean when President E."isenhow· the ComrmUliat party and of
er oJ'l"ered $15.000,000 worth of the Stlvlet people," Pravda edl'
tootJ..luJTs to alleviate ~horl· tnriallzed thllt he was an
ages in EM! Germany. Russia "agenl of lntt'rnlltinnal imp ....
th"n n"plled throlleh Foreign riali.m," that he attr2;ed "to

VlATCHIN
,..-:--THE

R
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\' 8Jlkec

8tfWIlum'~

New K("('ord

NI'Vf'r had Yankee Stadlwll

.'I'<"n such all urde1'\y, till.!!'"
gatherlug liS lhat which
thrufll!'OO to Ileal' the president

ol the Watchtower SOciety,
N. H. Knorr. deliver the! ad·

dress, "Alter ArmaeeddonGod's New World" 17nlil. Thl'
official count IInowl'r! 91,!'it12
overflrming th'" d"rllum ThE'
VORl lIurlipnre wa5 spated In

I h.. stands, all chain; f'la~..,d 011
the track al'uUlu.l th.. pillying
Ilehl IIlId un the graBs In the

uulfi",ld. Thousands ot others
uot at the stadium heard tht'
talk: 25,210 In ovcrtl.ow tent3
und 49,027 at Trailer Cltymaking

II

total of Hi5,A2!l to

hear Knorr'lI IIrlrln-SS that eli·

m"xpi! til .. New World Society
AMl!lIlbly of Jehuvah'. Wlt·
ne ..
e~_

kOl'1"8D Tr_

'8- For three ypars and one
month undeclared warfare had
raged in Korea. When II truce
was ~igncd (7I:n ) by th .. <'hlef
nf.'gotiatOTs as repl'esentatives
01 the commanders of the U. N.
f()l'r .. ~ and tht' Chinese Com·

munlsts and North Koreans.
the longest truN' talk" in hj~·
tory came to an end. During
the three years of undeclal'f'd
warfare, more than 25,000
Americans died. more than
100.000 Am .. ri~ans Wf.'re wound·
ed, more than 184.000 South
Koreans were kJJJed or wound·

=

+

put the U. S. S. R. Mlniltry ot
Internal Mail's before the party and the Govemment." Mr.
Beria will hel({ for trial b;)'- the
Supreme Court, and SergeI N.
Knlglov succeeded htm as Min·
Ister of Internal AltaIr!;. Berta's downfall at~racted worldwide attention, but to the Saviet d~n the news must have
been especIally beWUderingto be told that the man m ost
responslbJe for protecting the
very existence of the stale
was, In tact, a secret agent ot
Its foreign enemies.
De G.-perl BefdJDII a8 Pl'ernlflr
.. When the Chamber of Deputies denied Hs confidence to

Premier Alclde de Gasper! by
a vote of 282 to 263 (7/28),
De Gaspert became the Brst
ItaIJan postwar Premier to be
qusted by a vote fit nfl confi dence. Only De Gasperi's 'own
Christian Democratic party
'voted for him. All other parties
were solidly against him, How·
ever, the Rlght·Wi.ng Social·
lats, Liberals and Republicans
abstained from .voting, but
their 31 absentions were as responsible for De Gaspert's
downfall as the opposition
votes. Shortly after he lost a
vote a! confldence De GaspeIi
handed In his t'eSlf:nation to
P"resldent Luigi Elnaud1.
A Ret'01M "BeIIe"VI)-It-or-Not"
• Of the escapes lrom behind
the Iron Curtain, those of the

engineer who stole a train, the
PolIsh .fliers fleeing in MIG·15
jets, the airplane t6at was com·
maondeered in the air, the carnival owner who fled with his
merry·go-round and. the six who
tl:ed 11t a 5O().passenger excur.
sion steamer are amona- the
oddest. But In la.te July an es·
cape trom Czechoslovakia pro~
ably ecUpsed them all for in·
genuity and oddity: A 32.yeDXold CZech mechanic, VadBv
Uhik, escaped to West Gel"
many with seven other persons
in a homemade annored car!
The mechanJc labored for more
tlum two years, pilfering scrap
iron an steel for bisescape
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cal'. Woiitinl at nisht, he built
It to look as much like a Czech
army yehicle as possible. When
he set out trom PlIsen 101' the
border, 35 miles away, the police anowed the vehicle to pass,
thinking it to be an army car.
As the refugee car lumbered
down a road that curved close
to the barbed wire 01 the tron·
tler, It suddenly lurched to·
ward the harrier. The Czech
border guards stood bUg-eyed,
too amazed to Rre their tommy
guns a: t wha. t seemed to he
their own army car breaking
through the border barrier.
Thus waji maneuvered one of
the weirdest escapes from Com·
munist lands..
Va.tlean Justifies Ibtoler&nce

• In 1952 some bishops 6! the
Roman Catholic Church held
that Protestant minorities
Spain should, be more restrict·
ed, their proselytizing and ex·
ternal IOlms of worship com·
pletely forbidden. The Spanish
Episcopacy upheld the position
of the bishops. In the U. S. a
few Catholics thought this
stand too "rigid." What did the
Vatican think about this reo
stricting o! Prote$tant minori·
ties: " rigid" or right? The an·
swer came trom Rome (3/2)
when Alfredo Cardinal Otta·
viani, expert on eccleslastlcal
law, declared: "Tolerance is
n~t a synonym for freedom
of propaganda [by non·
Catholics}." (New York Time8,
7/23) Did this indicate Vatican
approvaJ of the bl$hops' stand?
The Times contInued: "The
view ot the Spanish bishops is
that Cardinal OttavianI would
not have discussed without
.I'll'"st h aving obtained papal as·
sen t so Important and delicate
a question a8 that 01 the rights
of Protestants In Cathellc and
non-CathoUc states." But a 1ew
U. S, Catholks contended that

,I]

exceptIonable," pointin& out
that it was based largely on
papal texts, such as encycUcals
and allocutions. Thus the Vati·
can has openly come out for In·
tolerance, the denial of tull
freedom 01 worshi~ to Protes·
tants In Catholic lands.
Seoolld~hlpMt

ConqueiIC

• Mote than a century aio
rna n conquered the Alps. Now
t he conquest of the Himalayan
giants is on, one by one. In a
period of just a few months,
Illan put his loot on the peak
of three giants: the 29,002·foot
Everest, the 26,493·!oot Anna·
purna and the 26,66o.!oot Nan·
ga Parbat. It was on July 4
that Hennan Buhl, an Aus·
trlan, climbed to a spot above
which there was no more Nan·
ga Parbat- the seventh·hlghest
mounta1n on earth. Nan6s Parbat has become the hIghest
peak next to Everest to be con·
quered by man. It has long
been called "the most murder·
ous mountain in the Himalayas," because in the last 60

years 29 persons have been

killed trying to scale Its icesheathed peak. One German
expedition 1n 1937 lost 16 J)er·
sons when its advance group
was wiped out by an avalanche.
Man's striking success over
t he Himalayan monsters has
Inspired a wave ot rnoWltain
Climbing In the Alps, and this
by th~ Inexperienced. Ill' mid·
July rescue parties discovered
the bodies of 20 climbers from
eight nations. They had died
from falls or exposure.
No Demand for War Medals

.. The New Zealand govern·
ment has a rather droll If not
embal'rasslng problem: Wllat

to do with 30 ton8 01 war meda.ls that World War II veterans
wlll not claim. Out of the 300"

000 war veterans entitled to

the cardInal could have been

medals, only 6O,()(}(} have ap'

speaking from a :personal view·
point. That the ~ardlnal was
not speaking "personally" be·
came clear (7/20) when the
Vatican announced that the
cardinal's statement was "un·

plied for them. So the govern·
ment is quite concerned about
its mammoth pUe 01 awards
lying in storehouses, It seems
that the government's problem

has arisen from the New Zea·

lander'. dltltke ot th1np "VOl'"
Inl' of herokll, and u lon* u
Il 1. lMCe ... ry 101' veh!rant to
apply for awards It seem.
doubtful that the demand fol'
them w1l1 JTOW.
Kenya: latHdal Ilnw
• After a 5s.day tnal tAllt
winter, It appeared that the
cue of Jomo K~atta. accused of heading the Mau Mau,
had beetl settled. He was under

a sentence of seven yean'
hard labor. But Kenyatta appealed, and the Supreme Court
quashed hi. conviction (7!l5)
on a technicality: the Judge,
Ransley Thacker, had no jurls.
diction In the vIDage where the
trial took place., beeauae he
WaJ appointed to a dltrerent
province of the colony. But the
error did not release Kenyatta
from the charge of betn&, the
brains of the Mau Mau, for the
Supr.me Court ordered him
held In custody 101' retrial.
Some o~rvers believed that
the retrial would only enhance

Kenyatta'. prnup with his
own people.

New

AIr

8.-. Beeonl

• Over a hot desert In South·
ern CalUornla with the tern·
perature near the ground at
l04deereell, an F-86D Sabre;let
whizzed to a new official speed
record ot 715.7 mUes per hour.
The old record of 699.9 waa
broken (7/ 16) .s PIlot Wnllam
Barnes flew hi, plane, powered
wtth a General Electric turi»
:)et engine with. afterburner, at
the most favorable spot: over
a hot de.sert. This 11 ~ause
the Increaslne ' temperature.
raise the speed ot sound and
give a plane more of a speed.
marctn betore It reaches the
speed 01 sound.. Above this
speed, aircraft nul Into a sharp
increase of air realstance called
"compressibility d:rag rise."
Certain expe~mental rocket·
powered planes have flown
much faater than the new all'
speed record, a Douglas Sky.
rocket having reached 1,238

rn1lt!,I: an hour. Bat these ~r
1Ughts do not count. since om·
etal records must be made over

a measured course dOle to the

,round.

New (lobl lor N6W y~,
• New York city once boasted
01 "the longest rfde on earth
for a nickel," That era came
to an end in 1MB when the subway tare Jumped to a dlme.
On July 25 the aubway tare.was
raised. to 15 cents. nus brought
an innovation Into the Uvea of
translt·ridlng New Yorkers-a brass·colored disk sUghtly
smaller than a dime, the t.s.
cent token for the coin slou
01 the transit turnstiles.. By
laU 45,500,000 tokens are ex·
pected to be circulating. The
e:!fect? It could be that $6,000..
000 In new coins will circulate
in the U. S.' largest dty. Opined
the New York Titnm: ..It store·
keepers a&,ree to handle them,
as has been suggested, the
transit tokens cou1d become
New York'. lScent piece."

• The New World Tramlation of the Ohristian Greek Scriptures and the
book What HM Religion Done for Mankind' are a splendid combination
tor Bible students and those interested In the htstory of religion. The New
World Tran&lation, 800 pages, tn modern English, sets forth in splendid
fashton the sayings and doings of Christ and his disciples, which provide
a basis for true worship. Complete with more than 27,000 cross references,
copious footnotes, a valuable appendix, diagrams and maps, the translation
may be had for only $1.50.
• What Has Religion Done far Mankiftd1 a book of 352 pages, sets forth
the history of religion from its start down to the confusion of religion in
modem times. It looks into the future and confidently predicts the reestablishment of one true religion in all the earth. A contribution of 50 cents
will bring this book to your home. Write for both publications today by
returning the coupon below.
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THREE· BIG' RELEASES!

No.2

No.1

No.3

T THE New World Society Assembly of Jehovah's Witnesses, Yankee Stadium,
July 19 to 26, there were many new publications released. Outstanding are the three
pictured above, which you may obtain by returning the coupon below with proper remittance. First, a brief description of each release.

A

New World Translation

No.1

l

of the HebTcw ScriptuJ"(;s, Genesis to Ruth, 864

pages. In modern English, this edition contains extensive footnotes, marc

than 31,000 cross references, a valuable appendix, maps and drawings.
Bound in green Ie-alherette. Size: 75/!fi" x 5" x 1". Only $1.50.

No.2

'(Make Sure of All Th-in!18", 416 pages. A purely Bible handbook dealing with
seventy major topics. Each topic is deGncd and its origin shown. Then,
\' under various subheadings, Scripture texts are quoted to shm\-" what the
Bible teaches on that subject. Brcwn cloth binding. Size: 65/8" x 4 1/2" x
1/2". 75 cents a copy.

No.3

(
)
)
\

~

"New Iiem:ens and a New Earllt", 38·1 p<"Iges. A new-world BibJe study :::dd
of 22 chapters. Illustrated, a chart of outstanding historical dates, subject
and scripture indexes. Dark-blue binding. Size: 75/16" x 47/8" x 7/8".
50 cents a copy.
._- _.. -
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Amazing attendance of 165,829 from 96 lands!
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Bigotry Robs Dead Parents
Kidnaping of Jewish orphans shocks France
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Electronics Tells What Ails You
How modem machines give the doctor a hand
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Quack Cures and Food Fads
A dangerous waste of money and health
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SEMI~lO~nlLY

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
able to keep you aWII.M to the viW i8sues
of our times ffiulri: be unfettered by .cen'sorship and selfish interests.
"Awakel" has no fetter'S. It ~nizes facts, (aces (acJ:g, Js FEW: tb
publish facts. It is not bound by political ambitions or obli~atlons; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It

News sources that Are

maintains integrity to truth.

"Awakel" uses the regular news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the·scenes
reports come to you throu~h these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narroW, but is international. It is read in many nations, in many
lan~~es. by persons of all a<Jes. Through its pa<Jes many fields of
knowle~ pMS in review-~overnment, commerce, reli~ion, history,
~eo~raphy, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover~e is as broa.d as the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
"Awake I" pled~es itself to ri~hteous principles, to exposing hidden
foes and subtle dan~ers, to charnpionin~ freedom for all, to comfortin~
mournerS and strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a
del,i.nquent world, reflectin~ sure hope for the establishment of a right..
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by reading "Awakel"
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To Get Them Back to Church

T

~R~ WA.S R

timf" whpn Il dru,eqtore
sold drugs, a five--and-ten-cent stOre'
confined itself to low-priced merchandise~
and in th~ country church one heard
preached the 4jold-fashioned reJigion." Now
tim~s arc changed! All three of th~
•jbu!dnc~ro!r!=\" frtock many more art1cl~,
Onp. ('An purrhft~e R!b](I~ and Rih)p litflntturf' in the dnlgstore or thf' ftvp-8nd-t(t-n~
and he can even p;o to church and eat a'
meal!
If you enjoy syrupy holcake8 Hnd coffee
on Sunday mornings, but you would rather
not get up nnd prepare them. then hear the
'ir.R.ll" of this Chicago church~ filS reported
in the Philadelphia Enquirer of March 9,
1953, Wlder the heading r "Oddities in
News u :
uThe Midwest Bible Church started a
campnign to increase attcndnncc today by
~rving free pancake:! and coffee to 600
breakfast guests. The guests attenaed aft~r
they had eaten their fill. As part of a Mid...
western Lenten drive to increase SUnday
School attendance, the church plans to feature different attractions each week Wltil
Easter. Next Sunday, 2~OOO hcllum-tl1Jcd
balloons will be releB~ed from 8. parking lot
next to the church. On March 21 and 22,
a blimp wiU hover 200 feet above· the
church with streamer promotions."
Is there Scriptural support lor these Sunday morning repasts? There come to mind
the two essential tree meals that Christ
SBPTBMBER '2!, 1963

served to t.hf' 5,000 And 4,000 weary
travelers. But where is there any $tmllar~
ity in this Chicago church affair! Christ
JP-!lJU!CI.

red

thos~

who had followed him. on foot
and had listened until a late hour. The
splrltunJ food came ftrst~ then the material.
AI~ J~U!'l per~1Yro the real motlye ot
mRtf'riRl-food srekpl'S ~ jjMo~t truly I say.
to you You are looking for me-I not be·'
cause you saw signs, but because you ate
(rom u.~ loaves and were satisfied. Work,
nut lur the food thal perishes. but for the
food that rcma.1ns for llfe everlastlng!'
-Matthew 14: 13-16; John 6:26. ZT, New
World Trotts.
The miracles that the Master performed
were for the pm pose of glorifying his
heavenly FciUu~r, for identifying who the
Son of God was~ and in fulfillment of Bl..
blc prophecies. He did not stoop to otter
drawing cards for lncrmsed membe11ih1p
by planning different Uattr8~onsrt weekly.
but he concentrated On one clMr message.
the kingdom of God. wrhe lAw and thf!'
Prophets were Wltil John. From then on
the -kingdom of God is being declared as
good news~ and every kind of person :ispressing forward 'tOll'am It,"-Luke 16 :16,.
New World TraM.
How foreign to the Scriptures and to
real Christianity are the varied theatrical
presentations and entertainment programs
of modern religious organizations! In their
misguided Quest for more followers the
t

I

3

the

tentacles of organized religion reach out New World-Trans.) In
midst o(famineinto the political field, commerce, sports, ridden Christendom during the past seven
the theater, and even into the restaurant decades there has arisen a rapidly growing
business! Just to keep their customers group of gospel-preachers to fulfill this dIsatisfied, for without such efforts they vine prophecy and command. I
might not keep their customers. There are
Jehovah's witnesses, called by some "the
, proper places to discuss politics and receive world's fastest growing religion," need no
advice on voting, but the church is not one revivals to increase attendance at their
of them. "My kingdom is no part of this meetings or assemblies. From some hun.world," said Jesus. Commerce is not to be dreds at the turn of the century they now
carried on in buildings dedicated to God, number over 510,000 active ministers in
for Jesus sajd further: "'My house will 143 lands, and each week they hold Bible
be called a house of prayer,' but you are studies with at least a half-million others.
making it a cave of robbers." Bingo par- They ris~ early on Sunday mornings and
ties, movies and athletic contests are cer- devote several hours in distributing spirittainly out of place in church. As for elab- ual food to truth-hungry people at their
orate church suppers or "free pancakes," homes. They appear regularly on' the
the apostle Paul reminded: "Certainly you streets following the example of Jesus and
do have houses for eating and drinking." Paul, "keeping a tight grip on the word of
-John 18:36; Matthew 21:13; 1 Corinthi- life," using every possible avenue to proans 11:22, New World Trans.
vide the public with "the food that remains
"Jack of all trades, master of none" is a for life everlasting." (Philippians 2:16,
popular axiom that appears to aptly fit New World Trans.) With true worship as
Christendom's conglomeration of religions. their only drawing card, their ranks conThe one work that Christendom is obli- tinue to swell, both in their individual
Kingdom Halls and at great national and
gated to do-by her name and by her posjnternational assemblies. The increasing:
session of God's Word-is sadly overnumbers com~ because they know they will
looked, and left to a small minority to benefit from the real spiritual food that is
carry out: "And this good news of the offered freely. Jehovah's witnesses are livkingdom will be preached in all the in- ing proof of the fact that when such is
habited earth for the purpose of a witness offered, inducements like coffee and hotto all the nations, and then the accom- cakes and balloons for the kiddies are not
plished end will come." (Matthew 24:14, needed.-Contributcd.
REGARDING COMMERCIALS
When advertising executives recently met in Los Angeles a distoct represent·
ative of General Electric said: "Television commercials have almost reached the
point where I don't believe a doggone thing I hear on the air. For instance, we
have not manufactured a certain vacuum cleaner for twelve years. Y£:>t it is being
boosted on TV as tbe- latest thing." A swelling volume ot dissatisfaction is heard
from viewers and commentators. Among them is Advertising Age, which said TV
is mortgaging "its wonderful prospects" "by the acceptance of high·pressure
scarcely credible, and scarcely honest advertising that observ£:>s the rules of thc
1871) pitchman [a public novelty vender], and practically nothing else."
AWAKE!

obs Dead Parents
HE RF. WR S 8 oonCflms, itg,plf with two Jewi.~h orphans,
time when a ftobt-rt and Cierald f4'inaly~ who we-re but
man had just reason three and two ye-ars of age when their
to hp. proud when someone refen'ed to parents were apPJ'ehended by the Gestapo
him as a bigot. As first uM!d. som~ ~t~ht ag~u1.l:i uf HiU~r 011 F~urua.ry 14. 1944
centuries ago, the let'lII was appHed to "men never to be heard from again. It ~enlS
who w~rt! staunch ]overs of freedom. Con- that the father turned his chUdren over to
c~rnln~ these WC' tead In lVltat PriI'r. Tol·
n CnthoJi(! fmmltUng hnm~ run by n Mlle,
(;'1'unc()1 (Poul M. Wintpr), on pagE' ~40: Antoinl'ttp fin.m. An Aunt of thf' hoy,q 10..
, '·Rollo. the first Dukr.- of Nonnnnriy, catoo them in 1945, a year la ter, just after
when commnnri('o to ki~~ thp foot of the war was over, and asked for their return. !Jut !\i]]~. Brun. havin~ deternlined to
Chllrl~ ID, thp Simple~ King of the \Veost
make Roman Cathullc~ out uf these Jewish
FrRnk.~, in return t't>r the province of
Nellstria, declared. ~Ne .se. lJi ~otr- (Not boys, refused to tum them over to Ulei!"
so, by God!) This oath by Rullo ~am~d (or closCS1: Uvlng blood rcJntions. Three years
the Normans the tHle Bigottl, and later httpr! wh~n thp. boys \W~rc ~cvcn and six
\:hcml:e<l to Bigots. According to the twelft.h years old, Miss HnJn hRd thf'm haptlzcd
century chronlelp. thp. r-;onnA.n~ rPmAine(i into the CathoHc Church. In 1949 the ~18·
steadfAst in t.hei r fideJity to e-ach other, Uves of the Finaly boys presented a manmuch to the dismay of King Char]es," Yes, d<lte in the French court asking for the
as used then, those freedOlll·lov in~ N 01'- ,boys. After almfAit {UUt· years of legal
mans had just cau~1:! fur pride in their battling~ the French court ruled in favor
title nBigots" even though not intended as of the .Je\\>lsh relations and against Catha-iic Misq Rrun.
such.
Du t did M i s.~ Brun obey the .court's
Today, however, the tenu 15 one of
l:)hame for instead of referring to one who order and turn the boys. over to their
WlcJe and aWlt? No} she refused to give
jnsists on his right~ of conscience, it refers
thenl up and so was arrested. When the
to one who would refuse to grant others vulk:e CaIne- fQr the boys, they were nothose rights! to one who would practice where to be fOWld, fur she had arranged
injusih;e and intolerance because of his with cathone priests to smuggle the boys·
religious beliefs. Thus Webster defines big- from one CathoUc school to another until
otry as ~~obsUnate and unreasoning attach- finally they got. acm~~ thp. French border
ment to one's beliefs, with intolerance of into Spain, where Miss Brun and her co~1i~I~ uPpcJSed lo them."
con.o;piratorH felt the boys would be safe
A strikill~ case of bigotry in fluxiern from the French police. Within a month
times has been fcatur~d in the French seventeen Frenchmen including tUx Ro.press, particuJarly since March, 1933. It man Catholic priests and tw'O nun~, w~re

T
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either in jail or out on bond because of
being involved in the disappearance of the
two boys.

Attempts at Justification

co.urt,asking that Jewish boys, who had be~
come Catholics, be returned to Jewish relatives, But how had these become Catholics? After having these boys just one year,
the relatives requested their returnL By
what right did Miss Brun refuse to give
them up? Is that what their parents would
have wanted? By this action was she not
in effect robbing the dead parents of their
children?
Miss Thompson speaks of the love that
Miss Srun-had for these boys, but does low
for orphans manifest itself by changing
their religions as radically as from Jewish
to Roman Catholic, when they are too
young to know what religion is all about;
and especially to do so in the face of bitter
OPPOSition from the orphans' closest relatives? Miss Thompson SPeaks of the boys'
disappearing in spite of the efforts of Catholic authorities to recover them. Despite
French efforts to recover them, yes; but
despite Catholic efforts? Would six priests
and two nuns have gone against the orders of their superiors in such a matter
had their superiors really wanted the boys
returned to the.ir Jewish relatives?
Did not the aunt ask for the custody,Pf
the boys when they were but four and three
years old, only a year after Miss Brun had
taken them in, and in spite of which she
persisted in catechizing them, making
Catholics out of Jewish boys and then.having them baptized three years later? Miss
Brun may talk much about tile love she
had for these two Jewish orphans, the
"most abandoned" of her charges, but it is
apparent that- religious bigotry, a desire
to gain converts for her church, and not
love for the children, their rights and the
rights of their relatives, was the motive
prompting her.

A Catholic priest, who had been ar~
rested for his part in smuggling the boys
across the French border and into Spain,
claimed that his action of running off with
these boys could, not be termed kidnaping
because the boys themselves were in sympathy with his actions and did not want
to be turned over to their Jewish relatives;
also that "their only regret was not to be
able to write their mother," Miss Brun.
But Miss Brun is not the mother of the
boys, and had she not kept them since
1945 in spite of the objections of their
Jewish relatives, those boys would not
have felt the way they did about wanting
to remain with their Catholic guardians.
Time magazine, March 16, 1953, which
reported on this matter, did its best to
minimize the gravity of the action and its
blameworthiness by implying that there
was doubt as to the wishes of the parents
in the matter of the religion of their offspring. True; the boys had been circumcised, but T'lme questions whether it was
done for health or religious reasons, and
says that the father had not specifically
stated whether he wanted his children
brought up as Jews or as Catholics. But let
Time' ask Catholic parents how many of
them would want to have their boys raised
as Jews and it would know, since it seems
not to know at present just how Jewish
parents would feel about having their boys
raised as Catholics. To advance such arguments merely reveals how weak the case
is for Roman Catholic Miss Brun.
Miss Dorothy Thompson, American columnist, regrets the issue that has been
raised, dwells at length on the hospitality Repercussions
of those taking in Jewish orphans and deBaron Guy de Rothschild, head of the
scribes the incident as that of a French international banking house and lay leader
6
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or FrenCb Jewry. expressed the way the
JeMi. particularly those in France, felt

about this Finaly affair. He pointed out
that the Jewish community would never
accept the forced conversion of the Jewish
boys and that whereas for years this
matter had been a private legal battle between the relatives of the boys and the
Roman Catholic social worker who had become their legal protector, "Now, within
a few weeks, the private persons have
passed into the background and one finds
engaged in this affair the French Government, the Catholic Church and all of Judaism. Simultaneously the case has jumped
into the forefront of the news and has
provoked so much violent feeling and so
much passionate debate in public and private meetings and in al1 circles that one
is tempted to give it an importance analogous to the Dreyfus or Petain cases."
Baron de Rothseh\ld eonUnued: "Nonrestitution of the Finaly children to their
family and their conversion to Catholicism
constituted one of the worst abuses of confidence vis-a.-vis their unfortunate parents.
. . . Too many priests have played an active role in the Finaly case for us to hesitate in incriminating -the entire church,
which is a highly ofganized and hierarchized body." The New York Times,
which carried the foregoing expressions of
the Baron, concluded its report with the
following significant observation of its
own: "Several Roman Catholic officials
and lay persons have criticized those who.
baptized the children for violating canon
law, since it was done without parental
authorization. There has been no direct
criticism by a high church official of those
who have hidden the children."
True, the archbishop of Paris, Cardinal
Felton, asked for the return of the children, but why? Because what had been
done was in vi01ation of the prindp1es of
Christianity and justice, not to say any8IiJPTBMBER ill, 1953

thing of its being in violation of canon
law? Not at all, but merely because the
law should be obeyed. He, however, prefaced the remark with a request for clem..
ency for those involved in this kidnaping
and forced conversion.
The Finaly affair was taken seriously not
only by the Jews and Catholics of France,
but also by French liberals. Said the New
York Times, April 15, 1953, on this aspect:
"Paris Group Warns Church on Powers.
Sees Case of Jewish Orphans as an Attempt to Assume a Temporal Role." Referring to numerous Catholic statements,
none of which, however, emanated from
high officials, to the effect that the church
had a right "to assume physical control
over baptized children, the manifesto issued
by about thirty educators and writers declared that it represented 'an offensive to'
restore a doctrine that gives the church,
in auuitlon to lts sovetelgnty over souls, Tal
ill-defined portion of secular government
also.' The manifesto said tbat in accordance with the French Constitution the
church's spiritual mission gave it no right
to intervene in civil matters."
The New York Times further observed that in the face of growing protests
against the way the Catholic Church has
handled this whole affair, the Jesuit monthly, Etudes, manifested a much-reDlarked
softening in attitude. In this publication
a Catholic priest, Robert Rouquette, asked
"whether it was in fact the duty of the
modem church to take baptized children
away from unbaptized parents or relations."
What does this indicate? That only because of the pressure brought to bear by
popular opinion aroused in righteous indignation at the Dark Ages policy pursued
by the Catholic Church has there been a'
softening in her attitude. In other words,
it is an right to steal Jewlsh mfants 1rom
their dead parents by baptizing them as

7

Catholics before they are old enough to
know what is involved, and in spite of the
pleas of their relations for their return,
until an outraged public has to be reckoned
with-then be willing to question whether,
after a11, such things are right or not.
Christ Jesus commanded that we were to
do to others all the things we wanted others
to do to us. (Matthew 7:12) Would
Catholics want their children taken over
by Jews, raised as Jews? Christ Jesus also
commanded not to prevent parents from
bringing the little children to him, but do
we ever read of his authorizing the forcing
of children to be brought to him in spite
of the objections of their parents or closest
living relatives? (Mark 10:13, 14) If a
church were following those principles of
Christ, would it be necessary for her to be

forced by an unbelieving wotId to do that
which is right?
On April 16 the press reported that the
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs had
received a communication from Spain to
the effect that it would return the children
only if Miss Brun and the Jewish children
had reached an agreement, which actually
amounted to siding in with the kidnaper
of the children, Miss Brun. Then France's
highest court upheld the decision that the
orphans should be placed in the custody of
their aunt in France. Forty.eight hours
later (June 26) they were returned. Under
an agreement between the cardinal primate and the grand rabbi the boys are to
live with their aunt until they are 21, when
they will make their own choice between
Judaism and Catholicism. The robbing of
dead parents was defeated.

VATICAN MISSION STILL A MYSTERY
When Myron C. Taylor was appointed the
personal representative of President Roosevelt
to the Vatican, it left the impression that
there was a vital need for such a mission. In
1948 Mr. Taylor published the book Wartime
Oorrespondence Between President Roosevelt
and Pope PiUl~ XII in an attcmpt to prove the
importance of the Vatican mission. Yet the
contents of thIs book revealed no good reason
for the existence of the mission; the lofty
and pompous words of mutual esteem left one
in a fog. What was the need for such a mis·
sian? The book offered no clue.
But the mystery only heightened when
Mr. Taylor published a book on the correspondence he handled between President Tru·
man and Pope Pius XII. Not long ago The
Chri8tian Century, May 13, 1953, tried to find
a clue that might justify the existence of a
Vatican mission. The magazine commented on
Taylor's recent book:

8

"If the summary of Its contents published

in the New York Times on April T1 is adequate (and the Times reporter evidently was
trying to find something of interest to quote)
toe whole exchange consi~ted 9f more unex·
ceptionable remarks on the importance of
religious faith in the pursuit of peace. Writes
Mr. Truman to the pope: 'We must employ
every resource at our command to bring to
thIs sadly troubled world an enduring peace,
and no peace can be permanent which is not
based on Christian principles.' The pope reo
plies in kind. Mr. Truman replies in kind. The
pope replies in kind. And so on to a final
exchange of admirable Christmas good wishes.
What reason was there here for the services
of an ambassador? Or even of a 'personal
representative' whose office expenses ran to
about $40,000 a year? After all. the overseas
airmail service iii the best postal service we
have, and overseas airmail stamps cost only
15 cents."
AWAKE!
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161f;11t- ~ Old
l'ubUc Lccturo

HE New
World Society Assembly of Jehovah'!; \\'itn_ now
Is hlstory--und what history! For eight
r1AYl'I an flvr-ragf' of 130,000 Christian mlnillters from % different land.... filled YAnkp ...
Stadium, occupied the overllow tents or assembled at the as!:iemblY'li Trailer City,
neal' New Market, New Jen;ey, some 40
miles away,
The climax of the assembly was !'(>achro
on July 26 when HiG,g:,m assembled at
foul' o'clock in Uu.~ aIlel'llooli 10 III..'al' U1O.'
public address of the president uf the
Society, N, H. Knorr, on the widely
~rlverti~Prl ~uhjp~t, .. After A rma~('r1r1on
-God's New World."
~ophi~tk8.tP.d
New York gaped in
amazement that a Bih!€' cOnvpntion ('o11lrl
attract such crowds and marveled at theLr
orderliness. At> one policeman expressed
it: "These peuple pl'adiel' what ilLey
preach!"
!16 Lnlllill Rf'prf'llented
Emphasizing the a'3Sembly's world-wine

scope were the names of each of the eight
days: "Earth's Foul' Quarters Day,"
"NorUI America Day," "I~land~ of the
Atlantic Day," "South America Day,"
"Asia Day," "Africa Day," "Europe Day:'
Hnd "T~If\nrls of thE" Par'ifi(' Day." Each
day's name was lettered 0'1 the gl'a_~s in
front of the speaker's platfonn together
with thc number of lands and minis ten;
in those lands in that part of the ('f11'th.
The reports of branch sel'vanb; and misSEPTEMBER U, 195j

aiODar.e8 for
each day were
in keeping with
it" nAme. Well
over 18,000 witD es came from Canada, upward of 800
from England. 287 from Germany, etc., for
a total of some 22.000 f!'Om 95 different
fON'ign lands.
During the assembly di~mll'N'!'I were
giwn in tWenty lan~ages besides F.nglillh.
Attendances at such meetings ran from
;'}4 for the Albanian to 4,075 for the Spanish puhliC' rn('{'t\nt:' hC'ld on Sunday, July
2G, I p.m.

K'ithill the Stadium
The international aspect of the assembly
wa,<; also emphasized by 90 L>4nls fastened
on thE' girders around the stadium, on
which wt're gN'("tin~ together with a suit·
able illustration for ("aeh land. Among
these were: Harvest in Philippint's Great!
South Africans Present Leap fat Joy!
Japan Blossoms in Holy Array; Though
Divided-Stil! United, Germany; Our Love
Pt'nE"trfitpo;; Iron Curtain. Behind the
bleacher Y'('tion wa,,, a beautiful si~, 70
by 1:l feet, that carried the welcome by
the United .':.'tates' witness("s.
Concerning the platform setting the
Kew York Times, July 20, 1953, said:
"The transfonnation of the Yankee field
was wholly remarkable. Home plate was
covered by a cluster o,f sixteen amplifiers,
banked \\ith potted plants. The pitcher's
box \x>cllmf' II circle of red, white and
yellow blo~OIllS. The orchestra was seated
hPhinrl ,,('('ond base with an upright golden
harp wheI<' the I'm.>:; would ht'. Spreading
9

around from first base to third was a
ma .. array of ageratum, marigold, geranium, lily, petunia, hydrangia, dahlia and
scarlet sage. A clear fountain played all
day near the spot identified with second
basemen. . . . Most impressive, separating infield from outfield, was a green
barrier of balsam fir, espaliered in the
form of a castle's parapet, with jutting
watchtower,"

The Spiritual Food
The New World Society· Assembly certainly provided a rich spiritual feast for
Jehovah's witnesses, Its theme was struck
by its president, N. H. Knorr, in his Monday afternoon speech, "Living Now as a
New World Society," in which he forcefully outlined the history, purpose and
progress of this society.
Throughout the assembly the discourses
stressed the various aspects of living now
as a New World society. It means engaging in a pastoral work of feeding
Christ's "other sheep"; it means walking
in the name of Jehovah our God, putting
that name ever to the fore; it also means
fleeing now before Annageddon -makes it
too late to tlee.
Repeatedly the ministers were reminded
of their teaching commission and particularly the requirement to teach from
house to house. The purposes to be served
by this ministry were noted. New World
society training of children, the manners
of its ministers and woman's proper position were discussed. The need of having
an unselfish motive and having one's acts
directed by the living Word of God was
also brought home to the assembled ministers. Stressed also were the privileges
of full-time activity and especially that of
the missionary; and special and pointed
instructions were given to the various
groups of full-time ministers.

,
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Increased Ught WlUI shed on Gog, he
being Satan the DevU himself; "the deeIre
of all nations" of Haggai 2:7 was identi·
fied as the men of good will now taking
their stand; the founding of the new earth
dates from 1919 when spiritual Israel was
freed from modern Babylon.

New Publications Released
New publications of the Watch Tower
Society are often released at an international assembly of Jehovah's witnesses,
and this assembly was the best yet, 75
publications having been brought forth in
many different languages. The three major
English releases were: «Make Sure of All
Things", a 416-page pocket-sized Bible
handbook containing more than 4,000
quotations of Bible texts under 70 main
themes; the New World Translation of
the Hebrew Scriptures, Volume I, consisting of the first eight books of the
Hebrew Scriptures known as the Oetateuch; and the 384-page Bible study aid,

«New Heavens and a New Earth".
Three English booklets were also released: «Preach the Word", which gives
a Kingdom witness in 30 languages; Basis
for Be.lief in a New WorldJ prepared "~s·
pecially for missionaries in Oriental lands,
yet valuable for all encounters with Bible
doubters; anp. the booklet containing the
public lecture, After Armageddon-God/s
New World. Four new timely tracts were
also released and also four issues of the
assembly's 16-page newspaper, Convention

Report of Jehavah's Witnesses.
23 Assembly Departments.
The New World Society Assembly was
well organized. Several months before it
began, the work of obtaining rooms was
brought under way. Close to 50,000 rooming accommodations in private homes
were obtained; some 35,000 witnesses
stayed at hotels, one hotel alone accom-

modating 1,900; and upward of 45,000

stayed in tents and trailers at Trailer City.
About 5,500 took part in looking for rooms.
In the Trucking department 60 trucks,
ranging from half-ton to double trailers.
were volunteen>d and operated by 289
workers. Forty expert technicians took
care of the sound department and publicaddress system, which utilized 250 loud·
Ilpl!akel'l:I and thl't!tl milt!l:S of wire, and

with the help <1f the telephone company
tied In both Troller CUy and \VBBR to
the as...,embIY'!I programs. ThC! music \\IllS
furnished by an orch('.'~trl\ of 77 !lklllf'd
mwlcians under the able direction of
V. R. Duncombe, who also led the singing.
The cafeteria, operated by 4,500 witling
workers. was a model of efficiency that
amli~ed oul.\;iden; wiLh its cavacity of

30,000 meals per hour. A lieutenant frorp a
ncurby nnvo.l base came to sec how it ""as
cione, with fl. vipw of using lIlIch n l'Iystcm
"in caSE' of bombings or oth",T' diAA!ltf'~."

In the refreshment stands, ::',500 volunteers supplied conventioners with sandwichet;, milk, t;uda water, ice cream, coffee,

"hot dogs," etc,
The Fil't:;t Aid depal'lment, consistin~
ot 20 doctors and a stan' of nurses, took
care of the emergencies and minor mishaps, which wert' very few ('on.<linering
the size of the crowds, the weather and
other circumstances. Among other m-partments were "Attendant" (Usher); Press

and Puulic Relaliuf]l;; Cleanin!':: Com'ention Rf'porting; F:nginf'f'ring and Installation; Bookroom; to mention but a few.
Provision was made to translate the
lectures into thc sign language for the 60
deaf-mutes that attended, and also to put
the lectures on tapes; some 11,000 tapes,
each containing two hours of lectures,
were ordered, Radio Station WBBR had
a staff on hand to tie 111 the programs \\oith
its own whenever possible and to make
SEPTEMBER
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recordings for ))r(wSrasting at such timtls
as the assembly was not in session,
And all this work was done without a

single cent in remuneration, aU giving
their !lld.lls and ablllties because of their
love for Jt'hoVAh And thf'ir neighbor.
Trailer City

A t.'Onsiderable segment of the New
World Society Assembly found itself at
TrnUcr City, where, on the l:tst Sunday,
49,027 helU'd the publ!e lecture, Situated
40 miles from Yfmkf'f' Stadium, ncar New
J\.larket, Nt'W Jersey, it COVI'I'f"rl 200 acres,
on which 1,500 trailers wt're parked and
6,000 t~uLs w~re pitched. Laid out in
strl'eU; and aVl;!nu~, which bore Bibllcal
and other names associated with Jehovllh's witn('"<:;('S,, It bore n New Worldsocit'ty look, RPgistf'rt>O liS stnyini in
Trailer City WE're 45,453.
For its various department.s 78 bulldlnRs
weI'C ('rcctC'd, which, If placed end to end,
would hAW' stl'f'tched out a halt mile.
Bight miles of pi[lt' WE't'f' lAid, and 23 miles
of electric Wires supplied light and power.
The ~ew York Hp,mld Tribune, July 21,
1953, in reporting on thE' assembly end
Ule Tl'ailer City, under the heading "A
City Is Born," had, amonll: other things,
the following to say: "In a close-mown
160-acre wheattleld at New Market, N.J..
30,000 Witnf'!i.<:;es have settled down and
created the nation's politest, neatest and
certainly newest mtmicipality_"

Olher Conventia" High Light.
.\n outstanding feature of the assembly
was the resolution offered at the conclusion of t.hf' preSident's Monday afternoon
speech, "Living =,,"ow a.<:; a New World
Society," in which resolution 'were highlighted: that Jehovah's witnesses recognize that 1914 marks the date of the establishment of ('.od's heavenly klngdbm; that
the Nt'w World society takes no part in
11
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45,453 at New World Society
Trailer City
It Appeared Fl,ll·blown in One Day, Functioned
Smoothly in Two Days, Reached Capacity in Four Days

"'ark ~t"rted ('arly in June aud progressed until
100 volunteer carpenters, electrif'ians, plumbers and
uther <:l'aftsnlen and thf'ir assistants, from congrega_
tionR of Jehoyah's \vitnesRes in adjacent Ne\v Jersey
imd Xew York areas, built a duplication of the 1950
Trailer City, PXl'L'pt that it was exactly doubled this
tilne. It :::p1'a "'led over 200 acres.
You might think of twin cities, joined together
into one, Eneh was equipped with a 100-foot adminis_
tration hl1iltiing, refr('shnlent and food storage build ..
in~:. laundry building-, as \\.(.]1 as its own grocery store,
sho\\'('r hfJl1~(>s, carpentry shnps-in all, 78 buildings
were ('oll:...;tructed that consumed ZG5,OOO board feet
of lumber. The buildings, if set ('nd to end, would
~tretch 111nre than half a Inlle.
Thp

l~J;-;:~

Trnill'l' City population ·was three thnes the
ill HI~,O. By Thur~day tlwre were more than
1.5f10 trailers and n10re than 6,000 tents, Rpread over
1~() ~u'l'e~-in lH:iO thp C'ity c.:overed 8·:1: acres.
l~,.~U

The city'S l'Pg"istration, attendant, traffic, sanitation
'lnd tire departmf'nts, staffed by t\\'o thirds of the
i,nOt) YOhlllte('r "Torkpn:::, alnazed Jnunicipal and health
(,tti('inl~.

Crowded stadium showing Sunday

".flt.'l"nnnn:

any political activity, disavowing all subversive movements and the use of violence
in the overthrow of governments; that it
is united in one common bond despite
differences of language, race and nationality; and that regardless of opposition
it will continue to bear witness to Jehovah's name, his supremacy and kingdom. The resolution was seconded by convention chairman Percy Chapman of Canada and adopted amidst thundering
applause.
Another assembly high light was the
immersion. On Wednesday after the discourse on baptism 4,640 persons of good
will indicated that they had dedicated
themselves to do Jehovah's will, and these
were baptized. Special buses took these
candidates for immersion to the Riverside
Cascade Pool, where two teams kept busy
immersing for five hours.
The Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
was made prominent in the assembly. Not
only were its missionaries on the ~rogram
every day, but the first day of the assembly was largely given over to them. In the
aftemoon 127 students from 28 different
lands fanning the 21st class were graduated and given missionary assignments
In 44 different lands. (Picture of grad,uating class appears on page 15.) In the
evening the graduates gave a two-hour
demonstration of Gilead life, telling about
their studies, classrooms, etc., as well as
furnishing a very interesting musical program, consisting chiefly in folk songs of
the various nations from which they came,
by which they depicted how they relaxed
while at school. A particularly effective
feature was the impersonation by one or
the women students of Mary Magdalene
on. Jesus' resurrection day.
On Thursday afternoon missionaries
from past, present and future classes combined to provide a very colorful pageant
in native costume in which eight different
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very effective ~swers were given to the
question: "How do you witness to Oriental
people and cultivate interest in the Bible?"
Included were branch servants' reports
from Burma, India, Japan, Hong Kong,
Korea, Pakistan, Singapore and Thailand.
And still another striking feature of
the assembly was the streamlining of the
work carried on by the traveling representatives of the Watch Tower Society,
known as circuit and district servants, and
the emphasis that these are to place on
the house-to-house preaching activity in
the future.

Publicity
The publicity ,that the public press gave
Jehovah's witnesses immediately before
and during the assembly was by all odds
the best tbat it had ever given. The reports
were quite friendly and generous in space;
by the morning of the last Sunday of the
assembly 6,000 column inches on the convention had appeared in New York papers.
Weeks before the assembly began the
Brooklyn Eagle gave a good news story
telling of the quest for rooming accommodations made by Jehovah's witnesses.
And on the first day of the assembly{ in
addition to news reports it featured more
than a full-page story entitled uJehovah/s
Witnesses: From Brooklyn to Annageddon. Their Message Is Warning of Final
Battle and Promise of 'Wonderful New
World to Come·... By picture and word it
told of the headquarters home, factory,
radio station, and rather objectively discussed. what the witnesses teach.
Tne Sentinel~ a weekly published near
Trailer City, gave pages of publicity to
the assembly. particularly as represented
at Trailer City.
For a more detailed coverage of the
New World Society Assembly of Jehovah's
Witnesses we refer our readers to the
96-page Convention Report for 1953.
A WAKE!

Twenty-first Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
Lf'ft to rj:.:hl: Front row: 13onno, E., Dl're('ocliea, ::\f.. Cantwell, L., Xal{I •. ...-\ . .\lnl'tin. y" Pl'reival, 1<', Littau, A" Head, D.,
"\nmep""I, .\. Second row: Bradley, C., Park, K, ~Iull, H., Th"m, F., HallquiH, E., :I[,,,·])onald, J., }-;mith, J., Matthe\"s, G.,
~anlS()n, L .. Ht·y\\·()t)(l, B., .:\lontelTOHo, ~I. Third row: Boornlan, (", Fi:-:chel'. ~., Tan, H" l{anlV, ~1., ~rar;-;liall, .T., Loreilhe, L.,
..\forris, Y., \\'all\\'(.rk. 1., U:qniste, C., Luptehfonl, ~., }lartin, n .. f)ol1in, J.!. Fourth row: F('rgu~on, E., St,rra, G., Prudehl, E.,
.·\ulich, 1., ~ "layton, F'" S\\'aby, L., Candu!-1so, 1., IIarrif1, ~1., Sll1ith, :::;., Cletl'li H" Hinkson, B. Fifth row: Ileast, S., \Yoodward, 8., Huy. B., ~.1,Tltao, S., Bradley, L., Schi1fl.eg'er, C., Skipwul'th, 13 .. H(j~it'. n., Cioff, .r., T<\:ersha\v, J., ~chittif'ger, J.,
De Young, :'II. Sixth row: Batson, B., Danner, H., :lIills, .J., Claytnn, B., Bnl\\'o, ,,'., i'tegenga, :11., Hinkson, E., Del Hio, J.,
l{oach, J., \'an :,kijl, U., \Yil"on, .T., Sleynlwrg, M., Smith, F. Seventh row: r';'pley, J., Smith, S., Hibshman, D., LeClair, C.,
Holt, I., Cantw{::l1. J., )ludge, H" Head, \\-'1 Bereco('hea, A., erich, A., :\Iall~n. C., Ahuanl<t, F., Giannone, S., Lunkenheilner, O.
Eighth row: I)e Young, H., Fletcher, T., Barlo'\V, D., ~allis, 'V" Kowalev,:iC'z, F., Percival, ':\1., Xicholls, P., Hosie, D., l{ersha\v, 'V.,
:-<onkes, G., lll"schek, 8., Bartonek, E., Herink, S., Mull, n., Matthews, E. Ninth row: Hihshman, P., Sedgwick, P., 'Vallwork, R.,
\Viegersma, A., Fischer, 'Y., Biehn, J., Clark, P., Dell'Elice, R., Batson, 0., Sti(>rling, J., Jones, A., Bonno, A., de Kruijff, A.,
(jillan, F., Somers, E. Tenth row: Stegenga, D., Gihhons, J., Kamp, D., )Iatthe\\'s, D., Hardy, 'Y., van Seijl, 'Y., Steynberg, 'Y.,
Smant. J .. ~hlJ'tin, Y., Rieckf'n, n., Prince, 'V., ,Yynder, J., Littau, H., \'an YUUI'(', R., Goff, C.
t

The Colorful Indians of Ecuador
Iy "Awake!" (orrelpondenl in ECllcodor

N THIS little South American country of
Ecuador, in the jungle west of Quito, be·
tween the Andes Mountains and the Pacific
Ocean, is a spot that the Colorado Indians,
some of earth's most colorful people, call
home. Once numerous, it is estimated that
now only about three hundred are left.
OW Three of us in company with two American naturalists went to see them. The trip
itseU was as absorbing as the Colorados. We
went up and out of Quito's valley until
the magnificent and brilliantly green mountains surrounded us. They were cultivated to
the very tops in neat, measured squares.
Oxen strained powerful muscles pulling plows
on their steep sides. A llama was silhouetted
on a mountain. Then clouds began dri fting in
white mists between the mountains and filling
in the valleys below. At times we could see
only the road ahead of us. The grandeur of
the mountains was hidden and the white
cloud-mist turned the visible world into a
fairyland. Gigantic trees wcre weirdly shaped
by hanging moss and vines. We stopped for
lunch and stretched our legs.
'W Back in the bus we raced down narrow
mountain roads, and that night reached tiny
Santo Domingo. The next morning we struck
out for the jungle to get an intimate view
of the country of the red people we were to
visIt. The path zigzagged down a steep hill to
a rock creek of clear, fast·moving water.
The mammoth trees o,-erhead came together
and shut out the sky like a great, green, leafy
roof. Glorious birds waited in the branches
above us. Blue and black butterflies eight or
ten inches across ignored us in their flights
among the trees and vines. Insects sang and
buzzed. Overgrown, painted beetles in green,
blue and red crawled from under leaves and
rocks, Scorpions hid under bushes and centi·
pedes lay along leaves and branches. Monkeys
chattered in the trees well out of reach; ani·
mals hid. The gleaming colors of tropical
flowers made a dream of the underbrush.
1: Painted Colorados make an unforgettable
splash of color in the dark green of the jungle.
Their bodies are completely covered with a
red so bright that it startles the eye. The hair,
too, is scarlet. It is rubbed full of what at

I
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first appears to be red clay, but turns out to
be achiote, a small red seed that readily gives
up its color just .by touching it with the hand
or mixing it with water. The Colorado smears
his body and hair with this dye. He molds
it into his hair so well that it looks like a
bright plastic cap that comes down almost
over his eyes. It is cut straight around, even
with the eyes, and the back is shaved up to
that line. The Colorado's face is striped hori·
zontally with black stain. Chest, arms, legs,
even feet and hands are decorated with black
and blue stripes and dots over the red. With
a sharp yellow shawl over his shoulder and
a scarlet red sash holding up a black-and·
white-striped sarong, his dress is complete.
Some Colorados, however, add wide gold
bracelets, and top their red hair with a straw
ring like a twisted doughnut dyed in bright
colors. The women decorate their bodies, too,
but leave their hair black and long. They
wear only a striped cotton skirt with dozens
of strings of brass and coiored beads.
~ They are a happy people, honest and reo
spectfuL A traveler told of spending the night
in a Colorado hut. His horse was fed, watered
and tethered, and he was invited to sl~ep in
the Indian's bedroll. He awoke with a start.
The hut' was empty. He dashed outside,
confident he had been robbed of everything,
including his horse_ But there he saw)tis
horse, tethered under the hut, and the Colora·
do family was asleep in a lean·to they had
thrown up so the stranger could be comfort·
able in their hut by himself. Their little huts
generally house families of five or six. But
if one member dies, the hut and all possessions
of the dt'ad one are burned. The family moves
to another spot and builds another hut. The
Colorados have no books to disclose their
history. Their legends are told in their own
peculiar tongue and seem to reveal an ancient
connection with the tribes of the sierra.
'¥ In this green jungle with strange anImals
and brilliant birds these painted Indians are
fast disappearing. They live not only at an
end, however, but at a beginning, for the
Almighty who made possible such an interesting variety in man, animals and all na·
ture has promised that under His kingdom
the beauty of the earth will be for/all.
AWAKE!

detectect and
but

recorded

a1M those of the

lungs and stomach.
Another device used in
ubtaining information
about Ole heart records
::::: :
:=
the state uf fullness of
the- b1000 vt:as~l~~ and , thereby. the heartbeats. Also a rE'COrrl rAn be made of bluod
pressure, which may givp. more lntorma..
tion about t he heart.
When the heart pumps it produces consirlp.rable mechanical fOl'("e,
..
If Ule patient
h~~ on his hH~k, there 1s cnoui::h furct! de-v£>Joped to movp thp who1c body. Thh3
movement can be d~tt'ctE"d Rnfi recorded by
m~an~ u rap ickup dev ice 1(\ id nVf!r the
shim; 'and fast ~ned in place. Thus from
fhese various \\.~ays uf cllt!cking the action
of l.hp. h(\nrt the doctor call oulain invaluRhlf' information about cnrdia(' f:ondilions.

, TELLS WI-IAT AILS YOU
,

Hg UoJd fashloned" pre-electronic doctor was often a Ulan of integrity who
W;led l:iouud jud~.ultmt to give sound advice.
His equipment was P~l'hHIJS cl'ulif!l. but it
was used with I:'rcat sldlI acquired by dilig~nt work in college nnd as un intern. To·
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noct.or i:"l not. 1imitPrl hy ('!1Jdl' eQuipmE"nt. 1 Ie can us~ e lectronk- f't}uipmpnt to

diagnose and even to trea.t his patient's
(iiJnu~Hls. This t;quipJll~nt is no :substitute
fol' ~kill und ~(jund jlld~mlmL uul it cau bt>
of bl'Cut benefit.
En~h fillY ficpm!i to hri rig forth more of
th is f'(]11 ipmfl'nt. Man y of tt1(-s(' rllal-,"7losUc
machines \\.'l'ite down in R ('hart form th~
infonnation they furnish, The nAmps of
Ules~ Ulachines usual1~r (lnd with "graph,"
meaulug lbal lh~y ura\ . .· 01' write. Thus
they tell the skHlLl(} phy~idan \\·hat ai1s

you.
f;llppmH-~ R fior.1.or

h£'lkvc::1 a pattent has
heart trouble. To verify thi.~ hf' mAY URC a
device that records the action ('urff"nt~
produced by the patiel1t:s heart as it pump.~
the \)1uud. This lIS JXlssible because the mUScles of the heali ~Xl-li:iJl{.l Clnd contract~ set·
ting up action CUITents, A highly trained
exp~rt. then analyzes and decodes the informflt.ion that the machine has supplied.
Many heart anmt'nt.~ ran be accurately
diagnosed by this proce~, and it i.~ widp.ly
used today.
H~arl ai1rncn u:> are also det~ted by the
,use of sound f1mplifica.tion. This method
telh; th~ condition of the heart val""es by
the sound thp.y ma.ke. The sound is used to
produce a ~raph that sho\vs~ for example,
which valves arc more or Jess leaky. \Vith
this device not only heart sounds can bP.
SBPT EMBER 2!,
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l:Jectronic d~\'iN'~ A rp uscc1 to record tb.:
t1leetl"ical activit"
.. of thf:l' hrR in. These devkt..~ Cln~ L'OmpafativeJy new, and thp varIous electrical waVl"£ l*!nt out are not und~r ..
~tood completely. Howevt!L'I lh~ knowledge
ha~Ni on pxpericncc and experiment is
growjnE'1 Ct nit thi~ ha.s become an imPOJ'tant
tool in djagnosis of ma.ny conditions thl!it
would othen\"ise- be di ffir.uJt or impossible
to diagnose-.
Brain wave signals have been compared
wit.h rrPquency-moduJated (F.M.) radio
signals. It i:-l thought that this prevents
other electrical discharges from interIerinp; with them. Small metal p-Iectrodcs are
held to the scalp by a drop of mllodion.
A small shield~ wire from this connects
to the Input of a sensiUve amplifier. The
signfll i~ amplified enough to operate a
rL'(..'Oluin~ pen or stylus. 'rhese devices have
hft>n able to locate brain twnors and to
diagnose various forms. of epilepsy_
An interesting diagnostic method is the
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recording of electrlcal potentials produced
when muscles are active. A small needle
with an insUlated shaft and bare tip is
thrust into the muscle. The small exposed
area at the tip permits contact to be made
to an individual muscle fiber or a group.
By means of an amplifier the potentials are
displayed on the screen of an oscilloscope
to be seen and photographed and also COllverted to sound by a loud-speaker. Most of
the signals are produced in the muscle
when contracting; the sOWld heard in the
loud-speaker sounds like machine-gun fire.
Then there are machines called stimulators that produce electrical signals that
are used to test nerves and muscles to find
out if they are intact or have been damaged. In other fields of electronics this
would be called signal tracing. Normal test
signals have been established for all the
major muscles and nerves so that they can
be used for comparison in future tests.
It is possible to test liquids by means of
a photoelectric meter, which measures the
amoW1t of light passing through the solution. For instance, samples of blood or
urine are treated chemically to produce a
solution in which the depth of color is used
to indicate the presence or absence of various substances. The meter then indicates
the depth of color. This technique is highly
accUrate and is accomplished rapidly.

X RaY8 and Fluoro8copes
X rays are used to penetrate what we
think of as solids. Simple X-ray equipment
is composed of a high-voltage transformer
and a vacuum tube that contains a cathode producing electrons and a tungsten
target. When the electrons strike the target, the X rays are produced. Various types
are built to produce X rays that will do the
particular work required with the least expense. Skilled doctors lmow how to use
them with perfect safety to the patient and
to themselves. Their major use in diagnosis
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has been to take pictures of broken bones
and abnormalities of interna~ organs.
The fluoroscope is another use for X rays
by addition of a fluorescent screen to view
the bones or organs immediately and directly without photography. The patient
is placed between the X-ray tube and the
fluorescent screen. This diagnostic method
has been limited by poor visibility and lack
of definition. But now by adding the modern science of television the former limitations have been overcome and this tool will
be more valuable.

Electronics in Treatment
Electronic devices not only tell what is
wrong, but are also used in the treatment
of various ailments. Electrotherapy is the
use of direct current and low frequencies of
pulsating direct and alternating current.
The therapy is not really new. The electric
eel and the torpedo were known in the Nile
and Mediterranean long ago. But very little was known about electricity and just
what these fishes produced. However, many
ancient physicians prescribed shocks from
one or another of these fishes for various
illnesses, so that electrotherapy is really
very old indeed.
There are several common types of e1ectrotherapeutic waves, such as galvanic current, pulsating galvanic, surging galvanic,
slow sinusoidal, etc. Results from these
various currents may be increased circulation, destruction of tissues (bloodless surgery) , infusion of drugs into the tissues,
and stimulation of muscles and nerves.
Electric shock therapy consists of applying current to the brain for very brief periods of about two tenths of a second. In
certain types of mental disorders, strong
medicines were used to provide a great
crisis to jar the nervous system and brain,
thus bringing relief. Now this is being
tried by electrical means.
It has been found that a malignancy like
cancer can be destroyed by X rays. Many
AWAKE.!

WIlY» have-been devised to apply the X rays

Uu...'O'lieWOlW
they are wanted -without bW'ning:
mtrasonJc-waves are SOWId WI.if'S \\-. \QSeadjacent tissues. Since the burna can be vlbratlORR are so rapId that our ears candlM.rtrous, skill is required in the 8ppliCll~ not respond to them. These. and other
tion of X rays for beneficial results.. This sound waves can travel in air or liquid and
is done by timing, shieldinJ,{ and directing most solids. Therein they will be absorbed
the output of the X-ray tube. A normal tis- and reflecll'd. Some work has been done on
sue is always rebuilding worn-out cells and usin~ ultrasonic waves in Cal:itlS of neural·
repairs any minor burns due to this or any gia. arthritis, infections, malignant tu·
othf'r ('ause.
m0l"!l. ulcern, prostate trouble and asthma.
Short-wave diathenny is the USE' of radio The l"t"Sult~ art' enoollraging and more reo
waves to produce heat or an artificial fever search is looked for. The Action is much
det!p within the tissues. Hel!.t has been like a deep vigorous massage that gp,ner·
recognl~ and used for (:enturit!s to aid the ales heat in the tissues and so is also callf'ri
curative powers built into the human ar- diathermy.
ianism. It is now known thnt hent, light
In dla,,'llosili, ultrawnic ,Wl:I.WI> can also
ftnd radio are all !llmllAr f'1f'<'tromAgnctic hI' IlSl'd to ('asily detC!ct when the Illomach,
waves. I1eat can be used as an aid to rf'- bladdf'r and kidnf'Y!' nr(' full or empty. By
covery when produced by heat lamps, elec- a teclvlique similar to rArlnr, gallstones,
tric heatlnJi( pads, radiant electric heaters, kidney and bladder stones can ~ rletected
I>team IJathl>, eXercil>e, mlU&lge or t!ven a wilh ultrasonic waves. This method will
red·hot stove or open fire. The type of mal· surely have a va!"l ill a future system of
ady and condition of the patient would de- competent and accuratl' eleclronic dlag·
t.p,rmlne which applirAtion woulrl be bffit. nosls of allmcnts.
Longer radio waves Wf're formerly tlSI:"d
Nllm('collS other rllagnostle instruments
in diathermy, but today the short waves are available to thl' modf'rn ph)'lllcian, such
are in favor. In this therapy, production of as those that detect alcohol in the breath,
heat Is felt by the patient and the benefill; Ule blood flow in the stomach, and locate
derived can be ascribed to this heat and bullets or olher objecUl imbedded in the
the increa.'led flow of blood that It CllUlleS. body: But by a discussion of the mod imThis blood brings moN' If'llcocytt'S and anti- portnnt one!; it Is obvious that today's
bodies to fight off infections at a particular physician is h!:'ttJ>r qualified to answer his
place.
patient's qut'Stion: "What ails me, Doctor?"
wbe~.

WHAT A WMP OF "GLASS"I
1;' Today's largest cut diamond is th.,. Gn:-at Stir of AfrIca, a flawless jewel
welghtnJ: exactly :5161 carats: This enonnoUll gem Is cut from the marmnuth Cull!·
nan dIamond. Thf' fahulous CuHlnan done Willi discovered in South Africa in 1905
by a mine captain. It Is sald that he took the diamond to the- mine's· prf'Sident,
Sir Thomas Clillinan, and was presented with a cheek tor $10,000 posthaste!
~ But the mlne had a problem. Who wouhl buy such a monstrous diamond?
Their problem ,was soh'ed when the e-ovcrnmcnt of the Transvaal bought it to
prt!sent I.u Euward VII uf England on
It is reported to hlwe been $8OO.000!

his sixty·sixth birthnay_ The selling price?
Of course KlnJ: Edward wanted to see tlilii
gargantuan gem of 3,106 carats t::o...fOI"l' it was cut. Upon handline- it the king
remarked: "This Is a great curlOKlty, but I should have kIcked it Mide as " lump
of glass it I hsd

SEP'J.'EMBIiJR IU'!,

l!)~

~n

it ron Ihe road!"
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YRIADS of people swear by the
ideas of quacks and
money-grasping food
promoters when it

M

comes to health and
healing. Fake healers
intJate a good food or idea far beyond its
,actual value, wrap it up in extravagant advertising, and then sell it to the gullible
public. Whenever a new scientific discovery appears, there is some inspired quack
ready to capitalize on it. How can one detect these quacks? Why do people go to
them? How do quacks get so many testimonials? And what is the value of the numerous "wonder foods" that so often become a fad?
Cure-aIls, both mechanical and medicinal, are almost everywhere. Some manufacturers stay within the law by not misbranding the product. Others take a chance
with advertising. As soon as the atomic age
came bursting in, quacks began to capitalize on the widespread belief that atomic
energy could work miracles in medicine.
The charlatans borrowed some of the
wonder words from the new vocabulary of
nuclear fission and soon were high-salaried
experts in the art of quack healing. With
the weirdly named medicines and fantasticlooking gadgets, the quacks pulled the wool
over the eyes of the health-seeking public
and cold-bloodedly fleeced their "patients."
Quack nostrum peddlers had reaped such
a rich harvest that by 1949 the Food and
Drug Administration announced that federal inspectors were being kept busy by a
boom in "atomic remedies." They seized
such fake remedies as radioactive bath
salts, an "atomic" shin-plaster, an "atomic" drinking water called U-235, and a
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deviCe that sold briskly at $50 each. on the
claim that it emitted
"Z-rays,r that would
lengthen life by "expanding the hydrogen
atoms" of the· body.

-New York Times of August 22, 1949.
Radioactivity, wrongly used, is not a
healer but a killer. So federal inspectors
are genuinely relieved when they find that
most quack "atomic cures" are merely
worthless. It was advertised that one prod.uct known as "vrilliurn" emitted germkilling rays. It was made of small cylinders
supposedly containing vriIlium. Prominent
businessmen and politicians bought them,
paying as much as $300 each. When federal
agents seized this "germ-killer" they discovered that the cylinders actually contained a cheap rat poison. When Barnum
said there was a sucker born every minute,
he might have added that there was a
quack born every hour to fleece them.
One "atomic" device called Atomotrone
is said to sell for about $300. Acmally it is
a kitchen cabinet containing filters and sun
lamps. Drinking water is placed in the
cabinet and "irradiated" for twelve hours.
According to testimonials one pint of this
water has healed people of high blood pres-

sure, and doses in various amounts have
cured heart disease, ulcers, arthritis, diabetes, cancer and many other chronic
diseases. Promoters of such "atomic" cureall devices find fertile soil in the people
who shy away from medicine and drugs.
They also hit "pay dirt" when they sell
them to people of a certain religion. Then
to stimulate sales they can say to new
prospects that many,people of "your religion" have them. Just why a device has
AWAKE!

to be an authentle"·,cure-all because others
of "your :n;oligion" have it is never explained:But it makes a good sellin~ point

Those Formidflhle Machines!
!\ot all quack devices p1"Ofe;!~ ~omething
"atomic." Some fea ture flashy appearance;!
ami cOflllJllcated-looking dials. Other
quacks, knowing that till'r!;) b a measure of
successful nnd legitimate use of radio freo
qllencif'.'1 in treatment, induce the gullibll;!
to helievr thAt I1n rlpetron!e machine has
been invented to cure all the AilmC'nts that
amict mankind, Whenever a quack SRYll the
lJriuciple is radio waves, too oHen peop\f',
without iIlVl;!~ligaUm;, iUllllediately believe
11 devlcc Is capahle of extl"auruinary (JOwers,
Radio eugiulo'en,; havlo' IliadI' some enlightening statement~ !'cganlill).' radiohl'l11th ·'ln~trumC'nts." One said: "MallY
fnrmirlAhlf' mll('hin~ without any scientifIc
justiHcation but apparf'ntly with much
psychOlogical and 'box·office' approal, ImvC'
blo'en u~ed for years by quacks and charlatam;, Lh.. lHoul;ll'n ver~ions of the medieval
mystics, One of th\.'~(! dt>elrical Ji:adgets
~\lppoE;edly was based on a theory that discasf" causps thp body to radiate electrical
energy at some specific frf'quf'ncy peculiar
to that disease. The sam€' machinf' diag·
nO~l.'d and llkewise treated all dis€'as€'S,"
Thifl mllchine, cullcd Radloclast, was investigated by the Police Hadio BUI'f'llu of
a large city. And a reliab]!;) lllagWoe
(Rad10 Graft, l"ebruary 1!l44: now called
Radio·ElcCironicli) publi~hed the results of
this investigation, inclurling The circuit
diagram and thl;l l'lla::;ons why the claims
made for it could not h<' tme. The machine
sold for $1,000 and IVa>:: supposed to detect,
diagnose and cur(' f"vel'ything from double
vision to a bon\.' in the colao. However, an
analysis of the circuit diagram showed tha t
the machin.. could not really function in
that mannpr.
ElIiJPTliJMB1;'J-/ )!ie,

1~6i1

The patient holds an eJectrode in his
hand, and the doctor, wlth one hand, rubs
his fingers over a little glass plate and tWTIS
dials and knobs with the other. When th ..
ductor "tunes in" to th€' disease, he Is supposed to feelwme resistance to this ~trok
ing, due to the effecLs of the "vibrations"
on thl' gInS!'; plnte. Then th .. doctor takes
his readings, look.'! them up in a lillie black
book and name-s thp disease. It i!; noteWorthy that this machinp makes no gI"".wh
or chart as do the reliabl€' diagnO!lt1c machines ml'ulionoo in the preceding article!.
But the! Radioclm;t, with its complicAti'dlooking panel and classy appearance, sets
at n><:t thf' doubt.'! of cvcn skeptical people,
One competent radiu t!Il.o::ineer 01' IndiAnnpolis Police Radio Bureau who tested thl"
HadiOl'inst with the best inSU'Ullll'llts stated
that he could not find "anN kind or l'nergy
or vibration freqllf'nc'y on the dl'iectol'
platl'." Professors of physiC's, radio men
and othl'nl liubmitted to test~ And found
thut they Wl'11O' uiaWlosed as having ~er
tRin ailments. They alw discovered that
diagnoois went on uninil'rruptedly even
wh('ll they .'If'{'l"I'tly released till' electrode
supposed to conduct "vlbrations" from
their bodies to the maC'hine! However, on
newer models a meter informs the operator when the patient releases the- E'll'(~t.rode.
Th€' nadiocla.~t's Instructions blandly
stated that to givf' a generul treaID:l..nt all
dials may be set at :r.f'ro. "The thoughUul
I;lllgineer would iodeed be willing to admit
that, for all the tuning the various se!ts of
variable resistor>:: might be capable of, it
would certainly be just as well to leav!'
them all at zcro!"-Radio Craft, February
1944.
Then thcre is the "Spectra-Chrome" machine. It sold fol' S90 to $750, It was
claimed thnt it would ~timulate the pituita~ gland, I'ncrglze the IiVIll', build hemoglobin and promote digestion, tu say nothing of killing wormE;. United Statl'S mar21

IIhaIs chopped some up. What did the
"Spectro-Chrome" contain? Little more
than electric light bulbs and colored glass!
-The Milwaukee Journal, October 18,
1949.
How can quack devices be lawfully made
and sold? The answer is simply this: Most
manufacturers make no claim whatever
for their machine. And there is no law
against putting together some tubes, wires,
~jstors, colored lights and then selling
the contraption. The law of averages, or
better phrased, Barnum's law, makes the
sale. Then the users of the machine, most~
ly doctors, make all kinds of incredible
claims.
Detecting Quacks

Cure-aIls never do what they claim to do.
If they did, fewer people would be dying of
disease. In fact, it would seem that the people who are always buying cUre-aIls would
soon start living forever without needing
the benefits of God's kingdom. But they
die like other men.
What is the grave danger in cure-aIls?
This: That people with serious diseases
may fritter away valuable time hoping to
find the quick cure. Instead they get the
quack cure. Then if the disease is really
organic, the quack remedies fail. Finally,
in sheer desperation they run for competent medical aid. By then it may be too
late; the disease, beyond cure.
To avert this disguised danger, fake
remedies must be recognized. But how? If
there is something inexplicably "mysterious" as to how the healing is accomplished,
be on guard! When the advertising appears
sensational,' appeals more to the emotions,
and overwhelms you with printed testimonials to the exc~usion of sound principles, be careful! When one furthers the
sale of a remedy on the basis that it is
used by those of "your religion," beware!
But the surest method of all is to note
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carefully tlle claims. If tlle implication is
there that something is a cure--all, watch
out! Competent doctors do not make extravagant claims. Quacks usually do.

But Those Testimonials!
How are they obtained? Many testimonials are bought outright. It is simply your
signature for cash. Other testimonials are
faked. But many are given in good faith.
To understand why so many people freely
give testimonials one must realize that
there are many functional ills. These may
be caused by fears, frustrated desires,
anger, hatred and anxieties. On this point
C. Raimer Smith's book, The Physician
Examines The Bible~ enlightens us:
"It has been estimated that about 50 per
cent of the ills of the human race today
are functional in nature; that is, there is
no underlying pathologic change to account for them, but they arise from inner
mental conflicts .... Pains of many kinds
and in almost any part of the body-headache, backache, paralysis, blindness, indigestion, palpitation, convulsions and many
other symptoms-may be functional with
no organic defects present."
But to the patient the symptoms are as
real and disturbing as any symptoms of
organic origin. So he visits one doctor after
another, finally winding up in the clutches
of some quack who is eager to "treat" him.
"The quack caters to his subconscious emotional conflict and if the patient has faith
in the procedures he will be 'cured'. Faith
seems to be the key that will unlock the
door of the subconsciQus and release any
emotional complex stored there. So far as
the patient knows, he is sick. He cannot
distinguish between a functional symptom
and one that is due to organic disease."
Thus many who are "cured" of their
functional disease eagerly offer testimonials. With testimonials and advertising
the quack is in business. Because man's
AWAKE!

nstinctive desire for hea1tb and life is 110
What is wrong with the -'health" foodr"
rrepressivtl', it often p!'DPill him to gr&IIp Nothlng Some of them may be exceptionIt any cure. Quack healens exploit this jn.. 8lly nutritious. But often they just canltinctive desire.
not live up to their claims. The unvarnished
Secret fOnnula medicines often tempt the fact is this: ''The best medical opinion is
~ible. Last year the Pure Food nnd Drug
Utat they fthewonder foods] offer nothing
;,.gents forced the maker of Old Chief medl- one cannot obtain less expensively frOm
:ine to stop claiming it cured l?V£"rything ordinary foods."-In the Name of Science,
.'rom nervoulUlet;IJ to fatness. Old Chief, by by Martin Gardner.
the way, is made out of skunk cabbage, catWhcn food becomt:!S a medicine, eating
11p, hops, corn silk, mistlel:ue, horsetail bPron:ae!'! a chore; and that takes much of
~a~s and maNlhmallows.
the U'st from life. Also, those who overdo
health consciousnes.<t are usually not very
riley U.e Food. like MMicint'l
pleasant people. So whilp Rome, because of
There are people who depend UlXln a illne:a;, may need a special di£"t, the key for
rood to CUl'e lIi1rious diseases. They may be the average pel"llOll is moderation Bnd
:lcprlvlng themselves of the opportunity variety_ Variety in food. is not only more
ror proper treatmcnt. Hence, using food pl(,8surllhle, but It brings a well-balanced
for m£"dlcine may llf' A.!I dangerous as visit· diet.
ing quacks.
Food faddists hnrp 01'). "goinR back to
Food pt"(lmntp.l'!I grow rich because of the God's original wily for healin"." But did
lensationallsrn of their arlverti<dng. A fad God bring in dist'a~f'? Did Jesus heal with
.tarts when a conc£"rn puts on an "eat foods? No! Adam's sin and resultant im[!lort! campaign." One year the public must perfection made all human creation subject
eat three caktlll of yeast a day for pep, vim, to dh:ee<re. God's original remedy is not
..Igor and vitality. Soon Utey are advised food but thc Ransomer and King, Christ
to switch to raisins to get their dally iron. Jesus, and the new world Utat he will usher
Anoth£"r "eat mol"{' campaign" says 1t must in after Annageddon.
be yogurt or. spinach for the Cl.ll"f'. S.oon a
So the primary danger in overdoing
ntlW concoction must come to the fore to heaJth consciou.<mes.'1 Is that it can become
replace Ute product the people have sick- a religion. It may take one's mind off Ute
ened of. No wonci£"r! People gulp down such only cure-all, the only g(>nuine remedy;
mammoth doses, often to the neglect of Jehovah's new world. Do not allow anyvital food!'!, that they tire of the concoc- thing to sidetrack you from the narrow
tiOll. But the public continues to be deluged road that lcads to life. For only God's kingwith !'!cl'f'aming pronouncements about the dom by Christ can fulfill this promise of
health·~iving qualities of this or that food_
perf'!ct physical health.
Dirty Law
4l ,We learn there's still a law on the books of M(I.6sachwselts
forbidding people to take a hath between November and
ApI11. Perhaps that 2CCOUIl1s for the term "dirty Yankee."
-From tbe south-oI_lhe-Mason_Dixon·Llne Plano tTexas)

Star Oourier.

HE manta, largest of all the rays, is

a little-known-about fish inhabiting
T
Florida reefs and other tropical waters. Poor
thEi

Mr. Manta! He is often maligned. People call
him by all manner of uncomplimentary
names such as "devilfish," "sea bat" or "blanket fish." Sometimes he is even accused of
forcing pearl divers down to the bottom of the
sea with his giant batllke wings, whereupon
he proceeds to aine on succulent human ftesh.
Since Mr. MaIJta has such a terrible reputation, would it 'not be interesting to take an
unbiased look at this weird fish?

Mr. Manta is really a curIous creature,
but the first glimpse of him might be some·
what repulsive. But he is not truly hideous,.
just odd. He is a broad, flattened-out creature
with eyes located on the upper, dark-colored
surface of the body, and with mouth and gills
located on the lower, light-colored surface.
Actually, the manta resembles a fantastically
huge batj hence the name "sea bat." The
manta uses his big pectoral fins just as the bat
uses its wings in flying a.nd in a wavy, graceful manner propels himself smoothly beneath
the water. How long are the "sea bat's" wings?
They sometimes reach a wldth of twenty-two
feet from the tip of one pectoral fin to the
other!-And the manta carries plenty of weight:
he can exceed 3,000 pounds! -,
Not only the wings give the manta a
frightful appearance, but the tail region is
also queer, it being reduced to a slender, whiplike organ that the manta uses as a rudder,
(The sting-ray uses it as a special protective
device.> But why is the manta maligned with
the name "devilfish," a term also given to the
octopus? This is because the manta's pectoral
fins are different from other rays in that, in·
stead of being attached to the sides of the
head, they are free, projecting forward. When
rolled up they look like a pair of curling horns.
Thus Mr. Manta was dubbed "devilfish."
Now when the manta's pectoral fins are
not rolled up, they meet below the mouth to
form a scoop----very handy at dinner time.
Small fish approach near enough to the manta
to be captured because he so closely approxi·
mates the color of his surroundings. But since
the manta's mouth is on the lower surface of
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the head, the prey cannot be directly seized
by 'the jaws. So the giant fish darts over its
victims so as to covl!r and hold them down
with its blanketlike body; then with its scoop
the victims are rapidly swept into its hungry
mouth, Mr. Manta prefers, however, a diet of
animals that come in hard shells. This is be.
cause his mouth contaIns blunt teeth that
seem to be specially adapted for crushing the
shells of mollusks and crustaceans, Rays,
being gregarious fishes, frequently swoop
down in large numbers on oyster beds-to the
dismay of the owners.
Is the manta really a vicious creature?
Well, if harpooned it will make the "sport"
a dangerous one, for with its great strength
it can pull a light fishing boat through the,
water and with its enormous wings deliver
crushing blows, But if not attacked the manta
is a docile creature, There seems to be no
sound reason for labeling it a "man-eating
killer of the sea," Its batllke appearance has
probably given rise to many superstitions.
Some tropical pearl divers have a superstition
about a blanketlike fish that attacks and de·
vours men after enveloping them in its great
pectoral fins, But the manta with its blunt
teeth would hardly seem to be a man-eater,
One staunch defender of the manta, who com·
pletely discounts its bad reputation, writes:
"As the manta approached our raft it
seemed like a gigantic shadow which had the
appearance of a huge bat or bird flapping its
wings and swinging its long, thin tail as it
'flew' slowly along on top of the water, As
the ray swam right into shore in shallow
water, it caused panic among the bathers
who fled out of the water, Sometimes
manta 'rays would encircle horrified swim·
mers in shallow water, However, the docile
but ferocious-looking creature harmed no one,
and we could even swim with them side by
side much to the amazement of some of the
bystanders on shore. There have been some
authentic cases of lads on 'fishing boats
slipping a noose around a hooked manta ray
in the water and mounting on the creature's
back going surf riding, keeping its head up
with the reins!"-Contributed,
AWAKE'!

primarily indicates this date in cryptic
phrase is in the form of a dream that God
gave to Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon
OD had a set time for his Son Jesus to in the seventh and sixth centuries B.C., and
come to earth: "When the full limit of which dream God caused Daniel to interthe time arrived, God sent forth his Son." pret.
In this dream the king saw a great tree
He also had a set time for his Son to give
his life as a ransom for all: "Christ, while that reached to heaven and could be seen
we were yet weak, died for ungodly men at over the entire earth, which furnished food
the appointed time." (Galatians 4:4; Ro- for all mankind, in whose boughs the birds
mans 5:6; 1 Timothy 2:6, New World dwelt and under whose shadow all beasts
Trans.) Christ Jesus himself recognized took shelter. This tree 'a holy one from
that God had set an "hour" for his death heaven' commanded to be cut down, but
and so he avoided his enemies until that its stump was to be left in the ground.
time.-Luke 4:29, 30; John 7:1, 30; 13:1. Seven times were to pass over this stump,
We should therefore expect to find a during which it was to lose its human heart
definite time appointed by God for Christ and be given that of a beast; the purpose of
to return. And not only that, but since God it all being that "the living may know that
previously indicated the exact year that the most High ruleth in the kingdom of
his Son was to appear as the Messiah and men."-DanieI4:10-17.
Daniel applied this dream to King
even the exact day he was to die, is it not
reasonable to expect that he would also Nebuchadnezzar and in him it had its first
prophetically record the exact time of his or miniature fulfillment. Twelve years
Son's second presence? Did Jehovah really after he had this dream, on a day when
give such details regarding Christ's first Nebuchadnezzar boasted about his achievepresence? Yes, he did, by the prophecy ments, he lost his reason, became like a
found at Daniel 9:24~27, wherein seventy beast, eating grass as an ox for seven
weeks of years are marked off for Dan- years. Then his reason returned to him and
iel's people, sixty-nine of which were to he gave praise to the God of heaven.
elapse from the commandment to rebuild -Daniel 4:19-37.
Certainly this prophecy was not recordthe walls of Jerusalem to the coming of the
Messiah, and which found their fulfillment ed merely to tell us of Nebuchadnezzar's
in the 483 years from 455 B.C. to A.D. 29. madness. Rather we must conclude that it
However, we are not to expect the exact is part of 'all the things that were written
date of Christ's return to be stated in so aforetime for our instruction, that through
many words, no more than the Scriptures endurance and comfort of the Scriptures
mentioned the date A.D. 29 as the year of we might have hope.' (Romans 15:4, New
the Messiah's coming. The prophecy that World Trans.) We know that at Isaiah 14

Timing Christ's ~eturn
by Bible Chronology
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Satan the Devil Is pieh\I'ed as the kb:lg of a time period of 1,260 days, which in _
Babylon. And since at Ezekiel 28: 12.19 $•• 14 is also referred to tIS being '8 period,
tan the Devil is pictured as at one time be- periods {that Is, two periods] lllld a hoIf a
ing a covering cherub lin the garden of period of time,' or three and a half times.
Eden. it is reasonable to conclude that this So our seven times or years would be seventree pictured the governing capacity of times 360 days or twice 1,260 days for a
this covering cherub over man and the total of 2,520 days, and since a day stood
lower animals.
When that covering cherub rebelled, becoming Satan the Devil, then his right to
exercise dominion as God's representative

ended, it was cut down. The fact that the
stump was left in the ground would show
that God's righteous rule would again be
established over man. When? After "seven

times" or seven years had passed over it.
When did those seven years begin and how
long are they? So long as God had his typ·
ieal theocracy, the nation of Israel, there

was a measure of sanity and divine rule
over man, but when in 607 B.C. that nation
was overthrown, then, in the fullest sense
of the word, the government over mankind
became beastly, 'received the heart of a
beast.' This was foretold at Ezekiel 21:27:
"I will overturn, overturn, overturn, it:
and it shall be no more, until he come
whose right it is; and I will give it him."
The coming of him whose right it is would
then correspond to the end of Nebuchadnezzar's madness, to the end of the seven
times or years.
How long were these seven times or
years'! We have a key in Daniel's prophecy
previously mentioned wherein seventy
weeks turned out to be 490 years. Also to
the Israelites who had rebelled in the wilderness and to the prophet Ezekiel God said
that he had appointed a day for a year.
(Numbers 14:34; Ezekiel 4:6, 8) But how
long are these years. how many days?
From Genesis 7:11. 24; 8:3, 4 we learn
that five months are exactly 150 days,
thirty days to a month, thus giving us 360
days for a year according to Bible reckoning. Further, in Revelation 12:6 we have
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for a year, 2,520 years.
During these seven times the nations of
the world, beastly governments, would
hold sway and therefore these are properly
described as "the appointed times of the
nations" during which Jerusalem would be
trampled on. (Luke 21:24, New World
Trans.) Since those nations began trampling Jerusalem underfoot in 607 B.C., then
2,520 years later, or A.D. 1914, would mark
the coming of him whose right it is and the
restoration of sane, divine dominion over
mankind.
The Bible repeatedly associates the return of Christ and the establishment of 1:M
Kingdom. This is shown at Daniel 7:13, 14,
where with the clouds of heaven came one
like the Son of man, to whom an everlasting dominion over all nations and peoples
was given. Also, Christ Jesus likened himself to a nobleman who went to a far country to receive a kingdom and then to return. (Luke 19:12) Compare also Hebrews
10:13 with Psalm 2:6-9.
As we have seen in a previous issue of
this magazine, Christ comes by turning his
attention to the affairs of the earth; and
from the foregoing we see that he did so at
the end of the times of the nations, or seven
times, which ran from 607 B.C. to A.D. 1914.
Since all things should ,be established by
the mouths of two or three witnesses, does
the foregoing line of chronology find additional support in the Scriptures, verifying
it as correct? It does. And we will consider
this proof, which is particularly found at
Matthew 24; Mark 13; Luke 21; 2 Timothy
3: 1-6; RevelatiQn 11: 15-18, in the next~
ceeding issue of this magazine.
AWAKE!

Hawaii
AWAII, the paradise of the Pacific, is
the land of make·believe come true.
The beautiful azure skies unmarred by
smoke and soot of industry give it the
name "Blue Hawaii." Although the islands
are a vacation playground for the rich, yet
by far the majority who enjoy her natural
riches are the poor who live here.
Hawaii is difficult to describe. Legend
claims that Hawaii is the home of the rain·
bow. These rainbows appear daily due to
the frequent showers that are blown into a
fine mist by the gentle trade winds. The
Hawaiians amusingly call it "liquid sunshine." Then again, there are times when
the mist changes into a downpour filling
the streets, and it is not uncommon in
downtown Honolulu td see the ladies take
off their shoes, carry them gingerly across
the street, and then put them on again on
the other side.
Hawaii i::; also known as a land of perpetual summer, a land of flowers and tropical
trees. There is ::;carcely a time of the year
when some tree is not in full bloom. The
rainbow shower trees, poinciana trees, jacoranda trees, tulip trees and the hau trees
paint the landscape with their flowers the
year round. Here natural beauty never
seems to end.' Even the humblest homes in
the poorer sections have exquisite orchids
hanging from the porches or gaily colored
Cratons and Ti leaves to brighten the
yards. No billboards or large signs are
allowed in Hawaii to mar or hide the scenic
beauty.
Hawaiian hospitality is contagious; even
the tourist absorbs some of it. The gaiety
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of meeting the planes and ships goes away
back to the early days when a ship coming
in was a very special occasion. Today Jehovah's witnesses in Hawaii keep this pleasant custom of meeting their brothers from
other lands. Some travel through Hawaii
on their way to the missionary school of
Gilead, others en route to an international
convention, or heading out on their way
to foreign assignments.

False Religion Mars Beauty
While there are no literal snakes in
Hawaii, the old serpent called the Devil has
left his mark through his seed, false religion, crooked business and politics. Shipping strikes cause no end of suffering. Volcanoes that erupt bring anxiety and fear.
A yOW1g lad watching a "live" volcano
turned to his Dad and asked: "Father, is
hell coming up in Hawaii?" What a vicious
doctrine to instill in young minds, and
what a crime to charge to a loving God!
The people rejoice to learn that "there is no
work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave, whither thou goest."
And that "the wages sin pays is death,"
not eternal torment.-Ecclesiastes 9:10;
Romans 6: 23, New World Trans.
Jehovah's witnesses in the course of
their ministry from house to house in Hawaii have occasion to speak to many Buddhists. Buddhists, like so many professed
Christians, know little about their religion.
In spite of the many legends and superstitions, the Hawaiians -have long been
familiar with the name Jehovah, so it is
not too difficult to prove to them that Jehovah is the one and only God, the Most High.
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83:18) The promise of perfect
peace in a paradise earth appeals to these
hwnble folk.
Many Hawaiian families are heeding
Jehovah's command to "Get out of her
[false religion], my people." A bus driver
delights in telling his fellow workers what
he has learned from the study of the Bible.
One day a stranger spoke up and said:
"Driver. There is only one true church."
"Is th~t so?" the driver asked. "Which is
that?" The stranger in full voice replied:
"Jehovah's witnesses; they really study the
Bible." Imagine his surprise! When he
asked the stranger if he was a witness, the
man replied: "Well, not yet, but I'm studying." This bus driver's wife was very active in church work, but after two home
Bible studies she stated that she could riot
send her children back to the Catholic
school after what the Bible had taught her.
Both of them are talking to their relatives
and friends, giving a wonderful witness
from the Scriptures. They are now attending and participating in all the meetings,
and he is enrolled in the theocratic ministry school. Both have asked to be immersed. All this occurred in four months.
(Psalm
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have been blessed during the past service
year. A new peak of 620 publishers was
reached, and these conducted as many as
1,030 home Bible studies. Thus far during
the year 81 have symbolized their dedication by water immersion. On hearing the
good news, more and more of the Hawaiian
people are discarding the by-aud-by Hawaiian attitude, and the easy happy-go-lucky
way of the islanders, to make their lives
over for new-world living and active ministry. They are seeing the need of keeping
close to God's Word, the Bible, and following its good advice: 'Do with your might
what your hands. find to do.' And to "ponder over these things, be absorbed in them,
that your advancement may be manifest to
all persons. Pay constant attention to yourself and to your teaching. Stay by these
things, for by doing this you win save both
yourself and those who listen to you."-Ecclesiastes 9:10; 1 Timothy 4:15,16, New
World Trans.

Heeding this good counsel, many more
of the Lord's other sheep will be found on
these delightful islands of Hawaii.

00 YOU KNOW?

•

1

Our efforts at pralsmg Jehovah truly

• Why tree llleab, church wciab and re·
vivals are no! important for religious growthl
P. 4. IT2.
• What criticism advertising men are making
of television commercialsl P. 4, IT3.
• When men were proud to be called bigots?
P. 5, IT!.
• How Catholic bigotry won, then lost a
victory over justice: P. 8, IT2.
• What sort of correspondence the U.S.
president'S personal representative to the
Vatican delivered lo.the popel P. 8, US.
• What recent Christian assembly drew
delegates from 96 lands and for eight days
overflowed Yankee Stadium? P. 9, ~1.
• What oubtanding Bible aids were released
during the week of July 19-26? P. 10, IT5.

?-........-._..
•

1

• Whae a 200-acre farm wa~ ~unverlt'd into
a Trailer City of 45,000 and hack to a 'farm
in less than a month', time? P. 11, fi6.
• Where a native Indian hairdo looks lih
a plastic cap I P. 16, fi4.
• How the ancients used electricity to treat
illnesses? P. 18, ITS.
• What $800,Ooo-object could have been
mistaken fur a lump of g-lassl P. 19, IT7.
• What is one of the worst dangers of quack
cures? P. 22. IT3.
• How to recog-nize fake remedies? P. 22, IT4.
• Why the manta is olten called the "devilE~h" 1 P. 24, V.
• What the "times of the nations" are, and
when they ended? P. 26, ~3.
• Why Hawaii is considered the home of
the rainhow? P. 27, IT2.
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country nm: to eive the "feSt of
the W1lrld the apectacle ot a
COWltry' that aettlf!a Its quar·
rels in the ,treet." Competent
French ob£eIvers believed thot
t:tu:. strikes were a political
move to foree tllt! resignation
of the Conservative govern·
m..nt.

"-Bomb Bus1nf)" Brilsk

t>

The pro'pE'cl of two grt"lIt,
mtdendly powers polspd with
CI·bombti I. IW omlnou. p1cturp

ndeed. Yet that II the picture
:hat took form when PremIer
Jeorel M. Malenkov announced
l)j/I:ll thnt Russia hncl the hy·
irngen bomb. His statement
-hM "th" United :ltates has no
"'ono(>Oly IT'l Ihp production of
lhe hydrog ... n bomb" ramI' as
1,0 .ul'pt'he lu U. S. alomi~ ~d·
mtlsu., who well knew that
there was no ~Ol"I'I!t about the
basic principles inVOlved In H.
Ilomb mnnufoeture, What BUr·
prised U. S. scientists WOII the
apparent achievement of the
goal in lPM than four years
alter Ihe first atomic explo..ion
in Lhe SovIet Union. Still some
leading U. S. atoml~ sdentists
were Inclined to doubt RusKla's
claim, since nd evidence of un·
usual rndloactlvtty had ~n
rcported in European air. Yet
Russia produced the atomic
bomb two years ahead of csti·
hy U. S. experts: hence
many observers believetl Rus·
~ia had the H-bomb or was at
the point o! producing it. So
the business of maidng the ul·
llmate in weapons of tot~l destruction grom. Even "by December. 1951, the hydrogen·
bomb business was the third
largf'st in the fU. S.l, eJII:cccded
only by that of the Unlt"li
States Steel Corporation and
General Motor~." (New York
m~te~

Tjmo~,

8/10) BUI the 8·oomh
business Is due to RO out ul
huslness durlnr thIs generation
-at thl' Impendmr "war of the
gI'f'at dAy of Hod the A).
mighty."-Rf'veilition 16:14.
Nf!1I) Wvrld Tro .... ; ~ also
Malthl!w 24:34..
!Jtrik.... in Fran .....

It Postwar politics In Fran."
ha~ been complicated enouKh,
hut the conrlUlin& situation
look II rum lor tile worse in
August whf'l1 fttt1kes in the
raill'Oads, communication9,
minI!!!, public servic-es and pri·
vate Industry bo.gan to <'rlppl"
the ('('(lnomic IIle 01 lhO! .vun·
try. The strike began when
union leaders opposed mea.·
urt"~ hy Premier Joseph Laniel
to eITeM f'NIllorrUes In the oper·
ation of the government. La·
bor leaders oontendf'fl that tbe
gO"t!rnmOlnt's refonn proposals
were prifllilrily directed against
the working class, a big oon_
traversy being the deferment
of the retirement age of OlmpJoyees of the government and
naUunali:re<l indusirif'!I. The
strikes were so extraordinarily
..JIe.:tive and wid .... pread that
nonoontmunist union l<;!3.ders
frankly <:'Onc:eded that they had
lost control of the situation
and that their orders were not
ettectlve. While thl. Mrlke-"
raged, Premier Lanlel told the
COWitryby radio(Rl131that the
rovernmem would nol yield to

Food as a WeaIJOD
.. Tile Communlsta' ail·out of·
len~lve against fhp Weat's food
dlatrlbullun program d..velopcd
Into a fanta.tic, droll rycle in
early Au~t. WOldeIn omdala
distributed the lree loud plI£'k.
aeea to East Germlln~. Then
thp enmmunlstB contllll'ated
th~ and presented the food tu
unemployf'd West BcrUnen,
who, in somf' ('II$t's. brouiht
them bllck to th .. original do·
nors in WeMi Berlin for redls'
trlbUtlon to the East Gforman~.
In spite ot the Conununlst,' At·
tempt to thwart the toud pro·
gram, more than ten ]JI!1' cent
of thl'! !<.:aU German populaUol1
15 bIoH.. vPd to have taken a<lvan·
tage of thp free tood otter. The
West',. USE' of food as a weapon
had mvmentarlly placed the
Communist. on fhp horns of 0:
dilemma: To permit thl' glvlfti
awoy of food would be adm1ttln~ that there are bad con·
<'Iltlons In East Gennlluy. To
pnovent food distribution might
only ~tlmulate the anticommu·
nlst feelings of East Germaru;.
M .. anwhlle. Washington CJlult·
ed over thl. Communists' lire·
d1cament, officials saying that
the U. S. had seized the offen·
sive in the psychologl{'al war,
and Is detemtin .. d to keep It.
t:a8t-WeBt Talloo un Gennany
.. When the Communists re-

a:

plied (R/41 to
Welltem bid
tur a foreign ministers' conference on Gennan unltlcation.
doubts appeared M to whether
the propo:;ed confer('ncf' would
ever take place. Russia ac<'epted the WeIlt's pIUposal for a
forel", ministers' met'ting in
a manner viewed by UII~ West
II~ ambiguous. Reganlinl{ terms
for Gennany. Including all·
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Gennan electUms, called for bt'
the Westem note. Ruas1a replled: "One cannot expect anything from !luch proposals."
But the Soviet Union did propose to discuss "measures to
decrease tension" and "the
problem of re-establishment of
German unity and the conclu·
sian of a peace treaty." Many
Western observers held that
Russia had no intention of a
meeting, that the "peace offensive" had died. Others thought
that Russia was stalling for
time until anticommunist feelIngs in East Germany had sub·
sided.
18 Nations Warn of Bigger War

.. While the drama of the exchange of war prisoners was
under way at Panmunjom, the
contents of a declaration
signed by the 16 nations that
waged war in Korea under the
U. N. banner was disclosed.
The 16 nations pledged them·
selves to take up arms against
any new Communist aggresslon in Korea. Signed July 27,
but kept secret until August 7,
the declaration added that any
breach of the Korean armistice
would lead to consequences so
grave that "in all probabillty
it would not be possible to confine hostillties within the bontiers of Korea." To U. N. diplo·
mats this warning to the Communists meant that the 16 nations would be ready to attack
the Chinese mainland if there
was a "next time" 'in Korea.
99.93 Per Cent for MO!\Isadegh
.. A big issue;,n Iran has been
who will control the army.
When the anti·Mossadegh riots
took place, the army did nothing to protect the premier.
'I'his prompted Dr. Mossadegh
to introduce a bJIl to put the
army under his control. But
the bill was held up in the
MajIis (lower and sole existing house of Parliament).
There were also threats to test
the premier on votes of confidence. When the shah, who
alone has the constitutional
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power Ut dissolve the Ma.jliB.
frowned .on dissolution, Dr.
Mossadegh called for a' plebiscite, or direct vote by the people on the question. The initial
phase of the plebiscite brought
166,5~O votes for dissolution.
only 116 against It--.....(lr 99.93
per cent of the votes for Massadegh. Shortly after the plebiscite Shah Mohammed Riza
Pahlevi attempted to oust
Premier Mossadegh, but failed
and had to flee to Baghdad,
Iraq (8/16). Three days later
(8/19' Iranians loyal to the
shah revolted, ousted Massa·
degh, and hundreds died or
were injured in the violent uprising led by the army. The
shah returned to Iran.
General Elections in Canada

.. The Liberal government has
governed Canada since 1935.
This year opponents of the
Liberals took it lesson from
last year's American presiden·
tial elections by maintaining,
"It's time for a change." But
when the voters went to the
polls they thought otherwise:
the Liberals won 171 seats in
the House of Commons out of
265 while 71·year-old Prime
Minister Louis St. Laurent
won re-election.
French 8athyscapbEl Sets Record
.. The bathyscaphe IS a deep·
sea balloonllke structure made
of steel, with walls about four
inches thick; its name' literally
means "ship of the deep." The
"ship" lived up to lts name
(8/12) when the French navy
announced that two French offlcers had set a world record
by diving, 1,550 meters (5,084
feet) In the bathyscaphe off
Cape Cepet. Then two days
later another descent was
made, again setting a record:
2,100 meters (6,888 feet). The
old record, held by an Ameri·
can, was 4,500 feet.
Quake-ravaged Islands

.. In all of Greece's' modern
history there had never been
any earthquake as severe as

the more than 100 tremor8 t»I¢
shook the Ionian islandl of
Zante, Cephalonia and Ithaca.

The niajor quake (8/9) was
followed by trelt"iors that continued for five days. The devastation was frightful. The city
of Zante. about 15,000 popula·
tion. was wiped out. At the
town of Sami house·slze boul·
ders crushed homes like match·
boxes. Village after village
was almost totally destroyed.
Hundreds lost their lives and
the homeless Blunbered 130,000.
New U. S. Population Mark

• With a flash of lights and a
dang of hells a huge electronic
population calculator in the
Commerce Department building in Washington registered
U. S. population at 160,000,000
(8/10). The electronic device,
operating the same wayan
automobile speedometer registers mileage, records one new
resident every twelve seconds,
the net result of birth, death
and immigration arrival fig·
ures. U. S. popUlation has been
growing steadily: more than
2,500,000 a year since 1947.
Einstein's Equations Solved?

.. The world's top mathemat·
ical physicists thought the
equations in Professor ~in
stein's 1953 mathematical model of the universe were "next to
impossible" of solution. But not
Professor Vadav Hlavaty of
the Department of Mathemat·
ics at Indiana University, who
declared (7/29): "It took two
years of an upset stomach be·
fore I came upon the right
solutions of Einstein's equa·
tion." He said that the solutions of the equations reveal
that electromagnetism is the
basis of the universe, that it is
possible to have gravltatlqn
without matter and for .space
to exist without gravity and
without matter. Professor Hlavaty believed that the solu·
tions open the door to devising
experiments for testing Eln·
stein's latest Unified FIeld
Theory.
A WAKE!
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Atom

• ScIentists have renerallY
thought the nucleus of an atom
to be a soUd little ball ot
unlformly.pack"d part"'''''''TIl!'Jr vlf'W changed with the
develoPment of the ''mOISt pow.
crtul microscopic equipment
ever built," annOUnl~m .. nt of
whkh Wa~ made 8/12. The new
equIpment. wclghing two and
one-half tons and deveiol"'ll ,'It
Stanford Unlv!'rsity, pPf'I1l ten
tlme~ deeper into thc structure
of atoms than prevlouB eqUip_
ment. A Stantonl "\(I·lpar phys'
iclsl expJainpd that "we now
find considerable space betWecn particles In the nucleuN'"
This 5<1ggesls, ),,, ~alrl. that ''It
may be po~~lul'" to ,'Om{lrp~~
It," It was I~v" .. l..'l that "particles are 110 dell~"'lr t',..,wrll'<'l
at the COI'e lhalll ai-'~Ilr~ ~ol·
Id, but they gl'atim<lly tltl" out
almost Into Ilulhl"gness 10ward the Umlts 01 Ill" SllhpTP."

sueh density tt would WIt1gb
about 2,000,000 ton .. An ontItBnding feature of the new
equipment is that it Ia able to
examine the nuclear character·
isUcs of compound>< witllout
separating Ihl'ir .. I .. ments.
WIl..n studying water, a compound of oxygen and hydrogen,.
it will no longer bt' n ......s.sary
to bn!ak ttfl lIt{' I""mIlponent elements, but it Will be posslble
to "look" dlre<:tly Into the nu·

clel.

1DdW&e in tlltIl!:!!' . .
tractiotJe. the "battery bt."
lays 30 to 40 more eggs It )'f'"Ll"
than ~r unregimente<l sister.
But Hrltain'a Royal Society ror
the Pn:vention at Cruelty to
Animals condellllle(\ th .. syatem
as "~'Ulldurlv.. to unhapplness
among hens." charging that It
I.VllID QJ"

mak~ 3 hen "a mt:'n! ..ga:'
ffi}'mg machJne," Ihat ''hMI1I
stageer"' upon coming 0111: of
the battery, On the other hand.

spoJt~man for the National
Union of Farmers declared
that a hen likes be41g an ..ga:.
laying machine, that "il'_ her

a

tor. H ...,!
This quesllon beea",,, .. mat·
ter of Imhll!' intf'I"Nt wh('n
Hl'ililin imported the so-called
"battery system" or hen.
keeplne:. Now tile Controver~y
ha~ heightened Into a majur

What 18 HapplPe ...

*

public Issue. The rontroverslai
... y~tem '! The hen Is plaaed III
a two-foot-square ('3ge with a
wi~'mesh Hoor and Is given
ahundant food und aMU'Ielal

to

The core 1s so

de'll~'e

th,d if II

light

mere drop at

w",t .. r

w"n' of

out of 24. Not having l"O(lm to

ellt It by, Jor 18 haun.-

"rownlng glory and it yhe were
not happy the 8>'~tem wouWn't
work because only contented
hens lay regularly." While thl'
(IU"sl"", of a hen's happiness
was being debated, Britain',
"hllllpty hens" continued to
Ilrnduce more than l!IO million
ellgs"

year-probably account,

ing lor the lact that eggJI went
ulT ration last spring.

Subscribe for "Awake!"
Au.:ake.' n-rognizcs facts and is completely free to publish facts, It hOB
no advertisers to plea.'le, no political
affiliations to bind It, no traditional
creeds to hamper its e:x:pI'eSi'lion of the
truth.
A year's subflCriptlon of 24 issues,
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Awake! is a journal that strIves to
keep its rco.ders alerted to issul;!S that
are of vital importance. It ha~ correspondents on all continents, in scores
of nations. From the four !..'Qrners of
the earth come reliable, on-the-scenes

reports.
Awake! articles re .... iew many
fields of knowl~dge-government,
commerce, religion, histcry, geography, science, social conditiuns, natural wonders.
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"Now it is high time to
-_13,11

"AWAKE!" Is Thirty-four
ttWISOOM

of the right order is essential to the weHare and happIness oC mankind." Thus, on October 1,
1919, btogA.n thf' first artklE' in thf' first
issue of The Golden Age, the forerunner of
this magazine. Thirty-four years later, and
with approximately H70 i!l.'lUfflI, AuXlkP.!
holds as firmly as ever to Its duty of providing that wisdom. The Golden Age and
its two SUCCeMOI'I'I, Ornl.'lOlation and AtMke.'

have been blessed with an excellent opportunity to provide it, for they have had no
commercial interests at heart, no poiitil'.al
ambition!! or obllgations, have been bound
hy no fetters, have remained free to publish facts, have remained unhampered by
the whims of advertisers and have been
unprf'judiced by traditional creeds or national rivalries. Yet, though being able to
speak freely, they have not abused that
freedom, but have held firmly to the truth.
An announcement that preceded Ole fil'st
issue of The Golden Age said: "Many wondel'ful events are transpiring today, an of
which have a ScripturaJ meaning. The
rnl1Razlne will carry these current events,
together with the Scriptural explanation
of the same.... The purpose of the magazine Is to make announcement to the world
that the Golden .Age is at hand and the
hope is by this means to bind up the broken hearted and to comfort those that
mourn and tum the minds of the people to
the Lord." It. gave consolation to its readOO'1'OBIlJR

3, 1!M3

I'rs and awakl'ul'd thl'm to thl' seriousness.
of our times and to the necessity of doing
something about Olem.
n maintained a firm hold on its mission,
And WAS f'nthusia,tically received. By the
time the second Issue was otl' the presiI
about 20,000 subscriber'S were already on
thf" list. I'uhlistwd f"Vl'ry othf!1' Wcdnesdo.y,
It eontrastro the present a~e wIth the conditiOIlS that will prevail under God's king.
ciom. Rihlf" If'Chlrpg w('J'e published; 'Bible
Questions were aJlS\\o·ered. The growth and
thoroughness of the Christian activity of
Jehovah's witne:;;"<;efl were shown.
On September 29, 1920, a special Issue
(No. 27) W88 published to the extent of
four million copies, to expose the fantrurtle
persecution of true Christians, even in the
United States, during 1917-19. It named
thE' overt acts eommitted, gave proof of
them, and even showed who among the
clergy wel'e involved. The account of radio
censorship in thl' UnUI'd Stntes was given;
religious myths were eXPQEed. For eighteen
years The Golden Age did its job, and did
it well.
Then, October 6, 1937, a new magazine,
Comolatio1l, replaced it. With the change
in UtiI' came a change in format. Its page
size was reduced and made more convenient. A colored cover was introduced
for the first time, and improvements in
typography increased its eye-appeal. It
rnllmpioned the right1'i of Christians when3

ever these were trampled on by anyoneethe public press, religious leaders, the po- .
lideal or commercial interests. It reported
outstanding legal battles that kept the door
open for the preaching of "this good news
of the kingdom" and that firmly established your religious freedom. It exposed
the backers of the totalitarian powers;
stood out boldly for the truth; publicized
the stand of Jehovah's witnesses, who refused to bow down' to manmade images
and refused regimentation that would take
them away from their God-given assignment. Special articles in 1945 and 1946
heralded the victory and triumph of thousands of Jehovah's witnesses over the German concentration camps.
Further, it published many articles of
interest on education, science, travel and
geography. Much pertinent Scriptural
counsel was contained within its pages, and
it served a very definite place in the lives
of thQse who really wanted to know what
was back of current distress.
Then, after nine years of faithful service, Consolation became Awake! Again.
with the change the magazine took a major
stride forward. In eighteen years (19191937) The Golden Age reached a total circulation of 46,000,000 copies. In just half
that time (1937~1946) 57,500,000 copies of
Consolation were distributed. But Awake!
now has a circulation of 1,150,000 copies
an issue, which, every twenty months,
equals the total I8-year circulation of The
Golden Age! America's largest Protestant
magazine has a circulation just over 600,000; the largest Catholic periodical, 768,000. Awake! exceeds both. Certainly many
are reading it, recognizing its value.
Why such circulation? AwakeI's first
article, "Wake Up, World!" August 22,
1946, described the present twentieth cen-

tury as a synthetic, atom-smashing, jet~
propelled, radar-controlled, electronic
world headed for the ditch of destruction
because of its failure to be awake to the
real issues confronting mankind. This was
not to be the type of magazine that would
tell you everything is getting better and
better. It is a magazine for people who
think; for those who, while wanting interesting reading, also want facts instead
of just entertainment. As its predecessors
were, it is published by Jehovah's witnesses, but it certainly is not read by just
them, for its circulation is more than
double the number of Jehovah's witnesses
there are in the world!
If you want a magazine _that tells the
truth about a situation, no matter whose
toes are stepped on, Awake! offers its services. Not everyone js pleased by its facts,
for it lets the chips fall where they may,
in religion as well as in politics. It might
at times strike one of your pet ideas. But,
if so, its purpose is not to antagonjze yOlJ,
but to stir you to very pointed and careful
thought on the matter. If you prefer the
truth to sugar-coating, if you are willing
to accept firmly corroborated and thoroughly documented facts, then cont!nue
reading Awake!
Awake! is not concerned with pleasing
everyone. <It puts reliability ahead of popularity. It prints the truth to aid, not to
offend or anger, and for this reason its
circulation is expanding by leaps and
bounds, for it provides to those who wish to
be awakened the service of being alerted
to the seriousness of our times. Are you
one of such? Then Awake! will be pleased
to continue serving you as it and its predecessors have served, throughout the past
34 years, hundreds of thousands, yes,
millions who are of Jike mind.

Pay const(U1.t attention to yourself and to your teaching, Stay by these things,
jor by doing thi3 you will save both yourself and those who listen to you.
-1 TImothy 4:16, New World Tran8.
AWAKE!
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SOUTH AF=RICA
A mol\haclal somety popH after - ton ......
for l'8("e) pc&e'O
Iy "AWflh'"

~GrM,pllln!l ...t

in Sc.",lh A'rka

t

T THE coneIt1~ion of the second world
W8r~ the UnIon of South Africa, ae-

A
customed

to
to countrif'S

O"t~ semiobscl1Tit.y accorded
~mall in the counsels of the
bewildered and embarrll.~~

nations. was
to find ht!t'Self a cpnter of world Interest and dehate. '{'he notions cast critical
eyes upon her racial policies and at every
seSl)ion of the UnitPd Nations orgo.niza..
tion lltt.p.rffi sententious phrases of eon-

damnation and advice. In thp flO-nation
Svecia1 Political committee in NovClmber,
1952, South Africa was speclfica Ill' accUS«l
of Hthreatenln~ the peac~ of th~ world by
persisting with i ~ policies of pOlitical, sorial and economic discrimination between
black and white."
Much of the critici~m leveled at South
Africa was well •founded. Much of it1 the
bltterest~ betrayt!d a lack of an ~~ementary
understanding of the South African scene.
The popular picture of white South Afri~
cans as ruthless oppressoTs and eXploiters
of their nonwhite fellows is mostly myth.
ical. The plain truth is that white South
Africans Jlave on their hands the most
complex racial problem in the world, Cor
which there is no easy or obvious solution.

South Africa is a land of sun:~hine and
genial clhnat~J eITati~ rainfall and poor
soil, a land of Wide open spaces~ and a few
bustling cities whose prosperity is. intimately linked with the fantastic gold mines
of the Witwatersrand. Excluding the disputed territory
South,.;\Vest AfriC8 its
area is 472.550 square miles more than

or

t

five tjmes the total area of Great Britain.
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In this e.~paru:;e live 12,600 OOO people. of
every shade of rolor from white to black.
's peaking a dozen dl1Terent languages and
in stages of development varying from the
most advaJlCt'd ('~l.J]tllre of the West to near

barbarism. The essential problem of South
Afrita is to reconcile- the~ differences in
a si ngJe na tinn.
'
Whitp. South Africans number 2,640.000.
Of thcse a slight IJreponcieranr.p. speak:
Afrikaalls, a langui'gp. e!\Sentially South
Afriatn developed from Dutch. MO$t of
t

the rest have English as their home Ian..
guage. ClosPst to theRe HEuropcans·· on
th~ color wheel are the ItColoureds," South
Africans of mixed anctastry, with an infusion of white hJQoo, who number nearly
1,000,000. Next come the 323,000 Indlans~
nnd the last and largest group are the na ..
live Africans) the Bantu, whu number

8,500,(K)(). The white man rules. The nonwhites have alrnost no l~al power to sway
the acts of government.
The indignatlon not always righteous or
dlslnterest~ of the fJut,;ide world, and the
conscience of white South AIl'ica itself,
made more uneasy by the rising tide of
complaint from its nonwhite subjects, have
rnadeo duhious the ethical rightness of
such an order~ which for 300 years hat; had
the force of a religious dogma in South
Ahica. "'bite South Africans are almost
unanimous that such an order ~.annot MUch
longer be mainiainP-ri. What order can ret

pla~ it

without destroying white civilimtion In southern Africa is the present bone
or bitter cont~tion in South African politit"S.

5
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BaRtu
South Africa's Indian problem, by virtue
of its superior articulateness and the support of mother India, has tended to receive
disproportionate attention whenever South
Africa's racial policies are denounced in
holy anger. The Indian problem is indeed
an ugly sore crying to be healed. But South
Africa's basic color problem is not what to
do with her 323,000 Indians, nor how to
satisfy the just aspirations of her one million semiwhites, but what to do with the
8i million Bantu within her borders. South
Africa's whole color policy is conditioned
by this fact and this fear: 80 per cent of
her population is black; if the color bar is
breached, what new dike can stop a black
flood from overflowing and destroying the
civilization with which white men have
displaced the wilderness?
The Bantu are not Negroes, although an
infusion of Negro blood in the remote past
has given them many typically Negro characteristics-flat noses, thick lips and short,
curly, peppercorn hair. As far as historians have been able to· determine, their
original home was somewhere near the
equatorial highlands of East Africa. Some
hundreds of years ago they began a leisurely migration southward, moved by pressure
of population, tribal wars and the depredations of Arab slave raiders. Their arrival
and settlement in the northern and eastern parts of what is now South Africa coincided closely with the white man's arrival in the southWestern corner of that
land. Dutchmen and Bantu were in South
Africa together for nearly a hundred years
before their vanguards, moving in opposite
directions, made contact. Rivals for the
same prize, representatives of societies at
opposite ends of the cultural scale, their
meeting led inevitably to war. For one hundred years white men and black men
fought each other sporadically, until the
subjugation of the black man was complete.
6

The bej!Inrling of the period of sUbjugation saw the Bantu scattered thinly over
a great area comprising the best grasslands
of South Africa. The end of the period saw
him compressed into reserves a fraction
of the size of his previous spacious habitat.
And here a seal was set upon South African
Native policy. From henceforth the Bantu
was to be regarded as an inhabitant of the
reserves. There he could live in a foreshortened tribal society, with the white
man exercising paternal oversight. Outside
the reserves and particularly in the white
man's cities he would be a stranger without rights. He might enter those -cities temporarily to minister to the white man's
needs, but his residence would be a tolerated one, to which could be attached no
privileges of citizenship. To this day this
principle remains the essence of South
African Native policy and legislation. The
breakdown of that principle has left South
Africa floundering in a sea of uncertainty,
anxiety and conflicting counsel.
Two factors contributed to the breakdown: the steady, inexorable increase in
Bantu numbers, and the white man's insatiable need for black labor for his mines
and industries. Unlike the Australian aborigines and the North American Indian, the
Bantu has not followed what an Australian
governor called the "natural progress of
the aboriginal race toward extinction."
Pressure of popUlation in the reserves soon
became evident. At the same time a vacuum
was formed in the European areas. The
discovery of diamonds and then of gold
brought to South Africa capital, industrialization and the need for labor. The nature
of the diamond and gold mines necessitated
that much of that labor should be cheap.
The abundant cheap labor pressing at the
bounds of the reserves flowed in to fill the
vacuum. Today 3,000,000 Africans live in
tribal reserves. Nearly twice that number
live in European areas. South Africa reAWAKB!

ceived an bmnIgratlon from within. and
her immigrants were black The present
criSis is provoked by a demand on the one
hand and a refusal on the other to recognize that that immigration has taken place
and that it is permanent.
PuliCWII and Problellll1
White South African!! are fundamentally
divided on the Issue. The Nationalist party,
presently in power,' recognizes that the
immigration has taken place, but refuses
to accept Its pennanence. 118 apartheid
program demands that the immigrants
bl! !lent back the way they came. It contends that the min~ling oC white and
black in one social, economic and political
system is good fOr neither white nor black.
Its declared aim Is the construction of two
separate societies in South AfriC".8, one
white and one black, each developing alonA:
Its own lines and al.'Col'ding to its own
ability. Its plan is basic-ally the rem:oration
and extension of thc principle that the
home oC the Bantu il> in the reserves, and
that in the F.uropean area'! he has neither
rights nor claims nor pcnnanent dwelllTlJ{,
As a plan for radal peace and security
apartheid has much emotional appeal
among whit.:: South Africans. Opponents
of the plan declare it to be based upon
wishful think!mt and impossible oC execulion. The L'nited party, chief of the
oppo!lition, proposes as an alternative to
apartheid a policy of qualilled integration,
the recognition that economic integration
of black and white has takcn place, that
in the economic system of the Union black
and white ~ permanent urban dwellers
are essential to each othcr. The quallfication is that social integration shall not take
place. White racial integrity is to be safeguarded by the continuance and extension
of the principles of local residential and
social segregation, which have always been

a feature of South African urban liCe. NaOOTOBIfJR B, 1953

tionaUsb: dec:1are emphattc8Uy

aueb
safeguardB are DOt erJO!IJIh. that in such a
society political rights and privileges must
eventuaJly be granted to black men, to the
ultimate extinction of white leadership and
ruIcrship in Afrlca.
Upon the question of granting political
rights to black men both plans arc discreetly vague. In effect both plans embody
t:nat:'

the conception oC the white man, acting
under different cirrurntrtances, as an enlightened trustee for his black wards. But
both plans l,.'OntinuaUy beg the question as
to what is to happen when the wards come
of age. Many of those wards are of age
riJ::ht now and are demanding recognition
oC their intellectual adulthood.
Much wrong thinking is occasioned by
envisaging the Bantu as a homogeneous.
whole. In South Africa the Bantu are divided linguistically into four major groups,
the Ngoni, t.ht'! Sutho, the Venda and the
Tongo.. Each In'QUp CQflI!ltitutes a separate
nation whose languagt"' is completely foreign t.o the other three. Each group Is again
divided into many tribes, speaking different dialects and traditionally antagonistic
to onf' another.
In the reservf'lli the Bantu is little removed from his ancient tribalism. In the
urban areas he is [oood in intellectual conditions of ~at variety. Many are scarcely
superior to theIr tribal cousins. Most of
them still have their thought processes
rooted in the sanctions, superstitions and
traditIons of the tribe. But an increasing
upper layer is working steadily toward intellectual equality with the white man. And
the intellectual attainments of some few
proclaim their attainment of such equality,
In this confusion and complexity the white
man clings to the color bar as a weapon of
self-preservation. It is less than fair to say
he does so ruthlessly. The plain truth is
he does not know what else to do.
The color bar operates in three ways;
7

socially, politically and economically. The
Coloureds and Indians find all three opera~
tions galling and intole,rable. But aside
from the upper strata of African intellec~
tuals, the Bantu masses know little and
care less concerning social and political
color bars. It is the economic color bar that
presses most upon them and galls them to
resentment. The strictures of the economic
color bar, with just one exception, are un~
written. Their force stems from traditional
European color attitudes. European trade
unions are the main vehicle for their application. Their effect is to prevent the Afri~
can from obtaining skills' and to confine
him to low-pay unskilled labor. Their basis
is the European's fear of economic competition from cheap, "uncivilized" labor.
The most violent Bantu resentment, however, is reserved for the group of regulations known as the "Pass Laws." The most
sober and moderate European opinion declares these regUlations to be based in
necessity. It is contended that abolition of
the Pass Laws would react unfavorably to
the Africans themselves. But the black man
loathes the multiplicity of documents that
he must carryon his person and that a police officer may demand to see at any time.
The African passive resistance movement
of 1952 was directed primarily against the
Pass Laws.

The riots came at a tiroe when South
African Native policy was at the crossroads. South Africa faced a general election
early in 1953 and the main election issue
was the color policy. (See October 22
Awake! for a report on the election.) Liberals declare that the riots had their roots
in repressive legislation, bad housing and
the government's declared determination
to implement its apartheid policy. The government replies pointedly that all three
centers in which the riots exploded are
strongholds of liberal opinion and action.
Port Elizabeth particularly is noted for its
liberal local Native policy. Within its
boundaries the Bantu are subjected to a
minimum of restriction and control, and
its New Brighton Township, scene of the
riots, is declared to be the most modern,
progressive and attractive Native hOUSing
scheme in southern Africa. These facts
have strengthened the government in its
denunciation of liberalism as a policy unfit
for application in South Africa. Its declared intention is to arm itself at the next
session of Parliament with increased powers to act against agitators and "resisters."
Passive resisters declare their determination to carry on their campaign, and they
are now being joined actively by European
sympathizers.
Amid the babble of conflicting counsel,
charge and countercharge, many South
Riot, Arson and Murder
African religious leaders are contending inThose who know the Bantu predicted' sistently that the basic need is to Christhat the passive resistance movement
tianize the Native. This, of course, is true.
would result eventually in violence. In
October-November, in the cities of Port It is equally true that the white man himElizabeth, East London and Kimberley, self stands in need of being ,Christianized.
Africans erupted SUddenly in violence and The handful of Christians in South Africa,
sickening, primitive savagery. The riots of all colors, rejoice to know that Christ
were plainly antiwhite, and followed the the King will himself shortly remove the
same pattern at each place. Public build- affairs of South Africa, and of the entire
ings built by white enterprise in Native earth, from the hands of foolish, fearful.
areas, even though those buildings were for selfish men and will fill the earth with the
Bantu pleasure or education, were burned. fruit of righteousness, which is peace.
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NATIONAL EI.ECIION

CAPTURES ITALIAN MIND
OR the second time since the death of
fascism, Italy took itself to thp poll!! to
express its views On self-government. It
had experienced the liberty uf a Cree election in 1948 and was eflgpr to make its
wishes known once more last June 7 and 8.
In 1948 the electioll!; themselves sho\"IIOO
much insight into thE' ltRlian politiC'sl trend
of thought. Among the multitude oC polilleal parties born and l'eoorn following the
war .only two St't'med strong: the Demo-

F

Christians and the Communist party. nll~
Chril.tlan lkmocJ:ats put the Italian yawn;
on the horns of!l dilemma: "Italy wlll be
Demo-Christian or it wlll be CommwlisL"
It began to intimidate the otht'1' parties
with the prrnlpect of their dissolution, in
case ot absolute victory of the Communists.
The tactics worked well, and thl!' Christian
,nemoC'J'at.o; with De Gasper! won.
What have been the results? Has the
existing govermnent been able to solvE" its
problem!!? Ugo Ln Malfa, atnllated with
the Italian Republican party, in his article
eotitled "Touch-and-Go in Italy," which
appearcd in the January Issue of Fareign
AfjuirtJ, I:Ul American quarterly review,
summed up the situation quite well:
"Italy's fundamental problem is sHll
what it Was at the time of national unification-a problem of glaring cqntrasts. The
manifestations 01' a long-standing culture
stand beside the evidences of long-standing
poVt"rty. On the one hand are suclJ. proc:resslve provinces as Piedmont and Lombardy; on the other, the island of Sardinia.
... The north is now heavily industrialized.
OCTOBE'R. 8, 1.Q5.1

There are efficient mechanized farms, railways, and shipping lines with international
ramifications, enterprilsing businessmen,
worker.. with high technlc-.al training-and
also with a heritage of Qcute class consciousness. The south has a backward agricultural economy, communications nfC
lacking, town~ and villages are isolated;
there afe masses of unskilled laborers and
lisUe~ upper and middle classes whose
mE"mbt>1'l't rely on government subsidies lind
government jobs. Vast inequalities of inrome make for thE" E"xiJ:.tence of two very
different ltalys, both in one pol1t1cal body.
"In southem Italy in 1950 the avefa&,c
individual income was no more than $115 a
year. There wcre 7 automobiles and 35
radios to tlvery 1,000 inhabitants and a
correspondingly low consumption of food
and expenditures for clothing and Cor fertilizer to I(TOW food. In the north there were
131.4 indu..trial workers to every 1,000 inhabitants in 1938 and 133.4 in 1951, while
in the £OUth the number went down from
46 peT 1,OOU to 40, thereby worseniBg a
situation that was already bad enoustt. As
a resWt, 17,000,000 south Italians do not
ron.~titute a domestic market that anywhere nearly corresponds to their number.
Their exbeme poverty and lack of skill at
any partiCUlar trade means \\1despread unemployment and the multiplication of petty
middlemen whose profits prevent any in('rease of consumption."
It ca1lnot be denied that great steps ha.ve
been made by the Demo-Christians in rehabilitating the country. On tlvery hand,
especially in the north, are to be seen new

•

factories and hundreds of new apartment
houses. The ravages and scars of war are
almost removed and forgotten as these
new structures rise out of the destruction.
The big complaint, however. especially in
the south, is that the vast majority of the
people, even though they may be employed,
cannot afford to rent or buy these new
dwelling places. This seems evident when
one recalls that the average individual income is only $115 per year. One has but to
look at the hundreds of families in the big
cities of the south living in one room, and
not too large at that, for a family of from
five to ten or more children. With such
conditions still widespread there was fertile
soil for the seeds of communism to take
root, and this they had not neglected to do.

The Campaign
Naturally, these conditions set the stage
for the some fifty days of political mudslinging that seems to be common to all
poUtical elections. The Italian takes his
politics very seriously. He may not have
all the facilities of the American to promote his political views, such as the latest
innovation-television-but what he lacks
in this he makes up for in zeal and fervor in
his own methods of campaigning. Italy is
ideally suited for the barnstonning political
campaign with its hundreds of huge pi~ze,
or squares, .that can accommodate upward
of 100,000 people, it is claimed. During the
nearly two months of the election battle
these squares could be seen sometimes
filled to capacity, sometimes with 'only a
handful of stragglers, depending on the
considered'importance of the speaker, listening to the renewed promises of the
Demo-Christians to continue the progress
they claimed to have made; or listening to
the Communists denouncing the DemoChristians for the legge truffa, or trick law.
This was the law that granted a premium of extra seats to the party or coali-
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tion that won 50.01 per """t of the total
votes in the popular elections. It was the
passage of this law through the Senate in
March that had given occasion to certain
unruly members to incite a riot on the
Senate floor. Bitter words were hurled,
names were called, but more substantial
things like chair cushions and bundIes of
papers were thrown at President of the
Senate Ruini for his responsibility in permitting the passage of this law. One journalist expressed his opinion that perhaps
the record of the parliament of possibly no
other country had ever reported a more
violent or passionate sitting than this one.
According to the Christian Democrats this
law was solely to make possible a strong
majority in order to form a stable government, otherwise there might be three
equally strong powers with no one able to
form a govern,ment. According to the other
parties of the opposition it was a trick on
the part of the Demo-Christians to maintain themselves in power.
Not to be overlooked in all the advertising and campaigning was the liberal use
of billboards -and posters. No building of
any size or description was safe from being
thoroughly plastered with every conceivable type of poster illustrating or condemning one or the other of the many sides of
this electoral battle.
As the final week approached and the
heat of battle was getting stifling, greater
evidence of religious pressure brought to
bear on the voters was seen as every day
new supplies of handbills and leaflets appeared on the streets advising Catholics
like this: "Who votes for the parties of the
left contributes to the preparation of days
of grief for the Church and for the Fatherland." "Who votes for the parties of the
right or for other opposition lists favors
indirectly the victory of the parties of the
left," The speeches and debates finally
reached their climax on Friday, June 5,
A WAKE!

when De Gasped and Togliattt, the Com-

wbiIe in Italy, as tht! people bave expr

mlmist choice, gave their concluding exhortations at Rome.
At last the gN'atest political campaip
in Italy's modem history had drawn to a
close. The voters must have time to catch
thEIr breath and consider at leisure once
ana for all the final issues involved. Did
they want to go along with the Christian
Opmoerat.l! and give them a further ehance
to put theIr policies and program into practice? Had communism gro...." to thi' f'xtent
that it could carry a great enough strength
of voters to control Ule government and
put its promised "f'lJuality of thf' workers"
into effect? Where did the monarchists and
the Neo-fascists stand in the minds of thE'
Italian elE'("ton!? SaturdAy wa" a day void
of campaigning; thc voter had to have a
day of quiet in which to make up his mimi,
hPcatl~ tomorrow he mu."t vote. It 'I"Il5
the low!

their desire to have it so. But it IDWJt IV!'
realized that various: opposing faetlons
have gained in power. No, ItBIy did. not go
Comnnmist. nor fascist again, nor even
monarchist, not even with the groundgaining accomplishments of these movements. More than ever can be expected the
bickering and quarreling that has taken
place before in parliament 88 each party
continues to seek Its own interests.
Ilowever, granted tluit a democratic
form of !:overnment, generally speaking,
has managed to hold a slippery grip on the
rein.., will this type of government ever
bc ablc to stamp out onL't; and for all the
misery that yet E'xist" in many of thc blg
ritie:. of southern Italy? Will It be able to
bring to an end the counUess crimes and
the delinquency that. mill exist in cVery
part of the country? Will It be able to
empty the hospltam and sanitariums of'
their suffering ."ick and crippled? wm It
restore the hopelessly poverty-stricken to
the point of being able to hold their heads
up and not havf' to beg their neighbors for
a crust of bread 1 Will it or any other hu~
man govermnent be able to bring the IW·
ian peoplE' to the state whcre each one
wants to treat his neighbor as he would
be treated?
ThOlLo;and'l of sincere, honest Italians
are coming to the conclusion that neither
the Christian Democrats. nor the munarchists, nor thc ComDll.wisfB, nor any of the
other political movements of any nation of
the world can bring about the desired adjustment of these conditions. Only the power of the Almighty God can and willl"ectify
the countlE'* injustices that still exist in
Italy. Only his powee can bring to an end
the heated words and blows of the political
battle. Only under the perfect theocratic
government of God will man be able to
find the answers to his perplexing problems.

The Results
Sunday, June 7, the RTf: nAY, dawned
I-V1th torrentlul rainstorms throughout most
of Italy; but this did not serve to dampen
the political spirit'> of thf' Italian!'!. They
wcnt to the polls almost thirty million
strung with an outcome that is now a matter of history. The Df'mo-Chri."tian." failed
in their efforts to win 50.01 per cent of the
total popular votes, with the result that
they did not gain their desired premium
of extra seats with their L'Ualitioll of the
other center parties. The final tabulation
showed a majority for the centcr parties'
coalition of 303 seats out of 590 total in
the Chamber of Deputies, ghring the opposition parties 287 scats; while in the Senate
the Dt.'mo-Christians won 125 seats out of
a possible 237, of t'Olln!e together with
their allics. This gavc the opposition 112
seats in the Senate.
From these results it is evident that a
form of democracy will continutl for a
OOTOBER B, 1953
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8y CI Watch,,,we, S"clety
mllli"nary In S"uth Africa

E ENTERED the gates of Kruger
National Game Reserve late in the
afternoon. Upon driving the five miles to
the rest camp called Pretoriuskop, where
we were to stay the three nights, we came
in contact with our first truly wild life.
Dazzling stripes glared at us through the
tallish grass as zebra by the dozens merged
and emerged in and out of the herd. Just
as plentiful were the darker, more stalky
'looking wildebeest, also of the horse fam·
ily. We became acquainted with the beau·
tiful little impala, a reddish·toned cousin
of the deer.
It was hilly country and the vegetation
was plentiful, though not tropical. It is in
the subtropical zone and there is a variety
of types of trees with little under\:;lrush in
mOst places, though tall grass is in abun·
dance a natural protection for most of its
inhabitants. In the distance we could see
the cluster of rondawels, the round, brick
homes with genuine thatched roofs, pat·
terned after the native hut, that are the
homes of rich and poor alike while guests
at 'Kruger National Park. They are ex·
tremely accommodating in the hot weath·
er, as the high, thatched roofs have a cool·
iog effect. They are placed mostly in a dr·
cular arrangement, with a huge outdoor
brick fireplace in the center, and which
fireplace is constantly at yo~ disposal. It
is kept in condition by a group of very
gentlemanly native boys, mostly of the
Mashangana tribe. There are public wash·
rooms, showers, a well·equipped store and
a separate "Tea Room," which serves ex·

W
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cellent meals if one
is not up to barbe·
cuing his own.
One soon catches
onto the traditional
schedule of rising at
4 a.m. to get out on
the road as soon as
possible. From then
till about 6 or 7 all the animals are on the
hunt for breakfast, or should I say the
daily meal. When breakfast is over you
see them relaxing in the grass near the
roadside till about 8, when the heat of the
subtropics drives them into seclusion. One
might as well siesta until 4 p.m., when it
begins to cool and they show themselves
again. But back to stalking the prey.
You might be driving behind three or
four leopards that find the dirt road an easy
place to walk, until they catch a scent. They
lope along with a slow, easy gait, their
long tails swinging nonchalantly, looking
back at you occasionally as if to say: "If
you don't like it, you can take another
road." Suddenly they become restless and
alert and one by one head slowly off the
road and disappear. At this point I received
a not very friendly row of white teeth as
I snapped a picture of one spotty when we
drew up side by side with him.
Having lost the leopards you begin scan·
ning the trees and grass to see what else
you can locate in famous Kruger Park's
zoo·land. A couple of hyenas slink across
the road, then herds of impala gracefully
span the road with one leap, and with the
little baby "Walt Disney" impalas follow·
ing so nervously. S'teenbok, wildebeest,
waterbok, and more impala. Suddenly one
comes across a group of tawny bodies in
relaxation, with Leo himself watching over
his wives and little ones, his huge, shaggy
mane a threat to any intruder in this lions'
den. At one point one of the she-lions rolled
AWAKE!

_over..

her back. 8b'etdling out her paws

and Uposing her
tummy as if to

say, "Come on
over and tickle
my ribs."

These animals arc at home here, the

_

with you unleM extremely Iumgry
or angered. And the chances of their being
exbemely hungry are sUm. there being
plenty of their type of food in this 900sqt18l'e-milepark.
While searching for the elephant. my
eyes came acr08.'1 a terribly tall, rather
spotted-lOOking tYfM' of 1'.n'!t!, which, upon
closer scrutiny. proved to be Ii giraffe.
Mr, Gh-dffe is only 18 feet tall, if you please.
Why, thf'rE' fire some types of trees here
that he cannot quite look uwr! His mate
reachlllii a more humble 15 ff'f't, while baby
has to dh~t on the more lowly shrub, The
draft'e has not mu(.'h nalural defense other
Ulan his height ( ..... hich is not to be overiookl'd, however), exeept a terrlHc kick in
his hind legs, which t!ven Mr. Lion steeN!
dear of. We watched him nibble at the top
leaves of o.ll the trees. He was quite oblivious to our pn.'St:!nt..'t', UlOugh his mate quietly kept hf'r t!ye on U!I the whole time.

bOWldaries of the park mark their property, and they view with absolute apathy
these "iron intruders." Perhaps the odor of
oil and gasoline blots out any trace of human blood, but they seem to have no fear
of t:Qe' Iron Intruder, which seems also to
mind its own business.
One of the "mulOts" ont! must ~ while
in Kruger Park is the eiE'Phant. I If', in the
true SCMe of the word, Is the klng of the
beasts, and the mOl.t dangerous and feal'ed
of jungleland, rivaled only [If''rhaps by the
rhinoceros. At the best of tbncs he plays
acoWld by UptvOling trees of a fair size,
T11t:!11 our attention was drawn away by
but when he is angered, anything in his
way has to give way to his veng:eance. If a troop of monkeys, the larlil:est of which
Uwr-e h.- a herd of angry elephants, even came right up to the car with both hands
a motor ear would !'loon be pulverized un- begging for food. Baby hung onto momder the tread of about a 16·inch "paw." my's tummy as she scampered along, or
Hene\! Ule solOO'llm waming "Beware of the sometimes scurried around to her back.
elephant," as you enter his domain. One In either position she seemed at home.
does not have to travel very far before
After a visit tu lht! home of our thickrea,lizing that this is Mr. Elephant's play- skinned friend, the hippopotamus, you arc
ground. The ground is covered with whole ready to barbecue your supper, then dive
dead trees, while major pa.rts uf oth~r into your IitUe rondawel till 4 a.m. mIls
trees hang down lifeless. For miles one around again. A couple of days in this glosees this silent testimony that this is pri- rious land wherc nature can display with
vate property.
pride her dustWe looked long and in vain for the cul- less, shabbyprit, though, and stalked him as diligently less. sleek-bod·
as Leo stalks his prey, all to no avail. Big ied creatures
as he is, he has a way of blending into the makes olle retrunks of large trees as a ('.amouHage. Not alize that we
that the animals here choose to remain are the ones
hidden from our view. because they simply behind bars,
do not seem to care whether you are look- we are the ones
ing at them or not and would generwly not in the zoo.
OOTOllJiR 8, 195IJ
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Behind the

;1fARDI

GRAS

A pagan celebration poJ,JuIarized by Chri8teudom
Iy "A_k.I" co.... pondent 11'1 Germany
and Haiti

HE Mardi Gras
is a religious

T

carnival shrouded
in pagan antiquity. Its king is the king
of all carnival kings-Rex, Lord of Misrule. And its god" Comus, is depicted in
late Greek and Roman mythology as the
god of festive joy and mirth. The time for
this celebration in cities or countries primarily under Roman Catholic dominance
is just before "Ash Wednesday," which is
the beginning of the Roman Catholic fortyday Lenten season. Originally the season
celebration began with New Year's Day
and terminated with parades, pageantry
and a ball on "Shrove Tuesday," which is
"called in French Mardi gras, 'Fat Tuesday," in allusion to the fat ox which is ceremoniously paraded through the streets,"
and which is still observed in Haiti and
some South American countries. However,
today the festivities generally last only
three days. In Spain the carnival lasts four
days, including "Ash Wednesday." In Russia the gaieties last. a whole week, from
Sunday to Smtday. In Germany it is only
a' three-day occasion, known as Fa,<~tendien
stag or "Der Karneval."
Along the Rhine River section of Germany last year more than three million
persons cJ;owded the streets to take part in
the feasting and merrymaking. Protestants
and Catholics alike joined in the frivolity
and revelry. German austerity gave way
to boisterous laughter, music and dancing.
The atmosphere seemed almost magnetic
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in the way it attracted and affected the
crowds. On occasions the mass of humanity
would form a human pathway through
which the magnificent floats were drawn.
These floats depicted everything from
scenes of legend and mythology to presentday political struggles and social needs.
People sang, «Heute blauJ Morgen blau,
Ubermorgen wieder" ("Drunk today, drmtk
tomorrow and day after tomorrow drunk
again"). Arm in arm they swayed back and
forth in time to the music of "Wir kommen
alleJ alle in den Himmel" ("We're all going
to go to heaven"). Another popular song
was, "Wer Boll das bezahlenJ wer hat das
bestellt1" ("Who's going to pay for it;
who ordered it?") The Wiesbadener KuTierJ February 17, 1953, stated: "Wine
flowed in streams down the thirsty throats,
an immense tidal wave of alcohol, taking
captive and leaving individuals in distressful states."
Despite their predicament the crowds
managed to stand on their feet and dance
to everything, from the music of the Blue
Danube down to the latest on the American
hit parade. Songsters and songstresses
would give out ",ith "Botch-a-me," or tell
the reveling world about the "Chattanooga
Shoeshine Boy."

Mardi Gras in Haiti
Across the Atlantic Ocean on the tropical island of Haiti, we find natives and
tourists performing almost identically
tbe same festive occasion. Last year the
Mardi Gras began when the monstrous
siren at Port-au-Prince somtded off. Everyone, from the unassuming peanut vender
A WAKE!

to the dignified political statesman, laid
d0wn his work and pressed his way through
the crowded streets toward Champ de
Mars, official rally ground for Haiti's national festival. The conventional form of
life .became compJeteJy paralyzed, business

oroer."

The same paper reported that

twenty were victims of knife slashes and
were sent to the general hospital for treat·
ment, where one died shortly thereaf'ter.
After seventy-two hours of "mIsrUle,"
King Rex, Lord of Misrule, called upon
Comus, the pagan. god of drunkenness and
debauchery, and the Mardi Gras, like a
monstrous cyclone that has run its course,
came to an end. The king ordered the court
to partly disrobe and hurl their carnival
apparel into the flames before him. With
that command the final act of the Mal'd.l
Gras took place. Groups danced round
the fire, and as they danced, gesticulating
toward the fire as though the carnival were
a repulsive thing, they tossed their masks
and Mardi Gras apparel into the flames.
The flames, like the celebration, roared
loudly with destructive fury and. like the
celebration, vanished into oblivion, at least
for another season. The death of the last
live coal symbolized the death of the carnivalor Mardi Gras.

operations froze, public offices closed down,
educational machinery recessed, Protes~
tant and Catholic Churches postponed their
services or had them on a preceding day,
countryfolk forsook their banana and rice
plantations-almost EVERYONE was out to
celebrate the Mardi Gras!
Groups of varied sizes formed. Some
were composed of forty members, others
ranged up to several hundred in number.
These groups swept through the streets to
the rhythm of jazz that filled the air.
Groups of masqueraders carried flags or
ensigns upon which were inscribed the
name of a patron saint, such as "St.
Jacques," or a god or goddess designating
their respective bands. Everywhere one
turned he was confronted with the same
eerie jazz, the laughter of crowds, the singing and swaying of a frenzied mob. Its Its ReligwlUJ Background
effect was so overpowering that even specBut as a casual observer one might be
tators appeared hypnotized by it and slid prone to ask: Wherein lies the religious
into its magnetic rhythm.
significance- of this holiday or festival?
Certain groups danced in scanty attire, Since it is celebrated throughout Christen·
their bodies wriggling and twisting to a dam, does it have its origin with Christ,
suggestive jazz tune. This tantalization or his apostles, or his disciples? Does the
spread like wildfire and affected other Bible sanction the celebration of the Mal'di
groups, who, whipped 1.Jp by the Mardi Gras Gras? Discussing the origin of the carnival
spirit, could no longer conceal their im- or Mardi Gras, the Deutscher Ku~ for
pulses. This suggestive gyrating in scanty February 14, 1953, stated: "In the most
costumes was doubtless what some of ancient times it was the custom of some
Haiti's newspapers referred (0 and de- folk at the end of winter to celebrate a fes·
nounced as an "indecent and vulgar carni- tival of unrestrained gaiety.... A magnifival," and called for "good, clean frolic." cently equipped festival-ship on wheels
Whipped into a frenzy the carnival mixed was pulIed through the holy street [today
blood and murder with sex. Groups clashed. floats are used) to the temple of the god
Fists and knives drew blood. On Febru- Marduk. The ship-an-wheels can be called
ary 18, the Nouvelliste stated that "two the symbol of this festival, which meant
groups went into it with such ferocity that to greet spring which was drawing near.
police had a difficult time in restoring At all times and with all folk we find them
OOTOBER 8, 1953
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celebrating the gay festival at the end of
winter. In ancient Egypt it was held in the
honor of the goddess Isis, in Greece it appears at the festival of drunken Dionysos,
it emerges in the wantonness of the Roman Saturnalia and returns in the festivals of the Middle Ages throughout Europe.••• In the course of time, the Christian Church picked the heathen spring
festival up and changed it to the beginning
of the Easter season. So out of the Latin
name 'csrrus navalis' came the word 'carnival' as a derivation of 'carne vale' (flesh;
live well) as a pun by the medieval monks
referring to the 'meatless' Lenten season."
Alexander Hislop's The Two Babylons
indicates that the pagan festival was held
in honor of Osiris, tbrough whom Semiramis derived all her glory and her claims
to deification. The son, though represented
as a child in his mother's arms, was a person of great stature and immense bodily
powers. Classical writers called him Bacchus, "the Lamented one." In course of
time he became represented under the
symbol of a fat bull or ox. The custom of
parading a fat bull through the streets or
wearing masks depicting a bull with horns
still prevails in the carnivals of Haiti and
Bolivia.
The Encyclopredia Britannica, Eleventh
Edition, Volume V, also associates the carnival or the Mardi Gras with Bacchanalian
revelry and the Roman Saturnalia. To
quote: ''The last three days preceding
Lent, which in Roman Catholic countries
are given up to feasting and merrymaking,
. . . represents a compromise which the
church always inclined to make with pagan
festivals and that the carnival really represents the Roman Saturnalia. Rome has
ever been the headquarters of carnival,
and though some popes ... made efforts to
stem the tide of Bacchanalian revelry,
many of the popes were great patrons and
promoters of carnival keeping."
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What could be more blasphemous than
to take a pagan holiday with its wantonness, drunkenness and debauchery and
charge it to Almighty God Jehovah? Yet
Christendom does that very thing by her
keeping of this pagan festival, calling it
"Christian," and the people who join in
the frivolity of the occasion are "partners
in crime." Can you imagine Jesus, or his
apostles, or disciples, or any of the early
Christians (who did not even celebrate
Easter or Lent) whirling through the
streets of Jerusalem, wriggling their bodies
in suggestive ways to the seductive rhythm
of jazz? Can you picture the early Christians, with drooping lips and blurry eyes,
singing, "Drunk today, drunk tomorrow
and day after tomorrow drunk _gain"?
And then having the audacity to sing,
'We're all going to go to heaven"? Only
a perverted and deluded imagination would
allow for such thinking.
It is a BIG LIE for Christendom's religions to say that they can transmute pagan
festivals to Christian use. The apostle Paul
said: "Do not become unevenly yoked with
unbelievers. For what partnership do
righteousness and lawlessness have? Or
what fellowship does light have with darkness? Further, what hannony is there between Christ and Belial? Or what portion
does a faithful person have with -an unbeliever? And what agreement does God's
temple have with idols? •.. 'Therefore get
out from among them, and separate yourselves,' says Jehovah, 'and quit touching
the unclean thing,' 'and I will take you in.'
'And I shall be a father to you, and you
will be sons and daughters to me,' says
Jehovah the Almighty." (2 Corinthians
6:14-18, New World Trans.) The whole
Mardi Gras or carnival celebration is
steeped in paganism, and soon at Arma~
geddon Jehovah God will treat it as the
disgusting thing that it is. Christians now
shun it.
AWAKE!

lIy "Awakol" ...... pon ...nt In D..,_

'!. . faces flushoo.

With these haJ>peIlings south of her bor-der, the Danes had rE'.8S0ns for be.comlng
apprehen!'live. Not only did CharIemagnI!

ITRfiE was a do.y when Un:l people's
with horror when someone cried, Viking~! 1mmediately the word now present 8 threat to the North 83 a
('ailed to memory tall, ferocious-looking military force, but he also isolated them
warriors with huge swords, Rpears and from the South from where all their goods,
fearsome-shaped battle-axes and helmets food and raw material came. The South
with homs. These warriors Wi1re notorious was filled v.ith mystery and intrigue. There
along the European shore'\, I"l'.pecially in Wf'rE' tales of riches, beauty and culture,
France, England and Ireland, during the The Danes were also in fear of loslne: their
period between the e1!.:htll anel the tenth lndepend!?nre and manner of wOl"'Shlp. So,
century.
cut off by land. the Danes sought the sea.
The viking was a symbol of an Intrepid Young men who sought adventure rallied
around their chieftnlns. Thm;e directed the
~afarin~ man and a skillful sailor, 8
hajdenoo. and undaunted iloldler. Vikings buildinl of the monstrous floatin&, bsttJe
would come in great numbers in dragon- wagons soon to TIlvage land and sea.
headed ships, somelinws several' hundred
It was with one of these ships that the
ships at a time, and spread dread and men from. the North made their first apterror among the tnhnbltants al; they pearance as vikings, when they slipped unlooted the land. P~ple in fear prayed, der the cover of dClrkness onto the tiDy
l."Iland of Lindlstarne oft' the English north
"Save us from the !lavage Nonnans!"

What made these men from the North

coast and massacred the monks and the
nuns and looted the monastery. This is 1"('00

the bQ.ttllng savages that they were? lfis...
torians point to the fact that Scandinavia corded to have taken place on .Jooe 8, 793.
at that time was oVercrowded to such an
Future raids we~ not short visits and
extent that these COUntries conld not feed hasty retrea.ts as the first one was, nor
their populations. But even though Scan- did they operate with a Single ship, but
dinavia was densely populated, this could
whole Deets sometimes numbering a hWlhardly be the reason for their young sons'
dred or more ships moved into action. As
risking their lives on the sea in pursuit of
land and riches, The real cause came fmm they increased in strength, so also did they
the South where Charlemagne expanded incrcnse in their boldness, to the point of
his empire. The war-loving Saxons, who spending a whole Winter in one place. At
llved just south of the Danes' border, re- the corn::lusion of the viking era, their
sisted Charlemagne's !lubjugatlon, which fleet of ships went out to conquer and
~1ted in revolution and WaJ.· and finally
subdue other countlies and their lnhlilbit·
the o.nn1hllation of Saxon rul~ip.
ants. The Danish vikings conquered in
OOTOBIIB
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this way great parts of southern England
and made them part olthe Danish kingdom.

What They Worshiped
With the change in events came also a
change in worship. Up until this time the
vikings worshiped principally the elements
of nature and the forces that governed the
universe. In the imaginations of the people these forces took on various appearances as time went by and finally they were
distinguished as separate gods with certain
attributes and merits. Since these gods
were the by-product of men's imagination,
they were restricted to the same limitations as man. By the time the vikings began to assert themselves the conceptions
of the gods took on solid form, allowing for
a constant development in ideas, which can
be seen confinued by the myths built up
around the gods and their exploits.
For example: The Scandinavians believed the earth to be a flat circle of land

carried by a huge sea. The creation of the
world was due to the Asas or gods, Odin
(Woden), Villi and Ve, who also created
the first man and woman, Ask and. Embla ,
and put them on earth. Beyond the sea
lived the giants; they were the enemies of
the gods and, therefore, also of man. The
Asas or gods represented the good elements and the giants the evil elements.
They were always fighting each other in
deathly battles. Man had to be on good
terms with the gods if he was to have
success in life, so that is why he worshiped
them. All circumstances in his life were
ruled by the good and evil elements.
Odin was the most prominent of the
gods. He was the god of the Teutons, Saxons and Thuringians. They called him
Woden. The root of the name Woden is
thought to be the Indo-European word
va, meaning "wind" Or "to blow." He may
bave been originally the wind god. Because of this, people worshiped him in
groves, where the wind blowing in tops
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a visible ~ression of his
presence. In gusts of wind it was imagined
that Odin came to fetch the souls of the
dead. He being god of the wind it Was not
difficult for them to regard him' as the god
of spirit, mind, wit and cunning, and finally
to be identified as the "master of life and
death."
No wonder the chieftains were ardent
worshipers of Odin. They needed all the
favorable wind, insight, cunning and courage they could muster to use in their
battles and on their seagOing expeditions.
The one who had the "Allfather" Odin as
his, fulltrUi, that is, as his t~st, wo~ld
possess all these qualities. In order to obtain certain advantages and supernatural
qualities the chieftain would devote the
first prisoner taken in battle to Odin. It
was the custom to hang the victim and
Pierce the body with a spear, as a spear
was the symbol of Odin. To devote the
entire battlefield to him was even better.
All warriors who fell in battle became in
that. way the spoil of Odin and they were
caITled to Valhalla, which was a place reserved for men who fell in battle. Warriors
who wanted to go straight down to the
dark and doleful dungeon where the toddess Hel reigned supreme and to have a
light and airy hall in Valhalla would have
to die honest and valiant in battle. There
fighters were brought to life every day
and engaged in great tournaments in front
of Valhalla's large square.
Odin would protect his favorites and
deal out punishment to those who were
slow to fulfill promises to him. The holy
grove of Upsala, the largest in the North
c?ntained the wooden image of Odin. Eve~
mnth year the inhabitants would assemble
in order to bring sacrifices. People came
from far away bringing food and animals
as offerings during the nine days the feast
lasted. During that period they offered at
least one sacrifice every day. It was not
of
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tnrrequent to we a buman creature Offered
to the gods. They hung them In the b ....
trees of the grove or threw them In th@
pond whJ]e the chieftains, who alsO acted

The ddeftains \ft!l'e-- sa:dsfkld wlth ~
shipIng Odin. It W8B DOt nee
ry for
them to _
other gods... OdIn could
give them everythIn&: they wanted. But
as high priests, watched to see whether for the common man It was Il ltlIlffer of
the victim would come up again to th@ course to worship ~ gods, for jn..
surface or stay down as 8 sign of imaccept- stance, Njord, the Kod Of frultf\1lnM!l, or
anee by the god and that the god would Freyr and Freya, the two children ot
send them 8. good harvest the following Njord, who, like the hither, were gods of
year. Aa many all seventy_two hodil'!S have fertility. other' gods worshiped in Sc.an~
been seen hanging in the grove of sacritl~ dinavia were Helmda.l, Vidal" Hoeder and
at UprmJa at one time!
tnl. Mention must also lx! made or Balder.
He is tht' last, being the youngest amona
The "God" Thnr
the gods, and no doubt made his appear.
After Odin the god Thor was won;hiped ance wider the influen~ of "Christianity"
Vf'ry widely. He was the patron d~ity of as it !';Iowly worked its way toward the
the common people. He wail not a wise and northern countries.
cunning god, hut what be lacked in wisBalder was knOwn to be the beSt of all
dom he madc up in strength. lIe W8i1 all- gods. He was the faiTf'!;t and the whiest.
powerful. In addition hp was jovial and Furthermore, hp was inYUlnerabJe. With
good-naturM, and it gave him gn"dt pleas- him ill connected tile story of the end of
ure to hunt down the gIants, whom he the' world where all the gods destroy one
caught and killed with his strange hammer another and only some or tbeir sons surthat pr!AAf!ssed the pecUliar quality of al- vive. These build a new empire. Also a man
wflys roturnm),l to him When he threw It nnd a woman survive and they become the
aftfo!l' somebody. Thill hammer became the parents of a new generation beginn1ttl a
symbol of his strength and power. The nt>w world. Thew myths died wJth the
Northcrners Ulought..,tilat by currying viking empi~.
with them a small charm in the shapt:! of
Once again the Danes and the Norwethe hamme.r of Thor he would keep th('ir gians and the Swedes are hearing new! of
possessions free from attack.
the end of the world. Thi~ time the warnThor wo.s also regarded as the god of the ing comes from the only true and IMng
weather. It was believed that he always God Jehovah throUgh His Word, the Bible.
rode in a carriage drawn by tv.·o goats. and Many are ~king refuge from this stann
when it thundered and lightnings Hashed, by giving hE.'E'd to God's Word, abiding b)'
the Northerners used to say that Thor was his mmmanllmenb;- arid proclaiming hb
out driving and. he drove 50 hard that thl' kingdom as mankind's only ho~_ The
heavens. roared and sparks fil'w. Thor was righteous are proD\ised by Jehovah to surknown to be a bUtldle of strength wilh a vive the end of this system Of things and
short tempeI'. People ascribed to him nll enter into a world of God's making, a n@w
the quallties they would like to possess world wherein righteousness is to dweII.
themselves and made him their ideal god. This is no myth 01' fairy tale nor fA figment
The name of Thor is still with us in one of men's imagination. It is the truth Of
of the weekdays, that is, Thursdiiy, the the One who said: "I have spoken it, 1 will
same as the god Odin or Woden is reprc- also bring it to pass; I haw~' purpo.~ it,
~nted in out weekday Wednesday.
1 will also do it."-Isaiah 46:11.
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Iy "Awake]" correlP9nclenl In Hawo"

AWAIl boasts of many flowers,
but perhaps the most outstanding Is that claimed as Hawaii's own
-the Hibiscus. Not that it grows only
bt Hawaii, for it 1s the outstanding
flower 01 all the South Seas and has many relatives abroad, But by joint resolution of the

H

Hawaiian Legislature in 1923, "this beautiful,

indJgenous blossom which grows luxuriously on
all the islands" was adopted as the floral emblem ot Hawaii, Hawaii's own flower.
No other in all Hawaii is so profusely

scattered. It is literallY,seen everywhere, tumbling in cascades of pink from small trees in
yard and garden or spangling the many hedges
along country roads and property borders. To
add to Us abundance is the fact that it blossoms

practically the year round, so this welcome
visItor seems to be ever with yOll,
Surprisingly. the bushes can grow as high
as thirty teet, but most varieties limit them·
selves to eight or ten teet. Botanically, the
llowers are composed ot five rather stiff, papery
petals and a prominent pistil or column rising
in th~ center bearing the maay anthers covered
with brlght·yellow pollen dust much like the
hollyhock. one ot Its close cousins. The common
cOlors are white, red, pink and yellow, but
because ot many crossing~, every hue (except
blue) and many striking color combinations,
called polychromes, have resulted, so that, if
words could do them justice, page alter page
could be written in describing the many beauti·
ful shadings.
There are both single and double HIbiscus,
the double ones resembling cabbage roses or
peonies. This eaect is tormed by the stamens'
being modified into petals. Average blossoms
measure five or six inches, but by hybridization
and selection giants a toot across have been
produced. These especlally look very artificlal
and almost have to be touched to prove their
reality.
Only about six or seven varieties are really
natives of Hawaii, about 33 others having 'been
brought trom other countries. They are com·
paratively simple to propagate, crossing being
accomplished quite easily. About one year is
required trom the seedling to the first bloom.
It 18 estimated that more than 5,000 horticul·

tural varieties have been produced in
Hawaii alone. The Common Red seems
to have been brought in at an early
date, probably direct trom China. It
is said that the Chinese used a part
of the bark for medicine and that Hawaiians often eat the raw blossoms to aid di·
gestion; hence, they are usefUl as well as or·
namental.
Hawaiians have always loved flowers of all
kinds, and they playa very important part in
the lite of Hawaii. The crossing of different
strains began in the early 1900's, and at the
first Hibiscus show in 1914, some 400 different
varieties were exhibited. Today interest in Hi·
biscus culture is still growing, and yards and
flower shows are a riot of color, with Hibiscus
the showiest contestant of them all.
Perhaps the most outstanding trait of this
prolific flower has not yet been mentioned
_that of its lasting qualities. Most flowers be·
gin to fade or wilt a few minutes after being
picked. Some can be kept fresh longer if placed
in water. Uniquely, the Hibiscus opens in the
morning and suddenly closes near sunset wheth.
er on or off the bush, In or out of water! Some
varieties have been known to last as long as
two or three days. Those who espeCially want
them for decoration after dusk pick the rna·
ture buds early in the morning and place them
in the refrigerator; then when taken out near
evening they unfold their papery petals to lend
their flashy beauty to evening occasions.
This quality of endurance alone has made
the Hibiscus very popular for decorative pur·
poses. What a beautiful sight to see large
showy red, yellow or white blossoms contrasted
against the shiny, black hair of native girls!
Almost every hula girl displays at least one
in her dark tresses. Many a Hawaiian luau,
or feast table, is enhanced by these attractive
blooms. How -attractive these bouquets look as
they grace the tables of Hawaiian homes, stores.
offlces and even banks!
Indeed, the Hibiscus plays a major part in
the decoration schemes of clever hostesses,
festive pageants and gala events of aU kinds,
as well as forming an attractive accessory to
milady's Hawaiian costume. Just another mani·
festation of the great Creator's handiwork tor
the enjoyment and service ot mankind.
AWAKE!

the Eyes

BLIND

T

HE eye, no doubt, is the most precious
avenue to the human mind. Through

the eye the world becomes alive with color,
beauty and splendor. Without this doorway, the world for the blind remains mostly dark. No matter how descriptive the
words or phrases, or how ingenious the
invention may be to aid the blind, there is
absolutely nothing to take the place of
that which is instantaneously seen at the
opening of the seeing eye. Those who have
regained their sight say, "It is like being
born all over again." To lose one's sight
is a terrible tragedy.
Ian Fraser lost his sight in the trenches
of World War I. He relates how, during
the agony of his adjustment to the dark
world, he got up in the middle of the night,
turned on the electric lights anI;! took a
lighted warm bUlb and pressed it to the
sockets of his eyes, hoping that some light
would seep through. But none did. From
then on his fingertips and ears, like the
fingers and ears of most blind, became his
eyes. In the silent and dark world of the
deaf-blind, only the fingertips interpret the
meaning of the world about them. Seeing
man has found no other way to enter their
world.
In ancient times the world of the blind
was dark and lonesome, indeed. There were
no schools for them. The most they could
ever hope to become would be profes~
sional beggars. In the Far East and Europe the blind were thought to be accursed
of God, and parents cast them out of their
homes at a very early age. At times they
were considered as beasts, and were sotreated as beasts of burden. Others sold
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their blind
sons into slavery
to work in mines underground. After toiling all day they were
made to sleep on the ground like animals.
It has been only in recent years that the
blind have been freed from the degenerate
view of the past and offered a position in
society. Today, a child that happens to be
born blind or suffers blindness through
accident or illness is not ostracized from
society; rather, he is extended an opportunity for education and employment. The
child can go to school and take up a variety
of subjects: general science, arithmetic,
grammar, history, literature and current
events, and learn these just as efficiently
and effectively as he would if he could see
with eyes. If the child has the aptitude, he
can go to college and there prepare for
some profession. There are successful blind
businessmen, teachers, lawyers, doctors,
sportsmen, farmers, cooks, social workers,
musicians, dancers, ministers, etc. The
blind have demonstrated their ability to
do good work, handling highly skilled jobs
in many fields on an equal basis with those
who can see.

Braille and Talking Machine
Emancipation of the blind came principally from among the blind themselves. A
young man by the name of Louis Braille
brought sight to the blind when he invented the system that bears his name. To
him the world of darkness is greatly indebted. After five years of trial and error
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be perfected a gystem based on the ar~
rangement of six dots similar to the six
in the game of dominoes. He developed 63
possible combinations. of which 26 were
employed to represent the letters of the

hide them under the sheets., Pretending to
be asleep, With eyes closed and lights out.
they continued reading their storybooks,
the tiny sensitive fingers quickly moving
over the raised type, which brought to life

alphabet, and the remainder were used for the story.
punctuation. etc. To his own amazement
But for the three fourths of the adult
Braille discovered that he could not only blind population of America who find the
write with this system but also do arith- touch system difficult to master, "talking
metie, algebra and higher mathematics. He books" have been invented. Talking books
also found that his code
are electrically recorded
could be adapted to mu- \I b e d e f 9 h j
j disks onto which prosic. In fact, so ingenious .1, .2, .3. ~ .5, f. 7 .8. ,~ ,0. fessional I;'eaders with
is his system that "it ::.' " :!' :! !: ::
" •• !: !! stage and radio experi.
can be 'translated' into .k, .1. !'! !'••0. f ••'L .r. .5. ,~ ence, or doctors, lawevery fonn of human .,:: .' .~ .! :: :~ :~ I: :! yers, scholars, engi·
endeavor and under· U v )( y z w
~;r~:.-' N,,;.«"
neers-whose voices
..,
standing." Recently it •• I • •• • 1 .:!:
: ... :
have been tested by
has been adapted to the
blind listeners, have
Alphabet in Braille
Chinese. And according
read novels, poetry,
to Fact Digest; JWle 1939, "a blind person biography, history, sociology, physics,
who has lost both hands may still be taught short stories, drama, and books of general
to read Braille with his toes, It has been literature. Among the 1,500 titles available
done successfully by more than one blind to the blind readers, the Bible is the great·
Individual," Braille could write his system est in demand. The average book requires
about as fast as a man could read, and read about twelve to fifteen double·sided twelve.
back about as fast as with sight. The aver· inch disks for its recording. It takes ap.
age Braille reader can read from eighty to proximately eight hours of reading time
a hWldred words a minute. New York to cover a single 'book.
City's library for the blind contains two
Recently the "reading pencil" has been
and a half miles of shelves with 36,000
developed, which translates the shape of
Braille books, 25,000 "talking books" and
the letter into a distinctive sound which is
12,000 scores of Braille music.
heard by the blind person through a hear·
Even though the Braille system has been
used Wliversally for more than two gener· ing aid, In about 25 hours the average
ations, yet at the present time less than blind person can be taught to distinguish
25 per cent of the blind know Braille. The 190 words, which can be read in sentences.
reason for this small percentage is that With the help of the "reading pencil" the
those who become blind in later years find blind or near blind will be able to read
the system diffi~lt to learn. They have anything, even charts and blueprints. But
lost the sensitiveness in their touch. Chil- this instrument is still in experimental
dren, OD' the other hand, adapt themselves stage.
very quickly to the system and learn to
read it without any trouble at all. At one What Can the Blind Do?
school for the blind, youngsters would take
With the aid of modern methods and
the Braille books to bed with them and techniques, the blind have demonstrated

.. .' .. .. .. ..
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tbelr_ ability tn do just about everytbiog
there is to be cloJre. In Great Britain the
blind Ill'f! trained to use stenograpb1c: machines that wrlte Braille. A Braille shorthand machine has been deVeloped, capable
of writing at least 120 words a minute.
Blind English se(!retar~ who use this machine are so highly efficient- that they can
compete with those who can see, In fact,
thel'e is a ul:!mand in Great Britain fOI:"
their sf'rviCt'S.
Captain (;: OS. Hennrikus, assistant public JnfOI'matJon officer, ;;aid tllld ill certain
instances blind persons "aN' f'ven more
valuable than persons with full sl!;:ht," At
night and dudng lJt!l'iulls of bad weather
and poor visibility thf' hlind have proved
plll'ticularly valuable as spott~rs. Lack of
sl!,!;ht baH ]t!u to a kt!en development of the
sense of hearing. Thpy are able to distini\lish by sound frlcndly aircraft from
hostile I..'ra1't.
The Reader's Digest for April, 19f1:J, told
of Alke Haine:;!, a !lUccessful blind fanner,
who docs everythlni-t on tlll: farm from
hauling and spreading manure to plowin&:
with a tractor. There are blind factory
workers who work at drill pre!!SeS and per_
form assembly ope-rations, typi:;!ts who
work in law offices, and musicians who are
mnkcd among the betiL in their field. Dean
and Sylvia McAdams, both totally blind,
tackled the job of building a home without
the aid uf prof~lonal help. They aided
each other in placing the boards, nailing
and sawing. There are sightless sculptors,
artists and dancers. Ian Fraser W8!> knight_
ffI for hi,; achievements. Blind men today
repair radios, record players and electronic
equipmtmt. They are trained to master the
intricacies of a trade that has proved difficult for many physically normal men.

CllUBeB ond Cure. for Blindness
Blindness may be caused by one or, a
number of thlngs. An tlye acrident may
scar th~ cornea, the transparent part in
front of the iris. Although the rest of the
eye may be normal, the victim cannot see.
In this (:ase sight C'i!lIl be restored by pr0viding the patient with a new cornea, Qn1y
new cotnea... taken from humans have

Relaxation for the BliiUl
No life, not even a blind man's, is complete without soml:! relaxation from thE'

proved suCCi'S!lflll Animal corneas would
not grow. Corneal graftlng can rest01'E>
!light in only onc type of impaired vision,
that caused by a defective cornea when the
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work lUld WOiID of the day. 'DJe. bUa4
relax as do those who see. They !taW theil'
gaines, outdoor picnics. etc. Bab Cona1dJne
told. of "8. rechsation camp tor the blind in
New Jersey where soft ball is regularly
played. The ball has bells inside it, which
give off sound as it twirls to the home
plate. The basemen simply call out, to
gUide a batter who has connected with a
good hit." Twersky won the Senior Metropolltan Amateur Athletic Union Light~
weight wrestling championship in 1942.
Totally blind, he spots his opponent by hils
accentuated sellStl of hearing. The blind
skate, bowl and fMlce. A "sightless" tille'
vi!lion sC!t has been desilotned to receive only
the sound of television programs. Bernard
Krebs, librarian of the eu1ld and himself
blind, said that television was psycholog..
lcally important to the blind because It
stimulated the visual 1ma&:lnaUon more
than radio. And. too, it helps them to know
programs that other people talk about.
Another form of relaxatlon is a walk
through the park or around the block with
hi.\; seeing-eye dog. It takes a month to
tpach the blind to be led by a dog, Onl.y
five out of every hWldred blind pe1'8OllI
can use a seeing-eye dog, The othcr ninety.
fivp are either too youn!;:, too weak, 01"
physically, mentally and tempe-ramentally
WlSuited to handle the dog.
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rest of the eye and the optic nerve are coma Is to decrease the pressure in the eyenonna!. But, "only three or four out of
every 100 affected with corneal opa<!ity
can hope to obtain any lasting beneflt
through this type of eye surgery."
Dr. Moderni stated that· a chronic ca·
tarrh of the nose is another cause of eye
trouble. Headaches, which ultimately af·
feet the eyes, may spring from digestive
troubles or constipation. Rheumatism or
gout may cause reddened eyes. Scalp scurf
can affect the eyelashes and produce red
rims. Cataracts today are removed. The
cataract does not destroy sight, but merely
obstructs it. Having a cataract means that
the lens of the eye behind the pupil becomes opaque, causing blindness. A slit
is made in the front of the eye and a hole
cut in the colored iris. Through this, the
lens is removed in entirety. By wearing a
strong spectacle to replace the lens, sight
is restored. Operations on cataracts are
now "close to 95 per cent successful"!
Dr. Franklin M. Foote, executive director of the National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, declared that more than
one half of all blindness could be prevented
by making full use of present knowledge.
He stated that the early recognition of
glaucoma could materially cut down its
damage. Glaucoma, according to Norman
carlisle, "Is a condition in which pressure
develops in the eyeballs due to a clogging
of the usual channels through which flows
the eye fluid known as the 'aqueous humor.' The pressure can become so great as
to destroy sight.•.• The problem in glau-

That can be accomplished by surgery,
through cutting a new drainage channel to
permit the fluid to drain off, or it can be
done chemically through the application
of eye-drops."-Coronet~ August 1950.
A number of drugs and even clear spinal
fluid have proved successful or partially
so. But, perhaps, nothing has ever been so
fantastic as the theory that man can be
made to see 'Without eyes! Since the eyes
do not actually see "but collect impressions
in the fonn of light, transform them into
some sort of electrical impulse, which in
turn stimulates a certain portion of the
brain," why could not science accomplish
the same thing by constructing a transmit·
ting station that would receive electrical
impulses and transmit them to the brain,
affecting the brain just as would messages
received from the eye? Dr. Walter Hess
of Zurich University in Switzerland "at·
tached electrodes to the brains of cats and
has been able to make a cat 'see' without
using its eyes." Can the same be done with
men? So men dream.
There will be no need for anything of
the kind, because Christ has promised that
he will open the eyes of the blind, and unstop the ears of the deaf, and make the
dumb to speak under bis kingdom rule,
which is at the door. (Psalm 146:8; Isaiah
29:18; 35:5; Luke 7:21) It will be a wonderful day for the blind to witness with
perfect vision the marvelous creation of
Jehovah, and honor Him, the Creator of
that most precious organ-the eye.
MUS.

UGood" Vice versus Bad
_ Indiana's new administration recently enacted a law. forbidding the possession
of gambling devices, but exempting churches, lodges and veterans' organizations.
Apparently vice is all right in Indiana if the right people practice it. If it is wrong
in saloons, however, why not in the churches? It is reported that the sheriff of
Marion County, where Indianapolis is located, says that wIth such loopholes In the
law he wUl no longer try to enforce it against anyone.
A WAKE!
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Prophetic Proof of Christ '$ Presenee

War n was four times as great as World
War
I. In other words, mankind has seen
N THIS series on Christ's return we
have acen that Christ's second presence thirty-fiVE' times as much war since 1914
w.lll be invisible, that Biblp chronology as it did in the 2,400 years hf.,fore Ut14,
!i!stablishes 1914 fL". the da.te of this I!t:!cond Certainly an ttnequj"voc8..l facet of the sign.
Continuing, Christ stated: "There will
presence, and now we CQnsider prophetie
be food shortages and earthquakes In one
proof verifying that datp,
Jesus' apostlf'!'l, having been told by him place after nnother." These point" Of his
that he would leave them and return, werE! prophecy have likewise Sf>i>r\ Phenomenal
anxious to know just when he would re- fulfillment sinee 1914. Atter World War I,
turn, and so th",y asked him: "What will 25.') million people were atrected by rood
be the sign ot your PI'e!ietlce and of the shortages to the extent of famine, especonsummation of th~ SYMem of things?" cially in RtL'I.'1Ut, India and China; in China
(MatthE'1.y 24:3)· Incidentally, here w@ Ilt that time some 15,000 peoplE- died dallY
have verification that Christ's return from starvation. After WorJd War 11 one
would bfo! bwisihJe, for were his return to fourth of the human race, 500 million perSODS, were suftering from hunger.
be vi~ihle no sign would be needed.
And &"J reg&rds C!8:I1iJQuakes: Although
But ~e did give Ulem a sign, in fact, a
cumpo!;lte sign, comristing of mnny sepa- earthquakes have been noted as far back
rate and distinct lndlcatlons, as facets of a as the days of ancient Isracl, yet since 1914
dIamond, whIch, when SC'!(>rl together we have Reen un acceleration of their frewould
. give a brilliant ret\.edion or Up;ht', quency as well as of th{'ir intensity, Auprovmg beyond the shadow of doubt that gust, 1950, saw the most drastic natural u~
Christ's second presence had taken pla~, h{,8val in a POPUlated place that the world
These facets of the Composite sign are has ever knoWn. The fact"! show that lor
recorded in the (ollowing chapters: Mat_ the past 2,000 years earthquakes haVt!
thew 24 and 25; Mark 13 and Luke 21,
taken 8 toU of about 5,000 lives annually,
The fitst feature of the sign Christ men_ but since 1914 they have taken more than
tioned Was that of wal'S: "For nation will 24,000 live.<! a year. So to wars add food
rise agJ.inst nation and kingdom against MOrtagcs and earthquakes, as. parts of the
kingdom." (MattlJew 24:6,7) Has this composite sign.
prophecy had fulfilhnent since 1914? It
Jesus also foretold that as part of the
most certainly has! Why, World War I composite sign of his Pl'eSCnCe would be
was sewm times as great in casualties, in the appearance of pestilences or disease;
cost and in combatants involved as the in one place after another. (Luke 21:11)
901 major wars fought during the twenty- The influenza ~idemic, which took twentl
four Centuries prior to It, And World mlllion lives in 1918, has been termed "ont
• An QUuwUOI1ll BTC from the ],'_ W ....Jd ""'... ltHtOOl.
of the m~t devastating plagues of al
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tl-es. O And toc:UQ\ although mlllions of men are looking toward the man-made
dollars are being spent by governments and substitute, the United Nations organiZaprivate philanthropy for research on can· tion, to solve their problems and bring
rer, heart ailments -arthritis and polio, to abbut God's kingdom on earth. It will yet
mention the more prevalent ones, these result in desolation to Christendom.
diseases continue to increase and to -short·
Jesus further stated that as it was in the
en the lives of the people. Another facet days of Noah it would be in the days of his
of the sign.
presence. (Matthew 24:37-39) Today the
Further, Christ foretold that his follow- people show the same indifference to the
ers would suffer much persecution. (Mat- warning being sounded by Jehovah's servthew 24:9,10) This prophecy likewise has ants as did the people surrounding Noah.
had indubitable fulfillment since 1914, war And as then the earth was filled with viohysteria on the one hand and totalitarian lence and wickedness, so it is today. Uptyranny on the other uniting to intlict the risings in Africa, Communist aggression in
worst atrocities upon Christians that hu- Asia, crime, divorce, juvenile delinquency
nran ingenuity could devise, and that on an and political corruption on the increase in
international scale; all because they re- the democracies; undoubtedly we are livfused to give to Caesar that which belonged ing in the critical times of the last days so
to God only. (Mark 12:17) At present the fully described by the apostle Paul at
fiendish persecution of the Christian serv- 2 Timothy 3:1-6. Truly, as an editorial
ants of Jehovah is being stepped up in writer of the New York Sunday News)
totalitarian lands, Czechoslovakia recently March 13, 1949, expressed it: "The last
incarcerating some 2,200, or 90 per cent completely 'normal' year in history was
1913, the year before World War I began."
of them.
Many in times p~t have prophesied
Another feature of the composite sign
Christ gave was that the good news of Christ's visible return and have been
God's kingdom as man's only hope would proved wrong. In view of the foregoing it
be preached in all the world for a witness is clear that they were mistaken both in
to all nations. (Matthew 24:14) This like- what to expect and when. 'One swallow
wise has been the case only since 1914, the does not prove spring is here,' but when in
year 1953 seeing more than half a million the Northern Hemisphere we see the days
Christians preaching this message in 143 growing shorter, the leaves and temperalands, in some 100 different languages, ture falling, days becoming cloudy, the
using the printed page, radio, TV, public birds tlying south, beasts hibernating, then
address and personal contact in the homes we can know for a certainty that winter is
and on the streets. Through the years far approaching. So in view of all the foregoing
more than three quarters of a billion evidence verifying what we have learned
books, booklets and magazines containing _ regarding the time of Christ's return as
established by Bible chronology, we can
this message were distributed.
Our being able to see "the disgusting accept with certainty the date 1914 as
thing that causes desolation," as mentioned marking the year of Christ's invisible
by Daniel, was another indication Jesus second presence.
gave to prove his second presence. (MatHaving considered the evidence relating
thew 24:15) What'is this? That which is to how Christ will come again and when)
highly este'emed and idolized among men we will consider in our next issue why) or
is disgusting to God. (Luke 16:15) Today the purpose of his return.
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Switzerland
HE Watch Tower Bible and Tract S0ciety maintains a branch office in
Berne, Swit7Rrland. Here are the printery,

T

offices and living quarters for the more
than fifty pej'sons in Switzerland who aN'
eongagett in publishing literature concern·
ing God's kingdom.

During ilie

months of 1952
JehovlI.h'iCI witnE'!'!!les traveled to various
parts of the country that had not been
vlsiloo by the witnesses for many Yf'ar!\.
Thill tp.rritory ill predomllUlntly Catholic.
Here nrc. some experiences involving Calhollc intulerance. They reveal a spirit similliT only to that which flourished in the
Middle Ages.
In the northwest of Canton RPrne, two
of Jehovah's witnesses, 0. married couple,
unwittlngly called at the Catholic vicarage.
The priest and his vicar apPf'arffi at the
door. The priest asked, "\\o'hat are you
doing here?" But before either of the ministers had time to reply the prim had
raised his arm for 0. powerful blow that
struck the young womlUl squarely in the
face. The two withdr('w, followed almost
to the gardcn gate by the priest, who
frantically tried to deliver further blows
by foot or fist, but which, fortunatcly,
misscd aim,
A charge of assault and battl"ry was filed
against this belligerent priest. TIle priest
was found guUty of the charge, fined, and
ordered to pay damages to the plaintiff
and court cost....
Wc continue our tour of the Swiss Cantons and find ourselves in Fribourg, another catholic stronghold. On July 13, 1952,
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five of JehoVah's witnesses visited a village
in their assil1:lled territory. Soon after the
witnesses started tht'ir work, a group
compriSt'd most.ly of young hoodlums gath.
ered on the street. TIley surrounded one of
the ministers. Tht' gang's leader, the president of the church council, demanded:
"What are you doing in this village?" The
minister quletly!d:arted expla1ning his mission. Whcreupon the ruffians standing
around bunt into loud mOt'king laUihter.
One of thf"!lf" hAd culprits stepped up and
struck the minister on the chin, threaten·
ing more if he did not )e8ve. The minister
was then "esmrted" to the station. His
feHow missIonaries preaching in anoth@r
section of the city Wf'I'e mobbed, Some
were badly hurt. All were forced to leave.
Newspapers berated the Catholic action,
but nothing was done to rectify the situation.
The FribourJ!: newspaper, Travail, headed its report "Love Your Neighbor," and
said; ''This Biblical princlple tmfortwlateIy
Is not always practiced by those whose lips
most' frequently repeat it. Thcre are a
number of people amOng us here who do
not pennit uthers to think differently than
they think, whether it be in the realm of
religion or politics. A few days ago Jehovah's witnesses sent a few of their people
into our neighborhood . . . TIlis served as
sufficient excuse for certain fanatics to
suddenly attaek these people whose sole
offense and whose only mistake consJsted
in their having other religious views than
did the Catholic villagers."
In Obwalden, the hcart of Switzerland,
two of Jehovah's witn~. while walking
through the village, were attacked and
'n

~.

So that in brief, is what
religious "ll>lerance looks Uke in certain
cIr<:Ies.
What irony if you place that statement
alongside the report of the· Swiss Bishops'
Conference of July 7, 8, 1952, which, in
beautiful-sounding words, emphasizes
above all the necessity of religious peace:
"God is for peace, for He is the 'God of
Peace' ... peace among the religious denominations. The preservation of denominational peace is a necessity and a ben~fit
to our country. On all sides it is to be promoted in good will and with staunch adherence to faith and C'hurch. The Christian
commandment of love is valid for all pe0ple.... In the controversies in public life
each person of honest heart who does not
violently and independently disturb the
peaceful interfaith co-operation has, as our
fellow-citizen, the right to the respect of
his just interests and well-meant convictions."
Who disturbs religious peace? Do the
wltnesses, who call on the people in a quiet
and friendly manner,_ and speak to them
about God and his kingdom? Or is it the
Ilea"'"

false religious fanatics whose only atlSWlU'
to such Christian missionary activity is
taunts and mockery, damage of property
and mob gatherings, blows, insults and 1njuries? It certainly requires no severe
mental effort to fInd the answer! What if
the work of Jehovah's witnesses is not
welcome in certain circles; does this antipathy give one the right to deny another
his liberties or deprive him of them with
medieval methods? Let Us hope not!
But truly, Switzerland is a flourishing
garden on top of the world, with chestnut trees displaying their white and red
"candles," with wisteria spilling over the
housefronts and the air heavy with the
sweet scent of lilac, with green meadows
and yellow and browning cornfields, and the
Alps glittering in the winter sunshine.
Yes, it is here in this land of democracy
where Jehovah's witnesses fight the good
fight of faith against increasing religious
intolerance. Their success is noteworthy.
In the month of January, 1953, a peak
number of 3,055 men and women engaged
in this gr8l1d work of liberation, uniting
with the mighty host of those bearing the
tidings all over the earth.
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• Why "Awake!" is not interested in plea~ing all its readers? P. 4, 1/5.
• What part of Africa the Europeans settled
before the Africans did? P. 6, '112.
• Where in Europe the average income was
only $ti5 a year? P. 9, 'Rs.
• Why there was no campaigning the day
before Italy's national elections? P. 11, 111.
• In what park uncaptured lions Ignore you
as you drive by! p. 12, '115.
• Why the elephant is the true king of the
beasts? P. 13, H2.
• Why a Haitian newspaper called {he Mardi
Gras "Indecent and vulgar"? P. is, U2.
What pagan gods the Mardi Gras honors?
P.. lS, ~4.
• What prompted the ferocious vik.ings to
raid Europel P. 17, 1l"3.

i, •

I
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• What the Vikings did to gain the favor of
their vengeful god Odin? P. 18, 1/4.
• What Hawaiian flower can be made to open
after it is picked? P. 20, 1/7.
• What a "reading pencil" is? P. 22, 1/3.
• How it is that the blind can play base~a[[l
P. 23, U3.
• How something the apostles asked Jesus
proves his return would be invisible? P. 25.

1/2.
• What modern conditions parallel the preflood period of Noah's lifel P. 26, U4.
• Where a priest was fined for assaulting
Christians? P. 27, U4.
• Why a Swiss newspaper said the Bible's
principle is not always practiced by those
whose lips most often repeat it? P. 27, 116.
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~rmaJly;

Adenauer ",••

The prime luue wa~ Ge,-·
man unllkllllon. TIle milln ron'
le5tant~:
Chancellor Konrad
Adenoucr'1I Christian Demo.
cratJc Union and l!:rkh 011en·
hauer's Snc1al ~mor1'1l.tlc party. The Christian Democrats
maintained that Wellt German)'
could aUaln unln ... lltlon only
hy ilf'{'omlng strone throueh
alliance with the Weat. The
SOCial Democrat8 maintained
lhat the only way to unillca·
tlon wu throuih neutrality.
that allgnment with the West
would torpedu all hope for
Ifgrf'Pmf'l11 with Russia on unification. When the Gcrmllll voters went to the pollg (9/6). the
big I~.u" waH deelded. 'T'o 77·
Yl"ar·old Dr. Adenauer came an
Impressive victory. one of his
party omclals call1ng it a "~"n·
satlonal" vic-tory. And Indeed
the vldoI")' was hailed a.s slg·
niflcant Inasmu{'h as Dr. Ade.
nauer had sue<>eeded whereas
his colleagues in France and
Itll.ly 11010 failed to win their
people over to 1h.. Idea of
strength thmugh unity of the
Western nations.
Iran'" Stormy PoUtleR
Iran's drift toward commanil!m ended when its stormy
polltic.5 erupted into a revolu·
tIon that brought about the
downfall of Dr. Mohammed
Mouadegh \8/19). The ousted,
72·year·old M05sadegh had be-

'*
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l'Ome !lI.mow. lor h;~ naLionllli7.atiOf'l 01 the 011 Industry and
!or hlll bizarre hllblts -ra:e;'"
Ing vl~ltors In bt'o.t. w .... ping".
tainting during puhllc orations
11",1 scootlne upstairs like a
rabbit at fonnal mll!l!Ungs.
WhIle the key l)OJwpr In Ira·
nlan pnlltkl! hill! been the
Teheran mobs. strangely, It
was not the molJe; thll.t sparked
the &Ul't."StitUJ Tpvolutlon. For
aft~r thP shah had failed In an
attempt to oust Mossadegh, the
mObs w~ >lUll scn>;>Imlng,
''Death to the fihah~" It was
only when the troop!! took the
Initiative, rebelling against
their pn>-Mussadegh offirers
and forrlng the mobs at bIlYonf't point to ehanj;le their
sloj;llln to "Long Uve the shah'"
that the muboi shiftE'rl from
Mussarh·gh's band wagon to
the shah'S. I<'or more than nine
hours violence ragW in 'l\'heran; over 300 were Idllcd.
Pro-shah forces looted Massa·
degh's house, selling his furnl·
ture at low prices. A new rerrlgl.'rator went for $36. Gen·
",ral Zahedi, proclaimed right·
ful premio>r of Iran by order
a! the shah. accepted. the surrender of pajama·dad Massa·
degh. \VhI'1l Iran's new regime
appeale<l fur financial help. the
U. S. quiekly n"'sponded; tbe
reason was dear: Wl:!$tem
otfWiah; were elatM that Iran
had reveI"Sl'd its drift toward
communism.

'*.
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• 'lba IIUltan hi the ~
and III!Iritual lea_ ot FreDeh
MoroocCO: tbe French N8Jd$lt
~ holdII the real powa.
For the paIIt 25 years Sldl
Mohammed ben yausset has
been sultan. Over the yeaN he
turned nationalist, advOO::lI.tInJ
a break away from Frcneh
rule. The sultan no longer p:rol''rench, the most powertuillily
that Frafll'E' had W!I.B the Ber·
blor pasha HlI.dj Thaml el Me·
ZQurart el GlaouL When EI
Glaom received. the bMklnl of
otlll~r pa"ha", he prelled
F'rllnce to remove the national·
1st sultan. In early AUguMt
puha. and cald" met to,ether
with EI 0111.01.11; theY swore to
drive out the sultan. Th. con·
('lave dellgnated Moulay Mo·
hammed brn Amfa 11.8 the
n_ Defender of the Faithful
Dloody riots ensued .. the lui.
tan lought to retain hla power.
The ~('h government mOV8d
to settle the erllll.l ariling tram
the dlaputed >luJtan,hlp. The
!lultan WII~ ordered depoeed
Ifl/201 and exiled to Carlile..
Sidl Moulay Mohammed Mn
Arata Wall prodlllmed sultan
(8/21). The former sUltan was
II.Il0wed to keep 1118 personal
fortune, one 01 the largest in
Moroo..'C<l, although his annual
IIlNlme of 70,000.000 franc. wu
cutoff. A ('urlous feat\U'@olthe
change-over Is that the new
sultan III the uncle ot the deposed sultan.

aoo

Rommo Forma oo.ntloll
... TIlE' brier span of threeparty polities In the PhIlippines
came to an end (8/21) as
Brigadier r.eneral Carlos P.
Romulo announl'ed that he was
withdrawing his candidacy for
the presidency and that his
Democratic party woul4 fono
a coalition" with the National·
ist party. whose' candidate 11
Ramon Magsaysay. All a reBult or Romulo's withdrawaL
President Quirlno that same
day predicted a lure victory
for his Liberal party In the
November elections. However.

'"

competent obseI"Vt!1'S dlsagTeed
With Quirlno's analys1s, maintafnlng that the Democrats

would bring heavy political
support to the NationalIsts and
thus definitely reduce the possibility of a LIberal party victory.
Cleylon's Red Buddhism
.. It is well known that in

such lands as Italy alJd France,
where the Roman Catholic
religion predominates, communism has made some headway_
Now communism seems to be
making perceptible headway
among people 01' the Buddhist
religion. In Ceylon, where Buddhists make up 70 per cent 01'
the population, there are already about 200 "Red bhlkkus"
(monks), who are trying to
tum -the more than 5,000,000
BuddhlBts to communism. The
"Red bhikkus" had a recent
setback, however, when Chinese Reds made a mistake:
they distributed pamphlets
1'rom Pelplng that showed pic·
tures of Chinese soldiers sit·
ting on a famous Buddha
statue_ This was sacrilege to
the ceylonese Buddhists, who
even forbid the photographing
of sacred Buddhist sites. Since
Buddhism, like Catholicism,
uaea relics, another attempt to
expand Marxism was exerted
by Chinese Communists who
sent Buddhist relics from
China on a tour of the island.
The Communists' offensive
slowed down when anticommu·
nist Buddhists said the relics
were not authentic. Since Cey·
Ion is a land noted for its legendary visit from Buddha himsell, the present battle between Communist Buddhists
and conservative Buddhists is
regarded with great significance by other Asian-Buddhist
lands_
Peru: &llgion in the Jungle

.. Since 1945 the Summer LingUistic Institute has been operating in Peru with the purpose
of studying the languages of
the primitive Indian tribes. Re-

'0

cel'ltly the FrancIscan bishop
o! Ucayall charged that the Institute was using its linguistic
activities to conceal an attempt
to convert the Amazon Indians
to Protestantism. The institute
emphatically denied the
charge, saying that only where
tribes worshiped the boa constrictor as the supreme deity
were attempts made to give
the Indians a basic idea of
what is known as the "Christian religion." In spite of the
Institute's denial of Protestant
proselyting the bishop declared: "The Peruvian jungle
has been gained for the Catholic faith ... and, with the help
of the National Constitution,
the Linguistic Institute must
be stopped." If the jungle has
been "gained for the Catholic
faith," apparently many Indians feel that boa constrictors
are just as effective In worship
as statues, relics and rosaries.
At least the snake is alive.
Antiaircraft Rockets
• Britain's latest development
in antiaircraft weapons may
make it most risky for enemy
planes, even the fastest jets.
According to Duncan Sandys,
Britain's minister of supply,
rockets have been developed
that travel 2,000 miles per
hour and that are able to outmaneuver any piloted aircraft.
Said the official (8/22): "They
are capable of high·speed
twists and turns which create
such intense strains and pres·
sures as neither the human
body nor the wings of any air·
craft could withstand." The
rockets are of two types: those
that "ride" a radar beam onto
their targets and those that
steer themselves through a preset mechanism toward their
target.
New Altitude Record

• In August, 1951, when a
civilian pilot took up a Douglasbuilt rocket-powered Sky·
rocket, he set two records: a
speed record of 1,238 miles an
hour and an altitude record of
79,494 feet. This latter record

was broken (8/21) when a U. S.
mtlltary pilot flew a Navy Skyrocket~thfonrrockete~nes

to an altitude of 83.235 feet,
almost 16 miles. The Skyrocket
was taken up to 34,000 1'eet by
a "mother" B-29 before it was
launched for its record-breaking
climb. Later (9/2), tg,e same
military pilot failed in an at·
tempt to break the speed rec·
ord, but he did fly his Sky·
rocket at 1,143 miles an hour,
the fastest any military pilot
had ever flown.
Bomber with Parasite Jet
• The race for manufacturing
weapons of total annihilation
is now being paralleled by the
race to deliver death-dealing
devices. A recent offspring of
this race has been the perfec·
tion of a technique, announced
by the U_ S. Air Force (8125),
that would enable bombers to
deliver atomic bombs farther
behind enemy lines than was
previously possible and with a
greater chance for success in
their mission. The new process
means that an F·84 jet fighter·
bomber, capable of carrying an
atomic bomb, could be launched
and picked up again in fl.ight
by a B·36 intercontinental
bomber. The mother plane
could transport the jet some
4,000 miles, release the jet,
which would in turn fly on another 500 miles to drop its
bomb, and then when the
"parasite" jet returned to reo
join the mother plane, it would
be recovered in iUght and
transported back to its base,
Since the process is a fairly
simple one and could easily be
duplicated by the Soviet Union,
the race for more efficient
means to deliver death will con·
tinue at a furious pace; that Is,
until God steps in and brings
"to ruin those ruining the
earth." Jehovah God will deliver global destruction to this
evil world; then his new world
of righteousness will bring
endless peace to this earth.
-Revelation 11:18, New World
Trans.; Psalm 46:8-10_
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Memlt:a'R-cUmhigl Dlsaaten

• The craze for

moun~n

cUmblng In the Alps, et1mulat,ed by recent conquests of Himalayan' giants, has developed
into somethJng alarmjng. During just one week In August,
21 Alpine climbers met tel'rible
deaths. Austria had the most
fatalities, reporting as many as
nine for a one·week period.
As of August 29, Austria's
death toll due to mountainclimbing disasters stood at 75.
This, together with the disasters in France, Switzel'land,
Italy and Germany, brought
the season's toll to a ghastly
figure: 224. Also from Kashmir came word of disaster. An
expf!dition announced that it
had abandoned attempts to
scale the world's second·highest
peak-the 28,25O·100t Mount
GodwIn Austen--an August 9.
[n the descent, an American
geologist, who was being carried on a stretcher, was killed
as the roped party fell more

than In(}' feet betdre the laat
man could Itu'lchor the rope•
Flood Ravagea Burmeae Town

,. The 350-m1J.e..long Sittang
River :!lows from east central
BUrma south into the Gulf of
Martaban. Not far from this
gulf is the town of Shwegyin,
which, in late August, was dev·
astated by the rampaging Sittang River. Flood waters liter·
ally gouged out the lower
shoulders of the mountains
and coveI"('!d the once-floy.rishlng
town with silt! Of the town's
5,000 inhabitants, 4,000 were

evacuated. The other 1,000 were
missing.

stteamUned jet cannot (Utrite
as much interest &8 the rlcJqrti·
est helicopter. When the Bel·
gian airline, Sabena, inaugurated the world's first sched·
uled international helicopter
service (9/l) between Brussels
(Belgium) and Rotterdam, Interest only heightened. Dutch
communities flooded Sabena
with requests for helicopter
service. Ironically, the Netherlands' own airline, K.L.M., has
ignored all the clamor, believ·
ing helicopters to be certain
money-Iosen. In spite of the
dark financial future, SIlbens
is pushing ahead wIth helicop-

ter service in order to pIoneer

a new fl.eld and to make new
The Dutch Prefer HellcolJters

• The February flood in 'the
Netherlands left something in
its wake besides debris, namely, helicopter mania. It seems
that the strange, dragonflylike
aircraft that eil'ected so many
rescues has captured the fancy
of the people. This new craze
is so acute that even the most

millions of people air-conscious.
But even Sabena is not going
to answer every Dutch demand
for helicopter service. SaId one
Sabena official: "If aU the reo
quests for helicopters were
satislIed, the sun would dlfIappear behInd a swarm of
choppers, and the air would
buzz from dawn to dusk."

"New Heavens and a New Earth"
Here is a Bible study aid of
384 pages that will help you
gain an accurate picture of
God's ne.w world now so close
"iVi!W Heavi!ns
at hand. You would like to live
and '
in perfect health with bound~ •
A New Earth"
less prosperity forever, would
you not? Then you need to
learn about the new world and
all the blessings it will bring _
to obedient humankind. It will
bring new hope into your life.

,

Learn how "new heavens and
a new earth" together form
this new world. How can you
gain,' entrance into it? When
will it come? What must you
do now to demonstrate your
desire to live in that new
world? These questions and
many more are answered in the
book «New Heavens and a New
Earth". Return the coupon be-low, with 50 cents.
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Why Should You ?
Because "Awake I" is a journal of
"Awake I" presents a great varievalue in every home. It is not bound ty of articles, taking in the fields
by obligation to commercial adver- of government, commerce, religion,
tisers, nor does it knuckle r---""':'-"":'-.., history, geography,
down to religious presscience, social condisures. And it has no
tions and natural wonpolitical ax to grind.
ders. No punches are
"Awake'" is interested
c:-,~~,~b
pulled in giving you the
only in presenting the
.• _..~.~ ~
facts on every subject
truth to keep you awake
,..~~~,
discussed. Twice a month
~:' ~"!'.~.
"Awake!" is published,
to the vital issues 01 the
day. It alerts you to hidmailed direct to your
den dangers, and points
home. Subscribe for a
ahead to new-world blessings. Your year now and receive three bookfamily too will enjoy " Awake!" lets free. Return the coupon below.
------.~-,-----

One dollar a year-Fifty cents' for
WATCHTOWER

SIX

months.
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THEY FEAR PEACE
MORE THAN WAR
The Communist danger not the only one
...
The Magnificent Sun
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~

An understandable account of the size, workings and
wonders of earth's provider of heat, light and power

.... - ...

Conquering Leprosy
Advances in fight against oldest-known disease
,.

......

The Purpose of Christ's Second Presence
The amazing n,.",ber of things that were to
happen on his return
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
NCWII aoureef that an able to keep you awake to the: vital issues

of our tim. must be unfettered by cenlIonhlp and Ml&h interests.
"Awake'" has no fetters. It ~lzes facts, faces facts, is free to
publish fact.. It is not bound by political ambitions or ob11~tioru; It Ja:
unhampered by advertisers who" toes must not be trooclen on; It is
unprejUdIced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps Itself free th&t
it may 8p8ak freely to you. But it does not abuH its freedom. It
maintains Inte~rlty to truth.

"Awake I" usa the n!:~ar neWlll channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the-l!Icenes
reports come to you thro~h these columns. This ~ma1'11 viewpoint
is not narrow, but Is international. It is read in many nations, in many
Ia.ngu$J:. by persons of all
Through its p~ many :fields of
know~ pass in review-~vernment. commerce, reli~ion, history,
~eo~raphy. science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover~e is as broa.d as the earth and AS hi~h AS the heavens.
"Awake'" f'le~es itself to rt~hteous principles, to exposin~ hidden
foe. and .ubtle dan~er., to championin~ freedom for all, to comfortin~
mourners and .tren~enin~ those disheartened by the faUures of a.
delinquent world, re1lectin~ sure hope for the estabfishment of a rl~ht.
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by readin~ "Awake'"
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"Now it is high time to
-IOIIICIIII 13,11

World Government on the Horizon
HAT has the United Nations accomplished? No doubt a good many people
would like to know the answer to that
question. And it may not be too farfetched
to say that members of the U.N. themselves are not entirely clear as to their
accomplishments. Their present status is
described by some as nonplused. It is obvious that the U.N. has not achieved its
avowed purpose to maintain international
peace and security. Nor can it be said that
a closer co-operation and a better understanding among nations has resulted from
U.N. conferences. Much to the contrary,
the world has never been so disunited and
confused on vital issues. Things are all but
peaceful at the "Peace Headquarters."
And, too, there are other appropriate
questions that could be asked. For example: What has the U.N. done to lessen
world tension? Loosen the grip of fear
that hangs over the world? To put an end
to the arms race? Squelch aggression and
the aggressor? What has it done to eliminate food shortages? Racial discrimination? Disease or war? Virtually nothing!
Once upon a time the U.N. was hailed
as 'the best hope for world peace,' 'the
only hope for peace,' and the 'last hope for
peace.' But what has happened to this
"peace" organization? The peace dove
hovered over the Korean battlefields for
over two years, while thousands died. The
once honorable U.N. is being accused to-
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day of "unmorAl diplomacy writing, with
deceptive phrases, equivocations and quibbles." The size of the proverbial shoe that
the U.N. appears to be wearing, quite uncomfortably at present, is well described
by David Lawrence, editor of the U.S.
News & World Report. Said Mr. Lawrence
in the July 3, 1953, issue:
"The United Nations as an organization
designed to enforce peace in the world has
come to a humiliating end. Like its predecessor-the League of Nations--it has
been killed by statesmen faithless to the
ideals they had once professed. The Korean
war was in our times the acid test of the
power of an international organization to
operate as a military alliance against aggressors. When the showdoWn came, one
set of members was arming against another
set in Europe. Other members were claiming to be 'neutral' in ASia. Still others were
deliberately furnishing the aggressors with
anns to help kill the soldiers of other states
resisting aggression. The U.N. lacked the
moral courage to denounce Soviet Russia
for aiding the common enemy-the Communist Chinese aod North Korean Communist armies.
"No more flagrant example of the decay
of international morality could be cited
than the concerted behavior of the notewriters in the foreign offices of Great Britain, France, the United States, Canada and
India in their recent aSf!iault on the little
3

govemment of Korea. What was its crime?
It refused to keep its own brothers from
the North in further bondage while the
Communists were to ,send in their agents
to 'brainwash' those same prisoners-all
this under the auspices of a commission of
five countries, with the deciding vote held
by a pro-Communist government, calling
itself 'neutral.' Was it so ignoble on the
part of Korea-not even a U.N. member
-to assert its sovereign right as an ally
to act against such palpable trickelj'? How
can tbe smaller nations of the world ever
look again to the larger nations for justice
when, with a migbt-makes-right flourish,
the major powers ignored the protest of
the Republic of Korea, which had lost
200,000 soldiers in battle and more than
1,000,000 civilians in the ravages of war?
"What, then, has the U.N. accomplished?
It has failed to discipline the principal aggressors. It has succeeded only in bullying
the principal victim of aggression-forcing
it to choose between a dishonorable armistice and national suicide."

A Silver Lining of Hope
The situation would be grave indeed
were the U.N. the only hope for peace.
We have God to thank that it is not. Long

the earth in the coming battIe of Armageddon" (Psalm 145:20; Revelation 16:13-16)
As he ushered Noah and his family safely
through the flood, so God will safely guide
a great crowd of people through Armageddon. and these survivors will be the first to
enjoy the blessings of the new earth. Theirs
will be a new system of things. For Jehovah will be their Judge, Lawgiver and
King. (Psalm 19: 7-11; Isaiah 33: 22) Unlike the International Court of Justice of
the United Nations l'vhich lacks compul-

sory jurisdiction over nations or individuals, the new-world government will reach
Qut speedily and execute Jehovah's judgments, for "righteousness and justice are
the foundation of thy throne." (Psalm
89:14, Am. Stan. VeT.) The new world's
King with myriads of his holy angels will
enforce the peace, These angels will also
guide and protect mankind.-Psalm 34:7;
68:17; Revelation 9:16.
Blessings of the new-world rule will be
manifested everywhere. The knowledge of
Jehovah will fill the earth as the water~
cover the sea. The divine mandate to fill the
earth with righteous offspring will be faithfully carried out. Parents will not labor in
vain, nOr bring forth for calamity, as is
the case today. Jehovah will restore man's
dominion over the lower animals. Thorns

ago Jehovah purposed a government of
peace for righteous mankind. He appointed
.tg
k"mg and anom
"ted h"1m as th e Prill"ce . and thistles wi1l he clear away and the
I
of Peace, and foretold that of the increase earth will yield its increase. Mankind will
" governmen t and peace ther e would come to enjoy perfect health. Even the
of h IS
be no end. The new world's King, Jesus graves will yield their dea.d, and loved
Christ, taught his disciples always to pray ones will be reunited. Death, then, will be
destroyed. Wars will cease for all time.
for it, that God's will w(luld be done on Peace and contentment will fill the earth.
earth as it is done in heaven. This kingdom is mankind's hope and the agency _Isaiah 11: 6, 7, 9; 33: 24; 35: 1, 2, 7;
that will usher in peace,-Psalm 33: 8-12; 55~ 13; 65: 23; Micah 4: 3, 4; John 5: 28,
29; 1 Corinthians 15: 24-26.
Isaiah 9: 6, 7; Matthew 6: 9, 10.
How will Jehovah God accomplish that
Neither the U.N. nor any other human
which the U.N. has failed to do, namely, scheme of things can ever promise you
establish a lasting government of peace? these blessings. These are yours to lie had
This is how: Through his King Christ by placing your trust in Jehovah and his
Jesus he will destroy all wickedness from word of promise.-Isaiah 46:10, 11; 55:11.
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astronomll".8l figures. Prosperity is ied
by war and threats of war. There is no

doubt iliat the Korean war solved the
Truman administration's lUlemployment
prob1em. Significantly, in March, 1950,
barely over three month!! before the
"'ar startffi, the United States, to quote
a typical headline of that time, was
"worried as jobless total heads for
5,000,000 with rise In labor force."'"
Under this headline there was an
associated prt>:;;.<;; dispatch from
Washington, dated March 16, 1950,
which reported: "Government emnomlsts
are concerned today OVf'r how to clnmp a
lid on unf>rnploymcnt, now moving toward
the 5,000.000 mark .... Already 12 areas
have been stricken with unemployment describE'd Il." equal to that of 1933. . . . 43
arens are classed as having 'SUMtantifll'
surplu::;es in rnanpnwer-meaning that
morE" than 12 per ccnt of thdr workers
arc walking the streets."

ANY years ago SOmeonf> wrote,
"Whf>n war is declared, Truth Is the
first casualty." Truth Is suppresst.'d, facts
are IIlhr:epresented, ne-ws I'f>port!'l are c1evf'rly rdantoo, distorted and fabricated by
both sides to suit political ex~iency. As
this is truE' in othf'r WII.Mt, !'IO it is true
with the Korean conflict. Militons or pe0ple In what is termed the "free world"
have ~n alf'rtf'ci tn the menace of the
Communist East and Its tyrannical subversion of peace un earUl, but are they all TOlDard Full Employment
l'qua\ly flwarp. of the warmongers among
It was unly a few month!! later that,
the reVived Nn2ls, resur~ent fascists and with the KOn>an war and a vast new'arresuscitated Japalll;!!;e imperialists" Has it mament program lUldelo way, Presiderlt
ev('r orcurl'f>d to them that there may be Truman proclaimed a national emergency,
some who actually fear peace more thaII December lG. 19!)(), saying, among other
they fear war?
thing!'!: "I summon our farmers, our workPeople generally al"tl misinformed, tragi- ers in industry, and our hnsines!Illlen to
cally deceived ann WOf'fuHy ignorant of make a mighty production effort to meet
what is happening In the world. Never be• St. l.oUlS Prnr·Df1J1I'ltr.ll. Ma",h 17. 1950,
fore have so few fooled
so many about so much.
When war makes millionair:es who own or influ-

M

ence mean" of disseminating information; there
is no way of being sure
that what you hear is
reliable.
Big hlliliness is doing
well. Profits of giant corporations arc soaring to
()CTOBliJR 22. 1953
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the defense I'OfI\III'emenIl 01 the natlon...•
This otmighty production effort" also met
the pressing crisis of a threatening depression.
All of this lends emphasis to a statement made by Dwight D. Eisenhower, in
his presidential campaign speech at Peoria,
illinois, October 2, 1952. In that speech
Eisenhower said: "Nineteen twenty-nine
was the last year in which we enjoyed
prosperity in a time of peace. From then
Wltil1939, when World War II began, our

economy showed no real strength whatever in real output per person. The New
Deal never actually solved the unemployment problem. In 1939, after seven years
of New ,Deal doctoring, 9i million Ameri-

cans were still out of work. . . . Then
came World War II. Under its stimulus.
America's production soared and unemployment disappeared. World War II did
what the New Deal was Wlable do . . . .
Just as these war-bred shortages began to
disappear, and the economy was beginning
to weaken, along came Korea. Defense production again propped up the economy."
-New York Times, October 3, 1952.
If a choice between war and a depression
was the dilemma of the Truman era, what
of the Eisenhower administration? After
all his political speeches and roseate campaign promises, President Eisenhower has
now come face to face with the same hard
realities that plagued Truman, and the
new political powers in Washington, arm
in arm with the industrial titans, are in
a similar position.

to

The Shadowy Specter of Peace
No sooner had the Soviets launched their
recent "peace offensive" than the stock
market in the United States refiected the
news. One indicative headline warned:
"Shadowy Specter of Peace 'Jolts Grain."
Under this headline was the following
a St. Louis

6

P~t-Dj8patcll,

December 17, 1950.

Asaoclated Press report darelined Chi_,
April 4, 1\153: "The shadowy specter of
a peaceful world, which had shaken the
grain market a Utile in the previous week,
gave it a rude jolt this week. Grain prices
fell sharply on the 'Board of Trade as the
market tried to adjust itself to the sudden
broadening of the Russian 'peace offensive.' . . . It was a market dominated by
moves toward settlement of the fighting in
Korea.~'

Another headline said: "Most Severe
Stock Market Decline Since October '51
Amid Korean Peace Moves," Under it appeared a commentary by Elmer C. Walzer,
United Press Financial Editor, datelined
New York, April 4, 1953: "Stocks during
the past week suffered their most severe
decline since war taxes jolted the financial
community in the last week of October
1951. The reason given by the financial experts was the talk of a truce in Korea."
Conunented CIO president Walter Reuther: "There are people,' in America in
high places-in Wall Street in particular
-who do not share with other people the
prospects of peace. . . . Peace will not
give them access to the tremendous profits
that they have been realizing out of
our war production efforts."-New York,
April 18, 1953, Associated Press.
Thus the doubts and insecurity that beset the Truman forces a.re now assailing
the Eisenhower retinue. Big business is
dominating the government. Those whose
money financed the fantastic campaign
expenses are exacting their "pound of
flesh." Hypocrisy and deception are inR
valved; the people are kept in a state of
agitation. The Communist menace is recognized, but you hear little about the other
dangers at home.
The state of emergency and the armaments race itself are a fight against communism. Conununism thrives on misery.
That is why it has made phenomenal adA WAKE!

Asia and in lIl8II1 Rnman cat1x>
When Fi t 1m t "
J.,W8t IIlkl J:d ..
lie COUDtl1es. It takes prod1g1ous: gIvwth ,.mpaign 43 !I, at Qtarnptlsn, TIltwls,
from mass unemploymebt. .A. depr don October 2, ' 952, IIIf there must be a war
would hi'! a boon to the Communists; the in Korea let It be AsIans against Asians,"
worse the depression the more to their znany thought he was hhtting at JapanelM!'
advantage. Thus the fear of war and the entry into that war. Right along the same
armaments race keep up employment and llne, newsman ErnIe Hill, writing from
hold down communism. Some ''free enter- Tokyo, told of the more radical view
prise" statesmen might even argue that among Japanese militarists: "Japan's
it would be better to have war find the emerging "militarists are interpreting Presthreat of Will" than to experience another ident Eisenhower's Stat!" of the Union
economic uphpaval as gprious ft.'! the one mes.<lllge as indicatlni: that the United
In the '30's.
States would like to see Japan again In
poss!ssion of Manchuria..•• You ret this
Rearming aermtlllll ami Japan
kind of talk from the ultra-nationalist mlllBut there is another side to this Korean tarislB who say that In two years Japan
situation. The newsletter 111 Fact, Au- will be right hack where it was in the '30's.
gUst 14, 1950, observed: "The wcstcm ... The giant ftnancial and manutacturEuropean nations and the U.S. were log houses of Japan-known as the Zai·
pledged never to pennit the reannament b8t..~re on the road to full recovery.
of the fascist nations, never to pennlt the ... The ZaIbatsu have financed most of
fascist. nations to have armies again. With Japan's military exploits In China and
the beginning of the Korean war all this Southeast Asia."-St. Louis POlt·DWpatch,
has changed. The Senate of the U.S. and February 22, 1953.
the State Dept.-meaning the Administration-Is now rearming all three members A Dan,e".,. Gtune
of the Fascist Intemationale: Germany,
This Is a dangerous game of internaJapan and Spain. Any plans for the resto- tional power politics, for a wrong deciSion
ration of German war plants, rcarmrunent, on 5Ilch matters could cost untold hwnan
apd the creation of armies in Germany lives. The way of current political maneuand Japan were officially denOllnCM. from vering in Asia was shown by Clifton Utley
1945 to 1950 as violatjt)ns of agreements in the Chtcago &m·Titne8, September 3,
between the Allies. With the outbreak of 1952: "Japan today with American apthe Korean war the official pledges have proval (and even prodded by America) is
been forgotten. The war of the democra- beginning the creation of what eventually
cies against comnllmism will now be .aided. wUl become one of the major armed forces
by the restoration of all the fascist and of the Orient."
near-fascist nations and their elevation as
Further, sa1d Robert P. Martin in a news
all1es of the West." That prediction has report from Fukuoaka, Japan: "The 'old
nat proved as radical as it might once have guard' of Japanese ultra-nationalists, who
sounded. As we observe the crosscurrents believed in 'government by 8ssaSSinatlon'
of international tensions today .flashing and who supported the military's drive tor
back and forth across their Korean nerve an Asiatic empire, are gradually SU1'K1ng
center, we are reminded of the famous dic- baC"]c into active life. With the 'hot war'
tum of Clausewitz that war is only politics against Communism in full swing, they
are coming into the open with the excuse
carried on by other mean~.
vance&- l-l
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that they are needed as antl.(Joll!lllunlsts,
but leaders of the rightist societies frankly admit that anti-Communism Is only a
means to their end. The aim of the ultranationalists is to rebuild a powerful independent Japan ruled by the extreme
right, and possessing sufficient military
and economic power to dominate Asia."
-St. Louis Post-Dispatch. June 25, 1950.
"What Japanese business dreads most
these days is peace," said Keyes Beech in
a report from Tokyo, published in the
same paper August 20, 1952. He continued:
"An end to the Korean war will mean an
end, or at ieast a drastic cutback, in Japan's biggest business-supplying war materials to United Nations forces. Each new
peace rumor from Panmunjom brings on
a frantic wave of selling in the Japanese
stock market. Speculators with heavy investments in war industries can't unload
fast enough. Ironically. the Korean war
has been Japan's-economic salvation. Japanese industry ~as been turning out goods
for the' United States Army at a rate of
$1,000,000 a day."
So, the Japanese war gangsters are getting back in power. The German miIitat,:y
machine is again to be rebuilt. Is it possible that Japan may be used as the "sword"
of the Roman Catholic Hierarchy against
conunlinism now, even as it used Hitler in
Germany, Franco in Spain and Mussolini
in Italy? Nazi Germany and Japan signed
the Anti-Comintern Pact in 1936 to surround Russia with a wall of bristling steel.
That strategy led later to World War II,
with Catholic Italy on the side of Roman
Catholic Adolf Hitler against both communism and the Allies. They failed to conquer the enemy of the "Church," and now
they are being rearmed by the Allies to
help fight that same enemy.

A Warning and a,Btlpe
The presenting of these facts, of course,
is no attempt to .ninimize the Communist
threat to human liberty nor the inroads
it has made in human society, but is an
effort to arouse thinking people to recognize that conununism is not the sole danger, but that other dangers also exist.
Centuries ago the great Jehovah God
moved one of his prophets to foretell the
appalling mess in which the human race
would be mired at the middle of this wild
century of fear. The prophet said: "Proclaim ye this among the nations; prepare
war; stir up the mighty men; let all the
men of war draw near, let them come up.
Beat your plowshares into swords, and
your pruning-hooks into spears: let the
weak say, I am strong."-Joel 3:9, 10,
Am. Stan. Ver.
But the all-wise and loving Creator did
not leave us without hope. He caused
another prophet to write of his everlasting
kingdom of righteousness now begun under
his mighty Prince of Peace, Christ Jesus,
using these memorable words to thrill the
hearts of countless thousands of people of
good will of every race and clime: "He will
judge among rmargin] the nations, and
will decide concerning many peoples; andthey shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks; nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither sha.ll they learn war any
more."-Isaiah 2:4, Am. Stan. Ver.
It is to that kingdom of Jehovah God's
incoming 'new world of everlasting life
and happiness that you must anchor your
hopes if you expect to survive the universal
battle of Armageddon that will destroy
from the face of the earth for all time to
come those wicked men who fear peace
more than war .-Contributed.

The whole world is lying in the power of the
wicked one.-l John 5:19, New World Tran8.
AWAKE!

r('1HE road runner is a cuckoo bird, half ner delights in running a pel'l:.o;:(uat tllctl
J tail, half down and all sprinter. Many for sheer enjoyment of racing or just to
who have never even seen the road runner prove to the horse that bird!! do not
know It for the funny. odd bird that it j!';. always have to fly to outdistance the fleet
Its unusual habits have gained for it a animal. What a blow it must be to a horse'!l
reputation that extends tar beyond its prestige to see this speedy bundle of feathrange of Mexico and th(' southwest UnUPd ers and tail bounding along ahead at him!
States. So famous has the bird become that The book Libra", vf Natural HtM.ory re·
It has earned for itsel1' a variety ot name;;: cords an instance where a road runner was
('ha,Parrai cock, ground cuckoo, snakE' kill- chased by ranchmcn on horseback tor a
er imd pai..'II1oo, the latter meaning "fellow distance at a mile or more at full speed
countryman." Yes, ',OOUluno Is a character -and the cuckoo was still in the lead!
of thE' cactus belt, but, first of all, a sprintf'r A.fter a while the bird suddenly stopped
extraordinary.
sprinting, ftew up among Ule upper limbs
What makes paioono so picturesque, of a h'ee and rested. Dismounting, the
(Jerhaps, is his lorw: lail. The bird is aoout ranch men easily captured frOm Its perch
two ket long, but half of him is tail. Why the exhausted bird.
Road runners harbor dislike for the
such a long tail? Would not longer wingspread be mOl'e UesiJ'aiJle? Nol for the road mechanizro age, sinN' the feathered sprintnmner! For he is not like other birds, Most ers have discovered that autos travel far
birds fly from danger; the road runner too swiftly to permit a mere road runner
prefers to 11.111. So \~ht'n pun;u~ he seldom to set the pac€'. Yet these cocky chunks of
tlif'S but simply runs at gnoat s(let>d with buff-and-white fcathers confound many an
upraised wings. His very nome "road run- Eastern tourist, who, driving in the Southner" comes from his extraordinary ability west for th€' first time, is utterly flabberto sprint. Sinc~ the road runner ('.an work. gasted by a bird that, tor a short distance,
up such speed that he likcs'to race horses, seems to run wah apparent ease along$lde
it is easy to understand why the sprinting a moving ('AI'. This experience is related In
bird needs a long tail: to put on the brakes! the book BtrdB 0/ America: "I have occaIn the days ot horse siona1ly seen an old
travel, road runners Road-runner that
~lighted in appearing
takes a delight in outin the trail ahead, to distancing a team of
run easily \l.ith head horsE'!';, but sometimes
low and tail straight a Road-runner is not
behind, readlly keeping accustomed to our
ahead .of the horses. modern method of
People still wonder traveling. One day a
whether tl'\e road run- friend was spinning
OG'l'OBEU :la. 1!!6,1
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the oraoIe Road In hla automobile detIly into the air, alway!! jUst an Inch or
when, at the tum, 8 Road-namer droppea two beyond the reach of the neea1Nharp
Into line ahead and set the pace down the fangs. Road runner's shoe-button eyes now
smooth stretch. TIle driver turned on a gleam with the excitement of the fight.
little more gasoline. TIle Road-runner How is Mr. Rattler faring?
looked over his tail at the horseless carBy now the nips of the road runner's
riage. It was gaining on him! As the'ma- sharp beak have positively annoyed the
chine bore down on the astonished bird, the king killer of the desert. So infuriated does
feathered racer was scared. He cocked his the rattlesnake .become that, for a while.
tail suddenly to put on the brake, made a it appears that be is taking the offensive
sharp turn to the left, dodged through the away from the road runner. Aggressively
cactus and creosote and away he went at and in frantic desperation the rattlesnake
slithers about seeking a position to strike
top sPeed as far- as he could be seen."
into the thickly feathered road runner.
Reqlly a SlWke KUler?
Mr. Rattler will coil and uncoil. He will
Technically, paisano is a cuckoo, but to whirl his rattles viciously. He will expend
those who have seen him in action he is tremendous energy in repeated strikes,
more a character suggestive of an ornitho- which, ordinarily, would frighten off any
logical combination of a circus clown and other creature. But the road runner is
daredevil Paisano has many winning plucky. With his beak and claw he will
ways, and he will almost certainly capti- lunge at the rattlesnake just when it CalJvate you. Some people are so intrigued by not strike back, not being coiled. After sevpaisano that they domesticate road run- eral minutes of this type of strenuous fightners and train them to catch mice and ing, the rattlesnake comes to the concluother household pests. But catching mice sion that it has had enough of this bizarre
is tame, though tasty, work for a road bird. So th~ rattlesnake slithers its way
runner. He is known as the snake killer, into a strategic backward withdrawal A
and he does not bear that title without rea- rattlesnake retreat is just what the road
son. When the road runner desires a sub- runner wants! Pouncing forward he will
stantial meal, he will look up a snake.
seize it I:tehind its diamond-shaped head,
People have often questioned the road shake it ·ferociously, wave it in the air,
runner's ability to kill formidable reptiles throw it down, and then dance away from
such as rattlesnakes. However, numerous the ever-weakening, slowing stab of the
books have authenticated the snake killer's wicked fangs. Soon the oncewredoubtable
exploits. And the motion picture The Ad- rattlesnake succumbs: the slithering killer
ventures of Chico featured the exciting is killed.
spectacle of a road runner fighting a rattlesnake. Snake killer begins the battle. Danc- The Road Runner's Menu
Snakes make a marvelous dinner for
ing with agile feet round and round the
road runners, but their main menu consists
rattl~nake, the road runner fearlessly engages in a death struggle with this poison- of lizards. Even baby road runners are
fanged terror of the desert, from whom nourished on lizards. Writing about the
most other creatures flee. Unafraid, road road runner's lizard-preferred meals, Wilrunner takes the offensive. With the long, liam Finley says in Birds of America:
"While some people accuse the Roadstrong tail feathers cocked stiffly. road
,
runner nimbly darts in and out or jumps runner of killing other birds, especially
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young Quan; our expet~ m' I II tbat
he lived $lmOSt entire1y on lizards. '1be
young birds In the nest were fed on lizards
almost from the time they were out nf the
egg. The reptile was always killed and then
throst head down into the mouth of the
youngster. The taU for a time would hang
out of his mouth, but as the head end was
digested, the young bird gulped a little now
and then, until finally the end of the toll
disappeared."
A well-balanced diet for the leathered
racers includes, in addition to reptiles,
crickets, beetles, Ctlterpillars, fruits and
seeds, Soorpions and tarantulas are always
welcome on the road n1nner'~ menu, but
when he wants to dine elegantly, the bird
will search about 101' a land snail. The agile
road runner leaps high into the air to seize
one from the spiked leaves of a YU(:ca plant.
But how does the bird solve the problem of
crushing thl'! hard-shelled mollusk? In n
very In~enlous manner. Instelid of flying
high and dropping the snail on rock.~ as do
f'Aglp.!'I and hawks, the road nmncr simply
pounds the snail up against a stone with
abrupt motions of its long, !'Iinewy neck and
.<;trong beak. Soon the shell Is cracked. and

tho> .. ty blUl 'IDI.P

J and devouftd.

When not eating or sprinting this
~ cuckoo bird may take time to do
a Httle sIngIng. HIs song is composed of a
series of doveUIce coos. Dr. G. M. Sutton.
who knows these birds well, describes it
this way: "Here (the eastern rim of a
mesa, a dead tree, or high cactus), directing his bill downward until It ahnost
touches his toes. he begins to coo. COO, coo,
COO, ooH, 00», OOH. ooH, OOII, he calls,
pumping out the syllables in a hoane,
throaty wice. his head rising a little with
each coo Until the bill points upward, the
pitch of the song meanwhile dropping
~r.:ldually lower. So he starts with head low
and roo high, and ends vice versa."
-American Btrds tn Color,
Surely paisano the road runner is a
strangt'", fllftCinatim: bird. His very oddity
bespeaks the infinite val"iely. that exists
among the bird creation--ft tribute to the
];mitlH." wisdom of the great Creator. Here
in the road nmner Jehovah created a bird
that, without even 8 coat of showy colors,
intl!nseiy intrigues man. Yes. to those who
know him, paiwno is a character hut first
of all a sprinter.

'j;' When man found that h .. needed nonskId soles. he put

his inv'mtive mimi to work and turned out tennis shoes. base·
hall shoes, football sh""'" ami other 501e:s of special composition. But man cannut take too m...-h credit. Nonskid soles were
in existence belon! he start~ to make thPm. Yes, nature beat
man again-in the (XIlar bear. This bear has to depend on
speed and sure-footedness to win a living. And havinll: to
travel along over lce-crested .ridge" powd ..n>d with snow
would cripple his speed were It not lor his nonsk~ soles.
wisely provided by the CreatOf'. The polar bear's claws a~
of normal length, but the soles 01 his plantignuie teet an'"roughshod," partieu\arly the sUI1'ace beneath the heel, with
a thiek coat or hair. This bahy nonskid sole Is not preSl"nt
in any other apeciea of bear.
OCTOBER
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prize fight and a New Yorker
will be able to view a telecast

Manufacturers in Pink-

~

Owners in Red! ~

C. In the United states there is ..
a TV set for every seven of its •

people. Many of them hope their )
weird rooftop antennas will soon
grasp a vividly colored picture
out of the invisible and spread it
across the house's center of eye-appeal, the liv·
ipg room TV screen. How soon this will be
possible seems to depend entirely upon which
"expert" you listen to. CBS' system, which was
approved some time ago, is not entirely satisfactory. RCA's system could still be seen in
black and white on present TV sets (a boon to
many financially strained owners), while

<

those who could buy color sets would enjoy the same program in color. In comparative ..

teats last April the RCA system came out far
ahead, and many set owners would raise no
objection to not having to spend more money
for a new TV set right away in order to en·
joy the new programs. Some critics have sug·
gested, however, that manufacturers are not
yet overly anxious to produce color. Senator
JohnSon, formerly of the Interstate Commerce
Committee, said on March 8 that color TV had
been blocked by "every conceivable legal
maneuver and technical roadblock" and that
"powerful interests may like to forget about
progress In the art of television until the
market for black·and·white television sets has
been exhausted in these United States."
Whether the manufacturers are not yet satis·
fied with their systems, or are deliberately
delaying, color TV remains yet future.

TV Smugglers
4I. CUba, probably the world's only country
to enjoy complete TV coverage in 1952, was
alsO a hotbed of TV smugglers. While 100,000
TV receivers had been legally imported, per·
haps 15 to 25 per cent more had been smug·
gled in from the U. S. for quick sale at cut
rates with no payment of customs duty.

~
~

..
..

of Great Britain's Grand Na·
tional Steeplechase." How
would this be possible, since
television waves will not follow the earth's
CUTVe? ,Thh rod ug,hh_ one Of, severa,l. proP,O'edhlreIayme as,
emos promsmgo we h
seemed to be a chain of about 70 microwave and very·high·frequency stations on a
series of islands by way of Greenland and
Iceland. The longest gap would be only 290
miles (Iceland and Faroe Islands>. Such trans·
mission, if it proves feasible, would be sim·
ilar to the present transcontinental microwave
hookup of the United States.

Dead Serious

OtieT

TV!

C! When thirteen·year·old Lawrence Young of
Alexandria, Nebraska, was forbidden to quit
his farm chores to watch a television program
last March 17, it made hIm mad. He took a .22
rifle, shot his aunt in the head, killed his flve·
year·old sister and did away with the family
dog. When the sheriff found him he was at a
neighbor's house, watching TV.

The Critics Are Numerous

tI. "Video is history's 'greatest means of com·
munication' if you want to talk with cow·
pokes, . comics and corpses," said one critic.
Elks magazine described it as "the hottest do·
mestic controversy since women got emanci·
• pated and made their hUSbands wash the
dishes." Some panel members on "America's
Town Meeting of the Air" thought the effort
to control children's vIewing, with the accompanying bickering and hard feelings, outweighed the device's advantages, while others
said the critics condemned only bad programs
but knew nothing of the better ones. From
Germany, however, came this statement about
why German telecasts are be·
Ing limited to a few hours a
day: "We don't want to inflict
on German family life the
damage suffered In the U. S.
because of unlimited telecasting."

Transocean TV Possible?
4I. Look magazine predicted, January 27, that
"the day is coming when a Parisian will flick
his television dial and come up with a Chicago
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THE MAGNIFICENT SUN
HEN Ule great Archi
teet of the universe
crented the solar system, It
pleased him to set the mag-

W

nificent .<;un in the center there-

of. Around the sun he caused to
revolve no less than nine known

major planet!!, together with their satelUtes, and thousands upon thou£anili; of
minor planets, all moving in orderly aITf\y
and all moving according to intelligent design. While rcvoivlnj:( around the lIun wiUI
unerring precision, every single om of th\'<l
swirling array simultaneously rotates upon
Its own Individual a.xls, all rotating in the
same counterclockwise dirl'('tion, wheels
within wheels us it were. Alonj:!; with the
planets, mysterious comels, strangers from
outer space, and myriadll of meteors cross
nnd crisscross the mighty chasm.
At the cenlel' of this galactic array
stands the glorious Alln, the master of his
wide domain. He holds his subjects to thdr
assigned courses; he alone radiates to thf'm
heat and light, and without him no life on
earth could exist. And yet the sun with
his vast brood of heavenly orbs is but a
tiny speck within the gigantic realm of
the universe, a realm so vast the imagination of the most fertile mind ~nnot possibly comprehend its size. Space is infinite.
Astronomers have long known by means
of devious mathematical computations that
the average distance between the earth
and the sun il> 93,000,000 miles. A direct
measurement of thl" angle subtended by
the solar disk, together with the known
dishtnl:e to it, reveals the size of this heav_
enly orb to bl" equal to 1,300,000 globes
the size of the earth, and havin~ a di .... "etel·
OO'1'OBSR ii>. 19E3

of 866,000 mUes, Supposing
.round to travel at an average
speed of 1,100 feet a second,
and that a sound loud enough
could be produced, it would re_
quire fourteen years for the
!IOund to trovel to the sun. It reo
quires about eight. minutes for Jight to
travel the same distanC€'.
An ic1f>n of the sun's Immensity may be
had by comparing it. with the earth together with the moon revolving In its
orhit. WeI'(' the SW1 a hollow sphere, the
earth-moon-orblt (..'ombination ('ould be
placed in the (,f'ntf'r of the sun and there
would yet remain a space oC more than
194,000 mik!s Cmm the moon's orbit to the
outer limb of the sun, enough spaoe lor
twenty-four earths to be placed sIde by
side to bridge the gap. To ilJu!!h'/lte, make
tht> smallf'flt dot possible wIth a sharpened
pencil. Draw a circle onl:! inch in diameter
al1Jwld it. The circle represent'! the size of
the sun relative to the carth-dot at Its
center. The earth is a small planet, indeed,
in comparison with the sun.
The sun's greatness is enhanced when
one compares it with certain other physical
aspects of the earth. Consider, for instance,
the loftiest peak of the Himalayas, a moun.
tain that rises some 29,000 feet above the
level of the sea. Should this mountain be
transported to the sun, it would need to
be increased to the height of 600 miles
in order for it to bear the same proportion
to the sun as it does to the earth. A man
weighing 150 pounds on earth would weigh,
if tran.';:;ported to the sun. more than 4.000
pounds, enough to crush him instantly. A
stone Jet fall at the earth's equator wUl
13

filii sixteen feet the _

,.,.,.,ntI; at the
sun's equatdr it would tau. 444 teet In the
saDje length of time. Could the sun he
placed on some gargantuan, scale, it would

tip the beam at two oW,llion tons, a number so huge thut mathematicians express
it by writing two times ten raised to the
twenty-seventh power, or two followed by
twenty-seven zeros.
Certain astrophysicists think that the
interior of the sun contains elements far
heavier than uranium. The exceedingly hot
temperature, which, it is believed, prevails
there, may break' down all molecules to

degenerate hydrogen atoms. Stripped of
their electrons, these atoms are packed
closely together, to such an extent that one
cubic inch may weigh as much as 2,000
or more pounds. Under these conditions no
solid or liquid state can exist, only a superheated gas, which is extremely heavy.
Should the earth and all the thousands
of planets in the 601ar system be merged
into one single huge sphere, it would require 750 of such spheres to equal the mass
of one sun. Comparing it with the earth,
the sun's mass is 330,000 times as great;
that is, one sun equals the weight of 330,000 earths.

The Sun', Energy Content
When one considers the reservoir of
power embodied in the sun and the intensity of its radiations in the form of light,
'heat and electronic particles, it is reason
for amazement. It is a huge whirlpool of
electrical energy; all of its radiations are
electrical in form. Consider the light it
radiates. It would require 5,563 candles
held at a distance of only one foot from
one's eye to equal the light coming from
the sun at a distance of 93,000,000 miles.
The amount of energy striking the earth
on a cloudless day is equivalent to approximately one horse power on each square
yard of surface.
The total amount of power used on earth
14

yearly, for all purposes. Is equivalent to
the power contaIned in 500,000,000 tons
of coal. Could all the power the sun yearly
showers upon the earth be fully harnessed,
it would yield 400,000 times more than
what the total population now uses.
The prodigious amoWlt of power contained within the sun may be visualized
in another form. Imagine a cylinder of
solid ice forty-five miles wide and 200,000
miles long. Were a mighty Samson available to lift this gigantic cylinder of ice
and plWlge it directly into the SWl'S superfurnace, it would melt in one second of
time. If the heat from the sun were produced by burning coal, a solid layer of coal
sixteen feet thick over its entire surface
would feed its mighty flame only one hour.
The fact that the SWl has been in existence for eons of time and is still going,
apparently as strong as ever, is convincing
evidence that simple chemical action is
not the source of the sun's power. Its
mighty power comes from another source
far more complex. Only recently, since the
advent of knowledge on how to release nu,_
clear energy, as is done in nuclear reactors
and atomic bombs, is the light beginning
to dawn on the bafHing question as to the
source of the sun's energy. An understanding of the process is a major study in itself.

Spot. on the Sun's Face
Spots on a person's face are clues as to
his physical condition. To a physician who
is about to diagnose a patient, they mean
much. So, tbo; spots on the sun's fair face
have disclosed much information about the
sun's structure. For instance, without sunspots we would not know if the sun rotates
on an axis; we would not know in what
direction it rotates; we would not know to
what degree its axis is inclined; nor would
we know as much about the sun's magnetic
state. Sunspots aid us in understanding
certain mysteries associated with auroras;

also, the cause of the vagaries of earth's
magnetic field and of radio transmission.
Sunspots give one inside information about
the sun; they supply proof that the sun
is not a solid body. How so, do you ask?
Since days of yore astronomers have observed spots on the sun in an endeavor to
understand their mysteries. They have
measured them; they have timed them;
they have photographed them. From the
mass of evidence accumulated, conclusions
have been drawn, conclusions that are reasonable and generally accepted as fact.
To understand the nature of sunspots,
study the diagrams of the disk of the sun.
It is first to be noted that sunspots are
never constant in appearance; they never
keep one particular size and form,; they
never stay in one particular locality; they
are never permanent, but are transient
visitors on the face of the sun, coming and
going at periodic intervals. Their number
varies, too, changing from a few, at a minimum period, to many, at a maximum
period, over an average cycle of eleven
years. They are never seen in the, narrow
band directly over the equator, nor in the
polar regions of the sun;
only in the belt from about
7 degrees to 60 degrees latitude, in both hemispheres,
are they seen.
Tracing the movements
of sunspots during an 11year cycle, it is observed
that at the beginning of a
cycle the spots are most
numerous at the high latitudes. As the cycle progresses year by year they
move inward toward the
lower latitudes near the
equator. Toward the end of
the cycle they are most
numerous near the equator
(figure 1). As the 11-year
OCTOBER 2tt, 1.95,")

cycles repeat themselves, so do the spots
repeat their movements from hlgh to- low
latitudes. The movement is analogous to
that of debris at the sides of a swiftly ft.owing stream; it tends to gravitate toward
the center of the stream.
Another interesting movement is noticed.
when a shorter period of time is studied.
Observing a number of spots as they exist
in a straight line running north and south
at the beginning of a 27-day period (fIgure 2), it will be seen that as the line of
spots moves out of sight behind the sun,
as it rotates, and then reappears a few days
later on the opposite limb, the original
line of spots will no longer be a straight
line; those spots nearer the equator will
have moved forward farther than those at
a higher latitude (figure 3). Again the
analogy of a swiftly flowing stream is seen;
those spots near the equator move faster
than those at a higher latitude.
What do these movements indicate?
Clearly, at least five facts about the sun
are revealed: the sun rotates faster at its
equator than at the poles, and, therefore, it
is not a solid body; the sun rotates on 'an
axis; the sun rotates from west to east,
counterclockwise, the same as the earth
does; the sun requires an average period
of twenty-seven days to make one rotation
on its axis; and its axis has an inclination
of 7 degrees. At the equator the sun rotates once in 24.8 days; at latitude 60 degrees, once in 31 days.
What Are Sunspots?

The ancient theory that they are openings in the luminous photosphere surrounding the sun, exposing a dark, solid
interior, is being rejected as untenable. The
theory that sunspots are relatively cool
portions of the photosphere is also not
being accepted as readily as formerly.
Leading astrophysicists are accepting the
hypothesis that sunspots are veritable gi-
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gantic volcanoes that originate within the During any ll-year cycle all the spots on
sun. They spew out superheated gases to one side of the equator have the same
tens of thousands of miles above the sun's polarities. However, during the following
surface. They are vortices of highly ionized ll-year cycle the exact reverse condition
gases, huge whirlpools of magnetic energy. prevails, spots north of the equator showThat they are magnetic and possess posi~ ing negative polarities, those south, positive and negative poles has been verified tive polarities. Therefore, the true length
by direct measurement. Some sunspots are of a sunspot cycle is from one positive
SO large they could engulf a handful of group to the next positive group. This is
earths. Some are so transient they come a period twenty-two. years long.
and go under the very eyes of an astronoSunspots affect the earth in many known
mer as he peers through his telescope. and prol;)8bly unknown ways. Earth's magSome spout their gases so hot that they netic field is highly susceptible to sundo not become visible as flares until they spot activity. It has been found that maghave expanded. sufficiently for the gases netic disturbances closely coinCide with
to cool down to incandescence.
sunspot numbers. Short-wave radio transDue to the high temperature in the in- mission has been completely disrupted at
terior of the sun, estimated to be from times of sunspot maxima. And the beauti20,000,000 to 55,000,000 degrees Centi- ful auroras in polar skies perform their
grade, nuclei of atoms are compacted to- gayest dances When sunspots are on the
gether into dense masses. The great energy rampage. Indirectly, it may be shown that
created tends to causq the sun to explode, spots on the sun can infiuence the price
and it would but for counterbalancing of a cup of tea. In fact, spots on the sun's
forces. Gravitation, the attraction between face can cause spots on your face, believe
opposite electrical fields. and the very sub- it or not.
stantial pressure created by light itself,
Many people know of the sun only what
aJl, hold the sun to its established bounds. they set:: of it. The sun radiates to you not
The entire sphere is analogous to a sys- only heat and light, but a, thousand and
tem of heavy weights nicely balanced on a one other benefits that are showered upon
set of coil springs, the whole tertding to you continuously. What would you do
oscillate when set into vibration. Similar- should the SWl'S fireman suddenly decide to
ly, the energy of the sun oscillates from the go on strike and refuse to stoke fuel? What
interior to the exterior surface in ll-year kind of clothing would you wear if there
cycles, causing sunspot maxima and min- were no rays to cause animal and vegetable
ima to occur during those periods.
growth? What would you eat were there
In a preceding paragraph it was said no animals or vegetables in existence?
that spots reveal five facts about the sun. What beautiful colors would there be to
We are now ready to add a sixth, namely, see should there be no solar spectrum?
the sunspot cycle of eleven years 'must How long could you live without the sun's
be revised. It is not one eleven years long, health-giving rays? Indeed, without ·,the
but, instead, it is a period of twenty-two sun life on earth would be nonexistent. We
years. Magnetic measurements reveal an owe to· it, and to the Omnipotent God Jeinteresting fact about sunspot cycles. When hovah WAO created it, our very lives. Ko·
sunspots north of the equator show posi- heleth truly said, "The light is sweet, and
tive polarities, those south of the equ~tor a pleasant thing "it is for the eyes to behold
at the same time show negative polarities. the sun."-Ecclesiastes 11:7.
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In civil law the leper was
treated as one dekd. His property
passed to his heirs. His wife was
free to remarry. On his departure for the leprosarium prayers
for the dead were repeated and
dirt was sprinkled on his head or
a shovelful of earth thrown after
him to make the ceremony complete.
With progress of civilization
leprosy is gradually disappearing
from every part of Europe. Estimates say
that there are froM three to five million
lepers in the world, the majority of whom
live in tropical or subtropical Asia or
Africa. The disease flourishes on impoverishment, and it is most prevalent in hot,
damp climates.
The germ (baciUus leprae) was discovered by Hansen in 1868. The bacillus is
similar to the bacillus of tuberculosis. It
is believed that the organism enters the
body through the nasopharynx and is
spread by the nasal secretions, as ulcers in
this situation are found in practically all
cases. However, in Hawaii, baciUusleprae
were found in mosquitoes and bedbugs. The
incubation period may last for many years
and the invasion is usually slow and intermittent. It is only mildly contagious,
though most cases are acquired in childhood by contact with an infected individual. Heredity is not considered a factor.
-Forty per cent of all traced infections have
been found to be due to living in the same
house and thirty per cent to sleeping in the
same bed with infected persons_

EPROSY is one of the oldest of diseases
known to mankind. Some authorities
say it originated in India. Others say in
Egypt. Moses, perhaps, was the first to describe symptoms ef it and recommend isolation. The Crusaders brought the disease
with them, as Voltaire declares: "All we
gained by engaging in the Crusades was
leprosy; and of all that we acquired, that
was the- only thing we kept." From the
sixth to the fifteenth century leprosy was
tly far the most dangerous and infectious
iisease.
A leper was an outcast beyond hope of
any solace but the grave.' All the larger
towns of Europe had a place specially set
apart for those afflicted. A boundary line
was made beyond which no infected person could venture except at the risk of instant death. Food was furnished by thetown authorities, being left during the daytime on some selected, exposed hill and
was x:emoved by the lepers at night. No
office, no matter how exalted, served to
keep a sufferer from this universal ostracism. In the sparsely settled country each
leper wandered about by himself in the Signs of Leprosy
unfrequented woods and uninhabited waste
The earliest sign of infection is a faded
places, living on roots and berries. He was or pinkish spot on the skin so inconspicucompelled to wrap himself in a sheet so ous as to be frequently over.looked. It usthat only his eyes were exposed and to ually is not recognized until after adolescarry a bell in his hand, which he rang t6 cence. Fever attack follows. A change in
warn of his approach. People fled from him skin color and its sensitivity takes place.
The type oneprosy mentioned in the Bible
in terror.
OOTOBER 22, 1953
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turned the skin whit.! and scaly. III the
SQeCalled anesthetic leprosy there 18 8 loss
of feeling in the hands and feet and later
on in the arms and legs. There is an absorption of small bones and paralysis of small
muscles in the hands and feet. This absorp-

tion has given rise to the commonly accepted misconception that these members
drop off.
In the tubercular form, which is the

most common variety and also the most
repulsive, nodules of a dark-red or a coppery color appear on the face, backs of the
hands, on the feet, anti even on the body.
Fever follows. An infiltration and thickening of the skin becomes noticeable, especially of the nose and ears. The tissue
of the eye undergoes degenerative changes,

often resulting in blindness; the mucous
membranes of the nose and throat are
thtcken~,

impairing the breathing and the
voice. There is a falling off of all the hair
except that of the scalp. There are periodic
exaggerations of perspiration, nervous disturbances, anxiety and extreme body odor.
The nodules tend to break down and ulcerate, leaving open sores. The patient becomes weaker and eventually succumbs to
exhaustion or to some intercurrent disease.~ Severe cases may die in two years,
but, as a rule, when well cared for the patiertt lasts several years. The smooth type
of leprosy is less severe. The patient may
last twenty to thirty years.
With so terrible a diSease mankind has
exhausted most of its possibilities in seeking a cure. In some parts of the West
Indies and South America it -is believed
that a poisonous snake bite will cure a
leper. Acting on this theory an antivenomOllS serum has been used with uniformly
good effect. Where there are superficial
ulcerations the X ray tends to promote
healing. An old Indian drug, chaulmoogra
oil, is known to have some power to retard
the progress of the disease. The injection of
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soluble sodium salts Of tho fatty acillo of
chaulmoogra and other oils intramuscularly and tntl'8.}'enousIy proved quite successful. In India, Doctor Muir adopted a new
substance, sodium hydnocarpate, which
proved to be cheap, easy to administer and,
to some extent, effective.
Other advances are being made. Agricultural colonies are being set up for the
more severe cases. Hospital clinics using the
latest techniques and methods are being
established. Today, Molokai leper colony,
Hawaii, has an area of eight thousand
acres with hospitals, dispensaries, churches,
and comfortable, well-ventilated cottages
abundantly supplied with water and kept in
good condition. Every patient has a ration
of clothing and food. A sum of money is
paid those not drawing the fun ration,
which enables them to purchase articles
not included in the regular supply.
This same intelligent approach is reflected in the provisions at Palo Seeo, in
Panama, where one hUndred and twentytwo patients are housed in eight modern
two-story buildings without enclosure and
without guardS. Married couples are given
two-room apartments with private kitchen
and toilet and bathing facilities. Single
patients each have a spacious room with
common bathing facilities for each floor.
Men and women are quartered in different
buildings but intermingle freely during the
day.
Patients are permitted to marry. Sterilization is offered, but is most often refused
on religiQus grounds. Children born are
free of infection. The parents are not allowed to touch them after birth. The child
is usually adopted by a relative or placed
through the Red Cross so that it will not
be in contact with a case of leprosy. Up to
the present time none of the children so
cared for have acquired the disease. One
patient is the proud mother of three sets of
healthy twins.
A WAKE!

cOlony operates a free laundry, and reguViaiting and SUCC"B
At the discretion of the chief health of- lar meals are served to all in the general
ficer of the Canal Zone and the minister mess.
of health of the Republic of Panama, nonOf the patients at present receiving
infectious patients are sometimes permit- treatment at Palo Seeo, one hundred and
ted to visit their homes for short periods. fourteen are from the Republic of Panama
However, within the colony itself contact and the remaining eight from the Canal
with families and friends is constantly Zone. Each government pays its respective
maintained by telephone. There are numer- share for the care of its patients. No United
ous radios, newspapers and newsreels that States citizen is sent to this leprosarium,
supply contact with the outside world, and but is returned to the United States, and
several distributors in Panama City supply if in need of isolation is sent to one of the
free movies five times a week, which are leprosy hospitals in secluded spots in San
always well attended. All holidays are cele- Francisco, Boston, New Orleans, and Carbrated, especially the carnival, for which ville, Louisiana. At the latter city, the
the patients enjoy preparing elaborate cos- United States Public Health Service has
tumes and electing their queen and observ- charge of the National Leper Home, on
ing the fiesta in traditional style. Religious property acquired by the federal governservices are conducted regularly by Catho- ment in 1921.
lic and Protestant ministers from Balboa
Although leprosy is the oldest disease
and Panama City.
known to man and still the one about
The patients who are able do a large which, perhaps, the least is known, there
share of the cleaning and maintenance is One who understands all about diseases
work, for which they are paid, and many to which human flesh has fallen heir. Soon,
can thus assist their dependents living in now, this great Physician, Jehovah God,
Panama. Others CUltivate small garden will fulfill his promise, recorded at Revelaplots on the fertile plateau back of the tion 21: 4, that pain and death will come to
colony, selling their produce back to the an end. This blessing is assured to those
colony. Still others make beautiful modern- who will live under the rule of the kingdom
istic furniture in the woodworking shop, of Almighty God. He strengthens his promwhich finds a ready market in Panama ise with these words: "I have spoken it,
City. Some women choQse to spend their I will also bring it to pass; I have purposed
time laundering or cooking, although the it, I will also do it."-Isaiah 46: 11.
$10 for Sweels-$6 for the Denlist

'ii AccorcUng to Science News Letter, December 13, 1952, if America's "sweet tooth
grows much bigger, we may not have any natural teeth left for enjoying sweets.
This dim outlook comes from the American Dental Association in Chicago. It is
inspired by the report that the annual wholesale candy bill of the American people
is about a thousand million dollars. 'Strange enough, the nation's dental bill, last
year, totaled much the same amount: comments the editor of the Journal of the
American Dental AS80ciation, December 1952. Last year retail candy sales are reported to have reached a record-breaking consumption per capita of about $10.72,.
or 64 per cent more than the $6.55 per capita for dental care durIng the same period.
Maybe, says the dental editor, the difference between the annual candy expendi.
ture and that for dental care accounts for the fact that 'cavities occur in children's
teeth six times as rapidly as they are repaired.'''
OOTOBER 22, 1953
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ay "Awoltt'" to ..... pondent In Nigerio
ONDAY, May 18, the leading Lagos news, paper carried a front-page headline, in
inch.high type, "5 Killed, 145 Hurt in K~no
Riots." Others followed: "Governor ProclaIms

M

State of Emergency," "Death Ron Reaches
46." What prompted such violence?
First, Nigeria. a large British colony on
the west coast of Africa, is divided into three
administrative regions, each sendIng repre-

sentatIves to the capital at Lagos. However,

br

each region is dominated
a different political party. In the north is the NortherI). People's Congress; in the east the National Council of NigerIa and the Cameroons; in the west
the Action Group.
The principal topic of political discussion
is self-government. Attacks on "British im-

perialism" have grown louder and more persistent, particularly In the East and We~t.
At the Central House in Lagos the polIto
ical pot reached the boiling point when, on
March 31, an Action Group member put for·
ward a motion saying that ~'this House accepts
as a primary political objective the attainment
of sell.government for Nigeria in 1956." The
powerful leader of the Northern bloc proposed
this be amended to say, "self·government . . .
as soon as practicable," and the Action Group
minIsters walked out, leaving the House in
an uproar.
Mud.slinging and rabble-rousing tactics
quickly followed. Since closer ties of friend·
ship exist between the North's Mohammedan
rulers and the British authorities than is the
case elsewhere, "pro·British" accusations
against the North are not uncommon. The
North's leader, the powerful Sardauna of
Sokoto, later said: "Bands of hooligans . . .
were organized by unscrupulous politicians to
abuse anyone seen to be wearing Northern
dress, who appeared to be a member of the
House of Representatives. The abusive Ian·
gUage they used and their behaviour disgusted
us and left us in no doubt as to the type of
undemocratic tactics that were being used
to attempt to frighten us Northerners,"
Political speeches in the brief lull that
followed were tilied with wild and extrava·
gant threats. A mob assembled In the northern
city of Kano, Saturday evening, May 16, where
an Action Group meeting had heen announced.
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Tension
to fly; a gen·
eral riot broke out. Police went into action.
Several. people were killed. After midnight
the situation took an even more serious turn
as armed gangs broke loose. Sunday morning
police reinforcements arrived, and by evening
troops were rushed in by air. The situation
was saved, but 46 lives had been lost and
more than 200 Injured. The governor pro·
claimed a state of emergency.
The world watched with apprehension.
Britain's Manchester Guardian commented:
"National pride, political ambition, jealousy
and misunderstanding have combined to jeop·
ardlse--one must not yet say to wreck-a
most promising experiment in political evolu·
tion. The present agitations do nothing to ad·
vance the cause of self·government." Said
the New York Times, May 20: "The sangui·
nary rioting in NigerIa will disappoint alJ
who are working and hoping for the progress
of democracy in Africa .... In Nigeria the in·
habitants are fighting each other, not the
British. . . . The Nigerians are proving that
they are not ready for self·government in
1956."
The average Nigerian understands little
of the political implications of these upheavals. His Interest is in clean water to drink,
better food for his body, schools to educate
his children. The politicians have promised
much, but whether they can deliver the goods
remains in doubt. Thousands 01 Nigerians are
taking heed as more than 13,000 Nigerian
witnesses of Jehovah point out that the one
sure hope is not riots or self·rule, or a new
constitution, but solely the Bible's promise
of God's kingdom.
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THE RISE AND FALLE OF THE

BYZANTINE

By "Awakel" correspondent in Turkey

T WAS the afternoon of May 11, A.D.
330. Huge throngs were pushing and
pressing their way into the Hippodrome.
Within the hour the big ceremony would
take place. Outside, under the purple awn·
iog, groups of merchants, fishers, soldiers,
charioteers and others stood here and
there discussing the events of the day.
Inside the amphitheater shouts went up
signaling that their hero had arrived. This
was to be more than a mere chariot race
or a triumphal procession of generals; it
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was to be the most solemn ceremony that
the little city of Byzantium had ever witnessed.
Byzantium (now known as Istanbul,
Turkey) had seen many events, too, from
the time of its founding back in 658 B.C.,
when a colory of Greek adventurers under
the leadership of Byzas came sailing
through what is now the Marmara Sea
toward the Bosporus. Because of its strategic location they chose the site to build
a town. The harbor was deep and would
invite sea traffic from faraway countries;
and fish were so plentiful that tales were
told of persons' being able to scoop them
up with bare hands. Th~ small colony that
sprang up was soon to include Athenians,
Macedonians and people from Sparta. As
the word spread from fisher to merchant
to adventurer that a new land awaited
them across the sea, the town grew to
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become a city and the inhabitants enjoyed relative prosperity.
But wars of aggression were in
store for this small City-state. Less
than 150 years later Darius I, king
of Persia, conquered and controlled
it for a brief time. Warring Greek states
vied for position there. Even Alexander
the Great claimed Byzantium as his own.
ProbablY tbe greatest battle was the one
that brought the city under the yoke
of the Roman Empire. Little did the
populace care under whom they served, as
long as the taxes were light and they were
safe within their walled city. And, now,
May 11, 330, the great day for dedicating
the city!
In the center of the arena below had
been erected an enormous platform upon
which sat several important dignitaries
responsible for state's affairs. The crowds
were waiting expectantly when a sudden
blast of trumpets and shouts of 'Long Live
the Emperor!' announced his entrance at
one end of the stadium. Constantine entered and with him the bishop of Byzantium. Behind them was a train of guards
of honor and other ministers of the government.
As they took their places on the platform excitement ran even higher among
the spectators. What new changes would
be made now? Would the emperor stay in
Byzantium or return to Rome? At this moment the bishop raised his hands for silence, blessing the masses with the sign
of the cross as he did so. Shortly Constantine rose to announce that a new era had
begun for the land. Beginning immediately
the name of the city would be changed to
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_ p i e ; and, _Is InOl'e, It wouJd
now be New Rome, the capital of the Rotnan Empire! The shops, hepromlsed, would
soon be brimming full of purple cloth and
gold from Greece; spices, drugs, and precious stones would soon arrLve from India;
and fur, honey and wax from the-northern
lands, would appear for all to enjoy. He.

the emperor, Constantine the Great. was
to be their sole ruler, the pontifex maximus! The new fusion religion with its hea-

then cross, trinity doctrine, immortal $oul
dogma and the Nicaean Creed was to be
the official state religion, and heretics
would be punished with death if they failed
to accept it. At this stage the ceremony
was capped by dedicating the entire city
to the "Blessed Virgin"!
Age of Prosperity

This was the triumphant rise of the
Byzantine Empire. The Roman Empire in
the West, had become too vast to be governed ·and defended from a single capital,
Rome. This small country soon grew and in
the centuries had come to spread out to
include practically everything along the
Mediterranean Sea from southern Spain
to the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers and
from the Danube River to upper Egypt.
Thus now a split took place.
After the death of Constantine his three
sons ruled for a brief period of time. They
managed to continue his policies, which
held the empire together down through the
gliding centuries. In the latter half of the
fourth century and during the fifth the
land enjoyed relatively prosperous conditions. Luxurious living made cosmopolitan
city dwellers a pleasure-craving, splendorintoxicated race. Court life was tied in
closely with religion. This is due partly to
the fact that the emperor's palace was
located right in Saint Sophia itself.
Scores of churcltes, public edifices, broad
arcaded avenues and squares, as well as
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schools, weN baIlt throughout the metr0polis. This building program reached en alltime high during the reign of Emperor
Justinian I in the sixth century. His was
called the "Golden Age" of the Byzantine
bmpire. He established· a law school and it
was under his direction that the famous
Roman law code was compiled and written.
He planned and had constructed the famous Saint Sophia (Saint Wisdom)
church, which still stands to this day. During these years religion was held on a
~estal and no one dared to speak up
against state decrees without fear of immediate death by burning or torture. It
was Justinian that extended the boundaries of the empire to their farthest limits.
During the reign of Constantine vn the
emperor sat on th~ throne before a golden
plane tree full of artificial birds that would
burst into song, while two golden lions on
each side would roar. One startled visitor,
it is related, after touching his forehead
to the floor three times, rose to find that
the emperor, throne and all, had been
hoisted to the roof. Guards of the emperors
are reported to have prodded the crowds
along the streets with golden-tipped spears,
and it is reported that the rulers themselves lived in gorgeous palaces with accompanying buildings to house their hundreds of servants.

Beginning of the Decline
But all of this splendor and pomp was
soon to be dampened by the appearance of
strong enemies. This time it was the Moslem tribes that conquered such lands as
Palestine, Syria, Egypt, parts of Africa and
Spain. It was more difficult now to resist
them, because the country was little by
little becoming bankrupt due to the wasteful spending of its emperors. As it lost
territories in Asia Minor and Africa the
Byzantine Empire began to shrink. At the
AWAKE/

same tiine much of Greece was lost to in-- asked thepatriarch and other ecclesiastics
Vilding armies Hom the north. From the to ,beseech God to give them victory over
end of the ninth century onward the only the Turks,' who, according to reliable
area included within Byzantine boundaries sources, had an army of more than 150,000
was Constantinople, Thrace, parts of soldiers led by able Mohammed II himself.
Greece, southern Italy and some of Asia
Minor.
Things were getting so dark by the rule
of Emperor Alexius Comnenus, in the
twelfth century. that he appealed to the
pope for m\1\tary ass"istance "in drtvmg
baek the Moslems. But, alas. all in vain!
The West wanted the capital as much as
the Turks did. Finally. during the crusades
it appeared as if help was coming at last.
A large army headed by Venetians began
its way to Palestine via Constantinople;
but when they arrived they were not at all
interested in driving away the Turks in
nearby Asia, but, rather, in themselves
taking and plundering the city. In the fate~
ful year 1204 it fell before their "holy" war
and the empire was divided into small
states governed by Roman and Greek
rulers; and by the end of the 1300's the
city that had been dedicated to the
"Blessed Virgin" was all that rema~ned
of the glory that was Byzantine.
And now, having -scanned the pages of
history more than 1100 years from that
memorable day A.D. 330, view with inter~
est the final fall of that mighty empire.
Once more the Moslem Turks had en~
camped outside the city's walls, but this
time they had it blockaded by sea as _well
as by land. The last emperor, Constantine
Palaeologus, in a desperate attempt ap·
pealed again to Rome for assistance, but
nothing more than a few warriors was
forthcoming. Constantine sat in his ornate
palace inside Saint Sophia making last
plans to withstand the enemy. He had
called in all his military strategists, had
mustered a small army of not more than
8,000 Venetians and Genoese, and had
OCTOBER !!, 1953

The city held out for only forty days.
The Turks were unable to climb or batter
down the walls, but their large cannons
could blast portions of them away; and at
sunrise, on May 30, 1453, Mohammed led
his men through breaches of the ramparts
to capture ConstantinoPle! On the follow·
ing Friday the crescent took the place of
the cross atop Saint Sophia and the Mos·
lems offered up prayers of thanksgiving
to Allah, who they thought had given them
victory over what they considered, the
capital of Christendom. DUst had claimed
the Byzantine Empire.
The Byzantine Empire never came to be
known as a world power. This is probably'
due to the fact that it was more or ~'i>
a component part of the world power
Rome; or, as' other historians have termed
it, 'that strange after~glow of the sinking
noman Empire.' Probably the greatest
influence on the whole world has been
her demon religion, which today is the
same fUSion of heathen and so~caI1ed Chris~
tian doctrines as it was A.D. 330. It is still
the state religion in some lands such ,as
Greece, where those who do not accept it
are classed as heretics and punished or
persecuted.
In any event, the Byzantine Empire
with all its worldly glory and splendor,
with all its commerce, politics and false
religion, its architecture, art, law codes
and literature, never was and never will
be a part of God's new world of righteousness, which is so near at hand. Let us,
then, never look with admiration on the
past dying things of man's building, but
forward to this life·giving theocratic go.v~
ernment of Jehovah God.
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HAT tradition does not free men from
superstition and evil practices, but that
the truth does, can be seen from the following
two reports ~ived from Watch Tower missionaries, one from EI Salvador, the other
from the Bahamas.
"With six months of damp evenings and
ramy nights ahead, Jehovah's witnesses break
out in slickers and rainwear to meet the challenge of the new season. There Is work to be
done that cannot walt, hundreds of free home
Bible studies to be conducted each week; and
that means teaching many to read and write
as well as to learn the importance and meaning of God's Word, the Bible.
"While the Roman Catholic religion has
been in El Salvador for over four hundred
years, yet many are In mental slavery to
superstition and fear which has enveloped
them through ages of exploitation. Many actually believe that If one goes bathing on Good
Friday he wIll turn into a fisb. So thousands
remain in the sun·tortured cities sweating out
the wrath of the heat during Holy Week be·
cause they have been taught th:a.t to seek relief at the beaches at this time would bring
sure punlslunent from God. The priests point,.
to the annual drownings during this period as.!
conclusive proof of God's anger against ocean
bathers who should have been in church.
"Although the Catholic Church has been
in control here for over four hundred years,
and claims more than 85 per cent of the population, the fact remains that there are still
fewer people that can read than that cannot
read, and fewer children are born in wedlock
than are born out of wedlock." God's Word
says, "Let marriage be honorable among all,
and the marriage bed be without defilement,
for God will judge fornicators and adulter·
ers." (Hebrews 13:4, New World Trans.) But
it has nothing to 'say about celebrating Holy
Week or not going bathing on Good Friday.
Which is more important, celebrating traditional holidays or leading moral lives?
In striking contrast with the foregoing is
the following experience, which shows the
effect the truth has on those needing to clean
up ~orally: "After traveling twenty-three
hours by boat I arrived at New Providence
Isiand in the Bahamas, and after two and a
half hours more on bicycle I reached the

T
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home of a woman who had previously $hown
interest in the Kingdom message. She was
busy plaiting straw into mats for sale in the
Nassau market, and working with her was a
young neighbor woman whom I had not previously seen. We! soon got down to our Bible
study and as we proceeded we endeavored to
interest this neighbor in our study. Hearing
things she had never heard before, she asked
if. her Bible said the same things as mine did.
She was assured it did and, upon urging,
went to her home and brought back her own
Bible. Upon reading these things in her own
Bible she was convinced, and so continued to
sit in and study with us.
"In the course at conversation one evening
this young woman asked my age and if I had
any children_ I told her that not being married
I had no children. She replied: 'Oh that's all
right. I'm only nineteen, not married, and I
have three children and another on the way!'
As I was then leaving, noth1ng more was said
about it. She obtained the BIble study aid
'Let God Be True' and subscribed for The
Watchtower, and continued to study with her
friend in my absence.
"SIx months later I returned, and imagine
the happiness I felt when this same YOWlg
woman, on arriving home from work (clear·
ing land) came to see me and immediately
announced: 'Mr_
• I have decided to live
good. I want to please Jehovah.' In two days'
time we studied 'Marriage Among the Heirs
of Life,' 'Putting Up a Hard Fight for the
Faith' and 'Rearing Children in Divine Favor:
Two of her children had died during my ab·
s~nce, so we studied about the resurrection to
life on earth as well.
"She put out the last man she was living
with, intonning her neIghbors that she is going to 'live good.' They said she could not,
that th~call of the flesh was too strong. But
she has proved them wrong. She discour·
ages the advances of the men by preaching to
them and gradually they are leaving her
alone. Some of her neighbors admire her for
her stand and wish her God's blessing, even
though they continue in the opposite path of
loose living."
Yes, whereas tradition keeps people bound
to superstition and unclean living, the truth
from God's Word sets them free from both.
AWAKR.I
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The Purpose of Chri5f$

Second Presence
HAT is the purpose of Christ IS SPCond presence? What will he accompHsh al that time? Fl'unl uur pl~vious discUAAion~ in this; ~~ri~!il. on Chri~e~ return
WQ learned (1) that since his resurrection
Christ is a spirit creature and that we
cannot therefore expect a human visible
prescnCC but thD.t his return Is in the sense
that he directs his attention again to the
things of earth; and (2) that both Bible
chronolo~ and fulfilled prophecy fix the
time of his second presence as 1914. Theosefncts give w the background for an understanding of the purpose uf Chrisrs ~"Und
coming or pre~~.
Many persons believe t.hat at his return
Christ will judge the world, the living and
the dead, in twenty-four hours and then
the earth will be literally destroyed by fire.
But In view of the many things that the
Bible indicates win take place in that judgment "day/' it is far more reasonable to
-conclude that 4that day will be a thousand
yeoars/ as both Peoter and John indicate.
(2 Peter 3:8; Revelation 20:5,6) In view
uf the plain Scriptw'al £tate.rnents that
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Uthe earth abideoth fo-r t'ver~' and thA.t
IGod created the earth not In vain but to
be inhabited, t we must conclude that the
Bible',~ statements regarding the destrur.tion of the -earth are to be viewed as tJ.gw-ative or symbolical They refer to the de..
~t.ruction

of a symem of thin~ rAther than
to the llteral planet earth.-Ecclesiastes
1:4~ Isaiah 45: 18; Matthew 24 :3, New
World. TraM.
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At Christ's fin;t coming, by his birth
as a human Son of God, by his faithful
course of keeping Integrity and by his
u~atJl and resw'rection, he acquired legaJ
Ut.JP. And ~p.i ved divine power to carry out
all of Jehovah's purpo~ regarding the
earth a nd man in Jehovah"g dup. time. That

due time came in 1914 and since then
Christ has tUl'noo hil!i attention to the afoo
fairs of earth and t.ak~n action, lookml'
toward the complete end of this wicked
old world and the establishment of a new
hE"(lv(I'ns and a new P.flrth in which rllhtrousncss will dwell.-Matthew 28: 18;
2 Peter 3; 13.
To make way for those 4tncw hcavens'~
Christ proceeded against the wicked old
heavens consisting of Satan and his demons, thereby beginning to lrule in the
~nemles.' (~Im 110~2; 2 Co·
4: 4; Ephesians 2 ~ 2; 6: 12) This

midst of his

rinthians
action is described at Revelation chapter
twelve as the war in heaven between MI·
chael and his angf"Js and t.he Dragon and his
angels, and which resulted in the Dragon~
Satan, and his angels' being cast down to
the eart.h. \Vhile all this enn be- appreciated
only with the eye of faith, yet one of the
l'esults £woe to the inhabiters of the earth
hPmu.~ the Devil is come down to you
having great wrath because he knows he
has 'but a short time,' is apparent in the
increased distress of nations since 1914.
-Revelation 12; 12.
That being acromplished t Christ Jesus
began judgment work by turning his attention to his spiritual body, the house or
temple of CK)(l~ limited at Revelation chapters 7 and 14 to 144,000 members. (1 Peter
7

4: 17) Like the nobleman in one of Jesus' log their teeth agalnst the faithfUl Ones.
illustrations, he retumed, after havlna ,... -Matthew 24,51.
ce1ved his kingdom, to take an RCCOWlting
with his servants. (Luae 19:11·19) Since
to reward all those who had proved faithful
from Pentecost to this time of judgment
and who were sleeping in death meant
their resurrection, the Bible assures us
that the dead in Christ would rise first,
this being the day to which Paul and others
looked for the receiving of their crown of
righteousness.-1 Thessalonians 4:16,17;
2 Timothy 4:6·8.
When did this judgment work begin?
Since Jesus at his first presence presented
himself as king to the nation of Israel and
then proceeded to clean the literal temple
three and a half years after he came as the
Messiah, it is reasonable to conclude that
at his second presence he would take similar action after a like period of time, or
beginning with the spring of 1918. (Mark
11:7-10,15-18) The facts show that a small
band of his faithful followers brought to
the attention of the world the meaning of
the events since 1914, and called upon all
to hail Christ as the world's king; even
some prominent clergymen of Great Britain called attention to world events as indicating that Christ's return might be imminent. But they soon repudiated that
statement and Christendom chose Caesar,
the League of Nations, instead of Christ,
even as a faithless clergy did in Jesus' day.
Then followed persecution of true Christians, which, together with the increased
light shed upon God's Word, removed the
wicked from their midst and refined and
purified those that remained, so that they
could thereafter serve God with clean
hands 'and increased zeal and knOWledge.
(Proverbs 4:18; Malachi 3:1-3) Since then
the facts show the faithful ones have been
iblessed with increased light, joy and prosperity, whereas the unfaithful are going
ever farther into darkness and are gnash26

This faithful r"'.."""nant. of the body of
Chrlst still on earth have since then been
preaching the good news of the establishment of God's heavenly kingdom, and, as
a result, a great dividing work is being
done in the earth, even as foretold by
Christ in his illustration of the sheep
and goats. (Matthew 25:31-46) Thus a
new-world society is being formed to take
over after this wicked old world comes to
its end at the battle of Armageddon. (Revelation 16:14, 16) They must now seek Jehovah, meekness and righteousness that
they may be hid in that day of Jehovah's
anger .....<...Zephaniah 2:1-3, Am. Stan, Ver.
At Armageddon Christ Jesus will take
action as Jehovah's chief executioner, 'in
flaming fire taking vengeance upon them
that refuse to recognize Jehovah as supreme.' (2 Thessalonians 1:7, 8) In this
way he will completely vindicate his Father's supremacy and make all to know
that Jehovah alone is the Most High over
all the earth.-Psalm 83:18.
In the new world Christ will be the
"everlasting Father," in that he will lead
obedient on~ to everlasting life and raise
all those who have died and who are in
the memory of God. "Of the increase of
his government and peace there will be no
end," and eventually there will be no more
death, neither sorrow nor crying, not even
any pain, for all the former things will
have passed away. With the earth filled
with righteous persons and made a paradise, then Christ will tum the government
over to his Father.-Isaiah 9:6, 7; 1 Corinthians 15:25-28; Revelation 21:4.
Then will be fully realized the purpose
of Christ's second presence, for Jehovah's
name will be sanctified by all, his kingdom
will have fully come and his will will be
done on earth as in heaven.-Matthew 6: 9,
10, New World Trans.
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Lebanon

joy a ret tain amount of re1igiDUS freedom.
A Moslem changes his religion only at

the risk of losing his life and the lives of
EBANON is a beautiful little COlUltry
his family. Hut, despite this, one or two are
and it geta its hame from the range
taking their stand for the truth. Recently,
of mountains that runs through it. Scatp
a yOWlg Moslem was contacted in hi~ MOP
tered over an these mountains are literally
and a Bible study was started. During the
hundreds of villages where the people go period of sludy the Koran was discussed as
in the swnmer to k~p cool.
to whethf!'r it wa~ divinely inspired He
Jehovah's witnesses in visiting the
became convInced that the Bible alone was
homes of the people In the villngcs are Gars Word. His work necessitated B. move
always invitoo in and before they can to another town where.he immediately got
p.xp1A.tn their mi~ion they are given somEIn touch wIth Jehovah's witnesses. He bekind ot fruit to eat, or are given a drink. gan to preach to others, inviting sev~nteen
In the winter, TurkIsh colI'ee is oJrered, to his house one night for a discussion that
and In the Rumm~r. drink~ made fro:tn
continued tor tour hours. N ow he is en..
roses, bananas or some other fruit.
g~ in the regulAr preaching· work. AnIn visiting the homes of the people it is other Moslem turned from his religion to
noted that on the walls of ahnOtit every science and evolution. After meeting with
hnme hang djplom8~ and degrees received Jehovah~~ witnesses he gave up evolution
at colleges or universities. Often Jchovnh~s and Is now a regular visitor at the Kingwitnesses are asked: ''What diplomas ha ve dom Hall.
you?" Neither Jesus nor his disciples had
A group of eighl missionaries were as ..
worldly diplomas to preach God's good signed to work in Tripoli. Mu~h of their
news of the kingdom. Yet, it was saId of work was confined to visiting Moslem
him approvingly, ~~Never has another man homes. They received a threatening If'tter
spoken like this."· And people are saying from the MMlem Moml Society requestlIl£
the tiame of Jehovah's witnesses. A weU- that they stop their work. The witnesses
educated man recently said; HI very sel- went ahead with their preaching. One night
dom find one of you who has a diploma f but while they ",,~re holding a Bible study. a
you are the most eloquent speakers or any mob of 400 people surrounded the house.
people I have met. U
Tbis mob was comJX)Sed of so..called ChrisThe Lebanese people are divided inro tians, who were anned with sticks and
twD main divisions as far as religion is stones and made a vain attempt to break
concerned. The Moslems and Christians, up the Bible study. Nothing serious hapso call~ al1:'! about evenly divided. The .pened. After a similar experience th~ folso..ealled Christians are mainly of two di- lowing week~ a Moslem group inquired of
visions. the Maronite Catholic and the Jehovah~s witnesses if t.hey desired. any
Greek Orthodox religions. The people en- help against these mnrnrteI'S. Th~ Moslems
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even off'ered to 1l,ght for Jhe Witnesses 11 accusing Jehovah's witnesses of being comnecessary, And so it, has been that among munists. In one such instance, when the
the Moslems the Kingdom message has
fOWld its best reception.

Maronite Christians-a Catholic Religion
Smith's Bible Dictionary makes an interesting observation regarding the Maronite
Christians, which observation has proved
very true in this vicinity. It says: "The
northern part of the mountain range is
peopled almost exclusively with Maronite
Christians [a very fanatical division of the
Catholic religion], a brave, industrious and
hardy race, but sadly oppressed by an ignorant set of priests." Many \of these
priests are steeped in ignorance of the Bible, and a good many of them cannot even
read or write. It is not an uncommon sight
to see them swaying under the influence
of liquor. Some of these men have been accused of practically every crime, including
murder. Many of their flock are leaving
the churches and seeking refuge in communism; others turn to Jehovah's witnesses. The ignorant priests have led mobs

question was asked: "Do you know any
communists that believe and teach the
Bible as we do?" the deafening silence was
enough to convince a mob that the priest
was not telling the truth. One of the priest's
crowd then sided in with Jehovah's witnesses and offered them protection.
Despite all this opposition and this hate
campaign by the Catholic Church against
Jehovah's witnesses, it all seems to boomerang. The truth seekers continue to find
the truth. A doctor asked a young lady why
she became one of Jehovah's witnesses.
'She simply told him that they lived and
taught the truth of the Bible. Then the
doctor turned to two nuns that were present, and said: "You have been nuns for
over forty years and yet this woman who
has been a witness for only two years
knows her Bible far better than you do."
Need more be said about the effectiveness of Jehovah's good work in this lovely
country of Lebanon? His kingdom is being
preached, and very effectively so.
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t• • What agency actually will bring lasting • What ,lisea,e i~ su horrible ib sufferen t•
peace 1 P. 4, U2.
were forced to carry a bell to warn of their
t• • Who said it took World War II to do whal approach? P. 17, 112.
t•
• What happened in Nigeria in May to jeopt• the New Deal failed to dol P. 6, ~t.
t•
, . Whether the old-guard Japanese ultraardize African self-governmentl P. 20, 11"6.
t nationalists have been subdued? P. 7, H.
t•
• How Constantinople (formerly Byzantium)
What bird forsakes the air 10 outrun a
fell to the Moslems? P. 23, 11"3.
i •hone
t•
on the ground? P. 9, 11"3.
• Whether tradition frees men from superi• • How a member of the cuck()o family ki1ls ~tition and evil practicesl P. 24, H.
t•
• Why the Bible's statements regarding
t• rattlesnakes? P. 10. IT3.
t•
• One reason German television was limited
earth's destruction are symbolical? P. 25, 11"2.
t• to a few hours a dayl P. 12, ~5.
t•
• When war broke out in heaven? P. 25, H.
• Where Moslems offered 10 protect true
t• • What sunspots are? P. 15, 1:6.
t•
• How hot the sun is? P. 16, U1.
_ Christians from false ones? P. 27, 11"6.
t• • What keeps the sun from exploding, P. 16, .• What "M,aronite Christian" priests think t•
of true worship? P. 28, ~t.
t• U1.
t•
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Iran ann01mced (9/22) that
Mossadegh would be tried
jointly with some of his minis·
ters and collaborators. In Jail
Dr. Mossadegh continued to
pursue his bizarre habits: One
morning he declared that he
would eat no more. Yet by mid·
day he was hungry and had
forgotten all about it; he called
for lunch. Meanwhile Iran
pushed a vigorous cleanup of
communism, 3,000 government
employees being

was taken by French officials
The war in Indo·China has when the premier of Cam·
been going on for almost eight bodia, Penn Nouth, told the
years, Though France has Communists over the radio
(9/11): "Although we are not
poured 188,000 troops and a
quarter of her annual defense Communists we do not oppose
budget into the conflict, victory communism on the condition
is still not in sight. The trou· it is not imposed by force on
ble has been in financing and • our people." He added: "It is
equipping annies, costs that not for us to contest your
could m be afforded by the, right to be active in. Vietn.am:'
three Indo-Chinese states or by The premier's speech was in·
France hersel!. Sympathizing terpreted as a declaration of
with the French pllght, the neutrality. Hence U. S. spokes·
U. S. voted $400,000,000 for men at the Cambodian capital
Indo·China. When France pointed out: "If Cambodia goes
moved to inaugurate a vigor· back on her desire to partici·
ous offensive policy, and also pate in the war against com·
agreed to negotiate with Viet· munism it can provoke Connam, Cambodia and Laos on gress into refusing to Cam·
their independence demands, bodia not only military aid but
the National Security Council economic aid as well." Later
decided (9/9) to virtually dou· (9/13) the Cambodian foreign
ble U. S. aid to Indo·China this minister, Sirlk Matak, reas·
year: from $400,000,000 to sured the U. S., saying that
$785,000,000. France's new com· Cambodia recognized her duty
mander in Indo·China, General to the free world. Both U. S.
Navarre, expects to crush .the and French officials wanted to
Vietminh and win the war in know who was speaking for
two years, if he gets reinforce· Cambodia.
ments and money. With the Iran: Trial for M08sadegh
U, S. now covering the cost of
The fate of ex·premier Mo·
the Indo·Chlnese war he will hammed Mossadegh has been
get both.
the subject of speculation by
many observers. They had be·
Neutrality for Cambodia '!
lieved that the ex·prt!mler
~ France's plan for winning
would be the sole defendant in
the Indo·Chlnese war revolves the charge of bringing the naaround the necessity of a uni· tion to the verge of financifll
fied fight within the frame· ruin and Communist domina·
work of the French union. tion and for rebelling at the
Thus It was that a grave vi~w Shah's order of dismissal. But
Dollars for Indo-Chlna
~
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be·

caUse of membership In the
Tudeh (Communist) party.
Later the purge of Co~mu·
nists was even extended to the
army, prominent officers being
placed under arrest.
Communist Defections
~ The ingenuity and variety
of the methods used bY -sub·
jects in Communist lands to
escape have been amazing, An
East German even used a
steam roller as his escape vehicle. But from Poland the
escapes have been most daring
and dramatic. Last spring two
MIG pilots flew their jet fight.
ers out of Poland and crash·
landed in Denmark. The· cap.
tain of the Polish liner Batory
jumped ship. In September
three exceptionally dramatic
defections occurred, two of
them by Poles. A young Polish
interpreter, Jan Hajdukiewtcz,
was in Korea one morning to·
gether with other members of
the Neutral Nations Inspection
Commission. The Polish dele·
gat\l)n w&"\> p-reparing ttl boan)
the plane, but while the en·
gines were being wanned up
the Pole broke froni the group
and appealed to an American
officer for political asylum
(9/9). Later (9/17) Dr, Marek
S. Korowicz, four days aiter
arriving tn the U. S. as a memo
ber of the Polish delegation to
the U. N. General Assembly,
slipped out of his hotel and
asked U. S. authorities for po.
litical asylum. A few days
after Dr. Korowicz' escape, a
Communist {lilot landed a
Russian·built MIG·15 jet fight·
er at Kimpo airfield near Seoul
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Jt was the lhwL tGG

that had besi lecelved bltact
by U. S. foroes in Korea..
Brlht'n

aod Anzna

The Anzus pact was made
on September 1, 1951, by AustraUa, New Zealand and the
U. S. Because Washington
wanted the support of Austral·
ia and New Zealand for the
Japanese peace treaty, the
U. S. agleed to guarantee the
two Pacific nations against ago
gression. For some time Great
Britain has been very keen to
join Anzus. Would she be received? The answer came when
the Anzus foreign ministers
met in early September. They
agreed to oppose a U. N. seat
for Communist China and decided "unanimously" not to enlarge Anzus.
•

For .Dev1I'B Island: Exttnctioo

.. In 1854 France founded a
penal colony in French GUiana
that eventually became known
as "Devil's Island." In September this year Devil's Island
was a closed book: The last 58
convicts had been transferred
from the equatorial prison to
a Paris jail. Though Devil's
Island was only a smaU part
of the sprawling Cayenne Penal colony, the whole colony
took on that name, especially
after the miscarriage of justice in the widely publlclzed
case of the French army captain, Alfred Dreyfus. Devil's
Island became notorious for
its devilish jailers: !Sharkjnlested seas and steaming,
fever-ridden swamps. Anyone
sentenced to the penal colony
tor less than eight y~ars had
to lemain for a.n equivalent
teJ'In as a lwm-t"l, or freed prisoner. Those sentenced for more
than eight years were forced
to stay for the rest of their
Uvea. Those who were not required tQ' remain in Guiana
had to earn theIr passage home
by working in the colony. Some
70,000 were sent to French
GUiana; hardly more than
2,000 returned. In 1938 France
announced its Intention to let
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the peJlal eolony Udtsappear by
exthiClloA,." for It was generally agreed.. 1n. F'ranCe and elsewhere, that the settlement had
failed In its purpose: Not only
had, it failed to eft'ectlvely
deter criminals but its very
presence had been a deterrent
to the economic advancement
of French Guiana.
New Far East Commander
4> Since 1946 there have been

three supreme commanders in
thE! Far East: Generals Douglas MacArthur, Matthew B.

Ridgway and Mark Clark
Since General Mark Clark is
retiring October 30, P~sident
Eisenhower has designated
General Edwin Hull as Clark's
suecessor.
Red Mordel'tlr of 100 KIlled

4> Another Communist terrorist in Malaya. bas been JlquJdated by his own comrade.
The terrorist, Yong Hoi, had a
reputation for killing more
than 100 persons. But this did
not stop Yong Hoi's own section leader from shooting him
dead. Then the section leader,
carrying Yong Hoi's personal
belongings, walked into the
Kampar police station and surrendered,
Second Atomic ,Submarine
4> Submarines are costing
more money to build these
days, especially in the United
States. It is not due just to inflation; It Is because atomic
submarines are being built that
will be capable of cruising
Bround the world without refueling and that will have un·
derwater endurance as long as
the crews can "take it." Already
the atomic submarine Nautilus
nears launching and the keel
of a second atomic submarine,
the Sea Wolt, has been laid
(9/15). The Sea Walt not only
will have world-wide range
but will haVE! power for several hundred hours of submerged
cruising at full speed of 20 to
25 knots. The construction
costs for the Nautilus and the

Sea Wolf: between $45;000..000
aJld $1515,000.000' each.
Worl4.. AIr Speed Becord8
., The last tittle Britain held
the world's air speed record
fOr level flight was In 1946, a
Gloster Meteor reachlng the
616-miles-per-hour mark. In
1947 the record went to the
U. S. Just recently the U. S. renewed Its claim on the title
When, in July, 1953, Il Sabre
jet attained the speed of 715.7
miles an hour. But Britain
bounced back lor the crown
(9/7) when one of her test

ptlots, Neville Duke, flew a
Hawker Hunter jet tIghter in
fOur runs at Tangmere, England, to reach an average
speed of 727.6 miles an hour.
The speedy Hawker Hunter,
Powered by a Rolls Royce
Avon engine, is an arrowshaped jet that is about to go
into regular service With the
Royal Air Force.
A. Recoro SWIm
~ Records are being broken
almost daily. Usually though
they are altitude or air speed
records. But one record broken
in September was a dUTerent
kind: a swimming record. The
best time for swimming the
Straits of Gibraltar had been
6 hours and 59 minutes, set by
a man in 1950. But Florence
Chadwick swam the eight miles
from Europe to Africa (9/20)
in just 5 hours and 6 minutes.
Upon her emergence on the
northernmost point of Spanish
Morocco, a doctor, examining
the 33-year·old American swimmer, exclaimed: "Thls is not a
woman, this is a Titan. Her
pulse, respirat~on and blood
Pressure are completely normal."
Youngest Republlc Has Coup

.. Even the tiny kingdoms of
the world are not free from

POlitical troubles. In the little
repubUc of the Maldives polit·
ical unrest manifested itself
(9/3) when Ibrahim Mohammed Dldi, Maldivian vicepresident, seized power and
A WAKE!

ousted the first preilident of
the republlc. The ousted presl·
dent had been In oMce only
since last January. The Maldives, located ~OO miles southwest of Ceylon, are made up of
12,000 coral atolls, but only
about 200 are inhabited, with
a total population of about
95,000. Since 'the islands do n~
grow crops, except for coconut
palms, food is scarce; and the
very shortage of tood was be·
Ueved to have been a big fac·
tor in prompting the coup.

to end. Many pel'lODS were
tumbled from their beds, some
being burled by falling debris.
The first giant shock of the
earthquake' severely damaged
the Paphos area, where whole
villages were flattened. The vil·
loges of Stroumbi and Kithasi
had virtually no houses left
standing. About 40 persons
were killed; 100 suffered severe
injuries. Cyprus has an ancient
history, but this was the worst
earthquake in all the island'S
history.

Cyprus: Worst Quake Yet
.. Located in the northeastern
part of the Mediterranean Sea
is the 160·mile·long island
known as Cyprus, the island
long ago visited for missionary
purposes by Barnabas and
Paul. Today Cyprus has a
population of about 492,000.
These people were awakened
one morning (9(10), not by an
alann clock, but by a jolt.
Shortly after dawn broke, the
whole island was shaken from

.. When the Greek govern·
ment published a report (9(9)
on the exten t of the earthquake damage in the Ionian
Islands, the figures showed a
known death toll of 424. The
injured were placed at 1,032
and the islands' -population of
92,726 was largely without shelter. The earthquake went down
as the worst In Greece's mod·
ern history.

end

Greece Reports oD Earthquake

.•........

·~Of~

.. It Is not UIUIleanIngtuI tha t
lllnd1! IrUch as Greece and Cy.
prus have had thelr worst
earthquakes. A careful look at
history will reveal the fact
that since 1914 the death rate
and the number of earthquakes
have been greatly accelerated.
The meaning? Christ Jesus,
the greatest prophet, foretold
that the sign for his second
presence and the end of this
system of things would InclQde
global wars and "food short·
ages and earthquakes in one
place after another." (Mat·
thew 24:7,8, New World
Tram.) The foretold sign is
now vIsIble, every part of it,
including the earthquakes "in
one place after another." ThIs
means that we are in the "last
days," the time when Jehovah
will shortly release his wrath
upon thIs wicked world and
shake it terrIbly, that a new
world of everlasting righteous.
ness may continue forever.
-Isaiah 2:19.
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BASIS FOR BELIEF IN A NEW WORLD
• Is your heart sick? Is it heavy under
the weight of woe that is upon this old
world? Would it be made light to know
that the end of uncertainty and fear,
strife and war, disease and death, is
near at hand?
• This may sound too good to be true,
yet we challenge you to prove it false.
There is solid basis for believing it.
Hearts yearn to believe it, if only minds
can be convinced to accept it.
ATCHTOWER

• Is your mind free? Is it open to be
convinced? Or is it dosed by natio:-:tai
or racial or religious prejudice? If Ytlll
are not blinded by prejudice, if your
mind is open to reason, you will want
to read the 64-page boo}: let
Belief in a New World. WI"··
done so, you will have a com .. ,
for belief in a righteous ne'
• The booklet may be hE
5 cents a copy, or 7 copies f'

117 A DAM SST.

Enclosed Is $ .............. ,
Please send me 0 (one copy. I5c): 0 (seven copies, 25c) coplC's or
Basis for Belie! In a New World.

Name ..

Strei!t and Numoer
or Route and Box ................... ,.. ,
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Hebrew Scriptures.
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Size:
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dates, and subject and scripture indexes. It holds
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able to keep you awake to the yital issues
OJ; our times m.ust be unfettered by censorship and se1&b interests.
"Aww!" hss no fetters. It ~nl.zes f~ fa.ca fa.ctI, Is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by political ambitions or ob1i~ation8; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must n<.Yt be trodden on; itis
unprejUdiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abwe its freedom. It
maintains inte~rity to truth.
"Awake I"'uaes the regular news channelS, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth. their uncensored, on.t;he·scenes
reports come to you throu~h these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, but is interna:tiooll.l It is read in many nations, in many
lan~WI1es. by persons of all
Thr~h its p~es many fields of
knowled0;2e pass in review-'i20vemment, commerce, reli~ion. history,
~eo'i2rll.phy. science. social conditions, natural wonders-'-why, i.ts cover~ is as broad 48 the earth and 48 h~h as the heavens.
"Awake '" pledges itself to ri~hteous principles, to exposin~ hidden
foes and subtle dan~ers, to championin~ freedom for all, to coffifortin~
mournilrs and stren¢henin~ those disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent world, r~i~ sure hope for the establishment of a. ri~ht.
eous New World.
Get acq,uainted with "Awake'" Keep awake by reading "Awake'"
,few. toUrCell that are
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Quebec Priest Convicted for Attack
on Jehovah's Witnesses
TIlega! Actions of Cleric Condemned by CatholIc Magistrate
By "Awake'" corn.pondenl in Canada

N THE province of Quebec Catholic
priests are commonly regarded as above
the law. It was a serious blow to their
arrogance when on July 31, 1953, one was
convicted by a Catholic magistrate and sentenced to fine or imprisonment due to his
illegal actions against Jehovah's witnesses.
But how could this happen in Catholiccontrolled Quebec, you ask?
Several of Jehovah's witnesses had gone
to the Quebec village of Val Senneville to
call quietly at the homes of the people and
encourage home Bible study. Such study is
sadly neglected among the Catholic population. Ordinarily they do not even have
a Bible and are often forbidden to read one.
The parish priest, one Georges Beland, was
outraged at the visit and at the idea that
anyone should open the Bible to "his" people. He ordered the witnesses out of town,
threatening mob violence and even death
if they did not go. To support his orders
he pulled out a pair of handcuffs and a police badge, pretending he was also an official. This was not true and proved to be
his undoing.
Threatening people with violence to
force them to do something is an offense
under the Criminal Code of Canada.. Accordingly the priest was charged with in-

I
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timidation under this provision of the law.
"Father" Beland assumed an air of injured innocence, pretending that he was
really only trying to keep the peace when
he ordered Jehovah's witnesses out of
town. "Why, the people might get excited
and cause a riot!" The proof revealed that
he was the only one excited. The people
were not disturbed. Beland swore he had
received many complaints about the visits
of Jehovah's witnesses. When pressed in
cross-examination for the names, he gave
one and said all the others were a professional secret. Magistrate Felix Allard said
there was no professional secret and ordered him to answer.
Now the story changed: the names
, that
a moment before were a secret he now
swore he had conveniently forgotten. This
equivocation and his elastic memory only
proved that there were nt;) such complaints.
It was the priest who was trying to get
Jehovah's witnesses out of town; he was
the only one excited. Not being honest
enough to admit his persecuting course of
action, he tried to pretend that the people
were the ones getting disturbed and he was
only innocelJtly maintaining the peace.
In fact, the French Canadian people left
alone are a kindly and law-abiding people.
To pretend they are such barbarians that
3

it is not safe for any other group to preach
there i,s an insult to them. The fact
is that the barbarism, the heresy hunting,
the hatred of liberty. the determination to
suppress preaching of the Bible, must all be
laid at the door of the Roman priests. They
try to lay responsibility for their own misdeeds at the door of the uneducated populace. In fact, the general public often shows
more sense than its clerical leaders.
AJI of Prjest Beland's protestations of
innocence did not avail him. Though the
magistrate himself was a French Catholic
he was not misled by the empty arguments
of the hierarchy. As a magistrate he was
sworn to enforce the civil law and this he
did with an integrity that is to be commended. The judgment of the court said:
"There is one patent fact admitted by the
accused [Priest Beland]-his gesture of
taking out of his drawer the police badge'
and pair of handcuffs and showing them to
the complainant and his companion. These
two objects were only in his custody in his
office. He was neither a police officer nor a
special constable at Val Senneville. He was
not invested with any authority to use
them and could not, under the circumstances, use them. It appears to me evident
and established that the defendant wished
to make the complainant believe that he
possessed. authority which in reality was
not his.'His object in thus acting, unjustly
and illegally, was to manifest on his part,
not only his desire, but also his intention
to force the complainant Danyleyko and
his companion to leave Val Senneville and
that against their wishes as he succeeded
in doing. The gesture of the defendant constitutes a threat to employ violence against
the complainant."
The magistrate next pointed out tllat
Jehovah's witnesses were lawfully exercising their rights of freedom of worship.
"It is indisputable that the complainant
Danyleyko was at Val Senneville with a
4

set object, that of preaching to the people
of that area the religious doctrines that
he belongs to. It is well to underline here
that freedom of worship exists in our province of Quebec. It is recognized and sanctioned by law: 'The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship, without' discrimination or preference ... are by the constitution and laws
of this province allowed to all Her Majesty's subjects living within the same.'
"We know it is a practice of Jehovah's
witnesses to pass at one time and another
from door to door to preach their religious
beliefs. That is what the complainant
Danyleyko and his companions were doing.
We have no proof establishing that he had
acted in contravention of the terms of a
by-law or violated the rights of private
property, as for example if he had resisted
the efforts of a homeowner to stop him
from coming in. Even if such had happened, no law authorizes anyone to force
him to leave Val Senneville.
"Unfortunately for Father Beland, I
maintain the complaint brought against
him and declare him GUILTY."
The priest's attorney. argued that no
penalty should be imposed. The magistrate,
however, pOinted out that the priest is a
responsible' citizen who should know better. Accordingly, a fine of $25 and costs
(probably $100) was fixed with an alternative of fifteen days in jail. •
This case has served as a vindication of
the lawful activities of ministers of Jehovah's witnesses preaching in Quebec. Theil'
work is a labor of love to open the treasures and comfort of the Scriptures to
people who have long been denied access to
them, The clergy try 10 paint the Christian
ministry of Jehovah's witnesses as a work
of hate, because the truth of God's Word
exposes misdeeds of the Hierarchy. Jehovah's witnesses will continue to proclaim
the good news of God's Ikingdom faithfully
AWAKE.'

despite all the false charges and the illegal

and criminal actions of representatives of
the Hierarchy of Rome.
Let this conviction be a warning to other priests similarly minded who think they
are above the law. There is one people who
has no fear to call them - to account for

their wrongdoings. Their unlawful actions
are' also causing disgust among many honest Catholies both on and off tb~ judicial
bench who are wondering why t.'le Catholic
Church is so weak in t~eoiogy and truth
that it has to resort to crime and violence
to maintain itself.

70,000 Jam

As
HE extent of the publicity received by
the New World Society Assembly of
Jehovah's Witnesses in Yankee Stadium.
July 19 through 26, was literally astound-

T

ing. Well over 2,100 different news clippings have been received in the Watch
Tower's offices from all over the United
States and from most of the world this side
of the Iron Olrtain. The number of sep-

arate items received here, far from the
complete number that were published.
totaled around twenty thousand columninches of material!
A great amount of work was done by
the convention's publicity department to
provide accurate and reliable information
to the newsmen who covered and reported
on this assembly, and this was evident in
the general good quality of the material
they wrote. Preliminary news releases were
sent out to all New York dailies and weeklies, as well as to the news services, photo
magazines, photo and picture services, radio
and television stations and magazines. In
New York, by the end of the convention,
NOVEMBER 8. 1959

65 daily newspapers had been served, 161
weekly newspapers, 33 news services, 19
magazines, 15 newsreel and photo services,
25 radio and seven television stations, as
well as about 200 newspapers in New Jersey that were regularly provided information.
Radio broadcasts, in addition to those
over WBBR, the Society's 'New York station, included interviews and programs
over WWRL, WLIB, WMCA and WABC.
in addition to the NBC and CBS networks.
Also, television stations WCBS and WABD
carried programs, and, generally speaking,
both radio and television newscasts gave
excellent coverage of the assembly.
As to the extent of newspaper coverage
in the New York area, full pages of pictures, history and doctrine were carried
in the Brooklyn Eagle, July 19, the Plain~
field (New Jersey) Courier-News, July 21,
and in Harlem's Amsterdam News and
New York Age, July 25. Portions of the
centerfold (the center pages always de-'
voted to pictures) were given by the Mir5

ror, Jul):. 20 and 23. and the DallV News,
July 16. 19. 20. 26. 71.
Total space allotted the. convention
amounted to 0162 colwnn-inches in the
HeraI<I Tribune. 261 Inches in the Daily
News, 354 in the Journal-American~ 472
in the Mirror, 251 in the Times, 378 in the
Post, 320 in the World-Telegram and Sun,
and so 0:1, to the poir.t that, among twelve
of the area's largest papers, 4,000 col:Jmninches, or more than 330 feet DC material.
were published. Many smaller papers had
shorter items, and by the time the assembly was over, 6,890 colwnn-inches of convention news and pictures had been counted in 178 dift'erent daily and weekly papers
in the New York area.

3-coIumn picfure of a local doctor and his
family packing to leave.

World Scope
The gathering, though held in New
York, was not a one-nation affair, and
neither was the pub!icity confined to one
land. Out b the Philippines the Manila
Time..'ll announced: "21 to attend meet
of Jehovah's Witnesses." OvC'r in Britain
the South Yorkshire Times proclaimed:
"WombweU men to travel to mammoth
convention." In Lyon. France, Le Progres
said: "Seven residents of Lyon, Jehovah's
WItnesses, ... will shortly be leaving for
New York to attmd an international convention of Jehovah's Witnesses, at Yankee
Stadlurr.. ...
Bamedi-Soir in Paris said, under the
Multuin"ual and Nationwide
You did not have to read English to heading "Work for the Lord": "The greatknow of the assembly. It .wac; announced est religious demonstration ever to take
in tte Chinese J<Y..trMl and the Chinese Na- place in the United States has just begun
tional1Bt DaUJI, as well as in Spanish. Rus- R::1d is to be held for one week in New York
sian, Italian. Lithuanian, Greek, Hungar- where there are assen:bled 125,000 Jehoian. German, Polish and other-language vah's witnesses . . . . For their convention
papers in the New York area. The Finnish they l:av~ taken over a car park covering
New Yorkin Uut'iset called thic; "the sensa- nearly 100 acres. The kJtchens cover nearly
tional convention of Jehovah's witnesses," 17 acres and there are 40 gian: ovens.
and New York's Swiss paper, Amerika.- From among the converttioners, bu~chers,
nische Schweizer Zeitung, announced that electricians, carpenters, cooks, painters.
Swiss delegates were on the way. The mwic1ans, etc., all form a tean: of 20,000
Arable As-Bayeh said this would be "the workers who give their time 'to t.1-]e Lord••
largest and greatest religious assembly of work which normally would have represented a sum of $1,:40,000 in salary."
its kind up to this date."
Le Pt'Ovcncial in Marseilles said: "MarNot just,in New York had the publicity
spread, but throughout all the United seilles will be represented at this ~Teat reStates as "home-town" people prepared to ligious convention by a delegation of five
come. Newspapers of all descriptions, pub- persons." 1£ Pari.'IIien Libere of Paris and
lished in places of aU sizes. told local resi- ot.i]er papers hI Mulhouse, St. Etienne and
Grenoble told of the assembly. "It is sigdents of the assembly.
"57 from Casper Attend Witness Can. nificant," said La Uberte of Lagny-CheUes,
vention in N. Y. ... announced the Casper "1.'I-]at in this materialistic age people will
(Wyoming) Tribune-Herald. More tha."l spend much money for the privilege of as600 Jehovah's witnesses would -go from sembling together to worship JehovBh
Houston, Texas. to the assembly, explained God."
the Houston Post, which also carried a fine
Three papers in Stock.'101m. Dage:n.'1
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NyTwter,8toc1<holma """"""'"
bJadet, told their Swedish readers of the
convention. and the latter published a pic-.
ture or Jack Pramberg, a Watch Tower
missionary, being married to Karin NJ1s..
son in 't11c Yankee Stadium PI I oom d1.ll'lng the assembly..
Politiken, published in Denmark, reported, July 23: ''The above picture from
the openinf,{ or the congress dOf'S not in.
clude all the 12."i,o()() delegates as there
WM 'only' room tor 82,000..•. It is saiCl
to be tht! I(reatest congress in the history
of the world. On SUnday 150,000 people

will attend the public lecture. It is a question whether Hitler or MUAAOlini ever
managed to force SO many people to attend
their mtlSS mcetln~s."
Africa, too, heard or the assembly. The

resmted by a ~tIon of 23at ,thI, ~
national ConvfmtIon of Jenovah's Witn· Se!lj. Yankee stadium, New York City.
Twelve Qf these will go from Aruba," both
the liOtXIl and the Aruba Hid-Weekly report.OO to their readers. Other newspaper
reports [rom the Netherlands West Indies
were in Dutch, Papiamcnto, English and
Spanish. "The convention's' theme is to
show that people of all nations and races
can have complete unity when God's Word.
and Laws are the basis for what they do."
said the Amba Es'fO NeW8, July 3.
"We hope that thousands or people wl1l
bP bapt1zcd at this convention," said the
French L'E7IIbuscade of Cap-llaitlen, Halt!.
"26 Del@gates from Haiti attend Jehovah
WiblCSSCS rally," reported the Haiti 8utt.
whJch fl.ttther called. thia "thp. greatest rell~
gious as:sembly ever held In America."

Daily Mail of FreE-town, SiP:1TIl Leone, roportHl, June 25, that West Africans wouJd
attend. The EtJ~ivp;all Herald said: ''Thi$l StUI Mo,.e PubileUIJ
Even after the 8.o;!Iembly was over the
is the first time Ethinpia will be represent·
I'd in such an lntc'mntlonal RaUu~ring of publicity did not cease. Returning home,
Jehovah's Witnesses." The Oentral African many of Jehovah's witnesses reported on
Post told, June 26, that "Northern Rh0- the convention's results and accompllsh~
desia will be represented by a delegation ment..., and news edltors recognized both
of 16."
the assembly's Wlusualness and the newsIn Latin America, also, the publicity was \'.'Orthiness of such gatherings. One examgreat. Residents of Caracas, Venezuela, ple WM in the Bahamas where three Nas.read of 57 Venezuelan missionaries going sau papers, the Dnily Tribune, Guardkl"
to the convention of 125,000 witnesses of and He:raId, each took note of the return of
Jehovah in New York. El Heraldo of that the witnesses, and reported on the happen~
city published a pichtre of tbe as-'lffllbIy iogs at Yankee Stadium. Similar reporta:
were publlc;hed in newspapers throughout
a<; "La mayor COtt'Vcnci6n 1'eligjosa del
mundo" (Hthe biggest religious convention the United States and many other parts of
in the world"), while Panomma of Mara- the world.
caibo, Venezuela, QIlIlounced: "Los restiAdditionally, national magazines took
gOB de Jf:!hlJVa en el Yunqati 8tadium." The note of the assembly. London's Sphere
British Guiana Daily Chronicle and Daily carried a picture of the packed stadium.
Arg(lf!Y had articles and 3. plct\D'e of the Nf!'WBW€ek devoted four colunms to it;
local delegation. The Buenos Aires Herald Time, a rolumn In one issue, a paiagraph
in English and El La1Klri8ta in Spanish in the next. Others represented at the con~
showed 64 of the delegates leaving from vention includtil Fairchild Publications,
Buenos Aires fOT the assembly.
Our World and Color, Radio Free Europe,
"The Netherlands Antilles wll1 be rep- the Foreign Press AMociation, the Asso}i()VEMRR1l. R. 1M3

,

elated Press, United Press and the news·
reels: Parambunt News, Telenews, News of
the Day. Fox Movietone News and CBS
Television News.
Pittsburgh's Family Magazine, published
with the Sunday Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania) Press, was prompted to devote three
full pages, August 23, to the Society's first
president, and compared the convention in
1893 with the one that had just been held.
"The first convention brought out but a
handful. At the recent convention at Yankee Stadium there were about 165,000 in
attendance from 90 countries," it explained.
Indeed this gathering was a great spiritual feast and a marvelous testimony to the
unifying power of true Christianity and
the zeal of those who have it. With an attendance'larger than the entire population
of Nevada, more than half the size of Delaware, Wyoming or Luxembourg, its size
alone amazed many people who live in
places where the entire population is less
than was the assembly's attendance. Take,
for example, the report in the Sandhill
News of Mullen, Nebraska, that told of
Simon Senk, a local resident, writing back
reports on the tremendous crowds. Mullen
has a population of some 524 and is the
county seat of Hooker County, which has
a population of 1,061. Before even hearing
of the peak attendance of 165,829 at the
assembly, the paper commented on a report
that 82,861 had gotten into the stadium,
and said: "My! We hope Mr. Senk doesn't
extend an invitation to the Witnesses to
hold their next convention in Mullen."
But Mullen need not worry, for if Jehovah's witnesses did gather there, even in
such numbers, reports that came from the
vicinity' of the convention's Trailer City
in New Jersey indicate that Mullen could
just sit back and enjoy having the witnesses around. A columnist for the Weekly
CoIl of little Dunellen, New Jersey (popuS

lotion 6,291), explained, July 16: ''These
people cause no disturbance, build their
own city in the open fields with volunteer
labor, pay for what they need, conduct
themselves like ladies and gentlemen, keep
their promises, clean up before they leave
and are sincerely missed when the cars and
trailers with license plates from everywhere head homeward, which will be too
soon."
Came for Rejoicing and Thankfulne88

Jehovah's witnesses rejoice that such
publicity and friendly editorial comments
were given their assembly, but not because
they are seeking honor or credit, nor because their glory is in numbers. They are
few in anyone place, but they rejoice in
their scope, in being able to preach thrcyughout the world, as the Scriptures show the
true Christian organization would. Also,
they rejoice in the spiritual strength and
zeal that are evident when such multitudes
will put forth the tremendous effort necessary to attend such assemblies, while the
dying old world's religions have trouble
in getting a churchful out on Sunday
mornings,
Jehovah's witnesses are thankful for the
publicity that shows up these facts and
alerts others to the efficiency, unity and
harmony of the Christian New World society. Those who attended the assembly
recognized that this efficiency and organization are not a result of the work of men,
but come from the spirit of God, and they
hope the wide publicity will aid thousands
of others ,to likewise recognize this. They
will press on in Kingdom service, following
up the interest the assembly has aroused,
helping others to see that Jehovah's spirit
is really with the New World society, and
aiding those who wish to come to unity
with it to do so, sO that they too can receive
of the marvelous blessings that it is receiving.
AWAKE!
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By "Awakel" corre.pondent In Ethiopia

THIOPIA of Bible times
is not altogether the
Ethiopia of today. It is fairly
well established that the
Ethiopia of the classical
world lay to the north and to
the west of present-day Ethiopia. Few
ancient historians lmew of the high tableland to the southeast where the ancient
kingdom of Aksum stood, and which has
grown into the Ethiopia of today, sometimes caIIed Abyssinia. The ruins of the
kingdom of Aksum found in the northern
part of Ethiopia reveal a culture not related to the Egyptian, Greek or Roman, but
slightly influenced by the Sabean civiliza.
tion of southern Arabia. It was originally
built by Semitic colonists from across the
Red Sea. Later some Jewish element was
introduced, which has left a definite mark
upon some of the original pagan inhabit-

E

ants.
Traditionally, the Judaized people of
Ethiopia claim descent from the companions of Menelik I, reputedly the son of
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, and als(l
from those Jews who tied into Egypt at
the time of the Babylonian captivity. Interestingly, to this very day the descendants
of these Jewish converts can be found living in the northwestern provinces of
Ethiopia, carrying on their strange mixture of the worship enunciated in the Hebrew Scriptures and their pag~n practice
of worshiping "Sanbat," the goddess of the
Sabbath. They are said to be the only
"Jews" in the world still offering sacrifices at the altar.
NOVEMBER 8, 1953

In the fourth century after
Christ "Christianity" was introduced from Alexandria,
becoming the official religion
of the Aksumite kingdom af
northern Ethiopia. The history of how this land has remained a part of Christendom is an absorbing one. Because of the geographic
features of the land, the ancient civilizations of the Mediterranean world were unsuccessful in conquering this area: that
comprises modern Ethiopia. According to
geologists, volcanic eruptions sometime in
the distant past threw up a series of mountains to form a vast triangular plateau with
an average elevation of 6,500 feet, and completely hemmed in by rough mountains,
with precipitous valleys and gorges separating district from district and in some
areas village from village. Additionally,
scattered about over this plateau are steep
and bare mountain cones called ambas,
topped with fertile, well-watered plains excellent for cattle grazing and farming. Until
the advent of modern weapons of warfare
these ambas were invinCible, self-sustaining natural strongholds. Quite fittingly the

translator of the Amharic Bible has used
"amba" in place of "rock" at Isaiah 26:4
(Am. Stan. Ver.): "Jehovah, even Jehovah, is an everlasting rock [amba: Amharic Bible J."
Ethiopia, be(!ause of its mountainous
features. has often been likened to scenic
Switzerland. The principal difference is:
"In Switzerland, the heights are barren
peaks, the valleys fairly broad and fertile.
In Abyssinia. all this is reversed. The

9

l>elglotB are mootIy open pJatnux. the valleYS jungle-ChOKed gorges or canyons ot
depth. The popuIabon lives on the
plateaux, and the lines ilf communication
follow the high ground, the valleys being
formidable obstacles to traffic."-Handbook of Abyssinia, compiled by the British
gI eat

Foreign Office.

These geographic features have contributed to Ethiopia's role that changed the
whole course of African history, Ethiopia's
natural alliance with the Semites of Asia
was broken when the Mohammedan religion (Islam) threatened to spread over the
African continent. There was scarcely a
ttlbe, agricultural community or village
that did not embrace Islam. "Yet, Abyssinia. by its purely individualistic resistance, . . . has helped to change the course
of African history. Its highland fastnesses
have been a rock against which the waves
of expansion of the-Islamic civilization
fro;n the Arabian Peninsula and East African coast on the one hand, and from the
Nile valley on the other have dashed themselves in vain endeavor, so that Islam
could not establish that stable rule on the
east coast which would have led to interior
expansion and possibly the religious unification of Africa under Islam."-Islam in
Ethiopia, by J. Spencer Trimingham.
Modern Ethiopia
That is a brief historical view of
Ethiopia. Modern civilization, however, is
leaving its mark on Ethiopia, though parts
of the country are still compiratively inaccessible and inhabited by primitive
tribes, like the Danakils whose territory
has a long list of murders and massacres to
its charge. The country's one railroad, built
bp the French, runs from Djibouti, French
Somruiland, at the southern end of the Red
Sea, westward inland across the hot Somali
Desert, and wends its way up through
mountainous barren wastes to Addis Ababa's more than 8,OOO-foot elevation. Un10

til recent ;yeal'S this was the best way to
enter l!Ithiopit..
Now air travel bridges the country with
the rest of the world. Adie Suehsdorf in
Wings for the Lion commented on the internal effect of air travel: "Each EAL
(Ethiopian Air Lines) flight," he says,
"like a slender steel cab:le, links Ethiopia's
isolated, far distant points more strongly
to Addis and the Emperor. In minutes or
hours, the airline spans territory it would
take ground parties days or weeks to cover.
Markets are growing for products which
formerly withered for lack of transportation .... Ordinarily, a country's road network serves these functions. But Ethiopia
has only some 43,000 miles of road for an
area larger than California, Arizona and
Nevada combined. Three-quarters of this is
donkey trail, and of the 11,000 miles rated
as 'motorable', half is nearly impassable.
As a result of such conditions, many provinces, while nominally paying allegiance to
Addis, have operated in the past like sovereign states. EAL has helped to change
this. "-Saga, September 1952.
Ethiopia's weather, in the Parts of the
country exceeding· 6,000 feet in elevation,
is another commendable feature, leaving
little to be desired. Though Ethiopia lies
within the tropics, her days are warm and
pleasant and nights are cool and sometimes
almost chilly. From October to March
there is little or no rain, with the early
rain.s beginning in April gradually leading
into the heavy rains from June to September. Even then the sun will shine at least
a part of the day. Fruits and vegetables
are plentiful and cheap, while in some parts
of the land there are three crops a year.
Addis Ababa is the country's capital. It
lies on a plateau sloping southward, with,
mountains popping up all around like
islands out of the sea. There is a story behind the eucalyptus t~es, which cover the
whole of the city and contribute favorAWAKEI

to the beauty and year..round ereen.. akJna' the sbtcbi 01' slcIewIakII on their
ery of Addis Ababa, whleh name means &wJft.ctepping mulea wftb one or two serv"new flower." When this open plateau was ants running along behind is • sight attlI
chosen by fonner Emperor Menel1k IT back dlstInctIveJy EthIopian.
in 1883 for the site at his new capital, it
The people are for the most part friendly
ably

is told, he imported the eucalyptus from
Australia, hence the native name, for It.
bahir rot, the tree from across the sea.
Native huts under thE'Sf> treej; are found
in all parts of the city. But modem homes
and buildings having sprUng up irregUlarly,
as well as considerable remnants of a
dreamed~r Italian empire, add the Eur0.pean look. Automobile traffic is steadily
incrcaslni with all models In evidence,
from old-old to thtI latest in European and
American design. Stores and shops are
stocked with roods Imported from Europe,
England and America, and the theaters
regularly MOW American, Italian and Arable films.
So here all wrapped Into one city can be
found the enchanting easy-going life of
storybook Africa with its thatched huts,
bal""e!'oot natives herding their flocks
or qriving their heavily laden donkeys
through the streets, and the nocturnal
whoopin!<; of tile hyenas, as well as all the
things necessary for comfortable Western
living.

and very poDte. Even school children gJeet
their friends on the street by shaking hands
and exchlli1ging the customary salutations
with courtesy. Their religion, basically the
same as the Coptic "Christianity" of Egypt
with a number of pagan customs and JewIsh elements added, is taken very seriously
and considered to be a leading part of
their livcs. Devout Ethiopians observe both
Saturday and Sunday. They have frequent
feasts dedicated to varloU!I lIaint.q, abstain
from meats and animal products on
W~esdKYl> and FridaylO, distinguish between clean and undean meats, and baptlze their chUdren, the males on the fortIeth day, the females on the eightieth, according to the Mosaic regulations on presentation at the temple. Almost without exception members of the Ethiopian Church
accept the Bible as God's Word, thOUih
they have a goodly number of apocryphal
books that they reverence as equal to the
Bible. Among these is the book ot Enoch,
which bas been preserved for the world
only through the Ge'ez langUage, the
"Latin" of the Ethiopian church.
Styles and Religion
Here in thi.'1land a number of Jehovab's
Ethiopian women wear attractive white witnesses 85 mIsslonarles have made their,
dresses fringed with a border of colorful home and have found real happiness among
embroidery, a white shawl called a sham- their newly found brothers. These broth·
ma, with a band matching the dress, ers., as most Ethiopians, have a keen dedraped over both shoulders. and their hair sire for education and progress, being
piled neatly high on their heads and cov- intelligent and quick to learn and Imitate.
ered with a bright-colored kerchief. Many When they begin to Jearn about Jehovah'S
carry umbrellas to protect themselves from kingdom and the new world of righteousthe tropical SWl. The traditional men's ness, they show such eagerness that they
wear consists of white or khaki jodhpurs are willing to engage in Bible ltudy every
and a matching coat with the white 8hiJm.. day. And themselves having once learned,
ma thrown over the shoulders and topped they arc anxious to relay to others their
by a pith sun helmet. To sec some of the newly learned truths. In this way the name
older aristocratic gentry so dressed riding ot Jehovah is being proclaimed.
NOVEM,BI4R 8, 196a
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ND still IIODlI! and other strands twlStIng In the opposite
say. "It all just direction, thereby preventing unraveling."
happened. I I The Now comes word that the spirals are
body takes beans twisted to make cables of hair, horn/fingerand me;at, eggs and nails, muscle fiber, feathers and skin.
,
cheese into its
Gladwin Hill, in his article "Fingernails
"chemical labora_ Decla~ Composed of Tissues Twisted into
tory," and in a Ropes," stated: "The scientists decla.rm
qui~t. unobserved, that . . . hair. muscles and fingernails
•
•a central mOlecule with six other
miraculous manner showed
turns these protein- molecules twisted around it to form a sevencontaining foods strand 'cable'. When such 'cables' were
into. strands of grouped to fonn tissues the spaces behair, wool, even feathers or fingernails, and tween the cables were filled by twisted
into muscle fiber or skin. How does.it de it? single-strand molecules.... Feathers, the
For more than fifteen years naw, Pro- scientists reported, were apparently comfesso~ Linus Pauling and Robert B. Corey.
posed of seven-strand 'cables' with the
associates of the California Institute of spaces between them filled by three-strand
Technology, have been specializing iQ this 'cables' twisted in the opposite direction.
:fleld of science. Their work bas been spon- The scientists were able to differentiate
sored by the Office of Naval Research, three kinds of molecules-the centerRockefeller Foundation, and the United strand type, the type that wraps around
States Public Health Service. Theirs is no. the center strand, and the space-filling
small or easy task. Science News Letter type.
three types were designated
for September 15, 1951, stated that "the keratin, keratin A, and keratin C." Keratin
conquest of disease and even the funda- is the substance of hair, wool, fingernails
menW puzz]e of life Usel! is wrapped up in and other skin modiflcatlons.-New York
the structure of proteins and other poly- Times~ January 20, 1953.
peptides. That is why discovering their
So far scien~ has hardly scratched tlle
fonn is important." However, the job is surface in its studies on the molecular
doubly difficult in that the protein mol- structure of proteins that go to fonn these
ecule is about the most complex known to specialized tissues. Dr. Kaempffert says
chemistry. Nevertheless, there have been 'there are multimillions of conceivable proreports of some success.
teins. all combinations of the twenty-four
In 1951, Professors Pauling and Corey amino acids.·It may be that not all protein
stated that the individual molecules in molecules are seven-strand cables~ But it
many proteins consist of a series of atoms does look as if it ought to be possible to
of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and
make real silk, fur, feathers in some facsometimes other elements coiled into spitory of the future."
rals or helices. Since then they have disNo doubt, some future day mankind will
covered that these spiral molecules in turn
wind aroUlld one another to fonn the char- fully comprehend the mOlecular structure
acteristic protein. The winding, according (building blocks) of man and understand
to these chemists, "is done in the same its miraculous function. Whether this
way a ropemaker works, with the basic knowledge will be fathomed by presentfibrous strands twisting in one direction day scientists remains to be seen.
,
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HIS ODe truth, spoken by the prophet of peaCe and prosperity to come through
Jeremiah ages ago, becomes more pro- the efforts or will of man, but through the
nounced with each passing government, spirit and by the power of God. Jehovah
namely, "tbattheway of man is not in him- God was to be the Architect and Builder
self', it is not in man that walketh
. to direct of this global government and his Son
his steps." From the reign of Nimrod to Christ Jesus was to be its King.-Isaiah
that of Nebuchadnezzar, from the exploits 2:4; Daniel 2:44; Zechariah 4:6.
of the Caesars to the religions of ConBut impatient, ambitious and, for the
stantine and Charlemagne, from the glo- most part, selfish and wicked men thought
ries of the Augustuses to the riches of differently. Why should they wait on God?
India's maharajas, from the conquests of Could they not become the architects of
Nero and Napoleon down to the death of this new and better world? Who was there
Hitler and Stalin, this truth continues to as- to stop them? In fact, they would build in
sert itself that "it is not in man that walk- the name of God and have their offspring
eth to direct his steps." In the ashes of each shower them with praise and honor and
passing hope one sees another truth more blessings. These aspirations saturated their
firmly established: 'Except Jehovah build thinking and caused them to plunge ahead
the house, they labor in vain that build it: in an effort to build without the Builder,
except Jehovah keep the city, the watch- Jehovah God. The question remained,
man stays awake in vain.' (Jeremiah 10:23; Would God set aside his Word to satisfy
Psalm 127:1, Am. Stan. Ver.) As "world .the whims and usurpations of puny men?
builders" men are certainly miserable fail~ and would he yield his rightful position as
ures, simply because they choose either to Universal Sovereign? In answer to such
deny or to ignore these fundamental truths, question Jehovah gives this assurance to
Consider for a moment this important fact, mankind: "My counsel shall stand, and I
Modern civilization inherited the concept will do all my pleasure." "So shall my word
of a righteous world government of peace be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it
and security, not from godless politicians, shall not return unto me void, but it shall
but from the writings of Israel's prophets, accomplish that which I please, and it shall
men who wrote under the inspiration of prosper in the thing whereto I sent it."
Almighty God, whose name alone is J eho~ "The word of our God shall stand for ever."
yah, The inspired documents of those right~ -Isaiah 46:10; 55:11; 40:8.
These declarations by God did not doom
eous men kindled in mankind a burning de~
sire for the time when "nation shall not man's chances of obtaining and living un~
lift up sword against nation, neither shall del' a righteous world government. They
they learn war any mot-e." The prophets merely assured mankind that God. himself
of God, however, did not anticipate this age would build for them a new world wherein

T
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l'IgbteousnellS wouIddwall. Such divine ...
suranees were not only a written guarantee of God's success, but also a forecast of
man's failure. And certainly the wisdom of

Jehovah is manifest as we revtew history
wherein man's frustrated attempts as a
buDder of world government are unveiled.
History of Development

The present conception of world government started in the Macedonian days and
gradually developed through the Middle
Ages. Pierre du Bois, in 1204, advocated a
plan to unite the world under ODe roof; this
was six centuries before TelUlyson wrote
in his memorable Locksley Hall of a "parliament of man, the federation of the
world." Through the passing years there
have been philosophers, thinkers, stateseducators, clergymen and even warriors who toyed with the idea. France's
Henry IV, Hugo Cratius, Tsar Alexander I

men,

Leogtle of Nations. ThIs creatlOT_ had the
backing ot some fifty nations. it was
blessed by clergy and politician alike, as
being 'manKind's only hope/ 'the only
.light/ 'the kingdom of God on earth.' But
hardly before the conference room cleared
of smoke, discontentment could be heard
among member nations. Certain powers
voiced their unwillingness to accept binding commitments to aid victims of attack
in distant parts of the world where they
had little or nothing at stake. In an effort
to please everybody the League was overhauled. In the end it pleased nobody.
As an alternative to the weakened
League, various experimental security
plans were developed at Geneva, schemes
that were promptly vetoed by the powers
concerned. Losing confidence in the League
as an instrument to maintain peace and
security, various groups of nations gradually banded together and undertook among
themselves to build up regional machinery
for mutual assistance in case an aggressor
violated the peace of their respective areas.
As a result there was what was known as
the little Entente, also the Lacarno system,
the Balkan Entente, and the Baltic bloc,
etc. -But neither the League, which was
hailed by the people of many lands as 'the
first installment of the kingdom of heaven
upon earth,' nor the mutual assistance and
protection pacts that followed prevented
another and bigger war. The rest is simply
history.

of Russia, the Abbe Saint-Pierre, William
Penn and Wendell Willkie have all preached
"one world." In 1898 the young Czar
Nicholas II of Russia invited the other
great powers to a conference of states
"seeking to make the great idea of universal peace triwnph over the elements of
trouble and discord." This is precisely what.
men are still seeking. No permanent struc~ have been passed down to posterity
as a result of their building.
A more concerted effort at world building was the Hague Conferences, yet they
did not develop a world commonwealth
overriding national sovereignties. As re- United Nations or World Federation?
Out of the rubble of World War II arose
cent as those conferences were, yet they
regarded abolition of war a fantasy of the the framework of the United Nations, with
imagination. The smaller nations of the the same objectives as the League of Naworld were treated like stepchildren with tions, and practically the same machinery.
the measles, for they were completely shut Once again, clergy, statesmen and poliout from those international deliberations. ticians plastered its anatomy with sugarcoated superlatives, such as 'the world's
The rest is history.
By the end of the first world war men only hope,' 'the te"mple of peace,' 'hwnanwere hard at work with a "new idea," the ity's last chance for survival,' 'the only way
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of salvation,' 'the instnunent of peace,' and
'the best hope for peace.' But alas! Instead
of this glorified monstrosity's being a sav~
ior of peace and secqrlty for the world it
is now in dire need of a savior for itself.
Charges and countercharges are being
leveled against it. The East charges that
the U. N. is nothing but "a creature of the
West-a new cloak for old devices." The
West retorts that it is a Communist haven,
a sounding board for Red propaganqa. Iso~
Iationists decry it to be "international so-.
cialism." Impartial observers consider it to
be nothing but a deflated world forum,
Cord Meyer, Jr., national president of
United World Federalists, Inc., stated: "In
the field of security the U. N. is fatally
weak"; that "the events of the last three
years and the size of the present competi.
tive national armament. budgets are a
measure of its weakness and its failure to
protect its members and provide genuine
international security."
Cries are heard to scrap the U. N., aban.
don it, or at least transform it into a world
federal government with definite legisla.
tive, executive and judicial powers to enforce world peace. Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles, in War or Peace~ discloses
that the world in general is inclined in this
direction. "Today," he says, "the leaders of
Europe repeat the same refrain. Attlee
says--or until recently said-'Europe must
federate or perish'. Churchill leads a move~
ment for European unity. President Auriol'
of France said: 'Europe must unite herself
if she wishes to recover and live' ... De
Gasperi of Italy, Spaak of Belgium, and
Adenauer of Germany say the same. All
words make a chorus with scarcely a discordant note."
Certain reHgious organizations are found
deserting the U. N. before it totally collapses, and hence they now laud various
types of federated world governments. Pope
Pius XII on April 6, 1951, declared to the
NOVEMBER 8, 1953

federalists: "Your moVement dedicates it~
self to realizing an effective political organization of the world. Nothing is more in
conformity with the traditional doctrine
of the Church." Minister Donald Harring~
ton of the Community ChUrch of New York
said that the only real question before the
world today "is not whether we will have
world government but whether we will
have it before Western civilization is de-stroyed." (New York Times) April 28,
1952) "Rev." R. A. McGowan, director, NB.~
tional Catholic Welfare Conference, says
"the idea of a close American federation
is' one that has been advocated by com~
mittees of the Catholic Association for International Peace." "Rev." A. H. Baldinger,
ex-moderator of the Unitea: Presbyterian
Church of North America, declares: "By
all means let this triple federation movement be thoroughly explored. It becomes
increasingly apparent that the UNO as at
present organized is almost hopelessly
crippled. Some new approach to 'One
World' will have to be found." While some
bless, others curse the idea of the federalist.

World Government, When?
Fortunate it is for mankind, however,
that Jehovah God has not left the building
of his new world to man. (Isaiah 65: 17;
2 Peter 3:13) Had he done so, it would
never be realized. But it is made sure by
his promise, and those who wait upon him
will not be left to disappointment. In an
editorial appearing in The Daily Oklahoman~ September 21, 1951, E. K. Gaylord
makes some interesting observations regarding this new world. He writes:
"The world of the prophet's imagination
is in no sense the world we know today.
It will not be a world of different nations
and races and religions. It will be a world
filled everywhere with the kingdom of the
Christ ... In that kingdom of the proph·
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et'. vlslOIl the child SIlOUId be 100 years

"SUCh a conditio!: """ never be brought

010. The age of men Should be the age Of

about by any earthly government. The advent of such a condition would probably
mean the end of all earthly governments.
Manifestly the one world government hinted at remotely and vaguely cannot be the
United Nations, the Wliversal government
foreseen by Isaiah•... No. The world citizens foreseen by Isaiah would not be citizens of any man-created kingdom. They
would be citizens of that spiritual kingdom
brought into the world by the meek and
lowly Nazarene."
Would-be world builders would be wise
if they gave heed to the counsel of King
David, who wrote: "Now therefore be wise,
o ye kings: be instructed, ye judges of the
earth. Serve Jehovah with fear, and rejoice
with trembling. Kiss the son [Christ JeSUS], lest he be angry, and ye perish in the
way, for his wrath will soon be kindled [at
Armageddon). Blessed are 'all they that
take refuge in him."-Psalm 2:10-12, Am.
Stan. Ver.

the trees such as the olive trees of Palestine, some -of which are thought to be at
least 1,000 years old. Certainly it is not
within the power of any earthly kingdom
(even of one that is worldwide in its scope)
to produce a race composed of l00~year-old
children and men who live out a full millennium. In that kingdom of new heavens
and a new earth there shall be no weeping,
nor shall the voice of crying ever be heard.
For in that perfect world there shall be no
cause for weeping. There will be nothing to
cry about. A life of .nearly epdless duration
will be guaranteed. The builder of the
house ~ll be its sole inhabitant. The keeper of the vineyard alone shall enjoy its
fruit. No invading army shall come to dispossess any people or canswne the fruits

of any people's toil. That will be the state
of the world when the world has been filled
with the knowledge of the Lord 'as the waters cover the sea.'

CI. It seems difficult to believe that there could be that much carelessness. Yet In
1952 nearly 6,000 persons in the United States were killed or injured at railroad
crossings. Most of them were private motorists. But by observing a few Simple
rules almost all of the accidents could have been prevented. But maybe it was dark
and there were no signs. No! Over 50 per cent of the accidents happened in dayUght,
and more than 35 per cent at crossings protected by gates or watchmen, bells or
nasbing lights. What, then, caused all these accidents?
tJ. Pure recklessness kills at least a hundred motorists a year and injures many
more. Teen·agers contribute more than their share to recklessness. A factor that
affects all ages Is familiarity. Persons crossing the same tracks daily ofteil do
not bother to look. Persons often drive across a track when there is not space
enough on the other side--jlnd part of the car remains on the track. Few realize
that a major cause of accidents is' stopping too close to the tracks. How easy for
a car to bump another, the impact sending the first car that was too near the track
into the pathway ot the fast-flying train! So great is this danger that one experienced engineer declared: "State laws, where they have them, say to stCiP 20 feet
or more 'from the tracks. When I drive, I make It 5O---and I'll never cross If a train
is in sight, no matter how much the drivers behind pound their horns."
tJ. After a train has passed, never start to cross immediately: there may be an·
other train coming on a second or a third track. The safe thing to do is to treat
a railroad crossing sign the same way as one does stop signs and traffic lights.
Never gamble with the lurking death: cross crossings t'autlously!
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THE AMAZON VALLY SUCCUMBS

NCE a year, in the rainy season, the
Amazon River, normally a peaceful
"giant," rises like a turbulent demon to
scourge those who live on its fertile banks.
This year the waters rose above the level
of the 1922 flood, the worst on record up
to that time, reaching as high as 100 feet.
It is estimated that, besides a great loss of
livestock, seventy per cent of the crops,
principally jute, are a total failure. The
farmers constructed marombasJ platfonns
on stilts, to enable the livestock to escape
from the water. Those who live on the
banks of the rio-mar (ocean-river) are
obliged to fight for their lives, not only
against the avalanche of waters, hut also
against boa constrictors and crocodiles
that have been preying upon innumerable
victims, both human and animal.
The following letter was written by one
of Jehovah's witnesses in Manaus, which
gives an interesting close-up of the anguish
caused by this great calamity.
"At hand your precious letter of the
twenty-second of this month [May]. The
situation of Jehovah's witnesses here in
the face of the overflow of the rio-mar is
as follows:
"Those who are .directly affected by the
calamity are witnesses who live in the interior. There they plant jute, manioc, corn
and other things. The jute was submerged
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in water, thus causing a loss of thousands
of cruzeiros. One witness lost about Cr.$15,000.00 [over $800 in American currency],
which for an "Amazon farmer represents a
large amount of money. All who live there
suffered considerable loss, the worst of all
being the situation of a witness, Manoel
Medeiros, who, besides being loaded down
with material losses, has his whole family
sick with fever and, even under these circumstances, was forced by the waters to
abandon his home and move to higher
ground. He applied to the Health Department for medicine, but all to no avaU.
"In Parana de Ena one witness constructed a maromba, but the water rose so
high that he was obliged to transfer his
livestock to dry land, as the maromba was
covered with water. For some time the
Kingdom Hall there has not been used beCause the floor was covered with a sheet of
water. Almost all the homes art! already
abandoned and there are no more congregational meetings because the occupants
have abandoned their submerged homes in
search of higher land.
"We should greatly appreciate it if you
would supply, if possible, remedies against
typhoid fever, smallpox and malaria, and
would send them to us by airmail, so that
we could send them to the interior before
the pestilence strikes. Government relief is
most deficient because the appropriation of
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money Is stili being
the capital victims, k!Dlng both mother and babe. In
of the Republic, and sickness aoes 1lO! walt Parana. de .Ena, while a river dweller went
on that. We trust that you will make every to thP clty in search of rellef, his son was
etl'ort to send us medicines as soon as pos~ attacked by a boa constrictor that would
sible and we shall a.rrange for brothers to have devoured him if it had not been for
travel into the interior to take and apply the intervention of a n.ear neighbor.
them. If the crisis becomes so acute that
"In the suburbs of Manaus the houses
we need other resources beskles medicine, built on the lowlands are under water. Diswe shall inform you immediately. How· tricts like Santa Luzia have had their
ever, we hope that Jehovah God will favor omnibus lines cut off, and already the
us so that we will not need this.·
populous district of Educandos is threat"There is much to be said about the ms.. ened. On the water front of the city streetteriallosses of which our fellow witnesses car lines are interrupted and woOden
have been victims. They are so great. How.. bridges are put up for the pedestrians to
ever, let us pass to· a general view of what pass over. The sewers have begun to over. is to be seen in the Amazon valley, victim flow into the city, and this is a determining
factor in the spread of the epidemics of
of the flood.
"The big river began to rise at a velocity typhoid fever, malaria, etc,
never before seen. It was not long before
the first jute plantations were under wa.. Effecta on the Economy
"Not only the agriculturists but also the
ter. The cab6clos [natives] got busy cut..
ting the fibers and submerging them in the cattlemen have been hard hit, as the mawater. The liquid mass rose, covering all rombas that they constructed to save their
the lowlands and carrying along on its cattle were completely submerged. Those
bosom even the bundles of cut jute, leaving who had land that was high tram;ported
those wlw were dependent on it for their their livestock there, but those who did not
have any, ,the majority, were obliged to sell
maintenance with empty hands.
"Now the gigantic river is surrounding their herds so as not to see them drown
the houses, covering the ground floors and or be devoured by reptiles from the jungle;
bringing in on its· crest snakes, crocodiles, as a result of this they Will have nothing
puraques .[a species of electric eel] and with which to start again when the waters
many, many other creatures of the jungle subside. All this indicates the approach of
swamps that make constant visits to the a great crisis.
"In the city, due to the exodus of the
henhouses and devour cattle, hogs and
even persons. A certain householder who dwellers in the river bottoms, the population has greatly increased, causing promismade the rounds of his henhouse one night
cuous groupings, the streets full of beggars
succeeded in killing six of the thirty snakes (men, women and children), shortage of
that came after his chickens. Another left all kind.s of foodstuffs. As a result, the
his wife in labor to go and call the midwife. price of everything is going up, doubling
On l.tis return, he found in' the bed a mon~ and trebling.
ster snake \hat had already. strangled its
"The local newspapers have carried on a
vigorous propaganda campaign in behalf
• In response to thIs appeal foc help, the Watch
Tower SOeIety sent out a letter to ... n congregations ot of the dwellers in the river bottoms and
Jehovah', witnesses In Brazil. stating the situation. Thto
have secured some donations, which are
re6ponse was gratifying. MoI'i! than enough money was
received for tpe purcha$e of necessary me(tielnes, which
handed over to the authorities to distribwere promptly dIspatched.
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"'Here in the city die tspaJr of the pe0Even the joumaHst Ramayne de
ChevaHer bas also contributed hls bit. The ple is beginning to be manifested. In IN
Communists did not- let the opportunity form of mobs, mdt as when, in the Rio
slip, and organized a 'Peoples' CmnnJ,is.. Bn:moo palace. at the time ot the dlstribu·
sian.' The outcome is not known.
tion of orders for obtaining ooards, a crowd
"ThE' appropriations for relief of the of women, seeing the injustice practiced.
flood sufferers are being discussed in the began to cast insults at the authorities.,
capital of the Republic. In the meantime, even to the point of attacking them physi.
the U1Jiiin BraRilcira dIJ A88i8tCttclti has ('Ally, forcing them to take refuge in the
given some help, distributing food, wood cabinet until reinforcements arrived.
and medicine, in the city as well 'as in the
interior. The Fomooto Agricola has reno SicknellS
"It Is a well·known Cact that in the
dered its services too, moving the cattle
from the river bottoms to dry land, tran.'I- Amazon valley, when the waters of the
porting: the inhabitants and distrIbuting river go down, thcre is always slcknels
Ulem to variow;: pointlil in the city, includ· more or less serious. This year, as a result
ing f'ven the military barrack.! and the of the great Hood, a Sf'vert' epidemic can
be foreseen, thc greatest menace hebi.g
penitentiaries!
"The popular opinion of the e:ovcmment typhoid fever. An upsurge of malaria and
falls as its public acts and those of Its sub- smallpox can also be counted on.
"Thh; is th~ very point of the flood that
ordinates become more and more demoral·
ized. One can see at a glance that fnlsc re- is the most tragic. Notices from the Lower
ligion Is workIng hand in hand with it,. Amazon, where the waters are beginning
supporting and praising its acts and taking to !!uhl:lide, say that already there are on
an active part in its immorality. DurtnJ!: record eases of typhoid. In Manaus, too,
the period of the 1950 flood, wntributions some ca8\!S have been reported. The l)e..
came in for the natives, including ('lothing. partment of Public Hcalth haS alreadY ad·
The bishop helped himself to what he vised the populace to be vaednated, to put
pleased and the 'cheap' clothing (panb and iodine in the drinking water and to wash
dressing gowns for men) he put in t.he all vegetables in boiling water.
"Now the only thing that remains for
basement of his residence to rot. This was
seen by the daughter of a Catholic woman the man of the Amazon to do Is to wait
who works at the church.
for the waters to go down so that he can
"This year we see the same shameless- build anew his straw hut and recommenceness on the part of those in places of :re- his bitter and miserable fight for existence.
sponsibility. The launches that were to dis"NOTE: I began to prepare this report at
tribute the reli~f, inst~ad of going directly the end of May, but became very ill with
to the homes of the flood sufferers, in many malaria that left me very weak, but I
cases went to the homes of the 'principal thank God that I am well again."
voten;' who, although not the most serio
More terrible than the recent drought
ously affected, are the first to be benefited. of northeast Brazil, this' Amazon flood sad~·
The river dwellers, in a gesture of displeas- dens the hearts of all. However, such
ure, went to the ncwspapers and told them calamities are part o·C the sign of the end
the facts, clamoring for measures that of thls old system of things and, the near·
ness of the incoming reign of the kingdom
were not taken.
NOVEMBER 8, 1968
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of God, where the will of God will be .lone
on earth as it is done in heaven. Of the
multitudes that are forced to fight against

the forces of nature for their very lives

and for those of their loved ones there are
many persons of good will toward God who

are being comforted and who are also com~
forting their neighbors with the good news

of God's kingdom in which "they shall not
hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain,
saltb Jehovah."-Isaiah 65:25, Am. Stan.
Ver.

strvggle of the
ONEYBEES have been domesticated since
earliest times. Beekeeping was practiced
by the ancient Egyptians and Greeks, But the
honeybees then never had to contend with the
potent poisons that modern science has pro·
duced. In his battle against insects, man has
brought about the "struggle of the bees." That
is what Dr. Elmer E. Leppick, Augustana
College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, calls the
struggle that came to his attention as he was
observing the eJYects of contact insecticides.
He found some of these poisons paralyzed a
bee so that it died before it could get back to
the hive. Others died in a matter, of hours,
some Within a few days.
When a bee comes in contact with many of
the present brand·name insecticides such as
powdered E-605 (Parathion), it lives long
enough to fly back to the hive; the unsuspect·
ing sentries allowing the poisoned bee to en·
ter. Then the -poison takes effect and the strug·
gle of the bees begins. Healthy bees attack
the sick bee. This creates more sick bees as the
flrst sick one infects healthy ones. The sick
ones are flnally driven out of the hive or are
killed within.
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In the struggle such bedlam often breaks
out that the entrance to the hive is barred.
The bees battle mercilessly. Even a qu~en bee
is sometimes killed. The struggle may be de·

scribed as a type of chain reaction, the sick
bees infecting healthy bees, with the end of
the chain bringIng death to countless bees.
To prove that bees can actually contaml·
nate one another, lIr. Lepplck marked ten bees
that had come in contact with flowers dusted
with E·605. The ten bees returned to their
hives, poisoned 1,(M)() of their fellow bees, and,
in the end, a whole colony was destroyed.
The havoc caused by certain weed·k1lling
and Insecticide poisons, then, has become of
grave concern to beekeepers. When one 33acre fleld was treated with a paralyzing poi·
son, 6,(M)(),OOO bees, belonging to twelve European beekeepers, were killed. How can man
retain the valuable nerve-poisoning insecti·
cides and at the same time prevent civil war
among the bees? One solution in sight seems
to be a careful and rational use of the poisons
so that peace will once again reign in the
bee realm.

Champion Caught Cheating
A champIon homing pigeon in Australia was dIscovered to have won races by
hItchhiking on an express train. Yes, the champion was caught cheating, but any·
way the bird -caught the right train!

lAnding T roubk
Jasper is the amazing parrot of Brlxton, England, that can imItate sea gulls
to perfection. One day he tried to land in the harbor like one-and had to be
rescued by his owner.
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FARMING
___in. theL

ESS than twt>nty
years BitO farm-

log WB.i looked down upon as an unrewarding, thankles.~, hack:-brcoJdng job. Fanners
were considered simple folk, hard workers
with nothing to show for it. However, with
the introdudion of farm machinery and
rural electrification, farming has boomed
Into Wg business-thl' farmer becoming
one of the nation's businessmen. The success of hls businel:iS has been the prosperity
oC ruttlons.
His job of producing tood is no longE'l"
~cd by the amount of hard physical
labor he does, but by what he accomplisheo
with his time. Doing things the hard way
is out of IItyle On modern farms. Literally
hundreds of JOM over which he used to
sweat and strain nre now being done with
the flIp of II. switch, or a press on 8 button,
or a twist of a gadget. Electricity Is help..
ing with such things as grinding grain.
turning sepal'a.tors, pumping wat.er, lifting
and chopping fodder. milking cows. sweep..
ing out manure, and scores of other chores.
The ultraviolet, wtrasonic, infr9red rays,
radiant energy and electric eyes are serv-

ing the farmer to some extent now, and.
perhaps, someday will be
useful a.s the plow.

ruI

f!OlIlIJlO11 and

For example, "Idaho researchers have
now worked out a way to control the
cheese mold with ultraviolet lwnps. Infrared lamps are helping to keep litters dry
in ca1f pens, and to prevent water from
freezing in stock tanks. Californians are
using Infrared energy to dry rice. They
are sizing lemons with electronically Opel'NOVEMBER 8, 195.1

dted gates, and heat_treating honey with
hlgh-frequenl"f radio waves. Washington
fanners are using electric eyes to count
and separalt' flower bulbs in unIts of 100
up to 1,000. Agnculturol sclentis:ts at Purdue University. in Indiana, are dolna research on fighting the European corn
borer, one of the former's worst eneml~
with mercury vapor lamps that lure the
moths oC the bo~r into clcctric trapll.
Some of these more advanced uses of cIeetr\clty arc still in the research !ltaie, but
any fanner who isn't already liking elec.
trlcity in a dozen Or more ways to save hhJ
back, his time w)(1 his money will 900D
find himself as outmoded a.<r. the horse and.
buggy."-GoIlIer'R, September 1, 1951.

TM Mechunkal Horse Gives a Hand
Few, if any, modern machines have contributed marc to the Carmer than the tra.ctor. It has helped him save more than twQ
billion man-hours a year. It has shortened
his workday, saved his back and lightened
his work. The Iowa State Experiment Station distovered that wIth a two-plow tractor a farmer grew and harvested 100 acres
of corn with 51 days of field work, to COn1-.
pare with 141 daY$ with horses. Over 90
per cent of all small grains were harVested
with tractor power during 1950, and more
than til per cent of such work as plowing,
listing, bedding, disking, harrowing and
drilling was done with tractors.
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The "9tee) hbrBe" is used for almost
..ery pwpose: to dig postholes, Sl'OOP dirt,
saw wood, build earth dams, load and unloa4 manure; to transport com, water and
other heavy Items. Where once it took two
lllen and four to eight oxen to plow a half
acre a day, today one man rides a two-plow
tractor and plows from ten to twelve acres
of land more uniformly, with little physical
e:tl'ort and in much less time. Recently,
power machines have -been developed that
crumble and pulverize the soil in a single
operation. If this machine proves practical
it will plow, disk and harrow the land all
in one operation.
The tractor has all but eliminated the
back-breaking job of hoeiQg and thinning,
which has always been a sore spot to the
farmer. Tractor-mounted cultivators can
cover ten acres a day. easily destroying
the weeds and loosening up the dirt at the
same time. Another tedious job was that
of sowing, which had to be done by hand
before the drill was invented. One man
could sow at best about eleven acres a day.
Today, this same man with a twelve-foot
drill can sow fifty to sixty acres more accurately, disking and fertilizing the earth in
the same process. Some faimers in the
West use airplanes to sow their oats and
grass seed, spread fertilizer, inspect crops
and fences, spray their orchards and field
crops, count their cattle, scatter salt to
livestock and check soil erosion. Planes
and helic:opters are proving so practical
that they are almost -standard equipment
on big western farms.
Harvest season is farmer's payday.
About a century ago harvesting was done
about the same way as in Bible times. A
man threshed with his flail a whole day to
get seven to eight bushels of wheat. Now
in one simple operation the farmer rides
along with his combine that cuts, threshes,
weighs, sacks and puts the grain on the
wagon. Along this same line, corn picking
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-one eat at & time-was not only one of
the hardest and most grueling jobs on the
farm, but one of the most costly from the
standpoint of labor. Hand husking was
generally figured at about' 5.5 man-hours
per acre. Today. the "magic-hands" of a
four-row picker husk more corn in twenty
minutes than a man can pick in an entire
day. Some machines are equipped to husk,
shell and shred corn right- out in the field.
In 1932 American farmers harvested nearly three billion bushels of corn. Fourteen
years later production had increased by 300
million bushels, and the tremendous crop
required twenty-three million fewer acres
of land. This some attribute to the new
hybrid plants.
This same sort of breeding (hybrid) test
has led to the creation of new flowers for
the garden, better alfalfa for the cattle, a
richer crop of grain with special ability
to resist diseases. Hybrid hogs are known
to produce more bacon, hybrid cows give
butter-rich milk and hybrid chickens have
more breast meat and lay more eggs. The
poultry and egg industry is bringing the
farmer more than $3 billion a year; the
steak, chop and roast business, another
$10 billion a year.

Cow Harm and Henhouses
The poultry industry has modernized the
henhouse. It is spotlessly clean, equipped
with chain conveyers, flowing water,
thermostat-controlled heat, fans to ventilate and keep the coops dry, electric eyes
to sort the eggs and conduct them into the
proper trays, automatic candlers, coolers
and weighers. The hen becomes a laying
machine and everything is done to increase
her production, even. to supplying her with
music that suits her fancy for her laying
pleasure.
The cow barn has undergone perhaps an
even greater revolution. Bossie too listens
to music while she chews her cud and gives
A WAKE!

milk to the rhythm of a mllklng machine. much as the product itself. "In the field of
Modem barns are clean and are equipped
with individual drinking fOWltains for each
cow, fiuorescent lighting, air·conditioning
and good ventilation. At the push of a but·
ton an autoIJlatic barn cleaner scrapes the
gutters behind the cows, hauling the manure outside to the spreader. Another hutton pushed and a machine grinds the feed
and another tosses down the silage. The
modern barn is equipped with electric hay
loaders and unlqaders, 'driers, sterilizers,
cow trainers, debeakers and dehorners.
Cow dentistry is practiced on some farms,
and even bone fractures are being treated
with some satisfaction. A horse whose leg
was fractured in the early winter was back
on the track the following year and won
several races.

pharmaceuticals. glandular products -are
high in importance. Insulin comes from
the pancreas glands of animals to treat
diabetes; liver extract helps anemia sufferers; thyroid is beneficial in cretinism.
Fr9m the pituitary glands of hogs comes
adrenocorticotrophic hormone, known as
ACTH, to treat rheumatoid arthritis, rheu·
matic fever, gout, and asthma. Epinephrine
(suprarenalin), first hormone to be isolated in pure form, comes from the inneor portion of the adrenal glands just above the
kIdneys. It has proved effective in treating
bronchial asthma, in controllihg whooping
cough spasms, and in stimulating the heart
muscles .... Wool fat recovered in cleaning the wool is refined into lanolin, base for
ointments. Hair from cattle, especially
from the tails, goes into manufacture of
Conquering the Leftover and
curled hair for mattresses and furniture
Weather Problems upholstery. Now even hog hair is curled
A late spring, dry summer and an early and combined with latex as an upholstery
frost were among the farmer's greatest filler. From sheep intestines come strands
won-ies. At last the weather problem is of gut for ligatures and violin strings.
being solved. Antifrost machines for truck Intestines also are used as casings for
gardening or for orchards warm an acre sausage. _One of the chief nonfood byby infrared heat waves. Lead-covered elec- products of the packing house is glue.
tric cables buried in the soil ward off chills,- Bones find use as combs, handles, chessalso speed up plant growth as much as 50 men, and other novelty ~ems, but their
per cent. Electricity is. being used to dry chief USes are for gelatin, glue, and bone
soil and thus act as a preservative. It has meal."-The National Geographic Magacut drying time from five hours to fifteen zine, January 1952.
minutes. If the season is dry, portable irrigation makes watering easy and e.fflcient A Master of All Trades
Peanuts are being dried with electric driers
To make a success of farming requires
today, and in Mississippi tomatoes and pep- much more than a knowledge of how to plow
pers are being raised in electrified hotbeds. and plant. The farmer "must understand
-eorlier'8, September 1, 1951; also Popu- soil analysis and the maintenance and imlar Mechanic8, March 1947.
provement of his own land for profitable
No longer must the farmer have waste production-with fertilizers and nitrogenor "leftovers." The cushions we sit on, the restoring legumes. He must practice soil
laundry flakes, chips or granules are all conservation: tetracing, Contour plowing,
from things that were once considered cover crops, rotation, drainage, to prevent
waste matter in the farmer's yard. Now leaching, erosion and topSOil loss. He must
these by-products are worth almost as plan before he plants, know proper cu1tiNOVEMBER 8, 1953
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vating and harvesting methods. During the
growing season, he becomes a practical en~
tomologist, employing insect cantrols, and
lighting rust, smut, molds and fungi. The
conversion of field crops into marketable
products invo~ves anima] biology and hus~
bandry-an understanding of breeding
lines, nutritional requirements, vitamins,
minerals and organic feed supplements;
the shelter and care of livestock. Because
animal health so vitally affects his product
and profit, he must know something of
bacteriology; how to meet the cycles of
peSts and parasites, the application of antibiotics and sulfa drugs, sanitation, inoculation, sprays and
dips. At times, he must be
1 •
••
hIS own veterInarian.
"In the fastest changing of all industries,
with significant discoveries occurring constantly, the successful farmer must be a
student ... informed about new varieties
of seeds and plants. hybrids, strains of
livestock-that afford higher quality or
yield, are hardier and more disease resist~

ant; aOout new farming methods. This
fanner has a lot of maChinery working for
him ... trucks, tractors, combines, drills,
loaders, conveyors, pumps, blowers, power
tools, milking machines, electric motors
,... which he not- only operates but services
and repairs. He has to be an engineer,
mechanic, electrician.
"As an executive he must keep accounts
and records, decide when to assign acreage
to planting or pasture, increase or reduce
yields, sell grain or buy livestock, carry
crops or convert to cash. He has to know
his markets and competition ... the best
use of his capital, time and equipment,

when to expand or retrench, to use credit
or cash, and provide for hbrinterest, depre~
ciation, and taxes." (New York Times,
November 16, 1952) A successful farmer Is
not... a lazy or ignorant farmer. He, no
doubt, is among the most versatile workers
there are, and perhaps the best-informed.
He could not be called riCh nor said to
bE' poor. The Northwestern National Life
Insurance Co., as reported by Science Digest for May, 1951, had this to say about
the farmer's income. "Statistically it
showed that the average farmer is 49,
owns 195 acres of land, Worth-with buildings-..4il0,OOO. He has $2,200 worth of implements and vehicles, $2,100 in livestock
and poultry, $3,100 in cash or bonds. His
debts: $1,950." In other words, things are
looking up for the farmer.
His home has undergone a compJete
r~volution

since the introduction of electricity. Electric washers, heaters, driers,
toasters and roasters are for the fanner's
wife to enjoy. Almost every appliance and
convenience u~d in the city can be
found on the farm. Homes are remodeled,
air-conditioned, with central heating, new
kitchens and bathrooms. Inwardly they are
beautifully decorated with furniture and
furnishings of the latest design. Radio and
television, big cars and vacations are becoming as common to the farmer as they
are to the factory worker and businessman.
Machines and electricity have given the
horse his rest and the farmer his tools and
opportunity. With them he has made the
people who look to him for their sustenance to bel abundantly supplied and has
improved his own lot in so doing.

Batt!efield Deaths tlersus Dinner-Table Deaths
Emphasizing the tact that' many people eat too much, thus becoming more
susceptible to hIgh blood pressure and fatal diseases of the heart and kidney!;,
Dr. Victor E. Levine of Creighton University School of Medicine declared: "In spite
of wan, more white people die by the knife and fork than by the gun and sword."
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ConcernillK his ability to remember and
Welcoming Back the Dead
to reproduce a previous work, we read
ow can the living welcome the dcnd? Job's words of appeal to God: "0 that thou

H

Impossible, unless they are mist!(! to wuuldt!st hide me in the grave, that thou
lif~ agai.n. But what is raised to life again,
wOlllck!st. keep me secret, until thy wrath
sinCE" thf" Scripturffi teach that all turns be post. that thou wouldest appoint me a
to dust after death; "for dust thou art. set time, and remember mf'! If a man die.
and unto dust shalt thou return"? (~nAAi~ MAll he live again? All the days of my
3:19) And, too, will the living be able to appointed time will I wait, till my chan~
Yecognlze the raised dead? Will Uley be the come. Thou shalt call, and I will nnswer
same persons? How shall we know them? thee: thou wilt have 0. desire to the work
The resurrection is a mh·acle Ihat only of thine hands." (Job 14:13-15) In thlA
God can accomplish. It is dept"ndent upon way, God by Christ Jf'SUS will not be creathis marvelous powcr through Christ and ing any new human creatures. in violation
upon His memory of thll dead. By the life of his great rest. day since Adam's crea..
each individual has lived and by the lion. No; but he will be rcproduelna the
thoughts he has thought, he has built up creatures that have died and for whom
a Iivln~ pattern that represents himself. Christ provided a ransom. He will lift them
It is what he is, l'f'gardlMlS of the CI'CIltive out of the pit of death without violatlni
material of his body. Triplets may have the his great 7,OOO-year-long SKbbath day, just
same kind of hwnan body and yet each one as his law to the Jews made it perfectly
produces an altogether different life pat- proper to show mercy nnd urt out an anitern, resulting in certain habits, leanings, mal that had fallen into a pit on the sabmental ablliti~, memories and history. bath day.-Matthew 12:]1,12.
When the CN'.ature die!! there is absQJutely
nothlng that is carried over alive from WUl Kliow ThelrnJelve8
such dead creature.
Since the dead are lifeless and unconThis requires God in the resurrection of !ll'ious, it follows that their dying thought
the dead to re-create the creature. He can or last conscious observation or utterance
easily create creatures. But what will make will connect up with· the opening thought
the creature on resWTection day the same at awakening from death. So they will
person that once died and went to the know themselves and recall their past livgrave? It is his life pattern that he fonned ing. Call to mind Jesus' own memory on
prior to his death. Jehovah God remembers his resurrection day as he talked with his
the Hfe pattern of each one in the·grave, disciples and went over the things of his
and he will reproduce it exactly in tlle past life on earth in fulfillment of Bible
creature he creates. Thus he will resurrect prophecy. (Luke24:25-47) Sotbedead will
come forth from the graves, which are
the dead.
NOVEMBER 8. 1115:1
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meQiorJal nJaces. places whoSe occupants
will De remembered by God and his Son.
Jesus assures us of this fact.-John 5:28, 29.
But if the dead are unconscious in nonexistence, how will they hear the voice of
God's Son calling them? In the same way
that Lazarus heard when Jesus stood b~
fore his tomb in which he had lain dead
for four days and said to him: "Lazarus,
come on out!" Lazarus came out, awakening from his dead unconsciousness. (John
11:43,44, New World Trans.) 'Yes, they
will respond in the same Way that Jesus
himself did when, OQ. the third day of his
death, his Father called him back to life.
-Psalm 16:10; Acts 2:27-32.
In Jesus' case it is illustrated
that it
is not necessary for a person to have
identically the same body at his resurrection in order to be the same person. When
-Jesus was a man on earth, he certainly did
not have the same body that he had when
he was in heaven. On earth he was a man.
At his resurrection he was "made alive in
the spirit." All the same he was truly
Jesus, because God had reproduced his
matchless individuality and personality in
the new incorruptible spiritual body with
which God glorified him in the resurrection.-1 Peter 3:18; 1 Corinthians 15:44;
Philippians 2:5-7, New World Trans.
But if resurrection required all or even
some part of the fonner body to be carried
over to the person when resurrected, then
Jesus in his spirit body is not the same
Jesus. Nor are we to think he was the
same Jesus by having his flesh-and-blood
body revivified and then spiritualized so
that he could disappear and ascend to God's
presence in heaven. That would mean that
human corruption would inherit incorruption, and that is an impossibility. (1 Corinthians 15:50) Jehovah God knew and remembered his beloved ~on better than anyone else. So, by his all-accomplishing power
he resurrected him by reproducing him
26

'CCW'8te1y. clothing hOO with immortalityand incorruption in the spirit realm.
The Bible tells us that "the first man is
out of the earth and made of dust; the second man [Christ Jesus] is out of heaven."
(1 Corinthians 15:47, New World Trans.)
Hence it can be said that all of Adam's offspring were of the earth, as it was that
from which Adam was originally fonned.
In this re~pect the earth may be spoken
of as the mother of the human race, in
that she provided the human body from her
womb. From the womb of this s~e earthM
mother, whj.ch first mothered Adam, God
creates the human bodies of mankind
whom he resurrects, to match the personalities or individualities they had when
they died and which God reproduces with
perfect faithfulness.

Who Will Welcome the Dead?
Today there is a "great Crowd" of persons seeking JehoVah in response to his
command at Zephaniah 2:1M3. These dedicated persons" of good will may be "hid"
during the day of Jehovah's anger. Being
hid, they may survive the battle of Armageddon in which this wicked world will end.
Passing thus alive from the old world into
the righteous new world, they will continue
to be of the original flesh and blood that
they inherited from A~. But by the
curative, reconstructive power of God's
kingdom these Armageddon survivors will
be progressively relieved of the sinfulness,
weaknesses and imperfections inherited
from Adam and Eve. Eventually they will
be brought to human perfection, to serve
God forever in their earthly paradise. They
will be on hand here on earth to welcome
back the dead and to assist them materially
and educationally when God by Jesus
Christ resurrects the earthly dead. What
an indescribable time of joy and privilege
that will be!
A WAKE!

he would find that a seemingly mild Egyptian would turn extremely indignant.
REAT political and religious changes
As it was in Bible times, so. today, many
are taking place in Egypt. This past strangers live within Egypt's borders.
year has seen the work of Jehovah's wit- Many of these are Europeans. It necessinesses expand into hundreds of towns and tates the witnesses' going in pairs that
they might be able to converse with all
villages in this land of the pyramids.
Village life is still very primitive and the the people. It is not uncommon for them to
mud and clay homes are just as they were conduct studies in several different lancenturies ago. While in general throughout guages. at the same time. The local conthe world there has been a renaissance of gregational meetings are held in four lanwomen's rights and privileges, the same guage groups: Arabic, Greek, French and
cannot be said for the Egyptian woman English, with Italian and Armenian lecwho lives in these small villages. Her life tures given regularly. Despite this sizable
is still somewhat restricted. She will not language barrier, JehOVah's witnesses have
come to the door to speak to a stranger if increased sixteen per cent in the past year.
her husband is away. If she does' answer
Many are the experiences they have
the door, she will wear a melaya, a black from their door-to-door ministry. For excloth that covers her entire body from head ample: In one village an architect became
to foot, leaving only her eyes and nose ex- fascinated with the Kingdom message.
posed. Recently she bas been allowed to Soon he stopped attending church. The
priest wasted no time finding out why he
expose most of her face.
Over ninety per cent of the villagers are was not attending; the architect happened
illiterate. Preaching the Kingdom good to be one of his best-paying members.
news is confined mostly to shopkeepers and When the young man opened his Bible
the village workmen. Since it is quite diffi~ and began to point out the many things
cult to make successful calls at the home he had learned, the priest was dumfounded.
while the men are away working, Jeho· All he could say was that he should stop
vah's witnesses find it necessary to call on reading the Bible. Disturbed, the priest
the menfolk right at their places of occu~ notified the bishop of what was taking
pation. These men will always take time place. The local churches were alerted that
off from their work to listen to .what Jeho~ Jehovah's witnesses were in town. A series
of threats and boycotts was issued against
vah's witnesses have to say.
Egypt has a state religion, which is those who dared to associate with the witMoslem, and of its some twenty-two mil- nesses., A decree was distributed that stated
lion population only about two and a half that anyone who studied with Jehovah's
million are of a so-called Christian religion. witnesses would be excommunicated and
If one were to make a slight honest criti- all the sacraments of the church would be
cism to the average Moslem concerning denied him. This was all to no avail. The
Mohammed or his "holy book," the Koran, people became curious and began asking

Egypt

G
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Questions. Interest QUickly dOUbled. The fled with what answers they gave me. My
excited clergy resorted. tc..lies, calling Jehovah's witnesses- Communists and spies of
Israel. But this, too, boomeranged.
Although Egypt is located in the temper
ate zone the weather can get stifling hot,
especially during midday, In the coastal
cities it gets a bit hot and sticky, while
inland an intense dry heat predominates.
During one of these hot days a pioneer
was calling from door to door. The weather
felt unbearable. At one door a lady answered with the query: "What do you
want?" The pioneer explained why she
was calling. The lady politely invited her in
out of the heat, but quickly made it plain
that she was not interested. After a few
words the pioneer was about to leave when
a tall man stepped through the open door.
"Are you one of Jehovah's witnesses?" he
asked. "Yes." the witness said~ With a big
w

smile he continued, "You know, I have
been looking for you people for a long,
long time, and at last you have come to my
house. I have gone to many clergymen in
search for truth and have never been salis·
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• What serious blow priests of Quebec reo
ceived at the hands of a Catholic magistrate?
recent New World Society Assembly of Jeho'
vah's Witnesses in Yankee Stadium! P. 5, n2.
• The attendance at the New World Society
Assembly was larger than the population of
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• Why 6,000 persons in the United States
were killed or injured at railroad crossings

~~:t? ;·o~~~~4~odern

:
science has created
for the bee? P. 20, 1ft.
• Howa homing pigeon won a championship
by cheating? P. 20, n6.
• How a parrot found imitating sea gulls

~Sio:U~i:~SeS:p P;O~~:ib':;es

to a symphony
U.
orchestra, a hog to mediCine, and a cow to a
."W,h.' ,"J,ews" still offer sacrifices at t h e beauthiful
.
!iVin,g room? P. 23, n2.
p
a ar . , 2.
W at sing e pastime is said to kill more
What hair, muscles, fingernails and feath·
people than gun or sword? P. 24, 1f6.
ers have in common! P. 12, H.
• Why the resurrection wi!! not be a viola·
From whom modern civilization inherited
tion of God's rest day? P. 25, H.
the concept of a righteous world govern·
• What barrier Bible meetings must cope
ment? P. 0, U2.
with In Egypt? P. 27, 115.
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~ ~ ~'h:1~)[tent of the publicity received by the
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prayer ,has always been to get in touch
with the true servants of God."
After hearing his humble plea for Bible
truth, the pioneer Soon forgot the heat of
the day and began showing him Jehovah's
promises in the Bible, of a new world, of
the resurrection of the dead, the destruction of wickedness and the preservation of
the righteous. He was delighted with Bible
truth. The time passed quickly. Before
leaving he made an earnest plea for the
pioneer to CORle back and study. with him.
"Please come back," he said. "Real soon
too, and study the Bible with me, because
there is so much I need to learn." You can
be sure that there was no need for a second
invitation.
The gospel began to be preached not
far from the Nile, and by Jehovah's unde·
served kindness his witnesses in Egypt are
determined to continue declaring the good
news of the Kingdom until the earth will
be "filled with the knowledge of the glory
of Jehovah, as the waters cover the sea."
-Habakkuk 2:14, Am. Stan. Ver.
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VIce-PnmIer Wong·

lOiWjOW decl"red. the rebell
were .tlahtinz not so much
aeain8t '"the Red. and WhIte
[Indonesian lIagl Ill< againlt
the hammer and Ilclc:le."
Far DR T)",",,-

• Central Vietnam. durin&:
the latter part of september.
Wall the target of a deluginj
typhoon that lelt murder In
IIlI wakf'. The death toll wall
O'Stlmated at close to 1,000. Destruction and' damage ~
high all virtulI.lIy th .. entire
rice crop In the fI1:orm area
wal affected. The stormIT.N.- "filhH>r

N~t)""!'

.. Many have been the lofty
expN!GlI1ons by promlncnt men
regarding the U.N. Clergymen
and polltldtln~ \lief> 10 prll.lRe
It as man's only hope. 'l"rygVl!
Ue said that the U.N. should
be l'hej'lyhl"d as ma ...·$ "mOllt
predou! ~8es910n." Sir Alex·
nnder Cadognn has ealled It
"the only wily oC IlI.lvIlUon.~
A new eulogy for the U.N.
nppcnrc-d durine a meeUng ot
the United State. Committee
for United Natlon~ nil)', whll'n
President Eisenhower declared
that he thought the U.N. wall
"tar mo"" th"n merely a dp·
~lrllhl .. organization In these
day~." He explained: ''Where
every new Invention uf U.,.
sci.mUst 8el'"rnS t.o make it
more nearly poSSible for man
to insure his own ellmlnatlon
from this globP. T think the
United Nations has become a
sheer necessity." (New York
Tlmu, 9/24) B1,It is the U.N.
It "sheer necessity"? JehOVah
God does not cOl1sider it as
such. lor his Word tells us
that the U.N. must go "off Into
destruction" to make room tor
his kingdom by Christ Jesus.
Thd kingdom, then, is the
only sheer necessity for man·
kind._Daniel 2:44; Revelation
17:9-11. Nuw WI»'Id. TrGfto.
War

C""t~

Too ffigb.!

.. A ,.[8n, not uncommon
these days, that tl1<' tlnlted Na·
doni Is not SU "Imltpd" apNOVEMBER 8, 1953

Il"lIrM In fltoptember when n
number of the countries that

sent troops to Korea became
dbgtuntlpd upon recelvln&
bill. from the U. S. for equip.
ment and wppllea. The chief
complaInt Willi the high <"OlIt
of 1he U. S. equipment. Oft\·
claJa for the nations also com·
plaIned that the U. S. Army
was far too l.. villh In handln,
out equipment. Show1ng- the
dl.8grunl1ement of the IUlUUIIR
Is the Colombian at the C.N ..
who !laId that It hl8 countrY
wae supposed to pay for the
equipment Issue.:lloCnlombian
troop" 10 Korea. "the troops
should drop that equipment
and come home."
Crillow la SIIIIIIItN.

• The world ls tull of "riM".!o
these days. In SumlltTa a MOll.
lem revolt haa created such a
grove crisis that II military
leader reported to the Indon ..... lan Cabinet (1013) that "it
is impossible to resolve It s0lely by force of anns." As a
re""lt of the Darul I3lam reo
volt that has swept through
northem Sumatra, dvil gov·
ernment in IhE' areaS aJIected
operated onlY where the army
was in control. A report on the
)-oung revolt placed the two
weeki5' casualties lor the
rnhels at 350 killed and 500
captured. Tension continued to
mount as the Communist party called for an all-out military
praeram against the rebels.

bsttered

IlJ"!!Il

~xtPllds

125

miles from Hue 80uth to the
eltlea: of Quantn and Dof1lhoL
At Hoo otnclals 8ald that about
90 per L'E'nt of thl' Itraw huts
Ilna 60 per cent of the l1Jht
buUd1n~ were demol1ihed by
the driving ~torm. Meanwhllf!,
9(l.m(lp·ppr·hour wlndll bat·
tered southem Japan, laavlnl
a known death taU at at least
115. C10lie to 300 were mlaalnll'
and 259 were Injured. Tha
typhoon Inundated thouunde
of acrell of IIlrmll1.nd and
wreak..r.l ~o much hllvoe at
CIllIlP QtJIu near Tokyo that
U. S. ollclalfi pil..~r1 th .. dam·
age .. I dnR .. to $2.000,000.
Soviet Geol"(la: Purr No. '"

... The Sovl .. t Republic of
C'--.rgia, homeland of Stalill
and Herta. has had tour purges.
In 1"5 than Iwu yt'aTfi. Berta,
I.. tnre hil downfall, had carried out two at them. Purgt'
number four was. the ollItin.J
010.,,1' of the highest Georgian
leaders. one of them being
Herta-appointed Valerlll11 Bak·
radze, Ih(' premier himself. In·
stalled as premier In April,
l.953, Bakradze prabed Berta
as "the best son of Geor&1a"
and as the "outstanding figure
of the Communist party," mak.
Ing no mention ot Malenkov.
After tbe KI"f'mlin purged Beria the Gf'nrgian premier tried
to jump from the Berta band
wagon to the Malenkov band
wagun. He denounced Beria
as a uomt... mptlhle traitor and
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hireltng of lmperta11sm" and:
bellin to purge- the :tint group
of Berta appointee.. But it became clear that Premler Mal·

enkov did not trust the suppoled conversion of Bakrad:te.
He was dismissed with t'lis·
grace (9/22) and G. D7.hava·
khtlhvili was appointed new
premier. .so in Geortna U:.e
cycle continued: The puriers
get purged themselves!
1,"11. U. S. Cldtl1 IUltice

• The first ('hief justice 0 r
tke U. S. Supreme Court took
otnce in tt.e year 1789, the
.ame year George Washiniton
took otnce as pl'£'Slt'lent, But
slnce Supreme CO'.Jrt justices
are appointed ~or life, chief
Justtcell have been rarer In
U, S. history than prt'Sidenta,
Fred M. Vinson was the thir·
teenth. His sudden deatt. (9/8)
at the age of 63 was due to
a heart attack. The vacaney
meant that PN!Sldent }o~isen·
hower became the fIrst Republican president slnce 1930 t:.
appoint a chief justice. At a
news c:.nfe::-ence (9/30) the
pre3JcJent designated his choice
for tl'.e fourteenth chief justice: Governor Earl Warren
of CalIfornia. Would the
change atrect tte court? Com·
mented the ~ew York Time ...
(9/9): "Though It exists lu in·
terpret the Constitution and a
body 01 law umler the Consti·
tutlon it Is influenced from
year to year and from genera·
tlon to generation hy personal·
ltles." Later (lOll) thb news·
paper explalnPd: "n is gen·
erally expected that the new
chief justJce wUl side with the
Ube-tal wing ot the court more
otten than did Mr. Vinson or.
que&tlons involving t.he freedoms guara:1.teed under the
Flut Amendment." This
amendment is intended to
guarantee freedom of :re~tnon,
freedom of 5~h and the
freedom of people to peaceably assemble.
Sp&atsh-Ameriean Pact

• For almost four years tr.e
U. S, has been negotiating
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with Spain 10 brtng her into
the WeJtern defense setup.
Other We.tem nadofiS opposed thls, pointing to the UN.
resolution (12/12/46) that
Franco's regime waa a faaclll~
Tei1me patterned atter Nazi
Germany and fascist Italy. ]n
spite of tllli the U, S. s!gned
a lormal mllitary and econom·
ie agreement with Spain
(9/26), an accord tl1at extends
lor ten and possIbly twenty
years. The pact's provisions:
$226,000,000 to Spain for e-conomic aId and to modernize
her anny, In turn the U. S.
Rets t:Je USI;' of at least t\ve
Spanish ports for the Mediterranean fleet and at least
three air fl.l;'ld!l for the U. S.
All' Force. Y.'orld reaction was
a-enerally critical. France's Le
Populaire cuned the pact ""
deteat for the free world,"
sinCE' "the mmtary takes ~re·
cedencc over the moral." Of
three major British news·
papl;'rs two C!!Ilsured the trea·
ty. The :'>lew York Time"
(9/28) called lt a "bitter pill,"
saying: "We fought World
""'ar II to deteat fascism and
now we are making a pact,
if not an alliance, wftb a fas·
cist government." But General
]o'ranco called It "the most bn·
pol'tant achievement o! our
contemporary foreign polIcy,"
('xplalr.lng that It had "1he ad·
vantage of interesting the
most powerful country In the
world in our defense." Around
the world observers agreed
that the 1), f:. had be!!,!'.
:!!Itrengthene-d lind that the
Spanls~ dlclato!'shl]: would be
strengthened by U. S, dollars.
Argentin&: Peron Hodded
On hIs way to P!lraguay,

+

President Juan Peron stopped
o~ at the town of Corrientes
n(Vl) to deliver a speech.
TownspC<lple and neighbor·
in& fanners werl;' given the
day ot! to welcome the pre!!ident, As Per6n I>e.':an deliver·
ing his talk munnurs went up
frOM the crOWd. Soon demon·
strators complaint-d so loudly
that Per6n broke olT h:s talk,

adviling the people to maJr;e.
the eompl8.!nts to the governor
of the state.' He rel~ deUverlng his talk, but not l.or
loni. Some ln the crowd began
to badger the president with
complaints again, whereupon
Per6n snapped out a "good
afternoon" and departed hI
anger.
lDdIa: Twenty-nlntb State

• The Indian government has
begun to !onn separate Atates
out of Its major population
groups having their cwn Ian.
guaie9 and cultures. The first
cf these linguistic states is
Andhra. Its fonnal inaugura.
tion (10/1) made it ~he twenty.
ninth state of tl:e Indian Union.
Although strongly communl~.
tic. Mr. :-:lehru's Congress par·
ty h.'1S managed to conn-ol the
Andhra le/pslature, yet witt.·
out an ahsolu*.e majority, The
population of the new state
numbers about 21,500,000 [lE"Opie. They speak Telugu, a Dra.
vIdian language.
PrIfl8ta At1;a(-k "Vntou('lr.ablet!"

.. At Deoghar, a town 1:1 In·
dia, there Is a l,m·year·old
religious edltlce called the
Temple of Baidyanath. Accord·
Ing to traditIon it has alwa~s
be-en TeSC!rved for th(' high
castes. But in September a
band of "untouchables," led by
the renowned Acharya Vinoba
Bhave. attempted to fOnter the
temple. This did not please
the Bra'unan h'm?le priests.
..... bo attaeked UIE! "untoueh·
abies" and beat them up ..... ith
shoes, a mons-trOlls insult to
a Hindl:.. The result of the ltao)'
was unexpected: Other priests
01 Baidyanath opened UJl tt:e
temple for all. This was the
first time that "untouchables"
were c\'er aliowE'd to e:lter the
temple, ir. spite of tl:e fact
that since 19<J8 the ]ndlan COll·
stitution .has guaranteed equal
r;ghts to "-.mtouchables."
Two lltle8 Bel(tw the Sea

.. ]n August two French navy
officers set a world rl!Cord \:::y
AWAKE!

dlvtug 6,888 teet bfmeath tl'Ie
sunace of the sea. do it CSlne
as a startling surprise when,
a little over a month later,
a Swiss scientist. Professor
Auguste Piccard, came close to
doubling the record. He descended to 10,334 feet_nearly
two miles! The 69-year-old
scientist accomplished the feat
in his depth craft, called a
bathyscaphe, a steel sphere
with plexlglass portholes. The
depth record was verified by
the Italian navy, which had
a corvette and a tug on hand.
For about two hours the pro·
fessor and his 35.year-old son,
Jacques, were submerged in
the Tyrrhenian Sea, which is
southwest of Italy. At two
miles below the surface the
professor said there is a dead
calm and an impenetrable
blackness broken only by
strange phosphorescent flickerIngs, that may be unknown
forms of life. "Even our pow·
erful searchlight," he said,

"grayea a'wllY In the anent,
sunless darkness."
UneD'Vlab1e Beoord
• SWltzerland set a grim rec·
ord this year when the Swiss
Alpine Club announced (9/23)
that this summer's mountain
climbing took a new toll: 73
human lives.
SooleD: One Pollce Chief's Car

+

After PoUce ChId Marion
Gawryslak of suburban Dix·
moor parked his pollee car in
front of the Dixmoor pollce
station (10/4), he' went in to
arrange bond for a prisoner,
leaving the motor running and
police radio booming. When
the chief came out a moment
later his car was gone-stolen!
Telephoning Chicago pollee
headquarters, the chief said,
"I want to report the theft
of my squad car." Ten minutes
later, at Harvey, Illinois, some
three mnes south of" Dixmoor,
the stolen car was found, saving one chief of police from

losing not only his car but
aI;,o hh. fa"....
Prop elllJ In Speed of FIIgbt

+ There is no doubt that
the speed of flight is on the
rapid increase. Within one
month, three world airspeed records were set. Two
were made by Britain: A
Hawker Hunter did 727.6 miles
per hour and a Vickers Super·
marine Swift reached 737.3
miles per hour. The latter record was only a week old when
the U. S, Navy's Flying Wing
Douglas jet F4D Skyray
whizzed to the record·breaking
speed of 753.4 miles per hour
(l0/3). The 22,OOMhrusthorsepower F4D Skyray, a
bat-winged supersonic tighter,
was piloted by Commander J.
Verdin, who flew the jet over
the shore of California's Sal·
ton Sea at an altitude of only
328 feet. It was the U. S.
Navy's tlrst capture of the
world's measured course speed
record since 1947.

AFTI:R ARMAGI:DDON - GOD'S NI:W WORLD
• At the New World Society Assembly of Jehovah's Witnesses, Yankee Stadium,
New York, July 26, the speech "After Armageddon-God's New World" was de·
livered to an audience of 165,829 persons. This crowd included those who occupied
overflow tents outside the stadium walls, and some 49,000 at the assembly's Traller
City who heard by direct wire communication with the stadium.
• From the way this tremendous crowd of people from ninety·six different lands
enjoyed this speech, we are sure that all persons with hearts yearning for what is
right, pure and good will enjoy it too, with great personal enrichment and comfort
and with wise counsel for the future.
• A 32-page copy of this speech will be sent to you on a contribution of 5 cents a
copy, or seven copies for 25 cents. Write today for your copy. In fact, why not
get seven or more copies for distribution among your friends? They will enjoy
reading this good news.
117 ADAMS ST.

WATCHTOWER

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Enclosed Is $ ................ lor 0 1 coPY. 5 cents; 0 7 copies, 25 cents.
A/ter Armageddon-Golf', New World
Name ............... ,.................. ,.,

Street and Number
or Route and Box ...

City ............ ,................ ", ........ ".

Zone No ......... State ............... ,... ,...................................
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"MAKE SURE OF All. THINGS"
•••-----<."c.~~~.'j••-------..
«I. Here is a Bible handbook
of 416 pages that will delight
the heart of every honest per-

son. Seventy different major
topics are considered, rang-

ing from '~Ancestor Worship"
to "Worship of Mary." In between you will find "Confes-

Trinity
DEFINlTlON
''The Tr1nlty is the term employed t(I signIfY the central doctr1ne
ot the Christian religion-the truth that In the unity ot the Godhead
there are Three Persons, the Father, the son, and the Holy Spirit,
these Three Persons being truly dlaUnct one trom another."-Cath.oIto E1lcVclopedta, Vol. XV, p. 47.
"In thlll one Gocl there are three d1stlnct Pel'8Ollll, the Father,
the SOn, ana. the Holy Ghost. who are perfectly equal to each other.
We belIeve that Jesus Christ . . . He 1s God 01 the IlUbetance of the
Father."-The Falth oj Our Father3, by CardinaJ. Gibbons, p. 1.
A lalu, unbfbllcal doctrine.

sion," "Creation," "Faith,"
"Healing," "Jews' Return to
Palestine," "Marriage,"
"Races of Mankind." "Return
of Christ," "Sign of Last

Ancient Babylonish paganl!1!Tl c.2200 B. C. Brought Into the deflected "Chrllltian church" about the .seoond century, being especially
established In the Nlcene Creed, A. D. 325. (Bee McClintock and
Strong's Cl'clopmdt4, under ''TrIn1ty'': TM Two Baovlon&, pp. 16, 17.)

Days," "Spiritism/' and
many others.

9:11; T1tul 2:13; 1 John 5:7;
'John 1:1: Re .... 3:14; 'John

fI. First, the subject is de-

fined and its origin shown.
Then, under subheads dealing with various aspects of
that subject, Scripture texts
are quoted (without comment) that show what the
Bible teaches regarding the
subject. Eleven different Bible versions are used. Bound
in brown cloth. this book
may be obtained for only 75
cents a copy. Return the
_coupOn below.

ORIGIN

Tem Misapplied
'Reb. 1:8; "John 14:9, 10; R.om.

20:Z8: 'John 8:58; Rev. 1:8. 11:
21:6; 22:13: "Col. 2:9: 'John
10;30; "Acta 20:28; 'John 10:18:
1 Tim.. 3:16; '"John 2:19; nMatt.
1:23; 1IJohn Hi:26; 16:13-15, AV.

D,.

lehovah One God, Greatest

Penon'

Beb. 1:8 "With reference to
the Bon: 'God. 11; your throne
forever.' ..
lehovah and lesus DIfferent
Persons"
lohn 8:17, 18 "'The witness of
two men Is true.' 1 am one that
be&rs wltneas about rnyaelf and
the Father who sent me bean
witneas about me."
1 John 5:7, AV "Pol' there are
three that bear record In heaven,
the Father, the WOl'd, and the
Holy Qhost: and these three are
one."-This text spurious.
See Appendllt on 1 John 6:7,

Deut. 6:4 "Jehovab our Qod. ill
one Jehovab."
John 14:%8 "The Father ill
greater than I am."
NW.
John 10:29 (footnote) ''My PaBent. 9:5 "God who 111 over
ther . . . 1s greater than all
all
be blest fOl'ever. Amen."
othel'll. "
See
Appendix, Rolna.ns 9:6,
Ps. 83:18 "Jehovah ... (ta] the
NW.
MOIIt High over all the earth."
Titus 2:13 "The ... gIortous
1 Cor. 15:28 "That God may
manUeatation
of the great God
be all things to e ... eryone."
and of our Savior Christ Jesus.."
Phil. 2:11 "Every tongUe should
See Appendllt, Titus '1:13, NW.
openly confess that Jesus Christ
The Son Created by God"
ta Lord to the glory 0( God the
Father."
John 1:1 "orJgInally the Word.
Willi, and the Word wall with God.
lsa. 42:8 "I am Jehovah, that
and the WOl'd Willi a god,"
Is mY name: and mY glory wlll
.See Appendllt. John 1:1. NW .
1 DOt give to another."
. .8

.... bove. at the right, is pictured an actual."lzed page from "M .... KE SURE OF .... 1.1. THINGS". All to·
gether, four and a half pages are devoted to the subject of "Trinity," quoting more than 80 ditTerent pae.
aagel from the Bible to prove that the doctrine 01 trinity ;e falae. On ell other eubJect" there la a "lInllar
au"mblage of Scripture pana"el, ao that you can lee for youuelf whet the, Bible teaches •

•

•
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Enclosed Is 75 cents. Please send me "Make Sure oJ All Thinge"

Name ........................................ _...........................................................
City ........................... -......................................................................... ..
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Their history concerns more than food
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Uncle Sam Never Had It So Goon
But where is it leading him?
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THE MISSTON OF 'lHIS JOU1\NAL
Newt: 8OCoU"CU that arc able to keep you awake to tIuI wtal ltsuu

In_.

of our _
muot be unfetlo!'od by ocnsorohIp ..,.J oeIfiJh
"Awaker' baa: no fatten. It ~ul:ze. fsets.
fact:.. It f'ne to
publish faato. It .. n-* bound by polit!cal ambillons or ohl~lIons, It Is
Unhampered by advertlH:rs WhO" toa mlWt not hi! trodOen on; It II
unpreJUdiced by traditional creeds. ThUi journal keepa ltself free that
it ma.y .peak freely to you. But it don not abuH Its freedom. It

fa.cu

maintains inte~lty

to truth.

·'Awak.I" UHf the re~ular news channels, but Is not de~d~t on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in .cores of nations.
From the four comeTS of the earth their uncensored. on~the-.cenel
reports come to you throu~h these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, bUt i.llnternational It is read in many nations, in many
lan~~. by perJlOJU of all $8. Throu~h Its P$II many fields of
knowledga

in

review-~vernment.

commerce, reliS;:ion. history,
~e~ra.phy. science, social conditions. natural wonders-'Why. its coverpMI'

~e is all

broad as the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
"Awake'" pled~es itself to ri~hteous principles. to expoBin~ hidden
foe. And subtle dan~erB. to championin~ freedom for all. to comfortin~
mourners and stren@1enin~ thoBe disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent world, refl.ectin~ Bure hope for the estabfishment of a. rislht~
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep Awake by reooinsl "Awake!"
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"Now it is high time to awake."
-IOlllan5 13: 11

SUPREME COURT OF CANAOA SECURES
FREEDOM OF WORSHIP
Jehovah's Witnesses Victorious in Startling Decision Against Quebec

"A

IV "A_k.I" corr •• pondenl in Canada

LARGE bonfire on Parliament Hill
should celebrate the Supreme Court
of Canada's decision in the Saumur case;
a bonfire wortpy of a great occasion. Few
decisiOns in the history of Canadian justice
can have been more important. Few courts
can have done better service than this
to Canada. None has placed Canadians
who value their inheritance of freedom
more deeply in its debt. . . . The deliverance cannot be celebrated with the bonfires it deserves." This enthusiastic approval was voiced by Judith Robinson,
well-known Canadian columnist, writing
under the heading "Equal Rights to All."
Like many other freedom-loving Canadians she was jubilant over the vital' decision just rendered by the Supreme Court
of Canada in favor of Jehovah's witnesses.
October 6, 1953, was the historic occasion. Canadian News Services and radio
broadcasts were electrified by epochmaking news from the Supreme Court.
Within a matter of minutes the wires
were hot with the story. What were they
saying? What was all the excitement?
"FREEDOM OF RELIGION UPHELD. JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES WIN FIGHT OVER QUEBEC ORDER." "WITNESSES OF JEHOVAH WIN
DECISION AFFECI'lNG SoME 800 CAsES IN
NOVEMBER

.e.e,

1953

QUEBEC." These

were typical of the screaming front-page headlines carried in major
newspapers in Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal,
and other Canadian centers.
Press, radio commentators and columnists caught up the story and it reverberated like magic from coast to coast. Why
all this rejoicing among the Canadian people? Because their liberties were in question, and a major victory for freedom had
just been won! They had watched with
deepest concern the intrepid stand of faithful witnesses of Jehovah who had maintained integrity despite an unprecedented
heresy hunt and bitter persecution in the
Roman Catholic-controlled province of
Q4ebec. Their stand was now vindicated
by a favorable decision of the Supreme
Court of Canada, which condemned the
illegal censorship imposed by the city of
Quebec.
For twenty, years this fight had contjnued, round after round. This test case
alone had been six years reaching its final
decision. In addition to legal battles, Jehovah's witnesses have suffered lies, slander, misrepresentation, loss of jobs and
businesses, wrecking of homes, beatings,
stonings, filthy jails, kidnaping, mobs and
riots. Arrests and prosecutic'ls had reached
3

the- appalling total of over 1,500, of which
nwnber 800 were stm Ilt'nding.
What caused all this? Why is it that
peaceable Christian ministers who carry
on their missionary work without moles·
tation in every other part of Canada should
be subjected to such bitter, burning hatred
in Quebec? The answer can be simply
given: because of Catholic opposition to
the right of Jehovah's witnesses to preach
the gospel of God's kingdom to the good
people of Quebec.
Exactly twenty years ago, in October,
1933, Quebec City pa.s;sed a censorship
bylaw specifically aimed at stopping Jeho·
vah"s witnesses ftom distributing Bibles
and Bible literature. The bylaw provided:
It is forbIdden to distribute in the streets of

Quebec any book,

pamphlet, booklet,
Circular, tract whatever without having

previouslY

obtained

for so dofng the writ·
ten permission of the

Cblef of Police.

An attack on
this bylaw was begun by Jehovah's
witnesses in 1947,
with a view to
having it declared
an illegal suppression of freedom of
worship. The trial continued for nearly
two weeks. The city tried to turn the
case into a heresy trial by introducing matters irrelevant to the law and
asking the judge to deny the legal
rights of Jehovah's witnesses on account
of their beliefs. They even sought to prove
that Jehovah's witnesses are not a religious
denomination and do not have the rights
guaranteed by law to such bodies. To this
end they adopted the incredible procedure
of calling clerics from other religions to
tell the judge, in effect, what to do. Can
you imagine a Jewish rabbi, an Anglican
4

cleric and • Catholic priest giving opinion
evidence on the law before a secular judge?
By this testimony Quebec CIty hoped ttl
deny freedom to Jehovah's witnesses, but
the effort 'was a laughable failure. (An account of the trial appears in Awake! January 22 and April 8, 1949.) Judge Casgrain
dismissed the case. Appeal was then taken
to the Quebec Court of Appeal, which confirmed the dismissal on a split decision
rendered May 13, 1952. The final appeal to
the Supreme Court of Canada was argued
for seven days, beginning December 9,
1952. (See Awake! AprilS, 1953.)

Historic Decision
Yes, it really was history in the making!
Why? Because the
decision in this
case affected not
only the parties,
not only the hundreds of Jehovah's
witnesses on trial
in Quebec, not only
the thousands outside of Quebec; but
every religious organization, every
newspaper, every
political party, indeed, every citizen of this great nation.
Not only the citizens, but the very Federal Constitution, the interrelationship
of all the provinces of Canada to the Dominion government, was on trial. One
might say the nation was on trial.
Small wonder, then, tha~ constitutional
lawyers were watching the outcome with
gravest concern. Small wonder, then, that
Jehovah's witnesses were earnestly and
fervently praying to the God of the universe, Jehovah, to direct a victory, that
they might have freedom to worship Him
according to the dictates of their own consciences and live peaceably with all men.
AWAKE!

'Ibf: tonc-awaited _ Gf ..... IRiun anne
on October &. 1953, the opening of the
Supreme Court'R autumn t.enn. A hushed
and crowded courtroom, te= I! with the
drama of the occas1on, ga eeted the nine
justices who filed into court with solemn
dignity wearing their traditional tril!OOle
hats and scarlet robes trimmed with-white
ermine.
What wOUld the decision be? Would Ca.
nadian liberty be pushed back two hundred
and fifty yean! according to the wishes of
Quebec City? What would become of the
800 pending cases? Would peMleCl.ltlon of
faithful Christian witnesses of Jehovah be
increased? The audience listened, keenly
concerned.
The chief julltl~ first announced that
judgments were going to be delivered.
What would he say? In measured and
sonorouill ton~ he began: "So.umur v. City
of Quebec and the Attorney General of
Quebec: the appeal is . . . Allowed with
('Olrtll."

Jehovah's witnesses had won again.

Their second major victory for civil and
religiOUS libertif'!I in the SUpreme Court
of Canada in three years. The prayers of
Jehovah's people had been heard. It was
with much gratitude that they !1lOVOO out
of the courtroOm.
Victory came for this righteous cause
with no uncertainty. The five-judgc rna·
jority held that it was absolutely illegal
for the City of Quebec to use the cen·
sorshlp bylaw to interfere with the distri·
butlon of rellgtous literature by Jehovah's
witnesses. Indeed, four of the majority,
Ju....tlces Rand, Kcllock, Estey and Locke,
held. the bylaw to be Wlconstitutional; that
there was no power in the Province to
legislate on freedom of press and worsbJp.
What a thrilling climax to the more than
twenty years of fighting, and six years WI
this one tcst case! It was a vindication of
the position of Jehovah's witnesses, which
NOVBMBIiI,P

ee, 1DIIII

had been treated wttla eo Gtewpt by
offieI aJ ! and courts in C lbec..

IPRDV

JdlGrda'. WitneAet I ,.a, . .
to Be a Beligioua DenlJlllinotiolt
'Ihe city attorneys pretended. that be-cause Jehovah's wttnesses do not follow

the pra.cticcs of the big churches of QUebec they are not a ~lIgious denomination.
H not a ~ligious denomination. they would
be denied the f;{U8flllltees of freedom. of
WOrship. This controversy over the e]e.
mental')' right of Jehovah's witnesses to,
have the same recognition a,q other reD·
gious denominations has continued in Quebec for many years. It is true that JehQ.
vah's witnesses do not follow the practlcell
of the larger denomlnations popularly l'@gardcd as orthodox. However, II.Ccordln&:
to the preaching .flnd mcthods of Christ
Jemls and the apostles In tb.:l early Christian church, Jehovah's wltn~ are strictly orthodox. According to the Bible they
are orthodox.
Which view would prevail? Which would
become the law of thc land? The restrlcted
and prejudiced views of the Quebec attorneys or the broad lind general provIsions of the law? The fanclful sophistries
of Quebec's lawyers did not mL<d~d the
majority judges of the Supreme Court.
The first question was definitely settled
by the Supreme Court by a clear flndlng
that Jehovah's witnesses are a religious
denomination and therefore entitled. to the
same protection as all others.
Read oow the judgment of Mr. Justice
I..orke, who quickly disposed of this weak·
kneed and prejudiced argument.
Part of the evidence tendered on behill of
the appellant was that of Mr. H. C. COvington.
a minlStCr of the reUg10us orgaruzation !moWn
BIll Jehovah's Witnesses ••. In desertblng the
nature of the religious beIlef of Jehovah's Witnesses and of their activities he liaid In part:
"Jehovah'li witne!lsea are an unincorporated
body 01 rniSSJonary ~lbls, their P~
pul"JlOlif" being to preach the J;l'ospel ot God"
Kingdom throughout the whole world. a8 a
witneas, in execution 01 the commia!!l.on re-
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C!Ofded in MattiMw 24~14. lUId ,tbi$ l!WY IS 4
mIaslonary so¢ety preachitJ.g ;mrougl).out the
whole world. In every CJ)untry under the sun,
save and except Russia.
"JehQVah's witnesses preach the gospel as

missionary evangelists world·wide, Including
Quebec, by caIIlnR from door to door, dOing missionaI}': work, visiting the l)eople and explaining to them about God's KIngdom as the only
hope of mankind."

In his forthright and unmistakable
manner, Mr. Justice Locke rejected the

ridicuJ.ous contention of the province. He
said further:
I see no difficulty in interpreting the simple
and clear language . .. To claim that those
who beDeve in God and-in his Son Jesus Christ
do not hold a religious bellef and tha.t to profess that belief and attempt to communlcate
it to others, in the manner Which the Jehovah's
witnesses believe they are commanded to do
by the Bible, Is not exercisin&, a religious profession and an act of worship IS, in my oplnlon,
untenable.

To solidify the decision and prove indis~
putably that Jehovah's witnesses are a re~
Ugtous denomination having the same
rights as all others, Mr. Justice Kerwin,
himself an Irish Roman Catholic, wrote:
It appears from the material filed on behalf
of the appellant that Jehovah's Witnesses not
only do not consider themselves as belonging
to a religion but vehemently attack anything
that may ordfnarHy be so termed but in my
view they are entitled to "the free exercise
and enjoyment ot [their] Religious Profession
and Worship."

Mr. Justice Kellock added to the con~
elusive determinations of this question by
holding in the present Saumur appeal:
The respondent [City of Quebec] strenuously
that the Jehovah's witnesses were not
entltled to rely upon the Act as they were
not a "religious denomination" within the
meaning of the statute. It was fUrther contended that because the appellant had reiuseQ
to apply for a licence under the by-law, this
amounted to an "act of licentiousness" or a
"practice inconsistent with the peace and safety
of the province." I am of opinion that neither
contention is tenable.
ar~

These detenninations establish conclu~
sively and beyond question that Jehovah's
witnesses are a religious denomination.
Freedom of Wor-ship Act

Prior to this history~making case, most
Canadian legislators, lawyers and judges
would have said that there were no writ6

_tees

ten
of fr1eedom of religion In
can.da. Dunng the ntigatlon • most UDusual discovery was made. There was found
a forgotten Bill of Religious Liberty that
was still in force. 'l'his Bill was enacted in
1852, and just one hundred years later,
in 1952, Jehovah's witnesses presented it
in argument before the Supreme Court of
Canada for the first time.
Where had this guarantee come from?
Why had it been enacted? How was it for~
gotten? At the time of its enactment in
1852, there had been a tremendous reli~
gious controversy between the Catholics
and the Protestants. The statute was de~
signed to put an end to the fears of each
side that the other would destroy it. In
1867~ at the confederation of the first four
provinces, this law was continued in force.
Since that time the statute appears to have
been forgotten. It had not been printed
in the statute books of Ontario for forty
years. In Quebec it had been reprinted
but never used. This ancient law provideS
as follows:
WHEEEAB the recognition of legal equality
among all Religious Denominations is an ad·
mitted principle of Colonial Legislation; be it
therefore declared , .. That the tree exercise
and enjoyment of Rell~ous Profession and
Worship, without discrimmation or pre:l'erence,
so as the same be not made an excuse of acts
of licentiousness, or a justification of practices
inconsistent with the peace and safety of the
Province, is by the constitution and laws of
this Province allowed to all Her MajestY's·sub·
jects within the same.
In the terms of the above statute there

are two aspects: there is the guarantee of
free exercise of religious worship; and the
guarantee cannot be made an excuse for
acts of licentiousness or practices inconsis~
tent with the peace and safety of the
province.
The city had urged the court to hoJd
that the practices of Jehovah's 'witnesses
in preaching publicly in print as well as
orally could not be considered an exercise
of worship protected by law_ Worship, they
said, had to be in Churches. In effect, this
AWAKE!

....... that ....." II... way til _ship, Court basi DOW lie '\t-l1n be ~
that is, inside a building, is proteeted. ThIs 88 a lawful exettIse or freedom of worship,
very narrow view would destroy ChristIanity itself.
Mr. Justice Kellock complHely rejected
this ll1'gument, saying that the provincial
attorneys argue
... that "the tree exercise and enjur,nt'llt of
ReUglous Profession and Worship' In the

statute doell not cover mot'" tha" th .. carryine'

on of religious exercises In 1Iome place ot wor·

~hip. In th,,1 vlpw th .. statute would have nothing to say with regard to luch It maltt"f. for
f'xllmpie, a.s the disscmlnoti(ln of relleioua views
or material, e.g., tilt' Scrlptll~ themselves.

outside such places or worship. I do not thil'lk
the ~t«tul .. IH tn llf' ~o n.ufowly construed. . . .

The Christian religion would hardly havlf' ~ur'
vlve<i had it permitted Itself to b(! elreumscr1bed
In accordance with the ugUmf'nt of Mr. Beau-

lieu iprovlnclal attorney]. From the beginning

It hll.. proptlgaled Itvlt by the written a9 wcU
as the' spoken word. The Scriptum thPm·
~p.lvp.1I

IlTf! a nufficlent lIIu$tration of this. 'Ill'll
propagation bY ~uch means WIl& not. however.
limited to the Scriptures 19 a matter ot common
knowledge_

Mr. Justice Kp.rwin also discussed the
right of Jehovah's wltne5ties to preach
~ulJlicly and in print rath~r than confining
theml\elves to cathedrals and buildings. He
snld:
The Witnesses attempt to spread tlLeir v\E'W!<
hy wily 01 the Printed and \WItten word us
well as orally and state tlntl slt('h attf'tllpts are
part of their belief ..• But, U they have a
legal right tu Rttempt to spread their bellefa.
as 1 think they have. the expressions used by
thell1 in "0 rioing, a~ exemplified In the exhibits
flied, do not tall within the ill'll! plIrt of the
exception.
This quotation clearly shows the view of
anuther judge who has found that the oral
and written preaching of Jehovah's witnesses is a lawful exercise of worship.

Mr. Justice Locke, In a very forceful,

directmannel', said:
The appellanl iI1 lire presE-llt mattf'T has exer·
cised what, In my opinion, is his constitutional
right to the practice of his religious profession
and mode of worship,

The judgments are clear that Jehovah's
witnesses in publicly preaching, both orally
and by menns of written sennons, are only
doing what Christianity has done for cen·
turies, Such publie preaching the Supreme
NOVEMBER 22, 195.'1

AetlDitieB 01 JeIwuGh'. Witnenet Not.
·Act. 01 Licentiofdna. Of' lneonslatent
wUh PtIa« and Salety'
The Freedom of Worship Act guarantees
free exercise of religion hut does not pro-teet "acts of licentiousness or practices
inconsistent with the peace and safety of
the Provine!'." The Quebec attorneys con·

tended nt great length that becauSf' of thtsrestriction Jehovah's witnesses could not
be pl'"Ott'ctf'd under the statute, They said
that criticism of the Roman Hierarchy con·
stituted "acts of licentiousness," and refusal to abIde by the illegal censorship
law was "inconsistent with the peace and
safety of th~ Province,"
Mr, Justice Kerwin cnrefully analyzed
this contention and showed. it to be un·
reasonable, We quote his words.
TIle" WlInes&eS attempt to qpread their viewl
by way of the Vdnted and written word .1
well as ortLlly and state that auch Ilttempta
are part or thplT belle! TheIr attacks on nIt·
Elon ~enerally, or on one In particular. do not
bring thpm within thc excepUon "'0 as the
same be not made an PXCU5e for lIeentlousnesl
or a justiHcation of practlcell Im:onmtl'nt with
the pea~"", Mid ",afety of the Province," Whtle
severlll dcftnlUons of "!I<.,enUouB" appear In
standanl rlktlonarles. the prevall1ng senile 01
that term Is said 10 be "libertine. "lascivious,
lPWil." To certain biblical expreulona the
pamphlets, elt: .. of Jehovah', wftncesC8 which
they desire to distribute attach 11 mf'anln~
whkh Is offensive to a great majority 0.1' the
inhabitants of the ProvineI' 01 Quebec. ~ut it
they have a legal Tiltht to attempt to ~pread
their ooliello. as I think they have. the ex,
pressions used bY them In so duillg. a~ exemplified in the exhibits Hlcd. do not fall within
the nr5t part 0.1' the exception. Nor in my
opinion are their attacks "inconstatent with the
peace and safety of thf' Province" even where
they arc direCted pan:lcularly against thl' reIIglun of m9'it (]f the Province's reSidents. The
peace and sa:fety uf the Province will not be
endangered if that majority do not use the
attacks as a foundation for breaches 01 the

""'~

And SO another desperation argument of
the Province was also rejected. J~hovah's
wttnesse!l were declared by the judges to
come within the provisions of the Free·
7

dom of Worship Act-they are a religIouS
denomination, tHeir dctivities are a lawful -exercise of worship. and are neither

"acts of licentiousness" nor uinconsistent
with the peace and safety of the Prov-

ince."

Empty Traffic Argument Unmasked
All the above reasons baving failed them,
Quebec's attorneys next tried with tongue
in cheek to pretend that this bylaw forbidding distribution of literature without
a police permit was not designed for censorship but for traffic control. Could any
sane person pretend that a man distributing literature takes up less space on the
street if he has a license in his pocket than
if he lacks such permit? The bylaw had
nothing to do with street traffic, but it

was passed to "get" Jehovah's witnesses.
The weaknesses of this pretense are made
apparent by Mr. Justice Estey. who pointed
out the rather significant fact that
.•• the by-law was passed in 1933 at a time
when Jehovah's Witnesses were beIng brought
before the courts of the Province. for various
offences, and in the course of the hearing of
this appeal it was stated and not contradicted
that distribution under this by-law has been
refused only to Jehovah's Witnesses.

''But,'' you might say, "the conclusions
about the bad faith of Quebec's attorneys
are only the views of Jehovah's witnesses!"
By no means! Mr_ Justice Bertrand of the
Quebec Court of Appeal discussed this
"traffic" argument, saying;
The attempt of the said City of Quebec to
present Its by·law as a simple measure of protection against the blocking of the streets and
public places obliges us to be naive to the point
of believing their protests are' in good faith.

There is no question in the mind of Justice
Bertrand -that this argument WtlS made in
bad faith.
Nor is there any question in the mind of
Mr. Justice Kel1ock, who also took a few
sledge--hammer blows at the transparent
pretension that the bylaw was really related to traffic.
8

users

In these days when there is so much hypocrisy as well as both national and international double-talk and double-dealing, it
does one's heart good to find a man in
high position speaking fearlessly, impar·
tially and in fairness to a11. As is obvious
from the reasoning of Mr. Justice Kellock,
the censorship bylaw could not be magically changed into a traffic bylaw, and
the most valiant efforts of Quebec's attorneys were a failure.

Censorship Law Condemned
Away back in the year 1694 (A.D.), under the reign. of William ill, censorship
was abolished in English law. And, yet,
here we find the Quebec attorneys, 'just
two hundred and fifty-nine years behind
time, trying to justify the reimposition of
censorshjp; for censorship was the admitted use and real purpose of this bylaw.
Could they succeed in turning the clock
back two and a half centuries?

Mr. Justice Rand of the Supn:me Court.
a real champion of Civil liberty. made a
caretul study of this question of censot·
ship. He first discussed its hlstary.
Whllt the praet10e under the by·law demon-

strates Is that the lanrua&:e CQrnprehcnds the

power of cellS(lI'llhip. From 11.& inception, print·

in" haa been

reco~

~blll tles,

as an agency ot

tre-

and virtull D;y upon Its
introduct1on into western Europe It WU brought
under the control and license of Covernment.
At that time, 88 now In dKpotimu, authority
viewed with tear and wrath the UDoeJ\IIored
printed word; It Ii and ha.s been thto bfote noire
01 dogmatists In every tl.eld of thought; and
the seat of Its legislative ('.nntto) in this country

mendoWl

becomes a matter ot highest moment.
This really Kot!Iii to the root of the case.

Despotism cannot stand the uncensored
word. True religion or good government
In a democl'lltic state need never fear eMt·
iciflm. It is only misiovcrnmcnt and ta1se
rcllil,on that must be afraid or tree discUlIl!llon. Mr. Justice Rand al50 emphasize!!

that real democracy cannot exist Undlll"
censorship.
The Confederation Act redte~ Iht'<ieslreof the
tilree provinces to be tcdel'O.lly united Into one
Domlnlun "with a constitution similar In prln·
clple to thD.t 01 the United Kingdom." Und .. r
the constitution, government Is by parltamen·
tary institutions, Including popular a8~hllell
elected by the people at lru'ge in both Pl'OVlnces
and Dominion: iuv ..rnment rP~tlng ultimately
on publ1c opinion reached by dlscUIIlllon and
the interplay 01 Id"'lls. It that discussion Is
plQced. under license, Ita bailie oondillon Is
d8troyed: thl' government, as llcensor, t.
coml!S disjll.lned lrom tm:. citizenry. TIlE' only
security Is steadllv advancins:: enJ1ghtenment.
tll.r which tht' widest Tange of controversy is
the sine qua non [essential conditlon1-

This deep· and

thought_provoking
statement well expresses the philosophy underlying free
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government of tree

It shows: the necessity of public educatldn by tree pubHc
discusSion. PUblic opinion. upon which
democratlc government rests, can be
formed only if that public opinion can
feel the free play ot the CUl'l't!nts of ideas
that are abroad.
This expression parallf"1a 8 similar statemMt of the famous American Judge, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, who said that "the ultimate good desired is better reached by tree
trade in ideas-that the best test of truth
is the power of the thought to iCt Itselt
accepted in thf" competition of the market,
and that truUI is the only ground upon
which their wishpf'I .rely can be cllrrled
out. "
Jehovah's witnesses belif"ve in that free
trade In ideM for both thcnu;elves and
-everyone cl9c. Thf"ir Ideas are true. Th~
are willing to have them !'Itllnd in the open
market of Idf"88. A similar thoURht was
voiced cdltorlally by the Ottawa JourMl
(October 7,1953):
JDIlIrL

The truth is that nil. Idea elln bl' mu('h load
seen I\lPW-resaed freedom to Uphold It, and
no Idea, reUIi OUII or otht'rwliIP, Mln be mUCh
good unless t be able and eagerly willi", to
meet and defl'at illS tnl'mlea in the free market
of Ideas.
It II

Censorship destroys that open expres-

sion. It Starves ideas, warps the mind,
dt>Stroy!'l SCholarship, cuts ot! the tree flow
ot infonnation. Public discussion Is a. How_
109 st~; ct"n!!Omip, a dam creating
stagnation and
every kind of

disease. It affects
pamphlf"ts, books,
periodicals, newspa-

9

pers, In

fact, .every tl!rm Of public

""~

pression. Very few Canadians realized how
close they were to losing this vital and
fundamental liberty. All can be grateful
that the majority members of the Supreme
Court have quashed the tremendous effort
of the Quebec authorities to re..establish
censorship. The judgment has prevented
destruction of two and a half centuries of
progress.
Freedom of Worship

Beyond Provincial Power
Is freedom of worship a local matter
of small importance, or a fundamental
national right? If it is local, then the province of Quebec can make laws restricting
or even destroying it. If it is of national
importance, then only the Canadian federal government can deal with it.
The province argued that it was a purely
local mat4!r within provincial jurisdiction.
Mr. Justice Locke pointed out:
If the argument is sound, then the holding of
religious services by the adherents of any faith
designated by the Legislature [of the province] may be prohibited.

Can the Canadian people realize the
dangers inherent in the Quebec argument? Even the right to hold church services would be in jeopardy. The Quebec argument could turn Canada into another
Spain, where no churches other than
catholic are allowed to be built! Jehovah's
witnesses are building a bulwark against
such evil. That bulwark protects the freedom of all.
A number of the judgments were eloquent in placing primary liberties such as
freedom of speech and worship on the
highest plane of constitutional importance.
Mr. Justice Rand said:
..• freedom of speech, religion and the In·
violability of the person, are onginal freedoms
which are at once the necessary attributes
and modes of self'expression of human beings
and the primary conditions of their community
life wlthln a legal order. . . . That legislation
"in relation" to religion and its profession Is
not a local or private matter would seem to
me to be self·evident: the dimensions of this

,.

interest are nationwide; it is even today em·
bodied in the highest level of the constltutlonaltsni of Great Br:ttain; it appertains to a
boundless field of ideas, beltefs and faiths with
the deepest roots and loyalties; a religious incident reverberates from one end of tliis coun·
try to the other, and there is nothi~ to which
the "body politic of the Dominion is more
sensitive..•• From 1760, therefore, to the pres·
ent moment religious freed.om has, in our legal
system, been recognized as a piinc1ple of fun·
damental character; .•• religious belief, duty
and observances were never intended to be
included. Within that collocation of powers [allotted. to the provinces].

Mr. Justice Estey also placed religious
liberty on the highest plane. He described
it not only as a legal right, but as a sacred
right, saying:
The right of the free exercise and enjoyment
of religious profession and worship Is a personal, sacre~ right for which, history records,
man has striven and fought. Wherever attained
they have resisted restrictions and limitation
thereon in every possible manner.

These judgments are clear and definite on
removing from provincial authority the
power to destroy religious liberty.

Press Welcomes Victory
The decision was enthusiastically received by the press in this country. Readers
of A wake! will be interested in excerpts
from the editorials.
A VERDICT FOR FREEDOM OF WORSHIP

In upholding the right of the Witnesses of
Jehovah to distribute literature in the streets,
without restriction, the Supreme Court of Canada has lifted. a load from the conscience of
this country. Liberal·minded citizens of all religious affiliations and both major language
groups have long been uneasy about tendencies
toward indirect persecution of opinion. In Quebec especially, this deciSion in the case of
Mr. Laurier Saumur should result in the dismissal of some 800 similar cases involving
charges under municipal bylaws. It means that
no community anywhere in Canada can require
advocates of religious views to be U~ensed.
The ruling is one of several court deciSions
in recent years by which civIl liberty has' been
clarified within the provinces or throughout
the country. . . . In a free country, the few
must be allowed to try to change the opinions
of the many, whatever the issue. Canadians
can be proud that their courts are showing
themselves vigilanfagainst the intolerance that
wQuld whittle freedom away. [Evening Citizen,
Ottawa, October 7,1953]
FREEDOM OF RELIGIOUS PROPAGANDA

There will be approval of the majority ruling
of the Supreme Court of Canada asserting
the sect's right to propagate their faith by the
AWAKE!

BlbIs,. "dntEd aermoaa. mapzines,. h8JK1
bills and other religino,m literature. It meaus
also that ,police censorship cannot interfere with rellgious denominations. The
judgment also protects the right of citizens
to hear the arguments and contentions of
other citizens without police intervention.
The- judgment serves additionally as a wal1~
deserved rebukc to those Quebec authori-

FUIWO)4 !;If R.i:UCION

An Important prinC"lplf', Ihal II man mUll

IX' Illlowed to practise his rcllKlous beliefs, Is

upheld In the supreme court'~ ("[aiif' mllng 111
II.nothpf l'IIY,," involving the Wltnesaes of Jehovah.•.. And mmntcnance of that principle
I, one which must be applall<lt>d. . . . TI> intar.
t~e with II. man's wOl'6hlp Is evil. The fact
that the eulferer may adhere to beliefs fLul
genp.ral1y popular III besicte the point. IHorald,
Montreal, OCtober 7. 1!l531
FllllililluJ.l OF RtLIGiON ASfroUD

The majority d",dsion ot the l'Ourt, hQidlng

[hat members of the Jehovah's Witnesses 3ect

can lawfully distribute their parnl'hll"ts In 1m.
strP<"ts ul Quebec despite the provisions of a
civil bY·law, goes a ionll' way towards s5IIurlng
CanadianR the lIb ..rty to practl5e their religion
up"niy and freely In all parts of the Dominion.
[Toronto Daily Star, Oc:-tobET 9, 1953J

Columnist Gerald Waring ~rlbed
the case as something that "has helpt!d
strengthen right.~ that are supremely important to all Canadians."

Victory and Its Results
Readers will be able to see that this decision is the conciU.'!ion of a !ong-drawn-out
and hard-fought battle. The majority judg_
ment means that Jehovah'.'! witnesses and
all other religious groups now have freedom of worship, freedom to distribute
NOVEMBER ell. 1963

ties who think freedom shou1d be tor them~Ivp_'l and for no one else.
Jf'hovah's witnesses are Christians. Their
sole desire is to be free to preach without
mulestation, and to do SO peaceably, The
Catholic Church has the right to preach,
and Jehovah's witnesses do not interfere
with thalliberty. The Supreme Court has
now clearly establi!'lhPd tha.t Jehovah's wlt~
nesses also have thc right to preach and
that this shou1d not be interfered with by
the Cntholic authoritie!'l. If the authorities
I'folfrain from such Interference, they will
avoid nE't'dl€>SS controversY' that reflects no
.ttreat credit on themselves or their church.
Jehovah's witnesses are preaching Christian truth In obedience to the command·
mPnt.'l of JHiovah God and Christ Jesus.
They will continue to do this in an earnest
and dignified manner. 'l1I.elr message Is one
of love and hope. They do not hate anybody or seek to do ill to anybody. If they
did not love the good people of Que~,
they would not go to so much trouble to
open the Bible to them. They wish to point
all people to the wonderful hope held f9rth
in the Scriptures. They appeal to all honest
and God·fearing people in Qucbec and elsewhere to tum to God's Holy Word and
learn of His rIghteous purposes toward.
hwnankind. By so doing men of good will
will learn lhe way that leads to everlasting
life. "Now this is eternal life: That they
may know thee, the only true God, and
Je!'lLlsChrist, whom thou hast sent."-John
17::J,lJmlilY.
11

B~OOD.

"A PRECIOUS AND DANGEROUB

HAT the medical profession is being
alerted regardlng the dangers associated
with blood transfusions Is apparent from a
perusal of professional periodicals, both in
the United States and in other lands. A case
in point is the letter of Dr. S. H. Waddy,
F .R.F.P.S., that was publlshed in the British,

T

Me4icaZ Journal, February 21, 1953, under the

heading, "The Dangers of Blood Transfusion."
What occasioned the letter was a highly technical cllscussion on blood in that journal, and
which attracted his attention only because of
his being acquainted with one of the coauthors. Continuing, Dr. Waddy wrote:
,
Cl "Do not these highly technical articles on
blood emphasize what a dangerous treatment
transfusions may be? Frequent discoveries of
antibodies and genotypes not previously suspected should make one wary of administering blood except as an urgent necessity. The
great number of transfusions now being given
on one pretext or another must enormously
increase the risk of conflicting antibodies en·
dangering life whjn a subsequent transfusion
may be a necessity.
cr. "Statistics seem to prove that there is an
immediate advantage in using whole blood,
but, in view of the highly technical and skill·
ful Investigations which constantly are dis·
covering potential dangers and which are
demonstrated to us by complicated formulae,
ought we not to regard a transfusion of blood,
not as a routine measure, but as a dangerous
major operation? The Christian pronounce·
ment of nearly 2,000 years ago, 'It Is more
blessed to give than to re,ceive,' may well be
true as regards giving and receiving of blood.
The recIpient, perhaps, is being conditioned
for future unknown dangers-but what of
the donor? The generous donor Is willing to
give blood to 'save life,' but I do not think
that gallons of this precious and dangerous
fluid shoyld be wasted as a routine adminis·
tration in operative technique. If a pint of
blood is essential for recovery, or merely the
more rapid recovery, of the patient, then
surely the blood cannot be obtained from the
donor without cost. Wolsteln said, in 1791,
when condemning blood.letting, the fashion of
his day, 'Blood is no water~it is the juice of
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life; a juice which after each venesection
Nature replaces rapidly, but in a raw, unprepared, watery, spiritless state.' We have
learned niuch about the 'juice of Ufe' since
Wolstein's day, but no dOUbt his clinical observation was correct, as also that of Mar·
shall Hall, who denounced the same pract1ce,
call1ng the lancet 'a mInute instrument of
mighty mischief.' Some time ago when doing
a short locum for a friend [that is, substitut·
ing for him in his practice] 1 saw two patients, man and wife, labelled as suffering
from rheumatism. Neither had ever had any
serious tllness, but each appeared to be debilitated and only very slowly convalescIng.
They complained of great tiredness and lack
of energy and indefinite aches and pains,
which evidently suggested the 'diagnosis' of
rheumatism. They said that neither had felt
well since their last donation of blood. They
were universal donors and both had been
called upon, and had responded wIllingly,
many times.
([. "I am not satisfied that the sacrifice of the
donor is as harmless as is generally supposed,
nor am I satisfied that a transfusion 1s always
a good thing for the recipient. 1 would only
submit myself and members of my own fam·
ily to a transfusion if I considered it an abo
solute necessity, and this must be the crltenon
for my patients. What can 1 tell the would-be
donors who ask my advice? I do not wish to
discourage them, nor do I wish to embalTass
the workers in the blood-collecting squad,
but 1 do feel that it is time we exercised
extreme eConomy in the use of blood, other
persons' blood, and ensure that it is used
only for the purpose for which most oersons
think they give it~to save life."
Dr. Waddy's points are well taken, for
the blood is indeed a precious fluid~"the life
is in the blood," the Bible tells us-and may
truly be a dangerous fluid as regards taking
another's Into our own blood stream. It all
doctors limited their professional procedures
to that which they would do for themselves
and their familfes, there would ilndoubtedly
be a significant decrease in the number of
blood transfusions given.
(t
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ILDLIFE is an expression
of freedom and joy. Birds

W

in particular can delight our eyes, charm
our ears, quicken our imagination, and
often, when we are disheartened, they can
comfort and inspire us with n profound
love of Ufe. Much of Australia Is one largl<!
aviary of beauty and color, melody and
sone coming from tiny birds no heavier
than a pennyweight. to hll'Ke bird!; heavier
than a man. In this land of

bird~

lV'vpn

hundred different species are represented.
Few countries rival Australia in an air

or ground display of feathered fauna.
'The emu is the Inrgest of Australie's
birds. It takes second place only to the

ostrich as the world's largest bird. Its
Qulld Is similar to that of an ostrich, hav~
l1li a very long neck with a smoJJ hend, entirely out of proportion to the rest of its
body. From the soles of its large feet to the
tip of its head the emu averages from five
to six feet. Having only a small pair of
"flIppers," It has to depend solely upon its
long, heavily built lew; to keep it out of
danger. Thf' f'mn in full flight has attained
speed upward of thirty miles an hour. The
fema~ bird lays be-

tween seven and
- eighteen eggs, each
weighing a pound
and a half! What a
breakfast that egg woUld
make!

Large, you think? It
rates only second in size to
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the egg of Australia's nextlargest bird, the Ca&80wary.
Although not as large as the emu, this bird
is of stouter build, with thicker, »tronger
legs. This fellow has a kick like that of a
horse and has been known to damage the
front of a molol' car, when met up with
on the road. It is possE"ssor of a lustrous
blaek plumage and is noted for Its beautifully 1.."Olon.'tl lICariet-lllld-pink wattles,
which hang from its nH:k. Many have tried
to tame It by catchinA' It whUe YOWli, but
most efforts have proved unsuC'CeSSfuI, un·
doubtedly becalL'Ie of its enormous capaclty
for food and Its very WlI..'erUtin temper.
HerE' is a bird with a sense of hunmr,
Mr. Kookaburra, known In Austrolla as
laughing jackWiS, bushmen's clock or set·
tlers' clock. This hird is known for Its laugh.
ing ability. Truly It CIlll Inugh off practically any situation. Rising early with the
first light of dawn, it greeL~ each new day
with a hearty laugh. To the Australian
bushman it acts as a clock, hence the appellation, bushmen's clock. Its laughing
seems to be infectiow;, for when one of
these merry-makers
starts to laugh, all in
the neiidlborhood will
join in the chorus, till
the bushland, for Ii.
great distance around,
echoe.'! and re-echoes
with wild merriment.
Usually this bird has a very
inquisitive nature, and when
anything new presents itself
"Jacky" will be therE' to set'

for himself just exaCtly what is happening.
It is a very common sight to see as many
as half a dozen kookaburras sitting on
posts around a cultivation paddock or following up the plow to get the insects and
beetles as the fanner is breaking his
ground. It is a particularly good friend of
the fanner, because of its destruction of
pests, and is liked and protected by almost
everyone. Its beak is about the biggest
part of it. With this weapon it batters its
victims to death before swallowing them.
Sometimes with a small snake or reptile
half swallowed, its stomach apparently
fills and it dozes off, waiting for the first
half to digest so it can resume its meal.
However, "Jacky" never grumbles about
his role in life, and. as if in fulfillment of
the wise proverb "Never let the SUn go
down on your anger," he invariably says
"good night" with a final hearty laugh.

The "Monkeys" and
"Intellectuals" of Birddom
To most persons parrots are always a
SQurce of delight and amusement. They are
the "monkeys" of the Australian avifauna.
Parrots are indescribably beautiful. for almost every color imaginable is represented
in the six different families inhabiting Australia. Dr. Leach describes the blue mountain parrot, or rainbow lorikeet, as "a noble
bird, gorgeously appareled." One really
has to see this bird to appreciate how
beautiful it is, clothed in a coa\ of feathers
ranging in color from green on its back
to purple-blue on the head, with the underside orange, yellow, red and many other
shades.
Parrots have well been described as "the
monkeys of bird life," for to see them at
play, sometimes swinging upside down
from the branches, at other times "kissing" one another or perfonning a dance
for the benefit of their admirers, reminds
one of a cageful of monkeys at the zoo.
When the eucalyptus is in bloom in some
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areas the screeching and chattering of aU
th~ various kinds of parrots become almost
deafening.
Another family closely related to the
parrot is the cockatoo. There are many
species of cockatoo in Australia, the best
known being the sulphur-crested white
cockatoo. These are favorities as household
pets and live to a good old age, the Australian Encyclopaedia, Vol. 1, saying some
are known to have lived one hundred
years. Like all other species of parrot they
have a hooked beak and a brush tongue.
"Do they bite?" Do not be foolish enough
to put your finger in their jaws to find out.
White cockatoos have been known to bite
holes in a wire-netting cage and effect
their escape from captivity. When tamed
they can be trained to speak.
One-of the most beautiful and rare and
probably tqe most intelligent of all the
world's wild creatures is the lyrebird. It
is one of the most gifted vocalists and,
without a doubt, an unequaled mimic in
the bird world. This bird is naturally shy
and it is only with great difficulty and extreme caution that one may catch a
glimpse of it. Mr. Pratt, in his book The
Lore of the Lyrebird, pages 46 and 47,
describes how it displays, thus: "When
he erects his lovely tail, the plumes rise
and spread fanwise in one sweeping movement until they assume a static position
forming an acute angle with the line of
his back, whereupon the tips of all except
the Lyre-shaped plumes (which remain
laterally extended) droop gracefully forward and downward and partially screen
his head from sight of an observer confronting him from a level altitude." When
not displaying, the bird carries its tail
like a closed fan horizontally behind it.
It never erects or spreads its tail except
when about to dance or sing. It is able to
move each one of its sixteen display plumes
separately, in any. direction, to move the
AWAKE!

whole sixteI!n iP ,mison, to S{d Ea d all or abDity as a dancer. IJlO\'ftDeDts being persome I1f them In a fan. to erect or depli!M formed by a whole Bock at once.
them separately or in Wlison..
This accaunt would not be complete
As a mimic it is outstanding. being able without a word about those beautiful-song-

to mimic all other birds in lts locality flnd
f'Ven many of me sounds made by man.
Tlmbermen haW' often been sadly diSillusloned by it, beUeving they have h~
someone choppillg or sa wing near their
camps, but when invE'stigation is made,
the cause of the sounds seems to have disappearM into thin air_
The bowerbird is another well-known
mimic. This bird huilds for itself a playhouse for sporting purposes. This house is
built up on a mat of twif/;I>. ferns and grass
over an area about thl'H! fE'f't square and
is hOl'1leShoe-shaped. At each end of this
tllnn{'1 are deposited all the bright objeCls
the bird may see in its travels, sll('h as
parrot feathers. 'Pl~es of Un, blenched
honeA, !lhells, c610red rags and anything
else that gUtters. The bower i!l aiM thp
place where lhe male bird woos his mate,
showing off his fI~ry and executing many
l-emarkahle actions, dancing in and out
through the bower or playing by chasing
each other through it.
There arf' migratory birds that leave
Australia about MaTCh to vim Manchuria,
Siberia and Ule almalayas. ,The fork-tailed
swift nest.'! in Japan and the Himalayas,
and the sea curlew favors the extensivp
swamps of Siberia, where it nests, raiseS
its young and in three months unck>rtakes
the return journey, bringing with it the
new additions to the family and inlroducing them to their homeland.
The crane is worthy of mention, Ior it is
the highest-flying bird in AUKtralia and
can sometimes be observed as a mere
speck in the sky, or it may be even outside the range of vision, unles.'! a pair (If
field glasses are used. When flying hlJth
it makes a deep trumpeting noise. Perhaps
the most noted feature of this bird is its
NOVEMBER Mil. 1968

sters of the butcl1er bird and ma~ie fsmilies.. These are most popular, no doobt,

because of their melodious songs and bOld
habits. In the Df~Ung season these birds
become feracioui' and will attack eagles,
hawks and even man with equal tenacity,
M' naturalists have found to their sorrow
when collecting their egy.. Not' ('.ould we
forget Ule great monarch of the Australian
!!kif'!!. Amprira hM its bald eagle and
Europe has its golden eagle, but not to be
beaten in air SIlpt!riUrity, Australia, tpO,
has an paglf' soaring through her clear
skies on tireless wings.
The Au.strallan engle, well Imown as the
wf'dgp-tailed eagle, is among the largest
in the w(}rld. Comparing the go1df!n eagl4!
and the wedge-laUed eagle, Gould's Handbook to tM. Australian BinU, Volume 1,
page 9, hus this to say: "In size they are
also nearly alike but the lengtherleij and
wedge-shaped tail giVf'R to th!' Australian
bird a far more plctlSing and elegant contour_" The Australian eagle Is of blackUlhbro\\-n color with deadly hooked beak and
a pair of dangerous-looking talons. It is.
liked and protected by many because of Its
uscfulncss as a rabbit destroyer, but it is
not above carrying oft' a young lamb.
One cannot helP but think how kind
and loving· is the great Creator who filled
the earth with gorgeous creatures, provided pleasing sig:hts and sounds, made
possible infinitE" va.riE"ty and provided that
man should enjoy aU these. "The Howel'S
appear on the eal1h; the time of the singing of bird'! is come, and the voice of the
turtle-dove is heard in our land," exults
the Song of Solomon (2;12, Am•. Stati.
Ver.). Indeed such winged creatures and
the pleasurt' they bring are a happiness
to man and a hlP'\Sing from Jehovah!
l!i

The Spo
Iy

of +\awaiian Kings

~'A<NabI"

co"",pondenf
In Hawaii

to face the shore and
you keep watching back
over your shoulder for
those ground swells in·
dicating that a wave Is
forming, The best and
longest rides are al·
ways gained on waves
that are caught before they break. Skilled

ERHAPS no other
sport is so 'typically

P
HawaUan

as that of

surfrlding or surfing. It
is indeed fascinating to
watch those agile figures balancing themselves skillfully on the ,
surfboard, rIding ever so gracefully ahead ol , surfers will bother with no others. It 1s in
blue-green waves and feathering white surf. I these brief moments just as the wave Is
No less fascinating is the actual experiencing I. fanning that the skill of the surfer is tested.
One must lie back far enough on the board
of this thrilling sI)ort.
«I. No one seems to know for sure just where I to avoid "pearl-diving," or having the nose of
or when surfing originated, but when the , the board go under water, and yet not so far
Polynesians migrated to Hawaii they brought I back that the board will drag or slow down
it with them. Hawaiian royalty of old engaged
and be passed up by the wave. Now you look
in this pastime so much that it has been called I back and the water Is beginning to "pile up"
, behind you, and you begin to paddle vigorous.
the ''sport of Hawaiian kings."
~ Three things are needed for successful and
Iy to get your board moving at a speed to
enjoyable sUrfing: a surfboard, the right kind I keep ahead of the oncoming wave. Now it Is
of waves and the skill of the rIder. Old·time , the right moment and you nimbly rise to your
boards were made from koa, wili·W1li or I feet, with hands still gripping the sides of
breadfruit wood. The average length of old'the board to steady yoursel1. You shoot ahead
time boards was elevt!n or twelve feet and I. as you gain the tull thrust and momentum
the width about two feet. Modern boards are
of the wave-you have caught it!
longer, some being sixteen feet. And instead , cr. A long and successful ride depends upon
at being of soljd wood they are more likely j your skUl in keeping ahead of the wave and
t6 be of hollow construction, making them
not becoming embroiled in the churning white
lighter to paddle and more manageable. The
surf just behind you. Experts have learned
Ideal wood for surfboards has been found to
that a faster ride can be had by steering the
be redwood, because of its light weight,
board at an angle rather than straight ahead
of the wave. Many a beginner loses his bal·
strength and economy.
(1 Only on certain days when conditions are , ance, he and the board parting company be·
just right is It "good surfing." Like good I fore the ride is finished. Now you feel that
fiShermen one must get the "natural feel"
you' are sIo,wing down and ate in danger of
of the sea to knoy; when it is right. Sub· , being by-passed, so you squat quickly and
marine conditions as well as the wind have
paddle frantically with your hands to pick
much to do with waves and long rides into
up more speed to keep ahead of the churning
shore. Would you like to take an imaginary
power behind. You are nearing the shore and
ride on the surt in this fascinating sport? f slowing down lUI the wave Is diminishing and
Get a board and come along! To travel out to
lOsing its drIve In its stumblings over the
the "zero" area, or the pla~ where waves are
coral sands beneath.
born, you lie fiat and face down, paddling the
tI. You have successfully completed your ride.
board along with a swimming motion of the
You have mastered the wave and a sense of
anns overside, always heading into or at I exhilarating triumph and Pleasure sweeps
right angles to smaller incoming waves. This lover you. In fact, you have enjoyed it so much
alone pequires practice and skill of balance j that you are ready to turn your board around
just to stay on the board, With plenty of ann ' and start the work of paddling yourself back
muscle as the chief power.
to match your skill again. Now you know wily
I
tI. Now you have arrived at the right place
Hawaiians enjoy this sport so much, the sport
to catch a wave. The board is paddled around I' of Hawaiian kings.
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Sanz "
Never Hod It So Good

A

MERICA'S prosperity became a slogan
during the 1952 presidential campaign.

Farmers and factory WOl'iters, business-

men and housewivw weI'E' :reminded iliat
they "never had it so good" But the people
did vote [or a change. Why? Dld they recognize their prosperity to be inflationary,
born in the flames and tears of war? What
is the source of Uncle Sam'Ii "good Urnes"?
WiJl they taRt? And just how goods", they?
Let US examine the record.
The United E.'tate!l has lffi.'1 than 7 J'lf"f
ccnt of the world's population, yet in 1952
the nation manufactured 52 per cent of the
world's mechanical enel'i)'. and used it to
produce 65 per cent of the world's mnnufactured goods. Some $350 billion was the
total market value of all goods and services
produced. In 1952; the greatest outpouring
in Iill the natiun's history. Also retail
spending was at its peak-$215 billion, And
consumers managed to salt away.more
savings In 1952 than ever bcfore---a hand.some SWD of $18.5 billion.

Peacetime unemployment was at the
lowest mark in history (1,700,000), and
employment at its highest peak (62 million jobs) in 1952. Wages too were good.
The manufacturing

wage was $71 a
week; another alltime {high. The nation's personal income purse swelled
to 8 record $235 billion; a gain of $9 billion in a
year. Yes, from all ap, Uncle Sam was
never
so prosperous
and COOlfortably fixed-he
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"never had it so
good" Hut from
where does all
this prosperity
come? Eisenhower gives these answers:
''Today our initiative, im.ai:ination and
productive system are once more tied and
shackled to war and the prospect of war.
Our economy i.~ a war economy. Our prosperity is a war prosperity. The Admlnlltration has never found the way to create the
conditions necessary for hid! employment
w:lthout the prop 01' international con1l.1ct
or international ·tenslon." (New York
Timea, November 2, 1952) In other words,
the good times that the United St8te& 1i
enjoying 81"(' fost.ered by the very thine
hoted most-war. In 1'ear 01' war Uncle
Sam has reached down into his pockets
and come up with billion.~ to protect himself. These bUllons meant work for mUliolUi. Pay checks were cashed. People
began to !lhout 'Santa Claus has come to
town!' as they did In the clty 01' Barnwell,
South Carolina, when the $1.5 billion
hydrogen-bomb plant was ordered to be
bullt there. Other industries began to
boom. As to how greatly Uncle Sam's living conditions have been affected by this
spending spree, consider furthl:lr.
'the latest figures show that there are
about 42,682,591 ears in the nation.
Seventy out of every 100 people driving
cars bought them within the past two
years. There is "one passenger car for
every 3.6 persons in the country, and that's
prosperity." Last year thl:lse Cars used
:-t.1,250,OOO,OOO gaUons of gasoline and
traveled 382,994,000,000 mUes. People are
taking more trips and spending more on
17

vacations': The American Automobile Associatlon predictS that some 66,000,000
persons will spend up to $9,240,000,000 on
vacations alone in 1953. A Texan wisecracking over the traffic problem and prosperity in a western city offered a remedy:
"Podner," he said, ''why don't you rule all
Ctdil1acs off the streets during rush
hours?" The reply was: "If you did that,
how would we working people get home?"
Plane and train travel is away up. And
the modern trend is toward less work,
greater comfort and more relaxation. To
this end a whole new array of electrically
operated push-button equipment has been
manufactured for farm and home.
Housewives dreaded the Monday wash.
Today it is a process of pushing buttons.
Over 3,000,000 washing machines and
600,000 driers were produced in 1952. Some
3,400,000 refrigerators and over a million
home freezers were manufactured. Accet:It
on entertainment and comfort flooded the
market with 5,000,000 television sets; airconditioning units are away up in demand,
tripiing their sales in the last four years.
The American consumer spent 200 per cent
more on furniture in 1951 than in 1937.
Electricity and gas are becoming standard
items in every home. Truly, the housewife
has never had it so good. How about the
farmer?
Uncle Sam's farms are enjoying unprecedented prosperity. Life magazine for January 5, 1953, reports that "in 1800, when
10 out of every 11 people lived on farms,
the farmer was concerned mostly with
feeding· himself and his family. Today
every one of the nation's Iv million farm
workers must produce every year enough
food for 15 other people a $33 billion job.
... What he has done is to get more output
from every unit on his farm-more wheat
and corn from every acre, more eggs and
meat from his livestock. Fertilizers and
cover crops help make richer soil, improved

plants give bigger yields, insecticides and
serums let more plants and animals live to
maturity, and machines enable the fanne!'
to do the same amount of work in a shorter
period of time. As a result the farmer now
gets 34% more crops per acre, 53% more
production per animal unit and an incredible 126 % more output per hour of work
than he did at the end of World War I."
The saying "Poor old farmer" is a thing
of the past. He no longer is a watertoting, mail-order-catalogue-reading, plowpushing slave. Today, electric pumps bring
the water in, tractors push the plows, and
he has some time to relax in a soft chair before a radio or a television set. His prosperity appears steady and there are no
dark clouds in sight. What about the future for the rest of the nation?

Predictions Point to PJl08peritu.
Many ask, 'After military spending slows
up, what then?' Military spending is predicted to reach a peak at the close of 1953,
then to level off and continue at "a rate
,of $53 billion a year till mid-1955." After
which time, experts claim, attention wjll
be focused on public building and civiiian
improvements. Simply to bring the country's schools, roads and hospitals up to
par in the next ten years will require an
outlay estimated officially at $98 billion.
The Bureau of Public Roads estimates that
$60 billion will be invested in the next ten
years to modernize the nation's highways.
In addition, the bureau figures another $20
billion will be needed to repair and main·
tain existing roads. Educators say that
right now schools are needed to the value
of $20 billion, and another $18 billion is
needed for new hospitals. Living conditions
are predicted to go on rising steadily. Close
to five million houses are expected to go up
in the next four years. More automobiles,
the spread of television from coast to coast,
more and better home appliances, etc., are
predicted to keep Uncle Sam's financial lot
•
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a happy one :in the yean to 00JlM1~ :aut tbel'e llast eaten aDd art fUll, and bast built loadare thoae wno cautkm Sam 10 go -..y.
IT Qouses. and dwelt tberelll; and whal thy
The spending spzee is not aItogetheI' a berds and thy docks multiply, and thy silsign of prosperity. The Federal Reserve ver and thy gold is multiplied, and all that
System is applying the brakes to individual thou hast is multlplled; then thy heart be
business spending, because at pre»ent they lifted up, and thou forget Jehovah thy God,
owe the fantas,tic amount of $.,100 billion.
In fact, private debt exceeds the huge debt
of the U. S. goverrunent and all the debts of
the states and locaUties combined. Private
and public debt.~ add up to the incre<tible
:fI.aure of $552 billion. which finance ex·
perts describe as "dangerous." Ordinary
famill~ now owe approxlmo.tcly $24 billion
-not counting their mortgages. The mort·
gage debt on family homes ha!'l !lkyrOCkctcd
to IIiS9 billion, and that 19 not considering
the debt on big apartmenbi and farm home!'\.
Installment debt nears $16 billion. Just
how llerious these family and other debls
are Is not del:lt· yt't, but the staggP.ring
figures are causing JlPrioUl'l concern. in gov·
prnmental circlcs. Thcy are asking, What
If incomes were to come down, what then?
Through these ("yes prosperity looks shaky
indeed. Is this what the people saw when
they vottld for a change?
Perhaps. But that is not all they saw.
They felt the fear of war, heard of Ct'lrruption in high places, !laW wasteful spending
of public funds and experienced a loss of
freedom. Thes\:! were the events that Jesus
and his apostles foretold wouJd precede the
end of this wicked system of things. And
they are the same events to which Jehovah's witnesses point. Good times are not
a ~rantee of individual rights and free·
dams. Only a vigilant and fearless people
under Jehovah God will prosper. But a
warning issued over thirty centuries ago
has come true upon thi!! generation. as it
did upon the nation of Israel.
"Beware lest thou forget Jehovah thy
God, in not keeping his commandments,
and his ordinances, and his statutes, which
I command thee this day: lest, when thou
NOVEMBER 22. 1953

• . . and lest thou say in thy heart, My
power and the might of my hand hath got-

ten me this wealth..•. if thou shalt fora:et
Jehovah thy God, and walk after other
gods. and serve them, and worship them, I
testify agailU!t you this day that ye shall
surely perish. As the nations that Jehovah
maketh to perish before you, so shall )Ie
perish."-Deuteronomy 8:6·20, Am. Stan.
V~.

Uncle SaInt along with fellow nations the
world over, has forgotten the prophet'.
warning. The pseudo prosperity has gone
to Uleir heads like strong drink, nnd they
are drunk with Its Influence. God is hot
in 0.11 their thoughts. Money is their lod.
Gluttony and riotous living are their
friends. They minimize the spiritual and
accentpate the material. Ple·8.'lUI'e has be·
come their seal"('h. TrUth is scoffed at, 'in·
tegrity shunned, and honesty is no Iona;er
considered Ole best policy. Delinquency is
definitely on the upswing. Crime is the or·
der of the day. (Psalm 10:4; Isaiah ~9:14;
2 Timothy 3:1·5) Wbat iR in store for a
world suffering this mania? Read the W1.
failing answer for yuurself at Psalm 92:7:
"When the wicked spring as the grass, and
when all the workers of iniquity do Hoarish; it is that th~y shall IJ€' rlffitroyed for
ever." What can you do?
Flee the wicked organization now by
coming over to Jehovah's New World so·
ciety. that you may !iurvive Armageddon
and live. Survivors of Armageddon will experience true peace and prosperity based
upon the loving pruv isiOIlS and promises of
God. May that be your happy Jot.-Isaiah
35:1_10; Ezekiel 34:25-31; Micah 4:3,4;
Zephaniah 2:2, 3.
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JET STREAMS: MEANDERING AIR-RIVERS

HE existence of jet streams has been
stream resembles its counterpart in the
Northern Hemisphere during the respective
known to man for only a few years. To
winters but probably differs consIderably In
be exact, it was during the latter months of
World World II, when B-29 bombers were
summer. It was believed that the Southern
Hemisphere may also have a secondary jet
raiding Japan, that pilots reported bucking
stream not usually found in the Northern
west winds of 200 miles an hour at highlevel flight. Weather officers, upon hearing
Hemisphere. WhIle the jet streams usually
fiow
eastward, they sometimes flow toW'ird
the reports, were skeptical. But more reports
the north and at other times toward the south.
of "fantastic" winds poured in, some pilots
insisting that at 30,000 teet their planes sim·
(l Of what practical importance are these
ply stood still relative to the ground, and ;.vhen
streams? Well, in a sense they carry weather
they turned around their speed was twice
itself with them. A jet stream can affect
what it would have been ordinarily. Some 4:~ ground weather by changing the pattern of
pilots' reports indicated wind speeds ot 300
lower·air movements. It can cause lower air
mUes per hour! After the war meteorologists
to rise; then, as this air rises It expands, cools,
at the University ot Chicago investigated .:. and its moisture condenses in the form of
these reports. They soon found that the pilots'
rainfall. But because of their tremendous
accounts of the Incredibly fast air currents ~:" height and their meandering in the sky, jet
were true.
streams are difficult to locate. Recently, jet
€. 13riefiy, what are jet streams? They are ,."~
, planes have been used to track down the airrivers, the direct surveys giving weathermen
extremely tast, very high narrow currents
a new and important tool for ground weather
of air that circle the earth from west to east,
forecasting. In fact, forecasters need the jetflowing at speeds greater than the general
stream measurements each day for use in de·
circulation. Usually found somewhere between
•
20,000 to 45,000 feet, their average speed Is ~~'. riving extended time·period weather forecasts.
belIeved to be less than 75 miles per hour, but
(l Jet·stream soundings are also of great
they sometimes exceed 250 miles per hour. .\
, importance in high-level flight planning. AI·
(On the earth a gale ot 75 miles per hour
ready commercial jet-powered air transports
is a fonnidable force.) The Britannica Book
.. are operating at jet-stream altitudes, and
01 the Year for 1953 told of a jet stream found
ignorance of the stream's location and velocon October 17, 1952, above Argentia, New·
foundland, at 39,000 feet to have winds fiow- ~:" ity could only mean uneconomical operation.
Since the jet streams generally fiow eastward,
Ing at 280 miles per hour! In the Pacific an
eastbound airplane on November 19, 1952, reo ,~, if a plane flying from America to Europe
could "ride" a 2OG-mile·per·hour stream, just
ported a jet stream at 20,000 to 27,000 feet
that flowed at 90 miles an hour for 4,000 miles.
think what savIng there would be In fuel
.:~ consumption! Conversely, a plane flying from
4I. Why are these high-altitude air currents
Europe to America would have fuel consumpcalled "jet streams"? Because the wind does
not exist in a broad belt but rather is con· .~, tion rising enormously if it had to cope with
• a 200·mlle-per.hour jet stream.
centrated llke a jet of all". The jet stream's
width may vary from a few miles to 100 miles .:.. (l Some progress is being made in learning
or more. Its depth may le only a few hundred
how to detect jet streams. Recently, Dr. Vin·
feet or several thousand feet. To be sure, ~.~
,
cent J. Schaefer of General Electric Company
jet streams are not constant in extent, velocity
sald that four "specific and rather spectacular
or location_
~:~ cloud types" are visual keys to the whereabouts of the high-speed streams. But as yet
€. In the middle latitudes, such as those of
the United States, jet- streams seem to be "~,, finding jet streams is a rather hit-or-miss
most prominent. But the Southern Hemiproposition. Man, no doubt, has much to learn
sphere has its own jet stream, the Journal of "~~ about these speedy air-rivers that circle the
,
world in a meandering fashion.
Meteorowgy (August 1952) reporting that this

T
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AVE you ever eaten a meal that was
not seasoned properly or, worse yet.
that Was not BmSOned at allT It is not very
enjoyable. is it? When ~t comes to preparing foocJ. a Uttle Setl!fonlng goes a lOng
way. Spices do for rood what color does
to natw'e. One pleases the taste, while
the other plf'8se!'1 the ~.
Spice!; have added a tang not only to
the dinner, but to history ibelt. The demand for them led dlrectty to the dil'lroVery
of America and the see. route to the Far
.East. They also figwoed prominently In
wars, the rise and fall of states, and "twice
remade the world's reUKious history. ftn;t
by making Mohammeda:nlsm a world
power, and long afterwf1t'd4l by conditioning the time and early' fortunes: of the
Reformation." (The E1IcycJopedia Americana, 1942 Edition) During the Middle
Ages spices were practically worth their
weight in gold. A poWld of mace cost the
price of three sheep, and two pounds, the

H

price of a cow.
Long before becoming ing:redients of
seasoning, spices were used. for re11g1ous

services. Some spices were speclally used
for embalming, while others were set uide
for diven;e sacrificial and. funeral rites.
These practices SlU"Vlve in our day in thE'
burning of incense. Roman baths were perfumed with saftron.
And saffron was also

the seeds of II spice plant were a symbol
of friendship. When persons shared salt
and cummIn it meant that they were the
most intimate of friends. In early times
spices were given 1.0 babies to make them
sleep. Stablemen spread spices In hams to
drive Oess away. Among the more popUlar
SUpeJ'Btitloo& was the Hindu belief that If
a basil wa!l planted outside the hotne It
would ensure happiness tor that household.
Rosemary was said to grow only "in the
gardens of the ri&:hteous." A shoot of anise
hung near the pWow was believed by some
to keep bad dreams away. Hallucinatlor.
were said to be Induced by coriander sella.
In early American hiHtory nutmeg WIllI
carried around as a good-luck charm and

was considered as POtent as a rabbit's toot
Is !<>day.
Throughout the Middle Ages, when
modern methods of refri&:eratlon and
~ for preserving foods were not

known, spices were indispensable to diet.
Then winter meals consisted mainly of
slabs of bacon from undernourished pip,
bee( from scrawny cattle and very feW
greens. This meat was often Improperly
treated with unpurlfled salt. By the time
spring arrived the meat was half rotten,
but instead of throwing it away, or destroying it, hungry
families would spice It
to make it palatable.
Scurvy and endless

spread on the streets

!Ul:in diseases resulted

of odoriferous Rome

from the sickening

to soothe the sensitive
nostrils of Nero when
he entered the city.

diet. Mothel"!'l would

SpiCes also flavored

many a Huperstition.
The arornlltlc fruit or
NOVEMBJiJR .2t, 11M3

pour sulphur and molasses down their children in an effort to
purlfy their blood.
Meals were not only
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monotonous, tasteless. OOlorlE!$$ and pIedsureleSS, but also difficult for the sick and
the hungry to force down and keep down,
and -bad for them if they did so,
Hence, in the Middle Ages perhaps the
first call beyond bare nominal aliment was
something to make uneatable food eatable,
if at all possible. There was a great demand
for something to revive dying appetites
and to save drooping lives as well as to
make eating a satisfaction and pleasure,
instead of a gruesome task. Spices, therefore, turned out to be the foremost dream
of luxury that was a necessity. Absence
of spices took much of the savor and joy
out of eating, if not out of life.
Botanteal Origin. Chemical
Compo8Uion. Commercial U8e

The modern housewife is not faced with
the cooking problems of the Middle Ages.
Her foods are kept fresh and tasty in the
icebox, refrigerator or cooler. Spices are
in~sive, and they line her pantry
shelf in great variety-salts, peppers, mus~
tards, vinegar, curry, chutney, ginger,
pickles, onions, garlics, etc., are hers to
use at a moment's notice. Rapid transportation brings fresh fruits, vegetables and
rg.eats to the ,market daily. Meals are not
affected by seasons, and greens are to be
had the year round. Seldom do we eat
food that is rancid or spoiled.
Most spices are imported from Asiatic
countries and islands of the sea. Large
quantities come from hundreds of islands
called the Moluccas. These islands comprise the entire land area between Celebes
and New Guinea, south of the Philippines,
a total of about 35,000 square miles, with
a population of only about half a million.
A popuJar saying among the natives is that
spices will grow only where they can smell
the sea. A remarkable fact is that to this
very day the greatest portion of spices are
grown successfully on islands or near the
22

sea. Long before the SpiCe Islands are In
sight, sailors 1mOW' of their vicinity 't11 the
heavy fragrance borne to them by the land

breezes.
The flavor of the spices is due to the
presence of aromatic oils secreted in the
plants, but these oils are richest in different parts of the various plants. For example: In cloves it is the flower buds that
are particularly aromatic; in fact, the
cloves we buy in the store are nothing but
the dried .flower buds of a smal] bushy tree.

The ginger, liCOrice and tunneric are underground stems or roots, while cinnamon
and cassia are made from the inner bark
of the tree. Pepper is made from the fruit,
while nutmeg is the seed, and mace is the
thin outer skin of the nutmeg.
Contrary to what many think, spices
are not used principaI1y in fiavoring foods
and drinks. They have other uses for
which there is great demand in commerce.
Some spices are valuable in perfumery,
confection, and scented soaps, or in the
manufacture of incense. Many are .utilized
in medicine, such as cardamom, ginger,
nutmeg, oil of cloves, etc. These are used.
either as flavoring or for their special
therapeutic values. Clove oil is employed
in microscopy. Tunneric is used in dyeing,
especially by the people of India and
China; other spices are valuable in various
other arts. i
Americans use more black pepper than
all the other varieties combined. It is a
commodity to be found in almost every
home and in every grocery store, but how
many housewives or grocers know that
Piper nigrum, which produces the white
and black pepper they use daily, is a climbing vinelike shrub, found growing wild
in the forests of Travancore and the Malabar coast of India? How many know that
pepper at one time was considered as precious as silver and gold? For generations,
like gold and precious stones, pepper could
AWAKE!

be IoI,wd OIl royal tabl • only. There was cbbd bum. using thea U('IlnptraUve ~
a time when. it wu uaed aa money to pay otds of ace- In Odna, as tar back as 3 B.C.
court •""'e B were requireu to bold cloves
debt.B and rentals.
Cinnamon, like pepper, dates back into in their mouths when addressing the lting·
antiquity for its use and value. 'lbe Chinese ~. this tasty spice is named not
used it as a main ingredient in the making after its flavor but after Its nalHike apof religious incense. Both cinnamon and pearance. The word "clove" is derivedfrom
cassia were highly valued In Biblical times, tm;. Latin clavus, tOl:' naD.
and are often rnentloned in the Scriptures.
Nub:I4. too. comes from trees. The
In the thirtieth chapter of Exodus they are fntlt closely resemhlefl a peach In appearmentioned o.s component parts 1n a per- ance. When ripening, the thick 8eshy outer
fume compound that was mixed in with the cover splits, disclosing thE' brown nut
holy anointing oil used by the Levite (seed) and orange-eolored mace. Each tree
priests,
will yit"ld, on an a~l'ab'e, about ten JilO1lIlds
Oil of cinnamon is made from pieces of of nutmeg and a pound and a hlllt ot mace
the bark of brunches and trunlu; of the each year. It takes from six to eight yeaN!
cinnamon cassia, a native plant of China, for the tree to mature. Thel'Mftcr it
but which is grown mainly in Java todaY, produce; fntit for seVf't1ty to elil:hty years.
It reQuires about eighty pounds of bark
Mustard, too, finds 0. prominent p~t"
to make eight ounces of oil. Cinnamon in homes and re;taurants, but few know
I('Rve!'! yield an oil resembling all ot cloves, that its pecu1iar pungency and odor for
with Which It is often mixed, The ripe which it is popuJo.r are due to an essential
berries of the cinnamon tree produce a 011 developed by the action of water on
volatile oil, similar to all of jWliper, and two chemical substances conlained In
from the root or Ule tree is obtained cam- black mustnrd seed-one called rdnigrln
phor. Cassia oil is obtained from the leaves. nod the other myresin. Pure mustard 011,
buds or bark. All an all prod~r, the cin- as pres:st"d from the seed, is not pungent
namon tree is priceless.
and will not blister unless mixed with
Pure oil Of clove and the clove itselt wa.ter. Wheat Hour, rice 80ur or other
come from the clove tree. The tree is an farina is mixed with pure mustard flour to
evergreen that grow~ to a height of twenty absorb a portion of the oil and in th1s way
to fifty feet. But for cultivation It is retard fermentation.
pruned down to ten or eleven feet. As soon
The history behind the spices is runailng
as the dainty flower bOOs assume a bright- indeed. It reflects the wisdom of Jehovah,
red color they are plucked by hand, then who, in making the earth and preparing
spread in the shade or before a slow wood it for man's habitation, meant to please
(ire to dry. The quickE"r they dry the less not only man's eye and car but his taste
Ios..'! of the aroma On the hJand of Zanzi- as wf'11. By creating the spice plants, he
bar the natives plant a clovE" In'e for each pleasingly added variety to life.

Archenemy of Germ;
'iI The wonder drugs called

"~ttOiotics"

an:! always in the news. It would be well,
then. to ~t acquainted wl.th the word "anlihiotiP." It comes from two Greek words
anti and bias, meaninl: "against life." It is a Otting name because the antibiotiC,s
aet, not by chemical destlUCtlon ot germs, but by inrerferine with their normal

erowth.
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THE INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA

S

TRANGELY enough, the people referred
Indian tribes in all in the region north of
to in North AmerIca by the tenn "tndians"
Mexico. The white man needed their land;
are not really Indians. Columbus, when he
he took It. He sometimes went through the
discovered America, believed that he had
form of purchase in early days, but the Indian
reached a part of India, and in a letter of
did not understand that he was giving up any
February, 1493, wrote of "the Indians I have
right to use the land himself. Commercial
with me," Thus the original inhabitants of ~-" swindles, land-robblngs, broken treaties and
America, through Columbus' error, were
massacres marked the path of advancing
dubbed "Indians," and that name has stuck
"civilization." History shows that canada's
so well to this very day that the real Indians
early attitude and conduct toward the Indians
were marked by greater humanity than was
are now commonly called Hindus or East
Indians. Are the American Indians really
shown by the United States_
"red men" as they are often called? No, the
OW It is ironical, then, that the United States
only time that they are red is when they
should, in a sense, owe its independence to
paint themselves so. The Indian is usually
the very people it ill-treated. For the Indian
of a cinnamon-brown tone.
unwittingly taught the white man the value,
the
need, the thrill of freedom and the type
OW The Indians, because of their cruel torof warfare that enabled the irregular colonial
tures, have often been vilified by the white
, troops to gradually harass the British reguman. It is true that some Indian tribes emlars to desperation and wore out even English
ployed tortures that were fiendish, that squaws
pluck and perseverance.
were sometimes more cruel than others in
torturing the prisoners and that their very
OW So it is seldom realized what far-reaching
children sometimes took their full part in "_, effect the Indians had on American life and
the torture proceedings, being held up by ,- ~ the white man in general. From the Indians
their fathers to tomahawk the dying victims
the white man learned tobogganing, canoeing
at the stake. But now, were the Indians unique
(in large measure) and how to make maple
in such savagery, that the white man can
sugar and maple syrup. Why, the Algonkian
rightly single them out as star villains? HardIndian tribes contributed to the vocabulary of
ly! For a look at contemporaty Europe at
American-English some 140 words, some that
that time shows that the white man was given
are today so naturally English that their
to plundering. What unspeakable atrocities .... Indian origin is obscure: caucus, ch-tpmunk,
were practiced upon the capture of a Ejurohickory, hominy, moccasin, moose, opossum,
pean city by Europeans! TortUre was still a
pappoose, persimmon, powwow, raccoon,
civil institution even in England and Scotland.
8kunk, aquash, squaw, terrapin, tomahawk,
totem, tuxedo, etc.
A$ late as 1646 a woman had her tongue
nailed to a board at Henley-on·Thames beOW It is surprising how many of the names
cause she complained of a tax levied by Parof the Etates are derived from lndian words.
liament. In truth, the Roman and Spanish
For example, Alabama, Arkansas, Iowa, KanInquisitions showed really how illiterate in
sas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri and
the highest art of diabolical fiendishness the
Utah were all drawn from the names of
untutored Indian was!
Indian tribes. These .state names came from
OW Not unfrequently, the tortures practiced
Indian words: Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois.
by Indians on prisoners were merely in reKentueky. Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska.
taliation for cruelties committed by the white
New Mexico (Mexico is a word derived from
man. In 1764 the grandson of William Penn
the Aztec mexitli, their national war god).
offered bounties for scalps, including $50 for
North and South Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma.
the scalp of an Indian woman and $130 for
Texas, Wisconsin and Wyoming. Tennessee
the. scalp of an Indian boy under ten years
came from "Tennesse." the Indian name for
old. It was not uncommon for the whites ta
the chief town of the Cherokees. and Indiana,
kill all their prisoners. To upright persons
of course, is named after Indians. Indians
the story is deplessing. When the white man
have left their imprint on what is called the
first came to America he found perhaps ROO
white man's civilization: no doubt about it!
~,.
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/II. Resurrec:tion by Metempsychosis? finally re-entered the absolute substance
HE doctt'inf' of metempsychosis Is the
theory of thc passing or the tr...nsmigrating oC the soul at death into new
fonns or bodie!!, whether of an anima] or
of B person. Hence, It Is more popuJarly
referred to as a rebirth of a l'IOul in a new
body, elJpedallY a human body.
Transmigration of souls was a Persian
religious belif!f bef01'C the t1me otZoroaster
and was drawn tram East Indian sources.
Pberecydes, the Greek phUOMpher of the
island of SyroR, of the sixth century before
Olrlst. ta~ht the exh;tence of the hlU1Uln
soul after death; and hi!! disciple Pythag.
0l'8S, if he did not ~ thls doctrine or
transmiRration [rom Pherecydes who
taught him, got it in Babylon from the
magi. A century and a half later another
pagan Grecian philosopher rose up, Socrates, born 468 B.C., who through his foremORt pupil, Plato, popularized the theory
of the "immortality of the human sou!."
Quite to be expected, the ancient po.gnn
Egyptians taught transmigration. For this
reason they embalmed tm dead i'IO as to
oblige the departed soul to return to the
body It had ,once occupied and so prevent
its passage into otht>r fonns, animal or
plant.
A group of JewiBh rabbiq mlled the cabaliBts indulged in mystical interpretation
of the Holy Scriptures and interwove into
their interpretation the doctrine of transmigration of the soul. Says their Zohar,
or Book of Light: "All the souls are subject to the trials of transmigration." They
maintained that souls after many trials

T
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out of which they had em~ To ac·
eompliBh this end they had to ~Iop to
all the perfeclion.~. through a second life,
a third, and so on until they had attained
the condition fitting thM! for reunion with
God. Accordingly, the caballBts held that
the soul of Adam migrated into David, and
will come into the Mes."Iiah. In the time 01
Jerome the doctrine of transmlRratlon wu
taught as a tradition to be communicated
to only a select few who were supposed Ul
have Inskle knowledge; and the more spec.
ulatlve or mystical ones among the relI·
glous fathers of the... Roman cathol1c
Church resorted to that doctrine In ordeI
to explain what they did' not ScrlpturalJl!
undenItand.
ProCessed Christians who speculate turrl
to the doctrine of transmigration or rein·
carnation In order to explain the resurrection. Some have e"Pl c::£d the vieW thal
the soul of a person who had died woulC
be transferred to a hwnan body that W8.!
newly being bom to a married couple
They refer to Malachi 4:5. 6 and Matthe..,
17:10-13 in-arguing that John the Bapt1S1
was literally the prophet Elijah come bacl
from the dead. How? Why, his sou
from his dead body trarumigratcd Inte
the body of the babe bom by natura
reproduction to John's parents. But tru
transmigration theorists fail to note tm
following facts: The angel Gabriel, w):lI
announced the coming birth, did not sal
that John would be the literal Elija1
rerurrect.ed from the dead through till
process oC human reproduction. Gabrle
said that John would have merely tho
2.')

spirit and power of Elijah and wou1d do out his soul unto death." (~iel 18:4
a work like Elijah's of old. (Luke 1:16, and Isafah 53: 12) By not taking God's
17) Did Zechariah understand the angel to
mean that his reproductive lUlion with
Elizabeth would result in a child's being
born to him with the soul of the original
Elijah superimposed upon it? No! He correctly understood that the child would be
his very own son, but would perform a
work corresponding to Elijah's. Malachi'a
prophecy was no prophecy of the resurrection of the origin'at Elijah. It was a pr6phecy of a work, which work would be performed before the 'great and terrible day
of Jehovah' arrived.
Nor may Jesus' birth be held forth as an
illustration of incarnation or transmigra-

tion. His life was never superimposed upon
a sperm that had been communicated to
Mary by a husband. Josepl} had not
touched Mary before Jesus' birth. His birth
cannot be viewed as a resurrection of the
dead, for he had not died when he left
heaven in order to be born as a human.
It was not a case of his dying, but the
miraculous power of God transferred the
life of his Son, transplanting this life into
the womb of the Jewish virgin, in order
for him to be horn as any other humans
are born. Thus Jesus' birth was not an in·
carnation of a spirit. His birth was a real
production of a perfect human child.

Bible Disproves Teaching
It is astounding that certain ones claim·
ing to be Christians should teach such
pagan theories, that into newborn bodies
the germ of the dead is being injected by
divine power to bring them back to life
on earth. Nothing could have more can·
demnation by the Scriptures concerning
the resurrection than such a disguised pa·
gan doctrine. Those who advocate such de·
monic teachings do not take fully Jeho·
vah's unmistakable statement: "The soul
that sinneth, it shall die." "He hath poured
26

Word in its pure meaning these :jIpeculating
"Christians" open their minds unwittingly
to the "doctrines of demons," for the demons under Satan their ruler are the
source of the transmigration idea.
The Bible teaches that the human soul
is the human creature himself and that
the human soul dies and ceases to exist.
The human soul would never exist again
were it not for Jehovah's provision to
resurrect all the dead that are in the memorial tombs. The resurrection of the dead
is not dependent upon some immortal genu
or deathless seed that carries over after
the individual dies. God does not have to
preserve such a thing and in the resurrection day transplant it into a body that
married Christians will produce. God respects the right of a Christian father to
raise up seed to his own name, and God
would not cheat him of this privilege by
superimposing the germ and characteristics of someone not his own but long ago
born to other parents.
The resurrection is sure, however, not
because of some mythical, ethereal soul,
but by virtue of the ransom sacrifice provided through Christ "Indeed, any soul
that does not listen to that Prophet will
be completely destroyed from among the
people." (Acts 3: 23, New World Trans.)
And everyone exercising faith in that
Prophet will not be disappoint~. As Jesus
said: "I am the resurrection and the life.
He that exercises faith in me, even though
he dies, will come to life [that is, by a
resurrection), and everyone that is living
and exercises faith in me will never die
at all." (John 11:25, 26, New World Tra'1l8.)
Do you believe this? If you do, then you believe that the dead are dead and that their
only hope for life rests with God and not
in any demonic teaching of metempsychosis.
AWAKE!

Greece
REECE learned of Christianity from
the apostles in the first century after
Christ. This might lead you to think that
Christianity is received with gladness
within her boundaries. Not so. There are
thousands of Christian witnesses of Jehovah God in Greece, but they are often subjected to brutal treatment because they express their Christianity to others.
There is a law in Greece that forbids
proselyting. By means of this law the police
and clergymen have sought to suppress
Jehovah's witnesses. Actually, if anyone
were to stand on the street with a friend
and happened to _express his religious belief, no matter what his religion might be,
he would be guilty of violating the law and
subject to fine and imprisonment.
The law of the land provides for freedom of religion, but the clergy of the Greek
Orthodox Church have wielded sufficient
power to cause governmental officials to
deny this right to Jehovah's witnesses. But
the preaching continues. Almost every
month some are arrested and linger in
prisons.
In April, 1952, Jehovah's witnesses in
Greece gathered for the annual celebration
of the Memorial of Christ's death. The
police invaded these gatherings and there
were mass arrests, The court trial for the
sixty arrested, at Piraeus was held on
May 29, 1952. All were exonerated, without
exception. Some that were arrested in
other cities did not fare so well. There were
6,496 who assembled in various homes
throughout Greece for this celebration,
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which means that only a few meeting
places were disturbed by the police and
priests.
Their 'hate Jehovah's witnesses' cam·
paign is admittedly meeting with poor
success, One leading Orthodox religious
magazine had this bit to say: Jehovah's
witnesses "keep on with their work . . .
In statistics quoted in their A wake! maga.
zine they boast that Greece is one of the
countries wherein they have attained the
widest spread in their heresy. Regrettably,
they are right. In many parts of our home-land the number of their followers has SO
increased that these are now counted by
thousands."

Cry Heresy
The clergy persist in calling Jehovah's
witnesses "heretics," and they insist that
Bible literature be labeled "heresy." This
vicious and false charge Jehovah's witnesses deny, Christ was not a heretic nor
are his followers. Jehovah's witnesses
would rather suffer than label Bible litera·
ture "heresy." In the theological circles
of the Greek Orthodox Church everything
that is not Orthodox is a heresy. For the
Orthodox Church or for government offi·
cials to force one to declare himself a here·
tic is contrary to their own law oi freedom
of worship and conscience, and it most
certainly is a contempt for the rudimen·
tary dignity of free peoples everywhere,
Jehovah's witnesses in Greece have complie,d with all the reasonable and just reg·
ulations and laws. There is no reason for
a ban on the distribution of their litera·
ture. Their publications are not libelous or
27

sabverslve, Bibles and Bible otudy helps
have nothing 10 do with politics, The only
honest reason the clergy can give for their
un.C1lrlstian conduct is that they fear the
spread of truth by J@hovah's witnesses.
So, together, clergy and corrupt omciaIs
conspire to prevent the flow of truth to
Jehovah's witnesses and to all others in
Greece who desire truth and righteous...
ness. This organized opposition has not
stopPed the flow of Bible truth into Greece.
They are more active in Greece than ever
before. There is no fear among them. The
clergy admit that they have not succeeded
in holding back the spread of truth. This

Greece during the past sel'Vice year plans
were made for the establishment of a new
and larger Bethel home and printing plant
in Greece. Contributions for the erection
of the new building have begun to pour in
and it appears that the plans are heading
for success. The brothers in Greece are
overjoyed to think that they may soon
have a fine, new modern building for their
headquarters, a place that will be repre-

sentative of the work of telling about
Jehovah's new world of righteousness.

in the work of preaching the good news:
of the KIngdom. More than four thousand
voices are joined in unison in praising Je-

The spirit and confidence of the brothers
in Greece is great. If you were to go there
tomorrow you would be able to attend
meetings for worship. yOu would be able
to join with Jehovah's witnesses in going
from house to house in some communities.
You would find the spirit of love such as

hovah publicly and from house to house.

no other people in

What the Future Hold.

secution has not stopped the onward march
of the good news in Greece. Along with
thousands of Jehovah's witnesses around
the world, those in Greece see in harmony
with one another and join their voices
in the great shout of praise to Jehovah
that is circling all the earth.

year

8

greater number than ever engaged

The Watch Tower Society maintains a
small printing plant in Athens and through

this establishment it has been possible to
provide the Watchtower magazine regularly. Bound books have also been produced. Wben the Society's president visited
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GreecJ now have.

DO YOU KNOW?'

What recent Camldian Supreme Court decision was worthy of "a large bonfire on
Parliament HilI"l P. 3, fit.
• Why a fight for freedom was necessary in
(Anada1 P. 3, 114.
• That Canada actully did have a longforgotten written guarantee of freedom of
religion1 P. 6, 119.
• Ho\'( a recent Canadian SUPreme Court
decision will affect all Canadians? P. 11, ~5.
• The medical danger of giving and receiving
blood? P. '1.2, ~3.
• Why Australia's curious kookaburra is
known as the "laughing Jackass"? P. 13,11"4.
• How parrots ellrn the title "monkeys of
bird lite"? P. t4, 13.
• How expert surfboard riders -get a fast
rldel P. 16, Hi.
• Whether American prosperity is permanent? P. t8, U.

? .............................
•

/
I
i,
'

• Wha.t Scriptural warning is given to the
prosperous? P. 19, Tl3.
• How high-speed upper-air Jet streams
were discovered? P. 20, h.
• How let streams affect aviationl P. 20,

1T6.
• What effect spices have had on history?
P. 21, 112.
• That the principal use of spices is n"t in
the kitchen? P. 22, 115.
• In what sense the United States owes its
Independence to the Indians? P. 24, H.
• Who originally taught the doctrine of
transmigrationl P. 25, 112.
• Whether transmigration Is true I P. 26,

W2.
• Whether the Creek 'hate Jehovah's witnesses' campaign is succeeding? P. 27, 115.
• Why Jehovah's witnesses have been opposed in Greecel P. 27, 1[7.,
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mentinC ISlriIIei, 1l00diq 'tile
c:olOD¥ _with Commllnlllt Uter·
ature, sPreRding racial hatred
and plaimtnsr to secularfze
church schools. Formal action
uphuldlng the IJWlpenslon of
~elf-government

In British

Guiana eame (10/22) by the
HdUse ot Conunon5 vQle of
294 to 256. ThP U. R, learirli
further entrenchment ot Com·
munlst power within Chri~um·
dQm, de<;-htrPd that It Wail
"gratified" at Britain's "finn
aetion,"

Troubl@lioQl9 'trlllllte

ready lor action, And trouble.

.. Trle,te Js otten called

some v1aions !luhed before
sum.. U. S. omc-1als, who ("ared
thl! day mltht come when
Americans m1ght have to nght

F:umpp's "dyna.mlte

k('g.~

For

the put seven yearl! It has
been just that, lrequent disputei erupting between yugoIIlavia and Italy for cantrtll ot
the territory. In l!.l4t1 the U. S.
and BritaJn came out for reo
turnlna TrIeste to Italy. Flul
when YUiosiavta broke with
the KremlIn the West did not
wish to urre'u\ Marshal Tit"
by elvlng Trie.te to Italy. To
get out 01 a predicament the
U.S. and Brltaln asked Rome
and Belgrade to negotiate a
settlement ot the dispute. This
failed. To encourage a lIeUlemenl the U. S. amI Blit .. ln announced (10(81 their intention
10 wlthdrnw theJr troops and
I",ave Zone A under full (.'()n·
tml of Ttaly. Italy PXPreSl\ed
"satisfaction," but its premier
threatt-ned to resign if the Big
TWO backed down on thillr
promise to give Italy Zone A.
In Belgrade angry demonstrators shouted ''Trieste or death."
Pro-YUgoslav demonstrators in
Trieste itJielt shouted "We will
give our lives but not Trieste!"
Tlto cal.l1ld the West's deciSion
a "great blunder" and threat·
ened to send In Yugoalav tr'QOpIl
It Zone A was given to Italy,
The U. S. State Department rea~sured Italy (10/23) that it
would get Zone A, Meanwh1le
Tlto's U, S.-made Patton tanks
were moved near the frontier,
NOVEMBBR 21l, 195'

agalnst American weapons
nuw hl!ln&' giYt'n away,
ctUJ. In Brm... On......

• In OctobPr lil.. eyeR of thl!
Western world were tocuaed
on BrUiSh Gulana, Britain'.
only ~~lun on Ihe South
American continent. Thouth
the colony has a population
ot only 437,000 and 1.11 99 per
c:enl jungle. largely impene.
trable, It becamc the ('Cnter of
attention when pro-Communist
leaden ImId .. an aU .. mpl 10
entrench conununiSm In thc
Western Hcml.sphere. When
the COlony'5 finl ,,1e..1Ions
wen' h ..1iI In April, the red·
tinged Peoplc's Progressive
Party won a lam.btid" vh:lury,
gaining III out of 24 seats In
the HoUse, The leftist party's
leader, Dr. Chettl Jagan. tJto.
came prime mlnls!('I". The Brit·
ish ~\·ernor. alanned at the
turn of events under the six·
month-old Constitution, ap.
p<.'alHi to London to take action. P08thastc Britain rushed
military and naval forecti to
the C(llony. declared martial
law, dismissed the legislature
ancl. SWlpended the Constitu·
tion. In London eleven charges
against the leftist party were
presented; some oI them were:
subvl'rting loyalty of {Wllke. 10-

En'pt: Forrald.bIe Talk
.. Tension over the Suez Ca·
nal mllltary bale waM height.
.. nM In Ortober by talk. When
the Drttiah deputy torelan
secretary, Lord Sallabury. ""
ported that Britain had not yet
reached a~ment with ElJPt
even on a:eneral princtplefl, he
aa1d: "If the Egyptian govem·
menl unno! <'orne ao far to
meet us we shall just have to
face the neeetlltty o.f a permanent l'Onllnuatton ot the
JlT"'IIpnt situation," ReaPODIib!.&,
to thts, COl. Gamal Nauer,
Egypt's deputy premier,
wamf'l'l Britain (1019): ''ThIs
government haa never belIeVed
for a moment that talk. con'
stitute the only mellJlR wh!I'e'
hy.the Fatherland's object1WS
may be achieved." COl. Nauer
emphasized that the "period
when thO' Brlthh treat!d
Egypt's rovernmcnts as mere
playthings haB entirely
pa55ed,"
bdo-CJWla War Intenlllfted
,_
.. For seven years the
Communist·led Vletmlnh
forcell have been safely entrenched 10 the province of
Thanhhoa in Central VI!tnam.
Against theee forces FranCe
launched its most PQwerlul of.
feru:lve in twu years (10115),
A success:l'ul offensive a&,aluat
Thanhhoa I.s belleved to be a
serious, even decisive blow
against the Vietminh, French
('fl1IU1lalldo raids have alllo
been Increased, In one para·
ehute operation at Laokay, the
door to China. about 800 para·
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laft4ed :more than: 125
mUes l1laide the Vl",tmtnl! »nell.
The objective wall to try to
haIt supplies from China to
the enemy. Another .reason for
Increased commando raids fs
to show the Viet:rrilnh that
French forces can now attack
the most 'distant regions ·of
territory and force them to
disperse their troops. Thus in
Indo-Chlna the full·scale war
that began in December, 1946,
continued unabated.
m»OperR

A madng P6pulatfOR RJse

• The people of Latin Ameri·
ca are multiplying two and a
halt times as fast as the pop..
ulations of .the rest of the
world. At present Latin America haa about the same population as the total for the U. S.
and Canada. But if this sky·
rocketing population trend
were to continue unchanged to
the year 2000, Latin Amf;!rica
and the West Indies would ex·
ceed the
U. S. and
by 250 to
'_~:~~h country
adds 3.2 isper
a year,
compare with the
U. S.' 1.7 per cent.
.Peru: &0"-0\18 Row over Itnage
• More t}1an 400 years ago
the city of Lima was given a

statue that supposedly worked
miracles. Given the title
"Grand Marshal of the Armies
of Peru," the image has been
regarded as the country's prin·
cipal religious protector. Recently this most venerated
image came into the :news
whe:n some Peruvians charged
that the image had been replaced by a modern imitation.
The trouble seems to stem
from the fact that a priest
found the Image's facial features "too masculine," so he
worked five months on "Our
Lady of Mercy" to give it a
"more tender expression." Regardless of what the image
looks like, whether it be original or Imitation, Peruvians
would do well to read the Bi·
ble's appraisal of images-es·
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Psalm 115,...
Jeremiah 10:14, 15.
peclally

ana

Man Waptl War on Rabbit.
• The ''Land of Fire" is under

fire. Twenty years ago Tierra
del Fuego, the most southerly
major inhabited island in the
world, had no rabbits. But it
seems that a Chilean farmer
imported two pairs and set
them free. That did it. Today's
estimates of the island's rabbit
population vary from 5,000,000
to 12,000,000. Since eight rab-

Atomle Power for Ip....ttr
• The opening ot a new M'Il
in power tor the U. S. Wa.Il foreseen when Thomas MUl'ra)' of

the Atomic Energy Commission announced (10/22J that
the U. S. Is beginning the con·
struction ot its first large-scale
atomic energy plant for peaceful use. The plant, to be com·
pleted within three to four
years, ,will cost "tens of millfons of dollars." It will be
capable of producing 60,000
kilowatts of electric energy

bits consume as much pasture

-----enQugh to supply a cl.ty of

as one sheep, real peril faces
the Chllean and Argentine
ranchers. To repel the rabbIt
attack the ranchers have gone
to war by armIng themselves
with tons ot wire mesh for
fences, deadly gases, shotguns
and shells. But the rancher's
chiet weapon is a twenty·cent
bounty paia to peons tor each
rabbit skin. This has proved to
be an effective measure, but a
costly one. Also- the ranchers
fear sabotage: They suspect
that some peons are breeding
rabbits under cover so as not
to lose a steady source of
extra revenue. Perhaps the
only happy ranchers in the
"Land of Fire" today are those
who like rabbit meat.

60,000 to 100,000 inhabitants.
The major problem in peace·
ful use of atomic power Is the
CQI!t of the nuclear reactor.
However, since the reactor
produces plutonium as a byproduct, it is believed that the
CO!;t can be cut considerably.
By selling the plutonium to the
Atomic Energy Commission.
industry may thus be able to
make electricity from atomic
power a serious competitor of
electricity from coal, oil and
water power,

Jet Fighter Shatters Windows

.. When the U. S. Air Force
gave the first public demon·
stration of its new F·l00 Super
Sabre fighte& (10/20), it also
demonstrated, somewhat unexpectedly, the power of-pres.
sure waves. As the jet, flying
at ·speeds greater tmn 720
mUes per hour, pulled out of
its supersonie dive, PI'(!ssure
waves boomed to the grouna,
eausing "ix large plate-glass
windows and twenty-seven
smaller panes in an airport
administration building to
shatter. Terrified chUdren
cried and clung to their parents. Thus, with sonk booms,
smashed glass and terrified
children, was demonstrated
the air torce's flrst operational
jet fighter to exceed the sound
barrier in level flight.

The Maldives: Food Shortage

• One of the heads of the
Maldivian government, lbra:
him Ali Did, has revealed a
ha.rrowing tale of distress: tile
people on the scattered group
of islands in the Indian Ocean
are starving, He said: "Even'
fishermen cannot venture out
to bring in fish, the only food
that can be found in the Maj·
diVes, as they have been en·
feebled from lack of food."
Negotlatlons were completed

with the government 01 Ceylon (10/12) for a grant of 5,000
bags ot assorted foodstuft's to
feed the starving people.
Nobel Prize WIDner

• Winston Churchill admits
that he never cared much for
Greek and Latin, but it was
different with English. Once
he declared: "The only thing
I would whip [boys] for is
not knowing EngUsh." As a
boy Winston Churchill learned
his English well, for he went
AWAKE!

boll"

on to wrue Zl
CI!V8f' ,
"-)'1!U' pw1vo1. Fw hill bill
torlcaJ. and ~ wrtI
inga and tor hl8 "sclndllatblr
oratory," tbe Swed1Ih lLcadi
my \;II lJterature announce
(10/15) that it had awarde
to Sir Wtnston Churchlll th
$35,000 Nobel pmI.' lor liten
ture. The award say. tlui
words well chosen, uttered. ~
the right time and brave~
spoken are the most pOlWt'rfu
thlngllln th .. world. ChurchiU'l
outstanding power In the WI'
of word~ Is represented b:
~ul'h work~ liS th.. 14·volum
hlstOTY 01 World War 1 and hi
speeches during World War 1:
When BrlliRh votf'U tume
him lIut of om~ for Iix yean
Churchill found time to pen
1,800,000 worda of World War
IT mpmoln. ('.mnprilln&' five
volume. and written after hc
paBSed the age 01 seventy (he
will be 79 NovemlM!r 30), th_
worka are eenerally accepted
as his ircatcst literary etrort.

A d:Pb &lid m.I vo'u..... 0(

war meillol.. .... leamtiy
PUbu.Jled. Entitled "Trtumph
and Tragedy." the book's
theme lA, as repurtM by the
N_ York Tim6a (October 23.

J.!)53J: "How the Great Democracies triumphed. and so Wf"re
able to Tf'sume the follies
which had so nearly cost them
their We."
TrfampIa over

~

edI!ated trqetUeJ (Revelation

12:12)

"'How Jcma: iIhI.D the
wIcted trlwPphT" (Pulm 94:3.
A ..... 8tGa.. Vet'.) Chrllt Je&WI
explained. that wilen you see
the world'il amdous condition,
'men berom1ng faint out 01
lear and expectation ot the
things cOming upon the In·
hablted earth, it>< wars, t'arth·
quakell, foori shortall's, aU
happeni.ne concurrently, then
know that "thItI generation
will by no m"ans pUll away
until all these things occur,"
(Luke 21:26: Matthew 24:34,
New World TraM.) ThUll thlll
generation will see God's kinA;'
dOl1l crush all natiOna: 01 the
carth, delltroy Satan the Devll
and bring in II. new world.
(Daniel 2:44: Hebrews ~:14)
Only God', kingdom can com·
pletely triumph over tragedy:
"He [Jehovah, not the U, N,]
rnaketh wars to eeB.IIe unto the
end ot the earth."_P.alm

• Concluding the preface of
his new book, WlIlIIton Chul"l'h·
ill /lAy.: "I have ca.l1e4 ttrts
Volume 'Triumph and Trag·
edy' because the overwlwlm.
lnA" victory ot the Grand AI·
lIance ha, 1aIled so 1a:r to
bring general peaCe to our anx·
lous WOrld." But Sir Wln$ton
does not 'ay why the tragl!dy
of war stalks the earth trl.
umphanUy, ThI... the reason:
Satan the DIYU hu been
hurled down from heaven and

46:9, AI1I. 8t" ... Ver.;· Revela·

16 now caudna man',

tlon 21 :1. 4.

"MAKE SURE

or

unpl'!!l~

ALL THIN(jS"

• Yes, "make :mre of all things; hold la61 to what IB rlghl." So stated
the apostle Paul, giving II nil" to govern consideration of splrltual mat·
tcn and Christian conduct. The 416-paK@ book shown lit the lcft helps
you follow that rule by presenting lhe scriptures on 70 dJffereJ1t major
subjects that ;II'!! otten topks of rontroversy. "What does -the Bible lIay'!'"
Is Its. approach to each lIubJect .
• How does It help you? Well. Scriptun> text:! (without comment). are
quot*'ll to Show what the Bible kaches. more than 4,500 of such texts,
In fact. Each subject Is first de.flned :'nd, where ne<"J'll~ary, ita oriiUlll
shown. Then the Blblc tcx.tB are arranged unGer headings eovo;oring vari·
ous aspeds of that subject. You will and this book invaluable In Bible
instruction and study. Only 75 cents a copy. Return coupon below.

I.OOKlYN I, N.Y.

117 ADAMS: St.
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En_1M! II 7:i cents.
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New World Translation

0/ the

Hebrew Scriptures
Easy to
Understand

Written in
Modern English
•

Clear Type Face

Convenient Size

CL Released to the public at the New World Society Assembly of Jehovah's Witnesses, Yonkee
Stadium, New York, this translation will enable you to get a very dear understanding of the
"Old Testament" writings. You will enjoy its modern English expression, at the same time knowing that you can depend on its accuracy and faithfulness to the original manuscripts. Every effort
hos been made to give true English expression to the thought of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Cl. Volume I of the New World Translation of the Hebrew Scriptures, from Genesis to Ruth, contains 864 pages and measures only 7 5/16" x 5" x 1". The volume contains extensive
footnotes and more than 31,000 cross references. A valuable appendix, maps and drawings
complete the book. The translation is bound in green leatherette and may be had for only
$1.~ a copy.

C1.

A de luxe .. dition of III;, new Bible Iran,ICllion mCly be Clbtained lor $6.50.
Thi. i. bound by hClnd 10 ensure durClb;lily Clnd long weor. II hos a green mCl'Clc£

_._---_.-..__._---_.._--------_..-._----_.-_.-..----.--.1...lher cover, 1.. lIther end .heets and gill edge,
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Please send me a copy ot the New Worlu Translation of the Hebrew SaTipture8, Volume 1, from Geneflla to Ruth.
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that arE: able to keep you awake to the vital issues
of our times must be unfettered by cenllorshlp and se16sh interests.
"Awake!" has no fetters. It recol1nizes facts. faces facb. Js free to
publish facts. It if!: not bound by political ambitions or obli~ations; it is
unhampered by tl.dvertisers whose toes must not be troaden on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
maintains inte~rity to truth.
"Awake I" useS the regular news channels. but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the-scenes
reports come to you throul;1h the5e cdumns. This journal'g viewpoint
is not narroW, but is international. It is read in many nations, in many
lan~u~es, by persons of all a~es. Throu~h its pa'/;'!es tIlany fields of
knowle~e pass in review-~overnmcnt, commerce, reii'i!ion, history,
'/;'!eo~raphy, science, social conditions.' natural wonders-why, its cover~
al!1e is as broad as the earth and as hl'i!h as the heavens.
"Awake I" p1ed'i!es itself to ri'i!hteotls principles, to exposin'i! hidden
foes and subtle dan~ers, to championin£ freedom for all, to comfortin'/;'!
mourners and stren~thenin'/;'! thos:e disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent world, reflecting sure hope for the establishment of a ri~ht
eous New World,
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep' awake by readin'/;'! "AweLke !"
1!. .. ~.....,.;o1l.JlI~~'1!."
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The Blizzard of Paper
HERE was a time in the United States
when the per capita consumption of
feading mattef was only six pounds. But
that was the year 1890. Quickly. after
1914, the figure zoomed like a snAring NtYrocket so that todny every man, woman
and ehlld In the United States consumes,
yearly, more than 300 pounrIR of paper.
That is a blinding bUzzard of paper, with
Wl:!l'y "flakl:!" vying Cor your attt"ntion.
Growing denser every day, the blizzard
threatens to. weary one's t!YI:!S, consume
one's time and to suffocate one mentally.
The blizzard's "snow" is of two types: the
expendable and thl:! WlexpendabJe. You
meet up with hath.
During the week the dally newspapers
stream in, and when Sunday comes the
bliz7...ard redoubles it.~ force: A jumbo twoto three-pound newspaper weights down
your lap. For ten to fifteen ~ts th-re i~
enough paper to keep your eyes busy and
mind occupied for several day:;:, if it js
read like a textbook.
Today no one is immune from the paper
blizzard. Thl;!t"e are magazines for people
of all occupations, special eye--eatehing
magazines for the male, ladies' magazines
Ior the housewife, romantic magazines for
the lovelorn, sports magazines for the
athletic-minded and paper-bound books for
everyone.
Surprisingly, comic books create a bllz:lard of their own; it has been estimated
that these magazine!l circulate throughout

T
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the United States at tht" rate of about
100,000,000 monthly. Thus the paper bll~
zard is instrumental in robbing children of
time that could have been devoted to pro.
ductlve studies.
In this raging storm many "flakes" of
printM matter that are retained drift their
way into the bulging closets or onto the
already overflowing bookshelvp.!l. ~'or, indP.Pd, thiS is the age of books on easy terms,
the era when book clubs will send "free"
volumes if the rt'ader enrolll'l in one of thc
many clubs that oller the gamut of books
from "detective" noveis to biographies of
the world's great men. Some persons, fall·
ing victim to the bUzzard, try to keep up
with the best-selling novels. A wild-goose
chase tbi'! is. As soon as today's best seller
is purchased, tomorrow's is at the book-

""re.
In the book The SchOlar and the Future
of the Research Library, Mr. Fremont

ruder predicted that if the Yale University
Library increases at Its normal rate, it
will need, in the year 2040, six thousand
miles of bookshelves, six thousand em·
ployees occupIed solely in cataloguing new
books, eight acres of Hoor space and 750,000 catalogue drawers. Thoughtfully, Mr.
Rider comments: "We seem to be fast
coming to the day whpn, unless it is afforded the most expert sort of bibliographIcal service poSl;ible, civilization may die
of suffocation, choked in its own plethora
of print."
3

How can one seek shelter from this
blizzard? One way is to apply the law of
relative importance. Read what you ought
to read, that which Is important to you,
and discard everything else. Be selective
when reading newspapers, magazines and
books. But the best way to seek shelter
is to tum to the one book that forewarned
us of this paper blizzard, the Bible. Said
wise King Solomon: "Take warning; of the
making of many books there is no end, and
much study [of them J is weariness of the
fiesh."-Ecc1esiastes 12:12, An Amer.

Trans.
If the inspired writer commented on the

making of books in his day, long befor~
the invention of printing, then how much
more must we heed the warning today
when high-speed presses grjnd out the
paper blizzard. But the Preacher exempted

certain material from his Warning: ''The
words of the wise are like goads; and collections which are given by one teacher are
like nails driven with a sledge. " (Ecc1esias~
tes 12:11, An Amer. Trans.) So study

God's Book, the Bible, whose wise words
are dependable, "like nails driven with a
sledge." The study of his Word, by itself
or with the aid of books helping to under~
stand his Word, is not wearisome, but is
refreshing, invigorating.
There is a reason for this bLinding bliz~
zard of paper: It is another of Satan's de~
vices to blind men from' the truth of God's
new world by keeping their minds occupied
with mundane things. (2 Corinthians 4:4)
Read selectively, then, that you may survive not only the paper blizzard but also
the storm of Armageddon and enter into
a clean new world.

FOR A CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY

"Let another man praise thee, and not thine own
mouth; a stranger, and not thine own lip!!."
-Proverb!! 27: 2.

HERE was no
lack of enthusiastic praise for·
the New World
Society Assembly of Jehovah's Witnesses,
held in Yankee Stadjum, New York, July
19 through 26. The witnesses in attendance
praised the program, the benefit they received from it and the arrangements that
had been made for their welfare. Strangers
praised the behavior of the witnesses and
the unity and Christian spirit.
What of the'program? From Germany
one conventioner wrote: We "are all full
of rejoicing and thankfulness to Jehovah
for the wonderful days in New YOrk and
the privilege of having been participants
in the blessed World Assembly. It was

T

truly a source of strength of the very
highest degree for all of us, and surely
the human words which We might now
utter could not begin to express the true
meaning of this powerful assembly, both
for God's people and for the history of the
work in this time of the end." From California: "I thought over what a lot of love
and effort had gone into the whole thing.
and I felt moved to let you all know it."
From Oslo, Norway: "My heart was
widened, my sight also. I will never forget
it! I knew that my heavenly Father, Jeho·
vah, would bless me before 1 went from
Oslo, but this is more than I dreamt about."
To "look at all the different people, broth·
ers, sisters and their children, that are
pictured in our books," this writer conAWAKE!

tinued, "I thought rather they were
imagined pictures that belonged to the
future. . . . These Jehovah's servants,
humble, unselfish, true, brave, steadfast
valiant warriors that go before and will
not retreat before the enemy . . . these
missionaries and pioneers that work in
countries far away: .. the progress Je~
hovah has given them . . . the bless.ings
have come to us in different ways. I wept
with JOY."
Many thousands from New York city
who are not Jehovah's witnesses heeded
the warm invitation and attended the as~
sembly. One wrote: "Can anybody become
a Jehovah's witness? Could I?" Another
said that though a 'Protestant for his
whole life' he had never heard his preacher
lay such stress on the need for true and
real godliness.
.
The assembly meant much to those who
attended, and those in attendance made
an excellent impression on the city. A hotel
manager wrote that his hotel "recently
enjoyed the distinct pleasure of playing
host to a goodly number of Jehovah's Wit~
nesses . . . the finest group of guests that
this hotel has ever had." An official of
another wrote: "It is with considerable
regret that we approach the closing of the
great Watchtower Convention of Jeho~
vah's Witnesses. The presence of these
kind and gentle people, 200,000 men, wom~
-en 20M <:.hi.\dwn, i.n t'r& C\t~ C"l N~ yo;::...."Y;.,
is regarded by many of our citizens as an
occasion that will leave a marked, but
beneficent, effect on our city."

The Press Comments
Some of its Canadian readers, the To·
ronto Daily Star knew, had been given no
such inIpression of Jehovah's witnesses, so
that paper said in its July 20 issue: "Don't
go looking for cigarette butts under the
seats at Yankee Stadium this week. Don't
\\"!t1O:TJ. to\"' the d\n\t., dank, clu.nk oi empty
beer cans as they ra.tt1e down the steep
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incIineof the aisles. . . . The gang from
Ebbets Field would hoot if they took the
trouble to look in on Yankee headquarters
during this torrid third week of July. On
the pitcher's mound they'd find a fonnal
garden. In the triangle between first and
third they'd find flowers in bloom and
a closely clipped green hedge. Somewhere
between first and second they'd find a rus~
tic bridge, and a Jittle fountain splashing
rea) water. Ana over second base they'd
find a bright yellOW canopy erected to
keep the sun off the speakers. Speakers
in Yankee Stadium, yes. But even Casey
Stengel would admire the attendance fig~
ures clicked up on the turnstile counters.
More than 82,000 perspiring souls churned
through by the middle of the hottest Sun~
day afternoon of the summer. And an overflow mob of 40,000 more congregated in
tents outside--and across the river and in~
to another state. No sQortin~ event. t.b.is..,
but a religious gathering. And old~time
religion at that."
Then came the explanation of who was
involved: "Quite probably to most Cana~
dians. Jehovah Witnesses are somewhat
strange people who stand about on' street
corners proffering strange publications
and who are perpetually running afoul of
Duplessis gendarmes in Quebec, Person
for person, they are undoubtedly no
stranger than any cross section of the
numa.n l:"atce anyw'nere. The men wear
tropical suits, wrinkled because of the
heat, and jazzy sports shirts. The women
wear bright summer dresses. Each of
them-and there are almost half a mil~
lion throughout "the world-is considered
a preacher, devoting at least part of his
time to spreading tl1e doctrine of his sect.
. .' . They are proMbly the politest, most
even.tempered crowd ever to elbow into
Yankee Stadium."
A tffi."'Y t>T 'two eanier newspapers 'm as
widely separated places as Los Angeles,
5

bring some friendly, pleasant faces to New
York, and when the members of the religious faith gather in Yankee Stadium, it is
an awesome sight. More than 80,000 people
were present at the opening rally, a crowd
which the Stadium has seldom seen. It is
obvious why the Witnesses like to have
their convention in New York: few
cities are large enough to hold them all."
-July 21.
In Canada, the Toronto Daily Star,
whose reporter was on hand;. at the assembly, explained: "No hell-fire and damnation zealots are these, preaching terror
and dire punishment. No 'Holy Rollers'
either, with impassioned cries of being
saved. The Witnesses, who firmly believe
the world started on the downward trail
in 1914, are completely calm, and decidedly
cheerful about the future."-July 21.
Further Description
In New York the German paper Aufbau
"The spirit of adventure is still alive in
said, July 17: "You have certainly seen in America today," said "Topics of The
the streets of New York or of some other Times," an editorial column in the New
city young, nicely dressed men and women York Times, July 23. This is true, it said
standing in places with much traffic, of- in regard to Trailer City, when a "coddled
fering the passers-by, in an unobtrusive, family would give up the television and
kind and modest way the magazines The soft couch for a dusty trip to an open
Watchtower and Atvake! They belong to field many states away with the added
t~ religious movement 'Jehovah's Wit- prospect of daily hassling with Eastern
nesses' which today encircles the whole drivers in order to attend ceremonies in a
world. That thiS is not an exaggeration packed stadium."
Regarding the convention's organiza~
may. be seen- from the fact that Jehovah's
Witnesses, during the week from July 19 tion, the same column commented: "For
to 26, hold a world assembly in the New those who always speculate at the costs
York Yankee Stadium, which will be at- of running such conventions as this the
tended by about 125,000 participants from labor question will be a revelation: all the
work is done by volunteers, its cost sta91 countries of the earth. During the sestistically estimated at more than $1,000,sions discourses will be given in 21 lan- 000. The carpenters, painters, information
guages for the delegates who do not speak givers, electricians, cooks, plunibers, traffic
English. Apart from Jehovah's Witnesses directors, etc., coach inexperienced helpers
only the Catholic Church is able to organ- in the assigned chores. No arbitration, no
ize similar mass demonstrations of pious pay scales, no job priority necessary."
believers. "
Was such an organization efficient? The
When the assembly got under way the New York Post answered, July 22: "Offi·
Herald Tribune said: "Jehovah's Witnesses cers of the U. S. Naval Supply. Research

Cleveland. Pensacola, Florida, and Owa~
tonna, Minnesota, had carried an Associated Press report that said: "Some of
the most zealous, hard-working preachers
of the Gospel today have no pulpits, no
congregations and get no pay. This week
end, thousands of them are swarming into
New York City from allover the world
for what they predict will be the biggest
religious' gathering in history. They're
called Jehovah's Witnesses, and each baptized member, man or woman, young or
old, is a minister in name as well as in
deed. Although most of them earn their
livelihoods by worldly jobs, they devote
the rest of their time to spiritual business
-visiting homes, preaching on street corners, passing out literature."
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and Development (acUities in Bayorute
lNew Jersey) inspected the kitchen yesterday to sec if the method of operation
used there could be put to use in times
of emergency. Lt. Joel Rabinowitz, assistnot commissary research officer at the
depot, said the Witnesses were doing a remarkable job in large-scale feeding opera-

tlons."

Comments on Behavior
"Impressive for bigness and oruer," is
the way New York's Amsterdam News dt'scribed this unusual Christian gathering,.
The day it rained-- the New Brunswick
naily Home Netl.18 said those At TrAiler
City who had dressed for the raln "walked
abuut as thuugh tht! sun was shining-and
it prohahly WR!! just. Rbove the cloud.. and
In their hearts." Regarding the young
people and children at Trailer City, the
same paper said another day: "YOWlg
people stroll about the p;rounds or sit on
the grass, taking notes from the N'marks
of the speakers In New York. Hundreds
uI children wet't! in evidence, but there was
no shouting or nmning abont."
If disorder occurred, the police were
the first who would know. What did they
think? The New York Daily Mirror reported, July 20: "Late in the day a highranking police inspector said gratefully:
'This is the most orderly crowd we've ever
handled.' " Un the :l4th it reported: "Police assigned to the area marveled at the
smoothness with which the strict schedule
wa... carrjed out." On the 27th: "The Witnesses [were] described by Police Capt.
Albert Dwm as 'the most orderly crowd
I've ever seen.' " The day after the as.'*~m
bly was over the Times quoted the same
officer this way: "Police Capt. Albert Dunn
of Traffic H, who had a maximum of ehlllty
men around the stadium, complimented
the Witnesses on their orderliness and efficiency." The Herald Tribune quoted him
DEOEMBER 8, 1953

as saymg; "A baseba U crowd moves faster
in and out, but when some of them come
out from a game they wobble."
On the 22nd the Herald Tribune had
dealt with this appanmt phenomenon at
length: '''Trouble? Not a. bit of it,' said
one attendant who has directed thousands
of Witnesses at the 16l!it St. Independent
subway st.atinn at the Stadium. 'These
people are co-operative, friendly. They
don't push or shove. And they alwa.ys have
a moile,' he sa.id. 'We have nothing to do,'
said a policeman. '1 );{uess we're here ·to
protect them from thE" outsiders. They can
take care of themselvcs. They practice
what they preach.' "
Thc Plainfield, l\'ew Jersey. Courier
New$ reported Olat though the more than
40,000 at Tnlilpr City considerably taxed
local facUlties, "Chief Schlumien or Pis.
calaway Township, where Trailer City was
locatP-d] \\,8." worm in his praise, however,
or the conduct of his community's guests.
He said that in 1950, the fi~t time the
Witnesses came here, they lett their camP
site, the Butterwurth Farm, spotless. 'You
couldn't find a pi('('f' nf paper the size of
a cigru'ette paper,' he sold. The chief also
said that they handle their own traffic admirably, and that thf'y have had no fires
in either year. Sanitation is under state
!!."'Upervision, he noted, and state laws rtgidIy observed. Four garbage trueks haul
away garbage and outside toilets are provided according to directives laid down by
the state."
A N~ York re!:;jdent who signed himself "Appreciative" wrote a letter to the
JouNUll-AmCTican, which it published under the heaWoI{ "Polite 'Witnesses.' " This.
said: ''Others who distribute leaflets on
our streets could learn much from the
polite peaceful Jehovah's Witnesses who, 1
notice, stand quietly on corners and make
their printed matter available--without
trying to fori'£' it upon anyonf'. These kind

r
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people were a far cry from the obnoxious
leftists who stalk passersby, and attempt
to compel acceptance of their pamphlets."

But the United Nations could ,not copy
this, even if it wanted to. Its members do
not have the bond of Christian love that

was evident at this gathering. This as·
sembly was filled with blesSings, joy, fel·
The unity manifest at this assembly, lowship, and it greatly enriched all who
though there were here gathered men and were in attendance. Jehovah's witnesses
women of all races, colors and formerly know this, and they are glad that others
of all creeds, prompted further comments. saw it too. They hope that some of those
This is from a letter to the Hudson Dis- who saw and recognized this unity-an
patch.. which that New Jersey paper pub- evidence of the manifestation of God's
lished August 1: "Recently I had the spirit-wBl not now sin against that holy
pleasure and privilege of witnessing the spirit by rejecting its manifestation, but
astonishing fact that unity and good will will join as one with the group that does
among people of all the earth, race, cul-- have it.
tural, and language barriers, not withThe New York Times report of the con~
standing, is not only possible but has been eluding session of the assembly said:
accomplished. I am referring to the New "When the eleven-hour program ended
World Society Assembly held in Yankee with the singing of 'Sing Triumphal Praise'
Stadium. I wish United Nations organiza- a few minutes before 8 p.m., a visitor asked
tion as a body could have attended."
a member of the staff what it was that
Also noting the difference between new- made the crowd so patient, so calm and
world unity and the U.N.'s division, the so generally serene throughout the long
"Voice of Brooklyn" in the Brooklyn week. He hesitated only a moment. 'The
Heights Press, published near the world spirit of God-that's what you see in these
headquarters of the Watch Tower Society, people,' he said."
said on August 6: "Jehovah's Witnesses
That spirit went home with them, and
have taken over Brooklyn Heights. Quietly so did the eight-day assembly. It went in
they invaded the region with their auto- their hearts and minds to be rehearsed unmobiles from many lands marked with told thousands of times in their private
orange sticker of the convention of fol- memories and fond l'PCollections, and belowers of the world-wide organization. fore countless multitudes of persons of
Parking space was at a premium. Police good will who would thrill to the amazing
details were available but there was no reports given, and themselves plan to attrouble. The lines streamed along Colum- tend futUre assemblies. Many of these in
bia Heights with the faithful seeking to other lands would hear such reports at
view the national headquarters there. succeeding assemblies in their countries.
Never had the drugstores and luncheon- Newspapers in these places, ma~1Y of which
ettes on the Heights done such a land-office had already reported on the gathering at
business. The dialects were many. Here Yankee Stadium, will likewise note the
were peoples of many tongues, united for friendliness, efficiency, zeal and Christian
one religious purpose. All was peaceful. behavior of new-world living as Jehovah's
Would that the United Nations lawmakers witnesses continue to gather in Christian
take heed of their manner of working to- assembly in their cities to the far corners
of the world.
gether!"
Unity of Christian Brotherhood
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in
High Places
By "Aw(lke!" correspOlldenl in Sweden

WEDEN'S scientific standard is very
high. Her living standard is !lIsa high.
Regrettably, the same cannot be said about
her moral standard. About a hundred
years ago a Swedish poet named Stockholm "the fair and sinful Jady." She has
lived up to the latter part of this epithet
quite religiously, but years have not enhanced her beauty. Most of her sparkle
is gone. Today, in, fact, not even a good
make-up job can hide the truth that she
has become chronically infected with immorality.
Stockholm has won the reputation of
being one of the foremost cities in the
world for easy homosexual contacts.
Authorities have long tried to hide the
truth that these contacts have saturated
the highest station in public life. But they
have found the truth difficult to suppress.
Recently a moral case involving the late
king aroused much attention, and various
misconducts in connection with the legal
handJing of this case even caused a debate
of quite some length in parliament.
The case concerns a man of 56, by the
name of Kurt Haijby, who was se.ntenced
on March 14, 1953, by the Court of Appeals of Stockholm to eight years of hard
labor for blackmail against the royal family. Sometime in 1932 Haijby called upon
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the then king in order to ask of him a
favor. This audience with the king was
followed by several nightly visits at the
palace. The king's wife learned of
his conduct and association with
Haijby and sued for divorce. Haijb)
was paid by the royal court to
quietly disappear from the neighborhood of the king. But they:found
it difficult to get ri.d of him. He
exacted a high price to remain silent and refused to disappear. The
police rated him to be one of the biggest
blackmailers of all time. After some clever
maneuvering on the part of officials, Haijby found himself in a lunatic asylum, with
the understanding that there is where he
would remain for the rest of his days unless he promised to take a trip to another
country and there take up residence; and,
too, to deny in writing that he had ever
met or known the king. It was not long
before Haijby decided to leave the asylwn.
His desire was to go to America, but he
landed in Germany in 1938, where the Nazi
gestapo agents found his story most interesting and later made use of it.
Haijby was not content to remain in
Germany. In 1941 he returned to Sweden.
When his presence became known there
was considerable excitement among those
who were assigned to keep the facts of this
case hid. They feared that Baijby would
publish a book of his experiences with the
king. However, nothing happened. He was
granted to live in his private home, and
in 1946 a handsome sum of money every
month for t~e rest of his life was prom~
im him by the royal court. Tbis came
out of the king's private stock. And, mind
you, this bribe money was paid him
through the police official in charge of the
department for investigation of criminal
cases.
When payments were lagging, Haijby
simply would threaten to publish the whole
9

story, and money! would begin to flow
again. However, the newspapers got
wind of the m.atter. (Also a state clergyman who worked among the poorer classes
at Stockholm began to draw attention to
the spread of homosexuality. For this the
priest lost his job as a social worker. He
was also arrested, sued and sentenced for
having circulated "false reports." Fortunately, many newspapers rallied to his
side.) The whole case was converted into
one mess of confusion. The government
denied knowledge of the case. The minister of justice testified of having some
knowledge of the case as far back as 1947.
Authorities in civil service sought refuge
in the Constitution. They pleaded that according to law "the majesty of the king
, must be held sacred and in awe," and that
"his actions are protected against all indictment." This prompted the Svenska
Morgonbladet of Stockholm to ask: "Must
not the sentence be placed in its proper
setting, even if the position of a monarch
be injured?" "There is something more
important than the reputation of a king,
and that is that our judicial institutions
do not shrink back, even in the most painful and abominable situations. He, Haijby,
may be a criminal, but he is certainly not
the only one at fault."
Another newspaper summed up the
matter in this way: "They have desired
a hJack-out in order to protect the reputation of a king. In this they have failed.
But at the same time they have, through
their steps and measures, demolished a
good. deal of the confidence of the public
in those other authorities who have been
acting in the case." (Stockholm Arbetaren,
March 21, 1953) One crime breeds another.
Good men fear to show themselves. "When
the wicked rise, men hide themselves: but
when they perish, the righteous increase."
"Better is a poor and a wise child than an
old and foolish king, who will no more be
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admonished."-Proverbs 28:28; Ecclesias-

tes 4:13.
Corruption in tke Judiciarg
Another scandal that has attracted
much painful attention concerns a prominent judge at Stockholm. Judge Folke
Lundquist earned the title of first-class
swindler, one of the greatest that ever sat
behind the bench in the black robe. He was
charged with swindling for himself at least
twenty..ane real-estate properties, valued at
more_ than a million and a half dollars.
It was not until a public prosecutor discovered the corruption that the matter
came to light. The case has become a long~
drawn-out expensive ordeal, which, at this
writing, is not completely closed. The
judge's methods are now described as those
of a pettifogger. There Were no less than
twenty~two proceedings against him, but
by resorting to all manner of trickery he
has been able to evade trial. The GOteborg's
Handelstidning ponders: "The courts seem
to be hopelessly incapable of bringing this
deplorable case to a quiCk end, and one
asks whether the judicia.ry institutions of
Sweden really are such that this nuisance
was unavoidable."
Court costs will amount to a sizable sum
for the taxpayers. The people are asking
if the whole judiciary system should not
be overhauled or changed, that justice
might be enforced and not be made a
mockery. The matter was discussed in parliament, where the minister of justice was
asked why nothing had been done to bring
this matter to a, head. These discussions
revealed that this corruption had been
known of for some time, for about ten
years at least, and that on one occasion the
premier himself had excused Lundquist as
having done nothing criminal. Now the
case bas developed into one of the most
comprehensive criminal cases in the history of Sweden.
AWAKE!

'There is no person In Sweden that has ("Free Criticimn"), "when not even
mocked justice as has Judge LundqWst,' grown_up persons at the top of society,
said the prosecutor. 'His whnle life has men and women, who at least outwardly
been one attack, coWltcrattack and intimi- enjoy the confidence of the whole Swedish
dation after another.' The Swedish author, people do not harbor t.he least respect for
Vilhelm Moberg, stated in his book Super- the laws and rules they are put there to
viBiflg the Superior Authoriti68 that "in keep'!' One roltelllless and law scandal after
totalitarian governments there is no check another is being uncoiled, and one pities
on those in power, but in democracies the the parents who are imagining that their
authorities are duty-bound to ~ive account SOli or daughter does not understand any_
of their doings: it is not the intention that thing at all of it or is lacking in retlectlllA"
the authorities should be nble to protect power.
their doill!il:8 C!"Om being looked into by the
"How on cnrth can one reckon that re{'itizf'ml." J if' ff'lt that thl' govemment had spect of law and justice could be imprt>.~1'lf!d
too frequently used the "secret" stamp upon R boy or girl in the sensitive age
arbitrarily and had thereby subjected it_ here under consideration, so long at-; wrest;JE!lf to corruption, thus becoming a threat iug of the Jaw, illegal coercion, hribing,
to the rights of the people.
chpatingl'l, homosex-dirt, etc., without cesThe author coined a new word, frlcnd- sntlon arc allowed to exist in their most
shIp-corruption, meaning that Ulose ill au- disgusting forms among p!':NlOn... who bethority haw' ~tll.b!iil!hM a !Illrt of mutual long to the justicc-dcaling authorities in
protection. Regardless of the corruption, key posiUons? You are responsible for
there is a reluctance to expose the rotten- your chilrlT'('n! EVf"n you have the right to
ne1l..... that might f!xiflt. Then there is the demand that this ulccI' must be emptied
matter of promotion, No one dares oft'tmd and that without delay.
his superior lest he find himSt'lf walking
''The prisons are well populated by
the street looking for a job. "Strong powers youths dO\l,'n to 16-17 years of age, not
arE workinJ.( in order to hinder ihe truth to mention the special YOUUl prisons and
from coming into light," said Moberg. As a such in:;titutions, and who is at fault? A
result corruption has gone to seed in high great deal oC the burden of guilt iii! N'sting
plac~~, and UII;! p~opl~ [lml· to asa-rt themupon those who haVE" bet'n appointed to
sp1vf!iI!.
Prisons arc filled to oVerflowing in Swe- care for these young criminalfl nnd lead
den. Some 20,000 offenders are walking them ha{'k to society, but who arc miSUSing
the street free in Stockholm alone, it is them as partners at homosexual orgies and
reported, because the police do not have narcotic feasts! The greatest guilt, howthe time to deal ·with them. Thefts, drunk- ever, is resting upon aU of you, grown_up
enness nnd sex offenses are on the in- men and women, who are permitting this
crease. Youth is becoming uncontrollable. to go on without protesting!"
And the accusing finger for aU this debauchery is being pointed at the example CorruptkJn Reaps Destruction
set by the delinquent legislative, judIcial
The heads of Isr-ael at one time basked
and administrative heads.
in Jehovah's favor. They fell away from
"What right have you to elaim obedience this favored position when they corrupted
to law and order and respect for authori- themselves. Jehovah's prophlils were sent
ties," asks the publication Fri Kritik to the nation to annOWlce its doom and
fJEGEMJJER Il,
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to warn the wicked and the righteous of heart became darkened. Although assertwhat happens to nations and peoples who
go contrary to Jehovah's law. The prophet
Micah wrote: "Hear this, I pray you, ye
heads of the house of Jacob, and rulers
of the house of Israel, that abhor justice,
and pervert all equity. They build up Zion
with blood, and Jerusalem with iniquity.
The heads thereof judge for reward, and
the priests thereof teach for hire, and the
prophets thereof divine for money: yet
they lean upon Jehovah, and say, Is not
Jehovah in the midst of us? no evil shall
come upon us. Therefore shall Zion for
your sake be plowed as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain of the house as the high places of a
forest." (Micah 3:9-12, Am. Stan. Ver.)
Christendom can expect the same for allowing herself to become corrupted.
COlTUption in high places preceded the
destruction of the system of things before
the Flood. God said man's "every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only
evil continually!' Therefore he cleansed
the earth by destroying the wicked. Corruption in high places precipitated the
destruction of the nation of Israel in the
year 607 B.C. Corruption caused the Roman empire to fall from its heights. And
now corruption has completely saturated
this system of things, and what can we
expect? Jehovah answers: "When the
wicked spring as the grass, and when all
the workers of iniquity do flourish; it is
that they shall be destroyed for ever."
The wicked flourish today and destruction
awaits them.-Genesis 6:5; Psalm 92:7.
But why all this corruption among intelligent men? The apostle Paul gives us
the answer in these words, saying that although men "knew God, they did not
glorify him as God nor did they thank
him, but they became empty-headed in
their reasonings and their unintelligent
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ing they were wise, they became foolish
and turned the glory of the incorruptible
God into something like the image of corruptible man and of birds and four-footed
creatures and creeping things. Therefore
God ,in keeping with the desires of their
hearts gave them up to uncleanness, that
their bodies might be dishonored among
them, even those who exchanged the truth
of God for the lie and venerated and rendered sacred service to the creation rather
than the One who created, who is blessed
forever. Amen. That is why God gave them
up to disgraceful sexual appetites, for both
their females changed the natural use of
themselves into one contrary to nature,
and likewise even the males left the natural
use of the female and became violently inflamed in their lust toward one another,
males with males, working what is obscene
and receiving in themselves the full recOmpense which was due for their error.
And just as they did not approve of holding God in accurate knowledge, God gave
them up to a disapproved mental state,
to do the things not fitting." Rulers today have turned from the true and living
God, Jehovah, to worshiping things made
by their own hands. Therefore. they' are
reaping the fruit of their own doings. And
the end of this course is as David said:
"The wicked shall be turned back unto
. Sheol, even all the nations that forget
God."-Romans 1:18-32, New World
Trans.; Psalm 9:17, Am. Stan. Vel'.
Many Swedes are aware of what is taking place. These are turning to Jehovah
God and to his New World society for
refuge. These honest-hearted people realize
that this old world holds no hope, that it is
corrupt and on its way out, and that true
and lasting peace and justice can come
only by and through Jehovah God's arrangement through Christ.
AWAKE!

LMOST everyone
knows that the whale
is the largest living mammal, but what about the
smallest? AmazinglY,

A

few people know that
the smallest of the
world's true mammals is found among
shrews. Curiously

MIGHTY
MIDGET
of the
MAMMALS

emmg,\\. i?:W e'V'a:'l

know that the
shrew exists, in spite of the fact that this
minute mammal is sUrprisingly abundant
throughout the world. Being a mouselike
creature, people often mistake the shrew
for a rodent. But no rodent is the shrew.
Still the question seems inevitable; Are
shrews good or bad?
Well, from the reputation the shrew has
acquired over the years he would seem to
be a most undesirable animal. Perhaps the
shrew's ill fame arose when Shakespeare
applied the name to women of unfortunate
and trying disposition. In the eyes of many
naturalists this was cruelly unfair to the
shrew. It may be true that these Illidget
mammals give the appearance of being
bad-tempered beasts, but they have to be
ferocious at times in order to win a living.
They are almost always hungry and eat
about twice their own weight every day.
Shrews belong to the order Insectivora,
whkh WRans that 'fue~ ffi£!. \l\~...e.a\\~%
mammals; hence, beneficial creatures.
Why, they consume tremendous quaJ1tities
of harmful insects, besides feasting on
snails, earthworms and large numbers of
mice. Few women carel for such dishes, no
matter bow bad tempered they may be.
Far from uninteresting, shrews are
among the most curioUs of the small mammals. At first glance these dynamic-living
midgets resemble undersized mice, but
dose insQection -revea.1s eXJY-1'J;t\.QI.\al1..~ lQn.~,
pointed snouts, the ends of which are flexDECEMBER 8,
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iblfi!. They have sharp-pointed teeth, distinct from the gnawing teeth of a mouse;
soft, graY-9rOwn velvety fur; short, wide
ears; small eyes and a voice with a series
of high-pitched squeaks. Most of these
pygmy mammals prefer to live on the
ground, though some prefer the trees. arul
others the water. In size, they range from
the smallest mammals known, shrews
scarcely more than an inch and a half in
length, not including the tail, up to those
two or three times as large.
DaUg Life of a Shrew

Though most shrews are active at night,
their i'day's" work consists of searching
for food in rotten wood, under fallen leaves
and aIllong the roots of trees-the reason
tne-y a're s-elutlm seen 'oy man. 'Some shrews
are said to be comparatively intelligent;
at least they know they cannot afford to'
loiter in their work. In fact, a lazy shrew
would die of hunger, and in an incredibly
short time, even within half a day! Digestion is so rapid for the, shrew that food
eaten 3.t noon can pass through the alimentary clIDal by 1:30. No wonder, then, that
the common or long~tailed shrew may eat
three and a half times its own weight every
tto."jl.

Digestion is not the only thing that is
13

fast about a shrew. Said Science News Let,..
ter for July 4, 1953, concerning the longtailed shrew: "About an eighth the size of
a puny mouse and the weight of a one-cent
piece, this shrew must breathe some 800
times a minute to maintain its enormously
high rate of metabolism. Its heart beats
from 500 to 1,300 times a minute, or 10 to
20 times a second." By way of comparison,
the heartbeat rate of the hwnan adult is
50 to 90 a minute, for the beluga whale,
12 to 23 a minute.
But how is it that the pennyweight
shrew can kill a much larger opponent, like
the mouse? Because the shrew is a mighty
midget, a lightweight fighter that packsla.
powerful punch. When forced to remain
close to the tiny shrew, larger animals like
mice exhibit great panic and rush about
until exhausted. So if any woman is afraid
of the smallest mouse, she can get some
consolation from the fact that the mouse is
himself terribly afraid of his dwarfish enemy, the shrew.

Are Shrews Poisonous!
Describing the tiny shrew, a seventeenthcentury naturalist once wrote: "It is a
ravening beast that biteth deep and poysoneth deadly." In the nineteenth century the
idea that some shrews had a poisonous bite
was tossed into the realm of fables and the
forgotten. Thus today many books found
in libraries say concerning the shrew "formerly believed poisonous." Ironically
enough, the seventeenth-centw-y belief that
the shrew had a poisonous bite has been
brought back from limbo in this twentieth
century. For it has actually been proved
that the short-tailed shrew has a poisonmaking gland. Of this shrew's poison, Nat_
ural Hi8tory magazine (November, 1950)
said: "The effects of this venom show that
it is quite similar to the nerve poison of
the deadly cobra. The glands of a single
shrew have enough doses of it to kill 200
14

mice!!> Though the shrew's poison is much
less potent than a cobra's, it is potent
enough to aid the wee shrew in winning
his bread and butter. Subduing some of the
larger insects no doubt gives the shrew
some lively moments, but his really thrilling moment comes when the opportunity
for a mouse dinner presents itself.
The hunter, the shrew, gets the scent of
the hunted, the mouse. A furious chase ensues during which the shrew finally seizes
the mouse by its tail. With tail imprisoned
by the shrew's' teeth, the mouse tries to
escape, dragging the mightily determined
shrew along behind. Another lunge and the
shrew seizes the mouse around the belly.
Then the Tom Thumb combatants roll over
and over in a bitter biting fight. Soon the
poison takes effect and the mouse grows
faint. Mustering all his ebbing strength,
the mouse tries for a break-away, but succeeds only momentarily. For the shrew re·
captures the mouse; then begins munching
on a delicious tidbit-mouse ear. This earmangling disturbs the mouse, to say the
least, and he makes another break for freedom. This, in turn, disturbs the shrew's
dining, so he pounces on the crippled
mouse, delivering the coup de grt1ce by
crunching through the mouse's skull. Victorious, the mighty shrew begins a banquet
with dessert first-mouse brains.
A naturalist once caught a shrew in the
act of chasing a mouse. How? Well, the
shrew chased the mouse right into a
mousetrap, the trap catching the shrew by
the neck, the mouse by the hips. Another
man interested in the shrew~s prowess once
placed a short-tailed shrew in the same box
with a two-foot water snake. A vigorous
reptile this was, one that bit .at everything. Next morning the snake was lying
on the floor, so weary that he had no more
go in him than an unwound clock; and the
shrew was busy tearing out the snake's
AWAKE/

jaw mUscles. AnoUler grim drama took
place when a sciootist put three hungry
shrews together in the same cage. A few
hours later there was only one shrew left
with a very fat stomach.

Are shrews dangerous to man? AuthoritieR hPlieve you will be fortunate to see
a tiny shrew much less come very close
to one. In fact, many scientists have even
t

hnndled dozP-ns of the short..tailed sJlreu..-s
wi thout beln~ injured. in any way. &3 n
wholE", shrews are useful animals, being
Insect~dc!voul'er'~ and mou~~·fl'fttprs. They
Ql~

worthy of protection.
But shrews can protect thenlselves I"~
markably well. ~ny of thpm havE' thp
ability to emit a musky odor. This BO
~rvps as protection fronl larg~ nlaJ'aut.1~l"St
thoug:h not from owl$&. ThP.V" hird~ do not
seeln to l'nind the quaintly flavored shrew
.~tpak, and we-ase-Is likewise are not deterred
from huving shrew ChOPA for supppr. Hut
Miss Pussy Cat, belnJ:; fastidious in what
shf! MtS, is not favorably impressed by the
shrew's smell. StU], cats 8~ forevpr bringing shrews hume from hunting trjps~ leaving them about on the lawn or in the paths.

SO",,! Unu8ual ShrewB
An intriguing member of the midget
mammal frunily is the water ~hrew. In
clear stl'ealT1£ these shrews may often be
ob~ervp.rl nmning along the bottom r using
aU four feet to keep submerged, tuming
over the pebbles with their sharp noses in
search of fre~h-wa.teT shrimp. When submerged. their ears are nearly closed by
m~ans of three little valves. While water
shrews are wirlp.~pread throughout the-

of

world, SOJne even inhabiting portions
the Himalayan range and icy-coId Tibetan
rivers. Africa has exclusive possession of
a Wlique shrew, the jumping or elephant
shrew. This midget mammal has a snout
that resembles an eJephant's trunk and it
progressei by vigorous leaps and bounds as
if it thought itself a kangaroo. But sometimes this lumping midR:et just curls up
and rolls itself along instead of

l~apjng

kangn.roo..fashion. It is rcndUy tamed and

soon becomes familiar~ not to say impudent.
Treoe shrews, found mainJy in IndiA,
Malaya and the Ph 11 lppincst nre unusual
too. Th~y lik~ to prowl dUl'in~ lh~ uaytlmE:,
Mntrary to the shrew's nocturnR I hRhlt~,
and they live chiefly in tr(!(!s, at times en~rin~ hom~1 Wh~l~ they behave with
grpat familiarity. A man who on~ hAn B.
tamed Malayan tree shrew that l1ved In a
mango t..n!e n~ar his house said that tid$!
trN' shrew ··mad(" him!'lf"lf npfl. rly 8~ famil·
iar as the cat. SometImes I had to drive
hun 011 lh~ ~, ano h~ was very fond of
putting hi~ nOSP into thp t.P8CUP.q immediately after breakfast. and acquired Quite a
ta£ W for lea and coffee. n Tree shrews,
ahout five to eight jnr.hes in length, clo.qely
resemble small SQuirrels, and although in·
~ls art\! usually ~ught on trees, they may
som(ltime-s hunt for

11 tSJ~ty

bug on the

ground.
So when you get on fl'iendly terms with
the ~hrew~, you may, like many natura]ist.s~ think that calling a scolding wurntUl
a Ushrew" is really an insult to t.hose
mighty midget mammals that do so much
for man by keeping the insect and mouse
population in cheek.

4'Calling HimH~.ll Futher l '
From a recent co1umn in the l\cw York Post: "Mike Di SaUe Lformer U. S. ecortuml{;' stabili:lf:c'I'l tells about a woman in IreJand bitterly objecting to an Anglican
c.ler,eyman u.sing the title of Father. 'Calling hirn:wlf Pather!' she 5houted. lAnd
him a married man with children ~' .,
DE GEM BER 8 7 J953
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London's Statues with a Weird History
In London there are two statues of giants
aUed Gog and Magog. Their history is audent
Ind peculiar. The legend reported by Caxton
tates that they were the last two survivors
'f the sons of thirty-three infamous daughters
,f Emperor Dioc1etian. These daughters had
nurdered all their husbands and were sent to
ea in a ship. Upon arriving In BritaIn, the
~gend says, they cohabited with demons and
lad a number of giants for their offspring.
'hese giants were finally conquered, brought
,risoner to London and forced to act as por·
ers. When they had all died, their place was
aken by effigies of them. Thus the two statles, Gog and Magog, have a very early hisDry, having been brought out for conspicuus display as early as the- time of Henry V
1 1415.
l Gpg and Magog were once destroyed by the
'reat fire of 1666, but other figures were
rected In 1708. In 1940 the effigies were bat·
~red by bombs. Recently, new figures of Gog
nd Magog were unveiled at Guildhall. Britin's Manchester Guardian Weekly (June 11,
953) stated that "the eagle on Magog's shield

had been replaced by a phoenix, 'for, like the
phoenix, they arise once again from the
ashes.' "

f!. It is interesting to know that the Bible

III
III

links Gog and Magog with wicked spirit crea·
tures and with destruction also, but not the
kind from which there will be any arising,
phoenixlike. In Ezekiel, chapters thlrty-elght
and thirty-nine, Gog is the prophetic name for
Satan the Devil; and the land of Magog refers
to the location of his demonic spirit forces in
a limited spiritual realm near earth's vicinity
after their expulsion from heaven by 191K
Ezekiel's prophecy graphically tells how the
Most High God will destroy Gog and his
forces just as they seek to wipe Jehovah's
New World society from the earth. According
to Revelation, Satan and his demons will be
released from deathlike inactivity at the' end
of Christ's 1,0OD-year reign. But they are soon
hurled, together with the people that allow
themselves to be misled by the Devil, into the
lake of fire, symbolizing everlasting destruction.-Revelation 20:8·10, 14, 15, New World
Trans.

Learning Languages
Cl. Learning a new language is often thought of as being as difficult as reme,mbering a
rhyme made in a dream. But, surprisingly enough, one does not have to have any exceptional intelligence to learn a language. Recently, Dr. W1l1iam J. Morgan, psychologist
of Aptitude Associates, Merrifield, Virginia, analyzed the progress of government em·
ployees who were studying Russian. Now he firmly believes that with just average in·
telligence one can learn to speak Russian, Chinese or Spanish with as much ease as
the scholar "with an IQ of 200." EpitomIzing the results of his studies, Dr. Morgan reo
vealed: "The person of average intelligence, or a little better can keep up with the
rest even under the pressure of a modern intensive language course. More important
than being a genius is to have certain work habits or personality traits. Here is what
you need: Interest and enthusiasm. Ability to work and get along with others, and
ability to grasp instructions and plans. You must want to improve your work and be
able to obtain results and get things done. You must have initiative, but you must be
thorough and must not neglect details. Judgment and common sense help, too." (Science
News Letter, issue of July 18, 1953) So learning a foreign language is not as difficult as
previously thought! And, incidentally, missionaries from the Watchtower Bible School
of Gilead could have told the good doctor that just knowing of Jehovah's new world
and exercising faith in Him are sufficient to enkindle the "interest and enthusiasm"
necessary to learn a foreign tongue. Today, Jesus' command, "Go therefore and make
disciples of people of· all the nations" (Matthew 28:19, New World Trans,), is being
{'arried out by people of average intelligence, but who have love for God and neignbor.
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By "AwClk.I" (orrespondent in Southem Rhodesia

ITHOUT any shooting or violence a
major change was effected a short
while ago in the South Central African
territories. Long-standing dreams of local
statesmen came true as the way \vas
cleared for the federation of the two
Rhodesias and Nyasaland. Recent world
developments created a feeling of urgency
about these dreams and, despite opposition
from some Africans and the indifference of
most of them, a plan to federate an area
ten times the size of England was brought
to a successful conclusion. Some called
it an experiment. Others felt that it was
the only way to handle the situation here.
When the tendency today is for countries
to divide, is this federation going to show
that peace and harmony can be attained
in a multiracial country? Will its people
rejoice over the change? These questions
. can be answered only as time goes on.
In the meantime it will be of interest to
A wake! readers to learn of the various
steps that led to this new federation.
Back in 1915 Sir Leander StalT Jameson
had the germ of the idea when he proposed
the amalgamation of Northern and Southern Rhodesia. Over twenty years later
a conference at the world-famous Victoria
Falls proposed the same thing, but nothing
was done. About ten years later the Central African Council was set up to provide a measure of co-ordination between
these African territories. Then in February, 1949, another conference was held
at Victoria Falls, and with this the movement toward closer association of the
Rhodesias and Nyasaland got under way.

W
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Views on Federation
Some form of closer as.~ociat\on was
felt to be desirable so that the countries
could organize more efficient production
and marketing. Then, too, a large country
would be more desirable from a military
point of view. But the conference, not having plenary powers, could only suggest
a system and then present it to the three
countries and to the British government
for discussion and approval. The system
. suggested was federation along the lines
of the Australian form of government.
What were the reactions to this suggestion? Since the conference failed to
have any African representatives present,
its suggestion was treated with suspicion
by the Africans in the three countries.
Also the Africans of Southern Rhodesia
said that it was unacceptable because
Northern Rhodesia was "very backward"
and they would therefore have to wait
"40 to 50 years for the Northern Africans
to come into line with the progress
achieved in Southern Rhodesia." The Africans of Northern Rhodesia said they preferred Colonial Office rule, since it promised them some share
in the government of
the country.
The Europeans of
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Northern Rhodesia gave limited support to
the plah because they feared that Southern
Rhodesia would have an absolute majority
ill the central parliament and, because of
its heavy national debt, would gain unfairly by federation. For their part, the Europeans of Southern Rhodesia wanted to
have further details of the plan. Associations were formed to fight for and against
federation. The only real encouragement,
apart from the determined backing of Sir
Godfrey Huggins, prime minister of Southern Rhodesia, and R. Welensky of Northern Rhodesia, Came from the United States
consul general of the Union of South Africa. He said: "Federation of the ~entral
African territories might interest us, ,and
your mineral resources are of great interest to us. The reported new deposits of
phosphate and graphite, for instance, are
of much importance to the whole world
from a strategic point of view. U. S. industrialists might be interested in exploiting your mineral resources, while investors
would possibly be prepared to assist in a
project to harness the Zambesi, which
would need much capital."
A few months later the British Cabinet
suggested that the Southern Rhodesian
government should re-examine the question of political federation and consider
further the methods available for close
economic co-operation, either by means of
the Central African Council or otherwise.
And so it was that a year later the British
government accepted the suggestion of Sir
Godfrey Huggins that a conference of
officials of the three Central African governments, of the Central African Council,
the Commonwealth Relations Office and
the' Colonial Office be held in London for
the purpose of establishing closer association of the three territories.
The conference met in March, 1951, and
published its report in June. It recommended federation of the three territories

,.

under the name of "British Central Africa"
Oater this name was changed} and stated
that the need for closer association was
urgent on economic, strategic and political
grounds. It recommended a federal government with a wide field of responsibility; but
in matters affecting the day-by-day life of
the inhabitants, the authority and constitutional pOsition of each of the three
territories should remain as at present.
Included in such matters would be all those
that most closely related to the life and
ways of the African inhabitants. As action
in the proposed federal field might at times
impinge on African interests, provision
would be made for the representation of
Africans in the central parliament and the
vesting of special powers in an African
Affairs Board and in a Minister for African Interests. This minister was to be'
appointed by the governor general of the
federation and approved by the secretary
of state in Britain. This provision was
intended to be a safeguard for the Africans, but it failed to quiet the misgivings
of the Africans, who wanted a real "partnership," and raised a storm of protest
jn Southern Rhodesia. Since' the minister
was to be outside politics and responsible
to the governor general, he was labeled a
"constitutional monstrosity," a "cuckoo in
the nest."
Opponents and Supporter8 Speak

i

A year later another conference was held
in London. This was now April, 1952, and
the chances of success still seemed remote.
An African member of Sir Godfrey Huggins' party said: "The majority of Africans
in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland are
opposed to federation of the three territories." Indeed, the conference got off to
a poor start when the African representatives from Nyasaland and Northern
Rhodesia boycotted it. Why? Because,
since they rejected the principle of federaAWAKE.'

tion, ,they could not take pap: in talks on
modifications to the original London report submitted by officials of the four
governments. Should the confe~ce continue in view of this boycott? The Daily
Ewpres8, a Conservative paper, said yes.
l3ut the Labor Daily Herold said thot the
decision to continue the talks marked the
most serious breach the Todes had yet
made in Labar's plan for genuine C0operation between the' British and the
Africans.
The conference finally agreed on a draft
constitutional scheme. The federation was
to be known as the Federation of Rh<Xbia
and Nyasaland. It was to have 8 fo'ederAl
Assembly of twenty-nine Europeans and
six Africanll (two from f<!sch Wl'ritory) but
the protectoratE' statll~ of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland and the se1f-.ttQveming
stlilus of Southern Rhodesia were to be
maintained. The "Ctl~kon in the nest," the
Minister for African Interests, was eliminated and replaced by an African Affairs
Board with an independent chairman.
What were the reaction!'! to this conference? Once again the proposals were
criticized on all sides, The Mriean delegate~ who had boycotted. the talks expressed alarm "at the apparent intention
of the British government to proceed with
the proposed federation in spite of thc
unanimous OpPOsition expressed by the
African people through their official and
unofficiol organizations." The Maf/.Chester
Guardian warned that, although the draft
made full provision for the protection of
the existing rights of Africans, yet these
l'ights will inevitably grow as more and
more Africans attain the status of what
Rhodes caJled "civilized men" and that lhe
draft allowed for no constitutional power
to meet SIiIch a new situation.
Interesting and enlightening reaction
came from the African delegates from
Southern Rhodesia who had attended the
n11JmllMRli1~
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talks. One of them. Mr. Nkomo, said:
''When the stage comes that the Mrican
is in control of the country, we should not
like tn sec the European suffer by being
paid back in his own coin." This was unfortunate language and it was not unnaturnl that some thought he meant that
European dumination would be replaced
by African domination. So the two delegates signed a statement denying this implication, adding:
"What we envisage is a future in which
all civilized IX'OPJe. will play their full part
in thc government of the country, and
where there will be equality of opportunity
for all in thf> f>C'Onomic sphere. All rlghtthinking people will appreciate the fact that
the high standard of civilization that. the
Jo:uMpP.fIn ha.'l rctlchcd over 2,000 years
must not be destroyed in lhe impact with
a lower one. It would ilf' a had thing for
all concerned. At thc same time, we totally
dlsaJtl'l!l! wilh the present policy whereby
civilization, thf> Mmmon heritage of mankind, is safcguarded by legig}ation whicb
ainu; at k~ing the Mrican from acquiring and Ii\'ing hy its standards wIthout
dlfferentlating bet'w·een the African who
is at the bottom of the ladder of civilization, the one who has made a fcw stepg
on It and the one who has made sufficient
progress to be accepted as a civilized man.
We would hasten to add here that this does
not imply social admixture, but improved.
housing and t.he opportunity to own property in thc Native urban areas, equal pay
in the professions and other benefits for
the African who has madc some advance
in the educational, economic and cultural
spheres." Later Mr. Nkomo said to an
African audience that the federation pro-,
posal would not be acceptable to the Africans in Southem Rhodesia until there was
complete and true partnership.
Thcn came an interesting visit to the
three territories by the minister of state
19

for the colonies. Henry Hopkinson. After
a three-week tour Ile said that he was
satisfied that from the economic and
political aspect federation was ,the right
thing, and he realized that there was a
fairly solid African resistance. After a few
days of his tour, however, when he saw the
line taken, his feeling was that the great
mass of the objections had no relation to
federation at all. Ambitions and unrest
engendered by world events and happenings in places like Malaya, Indrnesia and
the Gold Coast had percolated into Central Africa. The same resentments and
stilTings would have been there even had
the federation issue never arisen. He be-lieved that most of the African people
neither knew anything nor cared anything
about federation.
Another conference? Yes, it was held in
London in January, 1953. Exponents of
the plan said that the federal idea was
vital for the well-being of the British Empire and "essential from the st~dpoint of
civilizing Central Africa." The conference
and its subsequent White Paper retained
the name "Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland" and chose Salisbury, capital of
SOuthern Rhodesia, as the initial seat of
the new federation.

Southern Rhodesia Votes
The success or failure of the federatirm
scheme depended considerably on the result of the referendum in Southern
Rhodesia. Would the voters be for or
against? The African vote would be negligible since there were only 450 Africans
on the roll of electors. Many more were
qualified but did not bother to register.
So. the result really depended on the Europeans in Southern Rbodesia-140,OOO of
them. On April 9, 1953, the voting took
place and nearly sixty~three per cent were
,in 'favQr' of federation. Its opponents took
the defuat with very good grace and prom-
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ised support since the majority hact decided that way. Over the radio Sir Godfrey
broadcast to the Africans, saying mat federation was not metllIt to keep the Afrl~
cans down but would rather result in an

enlightened policy. He stressed the possibility of the Africans' being the junior
partners in the affairs of the new federation. He appealed to them for co-operation.
His friendly words probably had a calming
effect on the African population.
Shortly afterward the Africans had a
visit from a "Reverend" named Michael
Scott. He spent several weeks in Northern .
Rhodesia and NYasaland advising African
leaders to appeal to the United Nations
against African federation. His activities
resulted. in ,his deportation as a prohibited
immigrant. It seems that Mr. Scott was
more of a politiCian than a minister of
God.
What a contrast with the message that
Jehovah's witnesses bring! They have consistently kept clear of anything sma.cking
of politics. The thousands of Africans and
hundreds of Europeans who, have been
serving as Jehovah's witnesses in these
three territories have not got mixed up
with this political issue. Their prayers have
been and are that the rulers might maintain pea.ce and qUietness in these countries
so that the message of Jehovah God's kingdom might continue to go to the people,
bringing great joy and comfort. Instead
of joining in attempts to patch up this
worn-out system of things, Jehovah's witnesses give their whole support to a brandnew system that will never fail and that
will last forever-Jehovah's new world
-and they look to God to bring it, not man.
So after many labor pains the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland has been
born. The whole world will watch with
interest the growing pains of this political
child.
AWAKEl

earth's_ trem.
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By "Awake'" corr.sponden, in CyprU$'

ARTHQUAKES are nothing new to
Cyprus. The history of the island is
full of descriptions ;Of the havoc caused
by the trembling of tbe earth in past generations. If you take a journey through
this beautiful "isle of Aphrodite," from
ancient Salamis on the east coast to Paphos
on the west, you will see the remains of
fallen temples and palaces that give testimony to the power of an earthquake. Still
again, an earthquake raised its ugly head
during September, 1953, leaving other
monuments to its irresistible power.
Only a few weeks had passed from the
time that tragedy had pointed her finger
toward the Ionian isles, bringing death and
destruction, when, on September 10, moving southeast some 800 miles, her finger
rested on the island of Cyprus, bringing
the greatest disaster that it has experienced
for centuries.
September 10 dawned a beautiful day
with clear blue skieS. The clock had just
struck. six, a few minutes passed, and then
there was a violent shaking of the earth.
Houses a hundred miles away from the
scene of the disaster rocked from side to
side, and many inhabitants, from many
parts of the island, became dizzy from the
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News of such
events travels
quickly. It was
soon learned that the island's
western district of Paphos had
taken the brunt of the blow. This
part of Cyprus is best known to
strangers because of its association with
the Bible. Paphos is mentioned in Acts 13
and it was there that Paul preached on
one of his missionary tours.
In order to get firsthand information I
decided to visit the scene of the disaster
on September 11. Leaving by bus from
Famagusta, on the eastern side of the
island, at seven o'clock in the morning, my
companion and I started our 100-mile journey, passing through the south coast town
of Larnaca (ancient Chittim) and Limassol, finally arriving at noon in the area of
the disaster. The first village that shOWed'
signs of the earthquake was Pissouri, a
small village percbed on the top of a hill.
There forty houses had collapsed and a
small child was killed. Fol1owing along the
hilly coastal road the bus swerved violently to avoid rocks that had been loosened
by the quake and were strewn across the
road. To our right a monastery of the
Greek Orthodox Church stood in ruins.
At 2: 30 in the afternoon we arrived at
the 'Pl"mc'l:pa\ town 01 the Paphos district.
'Ktima is a small town of 6,000 inhabitants
situated on a hill overlooking the ruins of
the ancient town of Paphos, where the
apostle Paul preached. As we entered the
town the main square was packed with
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people. Hundreds surrounded the headquarters of the police, dazed and weeping.
Lorries of the British Army loaded with
tents were parked alongside the. public gardens and squads of soldiers were feverishly
erecting tents. Beds and odd bits of furniture were everywhere.

Eyewitness Report
The' bus moved slowly into the town.
Faced with the horror of what an earthquake can do, we alighted at the bus station. The main street had a barricade
across it. Buildings had toppled like a
"pack of cards," mounds of rubble filled
the streets, modern buildings were cracked
open from top to bottom, while older buildings leaned at peculiar angles, with roofs
gone. In the poorer section of the town,
where houses are made of sun-dried bricks,
80 per cent of the homes had been made
uninhabitable. In fact, almost everybody
was outside, as further tremors during the
day had kept the people in open spaces
away from buildings that were liable to
fall
We decided to make our way to the
house of a friend, and as we were doing
so we had a constant fear of falling buildings. From the destruction aroWld us we
wondered how any could have survived.
The fact that only forty are reported as
dead and 100 injured is a marvel. But there
is a reason. Cypriotes at this time of the
year rise early in the morning, so the
casualty list was much lighter than it
would have been if the earthquake had
struck an hour or so earlier.
As we passed through the market in the
center of town there 'was a feeling of desolation. Most places were too badly damaged
to be safe to enter. Shopkeepers were trying to salvage their goods from the rubble,
while others stood in groups discussing
their plight. On reaching the house of our
friend we found that the top story had fall-
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en, and only one room nea:r;'by was declared
safe. All other houses in the neighborhood
were useless. In a space nearby more tents
were being erected. Huge cracks were
showing in the earth. As we looked out to
sea we saw the British destroyer Saintes
anchored just outside the small harbor.
Admiral Earl MOWltbatten, commander in
chief of the Mediterranean fleet, had ordered . that the British aircraft carrier
Theseus and the destroyer Saintes sail to
Paphos from Greece, where they were
engaged in quake relief in the Ionian islands.
That night we learned from the inhabitants of their impressions of the earthquake. At first the people were horrorstricken when the earth began to tremble
violently with a rumbling sound like that
of an approaching express train. Buildings
began to collapse and people rushed into
the streets screaming. Mothers snatched
their children from their beds, and these
were the ones who were the majority
among the casualties. Other shOCks followed, causing further panic. Almost all
the 135 villages in the Paphos district had
been affected. Some villages, such as
Stroumbi, Panagia, Kithasi and Lapithiou,
together with others within a radius of
twenty miles of KUma, the principal town,
were almost completely destroyed, or were
severely damaged
We spent the night at Ktima in a room
declared "safe," although severe cracks
decorated the walls. Four of us found shelter here, but we were awakened in the early
morning by a helicopter hovering overhead. It landed nearby and kept up a
shuttle service. bringing medical supplies
and food.

A Scene of Devastation
We decided to pay a visit to the worsthit village, Strtlumbi, about twelve miles
from Ktima. At 8:15 a.m., while waiting
for transport to take us to the village,
AWAKEI

there was another tremor. The earth shook
beneath us, but no damage was caused.
In bright sunshlne we made our way
through the hills, climbing higher and
higher through miles of vineyards laden
with grapes, for which this part of Cyprus
is famous. The first village of Tsadha, with
1,000 inho.bitants, through whIch we
passed, had not escaped the earthquake's
terror. Hou~ had collaI\'led, bringing
misery to the vlllagers.
Shortly, Strownbl was in sil::ht, a village
of about 700 inhabitants. As we approached
the vlllage the same scene of devastation
upened bl:lIure us, oilly 011 a greater sca1e.
Womf'n wf'f'ping for thpir rlMd werf' !'litting
amo~ a few possessions salvaged from the
ruins of their village, which was completeiy destroyed We made our wny on foot
through what had ~n a thriving village
only forty-eight hour~ hf'fol"f'. Now it WAl'!
dead. Streets had disappeared under the
pile of ~tones and rubble that ooce had
been hou:~el'!. We climbed our way through
to the vlllB..il:e church. It had bl::!t!n repaired
only recently at a ('ost of £2,fX)(I, hut now
it was an empty shell, piled high Inside
wilh stO!l~S and the tower strewn over the
ground ollt~;flf'. Wf' could just l'!queeze
through the door of the church to look
inside, and there, lying helpless among the
rubble, were the icons (holy pictures) of
a host of "saints" won;;hiped by tile vii·
lagf'N;. Many had railed to the ";;eints" to
help them in their hour of dIsaster, but
to no avail. The church that housed the
icons was destroyed likf' all the othl"r
houses of the village.
Some of the villager,; surrounded us.
knowing we were strangers. They told us
their stories of woe and misery. They had
lost all, We tried to comfort them from
God's Word and with the hope of a new
world, where disasters such <Ul thl:lY had
just experienced will not be knO\\-T1.
Again we marveled to learn that only
DEOEMBER S, 1951

fifteen of the ·700 inhabitants had been
killed. but. as the villagers explained, they
had all been out in the vineyard'! from
sunrise and go escaped. Those who lost
their lives were mostly women and children. Ag-din we made our way over the
mounds of rubhle to the main road.
This same story could be told over and
over again from devastated villages. Alii
we brushed the du~t of the devastated
village of Strownbi from our clothes we reo
membered the words of Jesus concernin&
the "time of thf' f'nd," when he said, "For
nation w11l rise against nation and king.
dam against kingdom, and there will be
food iOIhortagcs and earthquakes in one
place atter anothel·. "-Matt. 24:7, NW.
A full report uf this disaster Cflllnot be
given because of the lacl~ of eommlUllca·
tion with the remote villagU!>. Thousands
of homes have bren badly 'damaged or
destroyt'd. Churches and monasteril::!s have
suf(ered considerably. More than 50,000
people are slee-ping ;n the open and over
4,000 tents, enough to accommodate 15,.
000, have been issued to the worst-hit
villages and towns. Other tents are being
rushed from the Suez Canal zone in Egypt
by lhe authorities. Damagf' at present is
estimated at £3,000,000.
AJ:I [ write this report, on September 15,
there have been five more trE'mors, two
. of them bf'ing strong, lasting more than
ten seconds. Those in the disaster area are
living in a state of .";nspense, waiting for
t.he next tremor to come, wondering if it
win be strong enough to bring the Cru1nbUng walls around them to the ground. So,
with the earth quakillA", misery continues.
With the.qe vivid scenes before them, the
hospitable people of Cyprus should look
\.\-ith greater earnestness to God's Word
in unler to find a plate of protection when
the greatest destruction of all time will
come, the battle of that great day of God
AJrnighty, Armageddon.

View of
..,-.HE area around Dunellen, New Jersey, is
1 familiar to tens of thousands of people
who made their home at Trailer City during
the week of the New World Society Assembly
of Jehovah's Witnesses. Their memories are
fond ones. But what was the view of those
who nonnally live in the area? The column
"Uncle George Says" in the Dunellen Weekly
Call expressed the view that follows:
"We are going to miss those Jehovah's witnesses when they are gone. With the popula·
tion of our whole trading area, Dunellen, New
Market and even Middlesex Borough more
than doubled, there is naturally a stimulation
to business, which is always welc9me during
the normally slow business season when so
many folks are !;pending their money at the
seashore, but we are thinking of other things,
even more important things.
''Those folks seem to be the cream of the
country when it comes to politeness, courtesy,
and a few other things that most of us neglect
these days. As such they are a good influence
on any community they choose to visit. A few
we might not notice, but when there are more
of them than there are of us, the comparison
shows us natives up to a disadvantage.
''Take furinstance the other day I tried to
drive across Washington Avenue at Front
Street, no cinch even with nonnal traffic. At
last I got through one lane but Was stalled at
the center of Washington Avenue. Everybody
was willing that I proceed across the street
... after he or she had passed me. It looked
like I was stuck and then I noticed a car with
a Jehovah's Witness sign on it a few cars
back. I settled back to see what would happen.
Sure enough they all took a chance on my
bumpers until the JW car came along. He
stopped to let me through. Those folks are
just as polite when they are back of a steering wheel as we are when we are in a hotel
lobby, and that is something.
"But that is just one thing. Uncle George
had to revert to staff photographer to get
some pictures at the trailer camp. He reo
learned something he should not have for·
gotten. That camp is as neat as a pin. Prac·
tically no paper or litter any place. Maybe
here and there a few pop bottles or maybe a
chewing gum wrapper ... but narry a cfga·
rette butt or match book cover. The reason
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for the latter is probably due to the fact that
you .can see nobody smoking. Inquiry revealed
that abstinence from tobacco was voluntary,
there being no rules against it.
"To one who has waded in candy wrappers
and aU kinds of litter on the sidewalk on
North Avenue up to our ankles, the neat ap·
pearance of that camp with more than 30,000
people gave us something to think about. We
did notice one volunteer brother with a broom
stick with a nail on the end and a gunnysack
Wandering around, but he did not have 'easy
picking' and had to have a pretty good aim
as the biggest piece of paper we saw him snag
was not much bigger than a chewing gum
wrapper.
"In case you hear an,Ybody criticising the
visitors in our midst this week, tell them to
forget prejudice, which we are all supposed
to do, and keep their eyes open and they will
observe lots of things which we could all copy
to advantage.
"We all got a lesson in politeness and
courtesy three years ago, which we forgot,
and this week we are getting a refresher
course on the same subjects, which will prob.
ably wear off before we see the Jehovah's
witnesses on their next visit ..• which we hope
will not be too far in the future.
''With the population of the camp being so
much larger than even the most optimistic,
or pessimistic, depending on the point of
view, estimates, there are naturally conditions
that strain the patience of many people. If
you are inclined to be cross and cranky when
you get tied up in traffic, please remember
that you can go home, take a shower and be
comfortable while the visitors have to bunk
up in tents or trailers. If We natives could
show some of the patience observable in our
guests, it would be good practice for us.
"Another thing I noticed was the large num'
ber of 'employees' taking care of traffic at the
camp, serving refreshments, meals, handling
public relations, and all the hundred and one
other details. Inquiry revealed that there were
between four and five thousand of them. That
is a big staff. Everybody works for nothing.
No payroll, no deducts to figure, no social
security taxes and no unemployment taxes'
. . . the only thing they are shy of is book·
keepers, although there are a lot of them, too."
AWAKE!

cribe ye greatness WIto our God. The Rock,
his work i!! perfect; tor all his ways are
OD'S purpose Is to set up a perfect justice: a God of faithfulness and without
nf>W world for mankind. This he will iniquity, just and right is he."-Deuteraccomplish without the help of politics, anomy 32:3, 4, Am. Stan. Ver.
L'UmmeI'Ce, human science or worldly reThe Original world in which man started
ligion. It will tw> fl rightrou.~ world, a new was perfect. His earthly home was the
world. 'Revelation 21:5) Being perfect, "garden of Eden," which mcuns a, "para.
it will emlw1.' forever. Ill; invisible ewing dlse of pleasure or delight." Perfect man's
powers and its vi!llbJe earthly organization pleasure and delight therein were never
wIll be everJastlnp;, like the sun. moon and to grow borcsome and wearisome, and
stars of heaven and like the earth be· man did not reoeive any promise that God
nroth our feet.-Psalm 72:1-8.
would take him u[I to heAven in course of
Bccnusc of its perfection, Jchovnh God's time in order to make him completely
new wurld will be a (!ontinual delight to happy. Man's happiness was complete right
man. It wil] leave nothing to hi'! desired. heN' upon the earth. (1 Corinthians 15:47)
(Psalm 115:16) There will be no looking Ko part was lacking, nor was there any
back and no longing COl' the present world sickness, pain, blemish, impurity, sin or
ruled by devilish demons and selfish men. sinful leanings about Adam and Eve WI
No power In heaven or earth will corrupt their Creator made Ulem. They had pure,
or overturn it.' No Creatures will ever hearts and they reflect:P.d the image and
be able to wag their heads in contempt likcoess of God In which they were made.
at it. Men and human organizations ,that (Genesis 1;26-28) God's provision forthem
reject and resist the incoming kingdom of It'ft nothing wanting. The sum of things
God show that they arc distorted. They contrIbuting to their happiness and wellshow themselves to be perverse, WI· being was forever full and complete.
balanced and unworthy to he preserved
Jehovah did not mar the beauty or perto Jive under its administration.
fection of that original world by putting
Jehovah God's new world will be no a deceiver or devil into it. Coveting t:hf!
case of evolution. It does not begin u.ith wol'!'!hip of man, the covering cherub let
something simple, elementary and incom- proud ambition enter his heart and corplete, and gradually work up to a world in rupt it. Eve fell from pe-rfection when she
which everything is fully developed to a succumbed to the devilish argUment that
finished state and suited to every need of her world was not complete. Adam willevery creature living therein. No. Rather, fully followed h(>r into transgression. This
it..<; beginning i!! perfect; complete, and it made them both unfit occupants of the
remains perfect and complete throughout paradise In which they were living. Hence
eternity. Moses wrote of Jehovah's works: they were turned. out of the garden of
"I will proclaim the name of Jehovah: as- Eden to the uncultivated earth, there to

A Perfect New World for Mankind
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die as sinners. In such manner the world
of righteousness disappeared, and there
came a world of the ungodly. Now, to fulw
fill Jehovah God's original purpose to fill
the earth with perfect righteous offspring,
there arose the need of regenerating the
world of righteousness. That is to say, the
need arose of creating a righteous new
world. We, today, are about to experience
the fulfilIment of that promise.
The great battle of Armageddon just
ahead of us will clear the ground to make
way for the complete erection of the
beautiful and glorious new arrangement
on earth for the eternal good of man and
to the imperishable honor of God. By the
New World government God's will is to
be enforced in the earth as well as in the
heavens. (Matthew 6:9, 10) This Jehovah
God will accomplish by his chosen instru w
ment, Jesus Christ, the new world's King.
Obedient mankind will not grow old, but
will grow to perfection to the glory of
their Maker, Jehovah God. The reigning
Christ will open the graves and lift those
in them out of death's sleep to life and
make them joyful at heart. (John 5:28, 29;
Revelation 1:18) In connection with this
new world we read: "Look! the tent of God
is with humankind, and he will reside with
them, and they will be his peoples. And
God himself will be with them. And he
will wipe out every tear from their eyes,
and death will be no more, neither will
mourning nor outcry nor pain be any more.
The former things have passed away. And
the one seated on the throne said: 'Look!
I am making all things new.' Also he says:
'Write, because these words are trust·
worthy and true'.' "-Revelation 21:3·5,
New World Trans.
How about the wild animals upon earth,
will they remain? Wild beasts have been
man's deadly enemies, and m,an has to no
small extent been their fear and dread.
Originally all beasts of the field ancl fowls
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of the air and even the fish of the sea
were under the· supervision of perfect man.
When man rebelled against his Creator
he lost his mastery over the animal creation. Under the reign of Jesus Christ, Jehovah will make an arrangement with the
beasts of the field and the birds of the
air and will establish peace between them
and man. The condition will then exist as
described by the prophet Isaiah (11: 6-9.
Am. Stan, Ver.), namely; "And the wolf
shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard
shall lie down with the kid; and the calf
and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead them.
And the cow and the bear shall feed; their
young ones shall lie down together; and
.the lion shall eat straw like the ox, And
the sucking child shall play on the hole
of the asp. and the weaned child shall put
his hand on the adder's den, They shall
not hurt nor destroy in all my holy moUDw
tain; for the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of Jehovah, as the waters cover
the sea."
Furthermore, thorns an~ thistles now
encumber the earth, and an army of creep·
ing and winged pests ruin the crops of
man; but such conditions will not exist
during the reign of the new world. This is
indicated at Isaiah 55:13. The earth will
then be free from pests and plagues and
will yield its increase. Man will rejoice.
What Jehovah God once accomplished in
Palestine, in typical fulfillment of Ezekiel
36: 34, 35, he will accomplish earthwwide
under the perfect new world of righteousness that he has promised mankind. "And
they shall say, This land that was desolate
is become like the garden of Eden."
The new world will mean everything
worth while to mankind. It will mean joy,
happiness, prosperity, security and life
eternaL The faithful and appreciative ones
among mankind will praise Jehovah now
for his wonderful promise and provision.
AWAKE!
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Bahamas

FF thE" coast of F10rida lies a group
of nearly 3,000 islands, cays and rocks
that stretch out into the AUantic to almoot

cut off the nnrthf'rly approach to thl? Gulf

of Mexico. They nrc knov.n as the Bahamas. Of the eighty thousand illlll:llJitalits
that occupy !lomt" twenty of th~ isbmd!l,

about eighty per cent nrc Negroes. The
rest are white. The original inhabitants
were a race of Indian!! known as the 1.11cayans, but these were enslaved by the
Spaniards and were made to work in mines
until the entire nation of them perished.
Later the islands were occupied by the
British. Their extensive slave trade brought
many Africnn slnvcs into the colony. which
act.'Uunts for the largely colored popuJation
today.
Particularly from what are c-d1led th~
"out illianns" ('oml" many fruits and veg!'tables to be sold In the colorful Nassau
market. TravelinK to N~sau from une of
the out i~lands may mean that 01'\(' will
have to share his seat with such appetizing items as large_size watemelons, pa_
pnyas, mangoes, pineapples or other succulent fruits, Orten llve guaUi and !:JJeep
share second-cla~<; deck lqla('(> with th('
passengers.
City of NasslllJ,its People

Civilization is slowly creeping into this
quaint colonial city. American and British
automobiles are fast filling its street.'!. The
islanders do not object, because their existence depends greatly on the tourist trade.
Luxurious hotels and pleasant guest houses
lJEOEMBl!.'H, 8, 11M3

are open to those seeking refuge trom the
rigors of a cold winter. The climate is ideal.
Even the migrating mallard ducks and
Canadian geese make this their winter
home. The water is clean and c/ear, and the
benches arc beautifully colored wIth pink
and while (''OFdl sands. Here, too, are the
lovf'ry ~a gaMf'nS WhfOn> myriadfl of gorgeously arrayed fish swim in among thf.!
ellchanting coral fonnations to the tune
of natun>'~ shallow waters. This is a paradise tor both fish and fishenneh.
In addition to deep-sea fishIng, for
which lhe~ hilamli! are famous, there is
IInothf'r kinrl of ti~hing that is good, the
kind that the Master Fishennan spoke
aoout when he said: "Come after me, and
I shall cause you to become fishers of
men." (Mark 1:17, New World Tran!l.) It
was not lUltill947 that this sort of fishing
began with all seriousness in these parts.
The Watch Tower Society sent a Kroup
of missionaries
aid the few "fi8hers of
men" that were here. With this help, the
islands now report over a hWldred such
"Hshers of men" regularly preaching the
good news of Christ's kingdom. People
here are surprised to receive free Bible
education, because they arc accustomed to
having to pay for everything.
To freely give in a Christlike manner
among UI8Se islanders is a pleasure indeed.
They are ~ friendly. They still do many
thinglil in a primitive way. For example.:
Women ~till hake their bread in ovens that
are made from mortar of coral sand, rock
and cement. These ovens stand about four
feet high, arc about three feet In diameter
and have a domelike roof. The wuman first

to
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buHds the tire in the oven to heat it to ing their Bibles. They are a very religious
baking temperature, then she rakes out
the fire and places the bI'ead or biscuits
inside, closing the door and sealing it by
packing it with sugar sacks or other material. When the baking is done the baked
goqds are placed in what they call a safe.
This is a cupboard-like affair entirely
screened in to keep away the bugs and
flies. Sometimes the cupboard's legs are
placed in cans of kerosene to discourage
hungry and ambitious ants from taking
away the spoil.
The women are excellent housekeepers.
Their floors are spOtless from daily scrubbing with sand or a tough fish hide. The
houses are left wide open. The cool prevailing wjnds freely circulate throughout
the house, unobstructed in any way. At.
night shutters are drawn to keep out
the mosquitoes, sand flies and a heavy mist
that is called the draught.
These people pride themselves in know-
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rent delinquencyl P. 11,113.
Why the shrew cannot afford to be luyl
P. 13, IT4.
• How the tiny shrew secures a mighty
mouse for a meal? P. 14, H.
• What legend surrounds London's statues
of Gog and Magog? P. 16, lft.
What is the best aid in learnjng a language?

• How the attitude of Jehovah's witnesses
in Rhodesia and Nyasaland differs from that
of many other inhabitantsl P. 20, R4.
• Wltether "holy pictUres" of the "saints"
helped in Cyprus' hour of dhasterl P. 23, fi1.
• Why mainly mothers and children were
killed
P
23 in
fi2 Cyprus' early-morning earthquake I
. ,.1.
• What lesson a Dunellen, New Jersey,
columnist said local residents could take from
Trailer City? P. 24, HS.
• What conditiOlls prevailed in the original
world? P. 25, IT4.
• How the original world passed away?
P. 25, ~S.
• When, and with whom as your companion.
you may really never grow old? P. 26, nt.
• How Bahamian women bake bread? P. 27,
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• What plan 'federates an' African area ten
times the size of Eng!and1 P. 17, ~t.

• The attitude of Bahamians toward the
Bible? P. 28, 112.

• What a New York hotel manager said
about Jehovah's witnesses? P. 5, U2.
• The attitude of the police toward the New
World society's crowds: P. 7, ~2.
• T h e- attltu
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a king's immorality? P. 9, n5.
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group. In fact, it is not unusual to hear
people discussing God or religion as one
walks down the street or enters a store
or office. Every night of the week some
church will be open. These people are eager
to read scriptures in their own Bibles and
are amazed when one of Jehovah's witnesses calls to their attention a Bible verse
they happened to miss or did not fully
understand. Many are anxious to receive
Bible helps to broaden their understanding
of the Bible.
Calling back on people who manifest interest often presents a problem, because
a good many streets are not named and
houses have no address number. Landmarks become the means of identification.
Regardless of the few inconveniences,
the blessings of mini<;try here far overshadow all of these. The truth is being
preached. Many Bahamians are hearing
and also saying to others, "Come."
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Spain's Primate Approves Pact
.. In 1952 a Spanish cardinal
expressed fear of a proposed
pact between the U. S. and
Spain, ~aying that it would
make a wedge for advancing

"Protestant proselytism." Now
that Franco has signed the
pact with the U. S., Spain's
primate, Cardinal PUt y De..
niel, said 1:11/1) that the Catholic Church would not oppose
the pact because "the Divine
Providence has willed" It. But
the fear of "Protestant prose·
lytism" was still alive; for the
Spanish primate declared that
he rejected the modern doc·
trine of "some misguided Unit·
ed States Catholics" who believe the Catholic Church is
too Intolerant toward Protestants. The cardinal upheld a
pronouncement from Rome on
March 2 that banned all free·
dam of propaganda by nonCatholics in Catholic states.
He sald that this is not any
personal doctrine but was the
Vatican's official policy, which
policy was made clear in the
text of the concordat signed
by the Holy See and Spain
and which text declared that
all "public worship and all ex·
ternal manifestations by non·
Catholic sects" is absolutely
forbIdden. Fearing that Cath·
olics might be converted to an·
other religion, the cardinal said
that we cannot tolerate nonCatholics indulging in prop·
aganda. Such a policy can onDEOEMBER 8, 1953

Iy suggest that Catholic doctrine cannot stand the 11ght of
Scriptural truth. As stated in
an editorial in the Ottawa,
Canada, Journal (i017): "No
idea, religious or otherwise,
can be much good unless it be
able and eagerly willing to
meet and defeat its enemies in
the free market of ideas."
Coll1JJlunillm
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Within Christendom

became apparent with
the British Guiana episode
that other parts of Christen·
dom besides Italy and France
have strong Communist ele·
ments, That the Communist
problem also exists in other
British Caribbean colonies became evident when Trinidad's
governor openly expressed
anxiety. The governor admit·
ted (10/29) that a strong Communist influence among labor
union leaders existed in Trinidad. He said, "We have got to
clean house somehoW." Thus in
another land where the Roman
Catholic Church is in the majority the antireligious Communistic element has made
some progress. Emphasized
Trinidad's governor: "It is not
impossible that the influence
of Russian communism should
spread here."

*'

Palestine: a Vexing Problem
Real peace never came to
Palestine, though the U. N.
worked on the problem for six

yean. Now the U. N. has been
called on to salvage the IsraelArab armistice. In the middle
of the dispute is the U. S.,
which desires to please the
Arab world and at the same
time sympathize with Israel.
However, the U. S. attitude
toward Israel was not so sym·
pathetic in October when Is·
rael launched the Kibya raid,
a well·organized milltary at·
tack against three Arab vil\age'S, k'lWmg ft1ty.three per·
sons. Besides trying to prevent
the breakout of hostillties
again, the U. N. had to grapple
with Syria's complaint that Israel was building a water·
power project in a demilitarized zone on the Syrian border. Though the U_ N. truce supervisor ordered Israel to stop
work on the project, Israel refused. Only when the U. S.
cut off all economic aid did Israel halt work on the project.
President Eisenhower then restored economic aid to Israel,
allotting $26,000,000 for th\!
next few months. As the Pales·
tine problem vexed hoth the
U. S. and the U. N., the chief
truce supervisor in Palestine
declared (10/27) that tension
between Israel and Jordan had
reached the "breaking point."
Kenya: 'Conditions No Bettel:"
<$> In the twelve months since
Governor Sir Evelyn Baring
declared a state of emergency
in Kenya, the casualties from
the Mau Mau war have mount-

ed gnmly. The M.a.\1- Ma...:. hM
murdered 730 Africans, 16
whites and 11 Indians. In at·
tempting to quell the rebellion
British troops killed 2,340
Africans, hanged 89 and jailed
27,000. The war has cost Kenya
more than $820,000 a monthone fifth of the colony's rev·
enue. So acute has Kenya's fi·
nancial crisis become that finance head Ernest Vasey dis·
closed (10/29) that 40 per cent
of Kenya taxpayers' money
will be spent on fighting the
Mau Mau during 1954. Not
only has the cost of the war
grown but the area of violence
29

has spread. In the early -days apartheid South Africa would
of the emergency. vioJence In walk out of the U. N. Malan
Nairobi itself was rare, but expressed his appraisal of the
now Mau Maus are urging U. N. by saying: "The U. N. Is
terrorism within the city. Just a failure, a cancer eating at
a half block from fashionable the peace and tranquillity of
Delamere Avenue police cap· the world. Unless it Is radically
tured a gang initiating new reformed, it should disappear
Mau Mail members. On Main from the face of the world."
Street a sack was found con·
taIning the son of the Para· India: VhiId Marriages
In 1929 India officially
mount Chief of Lari, strangled.
Prospects for improvement in banned all child marriages.
Kenya are bleak. Declared one But to this day the ban has
high·ranking British officer: not appeared to be very effec"Conditions are no better, and tive. For in late October when
in many respects are worse, ' New Delhi published its latest
than they were a year ago." census figures the report reGovernor Baring amplified vealed: (1) 133,828 widows or
this by saying to the boys of divorcees in India under the
the PrInce of Wales School age of' fourteen; (2) 14.5 per
that "Kenya will still be in a cent of all Indian girls be·
state of stress when you are tween the ages of five and
fourteen are married.
middle·aged."

*'

MalaD Threatens U. N. Walkout
.. In South Africa the govern-

ment of Premier Daniel Malan
advocates the policy of apar·
theid (racial segregation). This
subject has been frequently
discussed at the U. N. Groups
from several nations-Asian,
AfriCan and Latin Americanhave brought the subject up at
the U. N., because they claimed
that racial segregation threat·
ened good international relations. Thus the U. N. General
Assembly in 1952 passed a res·
olution condemning apartheid
and set up a commission to
work with South Africa in im'
proving its race relations.
South Africa refused to co·
operate. This year apartheid
was brought to the U. N.
again. The Assembly's Special
Political committee approved,
(10/28) by a vote of 39 to 2,
a resolution calling on South
Africa to repudiate its racial
policy. South Africa's delegate
responded by saying that his
government would have nothing to do with the commission.
From South Africa, Dr. Malan,
the premier himself, warned
that if India and other AsiaAfrican countries continued to
get the U. N. to pass resolu·
tions attempting to quash
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Pakistan: Wamic Republic
Of Pakistan's 76,000,000 in·
habitants more than 75 per
cent are Moslems. The largest
minority, about 13 per cent of
the population, are Hindus.
When Pakistan's Constituent
Assembly met in November
they decided that the courrtry
should be made an Islamic Republic. However, the decision
to base Pakistan's constitution
on the Kpran was greeted
with vehement objections by
Hindu members, who walked
out of the assembly even while
deliberations were on. The
Hindus maintained that the
provision that the head of state
must be a Moslem violated
minority rights. According to
plans for the Islamic repub·
lic the proposed Moslem head
of state would be a presIdent
with duties similar to those of
the president of France. Since
Pakistan is a member of the
British Commonwealth of Na·
tions, it must obtain the ap·
proval of other Commonwealth
countries before inaugurating
the new republic. This approv·
al is expected to be obtained
without difficulty, inasmuch as
India has already set the precedent by becoming a republic
within the Commonwealth.

Iran: High Cost of on Dispute
., When Iran's new g"vern'
ment disclosed the extent of
its financial' loss stemming
from the nationalization of
the Anglo-Iranian on Com·
pany, there was no doubt that
the oil dispute was costing
money, and lots of it. In
twenty-nine months of nation·
alization the loss in oil revenues was $180,000,000. The oil
fields' actual operating deficit
was placed at $61,000,000. And
the cost for putting the Aba·
dan refinery back In operation
was set at thirty to forty million dollars. Total cost to Iran:
$271,000,000. Iran's premier
hinted at his desire to settle
the oil dispute by publishing
these alarming figures and al·
so by stating: "It is impossible
to carry on national refonns
wIthout a solution of the oil
problem."
U. S.: Cobras io the News
.. Cobras belong in Africa or
Asia. But it seems that some
cobras just do not know where
they belong. At least that is
the way people of Springfield,
Missouri, felt when, in August,
an Oriental cobra turned up
in the town's residential sec·
tion. By November at least
ten cobras had made their appearance. How they got to
Springfield was an irksome
question. But the big question
was how to ferret out the bn·
welcome serpents, In one in·
genious effort the city's direc·
tor of the Health and Welfare
Department stood on a street
while a sound truck broadcast
the recording of an Indian
fakir's cobra call. For two
hours the weird music wafted
its way throughout the district. As the experiment was
on the verge of being abandoned, one obliging cobra
emerged from Its place 01 con·
cealment. Quickly applied to
the snake's head were an 011
drum and a plank. And there
was another cobra that would
have been better off had it
stayed in the Orient, where it
belonged.
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.. To stimulate tow1st :trade
Guatemala decided this year
to hold a lavish international
lair. One of the lair's Irtar'
showpleees was a brand·new
bullring. Work on the project
went on at II last paC'e until
by October aU was virtuatJy
completed except for II barbed
win' ff'n('p to k ....l' out tkket.
less bullfi2'ht fans. The bull·
rlnt:"s 15,000 seats were sold
oul. But on oIJ",ning day ,"om'"
tbini:' happened: 8,000 ticketless ,lons slipped in, Bome arrogating to th"'m~elve5 chok~
ring~id .. seab. With R,OOO fur:lous tlcket·holders not able to
get In, the management dedded to l)(~tpon .. th.. Bhow. At
this the untlcketed IlpectatOrs
yelled, "We want bulls," and
the angry tlcket·holden joined
in. II riot erupting. Wooden
chairs were hurled into the
arena. the rlng&lde wooden
harrier Wit,. rlp1'''-o:\ down "n,1
burned, toilets were smashed

and pop bnttIe:!I ~ tlune:
about. When the riot subSided,
tbe injured numbered twenty.
three and the unhappy hull.
fight fans nwnbered 23,000-

all because a mere outer wall
to keep out gate-cra.ml'rs was
not built in time.
G~y:

h'oa CJ'(IQ RetH ......

.. Aft.. r World War IT exsoldiers of the German anny
were forbldlHn to wear "orna·
menlJO 01 war." In Oclohl'r the
Iron Cross returned. The West
Gennan government, now at·
tempting 10 1UJUI,.5 Iw",!lIe Ger.
man dlvlalona, thou~ht It
would be stlmulatinR" if Ger·
man veterans shined up and
plnnoo on thl!ir Iron Cros/Ies
-minua the Uny Kazi SW8.lI!i·
kas that had decorated tlu!lr
ef'Oll!lell. Thus to Wellt Germans the familiar Iron Cross
WIIS no longer tlorboton.
A Sober Look ,q tho World
• &l1ou$ly, wlult are we to

think II1II we watch the world's
wtly probJ,ems, its never-end.·
l.ng strlIe in Pa\est.lne, Its ra·

da! problems In South Africa.
Its child marria&es ot India.
its forecasts of continued
butcht"ry In Keny" for yeaI'll
to come, Its round-the·worid
110ts over trivial mattel'll, its
religious Intolerance a~ practiced In Spain and other Cath·
olic-controlled Jo.nd6, and ItII
scarcity of signs of pell.l'e but
aburnianL'l" of ~igns of, war?
The world's unpreoodcnted 8ad
plight since 1914 can only
""","" ....... are living In the
"last days." "In the last daya
critical times hard to deal
with will be here." (2 Timothy
3: 1. Nf!I1IJ World Trlllu.) Theile
"critical times" mean that this
generation will sec ~atan's
evil world wiped out at Arma·
jleddon! ~o now is the time to
awake. to Icarn of the Incom·
in&" new world of abiding
peacc.-2 Peter 3:13.

-----"----._--.----,---------------------------------------------------,----------NOW YOU CAN

"MAKE SURE OF ALL THINGS"
CI. This new BlbJe aid will help

sure of all things."
On its pages is a compilation of
you to "make

OF ALL

scriptures from the Holy Bible,
under 70 major taplcs. '•ho "Subjects for Study" section PJOvidcs
easy referencE' to 2R7 subdivisions under the major topic

THINGS"

CI. This handy pocket-size reference tiDs a need for all Bible
students. In a matter of minute.'1
it enables a searcher for truth
to "make sure" of fundamental
Biblc doctrines, and get at the
facts on many religious teachings often the !rubject of dispute.
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CHRISTMAS
-DOES IT MAKE SENSE?
Is all this in the name of Christ?
_..

>If. _

_ _ -~~-----

The Many Loves of Money
Are you tempted by greed's lures?
>If. . . . .

-~---,-

What Socrates and Plato Did
for Democracy
Their antidemocratic ideas are
put to latter-day practice

The Hope of the New World
The conditions under which the
Prince of Peace will rule

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
NeW's sources that are able to keep you AWake to the vital issues
of our times must be unfettered by censortIhip and sel£ah Interests.
"Awa.kel" h.u no fetters. It rec~nizu f4Cts, faces fact., fa; n-ee to
publish f'a.cb. It is not bound by political ambitions or oblit;1ations; it is
unhampered by advertiset'S whose toes must not be trocfden on; it is
unprejUdiced by traditional creeds. This j.ournal keeps itself free that
it mll,Y speak freely to you. But it does not abuse ita freedom. It
maintains inte~rity to truth.
Awake: l" uses the ~J.~r news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes
reports come to you throu~h these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, but is international. It is read in many natiOns, in many·
lan~u~el!l. by persons of all ~es. Throu~h its pa~es many fields of
knowled~e pass in revieW-~oveI'nment, commerce, reli~ion, hLstory,
!!1eo~raphy. SCience:, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its CDver~
age iB as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake I" pled~eB itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden
foes and subtle dangers, to championing freedom fot" all, to comforting
mourners and strengthenin~ those disheartened by the failures of a
delinguent world, reflectin'l1 sure hope for the establishment of a right.
eoUB New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by reading "Awake'"
U
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A Woman President for the U.N.
OMAN'S entrance- into politics did
nQt come about without a lOng and
hard st.nlggle. Ninetoonth-century rulf'N\

W

and those of thi1 early twp.ntieth century.
such as the kaiseN\ of Gcnnnny, felt very
strongly that woman'", pJace was with
Kmder, KUfxhe, KirchR--c:hiJdren, kitchen
and ehurch or ~liglon. But time!' have
~hllnged Mel today Ull~re is no plR.~e for
-kaisers in politics, whereas wom6flNo question about it, the suffragists
waKed a winning fight for equality before
the law nnd tor woman'!:> right to vote, gain·
ing their cowted tights in Great Britain in
1918, in Gf>rmany in 1919 and in the
United States in 1920 with the adoption
of the nineteenth amendment. $Vcr sirn;:e,
women have become more and more active in pollt!cs; among the more prominent
ones might be named Viscountess Astor,
Eleanor Roosevelt and Eva ~6n.
CUn-ently, the most striking example
of woman's success in politiCS i!'l furnished
by Mme. Vijaya Lakshmi PQndit of India,
Who, {)n September 15, 1953, was elected
president of the General Assembly of the
United Nations. Mme. Pandit. a mother of
three daughters, wne of a lawyer and
scholar, and sister of the prime minister
of India, Jawaharlnl Nehru, is a veteran
in politics. Outing the nineteen thirties
and forties she took a pt'Olllinent part in
lndia'l!; struggle for independence and WIlli
several times imprisoned for ciVil d1ooDEOEMBER :U, 1953

bediem!e. Concerning her the New York
'l'imA't, September 16, 1953, stilted: "Sne
is perhaps best known at the United Nations Cor hE'!" Hery ~hes on behalf of
countries that are not yet free IIlthoUih
stJlTed by strong nationalistic tides. In the
Assembly !!hP. has led many a bitter contmvel'5iaJ debate on complaints agalnst
French admlnistrtltion of the African pro.
tectorate1l of Morocco and Tunisia."
While MmE'. I'andjt hopes thal her 9!K
and origin will not be stressPd, she, nevertheless, expressed the opinion that her ..po
poinbnlM1t was a tribute to her country
and .also that jt was "a I"'f'Nlgnition of the·
part that women have played and are
playing, in furthering the aims and purposes of this great organization."
No question about it, Mme. Pandit is a
very able stateswoman; but may we 1i!X"pect the current session of the United
Nations to be- mon successful than previous ones by reason of having her as
prcsldent? In arguing for woman suffrage, suffragettes pointed to the corruption in politics and held out the hope that
with women voting politics would become·
clean and h{)nest. However, the moral tone
of American paHties has steadily worsened
in spite oC woman's ever-increasing politi.
cal activity.
The fact is that having women in politics or in !he United Nations is not the
solution, but is just getting farther away
3

from God's way of doing things. How so?
Because it l'WlS counter to God's principles
regarding universal headship, as enunciated by the apostle Paul: "But I want
you to know that the head of every man
ls the Christ; in turn, the head of a woman
is the man; in turn, the head of the Christ
is God." And as regards procedure in the
Christian congregation Paul did not equivocate but plainly commanded: "Let a
woman learn in silence with full submissiveness.I do not permit a woman to teach,
or to exercise authority over a man, but
to be in silence."-l Corinthians 11:3;
1 Timothy 2:11, 12, New World Trans.
That the apostle Paul was not arbitrary
in thiS matter is borne out by Jesus'
example. Although among his followers
were women of unselfishne~s, zeal and
appreciation, none of the twelve or of the
seventy sent-forth-ones were women. In
this he followed the precedent set by his
Father, who had only males to serve as
priests in the tabernacle or temple and to
rule as kings upon the throne of Jehovah,
though Queen Athaliah usurped the throne
.for a time and was deposed in disgrace.
Likewise, when the early Christian congregation chose envoys or apostles to represent it or to serve as assistants to supervise the distribution of food, the selections
were limited to the males. Clearly this was
not accidental; nor may we conclude that
this was because there were not women
with natural ability in the early Christian
congregation.· There was Priscilla, who is
repeatedly linked with her husband in
Christian activity, Paul referring to both
as "my fellow workers." He also mentions
Tryphaena and Tryphosa ''who have
worked hard in the Lord."-Luke 8:1-3;
Acts 18:26; Romans 16:3, 12, New World
Trans.
This principle of man's always taking
the lead and exercising the headship may
not be appreciated, by a modern world and
4

least of all by modem woman. However,
if we accept the Bible as God's Word, as
inspired and therefore timeless, which
Christians are compelled to do, then we
have no alternative but to be governed
by its wisdom, which comes from above.
-Psalm 119:105; John 17:17; James 3:17.
The modern world, Christendom included, is not interested in adhering to
God's principles; if it were, it would not
be in the wretched state that it finds itself,
and that in spite of its United Nations.
The religious leaders of modern times urge
faith in the United Nations, pray for it
and see in it "the promise of the ultimate
establishment of the kingdom of God."
The United Nations is very definitely
a part of this world, but Christ Jesus
taught his followers to pray for a kingdom
that is no part of this world. (Matthew
6:10; John 18:36) The United Nations is
man's loftiest achievement, but Jesus said
that that which is lofty among men
is disgusting in God's sight, and he
urged all to flee to God's kingdom when
they saw such a disgusting thing. (Matthew 24:15, 16; Luke 16:15, New World
Trans.) The United Nations resor1:$ to
carnal or fleshly weapons, but Jesus Christ
warned that those who took up the sword
would perish by it and Paul tells Chris·
tians that the weapons of their warfare
are not carnal.-Matthew 26:52; 2 CQrinthians 10:3-5.
Christendom, by uniting with godless,
ruthless, murderous, hypocritical totalitarian communism within the United Nations,
will receive the same fate from that element as did the Jewish nation from Rome
in the first century (A.D. 70) because of
their alliance with it. (Luke 19:42·44;
21:20-24; John 19:12-16) The election of
a Hindu woman to the presidency of the
United Nations is but another reason for
Christians not to have anything to do with
it.
AWAKE!

CHRISTMAS
1JfilS It

/tfflke Sense?

GROUP of American soldiers while on
occupation duty in Japan aJTanged a
Christmas party for some JApan~ youngsters. The party featured the usual Santa
Claus, Clu'lstmas carols, gifts and plenty
of food. While the reM were eagerly openIng their gift packages one thoughttuJ
youngster had a curiosity of another kind.
With a puzzled expression on his face he
asked one of his companions: "Whose
birthday is it? The man with the
whlskers?"-Baturday Eooning Post, De-

A

cember 20, 1952.
Also asking a thought-provoking question In regArd to Chrli'ltrnll.'1 WR.'t one five-

ycnr-old Kent BQ.1ley. Cornering his father
around Christmas time he said: "Daddy,
did you know there lim't any Santa C1nus?"
Noncommltta1ly, his father replied. "Ob, is
that so?" "And did you know,'! ('ontinUf'd
the little lad, "that William Boyd of the
movies is really Hopalong Cassidy?" Not
wishing to add to the child's dislllmdonment the father again answered without
committing himself. Then the five-year-old
a!\kf!d: "Daddy, is there really a God?"
(The Oregonian, January 13, 1953) incidents such as these may well JXlSe the
question: Does Christmas make sense?
Does Christmas make .senile? It does to
big business-and little business; in fact, it
is itself a big business. In the United States
the Christmas-tree husine!ls annu.al1y
amounts to $50 million. Christmas savings
clubs each year hand out to their members
more than a billion dollars around Christmas time. We are told that the ChrIstmas
season accounts for thirty per cent of all
retail business done in the United States,
and with some businesses the amount is
DEOEMBER lUI, l~S

as high as fifty per cent. Yes, Christmas
makes sense in the business world, but
how compatiblf" Is it<! profit-makinlil: motive with Christ's principles regarding layin~ up trellSures in heaven and giving
fr{>(' he<-.alllle we have received free?-MlI.tthew 6:20; 10:8.

Crime 01 Chri.'mm
Not only thllt, but there is also a very
seamy side to this Christmas business. A
United Press dispatch of Novtmlber 17,
J952, Mid: "More murders are committed
on Christmas day than on any ofue.r one
day of thf" Yf"ar, acrording to a report by
Gerhard J. Falf, University ot Pennsyl·
vania sociologist." Does that make 1JeD8e?
The Chri!litmas 5('a'lOn also furnishes the
ideal time for thc kind of stealing known
as "shoplilting." Noting this other side of
Chri!rtma.'!, the New York SUnday New8,
Deeember21.1952. told of the apprehension
of a YOWlg matron shoplifu-..r who sobbed
and writhedand begged for mercy, thatshe
might not be exposed, because of her having been raught with a number of thlngs
she had "lifted." including a $23 dress ''for
a Christmas dance." The chief detective
of the store observed to the news report~
er: ''We get 'em every day ..• and when
Christmas time is here, they increase in
numbers." Shoplifting a dress for a "Christmas dance." Does that make sense?
Christmas season burdens doctors and
5

crowds hospitals because celebrants indulge too freely in food and drink. In fact,

Christmas presents a peculiar hazard to
the auto driver because of the number of
drunken drivers on the road. In view of
Jesus' words, "Pay attention to yourselves
that your hearts never become weighed
down with overeating and heavy drink·
ing," does such overindulgence done in His
name make sense?-Luke 21:34, New
World Trans.
Does Christmas giving make sense? In
the United States, in 1952, some 1,300
finns gave their customers, dealers or em·
ployees upward of $80 million for Christmas. Out of love? As a Christian sentiment? Or as "good business"? And what
about individual giving? Does the old principle, "Let your gifts be to the necessitous
and the deserving," govern, or is it a: matter
of giving because someone gave something
to you, or because you expect to receive
something in return? And is the size or
worth of one's gift determined by his desire to make a good impression, by what
one hopes to accomplish by giving; or by
what the other fellow gave you last year?
Touching on another aspect of Christmas
giving, a New York Times columnist advised keeping a notebook specially ruled
for the purpose, showing what one gave
his friends from year to year so that 'Uncle
G ' will not be given a pair of mittens
just like the ones you gave him last year
and which. he hasn't worn as yet.' Does
Christmas make sense?

Pagan and Medieval Origins
A National Geographic Society release
around Christmas time, in 1952, told that
"Christmas Tree CUstom Began as Pagan
Rite." A missionary "found the Teutons
worshiping the sacred oak of Odin. Instead
of trying to destroy that practice, [he]
persuaded the Christian converts to substitute an evergreen tree for the oak and
6

decorate it in honor of the Christ Child.
The practice stuck."
And regarding other Christmas features the Encyclopedia Americana states:
"Among the German and Celtic tribes the
winter solstice was considered an important point of the year, and they held their
chief festival of Yule to commemorate the
return of the burning-wheel [the sun].
The holly, the mistletoe and the wassail
bowl are relics of pre-Christian times."
Does it make sense to fuse such pagan
relics to Christianity when God strictly
forbade his people to do so ?-2 eorinthians
6:14-16.
The medieval legends that serve as the
basis of many of the Ch:r;:istmas customs
are so farfetched and fantastic in their
details as to represent an insult even to
the intelligence of a child. This is particularly true of those concerning "St. Nicholas," supposed to have been "the greatest
wonder worker of all the saints in Christendom" in his day, some sixteen centuries
back. Because of his purported miracles
he is the patron saint of sailors (replacing
the Greek god Neptune), of pawnbrokers,
of robbers, of small children, of Russia,
etc. A native of Italy, his counterpart is
found in various lands under differing
names and guises: Santa Claus in Holland;
Knecht Ruprecht, Weinachtsmann and
Kris Kringle in Germany; JUl-Nissen in
Norway and Denmark; Jill Tomter in
Sweden; to mention some of the betterknown ones.
And as for the Christmas date, it is a
well-known fact that December 25 does
not have any Scriptural support but was
borrowed from the pagan Saturnalia, a
season of celebration when the population
went mad and did everything the opposite
from what they did the rest of the year:
men and women wore each other's costumes; masters served their servants, who
AWAKE!

ontered them around; antlgart'llng laws
w~ suspen<Jed. Alsogiftswereexehanged,
such as holly, wax fruit 8I1d dolls. ''It was
all right to say anything, do anything,
and everyone had fWI," we are told. To
make it easy for these pagan Romans to
accept the Catholic religion, tht1Y were
allowed to ket1p the celebration, but merely
changed its name to "Christ's mass,"
It should not surprise us, then, to note
that in N~ York city. in 1952, the Hindus
had a week's celebration of Christmas,
because the Christmas spirit together with
the Christmns tree at their chapel demollstrated the "andent Hindu dictum, 'Truth
is one, men call it variau!'!ly.' "
And not only in New York city. but
right in Bombay, India, were the Hindus
carried Ilwny with the Christmas spirit
A db.patch to the Chicago, IIIiDOiR, Tribune
from Bomhay stated: "Indin. a land ot
blood sacrifices and many idols, today
[December 25] took time out to celebrate
the alien Christmas festival. Not one indian In fifty is a Christian, but the Yul~
tide spirit of good will and gift-making
submerged India's own religions. Yesterday prosplil'OUS Indians shopp;d eagerly."
And not only the Hindus, but also the
Shintoist:,; of Japan have adopted Chri~t
mas. In 1952 an "Orgy of Spending" and
holiday frIvolities began with Christmas
day and continued for as long as three
week!!. Virtually all bus1ncsscs and government offices were closed for the first week,
whereas movie houses, dance halls cabaJ
rets and burlesque theaters were doing a
booming business entertaining overHow
crowds. Were the !!pint of Christ truly in
the Christmas celebration, would it be
adopted by SUCh. non-Christian religions?
-New York Tjmt',lI, January 4, 1953.
TIw Scripturu Regarding Chmt'a Birth
The Bible indicates that Jesus was born
about October 1, 2 B.C., iliat he came as
DEOEMBBR .\IB, 11158

the Me! dab A.D. 29, and was put to death
three and·a half years later, about Aprii 1.
A.D. 33, Scriptural testimony in which
this is implicit is in Daniel 9:24-27 (the
prophecy concerning the "seventy weeks")
and Luke 3;1, 23. The October date barmonim with the fact that the shepherds
were still out at night with their flocks;
Lhis would not have bHn the case at the
end of December.
NQr can the visit of the astrologers be
linked with the time of his birth. Astrologers are demon worshiflE'Nl, and in view of
the teITlble outcome of their trip, the daylng ot tltc young buY\i. it does not seem reasonable to hold that God led them to Jesus;
and if not God, tltcn it must have baen the
Devil, tor no liJ,tht in the sky of natural
ori)l;in could have directed the astrologers.
Nor iSl their number, given as three, indicutcd in the Bible.
Herod's decree to kill all the male chtJ<lren of two years and under, "according
to the time that he had CIlrefully ascer_
tained. from the astrologers," iddicates that
Jesus was about two yellN! old at thnt time.
That is why we read that the astrologers
saw a young child in a house whereas the
she'phtlrds saw an infant in a manger, Compa~ Matthew's account with Luke's, N~
World Translatwn. Incidentally, while hIStorians generally give the date of King
Herod's death as 4 B.C., there is a difference of opinion among authorities, and tlte
chief witne5S, Josephus, is contradictory
on this polnt, so that a date in conflict
with the one indicated in the Bible cannot
be correctly affiImed.
Birthdays are studiously ignored in the
Bible. Although time and again an exact
dale is given for other events, such as
when Noah entered the ark and when he
left, when the feasts of the law covenant
were to be celebrated, the date of the conspiracy again!rt. the Jews in Esther's time,
yet not onre is indicated the day on which
<
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a person was born. In all the Scriptures
only two birthdays are ,mentioned, each
of pagan rulers and each marred by a murderous execution.-See Genesis 40:20, 21;
Matthew 14:6-12.

A Sign of Immaturity
Look in whatever direction we will, does
Christmas make sense? Its commercialism,
its self-indulgence, its increased crime, its
pagan origin and medieval Iegend&. its
wrong date, its confusing of the visit of
the astrologers with Christ's birth, and the
very celebration of birthdays, do not make
sense and are all foreign to what it claims
to be a Christian festivat.
Actually Christmas is a sop to selfishness in man. Persons who are hateful, selfcentered, miserly, become sentimental at
Christmas time, having' been bribed to
ma}(:e a display of generosity because of
the babe-in-the-manger st~ry, the Christmas carols, the beautiful decorations, and
the wining and dining. What about the
other 364 days in the year? No sentimental
appeal then, no generosity then? No wining and dining and so no brotherly feeling
then?
Ostensibly Christmas is celebrateq as
Christ's birthday; but usually when someone's birthday is celebrated, that one gets
the gifts. But whoever thinks of giving
gifts to Christ Jesus on Christmas day?
In fact, everybody gets gifts except him.
Some may hold that Jesu~ said that what
was given to the least of his brothers was
given, to him, but who gives gifts because
another is Christ's brother?
Said Dr. McCracken of New York's
fashionable Riverside church, regarding
Christmas' being a secular celebration with
many: "People are sick and weary of the
world in which they live, with its meanness and its pettiness, its dishonesty and
double-dealing, its ugly passions that make
life a rotten little game instead of a great
R

one. Dimly aware of a great lack, they
are searching for something that can really
satisfy that need. Their hearts, if not their
voices, are crying, 'Give us God.' ..~New
York Times, December 23, 1952.
With those worqs that clergyman uttered'
more truth than he realized, for by them
he was givlng an indictment not only of
those who secularize Christmas but of all
who celebrate it. Why do we find Indian
Hindu, Japanese Shintoist, modem Jew,
agnostic, atheist and infidel all joining with
the professed Christian in celebrating
Christmas? For the very reason that there
is something lacking in their lives; their
religion or irreligion does not fully satisfy
their needs; it has not sparked them to
express unselfishness, which they instinctively know they should be expressing. So
with the help of the emotionalism of Christmas time they are made to feel noble at
least for a day or two out of the year.
Mature Christians, who sincerely and
intelligently follow in the footsteps of the
one whose name they have taken upon
themselves, do not need to be emotionally
stimulated by appeals to the eye or the
ear or the palate to be put into the mood
of giving; nor do they give merely because
,everybody else is giving. Knowing that
there is more happiness in giving than
there is in receiving, they pr'hctice giving
365 days in the year, and that without any
ulterior motive, any feeling of obligation
or hope of reward or retum.-Acts 20:35,
New World Trans,
•
And while they do not despise the giving
of material assistance in cases of need.
true Christians appreciate that the greater
need comes first, the need for a knowledge
and understanding of J.ehovah and his
Word, which alone can make one wise to
the gaining of everlasting life. (John 17:3;
2 Timothy 3:15-17) And these do not hunger at heart for God, for they have found
him and rejoice in him.
•

AWAKE!

ISTORY tells us that
democracy reached its
finest state in Athens four hundred years
before Christ. Socrates lived then. No one
gave democracy more of a headache than
Socrates did. That is, of course, with the
exception of his star pupil, Plato.
To ten the truth, Athenian democracy
was no democracy at all. Of the 400,000
inhabitants of Athens 250,000 were slaves,
without political rights in any sense of the
word. And of the 150,000 freemen or citizens a mere handful presented themselves
at the Ecclesia, or general assembly, to
cope with the affairs of state. "Yet," says
philosopher-historian Will Durant in his
book The Story of Philosophy, "what democracy they had was as thorough as
never since; the general assembly was the
supreme power, and the highest official
body, the Dikosteria, or supreme court,
consisted of over a thousand members (to
make bribery expensive), selected by alphabetical rate from the roll of all the citizens. No institution could have been more
democratic, nor, said its opponents, more
absurd."
Times were turbulent in Greece. Thanks
to the Sophists, who specialized in quibbling about everything and everybody,
the gods and goddesses had toppled off
Mount Olympus. That meant that people
who were guided by something of a moral
code built around fear of these "deities"
were now left in the lurch. It may be true
that the moral practices required to please
Zeus and Artemis were among some of the
~hings to shy out of sight of, according to
the law of Moses. Nevertheless, the Greeks
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were still left without any
sure moral guide and they
were seething in the fleshpots of confusion
and disillusionment, and Were ripe for ruin.
Folks who enjoyed the privilege of thinking were left wondering if each man might
just as well be guided by his own notions.
"As for the state," DUrant says with
warmth, "what could have beenmoreridiculous than this mob-led passion-ridden
democracy, this government by a debatingsociety, ... this tmchoice choice of simple
farmers and tradesmen, in alphabetical
rotation, as members of the supreme court
of the land? How could a new and natural
morality be developed in Athens, and how
could the state be saved?"
How? Well, there was Socrates. No, he
did not lead an army; he was thoroughly
pacific. !Ie did not even run for. king. He
just sat around in the shade and talked.
Not that he professed any wisdom of his
own. The only thing Socrates claimed to be
champion of was the art of asking questions. But what questions!
His questions implied that democracy or
people-rule was just a politician's silverplated word for mob-rule, and that by lewd
fellows of the baser sort. "How can a society be saved, or be strong, except it be
led by its wisest men?" That was the
Socratic question that headed the list.

Plato Finds the Answer
Thanks to stimulation of this kind, a
revolution broke Qut, and after the bloodletting, "democracy" still ruled. The party
in power sentl!l1ced Socrates to drink hemlock and die.
9

So It was left to young Plato to carry on.
We are told that 28-year-old Plato was left
filled "with such scorn of democracy, such
a natred of the mob, as even his aristo
cratic lineage and breeding had hardly engendered in him; it led him to a Catcnle
resolve that democracy must be destroyed,
to be replaced by the rule of the wisest and
the best. It became the absorbing problem
of his life to find a method whereby the
wisest and the best might be discovered,
and then enabled and perSuaded to rule."
M

_The Story

of Philosophy.

Once discovered and enabled, the wise
ones would hardly have to be ."persuaded"
to rule. So discover them he must. "Until
philosophers are kings, or the kings and
princes of the world have the spirit Qf
philosophy. and wisdom and political Jead-

ership meet in the same man, ... cities
will never cease from ill, nor the human
race."-The Republic, by Plato.
It took Plato many long years and a lot
of hard work to compound the formula.
But when he did, it madE! him famous. Unraveled out of his voluminous dialogues and
pieced together, the formula boils down to
a fairly simple antidote for democracy:
First, you take the children of ten years
of age away from the "habits of the parents" and educate them properly. Parochial schools, in plain words. By a thorough
development in physical education the need
for correction by the medic's serpententwined rod would be dispensed with, and
everybody would be sOWld in body if not in
mind. However, lest you have nothing but
Po generation of wrestlers and weightlifters, you teach them music too. The art
of music fills a young soul with harmony
and rhythm and a disposition to justice;
"can he who is ha:rmoniously constituted
ever be unjust?" Juvenile authorities might
jot th~ down.
After ten years of practi~e with biceps
and voicebox, the regenerated race, now
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twenty years old, must undergo a screening. It is tilpe to find out which they have
more of, brains or brawn. The odds are that
most will wind up with more brawn than
brains. So graduate the brawny ones right
there. It is -.,plain to see after all this time
that they were cut out to take care of the
mundane side of Utopia. Send them out to
battle the weeds, manufacture swords, cobble shoes and row ships. That is what their
muscles are for. If they grumble or look
unhappy, remind them that they have been
trained to whistle while they work.
But what about those that pass the test
and survive the stiff screening? Well, educate them for ten more years. Now they
are thirty years old. Time for another
screening. Now only the finest of the superfine will be left. And the new crop of graduates must sally forth to become the auxiliaries, the executive aides and military
officers of the state.
But what of the high-grade brains that
are still whizzing? They are given five
years more of parboiling in the fat of advanced· philosophy. At the age of thirtyfive they are cast right out in the raw old
world to find out the hard way if their
high-toned ideas will hold water. If, after
fifteen years of weathering the mortal
storm, these intelligentsia survive intact,
they automatically, at the age of fifty,
reach the highest state. They become members of the ruling class. They are now higher than the gods that fell from QJ.ympus
were, because they are an absolute hierarchy of philosopher-kings, high priests of
the state.
This "guardian" class, Mr. Durant declares, 'would have to get by under "a system of communism." They must even become celibates of a sort. At any rate, no
philosopher would have his own individual
wife, but like everything else assigned to
the hierarchy the wives would all be enjoyed in common.
AWAKE/

talk about their Hve. In the coof 1orJaI,
A ReUqlOft to Bold. Utopla TOf/IICIMIr
"Much of the politlcll of catholiclsm was
What if the masses that graduated at
the age of twenty get tired uf having to ad- derived. from Plato's 'royal UCB,' or influmit that they are Just plain earth people? enced by them: the idellS of heaven, purAnd what if the class that graduated at gatory, and hell, in their medieval form,
thirty get fed up with mere plush.lined are traceable to the last boo!t of the
office!'. and military decorations?
Do not won-yo Plato fixed that. He concocted a religion, just the religion needed
to mnke everybody happy with hi<llot. ''We
shall tell these young people that the divisions into which they ha~ fallen are Goddecreed and irrevocable."
But who would ever try to traru;]ate this
philosopher's fancy into reality? Listen to
the words of one at his critics and ndmlrtors, bimst'JI a member of the church that
sponsorro the Utopia:
"For a thousand years Europe was MOO
by an order of guardians considerably like
that whkh was visioned by our philosopher. During the Middle Ages It was customary to classify tile population of Christendom into laboratOTP-8 (wnrkers), bp-llatores (soldiers). and oratOrB8 (clergy). The
last group, though small in number, manopoUzed the instruments and opportunities
of culture, and ruled with almost wtllmlted
sway half of the most powerful continent
on the globe... , Celibacy wa.<I part of the
psychololo(ical structure of the power of ,the
clergy; for on the one hand they were unimpeded by the narrowing egoism of the
family, and on the other their apparent
superiority to the call of the flesh added to
the awe in which lay slrmcrs hcld them,
and to the readiness of these sinn!;'r.s to

Republic.

"With this body of doctrine the people
01 Europe were ruled. with hnrdly any resort to force; and thl'Y accepted this rule
so readily that for a thOlIMnd years they
contributed plentiful mutcrlnI support to
UIl'il' rull'1'S. and askt'd no voice in the govE'rnmE'nt. Nor wl'l.~ t.his Rc-quieseenee confined to the general populntion; merchants
and .soldil'f'S, feudal chieftains and civil
powers all bent thE' knf'f' to Home,"
A.~ if in a post.VTipt to the modern East
and West, thls noted Catholic authorlty
adds a falOciliating bit of data:
"For a timp tlip Communist Party which
ruled Russia after the revolution a! November, 1917, took a form strang€'ly rem·
ini~ent of the Republic. They Were D. smo.ll
minority, held together almost by religlo1,l8
conviction, wielding the weapons of orthodoxy and excommunication, as sternly devoted to their cause as any .saint to his. and
living a frugal existence while ruling half
the soil of Europe,"-The Story of PhUOBOphy.
So while Socrates and Plato, if found in
Washington, would be the first to be Investilo{3ted by Senator McCarthy, there is
no doubt that both would look right at
home in the Vatican or the Kremlin!----Contributed,

If the Churches Would Do Their Job
([, A column headed "Quotation Marks" In the New York Time, Magazine, ,October 18, reported that Owen D. Young. "Tl'tirPd innustriallst, lawyer and consultant
to Presidents, taking issue on his scventy-cighth birthday with predictions that
dvilb:ation is headed tor destruction," said: "I don't go along, If the chu.",hl:'s of
tile world would do their pan ot the job as effectively as the scientisl:9 havc done
thein, we wouldn't be In any danger," But they haven'£.
/)/!.'Cl!JMBIJ1R
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Nature Had It first ~the Mountain (Umber
OUNTAIN-CLIMBING in its

M

modern form is a sport dat·
lng from about 1850. But long before man took up this sport, nature
had it. There are animals that may
be observed sporting among the rocky heights
and. that attest to the fact that nature had
mountain climbers first. Take, for instance,
the Rocky Mountain goat, which ranges from
the Columbia River to Alaska. These goats,
really related to the antelope tribe, like to
live far above the timber line where the
scenery is grandiose and wild and where
they are surrounded by glaciers and preci·
pices. These mountain climbers ar~ be·
whiskered animals with beautiful pure-white
hair and black horns. They tread where man
would never dare. Equipped by the Creator
with sturdy legs and rubbery hoofs that have
sharp rims, the mountain goats climb and
run on snow, ice or bare rock.
When danger threatens, the mountain goat
cHmbs upward, ever upward to the safety of
almost vertical peaks. In ten minutes a moun·
tain goat can climb so far that it would take
a hunter two hours to overtake it. Trying to
get a close view of nature's mountain climbers,
a hunter once wrote: "We came on a number
af fresh goat-tracks in the snow or the soft
shale. There seemed to be several, large and
small; and the perverted animals invariably
chose the sharpest slant they could find to
walk on, often with a decent level just beside
it that we were glad enough to have. If there
was a preCipice and a sound flat-top, they
took the precipice, and crossed its face on juts
that dId not look as if your hat would hang
on them."
41 Another goat-antelope mountain climber is
the ~hamols, inhabiting several European
mountain chains. Acclaimed as the most
graceful of all wild goats, these animals take
breath·taking leaps from rock to rock. They
pass readily up or down precipices that almost
no other quadruped would even attempt. Why,
it is said that the chamois is able to stand
on the summIt of a pinnacle of rock with all
its four feet gathered into a space about the
"ize of a silver dollar! Some climber!
.... Man has a shortage of expert mountain
cllmbers, -as evidenced by the more than two
hundred fatali~es in the Alps alone during
1953. But nature has an abundance of moun-
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.;- tain cllmbers, and champion ones too. From
::: the edges of the Alaskan gladers to the
.:.
crags of the Mexican Sierras are found
.:. dry
.:. valieties of expert climbers called mountain
:~: sheep. They love the snowy peaks, feeling
.:.'.;.: safe up near the clouds. In the Sierras, sometimes at altitudes of 12,000 feet, the moun.:. tain sheep gambol about, leaping and bound·
::~ ing with sure·footed ease. At the scent of an
enemy, a sentry lets out a shrill snort and
, off the animals go to seek out the dizziest
the kind that few enemies can follow.
.:::.:. trails,
Audubon was so intrigued by the Rocky
Mountain bighorn sheep that he once wrote:
.;. (J. "The parts of the country usually chosen
:~ by the sheep for their pastures are the most
.:. extraordinary broken and precipitous clay
:!:.:. hills or stony eminences that exist in the wild
regions belonging to the Rocky Mountain
.:. chain. Perhaps some Idea of the country they
:i: inhabit-which is called by the French Cana.:.
.:. dians and hunters 'mauvaise terrell-may be
.:. formed by imagining some hundreds of loaves
:~: of sugar of dl1ferent sizes, irregularly broken
and truncated at top, placed somewhat apart
.:. and magnifying them into hills of consider~: able size. Over these hUls and ravines the
0;- Rocky Mountain sheep bound up and down
::: and you may estimate the difficulty of ap·
.: .:.: proaching them and conceive the great activity and sure-footedness of this species .•.. In
:~ many places columns or piles of clay or hard·
ened earth are to be seen eight,or ten feet
:i: above the adjacent surface, covered or coped
:j: with a slaty, flat rock, thus resembling gigantic
toadstools, and upon these singular places
:i:.:. the bighorns are frequently seen, gazing at
.:. the hunter who Is winding about far below,
.:.
.:. looking like so many statues on their ele·
vated pedestals. _ One cannot imagine how
:!:.: these
anImals reach these curious places, es·
.:. pecially on these inaccessible points."
:i:.:. (J. In Tibet there Is a mountain sheep called
that loves high·altitude living; it roams
..:..::.. argaU
the craggy mountains up to 15,000 feet. An.:. other graceful climber Is the red sheep of
.:.
.:. Cyprus that frequents the pine·clad slopes
:i: of the Cyprian mountains. Found In the mountains of Central Asia is the urial, and in the
.::i.:
Atlas Mountains of Africa are found the
:i: Barbary sheep, So nature came first with
:i: the mountain climbers and with speedier,
.:. more agile ones too!
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THE MANY LOVES OF MONEY
"We have brought nothing into the wGrld, lind neither can we carry anything out. So, having
sustenance and covering, we shall be content with these things. However, those who arc
determined to be rich fall into temptation and II snare and many senseless and Ilurtful dnires
which plunge men into destruction and ruin. For the love of money is II rOClt of all sortl of
injurious things, and by reaching out for this love some have been led ,utray from the faith
and have stabbed themselvee all over with many pains."-1 Timotlly 6: 7.10, New World Trans.

ATAN is a highly successful fisher and in a muddy river with a handline of
hunter of men. Success with so large string. But in many clear lakes the end
a percentage proves the attraction and of the line or leader must be of such
variety of his bait. And surely one of his transparent material that the fly or lure
versatile appealing lures is the love of will appear like a free-swirpming insect or
minnow, otherwise the fish will not bite,
money.
Money has many faces. Some of them Even to fish, the obvious cord with a
are obvious. Thus Christians readily con- w.orm on a hook is definitely not inviting.
demn the avaricious Achan, whose lust for Following this analogy, the obvious miser·
,gold brought all Israel to disaster, and read ly money lover, sitting by candIelighl
with contempt the record of the Roman counting his stacks of gold, is not the sort
soldiers who took bribes to deny Jesus' of attractive bait that will ensnare mall)i
resurrection, and find no words to describe people. For success the snare must be dethe unspeakable treachery of Judas. Scrip- ceptive. For his purposes the Deceiver ha~
tural history furnishes many more exam- many deceptive uses for money.
ples of greed for gold or its equivalent,
Money's variety of appeal is manifold,
from which we turn in disgust. But from It has more costumes than' a beautiful
this may we safely conclude that love of model displays at the fashion revue. III
,
money would never be a bait to entice us fact, its alIure may be concentrated in the
to bite on Satan's hook?
person of this expensively gowned young
That we need to exercise caution may woman. But it may as well be represented
possibly be illustrated by several specific in the executive office, decorated in sofl
examples. These are not drawn from the contrasting shades, heavily carpeted, in a
ancient past, but from the modern present. preferred location with a "river view" and
The principles of the Bible, its rules of ,staffed with efficient servants to do the
conduct, affect all ages and alI men. It executive's bidding. To entice another, and
should not be surprising, therefore, to see these alIures may be adapted to draw either
the outworkings of ancient thell.les among sex, it may be the country or city club,
with its charming recreational features,
the people of our day. Examiset in beautiful countryside or city opunation may prove ilIuminating.
lence, and providing heartAxiomatic with all pracwarming companionship
tical fishermen is to vary
with those so financially sethe lures to attract a
cure that they can dismiss
variety catch. For ex~
grim reality and hardship
ample, a youngster
. and choose the pleasant role,
might catch a fish
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both in conversation and in enjoyment.
But the human fish are not all of the
same size, hence the lures must be graduated to fit the catch. So the enticement
may be merely a new dress to outshine
school friends who cannot afford to bUy
•
in the exclusive shop whose name appears
in the collar. It may even be designed for
minnows: the extra bowl of rice or bar of
chocolate above the allotted ration, given
as reward to the worker who betrays his
fellows to the Communist thought-censor.
For purposes of deception Satan "keeps
transfonning himself into an angel of
light." (2 Corinthians 11:14, New World
Trans.) Therefore, beware the obvious;
look for something deeper. Money has its
proper use~, so the question for selfappraisal becomes: Does my desire for
self-gain or my worldly success place a
barrier between me and my. proper love
for my fellow men? "Each of us will render an account for _himself to God."-Romans 14:12, New World Trans.

Its Value Emphasized
To emphasize the value of money, or
power to purchase benefits with it, only
about two per cent of the population are
usually pennitted to possess amounts sufficient to set them apart. According to
studies completed in 1929 in the United
States, this two per cent, possessing $50,000 or morel owned 40 per cent of the
total wealth of the country; sixty-five per
cent of the people owned $3,500 or less.
Though the amount of money today is
greater, it is probable that these percentages have not changed greatly, even though
the United States has become the richest
country ever on earth, with its recent
rating of Trillionaire.· To keep a small
• Data released on NOl/ember 12, 1949, by a congres·
slonal sub<;:ommlttee on low·lncome families Indicated
that 01 l!!,Q80.000 families. 8,000,000 had Incomes 01 less
than $1, ........ annually, 30,900,000 of less than $5,000.
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percentage in control, difficulties are raised
in the path of those who try to acquire
wealth.
Consider John Jones, for example, who
works at a manual trade, owning a small
bicycle repair shop in a moderate-sized
city of the United States. His charge for
labor and small profit on replacement parts
constitute his income. He makes enough to
get along, supporting his wife and two children. Then disaster strikes. To save her
life, his wife requires an expensive operation, one 'that had been put off for lack
of money. A nurse must be hired to care
for two' infant sons. Expenses at the hospital and for the doctor will be overwhelming. The only solution is to borrow
on his shop and tools. He rents the build-,
ing, so this le;aves his tools. What are they
worth? A frosty-eyed agent for a small
loan agency tells him that they will lend
about ten per cent of the value of his
tools. Rates for such loans run -as high as
twenty per cent.' An additional loan is arranged at the bank, based on his average
earning power, and which ,will probably
run up to ten per cent or more for interest.
Relatives add a little in a patronizing attitude. He shockingly learns that he has no
friends. And, as he lies awake at night
worrying about the situation, one fact is
indelibly imprinted like a brand of fire:
LACK OF MONEY CAUSED THIS TROUBLE.

It is said that many of the richest men

on earth came from poor families, where
deprivation and distress, similar to the
difficulties of Jones, stamped their early
lives. The sons of Jones, in the above
example, observed firsthand the effect of
lack of money. This memory, more than
anything else, carved their careers. After
their eaming more than enough for security, the habit of making money continued.
They learned that not only leisure could
be bought, but also brains, talent, beauty,
worldly esteem, and respect of associates.
AWAKE!

And they discovered that the !llWIflOH" in
whidl money was obtained did ncrt le!men.
its potency. They have also learned that
making money is a slow process, like digging in IWld with a needle; while spending
it is like pouring water on the sand. Recalling all this they came to love their position, their wide gulf af separation from
want, their wealth-induced eminence In
this world. Thus a barrier has been effectually erected between such men and
the truth of the BIble, because the truth requires a first love of righteousness; while
the worldling's first love is for the position
he has buill with money, Only a few can
cross that barrier.-Luke IH:23-25_

Exlenl 01 11.1 PtmelraUon
Adept players at the game of moneymaking come to regard every overture
from the standpoInt ofse)f-Interest. Friendship is a commodity worth just so much
in dollars and cents. Those who want their
assocIation must pay hIgh in service. In
business the servants of money must accord respect for the wishes and often the
moods of the Wealthy employer. Tire higher
the executive who-works for a salary, the
more exacting the demands. WhUe the
family life of the janitor may not be important, that of the vice-president becomffi
very signIficant, AbiUty to entertain and
amuse those of wealth becomes of paramount importance in the higher rutitudcs
of society. The writer knows of one executive who was forced by his board of directors to purchase a more elegant home
to "entertain in a manner befitting bis
position. "
Not only. the executive but the lives of
his wife and children are sublect to close
scrutiny and criticism. His conversation
and speech must reflect the policies of his
superiors. Rather difficult, wouJd you not
say, to be t~ wife or child of such a personage, dutifully carrying out socia] hmcDEOEMBER
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tioos in the evening and then to go caUtnc
em the director's wife the next day with
books explaJnlng the Bible, according to
the organization of an unpopular minority,
as a Christian witness? How is such a man,
or his wife and children, to do as Christ
did and call on the homes of the people to
encourage them to acccpt the still unpopular true Christianity? When such a
course brings pressure on the hUflinessman
or executive, where is his tirst love? Wlll
it be for God, ur for his position? If hi8
lovE' is for monE'Y it may be expressed In
his tear ot otTendlng moneyed interests.
So holy is the esteem for money by those
who prn;!:let>8 it that hWllan blood is cheap
by compariMn. An Article in GoRier'8
(January 10, 1953) entitled "The Seem
Wea]JOn We Failed to Use" discloses that
the Secrf'tary of tbe Treasury, with BPprovnl by Franklin D. Roosevelt, refused
a plan to w\dermine Nazi currency with a
probable crippling effect on their war.
machine during World War n, because he
feared reprisals that might have damaged
American currency. To a less degree de!erence toward money Is exhibited by the
man paying awed respect to high_1l81aried
business officials, who adroitly and tlatteringly draw him into their ....'l::iI'm intimate
circle. But would their circle include him
long if he became a hwnble house-to-hOUl!e
witness of Jehovah? "Everything in the
world-the desire of the Hesh and the ~
sire of the eye<; and the showy display of
one's mean!!. of life-does not originate
with the Father, but originates with the
\\'01'ld."-l John 2:16, New World Trans.
Love of money is disdosed by spending
impressive sums to buy the flimsy smile
of tntth-spurners, or turn aside the reproach that would otherwi.<;e be heaped upon one for Christ's sake. Love of money
may also be expressed in scorn for those
who do not have it. It may mean contempt

for the family that does not send their income group on earth, to the Siberian
children to one of the socially prominent slave-labor victims. Actually they are paid
colleges or does not give presents at a pittahce for the manufacture of trinkets,
Christmas and other times to relatives and which the U.S.S.R. sells for naturally fabuassociates of the world. Acts done for show lous profits. So little food is mixed with
their misery that frequent hair-pullings
or display alone are condemned.
Governments well recognize also the occur in the women's division, so escapees
powerful attraction of superior economic report. The bone of contention is literal,
rank. Officials who prate of the plight of a single meaty piece in the pot to feed the
the people are always far removed from enti,re mess. Knowing the living death in
the pinch of poverty, by enjoying expen- such iniquitous holes, where want, cold
sive incomes. The Communist party regime and cruelty dig endless graves, both the
is nothing but a graded bureaucracy, serv- big brass and the lesser Communist are
ing according to a type of capitalistic re- moved to please their masters in Europe's
gime they claim to abhor. The incentive biggest concentration camp.
Thus economic fears are used by both
held out is merely the pleasure-purchasing
•
ruble. Communism, which gained its foot- corporations and countries to club their
hold by promising elimination of moneyed servants into line. Love of money is gradranks and operating everything for the uated to fit all social classes. Its use is
people's interests, i~ itself "an autocratic proper, but beware of its abuse to ensnare
state capitalism," with slave worker and us. To determine when our course may be
deviated from that proper way, let us
plutocrat.
In this system the highly placed Soviet examine our conduct with the measure of
official looks down the economic ladder Christ, who, above all others, loved rightto the lowest rung, probably the lowest eousness and hated iniquity.-Contributed.

?I,tima' 1(a'IJU a ..tt 'Peoflk
41. Animal names are often applied to people, quite often

in a derogatory sense.

Jesus could have chosen no better name for the cunning, wicked Herod than "fox"!
(Luke 13:32) Curiously enough, an anima.! highly valued by man as a pet may not
fare so well "when its name Is applied to man. For then the highly prized "dog"
becomes a mean, worthless person and the "cat" becomes a mean, spiteful woman.
Why, some animal names just never incite favorable reaction. Take, for example,
the bat. It seems to be used invariably in the derogatory sense, often imputing the
quality of clumsiness or blindness. And the height of its unsavory use comes when
the bat is associated with supposed flaws in a person's mentality.
fI. Other animals whose names carry unpleasant connotations are the vulture and
the wolf. both carrying the thought of cruelty and greediness. Anyone who acts
like a pig earns for himself the discrediting name. Animal names abpund in similes
where they impute a variety of qualities: the peacock, vanity; the loon, stupidity;
the dodo, extinction; the mule, stubbornness; the whale, bIgness; the owl, wisdom;
the lamb, gentleness; the ox, :>trength; the horse, capacity for work, and the lion,
bravery. There Is no hard and fast rule to follow when using animal names in
similes or in direct application. Common sense must be the guide when dictionaries
do not enlighten. A woman is sometimes called, as a term of endearment, a "kitten,"
but "cat" would never do! If you must use animal names use them right, so that
you can make someone happy as a lark and not as mad as a bull.
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Only the m:ronger remained tn CIDl&
ly obSCl ve what had taken place.
It was tragic.

(,.2'UNDAY, August 9, 1953, will long be
~..., remembered by UiOse of tht! Graok

islands of the Ionian Sea. That day entire
towns and vlllages were reduced to 3 heap
of rubble. What took men thousands of
years to build, an earthquake leveled in but
a fl!w seconds. The island of Ithaca, birthplaCE' of Ulysses, lay crumbled. Cepha-

Ionia's towns and villages were reduced
to heaps of dUIit. Zante was swept with
flamf'S, leaving only ashps behind.

One observer describes the tragedy in

'The most beautiful island of
Zante exists no more. Nothing WlIS
left standing. Of its forty-eight village!!., the snle building saved was
that of the National Bank, along
with one or two more earthquakeproof structures. Edifices, lordly
palaces and picture galleries, llbraries and t h eo ate r s, magnificent
church structurcs and hwnble
dwellings, all, wilbout exception, were demolishf'd. What the earthquake did not
totally destroy, the fires that followed did.
The hilands of Ithaca and Cephalonia suIfp!'f'd /I. !limilar disaster.
The loss In life and property was great.
At least a thousand perished in the QUake
and about tour thousand were Injured, with
approximately a hundred and twenty thousand inhnbltants left without shelter. The
freakish manner in which the quakes came
was the cause- for the heavy toll In lives.
After the first shock, which came on SUn-

these words: 'First there was a terrible day. AUgust 9, 1953, about 5:30 a.m., a
rattling, a throwing down of flUTliture and
men. The whole earth felt 8.'1 if it were on
a rough sea being tossed about by its angry
waves. Then with a 8WpriSing suddenness
the shaklni stopped. The faces of both old
and young were filled with fear. The first
phase had passed, but a more dreadful one

was about to take place. Unexpectedly and
unbelievably. the earth gave three sudden,
horrible, vertic'.aJ leaps that threw down
people and buildings in a lapse of undcscr:ibable horror. The third shock, which
qUICkly followed, literally lowet'E'd aU edi-

fices in a deafening roar. For some time no
one could breathe. The air was dark-a
solid cloud of dust. Wf' felt that all had
ended, both world and lite: Shock turned
to panko It was each man for himseH.
A wild scramble for safety and life began.
DI!JOEMBlllR 22, 195.'

('aim Sl'ttled over the i8.1and8.. '!'he inhabitants regained courage and came back Into
their dWellings, Utiuking that Ule worst
had pa.~. At 9:30 p.m. Monday a new
shock caught most ot the people completely
unawares. This quake was stronger and
more ~astating than the first. In a few
seconds hundreds lay dead and the
wounded were multiplied into the thousands. Strong buildings crumbled, burying
those who sought refugl! in Utem. Othl:!r
tremors followf'd, .'rowing panic and frenzy
among the inhabitants. Scenes ot death
and destruction were everywhere. Sounds
of agony pierced the night from the
wounded and dying. The sight of mangled
and half-burif'd bodies left one weak and
helpless. Some who !lUN'.eeded in escapIni
l'Ierious injury from falling debris fell into
17

the sea in panic. Motherg and fathers could being isolated is in despair," "Earth-shake
be seen swimming with their little chil- destroyed islands of Zante, Cephalonia,
dren in their bosoms toward vessels that Ithaca," "Send ships take rescued inhabwere coming into the harbors for rescue itants," were wired to nations and ships
operations. Mountainous waves caused by at sea. FUll-speed ahead, whole fleets rethe seismic quakes swallowed many of sponded.
these.
International news agencies carried simOthers rushed madly toward safer ilar messages and appeals to the four
points, leaving behind all their possessions. quarters of the world. Action was immeAt nightfal1 the plcture was tragic. Every- diate and gratifying. The Greek govemthing was plunged into pitch blackness. ment's care was quick and generous. It
The electric lighting network had been de- ordered all merchant ships to be comstroyed. Horror and despair were written mandeered for carryin~ victuals, drinking
in the faces of both old and young. These, water, tents, clothing, bedcovers, etc., to
without bread or water, without light or the suffering islands' inhabitants. The
covering, crouched together in boats, in country's entire machinery was set in moolive groves or gardens, in meadows, any tion to cope with the emergency. The
place that promised a shadow of protec- Greek people responded by making collection.
tions of money, clothing, medicaments, and
In the village Livathu almost immediate- dispatching medicine, doctors and nurses
ly after an 11 a.m. shock the atmosphere with all equipment and supplies. Various
became dark and a dense cloud of dust Red Cross agencies were alerted. The king
covered everything. Church buildings fell and queen of Greece ordered that all childown with a deafening noise. Tombs and dren, ages 6 to )4 years, be sent to chilgraveyards were split open and exposed dren's encampments, and thus 2,439 youths
their dead. At noonday the whole earth were promptly rescued from the scenes
appeared to be buried in darkness.
of sorrow and despair.
Particularly tragic during the first days
Many nations expressed sympathy
of the earthquakes was the position of the through their embassies and asked how
villagers. Greater damage to homes oc- they could best help. Four ships of Israel
curred in villages. Rockslides and land- were the first to reach the disaster area.
slides cut off the water supply. The inhab- These transmitted appeals. In reply came
itants fled to the mountains. There, at six British warships, five American warprominent points, they signaled for help ships, two Italian and the st'eel colossus
by using long wooden poles with a white "Franklin Roosevelt." The United States
cloth tied to the tip. Around these poles government ordered the Sixth U. S. Fleet
the humble folk would gather and mourn to discontinue its maneuvers and hold itfor the dead, and pray for mercy and self at the disposal of the stricken people,
rendering immediate assistance by all
rescue.
means available. The .British MediterraHelp and Solidarity
nean Fleet rushed there with supplies. The
News of the earthquake became known sight of these ships alone was a source of
to the world almost immediately. Com- comfort through the difficult dark days.
muniques from the Athens Observatory These "battJewagons" used their kitchens,
rang out for help. Messages such as "City baking-ovens, stretchers, medicines and
of Zante ceased to exist," "The population the services of their physicians, nurses and
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li8ilors. Many sailol'B risked their liV1!8 in

courageous and untiring service. HeHcoptel'S and airp)!lIK!S ani~ from Africa
and Western Europe drOPped supplies to
those' who were isolated in the mountainsides and gardens.
The first-aid hours had pawed. The
foreign-flag warship." movPd out of port.
The wounds were dressed. The dead were
buried. Now was the tremendous problem
of rebuilding. The government under the
chairmanship oj' the Minister of C0ordination laid the fountlations of the islands' recovery program, aiming at restoring the stricken territories to' their
normal condition and economic life.

What Caused It?
Beyond thpM! pr()hlpm!l WPrf" th()!lf" thllt
concerned scientists. Thcy desired to
fathom the causes of the quakes, pal1icularly thoM! that hrought about sudden
disaster. There were scientists that attributed the quakes in general to the constant deveiopment of the earth, becauM!
oj' Us not having assumed as yet Its deft·
nite form. Others ascribed the Ionian
shocks to the earthquake zone commencing
at African Morocco and passing through
Lower Italy, Sicily, the Ionian Islands,
Peloponnesus, and the Aegean Sea and
ending at the seashores ot Asia Minor,
where minOT tremors are the "order of
the day" every year.
Pdl'sts and clergy, on the other hand,
charged the quakes to the wrath of f"nx'I.
According to them, God was punishing
and correcting the wicked for their many
sins. Many have challenged this religious
view by asking, If .Alm1ghty God is allwise, and the all-pov.·erCul God, and his
purpose is to chasten sinners, why destroy
the churches? Are they w1cked.? Why destroy the patron saints? The images? The
property oj' priests and nuns? What about
babes and iIlIlOOOJlt children, why were
these made to suffer? Why were the aniDBOEMBBR Bt, 195'

ma1s oot spared! Why were not the
prayers of the righteous h~? or will
the clergy say that there were none plea&ing to God, not even one among their lot,
whose prayer God would hear? The religious "saints" who were supposed to save-were no saviors. They were reduced to
rluf't. Destnldion rained upon all without
distinction or partiality. No one was
exempL Chw'Ch idols, images, crucifixes,
statues, prayer beads and prayers proved
worthless. Those who trusted in them
"'ere left disappointed.
It is foolishne!iS to clul.rKe a loving God
with these calamities. By !lO doing they
defame and blaspheme his worthy name
and purpw;e. His Wurd reveals that he
never destroys without first warning both
righteous and wicked. (Ezekiel 3:17-21;
33:1-20) And when he destroys, he preSf'rvE'fI thE" rightf"Oll~ lind annihilates those
who rctusc to listen to his wise counsel.
Confusion on this matter rciillS because
people lack a knowledge oj' God'ii Word,
the Bible. The world_\\.ide abnormal events,
including "earthquakes in one place after
another," are a part of thl' siKh that Jesus
foretold would mark the end of this
present system of things and the beginning
of a new arrangement for the blessing of
mankind, the kingdom of Almighty God.
That is why, even though Christian witn~ of Jehovah God do suffer losses in
th~ ralamitie!!:, they do not charge God'
with them, nor do they mourn as do other
people, because their heart and hope aN!
set on the new world. where none will
"hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain,
saith Jehovah." And that goes for earthquakes too. (Matthew 24:7, New World
Trans.j Isaiah 65;25, Am. Stan. Ver.) During these trying times one can fully appreciate the words of the wise man, recorded
at Proverbs 18:10 (Am. Stan. Ver.); "The
name of Jehovah is a strong tower; the
righteous runneth into it, and is Mfe."
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into shops, through the school
HESE are uncertain times
and into the botanical gareven for the paradise
dens. It left in its wake rubislands of Fiji. On Septem·
ble, silt, boulders and fish.
ber 14, 1953, things were
The native \'iJJsge 01 Nakacalm and peaceful. At 12:28
salaka
was struck by two
p.m. the people of the capital
waves, the second one build·
city. Suva, and other large
ing up to fifteen feet. It cartowns and native villages
ried away all but three houses.
were thrown into bewilder·
Following the main quake,
ment and terror. UnexpectedBy "Awakel"' correill'ondent in AU$tralio
tremors continued at the rate
ly and devastatingly, out of
the beautiful blue tranquillity an earthquake of four or five an hour and these added to
the tension and strain of the people and land.
struck!
Tbe .first and main quake lasted only thirty The flrst night many slept out of doors, fearseconds, but its destructive fury was tremen- ing a recurrence of the midday shock. Tremors
dous. The violent movement and frightening continued at regular intervals for a few days
roar that accompanied it sent thousands of and then lessened in degree and regularity.
people running into the streets. In Suva the Within a week it was "business as usual" for
seismograph was disabled. Water mains broke most shops. Dr. W. Skiba, the Fiji government's
in hundreds of places. Landslides covered senior geologist, attributed the quake to a fault
highways. Concrete sidewalks and roads were displacement about ten miles underground. It
buckled and left with long gaping openings. was a vertical type and thus the actual disA lew minutes later a new fear !;wept the placement would move only a few feet. The inislands. A large tidal wave could be seen break· tensity of the quake was reported to be about
ing over the reef at the harbor's entrance and five or six. A quake recording ten means dev·
racing. toward the city of Suva and along astation.
the coastline. The giant ten·foot wave sent
The time of the earthquake, however, had
clouds of spray over' the reef, and the sight some fortunate aspects. The tide was out and
of it rushing inland sent people shouting and not in. Schoolboys had just returned from fishrunning for higher ground.
ing in the area of the reef. Factory workers
Reaching the were out to lunch. Even at that, the estimated
shore the tidal damage amounts to about £50,000. The greatest
wave battered loss came to the families of the viIIage of
inter-island boats Nakasalaka, who lost about E!verything.
at berth, swept
However, things are almost back to pre·
over the sea wall
earthquake nOFlTlality. Apprehension for the
and washed future remains. Those placing their' trust in
through the ra· Jehovah God continue confident in his almighty
dio station and power. They rely on his promise: "The heavens
cable office, on and the earth shall shake: but Jehovah will be
acros!; a main a refuge unto his people."-JoeI3:16, Am. SWn.
thoroughfare,
Ver.

T

Left: Earthquake street damage at Suva, Fiji, September 14
lSelow: Actlolal photOllraph ot tidal wave enterinll Suva harbor
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Historyof
'JlHE practice of bathing
1. both hot and cold water,

in
al-

though perhaps not at first ~
&,arded as a necessity 6f )ifl',
reaches back into remote antIquity. Reproductions of crude paintings in the British
museum show that men of 8 W!ry early
period ran water through a chain of hollow
logs from a spring into their dwellings for
use. Mnn's first shower bath, no doubt,
was made from a hollow Io).\" that protruded out of 8 stream, allowing water t.o
pass throUgh 1t nnd fall, In whIch falls
man bathed.
Archaeologilrt.S have discovered, to their
amazement, that the cities of Mesopotamia
were equipped with an ingenioul:l tlytltem of
running water. Recently two tf'rTII-rotta
bathtubs, estimated to be about 3,500 years
old, were found in the palace ot Marl. Some
rooms in the palace were equipped with
two bathtubr.;, one for hot and the other
for cold water. "The bathtubs were usually
emptied into the floor drains by means of
a long-handled dipper kept in a convenient
niche in the wall nearby, but a few were
equipped with outlet.s. The drains led sometimes as much as 40 feet below the Door.
The klng's bathroom had an armchair
where he could relax while having his
massage. There were also toUets provided
of Ii simple type still in use in oriental
lands."-The Biblical ATchaool()gi8t~ February 1948.
In Egypt bathing was considered. a religious rite. Man, it was thought. should
present himself clean in body as weD as
soul when he engaged in the service of
TJEOEMBER flit, .1959

his god. Jc\.V1.sh womcn bathed in streams
and houses, and almost every courtyard
contained a bath. In the days of Hezekiah
bathhouses were of exquisite beauty, free
for public use. The Bible also mentions the
"pools" of Siloam and Bethzatha.
In addition to regular bathing, the Jews
also had thennal baths, renowned tor the
curalive virtut'S they were believed to pas~.!t<I •• Jo~phtL<; mentions the wann baths
at Emmaus, famous 'for the recovery
the health of the body.' He also gives WI
a graphic accoWlt of the last Ulness of
Herod, and relate!> that physicians preS("ribE'd that he bathe in "warm baths that
were .at Call1rrh~.'' Physicians also rec·
onunended that he bathe his "whole body
in wann all, by letting it down into a large
vessel full of 011."
But the most ancient hot-all' and thermal baths ot any authentic description
have come down to us through the Greeks.
Bathing occupied an important place in
their life. Vase paintings show 'that the
Greeks had a unique system of showers.
They are credited with converting thennal
springs into capadous baths. Both disease
and healing we~ charged to the gods.
Hence all Greek thermal springs were
dedicated to some fabulous god, principally
to Hercules as the god of strength. Temples
were erected beside or enclosIng the
springs. for the performance of the rita;;
and ceremunies of won;hip. Bathtubs were

or
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not occupied by bathers, but served only
as receptacles for the water, which an
attendant applied to the bather. The tub
resembled a large punch "'howl of polished
marble. For a healthy man to bathe in
warm water was considered effeminate and
was not indulged in.
The Athenians originated the public
baths as we understand them. They took
the initiative and made the bath an adjunct
to their Gymnasia. Necessity provided this
arrangement, because the Greeks had a
custom of anointing their bodies with oil
and rubbing them over with sand prior
to their athletic contests. The bath soon
became attached to all gymnasiums
throughout Greece. Vitruvius describes a
gymnasium at Athens that actually consisted of a great number of buildings united
in one vast enclosure, in which there were
"lecture-rooms for teachers of philosophy,
rhetOric, and other branches of learning,
while those skilled in athletic games and
dancing had space set apart for their exercises. Those who contended for wrestling
prizes had their bodies anointed with oil,
and then sprinkled over with dust, s@ that
the bath was necessary for cleanliness,
though it was valued highly as a means
of preserving health." In all essential respects the hot-air bath of the Greeks was
similar to that now popularly known as
the "Turkish bath."

Luxurious Roman Baths
The Romans, who appropriated from the
Greeks in arts, customs, and superstitions,
in like manner consecrated their thermal
springs to some favorite deity, and their
priest-physicians introduced a ritual to be
observed in making use of the waters. When
any cure or relief was effected the ignorant
were easily persuaded that such alleviations were entirely owing to the particular
god under whose protection the waters had
been placed by the solemn rites of con22

secration. The bath was glorified into indescribable architectural magnificence that
still wins the admiration of modern architects. They ,were looked upon as religious
temples.
The wealthy had them in their homes,
and sometimes several rooms in a house
would be devoted to bathing purposes, for
cold, warm, and hot baths. And there would
be rooms for games and exercises during
the bath. The plumbing fixtures Were made
of solid silver and sometimes of gold Bathtubs were of marble and other expensive
building stone, and were decor~ted by embellishments on their sides. Seats were
made of solid silver and precious stones
would line the floors. But the custom was
not entirely monopolized by the rich. The
poor came in for some of this luxury when
public baths were organized.
These public bathing places increased
with the growing wealth and luxury of
the city, until in the reign of Tiberius
there were nearly' 900 public and private
baths in Rome alone. No home was considered properly furnished without being
provided with suitable bathing apartments.
"Emperors vied with each other in seeing
who could put up the largest and most
elaborate establishment. As a result, enor~
mous buildings were erected, and these
contained not only the bathing apartments,
but gymnasiums, libraries and even theaters. For those who did not care for these
there were shaded porticos for walks, as
well as galleries and conversation rooms
in which philosophers would hold forth
and authors would recite their works. The
baths carne to be community and cultural
centers, a tradition preserved in the health
spas of today."
In reality these-- "baths" were bathing
colonies. One actually covered a square
mile and accommodated 3,200 bathers at
one time. Diocletian is said to have built
the largest and most beautiful of these.
AWAKE!

According to Dunlop one of these baths
was adaptable to accommodating 18,000
bathers at once! He further states that
these baths "occupied portions of the Viminal and Quirinal Hills, and extensive fragments of the original buildings yet remain.
AOCQroing to Eusebius, they were completed A.D. 302, and were built principally
by the enforced labor of Christians, during
the tenth and last persecution. It is related that 10,000, Christian soldiers were
condemned to work in their construction
during a period of seven years until they
were completed, and then those who survived and remained faithful to their religious profession were barbarously put to
death." Seneca wrote of their fabulous decorations, saying: "We are come to that
pitch of luxury that we disdain to tread
upon anything but precious stones." Cameron could describe these baths only with
superlatives: 'Nothing could surpass the
boldness and richness of the basreliefs.
. . . The rarest marbles, precious vases,
Wlique bronzes, the most elegant columns,
and tbe richest conception of sculptural
genius, with the gildings and pictorial embellishments of the first artists, all C€lntributed to decorate the interiors of these
palatial structures.'

and then into the cold bath, or frigidarium,
in which there was frequently ,a swimming
pool. This completed the process. " At times
women and men were admitted to baths
at different hours and at times mixed and
promiscuous bathing was permitted. For
some reason a woman "who took a bath
at night was considered immoral. Men of
leisure bathed as often as six to eight times
a day!' Bathing was at first "prized fol'
its virtues as a means of preserving health;
it subsequently was perverted and came to
be more valued as a means for ministering
to a sensual and enervating voluptuousness." With the fall of the Roman empire
came also the faU of the bath. And as ironic
as it might seem, the bath entered its darkest age dUl'ing the so-called "age t>f enlightenment," the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and it was not until the
twentieth century that it was rescued from
the abyss into which it had descended.
Contemporaneous with the industrial
revolution, a new feeling for personal
cleanliness quickly opened up a way for
plumbing to enter the home. A bathroom
in each residence was a growing custom.
Swimming pools with showers, steam, massage, and rest rooms were built. Medicinal
springs became popular once more. Hotels,
Clubs and steamships installed swimming
Bathing Proce8S
pools.
Their bathing process is described by
In the Far East, where bathing has. never
Encyclapcedia Britannica as follows: "The lost its appeal, it is still carried on as a
bather undressed and left his clothes in social ritual. Whole families gather into
the apodyterium. He then was anointed a single wooden tub and bathe. In the
with oil in the alipterium or unctuarium more luxurious houses and hotels, th~
and, thus anointed, went to tIre room or system is largely the same, with perhaps
court where he could indulge in violent ex- the tub being inside and the bather being
ercise. After this he proceeded to the given a massage. In all Japanese baths,
calidarium or hot room and the sudatorium public and privat\'!, there is no attempt to
or laconioum J a steam room. It was proba- achieve privacy.
Whether it is for relaxation and stimubly at this point that the body was scraped
of its accumulation of oil and perspiration lation or for the purpose of getting clean,
with curved metal strigiles. The bather bathing is one of the most refreshing habits
then went to the warm room, or tepidarium~ one can enjoy.
DECEMBER 22, 1958

ASSEMBLY PUBLICITY EXPANDS
HE New World Society assemblies of Je-

T
witnesses
and
in other parts of the world have brought much
hovah's

1n Yankee Stadium

publicity to the Kingdom message,
f[ In Forest Grove, Oregon, radio station
KFGR (now KRWC) had not seen 8t'to caITy

the Watchtower's public service program, but
the convention's scope and publicity so stirred
that station's interest that it broadcast as a
free public servke a tape recording of "After
Annageddon--God's New World," the conven-

tion's main public lecture. Locally-printed
handbills, copying the ones used in New York,
announeed this lecture. Listener re!>ponse was
so good that time was given at 2 p.m. on a
Sunday for another convention talk, "Rearing
Children in the New World Society."
(( When a New York representative of the
Swiss Radio was contacted, a tape recording
was made telling of the convention. This was
sent to Basel. Switzerland, and broadcast
the Friday after the assembly, to the delight
oJ: many Swiss listeners who had been unable
to attend.
t( The assembly stilTed many local papers
to investigate Jehovah's witne!>ses. The writer
of "Pulpit to Pew" in the Syracuse, New York,
P08t-Btanda'rd said, August 24: "It's worth
gOing to one of their meeting!>, if only to see
the type of young people attending. They are
the up'and-coming sort, ready to stand and
giVe an intelligent account of themselves at
a moment's notice." A mechanic "quoted more
Scripture to me than all the ministers I have
met through my 25 years in Syracuse. . . .
They are out to win by love. Every qUalified
member is a lay minister, with the obligations
of a disciple; and there are more than half a
mlllion of them. Their latest convention in the
heart oJ: Africa had 18,000 in attendance. One
thing I like about them-they have enough
vitality to write theIr own hymns. I always
feel sorry for a religious movement that
hasn't enough creative force to make its own
songs."
(l The Alabama Baptist came up with this
comment, August 6: "This group has radical
views on the Bible; however, one cannot help
but admire their intense sincerIty.. __ AI·
though theIr enthusiasm often gets them in
trouble with the laws of the state, they do set
fot:,th an example of faithfulness in all parts
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of the world . . . . We give this information
here mainly because of their zeal in preaching
the Gospel as they see it, E'ven behInd thE"
iron curtaIn. We have our largest group of
modern martyrs among this group of witnesses,"
fJ Readers of one London paper alone, the

Reynolds News, saw four pages on the later
gatherings at London's Mitcham Stadium, at
Leicester, at Glasgow, and at Manchester. It
said, "Old and young, rich and poor--alJ
listened to the inspiring discourses and sang
and prayed together." "It was a model of
orderliness. thanks to the voluntary workers."
"Once more the organizers of, these gian!
meetings must feel that their claim to be
'The fastest growing religion on earth' is
fully warranted."
t, The entire front page of the Illustrated
Leicester Ohronicle, August 29, was devoted
to "Who Are the Jehovah's Witnesses?" II
reported on practices, beliefs and activity.
It also carried "The Rev." J. R. Collins' explanation of "Why I Cannot Share TheIr
Beliefs.", The reasons: "Jehovah's Witnesses
accept the teachings of the Old Testament
literally . . . they may be described as non·
conformists .. , their doctrine advocates pacifism
their prediction ot the end of the
world . . . is purely a matter of conjecture."
Of course, Jehovah's witnesses are not pacifists, and there is no better example of ac.
cepting the "Old Testament," of not conform.
ing to false tradition, and of telling of the
end of the world than was Christ himSelf-the
one Jehovah's witnesses are glad to follow!
C The assembly at GothenbUrg, Sweden.
August 27·30, was heralded by twenty· three
news items in five different papers. The
Netherlands' radio network carried a very
good newscast on that land's convention,
where 13:U00 met, and the press was cooperative' and fair. Germany's NeW3 Illus.
trierte commented on the fact that the Nllrnberg assembly was held in the stadium HitJer
had buIlt in unbelief, and it s~id: "The history
of the world is not without irony. From all
parts of the world streamed persons to the
arena at Nurnberg for a convention of the
once 'Nazi'persecuted' witnesses of Jehovah."
(' The assemblies continue, the publicity ex·
pands, the number of gospel-preachers grows!
<

<
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The Hope of the New World

W

pnming-hook$;; nation $;hall not lift Up
sword against nation, neither shall they
learn war any more." Of that peace there
will be no end.-Isaiah 2:4; 9:7, Am. Stan,

HAT God's Word has to say about
the- new world is good news to all
lovers of rIghteousness. It is just what we
VE:'T.
should expect in view of Jehovah'li WIE\(en the lower animal!! will be at peace
limited power, hi!'! Pf'rff'('t jlL'~tiN', wiRtiom
and love. It will Indeed be 'a new heavens with one another and with mlln: "Then
and a new earth in which righteousness the wolf wllllodge with the lamb, and the
leQpard will lie dovm with the kid; the
will dwcll.'-2 Peter 3: lit
Fil1:lt of all, the Bible assures us that calf and the young lion will graze together,
in Bod's new world all men will be united nnd a little child will lead thcm. . . . the
In the onc true worship, forthen the knowl- lion will eat stl'l:l.W like the ox. They will
edgt' of Jf;!lJovah will co\'er the earth as do no hllnn or df"l!tnu:tion."-lsaiah 11:6,
the wsterl'! cover the SM. Then Jehovah 7. 9, An Amer. TraM.
Nature itself will be affected: "Thc deswill teach even those people not in his
"new covenant" his ways uf right.eousne.s ert shall rejoice, and blossom as the rose";
and it will not he nf'C('!il.'I3ry for on(> to say fruit trees will take the plaCE' of thorns.
to his neIghbor, "Know Jehovah," for all Thus will be realized thc purposc for which
will know him from the least even to till;! Jehovah placed man In the paradiBe of
greatest.-Isaiah 11 :~; Jel'E'miah 3] :~\4, Eden in the first plaCE'; for at that time
hc commanded man to fill the earth and
Am. Stan. Ver.
In that new world the people will not sulxlue it and make all oC it like that paracomplain about being sick, for .Tehovah dise.---Genesis 1:22-28; 2:8. 15; IMlah
will bring a physical realization of the 35:1.
Then men will not oppress each other,
!'Ipiritual promise: "Then the eyes of the
blind shall be opened, and the ears of the Cor "they shall build houses, and inhabit
deaf shall be l.mstopped, Then shall the them; and they shall plant vineyards;'1lIld
lame man leap a!'l an hart, and th~ tongue eat the fruIt of them. They shall not build,
of the dumb sing." Then gradually there and another inhabit; they shall not plant,
will be no more sorrowing, weeping and and another cat: for as the days of a tree
pain, not even any more death; for Christ shall be the days of my people, and my
will reign untU he has put all enemies un- chosen ones shaU long enjoy the work of
der his· feet, the last enemy to be des'Iroyed their hands." Then mothers will bring
being death.-Isaiah 35:5, 6, Am. Strut. forth children, not Cor trouble, to sicken
and die or to be killed In battle, but to
Vcr.,. Revelation 21:4.
For' Jehovah's witnesses it is already }ife.-Isaiah 65:21-23, Am. Stan. Ver.
true that they "shall beat their swords
Jehovah God loved this new world SO
into plowshares, and their spears into much that he gave his only-begotten Son
DEOEMBER 22, 1M3
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as a sacrifice to take away its sin. Because
of Jesus' faithfulness God raised him from
the grave and gave him all power in heaven
and earth so that he couId carry out God's
purposes regarding the earth and man.
-John 3:16; Matthew 28:18.
Jehovah created the earth, not in vain,
but to be inhabited, and none of his purposes will fail. The earth is his footstool
and he will make it glorious. It 'will abide
forever.' (Ecclesiastes 1:4; Isaiah 45:18)
In view of all the foregoing plain statements of Scripture we can rest assured.
that such expressions that speak: of the
world's end or the destruction of the earth
are figures of speech. (See 2 Peter 3:5-13.)
But that all the promises regarding blessings for mankind upon earth are to be
taken literally is clear from the prayer that
Jesus taught his disciples: "Let your king·
dam come. Let your will come to pass, as
in heaven, also upon earth."-Matthew
6:10, New World Trans.
But does not the Bible tell of Christians'
going to heaven? someone may ask. True,
a certain number will and that for a certain purpose. That certain number Revelation 7 and 14 limit to merely 144,000.
And for what purpose? To rule as the
consort or bride with Christ as part of the
seed of Abraham for the blessing of all the
families of the earth.-Genesis 22:17, 18;
Galatians 3: 16, 29.
They are the Christian congregation of
holy ones, the Kingdom company. Said Jesus to the first of these: "I make a covenant with you, just as my Father has made
a covenant with me, for a kingdom, that
you may eat and drink at my table in my
kingdom, and sit on thrones to judge the
twelve tribes of Israel." (Luke 22:29, 30,
New World Trans.) That others will share
in this judging work and that not only
the twelve tribes of Israel but all the
world is to be judged by them Paul makes
clear at 1 Corinthians 6:2, saying, "Do
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you not know that the holy ones will judge
the world?"-New World' TraM.
When will these blessings come to mankind? God's Word shows they will come to
this present generation. According to Matthew 24, the generation that sees the
proofs of Christ's second presence, namely,
world wars, famine} pestilence, earthquakes, increase of lawlessness, persecution of Christians-all of which have come
in concentrated doses since 1914--will see
the end of this old world. This 1S further
supported by Paul's prophecy concerning
the conditions in the last days; days that
would be critical, hard to deal with because men would be selfish, haughty, blasphemers, fierce, proud, lovers of pleasure
rather than lovers of God.-2 Timothy 3:15, New World Trans.
Nor are these blessings merely for those
now living on the earth, but eventually they
will be extended to all those who have died
and have been retained in the memory of
God: "Do not marvel at this, because the
hour is coming in which all those in the
memorial tombs will hear [Christ's] voice
and come out."-John 5:28, ~9, New World
Trans.; Proverbs 10: 7.
Wou1d you 1ike to assure yourself the
blessings of the new world? Then you must
now seek Jehovah, righteousness and meekness, that you may be hid in the day of
his anger when he makes an. end to this
old world, the old system of things, to

make room for the new world or new
system of things. That day of his anger
is termed the battle of Armageddon.
-Zephaniah 2:1-3; Revelation 16:14, 16.
That men of good will, lovers of righteousness, may. avail themselves of the hope
of the new world, Jehovah's witnesses,
some half million strong, are preaching in
143 lands and in more than 100 languages
-another proof that we are in Christ's
second presence.-Matthew 24:3, 14, New
World Trans.
AWAKE!

"DO

NOT drink water any longer, but
use a little wjne for the sake of your
stomach -and your frequent cases of sickness." (1 Timothy 5:23, New World Trans.)
That there may be true scientific basis for
Paul's advice to his young friend Timothy
appears from the following report from
Science News Letter, August 29, 1953:
"The steady tippling of marauding
armies in the Mediterranean basin from
Caesar to Napoleon has led a pharmacy
student of the University of California
to the discovery that wine may be a source
of germ-killing antibiotics. . . . The student, John Gardner, ... got his idea from
several sources. He knew the people in
the Mediterranean and Near East had always had a high rate of intestinal infection
-typhoid, paratyphoid, dysentery, etc.
While in the navy, serving in the area in
World War II. he witnessed the high incidence of such infections among U. S.
service personnel in spite of modern health
measures. A keen student of military history, he observed that Roman armies
seemed to have been well protected against
such diseases. Their relative handfuls,
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DO YOU KNOW?

• Who is currently the most striking example of woman's success in poUtics? P. 3, lfJ.
• On what day of the year the most murders
are committed? P. 5, IT4.
• Why Hindus, Shintoists, Jews and other
non-Christians celebrate Christmas? P. 8, H5.
• Why the ancient Greek Supreme court had
over a thousand membersl P. 9, 112.
What Plato proposed as a replacement for
government by the people? P. 9, fi7.

•

• How mountain goats are equipped to climb
on snow, ice or bare rock? P. 12, 1f1.
• Whether the love of money traps only the
very wealthy? P. 14, 1ft.

.~._o_._._o_o_._o_.
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policing hostile lands fun ()f ~»le loaded
with intestinal infections, could not have
stood heavy casualties from such diseases.
Mr. Gardner also noted that Roman soldiers drank wine under military orders.
In one case the native wine of an area to
be invaded was brought to Rome to condition invasion troops. These things suggested to Mr. Gardner that wine might
contain antibacterial substances that would
protect against intestinal infections. He
put the idea to the test' in his research,
and came up with an agent that inhibits
four representative species of bacteria ....
The inhibition is weak in comparison to
penicillin. But the substance is still crude.
and may gain strength with purification.
The inhibition is in the test tube, and not
yet in animalS."
While it is yet too early to say just what
antibiotics will be found in wine and
whether or not they are ifl sufficient
strength to have accounted for the Ro-man's apparent immunity- from intestinal
infection, these findings certainly are of interest, in view of Paul's advice to Timothy.

__

?• .__ 0_, __ 0_.•

• Wby both the high-priced servant of
money and his family find it difficul! to be
true Christiansl P. 15,112.
• What the priests said caused recent Greek
earthquakes? p. 19, lIJ.
• Where 10,000 Christians were reportedly
condemned to work for seven years on a
hath house, then were killedl P. 22, U5.
• Why a British clergyman could not share
Jehovah's witnesses' beliefs? P. 24, 117.
• Why we can be sure that the scriptures
that tell of the destruction of the earth are
only figures of speech? P. 26, 111.
• What has been recently discovered supporting Paul's suggestion'. "Use a litt\e -wine
for the sake of your stomach"? P. 27, U2.
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Blotl over Trle1Ite
• The powder keg that could
blow up Western Europe still
bad a lighted fuse. After seven
years' effort Big Two authori·
tiel thought they had reached
a decision that would snul! out

the .fuse. They announced their
withdrawal from Zone A and
the turning of it over to the
Italians. The result was no
snuffed-out fuse but one that
burned with greater intensity.
Marshal Tlto threatened to
march Into Zone A If the Big
Two gave it to Italy; so the
Anglo.Amerlcan forces reo
mained. This delay Inflamed
some of the 290,000 Italians in
the city of Trieste to heated
anger. Riots raged for three
days. Almost 10,000 persons,
mostly youths, charged ,into

the square. Sharp gunfire
erupted. Six rioters lay dead,
three of them teen-age boys.

Demonstrations then spread
to dozens of ciUes in Italy, including Rome (Un). Some
cars with British plates were
overturned and burned. Iso-lated persons speaking English
were attacked. After the riots
subsIded Marshal Tito stated
(lU15) that he would not go
to war tor the port city of
Trieste itself, that he aban·
doned Yugoslavia's claim on
the city but that he would not
relinquish his claim on the reo
mainder of occupied Zone A.
Emphasizing that he would
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compromise no further, Tito
declared: "I warn the Allies
nnd the whole world to stop
making such dedslons (to
hand Zone A to Italy), for tbi!;
would unconditionally lead to
conftict."

*elections
The Issue In the Philippine
was one common

New President for PhUippines

these days---corruption in gov·
ernment. When the voters
went to the polls nt/tO), the
candidates were President EI·
pidlo Quirino, running for reo
election on the Liberal Party
ticket, and Nationallst·Demo·
cratic candidate Ramon Mag·
saysay. Since Filipinos are
very passionate about politics,
the election resulted In sporadic
killings, scattered outbreaks of
terrorism and attempts at
fraud. In spite of the violence
a record number of Filipinos
went to the polls and elected
by a landslide margin Ramon
Magsay~ay. Mr. Magsaysay, a
newcomer to politics, won his
reputation as a guerrilla lead·
er during World War IT, He
also gained fame as a result
of his successful campaign
against the Communist·led
Huks. He becomes the third
president of the Philippine reo
public.
Quirioo Upbraids ChUl"('b
After the Philippine elec·
tions President Elpldlo Quirino

*

warned, in an obvious allusion
to the Roman Catholic Church,
against the partlclpatton ot
the church in politics. He stat·
ed that he believed in separa·
tion at church and state. But
the president admitted that he
had endeavored to please the
Catholics by yielding to them
on the issue of rellgious In·
struction in public schools. On
election eve President Quirino
openly charged that Cathollc
priests were campaignIng tor
his opponent, Mr. Magsaysay.
Some priests, though, did
champion Mr. Qulrino, as did
the archbishop of Vigan. Re·
gardless of whose band wagon
the priests were on, Mr. Qulri·
no declared (1t/t6) that If the
church continued to meddle In
politics, the people would "lose
their respect for the church."
It should be mentioned that
Christianity Is not a matter of
gaining or losing prestige; it
is a matter of adhering to BI·
ble principles. One of the prime
requirements tor true religion,
worship that Is clean and un·
defiled In the sight ot Almighty
God, Is "to keep oneself wIthout
spot from the world."-James
1:27, New World Trans.

London'.. PlttleBB H.Wer
To most people smog is just
a blend of smoke and fog. To
Londoners smog Is a low-down
killer. Last December the smog
that choked London was the
most disastrous In eighty
years. In tour days about 4,000
deaths were caused by the
foggy killer, and In the months
following, deaths were 8,000
above normal. As the smog
season descended upon London
this year an estimated three
tons of soot and ash sitted
daily out of the sky over each
square mile of the city. To pre·
vent the terrible death toll of
last year doctors urged Lon·
doners to protect their lungs
with homemade masks of six
thicknesses of dampened sur·
gical gauze. This, they said,
would keep out most of the
soot and prevent passage of
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same
the chemicals iDjurlQU$ - to the lungs. When the
first III!W!te ~lTIog_ of the season
blacked out London (10129)
townspeople flocked to the
drugston!s !or "smug masks"
Most London chemists sold out
their supply. When the l:IlTIog is
not 50 severe, sensitive men
are somellmO"s dptpITed fmm
w .. "rlng theIr smog masks by
th~ jeets of the more robust
Londoners, who may ask:
"How's thf' ol""ration ~ing,
Doc?" Nonetheless, to mOllt
Londoners It was a serious
mstillr, so ¥erlou¥ the gov... m.
mf'nt announ~ (11/13) that
Britons with heart or lunA'
disease would get free ~m0l!'
mlillklO.

1'00000ral: Dabblelln Dellloeraey
• In 1928 Antonio salazar was
apvolnted Portugal's minillter
of finance. He 300n beeame the
most powel1ul political ttgure
In the country. In 1932 Iw 1)('0
{·am... prime miniM"r Ilnd die·
tator. Being extremely reU·
gioUB he reitored much 01 the
pow!:!r 01 the Ruman CAtholic
c";hu1Y'h. No· opposition to the
salnzar dleto.torshlp Was COWl·
tenancl!d from. any polllkal
party. 11lls ypllr Mlmething
npw r:ame to Portugal: Its government began to dabble In de·
mocracy. For one month a ban
on pulitlcal mPf'tings Will! lifted
lind criticism of government
was nllowed. An opposition po.
mica} L"Ommltt~ was ponutlt·
t .. d to campaign for the elections held (11/8). Thus for the
ttrst time In twenty.seven years
v.,tprs hail a chance to vote
against the government. But
they did not. In three cities
where the opposition put up
candidates, the government
won by a tl"f'l11endous margin,
the opposition g"tting only
about one sixth of the vote.
After the- campaign and afbor
thO" ban on opposition (Xliitlcs
went ba"k intu E'tra"1:, thE' uppo~lt1un llE'wspa{W'l" Rflpubl-ictJ an·
nounl-ed: "SlleIlLoe-! SIlt'nCl'"!
Purtugal returns to her IIIld
tlil!:!."

lruJ.: JIo
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• Dr. Moh&mmed v.",..dedl.
7:J.year-old ex-pJemjer Of Iran.
has proved himSelf to be a
wily politician. Hiscraf!ywaYIi
a .... hf.lghtened by the weird
displays of emotion that he is
able to come up With, such as
fainting tttl, sobbing 8J1E'I1l1
lind vehement bursts of laugh.
ter. Mossadegh's wiles failed
him In August when Maj_ ~n.
Fa:dollah ZahP<l1 ..,..stl'd him
from olfiee-. Living up to his
bizarre habits, Mossadegh went
to prison In pink pajamlul.
Who>n hf' Clime up lor trial the
aeed politIcian proved he Wag
still wily. He maintained lha'
he was still leogill pnomler.
Thu~ hf" WII~ able to shift the
court's attention from the
q\lelitlon of hI5 guilt to Ihat of
whelher or lIot Th'" muTt wsa
rompetent to try him. Gcstur·
Ing alld joking, Monadegh
talked tor lourlt't1n hou ...... H",
tilel,1 whf'n Ihf' joog", ftpoke.IJe
punctuated the trial preliml.
norles with droll remarks liuch
as: "1 am quite hUIIY and di.
vprtPd from boredom." That
this wclrd and wily poUndan
stili had lr1ends becalJll' al>"
pan·nt 111/121 when prO'
MO~Mdegh demonlltratlons
broke out in Teheran. But
tile demonstratlon~ were ~up.
pressed I.oefore th.. powerful
T .. hpran moba could be
whipped up to full strength
and fUry. Since the court mar.
lIal UE't'idf'd (ll/15) that it was
competent to try Mossadegh,
he Jaced posaIble exile or life
In prison.
Anbla's

"..-n

.NapoJ_"

-® When 73-yeaNlId King Ibn
Saud 01 Saudi Arabia died
111/91, one of the modem-.day
world's most absolute monarch's pas.scd trom the scene.
King Saud won with the sword
an enonnous ll:inedom. some
thirty yean: of his career were
..pent in intertribal war:ta.re.
du~ whicb time he ga1ncd
for hill klnl(dom the Islamic
cltlell of Medina and Mecca.
So IlUCceuful in eOnqul!llt was

the kine that "he acqu1ted _
title "Desert Napoleon." 'l'lUe,
his klngdom WIlli moslly desert.
But what desert! Below Ita
baITf'n Mnds hUie oll pools
exiqt, believed to be the lug·
est oll Mpo$lts in the world. It
Is said that the klng'fI yearly
profit.. from shreWd 011 leaseB
amounted to $200,000,000. ThUi
King Saud becam!:! Olle of the
world's Wt'.lthle~t men. Anlonc
hi~ abundant possessions we1'8
100 to 200 wlvl\'s and about lJO
children. He had thref' tn four
wlw-II at a time. divordna:
them frequently. Being a Itrlet
Jollower of Mohammed, the
king's roeligion did not allow
him to uae alcohol or nicotine,
but it did allow him to divorce
wives and conquer kingdom •.
TIle Tsllllnit' kingdom con·
queR"d by the "Desert Napoleon" lias now passed to h1l
son and hell', the :I6.yeaNllli
F-mir ~ud. HI' becomes ruler
over a vut territory, where 011
deposits are fabulously rich,
where carnell are It III Ihe com·
mon mpans of trarlllportation
and where llavery It III Pft"
valls,
Oolllkl Boob Under Fbe

• American. have long d.
bated the question of Wheliae)
or not comic book, stlmula,t
juVi'I1U" delJnquency. Many
authorities on child. behaVior
tlave bitterly denounced oom.Ic
books. yet today U. S. ("hlldren
pore over 90.000,000 to 100,·
000,000 comic bOOks a month.
ThIs ftood ot U. S. cuml.. boob
has spl"E'ad to many pam of
the world. one country, Brazil,
lias taken a recent stand
against the ~'()mi("<hook flood.
Brazilian authorities decided
that U. S. comic books tend to
corrupt the morals of youth.
&. a member of Brazil's Con·
gress introduced a bill to ban
them from the countr>..
JJoeadI,y Vlru8 Photograp......

A disease tound In all parts
of the world but mure prevalent in temperate zones 15 po-liomyelitis. Its presence was

•

'"

not recognized in the U. s. un·
tl11894. For years researchers
have been studying the dis.
ease but had never been able
to actually see the virus. Thus
it was an outstanding achieve·
ment when two teams of in.
vestigators recently isolated
the virus, looked at it under
the electron microscope, photo.
graphed It and even measured
it. One research team worked
at the Detroit Laboratories of
Parke, Davis & Company. Another group worked at the vi.
rus laboratory at the University of CalifornIa. The director
of this laboratory announced
(11/11) that the virus "defi.
nitely" had been identified,
adding: ''We know that what
we are looking at [through the
electron microscope] is virus."
It was described as a spherical
particle almost exactly a mil.
lionth of an inch in diameter,
and it looked like a tennis ball
on an asphalt court. The isolation of the poliomyelitis virus
,
..
•

,
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Is regarded as a sIgnificant
achievement, since It will pave
the way for a chemical analy·
sis of the virus and could pos·
sibly lead to a chemical weap·
on to treat the disease.

mean that the U. S, thougllt
the genocide treaty was all
right for other countries but
not good for the U. S. itself?
Declared the Wall Street Journal: "The United States has
placed itself in an absurdly
dishonest position."

U. S.: A "Dishonest Position"
~ The U. N. in November voted 50 to 0 to urgl.:! member Nobel Peace Prize
nations to sp~ed ratification of i
The first Nobel Peace Prize
the genocide treaty, which out· was awarded in 1901. In 1953
laws acts designed ·"to destroy the prize went to General
in whole or in part, a national, George Marshall for his role
ethnical, racial or religious as author of the Marshall Plan.
group." U. S. senators, South- After fifty-three years of Nobel
ern and Isolationist, had op· awards, peace is farther away
posed ratification of the treaty, than when the first award was
claiming that it might be used made. Does thIs not prove that
to interfere in internal affairs no matter how excellent are
of the U. S., especially in cases the plans of men, they cannot
of diSCrimination against Ne- bring in permanent peace?
groes. However, the U. S. dele- The Bible clearly shows that
gate voted in favor of the reso· only God's kingdom by Christ
lution. Then afterward he circulated a statement that per- will bring in lasting peace: "In
plexed the experts. It said that his days shall the righteous
the U. S. Is not "authorizing flourish; and abundance of
propaganda" in favor of the peace so long as the moon enconvention in the U. S. Did this dureth."-Psalm 72:7.
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1954 YEARBOOK AND CALENDAR
Have you any idea what kind of experiences J.ehovah's witnesses have
in going from house to house with the Kingdom message, proclaiming it
on the streets, conducting free horqe Bible studies and in using many other
ways to tell men of good will Bible truths? The 1954 Yearbook of Jehovah's
Witnesses contains some of their preaching experiences and gives an in~
dividual report of their accomplishments in over 100 countries where they
are preaching. For firsthand information send 50c for your copy of the
1954 Yearbook of Jehovah's Witnesses.
A beautiful color calendar for 1954 is now available. It illustrates the far·
reaching effects of the international convention recently held at New York on the
world-wide. organization of God's servants. Calendars may be had for 25c each,
or five or more to one address for ZOc each.
117 ADAMS ST.

WATCHTOWER

BROOKLYN 1,

N.Y.

Enclosed Is $ ............ Please send me the following:
01954 Yearbook of Jehovah's Witnes8e8 (50c)

o One calendar (25c)
............ calendars (Five or more to one address, We each)

(Nnmbe»

Name .............................

Street and Number
or Route and Box ......... .

City ............................... ..

Zone No ......... State ............. .
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9
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February 8. 1953
World Unlty~Are We Dreaming?
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5
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Nature's Feathered Carpenters ....
Keeping Up with Medical Science
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September 22,1953
To Get Them Back to Church
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heading "Your \Vord Is Truth."
heading "Jehovah's Witnesses Preach in All the Earth."
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